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Foreword 
This edition of the Minerals Yearbook discusses the performance of the 

worldwide mineral industry during 1983 and provides background inform- 
ation to assist in interpreting developments during the year being reviewed. 
Content of the individual volumes follows: 
Volume I, Metals and Minerals, contains chapters on virtually all metallic 

and nonmetallic mineral commodities important to the U.S. economy. In 
addition, it includes a statistical summary chapter, a chapter on mining and 
quarrying trends, and a chapter discussing the statistical surveying methods 
used by the Bureau of Mines. 
Volume II, Area Reports: Domestic, contains chapters on the mineral 

industry of each of the 50 States, the U.S. island possessions in the Pacific 
Ocean and the Caribbean Sea, and the Commonwealth of Puerto Rico. This 
volume also has a statistical summary. 
Volume III, Area Reports: International, contains the latest available 

mineral data on more than 130 foreign countries and discusses the importance 
of minerals to the economies of these nations. A separate chapter reviews the 
international mineral industry in general and its relationship to the world seononny, 

The Bureau of Mines continually strives to improve the value of its 
publications to users. Therefore, constructive comments and suggestions by 
readers of the Yearbook will be welcomed. 

Robert C. Horton, Director 
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Minerals in the World 

Economy 

By Charles L. Kimbell and John Panulas? 

Although virtually every available indica- at substituting new, more efficient instal- 
tor of world mineral industry activity dem- lations for old, uneconomic or marginal- 
onstrated a gain in 1983 relative to the 2 ly economic plants. Among the centrally 

very poor years of 1981 and 1982, the overall planned economy countries, the pattern was 
prospects for future years seemed far from somewhat different on the whole, but even 

bright. There were significant upturns in there, growth in total productive capacity 

the quantity and value of mineral commodi- was evidently somewhat restrained, al- 
ties produced, traded, and consumed in though it seemed questionable whether the 

1983, and many nonfuel mineral prices restraint was a function of intentional plan- 

advanced, although the price advances in ning or simply an inability to accomplish 

current dollars in most instances barely planned programs on schedule. 

compensated for inflation. The pattern of International political events, particular- 
investment in exploration and development _ly the Iran-Iraq war and the unstable situa- 

of new mining ventures and new plant tion in the eastern Mediterranean countries 
construction reflected virtual industry-wide (Lebanon, Israel, and Syria), continued to 

concern that substantial upturns in demand adversely affect mineral industry activities 
for mineral commodities in the near future in those areas. Similarly, the internal and 

were unlikely, at least for most large vol- international conflicts in Central America 

ume products. The world oil glut continued negatively influenced mineral industry op- 
despite cutbacks in production, and sub- erations there. In Afghanistan, it appeared 

stantial stocks of many other mineral com- that there was some upturn in the very 

modities mitigated against growth in total modest mineral industry operations, but 
productive capacity, at least among market industry activities there undoubtedly con- 
economy nations. In these countries, devel- tinued to be affected by confrontations be- 
opment activity at both mines and plants _ tween the Soviets and the local citizenry. 
was confined largely to programs aimed 

PRODUCTION 

The estimated value of world crude min- following tabulation summarizes the esti- 

eral production in 1983 was nearly $520,000 mated value of world crude mineral produc- 

million in terms of 1978 dollars, slightly tion for 1978-83 and selected years prior to 
greater than the results for 1982, but far 1978: 

short of the historic high of 1979. The 

-
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mn ee 
Billion constant 1978 dollars 

Value ofS", 
Yeon wares Yaweata, mineral i 

commodities? __ Commodities 

aan ee car ener ee eset ci eis m2 
Ag eR ee ue caer PROTEGE SESS TE 885, 1017 

FEAT ns raone ge 2 1136 1965 
egg) ac ce Teor osc: cape een UaU Re RURESNE TOTES 1257 15a 
1ope SO eer ene 1486 185 
png Sons OE a EEE een 20 218 
<iaehieeeiaiiaiaimmmeimnmmmaaais <7 e 2 sate a3 Saat 
GAY Ss een hen ce ee neaen ARR EC Ee ae 504.0 568.0 

MOO ree econ er amomemecmnreenrnant ee ene 498.8 556.5 
tiger? SAU SE eae Se NGA RENTED eancee nage a315, 560 
1982" _____-___-....------------------------ <9 ---- === 459.8 518.2 

Apes Soc eeegeenerons eres ior meee $611 519 
OBS 2s ee ese ea eer 

"Revised 
\The list of commodities included appears in table 3 of this chapter; one commodity covered in 1950-68 (beryl) is 

excluded from the 1s +81 figures, but the overall impact ofthis omission is regarded as insignificant 
“Spsta for all years prior fo 1979 are ag reported in Annales des Mines, Nov-Dec. 1980, p. 178; data for 197988 are 

extrapolated from the 1018 Annales des Mines figures on the basis of the United Nations index of extractive industry 
production in the United Nations Monthly Bulletin of Statistics, Aug. 1985, p. xiv. 

3Data extrapolated from values of 53 commodities to: lcomnpesats for other mineral products. For details on the basis for 

this oxirapolation, see accompanying text under “Value of World Mineral Production.” 

‘The foregoing data on value of crude ary sources—scrap and other reclaimed ma- 
mineral output do not completely portray _ terials. 
the total role of the mineral industry in the It should be stressed that crude and 
world economy in that they represent only processed mineral commodities constitute 

the value of crude mine output (raw materi- not only the overwhelmingly dominant 
al from mines, quarries, and wells) rather share of the total raw material base for all 
than the considerably enhanced value that manufacturing operations but also, in the 

results from beneficiation, smelting, refin- form of fertilizers, are a vital material for 
ing, and other equivalent downstream proc- the agricultural sector, and the only signifi- 
essing. If the value added through such Cant source of energy for all sectors of the 
processing were included, a 1983 figure of World's economy. 

ion (1978 id $1,222,000 million (1978 dollars) could be PRODUCTION INDEX PATTERNS. 
regarded as a conservative estimate of the 
value of output of mineral industry plants The following tabulation summarizes the 
operating from primary materials only. An development pattern in world extractive 
additional unestimated increment should mineral industry output as reflected by 
also be included for the value of those United Nations indexes: 
processed materials recovered from second- 

ee ae index numbers 0975=100) 
~ “Crude Extras Year petroleum tive 

Goal, and natural Mealy industry 
Bes total 

‘Annual averages: 
ATE ons gunepmn net aneenmemmennoe 10027 us 11a net 
aomisos s eaae aetna es pian TaNSEETE 1057 125 1087 1186 

ee 1093 iis 1062 nea 
Aoais Oo Caae ae ORRIN REI Tg Tae 1085 4 1043 1140 
Woe mn ene ane ns ior 901 1082 

ult iranige eS 1108 3071 1008 1085 
rterly results: 

1982: Y 
Let quater socuceeeuce seem wena mas 1085 1045, 1065 

da quarter ~~~ ~-22222_2222272 222222 una 105 soa ms 
Sdquarter ———~__..--------+--------- 106.3 10.8 93.4 109.5, 
dhaquarter=~-2222222222222 22272 =TEI 1100 1084 43 1031 

1988, Tt UGH nme SLT u7 930 987 987 
2d quarter ~~ Sewer 1103 1088 1038 1099 
Sdquariee 22.00 oT a esse cbc SeneSTSaS 1073 180 901 55, 
athquarter 2~~ 7777 22222222222TITTIIE usa 108-4 1019 1098 

sn MINE seeesnnnnrsearceccsnceses ee 

Source: United Nations. Monthly Bulletin of Statisties. V.98, No. &, Aug. 1984, p xiv.
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The tabulation shows that despite signifi- by the U.S. Bureau of Mines, is listed in cant differences in results for the three table 1 for 1979-83,2 48 registered increases major components through the various in 1983 relative to the 1982 level of produc- quarters of 1982 and 1983, the aggregate tion. Of the remainder, 46 registered de- reached a low point in the first quarter of clines and 1 was unchanged relative to 1982 1983 and substantially recovered in the performance. This was a marked improve- second and third quarters of that year. ment over the previous year, when gains 
Although an average for the first three over 1981 performance were achieved by quarters of 1983 has been entered as a only 26 commodities, with 69 registering tentative result for 1983 in the absence of a declines, and over 1981, when only 33 com. 
complete figure, it is unlikely that the modities exceeded 1980 levels, with 60 re. actual results will match the figures enter- cording declines and 2 registering unchang. ed. Available information on major com- ed output levels, 
modities suggest that the final figures for Of the 48 commodities showing gains in coal and for metals will exceed that for 1982 output between 1982 and 1983, 30 had reg- and the tentative 1983 level; while that for istered declines between 1981 and 1982, 8 Petroleum and natural gas liquids will be showed gains for a second year in a row. 4 
lower than the 1982 level as well as the registered increases for a third consecutive tentative 1983 level. . year, 2 recorded increases for the fourth Comparison of world extractive industry Consecutive year, and 4 showed gains for a production indexes in the foregoing tabu- fifth consecutive year. Of the 46 commodi. lation, with indexes from the same source ties recording declines, 7 had reconied an, 
for the processing sectors of the mineral creases between 1981 and 1982, 12 regis- 
industry presented in the following tabu-  t2veq declines for a second year, 15 recorded lation, demonstrate that the recessionary jower output levels for a third consecutive low points for the crude mineral extraction 20" 15 cngwed lowes GabpLDLevele fore sector and the mineral processing sector are Fourth consecutive year and 2 registered 
significantly offset: lower output levels for a fifth consecutive 

year. The single commodity with no gain “~“Trdexrnumbers 975=100 between 1982 and 1983 had recorded an 
Non. Chemicals, increase between 1981 and 1982. 

Teer metallic Pemoleum, Base Of the 50 listed metallic commodities, 24 
mineral “rubber ™**#l8_ were produced in greater quantities in 1983 
pret Produets than in 1982. Notable were continued 

Annual averages: growth in mine output of gold and silver, 1978 NT 1258 1150 and an upturn in mine output of platinum; 11) SEE SaaS 124 1319 1202 i : 1980 ~~ 27727 2D 1034 1318 1163 these were in contrast to downturns regis- 
aaanee Ae ign] [R83 tered for 19 of the 28 metallic mine products 

1983 7T2TTTTII RB 1385 109.4 listed. The three precious metals showing 
Quastarly resalts gains were joined by bismuth, chromite, 

 Istquarter 162 1334 1134 monazite, nickel, and zinc; in contrast, most 2 quarter re 37 tong Major metallic mine products—iron ore, Bd quarter — 186 187 1005 r Mthquarter => TI 1302 998 bauxite, manganese, copper, lead, and nO aaa 479 1355 1078  ilmenite—together with 14 others recorded 2aquarter-— 128 1401 1119 declines. The pattern was somewhat differ- 
ere ae ia; 1989 ent among the 22 processed metal commodi- =e ties reported; 15 showed gains, with upturns 

reported for pig iron, steel, alumina, prima- The results for various world areas that ry smelter lead, primary and secondary 
were aggregated to produce the foregoing zinc, primary refined copper, and primary tabulations differed greatly. For region-by- refined lead, together with 5 lesser metale, region details too extensive to include here, Among the seven processed metal commodi, the reader is referred to the source publica- ties that showed declines between 1982 and 
tions for the foregoing tabulations. 1983, ferroalloys, primary smelter copper, 

and secondary refined copper were probably QUANTITATIVE COMMODITY OUTPUT wos noteworthy. 
Of the 95 distinct mineral commodities Of the 35 nonmetallic commodities sur- and/or forms of mineral commodities for veyed, 20 showed increases between 1982 which total world production, as measured and 1983, with cement, diamond (gem and
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industrial), gypsum, nitrogen, phosphate in terms of the value of production, and for 
rock, and potash notable among the gainers, these commodities, exactitudes on value on 
while the more notable nonmetallic com- a commodity-by-commodity basis are not 
modities showing declines included barite available for any year subsequent to 1978. 
and sulfur. ‘Among the fuel commodities, however, the 

Of the 10 fuel mineral commodities (ex- overall pattern of output change can be 
cluding uranium, which is included under demonstrated using United Nations data, in 
metals), 4 showed increases between 1982 which all fuels are adjusted to a common 
and 1983, including bituminous and lignite energy equivalent basis. The following tab- 
coal and natural gas; in contrast, crude and ulation summarizes world energy commod- 
refined petroleum output both were lower ity output for 1978.82 as reported by the 
for the fourth consecutive year. United Nations, with U.S. Bureau of Mines 

‘The overall performance of the nonfuel estimates for 1983: 
mineral industry can only be summarized 

i Million metric tons of standard coal equivalent 
_ Grade 

Year Coat Pettoleumn, Natural Hyaro an “aia 

“as liquids fas electricity 

1918 | -- nen BO 4504 17165 215 914 
igp.t:seMUeeTaTT TIER eae ans 11855 23 18.445 
HEC ecemcssstcememen: eit 4500 11888 30119257 
agar 222 See Bae 4247 1852 20 9.058 
PE poe Gace, Tee 4,035 71,852 "384 *8,933 

1983". 1-22-2288 4.022 1857 352 8970 

“Estimated. "Revised. 
‘Data do not add to total shown because of independent rounding. 

Sources: 178-79: United Nations, 1961 Yearbook of World Bnersy Statistics, New York, 1988, p, 2 198082 United 
Nations, 1989 Bnergy Statistics Yearbook, New York, 1984, p. 2; 988: U.S. Bureau of Mines estimates 

‘Table 1.—World production of major mineral commodities' 
Sn 

Commodity 1979 1980, 1983 1982? 1988° 
—__ emmodity Oe 

METALS 
Aluminum: 

Bauxite, gross weight? thousand metric tons -—=«§7,102—=«=«90,795« 87,108 7973.77.59 
Alumina, gross weight — eeredon Bia 33489 S2TBL R95 BaD 
Gitned'inget meal 77777 Tadeoz=. = 28 gb) = T0Ge2 18am 

‘Antimony, mine output, metal content metric tons 6a0g0 63,527,265 BITS 4,54 
Arsenic, white Gg ag}620 28619 BT BTZ BBB 5.RTB 
Beryl concentrate, gross weight? * __ _ __do. . 2,897 2,561 2,901 3,097 2,893 

Bismuth) enn 5424 3.608 3,088 599 44055, 
Bismuth imelalamelterl22lll_lliadz2. «|= «18678 WRBBL1T8GA 8A TBA 

Chromite, gross weight® thousand metric tons 9,328 9.467 er62 1.954 8085 
cobalt: 
‘iline output, metal content metric tons. 29871 «31,006. 30,019 ABA B4.1ZT 
Meubreind scsnen- 727s ado > B80) 80220 25,779 1640 1829 

‘Columbine tantatie concentrate® ® _..do____ 35,166 36,637 35,587 25,520, 4,383 

Copper 
Mine output, metal content ‘thousand metric tons_— "1691 7.139 aot gor goer 
Metal: Smelter: 

Primary® --__.-.-----.do---— 1,543 7485 7,870 WIT 1,156 

Secondary? __-__....---do___. 471 462 476 510 ‘548 
Refined: 

Primary® ----.--------do.-- 7,658 7,699 8,097 7919 8147 

‘Secondary? _ _____-....--do__~. 1,362 1,404 1344 1,305, 1,287 
Gold, mine output, metal content housand troy ounces. «98,880 89,205 41,249 48,057 44,538 

‘See footnotes at end of table.
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Table 1.—World production of major mineral commodities! —Continued seen 
‘Commodity 1979 1980 1981 1982? 1983" eS ee ee ee 

METALS —Continued 
hhon and stet Tron ore, gross weight 
Metal: thousand metric tons_ 902,985 895,867 855,060, 781,307 739,133, 

Pigiron ___..______ — 531,910, 512,344 500,704 455,457 463,794 Ferroalloys — ~~ _22_177777~740. 777 16,024 16,008, 15,058 13/909 13,755 esq, Setherudle <XTTTT“TTITLTTaoL222 ANH) HShTBE Tas toe bt 288 
Mine output, metal content —— do. 3451 aie 3340 3408 3% 

Smelter: 
I scp orm mnscsilticetes 3,275 3071 3,107 3,162 3,209 
Secondary’ ____________do. = 2,352 2,198 2,238 2,093 2,024 Refined: 
Beery gcse Lie 3,297 3173 3124 3,150 ‘3204 
Ben ONIREE in cs ns ssr ne Mn 2415 2,257 2212 2,077 2,025, 

‘Magnesium metal, smelter, primary* retric tons. 307,400 516,009 805.226 «247.958 264,284 ‘Manganese ore, gross weight 
‘thousand metric tons 226 25995-28495 HGD. «AB 

Mercury, mine output, metal content “éepound flasks. «174496197426 BYT 197.695. —188,498 Molybdenum, mine output, metal content 
metric tons. 104031100. «109,873 94,050 6,888 Monazite concentrate (source of rare-earth metals negghenum TOIT 82 BLST a0 

Mine output, metal content ‘howsand metric tons. 63 180 728 640 689 putamen so -cneen eg nao 839 731 639 508 el tinum group insta, maine output 
» ‘thousand troy ounces__ 6,487 6,848 6,931 6,431 6,482 Selenium metal, smeltert > metric tons. _ 1621 iam 1a 120 1327 Silver, mine output, metal content 

thousand troy ounces. 348,120 844,026.36, 83,766 sans 
Pellatale) metal, smelter* ® _____ metric tons__ ‘M7 110 105 102 Ml vn Mine output, metal content do... 245204 a7 300 assays aar.76 © a,g20 Metal,smelter—~-— ~~ 777 7"do--2> «= BuO aT = Bas'208 = Barigge © gOS Balog ‘Titanium concentrate, gross weight? 

Timenite*® ______ thousand metric tons__ 3,547 3,718 3,615, 3,003 2,609 
ae ee sherk meec enim 354 436 362, 340 326, ‘Mtaniferous lag” ~~~ 27772—722¢o° 777 Be 1218 1129 1,050 98 ‘Tungsten, mine output, metal content 

‘etric.tons. 48,598 51897 9011.45.05. ga 
‘Uranium oxide, mine output, UsOs content* * 

Piwwe 44,926 51,858 51,358 48,687 44455, ey anes mine output, metal content __do_ __ 35,968 36,751 37,526, 34,623 28,803 

‘Mine output, metal content ‘thousand metric tons__ 5.985 5962 5848 6238 6246 Metal, smelter: 
Primary®.-__________.do..-_ 5,952 5,755 5,755 5,506 5,810 
Secondary’ __ aoe dOL oo, 308 294 824 359, 365 Zirconium concentrate? ___________do._ 629 680 635 709 m1 ‘NONMETALS 

Asbestos nnn nnd 4695 4699 43a 4080457 
IN ners pct iene NO ce T257 7,581 8197 7,491 5,759 Boron minerals_—______ 2222 = odo 22 _ 2,519 2,610 2,558 2271 2,210 
ESI nsonminnceienvin asnanewase Miles 403, 343, 344 375, 361 Cement mydrauiie™“““TSITIIIT Tae TTT raid sand68 weed 70420 lays 

Bentonite> __---__.-.--.----do._.. 6,338 6,353, 6,768 5,106 3,886 
DUO icine oo eS 1,828 1,762 1,921 2,010 2,204 Kaolin 27222 72TTTITTTTide22 aaa «ated aah 

Corundum, natural . .________ metric tons__ 26,366, 29,081 22,420 18,976 17,585 

Diamond:* 
Gem*______________ thousand carats.._ 10,235, 10,626 10,451 10,882, 21,087 
hitebial oo cSen cbkawses AN oS 29,195 33,251 32,106 33,985, 35,082, 

Total .-------.---------do..-—99400=*SCSSTTS=SC« ST SS*« ATSC A 
Diatomitet ________ thousand metric tons__ 1,510 1,515 1,488 L511 1,521 
Pile occ ece ea B11 3,158 3,226 3,397 3,485, Fluorspar 22222222 2222227 22227480222 den agit 4582 aan 300 

See footnotes at end of table.
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Table 1.—World production of major mineral commodities —Continued 
fe 
“agree, canna oc, eR 

NONMETALS —Continued 
Graphite? _______- metric tons__ 626,432 610,590 601,878 586,653 585,431 
GyeRhie’ --n-7TTTT thaisand metre tones= 80967 “TBao9 78158 Tei TT 
Teding 77777 MUR Metre fons=— 101351605 Tas Aaa 
[inet 22727TTTTT thodsand metric tone 11768017195 115098 OTA 108.08 
Magnesite? _ ___ - --------do. 10,935, 11,677 11,187 10,994, 10,97" 

deat SSeS SE RIESE ant 28 2 230 215 2h: 
Nicecni Neontentofammonia -77~-de-s-- = Tos TRSAR 75.89 74608 TO.RY 
Bering Nommentefammonia--anovgcts Tass "Tse MAL az T0 
Phosphate, gross weight: 
asphate gross weight: do. «91 825—=«SNMA_—=«BR.AGD—a.BO Ba. 
Thonasaing «2202202722202 7da0=2 toss a500 sl asa 
Gane eo nen 0 28 ‘ 22 i 

Poteen askctabie, KO equivalent ~~_do-=. «= 2568=«TST «08D AGA BST 
Pumice? _______ Sosecimmeaaemisee a Nlie sions 15,249 13,305, 13,308 12,707 1,776 

Bumicet ---—-2n-c-cooonn TT Tgarcl2 RAIS 189M YTTARS 65187 160,508 
Sodiniy compounds, nea* Sodhia erbonaie don wise REL 

Sodium sulfate ----~~~-~-—-do-—— Soos haan 490074 
‘Strontium minerals‘ * _ _ ______ metric tons. 95,776, 92,527 122,113 111,383 109,960 

Sulfur, elemental basis 
Elemental’? _____ thousand metric tons__ 16,645, 17,228 16,242 13,974 12,535, 
Hlemental’” ~~—-~ ‘housand metricyions- Teas 0205 Saba 
Byproduct™® _----......-----do__.. 26,744 27,400 26,903 26,910 27,991 

Total —— 2-8 pret eee ee 
‘Tale, soapstone, pyrophyllite ~~~ ~~~ "do.=__ 6866 "7,585, 726 ‘6,839 6.853 
Vermiculite* ® _-__-_____- metric tons. 540,179 538,268, 523,265 509,480 449,455, 

MINERAL FUELS AND RELATED MATERIALS 
Carbon black* * ____. thousand metric tons__ 4154 4,185 4,179 3,964 4,239 

Coal “Anthracite million metric tons 288 351 aio 253 258 
Brennacg, <---> -aamillon metre Sm ai) 289 MTL 
Ligne cs Sood cPeOSESTSS OTe 340 ‘6 ae 

Total need” 8B SIS BSD BOTS ONS 
Coke: Metallurgical thousand metric tons. OTT? —«S6NG80—««5RRKS © BNIB. BART 

Giigliarsieal-——-- thousand metric gom- tg Maa? «Toad 1855 
Gan ee ai marketed 277 Wilion eile fect «= ADS SKSIB BABB 558.2 
Natural gesliguidst. ‘allion d2gallon barrels 1200-1272 13511809 
Beare ee ST ibn mate tom OOH aaa BHI. 
etre Ticic” ______ million 42¢allon barrels «22.918 LAYG «BN 1H 19.902 
Qawlerocaac7 millon MPealion Das” sass been ee Oa 
Estimated. Preliminary “Tntorporates numerous revisions from the table corresponding to this table in previous editions of this chapter. 

agi ferry conv o howe pole inappropriate commodity capes of lume fof the Mineral Yaron, 
‘alton, [ncludes bauaite equivalent of nepheline syenite and alunite produced in the USS.R (the only producer on record of 

such inateriajs as a souree of aluminum) 
‘Excludes data for the United States (withheld to avoid disclosing company proprietary data). 
‘tpxcludes data for China (no adequate basis for estimation availabe. 
Excludes data for the U.S.S.R. (no adequate basis for estimation available). 
®Includes all metal clearly identified as primary as well as all metal that cannot be subdivided clearly between primary 

and secondary (se fotnote 
Tincludes only that metal that is clearly identified as secondary. Some countries do not distinguish between primary 

and aes only hho some of these, ng basis is avaiable for estimating the breakdown of total production. For such 
dotntsies th fotal has been included under primary eee footnote 0 

‘Excludes data for the United States (withheld to avoid disclosing company proprietary data), which in previous years 
acgounted for approximately 0% ofthe world total. 

*Includes leucoxene. 
*°Comprises: alee produced by the Brett process plus: bee mined in the elemental state from ores. 
‘Comprises sulfur recovered from coal gasification, metallurgical operations (except pyrite processing), natural gas, 
Fe a ov oxiden and gypsum, whether recovered inthe elemental stave or as a sulfur compound. 
eaieaetion ‘of coke other than metallurgical by China and the U.S.S.R. is included with “Coke: Metallurgical” 

production
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VALUE OF WORLD MINERAL PRODUCTION and additional textual comments on region- 

al distribution of these values, was included 
__ The value of world crude mineral output in the 1980 edition of this chapter, and the 
in 1983 was estimated at $519.7 billion reader is referred to this publication as well 
constant 1978 dollars. Details on the meth- as to the original source for further detail. 
odology employed to prepare this estimate 
are summarized in the 1980 edition of this _ COMMODITY DISTRIBUTION OF WORLD 
chapter, to which the reader is referred. MINERAL OUTPUT VALUE 

GEOGRAPHIC DISTRIBUTION OF WORLD As in the case of geographic distribution 
‘MINERAL OUTPUT VALUE of world crude mineral output value, the 

inadequacy of data precludes any reliable 
Available information is inadequate to extrapolation of the various commodities’ 

extrapolate to 1983 the 1978 data on geo- shares of the totals shown in the preceding 
graphic distribution of world crude mineral edition of this chapter and in the source 
output published in the November-Decem- publication, Annales des Mines. The reader 
ber 1980 edition of Annales des Mines. A should refer to these publications for the 
summary of the 1978 distribution, together data for 1978 and prior years. 
with comparable figures for 1973 and 1950 

TRADE 

For 1982, the aggregate value of total gests that the 1983 level probably differed 
world international trade in mineral com- very little from that recorded for 1982. The 
modities was estimated at $689,900 million following tabulation summarizes the devel- 
(current dollars), 10.1% below the 1981 level opment pattern in mineral commodity 
and 13.3% below the record high set in trade for 1978-82, inclusive, as well as the 
1980. Comparable data for 1983 were not share of that trade in total commodity 
available in time for inclusion in this chap- trade: 
ter, but available partial information sug- 

mucus lial 

Yer omen, meee | anal 
(millions) feereat): traded (percent) 

1978 copra anrencteseanat $407,500 +52 aia ct DILIDIIIIE 581/200 +226 355 
190 oo oa cena *795,900 7436.9 39.9 
qggrl oll D TIL TTI TTT 767,700 35 39.0 ing SEOREDTROC IGE Cao RE aEEaEESS 89/900 101 a6 

"Revised. 

Table 2, which serves as the basis for the _ mineral commodity trade by region (such as 
estimates of total mineral commodity trade tables 8-10 in the 1976 edition of this chap- 
that appear in the foregoing tabulation, ter provide) may be obtained for more re- 
provides reported data on the value of trade cent years directly from the United Na- 
in major mineral commodity groups and tions Monthly Bulletin of Statistics for May 
total commodity trade for 1978-82. Major 1984. 

CONSUMPTION 

NONFUEL MINERAL COMMODITIES declines. Of the 14 nonfuel commodities 
. _ included in table 5, 9 showed higher con- 

Consumption of the majority of nonfuel sumption levels in 1983 than in 1982, in- 
mineral commodities for which worldwide cluding iron ore, aluminum, cadmium, cop- 
data are compiled increased in 1983, in per, magnesium, nickel, zinc, nitrogenous 
sharp contrast to the pattern of 1982, when fertilizers, and sulfur; while 5 showed 
virtually all of these commodities registered _drops—ferrous scrap, lead, tin, phosphatic
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fertilizers, and potassic fertilizers. year; copper—lower by 440,000 tons per 
‘The style of presentation of nonferrous year; lead—lower by 150,000 tons per year; 

metal consumption data adopted in the 1982 nickel—higher by 11,000 tons per year; 
edition of this chapter, which is separating tin—higher by 19,000 tons per year; and 
data for market economy countries from zinc—lower by 200,000 tons per year. There 
that of centrally planned economy coun- would be no significant changes in cadmium 
tries, has been preserved in this edition for or magnesium. 
the reasons outlined in the previous edition, 
First, it demonstrates the differences in MINERAL FUEL COMMODITIES 
pattern of consumption levels between Table 5 also includes data on mineral fuel 
these two distinct groups of countries. Sec- consumption, with use of each fuel express- 
ond, and perhaps more importantly, there eq in terms of standard coal equivalent in 
are substantial differences between produc- order to make interfuel comparisons possi- 
tion estimates for the centrally planned ple, as well as to permit display of an 
economy countries made by the Bureau of aggregate for all forms of energy. The de- 
Mines and by the source publication for lining trend in petroleum use that has 
these consumption figures. Inasmuch as prevailed since 1978 continued in 1983, but 

these production figures are used to calcu- gains registered for other fuels more than 
late consumption, a considerable difference compensated for the reduction in oil use in 
will result in computing consumption if 1983, and total energy use increased for the 
different production figures are used. In first time since 1979. This gain was suffi- 
centrally planned economy countries, the cient to raise the 1983 energy consumption 
average differences in consumption that level above not only that of 1982, but also 
would result if Bureau of Mines production that of 1981, although it remained 2% be- 
figures were substituted would be as fol- low the record high of 1979. 
lows: aluminum—lower by 600,000 tons per 

INVESTMENT 

Comprehensive world mineral industry Cooperation and Development shows a 
investment data do not exist, but available _ slight upturn between 1981 and 1982. 
figures generally point to a small increase Updated information related to capital 
in the rate of investment. Data published by expenditures and exploration expenditures 
the U.S. Department of Commerce germane for the petroleum industry of market econo- 
to USS. foreign investment in 1983 showed a mies in 1981 and 1982 are not yet available. 
modest increase in capital outlays, relative For data covering the period 1976-80, the 
to those of 1982. reader is referred to tables 6 and 7 of the 

Available reports on steel industry invest- 1981 Minerals Yearbook. 
ment by the Organization for Economic 

TRANSPORTATION 

MARINE TRANSPORT type of propulsion system, etc.—as well as 

. . fuel costs have an undeniable influence on 
Bulk carriers, freighters, and tankers shipping industry performance, problems of 

are the three classes of vessels engaged and changes in the quantity and type of 
in transporting mineral commodities. It material moved also significantly affect the 
should be noted that vessels in each of the shipping sector of the world economy. Un- 
three categories are not devoted wholly to fortunately, data in this regard were not 
mineral commodity transport. Bulk carriers available at the time of this writing 
move agricultural products as well as crude Bulk Carriers.—In 1983, the world’s bulk 
minerals and mineral fertilizers, while carrier fleet increased by 169 vessels, com- 
freighters, because of their great variety, pared with vessel increases of 189 and 228, 
can be devoted wholly to hauling mineral in 1981 and 1982, respectively. The 1983 
products or wholly to moving nonmineral growth represented a 3.2% gain on the basis 
goods, as well as carrying mixed mineral of the number of vessels. There was a very 
and nonmineral cargoes. Tankers, although _ small increase in the average gross tonnage 
largely engaged in moving crude oil and and deadweight tonnage of such vessels for 
refinery products, also transport liquid a third year. The following tabulation 
chemicals, wine, molasses, and whale oil. __ shows the distribution of the world’s bulk 

‘Although physical characteristics of carrier fleet for 1983: 
vessels—size, draft, age, crew requirements,
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Tankers.—In 1983, the world’s tanker 
Number Deadweight fleet was 25 vessels less than in 1982, but 91 

Country ‘of dennage, vessels greater than in 1981. Total gross 
‘reseels tons) tonnage fell by 2.4% between 1981 and 1982 

“Mere pay and by 3.7% between 1982 and 1983. The 
phengseeecee eo sec 3 $ea¢ following tabulation distributes the world’s 
fapneZETTESSIIIITTT bo 2aoat i 2 Jepan_ 2222222222222 0 B21 tanker fleet by country of registry for 1983 
Norway.” 22222DIIIII2 135 91382 
United Kingdom ——— 138 833 —|§ —$ 

Bawa OR ope a ‘orea, Republic of _ Y 8 yuntr} © of nae See oseTTT TB 4938 Country vecolg — Chousand Man obooooecse ce 138 4510 tons) is eeeneennenae 182 $16,—©§ $A _ deal STSEETOIIIEE 6 4004 Liberia... TSR 83,427 Singapore ~~ ~7 222 TIT 35 $88 Japon SOSTSTIIESSITS 525 321 Frange | S2DDDOTIITT2 2 2988 Greece ---22stlstt. BL 26,169 Tajwan =~ ~~~ 7>7222TT BL 2835 Norwayo2-2222cl2272 BAB 21787 Bolg <= 0222020722 2 2951 Panama ---~-_~~-2 22 30 11498 Philippines —— ~~~ ~~ ~~~ 70 2289 United Kingdom ___ ~~ __ 287 16/948 
Bpelt 8 oo 5 2,245 United States ________ 289° 16,508 Poland "7227222222222 2 2019 Frane = ----- 22 29 11378 Romania _> 777-7 2-= 5 Wa [UReateseNTSSEc0 455 7364 Germany, Federal Republic of 0 Utd) Spain 2-22-2222 oo 1B 6.988 Australias 3 m4 fate 27772277 2a 616 Cyprus 22 ooo no 63 4611 Saudi Arabia ~~~” ~7~ "> w 5874 Tae got orncasnans a #803 Denmark ESGES 9 48 
Others se c2o2222222 215925 Cyprus <--> 2272 2= ae 8 4209 ———  Geimany. Federal Republic of 8 31925 Total eB Be 216469 Netherlands 6 apa sob SSUrGecee 2 3.303 Other 277777772 TITE ast 46,308, 

Freighters.—The world’s freighter fleet ota 222,621 
decreased by 12 vessels, compared with a 79-_—§ —————————————$__"___ 
vessel increase in 1982 and a 4l-vessel seues , 
decrease in 1981. In the period 1981-83, total Considering the world’s tanker fleet as 
gross tonnage and deadweight tonnage post- @ Whole, there have been some modest 
ed an average increase of 1.1%. The follow- Changes in the share of the total accounted 
ing tabulation shows the distribution of the for by vessels of different size groups over 
world’s freighter fleet by country of registry the 5 years, 1979-83, as shown in the follow- for 1983: ing tabulation, based on data published on 

page 18 in the British Petroleum Co. Ltd 
annual publication, BP Statistical Review of 
the World Oil Industry, June 1984: 

Times, DSS a ge 
Countey Mor Gat, Sieewup_ __Percntefnal vessels (thousa (deadweight tons) “igi —Tas0 Yael 196) 1988 

P _ 7,566 10,000-25,000 4943 48 4446 
Green STCSSIETS re i709 2500048000----> T8180 BT 
USSR__-_---------- 1804 11,380 45,000-65,000 _ _ _ __ 47° 49° 52 538 54 den cossescseasset | ae &860 65,000-125,006 6 162 73 Ml 1d United States -"-7"7-=2 gt Goer 125,000-205000 102 102 97 199 OR 
‘China. 599 6,036 205,000-285,000 _._ 434 428 410 390 368 Hibiscus Has 5261 285,000andover.-- 144 140 Lad 153 162 
Singapore ___________. 364 ee Germany, FeieralRepublicof 4 Sita 
Nadie eee SSIS 308 Sal OCEAN FREIGHT RATES 
Chorus = 2OSSSTIII ae 2281 fetherlands ~~~ ~~~ 850 2267 

France -o--22---2---= 181 1852 On balance, 1983 ocean freight rates fell 
Korea, Republicof—------ 236 1895 slightly from their 1982 levels. Available 
Denmark -—----222-72 162 1889 information suggests that slackened de- 

Beall 57 o noe 192 Tere mand for the commonly used, handy sized 
Other —2OT TIT TTTTTTT 4058 22369 tankers of under 30,000-deadweight-ton ca- 

foldheeecsce | HE 125,652 pacity accounted for the net decline in 
Oo, = tanker rates. Dry cargo rates, as a whole,
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also slipped, and increased demand for bulk PANAMA AND SUEZ CANALS 
carriers with capacities of 20,000 to 34,999 . . 
deadweight tons and 85,000 deadweight tons _ The Panama Canal reported overall in- 

and over was not sufficient to offset the creases in activity during the fiscal years 
reduction in charters on other types of bulk ending September 30, 1981, and September 

carriers. Specific indices of 1983 ocean 30, 1982, The general traffic condition of the 
freight rates are available in the June 1984 canal, both in terms of the number of ves- 
edition of the United Nations Monthly Bul- sels transiting the canal and in terms of 
letin of Statistics. cargo moved, is indicated in the following 

table: 

sepa: a BMRSEB rere eaas 
198 we 1980 198 ioe 

Number of transits: 
‘Commercial ocean traffic. 126771985 13.50T aga 14,009, 
Otheritraihe: a a ed 

Gil omeecemy-neecunnss 13.808 148621472515 05015 271 

Cargo moved (thousand metric tons): OO 
Eommercial ocean traf: ‘Minerelcommodities _____... BR.O14-—« 9008299520 99.969 11408 

Other commodities --—----7-22--7_ 61191 _66,508_— 70,879 T4001 76.986 
Subtotal _--Mag05——*156,585——«169.809«173.970——88,429 

Other traffic -—---7—2-7=7= To =r a2-2__ eT) 
Total eee en M5 N09——156,955 170802 1T4278——_—188,720 

1Year ending Sept. 30 of that stated. 

In fiscal year 1982, mineral commodities 
accounted for 59.1% of all commercial traf- ios 1982 1989 
fic through the Panama Canal, 1.7% great- Number of transite 
er than in 1981 and 0.7% greater than in "Commercial cvan traffic 20,305 21,308 21,026 
1980. Other ieebens Sanson: Tse AAT ae 

Table 9 distributes mineral commodity Total... 24,577 22,545 22,204 
trade through the canal during 1980-82 bY 6.45 movedithousandmetrie 
major group. ‘ons: 

ajor mi i Commercial ocean traffic: In terms of the major mineral commodity ‘Mineral commodities. 104909 135.267 189,407 
groups, fuels were dominant in each year, Other commodities __ 92,119 95,126 108,208 

1980-82, increasing their share of total ton- Sue We TR 
nage from 65.9% in 1980 to 74.4% in 1982, __Tettl=====--~ SAPS 2HLI98 255,708 
Metals ranked second, with steel semiman- 
ufactures as the dominant single commod- _In 1983, mineral commodities accounted 
ity element; among the nonmetallics, fertil- for 59.8% of all commercial traffic through 
izer materials were overwhelmingly domi- the Suez Canal, an increase of 0.9% over 

nant. that of 1982. 
For greater detail on mineral movements Table 10 distributes mineral commodity 

through the Panama Canal, see the Pana- trade through the canal during 1981-83 by 
ma Canal Co. Annual Report series. major group. 

The Suez Canal reported overall increases _ As in the case of the Panama Canal, fuels 
in activity during 1983. The general traffic held the dominant share of tonnage among 
condition of the canal, both in terms of the Commodity groups moved on the Suez Ca- 
number of vessels transiting the canal and nal, 40.2% in 1983, up from 38.1% in 1982. 
in terms of cargo moved, is indicated in the Metals ranked second, with iron ore out- 
following table: weighing other commodities within this cat-
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egory; among the nonmetallics, fertilizer PIPELINES 

meen were preponderant in 1982 andy imitations of time and space preclude 
vee . | comprehensive assessment of international 
Further information on movements on pipeline activities. Major projects in individ- 

the Suez Canal can be found in the Suez ual countries are treated in the various 
Canal Report series. country chapters. 

PRICES 

Comprehensive data on world prices for tween 1982 and 1983 (4.1%); all others 
crude minerals and for mineral products recorded declines in terms of constant dol- 
are not available, but even if such data were _ lars. 
available, they would be of little actual use. Comparison of crude oil prices between 
Tables 11, 12, and 18 summarize prices for yearend 1982 and yearend 1983 shows that 
selected metals in the United States, the for Persian Gulf crude oils, prices per barrel 
United Kingdom, and Canada, respectively, f.o.b. declined from a range of US$29.30 to 
for 1979-83 inclusive, with monthly data US$34.56 in December 1982 to a range of 
provided for 1983. A cursory examination of US$27.10 to US$24.56 at yearend. Many of 
these tables clearly shows a general upturn the individual prices were dropped on 
in the prices for most of these metals March 1, 1983, although the US$27.10 level 
between 1982 and 1983; only lead showed a for Iranian medium-heavy was set in Au- 
downturn, and this prevailed in all three gust. African crude oil prices, US$34.52 to 
markets, while only nickel and cobalt show- US$35.52 at the start of 1982, had fallen to 
ed no price alteration between 1982 and US$29.02 to US$30.50 by yearend. North 
1983. It is noteworthy, however, that prices Sea crudes, US$33.50 to US$34.25 in Janu- 
such as these expressed here, all in current ary, were down to US$30.00 to US$30.25 by 
dollars, fail to tell the complete story of December. Indonesian light (35° API) prices 
metal pricing. Only by adjusting data toa were reduced from US$34.53 to US$29.53 
constant dollar basis is the full picture in February and remained at that level 
evident. For example, aluminum, with a through yearend, and Chinese (Daqing—33° 
USS. average price of 77.667 cents per pound API) crude also fell from US$34.90 to 
in 1983 had registered an increase of nearly US$28.70 in February, maintaining the lat- 
211% over its 1967 average price of 24.978 ter price through yearend. In the Western 
cents per pound. However, adjusting the Hemisphere, Venezuelan crude oils that 
1983 price to constant 1967 dollars, the ranged from US$32.03 to US$37.06 at 
average price was only 26.018 cents per the start of the year were reduced to 
pound, a real increase of only 4.2%. The US$27.03 to US$31.09 in March, holding at 
aluminum price at least registered some that level through yearend, and Mexican 
gain over this 16-year period. In the case of Isthmus crude prices were lowered from the 
lead, with a 21.677 cents per pound current US$32.50 rate that was in effect in January 
dollar average price in 1983, compared with to US$29.00 in February, with that price 
a 14.000 cents per pound current dollar _ prevailing through yearend. Only the heavy 
price in 1967, application of the appropriate | Mexican Maya crude maintained a constant 
deflator factor gives a 1983 price of only price at US$25.00 across the year. The 
‘7.262 cents per pound in 1983 in terms of Canadian wellhead price for conventional 
1967 dollars, a decline of 48% in terms of “old” oil was advanced 15.5% in terms of 
constant dollars. Similarly, in terms of con- Canadian dollars on January 1, 1983, and 
stant dollars, the value ofa pound of zincon remained at that level through yearend. 
the U.S. market advanced by less than 0.2% However, because of the relatively higher 
between 1967 and 1983, while copper record- inflation rate in Canada during 1983, the 

ed a 31.8% drop in constant dollar value. US. dollar value of a barrel of Canadian 
Thus, although price increases in terms of crude oil fell from US$24.20 on January 1 to 

current dollars were registered for most of US$23.91 on December 31. In the United 
the metals listed in table 11 for the U.S. States, the listed price for sweet crude fell 
market, only copper, zinc, and silver record- from US$32.25 to US$30.35, while that for 
ed price increases that more than compen- sour crude declined from US$31.00 to 
sated for even the low inflation rate be- US$29.00.
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STATISTICAL SUMMARY OF WORLD PRODUCTION AND TRADE OF MAJOR 
MINERAL COMMODITIES 

‘The final 24 tables of this chapter, tables possible, data received after completion of 
14-87, extend the statistical series on pro- worldwide commodity production tables 
duction that was started in the 1963 edition (volume I) have been included in many of 
of the International Area Reports volume of the individual country production tables 
the Minerals Yearbook and was subsequent- (volume III). Limitations of time, however, 
ly updated and expanded in the 1965 and have prevented the incorporation of these 
1976-82 editions. They are primarily a sup- revisions in the abbreviated versions of the 
plement to other statistical data within this world commodity tables included here. 
chapter but also serve as a summary of Thus, a more precise figure for total world 
international production data for major production of any commodity could be ob- 
mineral commodities covered in greater tained by adding figures presented in the 
detail, on a commodity basis, in volume I of individual country chapters. For summary 
the 1983 Minerals Yearbook and on a coun- _ purposes, however, it is felt that tables 14-37 
try basis in volume III. of this chapter are sufficiently correct with- 

In this edition, the data presented in out the inclusion of these generally minor 
these tables, in most instances, correspond __ revisions. 
with the data in the individual commodity The series of data on world trade in major 
world production tables appearing in vol- mineral commodities that has appeared in 
ume I and may differ somewhat from a total most previous editions of this ehapter (ta- 
that might be obtained by adding figures bles 57-69 in the 1976 edition) could not be 
presented for any single commodity in each included owing to scheduling problems. 
of the country chapters of volume III. This §——__———— 
apparent disparity results from problems of ‘Senior foreign mineral specialist, Division of Foreign 

scheduling compilation of tables in the nu- *¥arsign mineral specialist, Division of Foreign Data 
merous commodity and country chapters in _*Table'l contains $8 data lines, but 8 of these are totals 
the two volumes. In an effort to provide the $f others: these total lines are not included in the total of 
user with the most up-to-date information here.
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Table 2.—Value of world export trade in major mineral commodity groups* 
(Million US. dollars) 

‘Commodity group 1978 1979 1980" 198i" 1982 
Metals: 

All ores, concentrates, scrap =~ == 16525 23,559 29,401 26511 21419 
Iron and steel xz shiz = 739975695 78,301 ea1213 
Nonferrous metals... _.- 222-0222 pins 87,129 s24g7 87967 __—_—83,300 

Total = ---------- 1101-18087 157,588 «187,779 «128,932 
Nonmetals, crude only -__-_-------=---— 7796 91598 11678 1aa3 9,558 
Mineral fucls------—------------__ 222887 _—838,081__—Talsas 476456 428,750 

Grand total __________________ 982084 473716 648,750 025.078 502,235, 
All commodities -."— IIL ITIIIIIIIIIICG 1298121 11,636,398 1,994,185 1,963,808 1,836,647 

Revised, 
"Data presented are for selected major commodity groups of the Standard International Trade Classification Revised 

(GYTCR) And as such exclude some mineral commodities classified in that data array together with other (nonmineral) 
commodities. SITCR categories included are as follows: All ores, concentrates, and scrap~-SITC Div. 28; iron and steel— 
SITC Div. 67; nonferrous metals —SITC Div. 68; nonmetals (crude only)—SITC Div. 21; and mineral fuels—SITC Div. 3. 
Major items not included are the metals, metalloids, and metal oxides of SITC Group 518; mineral tar and other coal, 
petroleum, and gas-derived crude chemicals of SITC Div. 52, manufactured fertilizers of SITC Div. 56; and nonmetallic 
mineral manufactures of SITC Groups 661, 662, 663, and 667, Data include special category exports, ship stores and 
bunkers, and other exports of minor importance, and exclude the intertrade ofthe centrally planned economy countries of Asia and trade between the Federal Republic of Germany and the German Democratic Republic. 

Source: United Nations. Monthly Bulletin of Statistics. V.38, No. 5, May 1984, p.cxxiti, 

Table 3.—Distribution of value of world export trade in major mineral commodity 
groups? 
(Percent) 

Commodity group 1978 1979 1980 1981 1982 
Metals: 

‘All ores, concentrates, scrap. 50 50 45 "42 38 
Iron and steel. ----------_~ 12 49 wT WT 123 

Nonferrous metals. —__~_-~~-_---- 84 78 81 61 59 
Total eter arene 306 24 2as "220 220 

Nonmetals, crude only --—_~1L>~2LII2 23 20 18 18 17 
Mineral fudle "7 "=TLIIIIIIIIIZ 611 03 789 162 63 

"Revised. 
For detailed definition of groups, see footnote 1, table 2 

Table 4.—Growth of value of world export trade in major mineral commodity groups* 
(Percent change from that of previous year) 

‘Commodity group 1978 i979 1980 1981 1982 

Metals: 
‘All ores, concentrates, scrap_————-__ 455 4426 © Ty248 98 “19.2 

Tron and steel - 2.22 LITIIIIE +223 428.2 FATS "32 -56 
Nonferrous metals. - = +145 4888 0 Taal? "216 “123 
CC $i01 4293 T4202 3125 7101 

Nonmetals, crude only .---~-=~ =~ 2 == Fz 423104217 ¥20 “165, 
Mineral fuels... -_--=-~ === +3 44940 T4440 X65 “100 

‘All major mineral commodity groups ——— 452 $4260 73:369 £36 “101 
Allcommodities ---—------------=-- +154 $26.1 F219 1s “65 

"Revised 
*For detailed definition of groups, see footnote 1, table 2
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Table 5.—World consumption of selected mineral commodities 
(Thousand metric tons unless otherwise specified) 

Commodity 1979 1980 1981 1982 1988 

Ferrous metals: World: 
Tron ore, gross weight® _ million metric tons. 912 883 862 776 185 
Iron and steel scrap, gross weight” _ _ _do____ "834 "341 "326 317 284 

Nonferrous metals: Market economy countries: 
Aluminum, refined______--------- *12,601 11,996 11,221 10,841 11,928 
RII prin seer ee sr 15 13 "2 12 4 
Copper, refined —— ~~~ 7513 7,088 77,229 6,746 6,769 
Leed, refined ....---+--=-+----~ 4,190 73,882 *3,802 3,778 3,754 

Magnesium, primary ~~~. ~------— 213 204 "179 166 188 
Mickel ooo soe "560 7526 "475 460 490 

Tin, refined —_-_.-.----~------- 179 F181 "112 160 160 
Hino, sleb_—— = 2 —-- 4,633 4,403 "4.276 4148 4,324 

Contrally planned economy countries: 
Aluminum, primary, refined — ————_—__ 3,374 *3,307 "3,336 3,370 3,374 
CRAIN anti nena 4 4 4 4 4 
Copper, refined. --.-----------.~ "2,307 72,273 *2,266 2,207 2,322 

Lead. refined. .-------+--------- 1,438 1,466, "1,461 1472 1,465 
Magnesium, primary Gaertn worst "76 80 82 82 aT 
Mie cue cee a eee 190 189 186 192 193 
Tin, refined —____-~------------ 54 5d 54 56 55 
Hine, slabs 8 esl 1,691 *LI21 *LN9 1,766 1,195 

World total: 
Aluminum, refined. _~---------- "15,975 15,308, 714,557 14,211 115,802 
Cadmium "~~ ---~-2-227222-2- 19 1 16 16 18 
Copper, refined - . .- ~~~. 79,820 79,361 9,495 8,953 9,091 
Si TI ee os peice 5,628 15,348 5,263 5.250 5,219 

Magnesium, primary —- ~~ ------_-_~ Fogg Rg "261 248 25 
Nie Si "750 "15 661 652 683, 

Tin, refined —__._-------------- 233 "235 226 216 215 
Ming, dab. = 2 Ss s--seee 6,324 6,124 75,995 5914 6119 

Nonmetals: World 
Fertilizers 

Nitrogenous* - . . tens ‘million, metric tons of contained N. «58,526. «87,498 «60,551 «G0.521«61,088 
Phosphatic® 
valle metric tons of contained P2Os_ - 29,731 31,171 731,572, 30,841 30,381 
Potass 
= Salta, metric tons of K2O equivalent_ _ 24,410 24,039 24,325, 28,680 22,639 

‘million metric tons of elemental sulfur 
equivalent. 54,904 755,948 "54,668 50,951 53,500 

Mineral fuels: 
Solid fuels mnillion metric tons of standard coal 

equivalent. _ 2,581 72,624 72,642 2,693, 2,759 
Liquid fuels. senedon 28 3oa7 3767 13,609 3.543 81504 
DEMIR EE rere mr orem reece ce ae 1,887 *1,881 *1,830 1,836 1,853 
Hydro, geothermal and nuclear electricity 

do. 2 288 "301 320 334 352 

TRUED, ncecoroenge meee mer ne ere nears Men rome 8,653 "8,523 78,421 $8,405 8,468 

“Estimated. Preliminary. "Revised. 
‘Primary and secondary combined. 
Nickel content of refined nickel, ferronickel, and nickel oxide. 
“Data are for years ending June 30 of that stated. 
“Data do not add to total shown because of independent rounding. 

Sources: Based on data provided by the World Bureau of Metal Statistics (market economy countries, nonferrous 
metals exoep! magnesium Metalgeseliachaft AG (centrally planned ecpnony countries, nonferrous mala and all magnesium eonsumption); British Sulphur Corp, (nonmetals); United Nations Yearbook of World Energy Statistic (all 
inineral fuels for 1979, 1982 United Nations nergy Statistics Yearbook (all mineral fuels for 19802; and British 
Petroleum Co. pig (mineral fuels data for 1985). eta on iron ore and Iron and sel serap compiled from a variety of 
‘sources by the U.S. Bureau of Mines.
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Table 6—Annual investment expenditure in the steel industry for selected countries 
(Million dollars unless otherwise specified) 

‘Country oF country group 198 i999) 1980, 188 1982 
Cee 2.022 2,098 ams "2.508 2.604 BIAS = SSS OS SERTRERE BITES 364 509 540 15a tT er counties Australia 182 122 220 355 ar iGanede = Sa SEERRT ARIES RUT TNET ST 300 319 437 rea 491 dapan 22072 =T ILLITE IIIIIIIII 4338 2816 2865 "3.610 3.830 New Zealand -_—~77777777777777777 NA 6 NA Na NA Sul wes SOE Ee Sines essaee 308 234 Br 188 210 Turkey 2222TS LITT IEISSS 387 NA Na NA NA Waited BeategGoOS DEST SSSSTS TERETE 2.595 3361 3400 "3,308 4218 

Total 10,436 9.631 104241286 11818 
"Revised. NA Not available *Source reports that values for European Economic Community (BEC) countries are in terms of “million units of count." For the Federal Republic of Germany (included in EEC in this tabulation), the source indicates that for 1976, 22. milion unis of acount was equivalent 88353 malion ‘po conversion rate ven for ther countries for 196 and \o.sonversion rate given for any country for 1977-80, and no further explanation is offered), 
"European Free Trade Association (EFTA) figures exclude data for Switzerland. Figures have been totaled as if EEC data were in US. dollars, in keeping with totals appearing in a graph in source vublication (see footnote 1) 
‘Sources: Organization for Economic Cooperation and Development. The Iron and Steel Industry in 1978. Paris, 1980, 45; The iron and Stee! Industry in 1078 Paris, 1981, p22; The fron and Steel Industry in 1090. Pats: 198, p25 The lego ‘nd Steel Industry in 1981. Paris, 1983, p. 30; The Iron and Steel Industry in 1982, Paris, 1984, p. 32 

Table 7.—Salient statistics on U.S. foreign investment in mineral industry activities 
(Million dollars) 

_ 188 1982" i983 
Direct foreign investment: 

‘Mining, smelting, refining. 7217 6,292 sue Detrdlewas ie tee seer on cece a anneananeee 31288 56.682 58.185 teinvested earnings of foreign affiliates ‘Mining, melting, refining. === huis -207 -30 Bettiletn coe ce eee ce 4,160 LM 2.155 ‘nuity and intercompany account flows Mining, stelting, ening. err w 37 Petroleum 0 salt 8,008 564 
"SMining, smelting, refining... 802 163 au BOOM moet nme oe EE 13282 10,059 ore 
"Revised. W Withheld to avoid disclosing company proprietary data 
’Reinvested earnings are those of incorporated afliates ony. 
Sources: US. Department of Commerce. US, Direct Investment Abroad, Aug. 15,1984
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‘Table 8.—World merchant fleet distribution, by type? 
oe i9is__1979_~—~—«1980~=~=«dSB_~=~=«*iRSS~« 
Number of vessels: 

Bulkearrigrs 465] ATL 4798 49875815 aR 
Freighters?___ .....-------------.-- 14,141 14,829 14,242 14,201 14,280 14,268 Tankers 07222TZTTTTITTTTTITITI "Ses" 0 "BBs "S517 Ses 868 
Other. === 22222 TTDI TTL ‘a7 1954688054819 

Total _._.-__-------------...-- 24,512 24,798 24,867 25,110 25,482 25,639 

Gross tonnage:  eapcapea* soegamm emuryes: semmen maser wumaes 
Bulk carriers. ~~ thousand metric tons_ 104,291 105,841 106,927 111,820 119,341 124,000 
PENE nocor nw mcm emairnneltas 87,700 89,643 90,674 92,142, 93,323 94,222, Tankers = 22222222222 TL Tor 7_ «(182867 «183130 SBIR BSL 180082 1781335) 
QU eran cae Ie 4,551 4,535 4,252 3,867 3,898 3,768 

otal. do. 378,909 982,649 985,711 902,880 396,644 395,325 
Deadweight tonnage: eR ee 

Bulk carriers... ...----~-~------do---- 180,436 182,319 185,311 194,868 208,153 216,469 
Freighters?_...-.------------do---- 117,953 120,494 121,252 123,119 124,094 125,652 
Tankers ~~" ~~~ ~~~ -do___- 344,780 345,880 346,829 346,439 836,142 322,621 
herds s 2 hee 2,319 2,209 2,017 1827 1,805 1673 

‘Total _.- a do. 645,488 650,902 654,909 685,753 671,094 666,415 

*Maritime Administration classification. Tankers include whaling tankers. Vessels shown here as “Other” include 
gombination passenger and cargo and combination passenger and refrigerated cargo, Dsta are as of Dec. St of year 
indicated. 

Includes refrigerated freighters. 3 
‘Excludes refrigerated freighters. 

Source: U.S. Department of Transportation, Maritime Administration. Merchant Fleets of the World. Annual issue for 
1982 and unpublished data supplied by the same agency for 1888 \
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Table 9.—Movement of mineral commodities through the Panama Canal 
(Thousand metric tons) 

sa a 
738 1981 ios 

‘ilantic Pacific “Mlantie Pacific Rilantic Pacific to to Total to to Total to to. Total Pacific _ Atlantic Pacifie Atlantic Pacific Atlantic ——_________Purifie__Atlantie "Pacific Atlantic Pacific_Atlantie 
METALS 

Ore and concentrate: 
Bauxite and alumina_ 509 135 1244 572, 541 13 372, 183 555, Chromite 6 «ltr 20 id it 4 388 
Copper _ .___ 20 614 634 49 607 656, 20 142 mm 
Boo cae 44 1,704 1,748 8 430, 438, 24 266 290, 
Lead: nn 28 108 136 19 2 13) 36 151 187 
Manganese______~ 383 242 625 256 103 359, 187 69 256 
Te ace me. 1 49 50 = 50 50 = 44 44 
Bie ee a 593. 664 64 403, 467 38 564 602, 
‘Other and unspecified 83 1,930 2,013 M8 1,998 2,146 64 2,133 2,197 

‘Subtotal ____. . 1,145, 6,076 7,221 A119 4358 5,477 764 4,203 4,957 

Ingotsandsemimanu- =SS~—~S~=<S*s=<Ss factures: ‘Aluminum 0... 240 Ce 62359 IT 65382 
Copper —__. 17 986 1,003 8 967 975, 4 959 963 
dron and steel? ? ___ 4335 5,838 10,173 3,603 5,035 8,638 2,953, 5,366 8,319 Leadon ToT 4 |e 4 8 8 98116 
NTN cc mceiceesenseniieciione: 50 44 94 62 44 106 33, 29 62 Wine 2TTTZEI==2 6s tS 6 22 als Other 722722222 sist ee 8 96 139 

Subtotal... __ 4,796 7,804 12,040 4040648210502 «974 «6825 10,190 
TR erences 5,881 13,380 19,261 5,159 10,840 _ 15,999 4,128 11,028 15,156 

NONMETALS 

Borax. 3 463486 4 546550 2 433435 Goment222227-7222 oe iim ae 04 61 7 eR 
Clays, fire and china —__ 401 15 416 365, 11 376 452 9 461 Fertilizer materials —-— -8148«3,8039858 7,387 «1,280 SST = 703.8738 
Salt --_- 2-22 LLL 102 611 113 87 299 386 120 594 74 
Bult CoS ooecSS 109 2271 2,380 44 2,388 = 2,432 2 2,616 2,618 
Other* —- 267 245 *512 242 239 481 195 216 471 

Total —-....---__9,206_541]_ 14617 8.963478 13,146 7.845——5,5138_13,858 
MINERAL FUELS 

Carbon: Carbon black 78 106 age 34 20 | 64 S106 a 
Coal and coke ~__-_~_ 14,948 2,383 17,281 18,827, 1,707 20,534 21,590 1,301 22,891 

Petroleum: 
Crude -_________ 5871 30,540 35,921 5,237 31,760 36,997 4,481 40,762 45,243 
Refined. ________ 6,828 5440 12,268 6,371 6,858 13,229 9,438 5295 14,733 

‘Subtotal ______ 12,199 35,980 48,179 11,608 38,618 50,226 13,919 46,057 59,976 12199 _85,980_48,179 _11,608_38.618_ 90,226 18,919 46,057 _59,076 
Potala no: 27,223 38,419 65,642 30,469 40,355 70,824 35,515, 47,464 82,979 ——— ee 
Grand total _ _ _ 42,310 57,210 99,520 43,991 55,978 99,969 47,488 64,005 111,493 eee EE EE 2 OS 

"Revised. 
*Tinplate is included under “Tin” rather than under “Iron and steel" in source publication. 
aus a category identified simply as “Scrap” in source publication, which may include scrap other than iron and steel scrap, 

Comprises asbestos, diatomite, soda and other sodium compounds, brick and tile, marble and other ‘stone, slag, clinkers, and dross 
Source: Panama Canal Commission Annual Report 1981 and 1982
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Table 10.—Movement of mineral commodities through the Suez Canal 
(Thousand metric tons) 

ial 1982 1088 
North- South- North- South- North- South- ‘i 
bound bound 7%! bound bound Tl hound bound Total! 

METALS 
Aluminum ore (bauxite)... ...- 2,263 CG) 2,263 2,120 C) 21200 1,852 Cc) 1,852 
Antimony ~~ ---~---------- 48 2) 48 13 @ 13 18 @ 18 
Chromium ore, concentrate, metal — 121 a 121 160 @ 160 61 ey 61 
Copper ore, concentrate, metal... - 201 a 201 131 eo 131 201 e 201 
Tron and steel: 

TRO BI ence ee eres 4,996 C) 4,996 6,262 @) 6,262 5,319 5819 
Heep sca 33 NA 35, 2 NA 2 a NA 7 
Pigiron____..-.-------- e 739 739 eo 625 625 @) 1,087 1,087 
Unwrought — .- Se @) 2158 2,158 @) 1,739 1,739 @) 3404 3,404 

Plates and sheets ~~~ @) 181 1811 @ ‘912 972 @) 1,359 1,859 
‘Lead ore, concentrate, metal _ ___ 131 ey 13h 247 @ 247 121 @ 121 
Manganese ore, concentrate, metal 387 eC) 387 630, a 630 544 @) 544 
Tin ore, concentrate, metal . . .—. — 36 ae 36 16 ey 16 28 @ 28 
‘Titanium ore (ilmenite and rutile)_ 407 eo 407 265, ® 265 4aT e 447 
Pamgenal 2 as Soe a “ Q i 13 eo 13 12 eo 2 
Zine ore, concentrate, metal... 219 ao 219 205 ey 205 149 ® 149 
Other and unspecified: Ores sPenel ________ 1568785 2.g0g «18811068 288979 T8R_ 880 
Mowis22TTTTTTTTTIT «OTST até fess Dod 2783 S57 922 4.563 ae 

NONMETALS 
Cement... ---------------__NA_ 12869 12569 1207107 _98_18,180_ 19.218 
Fertilizer materials: ‘Nitrogenots 

‘Urea. ..-----..----- (3452 3,452 3149 3,149 (3,093 3,093. 
‘Ammonium nitrate — —~-__ “ 333, 333 Oo 324 324 “ 305 305. 
‘Ammonium sulfate — . .— o 301 301 o 305, 305 o 359, 359 

Phosphatic...-—~ — ~~ _ Cy) 2881 2,881 G) 2894-2804 CG) 2812 2812 
Potassic ~---~.-~~~----- () 1438 1,488 ) 1492 1,492 ()  14dT 1,447 
Otherand unspecified ~~ _7___201__ 2608 Yano gn) Sali gze 2.228 ism 5704 

Total --------- OLMIS. ZAM «LSTS 18.485 2223 Tad 13,770 
see crzcccccc gs a 
Minerals and rocks———-------~ 895, 643 (1,038 663. 4620 1,125 588 (1,002 1,590 

MINERAL FUELS 
Guat andcoke aon ----- 6TH HH SOLE 4900 MO Aae4.g51 a0 
etcoleum: Gruden === 25624 4.200 29899 49.074 G59 HART 69,759 BBL 66.584 
Refinery products: Gabe... 28«ABAT «76024 .000 1269 ASA 1158 L840 

Kereeine 272 7lzl22 (80 ams 2a68 TB aus 2718 Mik BAIS. 
Bisciiatefuelol --_-=> = 92? B3s1 SITS 1.008737 Bare ee Sage TAT 

Reidualfuclol "27772 '68d 24505 Boa0 Tos) Son 91M OkHB 
Lubricating oil_______~ e 209 209, e 161 161 ee) 214 24 
‘Agphalt 2? -acGSar a 8 53 MH) 2 2 
Petroleum residues . . ~~~ 92 e) 92 41 6) 41 VW e VW 
Otherand unspecified --~_7.501_182__ 8.985 7,518 2071 9589 __7.249 2.189.702 

‘Total mineral commodi- 
ties... 53,161 51,148 104,309 83,941 52,826 186,267 99,413 $54,084 *153,497 Allgeods.2772222_ $8896 102/592 196/428 124/805 106,588 251/308 141,002 116,708 256,705 

NA Not available. 
Mncluded under “Other and unspecified: Ores.” 
Pek under “Other and Gaspeeified: Metals.” 1 

sported simply as ' Tungsten,” but believed to consist mainly of tungsten concentrates, with a small amount of metal 
‘included. 

‘Included under “Fertilizer materials: Other and unspecified. c 
Included under ‘Petroleum: Other and unspecified." 
Total as reported in source publication, Suez Canal Authority Annual Report 1983.
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‘Table 12.—Nonferrous metal prices in the United Kingdom: 
(Average US. cents per pound unless otherwise specified) 

Yearandmonth Aluminum? Copper’ __ Gold Lead® __Silver* Tin’ Zine 
1908 coseums 72724 = 90413 908.686. 4520 «11110 To 33.588 
1980. a — 80.753 99.297 612.562 41.213 20.872 7.631 34.482, 
ier SeSSzITE Bizl4 T9488 450-715 88296. 10.524 6500 8932 
1982 ----____ 44.966, 67.192, 375.192 24.656, 7,920 5810 33.734 

1983: TT 
January .——— 4ags8 71800481288 «=A 5481 31.684 
February ——— 55.842 474 491.113 20.608 18.976 5914 30.880 
March. ——— 59010 «72.486 «419.696 20.088 10.648 8095 S045 
April. -=__ 66 = T5074 4gRBBZ—2OTBT «LL 728 6256 = S161L 
May =~ Sosi7 80092 «488008 «19.630 12956 6135 (331385 
done. 66.368, TT.167 412.841 18.493 1.779 6.058 32.561 
Suly 222222 sez 77305 a2aTIT.«ik2Td 12.052 598 843 
August_____ * 72.753 74.380, 416.236 18.038 12.059 5.822 36.666, 
September —— 718 = 7079141102 I8BAA 11.958 5190 br 982 

October T1009 5009-88579 «19.001 9.885, SST 38.933 
November. ea7sT = 63008-81659 1B 34d 3810 Bars 38970 

December ~~ 10.226 64.194 388.344 18.225 9.179 5.637 38.847 

Average — 65342 72159424180 = 19.2781. 591884727 

London Metal Exchange average monthly settlement prices. 
7Unalloyed ingot 99.5%. 
Electrolytic wirebars. 
4U S. doliars per troy ounce, final price. 
Refined lead. 
SUS. dollars per troy ounce, 0.999 fine. 
7US. dollars per pound, Straits tin. 
“Slab. 

Source: American Bureau of Metal Statistics Inc 

‘Table 13.—Nonferrous metal prices in Canada 
(Average U.S. cents per pound unless otherwise specified) 

‘Year and month Copper? Lead? Silver™ Zine® 

$97) ____ ck Bales Sonera 92884 51183 11.088 (38.888 
190 TTTITTTIIIIDILIIIIIIIIIILIIIIIIII. ~—sonsas aka 0ST 87.53 
BL xiii a seeiccieicen Sihinmeinnneeoets 83.973 37.183 10,528 A473 

1982 PERSE ES nga aa oe chee he 72.395, 26.279 7951 39.437 

1983: = 
Vanuary___-------------------e ee nen enn T1745 egz2 kata. 880 
Bobraaty iss 22 RTO ORE TEED EDERSUSESEENS 810s = 21402 13.968 = 39.607 
March. — 0022 _22222022222022 222222200002 77593 = «0998-10622 B7.919 

Spe os ply Sp aca seta ae a 80.345 20.893 11.694, 38.033 
lay . .--------------------------------- 82.884 20.125 12.987 39.863 

MWR eee eee 79.084 19.476 L152 39.763 
TOS nw meena RATT name ann 80.155 19.516 1219 40.899 
Aagusl SUD SRRUOD DENRA RE STO aes as 4830 «1938h 1218 48.48 

September ~~~ 7222722222 sc 440321635 11918 45.48 
Ociebet es ease eee ea 68507 25 974 9845 46.429 
November oto sco ec Sinz eee toeee ca Seago —(De.aRe 3835 48.516 
RUNS a Ss Ss nent olay ese nicole steht 68.109 24.461 9.157 48.119 

DE ne econ ose ease eee 75.936 21,929 11.458 42.329 

fe eee, electrolytic wirebar, f.0.b. delivered basis, Canadian points; for 1980-82, domestic producer delivered price 
for cathode. 
Pig lead. 
3U,S. dollars per troy ounce. 
Producers’ prices, carload quantities, Cominco Ltd. 

Source: American Bureau of Metal Statistics Inc.
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Table 14.—Leading world producers of bauxite: 
(Thousand metrie tons, gross weight) 

Country 1979 1980 1981 1982? 1983° 

Australia shoe 258 = MBSA 8625 24,500, 
Guinea® ________ pe ee reece 11,826, 11,862, 11,02 11,827 711,080 Jamaina ~~~ aoa oe 2 SSS TS EGGS ies 1205¢ 1682 #361 77300 Bradl: (SoU So Unaee a eeeros tC TTC 2388 3588 ‘5770 6285 7000 
TEIN oe cirrnrsu niet piece eaccinesareceetscckcoite 6,180 6,180 6,180 6,180 6,180 
Wigpelevia a5 ooo SSeS. 3,012 3,138 3,249 3,668 73,500 Hungary... ~~~ a 2016 2950 zou Beer 2311 
Groves = 2° TSTIILISHIISLIOISELIOS 212 586 3216 2353 33300 India =~ 7 72 2DIT2ISLSIIIIII 1952 1785 1928 1854 21/923 

‘Guyana’. SecA eae stabi 2312 1,844 1,681 1,430 71,791 Suriname —~~~ ~~~ clLSniitisit 510 a6 £300 3.058 1160 
France so SoC Sac UTR i969 sat 24 ese Unie 
China® sll 1,500 1,500 1,500 1,500 1,500 

Motel SU "eoess $3,882 «80,692 74.995 74,087 
Other eee. ~----- "6,464 6,913 6 All 4,438 3,539 

Grandtotel____________-__-__.-._enioe__ "907198 ~—=«g7,403~S9TB~=~*«T 
“Bstimated. Preliminary. "Revised. 
*Table includes data available as of June 21, 1984 

2Reported figure 
“Includes bauxite equivalent of nepheline syenite concentrates and alunite ore (produced in the USSR. only), 

Table 15.—Leading world producers of aluminum? 
(Thousand metric tons) 

Country 1979 1980 1981 1982? 1983° 

United talea a eee 4550 4,654 4489 aa 3.358 
USSR® ___ 2 ie 1,750 1,760 1,800 1,875 2,000 Cena CUT SUD SSUES TSESIORE ¥s00 71/068 a6 1968 #1091 
Germany, Federal Republic of. 7a ‘a1 "129 73 "730 Norway sua ee ne 664 653 6a 631 25 Australia "__-~~~7_72_22222s asa 210 0a 319 381 2475 
Biel nes ae meses 238 "261 "256 299 400 
China®___- en e+ 360 360 360 370 380 
Wane oo a. 395 432, "436 390 2361 Spain--—~---~-_-- cot 7260 386 "397 361 7358 

Venezuela_ ema "227 328 34 244 343 
IOI, rien pieces my - 168 161 "178 246 7284 Mapen 22 s UEIGCUR TED SS SUES? "010 1091 on 351 256 United Kingdom = -2 2222227 72277I07 359 tat 339 2a 250 

New Zealand --_----_----.-_. 154 155 154 167 7236 Netherlands ~~~ We reese ce 258 "259 262 251 235 Romenia...-_2--_-2-2227222 72 an aL 35 208 210 
Iouin 2 00S SEES MEISININZE an 185 23 217 205 
IN ne neering pat tt "312,660 713,402 "13,072 11,306, ‘11,882 Gtr! SEES RRL TE "166 f1967_——_1.990 1/996 1972 

Grand total ____--_-------.-.--.-."1428_—"15a69—<"15062~—~—~saaoe~—«aaa 
“Estimated. Preliminary. "Revised. 
*Table includes data available through May 23, 1984. 
Reported figure. 
“Data do not add to total shown because of independent rounding.
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Table 16.—Leading world producers of chromite! 
(Thousand metric tons, gross weight) 

pe seen eer 
‘Country 1979 1980 1981 1982 1983¢ 

USSR® .._--_____--.-~~--------- 2,300, 2,450 2,400 2,450 2,450 
South Africa, Republic of —-- ~~... oe 3297 3414 2.870 2,164 72,232 
Albanls”. x-men nee nee "150 *760 *850 875 ‘900 
Po ER 52 "354 526 432 3 
Turkey. ~~~ ~~. 2222222222 5r 391 «23 408, 400 

India __.. .-------+~..~----------- 310 320 335, 339 360, 
Finland ----.--2-----------===~ 485, "302 az 345 340 
Philippines -~"°°TTTTTTITITIIIIIILL 556 196 439 55 $30 
Brat 7 -=227s22222222222-2=202- 30 313, 236 26 230 

Total _ .. gonenrnesasseesrsar 8,902 *9,060 8,501 7,642 1123 
WORE ance SE omc cnistora sin "421 407 261 312 362 

Grand total __ ecccogunnaeuaa 79,323 9,467 8,762 1,954 8,085 

“Estimated. Preliminary. "Revised. 
Table includes data available through June 6, 1984 
Reported figure. 

Table 17.—Leading world producers of mine copper" 
(housand metric tons, Cu content of ore) 

Country 1979 1980 1981 1982? 1983" ree 
OI spite ca eee 1,063, 1,068 1,081 1,241 1,190 

United States* ._..------------- — FL 4a7 1,181 1,538. 1148 "1,038 
PEBRE a acon eoe, B55 900 940 970 1,000 

Canada* __ ont eririen ciuyatte et 636 716 691 612 625, 
Yawbia 20523 TTESIDELIOE TITAS 588 396 588 568 58 

Ce seem ce cpm mee ceemen - 430 "540 555, 519 585 
Poland .._ ---------------~~--------- 325 346 294 "e376 380 
WIGS simancnnnn nme _ oe 391 367 342, 369 9336, 

Philippines 2200022022222 002 2272222 208 305, 302 292 309 
Australia. 2~2222-2~2==-= ct 338 2a 21 25 256 
Mexico. 57227 ca SESSRESST TS EITE 07 115 230 239 250 
South Africa, Republic of --____- ... = 19) 201 209 189 3211 
Chins? greene abe ro TS 200 20 200 200 200 
Papua New Gainea ~~ 2227 2I272o2o2 im ia 165 0 183 

‘Total _..- en ~ 6,940 *6,986 7,366 7,138 7,056 
Other Loosen potas "151 153 825, 934 gt 

Grand total -__-_.-_. wieees 7,691 °7,139 8191 8,072 8,027 

Estimated. Preliminary. "Revised. 
‘Table includes data available through June 20, 1984. 
*Recoverable. 
Reported figure.
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Table 18.—Leading world producers of gold 
(Thousand troy ounces) 

Country 1979 1980 1981 1982? 1983° 

South Africa, Republic of. ________-_-_--_ 22,617 21,669 21,121 21,355 721,847 
USSR 22 i 8,160 8,300, 8,425, 8,550 8,600 Gnade 27722222222222 22222222222 tent Yar Ter Zoat 23n4 
United Staieg2 220252 20 STEEISTSSEIE ‘64 ‘0 1319 13466 1951 
Chinato 200. 225, 1,700 1,800 1,900 Brest COTS 2EE SDSS TERTE SAS REASEEES 320 1,300 1200 1300 11600 
Australia ~~ _~~_- ~~ : 37 398 591 367 1035 
Poiiepinel 8 oe ee SoS 535, 644 153 834 802, Papua New Guinea ----~~_~-_-- = 30 482 50 564 258 
Pe ee a eee eee i 220 400, 54d 563 Zimbabwe” ~~~ ~~7227727227722722Tae 388 368 an 6 20 
Sebeiie. oo ono 269, 510 529 482 7429 

Total eee 868 HGBT~*«CRSRZSCaONED ONO 
Other 22 2222LITTIIIITELIIII__ es ere “Ber 2.587 2514 
Grand total nan 88D BOROSSC RAST 
“Estimated. Preliminary. "Revised. 
‘Table includes data available through May 30, 1984. 
?Reported figure. 
Data do not add to total shown because of independent rounding. 

Table 19.—Leading world producers of iron ore, iron ore concentrates, 
and iron ore agglomerates? 

(Thousand metric tons) 
Country 1979 1980 1981 1982? 1983° 

USSR -__----------------------- R788 "2718 242,417 244,411 245,000 Brazil TODIIIOTIIOOII = tows nara “orasd—“a000 “sono Australia J22_222222TTDIITTIITIID Ter ToRbad Been Brood = T1300 
MONI sansa csp sseacercinracanencnoeasinininteces *66,000, 68,000 66,000 69,000 71,000 
WN dno SSeS 39,859 41,936, 41,354 40,902 738,800. United States 927727TTTTITTTITTTTTD tonto HB B00 «S600 
SRM oc pe 59,888 48,754 51,985 35,425 233,495, 
South Africa, Republic of ee 31,565 26,312 28,319 24,554 216,605, 
France ---- ~~. .---------------~ 31,627 728,981 21,598 19,411 715,967 
TDR ccs oh salmaaa 18,345, 18,187, 19,704, ‘18,268 14,937, 
Sweden ~~ 2 ee ee 726,169 27,184 23,225 16,138. 743,212 
WER COS See eS 15,260 16,102 15,531, 11,200 79.715 Mexico.) 71022222222 to Bost ‘pat 8020 e155 8040 
Korba Monti coll ecco e = 7,400 8,000, 8,000 8,000 8,000 

Spain’ = 2222 T TTT T Ts 81826 9,227 81565, 8,262 27449 Mactan i SS2 3020S 3 SPRPET TRISTE a8 8936 S04 8255 7400 
FREI 0s cirm w------- - TS 8,270 7,143, 5,806 35,074 
Wapalaile: cool sul eceeae, 4617 9,530, 4,794 5,106. 25,018 

Total 3-4 Sekencspestcasceseu= *856,738 *852,759 812,828 741,589 699,712, 
NAN isin Saini ee eee enon 746,247 43,108 42,232 39,718 39,421, 

‘Grand total ss -sssseeeeeseucesses *902,985 *895,867 855,060, 781,307 739,133, 

“Estimated. Preliminary. "Revised. 
Table includes data available through June 21, 1984. 
Reported figure.
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Table 20.—Leading world producers of erude steel’ 
(Thousand metric tons) 

Country 1979 1980 1981 1982? 1983¢ 

USSR --2-----e een 49,009 T.9 845147165 153,000 
Japan _____ swewbeoe 111,748 111,395 101,676 99,548 297,164 
United States ——7TT“TTSTTTTTTITITT sles?) tonas5 opens 90876761 
Ching 2, Siamese 34430-3720 © «35,600 87,160 89'950 
Germany, Federal Republic of. -~ >= 2-2 72222 a6o40 438881610» S580 785,730 
Raby oa pee ech ora mine resne 24,250 26,501 24,777 23,981 721,674 

France... <--.--- 2-20 e- ++ ---+- + 23,360 "23,176 21,258 18,416 717,612 
Gzechoslovaikia- == 2222 TTT si? 15225 1BTaggz 2024 
United Kingdom — waeeesee se ose 21,438 11,278 15,576 13,704 714,993, 
Brasil "08ST TTTTTTTTTTTIIT goa aan) 18330 1299014 650, 
Polis eo 19,218, 19,485 15,719 14,795, 713,600 Romania. --_~-- ~~~ --2_~-~---_=- 32909 «18aT5 1802513058. 13.100 
AORN ch Sanaa 16,078 15,887 M4811 11,762, 712,828 
NN cs pe sees rarten cers ngpuercesenmetsu eee in 12,304 12,586 12,912 13,160, 712,731 
heres, Mepablicel ooo usc 7,610 8,558 10,754 11,753, 711,915, 
Indi 02. oon ene an 9,996 9,420 *10,380_ 10,715, 240,305, 
Pgh ne == 713,553 712,825, 12,286 9,900 710,155, 
South Africa, Republic of________________ ‘8,868 9,068, 9,004 8271 77,004 
German Democratic Republic... -----~- 7.083 77308 Tact 709 “7000 
Mesieg.- as ee TAT 1,156 7,605 7,048 36,917 

Total a nese enon e- see 677,439 648,236 641,018 (584,367 592,122 
Other --____----------------- 67,491 65,552, 63,766, 62,337 85,102 

I reer memos 744,930 713,188 104,784 646,706 657,224 

Estimated. Preliminary. "Revised. 
4Stee! ingots and castings. Table includes data available through May 30, 1984. 
*Reported figure. 
"Data do not add to total shown because of independent rounding. 

Table 21.—Leading world producers of mine lead* 
(Thousand metric tons, Ph content of ore) 

Country 1979 1980 1981 1982? 1983 

NE ce tence MIS 422, 398 388 455 4qT 
United States? ____...--------------- 526 550. 446 513 449 
WBRMRS ooo he coe moe 415 420 425 430 435, 
Canada... "342 207 332 341 2252 
ee 2 ee 14 F189 193 116 5206, 
AE ie mmecmawincisiorince ennui 155 7160 7160 *160 160 
Mabe oo sou etieteceue nile 14 M6 187 146 150 
SOMO 2 ene 130 7122 119 “M5 120 Moroceo 022377 TETITPSE TESTS 116 115 116 104 102 

Péele sso, = "2,454 "2,397 2,336 2,440, 2,351 
ON. es sesinese eer meee. 997 71,051 1,013 968 913 

Grondtotal___----_-_--__-__-. "3451 "3448—=~=«83a9=~=S=« 0B S=S~SC« 
“Estimated. Preliminary. _ ‘Revised. 
Yfable includes data available through June 13, 1984. 
*Recoverable. 
Reported figure.
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Table 22.—Leading world producers of manganese ore’ 
(Thousand metric tons gross weight) 

—____ Gountey—s—~=<“~*~*~*~*~*~—sTSC*“‘zO*~C«CS*C«*CR SSC 

SSSR 81 97750 9,150 9821 10,400 South AfFiea, Republi of. 122~>~27722T2 S82 505 Sow Bait 280 
FO sn el ares preteen rstione itn are 2,259 2,281 2,042 2,340 2,100 
Pa SS aa ee eS es 2,300 2147 1,488 1,511 71,857 
Pie consonance soi 1,500 1,600 1,600 1,600 1,600 
pAmiyalie 2S oo eee case 71,697 1,999 14 2,182 21,353 
Tacs cinta nrmeieinnieneaeninn Re FLITL 71,692 1,526 1448 71,320 Mexico een te 493 ‘a7 ‘8 ‘09 350 Ghana oe osc aire iene me 22 BB 160 138, Honemy bo cLScabaeactelesel A000 fo 3 a 3 35 
I ote ee ere erences sere 88 80 8 ccs aT Morocen 0S SNE TDSETSE ARRESTED TEE IEES 133 11 110 st 1% 

Metal so a ei *26,025 *26,157 28,326 23,996 22,295 Other = 222 27DITIIIIITIIIIIT IIIT "251 "239 169 148 138 
Beane Nt nsec eee *26,276 26,396 23,495 24,139 22,488 

“Batimated. Preliminary. "Revised 
*Table includes data available through June 13, 1984. 
Reported figure 

Table 23.—Leading world producers of mine nickel? 
(Thousand metric tons) 

Country 1979 1980 198 1 —«gaa 
USSR” sows sceceseesccae seas 151 154 158 165. 170 Ganada_77272272222222202202 126 185 160 ca 12 
fewinlie, ea 70 uu uu 89 90 New Caledonia ~~ 2=272277 2oac 20 s ® 6 Cs Tndhamela = CO SSOE ROT SOARS SENS RET "aT "58 49 5 a 
Cuba® ____-_______________-------- 31 3 39, 36 aT 
South Africa, Republic of... ae 30 26 26 22 al 

Dominican Republic_______-~---------- 25 16 19 °6 20 

Total __-----------------.-+---- 550 "632 603 522 570 ihe STATES TARE AIST SDRDER TESTES "131 "148 125 126 9 
Grandtotal_---------- eee SCRTSSCTBOSSSCTRBSSCSCSCSSSSCD 

“Estimated. Preliminary. "Revised. 
“Table includes data available through May 2, 1984. 
"Date do not add to total shown because of independent rounding.
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‘Table 24,—Leading world producers of mine tin’ 
(Metric tons, Sn content of ore) 

Country 199 1980 1981 Tom? 198 
Malaysia. < coencisomucauweueunoee 62995 61404 59.998 «5,890 42,000 
TEAL crm memeemcginmiemonsiraremmainni isn 35,000 36,000 36,000 37,000 37,000 
Endopesia 502 se ee 729,535 732,527 35,392, 33,806, 27,000 Bolivia----2-l22222lsssssssstase OBB Basan 
MORE a hn a ee 33,962, 33,685, BL AT4 26,109 719,943, 
NI eee sper corsrinererrniterh entire 14,000 14,600 125,000 15,000 15,000 
Brazil _.. = arm meenin 7,005 6,930 8,297 *9,500 12,000 
Australia = ~~ 7777772 wsTi eR’ 1226T 1B NB 92700 United Kiogiocs ecS2DS USC EC TEL TERTES 2308 2982 ‘60 4208 100 

Zalte-- nee TI 3879 559 Saat aid 3200, South Aitiea, Republic of. —~_2~~22~22222~ 2.697 2a13 zen 3035 22,668 
Peru —— 2 nae 870 1077 1,519 1,672 22,368 

‘Total... -~------~-~---~--------- *232,535 "234,156 239,718 224,703 199,379 
Other .---.---------4---- 22-2 712,759 718,144 18,395, 12,473 12,241 

Grand total se sc veseeseeeesLs. tt 7245,294 247,300 258,113, 237,176 211,620 | 

“Estimated. Preliminary. ‘Revised. 
*Table includes data available through June 6, 1984. 
Reported figure. 

Table 25.—Leading world producers of mine zine* 
(Thousand metric tons, Zn content of ore) 

a 1979 1980 198i 1982? rg 
IN ste en esprit conan ese rs mips 1,204 1,059 1,096 1,189 1,070 
USSR? (ue 710 785 790 800 805, 
Ane on geeeee 529 495 518 665 695, 
PWG op woe ean 432 488 499 50T 2553 
Uinta Sat pe none erie nes 267 317 312 308 2215 
Mariqd son oo SUSE GENE E TEAS "23 "236 207 2 251 
Japan ____-------~ TITIIIIIITE 243 288 242 251 2256 
Sweden --_---.-----~------------- 170 167 181 185 7203, Treland op S220 SDSS STETSET SOIT ITE 22 229 120 167 is6 
Spelt = enna sere neseennasat 143, 183 182, 173 175 
Cian ies ee 160 160 160 160 160 
Poland... — Site epee eminent 183. 188 M7 145, M6 

Korea, North® o-oo 145 140 140 140. 140 
Brazil sue esas as 8 105 36 m2 13 
‘Germany, Federal Republic of= ~~ —~~22_22=2 "nt nat m1 108 ug 
South Africa, Republic of... -.------ EF 9 87 92 7110 Yapuiagiar corn on eae IEE 102 95 9 Bi 80 
Greenland... = - wae enne 87 36. 80 bi "6 

Perl Segue ese oem: 75,159 *5,17L 5,057 5,398 5416 
COE otiee ean emnnenoneseaea eo 826 "791 792 840 830 

Grand total... -.--s02-2--2-5-2 5,985 75,962 35,848 6,288 6,246 

“Estimated. Preliminary. _ "Revised. 
*Table includes data available through July 3, 1984. 
Reported figure. 
"Data do not add to total shown because of independent rounding.
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Table 26.—Leading world producers of hydraulic cement! 
| nail aie 

Country 1979 1980 1981 1982 1983° 

USSR 019 BOM TT 69 1RER——128,000 
‘Ohina: ooo SoS 73,900, 79,860, 84,000 94,072, 108,250 
RPE ote anes nis eee ae *87,803, "87,958 84,832 80,686 780,650. United Siates.-- 222272772 TTTTTT aes ga383 ae 6s «S09 BeaTBS 
SI cto se preci ES Fee dac anata 39,289, ALTT2, 41,553 39,727 239,217. 
TREND a ee meen ene e ene e 24,874 27,193 26,051 25,644 738,225, 
Germany, Federal Republic of... ..-.- ~~ ¥37,036, 35,911 32,862 31,168 31,000 
Spain (including Canary Islands) - —___ ______ 27,912 *28,010, 28,571 £29,000 730,633 Indias sw nese sossl. RTT OGD aos 38000 
PON hai mince ee 28,825, 29,104 28,229 26,141 224,504 
Korea, Republic of ——__--_----- 20 16413 715,611 15,617 17,887 221,282 Metico..----- 222 22ssssnasssasta TTR 18260 18065920816 RBO 

Poland. meme er on seen te emer rieter meres 19,176 18,443 14,225, 16,035, 716,163. Romania. --2-222s22s222-2-2- 18ST SILLS 1000 
SEIS, peep ve sees mrmomanre ae mira ives Pete 711,897 14,062 14,342, 13,432, 214,810 
Water ea eS eee 713,783 "12,874 15,043, 15,778 713,596 
United Kingdom - _ ______------.----.- 16,140 14,808 12,828 12,962, 713,896, 
German Democratic Republic —___..-. 12,273 12,440 12,204 11,721 12,000 Czechoslovakia. ss TRBSO'SHS«106MB=S«0OS STDS 
TIE car conice te ne HEARERS 9,000 8,000, 8,000 9,500 10,000 

FI cen rsecsernonn ss cninge mann sna asmcenind abies 678,569 680,800 675,907, 672,919 713,799 
OHNE SS So Sa aco 7193,771 202,668 212,534 206,504 211,856. 

NING es cece spencer ap ecesntos piper *872,340 7883,468 888,441 ‘879,423 925,655. 

“Betimated. Preliminary. "Revised, 
"Table includes data available through June 20, 1984. 
Reported figure. 

Table 27.—Leading world producers of diamond? 
(Thousand carats) 

Country 1979 1980 1981 1982” 1983° 

Zaire__ Mckenna eA 8,734 10,285, 9,000 *9,000 711,438 
Botswana ~~ ____--._______-_-__-_- 4,394 5,101 4,961 1,169 240,731, 
USGAS oo ce, Sf ata ene 10,700 10,850, 10,600 10,600 10,700, South Africa, Republic of ~~ ~~ > ~~~ 8384 33520 9536 $154 1031 
Meee SoS So ae ea! seas 48 205, ‘557 76,200 
RII arm nein ncsconisisxexcicenconcsacesaapoanenareres: NA 1,800 1,900, 2,000 2,000, Angles DET TS TTSDESE Te ait 1480 1400 1225 1200 Namibia” ~>2272>222202TDIIDITIIIo 1,653 1560 1248 Kou 4963 

FOE pic ainrmnnemamamenen aanniciens "34,706 *39,594 38,840, 41,319 53,543 
Other -_____--------------------- 4,724 4,283 3,717 3,048 2,576 

AINE nicnns nr atnccincnmnanioe, 39,430 43,877 42,557 44,367 56119 

“Estimated. Preliminary. "Revised. _NA Not available. 
3Gem and industrial grades undifferentiated. Table includes data available through May 16, 1984. 
*Reported figure.
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‘Table 28.—Leading world producers of nitrogen in ammonia’ 
(Thousand metric tons, N content) 

Country 1979 1980 1981 1982? 1983° 

I i orinsoncece nein mRnG RENN 8,821 9,990 712,193 12.711 15,004 USSR - sc 20 coe CPC SELES SSEEUSS 12200 12600 «1290014000 14500 
Pinta PIR a ap op ts esteem 713,895 714,656, 14,202 11,764 710,202 
nds? on penne aed gumcmnpedca ne 2,256, 2,221 3,193 3,287 3,200 Homasis DOEDE encore! Sosa ne 2335 248 2381 2587 2600 
Canada ~~ -------- +--+ ee 1,981 2,096 2176 2,062 72,374 Mexico-~_--=-~--2-2222-2222222222 1359 Tos 1796 Bost 2360 
Frenee oo 70 STL TELEISESL 2350 2085 2250 1,900 1900, Netherlands = 2~272>722777777272722- 1916 Yrs Tid 1655, wat 
Germany, Federal Republic of_ _____-...... 2,161 2,044 1,962 1,570 71,703 United Kingdom... ~~~ 1866 1683 3780 ine 1700 
det oc SEE 2328 210 1588 1652 sae 
FORM nese ene nego: 1,525 71478 1,389 1,380 1,800 
TM oo esi iea ee 623, 938. 920, 1,028 1149 German Damiccratic Republic _-—_-~-~_-~-- 1018 1,182 21,205 4170 1100 
Rally 2-5. oti lc nr 71,430 71,397 3,207 1,046 71,060 

Total. ___----.....--...---~---- "57,724 60,100, 63,201 61,559 68,238 
Other ....- sero anenastom ecm teers ego meet 13,160 713,448 13,134 13,134 13,602 

Pr. cisicnwanwenmac uo 770,884 778,548 76,335 14,693 16,840 

Estimated. Preliminary. ‘Revised. 
‘Table includes data available through May 23, 1984. 
Reported figure. 
"Data given are for years beginning Apr. 1 of that stated, 

Table 29.—Leading world producers of phosphate rock’ 
(Thousand metric tons) 

Country 1979 1980 1981 1982? 1983° 

United States__.......- wean 51,611, 34,415 53,624 37,414 242,573 
WEBS acim wtinwirniscminnroraicinaccinmen 24,400 25,300 25,600 726,700, 27,000 
Morocco? 222277722 2TTTITITIIIIIIL 200s =«18 8241882 ATTSA 20,108 

China®____ sic coalesced nlenien esti 8.517 10,726 11,500 11,720 12,500 Tunisia -~~~~2~277777TTTTTTTTIIII 4154 4582 4598, L196 5904 
Soria SESE SRE TSN RSTRERNG SETTER 2835 soit 4244 4390 4749 
Brazil 0 1222-222=-222----------- 628 2612 3288 232 3208 

Joreel. 22 CUE SURTREE TEES EST OSS 2086 2307 1919 2148 2965, 
South Africa, Republic of... --------- 3,221 3,185 2718 3173, 2,742 
DD osama etn awe, 2,920, 2,933 2.215 2,128 2,081 

SS ee "121,394 7128,795 128,216 112,355 128,852 
Other oe seek 10,431, 10,419 9,953, 9,847 10,774 

Grand total _ ____----------------- 131,825 139,214 138,169 122,202 134,626 

“Estimated. Preliminary. "Revised. 
go only phosphate rock; Thomas slag and guano are excluded. Table includes data available through Apr. 13, 

Reported figure. 
Includes output from Western Sahara.
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‘Table 30.—Leading world producers of marketable potash’ 
(Thousand metric tons, K:0 equivalent) 

a 

USSR ----- 22 6,635 8,064 8449 8079 9,300 
Gunada DE TLPAR SETS SE STRT SOLES ‘Ton 71582 6549 5,909 6.203 
German Democratic Republic --_-- 33395, 342 3:460 a3 3.480 
Germany, Federal Republic of- ~~ -=~222 2 2616 237 2592 2057 2100 France. 002-2 nn v92t 104 Tss1 Yr01 11900 
United States ~~TTIITIIIIIIIIIIIIII 2395 2239 2156 1784 21429 Israel... == 22 73 "797 839 1004 000 

Total--—-------awannne-n------ 724,608 "26,685 «5876283682536 
‘Other SOS TE ESET TEETER, 71165. 7 1-204 1,296 1316 

Grend total serene yeaa 25,768 2857 «T0808 TB 
“Estimated. "Preliminary. "Revised. 
Table includes data available through Mar. 27, 1984. 
*Reported figure. 

Table 31.—Leading world producers of salt? 
(Thousand metric tons) 

Country 1979 1980 1981 198 1988" 
United States (including Puerto Rico) — 3... 41,5657 36,680 85,808 34392 *31,387 
ussr® 0000 141300 14,600 15200 "15,800 16200 China === So pSeusieSzene 14710 17280 181320, 18384 15872 
Germany, Federal Republic of — ~~~ ~~ "15080 "11395 12,541 10,978 10,500, 
India Sou igh Ee EES "7088 *8.008 8982 7312 10,004 
Ganada >>> oS senate S881 7029 240 7/940 8,590 United Kingdom =~ 2_222D2DIDLIIIIIII "71820 2164 6720 TeaT 7600 France... == 20a2022a2--2== =~ 80577108 6,686, 6694 7120 
Australia ~~~ 777"7“7TTTTTTTT TL "5171 75,665 6,420 6,100 6,000 
Mexico SDE CAUEAT SUES SRE TIEN ISETS 6169 8575 7,953 5,480 5,500 
Romania. -_-....2..2-2202---_--- 47720 75,056 €5,000-—¥ 85,000, 5,000 
Atay AOR ST LS ARS RICE ESSE 5/690 25,297 "45rd £4605 4700 Poland ~~ >< 2LITIILILIIILIII LLL 4429 241588 42 * %4300 4300 
Brasil 27 PESTSESTOTRGSSEI STEELE "3.555, "5.838 3,605 3724 3.850 
SOL ane ene emcee 3448 "55509, 3,693 3.259 33300 
German Democratie Republic -_—_ ~~ >7 >> 3.052 128 ane 3.075 3052 
Netherlands 204 2s Se ReSen Sees 3.951 364 3578 Bi91 8040 

Markey = 222 S TELE TC e "95 “Lara 1,396 igi 1,400 
MOPED iceman eal ee 1079 que 1,100, 1020 1200 
SOB re eect "157,730 "915,557 «155,504 148.285 148.615, Other E CITTTTTTTTTTTTTT seas 6.388 15,834 16,902 16,983 
Grand total __--_----------------- W73415 "168.940 —«171,428~—~—«2165,197 —+165,598 

“Estimated. Preliminary. "Revised. 
‘Table includes data available through June 6, 1984. 
Reported figure. 
8Data do not add to total shown because of independent rounding.
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Table 34.—Leading world producers of marketed natural gas* 

| Bilin cube feed 
Tee 
I inc CNR CAI ssi 14,359 15,369 16,430 17,682 718,929 

‘nited States____________-_---___- 720,471, "20,180 19,956 18,520 716,657 ecco «| 
Janada ——-— = 3,335 3,068, 2,399 2,683 72,465, 
AARERR sch enone enna mace ‘516 4 466 1,048 71,650 
ndind Mineo So Ss 1,410, 1817 1,321 1,263 71,304 [rt ae #0 ea 

Womemla. sss losestccce cack 1161 1,199 *1,200 **1,200, 1,200 My nee ceeseeeeee a oe ee 
NPN enc ninsa bes 759 922 920, 897 4908 
Germany, Federal Republic of______-____ 25 "658. 666 569 7622 [Nore asin haianaseemeecceeee ys Ss sf f 3 
RR Si eo een eS SE re 416 443 496 512 7459 Gell OO 
NRA cs tases ane 296 338 401 409 2420 

Tela OBC‘ COT 
jotser (estate ee al 5,194 4,484 4716 4,906. 5,136 

Aimana aii iss ss seer Se *54,425 54,518, 54,920 55,383 55,542 

‘Estimated. Preliminary. _ "Revised. 
*Comprises all gas collected and utilized as a fuel or as a chemical industry raw material as well as that used for gas lift 

ip fields including gas Used in olfields and/or gasfolds as a fuel by producers, even though it is not actually sold Bela all selene aed otal ero Ts nesta aie oath 
“Freported figure. 

Table 35.—Leading world producers of natural gas liquids’ 
(Milion &2gallon bares) 

Country? 1979, 1980 1981 1982" 1989" 

‘iin ei cae crac a "S18. 516, 387 566 S571 iia ie eae eR a peas core 2 om ee Sn a a a, ae Soe ne shag 
ME. 0. ontop wimnnicien tacts aT 1 88. °95 95 
‘United Arab Emirates (Abu Dhabi, Dubai, Sharjah) 1b 36 40 5g mM |r i 3 : it % g 

Weta aan aes omtcccccccecececc__ 

Hees ct ben toes each oiler igus produed by natal tant and ete har ieoT tad a inne only thon natural gs igaid reduced by natural gas proven plants and to lor ee el tml ental wcrc ao erm ere i ri nr men rt uta se ns sme. sues Se ents eu tae (eet eatin sires ele penis acres ae ee deat Tale eclaes  ealeNe cash Mane Oe 
eae sian ia counttieg Tes China, Cecclalirais Gorman Desist Republic, the eeeal Republic of eae see accent epns s baeeal gucci esos’ nian SE. aceite seeds : 

Reported figure.
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‘Table 36.—Leading world producers of crude oil? 
(Million 42gallon barrels) 

—_ __Goney TT 1982 
USSR ----.---------- aa 4434 4a15 4508 24.508 
United Slates” 7777 TITTTTT = aetSMB zs Sg? Bhs 
‘Beudl Arabie® ......----—------------ 3479 3,614 3,580 2,866 71,834 Masieg oe, ETE STS 588 "708 ‘aut Too 13 
Gea, seed sonnceenscee en 121 550 692 53 92 

United Kingiom == 27277TTTITIII 585 ae 64 a 198 Ginn. oan 20ao Se PSSTEESESEES 715 m7 1 145 tt Veneniela: ----~22222222T2IIIIIT 860 193 768 a2 2656 
Canada _-—--_-- Sop nenne nea: BAB 523 468 464 2495 Indonesia -~--2222222222222=2 2222 eo 871 385 ass 7490 
Negra oat aeaS OR eaa aenae 0 13 53 Pi 452 Unled Arab Emirates (Abu Dhabi, Dubai, Sharjah) 608 oo Bis 356 09 Lbya. sense nnn nen 163 510 40s T8418 a2 Teng) SERRE Ie SOSIESTRDERT TS 1,252 69 36 eno 400 
Total een nnn TOASTS TT TSB BBT 6.28 

Other -TTTTTITTLLIITIIIEEISITIOI tego Soa 2861 120 
Grand total ..-------------------- 22918 ALAS ——~ONSS CMS «19,92 
“Estimated. Preliminary. "Revised. 
+ Table includes data available through Sept. 9, 1984. 

‘Reported figure. Acces the country’s share of production from the Kuwait Saudi Arabia Partitioned Zone 

Table 37.—Leading world producers of refined oil! 
(Million 42-gallon barrels) 

ee 
United States including Puerto Rico and Virgin plende)-cocacaceece eee oe 530 5619588 IB M4, UgeR® Se Sms S20, Sos 8s i300 
EN certs werpemenenrecces 1,696, 1611 1464 1377 91,308 Germany, Federal Republic of. —~~ 777777772 ‘59, 815 "8 0 3687 
Waly oe ceee nee nsaccaasaeaae 85 ia ta 83 7549 
United Kingdom. olathe rete "731 "647 592 590 2504 Prange .-see 2222222222 22Tooe m8 S81 72 ar 2585 
(aun eee m2 04 95 530 2558 

Ghing® ---7TDDITII TITTIES #0 40 0 "at 500 Merin 2257 SSS = oe 258 25 m 482 246t 
Netielends 200 ce0o Ser vse aeieets 4 85 HS 358 380 
Sud Arabia’ — ~~~ =- == cot "aT at us a 2st Brag orice geese TauenOTE ag 395 385 380 350 
Spain inetading Canary faiands) ~~~ 77777 355 30 357 ia 3551 Neneela’ oe coc eo epee SuCes 369 3a ig ae 35 Singapnesoascns2secce= oS SESSEESE Ba bee ae 505 308 
Total -----eaweee---n-------- 1B 8BTHTGOD NG 9RS 6S] 18,115, 

Other __-...--.-~~---------------, 5,003 4,961 4,795 4891 5,062 

Grand total - ne 
Esimated | PPscliminary, "vised ‘Table includes data available through Sept 9, 1984 
"Reported figure. includes the country's share of production from the Kuwait Saudi Arabia Partitioned Zone.



The Mineral Industry of 
: 

Albania 

By Walter G. Steblez* 

Albania’s mineral industry continued to Government Policies and Programs.— 
be the dominant industrial branch of the The maintenance of the country’s self- 

economy. Exports of mineral commodities sufficiency for most mineral commodities 

and mineral fuels remained the country’s and its status as a net exporter of fuels and 

chief source of hard currency, with chro- minerals remained chief goals of the Alba- 

mite and petroleum products as the main nian Government. To this end, increased 

hard-currency earners. efforts were made to produce more compe- 
Albania’s centrally planned industrial tent and realistic studies for the annual and 

targets for 1983 were not met. Total 1983 5-year central plans. Past practices by the 

industrial production rose 3% compared state central planning authorities set un- 
with that of 1982, but this increase was realistically high goals for mining and 
below that of 1982. Significantly, the net heavy industry. Significant production 

change in the country’s national income shortfalls in recent years were blamed on 
was not reported by official sources, as it the lack of accurate engineering and geolog- 

had been in past years. ical studies. The Government's policy of. 
The downturn in industrial performance using conscripted “volunteer” labor at new 

during the year was, reportedly, due in part mines, plants, and other capital projects 
to a substantial reduction in hydroelectric also apparently resulted in low worker mo- 
power because of severe drought. Other rale and low labor productivity. 

reasons, more consonant with past difficul- Official reports on 1984 plans for the 

ties, were unrealistically high goals, low economy again did not mention net changes 
productivity, shortages of qualified techni- in national income. Industrial production in 
cal staff in the mineral industry, especially 1984 was to grow by 8.5% but only if the 

in the petroleum and gas sector, and de- targets set for the petroleum, gas, and 

pressed world markets. chromium industries were met. Mineral 

Reportedly, development and construc- projects that were not completed in 1983 
tion work was completed at new coal, cop- were to be extended through 1984; these 

per, and chromite mines. Work was also included the construction of facilities for 

reportedly continued on the construction of the production of chromite, coal, copper, 

a new copper concentrator and the enlarge- quartz, and other minerals. 
ment of another. 

PRODUCTION 

Chromite, petroleum, and petrgleum tries. Chromium and petroleum, however, 

products, Albania’s commercially most im- were not included. 

portant mineral commodities, apparently Albania has published short, incomplete 
fell steeply below production norms. The _ statistical reports at 5-year intervals. Pro- 

Government’s annual recital of industrial duction for intervening years therefore 

achievements mentioned production in- must be estimated on the basis of published 

creases for the coal, copper, and steel indus- percentage increases. 

35
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Table 1.—Albania: Production of mineral commodities’ 
(Metric tons unless otherwise specified) 

Commodity? i979) 1980 1981 1982 1983" 
Asphalt and bitumen, natural® ° 

‘thousand tons. 1,850 1,180 1,800 1,800 1,800 
Cement, hydraulic === do. 840 £11000 *1,100 #1000 3,100 
yhromium: 
Chromite, gross weight do. 1,025 #1077 1,140 *1,200 1,200 
Marketable ore... "21 Ldon_— "760 850 ‘815 900 ‘900 

Coal: Lignite® oda 1430 1,540 1,600 1,740 1,800 
Cobalt, mine output, metal content® © ~ 306 330 340 ‘340 350 
Copper: ° 
Mine output, metal content — 14,000 15,300 15,500 16,200 16,500 
Metal, primary and secondary: Smeleric 2 cows sss: 9,700 9.900 10,000 11,200 11,500 

Refined — oposss--- 7,300 7700 9,000 9000 10,000 
Gas, natural, gross production’ ® 

‘million cubic feet... 13,000 13,200 13,500 15,800 15,000 
Iron and steel: 

Iron ore, nickeliferous: 
Gtosa Weight So enccemecem 530,000 550,000 °600,000 $600,000 650,000 
Trot CHAE esas erreurs 185,500 192,500 200,000» *200,000 23,000 

Ferroalloys, ferrochromium® ———————— NA 35500 28,000 30,000 35,000 
Semimanufactures® pacae 23,000 30/000 31,000 34,000 35,000 
Nickel, mine output, metal content® — 5,300 5,500 5,600 5,800 6,000 
Nitrogen: Ncontent of ammonia ~~ _— 72/000 75,000 76,000 76,000 76,000 
Petroleum: 

‘Crude: 
‘As reported million tons. 3,600 1,700 4,700 1,100 1,500 
Converted 

thousand 42gallon barrela. 10,700 11,800 11,300 11,800 9.900 
Refinery products® 

Gasoline do. 1,600 1,700 1,700 1,700 1,500 
Kerosine do. '500 540 ‘600 600 500 
Distillate fuel ol - ~~ ~~~" “do. == 2210 2,400 2,300 2,300 2,000 
Residual fuel oil -_~ ~~" _do. = 3,600 3,800 3,500 35500 3,000 
Lubricants. ~~~ do. 100 105 120 120 100 Other STTETI INSTT ase 2,600 2,100 3,000 3,000 2,600 

Motel oneness asses 10,670 11,265 11,220 11,220 9,700 
Salt DDT 62,500 66.500 66,500 66,500 70,000 
Sodium compounds, 9.6. Sodium carbonate, 
calcined soda ash)® 23,800 25,000 25,500 25,000 25,000 

Estimated. Preliminary. NA Not available. 
Table includes data available through July 1984 
"In addition to the commodities listed, a variety of crude construction materials (common clay, sand and gravel, and stone) are undoubtedly produced, but output is ot reported quan atively and avaiable Information js inadequate to 

make reliable estimates of output levels. Also, metallic nickel production reportedly began in 1978 but data on the level 
of production are not available. Sincludes petroloum refinery-produced asphalt and bitumen. 

‘Calculated trom reported and estimated weight of nickeliferous ore; the amount of cobalt recovered, if any, is 
conjectural 

“Separate data on marketable production are not available, but gross and marketed output are regarded as nearly equal. 
“'Sums of listed products only; no estimates have been made for other products produced. 

TRADE 

In 1983, as in 1982, Albania did not meet and outdated industries had to be imported. 
its trade plan, because of unrealistic goals,a In turn, minerals and fuels had to be 
depressed market, and falling productivity exported to pay for necessary imports, and 
in key sectors of mineral industry. Con- Albania’s mineral industry was necessarily 
tractual export obligations of electric power _ export oriented, 
and ores to Yugoslavia, Albania’s tradition- Commercial agreements for 1984 were 
ally largest trading partner, were not met. signed with centrally planned economy 

Despite official claims of economic self- countries, as well as with the market econo- 
sufficiency and official prohibition against my countries of Europe. The 1984 trade 
foreign credit, Albania’s economy was nev- agreement with Romania called for exports 

* ertheless highly dependent on the world of Albanian bauxite, chromite, coal, semi- 
market for modern technology. Capital fabricated copper products, petroleum, sul- 
needed to upgrade the country’s small-scale fur, etc., in exchange for oilfield equipment,
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spare parts for mining equipment, and oth- a transportation agreement established a 
ér producer durables. The trade agreement ferry link between the Albanian port of 
with the German Democratic Republic pro-Durrés and the Italian port of Trieste in the 
vided for Albanian exports of chromite and Adriatic. The link was expected to provide a 
dopper cable, among other items, in ex- new channel for Albanian exports to cen- 
change for trucks, machine tools, and other _ tral Europe as well as to Italy. An Albanian 
durables. Similarly, the agreement with trade delegation to Italy also held explor- 
Czechoslovakia called for Albanian exports atory meetings at Salento and Bari with 
of nonferrous metals, asphalt, and other Italian authorities for the possible expan- 
raw materials, and imports of trucks, roll- sion of trade between the two countries. The 
ing stock, and other durables. possible shipment of Albanian bauxite, coal, 

In 1983, negotiations were conducted with and iron ore was discussed. 
the Federal Republic of Germany and inter- Significantly, commercial relations were 
est was expressed in increasing Albanian reestablished with China after an interrup- 
exports of chromite, nickel, and marble in tion of 6 years. It was reported that chro- 
exchange for imports of West German steel, _ mite was exported to China in exchange for 
machinery, and chemicals. During the year, agricultural products. 

' Table 2.—Albania: Apparent exports of mineral commodities 
i (Metric tons unless otherwise specified) 

Destinations 1082 
Commodity 1981 0° ae Gaited Other (rinipa) 

METALS 
Aluminum: Metal including alloys, UnWWOUghE veneer -- 14 |. Alltoftaly 
Chromium: Ore and concentrate ———__ 458,550 426,945 3,816 ‘Yugoslavia 109,472; Italy 88,192; 
Gehan hadi ai jest Germany 58,936 
Copper: Metal including alloys: Betapan cence en nn =nn == 114 Na 

Unweoughe 22320025 22020522 207 190. France 100; Austria 99 
Semimanufaciures ~~~ --~_—-—— 207 25112 Alito Yagoslavia 

Iron and steel: Metal Ferrochromium-------------. 82679 «25651. Netherlands 6,346; West Germany 5261; Spain 5,022. 
Semimanufactures.-------— 306 NA 

Nickel Ore and concentrate. 458 __ Alto West Germany. 
Matte and spelss ~~ 227277 a 312 Alto Japan 
‘Ash and residue containing nickel ~~ _ 165 > Allto Netherlands. 

Platinum-group metals: Waste and ‘sweepinge value, thousands = $19. Alltoltaly. 
Silver: Waste and sweepings* __do___— $305 NA 
Zine: Metal including alloys, seniimani= 
facture CC EL LN CoE _ 15. Allto Yugoslavia. 

NONMETALS 
Coment__-- 58RD 
Pyrite, unroasted. .-~-—>_-—- 22337 28 TL ealy 6048 
Salt and brine. ae ance ein 941 3,503 -~ Alto Yugoslavia. 

‘MINERAL FUELS AND RELATED 
‘MATERIALS 

Asphalt and bitumen, natural =... 908 NA 
Petroleum refinery products: Gasoline =>" 2alion barrels. 1,006,000 1,127,568 Italy 748,558; France 257,198 

Distilatefuclol ~~ -dov-=_ 448040880 >Tealy 78,810, 
Bitumen and other residues "do.-~~ 16,58 NA 
‘Unspecified ....-..----d0.—.. 363,702 300,000 ~~ Allto Poland. 

Preliminary. NA Not available. 
‘Table prepared by Jozef Plachy, Owing to a lack of official trade data published by Albania, this table should not be 

taken ak completa presentation of hs county's mineral fade, Una: otherwise specified, these data have been 
Compiled from United Nations information and data published by the partner trade countries. 
May include other precious metals.
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Table 3.—Albania: Apparent imports of mineral commodities* 
(Metric tons unless otherwise specified) 

Sources, 1082 1 
Commodi 1981 198°) Gaga uv Unica Other (principal) 

METALS 
‘Aluminum: Metal including alloys: i ‘Unwrought =n ma 853. Hungary 703 Somimanufactures-——~~_ ~~~ 1645 19384 12 Yugoslavia 1,301; Hungary 540. Copper: eal including alone sot eee 366 NA Unwrought -——~~7_27_72722 -- 389. West Germany 249, Semimanufactures ~~ ~~~ _~_~ Bo T0212 West Germany 322; Yugoslavia 236 Iron and steel: Iron ore and concentrate including toasted pyrite snes 80,758 NA Metal Pig iron, cast iron, related Taterialg enn 8,022 650. All from West Germany. Ferroalloys: 

Ferrochromium <=... 220 NA Ferromanganese__ > 187 350. All from Yugoslavia 
Ferrosilicomanganese —_ 78 NA Ferrosilicon-- === 2adh NA Unspecified 2222722222 252 1H6L Yugoslavia 1.448, Steel, primary forms ~ == 6 36 Allfrom Teal 

Semimanufactures ‘Bars, rods, angles, shapes, sec- Wionssvsncera een 3098 «TAT. Yugoslavia 13,090; Hungary 4053, Universals plaies,sheets 11898-17184 1_——Poland 6,965; Yugoslavia 4.991. Hoop andstrip-—" ‘310, ous West Germany 75, Rails and accessories -———— 4391 3009 All from Yugoslavia Wes ese 135 1909 Youvelvia 134 Austria 07 bes pipes; fillings ——--_ 16805 19/008 > West Germany 5,964; Japan 5,526. Unepecitied’ "= -—--7_ = N249— «487347 —~Podand 28,784? Caschoslovakia 20,000, 
Lead: Metal including alloys: Unwrought en 151 NA Semimanufactures__—--_~—__—_ 265 136. West Germany 88 ‘Magnesium: Metal including alloys, all ; forms n-ne 9 9 All from Yugoslavia 
Nickel: Metal including alloy: Unwrought soe 4 5. Netherlands Semimanufactures_ ~~~ ~~~ ~~~ 6 wD Healy 16 Silver: Metal including alloys, unwrought ‘and partly wrought ‘i value, thousands 389 $109 ___ West Germany $107 a 

Ore and concentrate === 60 NA 
Metal including alloys Unwrought. ne 55 45. West Germany 35. Semimanufactires = 2722277 = 2 12 All rom West Germany. ‘Titanium: Ore and concentrate _— 1102 Alltrom Netherlands. 

‘Tungsten: Metal including alloys all fee eee ae ® 8 West Germany 4; United Kingdom 3. 
Zine: Metal inchodng aliys, unwrought- 6 NA 

2 ‘Ores and concentrates... 839 1. Allfrom West Germany. Oxides and hydroxides ~~ ~22~22~ 3 ist 2 Austria 156 
NONMETALS 

Abrasives, nes. Grinding and polishing wheels and stones ons nn 99 54 Italy 93; Yugoslavia 18 Asbestos crude == "~~~ 77 2ai8 01 Allfrom Italy [a nr.) 2280 © 22 Yugoslavia 2350, Glays, enide ~~ =>7 777777772772 348 389 TL~—_United Kingdom 228; France 111 
Diamond: Gem, not st or atrane value, thousands ss $9 __ All from Italy Feldspar, uorspar, elated materials ~~ w8 1152 TZ Healy 608; France 478, 
Fertilizer materials: Manufactured, potassie ssn 625 38 All from West Germany. Graphite natural -=—72722227777 70 146 12 West Germany 144 Magnesium compounds ~~~ ~__~— 3 580 2 Yugoslavia 52. Phosphates, crude ~~~ _7___== _- 381552 Allfrom Beypt Stone, sand and gravel --—----—~- 2.408 $221 12 Yugoslavia tig Sulfur, Sulfuric acid ~~~ 2 722 Allfrom West Germany, Tale, steatito, soapstone, pyrophylite —— io 1,055 12 Yugostavia 900; fealy 208 

‘MINERAL FUELS AND RELATED ‘MATERIALS 
Carbon: Carbon black === 2 62. West Germany 60 Goal: Anthracite andbitaminous ~~~ 186905 08,08) 228,780 West Germany 78,473, 
Coke and semicoke === === 9.480 71000 Alifrom Poland. 

See footnotes at end of table.
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Table 3.—Albania: Apparent imports of mineral commodities —Continued 
(Metric tons unless otherwise specified) 

Sources 
Commodi 1981 198” Upmea Sommedity ose? Git Other (prineipa 

MINERAL FUELS AND RELATED MATERIALS Continued 
Petroleum refinery products: Gasoline. >-+-42-allon barrels. 6.356 4z16 Italy 4267 
Mineral jelly and wax ——___do_——— 2857 T052 ‘Yugoslavia 7,005. Lubricants SETIIIidoc 2288361 8a Italy 8,190; Switzerland 3,850. Unspecified "~~~ 7" ~~77"do-7=7 60 93> West Germany 96; France 31. 
"Preliminary. NA Not available. 

| “Table prepared by Jozef Plachy. Owing to a lack of official trade data published by Albania, this table should not be taken as a complete presentation of this country's mineral trade. Unless otherwise specified, these data have been Eompiled from United Nations information and data published by the partner trade countries. 
Less than 1/2 unit. 

COMMODITY REVIEW 

| METALS gradually began to increase ore prices of- 
| a fered to Tokyo dealers to world levels, 

sicghtomite-—Albania's chromite produc’ apparently also reducing barter arrange 
rodustied iy probleni that ‘Were roportad in ments and increasing sales for hard curren- 

1982 continued into 1983. Moreover, an (¥" owever, its position as a chromite 
increasing amount of lower grade ores has j.PE Ir toa gions cto inoreagon in 198 
been mined in recent years to satisfy plan. PY expected freight rate increases in 1984 
ned gross output targets. Hard lump ore 2%d competition from Indian sources. A 
was mined in the Bulquizé area in the Dibre pllsteral trade agreement with China al- 
District. The large Bulquizé Todo Manco owed for exports of about 80,000 tons of 
Mine produced about 44% of chromite pro- Chromite and an unspecified amount of 
duction and accounted for approximately ferrochrome 1 exchange for’ Chinese agri. 
50% of the exports in 1983. cultural goods. . 

‘The balance of the mined chromite had to, _Low-priced Albanian ferrochromium of- be hand cobbed or concentrated at the fFings on top of depressed prices caused 
country’s two beneficiation plants at Kali- Concern among European traders in 1983. mash and Bulquiz’, which had a total Reportedly, a chief obstacle to increased 
throughput capacity of about 400,000 tons Séles to Western Europe had been Alba- 
per year. In addition, a substantial amount _4a’s lack of crushing facilities for charge 
of low-grade ore was exported. Domestic chrome, which was sold in 10- by 150- 
consumption was limited mostly to charge ™illimeter blocks. Reportedly, Albania 
chrome production at the 30,000-ton-per- Planned to build these facilities and eventu- 
year Burrel plant. ally expand ferrochrome production capaci- 

With preliminary plans setting a 29% ty to about 50,000 to 60,000 tons per year. 
mine output increase in 1985 over the 1980 Copper.—The industry met planned an- 
production level, new concentration facili. nual goals. Official sources indicated a 7.9% 
ties were reportedly planned for the chromi- production increase, but did not state 
um industry. By 1985, Albania plans to whether the increase was for the whole 
concentrate 50% of its low-grade ores. Even- industry or for mine production only. Re- 
tual concentration of existing mine tailings portedly, the Gjegjan Mine in the Kukes 

to a 55% Cr,0; content was also planned. District exceeded the annual production 
In 1983, Albania showed significant com- plan by 1,400 tons with total production 

mercial activity in the Far East market. exceeding 250,000 tons of ore. In the same 
Having underbid competitors by as much as district, a new copper mine was under 
$10 per ton and established a reputation as development and was planned for startup in 
a reliable supplier of chromite, Albania 1984. The expansion of existing mining
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facilities was also underway. Technical im- MINERAL FUELS 

provements at the country’s beneficiation 8 nail 
plants have increased the copper content in, Albania continued to be a net exporter of 
concentrates produced from low-grade ores ¢lectric power and petroleum Products. 
to 20% to 25%, from past levels of 16% to Approximately 80% of domestic energy 
17%. Construction work was reportedly con- ame from hydroelectric power with residu- 
tinued at copper concentrators at Reshen, @ requirements supplied by domestic coal 
Reps, and Fushé-Arréz ‘and hydrocarbon deposits. . | 

Tron Ore—Developments in the iron _ Coal.—The coal (lignite) production plan 
mining industry, which produces a nickelif. Wa met, with mined coal output increasing 
erous laterite ore, included the moderni. 2-4% over that of 1982. The production plan 
zation of the Prrenjas Mine, which resulted £0" 1984 called for a further 15.5% increase, 
in an 80% mechanization of the mining Albanian lignite was consumed mainly by 
operations. By 1985, new galleries were to the country’s powerplants and heavy indus: 
aoe een Aen rretied a 29%. Petroleum and Natural Gas.—Shortfallt 
inorease m steel production for the year at it meeting planned production increases for 
the Elbasan steelworks; the increase, how. ‘he industry continued from is, 
vet! was from alow production base. Staal. _TeP0zvedly) was again due to dated technoloy 
taking capacity’ at ‘Eibassn wae below fo: faulty srilling, imprecise ‘documenta’ making capacity ‘at Bivacan was pelow tion, and inadequate geological studies. | 

new nickel production line was put into ~Sporcign mineral specialist Division of Foreign Data, | operation at Elbasan.



The Mineral Industry of 
| Algeria 

By Peter J. Clarke’ 

Algeria’s relatively diverse mineral in- tion. 
dustry contributed approximately $12.5 bil- Algeria’s 1980-84 development plan was lion to the 1983 gross domestic product intended to utilize petroleum revenues to 
estimated at $46 billion? Oil revenues, in- expand the public services sector after sev- 
cluding revenues from natural gas exports, eral years of emphasizing heavy industries, 
accounted for 95% of the mineral industry's such as petroleum, steel, gas processing, ~ 
total revenue, 85% of total exports, and and construction materials. Development of 
58% of Government revenues. Although oil the country’s industry has been undertaken 
and gas were Algeria’s most important mostly by state-owned corporations, the 
commodities to world trade, several other largest of which was the Société pour la 
minerals made a noticeable contribution to Recherche, ia Froduetion, Fee the domestic economy, including iron ore, Tran ton, en Heat steel, fertilizer materials, phosphate rock, 42° Enbeeght ins oOo te cement, lead and zine, and mercury. y The ydrocarton scar continued tobe fhe new development plan volved brea the mainstay of the economy, ough companies responsible for production, oll: Peerage count Organization of Petro: freid services, geophysics, and exploretion 
Roving: from ehernly desea a ‘The state companies responsible for nonfuel 
Fe ae om Sharply reduced revenues from aineral development were Société Nation- frie March 1988 reduction in the price of oil, ale de Siderurgie (SNS) for iron and steel, ‘Algeria’s diversified hydrocarbon industry, 2nd Société Nationale de Recherche 

which produces more natural gas, conden- q'Bxploitations Miniéres (SONAREM) for sate, and refined products individually than most other ‘minerals. Expansion of these 
crude oil, was able to prevent a significant companies’ operations was receiving lower [fall in revenues. Total petroleum revenues priority than the development of housing, 
jwere at about the same levels as in 1982, communications, education, and communi. [between $11.8 and $12 billion, with crude oil ty development, which together were allo. 
laccounting for only 30% of these revenues, cated 52% of the development budget, while and the rest coming from exports of natural industry was to receive only 4% of the gas, liquefied natural gas (LNG), liquefied _ budget. Total Government expenditures, di- petroleum gas (LPG), condensate, and re- vided almost evenly between the adminis- fined petroleum products. Algeria had the trative budget and the development budget, fourth largest reserves of natural gas in the reached $20.6 billion in 1988 world and ranked seventh in world produc- 
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| 
PRODUCTION AND TRADE \ 

Algerian natural gas production rose to Other commodities that registered signifi- 
its highest level ever in 1983, increasing cant production increases were refined pe- 
15% over the 1982 level. Utilization of troleum products, where capacity has also 
natural gas increased even more, 57% over _risen significantly in the past several years; 
that of 1982, as new gas-gathering projects iron ore; and cement, where the Govern- 
were implemented in several major gas and _ ment was striving to raise domestic produc- 
condensate fields, including Hassi R’Mel tion enough to alleviate the need for im- 
and Hassi Messaoud. The increase in the ports. Production of most metals remained 
production of natural gas provided a timely _ stable in 1983. 
substitute for crude oil at a time when the Exports were also dominated by hydro- 
price for oil was declining in real and carbons, where total oil and gas exports 
nominal terms. Algeria was able to switch were valued at nearly $12 billion, repre- 
from oil to predominantly gasbased ex- senting 85% of total exports value. Exports 
ports, to take advantage of the consuming of crude oil declined 6%, while exports of 
nations’ switch to gas, and of a market not condensate increased 7%. LNG exports rose 
regulated by OPEC. Crude oil production 56% from those of 1982, marking the largest 
between 1980 and 1983 has fallen more than increase for any commodity. Algeria's pri- 
30%, while production of condensate during mary trading partners continued to be 
the same period increased almost 200%. France, Italy, the Federal Republic of Ger- 
Although associated gas production has fall- many, Belgium, and the United States, 

+ en in line with crude oil output, nonasso- mostly by virtue of its gas trade. Algeria 
ciated gas production was up over 150%. At continued to have a nearly $1 billion trade 
the same time, flaring of associated gas was surplus, with its import level holding at $1} 
down more than 50%. LNG production was _ billion. Imports consisted mostly of industri- 
up over 160% since 1980, and LPG produc- al equipment and supplies, and food prod- 
tion was up almost 200%.* ucts 

Table 1.—Algeria: Production of mineral commodities’ 
(Metric tons unless otherwise specified) 

METALS | 
Cadmium, refined* -___-_----------- 364 60 65 65 65 
Conger concentrate | 

roos Weight ee 810 1048 688 eT a0) sredlaiheanfene =< 2-oo 200 240 158 Ma 130 
Igor ore prose weight thousand tons. 2864 3454 3,480 3305 4,200 a 4 

Pig ron’ ose de "97 569 sor £900 95d 
Steel, crude ~~ _~7~_7 ~~ do "315 "84 Ba 515 600 

Lead, metal content of concentrate... --_-_.- 2,200 1,800 5,100 4,900 36,000, 
Mercury__-_-----_-_.... Té-pound flasks. 14,719 24,403 "25,000 11,000 10,000, 
Silves'_——-—__- thousand troy ounces. — 100 100 110 n10 120) 

‘Concentrate, metal content —— = = Fag00 "15,400 20.000 2,000 —321,60) Beebe eee cca iaa ts 27300 © 0,000 =——«31,000 «S000 31,100) 
NONMETALS | 

Rarite,crude________---------_----._ 102513. «98,255 89,000 102000 120,000 So a a i 
ee s4gez "34620-35000 "35,000 35,0001 Fuller's earth. ---_~222222—222-222- 000 5.000 3.100 30 3,000| 

Kaolin - ~ See 716,302, 8,251 *19,000 15,000 17,000 
TUR INE — ee nine ee ines - 4,341 4,093 4,500 4,500 4,500 
Gypsum and plaster® * _.. . thousand tons. S191 200 200 200 250 Lime, hydraulice- ~~~ do 138 ‘40 40 40 40) 
Nitrogen: Neontent ofammonia —------- 20865 «29987 99,900 164000 *131,500 
Phosphate rock. = ‘thousand tons. 1084 1025 ‘a6 ‘oT 3893 
Saltese eee ETE OLE 162 154 Bs Tio 150 
Sodium compounds: Caustic soda® ____ - 700 700 700 700 700 
Strontium minerals: Celestite, gross weight —_ ~~ 5,400 5400 5,400 5.400 5400 
‘See footnotes at end of table
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Table 1.—Algeria: Production of mineral commodities! —Continued 
(Metric tons unless otherwise specified) 

‘Commodity? i979 1980 1981 1982? 1983" 

NONMETALS —Continued 
Sulfur, clemontal®_______ 15,000 14,000 15,000 10,000 15,000 
MINERAL FUELS AND RELATED MATERIALS 
Gas, natural: 

‘Gross____________-_million cubic feet__ 1,539,006 1,497,511 1,613,873 2,897,781 98,332,029 
Marketed (including liquefied) _____do____ 516,023 411414 466,151. 1,048,276 1,650,211 

Natural gas plant liquids (condensate}* 
Pasi ‘thousand 42-gallon barrels. _ 33,872 *68,168 "18,252 104,839 9179,675. 
etroleum: 
SURE Sealine 421,121 361,599 294,850 257,825 251,850 

Refinery products: 
Asphalt... - -.- lB sigein NA NA oll 694 700 

Gasoline ia min cemaies Dees Se 11,815 9,516 12,483. 12,155 12,500 ‘Jet fuel and kerosine.- 2 277 “do2 => 4380 3204 4380 ‘agar 5,000 Distillatefuelol-- 2-2-2 2-do---_ «187902852 «8THS TRAE 521000 
Residual fuel oil _ — —--------do____ 12,775, 18,375, 24,930 35,697 36,000 Liquefied petroleum gas. ~~~ —do_——— NA NA 5256 6497 71000 Lubricants == 2222 dona 365 732 365, 392 350 Naphthas--_~--_"------do-=-- 10280, 21,804 2B 84,802 87,000 
Refinery fuel and losses _ __ _ _ _ .do_. 85 8204 NANA NA 

Total 2 do 800 TBR «103,552— 148.074 150,550 
*Bstimated. Preliminary, "Revised. NA Not available. 
‘Table includes data available through July 1, 1984. 
2{n addition to the commodities listed, secondary aluminum, secondary lead, and secondary copper may be produced in small quantities, crude construction materials, presumably are produced for local consumption, but output is not Feported and available information is inadequate to make reliable estimates of output levels. 
Reported figure. 
‘Includes approximately 50,000 tons of plaster each year. 

COMMODITY REVIEW 

METALS the disputed Western Sahara region in 
i" < Morocco. Development of the deposit would 

Iron Ore.—Production of iron ore in- also require a large investment in infra- 
creased sharply to over 4 million tons, a8 structure, including an ore transportation 
output from mines in the Tebessa region railroad for the remote location. 
continued to expand. Iron ore was produced ~Jron and Steel—Algeria’s main steel 
from three mines near Tebessa, on the complex was the El Hadjar Iron and Steel 
Mediterranean coast in northeastern Alge- Works, 15 kilometers south of Annaba, the 
ria: Ouenza, Boukhadra, and Khanguet, Jargest port in eastern Algeria, and 150 
with Ouenza providing the bulk of produc- kilometers from the iron ore mines at Ouen- 
tion, over 2.5 million tons, and Boukhadra a. The complex was owned and operated by 
supplying about 1 million tons. Reserves at SNS. Capacity of the plant was recently 
all the mines were estimated at 120 million expanded from 400,000 to 1.8 million tons 
tons of siderite and hematite ore, contain- per year of raw steel. Along with the in- 
ing between 50% and 64% iron. Two other creased steel capacity, a cokemaking facili- 
smaller iron ore mines were located around ty was added, as was a large rod and bar 
Beni Saf in northwestern Algeria. These mill, and a 1,000-ton-per-hour coal-handling 
mines were reopened in the mid-1970's, but _ facility. SNS was planning to upgrade the 
continued to supply only a small fraction of plant further by installing a continuous 
Algeria's output. caster. 

A much larger iron ore deposit was being _SNS's growth plan for the country’s steel 
considered for development at Gara Djebi- industry involved construction of 2.3- 
lit, 130 kilometers southeast of Tindouf. million-ton-per-year, direct-reduction-based 
Reserves at this deposit were estimated at steel plant at El Milia. Nippon Steel Corp. 
800 million tons containing 57% to 58% of Japan was the consultant for the project, 
iron and 0.8% phosphorus. Algerian geolo- and Brazil had already agreed to supply 
gists were evaluating the deposit in 1983, pellets for the plant. The complex was to 
but exploration was still questionable be- consist of a 2.3-million-ton-per-year direct- 
cause of its location near the border with reduction plant, eight 150-ton electric arc
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furnaces, along with blooming and billet _ by the middle of the decade. 
mills. Startup of the project was scheduled Fertilizer Materials.—Nitrogenous.—Ni- 
for 1987, and preparation of the plantsite trogenous fertilizer was produced at SON- 
began in 1983. This plant was intended to ATRACH’s Arzew facility on the Medi- 
supply a planned 900,000-ton-per-year re- terranean coast in northwestern Algeria, | 
rolling plant at Moulayslisse. while construction of a second ammonia | 

Lead and Zine.—Lead and zinc ore was _ plant in the northeast corner of the country 
produced in 1983 from two mines in Algeria, was nearing completion. At Arzew, facilities | 
the older El Abed Mine, opened in 1952, consisted of a 272,000-ton-per-year ammonia | 
with a 750-ton-per-day milling capacity, and production plant utilizing natural gas feed- 
the newer Kherzet-Youcef Mine, which be- stock, a 330,000-ton-per-year ammonium ni- 
gan operating in 1980. Small amounts of trate facility, and a 120,000-ton-per-year | 
lead-zinc ore were produced from a third nitric acid unit. Production from the plant, 
mine at D'ain Barbar. The El Abed Mine built in two stages by Creusot Loire S.A. 
produced the bulk of the output. The El and Technip, both of France, and Voest- 
Abed deposit was part of the large Bou Alpine AG of Austria, in 1966 and 1974, has 
Beker-Touissit ore body, which runs from ever reached full capacity, Creusot Loire 
near Oudja, Morocco, to just over the Alger- undertook plant renovations in 1978 to raise 
ian border near Tlemcen. Minable ore re- capacity utilization, and production was 
serves at El Abed were estimated at 400,000 halted in 1979 and then restarted in 1982. 
tons of zinc metal and 70,000 tons of lead ‘The rehabilitation project was expected to 
metal in ore grading 5% zinc and 12% he completed in 1984. 
lead. All of Algeria’s lead-zinc mines were Meanwhile, Creusot Loire and M. W. 
operated by SONAREM. . Kellogg Co. of the United States were con- 

Mercury.—Algeria also produced signifi- structing a second ammonia plant, a 1,000- 
cant quantities of mercury in 1983 from two ton-per-day facility at Annaba, site of the 
mines about 80 kilometers west-southwest country’s phosphatic fertilizer plant. The 
of Annaba in the northeast corner of Alge- plant was scheduled to go on-stream early 
ria. Cinnabar and meta-cinnabar ore was jn 1984. 
mined from the M’Rasma Mine and the Phosphate Rock.—Algeria’s only signifi- 
Ismail Mine, 8 kilometers apart. Mercury cant phosphate producing mine was at Dje- 
was produced from an Italian-designed, he} Onk near the Tunisian border in north- 
multiple-hearth furnace at Azzaba, which eastern Algeria, although a smaller phos- 
was installed in 1971. Minable ore reserves phate mine was in operation at Kouif main. 
at M’Rasma were estimated at 236,000 tons jy to maintain local employment. Capacity 
of ore containing 1.3% mercury, with local- of Diebel Onk was 2.4 million tons per year 
ly higher concentrations of up to 7% mercu- of raw phosphate rock with a 53.8% bone 
ry. Reserves at Ismail were estimated at phosphate of lime (BPL) content. Produc- 
200,000 tons of ore containing 0.5% mercu- tion from the open pit mine was beneficiat- 
ty. Production of mercury has declined in eq by crushing, screening, and desliming to 
recent years owing to a reduction in ore Gbtain a maximum of 1.45 million tons of 

grade as the higher grade material at both gos BPL concentrate in a first stage. 
deposits was mined out and the resulting Calcination then raised the BPL content to 
lower efficiency of the furnace. Mercury 9 59, and further processing by continu- production in Algeria peaked in 1970 at ou carbonation was employed to raise the 
about 81.000 flanks grade to 75.5% BPL. The material was then 

dried in rotary kilns. Total reserves at 
NONMETALS Djebel Onk were estimated at 300 million 

Cement.—Output of cement in Algeria tons of phosphate rock. SONAREM was the 
increased again in 1983 as the 1-million-ton- owner and operator of the mine and mill. A 
per-year Sour El Ghozlane plant began third mine, at Mzaita, which operated be- 
operating in mid-1983. SA Cimenteries CBR _ tween the late 1800's and 1958, was being 
of Belgium was the consulting engineer for considered for recommissioning. 
the project, and F. L. Smidth of France  Phosphatic Fertilizer—Domestic phos- 
performed the construction. Cement con- phate rock production was consumed in 
sumption in Algeria still exceeded domestic Algeria's only phosphatic fertilizer plant at 
production capacity by almost 3 million Annaba. Capacity of the plant, which began 
tons, but Algerian authorities were hoping operating in 1972, was 200,000 tons per year 
to raise capacity to over 10 million tons of triple superphosphate, 125,000 tons per
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year of diammonium phosphate, 180,000 country, and Snamprogetti S.p.A. of Italy 
tons per year of phosphoric acid, 540,000 was constructing similar facilities at 
tons per year of sulfuric acid, 150,000 tons the Rhourde-Nouss and Rhourde-Adra gas- 
per year of nitrogen-phosphorus-potassium condensate fields. Gas recovery at Hassi 
fertilizer, and 75,000 tons per year of mixed — Messaoud was to increase 300 million cubic 
nitrogen-phosphorus fertilizer. A 46,000- feet per day, while Snamprogetti’s treat- ton-per-year tripoly phosphate unit was ment center at Rhourde-Nouss would be 
added in 1978. A second phosphatic fertiliz- capable of processing 1.5 billion cubic feet 
er complex plarned for Tebessa, near the per day of gas to produce 400 million cubic Djebel Onk phosphate mine, was canceled feet per day of dry gas, 3.5 million tons of in 1988, while efforts were to be made to condensate, and 800,000 tons of LPG annu- 
bring the Annaba facility up to capacity. ally. The condensate and LPG were intend- Algeria still imported close to 75% of its ed for export. 
fertilizer requirements, which demonstrat- Processing. —Algeria’s gas processing in- 
ed the need for the country to improve the dustries continued to expand, despite prob- 
efficiency of the existing facilities. lems at some of the existing facilities. The 

two major gas liquefaction plants, SONA- 
MINERAL FUELS TRACH’s LNG-1 and LNG-2 at Arzew, shut 

It was a mixed year for Algeria's hydro- down intermittently in 1983 for repair and 
carbon industry in 1983, with the highlights "™aintenance, resulting in overall capaci- 
being the commissioning of the world’s first *Y utilization of below 60%. LNG-2 was 
intercontinental undersea gas pipeline link- brought on-stream in 1982, raising total ing Algeria to Italy, and a 57% increase in LNG export capacity to 1.06 trillion cubic 
the production of marketable natural gas. feet per year. Operating LNG plants were 
Problems that persisted into the year, how- the Camel four-train plant at Arzew with 52 
ever, included unsatisfactory operation and billion cubic feet per year total capacity; 
maintenance of the country’s two main gas LNG-1 and LNG-2, each capable of produc- 
liquefaction plants, which continued to op- ing 325 billion cubic feet per year; and 
erate far below capacity, and major contract the six-train, 325-billion-cubic-feet-per-year 
difficulties with the consumers of Algerian Plant at Skikda. LNG-3, planned in 1979 for 
natural gas, which in one case resulted in Arzew, was canceled in 1980 by Algerian “unilateral suspension of a long-term con- authorities. Algeria’s major LNG customers 

tract. in 1983 were France, Spain, the United 
Natural Gas.—Production.—Algeria’s fu- States, Italy, and Belgium 

ture role in the world’s energy market was _ Production capacity of LPG was also ex- 
clearly established as a gas producer. Prov- panding as new facilities were brought on- en reserves of natural gas, at over 110 stream. Four new LPG production units at 
trillion cubic feet, were the fourth largest in the Arzew LPG facility commenced operat- 
the world, behind the Soviet Union, Iran, ing, raising LPG production capacity from 
and Saudi Arabia. More than one-half of 2.3 to 4 million tons per year. LPG was also 
Algeria's 1983 natural gas production of produced in Algeria's three largest petrole- 
over 3.3 trillion cubic feet was reinjected. Of um refineries, and from an extraction plant 
the total gas produced, only about 12% was at Skikda. LPG was being emphasized as an 
produced in association with crude oil, the export product as opposed to LNG because 
rest being nonassociated gas. About 450 of the need for tanker transportation and 
million cubic feet per day of gas was flared, regasification facilities for LNG; whereas, 
although gas-gathering projects at the Oued cheaper pipelines were the dominant form 
Noumer and Hassi Messaoud Oilfields and of LPG transportation. 
the Rourde-Nouss condensate field were to In 1983, SONATRACH was involved in 
increase the percentage of gas production negotiations and/or disputes with three of 
that is ultimately used for exports and its major purchasers of LNG: Distrigaz SA 
industry. of Belgium, Empresa Nacional del Gas S.A. 
The largest share of Algeria’s gas produc-  (Enagas) of Spain, and Trunkline LNG Co., 

tion was derived from the Hassi Messaoud, a subsidiary of Panhandle Eastern Corp., of 
Hassi R’Mel, Rhourde-Nouss, and Rhourde- the United States. All had negotiated high- 
Adra oil and gas fields. Sofregaz of France volume contracts—Enagas and Trunkline 
was constructing a gas-gathering system atin the mid-1970’s and Distrigaz in the early 
the Hassi Messaoud Oilfield, traditional- 1980's—at a time when the price of oil and 
ly the largest oil producing field in the gas was expected to move significantly high-
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er. Distrigaz was negotiating with SONA- _ porting 6 -nillion tons of LPG annually from 
TRACH to reduce its contract obligation the Hassi R’Mel Gasfield and fractionation 
from 88 billion cubic feet per year to one- plant to Arzew. Other pipeline projects 
half that level because of an excess supply. being undertaken by SONATRACH were a 
Enagas was attempting to reduce its con- 1,000-kilometer line from the Alrar Gasfield 
tractural obligation from 157 billion cubic to Hassi R’Mel, and a 315-kilometer line 
feet per year, all on a take-or-pay basis, to from Hassi Messaoud to Hassi R’Mel. 
about 50 billion cubic feet per year. Trunk- _ Petroleum.—Crude.—Crude oil produc- 
line, after having its initial 1975 contract of _ tion continued its 5-year decline, falling to 
157 billion cubic feet per year reduced to an average 690,000 barrels per day from 

60% of that level in 1977, unilaterally 705,000 barrels per day in 1982. Overall 
suspended purchases of Algerian gas for an crude production has fallen 41% since 1978. 
indefinite period because the high cost of Just as gas production had taken the place 
that gas had put the company in danger of of oil as the dominant commodity, refined 
pricing itself out of the southeastern U.S. product exports were nearly double those of 
market. On the positive side, Tunisia agreed crude by 1983. Crude exports were approx- 
to import additional Algerian LPG and imately 68 million barrels, compared with 
LNG by increasing its take from the Trans- about 132 million barrels of refined prod- 
Mediterranean (Transmed) pipeline system ucts. Crude oil was produced from more 
that passes through Tunisia. than 40 oilfields in Algeria, and remaining 

Pipelines.—Pipeline projects were domi- proven oil reserves in the country, estimat- 

nated by the completion of the 2,500- ed at 92 billion barrels, would last 30 years 

Kilometer Transmed pipeline linking the at the past 5 years’ average rate of produc- 
gasfields in northern Algeria to the indus- tion. 
trial areas of northern Italy. The single 48- _Refined.—Algeria’s four petroleum refin- | 

inch line crosses Tunisia to the Mediterra- eres, all of which were operated by SONA- 
nean coast, where it splits into three 20-inch TRACH, had a total crude capacity of about | 
lines for the 160-kilometer crossing from 150 million barrels per year. The refineries 
Cape Bon in Tunisia to Sicily. The line Were located at Arzew, Hassi Messaoud, 
rejoins for a 360-kilometer section across Skikda, and Algiers. SONATRACH was | 
Sicily, and splits again for the undersea trip Planning a new 90,000-barrel-per-day refin- | 

to Calabria in southern Italy. The northern FY for Saida, which was in the engineering 

terminus of the line was in Minerbio, north Stage in 1983. Completion was not expected 
of Rome. Total pipeline capacity was 425 Until 1986-87. Algeria continued to empha- 

billion cubie feet per year of gas, deliveries Size production of refined products, conden. | 
of which began in June 1983, at just slightly Sate, and natural gas, the prices for which 
below capacity were not regulated by OPEC, as a substitute 

Tn addition to the Transmed pipeline for crude oil. 
completion, a sixth pipeline linking the —>———— 
Sahara Desert gasfields to the Port of sytem: Nukes fave been converted from 
‘Arzew was completed by Bechtel Corp. of Algerian dinare (DA) to US. dollars at the rate of 

the United States, The 2¢inch diameter, eee san uy 88 9.28 
510-kilometer pipeline was capable of trans-
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The Mineral Industry of 

Angola 
By George A. Morgan’ 

In 1983, mining industry activity was consumed 40% of Angola’s foreign ex- 
predominantly in the established diamond change earnings. 
mining areas of Lunda Norte Province and _ Financing for the petroleum and gas in- 
offshore Angola’s Cabinda Enclave for pe- dustry was from the Export-Import Bank of 
troleum. Crude oil output increased owing the United States, Lloyds Bank of London, 
to the realization of a gas reinjection plan in and commercial banking institutions in the 
Cabinda and the startup of oil production United States and Europe such as Chase 
from a new oilfield, also in Cabinda. Im- Manhattan Bank and Morgan Guaranty 
proved security and training at the dia- and Trust Co. A $45 million loan was 
mond sites was underway after 2 years of extended to the Angolan Government and 
poor performance. Cabinda Gulf Oil Co. by the Export-Import 

Despite the general paucity of informa- Bank to develop phase three of the Takula 
tion regarding the mining industry, publish- Oilfield in Cabinda.* Total project cost was 
ed reports indicated a deterioration of ce- $589 million. U.S. suppliers would provide 
ment, iron ore, and salt facilities, and trans- construction, installation, and drilling serv- 
portation was inefficient or even nonexist- ices, as well as steel casing, tubing, structur- 
ent in most areas outside of Luanda and al components, and oilfield production 
Cabinda. Migration of people dislocated by equipment. Interest charged on the loan 
the continuing civil strife and by poor was 10%, to be repaid in 16 semiannual 
working conditions in the coastal towns _ installations beginning June 1987 
impacted output. Expenditures for defense . 

PRODUCTION AND TRADE 

Reliable production and trade data were Revenues from oil were about $1.5 billion 
unavailable. Production levels were esti- and were 40% of export earnings. The 
mated on the basis of best available infor- United States imported commodities valued 
mation. Angola emphasized development of at $911.4 million from Angola, mainly oil, 
its oil and gas industry, where production and exported materials valued at $91 mil- 
was concentrated in the extreme northwest lion to Angola, mainly equipment and struc- 
of the country and offshore the Cabinda tural components. 
Enclave. 
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Table 1.—Angola: Production of mineral commodities! | 
Commodity? 1979 1980 1981 1982” 1983" 

METALS | 
Iron and steel: Steel, crude® — metric tons. — 10,000 10,000 10,000 10,000 10,000 

NONMETALS | 
Cement, hydraulic__ ~ __ thousand tons. — 400 240 250, 250 220 

Diamond: 
en ~~ thousand carats. _ 630, "1110 1,050 7915 715 

Industrial® 2-22 edo "21 370 350 7310 259 

Total - - ssueecuaeee litem fa. "1,480 1,400 1235 1034 
Gypsum® _ ___-_----.---~-metric tons. 25,000 25,000 20,000 20,000 20,000 
Salt®________ on 50,000 50,000 50,000 758,000 55,000 
MINERAL FUELS AND RELATED MATERIALS 
Asphalt and bitumen, natural® . .-____do____ 25,000 25,000 25,000 25,000 25,000 
Gas, natural:® Grogs _-_______ million eubie foot 48,600 58.000 55,900 «52,000 55,000, Marketable 12727227 s don 2500 2,500 21500 3500 2500 
Petroleum 

Crude _____~ thousand 42-gallon barrels 49,640 55,034 *52,000 50,700 58,400 

Refinery products: —v—s>$$s$s 
Gasoline a $500 720 

Jet fuel — Sas $450 NA 
Kerosine . perme ctretnenat lB "160 NA Distillate fuel oil ~ ae 1,500 NA NA NA NA, 
Residual fuel oi) -----.-~~--do__ 3,700 NA Other =~ 22-222 do 150 150 
Refinery fuel and losses ran el ~ OF NAL 

MA specs, do. ry 6,760 NA NA °7,240 NA 

Estimated. Preliminary. "Revised. _NA Not available. 
‘Table includes data available through May 29, 1984. 
In addition to the commodities listed, a variety of crude construction materials (clays, sand and gravel, and broken 

stone) presumably i produce for eel consumption, but informatin is inadequate to make reliable estimates of output 
jevels 

COMMODITY REVIEW 

METALS and machinery, and labor force difficulties. 
a no New measures were taken to counter theft 

There was limited activity in the metals and illegal diamond trafficking, which had 
area of the mining industry. Reference was hecome a serious problem. 
again made to exploiting iron ore at Cassin- Diamond production was by Companhia 
ga, but civil disturbances continued to pre- de Diamantes de Angola (DIAMANG). 
vent restarting of a viable project. DIAMANG’s shareholders were Empresa 

Nacional de Diamantes de Angola, 77.21%; 
NONMETALS Société Générale de Belgique, 11.49%; So- 

ciété d’ Enterprise et d’Investissement S.A., 
Cement.—A cement shortage was re- 5 950,. niamond Corp. Ltd., 1.67%; Morgan ported owing to limited output by Empresa . se nentde Amuola (CIMANGOLA band Guaranty and Trust, 1.11%; Soloman R. 
Stes CTiculecin lneat dintribetion,  cuseenheim Foundation, 0.74%; John S. G to shipping difficulties in local distribution. fomorial Foundation, 0.64%; Pacific. 

Output was only about 600 tons per day, all Consolidated Corp., 0.61%; Compagnie de 
used domestically. Angola has not exported Gestion et de Banque, 0.24%; Daniel F. 
cement since 1980. Installation of a new Guggenheim Foundation, 0.15%; Société de 
kiln to double production has been pending Banques Suisses, 0.11%; and Swiss Bank 
for 10 years. A new pier to facilitate Cl Corp., 0.08%. 
MANGOLA’s shipments for internal distri Mining in the 50,000-square-kilometer 
bution also has been pending. concession of Lunda Province was from 
Diamond.—Output declined for the third three centers with an operations center at 

consecutive year owing to limited foreign Dundo. Output from the three centers was 
exchange, delays in receipt of spare parts as follows: Lucapa, 443,000 carats; Cuango,
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296,000 carats; and Andrada, 295,000 carats. were reported destroyed owing to abandon- 
Crstaccons age deposits mined Spduded te ment by workers becouse of Poor working 
erbeds, alluvial flats, terrace and eluvial conditions. Antiquat rf + poo: 

Cera eien a ee me cae, of kimberlites. Thin lenses of high-grade , and ¢ 
material wore also found in secondary de. period of time were cited aa the causes. In 
posits called “‘calonda,” which consisted of _ the vicinity of Benguela, two salt plants and 
conglomerates and sandstones. three evaporation pans were inactive. 

i stages: (1) pre- 
feaatuant by saahing ond sees (2) MINERAL FUELS 
concentration of screen product by heavy- Petroleum output increased with imple- 
medium separation using ferrosilicon or mentation of enhanced oil recovery technol- 
magnetite, (3) diamond recovery from con- ogy in the Cabinda Enclave and startup of 
centrates using greased belts or X-ray fluo- the Takula Oilfield, also offshore Cabinda. 
rescence, and (4) manual selection. Treat- Exports by Sociedade Nacional de Combus- 
ment plants for the first two stages were tiveis de Angola (GONANGOL), amounting 
located at most minesites. For the final two to 92,000 barrels per day, were reported to 
stages, concentrates wore tipped to two be distributed oa fellow: Europe, 45.1% the 
sort houses, one each in the Andrada and United States, 32.0%; Japan, 10.9%, witl 
Cuango areas. A new sort house was under 10,000 barrels per day to Mitsubishi Petrole- 
construction for the Lucana area. um Development Co. Ltd.; and Brazil,10.9%; 

Total employment comprised 17,000 with 10,000 barrels per day to Petréleo 
workers, including 7,500 in the engineering Brasileiro S.A. ; 
division, 1,500 in the metallurgy division, __ Several fields were being readied for pro- 

and the remainder fs nitive About Sob Cabinds Enclave. and Palanea tn Block 3 and the remainder in mining. About ‘i , 
were expatriates, mainly Portuguese and offshore the northern coastal area. Oil ex- 
British. Over 600 pieces of equipment and _ Ploration ones 2 Block 1 ey in 
plant were serviced under contract by Intra- discovery of oil at the Pitangueira 1 oil rig, 
co. Mining assistance was by Mining and 47 kilometers from the coast in 98 meters of 
Technical Services Ltd. of the United King- water. Flow rate was 4,600 barrels per day. 
dom. Air transport between Luanda and = ene gs eee oper, Dund by T i 24-hour- ator in Block 1, as part of a contract signe 
perday, 7-day per-weck basi. with SONANGOL. ‘The Italian company 
Energy for the operation was from four 2. pad 90%%; France, Boel and Fetcogal; ae 

megawatt hydroelectric generators at Lax. [1 Brock 3 Operated by Gocété National E] 
imo, near Dundo, a 1.6-megawatt diesel ‘Aquitaine Angola, an oil flow of 3,000 bar- 
power station at Luxilo, and a 6.2-megawatt Tels per day in 87 meters of water at the local eionalinee Veado Um well was reported. The discovery 
Diamond marketing was by the Central $88 mong five successful strikes in Block 

Selling Creare ion in oa ae ‘The Government sought to increase its 
oat Woon lien ie 1980 Tn 1968, dhe  Patticipation in the crude oil refinery at 
and $160 million in 1982. In 1983, dfamond Luanda from 33% to 60%. Petrofina was 
Prices averaged 391 nex carat. j,_ the major shareholder, and continued to 
Sail A new organization was created in supply technical aid to the refinery. A 

the Ministry of Fisheries, which was to recent study concluded that expansion of 
be responsible for all salt production in the refinery was not feasible. About 7.2 
Angola. Output had been through private million barrels of refined products were 
entities and the Ministry of Industry. produced annually from domestic crude. A study conducted by Cuba indicated that "Construction of a gas tank at Namibe and 
rudimentary and out-of-date salt production storage facilities at Porto Amboim, Huam- 
and processing techniques were in use in ho, and Lobito were underway. A gas tank 
Angola, and concluded that the southern at Lobito and storage facilities at Malanje cooatal areas should be exploited more ef: were operational. Various stages of the 
fectively for salt. major service and supply center at Kwanda, 
About 28 saltworks were distributed over 5 kilometers from Soyo in Zaire Province, 

the northern, southern, and central coastal were completed, including dredging of the 
zones. Purification plants were only in the Pululu Channel. Further expansion was 
central zone. A large number of saltpans planned to accommodate additional oil out-
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put. 15 kilometers. i 
Fuel supplies to Malange, about 400 kilo- 

meters east of Luanda, by SONANGOL spiysical scientist, Division of Foreign Data 
were reported to be irregular. Traffic on the —awhere necessary, values have been estimated to be 
main railroad trunk line was halted and convertible from Angolan kwanza to U.S. dollars at thé 
tanker trucks were being used to move fuel rate of 30.214 kwanza~US$1.00 for 1982 and 1988, 
from Cacuso to Malange, a distance of about | 

.



The Mineral Industry of 
Argentina 

By Pablo Velasco! 

Mineral industry output increased mod- the 600-megawatt capacity. Production of 
jestly compared with that of 1982. Actual uranium increased 7%, compared with 1982 
[miners production, which includes mineral output. 
fuels, was up 2.25% of gross domestic prod- The Argentine economy, depressed for 
uct (GDP) over that of 1982. Petroleum and the past several years, has been experienc- 
gas production exhibited increases owing to ing a modest economic growth since the 
lengthy renegotiation agreements with Ya- second half of 1982. During 1983, Argenti- 
cimientos Petroliferos Fiscales (YPF) and _na’s GDP increased 2.8% to $27.1 billion? at 
Gas del Estado contractors. Exports of min- constant 1970 prices. GDP percentages at 
erals, metallics, nonmetallics, and mineral current prices were not reported by the 
products decreased 30% in volume and 25% Central Bank of Argentina, because they 

| in value, respectively, compared with those would reflect a monetary impact rather 
of 1982. Argentina exported 197,000 tons of than a current change in the economy. The 
minerals for a total value of $35.6 million. inflation rate in 1983 reached 433.7%, the 
The principal export minerals, in order of highest inflation rate in the country since 
importance, were lead concentrates, bo- 1976 and also the highest in the world. The 
rates, boric acid, cement, and tin and silver inflation rate was caused by generous wage 

concentrates. policies and loss of control of the fiscal 
Coal production declined 6% because of a deficit. Preliminary 1983 figures indicated 

decrease in demand by the steel industry that Argentina’s trade balance exceeded the 
and thermal electrical plants. The alumi- targeted $3.0 billion trade surplus. Argenti- 
num industry output declined 2%, compar- _na’s economic policymakers adjusted the 
ed with 1982 output, and apparent con- exchange rate as declared, at roughly the 
sumption increased by 19% owing to de- same rate as domestic inflation. The total 
mand increasing mainly in the manufac- value of exports was estimated at $7.7 
turing sector. The most likely copper de- billion, and imports, at $4.2 billion. The 
Posit that could be developed is Bajo la Central Bank of Argentina issued new cur- 
Alumbrera in Catamarca Province. rency that has four zeros less than the old 

Crude steel output increased slightly, by one. Thus, one new Argentine peso is equiv- 
an estimated 1% compared with 1982 out- alent to 10,000 of the old denomination. 
put. An estimated 60% of installed capacity Economic growth was led by the manu- 
was in use. Production of lead and zinc facturing sector with a 9.9% growth of GDP 
increased 6% and 2%, respectively, while compared with that of 1982, followed by 
that of silver decreased 2%, compared with electrical power, gas, and water, 8.0%; 
that of 1982. wholesale and retail trade, 3.6%; transpor- 

Nuclear power capacity remained un- tation, storage, and communication, 2.8%; 
changed with only the Atucha I nuclear and mining and quarrying, 2.2%. The con- 
reactor in operation. The second nuclear struction industry remained deeply de- 
reactor, the Embalse in Rio Tercero, Cér- pressed, falling another 6.8% below that of 
doba Province, was inaugurated May 5, 1982 owing to a severe drop in domestic 
1983, and was initially to operate at 5% of demand for industrial materials. 

aL
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Government Policies and Programs.— by mounting pressure from the trade 
After 7 years of military rule, the current _ unions. 
Government, which entered office on July1, The country’s foreign debt at yearend 
1988, was preparing to transfer authority stood at $43.6 billion, up from the $35 
from the military to a civilian government. billion estimated in August. A number of 
General elections were held on October 30, measures designed to reactivate the econo: 
and the new civil government was to as- my had been imposed in the first week of 
sume power on January 30, 1984. January. These included a reduction i 

In 1982, the second consecutive year of export taxes on agricultural products, an 
recession and high inflation, the shortage of amnesty for undeclared funds in the con+ 
foreign exchange led the authorities to re- struction industry, and an increase in 
quest a rescheduling of foreign debt and to monthly interest rates, from 9% to 11 sed 
seek substantial financial support from the for borrowers and from 8.5% to 10.5% for 
International Monetary Fund (IMF), the depositors. 
Bank for International Settlements, as well _In an effort to rationalize mining polic 
as international creditor banks. and development, representatives of Argen 

Economic policies were formulated in the _ tina’s 22 Provinces have agreed to establis| 
Declaration of Intent to the IMF signed on a new Mining Federal Council. The ne 
January 7. Among the stated goals were the Minister of Mines of the nation welcomed 
elimination of financial arrears to foreign the dissemination of mining policy powers 
creditors and a reduction in inflation to to the regions and also called for changes in 
160%. However, the rate of price increases the nation’s Mining Code, which gave too 
during the year made the achievement of much power to the central Government.| 
this target unlikely. Restrictions on both Other main elements in the redirection of] 
foreign currency transfers and imports con- mineral industry policy were more empha- 
tinued to be eased throughout the year, and sis on responding to real market needs; 
export subsidies were reduced. better revaluation of the country’s resource 

Economic activity was stimulated with a base; vertical integration of resource-based 
view to achieving real GDP growth of 5% industry; upgrading the competence of local 
during the year, following falls of almost consultants; and a greater participation by 
6% in both 1981 and 1982. Implementation the private sector companies, assisted by 
of economic austerity measures was made _ the proposed Mining Bank. 
difficult by the forthcoming elections and 

PRODUCTION 

Mining output continued to be dominated pared with 1982 output. The aluminum 
by nonmetallics and industrial minerals, plants were running at 90% of capacity, 
but less than in 1982. Mine production of using bauxite imported from Australia. At 
metallic ores and concentrates declined an yearend, an increase in domestic consump- 
estimated 5%, nonmetallic minerals fell tion was noted with greater demand also 
7%, and construction materials increased from the manufacturers’ sector. Production 
by 3% compared with 1982 output. In the of ferroalloys decreased owing to the de- 
metallic group, production was led in vol- pressed economy, while that of iron ore, 
ume by iron ore, followed by zinc, lead, crude steel, and cement increased. Howev- 
manganese, uranium, tin, copper, and gold; er, production of crude oil and marketed 
however, with the exception of silver, out- natural gas went up 0.03% and 3%, respec- 
put in all of these increased compared with _ tively. Production of uranium increased 7% 
that of 1982. and coal production fell 6%, compared with 
Aluminum production declined 2% com- 1982 output.
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| Table 1.—Argentina: Production of mineral commodities 
| (Metric tons unless otherwise specified) 

‘Commodity? 197191980 —<1981 1982” 19838 

METALS 
Alupinum: 
Primary. -~-~-----------~----------------- 118400 188,100 183,900 137,600 135,000 
Secondary? 0-22 - eee - a. 8800 7,000 "5,000 6000 7,600 Berit: Beryl concentrate 
ST eae, a a a a | 

BeOQomfentiocoscuelscuSuSgsosce no nn 1 3 
BRE on ee een nn ewe won MOST. ss NA NA NA NA 
Cadi Bmelier oo 2s ese eSe lo oes 36 ty on 2 19 
Ghromium: Chromite, gross weight —~~72777""""""-"-7-T-> es 68 NANA ONA Columbium-tantalum concentrates, gross weight: Columbite 

Iilograms. 1918 NANA NANA Copper: Mine output, metal content... apne 89 282 Goldmine output, metal content ~~~ —~~""""7""Tirey ounces. 10,40 10622 14,757 20.819 20.898 Tron and steel 
‘yon greand concentrate, grossweight thousand tons... 6114878085876 

| "Pig iron and sponge iron______--__-..-.------do.____1,988 1793 1,720 1,896 1,871 

Ferroalloys, electric furnace: 
i Perromanganese------_-__-----...--------- MST 28284 22499 23.546 23,000 

Sllicomanganese -——~~--7"7~ILTIITILIIIIIIIIT wer 11's g'779 1s679 15.000 
Ferrosilicon--------~----2222222-22222--2-- 8915 1781 10286 “S572 "8.000 
Other 2-2 TTTITTITTITTTITITIITTaTa_Bset_"aeas "Bit siere ovo 

| Total -—------------------- OGRE 49076 48.250 58,479 56,000 
1 ‘Steel, crude... _______-__________ thousand tons__ 3,203 "2685 «2,526 «2.913 2.980 
| ra: Semimanufactures*_______-_-.....-.-_-----do._-_ 3010 2643 2193-2667 2814 

‘Mine output, metal content. =n nnn nw nnnnnnne S175 82606 82652 80115 32,000 
‘Smelter, primary®____.__...._-..-__------~-~~~- _ "82,000 _ 23,200 19,000 "17,000 16,000 

Refined: OO Primary eee een eenneen- == $2000 23200 19.000 17,000. 16,000 
Secondary ~- 227227 7777TTITTITTITTTITIIZ_Aso00_ i500 15/600 14/600 1000 
Total = en == 50,000 41,700 34,600 81,600 80,000 

Manganese ore and concentrate, gross weight.——-——__-_..._---- 10190 6148 2.706 3.900 4.200 
Silver: maine output motel content oc. ~ thousand troy ounces. 2,209 "2,357 «2,518 2,684 2,636. 

Mine output, metal content.....--------------------- 38651413804 aS 
Metal, smelter®___ i 100 300 200 "200 150 

‘Tungsten, mine output, Weontent ©222222TTTTTTTTTTT 
Uranium, mine output, UsOs content —°-2-2-TTTTILT illograms. 87,980 284800 223,000 470,462 504,000 

‘Mine output, metal content. cannon ena {81809 33409 95,150 6.381 37,000 
Mine, smelter, primary . = --------------------- 738,700 738,700 26,800 28,900 32,000 

NONMETALS 
Abrasives: Garnet ——— ne 2 3 1200 NA NA NA ‘Agesing ---ngCLUTSUCCUGCERGEDEEESCETONSIES «any Tom ja awe ia Barite— 20277 7OTTTTTTTITIITTIIILIIIIILILISIIII sons oles 9'279 golsor 40,605 Boron materials crude ————~—~~7_277777TTTTTITIIOIIITT aaeess vSs849 rasbr7 128492 108800 Gement, hydraulic“ LTLLLTLTETTITIIIIIT thousand! fon "S66 Mass 88st Seo BH9 
"Mi cay pasticlay nes. nn do 21881858 ge 2962 an 
Bentonite ~———— =~ ~~~ 7D 2a saan TITS TD stSR2 191384 122710 124'954 124/800 Foundry earth ~~ = 277277 7"TTITITIDIILICIOITIIOID “Howe “aver “arz09 “oi%bsa "955500 Fuller's earth (decoiovizing lay —~"777777777TTIITIITIIL “Bas “ime “S346 1195 18900 
Kaolin — = 222 - = oo ana nennnt taasasas ISBT ghar? 66821 72421 73,000 Laterite @luminous)———"""7"=ZLIIIIIIIZIDIIIIIINTT “ewo Teno 86853 “F050 "Tt00 Refractory -~---~--~=2~--=~-2~~222777 72277277172 ABBBNB 178.682 105741 90'958 101/500 
Other* LLL T IIT ET TTT TTI IIIIDILILILILS Sra asags0 4o1d $2907 418000 Diatomite 27777272 22222IIIIIIIIIIIIL TIL TIIT IE Tal GazT 4972 6129” T3987 Feldspar -"2D27L“TITIIIIIITIDIILICIIIIIIIITTIDID abso aes eae soon 18700 Bloorspar -==7TIIIIITIIIIITITTIITIIIIILIIIIIIIIID OTe 168 255 Ber DA es Geaghlte nw meen nena pene eS EeS a ee ee ae aL Gypsum, grade == - WOOT 22 SISK TTTIIIIIIIIIIILT sen a2 992,149 ovo.544 15,540 605,000 [ithium: Spodumene, ambiygonite, gross weight = =~ —~—"~777777> 06 “so Sag “gD 

Sheet —— = enw Wasteandscrap ———W22-TTITTLTTTITTIITILIIIIIIID ne G16 as) aa Nitrogen: N content of ammonia —----_-__lll_7"TTTTTTIIT I  60ls76 65,355 40,300 58,000 57,500 Phosphates: Thomas slag® .______-____-_lL_LlLILLIIIll 6676 «3,621 673 600, 600 Pigments, mineral, natural: Ocher ——_——-LTTTTTIIITITITIT2 "ea '955 739982996, Precious and semiprecious stones: Amethyst ~~~ ~~" kilograms 8000 1000 1,600 23,043 21,000 Pumice and related volcanic materials_—___— =~ => 46,824 36,509 51,161 53,540 54,900 

See footnotes at end of table
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‘Table 1.—Argentina: Production of mineral commodities! —Continued 
(Metric tons unless otherwise specified) : 

Commodity? 197d 1980_1081 198? 08s 

NONMETALS —Continued 
Salt: Redkirwmaourece OEE a oY AE pat 

SOlae DLDDLITTITITEL TTT TST ET 1,008 9758550 
Total ened OD OOK 888 NSE 

Sang and gravel 
Construction nanan n-ne do--— 16M TOIT. 15273 14.207 14,822 
Worriginoas-Hhanifaea’s--~~~-~sonacat cs yg gg 
Biiatand @las sand). ~~~ ~~~~—22— thousand. tons 329-202 285 a7 aa 

Gravel 2 S008 Wlass senda anna naar n an TTT ERUNMGo 1796 10657 9528 8240 8.278 
Stone: | 

Mibatir casentwawswseeeutcceeceweseee eee ee NANA 
Boca CoIICTIIITIITCIIITIT oT woman vnc sge7 abl 0B ale aed 

careous 
Guielte, nonoptical —__ =e nnn---a = 2286 1888 18,920 6.789798 
Galeluin vartonste (halij2=777277222TITITIIIIIIIT awyta ge706 | gers arise 19.50 
Dolomite nate MalW)--7-WW a TAT TTTTTTIII TILL T aae8H0 20.521 a1zges 257 188 250'90 
means =o 270 0ToTLTODTIIIITTI ions sae “Tiee TM. esol “aaa 

‘Aragonite, broken _____---.----------------- 10.902 7,342 3x9 3,828, 8,400, 
Grok biocks and broken ==—~_==-22T2222TIT2 MaRS LO 11 bas) 
Teavertine: in blocks and broken -~_~~_22_2--_--2 2.38389 16297 S144 14390 14 aed 
Unupecified ia ocks and broken 222 2-__=2-2_2==2_NORRBT 105415 82979 BL3i2 1818 

Riplone vrnnnwnnennnnnnenensrvoseewovannana~ NOSE NEBR TREAT 149 14689 
ranite: Wed one SBOE HOS HOLE DT 

Grobe 22222TTTTTTTTITTIIII IIIT thease ton "710 “Ts 6g agg Sar 
yuante erated” 222 TDTITTITTTTTTTTTTT MEME goign rel692 re0l0ei 76149 83.100) 

Sirti ached ——- TITICTICIIIOOIID Waasand tons sad "N67 1188 1048 “L008 
{ae a | OS 1 

Selon os eC UNNESNAR AURA TINCRSPRET isa et Jeo) ie 0) 
aasetene “crashed 22~222222T TTT TTTTTTTTTIITTT. BRT an 24s aedsT 21284 21.800, 
Shima eres croc TeTTTTTTTTTIIITELITIITIIITsashare 671.336 00.728 19.009 825,000 
Tinea 22 2TL TTT TTI T ITT hoasand tons "2648 94 S815 188 

Shamir miserobi Gales TELTIITI TITIES eee? ae as 7g ne aa 
Sulfates, natural: Miami lum) | ———- eee n eee ABABA 8495 4186 9,850 4,000 

Romundlanterite) ~2DD7DTTTITTITTTTTTTIrcTaaa Yo “100 Na ONA UNA 
Magnesiumn epoomid\c2222222727TTTTTTTTTTIIIIIIIT gos 8956 1.000 282 2600 
Poectamikahe) 22222777 TTTTTTTTIIZEIIITIII ao NA NA UNA UNA 
Beem te) DLLLLLILLLc LLL LTT aTaa rt __96458_ 986852018 42957 _ 45,507 

Sulfur: 
Nolive, from caliche -------------eee---e-nneeeeee= NANA 
Byproduct,allsoarcey 2_~~27222Z277T77TTTTIIIIIIIZ_snowo_ NA NANA __NA 

Total 20000 NA NANA 

Tale and related materials: a. Ve SE AGRA 
Serphglineersis 8 5.228 1.028 2687 3,200 
Be aCeOMRS ENRON NTREN STEREO SSSA, wage aon! Jane Ane sea 
Tee 2 LDTTTTIITIT ITLL TTT ICEL _saoso_ east asta eerie _ aria 

Total enn ene ABET BBTBL 34219 2RSOR 9,452 
Veruibuine Soe TS OT NIRURONERSTARCTRESOG TT. RAM ROU Bary J8ae HAN 
Waver‘tnineral-conisining 2222222222722 7727TT2TTITTTIII haw] 125T46 98795 BATE 90,398 
Pop Meesenesccvscrmsscagicass SS 

MINERAL FUELS AND RELATED MATERIALS 
‘Asphalt andbitumen, natural ------------------------ 873 992—«L.186_—«4BO. aN 

Gerhehanhimensnetural --occTccTTI IIIT thewmand ton. TAT EDS BIS a8 
Gk al pes ncadingBaeee “OTITIS aged) 

Gas, natural 
Gro milion cubic feet... 452,570 475.585 471.118 449,009 606,738 
Meheiad 22TTTTTTTTTITT TTI SEaoTL2_paets60 210,000_serisi_ 14416 380,728 

Neictutal gasoline thousand 42-gallon barrel NA NA NA NA NA tural gauoline ~——-_---__- -- thousan Jon barrels. — 
Benne UP sesrscrocnee cs Sms) em Eel oom) £100 

Progneg TTTTTTTTTILELITDIITIITI TLL LITT TMCT_ tikes 2069 S'019 000 3.100 
Total endo 2904 8,789 5.290 5,000 5.200 

Peat, agricaliural’ [2222TT7TTTTTTTTTTIIIIIIIIIITIT ate seo. aso 00 4'250 
See footnotes at end of table
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Table 1.—Argentina: Production of mineral commodities! —Continued 
(Metric tons unless otherwise specified) 

Commodity? 1979 1980 1981 1982? 1983 

MINERAL FUELS AND RELATED MATERIALS —Continued 
Petroleum: Grides 2 - thousand 42-gallon barrels... 172,554 179.676 181.952.179.072 179,121 

Refinery product 
Gasoline .....-.-_______---------------do.___ 39,770 44,009 43,658 44,315 44,300 Kerosine 2277 77777777777777T7TTTTTTTTee ie “as “Aer “Boos “Set “B00 Set fuel =~ =777TTTTTTTTTTTTTTTITTII ITIL GT Sion S104 S00 Distillate fuei oi -=7777TTTTTTTTITTITITITTGLII. soles so100 56.232 58,005 sp.000 Residual fuel oll "2 7272222727TTZITITIIII ge GREG BIS BT182 48835 377000, Vubricants "27 T222s22zl2nao2TlTTTITact2 72s PYoao “Vert “eye “300 {Other snen-2 a= a DIIDIDITIIIIIOIMeIIZ 19/202 13,629 12's08 131963 12°500 | Refinery fuel and esses 22272TTIITTITIIIOIIITEIT_Taoo_ an werd etter 
Total____ = - wu cado.. 162874 189,616 189.975 183,185. 182,147 

©Bstimated. Preliminary. "Revised. _NA Not available. 
*Table includes data available through July 15, 1984. 
"In addition to the commodities listed, lime, perlite, and carbon black are produced, but output is not reported ‘quantitatively and available information is inadequate to make reliable estimates of output levels, 
*Hot-rolled semimanufactures only; excludes castings and cold-rolled semimanufactures produced from imported hot- 

rolled semimanufactures. 
“Includes plastic, semiplastic, and/or ferruginous clays used totally in the manufacture of portland cement. 
*Thomas slag production was estimated from the Thomas crude steel reported in La Siderurgia Argentina 1980-81 

annual publication and from a percentage of slag produced from Thomas crude steel reported during 1974-76; for 1979-81, from the reports published by the Instituto Argentino de Siderurgia in 1982 

TRADE 

A serious shortage of foreign exchange about one-third of Argentine imports. The 
led to a major international financial rescue main supplier has been the United States. 
operation. Economic policies were geared Mineral commodities were a very small 
toward meeting IMF guidelines, but it was part of Argentina’s exports, which were 
difficult to reduce inflation or raise GDP as dominated by agriculture, meat products, 
sharply as planned for 1983. Argentina’s and wool. 
favorable balance of trade showed further __ According to statistics published by the 
improvemént as the trade surplus widened Ministry of Economy, Secretary of Industry 
to $3.5 billion compared with the $2.25 and Mining, the export value of minerals, 
billion surplus in 1982. Exports increased (metals, nonmetals, and construction mate- 
1.0% over the $7.6 billion in 1982; whereas, rials), not including steel, ferroalloys, and 
imports decreased 21.3% from the $5.3 bil- mineral fuels, totaled $35.6 million, a 25% 
lion in 1982. During the first 3 months of decrease below the $47.4 million exported in 
the year, the earnings from grain exports 1982. Although mineral exports are insig- 
reached $850 million owing to the sale of 7 nificant in total trade, they indicated a 
to 7.5 million tons of grain, which was decreasing trend in the exports of Argen- 
principally affected by low prices while tine minerals. Diverse mineral products 
imports were reduced largely as a result of _ were exported to 30 countries. 
severe restrictions. Argentina's main client The more important mineral exports 
in 1983 was the Soviet Union, followed by from Argentina, and their major markets 
the European Community countries, The are shown in table 2. 
European Community countries supplied
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Table 2.—Argentina: Exports of selected mineral commodities’ 
(Metric tons unless otherwise specified) 

Commodity 1982-1988 “Gated OC 
States Other (principab 

METALS 
Beryllium: Ore and concentrate ______ ~~ 2B NA 

Hos: Ore and concentrate eee eee ne NA 62,601 -- Alto West Germany. 

Ore and concentrate-...___-.----_ 17,712. 21,414 __ “France 12,756; West Germany 5,202; 
Belgium-Luxembourg 3,438, Metal including alloys, unwrought 50 NA 

Silver: Waste and sweepings | 
value, thousands. _ $5 $120 ~All to Belgium-Luxembourg. | 

‘Tin: Ore and concentrate -______.----- 1,260 2,634 - Do. 
ungsten: Ore and concentrate ed NA 35, 10 West Germany 25. 
ine | 

‘Ore and concentrate-___---.------ 10,081 20 -- Alto Belgium-Luxembourg. | 
‘Metal including alloys, unwrought — —— 4,489 NA 

NONMETALS: i 
Asbestos, crude. .---------------- 22 NA 
Barite and witherite__—_-____-______ NA 61 -- Peru 50; Uruguay 11. 
Boron materials: 

Crude natural borates_____________ 2,084 20,640 —- Mainly to Brazil. 
Oxides and acids __ ~~. ..------ 3,614 4,639 1,062 Brazil 2,432; Republic of South Africa 268; ‘Uruguay 220 

Cement wanennn----------3--- —- 42,682 -- Baragua 31,000; Chile 10,076. 
Glays,erude====227722TTTTZTITIT ade? “S50d «= TL Braall 4397;Chile 778 Diatomite and other infusorial earth ~~ ——_ 5 5 Mainly to Uruguay 
Feldspar, fluorspar, related materials ---— 90149 Chile 75; Eouador 30; Peru 20 

Graphite, natural ------..--------- NA 5 -- Mainly to Paraguay. 
Gypsum and plaster... ..-..------~ 1,612 4,224 -- Paraguay 3,073; Uruguay 1,151. 
Lime mivinnid Wiiniiem nue Winiawseweres 3,839 1,793 -- Mainly to Chile. 

‘Mica: Crude including splittings and waste __ iW 4 = Uruguay $; Chile 1. 
Pigments, mineral: Iron oxides and hydrox- 
fides, processed 1B All to Colombia. 

Precicls and semiprecous stones other than 
diamond: Natural ___ value, thousands. $56, NA 

Saltandbrine ---—-2----~-s-n=-s NA 5 -- Mainly to Paraguay. 
Sodium compounds, ne. 

Carbonate, manufactured... 61 NA Sulfate, manufactured. =~ ~~ 201,861 ___—_ Brazil 761; Uruguay 500; Bolivia 100 
Stone, sand and gravel 
Dolomite, chiefly refractory-grade _---_ NA 2427 ___‘Mainly toChile. 

‘Sulfur: Elemental: Crude including native and 
ip aaa TIC IIL ne a0 -- Metnty to Paraguay, 

ale, steatite, soapstone, pyrophyllite aE to Paraguay Other: Crude nnn 26m NA 
NA Not available. 
‘Table prepared by John G. Panulas. Table reflects data available as of July 1, 1984. 

Table 3.—Argentina: Imports of selected mineral commodities! in 1982 
(Metric tons) 

RM 
METALS 

‘Aluminum: Ore and concentrate_.____-.-------------------------- === 18,105 
‘Chromium: Ore and concentrate _---_---.-~---~-~-----~--=-~~-=~-=--~=---- 6.198 
Iron: Ore and concentrate_ _ ___-__----------------- 1,504 
Manganese: ‘Ore and concentrate =~ weedeat, BET 

Oxides = 7222222 na sas nen 22a 2n2n2a2n2nenen nena ne 2,429 
‘Wire Ore end comteniveie —— 0-2 ee ae. 320 

‘Titanium: Ore-and concentrate ——— .—._----.---------+-+--+---~-+----++-- z= 1,930 
Other: Ores and concentrates... -.---.-- ceo ar it i ae ee ci ane 204 

NONMETALS 
EI acim im ee HHS RH RMR Re ere 165 
Aabiatee ext ee a 15,461 Barite and witherite ___._...2_2_2.222202-0-- DILIIIIIIDIIOIIIIELIIE er 
(ani... cS ooL eo SSeS eC ee cee eee 1,695 
I IO i es in resco eae ld nem ema cate none 18,051 

‘Cryehtampl chinilie <0 22 a ee ee ee eae. mae 18 
Diatomite and other infusorial earth --_________-_----.- meseemeennecet 913 
Graphite, natural___.-.-..--..- Ll ala Sn aor Sk dl a oc 241 
Magnesite... 100012 DLTLI TILT II ILIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIITIIIIIIILII II 8.887 

See footnote at end of table.
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Table 3.—Argentina: Imports of selected mineral commodities! in 1982 Continued 
(Metric tons) 

ease OE a eit Reetity 
NONMETALS ~Continued 

Brits unreaneda ne MMM and Waste -- ooo von ooo ecoecoccoatoetoccocccote it 
eee lame CHEY etractorygrad 595 Sandather than metalbenting: <= <2==2222222227777777777TTTTeEacccccic eB Sally emoncal, rode incluing pave andbyproduet<<-722TT22TIIIITIITIIIIIIID alae 

ORF Gre enter adie erry eerlan se REE NOT BSED SURTOT TNO SRETES i 
iTable prepared by John G. Panulas. Import data for 1981 and the sources for 1982 were not available atthe time this table was prepared. 

COMMODITY REVIEW 

METALS production, which could save the industry 
7 i approximately $70 million annually. Aluminum —Aluminios Argentinos ““Copper.—Argentina’s major metallifer- S.A.LC. (ALUAR) continued as the largest gue deposits are confined to the Andesn 

aluminum producer in the country with an Cordillera, which forms part of the Andean annual production capacity of 144,000 tons geosyncline and is subdivided into four of ingots and secondary smelter recovery. distinct metallogenic provinces. The copper However, a slight decline in production of province is seemingly an extension of simi- ingots occurred owing mainly to technical jar provinces in Chile and Peru, although it Problems. This, combined with less imports appears to be of a younger age. Most of the 
of partly manufactured products, reduced country’s major porphyry deposits lie with- the overall supply of aluminum by about jn it; eg., El Pachon, Bajo la Alumbrera, 7% compared with 1982 output. On the and Nevados del Famatina, The huge El other hand, apparent consumption recorded —Pach6n deposit, owned by Cia. Minera Agui- 
an important level of recovery of 19%, with lar S.A. (CM.AS.A.), does not have good 
demand increasing mainly through the in- gold values, and it is unlikely to be devel- stallation of a transmission cable from the oped in the current decade. The most likely 
Alicura power center to the area of the candidate remains Bajo la Alumbrera in consumer. ALUAR also planned to buy out ~Catamarea Province. 
one of its main customers, the aluminum The project is owned by the state mining 
concern Kicsa, as part of ALUAR’s goal of company Yacimientos Mineros de -Agua de vertical integration in aluminum produe- Dionisio (YMAD) and contains an esti- 
tion and control of a larger share of the mated 350 million tons of copper reserves. domestic aluminum market. Kicsa current- Feasibility studies showed that it could ly controls 35% of the domestic aluminum produce 60,000 tons of contained copper, 1 demand with an annual cash flow of $60 million pounds of molybdenum, 192,900 
million. It was reported that this company ounces of gold, and 385,800 ounces of silver. was sold by Kaiser Aluminum & Chemical The Government intends to call for an Corp. in 1977. International Bank for Reconstruction and At yearend, another private company, Development loan to help with financing Uboldi Metals Refinery Co., inaugurated a new feasibility studies and tenders for de. new aluminum plant to process primary velopment of the project. aluminum at Puerto Madryn with an out- — Gold.—Exploration studies at the Erika put capacity of 24,000 tons per year. vein in Andacollo, Neuquén Province, indi- Instead of importing alumina from other cated 200,000 tons grading 0.27 ounce of countries, the aluminum industry recom- gold per ton. Also in the same region, ‘mended a plan, as part of a new mining exploration for alluvial gold deposits contin. policy, to import bauxite and use conven- ued on a 500-square-kilometer area along tional methods to manufacture alumina. In the Neuquén River. The Ministry of Eco- addition, the industry was considering a nomics and the Department of Commerce iplan to process domestic clays for alumina formed separate commissions to establish
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regulations for the marketing of gold. The Sociedad Mixta SiderGrgica Argentina 
new Argentine Secretariat of Mining an- (SOMISA) was to begin using domestically 
nounced that gold exploration and devel- mined coal from the Rio Turbio deposits in 
opment programs were to be started early _ its steel production. SOMISA was to blend 
in 1984 on deposits such as E] Retamal in 5% domestic coal with 95% imported coal. 
San Juan Province, Santa Catalina in Ju- The operation requires about 50,000 tons of 
juy, and Comechingones in Cordoba. Also, coal per year. Dalmine Siderca S.A.LC.'s 
jn the planning stages were an exploration plans to expand its production capacity 
program in Catamarca Province (covering were approved by the Argentine Govern- 
Antofalla, La Hoyada, Los Diablillos, and ment. The project involves increasing the 
Calacaste) and the reopening of the Inca- Midrex direct-reduction module to produce 
huasi Mine in Catamarca, which currently 450,000 tons per year of direct-reduction 
is producing 50 kilograms of gold annually, iron, and the installation of a new 70-ton 
and the Ophir Mine in La Rioja Province. electric furnace and a 350,000-ton-per-year 

Exploration for gold was underway along seamless mill, as well as modernization of 
the Andes Mountains in Jujuy, Salta, La existing quality control and finishing instal- 
Rioja, Catamarca, San Luis, San Juan, lations. 
Neuquén, Chubat, and Tierra del Fuego. Since 1970, the Argentine steel industry 

More than 90% of the current production of capacity has expanded to over 5 million tons 
gold comes from two deposits: Mina Angela of crude steel. Actual crude steel output 
owned by Cia. Cerro Castillo S.A. a private peaked in 1979 at 3.2 million tons, then 
consortium in Chubit Province, and Far- declined in the next 2 years and in 1982 and 
allén Negro in the mining district of Agua 1983 rose again to almost 3 million tons, 
de Dionisio in Catamarea Province, owned The steel industry consists of four integrat- 
by the state and the Universidad Nacional ed steel plants and two semi-integrated 
de Tucumén. plants. The dominant steel producer, SOMI- 

Iron Ore.—The Port of Bahia Blanca, SA, is state owned. In recent years, Argenti- 
used to export iron ore pellets from Rio a has been a net importer of finished steel, 
Negro, will be remodeled and expanded. A but in 1982 and 1983 it began to export 

plan to do this has been presented to the —™modest tonnages. 
Government by a Soviet-led consortium, for 
a $110 million project, which includes basic Table 4. Argentina: Annual crude steel 
and detailed engineering, dredging of the capacity, by company 
channel, and construction of piers. The §——— ————————_____ 
consortium consists of Technostroyexport of ‘Company Thousen 

the U.S.S.R. and five Argentine firms. —— 
There are two medium-size underground Integrated steel plants: 

iron suines operated by the Direccion Gen-  AginpAleIndusrin Argentina de Aces gg 
eral de Fabricaciones Militares (DGFM), _PaliineSiderea SAIC = ——— 415 
and the private sector company Hierro PRION nivel Somos apie a0 
Patagénico S.A. Minera, the largest produc- Sociedad Mixta Siderargica Argentina__— 2,700, 

er, which operates the Sierra Grande Mine. Total nee 4,825 
This underground operation was mining a ; ed 
magnetite deposit in the Rio Grande Prov. Sembinterrateds «4 - <0 
ince. Total production from the three mines ‘La Cantabrida SA" ~—7——-~ == 130 
was about 1.6 million tons of ore per year. Total am 

‘Argentina imported almost 23° million§ 
tons of iron ore from Brazil and minor 

quantities from Chile and Bolivia. Produc- Table 5.—Argentina: Steel production and \ 
tion of iron ore in Argentina in 1983 in- trade | 
creased 7% compared with that of 1982. ener | 

Iron and Steel.—The Argentine Govern- j 
ment awarded Siderargica del Sur S.A. a ToT 1080 1981 1982 10884 
contract to build a sponge iron plant. The ~~, aan, apap pane 2o18 2900| 
plans called for the plant to be built near froductio'-.--- A208 BARE Rane Bess 2880) 
the Port of San Antonio Este, in Rio Negro Exports... 541887608 BOL = 

Province, at a cost of over $6 million. Initial, — | 
production was planned at 550,000 tons of | Euaee, \ 
sponge iron per year. Steel products \
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Lead, Silver, and Zine.—The St. Joe In- taining about 44% manganese. Owing to 
ternational Corp., owned by the Fluor Corp., maintenance and design problems, the re- 
operated in Argentina through its subsid- covery of manganese was low in this flota- 
iary, CM.AS.A,, which owns a lead, zinc, tion process. Consumption of manganese in 
and silver ore body in the Argentine Andes the steel and ferroalloy plants continued to 
Mountains from which it produced both be high and was estimated at 76,000 tons 
zinc and lead concentrates. The mill at the _ per year, most of which was to be imported. 
mine has a rated daily capacity of 2,300 tons _Titanium.—The Subsecretariat of Mining 
of ore. Nearly all of the zinc and primary of Argentina and the Provincial govern- 
lead produced in Argentina is derived from ment of Corrientes signed an agreement for 
C.M.AS.A. production. C.M.A.S.A. has op- a titanium exploration project in Corrientes 
erated this property at full production dur- Province. The exploration was to be con- 
ing recent years. The zine concentrates ducted in the Paso de la Patria and Itu- 
|produced are utilized for the production of 2aing6 zones and the riverbeds of the Ibera 
jslab zinc at an electrolytic zinc refinery estuaries. The work was to be completed in 
operated by Compaiiia Sulfacid S.A.C.Ly F, 1984, and enough information should be 
in which C.M.AS.A. owns 50% interest. available to assess the economic importance 

| Other significant producers of zinc, lead, of the deposit. The agreement also stipu- 
and silver in Argentina are Cia. Geotécnica lated that any titanium deposit discovered 
S.A.C.L, Cia. Rio Cincel S.A., and Cia. Cerro would be opened to private bidding for 
Castillo. The first is located in Rio Negro exploration and development projects. 

| Province, the second in Jujuy Province, and Tungsten.—Production of —_ tungsten, 
the third is in Chubat Province. Because of Which had been declining since 1978, in- 
Argentina’s limited market for these com- creased in both 1982 and 1983. Most of the 
modities in recent years, C.M.A.S.A. has Production comes from mines in Cérdoba, 
been exporting a portion of the lead and La Rioja, Rio Negro, and San Luis Prov- 
zinc concentrate. Most of the silver from the inces. Two mining companies have been 
C.M.AS.A. ore body is recovered from the granted a total of $300,000 for exploration 
lead chcanttats: projects in Rio Negro and Neuquén Prov- 
Manganese.—In the Santiago del Estero inces. Cia. Geotécnica will explore the San 

Province, reportedly, several medium to Martin, Alicia, and Pachaman Mines and 
large deposits of manganese ore were dis- other areas with tungsten mineralization. 
covered in 1983, with great future possibili- ‘a. Minera Santa Marta S.A. will explore 
ties for exploitation. These deposits have the Santa Marta Mine area. If exploration 
the advantages of good ore quality, excel- 18 unsuccessful, the Subsecretariat of Min- 
lent geographical location, and a potential ing Will assume 80% of the risk. About 50% 
national market. The local Direccién Gener- of the total output of tungsten concentrate al de Mineria y Geologia through agree. in 1983 was exported to the United States, 
ments with DGFM and the Subsecretariat and the remainder was used domestically in 
of Mining conducted prospecting, explora. the steel industry and elsewhere 
tion, and determination of mineral reserves, 
mainly in the Departments of Ojo de Agua, NANMETAIS 
Choya, and Guasayan. The manganese re- Boron.—Cia. Boroquimica S.A.M.LC. 
gion is located in the south of Santiago del A.F., a subsidiary of Rio Tinto Zinc Corp. 
Estero Province. This region is composed of _Ltd., is the major producer of boron miner- 
58 known manganese deposits. Most of the als in Argentina from the El Porvenir Mine 
Argentine production of manganese has in the Province of Jujuy and the Tincalayu, 
come recently from these regions and depos- Cuba, and Manana Mines in the Province of 

| its such as 25 de Mayo, 9 de Julio, 24 de Salta. The Hombre Muerto salt flats are 
| Septiembre, and the Cautiva in the Prov- located in the Catamarca-Salta borderline 
| ince of Cérdoba. Within the mining proper- where there are a total of 18 mines. The salt 
| ty of YMAD located in the Belén Depart- flats cover an area of over 300 square kilo- 

ment, Catamarca Province, manganese ore meters. The layers of salt have thicknesses 
was explcited in 1983. Production was about of up to 100 centimeters and are predomi- 
255 to 265 tons of ore per day using cut-and- nantly chlorides in the central sector and 
fill methods of extraction. The ore was borates in the playas, The salt crust is al- 
treated with cyanide for the recovery of most entirely halite with small quantities of 
gold and silver, followed by flotation for sodium sulfate, gypsum, and borates. The 
manganese to produce a concentrate con- lithium content of the brines is higher than
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the average for other salt flats in the Puna _ ration, the Government assumed 80% of the 
area. risk. 

‘The Tincalayu Mine, the only one cur- _ Sulfur.—The annual demand for sulfur 
rently exploited, is a fossilized borax body in Argentina has increased without inter- 
and is in the southern tip of the Tincalayu ruption since the start of World War Il, 
Peninsula with reserves of 2.5 million tons reaching a high of over 125,000 tons in 1981. 
of 16% to 18% B:Os. DGFM was planning to This increase led to the development of 
carry out prefeasibility studies for the ex- refining facilities and mines in Argentina 
ploitation of the brines to recover lithium, during the 1940’s. During late 1982 and 
magnesium, and potassium. Production at early 1983, world market conditions and the | 
the Tincalayu Mine ranges from 100,000 to nature of Argentina's sulfur production 
150,000 tons of borates per year. Production were such that imported sulfur again domi- | 
of borates declined 10%, compared with nated the domestic sulfur market. The lat- 
1982 output. The primary export customers est production of sulfur on record in Argen- | 
of borate products were sodium and calcium tina was in 1978 when 17,771 tons of concen- | 
borates to Brazil and Uruguay and calcium trates was derived from caliche. Production | 
borates (colemanite) to Brazil, along with centers in Mendoza and Salta were shut | 
magnesium borates. Processed borates were down because of high production costs. 
shipped to Brazil and other countries, Boric From 1980 to date, the total domestic con- | 
acid went to Brazil, the United States, and sumption of sulfur has been imported, and 
other countries, in 1981, the total value of imports was $13 | 

Cement.—Production of cement increas- million. The government of Salta Province 
ed 1.2%, compared with that of 1982. Ac- and DGFM were considering the possibility | 
cording to the Argentine Cement Manufac- of reopening the Casualidad property, De- 
turers Association, the cement industry was Partment of Los Andes in Salta. The oper- 
having one of the deepest recessions in ation would be managed by a Spanish con- 
history owing to the declining construction Sortium. This property was shut down in 
industry. Domestic demand for cement fell, 1980 when it was producing 60,000 tons per 
but exports increased in volume and value. Year. 
‘The total installed annual capacity was 11.2 
million tons; however, the production level MINERAL FUELS 
was only 58%. Coal.—Argentina planned to invest $300 

One of the major cement producers was million in its coal industry and related 
Cia. Argentina de Cemento Portland S.A.,a infrastructure in 1983. Major projects in- 
subsidiary of Lone Star Industries Inc. of clude exploration of the southern basin and 
the United States. Lone Star operated port- completion of a coal port at Punta Loyola, 
land cement plants in Parana, Entre Rios in Santa Cruz Province. The new port would 
Province, and Sierras Bayas, Buenos Aires handle domestic and export shipments of 
Province. These two plants’ annual produc- Rio Turbio coal. Coal is now transported by 
tion capacities were 191,000 and 1,000,000 rail, about 290 kilometers from the mine to 
tons, respectively. Lower sales in 1983 were the port at Rio Gallegos, where it is trans- 
expected as a result of a major devaluation ferred to vessels and shipped to customers 
of the Argentine peso. in San Nicolas, Buenos Aires Province. 

Salt.—The Argentine Secretariat of Min- _ Port Loyola was scheduled for completion 
ing Resolution No. 113 and Mining Promo- in early 1984 at an initial output of 800,000 
tion Law No. 22,095 of 1981 granted the tons per year. Argentina produced about 
official permit to Empresa Minera Tea S.A. 500,000 tons of coal in 1983, down 6% 
to build a potassium salt plant in the compared with 1982 output. First quarter 
locality of Malargue (Mendoza Province) coal exports were valued at $5 million, and 
based on processing sodium and potassium imports, at under $1.0 million, down from 
chloride, which is abundant in local depos- $18 million in the first quarter of 1982. 
its. A loan of $3.2 million was approved to Argentina's Department of Energy an- 
finance 2,000 meters of exploration drilling nounced a program to export coal to Euro- 
to delineate and determine the minable pean and Far Eastern markets. Argentina 
reserves in the Guitarras, Don Roque, El currently produces 500,000 tons of steam 
Cruce, and Los Tilos salt deposits. This loan coal per year. About 300,000 tons would be 
would cover part of the preliminary feasibil- available for export. 
ity study and exploration of such deposits. _ Yacimientos Carboniferos Fiscales (YCF) 
‘As with other loans made for mineral explo- finalized a contract to export Rio Turbio
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\coal to Denmark, according to YCF officials. ia’s $245 million debt over 8 years at an 
The sale, for 35,000 tons, was the first interest rate of 8%. There will be a 3-year 
success of YCF’s marketing program to sell grace period and a small ($0.15 per million 
coal to Europe. This was the first large Btu) increase in the price of the Bolivian 
quantity of coal that had been exported gas purchases, as partial compensation for a 
from Argentina, reduction in volume. In 1983, Argentina 

The Secretariat of Energy was soon ex- imported an average of 215 million cubic 
pected to open international bidding on feet per day of natural gas from Bolivia, a 
basic studies for a production expansion of decrease of 3% compared with 1982 im- 
the central-south sector of the Rio Turbio ports. Natural gas proven reserves were 692 
coal deposit by the end of October. billion cubic meters at yearend 1982, a 43% 

Natural Gas.—Natural gas production in increase compared with that of 1981. Exist- 
Argentina has shown a steady increase ing contracts for the purchase of Bolivian 
since 1978. During 1983, Gas del Estado gas through 1992 add approximately 22 
reported that 385,728 million cubic feet of _ billion cubic meters to this figure. 
gas was shipped, an increase of 3% over _Petroleum.—Argentina’s 1983 oil produc- 
that of 1982. Currently, gas is not only an tion averaged 490,742 barrels per day, up 
important raw material used in the prepa- 3% from that of 1982. However, since pri- 
ration of fertilizers and petrochemicals, but vate sector output was declining, YPF, the 
gas is also the energy commodity most state-owned oil company, was planning in- 
suitable for international trade. Export of creased output to meet an expected rise in 
natural gas to neighboring countries is one oil demand as the country’s economy re- 
method of increasing exports with long- vives. YPF's output rose 4.7% to 334,287 
term contracts, thus ensuring a steady barrels per day, but in the private sector, 
source of income. In addition, it is also a production declined 9.8% to an average of 
geopolitical instrument of Latin American 144,693 barrels- per day. There were 883 

integration. wells drilled in 1983, up from 793 in 1982 
‘The proposed pipeline project from the YPF drilled 566 wells, and the private 

northwest of Argentina to Brazil would sector, 317. 
allow the reopening of gasfields that were Exxon Corp. revived a seismic exploration 
shut down for lack of markets. program in southern Argentina’s Rio Negro 

With crude oil discoveries and large and and Chubut Provinces, marking the first 
growing natural gas reserves, Argentina’s action by a foreign operator since the new 
hydrocarbons sector will undergo major democratic government assumed power late 
changes in the next decade. The new admin- in 1983. Activity by foreign firms had prac- 
istration perceived the need for change and tically come to a halt because of political 
announced its intention to invest and pro- and economic upheaval in the country. 
mote investment in developing adequate Exxon’s seismic survey covered 4,687 square 
facilities to treat and transport the large kilometers at an initial cost of $7 million. 
volumes of natural gas that will be avail- Three wells were tentatively slated for drill- 
able. Argentina and Chile agreed to jointly ing before yearend. Most foreign operators 
build a gas pipeline from gasfields in Argen- were awaiting concrete developments in 
tina’s Neuquén Province north to Mendoza, contract negotiations that have entered 
and then west over the Andes Mountains to their third year with a fourth Argentine 
Santiago, Chile. The line would run through Government. YPF plans additional drilling 
Uspallata Pass. To be economic, the gas in the Formosa Province near the border 
pipeline would have to carry about 105 with Paraguay. YPF discovered oil in the 
million cubic feet of gas per day. area with its Largo X-1 wildcat, which 

For a number of years, Argentina has reportedly flowed 3,150 barrels per day. 
been importing both natural gas and other Uranium.—Nuclear Energy.—In the early 
fuels from Bolivia. In January 1983, Argen- 1970's, Argentina and India were at the 
tina agreed to a price increase for the gas head of the Third World nations that had 
imported from Bolivia to $4.28 per million actively entered the field of nuclear devel- 
British thermal units (Btu), but reduced the opment. The nuclear power industry pro- 
volume to be purchased. The 1983 gas price gram of Comisién Nacional de Energia 
agreement with Bolivia was part of an Atémica (CNEA) was established in the 
overall negotiation on the $556 million debt mid-1960's. The first of its nuclear industri- 
owed by Bolivia to Argentina. al activities was the prefeasibility study for 

Argentina also agreed to refinance Boliv- the Atucha I nuclear powerplant. This
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study chose natural uranium-heavy water creation of a number of regional nuclear 
reactors, in order to skirt the developed cooperation projects and signed a number of 
nations’ control of enriched uranium sup- bilateral cooperation agreements with Bra-| 
plies. West German technology was secured il, Chile, Colombia, Ecuador, Peru, Uru- 
through a contract with Siemens AG, and guay, and Venezuela. The agreement with 
the plant was built with 40% locally made Brazil was perhaps the most important one, 
components; 95% of the civil works were as it represented cooperation between two | 
done by domestic contractors, and 90% of nations traditionally seen as competitors. 
the assembly was done by Argentine labor. ‘The state-owned Empresa Nuclear Men- 
The second project in this program was the _ doza called for bidding to drill 250 explora-| 
Embalse nuclear powerplant (600 mega- tion holes at Sierra Pichinan near the Paso 
watts) in Rio Tercero, Cordoba Province, de Indio in Chubat Province. The explora- 
which was inaugurated May 3, 1983. This tion would cover an area of 40,000 square | 
plant also is using the natural uranium- meters. CNEA was carrying out radiometric 
heavy water technology. | surveys and trench samplings for uranium | 

Restrictions imposed by Canadian suppli- deposits in the Gran Laguna Salada region ers in the installation of the Atucha I plant jn the Martires Department to evaluate 
forced CNEA to take over the electromecha- _jocsible uranium resources. The Swiss-built 
nical and electrical installations. The expe- feavy water plant at Arroyito was 75% 
rience thus acquired proved useful later on, completed and it was to produce 250 tons 
in negotiating with Siemens, through its jer year of heavy water by the end of 1985. subsidiary, Kraft Werk Union, for greater Th. heavy water would be used as a reactor 
participation of Argentine industry in the aerator in the Atucha I powerplant, 
installation of the Atucha II powerplant. Fopaise Rio Tercero, and Atucha Il (under 
The Embalse nuclear powerplant, built ? ne : yo : ; ult construction). Production of uranium con- 
Jointly by Canadian, Italian, and Argentine ¢ ot rate in 1983 (yellow cake) increased by contractors, was finished in 8 years at a cost 77 SA ota 
of approximately $1.3 billion. Following this ‘7: Compared Wi ‘output. 
experience, Argentina decided to become an. > 
exporter of nonsensitive (je, excluding _“ysctlsient Pen re es fom 
heavy water and plutonium and uranium the Argentine peso (MSN), new currency, to US, dollars 
enrichment) technology to other countries $¢,the, average exchange rate as of Nov. 28, 1985, of 
of Latin America. CNEA pioneered the



The Mineral Industry of 

Australia 

By Travis Q. Lyday* 

The economy of the Commonwealth of not come into its own until the gold rushes 

Australia began to expand toward the end of the 1850’s in New South Wales, Victoria, 

of 1983 after belatedly entering into the Western Australia, and Queensland; the 

‘world recession at yearend 1981. The  lead-silver-zinc discoveries at Broken Hill, 

growth rate of the real gross domestic New South Wales, in 1883; and the Mount 

product (GDP) declined to -1% during the Isa, Queensland, lead-silver-zinc and copper 

financial year ending June 30 following the finds 50 years later. Further discoveries 
almost stagnant rate of 0.1% growth the followed, and since the 1960's, Australia has 

| previous fiscal year. The estimated GDP for become a major world supplier of a score of 

1983 in current prices was $150 billion? key mineral products. Australia is the 

‘Inflation continued at a historically high world’s leading exporter of alumina, ilmen- 

| level throughout most of the year, but ite, lead, monazite, rutile, tungsten, and 

abated slightly at yearend to an annual- zircon, and ranks among the top five export- 
| ized 8.6% rate. Unemployment increased ers of coal, cobalt, iron ore, manganese, 
| throughout the year, reaching more than nickel, and zinc. 

| 10% by yearend, the highest level since the Government Policies and Programs.— 
end of World War Il. The Australian dollar One of the highest priorities of the new 

was devalued March 8 but appreciated Australian Labor Party (ALP) government 
steadily thereafter, regaining almost 6 per- during the year was the establishment of a 
centage points of the original 10% deval- _profit-based resources rent tax (RRT) on the 

uation against the U.S. dollar by yearend, country’s minerals and hydrocarbons sec- 
Australia is one of the world’s leading tors. By yearend, the Government was fo- 

mineral producers, although the country is cusing its RRT efforts on the petroleum 

relatively unimportant as a mineral con- sector since the vast bulk of Australian 

sumer. Moreover, Australia currently isone petroleum production was from offshore 

of the few developed countries in the West- areas that come under the responsibility of 

ern World that is a net exporter of mineral the Federal Government rather than the 

fuels. The country’s energy resource base individual State. The Government planned 

includes huge reserves of coal, uranium, to introduce the RRT on the offshore petro- 

and natural gas, considerable quantities of eum industry in July 1984 that would 

liquid petroleum gas, and major amounts of encompass all petroleum production includ- 
raw materials such as oil shale, which could ing crude oil, condensate, liquid petroleum 

provide a base for future synthetic fuel gas, and natural gas. 
developments. The only significant mineral The Australian Government published 

fuel in which Australia is currently not self- statistics on the extent of foreign ownership 

sufficient is petroleum. Nevertheless, Aus- and control in the country’s mining and 

tralia still produces about 70% of its re- mineral processing sectors in September, 

quirements domestically. the first update of these data since 1976.8 

Although the Australian mineral indus- Major foreign participation during 1982, the 

try dates back to coal and copper mining reference year, was concentrated in metal- 
shortly after the first European settlements lic mining and processing activities, coal 
in 1788, the country’s mining industry did mining, and oil and gas development and 

63
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processing. The mining and processing of Downs in South Australia while allowing 
construction materials and other nonmetal- the two existing producers, Energy Re- 
lic minerals remained primarily an Austral- sources of Australia Ltd.’s Ranger Mine, the 
ian dominated area. Foreign-owned or con- larger producer, and Queensland Mines 
trolled resource operations provided about Ltd.'s (QML) Nabarlek Mine, both of which 
60,000 jobs or over one-third of the total are in the Alligator Rivers region of the 
labor force in the Australian minerals re- Northern Territory, to continue their oper- 
source sector. In June 1982, Australia hada ations. All the other potential prospects— 
total of 1,490 mining companies, 9% of including Jabiluka and Koongarra in the 
which was considered as being foreign con- Northern Territory, Lake Way and Yeelir- 
trolled, and a further 12% as having joint rie in Western Australia, Honeymoon and 
foreign and Australian control. Beverley in South Australia, and Ben Lo- 

Concerned by the sharp fall in price of mond in Queensland—have been stopped, at 
both coking and steaming coals and the least until an inquiry into Australia’s role 
danger this posed for marginal coal produc- in the nuclear fuel cycle has been complet: 
ers, the Australian Government summoned __ ed. This inquiry, to be done by the Austral- 
a national coal “summit” conference in ian Science and Technology Council, will 
Canberra in March at which representa- look into all aspects of the fuel cycle, in- 
tives of Government, the coal industry, and cluding nuclear safeguards and waste dis- 
unions met to discuss ways in which the posal. 
private sector and the Government could The Government's decision to limit new, 
work together to help the industry over- uranium mining operations to that of the 
come some of the problems facing it. The Olympic Dam was based on its judgment 
conference resulted in the establishment of that the Olympic Dam, together with Na-| 
the Australian Coal Consultative Council _barlek and Ranger, would provide sufficient! 
comprised of Government, management, production capacity to supply Australia’s) 
and labor, which will provide a continuing ongoing share of the world uranium market | 
forum for discussion on matters relating to into the late 1990's. Other factors favoring | 
the industry. the Olympic Dam project over other proj- | 

Official Australian uranium mining poli- ects capable of the same uranium produc- 
cy was set on November 7 when an ALP _ tion, 3,000 tons per year, were that Olympic | 
caucus voted to retain Australia’s interest Dam will be primarily a copper project, 
in the nuclear fuel business. The announced _ producing 150,000 tons per year, as well as 
policy will permit the development of only byproduct uranium and minor amounts of 
one new uranium mining venture, that of gold and silver, and it has about six times. 
Western Mining Corp. Holdings Ltd.’s the employment potential of an alternative 
(WMC) Olympic Dam project at Roxby mine witha similar uranium output. 

PRODUCTION 

Although the Australian mineral indus- ings per unit of output were generally 
try generally experienced a difficult time lower. Production levels of mineral sands, 
during the 1982-83 biennium as a result of nickel, tin, tungsten, and uranium were 
the world recession, mineral production lower. 
levels, interestingly, did not always reflect Raw and processed mineral products, in- 
the financial troubles faced by the industry. cluding petroleum products and its deriva- 
Production of a number of mineral products _ tives, accounted for about 10% of the GDP, 
reached record high levels during 1983, 40% of the export value, and about 12% of 
including black coal, copper, lead (mine), Federal Government revenues. 
natural gas, silver, and zinc. However, earn-
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Table 1.—Australia: Production of mineral commodities! 
(Metric tons untess otherwise specified) 

Comme Fe 
METALS 

Atuminam: Bauite, gross weight thousand tons 2758379. "aan—agas 2,000 Ahimingsss----2-doe ean zag tora Beat Bt at Metal refined = ~~~ 2>"~7227*"goo727 0 58 9 ‘81 a ‘Antimony, Sb content of antineny and ead concentrates vs vueeny ante rao Tiga ig2e gms 8 Bismuth, mine outpat;metaiconient ——~~~7=> ae) 800 RD TSNa Cactus Mine outpat,metal content... 1g "host y59,— as tas Met enaine(elande S20 75509 So tole tot, Tono TOE Chromium: Chromite, gross weight ~=~~~7- ies Me = z a 
Cota: ‘tin output, analytic content of: Nictloressssceee-e---------- waa 05 Nickel concentrate 227 ~222222222a "ee a3 08 vr Lo Zine concentrate =~ ~=7=2222222222 Hy a " 70 333 

Total aoa S708 2902—=—~=C SSC Recoverablecobait = 7—7—=777TTT sisson Cotumbiomantalum concentrate, gross weight — «Vtg? a 20 & "Mine output, metal content 287,610 243540 "281,889 «245.22 256,000 Metal Sinelir: Primary-— <== === eave rt4g20tiva81 588179600 Secondary 22222222222222222 RBH BORIS “RRR Refined Brimary.-----.------------ FIagar aan es9e 16095 *ss 492 Secondary -2222222777227T | ABSM Honest Sze “tans Bor aes Gola Nincoutpt, metal content troy ounces. 596910 "547587 "SOOT. BEGG LBS 50 fetal, refined excluding recovery from sera 
Se mao? ag798—aTTG = a819T1 828627 © 7959,140 Iron and set 

‘Gress weight ---__-- thousand tons. sui apsts e460 t.694 15,00 Troncontent 2227277 Se eo ‘ate Ro8e Hea | Metal: Pigiron ----------------do---_ain__—_—T6950— 68805956 FAs 
Ferroaloys* Feromanganese, high-carbon ——__ sog7s 9448 Tor03 56.000 79,000 Ferronlion wet enone a moo aap "ie3 i800 ——o.0on Ferroslicomanganese ---------"_iase_——imave Tagore e2r.om S200 

Total------.--------- 25am] —«gOgHT—Tigag2 10100 121000 Steel crude —- ~~" 2 thousand tonsa) © rama Pgge | gann Taa sag, Seiimanaadtes ~~~ MN mies Sen 0B Na 
Mine output, metal content ..-..-------_Saansn__*097d01 "888,122 ——_as598 Barr 195 
Metal: SS Prima Bullion forexport ----...-.-. Tease 160,286 "1ea.564 —tan.s02 2182504 Refined -onnw-=2-o22- 2 )_TaIm GBA OSA "DOTI8S) 2a ORANG 

Total... "8036 960-740 "aT0258 040d —_*BTH.200 Secondary exciuding remeli® 4200 aaa00—a.300“a'300 B80 Manganese ore talluicaly Gross weight’ =~ -ns~-~ thousand tons "ggg F000 asa Manganese content ~~~22 2 aye sar 62 95 Boer Mercitys nnn 22 27 Yepound Maske. — o ° _ : Nike Mine output, metal content == === e709 1428455 sre 18.900 Mets, smelter refined metal and metal content dod nen ap 3e1 95300 426505 ——asgst_—_—_an. sto 
Platinum group metals? Palladium, metal content troy ounces... «g880-=—=0545.=—=s e892 “12000 Na Platinum, metal content ~~~" “don =_ tgp "Sap 3g0 A 0 NA Ruthenium nnn o ooo oo don o o o fa 2 

Total ------------------do-- 75512608982 ——TB a0 13,900 
See footnotes at end of table,
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‘Table 1.—Australia: Production of mineral commodities! —Continued 
(Metric tons unless otherwise specified) 

Commodity 1979 1980 1981 1982 1983" 

METALS —Continued 

Rare-carth metals, monazite concentrate: 
Gram weight ..-=----.----+-=% 16,340 14,079 18,282 9,483 14,500 

Monazite content seermepeersetecemncs 15,139 13,075 "12,337 8,769 13,500 
Silver: ‘Mine output, metal content 

‘thousand troy ounces_ 26,756, 724,654 *23,906, 29,156 232,150 
Metal, refined ______..-.-.~.-do-_-~ 10,300, “L419 712,093 1,189 710,160, 

Tin: 
‘Mine output, metal content --------_... 12,571 11,588 712,267 12,126 9,700 
Metal, refined 

Primary —_____---------- i 5,423, 4819 4,286 3,105 22,913 
Secchuiaryt Lee ena TS 4485 490 ¥410 200 400, 

‘Titanium concentrates, gross Weigh: 
Timenite ________~_____ ‘thousand tons. 1,181 1,385 71,821 1,149 875, 
Leucoxene.....------------------- 722,470 23,943 *19,261 20,138 18,000 
Rutile __ x aia eh i et "274,533 *B1L,744 230,817 220,697 172,000 

‘Tungsten, mine output, metal content _ nnn "3,181 3,561 73,504 2.618 2,060 
Uranium, mine output, metal content _- _ .. 706 "1,561 *2,860 4,422 3,225 
Vanadium, mine output, metal content -— ~~~ e "92 100 7 

Zine . ‘Mine output, metal content ——— sva.157 "495512 «518,297 684,800 695,000), 
Metal, smelter | 
Dat. coaseeuneld 2 168 © © © 2 
PANE — ucen a e *305,150 300,959 (295,852 291,390 7298,518 
FRE coe pceeremmerm tn recnene rene *5,000 *5,000 4,500 4,500 4,800 | 

Zirconium conceitrates; gross weight _2—-__ —A4K97 «491,547 48424646146 ——_—883,500) 
NONMETALS 

Abrasives, natural: ] 
‘Beach pebble -_... awon-------- 1,568 2,200 "2,178 $2,300 2,300) 
Garnet tsales)_—~~~~~ ~~ = 1/080 925 "163 300 "300 

Veh aS ees Ee eis 19,721 92,418 45,494 19,087 20,000, 
BITES n= anes cei 94,066 38,633 41,266 40,000 40,000 | 
Cement, hydraulic_________ thousand tons... 5,243 5,887 5,946 544 74,836 | 
Clays: \ 

Bentonite and bentonitie clay 6626 © tosses 12,972—*11,000 15,000, 
Brick clay and shale______ thousand tons. 8,050 "8871 *7,910 8,839 76,714 
‘Cement clay and shale __________do.___ 261 263 "433 "450 450 
Damourite clay (sales) synteny 2,606 3,194 "3,011 "3,300 3,300 
Fire clayS __-_____...------ ane 772,179 *BB,212 *142,989 —* ©150,000 150,000 

Fuller's earth. Se ee pion on oie oa & o e) eo nee 
Kaolin and ball clay - - wae n ne 145,326 219,070 "170,472 ©225,000 225,000 
Other’ ._.__________.- thousand tons. 2,650 1,840, *2,069 £2,000 2,000 

Diamond: ‘Gem —.------- ~~ thousand carats _ -- 2 0 2110 
Industrial a i pea oe & 48 "184 4st 4,030 

otal aswee sscoeeerenlnres 48 205, 581 6.200 
Diatomite —___ ween 3,692 8,010 "2,073 *1,500 2,000 
Feldspar including nepheline syenite — 31369 363 "5.808 2108 3,000, 
Gem stones _ _ ~---- Value, thousands__ $89,349 "974,787 °$110,000-°$110,000 $100,000 
Gypsum ~~~. 2- = thousand tons. — 1,230 3308 ,752 1800 1,800 

Lime* ernie rane ene *778,821 *827,688 "874,761 1,225,000 900,000, 
Magnesite _ - . apse oar 29,301 82,198 "26,445, 28,200 28,000 
Nitrogen: N content of ammonia ...... ” 308,300 353,000 319,000 244,900 7385,000 
Perlite, crude. Loewe ee ees ou ae 2,063 2,249 L476 £2,500 2,000 
Phosphate rock... _ ---: a 1587 6,621 ¥21,997 235,000 715,300 
Pigments, mineral, natural: Other —————_— ‘p22 38 539 "50 "00 
Pyrites including cuprous, gross weight ——"~__ 44,810, as 
Salt_------------. thousand tons. 5,215 5,665 "6,716 6,100 6,900 
Slimane S20cs Ske ee 588 81 ‘381 133 '00 
Sodium carbonate ____.-------------- 165,000 185,000 190,000 180,000 290,000, 
NE ee ee 24 os "80 22°00 
Stone, sand and gravel 

‘Construction sand® ____.. thousand tons. 24,290 25,694 728,001 £27,000 28,000 
I emer ner serene errr nee iam mare 16,005 15,667 "14,641 *17,000 17,000, 
Pome weeeee Seccee nS 147 ‘843 "151 900 900, 
imestone: 

Forcement _.--------~-~--do__-_ 7,872 8,182, 8,382 £8,200 8,500 
Forother uses... do. 3519 3508 T5601 °3,650 3800 

Silica in the form of quartz, quartzite, glass 
sands ed. 1,068 190) Lgo7 "1,420 1400 

See footnotes at end of table.
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Table 1.—Australia: Production of mineral commodities: —Continued 

(Metric tons unless otherwise specified) 
i 

Commodity 1979 1980 1981 1982 1983" 
—_———————Sammodity ee Se 

NONMETALS —Continued 
Stone, sand and gravel —Continued 

Other: 
‘Crushed and broken stone 

‘thousand tons__ 56,498 wurst T5810 #59000 60,000 
Dimension stone®___...---—-do.. 322 116 125 8175 115 
Unspecified! "> 77" Tdo- = 30,775, 35,299 787,205 £36,500 38,000 

Sulfur: 
‘content of pyrites ——____--------- = 29,068 -- -- ai 
Byproduct: 

Metallurgy? 2202-4 see~------n 140,000 140,000 130,000 130,000 130,000 
Petroleum _ ~~ ~~~ ~27T2ITITIIILt 15,501 1279) *14,321 17,496 713,100 

‘Total®. _____-.------------ 184567 152,791 144,321 "1474968 148,100 
Tale, soapstone, pyrophylliie .------------__157475_—*T0.964_*82,986__—*93,000_100,000 

‘MINERAL FUELS AND RELATED MATERIALS 
Coal: 

Bituminous and subbituminous thousand tons. "93,043 93,632 "110,943 «—«118,700—121,050 
Lignite_______-...---------Wo.---___732,598 32,895 732,990 37813___735,000 

‘Total ----------.-------do..-—_ 712561 1126,527 "143,935 ___—156,513_ 156,050) 

Coke: 
Metallurgical. ____..~---------do---- 5875 5,028 "4,959 3,162 33,018 
Gashouse (including breeze® _. do. - 70 80 80 80 80 

Total®... ..------ =~ ~~ -do---- 5445 5,108, 5,089 3841 8,098 
Fuel briquets — ~~~ ==" 7777772720. L157 1,230 1,008 ‘854 689 
Gas, patural, marketed. ~~ million cubic fect. «296,006 «397,995 400,648 409,439 *420,115 
Natural gas liquids 

thousand 42gallon barrels-- "28,682 "24,153 728,504 13,225 23,000 
Weal cones enannderes oe ese ein 14248 12211 "18,200 °13,600 414,000 
Petroieum: 
Crude. thousand 42-gallon barrels.__159,560 «(199,885 "143,672_—186,251_—7152,417 

Refinery products: 
Gasoline: 

‘Aviation — senexn aden 428 730 1,095) 
92,922 703,016 

Motor --_--_..-------do.-- 88,183 88,885, 94,206 
det fuel. ~~~ do 22 14,586 14050 15,136 15,330, 714,562 
Kerosine | ——_ ~~ ~~~ =~ “do. === 1.654 1.891 2.984 3,084 32,496 
Distillate fuel oil. _-—~———— do. -— 59,010 58,257 51,899 58,588 251,004 
Residual fuel oil —~ ~~ "~~~ “do. ~ =~ 28.964 22,258 21782 21878 "19,560 

Lubricants. -.__--------—do.-_— a1 3,638 34,809 8,556 ‘NA 
Other: 

Refinery gas!? ______..-do--__ 3m 3m 333 248 NA 
Liquefied petroleum gas ~~~ ~do_ ~~ 4,038 3,828 3816 6171 23,158 
Solvents... ---—--. = -do. =~ 1384 1138 616 876 NA 
Bitumen _— cer Seas aieas 3048 2875 all5 NA 
Unspecified ~~~ ~~~ =~ do- = 5522 7222 7,365 4219 4274 

Refinery fuel and loases do. —— 20,693 uaa 15,000 17696_—_?21,112 
Total ..----------do.--. 231,779 F214576 29487 R480 219,782 

Estimated. Preliminary. "Revised. NA Not available. 
Includes data available through Aug. 14, 1984, 
*Reported figure, 
“Exports. 
4sData are for years ending Nov. 80 of that stated for plants owned by The Broken Hill Pty. Co. Ltd. 
Excludes production from Western Australia. 
"Revised to zero. 
Western Australia only. Metal content of nickel ore. 
Data are for years ending June 30 of that stated. 
Excludes production from Northern Territory and Australian Capital Territory. 
\gcludes production from Northern Territory, Australian Capital Territory, and Western Australia. 
Residual fuel oil equivalent.
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TRADE 

The value of mineral exports increased 20% to the total. 
20% above the 1982 level, reaching a record Japan continued to provide a market for 
high §8.7 billion, while mineral imports fully one-half of the value of Australian 
decreased sharply in value to $1.9 billion, mineral exports. However, Australian for- 
owing largely to a decline in the volume of eign trade markets were beginning to be- 
petroleum imports. Coal, iron ore, and alu- come more diversified, with major sales to 
mina accounted for two-thirds of the value Western Europe, the United States, South- 
of Australian mineral exports, while urani- east Asia, and the Republic of Korea. 
um, nickel, lead, and zinc added a further 

Table 2.—Australia: Exports and reexports of mineral commodities! 
(Metric tons unless otherwise specified) 

mations O82 
‘Commodity 1981 1982 “United i Gated Othe pencil) 

METALS 
‘Aluminum: ‘Oxides and hydroxides 

thousand tons_ 6,509 5,973, NA NA. Metal including alloys: 
eee temic 14,162 28,335 1,064 Sepan 23,900; West Germany 794, Unwrought - 77777777 mst 158612 NAN Semimanufselures ~~~ ~~” 26,487 31007 1,582 NAL Chromium: Ore and concentraiz ~~~ 2 3172 Alto Norway. Copper: . 

‘Ore and concentrate ~._....-__ 116,499 208,108 2,051 Sapan 181.160; Republic of Korea 

Matte and speiss including cement son ae ware EIB tapes OW en 3.5 4,254 — West Germany 5,358; Japan 5,000; Republic of Korea 2,505, 
Metal including alloys: 

Scrap. NE Aese ona 483, 405, @) India 241; United Kingdom 58. Unwroughi TIIIIII aes 5812869 Japan 10,587; Belgium Lixembourg 
10,011; United Kingdom 9,475. Semimanufactures — 2,448 515682885 New Zesiand 18496; Saudi Arabia 

967. Gold: Metal including alloys: 
Content of ores and concentrates troy ounces... 111,692 64300 NANA. Unverought and partly wrought 

‘do___— 125,774 318,935. NA NA. Tron and steel 
Tron ore and concentrate excluding 

roasted pyrite... thousand tons__ 71,202 78,183 -- depen: 55,961; Repubtic ‘of Korea 
,689; China 1,830. Metal 

Serap_-_-_-_-___ do... 62 1188 NA. Pig iron, cast iron, related 
Fr poate ncceacecice te ‘158,460 91,410 17,700 Japan 34,379; Indonesia 11,255. ‘erroalloys: 

Ferromanganese —____-~ 16,424 16,682 5,500 Indonesia 4,728; Qatar 4,352. 
‘Unspecified -_____---- 23,298 25,716 12,200 Japan 6,746; Singerare 3,435; Indonesia I; Stel primary forms 688627 710,18 6785 Republic of Kones 165 26% Php. ines 99,299; Argentina 88,19 Semimanufactures: 
Bars, rods, angles, shapes, sections — 150,150 202,729 221_New Zealand 49,517; Belgium. 

Txemboure di, Singapore 
Universals, plates, sheets. 195,939 505,010 114,704 — New Zealand 80,711; China 62,011; 

Pakistan 52,818. 
‘Hoop and strip ________ 22,482 302,903 118 New Zealand 294,989; Indonesia 

3,633. 
Rails and accessories_____ 1,432 19,876 -. Saudi Arabia 19,596. 
Wite oo os ae 35,414 9,837 606 = New Zealand 3,100; Hong Kong 1,326; 

Papua New Guinea 1,316. 
‘Tubes, pipes, fittings ._ ___ 342,140 31,868 12 Papua New Guinea 2,604; unspecified 

Castings and forgings, rough 6677 5818 1467 Singapore 1,380; Papua New Guinea 
Tas. 

See footnotes at end of table
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| 
Table 2.—Australia: Exports and reexports of mineral commodities! —Continued 

| (Metictonsunes otherwise specified) 
a Commodity 1981 ~w aa Gated tin ae 

| METALS —Continued 
Ios Oreandeoncentrate-...______ 61,540 94607 29,765 United Kingdom 29 695; Japan | 11,065; Romania 1.115, Oxides 3.800 2644 Indonesia 512 Thailand 819; Singa- ‘pore 290, Metal including alloys: Serap oe ce eens 5332 2058 sg Philipines Sl pan 29; India 182 a  sasets 186 Unted Ringdom 183835 India 

{ Semimanufactures ——__ 11,029 218 _____ Singapore 86; Thailand 73. | Manganese: Ore and concentrate 
‘thousand tons 903 $21 60 Sapan 46; Republic of Korea 8; i stan 28. Nickel: ‘Ore and concentrate 

‘value, thousands__ ao $895 Alto United Kingdom Matte and speiss "-"—""do-_ $200,938 $204202 «NANA Metal inclading alioys: Scrap sn ewen 5 140 __ Japan 236; United Kingdom 48 ‘Unwrought and semimani factures — value, thousands... $148,668 $196,150 NANA. Platinum group metals: Metals including alloys, unwrought and partly wrought, 
don $1,082-—=« $2004 —«$13—-Hong Kong $486; Netherlands $451; si ‘Bolgium-Luxembourg 8285. 

Oreandconcentrate’ do... $1210 $85 HB Unig King $0, New Zealand 
Waste and sweepings?____do. $855 $082 United Kiggdom 6257; West Ger many $85 Metal including alloys, unwrought ‘and partly wrought’ -do- «$6648 «—««$67,901 Unite Kingdom $5,605; Japan 

‘Tin: : Oreandconcentrae.—.-...---- M4849 8T9_—L__Malaysa 3,29; United Kingdom 
Metal including alloys: ‘ Serap ene 798 656 Ualted ng 360; Japan 15; 

Unwrought 1410 652 838 New Zealand 190 United Kingdom 
Semimanufactures —— 98 825 Papua Now Guinea 19% Malaysia 4; ‘New Zealand 40. ‘Titanium: Concentrates 

thousand tons. "1,189 1025 $88 Unig ngdom 221; Japan 38 USSR Tungten: re and concentrate 6347 81,801 West Germany 79831; USSR 546 Metal including alloys, all fras’ "~~ NA 9 "Papua New Guinea 6; New Zealand 1 Uranium and thorium: Ore and oncenrate-—-— value thousand. 14445 $510,427 $1055 Prange 18,524; West Germany 2 Zine ‘Ore and concentrate thousand tons. 459 1020 dupan 765 Republic of Korea 6; ited Kingdom 55. Oil a are sect 20 24 ___ India 160; New Zealand 53; Fiji 31. Metal including alloys Benepe esc cersece aan 1.4m India 90; Republi of Korea 258 Japan 106 Unwrovght-—-----.---.- 184678 285258 90,024 Inde 69854; China 33.57; dia 
‘Semimanufactures ——_______ 5,928 18,137 ~~ United Kingdom 12,838; Belgium- 

Luxembourg 2,958 Zirconium: Ore and concentrate. 444,186. -—«—«405208.««NA NA Other: Base metals including alloys all forms nnn NA 3435983 Indin 2,076, NONMETALS 
Abzasives, nes. 

‘Natural: Corundum, emery, pumice, (tennant ene eee NA 2261 1695 Saudi Arabia 406, United Kingdom 
| Artificial: Corundum — = 88 5. AlltoNew Zealand ‘Dust and powder of precious and semi- reciou tones ineuding diamond walue, thousands — si91 $24. Japan $10; New Zealand $4 

See footnotes at end of table.
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‘Table 2.—Australia: Exports and reexports of mineral commodities’ —Continued 

(Metric tons unless otherwise specified) 
Destinations, 1982 

Commodity 1981 ie Saag 7 Gated Other grncipah 
NONMETALS —Continued | 

Abrasives, nes. —Continued 
Grinding and polishing wheels and sions enna enna NA 169 ___ Pakistan 87; New Zealand 30. ! 

ABR CUTTER «Hae shor Thailand 491s Indonesia 2977, 
Singapore 2,586, 

Barite and witherite —________ NA 636 New Zealand 383; Republic of South ‘Africa 198 
Cement veevnn-----+ 19TBI4 294.589 119.500 Bahra 190,070; Papua New Guines 
RR CANN ces canrrsmenccrccesereesese 3,170 5011 Japan 1,492; Philippines 1,247; ‘Gnited Kingdom 981. 
Diamond: 

‘Gem, not set or strung Walle, thousands. $28,714 $5889 $200 Hong Kong $1,028: Singapore $762; ‘New Zealand $568, 
Industrial. _----------do. ONT $2910 $190 United Kingdom 31.487; Canada 

$258; Switaerland $250. 
Diatomite and other infusorial earth —_ NA 38 Malaysia New Zeland 14 Philip 

ines 
Fertilizer materials: Grider ness ec eorueoaie 1.580 3077 2 Philippines 1409; Singapore 319. 

Manufactured: ‘Armonia ana-enn-- a= NA 880. Naw Zealand 942; Papua Now Guinea 
Nitrogenous .----------- 20,921 10,745 — New Zealand 8,729; Papua New Guinea 661 
Phosphatic === 2 m8 2090 ___ Philippines 904; Sri Lanka 396; New “Zealand 328 
Potdissie _——— === 25 4. Hong Kong 2: Malaysia 1 
Unopecified and mixed - ~~~ 1810 ost Janam 88; Papua New Guinea 20, 

Graphite, nquural-- ~~~ =-22222 40 3. NewZealand 
Gypsumand plaster ~~ 7~~7__2_~—«(620,807 © goT.0rT ~~ ndonesia 173,696; New Zealand 

” 124,50", Singapore 89,566 
Linenymsrrzescuwemierecse 2529 931 Indonesia 828; Papua New Guinea 84 
Magnesite -~~~ "27 22>~22= 238 2816 i New Zealand 2,415. 
Mica: Worked inclading agglomerated splitings nee NA 216 Papua New Guinea 90; Philippines 8; Malaysia to. Nitrates, crude == 5 1 <= Allto Papta New Guinea Phosphetes, crude 2722772722222 a 26.905 =~ Republic of Korea 15,987; Japan Toss. 
Pigments, mineral: Iron oxides and hydroxides, processed = 351 1 bt New Zealand 6% Papua New Guines 
Precious and semiprecious stones other ‘ 

‘han diamond: Natural and synthetic ‘value, thousands. $58,782 «$83,975 $2494 ‘Thailand $11,005; Hong Kong $6,059; “Japan $5,646. 
Salt and brine ____ thousand tons_— NA 444. Japan 2,978; Republic of Korea 514. 
Stone, sand and gravel: 
mere and partly worked 2a 8 Si 531; New Zealand 31 yuide and partly worked _——_ = Singapore 97; New Zealan Worked spss enna na a NA 28 i New Zealand 13; Singapore 7. Dolomite, chilly refractory grade ~~ Se 16 |. AlltoHong Kong Gravel and crushed rock.” = = S047] 520,57 20,185 Japan 31179; Republic of Kores 500: Singapore 34.100, 

srkimestone ater than dimension 2 15° ___AlltoPapua New Guinea. 
‘Blemental: Crude including native fand byproducts NA 583. New Zealand 229; Thailand 108; Philippines 92 
Sulfuricacid__-.---------- 255 189 __ Papua New Guinea 9; New 

Tal Shy 62612 98878 850. Japan 9100, New Zealand 1578 ral, steatite, soapstone, pyrophyllite—— 642 : : Japan 51,096; New Zealand 15,785; ‘Belgium-Luxembourg 12,597 
Other: Gide sess cesec csi, NA 1680 @)_ Japan 84 New Zealand 434 Sings pore 127 Slag and dross, not metal-bearing — NA 34 Malaysia 18; Papua New Guinea 16. 
MINERAL FUELS AND RELATED MATERIALS 

Carbon: Carbon black ---—------- 44612 85458 Indonesia 14,6; New Zealand 8255 india 5058 
See footnotes at end of table.
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‘Table 2,—Australia: Exports and reexports of mineral commodities —Continued 
(Metric tons unless otherwise specified) 

es Destinations, 1982 
Commodi 1981 @. tao eee 

. Sites Other (principal) 

MINERAL FUELS AND RELATED MATERIALS —Continued 

Coat “Anthracite and bituminous Thousand tons. 50,509 46,658 20—-_~Japan 30,507; Republic of Korea S81; United Kingdom 2,185 Lignite including briquets do 40 36 __ Republic of Korea 29; Japan 27 
Coke and semicoke = do NA 56 > Japan 22; Norway 15; Yugoslavia 15 Petroleum refinery products 

Tiquefied petroleum gas ‘thousand 42-gallon barrels 15,626 15864 108 Japan 14,140; Kuwait 476. 
Gasoline... -—----~-do---~ 3,298 284 New Zealand 1837; Singapore 809, 
Mineral jelly and wax ~~~ —do ~~~ ° u Malaysia 5; New Zealand 5, Kerosine and jet fuel ~~~ doo=_= 251 419 New Zealand 1168; 415; bunkers 
Distillate fuel oil ______ do 5.185 5,566 2) Indonesia 1,497; Fiji 847; bunkers 947. 
Lubricants ToD idel 2 1137 1st Singapore 0% New Zealand 217, ted Arab Emirates 129, 

Residual fuel oil... do. 2,569 745996 Singapore 1.055 Jan 753 bankers 
Bitumen and other residuesdo_ NA 230 (®) New Zealand 118; Canada 36; United ‘Arab Emirates 32. 
Bituminous mixtures____ _do_ NA 4 (Tonga 2. 

"Revised. NA Not available. ‘Table prepared by W. L. Zajac. Import data for 1982 were not available at the time of publication, 
Less than 1/2 unit. 
Totals are incomplete owing to a lack of reported detailed data. 
‘Unreported quantity valued at $308,744,000; 1982 total valued at $285,486,000. 
May include platinum-group metals. 

COMMODITY REVIEW 

METALS missioned. Operation at the full capacity of 
‘ Z 4 206,000 tons was expected by the middle of 

| Alumina, Aluminum, and Bauxite— - i984, In 1983, Alcan Australia announced 
| Australia remained the unchallenged world plans to resume construction of the third 
leader in alumina and bauxite production. potline, rated at 45,000 tons per year and 

| Although other areas were being examined, originally begun and stopped in 1982 owing 
| bauxite mining was limited during the year to declining demand, at its Kurri Kurri 

to the huge Weipa deposit located on the smelter. 
Cape York Peninsula, Queensland; the Gove Production of bauxite was estimated to 
operation across the Gulf of Carpentaria in have increased 1.6% despite production cut- 
Arnhem Land, Northern Territory; and the hacks early in the year by Comalco at its 
bauxite reserves southeast of Perth in the Weipa Mine as a result of maritime dis- 
Darling Range, Western Australia. putes. 
Alumina production increased 9% largely The Worsley bauxite mining and refining 

because Alcoa of Australia Ltd. returned its complex, a joint venture of Reynolds Alumi- 
Western Australian refineries to full oper- na Australia Ltd. (40%), Shell Co. of Aus- 
ating rates by midyear and because the tralia Ltd. (30%), BHP Minerals Ltd. (20%), 
Gladstone refinery of Queensland Alumina and Kobe Alumina Associates (Australia) 
Ltd. the world’s largest singlestream Pty. Ltd. (10%), was nearing completion at 
plant, recommissioned idle capacity during yearend. The $1.1 billion project was ex- 
the second half of 1983. pected to start up early in 1984, The initial 

‘The 27% increase in aluminum produc- annual capacity of the alumina plant will 
tion was attributed mainly to a return to be 1 million tons; however, the design pro- 
full capacity by Alcan Australia Ltd. at its vides for later expansion to 2 million tons. 
Kurri Kurri, New South Wales, smelter but Alcoa announced that its Wagerup alumi- 
also to increased production by Comalco na refinery, completed in June 1982 but 
Ltd. at its new Boyne Island, Queens- mothballed immediately owing to the world 
land, smelter as it was progressively com- recession, would begin operations in early
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1984. Output from Wagerup will raise Al- est share of production continued to be from 
coa’s Australian alumina production to 4.5 Western Australia, with about 75% of pro- 
million tons per year. duction. The remaining gold came from the 

The first of two 115,000-ton-per-year pot- eastern States of New South Wales, Queens- 
lines at the Tomago Aluminium Co. Pty. land, and Victoria, and the Northern Terri- 
Ltd’s aluminum smelter in the Hunter tory, mostly as a byproduct from sulfide ore. 
Valley, New South Wales, was commission- Alluvial gold accounted for only minor 
ed in September 1983. The second potline amounts of production, although the per- 
was expected to come on-stream beginning centage increased slightly with the com; 
in early 1984, reaching full capacity some 6 mencement of operations at the medium: 
months later. With the completion of this size alluvial mine at Nullagine, Western 
smelter, Australia will have more than Australia, by Metana Minerals NL in April. 
doubled its primary aluminum capacity Exploration activity, already flourishing 
since 1980. in recent years throughout Australia, had a 
Copper.—Estimated mine production of remarkable upsurge during the year. Min- 

copper reached an all-time high of 256,000 ing companies have turned to gold explora; 
tons of contained copper, 2% greater than _ tion owing to the historically low prices for 
the previous maximum set in 1974. Total many metals, the extremely high cost of 
mine production increased because of high- hydrocarbons exploration, particularly in 
er output owing to an increase in copper offshore areas, as well as comparatively 
prices averaging 21% at the following high prices of gold. Most mining companies 
mines: Mount Isa, Queensland; Tennant operating in Australia have become involv- 
Creek, Northern Territory; Cobar and ed directly or indirectly in gold exploration. 
Woodlawn, New South Wales; Mount Lyell, In addition, the development of new tech- 
Tasmania; and Teutonic Bore, Western Aus- nology in recent years, such as improved 

tralia opencut mining methods, carbon-in-pulp ex- 
EZ Industries Ltd. (EZI) announced plans traction, and heap-leaching techniques for 

for a feasibility study of the Scuddles cop- low-grade ores, has led to a change in ex- 
per-zinc deposit at the Golden Grove Pros- ploration targets; mining companies were 
pect near Yalgoo, Western Australia, in no longer searching exclusively for high- 
October. Partners in the joint venture were grade ore. Most exploration was being di- 
comprised of EZI, Amax Australia Ltd., rected toward additional reserves at estab- 
Esso Exploration and Production Australia lished mines and for near-surface, albeit! 
Inc., each with 31.16% interest, and Aztec low-grade, ores that can be mined by open-| 
Exploration Ltd., 6.25%. EZI was named the cut methods. | 
operator for the underground evaluation A noticeable trend in gold production 
program consisting of sinking a shaft and during the year was the treatment of mine 
collecting bulk ore samples for pilot plant tailings. Peko-Wallsend Ltd., with a 40% 
and other metallurgical testing. The pro- interest from Australian Anglo-Ameri- 
gram was to be completed in 1986. EZI can Gold Pty. Ltd. recovered gold from | 
reported that the Scuddles ore zones con- the Mount Morgan, Queensland, tailings | 
tain 21.2 million tons of ore averaging 1.2% dumps. The Golconda venture at Blue Spec, | 
copper, 8.2% zinc, and 67 grams of silver per Western Australia, also reported produc- 

ton. tion from treatment of tailings dumps, and 
M.LM. Holdings Ltd.'s Mount Isa under- several other tailings treatment operations 

ground mine in northwestern Queensland were being evaluated at yearend, including 
has long been the dominant producer of Alkane Exploration NL’s West Wyalong, 
copper in Australia, accounting for nearly New South Wales, leases. 
70% of production in recent years. MLM. _ A feasibility study on mining Panconti- 
facilities include a smelter at Mount Isa and _nental Mining Ltd.'s Paddington gold depos- 
a refinery at Townsville on Queensland's it near Kalgoorlie in Western Australia 
coast. continued by Davy McKee Pacific Pty. Ltd. 

Gold.—Following a 47% increase in mine Production at the Horseshoe Lights open- 
production of gold in 1982 over that of 198], cut gold mine, 160 kilometers north of 
output again increased in 1983. Although Meekatharr, Western Australia, reached 
production, estimated at slightly more than full capacity at the beginning of the year. 
1 million troy ounces, was the highest in 22 Iron and Steel.—lron ore production 
years, it was well below the Australian decreased substantially, reflecting both 
record high set in 1903 when more than 3.8 planned cutbacks by producers in accord- 
million troy ounces was produced. The larg- ance with recession-induced domestic and
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export demand and the effects of industrial Consolidated Industries Pty. Ltd. commis- 
disputes. sioned its plant at Laverton North, Victo- 

‘Australian iron ore production remained ria. The plant produced steel from locally 
heavily concentrated in the Pilbara region generated scrap and consisted of an electric 

of Western Australia, which accounted for arc furnace, a continuous billet caster, and 
almost 95% of the country’s total. Major a rolling mill. Reportedly, plans were being 
Pilbara producers included the Robe River formulated by other interests to establish a 
Mine of Cliffs Robe River Iron Associates, similar plant at Brisbane, Queensland, by 
Goldsworthy Mining Ltd’s Shay Gap and 1985 at a cost of about $100 million. 
Sunrise Hill Mines, Hamersley Iron Pty. Tariff quotas on certain flat steel and iron 
Ltd.’s Mount Tom Price and Paraburdoo and steel pipe and tube products, which 
Mines, and Mount Newman Iron Ore Pty. were introduced in August 1982 to contain 
Ltd.'s Mount Whaleback Mine, the world’s imports of those products at 1981-82 levels, 
largest single iron ore mine. Hamersley were extended to the end of 1983. In addi- 
Iron and Mount Newman Iron Ore remain- tion, bounty payments were introduced on 
ed, respectively, the second and third larg- domestic sales of certain high-alloy steel 
est iron ore mining companies in the world products produced domestically to counter- 
after Brazil’s state-mining company Cia. act the effects of imports. 
Vale do Rio Doce. With additional ore Lead and Zine.—With the exception of 
produced from the Middleback Ranges in the copper-silver-zinc Teutonic Bore Mine 
South Australia and from Yampi Sound, in Western Australia, a joint venture of 
Western Australia, by BHP Minerals, and Seltrust Holdings Ltd. (60%) and M.LM. 
the relatively small iron ore project at (40%), all of Australia’s lead and zine was 
Savage River, Tasmania, Australian iron produced at the same mines, since the two 
ore production was almost 78 million tons in metals occur in associated minerals in the 
1983, including 3 million tons of pellets. same ore bodies. The principal producing 

Iron ore exports increased 2% over those _lead-zinc mines were the three mines oper- 

of 1982. The continued decrease in ship- ated by New Broken Hill Consolidated Ltd. 
ments to Japan was offset by a further (NBHO), North Broken Hill Holdings Ltd., 
increase in shipments to other major mar- and Zinc Corp. Ltd., all at the Broken Hill, 
kets, with substantial increases in exports New South Wales, mining center, which 
to China and Taiwan. The value of iron ore _ celebrated its centennial this year; M..M.’s 
exports on a free-on-board basis increased Mount Isa Mine in northwestern Queens- 
by 10% to a record high $1.77 billion owing land; Cobar Mines Pty. Ltd.’s mine in east- 
to the slight increase in shipments, depreci-_ ern New South Wales; the Woodlawn Mine, 
ation of the Australian dollar relative to the also in eastern New South Wales, owned 
US. dollar, in which the contract prices and operated by the equal joint venture 
were expressed, and increases in the con- partners St. Joseph International Explora- 
tract prices negotiated in 1982 but which tions, Phelps Dodge Exploration Corp., and 
remained in effect throughout the year. NBHC; EZI’s three mines at Rosebery on 

Dampier Mining Co. Ltd.’s Koolyanob- the Tasmanian west coast; and EZI’s new 
bing Mine in the south of Western Austral- Elura, New South Wales, underground 
ia was closed in August. The closure was mine, which was gradually phasing in pro- 
delayed since April 1982 when the Kwinana duction since early in the year. 
blast furnace, which the mine mainly sup- _ Following significant increases in 1982, 
plied, was shut down. mine production of lead and zinc increased 

Production of pig iron decreased by 15%, again to new record-high levels owing to 
| reflecting continued reduced steelmaking large increases in production at Mount Isa, 
requirements as well as the closure of the _ the phasing in of production at Elura, and 
Kwinana furnace. Crude steel production minor increases in production at the mines 
by BHP Minerals at its Whyalla, South in Tasmania, Broken Hill, and Cobar. In 
Australia, plant increased 2% to a little addition, a minor increase in zinc produc- 
more than 900,000 tons, partly to meet tion was recorded at the Teutonic Bore 

"increased export orders, but BHP Minerals’ Mine. 
| plants at Newcastle and Port Kembla in Production of lead bullion increased only 
| New South Wales registered declines of slightly following a substantial increase in 
} 16% to 1.55 million tons and 12% to 3.18 1982. The production level at Mount Isa's 

million tons, respectively. smelter remained about the same as in 

‘Asecond producer entered the Australian 1982, as did that of Sulphide Corp. Pty. 
steel sector during the year when Smorgan Ltd. at its Cockle Creek, New South Wales,
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smelter. Production at The Broken Hill gical Co. Pty. Ltd., also a wholly owned 
Associated Smelters Pty. Ltd's Port Pirie, subsidiary of BHP Minerals, increased by 
South Australia, refinery, Australia’s only 41%, but silicomanganese production fell by 
producer of primary refined lead, decreased 19%. The plant continued to operate with 
owing to a breakdown at the plant in the one furnace shut down owing to depressed 
latter part of the year. Estimated produc- domestic demand for manganese alloys. 
tion of secondary refined lead remained — Mineral Sands.—The reduced demand ih 
level with that of 1982. world markets for mineral sands products, 

Primary refined zinc production increas- including ilmenite, monazite, rutile, and 
ed slightly. Decreased production at EZI’s zircon, continued, resulting in a substantial 
Risdon, Tasmania, plant was offset by in- decrease in production of the concentrates 
creases at Cockle Creek and Port Pirie of these minerals in Australia, except for 

Exports of lead concentrates remained at monazite, which increased almost 54% from 
about the same level as those of 1982 al- the 1982 level. Australia continued to domi- 
though the lead content increased substan- nate world markets for monazite (80%), 
tially. Zine concentrate exports were esti- rutile (60%), and zircon (70%) and account- 
mated to have increased significantly. ed for a major share of ilmenite (25%) 
About 90% of Australia’s lead mine produc- production as well, despite the competitive 
tion was processed to bullion or refined lead nature of the mineral sands industry and 
domestically, thus making Australia a rela- Australia’s distance from major world mar- 
tively small exporter of lead concentrates, kets. 
but by far the largest exporter of bullion ‘The beginning of a sustained upturn in 
and refined metal compared with other the economies of Australia’s major mineral 
producer countries. Unlike lead, however, sands markets, Europe and the United 
less than one-half of the zinc concentrates States, from about midyear led to an in: 
produced was processed to refined metal. creased demand for rutile, particularly in 

M.LM. opened its new $11 million bulk the pigment sector. As a result, a large 
handling terminal for zinc concentrate at portion of surplus rutile stocks held by! 
‘Townsville, Queensland, in May. The termi- Australian producers was reduced by year- 
nal has a 70,000-ton storage capacity, which end. Ilmenite stocks were beginning to fall 
can be expanded to 125,000 tons. The facili- at yearend. In contrast, demand for zircon 
ty was constructed to handle increased as a foundry sand and as a source of high- 
quantities of zine concentrate for export as quality refractories continued to ease, with] 
more requirements of the Risdon refinery a consequent increase in producer stocks. _ 
will be supplied from the Elura Mine. Virtually all production of monazite, ru-| 

Manganese.—Virtually all production of _ tile, and zircon concentrates was exported, 
manganese ore continued to be by Groote along with about 90% of the ilmenite con- 
Eylandt Mining Co. Pty. Ltd., a wholly centrate. The remainder of the ilmenite was 
owned subsidiary of BHP Minerals, on consumed within Australia for the produc- 
Groote Eylandt, Northern Territory. Pro- tion of titanium dioxide pigments for the 
duction increased 20% over that of 1982 domestic paint industry and for the produc- 
owing primarily to demand from recently _ tion of synthetic rutile at Associated Miner- 
established markets in Europe, Mexico, and als Consolidated Ltd.'s (AMC) two plants at 
the U.SS.R. Capel, Western Australia. 

Exports of manganese ore increased The Australian mineral sands industry 
11%. Exports to the Federal Republic of was, generally, divided into three groups, 
Germany, Mexico, Switzerland, and the the producers of rutile and zircon on the 
USSR. began with the latter becoming the east coasts of Queensland and New South 
third largest market after Japan and the Wales, the producers of ilmenite and zircon 
Republic of Korea. These new markets, on the far southwest coast of Western Aus- 
combined with increased shipments to the tralia centered at Capel, and the producers 
Republic of Korea, Taiwan, and Yugoslavia, of ilmenite, monazite, rutile, and zircon at 
more than balanced decreased shipments or Eneabba, 270 kilometers north of Capel in 
a termination of exports to other markets. Western Australia. Principal mineral sands 

Shipments of manganese ore for domestic producers were AMC at North Stradbroke 
consumption, mainly in manganese alloy Island, Queensland, and at Capel and En- 
and pig iron production, decreased signifi eabba; Consolidated Rutile Ltd. at North 
cantly from 1982 levels. Stradbroke Island; Rutile & Zircon Mines 
Ferromanganese production at Bell Bay, Ltd. (R&Z Mines) at Newcastle, New South 

Tasmania, by Tasmanian Electro Metallur- Wales; and Westralian Sands Ltd. at Capel.
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Mineral Deposits Ltd. ceased mining in berley region in the north of Western Aus- 
the Myall Lakes area of New South Wales tralia in January, Jn April, initial produ 
during the year, leaving R&Z Mines as the _ tion of 2,000 tons per day of ore was expand- 
only significant mineral sands producer in ed to 4,000 tons per day. Production for the 

state. e 62 mill ts c] the State. year was 6.2 million carats recovered, com- 
| Nickel.—The nickel industry in Australia fortably S creat ¢ the 5 ae carats 
an in 1967 and has expanded to become anticipated, from 1.07 million tons of ore. 

bi of the world’s largest. Economic nickel Work progressed on schedule for the 
<oncentrations occur as sulfide ore associ- much larger production from the joint ven- 
dted with mafic and ultramafic intrusive ture’s primary diamond resource, the near- 

cks in Western Australia and as lateritic by AK-1 kimberlite pipe. Scheduled for 
dre formed by weathering and erosion of Startup in late 1985 or early 1986, the AK-1 
tiltramafic rocks containing nickel in both Pen pit was being designed for a mining 

Western Australia and northern Queens- "ate ote eat tone per year of-orey Pro, 
jand. The sulfide deposits are mined by @ucins 2) million cafats Per eae Areyl 
inderground methods, while the lateritic See et fn erodtiction: will pees 

bres are recovered from open pits. Project at full production will represent a poorer = 1999 40% addition to the world supply of natural 
‘Australia’s major nickel producer in 1983 4 H 

| i aaa diamonds. About 55% of Argyle production 
was WMC, operating 13 mines at Kambal- {i be industrial diamonds, h a 

Western Australia. WMC also operated Will be industrial diamond®, howsset, Amt 
eS suatealla. Wee this will represent only a 10% addition to 
ores han WO at total industrial diamond supply. About 5% 

vinana, a s f the A ction will I 
Metals Exploration Ltd’s underground yo He PRRGNCHOR SEL De Home ae 

[Nepean Mine, Western Australia, was “In late 1982, CRA and Ashton signed a 
placed on care and maintenance in Febru- contract with De Beers Central Selling Or- 
lary owing to poor nickel prices. The nick- ganization (CSO), Republic of South Africa, 
el concentrates were custom smelted at for marketing the bulk of Argyle produc- 
WMC's Kalgoorlie works. tion, selling all of their rough gem produc- 

| Metals Exploration (51%) and Amoco tion through the CSO, selling 75% of the 
Minerals Australia Co. (49%) hold the sul- remaining cheap gem and industrial dia- 
\fide resources at the Forrestania nickel monds through the CSO, and selling 25% of 
project in Western Australia. Exploration the cheap gem and industrial diamonds on 
indicated that the nickel occurs at five the open market. Northern Mining exer- 
locations, containing a total of 11.7 million ised its right to retain 5% of the Argyle 
tons of ore grading 2.29% nickel. Explora- production for independent sale through 
tion and planning for mine development the Antwerp, Belgium, diamond dealer 
continued during the year. Arslanian Freres PVBA. 

Mining and refining of the lateritic ore in _The discovery of diamonds and kimberlite 
Queensland occurs at Greenvale, 225 kilo- indicator minerals was reported from other 
meters west of Townsville, and Yabulu at areas of Australia during 1983, including 
Townsville, respectively. Queensland Nickel areas of northwest Northern Territory, the 
Pty. Ltd., a joint venture of Metals Explora- Terowie and Eurelia areas of South Austral- 
tion and Freeport-McMoran Inc. of the ia, and the Kimberley region and Kalgoor- 
United States, and Australia’s second lar- lie area of Western Australia. Investigation 
gest producer of nickel, operated both facili- of the diamond-bearing deposits of the Cope- 
ties, Cobalt was recovered as a byproduct ton area, New South Wales, also continued. 
from Greenvale’s lateritic ore. Gem Stones.—Aside from diamond, Aus- 

tralia’s gem stone industry consisted almost 
NONMETALS entirely of the production of opal and sap- 

. phire. Small quantities of minor gem stones, 
Diamond.—Culminating more than a such as amethyst, garnet, and nephrite 

decade of exploration and development, the _ jade, were undoubtedly produced, however. 
Argyle Diamond Mines Pty. Ltd., a joint " Australia continued to be the world’s 

wentre ot Lid. (66.89%) Asian Mi major producer of opal, ropartedly acount, 
ing N.L. (38.2%), and the Western Austral- ing for 80% to 95% of opal in the worl 
ian government-owned Northern Mining market. Opal was mined at the Lightning 
Corp. NL (5%), began commercial produc- Ridge District, central-northern New South 
tion of diamonds from its Upper Smoke Wales; the Andamooka, Coober Pedy, and 
Creek alluvial deposit in the eastern Kim-  Mintabie Fields, South Australia; and from
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a number of small localities in Queensland. _ million tons was consumed in domestic steel 
Australia produced an estimated 70% to _ production, while steaming coal retained its 

80% of the world’s uncut sapphires. Produc- traditional role for use primarily in domes- 
tion was from the Anakie Field, central _ tic power generation. | 
Jueensland, and from the Inverell andGlen _In January, it was announced that BHP 

Innes areas, New South Wales. Minerals was to acquire Utah International 
Phosphate Rock.—Production of phos- Inc, a subsidiary of the U.S. based General 

phate rock was estimated at 15,300 tons. Electric Co. (GE) and the parent company 
Imports of phosphate rock increased by 12% Utah Development Co., the operator of a 
from the 1982 level to an estimated 2.16 five largest coal mines in Australia. By 
million tons. However, consumption of rock yearend, BHP Minerals was well along i 
for production of manufactured fertilizer, as arranging a consortium to purchase Utah 
reported by the Australian Phosphate International’s coal interests as well ft 
Corp., and production of superphosphate some of BHP Minerals’ coal operations it 
decreased markedly, by 16% and 19%, re- Queensland. The consortium will eventual 

spectively. ly hold BHP Minerals’ Gregory Mine, thd 
As a result of failing to renegotiate supply coal mines of Central Queensland Coal As: 

contracts for the year with Australian fer- sociates, and Utah International’s Blackwal 
tilizer manufacturers, Queensland Phos- ter Mine and its Hay Point coal terminal, 
phate Ltd. (QPL) ceased mining operations Reportedly, the financial arrangements wil} 
at Phosphate Hill, 65 kilometers south of result in GE retaining a share in the consor! 
Duchess, Queensland, at yearend 1982. tium. | 
Plant production continued through Janu- — New South Wales remained Australia’s 
ary 1983 from stockpiled ore, and rail dis- largest coal-producing State with a record 
patches continued until mid-March, howev- high 66.14 million tons, 2% over that off 
er. QPL, previously a wholly owned subsid- 1982, followed by Queensland with 48.9) 
iary of BH South Ltd., became 83.5% owned million tons, also 2% over the 1982 produc-| 
by WMC following BH South’s liquidation _ tion. These two States continued to account, 
early in the year. for about 95% of Australia’s coal production| 

An estimated 4,000 tons of phosphate and 100% of the country’s coal exports. 
rock was produced in South Australia, but Western Australia ranked third among the, 
it was unsuitable for superphosphate manu- coal-producing States, followed by South| 
facture owing to its high iron and alumi- Australia and Tasmania, respectively. Vic- 
num content, and it was used directly as toria produced only lignite and the North- 
fertilizer by Adelaide and Wallaroo Fertiliz- ern Territory had no production of any type 
ers Ltd. of boul 

Coal exports increased 21.5% over those 
MINERAL FUELS of 1982, with both New South Wales and 

Coal.—Both production and exports of Queensland sharing in the growth, 28.3% 
black coal attained record-high levels, de- and-19.8%, respectively. Japan continued to 
spite the industry having faced another be the primary market, receiving 59.6% of 
difficult year owing to continued stagnant _ total coal exports. 
international demand, worldwide oversup- _ The Queensland coal mines were predom- 
ply, large domestic stockpiles, and substan- inantly surface operations while under- 
tial price reductions on many export con- ground mining predominated at the New 
tracts. As a result of these adverse condi- South Wales operations, although opencut 
tions, exploration activity suffered a signifi- mines have been supplying an increasing 
cant reduction. percentage of New South Wales production 

Coal remained Australia’s largest single over the last few years. 
export earner, accounting for over one-third _A consortium led by Mclllwraith McEach- 
of export revenues from the minerals sec- an Ltd. purchased the Cook Colliery in 
tor, and about 15% of the country's export central Queensland from BHP Minerals 
earnings. In addition, coal accounted for and signed a long-term sales contract for 
more than 30% of the mining industry's coal exports to the Republic of Korea. Aus- 
employment. Slightly more than 60% of tralian Government approval was attained 
Australia’s salable coal production of 100 for two South Korean companies to hold a 
million tons was exported and somewhat 40% interest in the mine. BHP Minerals 
less than 40% was consumed domestically. had previously decided to close the mine. 
Coking coal continued to be primarily pro- _ Production commenced at M.1.M.’s Oakey 
duced for export, although an estimated 8 Creek Mine in Queensland at midyear. The
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mine will produce 3 million tons per year of in the Alligator Rivers region, Northern 

coking coal when full capacity is attained. Territory, was the largest uranium produc- 
Petroleum and Natural Gas.—Production er in Australia during the year, with 2,581 

of crude petroleum increased 12%, natural tons of U;O,, and the second largest in the 
gas rose 3%, and natural gas liquids in- world behind Rossing Uranium Ltd. in Na- 

creased 26% above 1982 levels. Australia’s mibia. The nearby Nabarlek treatment 
domestic oil production was about 420,000 plant produced 1,214 tons of U;O, from 

barrels per day, a new record high, of which stockpiled ore that was mined in one short 
about 90% was from the Gippsland Field in but intense period of opencut mining span- 

the Bass Strait between the Australian ning 4 months and 11 days in 1979. The 
mainland and Tasmania. Australia remain-  mill’s leaching cycle was modified during 

ed about 70% self-sufficient in crude oil the year to allow for the use of Caro’s acid, 
production. permonosulfuric acid, which tests showed 

While slightly below the banner year of had significant operating advantages over 
1982, hydrocarbons exploration and devel- _pyrolusite for leaching of the ore. 

opment drilling continued at near-record- Minatome Australia Pty. Ltd. released its 

high levels, with 278 wells drilled. Of these, draft Environmental Impact Statement for 
211 were for exploration (162 onshore, 49 Total Mining Australia Ltd.’s Ben Lomond 

offshore) and 62 were for development (37  uranium-molybdenum deposit in Queens- 
onshore, 25 offshore). However, the level of land in March. The statement included a 

seismic activity dropped significantly, with proposal to mine the western portion of the 
only one-third of the line kilometers being deposit by opencut methods and the eastern 

shot. The drop in offshore activity was even portion by underground methods. Total 
more pronounced, being only about one- Mining continued with its plan to develop 
quarter of the 1982 level. the deposits, although it appeared near 

The joint venture led by BHP Petroleum yearend that the Government would not 
Pty. Ltd. made perhaps the most significant approve its development in the near future. 
oil find in more than a decade, since the On November 7, an ALP caucus voted the 

discovery of the Bass Strait fields, in Aus- following: 
tralia in mid-1983. The wildcat Jabiru 1A 1. With the exception of the Olympic Dam 

well, 300 kilometers off the Western Aus- copper-uranium project at Roxby Downs, 
tralian coast in the Timor Sea, recorded South Australia, should a commercial deci- 

a flow rate of 7,500 barrels per day, the sion be made to proceed with the develop- 
highest test flow in Australian oil explora- ment of this mine, the development of any 
tion history, in an October test without a new uranium mines would not be permit- 

choke. Preliminary estimates indicate the ted. Additionally, exports from Olympic 
field contains 500 million barrels, of which Dam would be subject to whatever nuclear 

200 million barrels is recoverable. BHP safeguard arrangements apply at the time 
| Petroleum announced in late November of export. 

\that an extensive exploration program 2. An inquiry into Australia’s role in the 
| would be mounted in early 1984 to delineate nuclear fuel cycle will be conducted by the 
| the field. ‘Australian Science and Technology Council, 
| The Australian Government announced with a report to the Government not later 

| early in 1983 its declared policy to introduce than mid-1984. 

| a profit-based resource rent tax, or “excess 38. All future exports of Australian urani- 

| profits tax,” on the country’s hydrocarbons um under both existing and any future 
and minerals sectors by July 1, 1984. At contracts will be subject to the most strin- 

yearend, the Government was focusing its gent supply conditions, which will be deter- 
| efforts on the petroleum sector, and specifi- mined by the Government following the 

cally the offshore production areas as these inquiry. 
are under Federal, and not State, control. 4. A permanent commission will be 

| Uranium.—Australian production of ura- established to address, on an ongoing basis, 

| nium oxide (U;O,) decreased 27% from that the full range of issues relating to the 
of the record-high level reached in 1982, nuclear fuel cycle, reporting on a regular 

| largely owing to the closing of the Mary basis to the Government. 
Kathleen Mine, majority owned by CRA, in As a result of the above decisions, all 

| September 1982, but also to lower produc- other potential projects under consider- 
| tion at Energy Resources of Australia Ltd.’s ation, including Koongarra and Jabiluka in 

| Ranger Mine and QML’s operation at Na- the Northern Territory, the latter perhaps 
barlek. The Ranger opencut uranium mine, being the largest known deposit in the
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Western World; Ben Lomond in Queens- limited to minor amounts in medical, indus- 
land; Honeymoon and Beverley in South trial, and scientific applications. 
Australia; and Yeelirrie and Lake Way in —______ 
Western Australia, have been stopped tem- _*Physical scientist, Division of Foreign Data 

porarily. Where necessary, values have, been converted. from, : : Australian dollars (AG) to US. dollars at the rate o Australia had almost no domestic de- Asin Us$0sol asot bec-a1, 1988.“ (Re Fate of 
mand for uranium as no nuclear power- ‘Australian Bureau of Stasis, Foreign Ownership 
plants were in existence or on the drawing #r.Contte) of the Mining Industsy ay! {ected Mineral 
boards. Domestic uranium consumption was 

1



The Mineral Industry of 

| Austria 

| By George A. Rabchevsky* 

| Austria was a major producer of iron ore producers and fabricators, all subsidiaries 
in 1983 by domestic standards, although the of the state-owned Voest-Alpine AG (VA), 
steel industry still required imports of ore. are located. 
The country had a moderately large steel The metals mining and processing indus- 
industry, which competed on the European tries, however, did especially well, with 
export market, and was also a significant gains registered by most commodities. The 
world producer of graphite, magnesite, and mineral fuels industry continued its pre- 

tungsten. dicted incremental decline for the fifth 
| ‘The gross domestic product (GDP) grew year. The value of selected construction 
by 5.8%, at current prices, the second year materials amounted to $374 million, $270 
@f such growth since 1981. Real economic million of which was from cement alone.* 
growth for 1983 was slightly over 1%. Continued emphasis was placed on ener- 
Unemployment rose slightly to 4.5%, or gy savings, rationalization, and restructur- 
565,000 workers, from 3.7% in 1982. Al- ing efforts in the minerals processing indus- 
though the international steel crisis was try. The Government, in seeking to mini- 
mostly responsible for the unemployment, mize the employment reductions brought 
other industries, including quarrying and about by the restructuring, approved $891 
themicals, also contributed to it. The eco- million in aid to the nationalized industries, 
nomic impact of the steel crisis was felt mainly steel, as compensation for losses 

particularly in the States of Styria and incurred. 
‘Lower Austria where several iron and steel 

PRODUCTION 
| 

Overall industrial production, including sten, showed a sizable increase. This also 
the production of crude oil and refined applied to the metals processing and manu- 
|petroleum, declined in 1983 for the second facturing industries, of which secondary 
year. The Austrian Price Commission seri- aluminum showed the highest gains. Non- 
ously considered eliminating price controls metals did not perform as well, except in a 
on petroleum products early in 1984 to renewed increase in production of graphite, 
stimulate consumption and production. which jumped by 65%. The production of 
Contrary to the general trend, almost all cement and construction materials also de- 
production by metal mines, except tung- clined. 
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Table 1—Austria: Production of mineral commodities | 
(Metric tons unless otherwise specified) 
2 — ee ee et 

METALS ‘Atuxinam metal: 
Primmy.so0 scsuuwscsesc eee gga aay 45s aang at doo 
On error rem eine 41,984 31,926 46,343 39,066 56,785, 

Total = «MOTT —~«CR STO. —«WLAOL—aRR TAOS ‘Antimony, ibe oat, aad content Concentite ne Desleomient ot am 2 3 87 Gedmium metal ~~ ~772722777722222227 ‘H 36 8 ‘s “te Songer: f "Een wnday nn ___gt0 400300 _napn__asao 
Refined — i Ramey gs ccc oss 8812 9,303 F917 8,559 88 Secondary -=22T2TTTTTTTISS__ aha sotno0_—anado sooo ae 

Total —--- 32812 43,308, 29,117 41,559 1.30 Germanium, meal sone of onconies am Gm apn bale 
Tron and steel: . ~ x st 

He eran ~ thomand 3200 8.200 8,050 3.390 aslo fesyweight = thousand tons ; ; 85 eel Snkent= ===> MMMM ST es = i “a Pigiron —-—-----------do---- SBS Tt Fetrnlloy: lacie frase ~~~ "d= === 3 0 2 4 rd Steeherude snes voado> = 40a gtk aad Semimanofaianes==7-77"Tigo-27. Stee bai Lend Mine utput,metalontentofconcentrate-_ 498 gan —20— 086 
Meta: Sitter: 

TORE os coe caiae 5,981 5,418 3,343, 8,410 3,15 Secondary 22002220222 
Total gan === —«dWRADH-~«dNGOUSH:=S*~*~«s SSC Manganese, Mn content tdomevicironore"-- —SRon zig, OE ‘Tungsten, rine ouput, metal content of gigeneentrate TT 1,496 "2,150 1435 4m aut 

Mine output metal content ofconcentrate --. 0S SIT g065 Melalrefined™ = oneeTomemvntes- BOR Be Boe BRS NONMETALS Barta aos 249 s ai <<} GementRydraie® °“O7TT— Thaw Goa 
ae a re | 

Cruden 800004 BSG ag gee dona Marketable -=27222777—-777722 "tess “tase ited See “Sy Qi gene RR ims pss SG Felder crude. —2200277-T22"7TTo2T> Rae asta "Bae ST Graphitecrude <22222-77-"T7~~7TTTL ahora Gypmimand anhydrite rade=———"""---"~~ alias siti? stats 1843) TAN BT Gite nenenna= thooband ons "age “os ae hat Ne 
“Gi espencp——n—--—--d—-— gta Shntered ar deanna -~~ ~~~ “doo 7> 33 iat Se 0 1 Gauslseateined === 27 i a 102 s 2 Nitrogen N content af ammonia ~~~ ~—do-—~ 520 0 ise sm Pigments, mineral Micacenusiron oxide 8808) aL le gonna =o2c2_teiee IS Soh___ esting | 

Salt: 1 gk =o thon tone 1 1 1 1 1 
Breporated ————-do seo ao age a 459 Others Sooo 22 22TTTTaL a a Ey nt Fri 

Mila ase coscssccot idee 28 2 ea 9 501 
Sand and grave _ — — a Pa 8 9 ft 16 flepeessvoc7azazon7-doo__—9 00a 

Total <2 --do 00ers ——« 
See fotnotes at end of table
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Table 1.—Austria: Production of mineral commodities! —Continued 
(Metric tons unless otherwise specified) 

modi SCR 
NONMETALS —Continued 

fium compounds, n.e.s.:° 
SeLdhamenrbonstersgnthetic_ thousand tons. 10 10 10 10 110 Sodium sulfate synthetic =o soe 38 3 3 3 3 

Nlieiseoowcaeiae RN 11 12 1029 38 (uate and guar === go oe 219 is Hid m 
er including limestone and marbie_do- ~~~ _—*18042__—18,05_—ZAST_—,08_——_—20.809, 
Totaled aan 48081288898 

sulfur: — Byproduct: ‘Ofmetaliurgy 964 831 9138 950d aa po OkPetroleutm andnaturalgas "7. aK) BTS] THB] gS B58 Fromaypsumandanhydrite---------~>~_— Soa aang tue 
Total oon OOTSS LADD GRART RBH] g.906 Talend soapstone ———"7T2ITTILILTTL eas leos 6a 

‘MINERAL FUELS AND RELATED MATERIALS 
enh brown, and lignite thousand, tons. 241 2,865 8,061 3297 aoa Boros USESET Te ma p86 689 1808 Tee ins Gas, naisral: 
Gfom _________million cubic ect. S1aT7 tai a8 7582830 |Marketed ——77I2IITTMUON SUN a> aig bas disas «ROBB GB IBO ane SES cuU eee 1160 ‘350 970 Tor 1000, Petroleum 
Gride'.- thousand (2gallon barrels 1308910200998 

| Refinery products: —— —— peeling edo ag pao gga) sams 15 09 Kerosine and jet fuel —— ~~~ 72 "do = so 05s 132 1059 1079 | DistllatefueVo = =~ >>2 “do => gogo ef STesusd528T | Residual fuel oit —"2"""T2<—Tgo77- baat aerate) Tad T1886 | Pubrieaness 0 =2>2"227777gg0 227 1214 1020 ‘61 a8 ‘03 Liquefied petroleum gas ~~~ ~o. ~~ as ata ast 1158 
| Bitumen... -- 220 ____do_- > 2.286 2173 1,657 1,605 £1,600 Unspecified ——_77~>>27 777g. 7 Tass 0818 1300 | Refinery fuel and ioases ~~~ _ do 3.286 8.565 31320 3or2 2/250 

I Ce oe 7217619 «OOS ———«50R_———«BOMNE 
[reatimated Preliminary, "Revised 
Table includes data available through dune 1984, 
|PExcluding stone used by the cement and iron and stel industries. 

TRADE 

Austria, as did many other European example, VA was to provide $500 million 
cbuntries, depended heavily on foreign worth of continuous casters for Bethlehem 
trade. Export growth leveled off in the Steel Corp, the state-owned diversified steel 
second half of 1982 and was followed by company will also be working on a luxury 
stagnation in early 1983. However, exports ship, barges, and a floating crane worth $75 
picked up again during the second and third million for the Soviet Union. The company quarters of 1983. Export orders negotiated also entered into a joint venture with Micro- ‘pened new markets for Austria and thus systems Inc. of California for the manufac- 
promised renewed economic growth. For ture of microchips.*
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‘Table 2.—Austria: Exports of selected mineral commodities* 

(Metric tons unless otherwise specified) 
Destinations, 1982 _— 

Commodi; 1981 oe ee ¥ United Other (principal) 

METALS 
‘Aluminum: Metal including alloys: Berape 2 Tae aaa 56,371 51406 West Germany 26,167; Italy 23,045. 

Unwrought - ===>" 7 77> 24968 271635 «West Germany 7,420; Japan 6,541, 
Semimanufactures-————---—-— 64611 «68,667 «1,614 West Germany 18,822; France 5,130, 

Chromium: Ore and concentrate —— 109 49". All to West Germany. 
Copper: 

Mdalfate’—— o-ocawsweuee ste 2,158 2 _ Alto Denmark 
Metal including alloys: 

Serap soso ea wesae 5,410 5,021 West Germony 3.174; Netherland 
Unwrought. == -=-=2+= 23,554 19,574 __ Italy 8,644; West Germany 7,480. 
Semimanufactures —— ~~~. 15,854 17063180 West Germany 5,477; Italy 4,313. 

Gold: Metal including alloys, unwrought 
‘and partly wrought troy ounces — nai 19,180 NA West Germany 1,960; Switzertany 

Tron and steel: Metal: i 
Serpe ecwene nes 12815 8840 Italy 3,529; Switzerland 2.789, 
Pig iron, cast iron, related materials — ear AAT) 09 West Germany 1285; Bulgaria 1132 
Ferroalloys ..-------------— 10375 12085289 Romania 2,700; Boland 1,515. | 
Steel, primary forme ————-~--——~ 405,900 276,759 8,862 West Germany 155,358; Italy 48,785. 

smimanufactures: 
Bars, rods, angles, shapes, sections 405,480 340,387 6,203 West Germany 89,601; Italy 81,261) 
Universals, plates, sheets — 1374158 1.206320 8059 USS 416,312; West Germany 
‘Hoop and strip_.---------- 101,056 7,199 8B West Germany 29,925; USSR. 

Rails and accessories... 80.919 88,870 «550 Switzerland 21,421; Iran 12,647. 
Wine ssh otc e SEE AEE 57.135 58141 678 West Germany 26,355. 
Tubes pines tings --“———Z 86187807510 88.011 West Germany 64,856, USSR. 
‘Casting and forgings, rough. — 14,227 14,584 427 -~—- West Germany 5,008; Italy 1,370. 

Lead: Metal including alloys, unwrought 334 837 Hungary 600; West Germany 179. 
‘Magnesium: Metal including alloys: 
Borage ieee 528 630 NA West Germany 483; Italy 190. 
Unwrought — eons 215 183 ___ All to West Germany. 
‘Semimanufactures ~~ >_> > 430 495 NA West Germany 336; Sweden 68, 

Molybdenum: Metal including alloys, all forms 1.018 1045 NANA. 
Nickel: Metal including alloys: ‘Scrap 451 255... West Germany 175; Switzerland 39. 

Unwrought ———_—~ >_> LILLE 105, 8 = Yugoslavia T. 
Somimanufactares ~~ 581 382 BL West Germany 123; Algeria 0. 

Platinumgroup metals: Metals including 
alloys, unwrought and partly wrought troy ounces. 9259146 West Germany 8,102; Greece 1,73¢ 

Rareearth metals == 25 ‘51862 West Germany 7; Italy 70; France 
Silver: Metal including alloys, unwrought and partly wrought i ‘i ‘ 

‘thousand troy ounces. 1,880. West Germany 1,169; Yugoslavia 594 
‘Tungsten: Metal including alloys, all ” usoslavia 5 
aera 1,248 663 NANA. 

Oridee os isc aeso 68 1306 Hungary 718; Yugoslavia 526. 
Metal including alloys: Berep ooo esse 708 558. Alto West Germany. Bites ccc RR =z SMS PE ovat 

other, Smimamufackares “TTT T* ‘392 448 3 West Germany 165; Switzerland 114 
ther: ‘Oxides and hydroxides —_ 395 536 —«84_—_—Htaly 865; West Germany 65. ‘Ashes and residues... = 92,526 107,004 ~—«15._—_‘Ttaly 80,855; West Germany 20,984, 
‘Waste and sweepings of precious metals. value, thousands__ $1,940 $4846 «NA West Germany $3,624; France $650, 
Base metals including alloys, all forms ‘603 704 19 taly 49; United Kingdom 145, 

NONMETALS 
Abrasives, ne: Grinding and polishing Wheels and stones = 13,475 11922 25 West Germany 1,809; Italy 1,045 
Cement. --—--- =n a nena 22240 BBD West Germany 12751; Cuecho- 
Chalk «owen nee nnnnnenn nnn 2,604 1987 = -_ Hungary 1,521; Italy 208. 
Clays, crude: Dinas earth 165 mm Hungary 539; Malaysia 49 

Kolin cc SOGESETEZITIETIT 24987 27,863 Hungary 18,978; Italy 10,095. 
See footnotes at end of table.
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‘Table 2.—Austria: Exports of selected mineral commodities! —Continued 

(Metric tons unless otherwise specified 
ee nee ne eens Destinations 1688 

‘Commodit “ila i veer 982 ed Other (principal 
pee oe ge 

NONMBTALS ~Continued 
Diamond: Gem, nts oe wale, thousands. — sug $528 =. Silaeland 361; Went Germany 
Feriizer materials: Manufactured ; 

Phophatie =. acc oeshces 16,285 50,348, NA Hungary 33,994; Czechoslovakia 

‘Unspecified and mixed —_____- 148,924 816,997 30 West: Germany 489,088; East Geman tie o0t 
Graphite natural 14640 aRk Laan 8318, West Germany 42 
Graphite satu ooocviaat RR West etmany 160844 
[ns eee =~ West Germany 108; Hungary 550. 
Magnesite — Saas eas 96,636, 160,567 164 OU. ee 48,000; West Germany 

Mica: Crude including splittings and —_ 

ee ce 448 «2 Ygolavin 24; Greee 165 
Pagans mia Returverede Tot 1089) West Geman 80; United King 

Inonoxios ond hydrides, provined ee ee poet oat Soe cones ole en dened wenden ousand carats. «4005-4000 TH. West Germany 2155 aly 120 
Natural -—---—thowwand cysts ASB ESD. au8d_ India 7.080 Went Germany 10 

gute es TEE PHS EG lovin 201 aly 170 
Sith cnminboae Catbeoain aanuetined.——— vem agora Yapolvin 0 Tanzania 00 
lapis! So<oai2= eh RESIS Wet rman 2.0 
one cand and pave Binnie alse 

‘Crade and partly worked —___— 107,248 116,684 se ‘Weal Germany. 96,075; Switzerland 

Worked nN «24NKG_——219—_ Wet Gesmany 12,74, Suterland 
Dolomite, chit refractory grade — 49654185. West Germany 3457; France 24 
Grvelanderuhedrock =~ 469488 ORTH Best Germany 8,118; Sitzeriand nb estan ster than dimension e197 alto West German 
Quarts and quarts 156 $3212 Gaechoslovakia 276; Yraq 28 

ind other than metal-bearing - ——— 187,914 157,374 = Sivieeriand 77,823; West Germany 

Sulfur Sulforicacid——— 5895 «14547 ©NA_Yugulavin 20618 tay 1835 
Fefetcttesepanevoiiie --—sakeae RANGE Wa Somany S80 ayia 

de ggg Went Germany 205 aly 35. 
Sinltsddroas nat talcaring—~ ©—«0RRAY = aes 17 West Germany 153505 Taly 8,07, 
MINERAL FUELS AND RELATED MATERIALS 

Aaypatt pantera netie—____~ 3 ast Sturt a See ey cee azerce 5% o> MPSS is, Cette ing bigiets oh «=asg8 72 West Germany 15228 
oo one Se TEST x West Germany 285 Switerland 34 ee a _ feailzdudapbviuccand titer“ 05T|©——635D_— aly 0 Switaland 66 

‘Crude... .______42-gallon barrels. 51 7 ~~ All to West Germany. Rete probes ciel at leu gas : do 208918 598308 ___Hkly 558,200, Wast Germany 25,002 Gasoline for: 7aRNS BS => Wed Germany f0L 580 Gee igandwax "do. «=| MAD Laer 2 Netherlands 2081 Mineral erita ae” Tagaat —"B0g) <2 Weat Germany 1048 Hungary 4022 BERS RA SoS —> RY MESS TT Yale Sh Ceca ee a ee 
Residual fuel oil . 992 38,828 —-- Poland 38,035. Bittioen ond oihar ris So 14028 89501. Cachalovakn 9095 Poland 10914 
Bituminous mintures.--dec=-= ESB ——HASME 2 __‘Rigorn RBA WeSt Cormany 

NA Not available 
‘Table prepared by Jozef Plachy.
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Table 3.—Austria: Imports of selected mineral commodities* 
(Metric tons unless otherwise specified) 

Commodity 1981 198 “Gated Unites Other (principal) 

METALS 
Alkali metals... --------- "BL 59. West Germany 68 
‘Aluminum: Ore and concentrate_ =~ 36655 24.045 Guinea 16,884 
Onides andhydronides =~~~=~2->-Bt4a13——a964 55 Hungary 17,080; West Germany 
Metal including allo < Serep nen --------=- S8OBB_ STRAY USSR 4.260 Hungary 1708, 

Unwrought. ~~~ >>> =o > 33,160 43/909 6 West Germany 24,356; Norway 6,157 
Semimanufactares —— ~~~ ~~~ 378524204018 Wat Germany 17721; Switeriand 

Antimony: \d concentrate. ----- ar 21. All from Canada. 
Chega one cecoccnaots 38 6 NA USSR83; Belgium Luxembourg 46, 
Metal including alloys, ali forms ——— 52 48 NA Belgium-Luxembourg 82; Bolivia 11. 

Chromium: ‘Ore and concentrate. 42334 49.906 Republic of South Africa 39,738. 
‘Oxides and hydroxides — ~~ ——_~ n 328 5 West Germany 178; USSR. 52. 

Columbium and tantalum: Metal includ. ing alloys, all forms, tantalum ————— 19 30 8 Belgium-Logembourg 7; West 
ermany 

Conger is ss UlEate a ee 613 586. Italy 872; France 116. 
Metal including alloys Scraps ---- == 18014 29,009 40. USSR.12899; West Germany 9,171 

‘Unwrought__——-~2~2222> 12975, 15407 —«$2.—- West Germany 3,175; Chile 2,553 
Semimanufactares -——————_ 63183 «56.3525 West Germany 27,389; Italy 8,508. 

Gold: Metal including alloys, unwrought ‘and partly wrought ~ -- troy ounces, 100953 116485—«32_—Republio of South Afric 58,007; West, 
many 32,923. 

Iron and steel: 
Iron ore and concentrate: Excluding roasted pyrite 

‘thousand tons_— 3.423 3,241 ~ _ USSR.897; Sweden 745; Canada 
4 

rite, roasted... 45515 $3,962 _—‘Yugoslavia 15,058; West Germany Py i038 
Metal 

Scrap o.cccnucawnn----- 169,755 880,862 «39 West Germany 129,702; Poland 
105,518 

Pig iron, cast iron, related 
pommel 81,995 T847_-—«BL_—« USSR. 41,885; West Germany 9,786. 
erroalloys: 

Ferrochromium —————. 16827 23625 Yugoslavia 6,724; USSR. 4,980. 
Ferromanganese—— ~~ ~~ 2104 = 24466 «= Norway 14,114; West Germany 5,985 
Ferrosilicon-------—-—— 13336814413. Yugoslavia 6,228; USS.R. 3,544 
Unspevified- ~~ _ 11329 9.088 3 West Germany 188; Ceecheslovekie 

Steel, primary forms —____-_- 181,564 142,291 35, West Germany 45,896; Hungary 
Semimanufactures: ™ 

Bars, rods, angles, shapes, sec- ions ee 282,755 «229,781.18 West Germany 96,814; Italy 69,282. 
Universals, plates, sheets 225979 «225.949 BTS West Germany 108,710; Ttaly 22,626, 
Hoop and strip —— 67802 70,751 1 West Germany 47,969; Italy 6866. 
‘Ralls and accessories ~~~ 5125 444 West Germany 2,471 Switzerland 
Wire 27,158 29,644 5 West Germany 10,628; Belgium. 

Luxembourg 7,132 
Tubes, pipes, fittings 185.902 «M7178 West Germany 80,170; Italy 21,493, 
Castings and forgings, rough 1250212416 8 West Germany 8935; Switzerland 

Lead: " 
‘Ore and concentrate... 1,728 6993 __ Canada 5,560; Italy 1,393. 
Oxides eos OST ESEAETE 1/009 1/080 > West Germany 543; Netherlands 456. Metal including alloys: 

Sérap eo ec norson 3,605 26T —____Swigerland 1,138; West Germany 
Unwrought.. 35700 (82,549 9 West Germany 14.218; Belgium- Luxembourg 6,326 
Semimanufactures 750 609. West Germany 548, 

Magnesium: Metal including alloys: 
Unwrought en 1,968 150 492. aly 580; Norway 301 
Semimanufactures_—.-—— ~ 189 Wt 7 West Germany 68; Italy 29. Manganese: Ore and concentrate, metal- 
lurgical-grade = — 459 429 13. Australia 150; Netherlands 140 

Mercury Tépound flasks a 290 West Germany 174; China 87 
See footnotes at end of table.
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‘Table 3.—Austria: Imports of selected mineral commodities' —Continued 
‘Metric toe clan otherwen spect 

Cosmet cert Te Rs Sources TE 
Commit “ «ee ULUL y Ges inet tinal) 

estes ner le 
METALS Continued 

Molybdenum; Gre on iaraier sausesico Lge 800 NANA, 
Motel includ lays stop=—-—~ 8 RA) NestGermany 2 Yogotavia 

viet 
" ‘Matte and speiss — _...-------- 134 833 244 Cuba 324; Netherlands 203. 

Metal including alloy Se essen sen 35192 West Germany 188; Netherlands 6 
Grewamcezesae te 28s 1032 Canad 8 Repub o South Ati 

Semimanufactres === 429 Set 53 We Germany 28, United Kingdom 
Platinum group etal: Metal ncoing sn eieanranawecay eon oes fmena ery ounces 24 BBTILNA__ Wt Germany 2,128; Switeland 
arcearth tay a 3 14) NA West Germany 112; Japan 1 
oo nid aloe "Blue thousands... $1,295 $22. Allfeom Yugoslavia aise antgs neo Sl poly woot THOlEna toy omen. 658104818 Germany 891; Suierand 
‘Tin: Metal including alloys: ” 
(oh 40 45 West Germany 164 Roivia 85. 
Beniatefasimess= = SSRIS io 12 WESLGCTREDY 12 Rekehonasse 

rupgien em concentrates BM425.—=S «ATR stella 17; France 286, Ee oni i eee ct Ho oNA ONE Ss als Becca mm 28 65 Canada 65, Wost Germany 58. 
Givtoughts 2 cs 1B Regabccres 8 Wk Gormany 1 B 

Sreand concentrate = MBL SRB aly 8106, Canchonovakig 1.26, Seen tee ceecetiea 3 Sh Wek Gatmany ot Ratt 
Bhepowder =n 53 BalgumLunemnbocg 408 West, oman 1 Metal ictuding alloys: Te nnn 44g) 4M Mest Germany 3,489; Rance 148 sonee Senimetfagares—-oaa=a= IAN > NSRGSIRSS LISS Ris 

Siasand concentrates... —«AYSKE_—«AAIB «L418 _Netherands 570; Republ of South ett Oxides and hydroxides --.----- 201-4088 BChna BM France 198, SARS RMERESSS <ooTaaaaT tS wks TURES SN ast cermany 4 ‘sted avoonlngs of preiane metals ers cvalue.. $183,283 $75,620 Denmark $71,374 we tkashcldingaigcattons «= "tas «| MED np USSR SAN 
‘NONMETALS 

Abrasiven nos “iri Garand nn BASSE Ee germany sane ran igmcapide 777777 st Germany Last: Now 
‘Dust and powder of precious and semi- ¥ wey rela tones iin somond cia 269 448309. _Switerland 20; West Germany 14 Asbestos crude. aged ant Canada BNONUSS A ETE) Aiitadwihenes227To77—7 Bs Fao Wgatgarmany 2648 Coathstvakin zn Boron meterals:Crude natural borates «20985 OBE SAS) Turkey Th, Cementsn nnn W208 388 West Germany 10,149; Belgium- Chronboure at 

ist n esmareneeuentes 1,153 S177. France 1884; West Germany 864 Gls ere secon ss 389 NA West Germany 5 Caen geod NA Cethentovaa Lavin Raommteewth-cn-v-anoron> HOR HERD Gthoctovatia $4396 United King- domes Unspecied «9007S TRIBAL Watt Germany 52.985 Catch Siovakie 
Se footnotes at end of table
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‘Table 3.—Austria: Imports of selected mineral commodities! —Continued 
(Metric tons unless otherwise specified) 

TT _—— Sources, 1982 7 
‘Commodity 1981 198 “United Ceri United Other (principal) 

NONMETALS —Continued 

Diamond: 
‘Gem, not set or strung 5 vvalue, thousands. — $6397 $4728 $188 yao 695; Belgium Luxembourg 
Industrial ____________do. 3236 $358 2 Republic of South Africa $125; West, Sermany $110. 

Diatomite and other infusorial earth ——— 8,007 7,958 1.170 Czechoslovakia 2,058; Hungary 1,944, 
Feldspar oe 5893, 5,095 ~ Sweden 2,509; West Germany 2,064, 
Fertilizer materials Grude,nes -—-———-- 3742 3978 West Germany 2.014; Italy 1,669. 

Manufactured: ‘Ammonia 00s a 27,056 8036 Romania 4,231; Czechoslovakia 1,949. Nitrogenous ————-_-_ 2 To)6 18185 NA_ West Germany 46/40; Hungary 
Phosphatic. 89,252 79,711 1,202 France 46,165; West Germany 17,565. 
Potassic.-—--2_--2--- 2 = 267/697 = 261875 NANA. 
Unspecified and mixed--—---- 187218 147.886 8808 West Germany 116,611; Italy 19,248. Hloorspar: seege) ue neEEnSGe Toot "TIT Bast Germany 5.077; West Germany 

Graphite, natural _____ 1,056 2,653 1 North Korea 1,061; China 789. Gypsum and plaster -— ~~~ 222222 11,968 get 20 West Germany 908 aly 474, Une oo coon noes USOT oSeSES 2657 4306 © __ Yugoslavia 9,388; West Germany 467, 
‘Magnesium compounds Magnesite == s----------- "99.975 9,529 2 Italy 22,589; Turkey 20,696. 

‘Oxides and hydroxides. ~~~ ~~~ >~ 4516 2165. Norway 868; West Germany 598. 
Mica: Crude including splittings and Waste woe noe aan 222. West Germany 118; Norway 52. 
Nitrates, erude = ~~~ 2DTIIIT S 12 >> All from West Germany, 
Phosphates rade “—T7"TTTIIITT ano 5,615 141,82 lara 67.11; Morocco 87,90 
Pigments, mineral: ‘Natural, crude. es 346 2085 “France 1,352; Spain 670. 

Iron oxides and hydroxides, processed 3317 3219 LL West Germany 3,171; France 25. | Potassium salts,erudess nets 13,581 11965 Wet. Germany 10,30; Bast Germany 
‘Precious and semiprecious stones other " 

than diamond: | Natural thousand carats. Hat — AML 25 Wost Germany 7.735 Brasil 5.120 
Synthetic —— =~ “don 46175 71100-9425 Switzerland 86,195; France 16,530, 

Sodium compounds, nes. Carbonate, manufactured... 1,981 1,97 NA East Germany 710; Poland 404. 
Sulfate, manufactured ~~ ~~ ~~ — > "444 232 West Germany 168; Switzerland 64 

Stone, sand and gravel 
Dimension stone: 

‘Crude and partly worked —____ 42612 36,284 ~ Italy 20,560. : Worked 40510 (38712 < Italy 27,781; West Germany 6,137. 
Dolomite, chiefly refraciory-grade —_ a2 3240 > Ttaly 2,201; West Germany 712, 
Gravel and crushed rock 241,649 «258,387 = West Germany 224,488; Italy 17,976. 
Quartz and quartzite. ~~ === 32451 S70 Hungary 20676; West Germany 
‘Sand other than metal-bearing 470,897 444,378 2 West Germany 238,912; Grechoslovakia 164,686, 

Sulfur: 
Elemental: Crude including native ‘and byproduct 02818-84658 ___—_ West Germany 39,080; Poland 35,417 
Sulfuric acid. ~~~ 22L2L LL 24,290 191492 West Germany 14,485; Hungary 

45 
Fale steatite, soapstone, pyrophylite — 1674 2628 ©. France 979; Norway 698. 
‘Crude. 2 s 7685 ——Th210 2188 West Germany 26.26; Hungary 

22,061 
Slag and dross, not metal-bearing . 25,828 29352 «88 Taly 18,589; West Germany 5,795, 
MINERAL FUELS AND RELATED 

MATERIALS 
‘Asphalt and bitumen, natural ——___ 1,708 1,179 10 ‘Trinidad and Tobago 1,359. 
Garbon: Carbon black —————==7==== 241829 «26211 BS West Germany 14,176; Italy 8,653, 

‘Anthracite... thousand tons... 58 18 USSR. 12; West Germany 5 
Bituminous -— "=~ do. 2,661 2884 $04 Czechoslovakia 827; Poland 778 
Briquets of anthracite and bituminous 
Cdl nn dO 30 25 — __ West Germany 22 Lignite including briquets — “do. _—— 863 1047 Yugoslavia 301; Fast Germany 364, 

Coke and semicoke ~~~ do —— Set. “ST TL Cagchostovakia 809; West Germany 
Gas,natural_..__ million cubic feet. 141,212 106,870 USSR. 104,573. 
Peat including briquets and litter 65243 © 65,491 West Germany 41,230; USSR. 

16,069. 
See footnotes at end of table.
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Table 3.—Austria: Imports of selected mineral commodities' Continued 
(Metric tons unless otherwise specified) 

Sources, 1982 Commodity 1981 use Ghia onarigemaan 

‘MINERAL FUELS AND RELATED "MATERIALS —Continued 
Petroleum: ‘Crude~ thousand 42-gallon barrels. «55,856. 45,479 Saudi Arabia 14,151; USSR. 10,475; | Libya 8,750. Refinery products ee Lighefied petroleum gas 

do. 610 610 1 West Germany 438; Hungary 52 
| Ganoline 2.5 sdas 4,820 5,181 @) West Germany 2,715; Italy 1,992. | Mineral jelly and wax -—do-——— 18 ‘03 1 West Germany 72; Hungary 10 Kerosine and jet fuel -do-- ~~ a 68 @)_—_taly 30, West Germany 23, 
| Distillate fuel oil do. 1,883 LIB @ West Germany 856; Czechoslovakia 
| Lubricants ——__do 1881 1919 5 Czechoslovakia 609; Hungary 315, Residual fuel oil > “do. _— 6,638 79 West Germany 2,206; Caecheslovakia 

Bitumen and other residues ° | do____ 1,588 1500 __ West Germany 603; Italy 487. 
| Bituminous mixtures...do. 42 38 (2) West Germany 26. Petroleum coke —-.- do. 207 415214 West Germany 175, 
FRevised. NA Not available. 
*Table prepared by Jozef Plachy. 
Less than 1/2 unit, 
| 
| COMMODITY REVIEW 

j METALS industry was undergoing major moderniza- 
lgseay tion, restructuring, and diversification. | Antimony.—Of the four producers of an- Vereinigte Edelstahlwerke AG (VEW), a timony in Western Europe, Austria was the subsidiary of VA and a prominent specialty 

second largest after France, and ahead of steel producer, was particularly affected by 
Spain and Italy. Bleiberger Bergwerks- unfavorable market conditions in the past 
Union AG was the only producer in Austria several years. VEW was to reduce its annu- 
with mining operations located at Stadt a] steel capacity from 280,000 tons to about Schlaining in Burgenland in the southwest 195,000 tons by 1983, or by about 45%. 
where stibnite, the antimony mineral, oc- About 520,000 tons, or 12% of the country’s 
curs disseminated in graphite schists as overall steel output, including the output of small lenses and veins interbedded with YEW, was specialty steel of all grades, 
limestone and chlorite schists. In 1982, ‘The steel industry continued to adopt 
there were 151 workers at the mine, of cost-saving technologies, such as continuous 
which 11 were administrative employees. casting. In 1983, more than 75% of steel was 
The state-owned company's capacity was produced by this method, in contrast to 60% over 28,000 tons of antimony ore annually in 1981. VA in 1988 also began trial runs of 
and about 1,000 tons of concentrate. The its first primary plasma furnace at its plant 
antimony produced was used solely at Blei- in Linz. The $5.5 million furnace, based on 
berger’s own chemical and metallurgical technology from the German Democratic 
plant for the production of alloys and anti-  Republic’s Freital Works, was the largest in 
mony derivatives. the world at a capacity of 45 to 60 tons. 

Tron and Steel.—Although Austria's iron _In the last 10 years, industry efforts have and steel industry faced problems similar to aimed at improving its competitive position 
those of other major Western producers, by reducing manufacturing costs. As a re- 
such as excess capacity, increased foreign sult of these measures, the number of blast 
competition, and weak prices, the overall furnaces in Austria was reduced from 9 to 4, 1988 production of iron and steel increased. electric furnaces declined from 34 to 15, and Nevertheless, the iron and steel industry the last of 10 open hearth furnaces in 
operated ata loss under the direction of the operation 10 years ago was shut down late 
state-owned VA. Subsidies and other finan- in 1982. The number of operational basic 
cial aid since 1970 have reportedly surpass- oxygen furnaces remained unchanged at 
ed $1 billion to help cover losses while the eight units. The number of rolling mills has 
|
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declined from 33 units in the early seventies ble GATT proceedings and established a 
to 22 units in 1983. However, these meas- consultive mechanism for the two countries. 
ures did not proportionately reduce the Lead and Zine.—Alll of Austria's lead-zine 
available capacity. For example, the pres- mining and smelting was concentrated in 
ent 8 basic oxygen furnaces have a combin- the southern State of Carinthia, with min- 
ed total capacity exceeding that of the 8 ing at Villach and smelting at Arnoldstein. 
furnaces in operation 10 years ago by 32%; Mining has been decreasing for a number of 
each of the 15 electric furnaces has a ca- years, although in 1983 it again reached the 
pacity that is about 105% larger than that 1980 level. The production of lead, more 
of any 1 of the 34 units in operation in the _ than that of zine, continued its decline, and 
early seventies. the production of secondary smelter lead 

‘Austria operated only one surface iron was increased at the expense of the pri- 
mine at Erzberg, the largest in EuropeThe mary. 
ore from Erzberg was delivered by rail to _Bleiberger, the only producer, continupd 
VA's steel mills in Donawitz and Linz for exploration and evaluation of local re- 
production of self-fluxing sinter averaging Serves.* \ 
50% iron with 3% manganese. The ore _ Tungsten.—The mine at Mittersill near 
grade and the tonnages, however, were Salzburg was the only tungsten producer in 
insufficient to meet domestic demand, and Austria and was also Europe's largest. The 
Austria imported more than one-half of its mine accounted for 30% of total tungsten 
iron ore. In 1982, the quantity of iron ore output in Europe. The mine employed 86 
delivered to Austrian blast furnaces ran to employees in 1982, of which 57 were labor- 
6.1 million tons, of which 49.7% came from €¥8. The miners worked an 8-hour shift 250 
the domestic steel industry's own mining ays per year. The open pit is at an ele- 
operations; the balance was imported. In ation of 7,590 feet, and because of heavy 
terms of iron content, the ratio of domestic Snowfall operated only from June to to 
to imported iron ore was 34.5:65.5. The bulk ber, while the underground mine operated 
of iron ore was imported from Austria's continuously. The mine is owned and oper- 
traditional supplier countries: the Soviet ated by Wolfram Bergbau- und Fadi 
Union, 937,000 tons; Sweden, 745,000 tons; geselischaft mbH, in which VA held 47.5% 
Canada, 694,000 tons; and Brazil, 692,000 interest and Metallgesellschaft AG of the 
den Federal Republic of Germany 47.5%; tHe 

Most of Austria’s steel was exported in Temaining 5% was held by Teledyne Inc. of 
finished forms, including that to the United the United States. | 
States. Under an agreement, and as a result _ The ore continued to be extracted both by 
of complaints lodged by the United States Surface mining and underground oper- against Austria, Austria began to limit its ations. In 1983, ore production was about 
deliveries of specialty steel to the United 200,000 tons from the open pit at Ostfeld 
States to an annual quota of 2,400 tons, as 284 220,000 tons from the underground imports of US. steel mill products also Mine at nearby Westfeld. By 1984, the open 
qedined: pit was expected to be mined out, so that by 

‘The United States recently concluded an 1985 about 400,000 tons should come from 
Orderly Marketing Agreement (OMA) with the underground mine. In 1983, an under- ‘Austria for specialty steel. As a result of a round crusher and a 1.6-mile-long convey- 
suit by the USS. steel industry and the US. 0° belt system was being completed, for 
Steelworkers Federation, it’ was asserted 0Peration at yearend 1984. Production was 
that market gains achieved in the United mticipated to continue at about the 1979 
States by Austrian (and other foreign) sup- vel of 1,496 tons for at least another 8 
pliers were attributable almost solely to Ye2*s. Consumption of tungsten in Austria 
practices inconsistent with U.S. law and has meroased almost three times since 1973, 
Austria’s obligations under General Agree- ‘he year the mine opened. 
ment on Tariffs and Trade (GATT). The 
OMA was negotiated on the instruction of NONMETAES 
the President of the United States as the Calcium Carbonate.—Generally, the ma- 
means to implement the import program jority of calcium carbonate producers in 
for specialty steel. The OMA established an Western Europe restrict production facili- 
annual quota of 2,400 tons for Austria’s ties to their country of origin, although 
future exports of specialty steel to the exceptions do occur. The largest producer of 
United States. Furthermore, it settled possi- precipitated calcium carbonate (PCC) in 

-
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Europe, for example, the Solvay Group, had _ the Solvay Group of Belgium, produced PCC 
no PCC production facilities in Belgium at Ebensee.* 
where it is headquartered, but has oper- Gypsum.—The Austrian gypsum indus- 

ations in Austria, France, and the Federal _ try is relatively young. There were 13 gyp- 
Republic of Germany. The production of cal-_ sum works prior to World War I, but only 3 
cium carbonate fillers in Austria was domi- remained by 1937. The building boom that 
nated by two companies, Algobel-Werke followed World War II, however, resur- 
Brandner GmbH (AWB), and Gersheim rected the industry, and by 1954, Chemie 
GmbH. AWB operated a calcite mine at Linz AG was producing about 400,000 tons 
Kainach with 50,000 tons annual capacity, By 1973, the combined output of crude 
and another at Salla with 40,000 tons. gypsum and anhydrite reached almost 
Various grades of calcite were produced, 900,000 tons, but because of overcapacity, 
such as granules, coarse fillers, fine fillers, the production has stabilized to a yearly 
and slurries used in the paint, plastic, average of about 750,000 tons. In 1983, there 
paper, and construction industries. Ger- were eight operational gypsum works and 
sheim, a subsidiary of PleussStaufer AG of mines distributed along the northern Cal- 
Switzerland, operated a quarry and a proc- careous Alps. Two of the companies also 
essing plant at Gummern. Also in Austria, mined anhydrite.” 
Ebenseer Solvay-Werke AG, a member of 

Table 4.—Austria: Gypsum plants and mines in 1983 

—_Gompany——SS—~peration —~SSS™S~Cioeaton—~S™S™Sapaclty trie tone 

MgiiuwierCipercctcat, © Splaggmneand = Puchberg----~ One anya Underground mine. Grundlsee near Wienern \ 
200,000 tons of gypsum Plant — Bad Ausseo J “and anharite ErgeSalsbunper Gimwerker, | Undergoud mine. Modan Webing/AbTonaul 100,000 ons of gypsum 

bs surface mine anc fan-Moose¢ 200,000 tons of um bcos Kenata.cn. ee Mn Ae 
“Giosplattenwerk Gnbil Seraceminesizes: Spleen En Se } 80,000 tons of gypsum, Plant... Weissenbach - Gipsbergbau Preinsfeld GmbHi(a ‘Underground mine” Near Heligenkreaa ~ 50,000 tons of gypsum, ‘Subsidiary of Berimooser ‘all destined for the 
igeborghau Trogees Oberon, AG Surfa Oberort 35,000 ons oh aya [imoubidiary ofGipewerkeS Sar, Surenemine -——— —Oberort .-- © Mallforthe cement - mbt dustry anhydrite i 

Gipewerke Schretter & Cie GmbH ___-do Weissenbach 30,000 tans of gypsum Gipatergin Adon AG ab “do [7TDIIL—NesrArdning 2222277 25,000 tons otaypsum. 

Magnesite—Austria had a vital and reli- 55,000 tons of sinter." OAMAG was totally 
able magnesite industry, Tiroler Magnesite owned by General Refractories Co. of the 
|AG being the largest producer. There were United States. 
three other operating companies, and Sand (Silica).—The major silica sand pro- 
‘among the four companies there were five ducer in Austria was Quarawerke GmbH, 
working mines and six calcining plants. In part of the Quarawerke Group of the Fed. 
1982, the mines employed 280 workers, and eral Republic of Germany, which in turn 
the plants, 3,504 workers. Most of the ore, or was an associate of SCR-Sibelco SA of Bel- 
56%, was mined underground. The second gium. The company operated a plant at 
largest producer, Osterreichisch-Amerika- Zelking in the Lower Austria State and 
nische Magnesit AG (OAMAG) celebrated another at St. Georgen in Upper Austria 
its 75th anniversary in 1983. Its only mine State. Both quarries mined fluvial Oli- 
at Radenthein had the capacity to pro- gocene deposits with high feldspar and sili- 
duce 284,000 tons of crude magnesite and ca sand contents. The plant feed was wash-
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ed and sieved, passed through attrition exploration, 60% of which was provided by 
scrubbers, floated, classified in upward- the governments, with little hope, however, 
current classifiers, and dried on fluid-bed or _ of locating new deposits. 
rotary driers. The plants had a washing The indigenous production was protected 
capacity of about 300,000 tons and a flota- by an import licensing system, under which 
tion capacity of 130,000 tons. About 18% of imports are allowed if the requirements 
the Austrian silica sand requirements of could not be met domestically. As there was 
about 850,000 tons was imported. Natural no considerable international market for 
sand for industrial and construction uses lignite, this was mainly a measure of regu- 
was also imported from and exported to the _ lating lignite imports from neighboring cen- 
Federal Republic of Germany. trally planned economy countries. | 

Natural Gas.—Most of Austria's domestic 
MINERAL FUELS natural gas was produced in the Vienna 

is 3 Basin. Gas reserves were estimated at over 
venta ena pie 314 billion cubic feet early in 1983. During 
Emports of some petroleum products de. the Year, production declined drastically, to 
creased also. The main reasons for the bout onethird of the consumption of 152 
decline in energy demand have been the billion cubic feet of gas per year. It was 
more rational use of energy in response to estimated that in 1985 75% of gas require- 
high energy costs, effects of energy conser- ments will be imported, and 60%, by 1990. 
vation measures, and weather conditions. 8 part of the extension of the existing 1982 
About 75% of Austria’s total energy re. Contract, additional quantities of gas im- 
quirements were met through imports of Ports from the Soviet Union have been 
crude oil, and in 1983, these were at sub- Contracted for: 
stantially higher prices than a decade earli- | 1. Contract No. 1 was signed on June 1, er The cost of imported petroleum and 1958, for delivery of 53.0 billion cubic feet of 
petroleum products rose from $278 million 85 Per year. The duration of the contract 
in 1972 to $2.1 billion in 1982, although the Was 23 years, from 1968 to 1990, and could 
quantitative increase was only 3%. The cost be extended by 10 years to the year 2000, 
of petroleum products equaled 3% of Aus- The price was $14.10 per cubic meter, in 
tria's GNP. effect for a 7-year period, from 1968 through 

In 1983, Austria’s total energy consump- 1974. The price was determined on the basis, 
tion amounted to 899 petajoules, corre- of an index comprising price data of crudé 
sponding to 21.3 million tons of crude oil,” _oil, residual fuel, and distillate heating oil. | 

Osterreichische  Mineralélverwaltungs ,_2. Contract No. 2 was signed on November, 
AG (OMV) was the sole Austrian Govern- 25, 1974, for 17.7 billion cubic feet, for 23 
ment-owned company that dealt with oil years, from January 1, 1978, through De: 
and gas. Rohél-Aufsuchungs GmbH, a sub- cember 31, 2000. The price was not disclosed 
sidiary of Mobil Oil Co. and Shell Oil Co., but was determined on the same basis as 
was the only other oil and gas producer that contract No. 1. 
was active in Austria. 3. Contract No. 3 was signed on August 

‘Austria did not generate nuclear power; 22, 1975, for an additional 17.7 billion cubic 
its only plant at Zwentendorf was mothball- feet, for 23 years, from January 1, 1978,| 
ed after a national referendum in 1978, through December 31, 2000, the same period, 
Instead, construction on a coal-fired plant as contract No. 2. According to the third 
at Duernrohr, close to the Zwentendorf contract, annual deliveries in 1975 and 1978 
plant, to cost about $600 million, was start- were about 8.8 billion cubic feet each. The 
ed, and the Hainburg plant, near Vienna on _same price provision applied as for contract 
the Danube, was also reactivated. Both Nos. 1 and 2. 
projects had been stopped because of envi- _ 4. Contract No. 4 was to be signed on 
ronmental opposition. There were also six March 30, 1984, for an additional 53.0 bil- 
other plants located on the Danube River in _ lion cubic feet of gas, for the duration of 25 

1983. years, from January 1, 1984, through De- 
Coal.—Austria produced only lignite, cember 31, 2000. Deliveries were to start in 

whose output has remained stable at about’ the second half of 1984 with an initial 
3 million tons annually. Prospecting, explo- quantity of 8.8 billion cubic feet, with full 
ration, and production were subsidized by quantity to be reached by the year 1989. 
the Austrian and State (Lander) govern- —Petroleum.—Petroleum deposits occur, 
ments. About $1.4 million was invested in together with natural gas, in the Vienna
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Basin. In early 1983, the reserves were _, ?Where necessary, values have beon converted from 
estimated at 130 million barrels. The pro- ASiTsel-Ussuibl une average rateintaase, "Of 

i i ini *The Journal of Commerce (New York). Austria, 200 duction of, crude il has boon decining Nhe Yeursof'Trade with US. Mar. 201984, pp. tee. 
for a number of years, and in 1983, the “on Reiter, 1,0. Klobassa, and V.Schifko, Technische 
domestic industry supplied only about 12% Entwicklung am Steirischen Erzberg (Technical Develop- 
of the country’s consumption. The state- Renta) «teirmark Ore Mountain), Berg. Huttenmann 
owned OMV produced most of the oil and _ Skillings, D. N. dr. Styrian Erzberg One of Europe's 
did most of the oil and gas exploration. In T518f pp etd | ne Min Revo 13,No-18, May 1982, 478,500 feet was drilled, which includ. | Won Jediis. K. Haldenergewinnang und. Van 
ed 39 completed wells and 38 exploratory Berswerksunion At Processing of Rock Waste ana Teil Bergwerksunion AG. (Processing of Rock Waste and Tait wells. In May 1983, OMV had reportedly ings at the Bleiberg Kreuth. Mine) peng ‘dttenménn 
broken the Western Europe drilling record MgpisnsiuiMtieals (Londen Producers of Calcium when it reached 28,031 feet at its Zisterdorf Carbonate Fillers No. 198, Mari, 1984 
UT 2a well. me Motes Ke Die Osterreichische Gips-Industrie. 

OMV’s only refinery at Schwechat oper- Monae Vienna Nort, 188 Bp aon dba, tenmane 
ated at 50% capacity, refining 75% of do- /Solscher, A 73 dahre Magneitbergha Radenthsin : , as : Goth: Anniversary of the Radenthetn. Magnestis Mine) mestic consumption, an increase of 2% over ladex Rundsch (Vienna), Nova 1989, pp, Leas 
that of 1982. "Kaes, H. ‘Thoughts on a Long-Term Energy Supply for 

Autie re ae on) ae i, 18h e. 1. be 
Die Presse (Vienna). Agreement on Import of Soviet 

*Physical scientist, Division of Foreign Data. Natural Gas. Mar. 31-Apr. 1-1984,p.8. 0 s





The Mineral Industry of 
Belgium-Luxembourg 

By George A. Rabchevsky* : 

BELGIUM 

The mining industry of Belgium contrib- 1983. The 1983 budget deficit was about uted little to the country’s gross national 13% of the GNP, down just slightly from product (GNP). Except for industrial miner- the 1982 level. Unemployment remained a als and some coal, no revenues were gener- number one problem for the country, and ated from mining. The minerals processing _ stood at the alltime high of 15%, the highest industry, however, was a significant con- of the European Economic Community 
tributor to the Belgian GNP. As in previous (EEC) countries. This was attributed partly 
years, the traditional strength of the Bel- to layoffs in the steel and transportation 
gian economy was in transforming im- industries, mostly seaport facilities. ported raw materials into finished products 
for export. The largest revenues were regis- PRODUCTION tered by the metals processing industry, ae 
although these were less than yn 1982. tA Industrial production increased about 
1983, extracted minerals were valued at 2.2%, only 0.01% higher than in 1982. As in 
about $500 million? most of it being coal. other years, however, there was a drop in ‘The metals processing and refinery indus. mineral industry production, but the alumi- 
try contributed about $3 billion, and metal num and steel sectors showed modest in- 
manufactured products contributed about creases. As in other years, steel, coal, glass, $22 billion, compared with a GNP of over and construction material industries were 
$80 billion. the major contributors to the GNP. Belgium 

‘The Belgian economy was in transition, was also a significant refiner of petroleum. 
‘The continuation of the austerity policy During 1982, the latest year for which implemented in 1982 and the expected statistics are available, 1.1 million workers, 
stronger European recovery were to con- or almost 11% of the population, were 
tribute to the growth of Belgium's GNP in employed by industry, including the mining 1983. In general, however, the real GNP and energy sectors. Employment in the 
continued, virtually stagnant, after a de- minerals and metals industries was as fol- 
cline of 0.7% in 1982, principally because’ lows: steel, 41,816 workers; nonferrous met- the failure of world trade to expand has als and alloys, 13,494; quarries, 3,487; ce- limited the growth of Belgian exports. Al ment plants, 3,075; and nonmetallics 36,661. though Belgium has traditionally been a The coal industry had 19,611 workers; cok- low inflation country, inflation was 8% in ing plants, 2,941; and petroleum refineries, 1982, the year of the devaluation of the 2,656. Overall, there was a slight decline Belgian franc, and fell to about 7.5% in from 1981 in those categories. 

93
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Table 1.—Belgium: Production of mineral commodities! 
(Metre tons unless otherwise specified) 

‘Commodity? 1979 1980 1981, 1982? 1988" 

METALS 
Aluminum metal o------ eee: 4,596 £4,056 3,408 4,188 5,410 Gadtalumy amet” 222777 DETITST TTT tuo iste 96 sco 
Copper: 

Blister:® 
Primary —-------------------~ 1,500 700 3,100 2,500 2,200 Secondary --az222zcszezzz22227__4¥800__ 4900 atisvo——aT900_— aD 

Total a0 ——«5ONOD— SOON 0000 «9,200 Refine, primary snd secondary, including sono gata eae Rigger aeemrer , 40357800455, Tron and week s ° igiron thousand tons 10,776. == 1053670990) 
etroalloys: Electric furnace ferromanganese cme %” 85 0 “0 ® Steel 
‘Crude. +--+ 24-3 dons "13,553, 712,324 12,286 9,900 10,15 Semimanufseturs.----2----de-___—«aee_— 52 ROAD 

Lead metal: asf 
Smelter* Primacy! ------------------- «R700 5.900 eB SB95 Som 

Secondary® ~~ _..- comer: 27,000 30,000 28,000 28,020 28,00) 

Reig sae 60,700 83,900 88,200 80,970, 81,00) 

Refined: Biimary _----nannennennen-= «65200-75900 «—«73.00 66000 ——5,00) 
Secondary® 2o2222L2TTTTTTTTTI_ sare s8io0s— sega 0.045 

Total’ oon neee------ SIZ OB—=«08882 99,720 85.045 
Sebold’ - cose ETE %0 0 60 0 * 

Teas 2.240 2az 55, 
Seventy Sis SSeS 125500 2280 2,488 2.08 1.6% 

Total O80 620 
Zine: OT 

‘Slab zine 
Bier epee ce "252,600 "247,600 240,204 228,300 262,600 Secondary remoliedzind)--------->__— 9100 EBIB 10200 mace 1245 

Total -a------------—QONTRO—MOBIG—PHOKOA «BAAS — PATE MS 
Zine powder -———=_~277-=-TT2TITTTFargee = Fa0g0 besa 110 

Other, onferroux Brecloua melas, worked, 
nes.” ....------ thousand troy ounces__ *30,630 752,128 37,568 (33,287 35,000 

NONMETALS 
ee eee __ 9.900 a.goo wagon © g9900 Gemeng igdradlie= 22277777 emand onc wets tame “Ret “Ses Gee teta sees nae 65 ‘er i ‘8 3 
Gypoum and anhydrite,csicined -——~-—--- 198.998 "174084 154,828 140.000 185,000 
Lime and dead burned dolomite: Quidklimes ssn = thousand tons. 24st as M18 ATO Bradtourned dolomite === goo = ‘et 365 48 159 ‘ea Nitrogen: N content of ammonia ~~ ~"7Wa007=7 530 a 580 509 230 Phosphates Thomas tig, grow weight —~@o.——~ 1.88 a5 $96 33 250 
Sodium carbongie-_.--------.-. 400.248 $26,928 278,000 827.648 256,400 Sollumsulfate!---------7-.---- «250,000 -250;000 250.000 250,000 250,000, 

stone snd and grok 
Tiong --------- thousand tons. 3858904207 Limestone vo22---22-- needa T2Ra68 = T20GBA = TSR 48GD 21,060, 
Marble: 

In blocks —......... cubic meters 4,368 4452 5,976 7.848 2,100 Grob od ia == | 4 306 ae 108 100 
Petit granite (Belgian bluestone (Qiarjed ne hota cubic mater 633 a8 204 62 a0 pee ene ee ae 6 2 3 38 % Worked. ~~~ ~~ 27777 7doc2 ® 0 ° é 3 
Graber oS dn o> th 985 oxi Bo seb Porphyry.alltypes "~~~ thousind tons "4654 TBM 5 ; Guertrandquitaits 22ooosnnen noe 2ud'seo oases 1981721830, 000, 

See footnotes at end of able
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Table 1.—Belgium: Production of mineral commodities! —Continued 
(Metric tons unless otherwise specified) 

Commodity? 1979 1980 1981 198" 1983" 

NONMETALS —Continued 
Stone, sand and gravel Continued 

as Juding crushed 
Monesacinde er ‘thousand tons__ *2,493 J2,.276 2,014 2,036 1,900 Paving --o-------assvevne-- "R262 GOAL Sand and gravel Construction sand... thousand tons. Tagan 4884 SIE Gat Foundry sand ~~ do. ole 8 ‘60 oa 530 Dredged sand ~~~ ~~~~~~~ "don 100 28d 589 12d 1,160 Glasssand"=—-"22D72TTTIide22 kg. 176 600 Othersend = —"777""7777TTae tL 1832 iste 1500, Gravel, dredged —"22TTTTTTTdo = ages ass aaa 

Sulfur, byproduet:® eigen ccc eccceecee gaa __ uo 0 uo uo no Other forms. 7=_72272222222 77885222 100 160 160 160 eo 
Metal ea yea 0 0 210 210 210 

‘MINERAL FUELS AND RELATED MATERIALS 
Carbon black® oon 200-2000 2,000 2.000 2,000, 
Coal 
‘Anthracite... thousand tons. su m5 321 252 250 Bituminous ---=_22222 SSM seid 50ST 5130 
eee eteenes Seema Sa 6190 6599 6000 ‘Cokes all types <==" =7="TLTITTII Igoe Rds 00 520 $300 Fuel bigest kinda 22 2O 222 Sago 126 82 St 50 5 

Manufactured _______ million cubic feet... 25,786 23,820, 24371 20,987 21,430 | Natrl cee sccociea eae Yas age 1126 1230 
Petroleum refinery products: 
Gasoline thousand 42gallon barrels. 492884801 «40ST 81243 2,800 | detiugh=7oo NE edo =I TRS.Hot00 Keveion: (occ ccccr ee ger Tis 118 256 205 250 | Distilatefueros==22=—-TTL=o=Taoc== RSs 5a68 gat gr 800 |) Residual fuel oft ~22""7222oocdo2T= sere BB Tarn Boo | Esbricants 0 DDTTTTTD2IS2 2280027 638 ‘tH 0 300 300 } Other = 22-2 2TTTI TILT ako aT meas ato 8.000 | Refinery fuel andiosses""2—T72TTdeTIZ__ Tossa asa Hole Te500 

| ‘Total _-__.---__________do___ 246,601 239,128 219,015, 188,768 166,350 

I “Estimated. Preliminary. "Revised. 
“Table inclades data available through Apr. 2, 1984, 
cls sition to the commodities listed, Heigham produces a number of other metals for which only ageresate output 

("SReported firure. 
pa{Dat not reported; derived by taking reported primary lead output plus exports of lead bullion, minus imports of lead 

Data represents secondary refined lead output minus remelted lead: as such the figures are probably high, because ‘hey ind omelet hat was suicently pure a scrap ha dot require resmelig but information is nadoguat mit differentation 
ipcludes remelted lead, a follows in metric tons: 1919—21,20; 1980—22000; 19818000, 1982—5,700 and 1983— 5,900 (estimated) 
"Known to include gold, silver and platinum-group metals. 

TRADE finished goods. Exports of metals in 1983 
. amounted to more than 11% of this total. 

_ Seventy percent of total Belgian produc- The neighboring Federal Republic of Ger- tion was exported and imports were equiva- many, France, Luxembourg, the Nether- lent to two-thirds of domestic consumption ands, the United Kingdom, and the United 
in 1988. Belgium continued to import all States were the main trading partners; 
raw materials for the production of its steel, most base-metal ores came from Africa, 
copper, lead, zinc, and other major metal Salient preliminary trade statistics for 1983 
commodities. Of total imports, almost 9% in the minerals industry are shown in the 
were in metals alone. The country's mineral following table, in million dollars: 
industry depended heavily on the export of
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re iT 
Maaligorwe 8B Peeeccrc a eae eee Be ei ne ET) eee cco ee MOR Negsccc22ccToIcTTLD aA 
Algona nen OLN RN fheeeeccecscoreccocicrr files ite OME Staies-—oaascoaaa “SRR 

Table 2,—Belgium-Luxembourg: Exports of selected mineral commodities' 

(Metre on unl teri specie 

omc wee et Othe rncipad 
METALS 

Alkali and alkaline-earth metals: | ee ay uo OM | limi ia ==> “==> 1 Bo OM 
"Ore and concentrate Os «1216. France 1065; West Germany 92, Seimetivleateg ooo eA UN ei Frc 1, Sa eetlning ininam © 14a? =—«@t8 «T= Went Germany 88 Satan oye wd Semgtinealons $8489 dose France 7,10; Wet Germany 116 Unwrought 222222222222 2o's66 «1854 West Germany 4152: Netherlands | sia prars 8 Semimanufectures ..------ 228810240129 14516 Prager S08, West Grpany 48,258, nic ee ‘ite Kingdom ton °°) 
San renee enn 264 1 ool. NA arene: Ngial ella alga al ina i +22 Maa kingdom 5 West Germany 1} Scams Nia lj a | 
a ie See Te A ‘515 ‘5aT 16 France 261; West Germany 218. | 

(Qrides and byrdrurides asa! 79 316 16 Hennen 2 Veal 25, | esheets airs ——— 8B Wa Gomany Unt King 
‘Columbium and tantalum: Ash and resi- \ aay Slanted ao | pertain ctustiom marr om WN | 
OR Qrisetand bgoronitas 22272220 1488 189 Na Wetamany dis Branceee? at my] } etna inten | Shamans SST ONE AGREEING Gceny 

‘Ash and residue containing copper - 2918 —«3972_—NA__ West Germany 1435; France 1,098. | Sistah thang loge | Sapna 24890852 West Grmany 12590; Netherlands | sraseprams i | Unwrought= nn nnn-n=- 900468 IETS 2086 France BAF; Went Germany 8,00) Cited veda 08 | Semimanufactres 244984 258986 104 Wer ermal ST France 68,02 eens Si | cate ost and weeps “luc ound SASL SIGHE___Neteands 42216 Unie Kington 
‘Metal including alloys, unwrought _ 
‘and partly wrought Thotlind troy ounces. == «.889NA._ Stara OG Wet Germany ‘Ss Ringsom i Iron and tea attend encanta: SeeNhgremcd ite... Re do) aly 2 Nether 18 sefttienet TSOTSO> BRS af <2 WISER TEE Fane, 

Leap ne enennnennnne TOAD ATSSS | —__WetGerany 2288 Frage SSeS" Piatra, cat isn celted Pmupag S'S ggep ga. Frane a Netherands 2003 
*Ferrochromium nnn = BRB AM NA. Ryanen Bo, Wont Germany 75, omeegepems22oZ2 NA Wet Gormany 80; Bane Feromesbdenam 2222-8 8SB NA NAN Se coe 2 f ONONE 

See footnote a nd of tae
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‘Table 2.—Belgium-Luxembourg: Exports of selected mineral commodities —Continued 

(Metric tons unless otherwise specified) 
tnt 

Commodity 198 @ Sa oe Gil omer ois 
METALS —Continued 

Iron and steel —Continued ‘Metal Continued Ferroalloys Continued 
Ferrosilicon === 4682 4270 NA France 2082; West Germany 2,043 Silicon metal -----~~--= oT 236 Japan; Canada 2. Unspecifed=27 22222222 sdb abt a) WER Corman 8; Cncostovakia 

Stee, primary forms housand tons..—=«,7RA_—== «25S. rance 1,054; Tealy 380; West "Germany 304 Semipanufactares 
ectiont see Gon 524 R01 338 West Germany 726; France 559 ‘Universal plates, sheets fo 5021 4.88 28)—Brange 28, Wexs Germany 82, Hoop and strip ____do- ~~ ‘99 ie") West Germany 182, France 190 Fase and accesoriea do. 86 797 France 28; Italy 16 Wie oo ngaees te 482 28124 West Germany 65; France 4 pipes fin 

ead ee " Hh aie 368 397 1 USS.R. 85; France 62. 

Oxides <n aga 4660 Weg Germany 3,17; Netherlands “0, Iraq 18 ‘Ash and residue containing lead 5360 «6641 NA_ West Gerthany 9589; France 2865, ‘etal Inckacding slop Soap oe nagar? gt rence 9510; Netherlands 2.26 mg STOOTTTTITT gt HRT a7 We Germany 108, Netherlands 
Semimanufactures 8486 «997819 —_—Netherlands 4,502; West Germany D821; France 1,698 

Lithium: Oxides and hydroxides______ 54 or NA Egypt 36; France 20. Magners Metal including alo Bete eros m 1g 83 West Germany 44; Netherlands 38 Unwroughe 222-2 22222IIII02 a @ © 16 Netherlanda 48 Somimar uactures. a 6 15S Raly'9t; France 12. Manganese: ‘Ore. and concentrate, metallurgical- pndece eccee eee 8383 —«8BAG_—-191—_Netherlands 7167; Franoe 45, 
‘Metal including alloys, all forms ——— 132, 266 NA ‘West Germany’ “78; United Kingdom 

Mercury... T6pound flasks a2 992. West Germany 435; Netherlands 209 Molybdenum: reand concentrate 9098 980) NA__France2345; United Kingdom 2288; ‘West Germany 1788 Oxides and hydroxides 154 53. United Kingdom 40, Metal including alloys: Unwroughtew == 4 6 __ Allo West Germany. a Bt 88 Netherlands 41; Prance 18, 
Matte and spss === =~ cis 11 NA Switzerland 4 ‘Aah end sestiue containing nickal ~~ 795) age ONA Canada 6.106 Metal including slays: Bray oe cscs 1482 984 254 West Germany 228; India 228 Netherlands 137 Vnwrought. == ---~ 120 $89 180 West Germany 352; Turkey 194, Semimanufactures -~~727777 482 500 _ West Germany 450; Netherlands 9, Platinunmraup metals: ‘Waste and oweepings Value, thousands «$5078 «$5100. West Germany $2962; France $801; ‘Netherlands 3612. 
Maga etal: slige unwrought 

y wou troy ounces. _ 250,936 209,046 148,877 France 7,459; United Kingdom 7,395. ‘Rhenium: Metal including alioys all qin ennennenenahie..$40279 42159 NA 
‘Waste and sweepi "yale, thousands. $6092 $4705 NA United Kingdom $9,508; West Ger many 31,644 Metal including alloys, unwrought ‘and partly wrought 

Thotind try ounces. 9484590792 12800 United Kingdom 9,9; France 8310 ” Ttaly 1588 
Ash and residue containing tin ed 2,291 1,985. NA United Kingdom 1,731. 

See footnotes at end of able.
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‘Table 2.—Belgium-Luxembourg: Exports of selected mineral commodities: —Continued 

‘heii ts non beri ected) 
SSS Commodi « 2 = FC 7 Ge Ober ini | 
METALS —Continued 

‘Tin —Continued ‘ 

Meta inlding alos seer 102 & a US Wetec Be RRS 
sitanieStmimanutactures —————___— 131 60. 10 West Germany 25; Netherlands 8, sua See ahah «SBMS 4758 West Germany 9985 ly 1.98 Sr siaing ion Ge fh ecuaccs 2 2 7 XA eam oF OM sonpasenniis —-- "77> 6 & wh BAyso.spaint,portagas 
"Ash and residue containing tungsten — a 2% NA Segara sae BE oan a Sf -- WestGomany 3; Austria Se agh—————~-—--— 3 $ = Beery maaan ===> 3 Bo ARSE est Gormany 18 
ee eM Qeecgediyirere cavern © Sek 12 NA ptttalistading ley al forme 2 186 > West Germany 169, 
Greandconcentrate___-» 4491s 18ND. _‘France 8,907 Seggademmeenten anna an Beare A West Germany 165 Blue powder” =77227222-2222 wot 6am NA WestGemany 8. Neterands 

Mae ash «368k NA Beet 8D Wet Gorzany 62, 
‘Ash and residue containing zinc ~~~ 2583 45907 NA France 22.947; West Germany 20,217. es ne apie alee vaso azar Netnrlands 7258; France 8.288, Biagio RAL ao WERE, Semaine —------= Moles NWA MB Ween 8 Near 

Zirconium: : Sim nonin cn 6 SMA Sree die airs ~ $ xz Mhanareencer 
Other saoderpcentceee SD 5 NA SEASSSRARNE —oooco> WRB aakt aT Nepean 0, Wet Germany 

Achesndranen.-----------—2N5HL—«NSAD_— Nea 05 West Gomany 
Base metals including alloys, all forms "354 313, 1 Austria 90; West Germany 78. 

NONMETALS aheniven ies: RO ia cry pti, frie eeemmoncoona ot att = Netherlands 248; France 28 Antbaa Sedum ———----------__—«88_—=«MBL_—=—®)—_‘Netheland 35; Frane 924 Stamm’ Toc TSR RRS SE wet Beinn oa Tide it aoa oid rob neni amare saree gg == sid. Netherlands 128; ral 125, Grinding snd posing vtec an | Tinting and polishing wheel md” ogy 402 § ‘France L488 Wee. Germany 297, | eee MY RMON Treg Sieben wot _1 REMUS Entig 
ies mati BOBO ts 18180 TS Neds 28 Ws Germany 

Hlepental a2 ---=--——————— 2 1 xe Bee gt Raw aen cosets tt an fons «280 TT Nees 1 West Germany 
425; France 373, Chal 8B TSB Rrg EEL, Went Germany 18758 othenanas Cys ere sn, wyenite climate kN. ee * BL 22 Nba Geman 2486 Netherlands ° Chamotecarth BRS kes Cermany 2044 Soper nen: ON ROMS SII gah BN perande  West Gomany 

Unpaid oceosucocceTs age A176 =~ Netherlands 923. 

Se footnotes tend fable
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‘Table 2.—Belgium-Luxembourg: Exports of selected mineral commodities! Continued 

j (Metric tons unles otherwise specified) 
Oe eee - Destinations 1082 

Commodi we 88 _Q_ ity Gaited Other (principal) 
NONMETALS —Continued 

lite andehiotite= 2 88. France 25; Wet Germany 4 Simone * ons hot stor trune ‘Bousand carats 34121 97551490 India 16976; United Kingdom 19.058, Iedonrit SEMEN thtoo “Sot Cad ined Sas Wes 
Diatomite and other infusorial earth 92 65128. Netherlands 64.824. Peldpar,uorsper, elated materia Feropar ser gout Bs West Germany 3.208 Ulgetied -<--77-7~2222> So oi France an Peruse material Grideymes === —-BR8Y_—«—«BASB._—=«__—_France 2898, Netherlands 9.25, Manaiacared 

Niropenoai "—hsiaand’ ea. Ror BART ag ranes Thi Neuherands gee itrgenois =~ thowand oa : nce 10% West Germany Gis 
‘Netherlands 2210 Phosphatie do. sot 845 = west Germany 68 France 12 Pomme coccuesot gears oa S022 Netherlande Sh Wot Germany 

Unspecified and mixed” do. ~~ 1608 13t 5 France 885; West Germany 26, ‘Graphite epprat os eS. 8 NetRerlande 26 France’ prams tee TOTTIIITST aaa nat => Waterman 8 Netra 
Yolite 22a ne 155 NA Sih; France; United Kingdom 
ime nn GERTI——“61482B— =. Netherlands 448,508; West Germany Tas Magzsium compounds: Sgn ge 188 NA West Germany 1.421 

| Oxides and hydroxides ——____ 181 92 NA NA. (Cis eerreelereees rie ate NA Mavtinique 1,001 France 163, eet ile “SOTTTITITI That ny Rethriande 
Bhosphates crude == ATID. «10979 * =. France 7.65; West Germany 1,297 Plementa vers Recursertda 10 ot NA NA Fnononiderandigiovides rowed gO att MMR Ermpce 606 aly 2078 Potassium salts,crude.- =n 148s Boi Netherlands 369; West Germany 22 
‘Precious and semiprecious stones other "San amon Nato illograms. 35) 89895020 Hong Kong 636 France 158, Synthetic = >I22222 338 3592 NA Repo gf Horen 180; France 79% 

Prrite, unroasted 183, 1228 __ West Germany 1148; France 50, 
Quartz crystal, piezoelectric dorama NANA Settanddrine UMM = sonia nat 'S Nace 104,00; Netherland 18,108 Sosiam compounds a8 Carbonate Tnanulacured vn" 1009. _France 14,554; Netherlands 1.487 Stone sands gavel Bivension ne re and partly worked howsand tons 599 418) Netherlands 39; West Germany 18, potittSdcaengamenntie = 20 2) West Germany Netherlands omite,cielyrtraciony rade 

aN Bice 1,239 1129 1 ‘Nethertansds 185; West Goris 900; 
Gravel andcrushed rock do. 8s84——=«8160 «Netherland ',228 France 3,562 Limestone ster than dimension = 50 So]. _Notherlands 2795 France 22 Qiurtz and quarite.-_—— dee” 8 2 ®  Wenermmay France Sond other than metatbearng sun Mo. 28682983) Franco 082; Netherlands 840, 

Eiementa: Sade ineudng native and Wrote vemracae | MSTA West Germany 2,706, France 182 Collett precipitated, wblined Fa I "3 anced Veheruels 28 sufoncasa, PNT mel oases aan Prance ap8"Veteteta 5306 Tale steatie, soapstone propblte -- «"BHBst «salsa "3 Went Germany 4305 Sweden 1500; on ‘Gnsed Kingdom 382 er: Giide = n= 789489885 TBD. 18_Netherlands 95207; France 25,67 Slag aad dro at mela baring Towsand fons. «874 BID France 4; Netherlands 658; West ermany 4 
See fotnots at end of table
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‘Table 2.—Belgium-Luxembourg: Exports of selected mineral commodities Continued 
(Metric tons unless otherwise specified) | 

eerie Destinations, 1982 | 
Commodity 1981 182 “Gated oneaea ’ Ged Other principal 

‘MINERAL FUELS AND RELATED ‘MATERIALS 
‘Asphalt and bitumen, natural —--—-— 5698 «6284. France $9,967; Netherlands 2213 
Garhon: Carbon lack n= === 653, 48 Trance 284; West Germany 252, 
“Anthracite... TAT Prange 96784 United Kingdom 
Bituminous... §2N440 «6TH TAS West Germany 460684; Netherlands 

Briquets of anthracite and bituminous ‘ 
Saar Of anthracite andbitumine’# 4628112 51T~— France 11,944; Switzerland 592. 

Lignite including briquets — ~~~ ~~ 31 T9o <2 Netheriands 1485; United Kingdom 
Coke and semicoke. ._---------- 892,648 #81927 France 209/580; Romania 109,281, 

Gas, natural wlion cube feet — 665, OL NA France 367 
Best pciadingbriguets and iter. —- 2418 5202 France 3,350; Netherlands 1,82. 

Grude” thousand 42-gallon barrels. an 1825. West Germany 1.280; United King- 

venerated petrol ied petroleum, 
i 3328 3304 11 Netherlands 2,158; France 408. 

Gasoline don === S8BSS_——«HIS——«7E2_—_ West Germany 6,934; Netherlands ‘4845; Switzerland 724 
Mineral jelly and wax — do... 0 51 —5—_Brance 15; West Germany 8, 
Koroaneandjetfuel=="do0> «12182 «180427 West Germany 4006; United King- ‘dom 1,947, Netherlands 1.760. 
Distillate fueloil do. 26185 «27488 ®)_—_West Germany 14,605; Netherlands 5.281; France 3,240. 
Lubricants =. do. 2.652 2543 1 Netherlands 665; West Germany 206] 
Residual fueloii==—"7"do---= 8,008,890 5.070 United Kingdom 10,38; ‘Netherland, 
Bitumen and other residues : 

do 1,684 998 United Kingdom 400, Netherlands| 
‘Bituminous mixtures. —do--—— 88 88 Netherlands 94; France 2. | 

Petroleum coke ~~~ -~do.- ~~ 10 BT 11 Austria 163; West Germany 40 
a ee Se Ce 

"Revised. NA Not available I 
Mable prepared by Jozef Plachy. 
ALese than 1/2 unit 

‘Table 3.—Belgium-Luxembourg: Imports of selected mineral commodities! 
(Metric tons unless otherwise specified) 

ee Sources, 1962 
Commodity 1981 @ the eee Gaied ‘Other rinipad 
CO 

METALS 
Alkali and alkalineearth metals 

“Alkali metals === ————— 46 2 10 West Germany 10. 
ay dltine’ert tals --——>=o> 2 Allfrom France. | 

‘Greandconcentrate________-_ $3,050 26874 West Germany 15,926; Guyana 5112 
Orides and hydronides 77777—-= BABS BART. 1OBT_Wast Germany 17350; Netherlands 
‘Ash and residue containing aluminum 682 me NA 
Metal inciuding alloys: 

Scrap TO 39,095 ——51,289 9,761 Netherlands 15,187; France 14,580; ‘West Germany 10,082. 
Unwrought.-------- = mages rath) Neerland HT; France 29592 
Semimanufactures________ 8891186927 «8OL_—_- West Germany 38,807, France 21,162; 

Netherlands 17,345, 
Antimony: ‘Ore and concentrate <= -—- ae 3962 NA Bolivia 2480: Thailand 666. 
acta nea lay ai rns — NA 198 China 
‘Oxides and acids = 3% % NA NA 
Metal including allay, all forme — ~~ 0 SL Sweden 83, 

See footnotes at end of table.
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‘Table 3.—Belgium-Luxembourg: Imports of selected mineral commodities!‘ —Continued 
(lesions unl etberwse pciod 

A TTA TTT" ass Commodi we 8 QQ ____ ¥ United, Other (principal) 

METALS Continued 
Cofmiun: Metal including alos al oe NT STURESIDNS ask 480 NAM Germany 27 race 2 at 
Cesium and rubidium: Metal including Colones a Mel ins n 1 NA 

Sreanicocontrte=---------- 28822408 _Nehrand 190 West Germany 
Onidesandhydrordes RB Wee ceranany 5 tly 20, Saat ace eas 22 sR Nettgereaay Unt Rom 

‘Cobalt: Oxides and hydroxides. ______ 4 62. United Ringdom 47; France & Sees ccc”, aetna a eae easier cop bates so Alfa Weat Garman. 
Rand cnicentaie WARY. Ganada 8A, Cote 41 ee eter Bek ee CS Cony 0. Shimetmanosrestes <""-=--= he noen NA Netherlands 18 Nos Comma Suu(adiscmiaiingener — 9 ES) wh SCRRRGMLAR Meyer? andcdi Sias Spee 104m 828 Ae Prpegd Unt Kingdom TOE Meanie ins Unwrough.------------488aI9-«aTa ue 1.agq_ gaseminaiegungs es nue, Somme o> S308 TM ME PRS eee, 

aa sad eseapcan "Flue, thousands. «$2480 —«$1981—«NA._-France Sth Netherlands 7% Soe so ae Mate weld sys ued sana nusnd toy cones... 16983 «E5057 Wek. Gemany Ith Swerland 
Tron and steel: m SE cncenisn La ‘Wash tom 243451985 Pegg 5 m8 Sen 
i 95,687 60,086 West Germany 58,541; Norway 6,264, 
Serap aan ‘S85TIO—«SBTAIT. 15959 Wert Germany 6856, Netherlands ss deareance Sas 
Pig iron, cast iron, related Pima" gras 0s8 6k ance 2.287; Wt Germany 259 

Vorrciromium 5404-268 se Germany 285; Albania 4196 Feompgmnow22-7272 ne BERR => Ree Goguaan es. Alps on a Tee aerate We Germeey 7. Roromeemen oo: ggg i Metering er Coo Fevonliechoaiim----- Bar Tame Indenei Ferlicomamgnms "98a == NewaeTB Senne Relies oo RR REY <> NtQhrmany BT Nany 
Silicon metal —__—.-____ 642 326 == France 284, Gipecliad =o-"W"22- SBS = BER carmay St stechnaryirme —--—- = wes ka MENTS Cora en aetta et ic nn eiioas TEMPS aggre 15.886 285. Frage 2,22; West German Ta Neenen TaT Univer patn chests as ctBan oan NAR UR TATL, 

188,297; France 137,012. 
‘Hoop and strip... (114,181 119,869 47 West Germany 57,169; France 48,241. EPaiGSkeres cc. et Gemmae tt ane Wie eestor Be hoes as amare ai gezmany ‘Diba fibsefiings > aRRES oH) ohe_Weseetmnmy gt en anes 334 
Canepuanpagee < mas mae ian eRe ai taer ga ei . oe 1381 Pagace 50888 Wee Germany 18278; 

iad me SEE ‘Netherlands 17,087 

("Bie andconcenirate S842 108018, Peru S679T; Canada 24906, | oe Oe oR 
See footnotes tend of abe
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‘Table 3.—Belgium-Luxembourg: Imports of selected mineral commodities —Continued 

(Metric tons unles othervie specifi) | po Soares TE t 
Commo “| Se eT " nied ‘Other (principal) ee EE 

METALS ~Continued | 
{eed ~Continued 

Ashand residuecontaninglead..._-«6L288-—=«=«GHTAD.«IT96T—‘France 12254: tealy 4668. Sitalincloding alloy Sincluding allow: "15201188119 Netherlands 5755 Ireland 1955, Gammeaga SSSSSSCE2ES HEL WSO ast Pane 8386 Une Rteiom 
Semimanfactirs === «BARE ATS Wat Gormany 106; Nethertnds 

Lithium: aids and hydronides ————— Ey 209 __ est Germany 176 China 2, Netaincladg alos aligns =~ 7 M2 Netheianan Peaches Magresum: Metal nding elo pen 6 Ag Netherland 168 Nigeria Graig <——=7TDTITTITT aga HASSE Nova Baivetebuchree=o227 22 -oce S10 Boe Et Wek Germany Oh France 4 Manganece ‘Ste ad concentrate, metallurgical irae Temata mete ures 2a708 4 Republic South frien 10424 mgd 29318 Australia $208 Oxides Bn Groge clad 18 Seta nctutng alloy al ras ==> tty LAR gh Netbertana 8: France dn, 
Mercury er Hepound asics 5185, 8206 "9 Spain 8,202; Netherlands 2.588, 

rete siioenteaby:s-2 eu 20772 «20409 «—«-NA__ Netherlands 5,615; Canada 5,375. Sridetand tydronsion --—==2-— 1 foe N§ Netieniangs Bs Métal ncadng aloe Marae scam z 2% cc West Germany 6 wicees 2imnnan@s == =77T- 5% Hwa Nolbriande So Austins 
‘Ore and concentrate 25 25. Allfrom West Germany. Sine and apes we >27=7222222 a ono GRINS Oxides and hydroxides ——~~=~ >>> 106 88 => Netherlands 34; Franco 22 Saand rendus containing skal ~ Be ugh 43 Prane'3; Went Germany 28, etal Including alloys ac os 499 Ansirin 17; Netherlands 18, Geeroagie®o7TTTTTT alah gas REEROASNEN TRO Wertnny 

Semimanufactures —----- «124618728 West Germany 100; United King 
Plati tals: som ane "latina group metas 
Waste and sweepings iu, thousands. «$4507 —=«$0821««NA.__Netherlands $5.98, 
‘Metals including alloys, unwrought dpariywisaght “roy oonos— 81524 R58 NA.__Unied King 1; Wow Gor 

Selenium, elemental. 19 6 2 United Kingdom 5t; Japan 10. 
‘Gre and concentrate? Glue, thousands. $9073 «$1260 $5873 Peru 85.206, Wastoand sweopings Ge Hedot—SLAGED 118d Went Germany S421 Mota incadingallgy, unwrourit hd portly weg Thowkand tay ounce S987 AAT 19867 Netherlands 1.9; Wert Germany 

Ti ‘bce and cometstate === 129 Isl. Allfrom Chile hand atduccntainivgtin ~~~ a 28) wx Nedhoiand fo, west Germany 67. Metal Including alloys Bee oe sesesazes 1B 62 @)_Netherlands France 12 Gawmougnes 2 =2TTTTt kee «ng Netherland 6 Malaysia 395, shanneSenimaniactanes ————W=— 28 3 5 Netherlands lig; West Germany 51. 
Brethdconcentrato--.----_-«11994 ~—THO1_—«NA._— Canada 8505; Repulic of South “Aten Oxides 8B BAIT O00 West German 950 France 1.594 Set inclu altaya Bag eT aeaeseeee 16 685 522 United Kingdom 118, Unwrougit =— 2222 22I2II2 = M343 China 103; United Kingdom 20, Soipinegulacaies -——=~~_ 7 m2 Tr SY Went Germany ft France 1 Tuggte et iodine alps Bree ees 9 4 NA France18, West Germany 1, Greage ee a BRA WatGemnngy is Austra 
Semimanufactures ~~ _222—7> 3 83 NA Netherlands 8. ‘Uranium and/or thot O's and nceniete value, thousands 2,50 319 <All from United Kingdom, 

Seo fotnots at endo table
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Table 3.—Belgium-Luxembourg: Imports of selected mineral commodities: —Continued 

(Metric ons unles otherwise specified) 
rr  , Commodity we 488 Gee eg " Gaited Other (rineiped) 

METALS Continued 
Vanadivm: "re and concentrate === 515008 NA Morapbique’.298; Netberands 
‘Oxides and hydroxides... ______ 1,542 2,964 615 China 930; Republic of South Africa, 79, West Germany 98 ‘Ash and residue containing vanadium 9350 695 Mazappigue bat Netherands 
Mota including alloys 

Serap cna esses ses 8 NA sine, Uomo a 612 Mom Republic of South Africa, 
‘Greandconcentrate__-_... 490998482796 Canada 191,468; Pora 44,152 Quiden coveenire saan MRR ae Sram StS Hea co, Blue powder =~ =222777727777 “et $39 NA France 10%; West Germany 82 Mater" oCoc aaa NA WeGermany 2385 Neertands 
Ashand residue containingsinc__—«14989—«G1388_— 1.202 West Germany 52,557; France 7.28, Solel incading soe Sep 658g 8_Netherlande 3685; France 1992 Grwroaghe=-=22"--=2-> SBR Netheitnds BS Femmes as, Somimanufactares——-~----B0218 H.R) Pranco #8, West Germany 119 Zieoniane Greahconcetrate.—. = 4M OD NA. Neha 27 Repu of South 
Metal including alloys 

Berdp noe nn cescee 39 20 France 12, Semmaniadtares “~7777227 iB BNA Flancelia, otter: Sreandcopeirie ==. SARE 11008 Normay 20448 Spin 1007S Otter and ydrordes ~~=2777> tM eet Seemany Prone i, Aahesandresducse'~"-----> "Ig a2h «aaa t0g18 West Garman S42 Canada 16h, 
NONMETALS 

Abrasives ne acura Corundum, emery, pumice, See NATE 199881515855 Wes Germany 4,8; Ntheands 
Artficia Grindum ggg 8 West Germany 2216; rane 18% 

Silicon carbide. saececanices 3,175, 3,816 NA ‘West Germany 1.204; Spein 702; Italy 
Dust and powder of precious and semi- clones nein amon slams -2950«—=««2302 1,82 Starland 25, Grinding and polishing wheels and Suen 2m. Bal Was Germany 9 tly 66 Auta 
Asbeston crude ———-- nanan «AUST. «MEAS— AB Cama 14,188; Hungary 4.858, Beciesedteni@==2o22o2o27 No Aa SR BBE ance ane 
Po iudenatural borates. 76321 «82794. «= ___ Netherlands 49,169; Turkey 33,445. a ee hen Biome sote sooo EST ee TH ONA keane Une Rgoman Geet °OSOSSISITIIITIIT an asatW ermany 08 Nethedands 

Chalk eennnnenneneennnen- 110025 DIO. =. Prane 10,005, Netherland 60 
‘Andalite, kyanit,silimanite____ Sl 8192 NA West Germany 2.504; Netherlands fi Bentonite <-wa--------- -B59B_—=«BASBE NA aly 12,508, West Germany 4 Ghamotie garth =2272T22T-- Hm) Wok Germany a2 S05" Pranes er, i we tae NR OWA ne i 
Unepcited so a50sas88 40 Wee, Ggrmany 22, Netherlands 

Coyote and ciclite a 10 2 Denmark ss Sitmend ‘Gor, ot stor trang 
‘thousand carats. 31,566 31,721 1,092 United Kingdom 19,170; Congo 2,291. Indus) SAAC TAOS AIRES ba Unies 

Diatomite and other infusorial earth. 8,968 6535 616 France 4290; Denmark 1,216. 
See footnotes at end of table
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Table 3.—Belgium-Luxembourg: Imports of selected mineral commodities! —Continued 

(tric tons unless otherwise speiied) 
Sar 

Commo im jap ee " Gaited Other praca) | 

NONMETALS ~Continued 
Feldspar, faorepar, related materials: jeer ae mee Rene Fluoper 2os-ososozasno> Meas TY88 TT NRA 108, Wee Germany 

Unspecified een BBL ASAD. _Noway 28 eae wae Grudgnes eT 7TARL— Netherlands 67,6 Prance 48526, Mansiacared | ‘mmonia——— A808 21K Netherlands 2.102; Wet Germany | 
Nitrogenoas oo eneaenn= 866289 SUTSTO. TAIL Netherlands 152,942; West Germany 

eee ‘i 128,146; France 77,886. Phowphatic..-..---- 974984. T1ABL Tana 56 Netholande 20818. Pocagiete-----n--nooo> AMR HNRR. TEED Mike Garmany athoou US 
Unspecied and mixed 2o1g04 468908 150617 West ermany 6 France ae PEERS s ve $04,300; Netherlands 50,600 Graphite, natoral sl. West Gevinany 688 Japan Gpmomandplaer ———~—- oT grb artsh sd Fegnathn8l West Cormany 

Iodine coo recontwceumanuaony ‘6 1s NA dpm io, | He so2aSaaiSaTTSTIi ats raat ™F Fence, Wet Germany 24.908 
“Glngneste TS” Rago 4.308 NA. Greece 1.164; Austria 56 Gres andiydiorte =--—=---- "S00 fam Raly Brie United Kingdom 1.48, pg Obes leceernsocecoss be RBBB A AGB Neng bh 

rade incdingslitingsand'waste. «512808 T_‘Fene 6 nda 4 Madagasar 
Worked inctuding gslomersted Gplitegs eee a 8) Sritzarand West Germany 2; 

Nitrates crude == --------- «PBT. HRGL ©. Cle 25,740; Netherlands 96. Phophatss crude ~~ iowand Conc "Bt "2089 5 Mieco AEG USSICTHE Togo 
Phosphorus elemental <=. ---= at 280 = Republic of South Aiea 7 United sn €8 Netueiande 38 Pieenta, miners: 

Newaniderandhgévocdes proceso’ 685058 BO West Germany 4.606; France 46, ron onder an igi ' : ot Germany 465; France Potasslumsaits;crudes "se GT43h «BIST. West Germany 18,119; France 10,018. Precious and seipresiona stones other han damon Nalrel™—___blogams. 56848180118 Hong Kong 200; Thaitnd 2.32 
Synthetic ——_— d= Sa 5M Bk West Germany; Austra 5 pynteunonsiod 227227227 aman ed Spin TSETEE Norway fs, 

‘Quartz crystal, piezoelectric * ilorams— 8 5 NA NA Seltend brine. thoutand'tons- 289g \)—_Netherlands 676, West Germany 34 Sotium compounds; naa Carbonate, Tnanufacteed 2 Nee CAPWNnANR, gk TOMB West Germany 25281; France 19065, ‘Secheinnds 129, Stone sand and gravel: Biiseuion ane rae and partly worked houmand tone 8 10) 5 Franco Wot Germany 23 Worked atest = 2 1 _ Neherlands 94 Brance 3 Tealy 22 Dolomite, chit etracionarade 
oe - 42 42 _ Wiest Ocean 16 Fraad F Gravelanderushed rock 800772788868 Netharant'f 08, Unlad ingdom 85h Went Gertnany 604 Limestone other thn dimension a 2 908, United Kingdom 228 France 5. Quartz and quartate.—___-do-~"~ a SS West Germany th Frances Sin other than meta-bearing o—-1085—— 9254 Nethands 618; Wet Germany 

Sulfur: Eitimentat ‘ade including native and Typos eee ane _ggugn0 58718 16499 Poland 286; Netherlands 3641; “Canada 310 Celoda,previpitated, sublimed 1995 «LOT Went Germany 725 France 343, Diodes crremiateheiblimed 0 S0KNA Went Germany $832 BiGReieac®2TCTTIITIIITID wat aatSe? | NA Went Cotmany 214526 France TOAGHE Nethentnan S08 
Seo foxtnotes at end of tale.
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‘Table 3.—Belgium-Luxembourg: Imports of selected mineral commodities: Continued 
| (Metric tons unless otherwise specified) 

Sar 8 
Commodit 1981 1982 Gated i pitt Other (principe) sp a Fe Ee 

NONMETALS —Continued 
Tale, steatte, soapstone, pyrophyllite 45491 —=—«68,751 17,072 ‘France 12.465; Canada 9.480; | “Australia 8.360 
Pda toma te 2 LOT France 500; West Germany 190; I Spain 160 Slog and dross, not metal-beating 

a 1899 «4,811. _Franoe 806; Netherlands 380; West ‘Germany 100. 
MINERAL FUELS AND RELATED MATERIALS 

sphalt and bitumen, natural. 69881 «4547 $81_—_‘France 6,101; West Germany 500, farbon: Carbon back == S7258 «S93 BSS West Germany 18,018: Netherlands der 12:91; Prance 10,448, 
“Anthracite thousand tons. 1706 1,827 42—West Germany 8173; Republic of 

| South Africa 266. Bituminous do. 81084428 —_Rapulea South Ain 2.967; West Germany 603 Briquets of anthracite and biturainous 
thane nen dO 99 91. West Germany 79; France 10 | “Lignte Ineludng briguets ~do- ~~ 2a 21). West Germany 19 Eaet Germany 

Gokeandsemienke do. 9089-22581 Weg Germany 1850; Netherands 
as, manutytured. milion eis fet. 196 223 All from France, jasynatural ~~~ doe «$4608 907,80 © "Netherland 23,443, Peni lncladingbriguels ander ~“"" ann gs)“ _Netheeland 858, Wost Germany 

Petroleum: ce 
‘Crude. thousand 42-gallon barrels__ ‘198,782 178,082 =. Saudi Arabia 73,585; Libya 22,000; 

“a USSR. 15,264. s: Refinery products 
guid petroleum gasdo._ S152 BAN 2.50; United Kingdom 
Gasoline ---------de_ 15488 19a 2 _Ngfhaiands 1006; United Kingdom 
Mineral jelly and wax —_do___ 45 169 3 West Germany 82; Hungary 17. Kerosine and jet fuel d0_ ~~ $51 1804 40 Netherlands 1/226; Italy 1 Dinilatefuel oll ——~""do--~_ 248072893 16—Netherlande 11.510, USSR 6572. Lubricants «-- ~~" ~"do-- = 4196 “S380 a4 Netherlands 1,508 France 1102, Residual fc} o——"~""do"~si'505.—«a.992«GT_—_Netherlands Tost; USSR 10.217 Bitumen and other residues 

do. 223 816 @)_ France 184; Netherlands 151 Bituminous mixtures..._do~——— us 92 “4 France 40, Netherlands 25, Petroleum coke ~~~ da ~~~ 888 2008-1415 Netherlands Antilles 382; Nether- ands 98 
"Revisod. NA Not available 
Table prepared by Jozef Plachy. 
Less than 1/2 unit. 
May include other precious metals. 

‘COMMODITY REVIEW administration of the company, major in- 
z vestments were to be made in a new inverse 

Metals—Aluminum.—Primary alumi extrusion press, allowing Sidal to maintain 
num was the only nonferrous metal com- and strengthen its position in the alloys 
modity that registered a production in- market. In total, the aid package was to crease during the year, although it is never exceed $22 million. 
a significant contributor to the country’s Copper—Belgium was a significant pro- 
GNP. Over 51% of Belgium's aluminum ducer of refined copper, contributing about 
requirements are met through imports, 69% of the world total. Two companies domi- 
mostly from the Netherlands. nated the market, Métallurgie Hoboken- 

Sidal NV, the only Belgian aluminum verpelt SA (MHO), with a smelter at semimanufacturing company, received fi- Antwerp-Hoboken (33% of domestic capaci- nancial aid from the Flemish regional gov- ty) and a refinery at Olen (89% of domestic ernment, which thus became a 26.7% owner capacity), and La Metallo-Chimique SA of the company; the Hoogovens Group BV of with a smelter (67% of domestic capacity) 
the Netherlands owned the rest. In addition and a refinery (119 of domestic capacity) 
to the injection of new capital for the both at Beerse. All copper ore and concen-
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trate were imported, mostly from Canada 0.14% of the GNP; of that, over $84 million 
and Chile; Zaire supplied close to 60% of came from exports, or 76% of total ste¢l 
unwrought copper for Belgian refineries. _sales. | 

‘During the year, MHO proceeded with Most of the steel in Belgium, almost 93%, 
plans to replace much of its copper anode was produced by the oxygen process, ds 
casting equipment at the Olen works with a shown in the following table, in thousanil 
new process the company itself had devel- metric tons: 
oped over the past 4 years. Called Conti- | 
lanod, the process allows the continuous =e SS — 
casting of full thickness anodes that canbe Ye" gen __tric hearth Other Totpl 
used in any conventional tankhouse. The = = 
new plant would account for over 30% of i8h---- Si FR -- Ugh 
Olen’s anode output by the middle of 1984. gs" 9.482695 18 10gs 

In 1983, MHO celebrated its 75th anniver- World, 
sary. Since 1908, the company has grown _ (192) ___ 315258 199,746 126,198 LasT_ST6270 
into one of the world's major producers of = 
special and minor nonferrous metals. mat 
Germanium.—MHO’s plant at Olen was Ag for the past several years, steel 

the only producer of germanium in Bel- structuring talks continued in 1983, revoly- 
gium, and has become the biggest world ing mostly around CS's production capacly 
supplier, with an annual capacity of 50 tons. and employment reductions. The unemploy- 
‘The company operated a new high perform- ment rate in the regions of Charleroi and 
ance extraction unit of its own design, Liege, traditional Walloon centers of wel 
which enabled germanium to be extracted making and metal-forming industries, w: 
from various low-content substances. MHO over 15% and was still rising. The contin- 
began production of germanium in 1953, ued state subsidies to CS were ineffectiva, 
mainly as a byproduct from zinc electrolysis and the region was in economic difficulties. 
and from certain mixed lead and copper Jn addition, over $107 million was promised 
sulfide minerals. First used as a semicon- by the EEC to the Belgian Government to 
ductor element, it is now mainly used in ease the crisis. CS lost almost $172 million, 
infrared optics but is seen as a widespread down from $207 million in 1982. The bank; 
future substitute for silicon in such ele- ruptey that has loomed over the company 

ments. for the past several years, and an earth- 
Iron and Steel—Steel production in Bel- quake that hit the Liége area in November 

gium was dominated by the giant Cockerill- 1983, did not make it an easy year for CS. 
Sambre SA (CS), which contributed 75% of The future of the stateowned company 
domestic output, with plants at Charleroi remained uncertain, at least until the Bel- 
and Liége. Other plants included the Boel gian Government concludes negotiations 
Steel at La Vauviere, Clabecq Steel at with Luxembourg and the Netherlands on 
Clabecqg, and Sidérurgie Maritime (Sidmar) joint measures aimed at complementary 
at Ghent. In 1983, CS ranked third among production. 
the world’s top 26 steel companies, pro- "Lead and Zinc.—Belgium was a signifi- 
ducing 4.7 million tons of crude steel cant producer of lead and zinc metal. Lead 

Production in 1983 again rose, despite the was produced by only one company, MHO. 
worldwide steel crisis and domestic reorgan- and zinc was produced by MHO and Vieille- 
ization problems. Belgium produced almost Montagne SA. In 1982, the last year for 
2% of the world’s steel output, and ranked which numbers are available, over 53% of 
fifth among the EEC producers. lead ore and concentrate was imported from 

The EEC cut an additional 1.4 million Peru; over 45% of zinc was imported from 
tons annually from CS’s permitted produc- Canada, with 10% each imported from Peru 
tion capacity on top of the 1.7 million tons and France. Almost 60% of all available 
already undertaken or committed. By 1985, smelted lead metal and over 53% of zinc 
CS's capacity is to drop to 5.3 million tons, metal was exported. The Federal Republic 
from 7.0 million tons in 1982 and 11.7 of Germany received the bulk of lead and 
million tons in 1980. The Belgian industry zinc. 
had lost 16,900 jobs since 1982, and another Nonmetals.—Construction materials and 
8,000 were projected by 1985. a few nonmetallic minerals were still being 

Revenue from steel in 1983 amounted to mined in Belgium in 1983. In contrast to 
over $110 million, which represented about processed metals, production of many of
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them increased, such as that of the unique fertilizer trade, shipments of nitrogenous 
petit granite and dolomite. Lime also regis- fertilizers have tended to be on the increase 
tered an increase and accounted for 2.4% of and recent levels were about 1 million tons. 
total world output. Transit traffic consisted of products that 
Dolomite.—Belgium was one of the lead- came from the Federal Republic of Ger- 

ing producers of dolomite in Europe, with at many and the Netherlands, 
least seven companies supplying crude and Phosphate fertilizers made up a small 
some dead-burned dolomite. The main areas quantity of fertilizers passing through 
of production were centered around Mar- Antwerp, and included basic slag from the 
chelesJames in the center of the Sambre- Belgian and Luxembourg blast furnaces, 
Mouse Valley SA = Dolomies se ae which have fallen considerably because less 
cheles-Dames was the main producer of use was made of phosphatic ores in the steel 
calcined and sintered material. The annual ndustry. Other phosphate fertilizers have 
capacity of the quarry was 2.5 million tons, not amounted to very large tonnages either 
eee ao i # datepeity: because Western Europe was itself a large 

ad-burned dolomite ani " Bib tons of dame Lime nee po: isaportar end coneumer of phapbate fet 

luced. i Dic ‘a 
Fertilizer Materials.—Exoept for nitrogen sebiicves & Cariéres et Conpaewe bolas 

in ammonia and phosphates (Thomas slag), Ges Silices Reunies SA (SCR-Sibelco), was 
Belgium did not produce much fertilizer the largest of three silica sand producers in 
materials. The port of Antwerp, however, Western Europe.t The other two were a was the most important distribution center West German and a British company. SCR- 
for fertilizers in northwestern Europe. Of Sipelco controlled seven subsidiaries and the total tonnage of 80 million tons handled three accociated companies. Belgium was 
annually, over 4 million tons were fertiliz- (pee ena et eae nd in Western 
ers and fertilizer raw materials, including pry mtn exvorte being about five ti 
sulfur® The most important product pass- Europe with exports being about five times greater than imports in 1982. Total exports ing through Antwerp for export was potash, feat, ‘han impor nee ee eet 
about 500,000 tons were handled; potash ov) io en “whcle i iperte have been 
from the Federal Republic of Germany con. Sweeessive years, while imports have been 
stituted the largest portion. Some of this fone: Ua SRE G ae SMOw nn EDS OL ene 
was destined for BASF AG’s compound ‘ble, in metric tons: 
fertilizer plant at Antwerp, which had a 
capacity to produce 750,000 tons annually of 18801981188 
various grades of nitrogen, phosphorus, and 
potash. The BASF Antwerp site also pro- PxPort----------- 2gl4gaa gangs 2spoue 
duced phosphoric acid, sulfuric acid, and © ————————""_"" 
ammonium sulfate. Some of the potash 
from the Federal Republic of Germany went _In 1982, over 80% of the exports were to 
into the manufacture of potassium sulfate member countries of the EEC, with France, 
in Belgium's three plants and was then and the Netherlands being the largest im- 
reexported. About 300,000 tons of potassium Porters, followed by Italy and the Federal 
sulfate was exported through the port, Repubic of Germany. The imports were 
French potassium chloride was also used in ™ostly from the Netherlands. 
the manufacture of potassium sulfate in , Silica sand deposits of Cenozoic age are | Belgium. indigenous to most of the countries in West- 

| In addition to exporting potash, Antwerp € Europe but high-quality material is 
| was also an important distribution point for ™ore restricted, being concentrated in Bel- compound fertilizers produced in north. ium, France, the Netherlands, and the 

| western Burope. At one time, about 1 mil- Federal Republic of Germany. In Belgium, 
lion tons of mixed fertilizers passed through Silica sand deposits were worked at two 
the port for export, although the level at the Principal localities, the area around Mol 
time of this report was lower because ex- about 35 miles east of Antwerp, and the 
orts from Western European countries UPland area by the River Meuse in Maas- 
rave declined. Compound fertilizers passing ™echelen about 60 miles east of Antwerp. 
through Antwerp included those from Sands from the Mol area have a low iron plants in Belgium and from neighboring content, an average 0.025% iron oxide 
‘Western Buronean countries. (Fe,0,), which made them ideally suited for 

In contrast to the decline in compound the manufacture of all types of glass except
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crystal, Sands for the foundry and ceramic ered as purchases of ownership. The Gov- 
industries were also produced in 1983. Sand ernment now owns over a 70% interest in 
from the Massmechelen area is exceptional- the largest coal producer, NV Kempense 
ly pure, with the iron content as low as Steenkolenmijnen, in northern Limbourg 
0.012% Fe.0,, a low alumina content, and Province. In 1982, coal subsidies amounted 
little contamination from heavy minerals. to over $156 million. 
‘These sands were suitable for the manufac- _In the last several years, coal accounted 
ture of crystal glass and silicon carbide. for over 30% of all electricity production, 
Sand from the two main areas of produc. which used 6.5 million tons of coal for its 
tion, Mol and Massmechelen, was mined generation. 
mainly for export to neighboring countries, Natural Gas.—Belgium produced a small 
which produced poorer quality material quantity of natural gas; most of the gas was 

Mineral Fuels.—There were essentially ™anufactured. In 1980, the Government 
no changes in the energy resources sector in Purchased a 50% interest in Distrigaz SA, 
Belgium in 1983. Belgium is an energy poor the only firm that imports natural gas, 80% 
country. It has some coal, mining of which 9 it from the Netherlands, and the rest 
was subsidized by the Government because ftom Norway and Algeria. 
seams are deep and generally commercially _ In 1983, the Belgian Government an- 
unavailable. The country imported all of its nounced the discovery of natural gas during bil and most of its gas, The Government in ¢XPl0ration for thermal spring sources, Gas 
1988 emphasized, ‘therefore, the develop. With 40% methane was detected at a depth 

. " of almost 6,000 feet at Merkplas near the ment of nuclear power, which supplied over {mst 1p ae ano aril ie 
25% of its electricity. In order to ease its © jetheranes: Se ere ae he nen 900 stay deans 7 to ease iS stopped and the Belgian Geological Survey 

és ay dependenes on imports, to enter into a contract with a private Parliament attempted to come up with an Fos fe eee Fede ome ye witha firm to determine the volume and quality of 
energy policy that emphasized the rational the gas and whether it could be used com- use and conservation of coal, provision of mercially. 
continued subsidies for the coal mines, plan- "Wiielear Power.—In the 1970's, Belgium's 
ning of new electric-generation capacity, most important energy policy development 
and the handling of nuclear materials. For was perhaps the decision to make nuclear example, the 1983 budget contained sub- Dower the base of its electricity system. In 
stantial funds for subsidies in energy con- 1983, more than 25% of total electricity was 
servation. In addition, the Government pro- generated from nuclear power. There were 
oo Sore — a Be —— six operational nuclear power stations, with 

electricity, and through the increased share (oeal opacity wos 600000 mequeaita, 
of nuclear power in electricity generation. Petroleum.—Belgiam ‘had Or domiedtle 

orgy resouronwo'asgnicent coment ty EE Wartttare aves Tater Th oe rocessing center for im- 
the country’s socioeconomic activity. A ported Deelah, ‘Only about one-half of 
small amount of subsidized mined coal was, the output from the refineries was con- | 
as previously, exported, yet Belgian utility sumed domestically, the balance being ex- 
industriee were heavily dependent on soal ported primarily to the Netherlands. The 
imports. The mines have now received Gov- petroleum industry was the only energy 
ernment subsidies for a long time, and producer that was entirely privately owned. 
recently these subsidies have been consid- 

LUXEMBOURG 

In the 10 years since the collapse of its world, although Luxembourg is no bigger 
steel industry, the Grand Duchy of Luxem- than the State of Maryland, United States. 
bourg has begun to rely on banking as its Furthermore, all of it was produced by one 
economic sustainer. Steel, nevertheless, re- company. 
mained the only heavy and most significant ‘The prevailing recession was mainly at- 
industry in 1983, influencing almost all tributed to the slump in world steel de- 
aspects of life in Luxembourg. On the aver- mand; the result in Luxembourg was de- 
age, each citizen produced more steel than clines in output of 6.7% in 1980, 17.9% in 
the citizen of any other country in the 1981, 7.4% in 1982, and 6% in 1983 when 

\
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only 3.3 million tons of crude steel was decline in production was moderate. Steel 
produced, almost the same amount as in was produced, only by the oxygen process, 
1958. Declines in production of all mineral in four plants situated near the Belgian and 
‘commodities were in-line with the overall French borders in the south. 
‘economic decline of the country. Other in- All coke, about 1.7 million tons, used in 
dustries have withstood the recession better the steel industry was imported, mostly 
‘than steel, but production still fell back by from the Federal Republic of Germany, a3 
about 3%. in previous years. 
Employment in the industrial sector con- With a small domestic consumption, 

tinued to fall, as it has since 1974. The Luxembourg relied on steel exports more 
‘metals production industry in 1983 employ- than any other country, and in the past 
ed about 69,000 workers, and metals proc- several years the recession has taken 
essing employed 108,500 workers, a high its due toll on employment and profits. 
48% of the total population. The energy ARBED’s operations were spread out over 
|sector employed 85,900 workers, or 23% of Austria, Belgium, Brazil, and the Federal 
| the total population. Republic of Germany. At the same time, the 

Despite a fall in the steel industry work company's plants in Luxembourg provided 
force, there was a slight rise in the overall jobs for neighboring French, German, Bel- 
number of wage and salary earners, but _gian, and many other foreign workers. 
insufficient to keep the unemployment rate In. 1983, the export demand for steel 
from reaching about 5%, compared with products remained slack, and domestic con- 
4.7% in 1982, 4.3% in 1981, and only 0.7% sumption was closely linked with the imple- 
in 1980. Although this remained low by mentation of a restructuring plan. The first 
international standards, there was no un- plan, based on an agreement between the 
employment before 1975. Government, employers, and unions, was 
Metals.—Aluminum.—Luxembourg Alu- rejected by the EEC at the end of 1982. A 

minum SA's (Luxalum) new 15,000-ton-per- second, submitted at the end of March 1983, 
year foil plant in Dudelange entered into its provided for ARBED to spend $302 million 
final construction phase and was scheduled over the next 5 years on rationalization. In 
to come on-stream in January 1984, as addition, the work force, which has already 
planned. Two continuous casters were al- been cut by 83%, to 13,800 since 1975, is to 
ready installed and started up in November be reduced to 12,000 by 1987, and produc- 
1983. The plant is to produce aluminum foil tion capacity for steel would be restricted to 
ranging from 0.8 to 0.005 millimeter gauge, 3.5 million tons 
in widths up to 1,625 millimeters, for use _ Nonmetals.—All extracted minerals in 
mainly by the packaging industry. Other Luxembourg were nonmetals for domestic 
uses will be in the insulation foil market, consumption; of these the most significant 

| cable wrap, transfer foil, heat exchange, were cement, sand and gravel, limestone, 
and pipe jacketing. About $40 million was and construction stone. All of the oper- 
already invested in the plant, which in- ations were privately owned and small by 
cluded two continuous casters. Luxalum js a world standards. The production of cement 
subsidiary of National Aluminum Inc. of has now been stable for more than 10 years, 

| Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania, United States. providing dependable local employment. 
| Steel.—Because all iron ore mining had There was also a modest but stable mining 
ceased in November 1981, 6,160 million tons of gypsum. 
of ore was imported in 1982, 77% from _ Mineral Fuels.—Luxembourg was totally 

| French mines close to the border in the dependent on Belgium, the Federal Repub- 
south. The last year Luxembourg exported lic of Germany, the Netherlands, and 
iron ore was in 1977, 35,872 tons. Acieries France for all energy requirements except 
Réunies de Burbach-Kich-Dudelange SA for some domestic electricity. Of all energy 
(ARBED) was the sole privately owned iron consumed in 1982, 36% came from coal and 
and steel producer in the country in 1983. It 35% from oil, the remainder came from gas 
was the fourth largest steel company in and electricity. Industry utilized 61% of all 
Europe and ninth largest in the world. energy, of which steel consumed 52%. Only 

Pig iron was produced at a lowered out- 23% of electric power was generated domes- 
put in ARBED's three to five blast furnaces; tically, 52% of which was from hydroelec- 
the rest of the total of nine were idle. trie and 48% from thermal power stations, 

Although the past 2 years were tumul- the latter mostly as byproduct of steel 
tuous for Luxembourg’s steel industry, the _ production
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In 1982, as previously, all refined petrole- Germany. 
um products were imported, almost 85% of —_____ 
which came from neighboring Belgium. — *Physical scientist, Division of Foreign Data. 
Gasoline made up over 829% of those prod- “Where neceaary, values have been converted fron 
ucts. The imported quantities in 1982 and Belsan fancs (BF) to US. dellas at the 1963 average 
1983 were essentially the same as those of (Lunt) were converted atthe rate of LuxPi9.69—U88100.| 
1981, about 7.5 million barrels. 1 Pheshorus and Potassium. The Port of Antwerp - i Important Distribution Centre for Fertilizers in West Natural gas and electricity were imported portant Distribution Centre for Fert ter 
mostly from Belgium, with some from the ‘Industrial Minerals (London). Silica _ Sand-—| 
Netherlands and the Federal Republic of Competition ina Tight Market Feb. 198, p.1920. 

Table 4.—Luxembourg: Production of mineral commodities ! 
(Thousand metric tons unless otherwise specified) 

Commodiiy® ss aa? sea | 
Cement, hydraulie=— nnn 318 325 342 3 0 Gypsum and anhydrt,erade=———~~""Ttone 1,044 356 72 aa 400 ‘on and see 

Tron ore and concentrate -___-_-------~ 630 560 429 ® ae, Metal: 
Pig iron (including blast furnace | ferroaloys) =e nnn ae gs68 aos AS 
steel 

Crude ccceeceoesceeet 4950 419 3.790 3510 43.205] Semimanufactares ~~~ ~~~ 8981 Et a re 
Phosphates: Thomas slag, gross weight ———____ 730 688 595 512, 500) 
Sand and gravel: Foundry sand -.tone 100 a; 3m 8g 00) 

‘Other sand except glass sand —~ ~~~ an "70 713 "783, "750| Gravel os cpeneecec a cuseasesss 20 218 1st 203 200) Stone: Construction: ‘Crushed ee aL) 282 an 509 0 
Dimension 

ea thousand cubic meters__ 4 5 a 9 8 acing. thousand square meters. — 4 4 4 4 i vghtitted enn “bie metre 90 282 8 sat so 
*ipolhed tons. €600 590 19s 4,800 1.500 
Rough ---~>=—7======“do. "500 2 5 10 250 Slate slabs __ ~~~ thousand pieces — win 122 128 1198 1.180 Industrial Deloria cestes caves 298 385, 295, 331 290 Gursesooe sos sc 30 at 6 2 20 | 

‘*Estimated. Preliminary. "Revised. 
“Table includes data available through Apr. 2, 1984. | 
In addition to the commodities listed, refractory clays and manufactured phosphatic fertilizers other than Thomas slag are produced, but data are not published, and iformation is inadequate to make reliable estimates of output levels. 
Revised to vero. 

‘Reported figure.



The Mineral Industry of 
Bolivia 

By Pablo Velasco' 

During 1983, Bolivia's tin industry, along natural gas exports to Argentina. The fu- 
with most other minerals, continued the ture of the Bolivian economy, over at least 
decline that started in 1982. In contrast, the the next decade, will depend on the foreign 
importance of natural gas to export earn- exchange earnings from the two traditional 
ings further increased in 1983. Among spe- export sectors, mining and possible natural 
cific new mineral developments, a new anti- gas exports to Brazil. 
mony mine in the Potosi area was brought The Bolivian economy has been in reces- 

into operation, and a major $150 million sion since 1981 when the Bolivian GDP 
gold mining program, including forming dropped by 1.5%; in 1982, the GDP fell 
a government gold mining company, was another 8.7%. In 1983, owing to continuing 
being established. Plans were also an- political instability and adverse world min- 
nounced in April for the eventual exploita- eral market conditions, the economy declin- 
tion of the extensive Mutin iron ore depos- ed another 7.6% to the equivalent $1,337 
its using the Santa Cruz area natural gas as_million,? preliminary estimates in constant 
fuel for a modest, direct-reduction steel 1970 dollars. 
miniplant. The Karachipampa lead-silver A new Government took office on October 
smelter, built by Soviet and West German 10, 1982, after 18 years of military rule. The 
technicians near Potosi, was scheduled tobe economy was suffering a 220% annual infla- 

inaugurated in January 1984. tion rate and by yearend, it reached 297% 
The mineral industry of Bolivia contrib- and had depleted its foreign-exchange re- 

uted about 6.04% to the gross domestic serves. All of this was causing Bolivia seri- 
product (GDP) in 1982. Petroleum and natu- ous problems in its economic and political 
ral gas accounted for 1.2% of the GDP relations with the rest of the world. The 
compared with 1.0% in 1981. The mineral new Government failed to reduce inflation, 
industry provided 46.2% and the hydrocar- which reached the 328% level in 1983, but it 
bon sector 48.1% of the total value of was able to renegotiate its debt with Argen- 
Bolivia's exports. tina and Brazil, two of its major creditors. It 

Total mineral exports amounted to $373 also reached a tentative agreement with an 
million, an 11% decline below those of 1982. international banking consortium to which 
The production value of tin accounted for it owes $648.8 million. 
62% of the total value of the nation's Bolivia's external debt, as of December 

mineral exports, 17% below the 1982 total. 31, 1983, amounted to $3,310.2 million dis- 
Production of tin as well as most other tributed as follows: $3,169.6 million debt for 

minerals, with a few exceptions, declined. the public sector, $51.0 million in short- 
The production decrease was due toa gener- term loans to the private sector, and $89.6 
al ore grade decline, older equipment, and million for International Monetary Fund 
labor unrest. The tin industry no longer (IMF) loans. 
remained as the cornerstone of the econo- In November, the Government announc- 
my. The production of natural gas increased ed a far-reaching economic reform package 
from 1975 to 1982 but declined in 1983. In designed to put Bolivia on the path to 
1983, natural gas contributed 48.1% of the further negotiations with its creditors and 
total export value, principally because of the IMF. Measures included a 150% deval- 

lll
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uation of the peso from 200 pesos to 500 metallurgy corporation, (4) barter minerals 
pesos to a dollar, the elimination of subsi- and metals with centrally planned economy 
dies on transportation and basic foods, and countries, and (5) place priority on the 
the return to an economy based on the development of gold deposits. 
dollar as a hedge against inflation. In 1983, _ The proposal has come under sharp criti- 
Bolivia paid $125 million to international cism from the Asociacién Nacional de Min- 
banking institutions, including $1.4 million eros Medianos, an organization of private 
in principal. medium-size mining companies. The associ- 

Banks from the Federal Republic of Ger- ation has particularly criticized the propos- 
many were evaluating several mining proj- ed barter with centrally planned economy 
ects of Corporacién Minera de Bolivia (CO- countries. 
MIBOL) and Empresa Nacional de Fun- In a startling development on April 19, 
diciones (ENAF) and approved a $50 million the Bolivian Mine Workers Federation 
credit for these two state-owned consortium occupied the offices of COMIBOL and de- 
projects early in 1983. About $14 million clared the institution of “worker manage- 
was scheduled for the year, and COMIBOL ment’ in place of the current professional 
was giving priority to the replacement of management. 
equipment ($6 million) and the installation Following continual disagreements be- 
of mobile plants ($4 million). Other projects tween the Government and the workers, on 
under evaluation include ENAF’s Karachi- May 19, the Government announced the 
pampa silverlead complex and the low- outline of its long-awaited proposal for 
grade Vinto tin smelter, both of which have worker comanagement in COMIBOL. On 
been stalled by severe financial and techni- June 15, the Government decreed a provi- 
cal problems, and COMIBOL's Los Lipez sional comanagement plan for COMIBOL, 
lead-silver mine in Potosi. which was tentatively accepted by the 

As a result of economic agreements sign- union. In reaching such an agreement, Bo- 
ed in Santa Cruz, Bolivia, the Soviet Union _livia’s miners have finally achieved their 
was going to supply additional technical longstanding aim of “majority” comanage- 
and economical assistance to Bolivia in a ment in the country’s largest state-owned 
number of sectors: mining, industry, explo- enterprise, COMIBOL. The comanagement 
ration of arable land, and hydrocarbons. At agreement states that comanagement has 
the same time, the USSR. will provide $70 _ the following aims: (1) to defend and consoli- 
million for the installation of a low-grade date national patrimony in the state-owned 
tin volatilization plant at Machacamarca, mining sector, (2) to prepare, propose, and 
south of Oruro. execute development plans and programs in 
Government Policies and Programs.— each of COMIBOL’s dependent companies, 

After almost 15 months in office, which and (8) to incorporate the workers, through 
included three cabinet changes, Bolivia’s their union representatives, to the manage- 
new Government is still in deep trouble, ment and direction of COMIBOL in order to 

trying to adjust to its worst economic crisis transform it into an efficient enterprise. 
in history. The Government is having to Comanagement extends to the whole of the 
reduce the fiscal deficit by eliminating state productive process, from broad policymak- 
subsidies and devaluing the peso to comply ing down to the adoption of administrative 
with a still-to-besigned $350 million IMF decisions at the lowest level. Comanage- 
extension. When the new Government took ment is based on direct election of the 
office, no one expected it to solve the coun- worker's representatives, with alternat- 
try’s chronic balance-of-payments problems. ing and revocable mandates, through the 
Nevertheless, an agreement was reached in unions. 
March 1983 between Bolivia and its 144 In practical terms, comanagement means 
creditor banks that allowed the country to that henceforth COMIBOL’s board will com- | 
renegotiate its loan payments. prise a president, a vice-president, three 

The Ministry of Mining and Metallurgy Government representatives, and three 
has proposed a new mining and metallurgy worker representatives. The president of 
policy, which must be approved by the COMIBOL's board, chosen by the President 
executive branch and the Congress before it of the Republic from a short list submitted 
can become law. Specifically, the ministry by the Chamber of Deputies, only will have 
wants to (1) reformulate the mining code, (2) the right to vote in case of a deadlock. The 
centralize minerals and metals marketing vice-president, chosen by the President of 
in a state agency, (3) create a national the Republic from a short list submitted by
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the miners’ federation, must be a Bolivian the miners’ federation. The general manag- 
national and have at least 5 years seniority er of COMIBOL will be appointed by the 
in COMIBOL. The vice-president has the board, giving the corporation greater inde- 
right to vote. The three Government mem- pendence from the Government in power. 
bers will represent the Ministries of Min- COMIBOL’s dependent companies will be 
ing, Finance, and Planning. Three worker run by “consejos administrativos” adminis- 
representatives are to be chosen by the trative councils answerable to the board. 
personnel of COMIBOL and accredited by 

PRODUCTION 

Bolivia’s decline in mineral production was the scarcity in stocks, tools, and ma- 
for the past 2 years was caused by political chinery. Another reason was the increasing 
instability, social unrest, adverse conditions incidence of theft. of minerals, and lower 
in the world markets, higher costs, infla- international market prices. 
tion, depletion of ore reserves, lack of in- ‘The medium- and small-size private 
vestments by the public and private mining mines produced about 25% and 12%, re- 
sector, lack of new mining equipment, man- spectively, of national tin output. These 
agement problems, etc. private mining groups achieved an increase 

‘The decline in the national production of in production of about 3% and 7%, respec- 
tin concentrate was due mainly to the tively. The medium-size private sector 
severe world economic recession. The prices mines expanded production of tungsten and 
of minerals produced and prices for Boliv- antimony to 50% and 74%, respectively, of 
ia’s mineral exports in 1983 continued to be the national output. The small-size mines 
low, and this resulted in continuing prob- produced 26% of the country’s antimony 
lems for the state smelting enterprise, production. The tin miners in Bolivia have 
ENAF, whose plants were operating far welcomed the establishment of the new 
below installed capacity, with resultant Association of Tin Producing Countries 
high costs and low productivity. (ATPO), which reconvenes in August. Boliv- 
COMIBOL continued as Bolivia's major ia is very likely to become a member. The 

mineral producer and one of the most im- Bolivian hydrocarbon sector continues to be 
portant earners of foreign exchange. COMI- an important producer and exporter of nat- 
BOL produced 63% of the total tin output, a ural gas. In 1983, earnings from natural gas 
decrease of 10.5% compared with 1982 out- exports exceeded tin exports in importance. 
put. One of the reasons for low production 

Table 1.—Bolivia: Production of mineral commodities! 
(Metric tons unles otherwise specified) 

camino 197 10S 

METALS? 
Antimony: 

‘Mine output, metal content ____________ 13,019 15,465, 15,801, 13,978 49,951 
rec a ESE ET 2,500, 5,009 5116 *1,820 2,001 

Armen mine output, white arsenic equvaeni™—— a1 13 261 tor 
‘Mine output, metal content —— 10 n n 5 “ 

Metal SaaS Se a 6 B “2 
Cadmium, mine output, metal content? ——— %0 13 165 ret 18 ‘Copper, mine output mietal content ~~~ ~~~ get 1ss | 63Tfa.zi0.ta.ga 

| Goldmine output metalcontent™ troy ounces ani sko7S ATR AS a8RTT 
‘Grose weight = B50 50a 7g82 0.999 

pebfetateontent -=—o2ITTISTTIETTS woo sm 43,48] PL 
“Mine output, metal content 15859 Mates 8 
bite! inctnaing alleys wrseen—s 588 500 232 236 4300 

‘Grose weight® wanna 10500 24 54s 120 60 Metal content 2777777222222. 100 & 250 3 3 
See fotnotes at end of table,
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Table 1.—Bolivia: Production of mineral commodities: —Continued 
(Metric tons unless otherwise specified) 

Commodity? 198 1280) i981 1982? 1988" 

METALS* —Continued 
Silver, mine output, metal conten m ‘Housand troy ounces 542 6.099 6.394 saz 46025 Tin: ‘Mine output, metal content 276481212880 8TTS 25.278 Mabel mmelier ones 14950 8191300519032 ITS 
‘Tungsten, mine output, metal content ~~~ 2470 2732 2779 25s t2.449 
Zine, mine output, metal content si62 5026047029 «45,6674 182, 

NONMETALS 
Fest a reereernenumnenn 72,008 8604 2.130 cor 4516 Gite oo SoS ee eae —— 391 on 261 #165) 
Cement, hydraulic = ——"=""7"77""7777>apno00 a6 z28Ta.862 824.923 307,214 Feldspar-related minerals: Sodalite -—-—_ ~~ NA 3 i NA Gypsim, crude 1,000 1,200 “8 156 730 

Salt? 10,000 10,000 10,000 10,000 —30,000, Sulfur = —~ =~ 722722272222 2o oa 15000 1n24 10-202 584 $3010 
MINERAL FUELS AND RELATED MATERIALS 

Gas, natural “Grou = ————---——million cubic feet.-«159961 «163818175478 STSTT_“1TR059 
Marketable=-—-=—21I"T" "Go =z) TR6B2 | TT.SHR | BLAIG. 166,716 Naturale gui: iatural gasoline ‘thousand 42gallon barrels. 321 "61 167 ‘04 +629 Liquefied petroleum gat = ao. "384 585 aun ead 1528 

Petroleum: Grabs Seecrerenieenelmie ANTE 8,704 8,091 go1s___ 48,100 
Refinery products: ‘Gasoline ~---do. are 3.684 3390 3562 43,088 Set fal: PEPER TSRD FTES T QT al 713 "704 531 $565, 
Kerosine_-_~_--- ~~~ -do. ~~ 1.088 1021 25 699 “647 Distillate fuel oil ~~ -—-~~--do--—— 11830 1587 1,390 wil “1,54 
Residual fuel oil => >7>>77T¢o- === "20 oT 87 850 dont Lubricants ~~~ ~~~ ~~~ “do _= 156 181 150 m1 4u5, 
Liquefied petroieum gas _— ~~ do. ~~ 355 Bat aie a5, “415 Unspecified = =~ -do. sym 41,898 1360 1,088 ‘594 
Refinery losses 777777 “40” 7 8 2 3 a 466 

nT eam 8.867 930543021 
“Estimated. Preliminary. "Revised. NA Notavailable. 
Table includes data available through Aug. 16, 1984 
"In addition to the commodities listed, a variety of crude construction materials (clays, crushed and broken stone, dimension stone, and sand and graeb are produce, but available information is inadequate to make reac extimates ‘output level 
Unless oerwisespcfed data represen actual proton by Corpracién Minera de Bolivia (COMIBOL, and small. 

“Reported figure. 
p.iGalimlum contained in sine concentrates produced by COMIBOL. (Cadmium is not recovered in elemental form in 
“<COMIBOL output plus sales by placer mines. (Small-and medium-scale mines cannot legally export gold) 

{Data represent export and are roarded as being veually equal to production mais includes topped crude (presumably further processed outside of refineries reported in this table or used without further procstop as follows in thousand f2gallen bartels: 97S 609 ond 10802007 
“Refinery fuel not reported separately, if a all, in recorded data 

TRADE 

Both Bolivian imports and exports of nary estimates showed that export earnings 
traditional and nontraditional products from all minerals declined to $373.0 million 
dropped dramatically. The major cause for from $419.3 million in 1982. 
the drop in export earnings was the de- Tin, traditionally Bolivia's main export, 
pressed world prices for the commodities totaled only 16,000 tons valued at $208 
produced. The lack of foreign exchange million, a decrease of 27% and 25% from 
earnings in Bolivia created a shortage of 1982 figures in volume and value, respec- 
dollars, and the demand for imported goods _ tively. COMIBOL's yearend deficit was $160 
consequently was reduced significantly. To- million, and another loss was expected in 
tal exports went down to $806.7 million in 1984. COMIBOL needs a long-term solution 
1983 from $877.7 million in 1982. Prelimi- to its problems and a complete revitali-
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zation according to Bolivian mining offi- some natural gas has been successful. 
cials ‘The Bolivian Congress proposed the for- 

Bolivia’s major exports in 1983 were natu- mation of a minerals and metals marketing 
ral gas and tin. Other important exports institute, Instituto de Comercializacién de 
were largely limited to agricultural prod- Metales y Minerales. The new agency would 
ucts. The value of natural gas exports was supervise and conduct sales and purchases 
$878.1 million compared with $29.2 million of mineral production, except tin, in domes- 
in 1974, the first year of gas exports, and tic and foreign markets. The agency would 
$381.6 million in 1982. The contribution of have three representatives from COMIBOL, 
the hydrocarbon sector to the national econ- two representing medium-size mines, one 
omy was 48.1% in 1983 against 46.2% con- from the small mines, and one from mining 
tribution of the mineral industry. cooperatives. The Government was also con- 
Hydrocarbon product exports reached sidering creating a national smelting corpo- 

$887.7 million, $10.7 million less than in ration to oversee new projects such as the 
1982. No imports of heavier distilled prod- Karachipampa lead-silver smelter, the La 
ucts, such as diesel and fuel oil, were Palca tin volatilization plant, and the 
registered in 1983 since internal substitu- Machacamarea tin volatilization plant. 
tion by liquefied petroleum gas (LPG) and 

Table 2.—Bolivia: Exports of selected mineral commodities' 
(Metric tons unless otherwise specified) 
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| COMMODITY REVIEW 

| METALS M&T Chemicals Inc. closed its Caracota 
. 5. aes ‘Mine, which had accounted for about 40% 

Antimony.—Since 1978, Bolivia has been of its output of antimony ore and concen- 
| the world’s leading antimony producer, sur- trate, EMUSA also closed down other mines 

passing the output of China and the Repub- for maintenance work. The eventual length 
lic of South Africa. Production of antimony of the closures depends on higher antimony 
in ore and concentrate in 1983 declined 29% _ prices. Plans have been announced in Boliv- 
and antimony metal increased 10% com- ja for a sizable increase in the production of 

pared with 1982 output. metal and antimony oxides in the near 
Bolivia's largest producer of antimony, future. The state-owned antimony smelter, 

Empresa Minera Unificada S.A. (EMUSA), ENA, is expected to raise its overall pro- 
which supplies ore and crude oxide to the duction of metal and oxides to over 2,000 
US. firms Amspec Chemical Corp. and tons in 1984,
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‘The Empresa Minera Bernal Hermanos pointed out that black-market problems 
S.A., producers of antimony concentrate remain. Although official annual produc- 
and metals, was planning to add four new tion is about 50,000 ounces of gold, an 
rotary furnaces to its Tupiza Province anti- estimated 290,000 ounces are produced and 
mony smelter in Potosi in order to increase sold illegally each year. In October 1983, the 
its production of antimony oxide to 4,000 new civilian Government announced the 
tons per year. About 75% of the expanded creation, by a supreme decree, of YAB as 
output was expected to be shipped to the part of a new plan called Plan Nacional de 
United States. To feed the new units, the Rehabilitization y Desarrollo. | 
1,500-ton-per-year Rosa de Oro Mine in Iron Ore—Empresa Siderdrgica Bolivia- 
Potosi was to be brought on-stream. In na S.A. (SIDERSA) continued producing 
addition, plans were made to buy an addi- and exporting iron ore concentrates from 
tional 4,000 tons per year of ore from Banco the iron and manganese deposits of Mutin, 
Minero de Bolivia (BAMIN) and 2,000 tons which are near the Bolivian-Brazilian bor- 
per year from EMUSA and other sources. der. SIDERSA exported to Argentina 7,000 
‘These increased internal demands for anti- tons of iron ore concentrate, an increase of 
mony ore would result in less export of ores 43% compared with 1982 exports. The 
and concentrates in 1984 and more of metal Mutan deposits have been the subject of 
oxides. According to preliminary statistics, several studies to determine the reserves, 
ENAF's antimony smelter near Oruro in- which have been estimated at 40 billion 
creased output of antimony metal 10% in tons of iron ore. The project has been 
1983 compared with that of 1982; however, exhaustively studied as part of the National 
this was about 40% below the full rated Steel Plan. Numerous other studies have 
capacity of 5,000 tons per year. Of the total been made from 1945 to the present time 
output, 74% came from the medium-size —_ Iron and Steel—SIDERSA, the Bolivian 
mines and 26%, from the small-size mines. Government's iron and steel enterprise, 
Bolivia’s exports of antimony increased announced in April 1983 that the long- 
19% in volume and declined 8.2% in value. planned Mutin iron ore and steel project 
About two-thirds of the exports were con- would be implemented as soon as the $200 
centrates, and the balance, metals. million financing for the integrated steel 
Gold.—Gold production increased 23% plant was available. SIDERSA officials indi- 

compared with that of 1982, according to cated that the feasibility study completed 
purchases made by BAMIN. Purchases by Arthur G. McKee & Co. in 1975 was 
were made from gold mining cooperatives being updated by the Brazilian firm Cia. 
and the South American Placers Inc. (SA- Brasileira de Proyectos Industriais (CO- 
PD. Small miners composed of mining coop- BRAPD. The updated COBRAPI study en- 
eratives produced 92% of the total output. visages the exploitation of the Mutan iron 
The remainder of the gold output came ore reserves as the raw material for a 
from the medium-miners sector, in particu- proposed direct-reduction steel miniplant 
lar from dredging operations in the Kaka capable of producing 100,000 tons per year 

River by SAPI. of nonflat products for domestic consump- 
The Ministry of Mining and Metallurgy tion as well as some rolled products for 

has also begun a project to map and classify export. This natural gasbased direct- 
the country's gold zones, quantify reserves, reduction plant would be located in the 
and define areas to be developed. Bolivia's industrial zone of the city of Santa Cruz and 
alluvial gold reserves have been estimated close to the natural gasfields. 
at 6 billion cubic meters of gravel grading Approximately 50% of the production of 
an average of 0.008 ounce of gold per cubic the steel miniplant would be for export. 

meter. SIDERSA indicated that negotiations were 
‘The Government of Bolivia has also decid- far advanced with three foreign companies, 

ed to create a national gold company, Yaci- from Brazil, Italy, and Mexico, to obtain 
mientos Auriferos Bolivianos (YAB), which technology and financing for the project. 
reportedly will have a $50 million funding. SIDERSA observers say that the smaller 
The new company will be responsible for all project appears more feasible than the more 
gold exploration, development, exploitation, ambitious venture that has been discussed 
and marketing in Bolivia. The decision to but delayed for years. The miniplant will 
form a new company has been met with have a better chance of selling its output 
some skepticism from the mining industry and being competitive on export markets 
and labor unions. Mining officials have Among the problems holding back the ven-
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ture is the cost of the gas pipeline and the the Antequera-Avicaya tin district. The 
price of natural gas. However, at yearend Government of Bolivia has begun a search 
another proposal was emerging, which was for international funding to provide more 
a joint venture of SIDERSA and the Region- than $50 million of financing required for 
ai Development Corp. of Santa Cruz (COR- the Bolivar silver-lead-zinc+in project. The 
DECRUZ) to build a 65,000-ton-per-year Ministry of Mining and Metallurgy has sent 
direct-reduction rolling plant to supply do- a feasibility study on the project to the 
mestic needs only. United States, the Soviet Union, and Euro- 

Lead, Silver, and Zine.—Production of pean countries including Belgium, France, 
lead declined 4.8% compared with that of the Federal Republic of Germany, and 
1982. COMIBOL continued to be the largest Spain. The $50 million investment in the 
lead producer in the country with 63% of Bolivar polymetallurgical plant has already 
the total output. The medium-size mines passed the feasibility stage. The objective is 
produced 28%, and the small mines, 9%. to modernize the system of mining and 
Silver was mainly produced as a byproduct, construct a 750-ton-per-day flotation plant 
of lead and tin. Silver production increased for the production of lead, silver, zinc, and 
10.1% compared with that of 1982. COMI- tin. The plant will process approximately 
BOL accounted for 79% of the total produe- 274,000 tons of ore per year, from which 
tion; the medium-size mines, 12%; and the COMIBOL hopes Bolivar will produce annu- 
smail mines, 9%. Exports of silver increased ally about 4,300 tons of lead-silver concen- 
4.6% in volume and 57.2% in value, com- trates and over 75,000 tons of zinc-silver 
pared with those of 1982. concentrates. With this planned expansion, 

The Quioma Mine, operated by Cia. Min- COMIBOL would be assured of providing 
era Quioma S.A., is the dominant base- adequate feed to the Karachipampa lead- 
metal producer among the medium-size silver smelter in Potosi, which is due on- 
mines. Output of this mine, in which the stream in early 1984. 
USS. firm ASARCO Incorporated is a major _Tin.—The tin industry, which had a peak 
stockholder, was down in 1983. Reserves of output of 29,830 tons in 1981, no longer 
the mine are reported at almost 3 million continued as the cornerstone of the Bolivian 
tons, averaging 4.5 ounces of silver per ton, economy because its output has been de- 
6.21% lead, and 7.28% zine. clining in the past 2 years. Nevertheless, 

‘After 5 years of construction, the Kara- Bolivia has managed to maintain its posi- 
chipampa lead-silver smelter outside of Po- tion as the world’s fourth largest producer 
tosi was scheduled to start operations on of tin concentrate and metal. Production of 
January 17, 1984. The installation phase tin ore and concentrate and tin metal 
was completed in September 1983, and reached 25,278 and 14,173 tons, respective- 
startup tests were being conducted through ly, a decrease of 5.6% and 25.5% compared 
November. The plant was designed to pro- with 1982 output. Tin exports totaled 16,041 
duce over 24,000 tons per year of lead tons for a total value of $208 million in 1983, 
(99.9% lead) and 200 tons per year of silver _ of which 72% was tin metal, 16% in concen- 
(99.9% silver). Other minerals that could be trate form, and the remainder in other 
produced at Karachipampa include 2,000 forms. COMIBOL accounted for 68% of the 
tons per year of antimony, 800 tons of tin, total tin output followed by the medium-size 
3,000 tons of zinc, 500 tons of copper, and 30 mines with 25%, and the remaining 12% by 
tons of bismuth. When the Government of the small mines and cooperatives. COMI- 
Bolivia signed the contract with Kléckner BOL’s tin output was expected to be about 
Industrie Anlagen GmbH of the Federal 18,000 tons of concentrate, but it reached 
Republic of Germany, Sidech S.A. of Bel- only 16,000 tons. 
gium, and Machinoexport S.A. of the Another serious problem leading to lower 
USSR. in 1978, the cost of the plant was output has been mineral theft, mainly in 
estimated at $123 million. The final cost the Huanuni Mine where average monthly 
was $250 million. COMIBOL is scheduled to production has dropped from 350 to 400 tons 
meet with Karachipampa officials to discuss in 1980 to 250 tons monthly in 1983. Ac- 
the domestic availability of lead-silver con- cording to estimates by Huanuni’s officials, 
centrate. Bolivia does not produce enough of thefts amount to monthly losses of about 84 
this concentrate to supply the smelter. tons (equivalent to $1.0 million) without 

‘A project to develop the Bolivar lead- taking into account the production costs 
silver deposit was delayed. This mine is of the missing mineral. Because of these 
located 105 kilometers south of Oruro, in losses, Huanuni opposed the system of
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comanagement recently adopted by the wants to provide tin concentrate to ENAF| 
company, which makes the mine workers on a toll basis, instead of outright sale, but 
responsible for the fight against theft. No- ENAF wants to retain sole selling rights 
body knows for certain how much is being over refined tin. 
stolen from the other 14 companies, but all _At yearend, it was announced that COMI- 
have the same problem according to COMI- BOL's Board of Directors was going to 
BOL officials. approve on January 8, 1984, the continua- 
COMIBOL was actively studying the pos- tion of construction of the tin fuming (vola- 

sibility of retreating the accumulated tail- tilization) plant at Machacamarca, 20 kilo- 
ings from the sink-and-float plant and con- meters south of the city of Oruro. The 
centrator (Victoria Mill) at the Kenko Res- Machacamarca plant will be the second to 
ervoir, near Catavi. Plans are under consid- be built in Bolivia by the Soviet firm Machi- 
eration to dredge this material at a rate of noexport. COMIBOL has already spent $30 
3,000 tons per day and treat it in the mine million on this plant, which is expected to 
flotation plant. The existing tailings are cost a total of $70 million. The Machaca- 
estimated to amount to 10.8 million tons of marca plant will have two 200-ton-per-day- 
material, grading 0.44% tin. The overall capacity fuming furnaces. The La Palca 
project could yield 2,800 tons per year of tin plant has one 400-ton-per-day-capacity fur- 

concentrate. nace. 
COMIBOL's falling production is the re- Tungsten.—Bolivia ranked third as a 

sult of many factors. Declining grades at world producer of tungsten after China and 
depth on old mines, frequent changes in the the U.SS.R. Output declined 8.4% compar- 
company's top management, obsolete mill ed with that of 1982. One-half of the total 
equipment, theft, and a lack of success in output was produced by medium mines, 
exploration. (COMIBOL has not found a 43% by COMIBOL, and 7% by small mines. 
new tin deposit since 1952.) However, in Bolivia exported 3,272 tons of tungsten 
recent years a team of scientists from Ser- concentrate (WO) in 1982 for a total value 
vicio Geolégico de Bolivia (GEOBOL) have _ of $33.8 million and in 1983, exported 2,584 
begun exploring for tin deposits in the tons of WO: for a total value of $20 million, 
volcanic zones of the Oruro and Potosi a decline of 21% in volume and 41% in 
areas. According to U.S. Geological Survey value, compared with 1982 exports. 
geologists, who are directing the survey, A drop in the tungsten price to $74 per 
preliminary investigations suggest the ex- ton unit (72% WO.) in August from $82 in 
istence of tin and other metalliferous min- late July has jeopardized the Bolivian min- 
eral deposits in the region of Morococala ing operations. Current prices are at their 
and Frailes at depths between 20 to 200 lowest since World War II. During 1983, 
meters. This is a continuation of a new producers and consumers met in Geneva to 
exploration program that began in August discuss what measures could be taken to 
1980, jointly sponsored by the United Na- improve prices. The major producers, led by 
tions Development Program ($420,000) and Bolivia and China, want a price stabiliza- 
the Government of Bolivia ($200,000). tion agreement to be supported by national- 

ENAF’s production of refined tin in 1983 _ ly held reserve stocks. 
also declined 25.5% compared with 1982  Churquini Enterprises Inc., a subsidiary 
output. The two tin smelters, with an in- of the Anschutz Mining Corp. of the United 
stalled capacity of 20,000 and 10,000 tons, in States, recently announced that the Chicote 
1982 operated at 63% of capacity and in Grande Mine, high in the Bolivian Andes | 
1988 at 43% of capacity because of a short- about 150 miles southeast of La Paz, can be 
age of feed and irregular shipments of coal, expected to commence operations in mid- 
which is used as a fuel and reducing agent. 1984. A production rate of 180,000 tons per 
ENAF has been unable to obtain the coal. year of ore is planned. The reported recover- 
In the last 3 years, ENAF lost $100 million. able resource was estimated to be 2.7 mil- 
‘The Ministry of Mining and Metallurgy has lion tons of ore averaging 0.66% WOs, 
said it will issue a decree authorizing ENAF which could maintain an operation for al- 
to import a wide variety of essential materi- most 15 years. Further metallurgical test- 
al free of duty. Both ENAF and COMIBOL ing and mineralogical analyses of pilot 
were lacking in funds to purchase essential _ plant products are underway to improve the 
materials and supplies. In the marketing overall recovery of tungsten from the pres- 
area, both COMIBOL and ENAF continue ent 55% level to possibly 75%. 
to disagree on sales control. COMIBOL still
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NONMETALS salt reserves, but the locations with result- 
ant transportation problems make exploita- 

Nonmetallic minerals have been tradi- tion difficult. Production of salt in 1983 and 
tionally of minor importance in the mineral previous years was estimated to be about 
industry of Bolivia, although the need for 10,000 tons. The Government of Bolivia is 
these minerals has increased tremendously reportedly considering seriously a joint 
in the last decade, as a result of expanded mining venture with a Canadian company 
markets in different regions of the country. that is interested in developing the Salar de 
Bolivia has a large number of different Uyuni. This large salt lake is considered to 
types of nonmetallic mineral deposits, of be one of the largest salt crusts in the world 
which only a few have been studied in (10,000 square kilometers) and is located in 
detail. Such nonmetallic deposits occur the central depression of the Bolivian Alti- 
widely in different parts of the country. plano. The thickness of the crust is believed 
However, since there is insufficient data to be 12 to 13 meters, and reserve estimates 
known about the deposits, internal needs indicate that it may contain 5 million tons 
are now satisified through imports, which of lithium (which would equal the total 
use badly needed foreign exchange. Ac- known world reserves), 3 million tons of 
cording to GEOBOL, the geological environ- boron, and 100 million tons of potassium. 
ment for nonmetallic minerals is favorable Sulfur—Sulfur has the greatest export 
in the entire country. GEOBOL has stated dollar value of the nonmetallic minerals in 
that the Government of Bolivia is firmly Bolivia. Production of sulfur has been in a 
committed to programs for the exploration downtrend since 1979 to a reported figure of 
for nonmetallic minerals. Emphasis is to be 3,010 tons in 1983. Occurrences of sulfur are 
placed on those needed most to supply known along the Chilean border for a dis- 
internal needs for existing or proposed in- tance of approximately 550 kilometers. The 
stallations. The technical personnel to be deposits are in voleanic hills, which form a 
assigned to this comprehensive 3-year pro- part of a chain extending from southern 
gram to inventory, investigate, and evalu- Peru to Mendoza in Argentina. Most of the 
ate the nonmetallic mineral deposit, will output is exported to Chile. 
include at least six senior geologists and all 
required support personnel. MINERAL FUELS 
Cement—Production of cement in Boliv. The Bolivian hydrocarbon sector contin- 

ia decreased 5.5% compared with that of yes to be of growing importance for the 
1082 and 18% compared with that of 1981. nation’s economy, providing substantial The three cement companies operating in Support to the balance of payments and 
Bolivia were Cia. Boliviana de Cementos providing the country with self-sufficiency S.A.M. (29% of output), Fabrica Nacional de jn hydrocarbon products: The domestic mar, 
Cementos S.A. (42%), and Sociedad Bolivia- et for refined petroleum products was fully 
na de Cementos S.A. (29%). In 1982, the satisfied, despite Bolivia's worst economic 
country’s cement production was about 52% crisis in history and worldwide depressed 
of installed capacity, and in 1983, was ap- economies. The hydrocarbon sector con- 

proximately 48%. tributed 48% of the total export value, 
A 150,000-ton-per-year cement plant was which amounted to $806.7 million in 1983 

still planned for Sevaruyo, 175 kilometers The contribution of crude oil exports to the 
south of Oruro. A projected enlargement to nation’s economy remained insignificant 
300,000 tons per year was being considered, with only small amounts of refined gasoline 
and bids on the project were requested and LPG exported to neighboring countries. 
several months ago. Construction awards Natural Gas.—Production of natural gas 
were expected to be made by late 1983, and declined 5.2% compared with that of 1982. 
kiln startup was scheduled for mid-1986. ‘The decrease in output was due to the 
Engineering design was by LaFarge Consul- natural decline in gas reserves from some 
toria et Estudos, Montreal, Canada. Two gasfields of Yacimientos Petroliferos Fis- 
other plants were under consideration: A  cales Bolivianos (YPFB) and Occidental Bo- 
345,000-ton-per-year, $105 million plant for _liviana Inc. Argentina continues to be Boliv- 
Yacuses in eastern Bolivia and a 60,000-ton- _ja’s sole foreign customer for natural gas. 
per-year, $19 million miniplant for El Exports to Argentina decreased 8% to 78.5 
Puente in Mendez Province. The Yacuses billion cubic feet of natural gas, compared 
plant was being planned by CORDECRUZ; with that of 1982. Revenues from natural 
startup is scheduled for 1987. The Regional gas exported to Argentina decreased 1% to 
Development Corp. of Tarija was in charge $378.15 million, compared with those of 
of the El Puente puoject. 1982. Bolivian natural gas production con- 

| Salt—Bolivia has unlimited quantities of tinues to be determined by the export
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volume to Argentina since internal con- reserves needed to implement the final 
sumption continues to be minimal at 5.8 sales contract would be divided as follows: 
billion cubic feet, having dropped 0.5% (1) internal consumption for 20 years—0.8 
compared with 1982 consumption. trillion cubic feet of gas, (2) exports to 

Future domestic consumption is expected Argentina for 9 years—0.7 trillion cubic feet 
to increase once the projected gas pipelines of gas, and (3) exports to Brazil for 20 
are completed. On January 14, 1983, Argen- _years—~3.0 trillion cubic feet of gas. 
tina agreed to increase the gas price to $4.28 _Petroleum.—Production of crude oil and 
per million British thermal units, but re- condensate fell by 9.2% to 8.1 million bar- 
duced the volume to be purchased. The els compared with 1982 output, thus re- 
agreed price was part of overall negotia- turning to the downtrend in production that 
tions on the $556 million debt owed by started in 1974. The decline in production 
Bolivia to Argentina. During the year, Ar- was due to reduction in output in both 
gentina withheld its gas payments, forcing YPF and the contractors’ fields, mainly in 
Bolivia to agree to a payment schedule of its the Santa Cruz division fields. Bolivia has 
debt tied to future gas sales. As of Decem- currently 19 crude oil-producing fields, all 
ber, Argentina owed Bolivia $245 million belonging to YPFB. Eleven oilfields decreas- 
for unpaid gas bills. ed production during the year. 

In January, YPFB awarded Trenthan __ Processed petroleum and refinery produc- 
Corp. of Houston, Texas, a contract for the tion dropped as internal consumption and 
design, engineering, and construction of a output feed dropped. The retail prices in 
natural gas processing plant in the Vuelta pesos for refined products were raised on 
Grande Gasfield, 200 miles southwest of the November 18, following a 60% devaluation 
city of Santa Cruz. The plant will process _of the Bolivian peso to the dollar. Increased 
100 million cubic feet of natural gas daily to prices failed to compensate for the decline 
recover more than 7,500 barrels per day of in value of the peso. Thus, Bolivian prices 
LPG and will reinject excess gas into the for refined hydrocarbon products in 1983 

reservoir. still remained significantly below world and 
For several years Brazil has been dis- regional standards. Regular gasoline (82 

cussing with Bolivia proposals to supply octane) was 45.42 cents per gallon and 
natural gas to the Sao Paulo area from the premium (92 octane) was 76 cents per gal- 
Santa Cruz fields. Large new discoveries of lon. 
natural gas in Brazil’s upper Amazon re. As of December 31, 1983, total liquid 
gion are speeding up plans to construct the Teserves (crude oil plus lease condensate) 
Santa Cruz-Sao Paulo gas pipeline. Costs for Were 175.3 million barrels. During the last 4 
the pipeline were estimated in 1980 to be Years, as a result of YPFB’s program of 
$400 million on the Bolivian side and $700 substitution of gas products for liquids, 
million on the Brazilian side. If the project internal consumption of LPG has sharply 
were to be implemented in 1986, the costs increased from 61,000 cubic meters in 1979 
were estimated at $700 million for Bolivia to 273,000 cubic meters in 1983. YPFB has 
and $1,100 million for Brazil based on 1980 three gas plants at Rio Grande, Colpa, and 

dollars. Camiri that produce LPG and natural gaso- 
The final price to be paid by Brazil forthe line. 

Bolivian gas has not yet been agreed upon. _ Bolivia Andina Petroleum Corp., a subsid- 
However, it has been agreed in principle iary of the Anschutz Corp. of Denver, Colo- 
that the negotiating basis for the gas price ado, and the Royal Dutch/Shell Group of 

will be the energy equivalent to the fuel oil the Netherlands, during 1982 signed an 
price at Sao Paulo. A meeting set for March Perational contract with YPFB to explore | 
1983 was postponed until mid-1984, owing to over 7 million acres north of La Paz and was 
delays on the certification of Bolivian gas the only company exploring actively in 
reserves studies. Natural gas reserves in 1983. Of the previous 20 operational con- 
1983 were estimated at 5.53 trillion cubic ‘tacts signed with YPFB, the other 2 compa- 
feet. These reserves are still not adequately nies remaining active in the country are 
quantified, although YPFB’s exploratory Occidental Boliviana Inc. and Tesoro Boliv- 
drilling was completed in 1982. In July ia Petroleum. 
1068, FR sine punta wtb’ t30 OOD tm iia 
panies (Buttler of Houston, Texas; and — ppysical scientist, Division of Foreign Da 
PITS of Norman, Oklahoma) to do the milion om at 19 pre the Blan fon) as 
certification project of Bolivian gas re calvenpaet Us aol ie Olan ic serves. Nov. 22,1985, when the Bolivian peso was devalued to sale 

‘According to the Gas Development Corp, $pi2U8H100 and purchase Rao" O8S1.00 unt Dec 
estimates, the 4.5 trillion cubic feet of gas * i 

|



The Mineral Industry of 
Botswana 

By Thomas O. Glover" 

The economy was boosted in 1983 primar- ation of the main north-south railway 
fay from the increased production and sale through Botswana was proceeding on sched- 

jof diamonds, chiefly from the Jwaneng ule. Transfer was scheduled for the end of 
|Mine. Surplus revenues of nearly $66 mil- 1986. 
lion? were expected for the year. Two-thirds The Government of Botswana invited bids 

of Botswana's total export revenues were from eight foreign consultants for a feasibil- 
| from the sale of diamonds. ity study of the Trans-Kalahari railway. 
| All contracts were let and construction The contract was awarded to a British 
started on the new $275 million power consulting firm. The railroad would make it 
station, near the existing coalfield at Moru- possible to transport coal mined in the 
pule. The station, scheduled for completion Kgaswe coal basin across the Kalahari Des- 
in 1986, will be air-cooled. ert to a coastal terminal at Walvis Bay in 

Botswana's takeover from the Zimbabwe Namibia. 
Government of the ownership and oper- 

PRODUCTION 

Mineral production in Botswana general- contained metal in the matte averaged 
ly increased, except for coal, which had a 42.14% copper, 37.88% nickel, and 0.46% 
small decrease. Output of copper-nickel cobalt. Total production of nickel, copper, 
matte increased 5%, and the production of and cobalt came from the Selebi-Phikwe 
diamond increased 38%. Botswana was sec- underground mines. Coal production came 
ond in the world in total production of from Botswana's only operation, the Moru- 
diamond and in production of gem diamond. _ pule Colliery. 
Coal production decreased about 5%. The 
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Table 1.—Botswana: Production of mineral commodities! 
(Metric tons unless otherwise specified) 

Commodity SCD ism —COR Ta) 
Coal, not further described... 355115094794. 2495,227, 
Gobat content of nickel copper mata® ‘94 236 354 254 28 
Mine output, metalcontent'—.,------ 1190S BIaeL Sate 

Culcontent of nickel-copper matte ~~ 145635583719 gts tan 261 
Diamond: — | Gem" —— = thousand carats 659 165 140 NA Nal 

Industrial? ______-____.. aes 3,735. 4,336, 4,220 NA Nal 

‘Total ———___ wenden 48 4950760 "0,791 Gem stones, semipresious, rough, not Farther 

Mineoutput, metalcontent* ano «23.687 21.995 anny a.000 Nomen otnickelcopper matte? 72777 fois isu = "Taare ease gato Nickelcopper matte, gross weight -_""~"""""___Sgigzs, 00995654685 «BURNS | Sand and gravel "=~ cubic meters wes 01.05 Sega Na Nal ‘Stone, rushed, not farther described "do. Sospon bonne) TR NA NA Tae ee ies ‘ot 8 70 : =| 
“Estimated. Preliminary. "Revised. _ NA Not available. | “Table includes data available through May 7, 1984 
aires ones . and have been wed in world production tables appenrng in volume ot ag RENT aRgnee oven mio uit and ven main word radon ble sprningin lune 
“Analytic content of ore milled. 

| TRADE | 

Botswana is a member of the South Afri- erates, that. withholds diamonds from the | 
can Customs Union (SACU), and as such, its depressed world market. As a result of a| 
exports are counted in the Republic of quota cutback, Botswana holds a large 
South Africa's trade statistics. Exports were stockpile of unsold diamonds. Bamangwato | 
the Government's principal source of in- Concessions Ltd. (BCL) ceased selling the | 
come. Botswana's two major export com- copper-nickel pellets to Rio Tinto Mining of 
modities were diamond and nickel-copper Zimbabwe in April and commenced ship- 
matte and pellets. Export of diamond did ping the entire pellet production to AMAX 
not keep up with diamond production. This Nickel Inc.’s Braithwaite, LA, refinery. Pri- 
was because of a quota system, under which or to April, all shipments to AMAX were 
the Central Selling Organization (CSO) op- matte. 

COMMODITY REVIEW 

METALS BCL's total production of pellets on April 1, 
oo ., . 1983. Prior to this time, AMAX had receiv- Financial support for BCL, which mines gq ali shipments as nickel-copper matte. 

and smelts nickel-copper-cobalt ore from The new method injects the molten nickel- 
the Selebi-Phikwe deposits, was provided copper into water, creating a controlled 
for under a February 1983 agreement with explosion that pelletizes the material. AMAX Inc. AMAX was a 29.8% equity Comparing 1983 and 1982 production, 
owner in Botswana Roan Selection Trust copper content of the smelter product in. 
Ltd., which in turn holds 85% of BCL. The creased 10% to 20,261 tons, nickel content 
BCL Selebi-Phikwe nickel-copper mines jncreased 3% to 18216 tons, and cobalt 
were beset by poor copper and nickel mar- decreased slightly to 223 tons. Reserves in 
ket conditions. A new lower cost smelter the Selebi deposit were estimated, as of 
process was perfected in 1982 to pelletize December 31, 1982, at 23 million tons, av- 
the smelter’s nickel-copper product. The eraging 0.17% nickel and 1.02% copper. In 
pellets were first sent to Zimbabwe, when the Phikwe deposit, reserves were esti- 
AMAX could not accept all of BCL's nickel- mated at 22 million tons, averaging 1.09% 
copper matte production at its Louisiana nickel and 1.02% copper. 
refinery. AMAX agreed to take delivery of
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| NONMETALS was sold to the Diamond Corp. of Botswana, 
art of the CSO. CSO sales tak i Botswana produced approximately 10.7 Goronecvery Sweeks. Beets 

million carats of diamond in 1983, up about 
8 million carats from that of 1982. The large MINERAL FUELS 
increase in production was attributed to the ; is 
increase in production at the newly opened _ Botswana, with 17 billion tons of identi- 
Jwaneng Mine. Diamond production in fied coal resources, has the largest deposits 
Botswana began with the startup of the of coal in Africa outside the Republic of 
Orapa Mine in 1971, followed by the LetIha- South Africa. Seven companies have con- 
kane Mine in 1977 and finally the Jwaneng ducted exploration drilling over the past Mine on August 14, 1982. several years. The companies are Shell Coal 

‘The Jwaneng Mine was jointly owned by Botswana Ltd., Charbonnage de France In- 
the De Beers Consolidated Mines Ltd. (51%) ternational Botswana (French Govern- 
and the Botswana Government (49%). The Tent), British Petroleum Botswana Ltd., 
mine area was overlain with 12 to 15 feet of AMAY Exploration tne. Ruer Gaal Botewa- 
sand that had to be removed before mining BA Ji Ang Amer ewn company fron 
began. The Jwaneng deposit consisted of 9nd One, other unknown company, from 
three lobes, one larger and two smaller, france: “Oa! Tescnrees, In te ato Torna 
with the larger lobe located between the tion, in western Botswana are of very poor 
two smaller lobes. Approximately 400,000 uality: however, coal resources in eastern 
tons per month of kimberlite was mined. “rhe only coal producer in Botswana, 

ly the large i i 0 fe 
the two smaller fbes held in resorve, The Morupule Colliery near Palapye owned by le s nglo American, produced 395,127 tons of 
larger center lobe was mined in 1) benches, coal in 1983 valued at $4.7 million. Moru- 
es ae at 3 360 tetas dacp when po fag pule coal was all consumed within Botswa- 

ae € na. Work was progressing on a new 90- 
oe are coe re megawatt, air-cooled, coal-fired powerplant 
ee a ape ycberational in 1884-85. The near Morupule. The Morupule open pit coal 
apes Gen bo ¥ am ee ‘The mine must double its present production to 

5 millimeters. supply the new powerplant. kimberlite was separated into three grades, “The Government of Botowana and Shell 
ior Becta) ana ae ee Eimpor. Coal have jointly entered into a steam coal 

= yee tnan ats per ton: pining project. Shell has a 20-year renew- 
medium grade, 25 to 50 carats per ton; and able lease on an area west of and adjoining 

» more than 50 carats per ton. the Morupule coal mining area. A feasibili- 
High-grade kimberlite occurs at plus 55 ty study was undertaken by Shell on the 
mneters dept in the red bed. . project. If the coal were mined by Shell, it 

new diamond sorting center in Gabo- would for the most part be exported to other 

Center prostce all ofthe satonds from {han 10) meane wow the tuseee snd an 100 meters below the surface and is 
Srey mee ranean Grim net tm ave dont ¢ Shell lease area was greater than 
Mine and 4.5 million carats in concentrates meters and must be mined by underground 
from the Orapa Mine are sorted together at methods. 
Orapa before sending them to the Gaborone —______ 
sorting center. The balance of production !Phyniladentist, Division oForwign Data 
came to the sorting center from the Where necessary, values have been converted from 
Jwaneng Mine. All Debswana’s production Pr-Ussosi = ©)‘ US Sellars at the rate of





The Mineral Industry of 
Brazil 

By H. Robert Ensminger’ 

In 1983, mineral production comprised because, like other Government entities, 
4.0% of the gross domestic product (GDP) there was a shortage of finances to carry 
compared with 2.0% in 1982. Gold’s share of out desired programs. Only six basic map- 
‘the total value of mineral products increas- ping projects were undertaken through Cia. 
ed from 4.5% to 11.0%, which resulted in its de Pesquisa de Recursos Minerais. The geo- 
replacing iron ore as the second most valu- logical mapping and geophysical explora- 

able mineral commodity behind petroleum. tion work was finished on the lead-zinc 
The estimated value of Brazil’s mineral prospect in the Vale do Rio Ribeira in the 

production increased 36.3% relative to 1982 States of Sao Paulo and Parana. A new 

in current prices, and 12% in 1977 prices. deposit was discovered west of the Perau 
Despite the negative growth in the overall Mine that increased the ore reserves from 
industrial sector, the extractive mineral 1.5 million to 3.0 million tons of 5% lead 
industry (excluding petroleum), grew be- and 7% zinc. 
tween 10% and 12%. Brazil produced 67 The National Prospecting Program for 
mineral commodities with the top 11 repre- coal, lignite, and peat was continued as part 
senting 90.2% of the total value. Petroleum of the Energy Mobilization Program. In the 
remained first in total value at 42.7%. past 3 years, the program has quadrupled 

Brazil has the world’s largest reserves of the coal reserves of southern Brazil. This 
columbium (niobium), quartz crystals, and has permitted the expansion of 10 mines 
probably barite, gypsum, and titanium. and the opening of 10 new mines. In north- 
When the bauxite and tin reserves are fully west Brazil 600 million cubic meters of 
assessed, the country may well have the usable peat was discovered. In the State of 
largest bauxite reserves in the world and Amazonas on the Peruvian border approx- 
tin reserves that will rank very high. Brazil imately 26 billion tons of lignite was delin- 
has critical mineral shortages of metallurgi- eated. 
cal coal, sulfur, molybdenum, silver, and The Brazilian Government continued to 

platinum. give high priority to the Carajaés regional 
The Brazilian economy took a downturn development project in 1983. The project 

in 1983 contracting approximately 5% in should provide Brazil with approximately 
real terms. The GDP, at current prices, $15 billion per year in export earnings by 
decreased from $295.3 billion in 1982 to $211 1990. The Government announced that 
billion? in 1983. The 1983 inflation rate was about $39 billion will be invested in the 
230% compared with 98% for 1982. mining operations, with another $22 billion 
Government Policies and Programs.— to be used in developing the required infra- 

‘The Servico Federal de Processamento de structure. The Carajés iron ore project is 
Dados reached an accord with Departamen- scheduled to begin operation by midyear 
to Nacional da Produgaéo Mineral (DNPM) 1986, and orders for 25 million tons per year 
to provide mineral data from DNPM toend have already been placed. Delays have re- 
users by telex. Subscribers to this service sulted from financial restraints placed on 
are able to request information 24 hours per Cia. Vale do Rio Doce (CVRD), the Brazilian 
day from DNPM in Brasilia. state mining company. 

The year 1983 was difficult for DNPM 
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PRODUCTION 

Preliminary estimates set the value of iron ore. 
1983 mineral production at $8. billion, Based on 1982 data, Brazil was the world 
which was $1.5 billion above the figure for leader in the production of columbium, 
1982, Eleven mineral products comprised tantalum, and probably beryllium. Brazil: 
90.2% of the value of mineral production: ian iron ore ranked first or second in com- 
petroleum; gold; iron ore; sand and clay, petition with Australia. Bauxite, in which 

ete.; natural gas; coal; lime; phosphate; tin} Brazil has the potential to be a world 
bauxite; and manganese. Fossil fuels com- leader, and manganese are other important 
prised 52.6%. The metallics made up 25.3%, minerals mined in Brazil. 
and the nonmetallics, 22.1%. Gold replaced ‘The Instituto Brasileiro de Mineracéo 
iron ore as the second most valuable miner- forecast the 1984 value of mineral produc- 
al commodity after petroleum. The total tion to increase approximately 15% over 
value of gold produced was approximately that of 1983. | 
$943 million compared with $784 million for \ 

Table 1.—Brazil: Production of mineral commodities! | 
(Metre tons unles otherwise specified) | 

a oie] 
METALS | 

‘tuna i Buse, dry basis gre weight_--_.---.. 2387741 550716 s770,448 6280713000 000 Alumna swe emetwee-cccccccococs “aisle “aan SESS tociet | "2.0 
Primary _-----.--_------------ 8481066125818 ——B9B}OBK 401,000 Sones Sorento atresia er Bk is HSN Antimony, mine oatpt,mctai conient =~" ~~ ~~ ~=— 73 ae se zat epi: Beryl conconrat pros welgit-~ ~~ we em eB metal primary nen oo 2 0 % 73a 

"Crude ore nn nnn BBN BBB 828A 088,000 73.000 Gonconteais 2222222222TTTTIL22a222 NES TRS TR Marketable product —~~~~--~~_~7"777"3ao'aas age) as390 50026000 colb nfaam ers and acne wren 
‘Gofumbjte and tantalite nen ats 538 20 2 1 DBjaimate eonentrate =~ 777777777222222 10 fi fH 4 4 cobtteoreconcentate-=-oo-o-ovoo-ns= 2800 SOR BNE 

"Mine output, metal content 82624033895 19.86 24,000) Metal secondary on sn- =~ -~~-===a==__—atTO 000 go00—st000 8) 
Goud Se aa ee gill ‘ine output ______________troy ounces 107,58 1,500 150000 goat. «Na Garkmpetton GrcepectorsPL= TTT das ==__242100 1468500 1080000148661 NA 

Total == don. 899.258 1,800,000 1.200000 1446782 #704000) Iron and etl | ‘Ore and concentrate, marketable product* \ Grose weight" PRoueand tons. 1040894782 gr.8g0 95000 BASS. ealgonenmien. 2-0 SIITAN SGT ead) "Tso oa i Pigiont— don __ 800818960922 1st A890 
Ferroaloys, electric furnace | ‘Ghromiom metal - x 6 6 6! Fersboron 3 Fa af J a Ferrocalinallcon a a Ferrochromium- =~ ----~-2>> ABLE ORAS TRO 86K TR OTE Ferrocilcachomium ~~ ~""_ "7280 “Bas 59 ksos FOO Eorostlanbiog oo oscc22 W581 ses ang 300 Ferromanganese "~~~~~~---—-= 56S NOAG OETA 1155000 Ferromolybdenum ---=-—2222-22-> 16 an "a1 a 00 Forronckel se =27722-TTTT> Sg oreo sage Ferrophoephoras --2---772--77772 Mee OG pe: Ferroaiigon see ==27TTTTTTTTT22—t6g02 tog goer usage *361.708 Ferrealcomagaeslam Mas Ttgtay ine '1nsts "oo ervenliconmeimiume<22-7 270207222 MAE TN 53 Ferwitasitm "7 sa ie Gets a 8b 

See footnotes at end of table
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Table 1.—Brazil: Production of mineral commodities! —Continued 
(Metric tons unless otherwise specified) 

nA 
Commodity isis 1980 1981 108 «198 

METALS —Continued 
Iron and steel Continued ‘Metal Continued Ferroalloy, electric furnace —Continued 

Ferrotungsten === === 396 ar 95 74 15 
Ferrovanadium -~~2272272222272 Bot sot 236 238 250 
ipoetlath a csooe Seen ze gs 1898 1,400 
Silcomanganese -——-_~_77~== == SOS AR aRlT TRGB (167 58S Silsonmetals ""~2222222272722__‘Tesaa_— "18302 18.957_— a1 __—_—*20,602 

Total-——- nn nnnn == THT6A2D— 552,672 565.491 TER 605,658 
Steel, crude, excluding castings ‘thousand tons «1389315889 18.280 1909 £14,650 

Semimanufactures,flat andnonfiat "do. —«ILSTB— 183TH 11812, 486 
"fins output metal content -------------- 1927844018, 000 NA 

Piltikeyccsoecl cc: 44519 34,657 21,963 320,581 
Secondary ——---_---==----a=---- «42988 4ABL_——81,100 B29 

‘Manganege ore and concentrate, marketable, gross 
Minphcrssrneesenecensnennnannnon= | BASDARL 29BLAGO Zo I44 **2341,000 210000 

“Mine output, metal content __.....-------~ 2,964 4291 sil 13,093 0.741 
Fervonickel;Nicontent. = 7----------- ABR 2D BRAD ‘aos 4.000 

Rarecarth metals: Monae concentrate, gassweight «1.00022 100 vies 2000 
Serf ETS ne thousand troy ounces... M8 ist 65, "750 750 

""Mtine output, metal content ..------------ 7.056.980 8.297 9,500 312995, 
Meal emeln primary ————2"0022OI2T- wos 208 12,741 

‘Titanium concentrates, gross Weight: 
Himeniie ee -u-uu----- BA 16899_— 15087 15,900 15,000 
Bulle 09200900 o oT "39 Os tet 200 200 

angsten, mine opal metal ont <--> o> 938 S16 1248.10 81,000 
Goncentrate and salable ore. $4489 "302148 400,681 596,971 600,000 

Mine output, metal content .---—--------- "69,000 67.000 71,000 71,000 *73,000 
Metal, smelter: 

Primary ---------2------------- 6848788004 95,828 89.81 
Secondary --_-2----------=------ TB T_—TTBBE 19900010011, 045 

Zirconium: Zircon concentrate, gross weighi® 2623 BAIN. 6,000 4966 5,00, 
NONMETALS 

Asbestos rude ore = -----nnnnennnnne-~ 2422420 3602.01 1.992765 _Bovan87 2,000,000 
ehh TTEEEESEIIIIIE Ueuast “fytoam ast us. "135 000 

rite 
Gide nen 489.997 10801517895 150,000 150,000 

Soneficlated ---2772722222277777TTIID “tog gs esod © Bo,000 80,000 
Marketable product _~__~_._-----=2--- ORO 10875216840 20.000 118.000 

Galtite snes eesn es Tas77aTzeZ2LITIITD "tase ase a0g12 $9,000 35,000 
ena <—=——2-—=> ovina PTI6G—BaDBT BME a2 
"Bentonite = <.-22508 247.954 166.898 164,060 170,000 

(rade 1888,003 1ST 1,088,480 1,050,000 950,000 
Beneficiated= 222 77222222TTTITITT1 Bases “ator 468 757 © "483,100 460,000 

cnatttable predic “—"—T—TTATLLZaasa8 TT aaron 00—_.00 
Grudo_____---------- thousand tons. 3.900582 AGN BBON0 22.000 
Bonefciatea=222=2LTTTT TMG Loos 29 000 “2000, 

Diamond® "Gem ——-.------------. thousand carats. 236 258 163 *30 100 
Industriel == 02> =T2LI TS don 584 a 926 450 450 

Teall swans EES Sden se 620 esr 089 590 350 
Diatomit: Grade gee eennn enna "16655 128] OZ 16581 1,000 
tr 6,650 10,807 B88 18,181 13,000 
Marketable product” ---_-_--.2-.2---___ 1634714898 897318146 __ 16,000 

Feldspar and related materials: — 
'Feldspar, marketable product* ....-..------ 144550 "123262118407 131,853 150,000 
Leucite, marketable product® =~ ~~ S| 6798 36 209 ‘500 
Sodalite,erude, marketable product ~~~ ~~~ 210 "Sen875 _fas9.125 "400 500,000 

Total nnn MTETL FOOT OSE TPYTRO6S 152,462 650,500 
See footnotes at end of table
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Table 1.—Brazil: Production of mineral commodities! Continued 
(Metric tons unless otherwise specified 

Commodity? iwi_is0——«SRT_—~=*a 
NONMETALS—Continved 

Fluorapar: Grile een -- 168.119 __88347 174.665 amigmt 190,000 
mncentrates, marketable product: as ails See | GaSe Cogaie T ____aase gaz a.m nom a6 000 
Motafurgicalgrade----27~2——2722777__2esat__ evo __rtsaoa_— aso 7200 

Total eee neneennnn---- SOAS 8BD 862 RS .200 Graphite: 
Grude |. -- 185977 234,883 464.089 359991 375,000 
Marketable product: aman Saw SO ma Directshipping crude ore... $130 6000 BIg gst Na Qonceatente eo eeeTen oT TTTTTTTTTTT dae ates 20 00 

Tell ene neneneenn=---= ae, «aT Od 33,817 21544 NA Gypeum and enya eide=“——TTOTTITTITS Bh) RDA 85.390 GRDOD ron 
Gude nee nnn B93 18286-18150 18,000 18,000 
Marketable product’ ""7777777777777777> go Tato“ 80 231000 

Lime- hydrated and quicklime® ~~ thousand tons. —__—4720_—4810_—BOOO 5.000 5,000, 
Lithium mineral coneentrates a tCtfftamttst(‘itéiaRStS RGR oe rence 1st 182 am “6 200 
iguitite ss sEeveSSSese osnc na eoee 38 51 2 4 30 oe ay ae Epona 222522222 SEETEESETSSEESS a 2 248 ta 200 
Total nanan HNSCSCTTA 850 site MaGede = ---—--------—---—-------- 1500240 788905 618251 505.985 450,000 Beneficiated —"—7777277TT7TTTTTTTTT2 assem = sisal basta © bass an0.000 

Tlic, al grocatt 22 POSS CIETERETITET dou dst) Toa tore a0 Nitrogen'N content ofammonia--~~~--------- 265500 351,800 sT5,700 508.200 “738-100, Phosphate rock including apatite: 
‘Mine product ________. thousand tons. 12478 «1653316415070 — 90,000 on tbh sd ist — 22> Ugg 2 30 33186 NA neentrate: Grose weight do. 16282628185 arer sn Boieaen OSS STRSTR! «| “ong 9 Teries fag Tam Pigmentemineral:Oiher,crude-—"~"""-—“ "> aaa IBS bate 00D Preclous and semiprecious stones excepé diamond, 

‘rade and worked Rese ons __________illograms._ 1,589,096 1.738890 1,424,981 1,038,287 NA 
‘Rinethyst === 22TTTTTTTITTTT MS Matars “Stogee “ashes 8502 NA Ravamoring -————~2-7-Tvs do ROT Baro Na Giteeye "=o 2222222222222 Daag 22 3 ie 30 NA NA Grins CDTIITTITIIIIIOIIITIIgeTT angst som an 0 Na [ee ei a Mn NA [i ei 7 5 2 16 Na GplecssTSUNTSSTSSSNCRTEES ena ae 103 48 NA Bilge ects aSekua. value. $215 ss NA NA Sapphire -=~--2772222277 77 T llograme — — NA NA opes 2TTTTTTTTLIIIIII eS Tg NA Tourmaline. v02v222-.sss222227sdon7- BS Bags sng Bn NA eee eae NA NA NA Na Other we 2222UNTSSTTIIII TTT illograme «40818 eR 67T 249.860 Bg rd NA 

Quartecrsialallgrades™™ <<CIIIIILESINT “ana “g75 od NA NA 
‘Marine _..--__-_------_ thousand tons. 2866 «8042 2.265 aa: .000, Rock -"22c22z2s2ssssessreee edn 888 ‘9 9 36 50 Sileatetien=-"O“TTTITTITTTTTTTTT S005 tS aT. 188 9.000 Sodium compounds: Causticseda 548 68,000 759.000 TEOO00 750,000 Soda ash, manufachired Garila) ~~"77"7777> T8659 Treo00 T8000 «180,000 130;000, Stone, sand and gravel ‘Dimension stone: 2 

‘Marble, rougheut'® 17790 6gag9 argued NA [een MR RY ct NA Crushed and broen stone: Basalt? enn NA NA ase NA Galcareoushelis=—-—"7272""77---""2 pone amas uzie2s2 1828060 Na Dolomijen----s-227222 thousand tone orig Te Te So NA Ghee eeraeeeerdee NA NA 249,708 NA 
See footnotes at end of table
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Table 1.—Brazil: Production of mineral commodities’ —Continued 
(Metric tons unless otherwise specified) 

Commodity? 1979 1980 1981 1982" 1983* 

NONMETALS —Continued 
Stone, sand and gravel —Continued Crashed and broken stone Continued 

Granite thousand cubic metors. #2684 ane gas gm NA Eimertpe=-=722-TSMsmand toe St Smo $2068 © sat NA Guanes 2 LTTITTTTTTT EMMA SMS gen assoe8 enor net NA 
Quartzite: Grade ee ee ee ec Process -== 2222-77277 TTTTS bs He Taatho NANA shale wee ooo 2-oaa-2 gprs NANA NANA Sand N° W==22—TAhasand eabic meters _"11859 __aa0td__asare__ aoe NA 

‘Sulfur: a ee Frisch -------a--- thousand tone 2 = es a Pyriteg 2 2222222TTTIITTT B a si 55 
‘Byproduct: Malley cresuerewccecdeae = ” m5 
Petroleum - .. ..---~--~-------do_-__ 92 131 102 300 110 

Moll dS 86 Tale and related material: “faloymarketable product’. S108? 988450 5g Bae NA Perlite marae prodic—-—-~l 1. hate ane ggg Tak MA vociity Aeaiafolte;merdeaeprodoa—="-7aihgst SEDATE Ste NA 
Gude np nnn TQ 85.48 TENT AIG 5,000 Marketabie produc 2277-T22222722722 "am star 408 ——8,000 
MINERAL FUELS AND RELATED MATERIALS 

Coal, bituminous, marketable* ____ thousand tons. — 7,604 8,300 5,300 6,200 6,700 ake mealegcalaiypes == gE NANA as patra 
Gross______--------.. million cubic feet. 67,045 ‘T1868 88,286 106,968 °141,700 Marketed 22222 27=-T==2 Maen igo = 5.000 NA Na Na 

Taal liquids ___ thousand 42-gallon barrels. 2,012 2,083 2,426 2,950 3,700 clea: PS Graden do at __68406 77.8058 2125, 700 
Refinery products: me em Gasline do. gaan gsr 200 Tato S400 

| Jetfuel.---__2~~~_~ 7777 do 77> oes Sao ze = (8360 19915 317,600 | Rosine === >>27TTDTTTIII Tae Ka Sto NA Took 8800 
1 Distillate fuel oll _--___--_-----do_-_ 111,091. 121,846 216,502 122,105 113,900 

Residual fuel oil —_______--~---do__. 113,179 105,392 NA 89,397 780,300 i a cee a A ies ee] 7 Of NA NA Refinery fueVand losses -22—W77TT00777_agasd__ 358 NA NANA 
| Tot ___--------------de--- INA 405080 NA NANA 

‘Estimated. Preliminary. "Revised. NA Not available. 
‘Table includes data available through Oct. 7, 1984. |_ Ain addition to the commodities listed, molybdenit, bismuth, and uranium oxide are produced, but output is not | reported, an available information is inadequate to make reliable eats of ouput levels: Reported figure | Bie lerand beet +8 
“Officially req figures are as follows, in ounces: major mines: 1979—107,158; 1980— 131,432; 1981—140,691; 1oee gt avalatey aed" 1085" avalible, pasimpesros 1919-95254, 1950~800,08, 19814744, 1982 vplabie and 1989notavalable 
“Includes sponge iron as follows, in thousand metric tons: 1979—324; 1980—275; 1981226; 1982—226 (estimated); and | snetoss estimated 

| 7Smelter and/or refined metal. 
| cine Maaaey isc) eae si iota 

‘igures represent official output plus official Brazilian estimates of output by nonreporting miners; |ometly oporcd output was at Ylows, Sn thouland carats! 1-83; 1080-168, 881 S36; 108 notmvfble:and 
| 1985—not available | eeper 
| less than 1/2 unit. 

Data on output in gravimetric units are not available for 1980 and inter years, but output on a volumetric basis was | repped as olowa,in cube metore 1860-87 Sy 181 S9855 1963" 122 ade and 1088 not aval 
‘Sata on output in gravimetric units are not available for 1980 and later years, but output on a volumetric basis was reported a follows in ble meters 198)-a8i617, 1961-49891; 1982--395 868 ahd 1965 "not available. pata on cuttin eavimetric units arent avaable for 960 and lar yeas fut oupa ona volumetric basis was repped as fllos in cube meter: 1980-1 00101, 1961 19,205 fob, 1eBs~240 709; and 196 not avaliable. 

("BeApparently includes crude quartz used to produce quartz crystal (listed separately in this table) as well as additional | quantiSer of common qunrte
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| TRADE | 

The estimated mineral trade balance for a positive $6.5 billion. 
1983, excluding petroleum, was a positive Preliminary estimates show that 46% of 
$1.7 billion, up from $1.4 billion in 1982. The _ the value of the primary mineral commodi- 
leading exports by value were iron ore, ties, excluding petroleum and natural gas, 
bauxite, and manganese. Brazil exported 69 was exported. Brazil, by yearend, reached a 
million tons of iron ore, valued at approxi- point where its imports of petroleum were 
mately $1.4 billion; 3.4 million tons of baux- 45% to 50% of its requirements. This was a 
ite, valued at $99 million; and 1.8 million marked improvement over those of previous 
tons of beneficiated manganese ore, valued years. 
at $83 million. The total trade balance was 

Table 2.—Brazil: Exports of mineral commodities* 

(Metric tons unless otherwise specified) 
TE 

Commo 1981 ie Ga oe Coney Ee ter rnin 
METALS 

Aa an alkaline cash etal sa P ‘iil nani aceui inpectied= nnn 2 roan 2 Norway 295 
Alumsinam eae ‘Sreand concentrate thousand tons... «425-9815 Canada 1,415; West Germany 588 Qxides and hydroxides Ss Mainly to Argentina 
Med rough 2.159 3.676 Japan 3,004; Uruguay 580, Semimanufactures --~~~~>=> Ser aust =o Snpan 60; Chile 210; Argentina 

Chromium: ” | ‘Greand concentrate Na 240 __ Argentina 200; Chil 4, | cose te trond Ooo vy NA \ 
atte and speiss including cement | 

cs ee anes 800, 700 ____All'to Belgium-Luxembourg. | 
ene 1 9 5 Bolivia; Netherlands 1 Paraguay L Scmimonufitors --"~""7-= nage soon 816 Singapore Ol reand 965 Colombia 

Iron and steel: Tron ore and concentrate excluding aioledpyete = hound tons. S578 0927 956 dpm 30,06, Wet Germany 14488, etal Pig iron, cat iron, related einai T18084 SOLS TOS61_— Japan 158128 Argentina 109,58 
“"Perromangancse—————— 36490 26435 21,000 Japan 8,500; Colombia 600 Unspecticd -------_ eats 19600 BRS14 Japan 192-91 Netherlands 17,008 Steak primary forms ——~-—77> RBM RGA BRIA Apentne sot Unt Ringo Bots Iealy 14973 Semimanufaetures: ‘Bars rods, angie, shapes, ection eeT SPP 6500627422 181,168 Saudi Arabia 179,865; Iran 85,125; Nigeria 45.200. Univers plates sheets TORS? 190,958 276885 Belge tombs 179445, Japan 15 32; Argentina 89218, Hoopandstrip--__.---- 942414128244 West Gerinany 6806; Chile 1,008, Reliand accessories 7-74} Ysa Mainly wirag Wie DiSSTeTSccott BBE 18S ak Niele 8 colombia 22 Pare 

Tubes, pips ings 8324 TRAR 8,945 Aral 1795, Venue 11,540, 
Castings and forgings, rough 122 72450. —_—BelgiumLuxembourg 1,073. 

Gott 419 1 AlltoP ‘Semimanufasiures.~---=-7-7 ~~ 2 5 1L Mainly to Baraguay. Manganese: Gre and concentrate thousand tons. 1018 990 182 Ceechoslovakia 110; Argentina 107; “apan 106. Onde doceseceussse 198 8065 = _Algtna 1 68 Colombia 75 exico 10. “Molybdenum: Metal including alloy, al forme value, thousands — $4 $12 ____ Argentina $11; Venezuela 1 
See footnotes atendof table
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Table 2.—Brazil: Exports of mineral commodities' —Continued 

(Metre tons unless otherwiee specified) 
a 

Commodi 1981 ie ter ee ty Ynited Other principal! 

METALS —Continued 
Nickel Metal incuing allo semimanufactures. = 6 42. Argentina 28; Mexico 12 

Pratiotia grav. octal Metals including Alloy teoreught end pay wrought Gngpecited “vale owen’ $499 $52. Allto Argentina silver Metal inclading alle, unwroughi ind partly wrought de sis 35 = West Germany $9; Siterand sz ‘Rrgentina $18. ‘Tin: Metal including alloys: Unwrought seen ann 4846 242 Netherlands 908, Argentina 576 Semimanfaciures=~~~~77777=~ ist fe Meng to West Geren. ‘Tuanium Oxides vay thousand — Ey LL Alto Argentina Pingsten ‘Gre and concentrate == wal 1,880 281 West Germany 108; Netherlands 656 Micaela alo siege ~~ 2 ML MifSieseo Uranium and/or thorium: Ore and concentrates ee grea Na Vanadium Ore and concentats? ——~ 2 TH 198 Netherlands 28; Sweden 4 tine Oxides 8 - Blue powder =20722722222022 Ey 3 attto Argentina. Metal including allo Unwroughes 25002500 All toBalgium-Laxembourg Barina fttediaces 27777777 * TZ. BaraguaySl2s Bolla Other: "Gres and concentrates. sg 0g kes and estdueg- = -7 777722 7k Sse 1°69 Japan 30, ise metals incliding alloya al forma 28 1) 14 ‘Argentina 3; Nigeria 
'NONMETALS 

Abrasives, na: Reta Corundum == TBM 3848 1.808 Argentina 350; Mexico 180; pan ¢ Grinding and polishing wheels and ones Te PUSNMEISRSTE asa 125A 8; Guatemala Philip ines Asbestos cride ——-———------——- 465 10229 Argentina 3194 Mexico 1.96, Batheandwithed@l227777TTTTZ 88802 Veperuna 18.005 vind ana “Tobago 4700. Cement ----------- RTS ORL = —_Bapuuny BT; Bolivia 1380 Glgenade2°TCTTITTITIIIITT BEARS TBAB emdeu 6286 Japan “th Diamond: ot stor strung Value, thousands $6,100 $2000 $429, -—‘Sitzerland $884; Belgium. 
Luxembourg $354. Industrial ade 818 si. allio argentina eriisr atari (cy 5 12 __ Paraguay 4; Colombia 2 Bouador 2 Manstastared Ammonia ---an---- 18RD 136 Uruguay 90; Paraguay 23; Bolivia 4 Nhrogenoua 2227222222722 Be atl Aigena Baoan a 

Phosphatic. == 018 rss argentina 915 Paraguay 285 Pietaccree ees so SL PlSay Uruguay Agen ‘ina Unspectied and mined... topet eager. Paraguay 1,58; Belgium ‘aembo ning 5.217" Argentina i Grophite natural == T489—=«8998 8619 apa 05, Gypoum and plate? -~~~222222—7 iis tig 2 Sisiny fo Paraguay. Tmecclecccctere tt: 6 pug aaa Mayeesie-7=777">777777--7- 0896 @BROE_—-2.500 Poland 4.705, Japan 27,8 Mica Crud iciuding sping and Waterss eoenons... 4980 LOT 556 West Germany 818; United Kingdom ‘ Phoepbtick crude ————--- 2 NA Fenton oes ane ae at cite 67 Paraguay ot rox aseeeiel ; Paraguay Presinugand somiprecioas dane oer Hen dimont Natural 2" value, thousands. $50,490 $28420 $15,227 Jagan $11,482 Wast Germany $3,096, ‘Bwitzerland $3,973. Spuietie es cuca seoberdon ais @ .. allto West Germany Safndiine=====7222272"77 SY asea8b ,i2t Uruguay 50581; Nigeria 14200, 
See footnotes at end of table.
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Table 2.—Brazil: Exports of mineral commoditiest —Continued | 
(Metric tons unless otherwise specified) \ 

TT nnn” eatin 
Commodi 981 im Ka at x United Other principal) 

NONMETALS --Continved 
Sodium compounds, nes ‘Carbonate, manufactured. —— NA 3714. Mainly to Paraguay. Salfate, manufactured ~~~ —=—— NA i252 Play Bf Atreniina 1; Uruguay 
Stone, sand and gravel ‘Dimension stone ‘Grude and partly worked .....-92025.«=«TSIT_—_GBB_—_Italy 83.948; Jnpan 13,097 patted npeersrecrnie = ot Ss 4882 Iapan 321 Parseuny 9 lomite, chilly relractonyarade ~~ n= ‘Argentina 180, Uruguay 100 Gravel and crushed rn ne Manly io Bola mestone other than dimension ——— ¥ = Paraguay $88; Uruguay 62 Quartzand quartzite. 5a? Tat) i07 West Germany 5,025; Belgium- Taxembourg 1033, guigandether than meta bearing ———— 4601 425. Per 2.410; Argentina 1,762 

Hlementalcrae including native and bh so ans facts <-Allte Urugua Co eee 383 13 Bola Tatras. ale stat, soapstone, propbite 499 937 West Germany B0; Argentina 26 
Cri eee 4g13 4480 1,000 Netherlands 3.254. Slag and dross, not metal-Bearing ——— 25 ia Mainly to Argentina 
MINERAL FUELS AND RELATED MATERIALS 

Asphalt and bitumen, natural —— 2001 600 Alto Tanzania, Gatbon: Carbon black === 519 S52 Mombiqoe 3; Uruguay 188; Chile 
Coal: All grades excluding briquets ———— ie 560 Alto Argentina Gok andsecaken nn === # NA 
‘Crude thousand 42,allon barrels am 7956 6980 Bahamas 655 

Refinery products: ‘Liguetied petroleum gas do. - 496 356 Paraguay 221; Suriname 135 Gatoline Sendo sot 9612 482 Chiles; Zire ht Morambique 
‘Mineral jelly and wax — do 200 19997 Mexico 5S; United Kingdom 9, ‘Kerosind and jt Riel ~ dou 42 AT 919 Zattoo 0, Nether 
Distillate fuel oil ——— do 80891685. ale 6; Monambiqu 1.025; Spain 
nbricants go. ar 682 183 Mexico $95; United Kingdom 86, | Nonlisbricating oils dou 3 7% 85 Netherlands 1; Mexico 18. Residual fuel ol ~~ —do-——— 798 93513 TSB Netherlands 1,294 ‘Bituminous mixiures_——dou——— 8 TN Paraguay 4 Bolivia 

i NA Not available 
MTable prepared by John G. Penulas. ?May contain molybdenum ore. | 

‘Table 3.—Brazil: Imports of mineral commodities! 
(Metric tons unless othersise specified) 

Sources 882 
Commodity 1981 a a aed Other (principe 

METALS 
Alkali and alkaline-earth metas: i Unepenieds nnn 8 88 88 Japan 20; West Germany 12. 
‘Oreand concentrate. M87 8598 858 United Kingdom 60. Gridevasdapdreatios "2222272 Deet’ edu of ote Nethoriands 48500; Jamaica 10217. 

Metal including alloys: ne 5a40 3750 3,690 Canada 6. 
Unwrought= 222222277222 aRBN 10766 'SeT Netherland 2,882; aly 1,867; Urited Kingdom 1506. Semimanufactures -—-——-—— 7.605 27188 1,818 West Germany 1,079; United ‘Kingdom 102 

See footnotes at end of table.
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Table 3.—Brazil: Imports of mineral commodities' —Continued 

(Metre ona unl otherwise spesifiod) 
Tareas 

Commatity a 

METALS —Continued 
Orrgmium, Sr ncontrate.---------- 21868 «4381 All fom Republic of South Africa Sean cent =~ o2 aoe i So SUR ot goin isa pre 18 Qo UMD | 
"Bre and concentrate ——— === NA 1544 Allrom Canada, Staatinchoing loys {including liye Tas 4ast te chite 0 SMeigiec-accaaaa> RRA THBS RSTn, Pern 0, della EZESEELE BG "URS Wet Germany 8 United Kingdom Sti Soran ais ee es ei chat Wudingrnsied pte %0 129 Wert Germany 2 Switzerland ea Wrap RI TARG 485 Canad 2800 Bip on, ca ron vlad gir get ons relied 08198084 Trinidad and Tobago 27.185 ananey got 

Ferroalloys, unspecified ~~ 6,165 1,228 13 ‘Bapablic of South Atrios 000; Lay 

See primary forms. «S0L868 «2140192885 —_‘elglumLaxernbourg 79685 Spain sina 80, Veneouela 8 00, 
Semiges reds angies sh ls anges shapes, i Soar 61198 26019 0a Germany 8,160 Unit King von sTOopan 

Universals, plates, sheets -- 312991122451 9,502 France £608 dap 2.5, West 
Hoop ond steip = ann 7.399 4999 LiL West Germany 2114 Sweden 40; 
Railsand accessories —=«*29.688-—=«TABB_ «SOT. Japan DBLE, Woot Germany 3868 Racin ga Wires OTL L619 BL__ Tal Japan 6; West Gomany 
Tubes, pipe fittings -—«93,902—=«24,TZ 214A Japan 6.964; aly 9 606; Belgium. Takenbourg 2 

sng tinea figs rough 230225 «GW Schinan 188 aly 8 
Sreandconcentrae--.------ 405. NA Seite oseeeyscs fn ee 

‘Metal including alloys: . Bern concen nen ato NA Gig sees Be BS Mexico 562;Poru 0. eereaet cea ~~~ — 1 1 xa NR ian Heal elude Ne TT co: 2056255 Rapue of South Aca 8 Nether 
Unwrought —-_—-- === 5,008 5589 9252 Norway 2.331. Semimanufactures~=222222772 3 3 Sweden 2 Manganeot ean smcantrte.-----._ 16289 -‘11824_— == —_-Menieo 7.080; Gabon 3000, [ore arneacem ane i 5 RR Caren tune meet --""""""repoand fas —=««.608= «688 Monto Mais apatiad MTS GETS 88S Ue Ringiom 6; Wet Germany 

‘Molybdenum: Metal including alloys, all ~ aplaicons eel Saeco 4“ 2B Wat Geran Neher 
Netfite and 3 18-9 West Germany tae andmpiss =e jot Germ Metal including alloys ey So nnn 0 50 Breage oTTTTTT> «aah LA Norway 196, Nethetands 12, 

‘Semimanufactires --——~—~—— "468 56 "81 Republic of South Africa 232: West army Platinum-group metals: Mla including luted nap ero SKIMMERS ede’ stop g20ne 400 Wat Germany S27, Nethetnds 
Silver: Metal including alloys, unwrought - Sai GATE NOTES ances seus Hat Pou g18AE esi o8 

“Ore and concentrate _---- =.= = 301 NA Sisalinchodinn alos Sine tama 2 es Betieatlactess res i Batted kingdom 6; West Germany & ; Noten’ 
| Seefeotnotes at end of table 
| | 

|
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Table 3.—Brazil: Imports of mineral commodities! —Continued 
(Metric tons unless otherwise specified) 
rT 

Comment 1981 12 Sa " Geer Other rinepa 
METALS —Continued 

Titanium: Oxides B88 West Germany 818; France 440; United Kingdom 211 angen: Gindconcentrate 241,82 hle 1.280 Metal including alloys, all fogs ——— Ey 3816 West Germany 10; Netherlands 4, Vanadium: Oreandconcentrate! ~~ T6977 «67.82 1210 Australie OLT5; Republic of Sth ‘Atricn 31 ine: ‘reandconcentrate_--_-_ 48518 SHOT Pora. 20.107; Canada 1470; Mexico i Oxides serene dese ar 49 12 Uruguay 20; Netherlands 205 Bhteponder=2=777 7777777777 15 33 WeetGermany 1 Metal including alloy Unruh arama Tg. Per 3,325; Mexico 3.168 Seminanufactares -~~~~~=~ "8 S12 Belgtui-Limembourg 61; West ‘Germany 8 Other: ‘Ores and concentrates. 448 31. _Bolvia 284; Thailand 258, Sshes and residues. =~ ——o oo afer 1206188 Bacetnelatinclading aloyaforms S15 «A180 "HOF Reputicot South Afton 25, West crmany 80; Netherlands Yr 
NONMETALS 

AP atural Cound atura: Corandum, emery, pumice, ee gamit ase NA Asin Gorauums -~~~~===7~ 280 BR 211 Prgnoe 15 Austra West Grmany 
Dust and powder of precious and semi recounting dime Salve, towsande-. «$3,592 «$274 | $1,968 Ireland $401; West Germany $950 Grinding and polishing wheels snd one 300 198 89 West Germany 54, Japan 2. Asbestoncrude==2-2-7777-7--> 13/0 13,188 487 Canna 10 SIT ety hab, Banite and witherite -7~~~77772277 ™ 80 "2 West Germany 50; Switzerland 8 Boron materials ‘Grade natural borates. 14884802 Anguntinn 218 Tukey 2,00; Pera 

Oxides and acids ——__ 6.424 4,082 441 Argentina 2,456; Turkey 780. Cement. ae aan Sabb ahr 1.880 Aigentina 1 i Cota 00, ance 1/3 Chalk m8 94 |. _France St; West Germany 40, lays, crude -= ==> Sees 1946 119147949 Argentina 2824; France $7, Gea end esis 2_277TTTTTTT is a1 Bomar 0; West Corman Diamond: ‘EE not stor strung Valve, thousands. «$1,099 ——=1,588«§17_—_Torgel $885; Belgium-Luxembourg ‘$575; Switzerland $251. 
Industrial — do. $1,069 $808 © $561 Ireland $215. Diatame ander nfnoriaverth ~~ Bar) SRL Wont Germany 5, 
Grude,nes 15 250.289 4416 arael 105,468; Morocen 44,74 Manufactured ‘Ammonia-. =.=. 175408 7.007 12.582 Mexico 44412. Nitrogenoas ~~ thousand tone. ‘0 Bie West Germany 10, Nethnande 8 Phosphaticn == ses n= ‘161866 106981 $4,066 Uruguay 21,981; Portugal 16,000, Potaasie- =~ thousand tons 1rd © haa S80 nat ermany 679; Canada 30, Unopecifedand mined." 297082156888 90.888 Chile 66018, Graphite natural ne =772o at a2 Madagascar 35; West Germany 5 Gypeumand plaster —=-===-===--- (08 er “i Bown Line cues eee Tassie aesars 31 Moe Alin Byam hase Magnesite ~~~" 777777777227227 aT ae ic of South Airica 276, West i *eormany 2 
‘Crude including splittings and waste — 170 6 Canada, 68; Norway 5; United King. 
Worked including agglomerated om ‘splittings = us 6112 Switzerland 2; Belgium: ae ventory 9 West Germany 8 Nitrates,crude 143501500 al rom chile Phosphates, crade ITT B09 SKE 84.16 srael 105.458; Morocco 44,774, Pigments, mineral: Tron oxides and “fivdroxides, processed no 1,619 158 125 West Germany 1,888, rei and seprecous oes other 
Ra stm thous. Synthetic 272 Ga He se $1 Switzerland 32 

See footnotes a end of table
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Table 3.—Brazil: Imports of mineral commodities: —Continuea 

(Metric tons unless otherwise specified) 
TT Sore 188 

Commodi a eee a west 1882 Ged Other (principal) 

NONMETALS —Continued 
ite, unroasted 195 9 18 WestGermany 72 EMiendbsns¢->->~~~""~"o--- 4 3 “6 United Kingdom 2. Sodium compounds; nea Carbonate, manufactured... 11840811655 65,668 France 24,00; West Germany 19660, Sulfate, manufactured =- ~~~ ~~ NA 106,576 “3.504 Mexico 71°81; Chile 25,168 Stone, sand and gravel ‘Dimension stone: Grud and partly worked ———__ ue 1 _._Allfrom West Germany. Worked cee ees oonaa 1% é ‘All from Portugal Dolomite, chiefly refractoryigrade —— agi 22a). Healy 2260. Gravel and erushed rock ~~ tad 208 Fae 10 Tayo; West Germany 
Quaptand quartaite 8 1410 West Germany ¢ uae oer than meta arg 19,185 5105 Argentina Si 
lementa crude including native and euyeraduetens = HEME SEHD TBE une pe. Poland 256.150. 
Mme RRarentantaae a oee : oONGp ae Spain 

Tale state soapstone, pyrophylite 86 35 Norway 
Grill sceamnaensssacn 1177 6372 1,850 Argentina 2498; Australia 1,198. Slag and does, not metal bearing ~~ 2se2 sig, Republicof South Afrioa 13,827 
‘MINERAL FUELS AND RELATED ‘MATERIALS 

Asphalt and bitumen, natural ——————— 322 405 885 Argentina 70. (Coal All grades including briquets thousand tons 4551 4301 2780 Poland 1122 Coke and semicoke... "= OM" aad aE 28552 West Germany $3,950; Japan 22,065, Pe Netherlands 2197? etroleum: ‘Crude thousand 42gallon barrels. 909.465 «-200888- rag 72,879; Qatar 8907 Refinery product: 
Liquefied petroleum gas do. etd 175 441 Saya Arabia 6,70; Indoneia 59, 
a so 18394 Netherlands Antilles 354; aly 168, Distillate fuel sii ~~ ~~ Wao. 59221795 1,680 Menlco 12 

Lubricants ~~~ don ho 298 68 Rayanin 189; Netherlands Anti 
Nonlubricating oils .-do. "36 2 All from Romania 
Residual fuelol---— do "1,799 «10,859 2.250 Kuwait 2,182; Venesuela 1,710; ‘Netherlands Antilles 1683 Petroleum coke = 0. 3 38564 __Argentina 202, Japan 28 

"Revised. NA Not available. 
‘Table prepared by John G. Panulas. 2May include molybdentim ore and concentrate. 

COMMODITY REVIEW 
| 
| METALS num was 174,500 tons, of which 161,000 tons 

| i 2 was exported. A surplus of 191,000 tons and 
Alumina, Aluminum, and Bauxite— exports of 181,000 tons of aluminum are 

Domestic sales of bauxite totaled $2 million. forecast for 1984. 
This comprised a very small portion of the Alcoa Aluminio do Brasil S.A. was ex- 
total value of $101 million for the bauxite pected to conclude negotiations in February 
produced. The average price per ton of 1984 that would give Construcoes e Com- 
bauxite was $31. Mineracéo Rio do Norte ercio Camargo Correa S.A., a large Brazil- 
§.A. signed a contract to supply Aluminio jan construction company, a 36% interest in 
do Maranhao S.A. (ALUMAR) with 11.2 the Brazilian subsidiary of the Aluminum 
million tons of wet bauxite over a 10-year Co. of America. Camargo Correa’s payment, 
period for $300 million. As of January 1, $230 million, would be used to double the 
11988, crude bauxite reserves were estimated alumina and aluminum smelter capacity at 

to be 4.6 billion tons the ALUMAR complex located in north- 
In 1988, the domestic surplus of alumi- western Brazil near the city of Sao Luis.
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‘The enlarged capacity of ALUMAR, which ounces, but this will doubtless increase in 
is to begin operation in July 1984, is 1 the future owing to more organized explora- 
million tons of alumina and 200,000 tons of tion activities by mining companies rather 
aluminum. After February 1984, ALUMAR than garimpeiros. The regional reserve 
will be jointly owned by Billiton Metais, breakdown is, in troy ounces: north, 450 
40%; Camargo Correa, 36%; and Alcoa Alu- million (44.2%); central-west, 445 million 
minio, 24%. (43.7%); northeast, 74 million (7.3%); south- 

‘Aluminio do Brasil Nordeste, a subsidiary east, 88 million (3.7%); and south, 11 million 
of Alcan Aluminio do Brasil, invested $200 (1.1%). 

million in expanding its Orotu, Bahia, plant A gold consulting firm has noted that 
from 28,000 to 118,000 tons per year of from 1980 through 1983 Brazilian gold pro- 
aluminum, about one-third of domestic con- duction was 3,318,000 troy ounces. Accord- 
sumption. Alcan Aluminio expects 1984 ex- ingly, gold production during this period 
port sales to reach $100 million, up 40% could have been an additional 4,546,000 troy 
from that of 1983. Valesul Aluminio S.A. ounces if the gold miners had the capability 
produced 83,125 tons of aluminum in 1983, to winnow microfine gold. This resulted in a 
with sales amounting to $18 million. Ex- financial loss during this period estimated 
ports totaled 44,000 tons. at $18.9 billion. 
Columbium.—Cia. Brasileira de Metalur- __ Iron Ore.—Iron ore production decreased 

gia e Mineragao (CBMM), owned by Moreira 3% in 1983, from 95 million tons in 1982 to 
Salles (53%) and Molycorp Ine. of the Unit- 92 million tons. | 
ed States (47%), is the largest producer of _ CVRD's Timbopeba Mine in the State of 
ferrocolumbium in Brazil. In 1983, CBMM Minas Gerais is to come on-stream in April 
exported 6,680 tons of ferrocolumbium and 1984. The mine has iron ore reserves of 385 
280 tons of columbium oxide. The second million tons grading 68% iron and is low in 
largest ferrocolumbium producer was Cat- phosphorus and silica. CVRD's Capanema 
aldo de Goids with a capacity of 2,000 tons Mine in Minas Gerais State, operated by a 
per year. consortium, Minas da Serra Geral S.A 
‘Copper.—Caraiba Metais S.A. Indastriae (61% CVRD and 49% Kawasaki Steel Corp. 

Comercio, the Government-owned company of Japan), has the capacity to produce 11.5 
that is the only producer of primary copper million tons of iron ore per year, but only 
in Brazil, has the capacity to produce produced 6 million tons in 1983. The mine 
150,000 tons per year. In 1983, estimated has reserves of 356 million tons. 
production was 84,000 tons. The projected Brazil exported approximately 70 million 
output for 1984 is 111,000 tons. The $1.3 tons of iron ore valued at $1.4 billion. The 
billion Caraiba project has estimated copper total amount exported was comprised of 
reserves of 13 million tons of contained 15.4 million tons of pellets ($898 million), 46 
copper at its Jaguarari Mine in the State of _ million tons of fines ($834 million), and 8.8 

Bahia. million tons of lump ore ($171 million). 
Banco Nacional do Desenvolvimento Eco- _ Malaysia signed a contract with CVRD 

némico e Social and CVRD reached an for $40 million to purchase 1.5 million tons 
agreement to invest $30 million through of iron ore pellets over a 5-year period 
1985 on the Sabobo (Carajds) Mine. The CVRD filed a $67 million lawsuit against 
mine is scheduled to begin operation in 1985 Kaiser Steel Corp., charging that the U.S. 
and is planned to produce 250,000 tons of company failed to fulfill a long-term iron 
40% copper concentrate per year. ore sales contract signed in 1979. CVRD 
Gold.—The major gold producer was the reduced prices 11.4% on shipments of 24.5 

well-publicized Serra Pelada open pit mine million tons of iron ore to Japan in 1983. | 
where an estimated 40,000 private miners As of January 1, Brazil's proven iron ore 
(garimpeiros) produced about 400,000 troy reserves were placed at approximately 17 
ounces from small (2 by 6 meters) claims billion tons (66% iron). The total potential 
using primitive hand methods to carry the iron ore reserves rose to 32 billion tons 
ore and waste out of the surface mine. when ore grading less than 54% was consid; 
Government attempts, in late 1983, to con- ered. | 
vert the primitive mining operation to a _ Manganese.—Estimated production of 
mechanized mine by a private company beneficiated manganese ore was approxi. 
were unsuccessful owing to strong objec- mately 2 million tons containing about 
tions by the thousands of private miners. 800,000 tons of manganese metal. Of the 

‘The country’s total gold reserves are cur- total amount, Indéstria e Comércio de 
rently estimated at about 1 billion troy Minérios S.A. (COMI) produced 1.4 million
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tons of beneficiated manganese ore contain- In 1987, CVRD will put into operation a 
ing 561,000 tons of manganese metal. ICO- titanium oxide plant at Tapira, Minas Ge- 
MI marketed 880,000 tons of beneficiated ais State. The plant will utilize ore from 
manganese ore, down 2% from that of 1982. the Tapira and Salitre deposits containing 

Production ‘of manganese ferroalloys about 350 million tons of ore, which corre- 
decreased slightly from the record high sponds to about 80 million tons of contained 
figures of 1982 to a total of 282,333 tons of titanium. Titanium reserves in Minas Ge- 
ferromanganese and silicomanganese com- _rais and southern Goids States total approx- 

bined. imately 1 billion tons, composed almost 

‘The Miguel Congo Mine near Ouro Preto, entirely of anatase, grading between 20% 
Minas Gerais State, has measured reserves and 25% titanium. Brazil has about 60% of 
of 88 million tons of manganese ore with the world’s titanium reserves. CVRD has 
the potential to produce 274,000 tons of patented a plant to handle anatase concen- 
ferromanganese per year. At yearend 1983, trate. Each plant will cost about $250 mil- 
Brazil's total proven reserves of manganese _ lion and would produce between 50,000 and 
ore were 208 million tons. 60,000 tons of titanium oxide, which would 
‘Nickel—Nickel mine production decreas- lead to export sales of about $80 million per 

ed from 13,093 tons in 1982 to 10,741 tons. year per unit. 1 
This resulted from the coming on-stream of  Zine—Cia. Mineira de Metais S.A. 
the two lateritic nickel mines at Niqueland- (CMM) is Brazil's major zinc producer. The 
ia, Goids State. The Empresa de Desenvolvi- operation includes the Vazante Mine and 
mento de Recursos Minerais S.A. operation Tres Marias smelter-refinery located in Mi- 
at full capacity will produce 5,900 tons per as Gerais State. The measured reserves at 
year of ferronickel. Cia. Niquel Tocantins Vazante are comprised of 2 million tons of 
mines nickel carbonate at Niquelandia that Contained zinc in oxide and sulfide ore. The 
is subsequently refined to electrolytic nickel capacity of the CMM operation is 63,000 
at Sao Miguel Paulista in Sao Paulo. Nomi- tons per year. Cia. Paraibuna de Metais 
nal capacity of the Tocantins plant is 10,000 0perates a 30,000-ton-per-year smelter at tats per year Juiz da Fora using imported concentrates. 

There are a number of low-grade lateritic The facility was closed for a short time in 
nickel deposits, including several in the 1983 owing to a tailings dam failure. Brazil 
Grande Carajas region; however, given the has measured contained zinc reserves of 2.7 
reduction in internal demand and the re- Million tons. 
cent alltime low in international prices, 
development of any of these deposits in the NONMBTALS: 
near future is unlikely. At yearend 1983,  Diamond.—Brazil produced an estimat- 
the proven reserves of nickel were reported ed 550,000 carats in 1983. Approximately 
to be approximately 5.5 million tons. 82% of the total production was of industri- 

Tin.—Brazil is fast becoming a substan- a] quality with the remainder of gem quali- 
tial tin producer. In 1983, Brazil ranked ty, Extratifera de Diamantes Brasil S.A. is 
fifth with production of approximately investing $6.9 million in a diamond and gem 
13,000 tons, an increase of 37% over the property at Romaria, Minas Gerais State. 
figure for 1982. Forecast production for 1984 When fully operational, the mine will pro- 
is 16,000 tons. The three major companies duce 72,000 carats per year consisting of 
that dominate production are Paranapane- 76% gem quality and 24% industrial quali- 
ma S.A. Mineracao, Indastria e Construgao, ty. 
Empresas Brumadinhos $.A., and Brascan Phosphate Rock.—In 1983, the industry 
Recursos Naturais S.A. Paranapanema is operated at 84% of capacity. Domestic con- 
the largest and was responsible for the sumption for the year was approximately 
surge in production for 1983. Tin reserves 3.3 million tons. Phosphoric acid production 
are estimated to be approximately 500,000 increased from 480,000 tons to 575,000 tons. 
tons but will very likely increase substan- Under construction is a plant that will 
tially in the future. produce 620,000 tons of phosphate concen- 
Titanium.—Rutilo e Imenite do Brasil trate per year. The total cost of the plant is 

S.A. began mining ilmenite and zirconite at estimated at $140 million, and it will pro- 
Mataraca, State of Pernambuco, in 1983. vide 15% of Brazil’s domestic requirements 
The plant has the capacity to produce when completed, 
102,000 tons per year of ilmenite (64%  Potassium.—Petrobras Mineracdo S.A. 
titanium dioxide) and 15,000 tons per year (PETROMISA) at Nova Olinda do Norte, 

of zirconite (66% zirconium dioxide). State of Amazonas, delineated a sylvanite
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deposit with a reserve base of 560 million in the State of Amazonas, to Séo Paulo. 
tons. This is equivalent to 157 million tons PETROBRAS announced that the Jurua 
of potassium chloride. The project cost $600 natural gas basin contains an estimated 3 
million, and annual production is expected trillion cubic feet of natural gas, of which 
to be 1.5 million tons of potassium chloride. approximately 400 billion cubie feet is prov- 
PETROMISA plans to begin operations at en reserves. The estimated total cost of the 
its Taquari-Vassouras project in Sergipe in project would range between $3 billion and 
late 1984. The planned production capacity $5 billion. 
is 600,000 tons of potassium chloride per The Ministry of Mines and Energy for the 

year. State of Rio Grande do Sul received a pro- 
posal from The Fluor Corp. of the United 

MINERAL FUELS States, in a joint venture with Joako Poyri 

Coal.—Brazil's coal production for 1983 Engenharia of Sao Paulo, for a $350 million was 617 million tons Steam coal made up ©04l gasification plant for the city of Porto 
83% of the total, with metallurgical coal Alegre. The proposal included U.S. credits 
comprising the remainder. At yearend, Bra- forservicesandequipment. | 
zil’s known coal reserves were placed at 22.5 Petroleum —In 1983, Brazil's average 
billion tons, which equates to 10 billion daily production of petroleum was 339,000 
barrels of petroleum. Over 80% of the coal barrels, up 30% from the figure for 1982. 
reserves are located in the State of Rio Offshore production accounted for 61% of 
Grande do Sul. The known coal reserves the petroleum produced. The State of Bahia 
comprise 82% of the fossil fuel reserves of Was the largest onshore producer while the 
Brazil. Projects planned to come on-stream State of Rio de Janeiro led in offshore 
in 1985 and 1986 will add another 6.5 mil- Production. PETROBRAS stated that it 
lion tons of coal production annually. plans to reach the 500,000-barrel-per-day 

‘Natural Gas.—Brazil increased its natu- figure about midyear 1984. Five oil compa- 
ral gas production approximately 32% in nies from the United States joined in the 
198% over the figure for 1982. Petroleo search for oil in Brazil in 1983 but with 
Brasileiro S.A. (PETROBRAS), the state little success. The companies were Exxon 
petroleum company, stated that its primary Corp., Occidental Petroleum Corp., Mara- 
efforts are to reduce flaring and boost the thon Oil Co., Union Oil Co. of California, 
use of natural gas as a petrochemical feed- and Standard Oil Co. of California. 
stock, boiler fuel, and motor fuel. PETRO- __ Short strikes occurred during July at the 
BRAS is experimenting with the use of Replan refinery at Paulinia, Sao Paulo 
compressed natural gas as a motor fuel for State, and the Landulfo refinery at Mata- 
public transit buses. ripe, Bahia State. The strikes prevented 

In an effort to step up natural gas devel- production of 1.8 million barrels of petrole- 
opment to cut dependence on imported oil, um products; in addition, the Government 
PETROBRAS began construction of Brazil’s _ was forced to seek financing for spot market 
longest gas pipeline by yearend. The 254- purchases. 
mile pipeline, named “Nordestao,” will link _ PETROBRAS announced at yearend that 
the Ubarana and Ogulha offshore natural Brazil's petroleum reserves had reached 1.8, 
gas fields off the State of Rio Grande do billion barrels. The natural gas reserves 
Norte in northeastern Brazil with Recife in _ were determined to be 900 billion cubic feet. 
the State of Pernambuco. ——— 

Brazil has planned to proceed with a ‘Physical scientist, Division of Foreign Data 
feasibility study of the proposed 3,500- prantien cruseiras (Ce) 10 US dolar at the tae af kilometer natural gas pipeline from Jurua, Cr8046.14=US81.00 as of Dec. i, 1983.



The Mineral Industry of 
Bulgaria 

By Tatiana Karpinsky* 

In 1983, Bulgaria was an important pro- 
ducer of copper, lead, zinc, and lower rank Workersand 
lignite. Mineral industry production contin- Bas es 
ued at about the same level of output as in_—§ ——£ “Sar 
1982, in accordance with the State Econom-  ngineering and metal industries -—— 236.0 ordane A nl industry ee 163 ic Plan. Major minerals projects underway Ferrous metallurgy Uineluding ore 
included the expanded Troyanovo-North mining ji eH 
and TroyanovoSauth lignite mines, an am. Primrmefaeeticyowerandeiam = 78 
monium production section at the Stara Mute eae goes mec 
Zagora chemical plant, an expansion of the _ 
thermoelectric power station in Ruse, and a _ Source: Statischeski Godishnik na Norodue Republica 
renovated and expanded section of the  Plézvs0ts Statistical Yearbook ofthe People’s Repub- 
Kremikovtsi steel plant. Renovation of the 
superphosphate and ammonia plants at the _ Government Policies and Programs.— 
Dimitrovgrad chemical works was behind The 1984 annual economic plan was approv- 
schedule, ed by the National Assembly in September 

Attention was turned to improving the 1983. The national income was to increase 
New Economic Mechanism (NEM), intro- by 3.8% and industrial output by 5%, the 
duced to the economy in 1982. The NEM volume of capital investment was to reach 
was intended to foster controlled decentral- 8.2 billion leva (L),? and foreign trade was to 
ization of economic management. Ministeri- increase by 8.1%. 
al organizational changes were directed at _ The main task for the iron and steel 
rationalizing major industrial sectors, and sector was to increase the output of high- 
under these changes, the Ministry of Ener- quality steel and alloys. The nonferrous 
gy and Power Supply and the Ministry of metals sector was to explore for domestic 
Metallurgy and Mineral Resources were resources of cobalt, lead, nickel, palladium, 

combined. tellurium, and zinc, using new techniques. 
The total population in Bulgaria was 8.9 Nonmetallic materials such as kaolin and 

million at yearend 1983. The number of quartz were also to be developed. The plan 
industrial workers and employees in state placed special emphasis on exploration for 
enterprises, which included all large organi- coal in the Dobrudja coal basin. A contract 
zations and heavy industry, was 1.3 million with the U.S.S.R. for building a 4,000-mega- 
in 1982, The number of workers and em- watt nuclear powerplant at Beline was 
ployees in mineral and energy enterprises, being readied 
by branch, was as follows: 

PRODUCTION 

‘The Ministry of Metallurgy and Mineral and metal production increased by 8.4%. In 
Resources reportedly fulfilled the 1983 eco- comparison with 1982 figures, production 
nomic plan for its sector, and total mineral slightly increased in the steel, cement, 
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nitrogen fertilizers, coal, and power indus- capacity of 1,760 megawatts, which made up 
tries. Nonferrous metal production also in- about 25% of the country’s total energy 
creased. Output of steel rolled products, production. 
phosphoric fertilizers, and soda ash decreas: _ The heavy economic dependence on the 

ed. Soviet Union is illustrated by the fact that 
Bulgaria is pressing development of atom- industrial enterprises built with Soviet fi- 

ic energy. In 1974, the first 440-megawatt nancial aid and technical assistance in 1982 
reactor of the Kozloduy atomic plant was accounted for close to 100% of the output of 
put into operation. By 1983, four reactors coke, copper, pig iron, pipe, and zinc; 98% of 
were operating at the plant with a total rolled steel; and 85% of lead. 

Table 1.—Bulgaria: Production of mineral commodities! 
(Metrietons unless otherwise specified) 

rng? 8 
METALS 

Cadmium metal, smelter® _ _ ih i 210 210 210 210 210 Stoo Mine output, metal content... "60000 "62000 -»«€2000 «© 70.000-——10,000 Metal, primary and secondary Senior on ney ago sgo00 6200070000 no,000 Refind=—----72l-2zzazz2222 = “eto “eto «B00 NOD R000 Iron and ste. 
rn Gross weight thousand tons. 2.108 2.886 1154 1,552 1,500 Focontent 7777772 sang ‘st 590 at rt 8 Iron eoneentitad 22222202777 72e0 227 so 86 mi m2 ‘Wo Metal Pigiron ———___ da iso STAB 800 Fetrelloys, alacrc farce, ail ee ee eedecwee 6 4s 5s 55 5 

Steel, crude —_____-____ do 2,482 2,567 2,483 2584 92,825 Semimanufactures raed’ "-—~"@o7-. «Sasa Lees Mine output, metal content == === 116000 116000 116.000 96.000 95,000 
‘Metai, smelter, primary and secondary — —__— 119,000 119,000 119,000 *123,000 128,000 Manganese ore: ‘Grose weight —— 20004400521 45,000 45,000 Mecomest(22-2222222-7777272222—fafooTo eR 8 

‘Molybdenum, mine output, metal content® __ ___ 150, 150 150 150 130, Stier mine output, meal content thousand troy ounces. xn x0 x0 280 san Zine ine uiput, metal content _——— == 75000 T9000 *5000 660005000, Metsismlter, primary andsccondary-———- &20m «OW 000—— 99000, 000 
NONMETALS 

taneous cesar 660 100 400 600 0 
‘Cement, hydraulic... __._ thousand tons. 5,401 5,359 5433 5 61E 35,644 GystRadiness=727-2a SPE goto sosion sates aat.bbd a0 00 
‘Gypsum and anhydrite: Gruden thousand tons sap an a0 ae ao Caeguar secsstuns Mees 0 es oe Ft Lime @uiekline~"7777~— thousand tons ng68 tages arate 
‘Nitrogen: N content of ammonia —— 179,744, "827,216 838,764, 826,106 5831,000 
Pyrites, gross weight®___-____--------_- 715,000 680,000, 680,000 680,000 680,000 Sulvailfypess e's —-277-7--7----7--- $6000 Sooo © Seroo0 Sara “ar b00 Sodium eatbonai,caisinad ~~ thousand! tons. roe tang te) A881 8 
sulfur Scontentaf pyrites 915000 300000 woo sm900— 900.000 Bypreduct,alsourcss=~~~7=~7257777_— 78000 ToD _— TOD 70.000 __— 7,000 

Total === ----------------_ 80000 000 870,000 870,000 $70,000 
MINERAL FUELS AND RELATED MATERIALS i 
Coal, marketable } Antirasie “=... thousand tons. aos 2 ‘9 0 0 Bihontames Soaoc Cay EN Ms in "0 1 1 160 | ae ae ae a es a Egeiescoccccccccccccccaceoce__ BGG aI aH 

‘Total --__--------------do 23.229 30,218 29,241 32215 993,800 | [> nse es Ganinaiiral,mavkeied=~——nilion eae foc” = 800 Ga Au ABAD | 
‘See footnotes at end of table. \ |
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‘Table 1.—Bulgaria: Production of mineral commodities: Continued 
(Metric tons unless otherwise specified) 

Commodity? 1979 1880 1981 ies —«R 
MINERAL FUELS AND RELATED MATERIALS Contin 
Petroleum: Crude: 

‘As reported®.______ thousand tons.._ 130 130 180 180 180 Converted™ 
thousand 42-gallon barrels. su au 13u igi gis Refinery products do SORRELL NO NA NA 

“Estimated. Preliminary. "Revised. NA Not available. “Table includes data available through July 10,1984. 
cl aiion tthe commodities Ise smut, chromite, gold palladium, oltinum, llr, uranium, bart luorspar, magnesite, and a variety oferude construction materials common clays sand and gravel, dimension stone, an rushed stone) are produced but alla information te adequate to moke elabe estimates ofoutput levels “Reported figure 

TRADE 

In the first 4 months of 1983, exports of from’ the U.SS.R. The trade protocol be- 
fuels, mineral raw materials, and metals tween the USSR. and Bulgaria for 1984 
contributed 11% of total exports valued at continued the provisions of the 1981-85 
1118 billion, Fuels, mineral raw materials, trade agreement. In 1984, the Soviet Union 
and metals accounted for 46% of total was to export to Bulgaria iron ore, ferrous 
imports, valued also at L118 billion. The and nonferrous metals, coal, natural gas, 
centrally planned economy countries ac- crude oil, and electrical energy. 
counted for 85% of total fuel, mineral, and In exchange for Bulgarian participation 
metal imports and 26% of exports of this in major Soviet development projects, Bul- 
group of commodities. garia will annually obtain, up to the year 

In 1983, Bulgaria imported 5.4 million 2000, and apart from regular trade agree- 
tons of bituminous coal, 2.3 million tons of ments, 40,000 tons of asbestos, over 1 mil- 
iron ore, 507,000 tons of coke, 407,000 tons of lion tons of iron concentrate (metal con- 
pig iron, 179,000 tons of special steel, and tent), and 2,800 million cubic meters of 
148,000 tons of iron concentrates, mostly natural gas. 

‘Table 2.—Bulgaria: Apparent exports of selected mineral commodities? 
(Metric tons unless otherwise specified) 

Destinations, 1082 Commodit 19811982” neg 7 Gee Other pened 
METALS 

Aluminum: Metal including alloys: 
Unwrought nnn 86008504 —— Japan 854 

Gonger Metal iclading ios ~ ° ~ % Serapenn enn sens TE BAN to Switzerland Vnwrought 22727TIIITIIITTIITIT "1 2 Allte West Germany: Semimanufgetares ~~ _22—72222222 M108 Yugoslavia 44; West Germany 32 Iron and stel: Metal: Serap— 85,000 5,000 Yugoslavia 49,602 Pigiron Gastron related meterais --""~ 33500 “m2 Yugoaavia S85 
“Ferochromium—-----------..- 44892216 ‘Austria 1,181; Sweden 606. Ferromanganese ~~~ ~~~ 800 > OMA 

Ferrosiicon == -"-222722222212 5685 BBR Wess Germany 424; Austria 
Unspecified eeeeeeeee ee 2100060 Poland 7,707; Austria 2.188. Steel pelmaryform=<""TOCITTIITTT gedaan eae > Wat Gutmany Hs Raly 

Semimanufactures..--------- 907913602. NAY 
Oud ee Alito Yoon Metal cluding alloys aliforms "7-7". 3953 4qg000 RA 
See footnotes at end of table.
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‘Table 2.—Bulgaria: Apparent exports of selected mineral commodities Continued 
(Metre tons unles otherwise specified) 

eR Destination, 1082 
Commodi wet 198° Gg y ened rind 

ey carrer el 
METALS —Continued 

Manganese: Ore and concentrate, anganeeecreammcmnemmistte; _______agg00 10000 =A to Cechoslovakin 
oipbiegum reaping —o---~ BR] Loan Grea 
NRUStl ncadmestinsatiomse=-——— “Teta 

‘Waste and sweepings*. value, thousands. $267 S461 -— Switzerland $280; Belgium: 

Meta including alk and esceens ctl including alloy, unwrought a 
mig wipigbtasrnenen eye —-- A180 AE aly $892; Netherlands 891 

‘ine: Rictal including alloys anwrought- ~~ 1038814888 Caechorlovaia 6,000; | “nited Kingdom 19987 
NONMETALS 

Cement enna ne 14200 413600 Span 86,60; Yugeslavia 
Clays, crude. ------------------- 9922 6,848 -- Hungary 6.130, 
eee assis —7— value, oamands_ $4160 $8719 =A to Belgium Lunombour. 
Porelier material Hanatectured, saesos toome eee = 
Tine ocr Senn : == Sopa gog, undetermin 

Presious and semipreious stones ather than flous and semipeecioostertretthousands— $904 «$465.=—= Tt West Germany. 
Sodium compounds, 23. Carbonate, 
otum compose es: Carhtand tons.- «1095-1120, = USSR. 432; Hungary 106 
tayo and and gravel: Dnienalon stone Cand eyworted TRGB Hungary 6024; tealy 2.150 

Gfadegnd part worked ————-------~ P65 oss 2 Weot Germany 3,08 
suifur Elemental Grid icing native a eee CU RENT, ce: OM) A 

MINERAL FUELS AND RELATED | 
‘MATERIALS 

Coal: Anthracite and bituminous ------- 11800 65654 ___—Belgium-Lunembourg 52285, “Yagociav 1308 
Petroleum refinery products Wee gallon barrel 9281 6364_—_————_‘Franced607;Iualy 1,62 
ccs on tna ellen terse IE FAME eo As 

"Preliminary. _ NA Not available. ‘Peeliminaey_ by one Plas. Owing to a lack of official trade data published by Bulgaria this able should not be 
sake compit rsrtauny oe county seal ge. Ue ohare eit da hve Yen, 
eeReed om Utes Nations information snd data published by the partner trade counties 

Paesalcal Yearbook of Member of the Gounel for Mutial Economic Assistance, Moscow, USSR 
2 World Metal Statice, World Bureat of etal Statics, Landon, United Kingdom. 
‘tay include other precious metals “Oficial Trade Statics of Bulgaria i 

‘Table 3.—Bulgaria: Apparent imports of selected mineral commodities’ i 
(Metri tons unles otherwise specified) en I | 

Sources 1582 
Commodi wet 198” “ed em ’ Wael Cheeta 

pot eg ee cee NE EE 
METALS | 

Abuminam ' 
‘Suidesand bydrorides 198 27. tealy 180; France 88 
Nietal including alloy: | 

ahincladingalloys agg a8 Hungary 8.424; Yugoslavia 2550 
Swale area —Ta—>SRSRBtzk 1 Wast Germany 2000; Hungary 1.252 

‘Bigmuthy Metal including alloys al | 
(alee a § —-_Allfrom West Germany. \ 

Chroma: Oxides and iyavonies -~_ a ane 72 Poland 00 | 
bat Mea nile ls al as 2 M22 intand 0 
i ere gid 7012. All fromUSSR. | 
Metal inching allo: \ 
Meee cannes soo «1.982 =_—BelgiumLuxembours 1.59. | 

Sete cares TTD 8a 7_— West Cormany 1105 Austria 27, 
Iron and ste | Tron ore and concentrate excluding ousted pyrite! thousand tone. oago «2860, USSR. 266 

Metal Gorey wt enaunun ele 2200 Allfrom United Kingdom. 
Big ton ai a, rlaied Seat rete! gayoon tags ll rom USSR 

See footnotes at end of table
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Table 3.—Bulgaria: Apparent imports of selected mineral commodities —Continued 
(Metric tons untess otherwise specified) 

Sources, 1982 
Commodity 1981 * “het eee ° ost 82" Gad Other prinepad 

METALS —Continued 
Iron and steel —Continued ‘Metal Continued 

Ferroalloys Ferromanganese. = 140 980 France 510; West Germany 470. Silicon meta! == ~~~ 1762 200 ZL Alfrom Norway. i EC NA. eel, primary forms Thousand tons. 708 615 France 18; undetermined 636 Semimanufactures === =o. =~ 85 510 USSR 194; undetermined 29. 
Lead: Ore andeoncentrate -~--- 45710, 2000S) Ai rom Italy Magnesium: Metal including alloys all Wore oo ene ou 42. Yugoslavia 40, 
Manganese: Ore and concentrate, metallurgical grade thousand tons. — sa @ .. ussRq% Molghenum: Ore and concentrate = 140 152 LL Allfiom West Germany: Nickel: Metal including alloys, ll forms i 85 LL West Germany 63 France 1 Platinum group metals Mois neluding joys, unwrought and partly wrought ‘allie, thousands $2400 $1,198. West Gormany $47; France $39 Silver: Metal including alloys, unwrought 
sted pare wrouan gon 8735 $201. West Germany $95; Switzerland $52. ‘tania Ore and concentrate 3270 B58 Netherlands 2768; West Germany 

Gabbe erences aSaia 1r32 28 West Germany 254, Metal including allays, all forms: ~~ 10 it Allfrom West Germany. ‘Tungsten: Metal including alloys all Moral Seniesa cee nce 40 6 @)_dapan 3; West Germany 2 
Zine:Ore andeoncentraie ~~ 5245029959 141M Peru 14,644 Zirconium: Ore and concentrate _ ~~ 1261 118 West Germany 1,520; Italy 198. 

NONMETALS 
Abrasives, nes: 

anor mt opi 7 pranihin se Sees a 312 Hungary 882; Italy Silicon carbide. —— ~~~" ===> i681 22 Allrom aly. Grinding and polishing wheels and dagen Goosen rere $236 LITS Maly 541; Yugoslavia 246. 
Cement. -2TLITIIIIILIIIID—saal500 88855 TT USSR. 10,000; Crechoslovakin 15.00. Diatnond ‘Gem, not set oF strung ‘thousand tons. ss $66 $14—_Belgjum-Luxembours $52 Industrial Ne gots gas Belglum-Lstxembourg $8,023 Diatomite and other infusorial earth ~~ at 305 =. France 278; West Germany 122 
Reldspar,flaorspar, related materials —~ 200 262 <2 Allfrom West Germany. = Fertilizer materiats: Manufactured Phoophatic 500.004 245,928 5677 USSR. 15918, | Potassic, KaO content _-__ 118000128588 USSR 1225550. 
Graphite, natural ~~~ > 240 S18 __ West Germany 418; Austria 100 Magoesiam compotinds----""""=°2 0 anas 7305 2 Caechoslovalea 7,000. 

‘Crude including splittings and waste 20 15. All from West Germany Worked including agglomerated split: * UAE cnnn tee 5 8. West Germany 6 Pigments mineral: Tron oxides and wydroxides, processed === 22 315. West Germany 812 Pyrteunroasted--=~772222222 855868 = RO00 = TL rom USSR. Saltandbrine--—-==-2=2"77T7> R65 229 2 West Germany 2286 Sodium compounds, ne. Sulfate, 
sanecttred 204 1,000 All from West Germany. 

Elemental: Crude including native 
andbyproduct w= T88BT~—«78.927 10,827 Poland 63,000. Sulfarie acid ~~ 77 77> 24 8005 "2 Poland 272. ‘Tale, seatite, soapstone, pyrophiflite ~~ 283 35 LS Austria i 

MINERAL FUELS AND RELATED MATERIALS 
Carbon: Carbon black? 29.87 81.008. USSR. S008 
Coal: Bituminous? . thousand tons. 5,090 5480 USSR 5,830 
Coke and semacoke! —~ "do 407 383. USSR S54; Cuechoslovakia 38 Petroleum refinery products ‘thousand gallon barrels. 240 409) United Kingdom 158; aly 196 

*Preliminary. NA Not available Table prepared by Jozef Plachy, Owing to a lack of official trade data published by Bulgaria, this table should not be taken ata coplete presentation of this county's mineral rade, Uninecthervize spected, these data have been Compiled from United Nations information and data published by the partner trade countries. SOfticial Trade Statistics of Bulgaria. 
Less than 1/2 unit. ‘Bxeludes quantity valued at $186,000 
‘Statistical Yearbook of Members ofthe Council for Mutual Ezonomic Assistance, Moscow, USSR. “Excludes quantity valued at $126,000,
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COMMODITY REVIEW 

METALS equipment was imported from the German 
- Democratic Republic, but Bulgarian com- 

Copper.—Bulgaria's main copper ore pro puters were to be used for the automation 
duction was concentrated in the Srednogo- system, The electric-furnace shop was de- 
rie Mountains in central Bulgaria, where signed to produce 900,000 tons of steel per 
the Medet, Elatsite, and Tsar Asen opencast year and the rolling mill was designed to 
mines were in production. Another 10% of produce 640,000 tons per year of steel rolled 
the copper ore was obtained in the Burgas products. In a plant near the town of Rad- 
and Panagyurishte underground mines. omir, the casting of the first steel in Bul- 
‘The metal content of the porphyry copper garia in a fully automated electric furnace 
ore at the Medet Mine, the largest in Bul- was reported 
garia, was 0.4%, largely as chalcopyrite, — Lead and Zine.—Lead-zinc deposits, con- 
with pyrite and molybdenite. Recovery of centrated in the central and western Rhod- 
copper at the Medet beneficiation plant was ope regions, consist of several ore zones. The 
reported as 86.7% and concentrates con- main ore zone is Madan with several ore 
tained 22% copper. deposits, including Madan, Laki, Nedelino, 

Over L733 million was expected to be Davidkovo, and Ardino. The principal part 
invested during 1981-85 to increase the of the lead-zinc ore in the Madan Field 
production of ore and to continue the reno- occurred in quartz-carbonate-sulfide veins. 
vation of the Georgi Damyanov copper Ore minerals were galena and sphalerite, 
plant in the town of Srednogorie. In 1983, accompanied by pyrite, chalcopyrite, and 
capacities were put into operation in main other sulfides. Geophysical prospecting was 
copper ore producing and processing com- most active in the deep mines. Bulgaria had 
bines at the Elatsite and Assarel Mines. The several lead-zinc mining enterprises, but 
Assarel copper mine and concentrator, with the Gorubso Mining and Dressing Combire 
a projected capacity of 15 million tons of ore produced about 70% of the total. Develop- 
per year, was one of the major projects of ment of a new ore mining and concentrat- 
the 1981-85 5-year plan. ing unit, operated by Gorubso, started at 

Iron and Steel—The Kremikovtsi iron the Erma River deposits. All Bulgarian ore 
and steel plant was the country’s largest was mined underground to a depth of about 
industrial complex. Modernization and re- 450 meters, Total consumption of lead and 
construction plans included comprehensive Zinc was approximately 120,000 and 70,000 
automation. New equipment was commis- tons per year, respectively. Lead and zinc 
sioned, improving the blast furnace and concentrates were processed at the Plovdiv 
converter processes and increasing rolled and Kurdjali smelters. | metal output. Completion of the expansion __ Gorubso had several ore processing facili- 
of the continuous billet mill was scheduled ties including Rudozem, Srednogortsi, Ma- 
for yearend 1984. Czechoslovakia’s Skoda dan, Leki, Erma River, and Kurdjali. The Plzen Concern was cooperating in the proj. Kurdjali leadzinc smelter, built in the 
ect, Argon-oxygen decarburization for stain- 1950's in the eastern Rhodope Basin, treat- 
less steel was introduced in 1983. The fourth @4 complex ores and produced lead, zinc, 
coke battery with design capacity of 650,000 cadmium, bismuth, and other byproduct tons per year was put into operation, It was ™etals. The Plovdiv smelter, started in the 
built to Soviet design, and Soviet and Polish Atly 1960's, 150 kilometers southeast of 
specialists provided assistance in the con- Sofia, which was the only other lead smelter 
Struction, Its output will make possible a in Bulgaria, processed local complex lead- 
considerable reduction in imports of coke. __7in¢ ores obtaining lead, electrolytic zine, 

The first of four new 100-ton electrie Cadmium, and other byproducts. 
furnaces, designed to produce 500,000 tons 
of steel per year, produced the first steel by NONMETAY 
continuous casting at the Lenin iron and Fertilizer Materials.—A nitric acid plant 
steel enterprise in Pernik. When the four was brought into operation in the Stara 
furnaces and three continuous-casting in- Zagora. The assembly of a 450,000-ton-per- 
stallations are completed in 1985, the enter- year ammonia plant started at the Dimi- 
prise will produce annually more than 1  trovgrad chemical complex. All the techni- 
million tons of construction, low-alloy, and cal processes were to be automated, and by 
other types of steel. using natural gas instead of asphalt and 

A new iron and steel enterprise was bitumen, 243,000 tons of fuel per year would 
under construction near Burgas. Most of its be saved. All heavy equipment in the plant,
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consisting of 22 large units, was supplied by _ ing involved difficult geological and mining 
the U.SS.R. A 10,000-ton-per-year calcium conditions, including variable seams, weak 
phosphate unit was expected to start at the rock, high rock pressure, heavy faulting, 
Devnya Chemical Combine in the near fu- and high methane content of the coal. 

ture. Reconstruction and renovation of equip- 
Production of nitrogenous fertilizer in- ment in deep mines continued. A new inte- 

creased by about 10%. A third urea unit at grated face mechanization system was in- 
Vratsa came on-stream in January, 1 year troduced. Up-to-date equipment was in- 
Ipte, permitting increased exports in i983. stalled in several coal preparation plants 
ulgarian urea capacity expanded by 92,000 Further plans were laid for development of 

to 687,000 tons per year of nitrogen. the new Dobrudja, Elkhovo, Lom, and Sofia 
| Sand (Silica)—In Bulgaria, silica sand coal deposits; modernization of opencast 
was produced as a byproduct of kaolin mines in the Maritsa East Coalfield; ex- 
processing; the resultant sand was suitable panding and increasing the efficiency of 
for use in the glass industry, after the mechanization in underground coal mining 
removal of iron by magnetic separators, and under difficult conditions; and introduction 
for foundry sand, after size classification. of automated control systems. Deposits of 
Increased silica sand production was plan- the Dobrudja region, which were estimated 
ned, but not as a kaolin byproduct. to contain 1.2 billion tons of coal, were to 

receive particular attention, but plans were 
| MINERAL FUELS delayed owing to the technical obstacles 
| Coal—Production of coal slightly in- involved and the high investment required. 
creased compared with that of 1982. Most of __ Natural Gas.—Domestic gas production 
the coal production was lower rank lignite continued to be insignificant, The USSR 
and brown coal. About 90% of proven coal Supplied all of Bulgaria's gas imports. The 
reserves in Bulgaria consisted of low-rank, ™ain ring of the national grid system con- 
high-moisture, and relatively high-ash lig- tinued to be under construction. 
nites, with a caloric value between 1,200 Petroleum.—Bulgaria_ was _ producing 

and 1,600 kilocalories per kilogram. about 5,500 barrels per day of domestic 
About 83% of Bulgaria's coal was mined crude oil, mainly in the northwest. In 1983, 

by opencast methods. The Maritsa East 90% of crude oil imports came from the 
lignite field was the country’s largest coal- U.S.S.R. It was unlikely that the quantity of 
field, with about two-thirds of the total coal imports from the Soviet Union would in- 
output. Reconstruction and modernization crease, and additional growth in energy 
of production facilities in two large opencast imported from the U.S.S.R. would probably 
mines, TroyanovoSouth and Troyanovo- be in the form of natural gas and steam 
North, with planned annual output capaci- coal. A Soviet drilling platform arrived in 
ties of 26 million and 19.5 million tons of Bulgaria's territorial waters to confirm 
coal, respectively, were underway. The use some of the results of joint geophysical 
of continuous mining technology in strip- research; in the course of which, a number 
ping and mining operations was expanded. of areas were identified as promising. 
‘The coal was mined by bucket-wheel exca- Bulgaria entered an agreement with the 
vators and transported to the power station U.S.S.R. to explore in the Baltic Sea where 
by conveyors with 1.6-meter-wide belts. Da- the Soviet Union earlier had conducted 
ta processing and computer techniques for _ geophysical work. 
process and transport control were being ————— 
introduced. Underground coal mining in ‘Foreign mineral specialist, Division of Foreign Data, 
Bulgaria was concentrated in the Bobovdol, _ ,,, "itil exchange rate for the Bulgarian lev (L) for 1953 
Maritsa West, and Pernic Coalfields. Min- Cause the lev snot freely convertible





The Mineral Industry of 
Burma 

By Gordon L. Kinney! 

‘The most important minerals or mineral in the report to the Pyithu Hluttaw (Bur- 
related commodities produced in Burma mese legislature). 
during 1983 in descending order of esti- The main objectives of Government for 
mated value were crude oil, natural gas, tin, the mining sector during the 4-year plan 
fertilizer, cement, copper, silver, lead, and starting in FY 1982 were as follows: in- 
gem stones. About 22 other minerals were crease mineral production to the limit of 
exploited commercially during the year. financial resources, particularly that of 
Copper ore and concentrate were produced crude oil; increase mineral exports; mini- at the Monywa copper mine for the first mize losses and waste in production of time. minerals; explore for and increase produc- 

None of the minerals was produced in tion of the industrial minerals; and increase 
enough volume to be of major significance the value of net output of the mining sector 
on the world market. Crude oil production by an annual average rate of 12.8%. 
was enough to barely satisfy the country’s According to Burmese Government esti- 
needs. Petroleum shortages have become a__ mates for FY 1982, $125 million was invest- 
significant drag on the economy as the ed in the mining sector, or 11.1% of the 
Burmese Government continued with the total public investment. The planned public policy of not importing crude oil, even at investment in the mineral industry for FY 
ithe cost of increasingly severe shortages 1983 was $74 million or 6.8% of total invest- 
land decreased economic development. ment. The drop in investment‘ was ac- i |4,The mining industry employed about counted for by the completion of the major 
83,000 persons during fiscal year (FY) 1982.2 expenditures for the Monywa copper mine ‘About 18,000 were employed by the coopera- project, the tin smelter, the direct-reduction tive private-government and private sec- iron project, and much of the expenditure tors, the remaining were employed in the for the Bawdwin Mine and concentrator 
‘state-owned mining operations. The mining expansion. 
sector accounted for 4.5% of total Govern- Economic growth continued to slacken 
ment employees, while only 0.1% of private- during FY 1982 and into FY 1983. Gross 
ly employed persons were in the mining domestic product (GDP) for FY 1982 in- 
category. The mining sector accounted for creased to $6.1 billion, but considered in 
1.2% of the value of the net output of goods constant 1969 prices, the GDP remained at 
and services at current prices. $2.3 billion, the same as in FY 1981 and 

The value of the net output of the mining down marginally from the $2.4 billion of FY 
sector at constant 1969 prices was $31.7 1980. 
million® during FY 1982 (excluding mineral Faced with a decline in world commodity 
fuels). This was 88.5% of the value for the prices and volume of trade, Burma’s foreign 
mining sector contained in the Govern- exchange situation has deteriorated over 
ment’s annual plan. Despite not reaching the last 2 years. Foreign exchange holdings 
the goal, the net economic growth rate of fell from $255 million in March 1981 to $53 
the mining sector increased 26% over that million in March 1983. The value of exports 
of FY 1981. This was the largest increase of declined by $61 million. During the same 
the 12 sectors listed for the overall economy period, imports grew by $206 million, in- 

| 
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|
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creasing the trade deficit from $206 to $473 and self-sufficiency. Self-sufficiency contin- 
million. Bilateral and multilateral loans ues to be popular among Burmese leaders, 
and grants financed much of the trade but there was growing recognition that 
deficit, but despite this help, the balance of Burma must export more if it was to prog- 
payments declined from plus $38 million in _ ress. Under new Government-subsidized ag- 
FY 1980 to minus $118 million in FY 1982. ricultural programs, rice production, a ma- 

Burma’s development plans reflected a jor export item, has increased 65% since 
conflict between goals of export promotion 1972. 

PRODUCTION 

The value of the output of the mining duced for the first time at the Monywa 
sector continued to increase for the seventh Mine. The value of this output will probably 
consecutive year in FY 1982. According to be second to fuels when copper output 
the Ministry of Planning and Finance, the reaches operating capacity. Tin production 
mining output at current prices was $128 was second in value for the metals group 
million for FY 1982.* The value of crude oil and tungsten, lead, zinc, barite, gypsum, 
and natural gas, estimated at world market coal, and some of the clay minerals were 
price, would be on the order of $300 million. also important. Tin metal production was 

By far the most important minerals pro- reported for the first time as the small 
duced in 1983 were crude oil and natural smelter at Syriam came on-line. 
gas. Copper ore and concentrate were pro- 

Table 1—Burma: Production of mineral commodities’ | 

{Metre tons unles otherwise specified) 
‘Commodity? 1979 1980 1981 1982? 1985" 

METALS 
Antimony mine output: i Gree eehh ee cteuceeceeeeeesuuee 16901094 815 = Shomtent’ 2222227777777 SD = g 
ORE neat eal een su scuersuues ss 6 36 n 101 "4.2001 

‘Matte, gross weight - ________----------_ 148 1233 170 223 3170) 
Iron and steel: Pig iron ——— = ae = 3,758 18,828 315,200) Tana | ‘Mine output,metalcontent® 15000-14200 16,100 16050 17,000 Meta Tefinedincludingsecondary—----------- 628 604s 780010) win eo BH == tte tg 
a 6 “ 20 20 20) 

Speiss, gross weight -_________________-- 67 BT 80 81 380) sitver, mine output Tousand roy once ORT S85 
‘Tin, mine output, metal content: aa | “oftinconcenteate. s ce ee er oe) Oftintungstencoscenizaig———--~~~_--- ta 

co concen 1100168 
‘Tungsten, mine output, metal content: . 
Of tin-tungsten concentrate ——_____________ 416 518 SIT GOL 9695 

Ted cor eaveauyessueewennse oes 2880 
Zine, mine output, metal content - _ _ -__------— 3,028 4,079 8,556 5,882 84,587 

NONMETALS 
Bore Ska So. 200 GB iso TTTT IIIT abe RSS 
“Ball clay eee AB 4.890 198 408 2404 
Rembbiiie os ee ST Sais 1446 1,347 2317 1,463 aT 55 Yc TK 
Industrial white clay ——________-_______- 6876 4,626 ‘813 813 5813 Feldspart TITTTTEEEITTTT nt TS azet otto 

MENGRANY Ss ancins oo mn poh lean 268, 199 1,422 219 3200 Gypoumt 227777 z saree ssa thst Pigments, mimeral, nav Ira odide ~-~~~77777 seo gS a) 
‘See footnotes at end of table. i 

i
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Table 1.—Burma: Produetion of mineral commodities’ Continued 
‘Metric tons unless otherwise specified) 

Commodity? SSSR 

NONMETALS —Continued 
Precious and semiprecious stones: Jadcitet 

" “ Mf dlagrams. 700 7,953, 8.891 9682 *29,107 Salt --_______.______ thousand tons ‘258, 268 270 269 5288 
‘Stone* 

Dolomite —_. — ~------ ++ 1,882 2450 6,381 3,250, 34,400 Limestone, crushed andbroken =~ thousand tons 1259 LBL BIS) LBT Gunite one eee 22 143 3 Ey - 
‘Talc and related materials: Soapstone’ _—___ =. 394 333, 128 128 128 

MINERAL FUELS AND RELATED MATERIALS 
Goaldignte) gon 2818310038200 *34,800 as, natura 

Gross _____________.. million cubic feet_. 18,000 24,000 28,000 28,000 81,000 
a heeeiea -amenccseree Roe eee 12,080 14,887 14.878 24,640 29,600 

‘Crude gress wellhead) 
thousand 42gallon barrels 108221010 10449549 .500 Refinery products? 7" ST “go 12887800 Te] T.000 7.000 

SBstimated. Preliminary. “able cde data valle trough Jane 7,198 ee 
In addition to the commodities listed, sry clay, common sand, glass sand, other varieties of crude construction setae rn ie cm st of eee 

SReported figure. 
‘Data are for fiscal years beginning Apr. 1 of that stated, STocludes fire clay powder. SBrine salt production as reported by the Burma Government was as follows: 1980—80,701; 1981—88,795;1982T9,901; and 1985-"100,000 (estimated) 

TRADE 

Exports of minerals fell short of the export earnings declined because of lower 
target in FY 1982, but tin, tungsten, and _ prices in many foreign markets. 
mixed scheelite concentrates exceeded the Overall, exports declined from $443 to 
Government's target. Comparing provision- $390 million in 1982, while imports increas- 
al export data with 1981 figures, both zinc ed from $736 to $868 million, giving a trade 
goncentrates and petroleum coke showed deficit of $473 million. The higher import 
Substantial increases. Refined tin from the figure was due in part to an increase in the 
Syriam smelter and copper concentrate requirement for capital goods for the imple- 
from Monywa were exported for the first mentation of new and on-going projects for 
time. Although exports of important com- economic development. 
modities increased in volume in FY 1982, 

COMMODITY REVIEW 

METALS ton-per-day lime plant began operating 
| near Rangoon. The facility was jointly built 

_ Copper.—The Monywa copper mine con- by Yugoslav firm and the Burmese state 
tinued to add equipment, despite the mine ¢onstruction corporation. Output mainly 
and concentrator’s official opening in 1982. will _be used in the copper concentration 
In January, two additional excavators plant to control the pH of the processing 
worth $250,000 were delivered to Rangoon solution. Plans were still in the works for a 
under a technical assistance program of the — 20,000-ton-per-year eopper smelter at Sal- 
Yugoslav Government. They were to be ingyi to process the concentrates from 
shipped to the mine to increase capacity. A Monywa. 
limestone mine and a fully automated, 120-
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Iron and Steel—The second module of from underground to open pit was delivered 
the Kinglor Metor direct-reduction plant at in 1983. The Federal Republic of Germany 
Anisakan was reported to be under con- was also furnishing financial aid and equip- 
struction. The 20,000-ton-per-year unit was ment for this project. 
scheduled for late 1983 completion, but  Zinc-rich slag accumulated for 60 years at 
electric power problems could delay con- the Bawdwin Mine before the zinc content 
struction and startup. Nearly a carbon copy of the primarily lead and silver ore began to 
of the first unit, the only major difference be recovered. Over 3 million tons of 17% 
will be preheating the combustion air, sav- inc content slag was available for exploita- 
ing energy. Both units will use inert com- tion. Recovery of this potentially valuable 
bustion gases to dry and preheat the raw Waste had been studied recently and both 
materials charge, which is composed of West German and Australian technologies 
domestically produced limonitic iron ore, were applicable. In addition, the No. 1 
lignite, and limestone. Mining Corp., owner of the Bawdwin Mine, 

‘The final choice for the first steel furnace controlled 1.2 million tons of silver-bearing 
at Anisakan, completed in 1982, was an 18- mill tailings produced at Bawdwin prior to 
ton, 8-megavolt-ampere electric arc furnace World War IL Using a prone, developed ip chosen for its flexibility compared with the Federal Republic of Germany, the silver 
other melting systems. The furnace uses the Could be extracted. The process would be 
100% direct-reduced iron from the Kinglor A ems at-a silver price of $9.4) 
module and currently is producing all pi s 
fron for the several small. foundries in _ Ti® and Tungsten—The Burmese Gov- 
Burma. A second, identical, electric furnace tment continued with its Heinze Basin 
will be installed for steelmaking, together Project, which was the tussome OF tin 
with an oxygen plant and a twostrand United Nations assisted sagy ne Continuous easter. A Government report tungten deposits in the Tenasserim Div. 
stated that the expansion project was 60% (an want owned N ae ‘Conpewrak 
completed and would be operating in 1984, [overnment-ownes No oe five new 

Bids were received in 1983 for renovating ‘Pe owner ant eee. Sretenenchy new 
the steel rolling mill at Insein with Japa- "Vel pump mines. The foreign exchange ‘ cost of the mines was about $30 million, of nese financial and technical assistance. The ‘ynich the Asian Development Bank. fi- 
ee cay aren ta 10.e00 nanced $16 million. The No. 2 Mining was 

12,000 ton por jeer A new ovacteand OUTUNS (0 ernlune cite: don 
continuous billet caster will be installed, oy possible future” exploitation, These 
and the rolling mill will be modernized and fyginze Basin deposits were part of the 
increased in capacity from 20,000 to 48,000 Southeast Asian tin belt that runs for 2,909 
oe ee thea Se eo te luction kilometers from northern Burma through 
Ae eee eee ere ston mates Thailand and Malaysia and into the island 

3 will be of Indonesia. 
awarded to one of six Japanese groups that ‘The aggregate in situ ore reserves for the 
bid on the job in September. five mines was calculated at over 29 million, 

Iron ore for the direct-reduction plant at tons at an average grade of 0.062% tin, 
Anisakan reportedly will come from an Tungsten content varies with the local geol- 
Italian-aided mine newly opened at May- ogy but, although much lower than the tin 
copctagiunruan ie area.’ No details were content, was still een to warrant re+ 
availal is mine. covery as a valuable byproduct. 
eo. eines and  sier-Cunentiy: the ‘The typical pan) pump Speratiaa of ba 

Iwin Mine is Burma’s only mines was assisted by bulldozers, whicl 
source of lead, zinc, and silver ore. Expan- helped to maintain feedstock to the water 
sion of the Bawdwin concentration plant monitors and minimize the need to move 
from 500 to 1,000 tons per day of ore has the pumps and nozzles. Typical ore concen- 
been underway since FY 1980 with a loan tration methods were being used at the 
from the Federal Republic of Germany. mines. One possible addition was the use of 
When completed, this expansion will in- spiral classifiers to scavenge the tailings 
crease the export earnings from refined and because of the high percentage of very fine 
antimonial lead, silver, zinc concentrate, grained ore in these particular deposits. The 
copper matte, and nickel speiss. personnel requirement for the five mines 

Equipment for the conversion of the mine was estimated at 900. Projected production
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for the five mines was over 925 tons of 60% _ fields and of getting new production started, 
tin concentrate per year. the Government made a special agreement | 

| A tin and tungsten concentration plant with the Japanese Government-owned Ja- 
as planned for the Tenasserim Valley to pan National Oil Corp. and another Japa- 

Terade the material from the gravel pump nese consortium. The group was to jointly 
operations. The plant will be similar to the explore for offshore oil in the Gulf of Marta- 
completely refurbished Tavoy plant. The ban. By the end of 1983, the drilling pro- 
nly flowsheet changes will be that electro- gram had met with at best only limited 
tatic separation will precede the magnetic success, A natural gas discovery was 
eparation circuit. announced off the Martaban coast late in 

_ According to a Government document, 1982 and apparently a second field was also 
the new tin smelter at Syriam, near Ran- jocated in the same area during the 1983 
goon, operated satisfactorily during FY drilling. Development of these deposits was 
1982 and produced 750 tons of refined tin.* unlikely at this time because of the high 

Other Metals.—The Geological Survey capital cost involved and the lack of a ready 
from the Federal Republic of Germany was market. Currently, several onshore fields 
reportedly working with Burmese officials produce gas at about the rate that the to investigate a chromite and nickel discov- Burmese economy can efficiently utilize it. 
ery in the Arakan Yoma mountain range The only oil discovered was a reported flow 
(19°00'N, 94°40'E). The deposit was still of 139 barrels per day from a depth of 2,300 
being evaluated at yearend. meters. That small a flow rate would proba- 

bly not warrant commercial offshore devel- 
NONMETALS opment. 

Cement Raw Materials—The Govern. Onshore MOC was conducting its own 
ment continued to increase production of exploration with 19 survey teams operating 
limestone, clay, and gypsum to supply new in the field. The geophysical, seismic, and 
cement capacity that was under construc- gravimetric surveys were being concen- 

tion trated in three main areas: the middle 
The Kyangin cement plant expansion Irrawaddy Basin in upper Burma, the Pro- 

project continued during the year. Produe- me Valley region, and the Irrawaddy Delta. 
tion at the 1,400-ton-per-day plant was MOC recently added 2 deep and about 12 
scheduled to begin at the end of FY 1983.__ shallower drilling rigs to its existing inven- 

Progress on the new 840-ton-per-day Pa- tory of 35 mostly older drill rigs. Latest 
an cement mill continued. Reportedly, 60% available data showed that MOC drilled 178 
of the construction work had been accom- wells in 1981 and 144 wells in 1982, most of 
plished, and production was scheduled to which were production wells. Thirteen of 
begin also by the end of FY 1983. According the exploration wells yielded oi] or natural 
to the Burmese press, Karen rebels raided gas in 1982 
the construction site in October. There were” ‘Three new fields were given a great deal 
no details about damage to the plant, but of publicity in 1982 but have so far proved to 
two foreign nationals working at the site be only very modest oil producers in 1983. 
were abducted during the raid. This type of Ten of 27 wells drilled at the Tantabin 
incident could have a negative effect on the _Qjlfield in 1982 were productive and yielded 
implementation of the construction sched- 9 flow of 600 barrels per day. The Kyontani 

uled. Field yielded only traces of natural gas. At 
Tuyintaung, 6 of 10 wells yielded 130 bar- 

MINERAL FUELS: rels of oil per day and 230,000 cubic feet of 
As the Burmese economy has improved a8 per day. MOC has estimated the re- 

and the population increased, so has the serves in these three fields at 1,400 million 
need to increase crude oil production. Bur- barrels. It remains to be seen how much of 
ma has been engaged in a vigorous effort to that is recoverable. MOC also claimed that 
increase production both by drilling addi- 35 other promising structures have been 
tional production wells in the operating identified in the Irrawaddy Delta through 
fields and by drilling for new discoveries _ its surveying activity. 
both onshore and offshore. The Government-owned Petrochemical 

By law, all oil exploration, production, Industries Corp. has awarded a $64 million 
and processing was reserved for the Myan- contract for the construction of a 450-ton- 
ma Oil Corp. (MOC), a state-owned compa- _per-day methanol plant to be built at Seikt- 
ny. Because of the urgency of locating new _ ha. The plant will be built by a joint venture
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of Voest Alpine AG and Lurgi Kohle und market gasoline costs between 4 and 4 
Mineraléltechnik GmbH. The contract in- times the official price of $0.50 per imperial 
cluded engineering, delivery of plant and gallon. | 
auxiliary equipment, and startup supervi- §———_ | 
sion. Raw material for the plant will be ‘Physical scientist, Division of Foreign Data \ 

*The Burmese fiscal year begins Apr. 1 of the yeay natural gas. ane ' 
Burma has had problems sustaining its “Values have been converted from Burmese kyats (0) tq 

crude oil production for several years. Well- US.. Sar Mint .vemags rate in FY 1980, of 
head figures announced publicly include a RI S=USSLi0! an 
water and gas content of 20% to 25%. _,,Ministry tanning and Fists: Report fo the Frith Reneres have been operating at well be: MSGiy teste pany osha seh 
low capacity. The shortages of diesel fuel P-2%. 4 
kept many industries and projects from minll yOh "ore cited in footnote 4. Value exclud 1 
functioning at full capacity. A widespread ‘Metric tons are used throughout this report | 
black market in petroleum thrives. Depend- _p fiif Easter Economic Review. Asia 1964 Yearbook 
ing on location and other factors, black- “Page 264 of work cited in footnote 4 | | 

| 

|



The Mineral Industry of 
Canada? 

By Harold R. Newman? 

After the most severe and prolonged re- rank among the best in the world, the 
cession in its history, the Canadian mineral mineral industry realizes that its survival 

industry experienced moderate growth. The depends on productivity improvements, 
mineral industry made major efforts to technological advances, and improved mar- 
streamline operations, increase productivi- keting practices. Canada’s mining industry 
ty and efficiency, and identify strengths and was expected to continue to improve with 
weaknesses. Such measures have reduced increased economic activity and economic 
some companies’ unit operating costs and recovery in the Western industrialized 
consequently have placed them in an excel- countries. The United States is the princi- 
ent position to take advantage of the eco- pal customer for Canadian mineral prod- 
nomic recovery. Higher mineral prices and ucts; therefore, economic conditions in the 
lower interest rates during 1983 helped the United States have a significant impact on 
industry to reduce its losses compared to the Canadian mineral industry. 
record-high losses for some producers in Government Policies and Programs.— 
1982. Higher demand in the consumer mar- There was continuing and increasing Cana- 
ket, particularly for automobiles and hous- dian recognition of the negative impact of 

ling, had a positive impact on the mineral the Foreign Investment Review Agency (FI- 
industry. There was a real growth in the RA) and the National Energy Program 
gross national product (GNP) of 3.5%. At (NEP) on Canadian interests. In July 1983, 
yearend, overall unemployment in Canada FIRA announced it would streamline its 
was about 11%. application procedures and raise the thresh- 

On a world scale, Canada ranked third as_ old for eligibility for shorter notice forms 
a mineral producer behind the United and review procedures when a foreign com- 
States and the Soviet Union. On a per pany proposed to make a new investment in 
capita basis, however, Canada was first Canada or acquire, directly or indirectly, a 
among the major mineral-producing coun- Canadian company. An international panel 
tries. The country continues to be the lead- representing the General Agreement on 
ing producer of asbestos, nickel, potash, and Tariffs and Trade (GATT) Council ruled 
zinc, and the second largest producer of that FIRA violated GATT’s article 3, which 
molybdenum and uranium. Also, Canada requires countries to treat domestic and 
ranked first in the world in mineral ex- foreign-owned companies equally. FIRA had 

| ports. Over 80% of the country’s mine required some companies to promise to 
output was shipped to more than 100 coun- restrict imports and to buy materials in 

| tries. The importance of these exports tothe Canada in return for approval of their 
nation’s well-being was very significant. applications to acquire or set up Canadian 
Canadian mining products accounted for businesses. The Government was studying 
20% of total national exports and, directly the decision to see what changes it might 
and indirectly, about 6% of allemployment. make to FIRA. 
Although Canadian mineral deposits The decline in international oil prices 
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during 1982-83 has undermined the basic arrangements and downplayed “buyouts” of 
foundation of Canada’s energy policy, which foreign companies as more appropriate 
was predicated on the assumption that in- methods of increasing Canadian ownership 
ternational oil prices would increase signifi. and control of the energy industry. The 
cantly during 1982-86, This did not occur Canadian political system regards the gen- 
and subsequently caused internal inconsist- eral goals of the NEP as legitimate and 
encies in major elements of the NEP. The important, and although the more extreme 
Government has made many modifications and controversial methods to achieve these 
in the NEP, and future changes are under goals are being modified, a policy to in- 
consideration. Specifically, the Government crease Canadian ownership of the energy 
has encouraged joint ventures and farm-out industry is likely to be permanent. 

PRODUCTION 

According to the Canadian Department of ties. Gypsum shipments were at a record- 
Energy, Mines and Resources (EMR), the high level of 7.5 million tons. However, 
total value of Canada’s mineral production, cement shipments went through a second 
including fuel and nonfuel minerals, in 1983 consecutive year of low demand. Cement 
was $289 billion, about 9% of the GNP. producers were operating at about 53% 
‘This represented modest growth over the capacity at yearend. . 
$27.2 billion in 1982. In 1983, the 10 leading _In the energy sector, production increased 
minerals were petroleum, natural gas, natu- from 42.8 million tons in 1982 to 44.3 
ral gas byproducts, copper, coal, gold, iron million tons. Crude oil production rose 6% 
ore, zinc, nickel, and cement, which repre- to almost 495 million barrels. Reduced de- 
sented 87% of the total value of output of mand in Canada and the United States 
the mineral industry. Output of all of these resulted in a drop in marketed natural gas 
minerals except cement, iron ore, and natu- from 2.7 billion to 2.5 billion cubic feet. 
ral gas showed increases over that of 1982, ‘The value of mineral output increased in 

The performance of the base metals in- 4 of 10 Provinces. The Province of Alberta, 
dustry was improved over 1982, although with its large oil and gas output, accounted, 
demand was neither strong nor sustained. for approximately 62% of Canada’s total 
Precious metals production provided en- mineral value. Production values of the 
couragement to the industry. The value of Provinces and Territories follow: 
gold output at $958 million was 23% higher 
than that of 1982. Copper increased about. ——————————,. sms US 
4% to $1 billion, and zinc increased almost Province or Territory, OP UORUS ES 
1% to $782 million. However, iron ore value § ——————______0_is'_ 
fell almost 5% to $920 million, and the Albena ——_-_____ 188 n19) 
value of uranium shipments fell almost Omang oo ----~ 35 29) 
14% to $582 million. Sinaicevan === ii B 

Asbestos value increased about 10%, al- Que a ai gx Z 5 
though shipments decreased from 834,219 to Menioba one” 3 3 
829,359 tons in 1983. The combined factors Nowa Nettorias — t 4 
of the recession, adverse publicity regarding Nova Svotia.—-——~ 2 2| 
health risks, and recent regulations intro- pate" piv Gana é o 
duced to restrict its use have had a signifi- De 
cant impact on the asbestos industry. Al- __Totsl--~---~-~ ze 289 
though potash shipments set a record, lower ~ »pjeliminary, "Revived 
prices kept the value of output below that of | "Less than 1/2 unit. 
1982. The upturn in the housing and con- g.urce: Department of Energy, Mines and Resources, 
struction industry had a generally favor. stu aaa eer ot Bree May se Oe | 
able impact on some construction commodi-
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‘Table 1.—Canada: Production of mineral commodities! 
| (Metric tons unless otherwise specified) 

Commodity iia 1980 1981 182 

| METALS 
Juminum: PMERERBa nsw = thowsnd tons. ska aah taet a 
Metal | Primary 80,286 1,088,198 1.115.691 1064795 4,091,281 Secondary 22 22277~722227222TTTT2 are aoa 8.281 "62000 63,000 

Antimony 277-222 TTITTTTTTTTTTTTTTT ase ‘207 -- eco. 2S TOS SOD eer aae aa 139 150 168 189 202 
Mant 2S OSC SEESES ES SES 1460 1,308 1.298 0 or tg OT ATIC IL ITS hllgrams— 8578004408 Ww Ww 
‘Mine output, metal content® 164 2482080 d0k 1,584 | Meuiteret oes ere (oc PESSEgEEUEE tee ois aoa 1060, ‘Columbium and tantalum: ‘Calumbium concentrate (pyrochlore) | "Gross weight unre AB 88BR 4.100 a75B 0 GBeontent 22 22TLLITITIITTITD ase trees B30 

| Tantalum concentrate: (Gross weight® == 355 550 239 258 s i 9 8 *9 8 = 
f ___, Twenmtent STSDSS=SETTTSUSTERTETS 130 "4 "04 n = 
(Copper: Mine output, recoverable metal content? 63688 716400«619,928 812455 624,988 Metal primary and secondary’ ‘Biisterandanode.-->-----------._ $8540 492710-a79046 356625 975,000 Refined: ssee 22 locoaspoazttaa 2 BP ARE OHI Tes IT TRO 438 Gola _ o> 2TLI ITT thousand troy ances Teed 52ers on 2.880 

‘Hon and ai 
|r "Gross weight... thousand tons 59888 48.154 51.985 85.495 B8.495, i a a Metal 
| Pig toner des 10,906 11,183 9743. 8,000, 8.367 | Rerrealloys = ~227222=22>=2 = Tge ==> 115 289 ae 218 269 | Stecherude 27222T2TTITTTITTTaeTTT 167k] 14,062 1 

| Semimanufactures? ——----------do---- 1228518030 18186 a6 ‘NA 
\e4hineoutput,metalcontont L777 20641 04 BAST BBS 904 

| Metal refined | 0 Beary <--—------------------ HBB 162g 6850 nao aR 4g Secondary ~227222227222022222 222 68568 T2TT «694858 OT 58GB | Magnesium metal, primary 2-———---------- “Sls. 8g09 548 T8007 800 | Mebyadenim == PO TOTTIIIIIIIIIIIT sigs 285062105528 
| "Mine output, metal content!®_______---___ 326481 g4g0z 60247 gal 131 896 |_| Metaiysmelier ~~~ 8747 152099 1093035638 87:200, | Platinumgroup metals ~~. ~~—tey ounces. «9784310797 © «B2007 aR 167.019 
| Selenium, refined’®.- kilograms. 511,704 453,600 850.010 232.000 295,000, Siver”----_7 "~~ thousand troy ounces "30874 «3440188311 4224885559. 
Tellurium, refined! —---7 TT “lograms- «47,204 45000 2hza7 18,000 12/000 ‘in mine output, meta sntant ———=== TTS 387 23 "339 185 Mat | Titarium ‘imenite, gross weight... thousand tons. 1,004 1859-2008 1.785 1.600 Sorel slag 70% to'12% Ti0zi 477.040 BAT-710. 758,191 6691000 612,000 ‘Tungsten, mine output, W content ---===2--_=_ SST TD 18RD ‘S21 Yramium onde Ua0) = ooo To Tae 8B5S TAS 8.488 

‘Mine output, metal content --__--__------- "1.204401 1058714 1,095,958 1,189,000 1,070,000 
Metal, refined, primary —.--—.—----------  S80,449 581/565 IRS. SIT ATO"BITO33 

NONMETALS 
Asbestos... 2-.-------- thousand tons. 1493.33 122 su 810 Borie ---222o2TTTITTTII EET gts «MBIT aT arid 28.000, 
Cement, hydraulic ———"~T“TT— thousand tone 10785 N0dT 1045828788 Clays and clay products! — ~~" “value, thousands $142'355 8183611 $119,116 $95,993 $127,400 Digtomiless eos bag "R615 8600 ©” 2000” 2,000, 
Gypsum and anhydrite-——----~- thousand tons. «S098 T2080 eT Tat Lmewtsscc=tanecloss2ansc en ndone- 186025555 Bay 2108 ‘Magnesite, dolomite, brute ~~~ value, thousands’ $6.90 $10,405 «$lLAT2 «$8216 88.108 Nephelineayenites-- e277 65899592000 -SRT'505 © SIa.5A8 528,000, Nitrogen: Neontent ofammonia——_—-___-____ 1818300 209857 276.249 2,082,100 2.887.870 
Pigments, mineral: Iron oxides, natural--—-_---- 2700” *2800 eH oe es 
Sn ee ee ee ites an tite, gross weight ‘ x ae eee eee thousand tone “egst 7700 72g 7840 8.580 Sand and gravel "777777777777" G ET aaBlp2] areas asleel © 200327 219,680 

| Sillea quarts) <""2ITTITITTIIIIIIIEID aes aes eas eT 1 08 Sodium compounds, nes | S*eghamesrboste 09045000 475,000 $r5.000 425,000 Sodium sulfate---2-_7~_-2222-2222227_ «4482794805066 ««SaR2IA «Sates 447,000 
See fittest endo abe
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Table 1.—Canada: Production of mineral commodities: —Continued | 
(Metric tons unless otherwise specified) | 

a Commodity i979 1980 1981 19821989) 

NONMETALS —Continued | 
Stonel# _--_________---.. thousand tons 109,719 103,865 85.081 61.929 68,738 

‘Elemental byproduct: | 
‘Ofsmelier gases ———----------do---- 667 903, 183 eat fa Ofsournatural gas ~~" -do.--- 5935580955992, Ofrefineries..---.--------- 240. -—— 200 ‘160 60 160 mn 
Oftarsands—— ~~~ ~~~ ~~27 7777 Tdo. 23 286 "aT 259 5 

S content of pyrite and pyrthotite® do. ——— 2 4 no 9 5 ‘Tale, soapstone, pyrophylite —---—--~------_ 908809848 = 8715. TRS2_97,000 
MINERAL FUELS AND RELATED MATERIALS 

Carbon black® = ~------- 185400 185,000 180.400 180000 18.06 
Coal: ‘Bituminous and subbituminous ‘thousand tons. 28,187 30,717 38200 85,817 35.58 

Lignite 22222 wenesn endo 501) STL “GTB Tie Coxe tights TIIDODDIIOIIICGSIIT Sess za 659 000120 natural: 
Gross__.._.___..----_ million cubic feet___ 3,780,145 3,541,024 $019,191 3,076,002 3,872,671 Marketed 22227TTTTTTTTEEO SUNS AT gsacois Soerini1 2saeitls Beata 2.46510 

Natural gas liquids: Gross ‘Butane. thousand 42galion barrels «22.80 L202 ONS «OTS 19.1 Propane---7~snnn don GBA BAB BROTGRGAT_— 3021) Pontanes plus 2-_2~222~222272de--_ «42058 BORD 8420 B5ABG BIT 
Bthane____> ">>> LI III I == Io ide“ = 20,612 20,475 20,541 26,698 29rt Condensate =~ 222222IDLIIIIoLae. 1255 Tas 1881 936 ‘S80 

Total do «1291S BBD RIGO 1162 119,809 Returned to formation, all iypas ~~" 77 —"ao ==> 100 NA Na NA nal 
Beal onnencnennnnnnnnnnnsnnnnnns ABDET 486000 ALERT 4.000 SH 

Gride!® _______ thousand 42gallon barrels..__545465 53.441 __—467.701_464,122__ 494,570) 
Refinery products \ Gasoline: | ‘Aviation do 18122 tg 1.068108] Other 2TDITTIITIITITTTdeTT aS at'T78 = gaTOT «mI —_215,000) Jetfuele 222 22s2sss2zs2ss2sden=> BO BT BOR BRBAL | B5IBS 182821 Kerosine-72=777 727777272 Tde "72 take ets tas 1.80 Distillate fel off |""7—7777777Tdo-27>~—Hooe © BT 990TIoT 4B BBS «BL TOR Residual fuel oll _-————~~2~-~~-do M3790 10212410042 78.000) Lubricants TITIo igo 5865 = 5a0 5s gO 840 Liquefied petroleum gos --2_222Tde 2 =H 520 8s 10115600) Pelrochernical feedstocks ————-~~—do.~-- «$9059 «SB8M BBE 8008 982 Asphalt ss cce---s2222727-do==> = ByPAL «20807194189 16.085 (16,656), Petroleum coke--2 227727 777T@e77> “peo ey mse 1082880 Unspecified. -----------do---- 54403810 Refinery fueY@ndlosses”7-227777Tdo777=__sdlagn_a240g5—ao.aso_36,186 36,000 

Total wn wennanado.--. THAT 69862965644 ——58RT4G 515,852 
g_bstimated, "Preliminary. "Revised. NANotavalale, _ W Withheld to avid disclosing company proprietary 

Table includes data available through July 31, 1984, 25} content of antimonial lead alloys, flue dust, and doré slag estimated on the basis of reported gross production 
3Refined metal and bullion from domestic ores plus recoverable Bi content of exported concentrates {Retin meta fom domes: oes pls recoverable Ci content of experi oro and concentrate. saa 
Actual output not reported. Data represent Co content of all products derived from ores of Canadian origin, includi nickel orige sntar shipped to the United Kingdom and nickelcoppercabelt matte shipped to Norway for further rocessing ‘Actual output not reported. Data represent the output within Canada of metallic cobalt from ores of both Canadian and non Canadian origin “Blister copper from domestic ores plus recoverable Cu content of exported matte and concentrates. 
‘Series revised to reflect actual mine production rather than sales, which were reported as praduction in previous sions, Sales figures, on gross Weight basis, ip thousand metric tons, follow: 187608817, 10004908 vised 981-4455] (revised): 1982—Bo.425 (revised), and 1983— 24.988. 
“Includes shipments of ingots from primary plants for rolling elsewhere. 48Refined nickel from domestic ores plus Ni content of oxide produced and recoverable Ni content of exported matte 
488 rom all sources, including imports and secondary sources. 
Cement shipped and/or used by producers. +S]qcludes bentoniteproducts from common clay, stoneware clay, fire clay, and other clays 

* Revised to zero. Crushed, building, ornamental, paving, and similar stone. 
includes eynthetic crude (from oll shale and/or tar sands)
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Table 2.—Canada: Mineral production in 
1983, by commodity ‘Coie ‘Value, million U.S. dollars 

(Percent) mame 1982" 1983" 

a METALS ‘Commodity is 
pce ORR per 982 1.00 
Petroleum.erude as OM Gg ost 320 Reiige ecsmcccganens §6— ER. nen oer et 8 

‘Natural gas products -—-_—- = "22> 12 Wkel 2222s tcl ih iT 
Goals 36 Qrenum() 2222222 oa Bae Copper = as > 88 Bien oo ia Gold SuTSISEE 83 Yead-72222222t is 123 
on ore 2222 O22TT IIT 42 Malyiieaums7777—— 18 ‘a 
Riicccirstitisscce ce |B i Canet— as i 
HEE S SER Seosarenees See te easly NONMETALS Total nnnnnnnnnnnnnn=- 1000 Cement us st 
rte: alae, Bat aqurealans: 508 500 Preliminary Auetece cs i xt 

i anonsoen,: Hamm CEES i i Sours: Department of Energy, Mines and Resources, fitte=2=277277=- t Canada, and Statistics Canada, 1083. Glay products: = === a a 
OPER os ies a 46 

In 1988, about 22 metals and 21 nonmetal- otal. Tae: ne 
lic minerals were produced by 274 operating ce 
mines, 230 mills, 16 smelters, and 15 refin- ‘MINERAL FUELS 

ies, Mi iviti in Pela nase 13089 eries. Mining activities were conducted in Petroleum —————— nee 2009 
every region of the country. The values of Qs! @-7----"~ a io 
principal mineral production follow: ‘iui ea 

Preliminary. "Revised. 

Source: Department of Energy, Mines and Resources, Ottawa, Canada, Canadian Mineral Survey, 1983 

TRADE 

The Canadian mineral industry was major customer for these exports in 1983. 
mainly export oriented, and the general Canada was dependent on mineral imports 
weakness of the international markets was for some of its requirements, such as baux- 
reflected in the decrease of exports of metal- ite, phosphate rock, chromium, manganese, 
lic and nonmetallic minerals. Value of min- and tin. Other minerals were also imported 
eral and metal exports was about 16% of for geographic and economic reasons. The 

| total value of all exports of Canadian prod- energy minerals—crude oil, natural gas, 
ucts. About 80% of Canadian output was and coal—accounted for a majority of all 
sold abroad. The United States was the mineral imports. 

Table 3.—Canada: Exports of selected mineral commodities* 

(Metrietons unless otherwise specified) 
ett 

Commodi we 398 RQ | y Gated Other rinsed 
| METALS 

Alumina: Greand concentrate... * "48255 S085 25855 Uned Kingdom 2245 France 8, | onezusle | Metal intuding alloys: . Sop TION asn65 as 58855 Patan 3515, West Germany 5, 
| Unwrought. ------- 725440 988,075 461,460 cng 5 25, Sapan 177,650; Hong 
| Semimanufactures? 40,546 48520 97,585 Mexieo'150; Philippines 1,015; ‘yp 

See footnotes at end of able.
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‘Table 3.—Canada: Exports of selected mineral commodities! Continued 
(Metric tons unless otherwise specified) 

S$ Destinations 82 
Commodity 1981 1982 Tk cua | Gael Other prinepa 

METALS —Continued 
Cadmium: Metal including alloys ll forma veneer enn rn ae, 1488 169 818 United Kingdom $19; USSR. 60; ‘Netherlands 10. Cobalt: i ‘Oxides and hydroxides _-_ 601 280g Main to United Kino comets including sys sors ——~ a6 585 627 Japan 17; Mexico 12; Netherlands 10 sper Breandconcentrate.----------MIGBIO—284815 21,500 “Japan 2 80: Norway 16,58 Re. ublicof Korea 16,100. ‘Ash and residue containing copper — er 1490 1.215 Spain 270; United Kingdom 5, Metal including alloys: : . | Risp conse cesweceseees 95185 SEBS 34820 Japan 5:20: BeaiumLanembourg | 

Unwrought---------_- 262681 256,400 102,755 ‘nl Kone 2, West Gen | ‘many 24,160; Bolgiam-Laxembourg 
cag, mimanutacures...B2KB—5AIY_-BABHD Venera 2250, Cuba B25 \ 
‘Ore and conentrate——tray ounces. T5801 162007 28,658 Japyn S45 BeulumLaxembourg | 
Meta including alloys, unwrought “ " | ‘and partly wrought Pari thousand troy ounces zen 28402835 Netherlands Antilles 4; Panama 3 

Iron and ste: * Tron ore and concentrate Thousand tons. «40,545 -—=«80,0T1 9,960 Netherlands 4,906; Japan 3.254; West | ‘Germany 2.507. Metal: OSSerap --—------ do. sr 625 401_—_Spain St; Republic of Koren 78; Hay | 
ig iron, cast iron, elated 

‘materials "== ------ 589,619 567,298. 188,975 Netherlands 235,238; Japan 72,248; Ttaly 47808. 
Ferrgalloys: Ferromanganese...-... ae 1268 IBGE Vaited Kingdom 16 | Feline =------=~ 241045008 15805 Japan 24.085 Republic of Koren ‘E505; Australia 217. 

‘Unspecified... -.---— 5316 5STS 2.869 United Kingdom 2.374 Japan 185, 
Steel primary forms 894595 284,628 176.385 Jordan $2798, Philippines 18,679, ‘Algeria '18,050. Semipanufagtres | fs, rods, angles, shapes, sec- 

‘ions thousand tons 880 858 678 Bzyador 11; Tunisia 1; United King- 
Universal, plates, sheets 

ceed 5 2819 SHE Trgp 84; West Germany 92; Turkey 
Railsand accessories 199,688 N78 68072 Bangladesh 21.128 aly 1572 Inia 
Wire WT 106128 104866 Hang Kong 65; Republic of South 
Tubes, pipes, fittings 502,915 905,479. 267,840 Uae rato 2.5 tran 10.105 
Castings and forgings rough 145.884 115085 112,181 Meso’ tR Rusiraa 85; United Sgdom Lead ‘reandeoneentrate----- M6080 IT 860. 12.585 Japan 0705; West Germany 1825; 

strata 13 Metal including alloys: Sorep sree ossercueuse 9181 RSS 6580 Susdon 2.765, Wert Company 2470 
Unwroupht.-- ona ISI 161,015 58.6585 United gdm 4 Belg Luxembourg 18320; USS. 120. Semimanufactures ——— 619 FEB SSBB Tablas 215; tly 110 Portugal 300, 

‘Magnesium: Metal including alloys ~~~ eee 500105 West Germany 106 Japan {13 nit jom Bi. Molybdenum: Oreandconcntrate? 18684-19225 2.480 Nathan E982 Japan 2510 Note ‘Belgium Luxembourg 3,305. 
‘Ore and concentrate -—--------- 53,840 29,800 (Norway 21,15; United Kingdom 
Oxides and hydroxides 4890-4870 5,215 NA 

See footnotes at end of table.
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‘Table 3.—Canada: Exports of selected mineral commodities! —Continued 
(Metre tonsunles otherwise specified) 
7 ato TE 

Comedy 19681 9 <— United (Other prineipa) 

METALS —Contined 
|Nickel —Continued 

| Meta including alloys | Meg ap uinallos at? 600 2340 Netherlands 65; West Germany 200; | Republices Korea 10 Unwrought.--—---------- TBS .GRS TSUNA | Semimatufaciires <---77722 18Gb «Sit “S240 Sapa 505; Meson 125; Chile 5. Platisunrgrouproctate ‘Oreand concentrate —_troy ounces 324,546 «280,260 9,855 United Kingdom 225,06, _ Metalsincladiogalloya,unougkt % | ONSIGSE acces? TES sagr15 80406 16718 Used Kingdom 7 Japan 45 a Senn [gece mes at tnt Nett. Siter | "Ste and concentrate | hoasand troy ounces F17TOT._——I9ST_ BE Japan 6.86; Begum Luxembourg 
‘Metal inoliding alloys unrroughit a ny snd paryeought’ "ode 415 T0 36382 Venez A ened an Tobago 

‘Tin: Ore and concentrate —<---.--- 513, 65¢ 426 Spain 75; Mexico 1 USSR. 51 ‘Uranium and/or thorn: Orand [aeeeesnn-— ion emma, SEM HOUR Uana mien zing PE Sreandeonentae.-on--- 56909 SOMSRO 5455 Bey naming 5055 Japan 
en ee ee : 

Scrap seen en 2896281115 11,100 Belglum-Logembourg 25245 United 
Unwrought.------------ 458525 stgs15 2055 gta tgdon &t Chine 

Semimanufactures ———————- 2,622 1205 1,120 Begum, Luxembourg France fong Kong 2 Other: ‘es andconcentrates.-------- H68H0—-12U.040 11,850 Neerland 4460; West Germany 
Ovid and hydroxides 22817256000 252810 Japan 8; Unt Krom 5 fast German 
Ashes and residues... 4T591 25645 17,505 ‘aban 69 pan 1,70; United 

Base metals including alloys, all forms 1% 2.625 2,108 Unt Ringo 204 Japan 7 West, rman 
NONMETALS 

Abrgsves ma ature: Covandum, emery, pumice, Woo conenntonsceere a2 85 65 Taiwan 5, anna Gorundum .--.--------- 187900126470. 102745 United Kingdom 18,485; West Ger 
Silicon carbide... o7us 63800 69,765. Taiwan 35. Grinding and polishing whaals and 

‘Sones "vale, thousands Secd $3228 $2191 Fipland $144 Japan $41; Venezuela 
| Asbestos, crude —___------------ 10 555 61 Japan 494. ‘ Bote and wither 2272777—W=> ats So eee | eS TS oak BRE Rh 05.98 enre 
Clays, crude... 695,690 45,680 45,255 eg 190; United Kingdom 165 toga | Diamond: Gorn not set orstrung.——- carats. 60,40 Na 

| _ Dust and powder  .-_____do_-__ "13,379 529, 23 Australia 6. Fertilor meters Manufactured ‘Ammons seco 4681 512885. ste. Ringmeal1 Mommie! | “USE Na Pots =a NENG. 00 n—5206 Japan din 48; Republic of 
Gypeim and plaster do. 6095, 6264 5.254 Dye NSPE SISSIES HAH aH aR Leeward Windward lands 20; Ave “alia 1b Bermuda fl Pigments mineral: Ion oxides and "hydroxides, processed <== WOT 61212584 Venenela 3 Panama 16; Guate 
Precious and semiprecious stones other - ‘han diamond’ value thousands. $2,115 ‘$2854 $1,158 Netherlands S58, Austraia B18 Staeland 82 
See footnotes at end of table
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Table 3.—Canada: Exports of selected mineral commodities' —Continued 

Motte nr enine otherwise sein) 
—n—eNN Datos, 1962 commeaty ww gq Get Other (principal) | 

NONMETALS —Continued_ | 

Salt and brine... thousand tons. 1,508 1,122 1,718 Leeward-Windward Islands 2; | saat Seti cpompa nes: Sule, | a ere eee 2e4gs0 RSET GHANLT. New Zand 20 Set Artin | creas Sine and and rare 
Dimension stone: Crude and partly | imeugneoeCudeendreny —anags 01218456 Sapa tae Berta | Lest akarnaaainena sates 1st 8 eden Geageapagentie yA GE EE Ee hoa eee | 
Meenal-—---- hound tna —«“TaR—=«IL«LISE—_Azal Morn 6 Rea | 
sane wim oseancinan SERRA ae | Windear len | 

Other: Crude __.. value, thousands... $117,303 $111,560 $28,484 West Germany $34,006; France a, ee MINERAL FUELS AND RELATED ‘MATERIALS | Cheanivminte --n--c--- ‘ORT. “BUS 1H Nethrtande S418 Gkmiae snes mcrae: RR FRI HR a HE caand ellon bra GB7ES TSE T658 | por 
Liquefied petroleum gas | de HOS MERE TIS dans aero eee arg eS ER SeclehaararscB GG TBE ESAT Hagin 
Labrie ede Sgn an 
Rasiualtinlol--———-de--- 105 Lake soe URNE nee seat oper ee eae, Asphalt. ---n-nnade mS eae ne a ul Ey Petolomce———-de- 006 BTR atin " 

Rereed_NaNariate 
‘Table prepared by John G. Panulas. 
?May include relatively minor quantities of certain shapes not normally included among semimanufactures. ere 
“Less than 1/2 unit. HERE rs eny
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‘Table 4.—Canada: Imports of selected mineral commodities* 
(Metric tons untess otherwise specied) 

OT — Sources, 182 
Commodi 1961 198 Tan ty Yue Other (vinci 
METALS 

Alumaioum: ‘Greand concentrate thousand tons. 2702 2895-22 —_—Brasil 1.41; Guinea 841; Guyana 428. rides and hydronies = =dae == HBT 1008105, Atala 38; Span 
Metal including alloys: Scmposec saa g05t7 40.22 Jaman 194 Gaui <oTTITIITITITiegad BRS oT TERT Kingdom 27; Netherlands 

Semimanufactres 1223761160851 B(T_—_Belghim-Layerbour 6775 Went. rman Antimony: Oxides 2 === 96 $50 167 United Kingdom 573; Belgium Tasembourg 118 Chromium: ‘Greand concentrate...--------—«47625—=«BBTT_— 1.695 Mosambique 2697; Republi of South 
Onides and hydroxides 191 —-«4g80—«927—_Unted Kingdom 2 West Germ = TORRENT a Netherlands 20. = cm "Breand concentrate... 19,551 «18627559. Chile 12.467; Peru 196; Republic of South Atria Sulfate ss seoseeceeeenaans 3895001 1,017 West Germany 1,40 Netherlands ‘10; BelgttmLanembourg 611 
“Metal inching alloys: Genp nae ee assancs H19t3 45820 %49.935 Haiti 106: Dominican Republic 8% Guatemala 3 Semimanufactures Thousand tons. 1285= NZI Chile 1. Gals re and concentrate troy ounces. "79,299 ——‘4OT_—12.285 Republic of Koren 76% Por 60; Eile Metal including alloys, unwrought ‘nd partly wrought Wound troy ounces. «2020,=—.682 1.824 Siertand 156; Nicaragua 165, Peru 

Iron and steel: iron ore and concentrate Thousand tons. 5794 BAHB 8889 Metal: Berap do 35, 404452, Panama Pig on, cas iron, related fhateriais "16785 «BSI 8150 Bran 315; West Germany Sf; France fa Ferroslloy Ferrochomiom ........ 81879 21/86 5958 Republi of South Africa 8.286; 
1 31819 Republic of South Afra 1135; Ferromanganese---- 8865525 bho ca een france Mens Bl Ferrosicomanganese 12689-87880 Nopay Repub of South 

| Ferrosilicon_____-__--- 18,629 980 990 Bradil 214: United Kingdom 175, i Unspecified -~=~~—> Hiaot to -BBE5 Peano 682 Brant United 
Steel primary forms... "184368 «17,998 6400. Unite ington 66; Prauee 3217; py Republic of South Aiica 1028 Semimenufsctare | Bars, ros, angles, shapes se Tons eer srazop 19638 Ta972 Japan 37060; France 37,010, Universal plain akesis —— ERE SATSIO. abu Span 982 Republica Sth "Kea 361; France 172 Rails and accesories .... 37,285 81,725 18286 United Kingdon 4145 Bega. Tumembotre fis lapan 3,734 Wire 481,564 10,288 ‘United Ringo 6h rance 9,125, Japan 2 ‘Tubes pes Sitings ——_——_S64SDL_ARL_559HE—_ dep SES Republica Koren 

ena, CHINA ongngh rough TATA T0149 60,658 United Kingdom 6025; aly 920, 
Prides 1364 926 195. Republic of South Aftien 79; Mexico “B: United Kingdom 16 Meta including alloys alforms -.. 92807118 BelgasLnembourg 18 Franc pain “Magnesiurs: Metal including alloy, all as nee ern 468 599 485. United Kingdom 97; Italy 6, Manganese: Ore and concentrate 119746 TR9BT_ 9.482 Gaby 41,685; Brag 21,915; Republic ‘of South Africa 1846 Metal including alloys, allforms 1071 Tel 2 Repub of South Ae an; China 

See footnotes at end of table
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Table 4.—Canada: Imports of selected mineral commodities! —Continued 
(Metric tons unless otherwise specified) 

aaa ‘Sources, 1982 
Commodity 1981 1! Tee United Other (principal) 

METALS —Continued 
Mercury ——----- T6pound asks 1399 L919 1418 Netherlands 168; China 56; Hong 
Molybdenum: Oxides and hydroxides. 42a 2 oa 

is ‘Ore andconcentrate? 23760 24,642 10,069 Belgium-Luxembourg 6331; Austra- | Tia 4.956, Republic of South Africa 2088, 
Metal including alloys: ‘Unwrought-.2————— 2.925 3.922 2060 Norway 1:67, Semimanufactares ~~~ ~~ ~~~ 3955 2638 1376 Sweden 642; West Germany 547, Platinum group metals: Metals including ‘alloys, unwrought and partly wrought | roy ounces. «22,107 -—=14858 10,887 United Kingdom 3,566. | Silver: Metal including alloys, enwrought ‘and partly wrought. ‘thousand try ounces. 1052 15857 B21 Unled Kingdom 688; Chile SI 

‘Tins Metal including alloys al forms 3git 39052440 Brazil 664; Bolivia 497; Malaysia 231 
‘tani: abled 2 esseeeee eee 4,096 682 8,586 West Germany 1.488; Spain 473; BoigumLkenbourg S28 
Metal including alloys all forms —- 552 Sot $89 Japan United Kingdom 1; igium- Luxembourg 3 Tungsten: Ore and concentrate ——--—- 15 8 8 

"Ore and concentrate 41815 44809 40501 Pery 135; Republic of South Africa 399; Chile 2 
Owides —----------------- 88 ggg gm Netherlands 7; Chine 59, Blue powder ———-_-- = ‘8 576 West Germany 2. 

Metal including alloys 3 Unwrought- 0 415 160 156 Switzerland 4 Semimanufactores -~————~—— 468 561 500 West Germany 42: Belgium- Thixembourg 18 
‘Zinconium: Metal including alloys, all forms nnn 289 248190 France 24; Unite Kingdom 18, West 
See jermany 

‘Ores and concentrates. S6T72 127400 T4448 Republic af Sout Aften 31400; tustralia 17/800, Chile 2,058, ‘Base metals including alloys, all forms am L183 1048 United nga 3: West Garmany 
NONMETALS 

Abrasives, nes. ‘Natural: Corundurn, emery, pumice, | ae ane eens 28698824 5.252 West Germany 280; Hay 8; Mesieo 
Grinding and polishing wheels and \ Stones" value, thousands. «$20,141 «$16,519 $12,155 aly $1,060, West Germany $884; | ‘Austria Asbeston crud _— === --———- 34 513 18 Republicot South Afries 90 | Barive and witherite = -~—~~~— ~~ weztT—aadst 388 Teen LL 50; Tay 8,00; Nether 

Boron materials: Oxides and acids —___ 6.175 Tat 2598 USS 288 aly 17 Argenting 62 | Gemmenteneennnnnnnnnn—nnn= 298060 BSBSKE 258282 Japan 1 6; Unita Kingdom 5, fest Germany 34. 
Clap, rude: tonite... SILMB8_—-—262.420 176.408 Greece 85.958, | Ghamotte earth_—--=22> : 18.540 ‘3885 RBS | Fireclay-----2c2-2--2---- 4872 97.00) 96904 West Germany 14 | Kaolin 972DTITTTTTITTITT ast a7}022 226.239 United Kingdom 783 | Unepeced <——""“IIIIIIIIZ ast Thess? 16.02 United Kingdom 456; France 05; 

ole gd chiate— 495 4616 27-—Nedherlands 4,598; Denmark 21. 
‘Gom, not set or strung... carats. 190833 200,582 89,698 Belgium-Luxembourg 110,408; Tsrael "26,482; India 11,617 Industrial —____ thousand carats 1,504 1001155 Treland 322 Beigium-iaembourg 40; 

Diatomiteandother infuscrislearth_- 25544 = 35498 254g Fluorpar Ss cocs--cennsnn-nn= 178580 126596 1488 Mees 50.905; Moroco 4,904; Spin i Fertilizer materials: Manufactured: 
Nitrogenqus ——------------_ 50949374980 BB. Finland 9.261; Netherland. 824, Phosphatie  --2_2-__~=--=~ 908,501 USST 275,010 Belgium-Luxembourg $95; Israel 201 Potassic---22227222za2os2 TOTS RTTIG“8T-TIS United Kingdom 3. 
See footnotes at end of table.
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‘Table 4.—Canada: Imports of selected mineral commodities —Continued 
{Metre tons unles otherwise specified) 

Sources TE 
Commodity 1981 -@ la” nee 7 Gees Osher rina 

|__wowmerats ~Continued 
Ferilizr materials Manufactured eeesatinued 

Unspecified and mined. —-$9842_—81,688 REET Netherlands 221 United Kingdom 
Gypsum and plaster == HR.S00 93.844 10.782 Mee 8102. Todine ee eee SGC TIESETEDS 181 123 "'28 Japan 76; Chile 17. 
Hatvesiny Gmpounds -~~-—~-~~ Bois 4180s SNS CHGS. be, Spain ang 
Me Giade indeding slings and ‘ ae ee pueiserte ic; Crude ncudingeplitingsand gigas 181 India. pipinnerade --—iiswand one BKB BR) Moretozs, sy ineral: Un ont an Pigments ginerarstegOnterand gato GBA TB_— Went Germany 1.08; Netherlands 
[meee $88; United Kingdom 186, Precious and seniprciou stones other andi Salve, thowands— S544 S210 STAM Japan $5 Prance $220; Tal 
Selt and brine. — thousand tons. 1,255 1,627 998. Mexico 361; Chile 107; Spain 49. 

om cnpoad, na Cathotndimaniietned. 198651184488 184206 West Germany 7 United Kingdom 
Sulfate, manufactured 12480 19,061 1,005 United Kingdom 18,056 
Stope,sandand gravel 
Diy wala Oe ocr ane pigeon a Worked. value thousands. $5880 16540 840. Taly Ha FH publi of South 

| Dolomite, chiefly refractory-grade —— ‘5,121 8375 8,375 nce Pieone ibe! thon noose | Vhewsond tons 2ST AG 
‘Quests and quartate en 251 ‘a1 229 United Kingdom 10, Mead ee cacacd ion eis autoretnd =o STENTS THE IH neden Wes Germay 

| SBCs sss Mele BIRD ase SRR Sua 77TTTTTTTT. BARE BRIT sD Went Germany 2011: Norway SiSSe So ie. 
| Tale tet snprone,pyropbylite 322 -—«B4GRB_S4B12 Japan Leal 2 United Kingdom 
Vermiculite 99879 24077 20081 Republic of Sout Afren 4045, 
Biko Gre "7 ~via” TLE PRATER SE; Mento San 

| MINERAL FUELS AND RELATED ' MATERIALS Asphaltand bitumen natural -------«3408—=«2902 «28GB. Trinidad and Tobago 12, Gaptattangbieynen natural ——----- Gast Brg OLE United Kingdom 1; France 58 
Glat Ail grades including brights Gere tons «14081716515 Francett Cokeand semicoke.—nnnen-vnnes | "3OOLMG «ANB aA 1B TAL Gon qatural "lon cic foe 18 30 0 Potaloun "GMS snousand 42gallon barrels. "199402 128725 23,289Vepenaela 4.95%; Mesico 20484; ee Sond Arabia obo Refinery prod Tigueie petroleum, 

" ee do... 7,059 9,268 9,262 France (*). Gaeoline dona si8 ee Sneral iy and wax ~—d0-—~ « T8182 United Kingdom 1 Keresinoand et fal sé 8 'E Netherlands Antilies Dislate fue oda Bat 2 8 Dameetien oe age cS ist 361 962. France 2; United Kingdom 2. HeRgeSMeloi~~vde => «=| 7800 OSL 8.82" Venera 40h; Bahamas 82 Sacmbin ob 
Papen a cia 210 228 227 Greenland (*). Feloleuscoke —~"~"docn7~ gaat B46 Rot Arentina i; United Kingdom 62. Barcleymegoee-----cdo==> Sid BESS Bilplumetuneinoourg a8; Nether lands 208; Greece 188 

"Revised 
+Table prepared by John G. Panulas. | Araddltion to thitamount, 51 metric tons was imported from Puerto Rico. 
Quantities also reflect nickel contained in metal scrap. 

‘Less than 1/2 unit. 

j
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COMMODITY REVIEW 

METALS, complex multimineral facilities. 
. . In January, Cominco Ltd, commenced 

Aluminum.—Production of primary alu- production from the Lake Zone ore body at 
minum, estimated at 1.1 million tons, was Highland Valley, British Columbia, which, 2.5% higher than in 1982. The Canadian was formerly owned by Valley Copper] 
industry was running at over 90% capacity Mines Ltd. and Bethlehem Copper Corp! 
and was scheduled to be operating at 98% Annual copper output was expected to be| capacity by January 1984. Exports of alumi- 32,600 tons. The Lake Zone porphyry copper| 
num ingots and other fabricated forms rose deposit contains an estimated 726 millon! 
by 8% over those of 1982. tons of ore grading 0.475% copper with| 
Canadian Reynolds Metals Co. Ltd. and 005% molybdenum values. Teck Corp. re- 

Aluminum Co. of Canada Ltd. (ALCAN) — sumed operations in May 1988 at the Afton 
were the two companies reported to be Mine near Kamloops, British Columbia. 
producing primary aluminum metal. AL- Production from the Afton Mine was ex-| 
CAN also operated Canada’s only alumina pected to be sold as concentrates, since the| 
refinery at Jonquiere, Quebec. Pechiney company closed its Afton smelter in July for 
Corp. (formerly Pechiney Ugine Kuhlmann) economic reasons. 
of France signed a letter of intent with the Westmin Resources Ltd. was continuing 
Province of Quebec to construct a 230,000- with the development of its H-W ore body at 
ton-per-year smelter at Becancour, Quebec, the Buttle Mine. The mine and mill were | 
at an estimated cost of $1.5 billion. Pechin- expected to be in production in late 1984 | 
ey would own two-thirds of the smelter, and after construction is completed on a new 
Quebec, one-third. The smelter, with an 2,700-ton-per-day concentrator. | 
initial capacity of 230,000 tons per year’ Falconbridge Ltd. resumed production at 
from two potlines of 240 pots each, was Sudbury, Ontario, in January 1983, after a/ 
scheduled to go on-stream in early 1987 6-month shutdown. Inco Ltd. also resumed 
with final installation in 1988. The proposed production in April 1983, after being shut, 
plant is modular and could eventually pro- down since May 1982. Production at both | 
duce 345,000 tons per year by installing a operations was at a reduced rate. Hudson 
third potline. The second of three 57,000- Bay Mining and Smelting Co. Ltd. perma- | 
ton-per-year potlines at ALCAN’s 171,000- nently closed down its Whitehorse Mine 
ton-per-year smelter at Grande Baie, Que- near Whitehorse, Yukon Territory, because 
bec, became operational, and construction of the decreasing grade of copper ore. 
of the third potline was completed in 1983. Several mines that were closed in 1982 
This new smelter, with ALCAN's five other reopened in 1983, but others remained clos- | 
plants, gives the company a total design ed for indefinite periods. It was expected 
capacity of about 1.1 million tons per year. that, unless the price of copper improved, 
Canada, with no bauxite reserves, contin- some of the mines that are temporarily 
ued to import all its requirements. Brazil closed are unlikely to reopen in the near 
and Guinea were the major sources of future and other mines were likely to close. 
bauxite, and Jamaica, Australia, and Japan —_Gold.—The volume of gold production at 
continued to furnish most of the alumina an estimated 23 million troy ounces in- 

requirements. creased 9.6% over that of 1982, and most 
Copper.—Canada ranked as the world’s Canadian gold producers reported stronger 

fourth largest copper producer, sharing first economic positions than in 1982. According 
place with the Philippines in exports of to EMR, at the close of 1983, there were 41 
unrefined copper and ranked fourth in ex- producing lode gold mines operated by 33, 
ports of refined copper. Production of pri- companies. There were five mine openings, 
mary copper was 624,988 tons, 2% more while three producers closed operations. A 
than in 1982, but not really reversing the number of marginal producers were still in 
decline of the past 10 years. Ninety-five difficulty, and more closures were possible. 
percent of Canada's copper is produced in Ontario regained first place as Canada’s 
four Provinces, with the major share from leading gold producer, while Quebec fell 
British Columbia, 44%, and Ontario, 29%. back to second place in 1983. The Hemlo 
Principal producing areas are south-central _ deposit on the north shore of Lake Superior 
British Columbia, particularly the High- near Marathon, Ontario, continued to domi- 
land Valley, and Sudbury, in north-central _ nate gold mining activity. Three major com- 
Ontario. All major producing areas involve panies, Noranda Mines Ltd., Lac Minerals
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Ltd., and Teck continued exploration and The findings were against companies in the 
development on their claims. Noranda ex- European Economic Community, the Re- 
pected to have its mine operational in 1984. public of Korea, and Japan. Consequently, 
Reserves of the Hemlo deposit were estimat- dumping duties were assessed against these 
ed at 55.6 million tons grading 83 grams of suppliers of carbon steel plate and wide 
gold per ton, and the structure was still flange beams; stainless steel plate, strip, 
considered to be open at depth. and bars; and alloy tool steel bars. Also, 

The Detour Lake open pit mine, located Canada notified the GATT Committee of its 
about 120 miles northeast of Timmins, On- intention to suspend substantially equiva- 
tario, commenced operations in late 1983. lent concessions applied to the trade of 
‘The project is a joint venture operation of certain products from the United States. 
Campbell Red Lake Mines Ltd. and Amoco ‘This was the result of the U.S. decision to 
Canada Petroleum Co. Ltd. The mine, re- impose quotas and additional tariffs on 
ported to be the largest and lowest cost gold specialty steel for a 4-year period. Import 
producer in Canada, was reportedly capable quotas were applied to stainless steel rods 
of producing about 3.5 million ounces of and bars and alloy tool steel. Canada’s 
gold, 1.5 million ounces of silver, and 50,000 suspension will take the form of surtaxes on 
tons of copper. the imports from the United States of cer- 

Exploration activity for gold was strong _ tain types of stainless steel products. 
throughout most of Canada. Companies — Lead and Zine.—The lead and zinc sector 
that were formerly concerned with base was characterized by a sharp decline in 
metals concentrated more on gold proper- production. Overeapacity continues to be a 
ties, and work was continued on a number serious problem despite cutbacks and work 

of properties discovered in 1982. suspensions at many operations. Higher 
Iron Ore.—The iron ore sector in 1983 demand and reduced production resulted in 

continued the series of mine closures, pro- higher prices in the second half of 1983, 
duction cutbacks, and layoffs at several iron which improved the situation to a limited 
ore mines and processing facilities in Que- degree. Canada produced about 25% of 
bec, Labrador, Ontario, and British Colum- Western World output of zine. Two compa- 
bia, Depressed steel production in the Unit- nies, Cominco and Noranda, are the world’s 
ed States and Western Europe, Canada’s largest zine producers and each produces 
major markets, contributed significantly to about 10% of market economy countries’ 
the severe decline of the past 2 years. There supply. Refined zinc production, estimated 
was a large oversupply of iron ore in North at 617,000 tons, was up substantially from 
America in 1983, and this imbalance was the 512,000 tons produced in 1982. Zinc 
expected to continue in 1984, with more mine production, estimated at about 1 mil- 
high-cost mines likely to close. Most produc- lion tons, decreased 10% from the 1.2 mil- 
ers closed from 1 to 3 months in midyear _ lion tons produced in 1982. 
1983 in an effort to reduce iron ore invento- _ Cominco's new, highly automated zinc 
ries. Production was estimated at 33.5 mil- electrolytic and melting plant commenced 
lion tons compared with 35.4 million tons in operation in October at Trail, British Co- 
1982. In October, Falconbridge permanently _lumbia. The facility has an annual capacity 
closed the Wesfrob Mine at Tasu, Queen of 272,000 tons per year. Hudson Bay Min- 
Charlotte Islands, because of depletion of ing and Smelting opened its Trout Lake 
economic reserves. The mine had been in Mine, near Flin Flon, Manitoba. Mine de- 
operation since 1967, velopment began in July 1980, and produe- 

Iron and Steel—Higher consumer de- tion of 1,600 tons per day was achieved in 
mand and low steel inventories initiated the February 1983. 
beginning of economic recovery for the steel Nickel—In much of 1982 and part of 
industry. However, total estimated produc- 1983, the Canadian nickel industry, normal- 
tion of crude steel was 128 million tons, ly the world’s leading producer, was shut 
which was only slightly better than the 11.8 down. Inco and Falconbridge resumed oper- 
million tons produced in 1982. Canadian ations in early 1983 operating well below 
exports of steel totaled 2.6 million tons, a capacity in continuing efforts to reduce 
19% decrease below the 1982 volume. inventories. Both companies were imple- 

The international market in steel was a _ menting extensive cost-reduction programs 
significant issue. The Canadian Antidump- including improvements in mine productivi- 
ing Tribunal found that steel imports were ty, work force rescheduling, and energy 
being dumped in Canada and that the conservation. 
domestic industry was injured as a result. — Canada and Australia have been leading
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an attempt to form an intergovernmental design capacity of 907 tons per year of 
organization similar to the International electrolytic cobalt rounds. A joint venture, 
Lead and Zinc Study Group and the Inter- consisting of Falconbridge and Geddes Re- 
national Tin Council to collect and publish sources Ltd., continued exploration efforts 
nickel statistics and conduct special studies. at the Windy Craggy copper-cobalt. deposit 
Published nickel statistics were considered near Atlin, British Columbia. The deposit, 
Jess accurate and complete than for any was reported to contain 318 million tons of 
other major mineral commodity, and many ore, grading 1.5% copper and 0.08% cobalt. 
information gaps exist, particularly for con- Niobec Inc. reported columbium produc- 
sumption, trade, and stocks. The Canadian tion of 1,810 tons of columbium pentoxide 
nickel producers were actively supporting _(Cb:0;) from its pyrochlore deposit near St. 
this move as a method for better under- Honore, Quebec. The company supplied 
standing market conditions. In September about 15% of the world’s columbium re- 
1983, Inco started development on the quirements. Three primary molybdenum) 
Thompson open pit mine near Thompson, Producers, Amax of Canada Lid., Placer 
Manitoba. The $87 million first phase was Development Ltd., and Noranda, all in Brit- 
expected to be completed by 1986. Grade of ish Columbia, remained closed. Two molyb- 
the ore body is about 2.7% nickel. Develop- denum byproduct producers, Lornex Mining’ 
ment of this mine was expected to enhance Corp. Ltd. and Brenda Mines Ltd., also 
Inco’s position as a cost-competitive nickel located in British Columbia, suspended op- 

producer! eration temporarily. Molybdenum produc- 
Silver.—Production of silver declined tion was estimated at 10,528 tons, a decline 

16% from 42.2 million troy ounces in 1982 of 25% from that of 1982. 
to an estimated 35.6 million troy ounces, __QIT-Fer et Titane Inc. (QIT) was the only. 
With the exception of Equity Silver Mines Company that mined titanium ore in Cana- 
Ltd. in British Columbia, and Terra Mines 4a. Ilmenite, a titanium-bearing mineral, 
Ltd. in the Northwest Territories, silver in Was mined from an open pit operation at 
Canada was produced as a byproduct of base Havre St. Pierre, Quebec, and the ore was 
metal mines, Output. from Equity Silver smelted in electric furnaces at Tracy, Que- 
‘Mines combined with byproduct silver pro- bec. QIT completed construction of an up- 
duction from other mines in the Province  8*ading plant at Tracy in 1983, which would placed British Columbia as the leading aise the titanium oxide content of the 
silver-producing Province in Canada. Cana- concentrate from 93.5% to 95.5%. QIT could 
Ga continued to be a major producer of Produce a titanium slag grading 80% TiO., 
silver and ranked third after Mexico and Which would enable QIT to be more compet- 
Peru. Canada’s main market for silver con- ‘tive. 
tinued to be the United States, with signifi- , Canada’s only tantalum producer, Tanta 
cant amounts also exported to Japan and um Mining Corp. of Canada Ltd., located at Fens. Bernic Lake, Manitoba, remained closed. 

Other Metals.—More than 15 minor met. The mine was expected to remain closed als were recovered as byproducts of base Until market conditions improve. Also, Can- 
metals refining. Some examples are antimo- 44 Tungsten Mining Corp. Ltd., Canada’s ty, bismuth, cadmium, gallium, germa. "est tungsten producer, remained closed 
nium, selenium, and tellurium. Tin was Most of the year. The company resumed 
limited to recovery at the milling stage, by OPerations in December at 50% capacity. 
Cominco at Trail, British Columbia, and Construction was completed at the Mount 
Kidd Creek Mines Ltd. at Timmins, Ontar- Pleasant Mines Ltd. tungsten-molybdenum 
io, while rare-earth oxides were recovered ine and mill at. Mount Pleasant, New 
as byproducts of uranium mining. Recovery Brunswick. The mine was expected to be 
of these metals was related to base metal °Perationall in early 1984. 
production and market demand. Cobalt pro- 
duction, at an estimated 1,584 tons, increas- NONMETALS. 
ed 12.8%, compared with that of 1982. The __Asbestos.—Asbestos shipments continued 
increase was due primarily to resumption of to decline. Adverse publicity regarding 
production by the two major nickel produc- health hazards, uncertainties about future 
ers, Inco and Falconbridge at Sudbury, On- environmental regulation and shortages of 
tario, Cobalt was recovered as a byproduct foreign exchange in developing countries 
from nickel mining. Inco also commenced continued to have a significant impact on 
production from a new cobalt refinery at the asbestos industry. Canada accounted for 
Port Colborne, Ontario. The plant has a about 20% of world production and 50% of
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total world exports. Intermittent shutdowns U.S. Surface Transportation Assistance Act, 
were common in the industry, with some which funds the upgrading of U.S. highways 
facilities operating at 50% of normal. Pro- and infrastructure. It was felt that the 
duction was estimated at 840,000 tons with industry would feel the effects of this legis- 
most of this produced from mines in Que- lation, particularly Canadian companies 

bee. with clinker grinding plants in the United 
Potash.—According to EMR, Canadian- States. Gypsum production was estimated 

installed potash production capacity was 9.2._at almost 7.5 million tons, up 25% over that 
million tons, of which about 9 million tons of 1982. Most gypsum producers in Canada 
was in Saskatchewan and 100,000 tons was are subsidiaries of U.S. companies, and 
in New Brunswick. The largest share of about 70% of the production was exported 
capacity, 41.5%, was held by Potash Corp. of to the United States. Canada continued as 
Saskatchewan, a Provincial Crown corpora-_ the world’s foremost nepheline syenite pro- 
tion, followed by International Minerals & ducer. Recession in the glass and ceramic 
Chemical Corp. (Canada) Ltd. with 20.2%. industry in the United States impacted 
Most companies shut down operations for Canadian producers since 90% of Canadian 
varying periods of time during the year to exports were usually consigned to the Unit- 
control inventories. Two new potash mines ed States. Production of salt from all 
began operations during the year. Potash sources in Canada was 8.6 million tons. 
Co. of America (PCA) commenced produc- Rock salt was produced in New Brunswick, 
tion in August at its mine near Sussex, New Ontario, and Quebec, while salt from brines 
Brunswick. As part of its operation, PCA Was produced in Alberta, Saskatchewan, 
also intended to recover 440,000 tons per and Ontario. Mines Seleine Inc., Madeleine 
year of byproduct. salt. Denison-Potacan Islands, Quebec, completed its first full year 
Potash Co. announced in February that it of production with output estimated at 
would initiate production at the Clover Leaf 600,000 tons. Production was expected to 
Mine near Salt Springs, New Brunswick. eventually increase to the installed capacity 
Canpotex, an offshore marketing agency of 1 million tons. Asbury Graphite Quebec 
that handles all sales of Canadian potash to Ine. was reported to have resumed oper- 
markets outside North America, announced ations for a few months. The company is signing of a 3-year extension of a sales Canada’s only producer of graphite from its 
agreement to supply potash to Japan. The Mine near Notre Damedu-Laus, Quebec 
contract represents about 20% of Canpo- Production of natural flake graphite was tex’s export sales, estimated at 2,500 tons, of which 68% was 

‘Sulfur.—Canadian production of elemen- €XPorted to the United States. 
tal sulfur from sour natural gas increased 
slightly. Gulf Canada Resources Inc.’s 1,147- MINERAL FUELS 
ton-per-day sulfur plant on the Hanlan- — Coal.—Four new mines opened in British 
Robb Reservoir came on-stream in March. Columbia. Westar Mining Ltd.'s Greenhills 
Canada was the world’s largest exporter of Mine, Crowsnest Resources Ltd's Line 
sulfur, accounting for over 40% of the total Creek Mine, Denison Mines Ltd.'s Quintette 
world sulfur trade. The world market was Mine, and Teck’s Bullmoose Mine came on- 
very important with exports accounting for stream. Also, Manalta Coal Ltd.'s Gregg 
80% of all sales. The United States was the River Mine in Alberta started production. 
largest customer, consuming just over 1 Union Oil Co. of Canada Ltd.'s Obed Marsh 
million tons. Cansulex Ltd., the marketing Mine near Hinton, Alberta, was scheduled 
agency for 19 Canadian sulfur producers, to come on-stream in mid-1984. The largest 
negotiated an interesting sale and barter of these coal developments was the $2.5 
agreement between the German Democrat- billion megaproject in British Columbia 
ic Republic and Brazil. Canadian sulfur is involving the Quintette Mine and the Bull- 
sold to an interest in the German Democrat- moose Mine. The Quintette Mine started 
ie Republic; however, it is shipped to Brazil production in midyear with a full output of 
where goods in kind are shipped from Brazil 5 million tons of coking coal and 1 million 
to the German Democratic Republic to com- tons of thermal coal scheduled for 1985. The 
plete the agreement. Bullmoose Mine started production in Octo- 

Other Nonmetals.—Cement shipments ber 1983 with full production of over 2 
were estimated at 7.8 million tons, down million tons of coking and thermal coal 
from the 8.4 million tons in 1982. There was planned for 1984. Infrastructure investment 
concern in the Canadian cement industry costs of about $1 billion were required for 
regarding a “buy America” clause ina new new railroads and a new coal terminal.
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Almost all coking coal production in Cana- tunities were limited. Canada had five pri- 
da was exported. The major customers were _ mary uranium producers operating at year-| 
Japan, the Republic of Korea, Taiwan, end. Key Lake Mining Corp's Key Lake 
Hong Kong, and Denmark. Mine in northern Saskatchewan came on- | 

Natural Gas.—Canada’s natural gas sur- stream in October. The $500 million urani- | 
plus continued to increase because addi- um mining and milling complex is consid- 
tions to reserves were greater than declin- ered a world class mine. With 700 metric 
ing demand. The National Energy Board _ tons per day capacity (producing 12 million 
announced in January that it had found pounds of uranium annually), the operation 
that there was natural gas surplus to Cana- places Canada in the No. 1 position among 
dian requirements and would allow the world producing market economy countries. 
export of an additional 11.5 million cubic In 1984, it was expected to account for about 
feet, which would double the volume of 12% of market economy countries’ world 
natural gas presently committed to the mine output of uranium. The planned dou- 
export market. The Canadian natural gas bling of installed nuclear power capacity in 
industry, because of the surplus natural gas Canada over the next few years continues to 
available, was expected to aggressively pur- stimulate moderate exploration efforts. Pro 
sue the export market particularly in the duction in 1983 was estimated at 8,483 
Midwest and Northeast United States. metric tons of uranium oxide (Us0,). As of 

‘The Arctic Pilot Project (APP), a joint January 1983, uranium export  commit- 
venture between Petro-Canada, Nova Corp, ments amounted to 60,000 tons of uranium. 
Dome Petroleum Ltd, and Melville Ship. oF roughly 10% of the total Canadian urani- 
ping Ltd., proposes to liquefy natural gas Wm reserves. 
produced in the eastern Aretic. It would —————— 
then be shipped via icebreaking tankers  o:danata see the Canadian Mineral Surveys for 108] and down to one of the lower Provinces where it {p.beth of which were prepared by the Mineral Policy 
would be regasified and marketed in the fine: qn Neoures Otiawa, Canela The US, Depart 
United States. APP sponsors were also in- _ ment of the Interior, Bureau of Mines, has arranged to 
vestigating the possibility of marketing gas {adh of the 50 Siates and Puctig Rice as follows: Univers 
in Europe. fyi Alabama: Tascaloonas BE) Reamoson, Library, 
Petroleum.—The Federal and Provincial Tuscon; University of Atkansas, Foyotiviles Cations 

governments were continuing programs in- State Library, Sacramento; A. ‘Lake Library, Colorado 
itiated in 1982 that were designed to pro- ofennectcut Storr ii M. Movs Library, University ot 
vide tax relief and increase exploration and Delaware, Newark: Stroger Library, Farida State 1 
development. Canada was reported to have festa of Teshnoly, ‘Alana Univer "Ot Hawai, 
a trade surplus in crude oil for the first time Hilo, Univeraty of idaho, Moscow; Morris Librars, Sout 
nos 1076, oming tel a 27%, reduction is $iomingtan; ova Sale University of Slene and Teche 
imports and a 41% increase in exports over nology, Ames; Watson, Library, University of Kansas, a rence, ing Library, Univerety of Kentucky, that of 1982, Texinglon: Univorel of Soulbiwestern Leusians, rates: 

Most of Canada’s petroleum resources  ¢ite; KH. Folger Library, University of Maine, Orone; 
were considered to be in four regions: the MD; Massachusets Institute of Technology Library, 
western Canada Sedimentary Basin, the Cambridge; Michigan Technical Library, Houghton: Wil- 
eastern Canada offshore region, the Beau- versity of Southora disso Hattiesburg. Rola Li 
fort Sea-Mackenzie Delta region, and the brary, University of Missouri, Rolla; Montana Colloge of pes . Mineral Sclence’ and Technology, Butte, D. L, Love, Li etic Islands region. The Geological Sur- brary. Nebraska Geological Survey at, University of Ne- 
vey of Canada (GSC) estimated that conven- _ braska, Lincoln; University of Nevada, Reno; University of 
tional oil resources total 37,067 million  Unjersity, Newark. Nd New Mexico Institute ot Mining 
barrels. GSC ranked the eastern Canada Sila." North Carsina ‘State ‘Onivers, offshore region highest, with an estimated Raleigh, Friy Library, University of North Dakota, Grand 
18,221 million barrels at a 50% probability forks. Ohio State University, Columbus; University of 
level. The Beaufort Sea-Mackenzie Delta land, Of: Pennsylvania State University, University Park; 
region second, followed by the western Can-  Giusrrityof Rhos Island. Kingston: University of South 
ada Sedimentary Basin and the Arctic Is- bjs: South Dakota School of Mites and Technology, Rapid lands, Gio: Teese Sate Library and Archives, Nati 

Exploration continues at Sable Island off brary, University of Utah, Sat take City, Bailey Library, 
Nova Scotia, Hibernia Field off New Found- _fystuteplackapara, Universi of Washington. Seattie; 
land, the Arctic Islands, and the Beaufort West Vikpinia Univers, Morganigwn Memorial Li 
Sea. A higher level of exploration activity  byary. University of Wisconsin, Madison: University of 
was continuing in the Provinces. EMR esti-. sug y » Mas 
mated that more than 1,200 exploration and —_3f,hysieal scientist, Division of Foreign Data, Where necessary, values have been converted from development wells had been completed, Canadian dollars (CANS) to US dollars at the rate of 
compared with 728 wells in 1982. CANSLDI21—=USSI.00, the’ average exchange’ rate for 
Uranium.—The uranium market oppor-



The Mineral Industry of Chile 

By Pablo Velasco’ 

Despite & severely depressed world econo- 80% of the mineral exports. 

my, Chile’s economy achieved a small The mineral sector showed production 

amount of growth, and Chile maintained its increases over 1982 figures in copper, 1.2%; 

position as the world’s leading copper pro- gold, 5%; lead, 8.2%; manganese, 61.6%; 

ducer for the second year in a row. Chile silver, 22.5%; cement, 11.3%; iodine, 7.6%; 

also became the world’s largest molybde- sodium nitrate, 11.8%; sodium sulfate, 

num producer and retained its place as 7.99%; talc, 125%; coal, 8.1%; and refined 

number two in world iodine output. In petroleum products, 11%. There were 

addition, Chile was a significant producer decreased outputs of iron ore and concen- 

and exporter of iron ore, pig iron, crude trate, 10.9%; molybdenum, 23.9%; sulfur, 

steel, lead, manganese, silver, gold, cement, 15%; natural gas, 5.2%; and petroleum, 
nitrates, and coal. 8.1%; all relative to 1982 figures. 

Among specific new mineral develop- The Corporacion Nacional del Cobre de 

| ments, the construction of a new lithium Chile (CODELCO-Chile), the largest copper 

carbonate facility was completed in the producer in the world, maintained its pro- 

northern part of the country with a capaci- duction level in 1983. CODELCO-Chile has 

ty of 14 million pounds of lithium carbonate _ the lowest average cost of production of the 

per year. The operating company, Sociedad world’s major copper producers at about 45 
Chilena de Litio Ltda. (SCL) was formed in cents per pound of copper. Chile is also the 

1980 jointly between Corporacién de Fomen- principal world producer and exporter of 

to de la Produccién (CORFO), a Chilean molybdenum, surpassing the United States 

| Government development company that in 1983. 

owns 45%, and Foote Mineral Co. of the In December, CODELCO-Chile announc- 

United States, with 55% ownership. ed plans for investment projects amounting 
Another new development was initiated to $2 billion over the next 5 years. The $400 

| by Empresa Nacional de Mineria(ENAMD), million annual investment is aimed at 

a Government-owned company, in an at- maintaining current production levels de- 

| tempt to create new jobs and reactivate the spite decreasing ore grades. Most projects 
| depressed Chilean economy. ENAMI open- are for the Chuquicamata Mine. A $670 

ed 12 new gold placer mines in several million Inter-American Development Bank 

regions of the country and anticipated ex- (IDB) loan package was approved earlier in 
| panding to a total of 59 in the future. the year for financing the new projects. 

In November, Sociedad Contractual Min- Plans call for a 14% increase in copper 

era el Toqui Ltda. a private company, mine capacity at Chuquicamata and El 

| opened El Toqui, a 750-ton-per-day polyme- Teniente that is to be financed by a 15-year, 

tallic mine in the southern part of the 11% loan from the IDB. IDB will provide 

country. The deposit contains significant $268 million and also act as the lead bank 

amounts of cadmium, copper, gold, lead, for further complementary credits and 

silver, and zinc. loans from commercial banks up to a total 

‘The mineral industry of Chile contributed _ of $536 million. CODELCO-Chile is to raise 

about 9% in real terms to the gross domes- $85 million from its own funds while suppli- 

tic product (GDP) and 59.9% of the total er credit of $49 million will bring the total 

mineral exports with copper representing _ financing package up to $670 million. These 

169
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expenditures will increase copper capacity takes for large mining projects to complete 
at the Chuguicamata and El Teniente the exploration and the design stage before 
Mines by 142,000 tons per year. In 1983, a final investment decision can be made. 
CODELCO-Chile produced over 1 million Mining projects accounted for 41%; indus. 
tons of copper from Chile's total output of trial projects, 24.2%; services, 27%; and 
almost 1.26 million tons. construction, 4.7%. 

In January, the Chilean Government and _ The two most significant incentives to 
the International Monetary Fund (IMF) foreign investment during 1983 were the 
reached an agreement on a 2-year standby introduction of the new Mining Code to 
program to provide $550 million in IMF implement the 1981 organic law, and the 
credits and a compensatory financing facili- signing of a bilateral investment insurance 
ty of about $325 million. In return, Chile agreement. between Chile and the United 
agreed to performance requirements for States. This will permit the U.S. Overseas 
1983 and 1984. The standby program as- Private Investment Corp. to provide insur- 
sures commercial bank lenders that Chile is ance coverage to U.S. investors that wish to 
following a disciplined macroeconomic ad- make new investments in Chile. A few 
justment program. opposition politicians have criticized the 

In 1983, the GDP declined by 0.8% below _ terms of the Mining Code; however, Chile’s 
1982 levels. This follows the dramatic 14.3% extensive mineral resources still’ remain 
decline in 1982, and the boom years of 1976- attractive to potential investors. 
81, in which the GDP grew at an average of Government Policies and Programs.— 
7.2% per year. This was equivalent to a On October 14, a new Chilean Mining Code 
level of Ch$326.6 billion in 1977 Chilean (Law No. 18,248) was released. It became 
pesos.* Foreign reserves totaled $1.9 billion effective on December 13. This event was 
at yearend 1983, a $604 million reduction unusually important because it implies the 
below that of 1982. This amount is within start of the enforcement of the Constitu- 
the provisions of the standby program tional Organic Law No. 18,097 on mining 

agreed to with the IMF. concessions issued in January 1982, Fur- 
‘A trade surplus of $1.01 billion was re- ther, this was the first change in the mining 

corded as exports rose 4% and imports law since 1932. The new mining code speci- | 
declined 22%, relative to 1982 figures. The fies the details concerning exploration and 
balance-of-payments deficit totaled $540.9 exploitation concessions. It defines the state 
million compared with a $1.16 billion deficit as owner of all mines, but upholds the right 
in 1982. The consumer price index rose by of all persons to search for and work the 
23.1% compared with 20.7% in 1982. country's mineral deposits. National inter- 

‘The country’s total foreign debt (in 1983 ests require a restriction on Government 
dollars) amounted to almost $17.5 billion, a officials and members of their immediate 
1.8% increase over that of 1982. There were family in obtaining and holding mining 
148 applications for investment for a total concessions. Domestic and foreign investors 

of $328 million, which were approved by the will receive the same protection under the 
Foreign Investment Committee. Actual in-law. Exploration concession will be granted 
vestment that entered the country totaled for a period of 2 years, renewable for an 
$183 million during the year. Since the additional 2-year period. Exploitation con- 
enactment of Chile's Foreign Investment cessions will not have a fixed period and 
Law No. 600 in 1977, a total of 871 projects will be subject to payment of an annual 
from 43 countries have been approved for license fee. The Mining Code, has special 
investments totaling $7.3 billion. Actual exemption provisions for hydrocarbons, 
investments have been $2.0 billion and lithium, uranium, and thorium, and con- 
50.8% were from the United States. The tains details concerning ownership, conces- 
large difference between approved and actu- sion size, timetables, procedures for estab- 
al investment is due primarily to depressed _ lishing property value, privileges, and obli- 
mineral prices and the length of time it gations of the concessionaire. 

PRODUCTION 

Copper dominates Chile's mining sector. what over one-quarter of the Western 
In recent years, Chilean mines have redue- World's resources of copper with an average 
ed local operating costs, increased produc- grade of 0.94%. Production of fine copper 
tion, and expanded exports. Chile has some- during 1983 was 1,257,100 tons, of which
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CODELCO-Chile produced over 80%. which accounted for just under one-half of 
CODELCO-Chile’s reserves amount to al- domestic consumption. Empresa Nacional 
most 80% of the country's total copper del Petréleo (ENAP) has offered to sell 
reserves and 21% of the Western World natural gas from the Strait of Magellan at 
reserves with an average grade of 0.93% the rate of 7.7 million cubic meters per day 
copper. The reserves of molybdenum asso- for 15 years and is close to signing separate 
ciated with the copper minerals amount to contracts for a methanol plant and an 
2.67 million tons of contained fine molybde- ammonia-urea plant. Coal production by 
num, roughly 30% of the world reserves. the national coal company increased 8.1% 
Gold and silver production continued to compared with that of 1982. 
grow, and several companies were exploring During the year, Sociedad Contractual 
for new deposits. began production of copper, gold, lead, sil- 
SCL completed construction of its lithium ver, and zine at its El Toqui Mine at the 

|project in the Atacama Desert. Initial pro- production rate of 270,000 tons of ore per 
duction was scheduled for April 1984. These year. The entire output of lead and zinc 
lithium resources were estimated to be 40% concentrates will be exported to Japan, the 
to 50% of the world’s total. Petroleum Republic of Korea, Taiwan, and the United 
production was 14.4 million barrels, an States. 
8.1% decrease compared with that of 1982, 

‘Table 1.—Chile: Production of mineral commodities’ 
(Metric tons unless otherwise specified) 

Commodig? ae 1 ee 

METALS 
Copper: | Mine output, metal content?________... 1062700 1,067,900 1,081,100 1,242,200 1.257.100 

Meta ‘Smelter, primary’ .------------_948900__958,100_ 958,800 1,046,800 _1,058,100 
Refined ire, primary refined ——_ 161800 4700 40,60 153288 150,000, 

Electrolytic... - ===. 618,300 663,600, 635,000 699,212, 683,400, 

Total = *1s000 10700 «775,600 -—«852600 92,400, 
Goldmine owt metal content —ieoy ounces THOS TTS AILATD SHR ST ron and steel “Ore and concentrate: Gross weight. thousand tons mais T8580 7788580554 Troneontent® [-777__- do 4885 TBM TRBTG BD Pigiton nnn ~~ ~~==aa aaa eu as 582 154 8 

Ferroalloys: Ferromanganese —— 5a Bek 535k gee 8.000, Silicomanganese © ~7227722222272 258 219 io = 100 Ferroslicon “~~~ 7—=——77722=a= 5085832 is 1400 Ques SESEDIE z 92 513 oss LO0 
Toigl ABBA 5861 5900 Steel erudet 227727777 Vhuaand fons 37 "04 a 192 i Semimanufacturés (hotralied) do. 2 316 $95 2s a Lead, mine output, metal content -~~~——— ~~~ 22 a5 2B ie 18 Manganese ore and concentrate. ~~~ ~~ 24903 01558750 Molybdenum, mine output, metalcontent —--—- 19,5596 1886020082 Rhenium, mine output, metal content in pounds of geal cee terns i 4,500 5500 30,800 10,000 7,00 Selenium ~~~ Tic ic is iiograms. «889500 ees © gO agin Sliver" =""""""" Yhousand troy ounces. ~ sia) 98610 Rams T8085 Vanadium, mine output, metal eantent” “50 oe cd : Zine, mine output, metal content=" 1807 1134 151s 568588 

‘NONMETALS 
Barite --- 2 nn na--nnn--- MRTG «AS SRD OB ota 114486 Borates, Grade, nataral ulexitey =~ ~~~" 309 Mt at mi T30r 

(Geman hydraulic .----=~~ thousand tons. — 71,357 1,583 1,863 1,182 1,260 

ee fog 504527721088 dag Gther anspecificdy 7-7" 222222772=2 Ss waggo sete eS 6 
Digtomite SStERLSDE aE ee Yat 358 ‘7 aL Fe erences 13250 a) 
rude ones ------------ 828TH BIg RT Galeined=222722TTLITIIIIITIIIL ean "thas aad a1 0B Iodine, elemental =~777722222222222227 a0 "2n ess 2598208 Lime, hydraulic” ~~~ ~~~ thousand tons. 789 718 68 5 50 

See footnotes at end of table
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‘Table 1.—Chile: Production of mineral commodities: —Continued 
(Metric tons unless otherwise specified) 

— Commodiiy® ee) 1980 1581 Toa” 

NONMBTALS Continued 
Nitrogen: Natural rude nitrates: Solum ccscwoesnees—--------- 467.200 440.000 grav. azn 501013 Potascluipenridied —==—22-222227-=_ == TI00—Taog00 T8280 T5000 152.00 Phosphates: Guang === ~~ 0727 ooo as =e i100 "haz 084 Pigments; mineral, natura iron oxide” ~~~ ~~~ ~ 2 4B dso 24d TBE 
Polash,KaO equivalent --"---_ 31600 2530014008022 100 Pumice cludes poaolai)o2-—__2~~~~72== «= aNoBR Basta «BT IH9 TBR TB Qiavtgjcommon snceen===—7—7TOTTTTT OR aan RSs eet Mitalltypesc;=222~~-2-—727sszaas >= BOM AANOSDO.ZTO Sido) Sodium compounds: i 
Sodium carbonate 30,800 10800—10.000 NA Na} 

suceotimeniines = OTITIS tagattasibaRerT amt 58) 
‘Limestone... --------~ thousand tons... 2800 2766 2,923 1,665 2181) a ETT Ses 505 rs79 63200 

Sulfur: ‘Native, other than Frasc: Refined sc __---------. 180588 koopa 8 GGiche==222722TTTTITTTIITITE «S00 FBSIO 108965 aR aT bo 
Byproduct fom industrial gases). —-—"""—_rast_— "2870028000 S.88 B38 

Total enn S8IS 125.256, 
"BR. REET eee a0 188 8 23 37 
MINERAL FUELS AND RELATED MATERIALS 
Coa bitminous and lignite. thousand tons. — oor 1028 1.169 991 1078 

ie ibe preteens nec cea 20 "286 300 242 250 
Gashouset_—--__~.2-. ~~~ da 5 Na NA NA NA 

Gas, natal: “Gross .-------—millon cubic feet. "2024119055 arage7 R850 169.500, 
Marketed -—------ don __138084_—_—*135;000___—_—180)000__— 124661 __—_—126,000 

Natural gos liquids ‘Condensate "thousand 42-galon barrels. er 650 Na Na Na Natural gasoline === 2 - doe 120 aT 831 Be oot Liquefied petroleum gaz = ~~~ > ~~ doo 23m ant 2892808 
Total enna nnd SOTO TED 

Petroleum: Grade = eee ----------do-- 7861S BNO 15608 14.068 
Refinery products: OT Gasoline: ‘aviation do 1B 125 4 101 94 

Motor "22-7772 2Tdo72 gate raz80 8806 Tah 8028 
Jet uel 272222 Tes on Te TTB Kerosing==2sos0222222iiden222 est ene 31886 
Distillate fieloil———"~__aa—dnv=_> Bek FRR jam gi Ta 
Residual fueloll —=2=2-2~22-de---- 10900-20617 gigs gat 6392 | Liquefied petroleum gas _——--—don >= BTS wT BOAT Ba 2208 
Usepecified nes 22227 don = = tet Bao Tso 28663688 Refinery fuel and losses ~~~ 77 "ao. ~>> 331 tan Kast 1380 a 

Tolal_------------do.--- 9600 BOHMO BHAGAT 
“Bstimated. Preliminary. "Revised. NA Not available. 
Table includes data available through Aug. 6, 1984 In addition to the commodities listed, pyrite is also produced, but available information is inadequate to make reliable 

exgmate of output eve SPigures are the nonduplicate copper content of ore, concentrates, comented copper, slags and minerals, copper as @ 
hypo gold abd sverpresipate, and ther copper bearing products meanured ol OE Ist Sage of rotenng 08 

“Higures are total blister, fre refined, electrolytic and equivalent copper output including that blister subsequent] 
refined in Chile and copper produced by lestrowinning. Detailed statist on eleetrowinning are got availabe, although Based on current plant capacities, clectrowon copper production is estimated to be approximately metric tons per Year. 

SFigures are lal refined copper distributed into two clases according to method of refining, Gre refined and clectrolytie, which includes elestrawinning copper refined in Chile 
excludes castings. 2stimated onthe basis of reported vanadium content of vanadiferous slags imported by the United States from Chil Includes natural sodium sulfate and anbydrous sodium sulfate coproducts ofthe nitrate industry.
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TRADE 

Chile’s terms of trade since 1970 have total exports. Other important increases in 
deteriorated more than any other country mineral exports were gold and silver ores, 
in Latin America. First, this was due to the 6.3%; silver, 5.0%; iron ore pellets, 27.2%; 
decline in real copper prices, which for the and iron ore in bulk, 33.6%; all relative to 
past 2 years have been at their most de- 1982 exports. Molybdenum concentrate ex- 
pressed real levels since the Depression. ports declined 72.4% in 1983 compared with 
Second, the oil price increases since 1973 that of 1982. 
have hurt Chile’s trade account seriously. The United States was Chile's largest 
Despite these adverse factors, Chile achiev- copper export market, receiving 28% of 
ed a trade surplus in 1983 of $1,014 million, total copper exports valued at $540.7 mil- 
which is up sharply from the $63 million lion, up 52.8% over those of 1982. Imports 
surplus in 1982. Total exports were $3,851 from the United States, Chile's main trad- 
million, up 3.9% from those of 1982. In ing partner, reached $672 million, which 
general, export volumes were up and prices were 23.7% of the value of total Chilean 
were down owing to the devaluation of the imports, down 22.1% from those of 1982. 
Chilean peso and the need for foreign ex- Exports to the United States were $1,086 
change earnings. Imports equaled $2,837 million, 28.2% of the total export value and 
million, down 22.1% from those of 1982, up 35.6% over those of 1982. Chile’s main 
Lower imports were due to the recession importance to the United States and world 
and to the increase in the tariff level from markets is copper exports. For a number of 
10% to 20%. Mineral exports reached $2.3 years Chile has been supplying increasing 
billion, almost 60% of the total exports and shares of U.S. refined copper. In 1983, Chile 
increased only 1.3% over that of 1982. provided 13.8% of the total U.S. imports of 

‘The value of copper exports was up 6% refined copper. 
over that of 1982 and accounted for 47.9% of 

‘Table 2.—Chile: Exports of copper and 
molybdenum ore, by commodity and 

country’ 
(Metric tons) 

Copper: "Bre and concentrate, copper content: Belgas een e100 Brass =s277227-77---7-7> at Gemssccsessseccccceces Behe Gino oases TTT 2100) finland ———==""=“ST TTS Germany, Federal Wepasiieof 7777. 2300 
We Ropabig of 222-7272 Ton Nelfeande 2 2oo7oo2oooo> 4 
Sweden —~7277>LLLLITTTIIL Tao Satseriand 27272 772777777 800 Taiwan 2-27 TID feo United Kingdom 2220222222222 tm United Sites = 77777TTTTTIIT__ 20 

Total. oon 185,200 
Blister: — ‘Rustria | Baiginms 2222TTTZCIIIIIIIIID ag Brat - === 2aa= 2300 China == DESURUATECSDS Grom German Democratic Republic ----"2 S000 Germany, Federal Republicof -----_ 22300 layoo et oees = Bo 

iKiven, Republieof -=-=2------- 20 Netherlands "= 0-2 222222222-~- £000 Remessesccsccspsce tt Sie 

Derby oan sence ee 1a.00 United Kingdom ———-"2~2~Z~=> 300 United Siete = 2777TTTTTIIID a 

Total 20 
See footnotes at end of table
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‘Table 2.—Chile: Exports of copper and | 
molybdenum ore, by commodity and | 

country'—Continued | 
Metric tons) | 

TW Gommedity and country of destination 1080. \ 
Copper—-Continued | 

Tie sg00 [OE ST) Brel e = "CTTIIGTISEEELIL aloe | Canada SSESSECEES®  “Weoe Chinas 22722 TTLITTLIIIIIII algo Golombia -===2222222 ‘20 France SoTLIIl ago German Democratic Republic ————-_ “100 ‘Germany, Federal Republic of ~~ 127,500 Greece oeeeeenes ees OOD Waly 222LTTLIIITIIIII ILL Somes RESTS! She Korea, Kepabiieof ----~2L222222 “300 Netherlands —-- "22227222222 s8,600 Spain aE Senate o 18,500 Sweden "~-7 2722222222 2LL2 800 Switzerland ©2~7222222IIIID G00 Taiwan "~-722acas22tlZ2 180 United Kingdom 2=222272L222222e's00 United States = --22222222227> 286300 ‘Yugoslavia. -722227 coce_B¥ soo | 

ipbdenomn Orca aomaians mages =~ NP | ene cas: 1900 
“Table prepared by Jobn G. Panulas. 
Source: Estadisticas de} Cobre, Boletin No. 2, Mar. 1984, (Comision Chilena del Cobre. 

COMMODITY REVIEW 

‘METALS lion in 1982. 
“ ‘ During the year, $27 million was spent as 

Copper.—Copper production increased part of a $96 million program to expand the 
1.2% over that of 1982, which was another Chuquicamata division's concentrator ca- 
record level; 1983 was the eighth consecu- pacity to 51,000 tons per day. The smelting 
tive year with output more than 1 million capacity will also be increased with the 
tons. This was Chile's second year as the addition of a flash furnace and a pollution 
world’s largest primary copper producer; control device to trap all gases from the 
with an output of 1,257,100 tons, it surpass- smelter, and a new sulfuric acid plant will 
ed both the United States and the USS.R. he built to provide acid for leaching pro- 
CODELCO-Chile was the dominant copper grams. Also, $70 million was spent to re- 
producer and provided 80.5% of the total place generator units. The Andina division 
output, followed by the medium and small completed its $28 million concentrator ex- 
mining sector with 19.5%. CODELCO- pansion program, which increased its capac- 
Chile's total output of 1,012,055 tons was ity to 20,000 tons per day from 14,000 tons 
divided as follows among its divisions: Chu- per day. El Salvador division plans to ex- 
quicamata, 55%; El Teniente, 30%; El Sal- pend $6 million in expansion of its electro- 
vador, 9%; and Andina, 6%. lytic refinery to 96,500 tons per year from 

The most important producer of copper in 0,000 tons per year. 
the medium and small sector of the Chilean Finally, El Teniente division spent $14 
mining industry was the Government- million during the year in modernization of 
‘owned enterprise, ENAMI, followed by Cia. its transportation and tailings disposal sys- 
Minera Disputada de las Condes S.A., a tems as part of a $159 million investment 
private consortium owned by Exxon Miner- program. El Teniente also plans to spend 
als Co. and Empresa Minera Mantos Blan- $12 million on a project to recover copper in 
cos S.A. CODELCO-Chile’s gross income solution existing in the drainage waters 
was over $1.56 billion and the net profit was from the mine by an electrowinning proc- 
$220.7 million, compared with $160.6 mil- ess, and $56 million to expand the Colén
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concentrator’s capacity to 41,500 tons per production increased 18.5%, 24.2%, and 
day from 26,500 tons per day. 103%, respectively, over that of 1982. Prof- 

‘Among private sector copper projects, its of $11.5 million were earned by Com- 
Utah International Inc.'s La Escondida de. pafiia Siderargica de Huachipato S.A, a 
posit is the most important. Discovered in CAP subsidiary, because of an increase 
1981, this large deposit is undergoing exten- in domestic sales and a successful cost- 
sive ‘development and bulk sampling for reduction program. This contrasted with 
mill design, Current plans call for a $1.5 losses of $44.3 million in 1982. 
billion investment to develop an open pit Manganese.—All mine production comes 
with 545 million tons of ore averaging from small deposits located about 368 kilo- 
2.16% copper. Present plans anticipate an meters north of Valparaiso in the Coquimbo 
annual output of 200,000 tons of fine copper. Province. The dominant producer is Man- 
ENAMI recently announced that it was ganesos Atacama S.A., a Compafiia de 

suspending until further notice a tender for Acero del Pacifico S.A. (CAP) subsidiary, 
the Andacollo copper deposit, which has which operates small mines and a process- 
estimated reserves of 250 million tons of ore ing plant at Coquimbo. Production of man- 
assaying 0.62% copper. The decision to sus- _ganese ore and concentrate increased 61.6% 
pend the tender has been attributed to poor in 1983 compared with that of 1982, one-half 
economic conditions. of which went to domestic markets and the 

Another major, $1.5 billion copper project other one-half went to the Guayancan plant 
under earlier consideration for develop- for further conversion into manganese diox- 

ment was Atlantic Richfield Co.’s (ARCO) ide and ferromanganese for export produc- 
Los Pelambres deposit containing an esti- tion. 
mated 428 million tons grading 0.78% cop- — Molybdenum.—CODELCO-Chile_produe- 
per and 0.03% molybdenum. In June, ed molybdenum as a byproduct of its cop- 
ARCO announced the indefinite postponing per output. In 1982, a record output level 
of its development until additional financ- was reached at slightly over 20,000 tons. In 
ing sources could be found. 1983, output declined about one-fourth due 

Other potential copper deposits that are to lower ore grade at the Chuquicamata 
still under planning stages or under explo- division, the principal producer. Molybde- 
ration are the Quebrada Blanca owned by num sales were 16,742 tons of concentrate 
ENAMI (49%) and Superior Oil Co., Fal- valued at $133.3 million. CODELCO-Chile 
conbridge Nickel Mines Ltd., Falconbridge reportedly converted two-thirds of the mo- 
Ltd., Canadian Superior Oil Ltd., and McIn- lybdenum concentrate to oxide. The re- 
tyre Mines Nevada Ltd. (51%); Cerro Colo- maining concentrate is processed by Mo- 
rado, wholly owned by Rio Algén Ltd., a lybdenos y Metales S.A. (Molymet) in Chile 
Canadian subsidiary of Rio Tinto Zinc Corp. and additional international firms under 
Ltd; El Abra owned by CODELCO-Chile toll conversion contracts. Molymet, which is 
and five Brazilian companies; and the Mo- also the largest producer of rhenium in the 
cha copper deposit, which was explored world, was reported to have exported 30% 
recently by Continental Oil Co. with an of the world’s rhenium supply in 1983. 
authorized budget of $15 million. Precious Metals.—Chile's gold and silver 

Iron Ore.—Output was almost 5.2 million output increased 5% and 22.5%, respective- 
tons, 10.9% below that of 1982. Production ly, over that of 1982. Until 1979, most of 
of iron ore pellets, shipped mainly to Japan, Chile’s gold production was a byproduct of 
also declined to 3 million tons, 10% below the copper industry. However, in recent 
the 1982 figure. However, the dominant years, with the opening of the El Indio gold 
producer, CAP, reported an increase in mine, almost 80% of the gold output comes 
domestic iron ore sales of about one-fourth from actual gold mines. There are extensive 
to almost 1 million tons. CAP also reported placer deposits throughout Chile and many 
a $5.1 million profit, contrasted with earlier of them are being mined. To expand em- 
large losses. CAP has a 10-year iron ore ployment, the Chilean Government through 
sales contract, which began in 1978, with ENAMI has opened 12 gold placers through- 
Japanese firms (including Mitsubishi Corp. out Chile and plans to open 59 additional 
and Marubeni Corp). Deliveries for 1983 placer deposits. Workers will receive equip- 
were over 5 million tons, of which 2.6 ment, a minimum wage, and technical assis- 
million tons were pellets. tance. The program could create work for 

Iron and Steel—Pig iron, crude steel, 7,500 persons. 
and semimanufactured (hot-rolled) steel "El Indio Mine, the largest private gold
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and silver producer, operated by Cia. Min- per year. 
era San José Ltda., sold 362,000 troy ounces. —_Lithium.—Initial agreements were sign- 
of gold and 926,000 troy ounces of silver in ed between Foote Mineral of the United 
1983. Ore reserves at El Indio were estimat- States and the Chilean Government in 1975 
ed at 5 million tons averaging 0.3 to develop the Chilean lithium deposits if 
troy ounce of gold per ton. Present mine the feasibility study was successful, which it 
and mill capacity is 1,550 tons per day with was. Therefore, in August 1980, Foote Min- 
an expansion underway to 1,700 tons per eral, along with CORFO, the Chilean Gov- 
day to be finished in 1984. El Indio is 82% ernment’s development company, formed 
owned by the U.S. firm St. Joe Internation- SCL. SCL is 55% owned by Foote Mineral 
al Corp., and Chilean investors. Opened and 45% by CORFO. Construction of a 
first in 1979 with direct shipping ore that lithium carbonate plant was begun in 1982 
averages about 6.8 troy ounces of gold per and was completed in late 1983. 
ton, a mill and a roaster plant were opened In April 1984, the $48 million facility 
in 1981. The entire area around El Indio is located at La Negra near the port city of 
being extensively explored. There is a 160- Antofagasta is scheduled to begin process- 
kilometer zone of hydrothermal alternation _ ing concentrated brine, rich in lithium car- 
along which the exploration program is honate, sodium, potassium, and magnesium 
being conducted. Six exploration camps chloride, from the Salar de Atacama. It will 
were located in these zones: Nevada, San initially produce 6 million pounds of lithi- 
Carron, Libra, Tambo, La Laguna, and Coi- um carbonate in 1984 and is expected to 
pita; Tambo, where St. Joe holds an 82% each the design capacity of 14 million 
share, is the most promising. . pounds in 1985. Chile's lithium resources 

A new polymetallic mineral operation, El are extensive and amount to almost 40% of 
Toqui, which produces gold, silver, lead, the world’s known resources, 
zinc, and cadmium, was opened in Novem- _Nitrates.—Output of nitrates and related 
ber in southern Chile, 120 kilometers north products all increased over that of 1982, 
of Coihaique Province. The operating com- Actual production increases were natural 
pany, Sociedad Contractual, invested $30 crude nitrates, 7.9%; sodium nitrate, 11.8%! 

million to develop the 750-ton-per-day con- iodine, 7.6%; and sodium sulfate, 7.9%. The 
centration plant fed by two underground ingle’ domestic producer, Sociedad Qui. 
mines. The same firm is also investigating a mica y Minera de Chile SA. the Chil, 
significant gold and copper discovery at ean chemical and mining company, operat, 
Katerfeld, about 29 Kilometers from the €q two large plants at Pedro de Valdivia 
new minesite. and Maria Elena Coya Sur and has ade- 

quate reserves for 50 years at current out- 
NONMETALS: put levels. In March 1983, the U.S. Interna- 

Cement.—Chile's cement production rose tional Trade Commission ruled that imports 
11.8% over that of 1982 to almost 1.3 mil- of Chilean industrial-grade sodium nitrate 
lion tons. Despite a depressed construction had injured the Olin Corp. and duties of 
industry with over 50% idle capacity, there $39.08 per ton were levied on Chilean im- 
were two important plant expansions. Both _ ports of this commodity. Agricultural-grade 
the Cemento Cerro Blanco de Polpaico S.A. sodium nitrate was unaffected. 
and Cemento el Mel6n S.A., a subsidiary of Other Nonmetals.—CORFO has issued an. 
the British-owned Blue Circle Industries invitation for international tenders to be 
Ltd., recently finished expansion plans, in- presented for studies, mining claims, and 
creasing their production capacity to 1.5 other rights for the production of potassium 
million tons per year and 1.3 million tons salts and boric acid. The deposits are locat- 
per year, respectively. Both companies hope ed in the Salar de Atacama, which current- 
that such investment will allow them to ly have been developed for a lithium oper-| 
meet future expanded needs. Another pro- ation in conjunction with Foote Mineral, 
ducer, Industria Nacional de Cemento S.A., The salt flats cover an area of about 3,000 
is also expanding production capacity from square kilometers in Antofagasta Province. 
230,000 to 300,000 tons per year at its The Comité de Sales Mixtas (CSM) of COR- 
‘Talcahuano plant. ‘The installation of a new FO started a feasibility study on the produc- 
F. L. Smidth grinding line is scheduled for tion of various chemicals from the salt flats 
yearend 1984. Industria Nacional de Ce- in 1975. That study has now been completed 
mento also is considering a kiln transforma- and includes identification of available re- 
tion to raise plant capacity to 400,000 tons serves, the feasibility of solar evaporation
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pools, evaluation of the required chemical lan. However, owing to weak domestic mar- 
processes, determination of the necessary kets, the COCAR plan to strip mine 1 
infrastructure, and the location of clay de- million tons per year has not progressed. 
posits to supply material for lining the In a joint effort to decrease oil imports, 
evaporation pools. The mineral reserves ENACAR and CODELCO-Chile agreed to 
delineated and market studies have indicat- increase deliveries of coal to Chuquicama- 
ed that a large industrial complex could be ta’s thermopowerplant to 100,000 tons per 

established, and it was estimated that it year from 40,000 tons per year, which could 
would require an investment of about $150 save CODELCO-Chile about $6 million an- 
million. It was envisaged that an operation ually. 
producing 500,000 tons per year of potassi- Petroleum and Natural Gas.—ENAP, the 
um chloride, 150,000 tons of potassium sul- country’s only producer of crude oil, has 
fate, and 30,000 tons of boric acid could be managed to maintain production levels 
sustained. Almost all the output would be near those attained in the record years of 
exported, and the CSM study indicated that 1981 and 1982. 
this would generate returns of about $90 Production of crude oil declined 8.1% 
million annually. relative to 1982 to 14.4 million barrels, but 

still was substantially higher than the aver- 
MINERAL FUSES, age for 1974-80. The reason for the decline 

Coal.—Chile’s output of coal was over 1 Was the near exhaustion of four of the 
million tons, up 8.1% over that of 1982. largest deposits (Spiteful 2, 3, 4, and 5). 
Practically all of Chile’s coal output comes However, several other deposits increased 
from the Bio-Bio area. The largest producer their production enough to compensate for 
Empresa Nacional del Carbon S.A. (EN- these declines. Output from offshore oper- 

ACAR), is a state corporation that controls ations fell for the first time since they 
the Lota Mine and three other small mines began in 1979, but they still account for 
(the Arauco Mines). The second largest 73% of ENAP’s total output. ENAP has 21 
producer is the Schwager Mine, now a platforms, 18 of which are in full produc- 
private company. A British firm, Northern tion; the platforms provide almost 75% of 
Strip Mining Ltd. has joined with Com- total output with the balance coming from 
paitia de Petréleos de Chile S.A. to form inland wells. The offshore area in the north- 
Compafiia de Carbones de Chile Ltda. (CO- eastern half of the Strait of Magellan still 
CAR) to exploit the 100-million-ton Pecket has the largest reserves for future produc- 
subbituminous coal deposits of south Chile _ tion. 
near Punta Arenas and the Strait of Magel- 

Table 3.—Chile: Production of erude oil, by area 
(Thousand 42-gallon barrels unless otherwise specified) 

T_T SS 
Iierra dal Puequ:2iaacewe-neeen etna 220 1 T2 tara Ghul. cabsoneuueacaauten Same S(O 
Ottthore 22s2zsllssssssecllZTTTTDIIITIITT__ 210 tsweaood 18105558 

Total == <=. TEL RAED TSO 15,628 14308 
Perventoffbores 2 ~~~ =as 2202 2222TTTTTTITTT Bee BS 

"Revised, 
Source: Empresa Nacional del Petréleo. 

‘The production from existing fields in the exploration emphasis away from the Strait 
Strait of Magellan has peaked, although of Magellan, with the exception of deeper 
ENAP hopes to avoid a sharp decline in drilling around the edges of the known 
‘output by using secondary recovery meth- fields. ENAP hopes to avert the severe drop 
ods and drilling new wells from platforms in production that will occur in about 3 
now in production. Both techniques have years as existing oilfields are exhausted. 
een successful in pilot tests. ENAP is ENAP's output of 14.4 million barrels of 
stressing new developments and has decid- petroleum and 169.6 billion cubic feet of 
ed to continue to invest $125 million per natural gas (of which 69% was reinjected) 
year in exploration. ENAP will shift its presently supplies about 51% of domestic
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petroleum demand. This figure is mislead- meters. Gas production from the fields | 
ing, according to ENAP’s officials, because piped to either Cullen on the island bf 
the current demand is severely depressed Tierra del Fuego where ENAP's gas plants 
by the economic recession. Under normal are located or Cabo Negro on the other side 
conditions or in the event of an economic of the strait. Both are connected by a 6-inch, 
recovery, ENAP would be able to meet only 35-kilometer pipeline that was installed in 
20% of demand. The current value of oil 1983. In 1981, bids were solicited by ENAP 
imports is about $540 million, and imports and the National Energy Commision to use 
were up 55.0% over those of 1982. Sources the large sources of natural gas for chemi- 
in 1983 were Latin American countries, cal plants. Two projects were chosen: an 
61.4%; the Middle East, 32.4%; and Africa, ammonia-urea project and a methanol proj- 
6.2%. ect. 

Production of natural gas declined 5.2% ———— 
below that of 1982. All natural gas deposits "Physica scientist, Division of Foreign Data 
are located in the Strait of Magellan. Total pays ‘were gigen a: getimated figures in lions of 1917 
reserves were estimated at 1.5 billion cubic Ehillean pesos (Ch) by the Central Bank



The Mineral Industry of 

China 

By E. Chin’ 

China’s mineral industry continued to priority was given to developing iron and 

expand, and the output of the major miner- steel and machine building capability. Pres- 

al and metal commodities in 1983 equaled ently, China’s steel production capacity is 

or exceeded the targets set for 1985. Devel- 40 million tons per year. Since the 1960's, 

‘opment of mineral resources, especially coal development, of the energy sector was 
and petroleum, is one of the key priorities of emphasized. China's oil wells have an ag- 

the country’s current economic develop- gregate output capacity of 110 million tons. 

ment plan. In addition, more than 100 potential wells 

‘State revenues in 1983 totaled $63.1 bil- were going to be explored and evaluated 

lion; domestic receipts, $61.2 billion; and during 1983-84. Downstream, there were 45 

foreign loans, $1.9 billion. Taxes and re- refineries in China with a total annual 

ceipts from state enterprises accounted for processing capacity of 100 million tons of 

64% and 20%, respectively, of total domes- crude oil. During the past 23 years, $25 

tic receipts. Total expenditures were $65.3 billion was invested in coal mine develop- 

billion. Expenditures for geological pros- ment, culminating in an annual output 

pecting was $1.2 billion compared with capacity of about 715 million tons. 

$27.7 billion for capital construction and Investment in power generation totaled 

appropriations for key projects, $11.3 billion more than $35 billion between 1950 and 

on health, education, and welfare, and $8.9 1983. There are 2,900 power stations, each 

billion for national defense. with a capacity of more than 500 million 

‘The value of China’s trade grew by 6% kilowatts per hour. Eighty stations have a 

from $40.8 billion in 1982 to $43.4 billion in capacity of more than 250,000 kilowatts per 

1983. Exports in 1983 were $22.1 billion hour. 

compared with $21.3 billion for imports.* To Under the sixth 5-year plan (1981-85), 890 

encourage foreign trade, China had estab- projects were designated for construction 
lished special economic zones—Shantou, for China’s modernization.* Seventy were to 

Shekou, Shenzhen, Xiamen, and Zhuhai. In _ be key projects, accounting for 38.5% of the 

addition, Hainan Dao and 14 coastal cities total state expenditure for the period. 

were opened for foreign investments— Twenty-one projects were for the energy 

Beihai, Dalian, Fuzhou, Guangzhou, Lian- sector. These were the Daging and Shang- 

yungang, Nantong, Ningbo, Qingdao, Qin- hai petrochemical complexes; 8 for coal 

hhuangdao, Shanghai, Tianjin, Wenzhou, mine development, which included Gujiao, 

Yantai, and Zhanjiang. Government plan- Datong, Huolinhe, Huaibei, Yanzhou, and 

| ners expected that rapid infusion of foreign Hainan; and 11 for hydro and thermal 

technology in the coastal areas will in time electric power generation including Gezhou- 

be transferred to the interior of China, ba, Longyangxia, Baishan, Tianshengqiao, 

developing all of the country. Douhe, Datong, Tongliao, Jinzhou, Hulan 

Between 1950 and 1983, China had invest- Ergi, and Taizhou. 

ed about $450 billion in capital construc- Projects in the minerals sector included 

tion. About $180 billion was spent in devel- the Shanxi, Xianjiang, and Zhejiang fertiliz- 

oping heavy industry, compared with $45 er plants; Yunfu troilite mine; Baoshan iron 

billion for light industry. During 1953-78, and steel complex; Guizhou aluminum re- 
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finery; Yongping copper smelter; and the scale for 29,000 square kilometers; aerial 
Huaihai, Jidong, and Ningguo cement prospecting for over 400,000 kilometers of 

plants. survey lines; and gravity surveying for over 
In addition, there were nine projects for 540,000 square kilometers. 

railway development and eight for port The second-stage phase of the national 
expansion or construction. Transport devel- survey for oil and gas was started, as well as 
‘opment is considered vital to China's indus- intensified work in the study of coalfield 
trial development. For instance, China is geology. In the East China Sea, a trial oil 
the world’s largest producer of coal. Howev- and gas flow was obtained at Pinghu well 
er, coal production by region is uneven with Commercial gas flow was obtained at the 
about one-fifth of China’s output from one Chuan well in northwest Sichuan. 
Province, Shanxi. At present, 43% of all rail The 1983 targets for geologic prospecting 
freight is coal. However, because of inade- of 23 minerals were met. There were 145 
quate facilities, large quantities of coal are mineral deposits of industrial value discov- 
not being moved, and subsequently, user ered and verified during the year. More- 
industries are not in full operation because over, additional reserves were reported in 
of coal shortages. During the 1980's, four 146 existing mines. Newly discovered re- | 
rail lines were to be double tracked, and six, serves of coal in 36 deposits were estimated 
electrified. Ten new railways were to be at 30 billion tons. Other finds included iron, 
built, of which the Yanzhou-Shijiusuo and manganese, copper, nickel, aluminum, zinc, 
Beijing-Qinhuangdao Lines were considered tungsten, tin, gold, and silver. 
the most important. Upon completion, the China has established several geological 
Yanzhou Line was designed to carry 18 remote sensing centers. Aerial remote 
million tons of coal per year to Shijiusuo sensing surveys were conducted in 11 areas 
Port, and the Beijing Line, 45 million tons covering 35,000 square kilometers. Landsat 
of coal to Qinhuangdao Port. Construction multispectral scanning data were used to 
of both ports were key projects. Shijiusuo verify and correct data in China's 
will be China’s first deepwater coal wharf. _1:1,000,000 geological map series. Construc- 
‘An 1,100-meter-long jetty, a berth for tion of a Landsat ground receiving station 
100,000-ton ships, and a berth for 25,000-ton was expected to begin in late 1984. Remote | 
ships were under construction in 1983. Coal sensing techniques were used in 1983 for oil | 
loading will be accomplished by conveyor prospecting in the Qaidam Basin in conjunc- 
belts. Shijiusuo Port is slated for multiple tion with the U.S. Geological Survey and in 
use development, and there are construc- the Ondos Basin by a Japanese oil company. 
tion plans for 27 berths for 10,000-ton ves- Remote sensing has also provided data for 

sels. exploration of coal and other mineral re- 
In 1983, China had 51,600 kilometers of sources. | 

rail track open to traffic, of which 2,500 _ As part of an annual report, each of the 
kilometers was electrified. Passenger mile- Provinces, municipalities, and autonomous 
age during the year was 177.3 billion per- regions were asked to list five distinguish- 
sons per kilometer, and freight mileage, ing achievements of the year. The following 
663.4 billion tons per kilometer, is a list of those achievements related to 

‘The State Council passed a resolution in minerals: 
October to reinstate the National Commit- 1. Loading and discharging capacity of 
tee on Mineral Reserves, which had been the salt wharf in Tianjin was increased 
suspended in 1966. The committee will ex- from 1.41 to 4.61 million tons 
amine geological prospects for development, _ 2. Construction of the Jinggin electrified 
unify standards and formulate regulation double-tracked railway between Beijing and 
for prospecting, and supervise prospecting the port city of Qinhuangdao, with a total 
operations. The committee is headed by the _ length of 281 kilometers, was completed. 
Minister of Geology and Mineral Resources 8. In Anhui, the Fuyang-Huainan Rail- 
and officials from other departments under way was opened to traffic; the Panji and 
the State Council. Juxianzhuang coal mines and a coalwash- | 

‘The Government completed the reorgani- ing plant began production; and construc- 
zation and realignment of geological and tion started on the Xieqiao and Taoyuan 
minerals bureaus at the Provincial level, coal mine and the Pingwei powerplant. 
which included 34 subordinate units and 4. Energy savings by industry in Shan- 
606 brigade-level units. Regional geological dong was equivalent to 1.24 million tons of 
surveys were completed at the 1:200,000 standard coal, exceeding its energy conser- 
scale for 95,000 square kilometers; 1:50,000 vation plan by 24%.
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5. Reserves of the Liaohe Oilfield in tion between Baoji and Longxi of the Long- 
Liaoning was doubled, and production was hai Railway was completed. 
increased 15%, making it the fourth largest 12. Manufacture of a 520,000-ton urea 
oilfield in China. synthesis tower was successfully completed 

6. In Nei Monggol, construction of the in Nanjing, Jiangsu. 
Huolinhe and Yiminhe surface coal mines _13. The Provincial department of geology 
was accelerated, and preliminary designs and minerals in Hunan reported seven 
Yor the Zhungeer and Yuanbaoshan surface mineral deposits of commercial value for 
mines were completed wolframite, lead and zinc, mercury, and 

7 Coal production in Shanxi, the largest gypsum. Also, 23 newly discovered mineral- 
coal producing Province in China, increased izations were identified—tin, kaolin, gold, 
by 6.2% to 154 million tons. scheelite, barite, dolomite, and the largest 

'8.' In Qinghai, the Xining-Golmud section _sepiolite deposit in China. 
(834 kilometers) of the Qinghai-Xizang Rail- 14. In Heilongjiang, Daging achieved a 
way was completed; pouring of the 600,000- stable output for the eighth consecutive 
Gubic-meter concrete dam of the Longshan- year, producing 52 million tons of crude oil, 
Sia hydroelectric station was completed; accounting for one-half of. China’s total 
and reconstruction of the poorest section of crude output in 1983. 
the Qingzang highway was completed. 15. Coal production in Henan, China's 

‘9. Installation of the two largest ball mills second largest coal producing Province, ex- 
in China was completed at the Yongping ceeded 60 million tons. 
copper mine in Jiangxi, and individual trial _16. Construction of a flatlass plant in 
runs were successful. Nanning, Guangxi, was completed and trial 

10. In Shanghai, installation of blast fur- production begun. The plant has an annual 
nace No. 1 was completed at the Baoshan production capacity of 1.2 million standard 
complex, and trial production was initiated. cases of glass. 

Ti For the first time since 1963, nickel _17. In Yunnan, first-stage construction of 
production in Gansu broke through the the sodium triphosphate plant in Kunming 
10,000-ton-per-year barrier at Jinchuan. Al- was completed, and production trial runs 
s0, electrification of the 304-kilometer sec- were successful. 

PRODUCTION 

China produces a wide variety of mineral _ follows, in million metric tons unless other- 
and metal commodities. It ranks among the wise specified: 
world’s top producing countries in output of 
antimony, barite, cement, fluorspar, iron § ——————__________ 
and steel, magnesite, phosphate rock, salt, _ Commodity __ Quantity 

tale, tungsten, vanadium, and mineral fuels Ammonia _.-.----------------- 1580 
(il and coal). In addition, it is a notable  Gausticsoda -—~72~—~--—----—--- 210 
producer of diamond, gold, gypsum, ilmen-  Gjqy™ = 7777 200 

‘ite, manganese, and tin. ‘Coking ----~~ ann nneennH 31.70 

"At the turn of the decade, there was a _ Bimelmine.77777777772727722 a 

reordering of China’s economic develop- Fertilizer materials: ‘30 
ment plan, instituting a more realistic pace Nicos 2 (CPS CUr Soa 1035 

fer iodernization. A sixth Byear plan, Peale 2-52 aoe 280 
(iosi-Se) was aubetitated for tle enibitious, GOXUeT gua AAC me: tte 
10-year plan (1981-90), Under the S-year Phosphuteroek.———————— ~~~ 1140 
plan, development of China's heavy indus- Pyrites. --2222227272==-=2-22 ae 

try was balanced to support growth and  Sieelcrade-—~~--------o------ ge 
development in light industry and agricul- Suifurie pir eee B10 

ture. Output targets for the major commodi-§ —— $$ 
ties of the minerals sector in 1985 were as
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In 1983, output of each commodity met or exceeded the planned target for 19854 

Table 1.—China: Estimated’ production of mineral commodities? | 
(Metric tons unless otherwise specified) 

METALS 
Aluminum: 
Bauxite, gross weight* ________..._.. 1,800,000 "1.700.000 "1,800,000 1,950,000 1,950,000 Alumina, groseweight "-—2—2222222222 “730000 "750.000 "750,000 "725000 "SB5.000 
Metal, retined, primary” ~~~ ~~~7777 360,000 369,000 3601000 $80;000 400,000. ‘Antimony, mine output, metal content’ ~~~ 0000 “te000 — “rolg00—“tz.000 “15,000, Bismuth, mine output, metal content ~~~ ~~~ 260 380 260 260 300 Cadmium metal,smelier= =~ "350 "250 “0 300 300, Copper: | ‘Mine output, metalcontent 2000002000 200,000 215,000 50,000, etal 

‘Smelter, primary and secondary. 200,000 200,000 200,000» 275,000 350,000 Refined, primary and secondary 280,000 280,000 380000 300,000 375,000, Gola, mingoutpt metal content troy ounces. 200000 223.000 2,700,000 1.00.00 2,008,000 iron and ste! 
Tron ore, gross weight* .__ thousand tons. 75,000 75.000 75.000 75,000—_75,000 Bigironte oo Tay > a730 Rom akTO 85,585.88 Ferroalloys - ~~ ~272222222222de.222 ‘650 7000 ‘40 0 00, 
Steel,crude® —————"""""""" “go =>gatgo 12085600 gr 1604030 pecgecb alles. <IILLIIIITTiode ct sro tea BBhooBs——olra0, 

‘Mine output, metal content -__-_------_ 155,000 £160,000 "160,000 160,000 170,000 Metal, refined, primary and secondary ~~ 170,000 "175,000 "175,000 175,000 185,000 
‘Magnesium metal, primary 6,000 7000 7.000 ooo “1000 ‘Manganese ore, gross weight ~~ thousand tons. — 11500 1600 1,600 1600 1600 ‘Mercury, mine output, metal content i "Te-pound flasks. 2.000 20.000 20.000 20,000 29.000 Molptdenum, mine output, metal content == 2.000 2.000 2.000 2.000 2000 ike! 

Mine 11,000 11,000 11,000 12000 15,000, Enyaling 2 2 D005 50S STS SATTS TEST 11000 "11/000 "1/000 12000 —13,000, Silver, mine output, metal content x thousand troy ounces. 200 "20002100 2,300 2,500 
‘Mine output, metal content 17,000 6,000 "16,000 16,000 16,000 Metal, smelter =~ - ~~~ ~~~ "17000 "16,000 "16.000 16,000 16,000 

Tungsten, mine output, metal sontent——~~~——~ 015000 .500 1500.00 
‘Mine output, metal content __----.-.---_ "155,000 "155,000 160,000 160,000 170,000 Refined, primary and secondary -—_"_""~_ 160,000 160,000 "165,000 165,000 175,000 

NONMETALS 
Asbestos __ ceneeaa---------=  40.000° 131,700 106,900 130,000 260,000 Barite ———-=727"ILIIII III TI= 77> 00}000 —Gsf000 775,000 900,000 1,000;000 Cement, hydraulie® -- ~~~" thousand tons 73.900 79.860 8440004072 "708,250 Fluorspar 000 0IIIIIII_TTTTTST 480,000 "4804000480000 580,000 630,000 Graphite "—"""7~77~_7_-= "7" > tgeto00 160,000 844000 T5000 ‘T85.000 (Gypsum ~~ 22772222222 thowsan fons "3700 "e000 4200 4700 5,400 Eyanlte 00 oo oi eee 2500 2.500 2500 2500 2500 Lithium minerals all ypes <—=="""-""77"-1g000 00014000 ©1000 15.000, Magnesite = ~~ thousand tons 2000 2.000 2.000 2000 22000 Nitogen N onic ofammonia “= dan eet 9900 1219881711 18,000 ‘Phosphate rock and apatite, POs equivalent 
— = so TMT: R60=— 2,690 2,580 2,150 

Potash, marketable, K2O equivalent ..do.——— 16 2 20 26 29 Pyrite, gross weight =~ “do 3,100 3800 "3.800 8.800 3,800 Sale == domo 20 18882 Sodium compounds: Sodium carbonate, natural ‘and synthetic’ dO 1.486 1618 1,852 134 1798 
Sulfur: Native -..---.-________------. 200.000 200,000 200.000 200,000 _ 200,000 Gontent of pyrite —=—2"—II=TI=ZZI=== 1,700,000 1,700,000 *1,200;000 3,700,000 1,700,000 Byproduct, all sourees———~—"-—_"""-~~__“gaolo00__'400"000 "400,000 "400,000 '400,000 

Total —----—----------------~ 72,0000 2.800.000 800.000 200.000 2,900,000 ‘Tale and related materials————-—~"—~""~_“ts0(o00__ “15,000 015,000 _““asoo00 _1.000:000 
‘MINERAL FUELS AND RELATED MATERIALS 
Coat: ‘Anthracite... thousand tons. "125,000 "185,000 181,000 186.000 190,000 Bituminous and lignite “""."-—""go.""~ 7510.00 __*435,000__*440,000_—_465/000___525,000 

Totals -----__-------do... 685,000 620,000 "621,000 651,000 715,000 Coke, all types —22——TTTTTT don 2 aso ako50 ara asa “ast0 Gas, natural Gross... billion eubie feet. 565, 855 495 455 480 Marketed "777777 TUNE Tg > 512 504 450 aus 431 
‘See footnotes at end of table.
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Table 1.—China: Estimated? production of mineral commodities? —Continued 

{Metric tons unles otherwise specified) 
‘Commodity® 199 1980 1981 1982 1983 

MINERAL FUELS AND RELATED MATERIALS ~ARencnuc 
Petroleum 

‘Crude (including erude from oil shale)* housand Again barrels. 775000 «773435 «T3890 «Tsou TTA Refinery producte Sedo ian) HroaW) aod asd ——Bodond 
Preliminary. "Revised “Bxeept data specifically footnoted as reported 
Table includes data available through Aug. 10, 1984. Stn addition tothe commodities listed for thich quantitative estimates of output have been made, China is known oF believed to have produced other commodities for whish no cetimaces have been prepared "includes diaspori baunte for refractory applications | Anterms of 0% Fe ore Reporeed data 

TRADE 

The total value of China’s foreign trade The product mix of China's trade has 
was $43.4 billion in 1983, distributed by area _ been changing with a decrease in shipments 
as follows, in billion dollars: Asia, 23.6; of primary products as a result of the 
Europe, 9.1; North America, 6.3; Latin Government's emphasis to export value- 
America, 2.0; Africa, 1.2; and Oceania, 1.0. added goods. However, lower prices for 
China's largest trading partners were as crude oil and coal in the world market 
follows, in billion dollars: Japan, 10.0; Hong somewhat moderated the change in the 
Kong, 7.5; the United States, 4.5; the Fed- trade pattern. The configuration of China’s 
eral Republic of Germany, 2.1; Canada, 1.8; _ trade in 1982-83 is given in table 2. 
Jordan, 1.5; and the United Kingdom, 1.2. 

Table 2.—China: Foreign trade, by major category 

‘Milion dollars) 
eS ape 

See 1982 as 
Primary product Beverngesand tobacco 95 1os 129 46 cesses My | MT ayy Industrial materials -—~~~~~~--== 22222222277 tar Mesh Mineaitaceeccccsisiscccse ot 180 il Other sn TTTT een ia 301 i tt 

Hiei ocwncucecuenereececsen 986695897488 
Manufactured goods - ~ Chemies products 0 oo tgs ga 

| Heavy industrial products———— orrspeeeatoe oe 4,095 3,946 5925, 9788 | Cigheindustril produets"=--7~----TTTTTTTTTTTTT BOBS 
| potato wanna nnn 8086S 

In 1983, China’s exports of metals and 117; manufactured fertilizers, 2; miscella- 
minerals were classified as follows, in mil- neous nonmetallic mineral manufactures, 
lion dollars: crude fertilizers and crude 282; iron and steel, 204; nonferrous metals, 
minerals, 2,014; metalliferous ores and met- 145; and miscellaneous metal manufactur- 
al scrap, 175; coal, coke, and briquets, 335; es, 514. The major mineral and metal 
petroleum and petroleum products, 4,311; export commodities in 1983 were as follows: 
natural gas, 1; miscellaneous chemicals,
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China's major mineral imports in 1983 
ami Vie were as follows, in metric tons unless other- 

Commodity Tmetse’ (it wise specified and million dollars: 
‘Aiuminum progucte QE | 
Animony iceeecZSccoz=> «case ae Commodity Quantity Value 
Qaimow snorecccoo BRAS ee __uinty_ves 

Betcisionsie =-----2> "$0 “6 Aluminummetalandalloys -——. 285756. a80 Bountsccheory 222222 Srt =f Gaumtienoda nnn” Baton Remeber fefeciory-————--~-- gig «Chromic s2--aaaaaaa Goa aa 2TTacLT elo ak Grad 22a aasoaae Gokeandsemiccke™=7777722Z “330000 “31 Copper metal andalioys 2222 “ARB e869 Sokeaabsseue —----72 ast Ditimoneindueenal arate Sass coeepereleame <--nan-a> RRR Pelt materia Speperpromuels -—--------- gates" Ammontumeuinte goog Grapiliseicdroies 2-2-2222 a8 ree eee ed Towend scl Other = 2222222 ST eanings —---------- 48400 ronorg.2===vvaanS Sei WireseM 2722222722 goitae gt Moma ak: i Qiherprais———-—-—-- tg WHR ST ae ig racgnerromuete——wnvwnn> NR ME Otherprodacts 222222722 kBNE ts Baruinwax2o-ooo2222ol er 30 Soda OU > Ress SS Bllesoagraie=~~~-=772> «1490000 gee Soiree o2“ooTTToot rae Paclcum preduds----=22.“Wpteeo TS Zincmnetalandaliops -=~7777- “RO Egcemetecrcsris: Seeman, Mig) SAP RRHNM ees ee Beleoo anata 1 Tinea and alle =====- see 
‘Tungsten . ~~ .----------- 65 1 Tandaten prodacis _=~~~~~~~- St 

Zine metal and alloys ~~~ ~~~ 2,051 1 

. | 
i 

Table 3.—China: Exports of selected mineral commodities! ' 
(Metric tons unles otherwise specified) 

com wn 188 + ‘y pe Other (principal) 

METALS \ 
Alainure reandconcenrate === 445880 AEBS Japan 5,48 aly 48,588, West Gee "pany fide | Onidesand hydroxides 80405115081 94796 Tualahd 6021 Hong Kong 2500; Singapore 3,08 Metal including alloys: ale _- Bg =- HongKong 

Unwrenght. —..--s-<502-— 726,885 48,836 —- Japan 30,789; Hong Kong 13,385. Sovinanutadares 777777 ee Hong Kong 461 | ‘Antimeny: reekdconcentrate.--------9498—=«A.88G—— Japan 60 West Germany 502 SESE ES pcsnescons Se Hot sot Japan si i poatalincludg alos aNforme=—-> tb SL Japan BO; France 48, | 
Sie and cooentrate 20 a Oniesendesiag 22 DTTTDI Td 283 1.280 Mataysi 10 j Beplum: Guides and droid 1 is paki Genta Metal inclodiag alleys all rs ee ee ie 26 186 West Germany 16 chest Sreandconcontrate--------- 79D. Alltodapan Gnidandgparnaes —"="""- ENS SRB estes: France call indudlnglloy lforms ——— 3 ts Nit Wet Bevmany. : Geils in ytrnsiee <= “4 8 __ Malaysia 20; Hong Kong®. Mota including alle ai fora ~~ a © 72 MNF. Cottisbm and tantalum: Ash and yosidue containing columbian and/or Gntalun oon ee a8 - 
Recess ees | (VaRe ag Japan 240; Hong Kong 99 

‘Metal including alloys: e Bae cows 4 21. Hong Kong 240, Unerougitl=—=---777777> "Rom 3504 > Japan 2880; Hong Kong 552. Somimganutadares -=—~=-—— SH TMe 10 Hong Kong’ 200 Germanium: Metal inclndng ella erg on nee a 3 1. Alltodapan Gal eta including alloys, anwroughie ‘and party wrought ty vonee— =< 1029=«213, 965. West Germany 271,641. 
See footnotes tend of table.
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Table 3.—China: Exports of selected mineral commodities —Continued 
(Metric tons unles otherwise specified) 

SE TE TET EO LOSE > 
Commodity 1981 wee Ta ae i Gated (Other principal 

METALS —Continued 
ronand tel, ow ison ore ad concentrate: Pyrite, 

Meta Birap ———_---_ ----- —MBIIS-——«98NT— Japan 0.478; Hong Kong 38,942 
Pig iron, cast iron, related faci = 862961 90287115527 Japan 77.980; Singapore 4,68, Fervoaloye ; Ferromanganese—.----- 486754515. dapan 1.84; Hong Kong 118 Ferromolybdenum. ~~~ 2 im ome Eevee = ~=---"- Sti =. Japang2n08 Sliconmetsl=-==----- aaa Pe ate Unspecited 222277772 B0aL 4786 Japan 354, sve pany isms ——~—-—2= RBBB RTS Pine Sg, singapore 20.125 an Semimanufacturest --.-.-- 28204 182481 2.284 Hong Kong St 85; Singapore setae 41; Rawaie 33303. Lead ‘Sco and concentrate -------- - 5 __Allto United Kingdom, [i= ieieibinteenmncicosrd a 68) TS Sagan 86, Palitan 2 Tata 

Metal including alloys: [pode eee a 5 Alluovong Kong. Grefougic<=“TTSITIS> asia 80 RERASTET Sf son singapore 
Seramanutactuses ——o-- ees 1 -__ Indonesia 114 thu Oudes and hyapaiag=-— >= 2 HG 2 Netherlands 00; West Germany 51 Magnesions: Metal including allay, all ene eee eres 80 443, 40.—_West Germany 26; Indonesia 45; Steet Manganese: Bread eoncenteate_-----a-ne= 22810 82S Sagan 1486 Thana 290; West, 

Gili eescnepeeemenes 989300 Hon Rg 1689; France In 
Metal including alloys, all forms sn s9 =. West Germany 52; Netherlands 4 

Mercury s-s-- Tepound flasks 10,063 8518 BF Hong Kong 310; West Germany oe Tf; Singapore 11 
a er te Oniiegand bydroriden ~~~ ~~~ 100 ¢ oe ne paling los al fins Cy wor BR 
"Oxides nn = 18. Allto Hong Kong. etal clad aloe a forme a 3x2 Reng kongss Pltinamaroup meine Standing alloys wrought and pally wrought value, thousands $1976 $8,170 $2,549 Japan $62. Rareearth metals wrists SF woo eS Japan to 
‘Waste and eweepings* “Elue, thousands «SIR $285 =__Wet Germany $249; Hong Kong 836. Metal including alloys, nwroughte spy, amimrly wrought nde. RAK «SLNSB France 77; HongKong 958. 
‘Ore and concentrate 10 =. Allto Hong Ko Metal ineiuding alloys A Ok ae os Sete assaanaas wu 4 6 Unwrougét.~2222L2I222I2 5.462 4255 2851 Hong Kong 442; Japan 356; United ‘Ringdors 208 ivan Smimanutactres fo 422. Hong Kong 416 
Odile ee sentsencces 179 22596 Hang Kong 62; Japan 48%; France f api intading allay, al forms 6 1 Belgium- Luxembourg 18. gsr ‘Sreand concentrate 6085. «2462 86T Hong Kong 650; West Germany 625 Onidee and hydroxides =~>~~72-— 22 ty TAS BelgamLusemboure Sisal includlog alloys, storms” ~—— 6 16886 Singapore 3 Uranium and/or thorium: ‘Greand concensate 

value, thousands__ $58 $2,481 == Japan $2,480. Metal including alloy i forms a SSS AlltoTndonesia Venadium uidesand hydronides —-...--«L878.=«2908- =. —_~Belgium-Lunembourg 980; West Ger 5 ‘many Sapa BS Ashand residue containing vanadium == 4.944 NA 
See footnotes at end of table.
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‘Table 3.—China: Exports of selected mineral commodities: —Continued 

(Metric tons unless otherwise specified) 
Destinations, 1082 

Commodity 1981 i orc eo” pled ‘Other (rinipa) 

METALS —Continued 
Zine ‘xides 2-2 188847341144 West Germany 895; Japan 475; Sings 

‘Metal including all meee 
Unwrough 9a98 12849258 Japan 104; Hong Kong 275 Tha 

oxter emimanutactare ==, ar 42 80. Indonenia 290; Pakistan 50. 
‘Ores and concentrates. -- =~ 6218 3808 9847 Yugoslavia 197 Thailand 65; I0- 

Oxides and hydroxides ———-----= 8365958023120 Hope Kong 51; Singapore 607 vistria 
Asbesand residues... UASBB-—TATTB_— 8.484 Hong Kong 696% West German 

3,310, * ¥ 
Baa mas ncuding ally a 

"Quantity, reported = 5001865 apn fs Hg Kong United ingdom 
Value only, reported 

SW ePOreS thousands. $18,013, $4,892 $4,802 
NONMETALS 

*atural Corund fsturalCorundum, emery, pumice, teen S21 AST. apan 1,099; Hong Kong 457 
artic grandam ---—-——------- 1810748 Japan 622; Hong Kong 2.81; West 

Siticon carbide. --------- 85 1462. West Germany 898; Thailand 473. 
Dust and poner of precioad and semi ‘oun stones 

bree value, thousands. — 36 $34 $23. United Kingdom $9. 
Grinding and polishing wheels and Money se Oe ain L232 —_-Hong Kong 1.281 Indonesia 1220. 

Asbeston erude 7722722277777 Sei Bes TT Tne 95 aay 
ariteand wither. 197/722-8159 708208 West Germany 44.800; Japan 98,571; 
. , ‘Netherlands 36:702 

ron materials: ‘Grade natural borates... - 221 Pakistan 288; Malaysia 30, 
Onidesand acids 2-22 277 72 28 sme Sapa Hong Kong 4s Nether 

Cerne aan enna n a= n= 2202 --- aL mee 2 ‘Hong Koog 042, 

Chapa arid |22TTTTTLTTaaa8ungod TT Snpa 2; Hong Kong 72825 
Cryolite and chiolite.- == 60 261250 Hong Kong 17 
Bingond \ 

not set or str 
Value, thousands. «$19,882 $7,799- -__—_- Hong Kong $3,203 Belgium. Tuembeurg $2,741; Japan $1,164, | 

Industrial do 0s Sam s127 papi gembourg 310; Hing fine S21. 
Diatomite and other infusorial earth ——_ 20 Thailand 30 
Poldgprsoropar rented materas =~ 252080423240, 7,88 pan 24.8; Went ormany 48.250 

Fertilizer materials: Manufactured: rong is 
ammonia eee i NA M059. Hlong Kong 977; Philippines 82 
Nit Scenes SEeUnOe Ti) 183 Hong Kong 1387. 
Phong =202020000227-7- aan HOB => Adee. 
peer EC ean U1 MOTE ng 

Graphifnnarah SE ="ToToET yt Aga TSn Bs Und Rom 080; ce 
Gypoum and plaster... 785 4898 Hong Kong 2.58; Indonesia 1.901 
Cee ene eeeeeggensa- BS 98083 > Hong Kong 824i; Singapore 41 

jum compo Sfingnenic™ or. 1868—BM4916 15,651 Jagan 18876: Went Germany 43.517; 
Oxides and hydroxides ——__- 451 2911. Japan 1,881; Hong Kong 980. 

mie Hhydrosides “-cTTIID gat =e =e - 
“Grud including splittings and waste 98s 118018 —_Unied Kingdom 8518 Wet Gee 

many 2 Worked including agglomerated split eee Ca 65 = Indonesia 32; Japan 90. 
Pomesey euecosesian en = - > Atte Singers 
‘Phosphorus, elemental ----~—————— 2608 2s60 > Japan 286 
See footnotes at end of table
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‘Table 3.—China: Exports of selected mineral commodities! —Continued 
(Metric tons unles otherwise specified) 

aa Dest 
Commodi wer 1982” “Gaede ¥ United Other (principal) 

NONMETALS ~Continued 
| Pigments, mineral: Raturaberade, 0. 3STS 82D Japan 1029; Hong Kong 41; Tones 30, | tron oxides and hydroxides, procesed 15204728. agp L774 Indonesia 1,023; Paki an oo. | Precious and semiprecious stones other 
“Nutra” value, thousands: 510888 «$3820 «$179. _—_Japan $2505 Fong Kong $04 Nutra" value, thousands 10,898 : Japan $2525; Hone Koo | Syinthetie 7777 NS Songs: = Ses Sit TS ERR Hong Rone Sweden 

Saltand brine... 560062106698 = Hing Kong 71,317; Philippines i Malayors £008 Sodium compounds, nes 
| Carbonate, natural and manufactured 12,028 3,704 a Hoes Keng 206; Malaysia 200; Joe | an ish | Sulfate, natural and manufactured 28161490 Jagan $8528; Hong Kong 10,070; 

‘Singapore 8.116: | Stone, sand and gravel: 
Pie Gide and partly worked 56901 4.50814 —Japan 63805; Hong Kong 3.890 Worked ere nen. a2a2 siz igs HERe ong 3.05 Singapore 946 japan Dolomite ciety refractory grade __ 100 Alto Philipines Cravclanscrubedrock > dt) sents © “> Hong Kong BS. Limestone other than dimension ~~ is “igo = Hone ong 0 Geer andquaraie === 996i SRB 1 Japan SE. Hong Kong 1.505, other than metatbeariag ---- “052 2TSTO Hang Mong a sulfur Blementa: ‘Grad including native and by Gent eg 180 125. Hong Kong 540; Pakistan 185 ccbfodel precipitated, sabimed — 150 1 <> Singapore 100; Kuwait 28 Siege erent 3348 2> Allo long Kong ‘ale sett soapstone prope —~ aageut 2k UO—T_—_ Japan E88 Thdonsi 8.08; jong Kong 12,28 Vermiculite -——--------- === 115 
‘MINERAL FUELS AND RELATED MATERIALS 
Asphalt and bitumen, natural-----«5848 1441. Malaysia 1.054; Singapore 257. GcRton: Carbon back" -TTTT> S489 B10 T2_—Phalund 2359: Hoty Kong 905; Pakistan 482 ost 1 athracite and bituminous Thousand tons. «2.554688 Japan 3,117; Hong Kong 427 Briquets of anthracite and bsuminoas 

ignite lncludingbaiguets ———~~-- 0 Alltod ignite including briguets ~—~~~~~ . se japan. CokeSndeemicakes NTT TTTITTZ gets STL Mhalanel $4451; indonesia 267; Hong Kong 00. Petroleum: ‘lade” thousand d2gallon bares... 71519 $1998 6107 Jagan 65,624, Pippin 4.6 
jingapore 3,655. Refinery products: 

Tiguetied petroleum gas desis 2 agaj  Alltolong Kon Getting aaa BRITT ah 108] NRAN ETE, He ong 0; West, Bermany 348 Mineral lly and wax do we 615 Singapore 148 Hong Kong 110; 
Kerosine and jet fuel 17s 486 Hong Rong 2027; Japan 1,992 ine and et fuel do : ; _- ong 2027; Japan 1 Distillate fueloil =~ doo Sims 10290 TT Hong Kong 5804 Stngapare 14, japan Lubricants dou 168 41914 Thalland 165; Hong Kong 191; Malay. atl: 

Randal feeldies 2277777 we 28 Hong Kong 1.17; Japan 1.147 dual fuel oi =" ~do- 7 . <= Hong Kong 1.17% Japan 114 
Bitumen and er esis, 9 8 7 - * a _ 1s ong Kong 71 
Bituminous mixtures__~do_——— 20 1 a es Petroleum coke =~ ~—doo == ea ta 22 Sapam 0, 

Preliminary. NA Not available. 
‘Table prepared by Audrey D. Wilkes. Owing to a lack of official trade data published by China, this table should not be taken as complate presentation of tis countéy’s mineral export, These data have been compiled from United Nations Information and data published by the partner trade countries. “includes semimanufactores exported to Hong Kong SExcldes unreported quantities of wire exportal to Malta and Yemen (Sanaa) valued at $24,000 and $70,000, respectively. Whreporied quantity valued at 82,000. May include platinum group metals Less than 1/Eunit
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‘Table 4.—China: Imports of selected mineral commodities 
(Metric tons unless otherwise specified) 

Bare 18 
Commodity 1961 im 3 —— ot 5 Gaited Other (principa) | 
METALS 

‘Alka na alkatinesarth meals 1 24 All from West Germany. \ 
"Owides and hydroxides 081,100 dapan a107, | Mota including alloys: | Bape ee ceca P 6 ___ All from Hong Kong | Unwrought=2-—222222TIT2 ast asst TT ane ArSVapoSiavia 4.006, ‘Switzerland 1,650 Semimanufactures--- 4690.13, 88 Japan T1414; Hong Kong 1,025. 

"Bre an concentrate 48605 15961 All from Philippines. | 
Oxides and hydroxides _________ 86 346 309 Japan 32. i Cobalt Oxides and hydronides ilograms. 50 2 All from Japan, | 

"Bre sponte 30.995 54597 | __—_ All from Philippines. \ Metal including alloys: | Bere oe sss 1198 1g dapan 1.671 | Unwrought. = ==27 277 85158 SBME 16069 BeletiLakombourg 12624 Pera | 
Semimanufactures ———— 516 4567 48. Hong Klong 756; Japan 400. | Gold: Metal including alloys, anwrought ee | 

and partly wrought — - _ troy ounces_. NA 32,674 ss Philippines -25,364;? Hong Kong | 

Tron and steel: | iron ore and concentrate Thousand tons. 1,881 NA Motat Serap = 159-2289 GL Hong Kong 1,520, ig ron, caat ion, related materi Se ceee 6 528) dapan 172; Hong Kong 100 Ferroaliays Ferromanganese. 100 2 Unspecified =~ ~===—- 1180 3 Allfrom France, Sel primary fore —2TTZ2 UBS argon «=~ Sagan SOOT West Germany 8252 manufactures 
‘thousand tons__ 120,976 3,172 (Japan 2,584; West Germany 310; We ‘Belsiim-Luxembourg 8. ad: Oxides - = _----------- 1,881 29. Mainly from Hong Kong etal inci alloys Unwroughen a9 1g 8 United Kingdom 90: Hong Kong 2, Semimanufacwuses ~~ ~~~" 2 2 = Japan 11; Hong Kong 10 Lithium: Oxides and hydroxides S 2 8 Manganese: Orden © 0 =~ 7 =~ 5 238 Japan 215, Malden: Metal icing tn, al forma een logis — 20 12 Allfrom Japan | [Nickel Metal including allay af rms - ou BTL France ong Hong 0; Usted | 

Pinan nals Meese alloys, unwrought and partly wrow si we valle, thousands. saz $30 Hong Kong $18; Japan $12 | 
Qreand congentrate® ———— do, $3,458, NA fetal including alleys, unwrought nd partly wrought den sue $842 $496 United Kingdom $175; Japan $125; ” Hong Kong $100. 
Oxides 2 15. Allfrom Japan ‘Mota including elgys: Unwrought ws 2 $5, Mainly from Hong Kong. Semimanufactured -~~~~~~~- 288 5373 Hong Kong st Japan 6 Titanium: Owiden none no 540 8881 TT Japan 5005, West Germany 1,501 ‘Tungsten: Metal including alioys ail Lhe 1 12. Alltrom Japan, ‘Uranium: and/or thorium: Ore and annem val, thousands. $89 NA 
ale cst cence sa 13. Hong Kong 11 Motalincliding aly, aliforms ~~~ 1289883 Per 1074 Japan 7,609; West Ger- "many 4,000 

See footnote at end of table
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Table 4.—China: Imports of selected mineral commodities' Continued 
(Metric tons unless otherwise specified) 

Boarces, 1982 — Commodity 1981 we Ta gga Galles Other (principal) yr ai na 
NONMETALS 

Abrasives, nes ‘Natural: orunduno, emery, pumice, a esc aad ater 53 4 8 Japan, ‘Artificial Gorandure ~~ ~~~ ~~~ tie 21-2 Japan It; Hong Kong 7 Dust and ponder of eis gai Precious stones excluding diamon | aiue, ouson 2 368 $67 —_Belgium-Luxembourg $1 | Grinding and polishing wheels and WOM oon ee ny 7 NA’ Hong Kong Japan 2 ‘Asbestos, rude ——— >>> 7777777 cI a da ‘Barite and witherite= -~7777 777777 bet 1138 ‘siffrom United Kingdom. ‘Boron materials: Onde and acids ~~~ @ wl © wun: Gementenn nnn Too 6” Japan 185,557; 59,200 i 596 ‘380 22 Sapan 1735; Singapore 142, 
‘Gem, not set or str 

Wale, thousands. $2501 «$2848 $579 United Kingdom $1,127; Belgum- Luxembourg $986 Industrial don fore ims =a arbour 6.068 Ue 
Diatomive and other infusoral earth a 186 18 Singapore 105. Fertilizer materials: Manufactured: aS ‘Ammonia = -—- ene 130 8 og West Oprmany 2: Hong Kong 2 ‘Nitrogenous— ~~" tiousand’ tons 1588 1548 SB dnpan 470 Singnpore 880 Nether. 

Phosphatic =. 280,438 « , Pata -——=2-SC2TSIIIIIIT BABY 1202 Singapore 18.298; France 22,810; fest Germany 11,000, ‘Unspecified and mixed Quantity, reported 546,555 102,784. 458,882 Finland 66,999; Belgium-Laxembourg ‘LTH aly 4,808. Value only, reported 
thousands. $8,830 - 

Gyibuun tad pases -~777777~"7~ w a fone ieacha um and plaster ~~ ~~ 777~77 a7 8 ng Kony Une 0 TSE SIIIIIIIIII = 319“ Aitfom Flong Kong 
‘Crude including splittings and waste — 18 19 __ Mainly from Singapore, Worked including agglomerated spit: mu ve tings eee = $ — __Allfrom Hong Kong. Bhosphates grade ~~ ==> aims ng => Sodan DRE Ky. 
“Tydrosdes procemed nono 1 U2 12 Hong Kong 95. Precious and semiprecious stones other ‘than diamond Natural’ value, thousands__ $909 $52TS SID Hope Kong 8.40; Lanka 8696; 

Synthetic do, 8 321 Hong Kong oy open $12 yathetic do == Hong Kong $15; Japan Sa and brine ooo Bo S32 Snitanka S50 Hong Rong 231 um compounds, as Carfonat, natura and manufactured 6.183 6919 Yost 0p Hong Kong 1.6, alfate, natural and manu Se sd £ 2 from Hong Kor Stone, sand and gravel mens 
emer and partly worked 36 25 Italy 17; Hong K Grade and partly worked 3 ~~ cong 5. or alana dea it si Hong Kong 32. Limestone other than dimension ~~ -- 48°) Alltfom Hong Kong. Sand other than metalrbearing = ~~~ ia $8 22 Netherlands 42; long Kong 27; ‘ain Japan 19 
Blemental, crude including native and SC ee aes 2100 2108 1 Japan 2.100. Sulftrieacid. =~ =>>2=22°-7 77 5768 102/825 «129 Japan 102.501. ‘Tal, stetite, soapstone, pyropbyllite = 1992 AlPftom Hong Kong. MINERAL FUELS AND RELATED MATERIALS 

Asphalt and bitumen, natural —————_ a 1. Japan 10; Hong Kong 4 Geteon: Carbon black n= == 22> 76 688 HH West Germany'374; Japan 222 
fohractgandbiomings.------ 1186185985 59514 Japan 0, lignite including briquets. ~~ ~~ a ie from Singapore Coke and semicoke == ~~~ aa i = me 

‘See footnotes at end of table.
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‘Table 4.—China: Imports of selected mineral commodities! —Continued 
(Metric tons unless otherwise specified) 

pie rn i Sources, 1982 
Commodity 1981 ae laa ee may plied ‘Other (principal) 

po eee 
‘MINERAL FUELS AND RELATED MATERIALS —Continued 

Petroleum: 
Gruden ___... 42-gallon barrels —- 690351 <All from Kuwait. 
Refinery products Tiguelied petroleum gas | ‘Value, thousands. st $309 $5. Hong Kong $802 

Gasoline --S2gailon barrels 13,958 foot 2 Bapfumaiikembourg 2860 Hone | 
‘Mineral jelly and wax ——do___- 236 7st 58 Hong Rong 575;Netherlands87, | 
Kerosing and jet fuel ~-~d0- Use 2548 Yugoslavia 14078; Kuwait 1913. 
Distillate fuel oll --———do-——— 1783 4007 => Hong Kong 37,750; Yugoslavia 2.872 
Eibeantes no casdnca= 18 STS} Ha Kong 8 apn | 

Residual fuel oil —_. do. NA 297.200 __ Hong Kong 25686 
Bum andor fais 5 
Bituminous mistaresd0-=—~ 45 Gi. United Kingdom 424 
Petroleum coke ~~~ ~doo ~~ pa 1100 ‘All rom Japan. 
Unspecified «~~~ ~~~ do 13 RTS 2 Japan TH Soe 

a MI coe ere 

Fae eae ex Owing a alackf official trade data pblshed by China, this table should not be "Table prepared by A ing t a lack of official trade data publi ina this table shoul no 
taytable propared by Audrey Pol this county's maneral importa These dace have been compiled from United Nations 
{aformation and data published by the partner trade countries. 
Contained in copper concentrate. 

1 

Unreported quantiey valued at $4,000 
‘Less than 1/2 unit. 
Sk eclues unreported quantity valued at $49,000, of which $47,000 was from Japan, 
May include platinozs group metals. 
*Bacludes unreported quantity valued at $44,000, of which $27,000 was from Belgium Luxembourg. 
"Unreported quantity imported from the United States valued at $5,202,000 

*Unreported quantity valued at $15,000 18Unreported quantity valued at $170,000 

COMMODITY REVIEW 

METALS yang and the construction of the Shanxi 
| aluminum complex are included in China's 

Although China produces a wide variety key construction projects of the sixth 5-year 
of metals, the largest sector is iron and steel plan (1981-85). Shanxi, known as the land of 
with an annual output capacity of 40 mil- coal, has bauxite reserves of 210 million 
lion tons. The nonferrous sector, as defined tons, about one-third of China's total re- 
by Chinese classification, is inclusive of serves. The Shanxi aluminum facility will 
metals—aluminum, antimony, copper, lead, be equipped with Chinese-made equipment 
magnesium, mercury, nickel, tin, titanium, and was to be one of China's largest alumi- 
and zine. The current level of production of num industrial centers encompassing min- 
nonferrous metals is about 1.2 million tons ing, ingot production, and metal manufac- 
per year with the bulk of the output from tures. Annual alumina capacity was to be 
aluminum, copper, lead, and zinc. The other 500,000 tons and for metal, 200,000 tons. 
metal categories include precious metals — Copper.—The copper sulfide deposits in 
(gold, silver, and platinum-group metals) the mountains of northeastern Jiangxi con- 
and ‘rare metals (beryllium, columbium, stitute one-fifth of China's verified reserves 
molybdenum, tungsten, etc.) of copper. This area is slated to become the 
Aluminum—The | alumina-aluminum nation’s largest copper mining and smelting 

complex at Guiyang, Guizhou, was commis- center with eventual output of copper at 
sioned in December 1981 with an annual 200,000 tons per year. There will be five 
metal output capacity of 40,000 tons. mines, and the best known, Dexing, has 
Second-stage expansion to double metal out- reserves of 8 million tons. Associated min- 
put was to be completed by 1983-84. Ingot eralization includes gold, silver, molybde- 
output in 1983, however, was about 56,000 num, tungsten, lead, and zinc. Eighty per- 
tons. Completion of the expansion at Gui- cent of the ore is mined by the opencut
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method at Dexing. A production line to complex, are estimated at 40 billion tons. 
treat 5,000 tons of ore per day was installed For instance, the iron ore at the Bayan Obo 
in 1982, and a 15,000-ton-per-day line was in Mine in Nei Monggol contains rare earths, 
the planning stage. Construction of the columbium, sodium, potassium, fluorine, 
Yongping Mine, south of Dexing, is one of and phosphorus, making ore treatment dif- 
China’s key projects. Yongping was ex- ficult. Likewise, ore dressing is difficult 
pected to start operation in 1984, Annual for the titaniferous-magnetite deposit with 
concentrate output from Yongping will be associated vanadium at Panzhihua in 
86,000 tons (19,000 tons copper content). The Sichuan. 
flash smelter and acid-producing equipment Tron reserves around Benxi, Liaoning, 
were imported from Japan and Finland were estimated at 1.3 billion tons. Because 
with assembly in 1983 done with Japanese the ore is high grade, mine output capacity 
aid. A power station and a 110,000-volt was being expanded. Concommitantly, pig 
transmission line to the plant and mine has iron production was to be expanded from 3 
been installed. About one-half of the mine's _ to 3.75 million tons per year. 
railroad has been laid and an arched high- _ Combined production of steel at Anshan, . 
way bridge was constructed to span the Benxi, Dalian, Fushun, and Qiqihar in 
Xinjiang River south of the plant. Upon northeast China accounts for one-quarter of 
completion of all the projects, the center the total national output. ‘The 6-million-ton- 
will produce 200,000 tons of copper per year. per-year Anshan complex, the largest of 

A large copper deposit was discovered in them, was being modified to reduce pollu- 
Huili, Sichuan, with associated values of tion and increase product line and quality. 
molybdenum, cobalt, gold, and silver. The _First-stage construction of China’s newest 
deposit was described as large, concentrat- iron and steel complex at Baoshan was 
ed, and amenable to open pit mining. In being accelerated to meet a completion 
Anbui, a large high-grade copper deposit target date of September 1985. A thermal 
was discovered in Tongling on the Chang powerplant with two 350,000-kilowatt-hour 
Jiang River. The deposit was described as generating units and a 220,000-volt, high- 
extending 1,800 meters and containing gold, tension power transmission line were plac- 
silver, and pyrites. ed in operation in 1983. Construction of the 

Gold and Silver—Gold production in housing for a Smillion-ton ore sintering 
1983 was 5.3% higher than in 1982. China plant has been completed as well as the 
has 20 major state-owned gold mines scat- construction of a 1.6-kilometer freight dock, 
tered throughout the country. The major which will handle 20 million tons of cargo 
producing Provinces are Shandong, Hei- per year. Installation of other equipment 
longjiang, and Henan. In Liaoning, there included a 4,063-cubic-meter-inner-volume 
are 200 gold placer operations. A gold depos- blast furnace and two 300-ton oxygen top- 
it was discovered in the eastern part of blown converters. Annual capacity at 
‘Yuheng Mountain in Fanshi, Shanxi, hav- Baoshan after completion of the first-stage 
ing a gold reserve of 10 tons. In Hei- construction will include 3 million tons of 
longjiang, Huma County, gold extraction pig iron, 3.12 million tons of steel ingot, 
has been intensified both by placer mining 500,000 tons of seamless tubing, 2.4 million 
and by panning. A gold-mining dredge was _ tons of billet, and 70,000 tons of chemicals. 
being built for the Laogou Mine. At the Other Metals.—To meet raw material re- 
Xinglonggou Mine, four dredges are in oper- quirements for industrialization, China has 
ation, yielding an annual output of about intensified geological surveying, especially 
150 kilograms of gold. Peak output for a in the western part of the country. In 
dredge at the Hanjiayuanzi Mine was 500 Qinghai, a lead-zinc deposit was being devel- 
kilograms in 1978. Additional dredges were oped at Xitieshan. A large nickel deposit 

to be put in operation at this site to increase with associated mineral values of copper, 
production. Panning is controlled by the gold, silver, platinum, selenium, tellurium, 
Huma County Gold Co., which designates and cobalt was reported in Karatunggu, and 
sites opened to the public. Preparations chromite was found in Junggar, Xinjiang. 
were underway for mining a silver deposit _ In Xizang, finds included gold, iron, lithium, 
in Zhaoyuan, Shandong. The silver reserves chromite, and porphyry copper. The poten- 
in this deposit were estimated to be 200 tial reserve of this porphyry copper deposit 
tons was estimated to rank second in China, In 

Iron and Steel.—China’s reserves of iron Guizhou, large finds of bauxite, antimony, 
ore, largely low grade and metallurgically and manganese were reported. This Prov-
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ince accounts for 80% of China's mercury nitrogenous, phosphatic, and potassic fertil- 
reserves. In Hainan Dao, Guangdong, two _izers. The mine is in partial production, and 
cobalt occurrences were reported, one asso- the ore is shipped by boat on the Xi Jiang 
ciated with copper and the other described River on which the mine is located. A 
as a primary deposit. Hainan Dao also has railway will also be constructed to augment. 
ich ilmenite deposits. There are two ore- river transport. 
dressing operations to separate the iron and There are 146 troilite deposit zones in 
titanium oxide for export. Although tita- Shanxi and various occurrences associated 
nium minerals occur in 19 Provinces and with the Province’s five major coalfields. 
regions, more than 90% of China’s reserves Potential reserves in Shanxi were estimated 
are in Guangdong, Guangxi, Hebei, and at 4 billion tons. To develop a mine in 
Sichuan. In Nei Monggol, a lead-zinc mine Shanxi would take 4 to 5 years and an 
with a daily production capacity of 500 tons investment of $25 per ton produced. 
was put in operation in Ongniud, and a 300- Construction of the 1.5-million-ton-per- 
ton-per-day copper mine opened in Horgin year phosphate mine at Wangji, Hubei, was 
Zouyi Zhong. In northeast Jiangxi, a lead- expected to be completed during the first 
zine deposit was being developed. Other half of 1985. Output from the mine will be 
deposits being developed include two lead- used to produce nitrophosphate at a plant 
zine mines and two tin mines in unspecified in Lucheng, Shanxi. 
locations, a molybdenum mine in Shanxi, Central and Provincial authorities were 
and a columbium-tantalum mine in Jiangxi. drawing up plans to develop the phosphate 

resources in Wengan and Fuguan, Guizhou, 
NONMETALS which cover an area of 58 square kilome- 

Cement.—Three cement plants are part ters. Initial plans call for a 4.5-million-ton- 
of China’s key construction projects— ene te mine to be later expanded to 7.5 
Jidong, Hebei; Huaihai, Jiangsu; and Ning- Million tons. 
guo, Anhui. Output of the Jidong plant was _ Other Nonmetals.—The Mangya asbestos 
to relieve cement shortages in Beijing, ine in the Qaidam Basin in Qinghai began 
Tianjin, and Hebei. Major equipment for oPeration in October 1983 with an annual 
the plant was imported from Japan. The Utput capacity of 12,000 tons. Asbestos 
1.5émillion-ton-per-year plant will be the Teserves at the mine were estimated at 30 
largest coment producer in China. million tons, one-third of China’s known 

Fertilizer Materials.—Three nitrogenous reserves. The high-grade fibers produced in 
fertilizer plants, also key projects, were Qinghai were to be sold in the domestic and 
under construction in Shanxi, Zhejiang, and foreign markets. 
Xinjiang, with combined annual capacity of _ Two large bentonite occurrences were 
900,000 tons of ammonia and 1.04 million Teported in Guangxi. A deposit covering 30 
tons of urea. Output of these plants was to square kilometers was reportedly found in 
meet the agricultural needs in Shanxi, southern Guangxi with reserves of 100 mil- 
Xinjiang, and the Chang Jiang River delta. _ lion tons of bentonite. In western Guangxi, 
The Zhenhai plant on the coast of Dong Hai bentonite deposit containing 43 million 
in Zhejiang, the largest of the three, alone _ tons was discovered in Tiandong. 
will produce a urea equivalent of 1.2 million _ Gypsum reserves totaling 200 million 
tons of standard chemical fertilizer. tons were reported in uninhabited areas in 

In Yunfu, Guangdong, construction of the Ngari and Nagqu, Xizang, covering an area 
world's largest troilite (hexagonal ferrous of 500,000 square kilometers. Reserves of 
sulfide) mine was in progress. The troilite gypsum in Longyao, Hebei, were estimated 
reserves at Yunfu, estimated at 200 million at 400 million tons. The cement and build- 
tons and concentrated in an area 4 kilome- ing materials industry in Hebei use about 
ters long and 1 kilometer wide, were believ- 500,000 tons of gypsum per year. 
ed to be second only to those in Spain. The first meerschaum occurrence report 
‘Yunfu troilite averages 31.04% sulfur, with _ed in China was a deposit found in Leping, 
the richest concentration reaching 47%. Jiangxi, with reserves of 400,000 tons. The 
‘The mine’s iron reserves were estimated at second find was reported in Liuyang, Hu- 
10 million tons with associated elements nan, with reserves of 1.5 million tons. Simi- 
such as lead, zinc, and fluorine. Output of lar deposits were found in Liling and Xiang- 
the mine will increase China’s production of tan, not far from Liuyang. 
sulfuric acid by 2.4 million tons annually to A _ perlite deposit with reserves of 50 
better balance the country’s production of million tons was discovered in Xinyang,
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Henan. This occurrence accounts for over MINERAL FUELS 
one-half of China's total perlite reserves. ‘ 
This deposit can be surface mined and _ Coal—China’s verified coal reserves dontaina zeolite and bentonite. were estimated at 770 billion tons, sufficient 

‘Two operations, with an output of 40 tons for 400 years of mining at the present rate 
per year, mine jade in the Kunlun Moun. of production, During 1983, total coal pro- 
tains in Xinjiang. The jade varies in color duction capacity was increased by 18.52 from snow white, red, purple, to black. million tons. Part of the increase was from 
green. A chunk of jasper weighing 1.5 tons the opening of the 3-million-ton Panji Mine 
was found on the alluvial wasteland north in Huainan, Hebei, and the 1.8-million-ton 
of the Altun Mountains in Xinjiang. A Dongpang Mine in Xingtai, Hebei. Con- 
119.01-carat, light-yellow-colored diamond struction of 26 new mines was started with 
was found in Mengyin, Shandong. This is @M aggregate capacity of 23.94 million tons. 
the third diamond of over 100 carats found Expansion of 14 existing mines was also in the Province. The diamond is an octa- initiated to add 8.49 million tons of annual 
hedron and hexoctahedron combination, capacity. New mine construction include 
30.3 millimeters thick, 30.1 millimeters two in Shanxi (each with 4 million tons 
long, and 27.3 millimeters wide. annual capacity); one in Anhui ( 4 million 

Quartzite resources in Yinan, Shandong, tons); one in Shanxi (1.5 million tons); and 
were estimated at more than 20 million one in Nei Monggol (1.2 million tons). 
tons, of which 6.5 million tons was exploit- _ Eight of China’s seventy key projects are 
able. The quartzite grains have high silica for new mine construction or mine expan- 
content and low iron content. Mining could sion, which would add about 50 million tons 
be done by the opencast method. The Gov- of new annual capacity. At the completion 
ernment has approved the construction of a of the expansion of the Huolinhe Mine in 
glass factory in the area. Along Guang- Nei Monggol, the mine will produce 6 mil- 
dong’s coastal area, there are 20 areas of lion tons per year of brown coal. This open 
quartz sand deposits scattered in Hainan, pit mine has reserves of 12.9 billion tons in 
Zhanjiang, Taishan, Yanjiang, Zanxian, 24 seams, the thickest measuring 81 meters. 
Xinhui, Zhuhai, Huilai, and Chaoyang. Output at Huolinhe was expected to accel- 
‘These coastal deposits have quartz sand erate growth of industrial and agricultural 
particles that are of granular uniformity, output in Nei Monggol. When coal mine 
contain little mud, and are of good quality construction is completed in Huainan and 
for glassmaking. In addition, zircon and Huaibei, Anhui, 40 million tons of annual 
ilmenite can be recovered as byproducts. capacity will be added. This would serve to 

A chemical industry based on salt produc- improve the energy supply in east China 
tion was being developed in the 200,000- where industries are densely located. 
square-kilometer Qaidam Basin in Qinghai. The priority for coal mine development 
The area has 20 major salt lakes. Salt by Province or region was Shanxi; followed 
production at Caka Lake runs at 200,000 by Shandong and Anhui; Nei Monggol, 
tons per year with a mining life estimated Henan, and the three northeastern Prov- 
at 2,000 years. The largest salt lake in the inces (Heilongjiang, Jilin, and Liaoning); 
basin is Qarhan, 5,000 square kilometers in and lastly, Shaanxi and Guizhou. Shaanxi 
area. Reserves at Qarhan are 100 times coal will be for power generation in Beijing, 
larger than at Caka but are mainly sylvite. Tianjin, and Hubei, and for export. Produc- 
‘The basin’s mineralization includes mirabi- tion from Shandong and Anhui is for con- 
lite and borate in addition to sylvite and sumption in the coastal areas of Shandong, 

salt. Shanghai, and Zhejiang, and for export. 
The 450,000-ton-per-year soda plant in Production by the others will be for domes. 

Tianjin, which produces about one-quarter tic consumption and for domestic sales to 
of China’s output of soda ash, was being adjacent areas, 
expanded to 600,000 tons. Completion was China’s coal industry consists of 2,200 
scheduled for 1986. Construction of a mines operated above the county level, 
600,000-ton-per-year soda plant in Lian- employing 4,190,000 people. The Ministry of 
yungang, Jiangsu, was to start in 1984 with Coal Industry has jurisdiction over 580 of 
completion scheduled in early 1988. these mines, with a total combined capacity
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of 290 million tons per year. Mines operated and an oilfield. \ 
by Provinces, prefectures, and counties —_In an expansion program for the Zhong- 
number 1,634 with an aggregate capacity of yuan Oilfield, 40 wells were drilled since 
over 180 million tons per year. 1975, resulting in several million tons of 

Production at Kailuan and Datong ex- new oil reserves and about 10 billion cubi¢ 
ceeds 20 million tons per year each. In meters of natural gas. A new well on the 
addition, there are 10 coal mining centers edge of the oilfield, which covers 5,300 
feat ners production sopecitics exceeding square kilometers, was producing a daily 

million tons per year each. sas flow of close to 200,000 cubic meters in 
Raw coal. production by state-owned 1983, 

mines in 1983, according to type, was a8 A new oil zone at the Liaohe Field in 
follows, in million tons: anthracite, 44.6; Liaoning was placed in production in De- 
brown ‘coal, 13.52; and bituminous coal, cember. This zone produces annually 
330.8. About 73% of the bituminous output 420,000 tons of oil and 100 million cubic 
is classified as coking coal. National output meters of natural gas. 
of washed coal was 54.3 million tons, of Offshore, geophysical exploration and ex; 
bg state-owned mines accounted for pjoratory drilling have been conducted in 

Pindunat tacoma. Ce re el ee 
vestment for onshore construction resulted the Zhu Jiang Estuary. Since August 1982, 
in 1.88 million tons of added capacity for China National Offshore Oil Corp. hag 
petroleum production and 6.78 million tons Cancinded 18 contracts with 27 oil compa 
resulting from oilfield transformation and fies from 9 countries for exploration, 
improvements. The planned annual growth development tracts. In separate negotiat rate for crude oil output for 1984-90 is 5% peer a al 
per year. China verified 570 million tons of TOMS: contract areas were previoubly aware ¥ : ed to foreign oil companies in the Beibu new oil reserves in 1983. The largest discov- Cue Bonar Gh a : - ‘ulf, Bohai Gulf, and Yinggehai. eries were at Daging in Heilongjiang and ee een us 
Rengiu in Hebei. New reserves were also In the Zhu Jiang Estuary, an exploratory i S° well of Esso Petroleum Co. had indications found at Liaohe in Liaoning, Dagang in e 1 Further auilling will be conducted 
Hebei, Shengli in Shandong, and Zhong- Of oil. Further drilling will be conducted to 
yuan in Henan. One of the top priorities for ‘élineate the oil-bearing structure. 
the Ministry of Petroleum Industry is geo- __Total Exploration Co. of France discover- 
logical exploration. Initial exploration will 4 5 oil. and gas-bearing structures in the 
be concentrated in east China, then in the Beibu Gulf, 8 of the 14 exploratory wells west, Exploration will be conducted in An- Sw2k had oil and gas. Two wells produced a 
hui, Guangxi, and Guizhou, Jiangsu, Yun- daily average each of 1,000 tons of oil. 
nan, and Zhejiang, where little or no oil has Preparations were being made for trial 
been found. Exploration for natural gas was Production beginning in the spring of 1985. 
to be in Sichuan, China’s largest gas produc- The test well of Atlantic Richfield Co. 
cr, and in Gansu, Jiangsu, Ningxia, and (ARCO) in the South China Sea had a gas 
Shanxi, and for associated gas in oilfields in flow equivalent to 1.2 million cubic meters 
Heilongjiang and Henan. per day. ARCO estimates the gas reserves in 

Oil and natural gas were reported in 65 of the structure at 80 billion cubic meters, 

the 90 exploratory wells sunk in the Tian- equivalent to 80 million tons of oil. Delinea- 
dong Field, Guangxi. Preliminary estimates _ tion drilling was to begin to determine the 
place the oil zone at 20 square kilometers. actual reserves. If feasible, the natural gas 
When developed, the Tiandong Field was would be used as raw material at a chemical 
expected to produce more than 100,000 tons fertilizer plant to be built on Hainan Dao. 
of crude oil annually. In October, ARCO’s drill ship, Glomar Java 

Thirteen exploratory and delineation Sea, was sunk during a severe tropical 
wells were drilled in the Junggar Basin, storm. 
Xinjiang in 1983, Four wells had indications —_In addition to Total, Esso, and ARCO, 
of oil and gas and two had oil flows of com- other companies conducting exploration in 
mercial value. Previous drilling indicated Nan Hai include Pennzoil Far East Co., Sun 
30 potential oil- and gas-bearing structures Orient Exploration Co., Idemitsu Oil Devel-
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opment Co. Ltd., Occidental Eastern Inc., ~ physical scientist, Divison of Foreign Data, and BP Development Ltd. 2Where necessary, values have been converted from 
In the Bohai Gulf, Japan National Oil Co. Gzigess, quan, (Y) to US. dollars at the “rate of has delineated six oll: and gas-bearing — *hronomic Information apd Agony (Hong Kong). Chi 

structures. Ten of the sixteen wells had oil _™#/sCustoms Statistics. No, 2, June 1984, 111 pp. and gas flows; two producing a daily aver- irusinn. VO NOL AP EL PEI ee Om age of more than 1,000 tons of oil each. "State Statistical, Bureau (Beijing). Communique on Plans for developing this zone were ex: fuliimen of China's 1863 National Booomic Hah Ae 
pected to be finalized in early 1985. " 
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The Mineral Industry of 
Colombia 

By H. Robert Ensminger! 

New mining activities contributed to a The gross national product grew only 1.19% 
‘resurgence in the mining sector. One such in real terms, one of the lowest figures in 
enterprise was the Cerro Matoso nickel decades; however, inflation was reduced to 
mining project, which was put on-stream in 16.6%, down from 24% in 1982. 
late 1982. Coal mining achieved significant In 1983, the Colombian Government be- 
growth in 1983, as did coal exports. Iron ore gan implementing a $20 billion, 4-year 
production registered positive growth, but National Development Plan emphasizing 
precious metals, Colombia's second most construction, energy, mining, health care, 
important mining activity, took a negative _and agribusiness development, 
turn, owing to lower international prices. Owing to the leading role of petroleum 

The La Guajira Peninsula, one of Colom- and natural gas, Colombia’s most. important 
bia’s less developed regions, was poised to mineral resource activities, mining as a 
emerge as the nation’s major coal producer whole performed well. Petroleum produc- 
when full production begins in early 1985. tion reached 150,000 barrels per day by 
The project at El Cerrején, which began midyear and near 165,000 barrels per day 
coal production in 1983, is considered to be by yearend. The most important petroleum 
the largest strip mining operation in the find was in the eastern Llanos region, which 

world. increased Colombia’s oil reserves by about 
Studies were begun on several bauxite, 10%. Colombia expected to reach oil self- 

copper, and gold projects. sufficiency by 1985, 
Colombia's economic picture was mixed. 

PRODUCTION 

According to Empresa Colombiana de tant mining activity, took a negative turn 
Petréleos (ECOPETROL), crude oil produc- owing to lower international prices. Gold 
tion was about 55.5 million barrels, an decreased 11% and platinum decreased 
increase of 8% over that of 1982. Natural 17%, although silver increased slightly. In 
gas production was 185.3 billion cubic feet, the precious stone category, emerald pro- 
which represented a 3% increase over the duction dipped 27%. Nickel production was 
1982 figure. Coal production for 1983 was up dramatically as the Cerro Matoso Mine 
slightly below the level for 1982. Produc- was operating much nearer full capacity 
tion of coal was expected to increase mark- than in 1982. Cement production showed a 
edly in 1985 when the El Cerrején Norte slight increase over that of 1982. 

project gets underway. Colombian steel production was up ap- 
Tron ore production in 1983 showed a 11% proximately 5% over that of 1982, while pig 

increase over that of 1982. Precious metals iron production rose about 10% for the 
production, Colombia’s second most impor- same period. 
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Table 1.—Colombia: Production of mineral commodities: —Continued 
(Metric tons unless otherwise specified) 

ee i979 1980 9a Toa? a 

MINERAL FUELS AND RELATED MATERIALS “Continued 
Petroleum —Continued finery products Continued 

Distillate fue ol 
thousand 42-gallon barrels__ 1768 Bm 9500 ggst 10.030, Residual fueloll = do. wes 70s ado B05 MN Uabriantge = 22T2DTIDIT9SL To ‘sit ‘03 350 50 550 

Tiquefied petroleum gas do... 19 195 2050 2am a0 
Asphalt and bitumen- ~~ don > "706 342 130 1286 1200 Refinery fuel and loses and unspecified Products nen nnn dO 8007 1299 7.000 5045 4.920 

ee en a ee ee) 
"Estimated. Preliminary. _NA Not available Table includes dats available through Aug 2, 1984 
+2Revised to zero. 
Reported figure. ‘Data represent otal registered Colombian exports, 

TRADE 

In 1988, a noteworthy increase took place ‘The value of fuel oil and petrochemicals 
in bituminous coal exports, which rose to exports increased from $284 million in 1982 
500,000 tons, an increase of approximately _ to about $400 million in 1983. The increased 
130% over that of 1982. Exports were ex- value of exports of fuel oil and petrochemi- 

| pected to rise to about 900,000 tons in 1984. cals helped offset the drop in value of coffee 
Carbones de Colombia S.A. (CARBOCOL), exports and other miscellaneous exports. 
the state-owned coal mining company, stat- Delegates from Latin America attended 
ed that coal shipments could rise to 30 the International Seminar on Energy Plan- 

| million tons per year by the end of the ning in Cartagena. The Colombian Ministry 
| decade. of Mines and Energy's proposal for the 
| In 1983, Israel signed an agreement with creation of a coal producers association to 
CARBOCOL to receive 300,000 to 500,000 control prices and regulate the market was 
tons of coal per year from El Cerrején Norte well received. 
beginning in 1986. CARBOCOL shipped Colombia planned, beginning in 1984, to 

| 125,000 tons of coal from El Cerrején Cen- export 130 million tons of coal over a 7-year 
| tral to a Puerto Rican cement company period. 
| during 1983.
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Table 2.—Colombia: Exports of selected mineral commodities: 
(Metric tons unless otherwise specified) 

Commodi 1981 198 Tay 7 Gated Other principal) 

METALS 
‘Aluminum: Metal including alloys, ‘unverought sn NA ST. Bevador 4; Peru 6, 
cogs ‘and concentrate —<——__--—_ 317 857 Alto Japan, Metal including alloys, ali forms ——— 12 30 “7  Wenenuela 13 Beuador 6. Iron and steel: Metal Bigiron, cast ron related materials - NA 1,803 206 Netherlands 1,097 rmimanufactares ‘Bars, rods, angies, shapes, sections 341 4 __AlltoVenezucla. | Universal plates, sheets = 8 3 == Maing toReuaor, | Hoop andsttip === NA 2 <2 Allto Cuador. Wires nee soon SST TESESE 3 $ > Mainly to Venezuela ‘Tubes, pipes, fittings —— siz 238 HBB 0s; Panama 0; Suriname 
Lowa, (miner and forging, rough — au 2. Peru 110; Venezuela 6. 
‘Ore and concentrate —----- --— 2 331881 ‘Metal including alloys ali forms. ——— 2B 15 TL All to Venezuela | 

Silver: Metal including alloys, unwrought i; ‘and partly wrought | ‘value, thousands. 3546, $18. Alto Panama, | ine: Oxides 310 190 12 Alto Beuador. | 
NONMETALS | 

Cement nee a------ 698598 671,556 «689.—Trinidad and Tobago 826,409; “ss Vencrvelg tae | Chall eat 4258 Venggela 2580 Dominican Repu 
Clays, crude. — == —-—--------- 1,892 1,611 —  Beuador 380; Venezuela 60. Foriliser materials Manufactured, fmmoniasnnnoennannn=n~~~ T8682 ROL Depmark 12,85; Netherlands 57 
Gypoum and plaster ————— 680 483 ___ Venezuela B60; Beuador 100, Phosphates, crude ~ -——~-7~—222> 300 1100 =~ Alto Venezuela. | Saltand brine" ~=772=-==~ ao 5,250 7500 Bo. | 

Sodium compounds, 6.3; Carbonate, | ‘manufactured nen nnn NA 1,860 Argentina 1,810; Beuador 5, | ‘Stone, sand and gravel: | Dinanslon sere | ‘Grade and partly worked ——— 50 6 __ Alto Peru. | Worked 5 HOT. Allte Venezuela. | Gravel and crashed rade ——~>>2 => a 12 2_—Prinidad and Tobago 108 Sand other than metal-bearing) —— ~~ 2% BD Panama fi | Sulfur: Elemental, crude including native ‘and byproduct Sonne 1.704 Sale Baader 2.06/Trinded and Tobago | 
‘Tele, steatite, soapstone, pyrophyllite — 30 61 Veneauela 50; Panama 10, | 

Other: Crude ———__——--_- => 1,140 390 == Ecuador 330; Venezuela 60. | 
‘MINERAL FUELS AND RELATED ; ‘MATERIALS | 

Carbon: Carbon black = ——————_---- 3.981 3309 ___Beuador 2,903; Costa Rica 221 | ‘Coal: Ail grades including brigaets Walue, thousands. «$9454. $1973 NANA. | Goke and semicoke "a= STEEN 8,704 "24003, Verenuela 21,044; Beuador 1.840, | Petzoleum refinery product: 
“Mineral jelly and wax | thousand 42 gallon barrels. — 33 % 16 Netherlands Antiles 5 Netherlands 
‘Residual fuel oil ________do____ 1,058 11481 2,104 __Ttaly 6,852; Netherlands 1,736. a 

WA Not available | Table prepared by John G. Panulas, |
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| Table 3.—Colombia: Imports of selected mineral commodities’ 

(Metric tons unless otherwise specified) 
Se 

Commodi 1s a " a wee Gad Other (principa 

METALS 
‘Atuminum Greandconcontrate 888.255 Went Germany 20; United Kingdom 

Metal including alloys: UUnerooghtsn 18m 14.2652 Veena 8211 Canad 8.015 
Semimanufactures - 6620 776 Veneuela 2040; France 1,389. ‘Chronsiin: Onden and hyionides ~~ ~~ H 80 “Ge West Germany 1 Spin SSSI Gide and bydrntden — >a 3 10 “3. United Kingdom, West Germany 1 Songer Stalag aay wrought as 88 22 Che 0 Belgium Lxenboury 28 

Semimanufactures_— === 10458 12862578 Chile 6,910; Peru 2,402; Mexico 1,014 Iron and ack Tronoreandconcentrate 1,602 282 All from Venezuela, Metal Beep oneness BRBBE BBL 11.58 Netherlands Aties 188; Eeudor 
Pig iron, cast iron, related " fhaerisis ss 706580680 Brail 3.496, Mexico 1672 erronloys= 2272777777772 go Basi St Menteo ero Stee primaryorma ------- STAD STI8 TH ‘Spain 1648. pan 95; West ‘Germany 1208 Semimanufstre: 

Wont sneev es 1808 T2502 3,188 Brazil 22.769; Venezuela 12,511; 
Universals plates, sh ar06ts 04801 2.607 Japan TL BOE Venesuela 26,517 Snivrsals plates sheets 18 2607 Japan 164.204 Venetuela 26,517; . Corer Hoopandstrip.. =. 479568559 Japan B58. United Kingiom 1.990. Rails and accessories ~~~ TAS Toss Belen Laxembourg 6 United 
Wie 700178532 Braal'h 5; Venezuela 2086 ‘bes ipa, fittings >>> sting 191408 1azas Hapan eto: Argentina 1.6 Camtings and forgings, rough 86 fone "*36t— Spain g24 Belgium Luxembourg 86 

le ease soncerrucse 706 OM =. Parul8;Mexio 16. Metal inking alloy Unerouge 290 1,50 1D 985, Mexico 442; Denmark 12 a en Gol 10 Peru 351 Costa Rica ie stm Meal including alloy, Meow soon een 81 nom 
‘Oreand concentrate —— ===. 3.998 4284 1490 Mexico2794 Orde soweMNCcccccccit RETR ER BSS 18 belgium tasembourg 351; United Kingdom 18 ‘Niel: Metal including alloys: ‘Unwrought sn 2s 12108 Canada 7 Austria 
‘Semimanufactures.——__ >_> 146 133, ‘80 Canada 30; France 15. Pun group metals ea inca ays, unwrrought end partly wrought aber oneal a3 $20 $17 West Germany 81 

ee ee $143 $71 $14 Spain $27; West G 317 fd party wrought’ no dae r in $2, West German ‘Tin: Metal including alloys, al forms. 33 foo 5 Bolivia 388: Bahamas 5. ‘Titanium: Onides 6 OMS a0 88 i West Germany 157 United Kingdom 
Zine Oxides 498 3012 Porm 144 Venerueta 10. 

‘onstiat! ineloding alloys, unwrought —— 13,654 15,180 2 Peru 12,433; Canada 1,612. 

‘Ores and concentrates 200 71 Netherlands 4 United Kingdom 
Base metals including alloys al forms 8 S135 —_Bolvia 35; Peru 

'NONMETALS 
Abrasives, ne. Grinding and polishing basis ho stenee ean «0 st 4 Maly 27;Peru asbestos erie == =7"722—7~2222 natant 2080 Cando 20138! Republic of South “Riven 2082 Boriteandwitherite... 61686610 Venezue 2 Boron materials rude natural borates. a6. 2 2 Peru Gtideeandacme S222T2SII aa SEL 125 Pera 60; West Germany 46 Glaye crude scesn === "72 BST age 1988 Pera d06: Spain Feldspan, Nuorspar, related materials ~— 8 S90 315 West Germany 1. 
See fotnotes at end of table
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Table 3.—Colombia: Imports of selected mineral commodities Continued | 
(Metric tons unless otherwise specified) | 

—— _____ Searees Bd 
Commo 1981 1982 Gag < es ‘Other (principal) 

NONMETALS—Continued 
Fertilizer materials: Manufactured ‘Ammonia --erneeen—--~ 14685 19,522 1 Venemuela 19.495, Nitrogenous.=227--7--2zss=2 © WOOAST—WTTBO 91,963 Veneaucla 103,508, USSR. 15,5, "Netherlands 11,008. 

Phosphatic --.-..---------- 21988-18571 18271 Belgium-Luxembourg 300. Polassle =o naan s a= RENTS MBT STA 12402 Spain 9.289; Bast Gerinany 24,508, "West Germany 10,128 
Unspecified and mixed ....----— 46828 199,198 129,160 Romania 9.980 Gypmumand plaster n= a22===a=~ RSH "BHBHD "58 Jamales 36.98; Dominican Republic 

Magnesite ____ easiest 492, 135 80 West Germany 59; France 31. Nitrates, evade =" === 27222227722 31 #5 _ =) Chile 495, West Germany 20 Phosphates, crude "722227777 cr Pigments, mineral Tron oxides and Fiydroxides, processed === 11059 1,889 188 West Germany 1,258. Precious and semiprecious stones other ‘han diamond value, thousands. sis $15 $8 Brasil 7 galtand brine. enon 81 AAT. 8,208 Bouador 1,154; West Germany 27 
Sodium compounds, ne: ‘Carbonate, manufactured... 37 40154012 West Germany 8 geclneymanifactred = 2°O22=> nga ASHE L001 Meso 17H; West Germany 11, 
Stone, sand and gravel ‘Dolomite, chiefly refractory.grade — 4222 34541913 —_Belgium-Luxembourg 1,301. Gravelesderubodreck aa LABR TG Wenoausla Si ly 86. gua ster than meta easing ~~~ 7 250186 Mexico 48; Sweden 1 

‘Blemental: Crude including native ‘and byproducts 2,90T S783. 8,782 NA. Sulfuric aid. ===> 7OTTTTT 38 56 "6 West Germany 22:Ttaly 16 Tale, steatite, soapstone, pyrophlite 2128 371676 Mealy Se; Brazil 30, Other Crude APTN = 88258 «ST -250 Guadeloupe 2.940; Mexico 998; “nite Kingdom 30 
MINERAL FUELS AND RELATED ‘MATERIALS 

Asphalt and bitumen, natural ——— uw 16942 Venenuela 126 GaPbon: Carbon black "~~~ ~~ =~ a8 1183807 West Germany 808 Goat Lignite including briguets ~~~ ~~~ 0 200. ilfeom Breall Ges natn thousand eae Feet 455100588 France 952. 
Grud” thousand 42-gallon barrels 078359934 Venezuela 5.198 
Refinery product: ‘Gasoline ~~ ——-----do-——-— 5968 6182-169 Neherlands Anti 3.212; Per 
Mineral jelly and wax —_do.——— 38 24 15. Spain 4 West Germany 2. ‘Kerosiné and jet fuel ~~ do ——— 298 8 Dastllate fueloil --~~~dou=~ 4048. ASIA 112 Panama 2,720: Venezuela 1.482 Lubricants = Sednue 26 ss 10) Netherlands Antes; Venenucla 
Nonlubricating oils - ___do___. Ww 7 * ” 

NA Not available ‘Table prepared by Jobn G. Panulas. 

COMMODITY REVIEW 

METALS owned by APR, increased by 29.7% over 
“ 1982 levels. 

Iron and Steel—Colombia produced “"Nickel.The Cerro Matoso Mine pro- 
467,000 tons of steel and 270,000 tons of pig duced 13,600 tons of nickel compared with a 
iron in 1983. These were substantial in- production of 1,000 tons in 1982, the startup 
creases over those of 1982. There were year. Billiton Metals and Ores Internation- 
340,000 tons of hot-rolled steel products a] Ltd. announced that the Cerro Matoso 
produced. Colombia had seven electric arc operation would reach full capacity of 
steel furnaces operating; one in Boyaca, two 22,500 tons per year some time in 1984 and 
in Cali, two in Bogota, and two in Medellin. by yearend will have produced approxi- 

‘The Government of Colombia assisted the mately 18,000 tons of nickel. The smelter at, 
country’s major steelmaker, Acerias Pazdel the Cerro Matoso Mine was shut down for 
Rio S.A. (APR), in a liquidity crisis, follow- repairs in December 1983, with the work 
ing losses of $16.4 million in 1982, and a expected to last through January 1984 
stock of 7,000 tons of unsold steel. Steel Billiton Metals was planning to install a 
production by Colombia's largest steel mill, granulating operation by the middle of
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1984, enabling the company to produce a 1983. This constitutes nearly 38% of Latin 
variety of sizes of ferronickel “shot” for the America’s total coal reserves. Of this total 
world market. El Cerrején Norte's proven reserves consti- 

Precious Metals.—About 430,000 troy tute 3.0 billion tons, while the central re- 
‘ounces of gold was produced in 1983; of this gion contains approximately 550 million 
total, 40,200 ounces was produced by the tons. At the present time, Colombia has 
Segovia Mine near Segovia in the Depart- about 700 mines; 92% of which produce less 
ment of Antioquia. This mine also produced than 12,000 tons of coal per year. 
approximately 95,000 ounces of silver, _ CARBOCOL and International Colombia 
which comprised nearly 75% of the total Resources Corp., a subsidiary of the Exxon 
production. Several gold veins were discov- Corp. of the United States, who jointly own 
ered near Peid Rancha in the Department the El Cerrejon Norte operation, signed a 
of Narino. The veins were reported to con- contract in 1981 with Morrison-Knudsen 
tain 9 grams of gold per ton, 59 grams of Co. Inc., a U.S. company, to build a seaport 
silver per ton, and 3.6% zine. in Bahia de Portet for shipping the coal. 

The US. State Department's Trade and The port, which was to be completed in 
Development Program announced it hopes 1986, was to be on the Guajira Peninsula, 
to involve several U.S. governmental agen- approximately 150 kilometers from the 
cies and one U.S. university in locating mine. The port, to be Colombia's largest, 
riverbed placer deposits of platinum and was designed to ship 15 million tons of coal 
their source in Colombia. per year, and to have a storage capacity of 

1.7 million tons, 
NONMETALS Hydroelectrie.—The Salvajima 270-mega- 

‘i watt multipurpose project, which was to 
as ee tad at raprecieutely 52 million benefit Colombia's southwestern Cauca Val- 
tons, which was slightly more than that of ey; was to be completed by late 1984. It was 1982, to have the dual capacity of providing 

Emeralds.—In 1983, Empresa Colombi- hydroelectric power and flood control. Ob- 
ana de Minas (ECOMINAS) and the United Servers consider it to be the most carefully 
Nations began a 30-month, $2.5 million Tesearched infrastructure project currently 
program to explore for emeralds and study Under construction in Colombia. 
more efficient mining techniques. In the | Petroleum and Natural Gas.—The num- first 9 months of the program, potential _ ber of oil exploration wells dropped from 73 
exploration sites were targeted. Exploration in 1982 to 45 in 1983, while investment 
was to be conducted over a 15-month period declined from $193 million to $120 million. 
scheduled to end in December 1984. The ECOPETROL waged a campaign to main- 
final phase, a study on development meth- tain exploration-development momentum 
ods and mine design, was to be completed in by concluding 20 association contracts with 
mid-1985. The program was also to set up a_foreign firms by yearend. 
model for exploration and development of Six petroleum basins continued to be 
additional reserves at Muzo, Coscuez, Peeas eXPloited in various parts of Colombia. The 
Blancas, and other established mines. preponderance of the country’s crude oil 

Phosphate Rock.—The feasibility study has been produced from the Middle Mag- 
begun for ECOMINAS in 1982 by a consor- dalena Basin. The newest petroleum devel- 
tium that consisted of Hansa Luftbild (Fed- opment “hot spot” was northeast Colom- 
eral Republic of Germany), International _bia’s Eastern Plains, also called the Llanos 
Fertilizer Development Center of Alabama Basin, where production more than tripled 
(United States), Colorado School of Mines from June 1982 to June 1983. 
Research Institute (United States), Sing- Construction of two 18-inch fuel oil pipe- 
master and Breyer Inc. of New York (Unit- lines was begun for ECOPETROL in 1983. 
ed States), and Instituto Nacional de In- Four smaller diameter pipeline proposals 

| Vestigaciénes Geologico-Mineras was com- were put up for bids during the year. 
| pleted in 1983. The study recommended a _— At yearend, proved reserves for petrole- 

project that would produce 50,000 tons per um were 560 million barrels with reserves 
year during its first stage, and 100,000 tons of 4.3 trillion cubic feet of natural gas. 
per year during the second stage. The over- Petrochemical production for the year 
all cost was projected to be $255 million at was 215,000 tons, which approximated the 

| 1981 prices. level for 1982. 

MINERAL FUELS {Physical scientist, Division of Foreign Data. 

| cain, eee res fae ae nei ee | Coal.—Colombia’s coal reserves were esti- C2 be rt toe aveen 
| mated at approximately 16.5 billion tons in ™P*re?"™# ef CUTE =USS10.
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The Mineral Industry of 
Cyprus 

By Thomas O. Glover? 

The Republic of Cyprus has been geopolit- dropped from 2.5% to 0.9%. Mineral export 
ically divided for a decade. The northern revenues fell, with significant declines not- 
one-third of the island was controlled by ed in the exports of iron pyrites and asbes- 
the Turkish Cypriots, who proclaimed their tos. Although chromium exports did not 
area to be the “Turkish Republic of North- decline significantly, a shrinkage can be 
ern Cyprus” November 15, 1983. The south- expected to occur unless new deposits are 
ern two-thirds of the island was controlled discovered. A relatively new fertilizer plant 
by the Government of the Republic of Cy- near Limassol should increase the local 
prus. Since very little, if any, mineral activi- demand for pyrites utilized by this plant. 
ty took place in the northern one-third of The first phase of a feasibility study on 
the island, only the southern two-thirds using coal in Cyprus for generation of elec- 
sector was considered in this chapter. tricity was completed. If a conversion to 

Owing to the depletion of exploitable coal were determined to be economically 
deposits, the mining sector continued to viable, a second study would be carried out 
decline in importance. Since the midseven- to choose a new powerplant site. One local 
ties, employment in the mining sector cement plant was already using coal. In 
decreased by more than 40%. Mining’s con- addition to coal, Cyprus was studying other 
tribution to gross domestic product (GDP) alternatives to imported oil for energy. 

PRODUCTION AND TRADE 

Mineral production data, as reported in from 1982 levels, while output of hydrated 
the 1983 annual report of the Republic of lime, and umber declined. 
Cyprus Mines Service, for the most part Cyprus had a balance-of-trade deficit of 
reflected an industry that has been in $722 million? in 1983, which was 83% above 
decline since 1970. The well-known copper that of 1982. Yet, despite the deteriorating 
mines were essentially exhausted by 1979; balance of trade, the current-account deficit 
however, efforts have been increasing to was only slightly worse than in 1982, rising 
extract cement copper from mine drainage from $137 million in 1982 to $170 million in 
waters and waste dump leach solutions. In 1983. 
1983, there was no mine production of Mineral exports valued at $10.8 million in 
chromite as export shipments of 11,000 tons 1983, represented 3% of total exports com- 
of chrome ore to Austria and Greece were pared with 35% of total exports in 1970. 
drawn from company stocks. Asbestos pro- Asbestos continued to be the major mineral 
duction has been cut in half since 1980, and export in 1983 as Cyprus Asbestos Mines 
output of sulfur-bearing pyrites continued Ltd. exported 5,160 tons of long-fiber asbes- 
on a downward trend. Among the industrial _ tos valued at $2.6 million to Belgium, Egypt, 
minerals, production of crushed limestone and other countries and 8,510 tons of short- 
(havara), aggregate, marble, brick clay, fiber asbestos valued at $3.4 million chiefly 
crude gypsum, and bentonite were all up to the United Kingdom, India, and Thai- 
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land. Cyprus produced no crude mineral fuels | 
‘Mineral pigments, valued at $1.6 million, in 1983, while importing 3.5 million barrels 

and bentonite and chrome ore, each valued of crude oil valued at $106 million. Iraq | 
at about $1 million, were the other major (71%) and Libya (19%) were the major | 

‘exports. suppliers. 

‘Table 1.—Cyprus: Production of mineral commodities: 
(Metric tons unless otherwise specified) 

Commodity? 1979 1980 1981 wee 

METALS 
Chromium ore and concentrate, marketable — 1574216280 10,881 2878 fs 
Copper: "Mine output, metal content 3.200 — a= a a 
Cement copper === 72a = E ao 1580 $2,088 

‘NONMETALS 
Asbestos, fiber produced —————--—_--- 35472 849725568 1.952 17,288, 
‘Cement, hydraulic --— ~~ thousand tons 1185 1.288 1,086 1068 So43 
er ee 5300 "24,000 __—47,000__—*15.000__—_*32,000 

Other: "For brick and tile manufacture Thousand tons sm 380 185 187 2230 For cement manufacture = do =~ 24 26 258, 250 250 
Total ---------- do 645, 656 48 48 480 

Gypgum: "Crude 46100 43,550 40,000 80,000 282,000 
Gabeiggd 2252 2 SUSE SET TEESE 1500 © YTa50 23.000» 35,000*10,000 “Lime, hydrated ———— ~~~ ue s1g000 "1850012920 11,800, 8,500 

‘Mineral pigments: iE nme 26,000 "27,000 20,000 *20,000 "16,000 Yellow ocher ~_~772777722IIIII2 3 200 250 os 
Total =n 26208 'm200 ©=—«20250 20.00 16,000, 

Bytes SE SESE a5ge7 = TOL 752588] 85525 MBS Salt, marine. -~—-~------=--==-==~ 5870 7462 9.299 9357 a 
‘Stone, sand and gravel: Diinension stone: Marble. 52700 66200 56,000 75,000 90,000 | 

(Crushed and broken stone: “Havara (erushed limestone) ‘thousand tons. 1980 "5,100 4350 3475 %4,500 
Limestone: ‘For cement production do 993 1073 4,089 1,000 NA 

Other nen o 20,000 18964 111820101000 NA Mar, forcement production —————— 633,000 600,000 565387 550,000 598,970 [napeted bung stone 87.100 "105,000 760,000 980,000 *500,000, ‘Sand and aggregate __ thousand tone — 50754700 3857 391584100 
Sulfide concentrates containing precious Teale a "376 51d us -- Sulfur, $ content of marketable pyrites ———— 20st 24885 9478 £25,500 21,480 

‘MINERAL FUELS AND RELATED ‘MATERIALS. 
Petroleum refinery product: Gasoline thousand 42gallon barrels. 850 861 a3 805, 890 ‘Jet fuel and kerosine ~~ dow ~~ 236 434 434 sm 468 | Distillate fuel of — a 986, Liat 1,086 1018 aaer Residual fuel ol) -~~~~~~7>~"ao222 1854 VAIS 388 1088 110L 

Tiquetied petroleum do. 258 259 a5 198 2 ieee ee gece 110 100 148 136 165 | ‘Unspecified ~~~—>77777Tae07=> 2 3 4 aie a 
Refinery fuel and loses_ ~~~ ~do——— 138 188 20, Ed 28 

Total dow 4962 att 3,858 3827 4205 | 
‘Estimated. "Preliminary. "Revised. NA Not available. | 
Table includes data available through July 1, 1984. { In addition to the commodities listed, a variety of other crude construction materials are produced, but available information is inadequate to make reliable etimates of output levels 
Reported figure. ‘includes the nonduplicative sum of Cu content of all exportable products including copper concentrates, cuprous 

pyrites, eement copper, and copper precipitates.
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‘Table 2.—Cyprus: Exports and reexports of selected mineral commodities! 
(Metric tons unless otherwise specified) 

rr... Destinations, 1982 
Commodity 1981" it “Queda * Gaiet ther princi 
METALS 

‘Aluminum: Metal including alloys: Serap 286 269 Netherlands 176; Japan 34; West ‘Germany 2. Chromiim: Ore and concentrate 10,520 «11,681 United Kingdom 6,466; Spain 3,740; italy 1.475 
Copper: ; ‘Matte and speiss including cement CUP coerce cuencoaack si 1919 __ USSR. 1,044; Spain 995, Metal incliding aliays Scrap ~~~ oi 598 2 Greece 102; United Kingdom 86, ‘Belgium-Luxembourg 10. 

Iron and stel: Metal: Sep egg nnn aan 7,225 Greece 5810; Italy 1,904 mimaniactures ‘Bars, ods, angles, shapes, sections 492 61 Saudi Arabia 586; Lebanon 52; Beyot 

Magemme pt | RET tape , pipes, fittings ———— na an 118; Syria 68; Libya 31. Lead Unepestied | — value sat s 
Oa a 68 16 Saudi Arabia 70; Greece 6. Metal including alloys: Scrap ~~——— 149 53 Alltoindia Silver: Ore and concentrate value, thousands $8,095 ST. Allto West Germany. ng: Metal including aloe to 08 sean 7, Begin » 

BS mane =~ Shain Sf Belgium Lorembourg 2 
Semimanufactures ‘value, thousands, 8 - 

NONMETALS 
Asbestos,erude ROR RBIS Saudi Arabia 2,677; Ireland 2,587; "Thailand 2.388, Cement. ---------- =~ 404588 1051 Spal ZTE rq 101.97; Bart 
Clays crude Unspociiod 25699 17,259 Orman B44; Faypt 4201; Nigeria 
Diamond: Gem, not set or strung. . value, thousands — 335, $15. All to Switzerland 
Fertilizer materiale: Manufactured: ‘Unspecified and mixed os we 99 ___- Saudi Arabia 72; United Kingdom 27; ‘United Arab Brnrates 1 Gypoum and plaster 5601 7,500 Saudi Arabia 6,508: Eaypt 510; Bahrain 27 
Pigments, mineral: ‘Natural crude. aa 5518 NA NA Tron oxides and hydroxides, proceed as 2 2 AlltoOman. 
Precious And eepresious stones other ‘than diamond: Nataral value, thousands. 7 327 “ahanoy 2: ora 8; United King. 

Pyrite, unroasted a507 1082. Allto West Germany. Stone, sand and gravel: 
‘Dimension stone: Crude and partly Worked enn een 36 32 © ___ Alto Saudi Arabia. Gravel and erashed rock ~~~ ~~~~~ “ 405 = rac 885; Saudi Arabia 20 
MINERAL FUELS AND RELATED ‘MATERIALS 

Petroleum refinery products: Tiguefled petroleum gas ‘tgallon barrel 93 2%. AlltoLebanon. Gasoline: Motor "=" -do---- 8408848 NANA. Mineral jelly and wax --- do. ——— = 50 All to Lebanon. Kerosine andjetfuel--~~-de--- 408,606 «544814 «NANA. Distillatefueioll---~--~do--- 79.920 11972 United Kingdom 224; Lebanon 104. Lubricants. "777777 Tgo07=7 3289 Zeri <> Latnnon 196 United Ringo 1 Residual fuel oi [lide 22 aBiT est NANA 
"Revised. NA Not available. "Table prepared by Virginia A. Woodson.
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Table 3.—Cyprus: Imports of selected mineral commodities* | 
(Metric tons unless otherwise specified) 

Br 1882 
Commodi 1981" we Ded pT e Balted Other (principal) 

METALS 
‘Alugninum: Metal including alloys: ‘Semimanufactures. nen ———— 2,698 8908 5 Greece 1,572; France 429; Italy 976. Gobalt: Oxides and hydrorides -— ~~ ~~~ 10 ot 

fate 2 - Metal ichiing aia 3 : Seas ws 
‘Semimanufactures —— ~~~" ~"~ 519 908 wo Gres 2,0 lta cingdom 190; sgoslavia i Gold: Motal including alloys, unwrought ‘and partly wrought --troy ounces.—_‘18,087 -- tromand week Metals" Soupee coe cess 23 40 _Allfrom United Kingdom, 

Pig ron, cast iron, related materiala 1,020 6832 Bulgaria 500, 
as 40 ‘West Germany 30; France 10, ferromanganese — === Es = many 80; France Unspecified ~~~ 22 == 222 8 = Se 3, rods, angles, shapes, see a aC Spgin 14731; West Germany 12.186; 

Universal plates, sheets —_ esa rts Gre gE Wet Germany 4006 
tal Hoop and strip. 3,020 5409) Grae Sl Went Germany 1,061 ungary 110 Rails and accessories -- 110 ___Allfrom United Kingdom. Wire coencneraolalsoe 2918 86507 Hungary 1.058, United Kingdom 906; ‘Belgium Lunembourg 6 Tube pis tings 6G 18BM «Gree BFR hungry BE France 

Lead ‘Oxides % 46. _United Kingdom 40; France 6 
Metal including alioye Unvrought. == 2 158 United Kingdom 88; Denmark 61 Semimanufactares — 685 4081 il_—_United Kingdom 310; Benmark 26 

‘Manganese: Oxides 1 % — ___Belgiurm-Luszombourg 18; West Germany 10 Nickel: Metal including alloys all forms 6 16 aly 10; West Germany 4; Canada 1 Platinum group metals: Metala including | ‘alloys, unverought and partly wroUghty gimpestod 2 Say ounce 1m 382 © @) NA 
‘Ore and concentrate Mott incheting enratueheusans— me $9 __Allfrom Australia. 

Sod portly wiought’ troy cimces 108608197267’), NA 
‘Tin: Metal including alloys Sem. manufactures =n 55 5 United Kingdom $; Denmark 2 
‘Titanium: Oxides ————_—-_- aul 493 United Kingdom 806; Finland 86. Yanadiin: Ore and concentrate > 10 TO Z2Allfrom Australia. 

‘Oxides ses 12 BI, West Germany 21; Belgium- Tauxembourg 8; France Metal including alloys: Unverought 50 280 Zaire 200; BelgiumLuxembourg 58 Semimanufactares -~_ vale. $78 889 35 <1 Greece 85; United Kingsiom 82 
Ores and concentrate —— aT 55 All from Australia. (Onides and hydroxides ~~~ ~~~ ~~ = BONA NA Base metals including alloys all forma ‘values -- $2582 NANA. 

NONMETALS 
Abrasives, ne: Grinding and polishing 
Wheels and stones value, thousands.© $200 $272 $5 egy $5; West Germany 82; Japan 

Asbestos, crude 360 Sot Zibb 28 Repubiof South 
Barite and witherite— 5 22 ___ India 10; China 5; Weet Germany 3. Cements TO OSSSSSIIITIIITS ae rg68t TZ hate 61; United Kingdom 2416 

Xi Chalk_-------------- == 997 169 ___ United Kingdom 655; France 7; 
Greece di CO zon 1198 gece 06; United Kingdom 9; wa ance. 

“Gem, not setorstrung.value.. $690,970 $850 United Kingdom $5795 oral $245 Belgium Luxembourg $12 Industrial do $19,087 $250 NA NA 
See footnotes at end of table.
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Table 3.—Cyprus: Imports of selected mineral commodities! —Continued 
(Metric tons unless otherwise specified) 

so Sauren 
Commodity : oo Le eaiey tser see Yaa Other princi 

NONMETALS —Continued 
Diatomite and other infusorial earth —_ 12 196 134 West Germany 61 elder, Suorspar, related materials ~— 20 41 West Germany 40 Fertilizer materials: 
‘Grude,nes nn 92 = Manufactured "Ammonia 33 38 ___ Netherlands 18; West Germany 8; 

United Kingdom 7. Nitrgenous ——--n-------= 16 TBTEO Be. Aura 2951; aly 
Phosphatic =. 18 wee 8 Lebanon 1,00; Romania 70; lrael 
Remeiispscnree cc en 2,195 Spain 1,520; Israel 604; Bulgaria 20, UUnepeiid <<=2°A22-I=TZ aati “GT Romann 0 aly 400; Spain 

‘Gypsum and plaster —__. enues 18 9 United Kingdom 17; West Germany 
Magnesite on 180 1291 Netbeans 10; Wort Germany 14 

Mice: Crade including epittings and cage thatee et Uetngn tan Norway d 
Bhoopitien sudo 22722272722022 TE mart 22 Ager 6608 Argentina 4051 Pee noms ~ “Retherlands 1 Pigments mineral: rp ode and 

des, processed. == 82 42 __ United Kingdom 30; Begium- Taxembourg 6 Precious and semiprecious stones other ‘than diamond Natural value, thousands. 3361 $869 ____ West Germany $108; United King- 
dom $81; Thailand $68, Synthetic value. $4768 $47 Switzerland $41; United Kingdom $3, Salt and brine. —~~">"277 7° ‘er 695 Netherlands 303; United Kingdom 
18h; West Germany 140 Sodium compounds, ne: 

Carbonate, mantfactured 1.508 586 United Kingdom 198; Romania 150, ance Sulfate, manufactured 1,080 1512 Austria 75; West Germany S17; 
Stone, sand and grave: 

(Grade and partly worked ——___ 2.565 4591 “aly 2295; Greece 122; Portugal 20 Worked" value, thousands. $413 $505 Italy $371; Greece 882; Pakistan $2 Gravel and crushed roe Sn 1609 1065 “Mealy 898; Grosce 163 Sand other than metal bearing ———— ‘01 581 __ West Germany 863; Belgium- 
Tuxembourg 121. Sulfur: ‘Elemental: Crude including native 

| “and'byproduct nnn 1,558 1905 Lebanon 1,262 Poland 3: Greece 

potititicsaspnma:: MR = BR seaman | Tale, stentive, soapstone’ ie=22 ia = Groves Ia | Other: crude! 2700 Prrophvilte- 864 22 > Greece 2.284; United Kingdom 4 
| MINERAL FUELS AND RELATED | MATERIALS, 
Gero Carbon black = 1 Zi ____ West Germany 26; Netherlands 1. 

| Anthracite and bituminous... 92 4.17 4091 West Germany 45; Belgium 
cembourg 40 | Briqueta of anthracite and bituminous 

| pgptomleer cere cre cee 40 40. All from West Germany. (Coke and semicoke. = _2222222 220 210 = West Germany 120; France 100; BeigiimLsxemboury St Peat including briquets and litter. _ ns 7 West Germany 646; Treland 35; ‘Sweden 18 Petroleum: 
Crude” thousand 42allon barrels. 4302 8749 __—_Trag 8,095; Libya 654 Refinery products: 

‘iguetied petroleum gas_do_— 182 200 Greece 100; Libya 50; Saud Arabia 
Gosoline: Motor do. 1 80 ____ Italy 47; France 25; Romania 6, 

‘See footnotes at end of table.
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Table 3.—Cyprus: Imports of selected mineral commodities ~Continued 
(Metric tons unles otherwise specified) 

Se Commodity 1981 wee Ga ihe ornanan 

MINERAL FUELS AND RELATED MATERIALS “Continued 
Petroleum —Continued ‘finery proucts Continued 

Mineral jelly and wax hota gallon barrels 3 3G) Hungary 1 Spain Kerosineandjet hel = dow 28 asd Groote 298 Tay 123; France 104, Dutlate fuel oid. isp 18 0 ftalytiyFrancess, USSR as. Pavesi noe ae ‘a MoT Bafhamteboure 8, United Egan 18 Residual faclol_----do---- 191725 Syria BAN. USSR. 455; aly 308, Bituminous misiurca_~ Wao ~~~ 3 4H Seco’ United kingdom | 
"Revised. NA Not available | Table prepared by Virgina A. Woodson. 
2Leqs than 1/2 unit, Valu only reported a $2,000. ‘Value only reported at $1000. 
*Excludes unreported quantity valued at $8,000. 
May include molybdenum ore and concentrate 
‘Excludes unreported quantity valued at $155,616. 

COMMODITY REVIEW 

METALS kilometers from the port city of Limassol. 
yholes have been drilled up to conten mearcscna Teble net ben Ge ee c ters deep in the deposit. After mining, the (Heleo) produced no chromite during the jentonite would require chemical and me. 

year. However, Helco continued an active Ghanical upgrading The major. producer, 
exploration program for chromite on its Peletico Plasters Ltd., quarried 26,000 tons 
Kannouros and Kokkinorotsos mining of crude bentonite, processed 10,000 tons at leases under cooperative agreement with ts plant and export 16,000 tons. Bendex 
the French Bureau de Recherches Géolog- Minerals Co. Ltd. and ELEPEM Ltd. were 
mates ot Minitres. : lesser volume producers of bentonite. 

Fertilizer Materials.—Hellenic Chemical 
NONMETALS Industries Ltd. (HCL) successfully commis- 

‘Asbestos—Cyprus Asbestos Mines Ltd. sioned its new phosphoric acid and complex, 
quarried 2 million tons of rock in 1983, 33% fertilizer plants in March, at Vassiliko. | 
Jess than in 1982. Its mill at Amiandos The 180,000-ton-per-year complex fertilizer 
treated 1.6 million tons of ore, which yield- unit produced compound grades of 16-20-0, | 
ed 7,518 tons of long-grade fibers and 9,770 18-180, and 12-20-7 phosphate, potassium, 
tons of shortgrade fibers. Yearend stocks and nitrogen, respectively, and some diam- | 
included 4,962 tons of long-grade and 3,745 monium phosphate (18-460) since startup, | 
tons of short-grade asbestos fibers. but future grades were to be varied. The 
Cement.—Two cement companies were in 40,000-ton-per-year, PO; hemihydrate phos- | 

operation during the year. Cyprus Cement phoric acid unit was operated at design | 
Co. Ltd. produced 293,548 tons of clinker capacity using Algerian phosphate rock and | 
and 315,585 tons of cement, while Vassiliko sulfuric acid from HCL’s captive plant. This | 
Cement Works Ltd. produced 562,750 tons was the only fertilizer complex in Cyprus 

of clinker and 627,200 tons of cement, 56% and supplied the domestic market with | 
of which was sold locally. 160,000 tons of fertilizer annually. | 
Clays.—Bentonite—Cyprus actively Raw materials for the sulfuric acid plant 

sought a joint venture partner to help come primarily from domestic pyrite depos- 
develop the island’s extensive bentonite de- its. In 1983, Helo mined 41,281 tons of | 
posits. The deposits are estimated to contain pyritic ore from its Mathiatis Mine while 
over 10 million tons and are located 16 purchasing an additional 51,851 tons of
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pyritic ore from the Kampia Mines Ltd. try of Commerce and Industry to import 
stockpile. Approximately 68% of this com- refined petroleum products. Reportedly, the 
bined tonnage was consumed locally. An costs for imported refined petroleum prod- 
additional 11,030 tons of pyrite averaging ucts were less than those for petroleum 
45.3% sulfur was exported to Italy and the products refined at the Cyprus refinery, 
Federal Republic of Germany. which had experienced some shutdowns 

during the year. Tentative plans were made 
RRR FUELS to repair the refinery in order to meet the 

Petroleum.—Cyprus Petroleum Refinery Cypriot market needs for petroleum prod- 
Ltd. produced a small range of refined ucts. 
petroleum products, all from imported 
crude oil. However, production from the Physical sientsh Division of Foregn Dut 
refinery was insufficient to meet domestic re necessary, values have been, conve demand, and petroleum products companies | QBws,punds GO to US. dors atthe rate of £C1= 
were using special permits from the Minis-
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The Mineral Industry of 
Czechoslovakia 

By Tatiana Karpinsky' 

In 1983, Czechoslovakia was an important Krnov, a semilight section mill in Kunice, 
producer of coal, graphite, magnesite, and and a cement combine in Zahorie. 
steel. Mineral industry production contin- Mining and quarrying contributed about 
ued at about the same level of output as 4% of the total industrial production. Of 
that of 1982, in accordance with the State this total, coal represented 3%, metal ores 
Economic Plan. The main tasks of the plan _ including iron and nonferrous metals, about 
in the mineral industry were reported 0.4%; and other mining, including a small 
fulfilled? Successful prospecting and explo- petroleum production, about 0.6%. Petrole- 
ration programs promised an increase of um refining chiefly of imported petroleum 
minerals and ores in the future, particular- contributed 3.5%; the iron and steel indus- 
ly of bituminous coal in central Bohemia,~ try, 9.0%; and the nonferrous metal fabrica- 
tin-tungsten ore in the Krutnahory Moun- tion, 2.2%. In 1982, the total number of 
tains, and mercury in Slovakia. A number workers and employees was about 14.2 mil- 
of new facilities were brought into produc- _ lion including about 460,000 in mineral and 
tion during the year including the May Day _ energy enterprises, as shown in the follow- 
coal mine in Darkov, underground gas res-_ ing table.* 

| ervoir in Pribor and Lab, an iron foundry in 

ts Nopberet NGiher Number of | (thousands) mPloyees, enterprises 

| Boserant bent geabcien ts Mae -~o2oo22cc22oon2na2A=- % 3 8 Eerue metal inci lng -— == nanan saan if % 2 Nesters oteetyietilng ont ting 77227 m-onvooneooea a 3 8 
| 
| Czechoslovakia continued to participate Government Policies and Programs.— 

in many East European multilateral invest- The Plenum of the Communist Party of 
| ment projects: particularly, the develop- Czechoslovakia Central Committee on No- 

ment of coal mining in Poland and in Mon- vember 23-24, 1983, outlined the Report on 
golia; construction of oil and natural gas State Plan for Economic and Social Devel- 
pipelines in the U.S.S.R.; development of opment for 1984. The plan assumed further 
molybdenum, tin, and tungsten industries increases in the rate of economic growth. 
in Mongolia; renovaton of the zinc plant in Gross national income was planned to in- 
Poland; and development of nickel and crease by 3% or by 15.7 billion korunas 
titanium plants in the U.S.S.R. Czecho- (Kes); this was in comparison with growth 
slovakia participated also in developing the of 0.5% in 1982 and 2.2% in 1983. Labor 
ferroalloy industry in Bulgaria and the productivity was planned to increase by 
copper industry in Mongolia, Poland, and 2.6%. Industrial production was to increase 
the U.S.S.R. by 2.9%. Slowdowns were planned in fuel 
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| 
and energy and in industries based on metallurgy was expected to be 0.6%. 
imported raw materials. The decline in 

PRODUCTION 

In ferrous metallurgy production increas- trogen fertilizer increased by about 4%. All 
ed by 1%, in the nonferrous industry by coal basins reportedly fulfilled their annual 
1.6%, and in ore mining by 2%. The produc- extraction plans. Total electric energy con- 
tion of steel, rolled steel, and thin sheets sumption increased by 2.7%, and the unre- 
slightly increased. High production in- vealed plan for electric energy production 
creases were reported with respect to some was supposedly fulfilled. 
petroleum products, and production of ni- 

‘Table 1.—Czechoslovakia: Production of mineral commodities? 
(Metre tons unless otherwise specified) 
ta Commodity rz) 1580 198i ea 

METALS 
‘Aluminum: 

‘Alumina’ _--—----------------- 100,000" 100,000-—190,000 100,000 100,000 
Aluminum ingot, primary only ~~~~777~7 Seaso ‘sega esd S88 38800 | 

Antimony, mine output, melal content ~~~ == =~ 530 530 *500 500 500 
Copper: "Win output, metal content ——————— 6180 6680521852000 

Sinelter, primary only... ----————- giso Teno 7400 74007400 
Rubncdecludisgactondary ---7----_ «= 2AS8—=«BBBD RSIS 25696 —25,500 | 

Inop and teh | 
on ce weight ---.--~ thousand tons... 012,969 1.985 1861 1800 | 
Nia contene= = 22222770 = 592 512 ome 389 10 | 

Metal Pigiron --_----2--------do.--- 9522-9 8ga_ 06920486 | 
Ferroalloys:Biectrie furnace -—— do. ——— 115 113 113 164 160 | 
Steere net =ocida- 7 MBIT 1525157 14u 5 

seg, Deminnafatane==—=-=-—odo-= wat wae taas 1293 *10,782 | 
‘Mine output, metal content ——————--_- 4,026 3.99 3,400 3,470 3,450 | 
Metal induding secondary -~ ~~~ ~~ ~~— 1903) anos oles aor 21,000 | 

Manganese ore, gross weight 3__ 222777 -77 300 00 200 ‘300 0 | 
Merdaey es re arose weieht "fe pound fase — 4900 guu8 88882880 

Nickel metal, primary ~~2-~----—--—- Bon Daal = 230230000 | 
Shee eaand oy ene Hanon ESm) Tipo | 

"Mine output, metal content = 180 322 433 443 440 | 
Metal including secondary ~—~=7777~~~~ 120 2S 29 25 300 

‘angstn: ine cat metal conti? ——— 30 80 30 30 30 | 
ine oust metal coptnt ——-——-—-—=-- aig gam gran, t00 | 
MaxgiinGutingsccondary=2222272----2 «=O Sapo bd Sask 8.100 

NONNETALS | 
Borite nee n= 8D «G0SZ_——*514000 $61,000 61.000 | 
Cenc yirailie 2227177 Whoisand tone =e SHG gas 1035 088 | 
Gageagin costco coud ‘a ‘is Sos et ‘00 | 
Pluorspar’ -772222222—2 22222 ocde 96 96 6 26 8 | 
[a ee eapeeemerres ee s s $ & al 
(Gypsum and anhydrite, crude — ~~~ ~ao-~—~ 1 1st 8 cr 800 
Piethydrated,cnd qucklime ---~_2cdo- =~ =—«28BB ONS tH, 100 
Pee mpeiieeieetions ace «6 ae ee, Steet ees, | 
Nitfogen: N content of ammonia ~~~~~ da so 34 650 850 850 | 
Perllesscrewncennsen-vua==ann--= 0400409022 *42,000 42,000 

rite, gross weight® ~~ ~~~ thousand tons 40 a 140 140 1 
Bape eee scoaeae eager an an at 2 20 

‘Sodium compounds: | tr sz 25 a 330 300 
unt crit tanaetared aa. no 13 iis 108 100 
tone : 

‘inestone and other calcarcougstone -do---- “28209 «SHAS RATS 28,800 
Quarry stone, nt further deseribed | 

ousand cubic meters. -_35280__—S6409_—_—96,200__— "36200 __ 96,200 

See footnotes at end of table
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| Table 1.—Czechoslovakia: Production of mineral commodities: —Continued 
| (Metric tons unless otherwise specified) 
' Commodity isi 1980 19st iss” —=asaa 

NONMETALS Continued 
Sulfur Native.___________ thousand tons. 5 5 5 5 5 From pyrites - 27277277 ENN” 6 6 eo 6 60 Byprodict all sourees” "~~ 117177 ~do2 == ‘0 10 10 10 10 

OE et eeccgeece ell, 75 6 15 75 5 
Sutfurie add = ~<722222222227Zda2 222 1253 1284 1siT 1,700 1,700 

‘MINERAL FUELS AND RELATED MATERIALS 
Coal 

‘Bituminous _________ thousand tons. 7967277107763 "BRS 
ooBrowm andlignite ——"———-“TS Ngo" > gitie 72896360 SOL ATO 

Motallurgical do 8,569 agit 8575 $8,500 8440 Unspecified - ~~~ 7 7777277272 Tdos 222 1889 ine 14s 51/800 1300 
uel briguts rom brown sal ~~~“ mut 1159 169 1:100 11100 
Manufactured, all types million cubic feet. 215.983 «248650 «25659 *ZTN.000 270,000 

poNglural market’ “odo. 267000 "26000285000 283000 28,000 etvoleum Grade 
‘As reported thousand tons. 108 99 89 $90 90 Converted — thousand 42gallon barrels. 12 629 603 “602 602 

Refinery products === do. 125005 22842120811 NA NA 
‘Estimated. Preliminary. "Revised. NA Not available. 
"fable includes data available through May 23, 1984. In addition to the commodities listed, arsenic, gold, uranium, feldspar, graphite, and a variety of other petroleum products are prodiced, but information is madoquate to make reliable estimates of output levels. 
The teil cough reported ved to be manga " is material, although reported as manganese ore, is believed to be manganiferous iron ore with @ manganese content of about iis fand as such is not equivalent to material onlinarily reported as manganese ore, which generally contains 25% or more manganese. “Includes gas produced from coal mines. Gross output of natural gas is not reported, but itis believed to exceed reported marketed output by a relatively inconsequential amoun 
Data presented are for those products reported in official Czechoslovak sources and in United Nations publications; no estimates have been included for ether product or for refinery fuel and loses. 

TRADE 

‘The main Czechoslovak trading partner stock, steel plates, tubes, coal, and coke. 
was the U.S.S.R. with 40% of the total. The Major commodities of Czechoslovakia’s im- 
Czechoslovak economy relied on coopera- ports were crude petroleum, petroleum 
tion with the U.S.S.R. and the mutual trade products, natural gas, and large quantities 
turnover rose according to plan. The second of iron ore and nonferrous metals. Deliver- 
largest commercial partner of Czechoslo- ies were mainly from the USS.R. In the 
vakia was the German Democratic Republic 1976-80 plan period, the U.SS.R. supplied 
with more than 9% per share in the turn- Czechoslovakia with about 660 million bar- 
over of Czechoslovak foreign trade, followed els of crude oil, 60 million tons of iron ore, 
by Poland with 6.3%. Czechoslovak foreign 1 trillion cubic feet of natural gas, and 7 
trade increased 9% compared with that of billion kilowatt hours of electric energy. 
1982, The country reportedly achieved a The most important deliveries included 
foreign trade balance. equipment for the reconstruction of the No. 

In 1988, fuels, minerals, raw materials, 2 blast furnace at the East Slovakia iron 
and metals constituted 14% of the total and steel plant and equipment for the 
export value and 42% of total import value. converter plant at the Trinec iron and steel 
‘The main exports in this group were rolled plant.
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. | 
‘Table 2.—Czechoslovakia: Apparent exports of selected mineral commodities! | 

(Metric tons unless otherwise specified) | 
TT eatinations 1082 

Commodity 181198” GaeE Gane Other (principal) 

METALS 
Alupiinam: ‘Ash and residue containing aluminum —— 1885 All to West Germany. 

‘Metal including alloys: Bap coe cameos $585 7812 __—_ Austria 5,862; West Germany 1.887 Unwrroaght= = =2>22222LDT Sa) B12 > Tapan 1036 aly 1a copper emimanufaeaes -——>2T—T> Bias "206 T>_—_ Polen PRS; Hay 420 
"Ore and concentrate 536 SIT <All United Kingdom \ 
FN a care enc se: 1,858 1,867 == West Germany 886; France 726, Metal inching alos, al rms’ ~~ "93 ‘srt > West Germany 30? Joya esse inca 
roasted pyre nese 21,586 NA Metal Scrap 10esT18 9591 __—_taly 67,240; Austria 16,85, Pig ifon, cast iron, related mate- ee 3509 2862. Denmark 1574; West Germany 980, 

""Rerrochromiam —————~ aut Na awa rromanganese ~~ x Alto Austria Ferrecicomanganess -~~~ 14.752, 10718 West Germany 10,441, Rerrosiicone == >>> 414985 TT Austria 5, : Sileon metal == 22227222 a 3) > Allto Netheriands Unspecified =>7222222 Soi at > Mealy 2241 United iingdom 2,161 
‘Steel, primary forms” 
pak peuoney thousand tons... 3208 294 —- Yugoslavia 180; Italy 53. Semimanufactures: ‘Bars, rods angles, shapes, Sections Sedo 1231185 Eaypt. 288; Wost Germany 158; tnspecfied 688 Universal, plates, sheets don 958 959. Poland 18%, West Germany 8 

Hoop and strip do. --- 208 MB. West Germany 14; unspecified 116, Rae and accesories do — 30 DONA tena Wee coer ga DEE 10 120-7 West Germany 16; unspecified 82 ‘Tubes, pipes fics 
ee F do 549 532 - USSR. 385; East Germany 28. Castings and forgings, rough 

" rE 22 43 -- Poland 31 Unspecified ——— de> si6 ast DONA Lead ‘Gre and concentrate. 518 58GY Alito West Germany. Motal including alloys scrap” ~~~ 8 Set > Rustria 348; West Germany 261, Mercury oo fepound fash z ft  7> Allo France, Nickel Metal ineiuding alloys, al forms — a 19 72 Netherlands; Austria 8 Platinumgroup metas. Meta ncuding alloys, unwrought and partly wroughts imnetied 2 vate, Hoven $132 $202. United Kingdom $201, 
‘Waste and sweepings?..- do... $269 $535 ___ United Kingdom $420; West <n ati Meal ncuding allay, unwrought fdpertiy wrought = nd0--—— $8021 $1588 United Kingdom $1,061; Went many $551 ‘Tin: Ore and concentrate ————__- a 11. lito United Kingdom. Titanium: Oxides. 72 Th aio <2 Hip 18 West Getmany 40; United 2 ingdom 30 
Oreand concentrate... 4649885. Laxembour 1.864; Austria 
PHAGE emer new en 204 1218 ____ Norway 985; West Germany 100. Ashand esiduecoitainigaine——- 44d Sgt Alto West Germany outta nein alley alors => ‘08 NA 
‘Gxides and hydroxides 3525 llto Austria ‘Athes ond residues. = ~~~ ~~~ 1052852 urine Base metal including alloy, al forma 26 472 West Germany 2; United Kingdom 2. 

NONMETALS 
Abrasives; nes Rell Corindum 4268 4789 ___Ttly 9288; Wont Germany 25 etherlands G01. Silicon carbide 616 3119 West Germany 78; Finland 200 Grinding and polishing wheels and Stones? 306 401 NA West Germany 158; Thailand 72. Barite and witherite=~~7272222227 12582280 Austria 2 

See footnotes at end of table
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Table 2.—Czechoslovakia: Apparent exports of selected mineral commodities" 
s —Continued 

(Metre tons unles otherwise specified) 
TT TNT on 

Commodity 1981 1982" ake Vail Other (principal) 

NONMETALS —Continued 
Icoment? ...---¢hoosangs tons. 9 S50. West Germany 124; Hungary 12 i ‘Pageants 82 [clogs crude: ‘idalusie keane silimanite. 24718 NA Gfamote cathe’ Sennsnena== MOBS TRAPE | Haggry68; Wot Germany 

| Pireciay eee TBU60—20078 tn Went Germany Peake 22ccTcorcccocrare RRS, RNR 2 Meat Germang 1280, Patan 700, Tugel 70 | Unopecied --—------------- 198659 T9792. West Germany foo Atria | S064 Hungary 25,08 Distomite and other infusrial earth. «3.244 = 088 == ll ater Plan eorsar ned mater ~~ 0 se Be _ Fort: matenle Manufactured hemor eescree se sm T= AlltoWest Germany | Mhbusco22ToTaDTT REIS a8 X> Neat Cetmany NE, ay 94 Poseseesso-22--7722aa2 MESES 880} x2 AMR Unt Kings | __Ungpetied asd weed ===220=22 "3p abso -> Attia 38830 Graphene ===> am o> Ale Baten Gigptienetwral <-so-7-ca7r> BRT. 22_Westermany a. 
‘Magnesium compounds: 

“Magnesite” _____ thousand tons__ 305 308 - Hungary 74; Poland 65; WE Berinany 3 thie ements ws so lito rane. Migs Worked Tacuting apdioneaied ite eee 4 95 Austria 18, United Kingdom 6 nifuian aig oan 2 Motta tas mineral Tron odes and Prilise prevenals 1,062 883 aly 280; Rgypt 108. Preiouand Semcon oer hen damon Mihara —— value, thousands 82 $10. Netherland 7; Swituerland $3, Gees eae SONA salto bane: 2oCo concen it S__ Finland w. Silism compounds naa Carbonate man ae rad ee MOM os999 12099 West Germany 1,82 stone sand ana gravel 
Pim de and partly worked 1583 5.230 Italy $445; West Germany 1,419 cand party worked e 5290 aly $445, West Germany 1 Wolelsor esc rs vonee 735010354 > West Germany 10.353. Gravelangerished eck ———"-~ Ru 8S8 © => West Germany 688; Assia 6510 Eimesiansatherthensimension --- apis LST Alto Wr Germany: copndetbertianmectiearng'--~ 018 abtgte =~ Atin 64886 Hungary 7.92 
Elemental: de neuding native ana Bt 2 = Allto Austria, coleiah pretpitated, sublimed 3 Bcc AIR ASNat suiftneag aes 9p NA Talent supine: pyropiie -"REBS— BND lltoPotand 
Chole eee nnn 88S NO Hungary #4986; West Germany 
Sag and dros, not metalbearing—TTITL_—=«OTD =. West Germany 20.648. 
MINERAL FUELS AND RELATED ‘MATERIALS 

Carbon: Carbon black === === 38. West Germany Seat ‘Anthracite and bituminous? Thousgnds tons «NS «RD Autria 8, at Germany 58, 
Lignite including briquets* . .do__ 2,527 2m —- West Germany 2,662. coke demic 2 1263 1st LL Bast Germany 582; Austria 810 Gat natural: Gaseous ae tilion cubic feet. 1.201 oA Austin izoleum: Gea aan gain rea NA Bnory protec, pe 

7 i <=, 11,041 1,026 ‘West Germany 2,966; Austria 2,245. 

Preliminary. NA Not available. 
*Table prepared by Jozef Plachy. Owing to a lack of official trade data published by Czechoslovakia, this table should not be talten asa complete presentation of this country’s mineral trade. Unless otherwise speefied, these data have been 

ome from various sources, which include United Nations information and data ‘published by the partner trade 
Official trade statistics of Czechoslovakia. 2May include other precious metal ‘Bncludes quantity valued at $500, 
aaa quantity valued at $445,080 in 1981 and $189,000 in 1982 including imports of United States valued at $94,000 

“Statistical Yearbook of Member States of the Council for Mutual Economic Assistance, Moscow, USS.R.
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Table 3.—Czechoslovakia: Apparent imports of selected mineral commodities | 

(Mates tons una etbervie sexi) 
Soares BE 1 

commodity ee Eo ee Othertpinapad | 
METALS: | 

Aluminum: | Grand concentric? | thousand tos 451 Hungary 905; Yagsavi 6, rides and arenes gg yg TZ Hnen a Sra ars Senate neo 5 LAL Attia 130 Wert Germany 684 Gaue Gieel s ao. USSR Asda Garett gts gana T_Hangary ilo Wees Gornany 317 Cadi Ne cde ais a ae eae ene ee ee ont 
‘Ore and concentrate” mars wos ABs | Oxides and hyazondee is OD Bland oan to > i | 
"Bxides and hydroxides —————— 0 5. Frances, | cotta “= % 72 BSR So, Frances | 
‘Gre and concentrate 2,300 14ot All from Finland | Sa a 68 HRB West Germany 95; Ausrin2n1, | 

‘Unwrought? __ thousand tons. eT 59 —. USS.R.39; Poland 7. | Saree aan sath gait T= ‘Poland 6 iegeatiet aetna eT Meal sue 6) USSR ORHAN cat Map enn ROT TRB. Wet Germany A588 USSR 80 | ro eu vlated ata Se aero relsie’ mat 349,000 901,000» =. USSR. 900,000, ' nae | 
Ferrochromium —————__— 6,122 1,135 —- All from West Germany. 
‘Ferromanganese-——_____ 6 ‘980 - France 510; West Germany 470. Shegramegpe og site West Gener Siamese BRT et Or cermany Bm anne ts Succ primary forms. 25000-18000 =. NA eres ees See ee, ea Na iene peer panes eh Wet ermany ape —_— ae co eRe Sane Hee an ica” : BO 

Tikes, pipes Titi a 8 17 West etmany 5 unspecina ae ae 22 WEEGERE & pec 20 ee ea 2 2 Moo ONA eat bidet MBAR tra 2885 France 8 SS sian aia ST cca 25 18 lfeom West Germany, Gaeoughi?—~ thousand ions 3 So: Sur ees Linu Meal haing realtone 28) eo) WontGermang it ioe SE aisha aati: 
grade” _______ thousand tons. 480 502 -- USSR. 286; Brazil 108. Machen eens «am 3 o> Aten tay UepiShiagOve apd efetete woh = RRSMIIA west Germany 108 NogiRicrn Gcauecata Team get atk = US R88, United Kingdom ‘3 Semimanoectures 6 (8. Wel Germany 38 roietoupinda eine acne oe ead coe Oo En a ue ggg 28 == West Germany 2. sit Sat inaioding alps wou Wey Meal incagie liom umeroneh org gang Nethorande 15, Rae amc «RS Seegied ss tntnesa 

Tanium: Oxides om 4A Pom Unltd Kingdom, ‘Tungsten: Ore and conventrate ~~———~ 3 52 72 Allfrom Netherlands enim Ol on dene u Sanda «$1190 888A rom Finland 
haat oceswowerarunis 688 rom United Kingom. Se eine ll aerate umand tone 6 51 Finland 18, Yugnavia 10; USS.R9 re eee HY eames ae eo 

Se folate tend of table
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Table 3.—Czechoslovakia: Apparent imports of selected mineral commodities’ 
—Continued 

(Metrictons unless othervise pied) 
OO 0-—-0-—-—— Commodity yet 882 Rq7-—_—_ — _—___ aes thar principal 

METALS Continued 
Other "Sregandeconcentates-----sg09 Bug Norway $3.02 Qeaeeeiednenies -2--n=== OSS BRIS ag Money SEG? Se dele ais, al ga i eee Chita Kingdom 4 Nonterowemeaisaadaios ice” 14000 anon Saarinen ter SSR, NONMETALS anwar Reto Gocandam, emery, pumice, rapa rimaialena lice a er 

Aeron 52 en th 0; West Germany 7 indum ——---—-------- 1821.68 Hngary 1.50; West German 
Silicon carbide ~~~ ~~~ "~~~ me 293 1_All from Haly. " Dust and onde of precous and sea Se eeiviogdiuserd wales g280—=«$3BG—«$190 United Kingdom 12 Grinding and pote tshenena eek SEL ee: 8218 WeaL Germany 206; Austria 155, Aabetttradg aan awe USSR Cae Qaeteeruie igi «| “Bee liipom we dota Barge autre ruenatral borates 8ST 1288 _Nethands 6.20; West Germany ik Onidgeandacide TRL RD Malo: France, 

‘Cement? _________ thousand tons__ 58 oT —- East Germany 42; U.SS.R. 10. GE SoocccaTBOM Shasta Bunton 
Chretien 

Diamond: ” Tenet st orstrang fe, thousands 2 8a fomBelgiomLaxemboun 
Industrial DPMS gate gad LT Eejgi-Lagerboury S108 United idee Diatomite and other infusorial earth us 55. Auta S13 France 185. Pilgmesivacpercecdmatas > ass >> ARNE Feldepa,Nuorpey ee I as 898 9201 All ffom Austria, 
Manutactured: Aime =< nA om Hungry Apenoua Ne ontont? ‘Foul tone 12105 AllfomUSSR Phosphate, POs conten Me OMA PuamieieGeeint da 6 BSL. Bast ermany 487, USSR 182 Onspecicdontinirea: wid mos 22 Ata OSH easier el atitt roenn a en cee Gymru ind peter! hoard os 3 o> USS tee pind eens 461 Eran dt, West Germany 168, ancien aon “ooo %& 8 Rass 
rude including wplitings and waste 19 atria 186, Wont neal gaomerted spt ere 8 8+ All rom Austria Phosphate, ci, BiOs ene! Fetind tons TLR. USSR 10; Tunisia. Pipi alien toa Cee "“Rydroxides, processed Toes 1.525 1288 West Germany 1,085. Pred cctan rena stone ikar einer eee value, choumnde- SLO Went Germany $58 Soifenco-~ awe Mowgente Ss ema suitandene==22222220278 77 eth anadot 72 BRR BN sr tana 2 28 Sees aaa ‘Cerbonate manuttared™ ee and tna. I 382 Bast Germany 70; Romania Selaacnainficgurel ee gee io Age Stopes nd gral 
eee ardy worked ----- M218. Hungary 208, 

Worked oe #490 or > Allfrom Italy. Dolomite shielyrefracionvarade—~ i gpm 72 Boland 3850 Roe een atria 11 Quartandgumrestee "ooo BR => HORA Aosta SOR aiiearingt Tek Mr NERS as 
See footnote at end of tabla
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Table 3.—Czechoslovakia: Apparent imports of selected mineral commodities! | 
—Continued | 

(Metric tons unless otherwise specified) } 

aaa aaa ae" 5 
Commodi 1981 ier’ “Tae ae " Gates Debit tae 

NONMETALS —Continued 
Sulfur: ‘Blemental rade including native and 

byproduct?_- thousand tons_ _ 587 508, Poland 485. 
Colloidal, precipitated, sublimed — 31 3 LL All from Healy. Diners eee 632 S66 2A from West Germany. 

net eonanae 7 eum ale, steative, soapstone, pyrophyiliie —— 3 St umm-Laixembourg 116; Unit om, iia ‘Kingdom 60; Austria 76 
Gruden 8605 9060 Hungary 6886; West Germany 1,290 Sing and dross not metal Bearing — 2a ad LD Austria 837 
‘MINERAL FUELS AND RELATED MATERIALS 

Asphalt and bitumen, natural 4 30. Allfrom West Germany. 
Carbon: Carbon black? ——___-..-_- 31,878 22,555 2 USS.R. 12,744; Romania 3,084. 
Coai:® “Anthracite and bituminous seg tentasand fons 498 4.989 SSR 3201; Potand 167, Lignite including briguets do. an = rom Bast German Cokeand semicokes--" = 2-22 815,800 Na 
Gas, natural: Gaseous Trillion cubic feet 901,729 SIBTIA =. USSR.B18 896, eat including briquts and iter it 50) TL Allfirom Wet Garmany. 

Grade thousand (gallon barrels 185975 NA | 
Refinery products, unspecii | 

an Pen de 6819 648 (@) Austria 240; Hungary 223. | 

Preliminary. NA Not available. "ble prepuce hy Jot Pach. Owing 0 Ick official trade date published by Cuacosovaia, this table should | not be talen as a complete presentation ofthis county's mineral trade, Unles others speed thege data have been Compiled from various sources; which include United Nations information and data published by the partner trade Countries. | 
“Official trade statistics of Czechoslavakia. Les than 1/2 unit. \ 
‘xeludes quantities valued a $182,000 in 1981 and $97,000 in 1982 Statistical Yearbook of Member States of the Council for Mutual Bsonomic Assistance, Moscow, USSR. 
SEacludes expors from Pakistan valued at $472,000 

o {in sation, ‘Hungary exported 291,041 cubic meters of construction sand in 1981 and 157,386 cubic meters in 1982 to 

COMMODITY REVIEW 

METALS Gold.—Workers of the Czech Geological 
"i ; Office were preparing to open several 

Antimony.—Europe's sole cyclone reactor reactivated deposits, and detailed investiga- 
plant for antimony was operational at tions were planned to be made of localities 
Vazscora in central Slovakia, with a pro- where gold had been mined in the past. 
jected annual production of 2,000 tons. The Czechoslovakia’s once active gold-mining 
new facility will process all antimony- region in the Jeseniky Mountains and 
bearing ores in the country as a byproduct Slovak Rudohori, which had not been in 
of mercury production. production since 1960, were the target of 

Copper.—Production of copper ore was renewed interest in resuming gold produc- 
mainly from the Zlate Hory deposits in tion. 
‘Moravia. Mining of copper continued alsoat_ Iron and Steel.—Mining of iron ore from 
Banska Stiavnica, about 140 kilometers Rudnany, Nizna Slana, and other deposits 
northeast of Bretislava in Slovakia. A re- in Slovakia continued. Production was ex- 
constructed shaft furnace was put into oper- pected to be increased at the Slovinsky 
ation at the Krompachy copper refinery enterprise at Nizna Slana and at the Rosno- 
near Banska Stiavnica in August, increas- va enterprise where the ore contained sil- 
ing its capacity to 11,000 tons of copper per ver. Imports of ore from the U.SS.R. reach- 
year. ed about 10 million tons. An agreement
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was signed on October 20, 1983, by the hydrometallurgical enterprise in Bruntal 
[USSR. and Czechoslovakia during the _ Mereury.—A 500,000-ton deposit contain- 
37th Council for Mutual Economic Assist- ing the chief mercury mineral, cinnabar, 
‘ance meeting in East Berlin for the con- was found at Malachov near Banska Bystri- 
struction in a joint venture of a facility in ca in Slovakia and preparations for exploi- 
Krivoi Rog, USS.R,, that will include iron tation were to begin shortly. It was expected 
ore mining, preparation, and pelletization. that about 40,000 tons of ore would be pro- 
Construction will take place from 1984 to duced annually. 
1990, and on completion the complex will 
produce 30 million tons of oxidized ferrous NONMETALS 
jump ore processed into 13 million tons of 0 - 
iron pellets. Czechoslovakia's contribution Mactin<-Czechoslovalkia continued | to 
was set at 365 million rubles or 13.7% of tne eae eee ee econ 
overall first estimate. When on-stream, the [yached Kaolin. after the United States, the 
complex will ensure Czechoslovakia of over United Kingdom, and the USSR. ani ple A third in exports after the United Kingdom 1 million tons of iron in ore per year as re- topmentat i oslagn and the United States. About 360,000 tons 

The production of steel in 1983 was slight- Of Kaolin Nas exported, mainly to the Fed- 
ly above the 1982 level, and was planned to ie oF Coa tyunaaty ene | Neos 
be about 250,000 tons lower in 1985 than in “yy lUStTis ae MUNEAry. eine in “The west Bohemian ceramic plant, at new oxygen converter plant, built in : me ‘in Kaznejov near Plzen, had at its disposal the cooperation with the U.SS.R., and the third [ : i‘ 
of its kind in Czechoslovakia, was put Pigeest kaolin quarry in central Europe. nto operation at the Trince cieelvorké in THe duarry produced 261,000 tons of kaolin, 
Northern Moravia in 1988. Its capacity will °f, Which about one-half was exported. The De ahout 050,000 tone of stock ner year, Minable deposits at Kaznejov were up to 120 
C vous ae per y meters thick with an overburden depth ‘ontinuous casting was in use at the East . gum : st from 2 to 5 meters. In the Plzen area, in- lovakia iron and steel enterprises in Kosi- i : a cluding Kaznejov, deposits were estimated ce and at Podbrazova in Central Slovakia. A St 10¢' million tons suitable for the paper 
ee ee ee omer and rubber industry. The largest deposit of 
maear Hakyéang ia Western, Bohemia’ The ceramic kaolin in Czechoslovakia, 25 mil- 

Vitcovice plant at Ostrava, producing main- "tone. was in Rasy Dvr. cone of 
Fe re ee are etalon ofiey the four tunnel furnaces at the Slovak 

: cota Gone Ca up magnesite enterprise at Lubenik was to be 
electric arc furnaces. Technica Guss Co., of completed in February 1984. The repair was 
the Federal Republic of Germany, was to $ompicted ip reumuary 1s 
supply a two-strand horizontal continuous “* ° - 
caster to the Vitcovice steel plant. The IUNERAL PUES 
caster can produce squares or rounds from 
100 to 200 millimeters. One of the Vitcovice  Coal—The North Bohemian opencast 
furnaces was closed down for general over- mines, the largest lignite basin in Czecho- 
haul after producing 2,000 tons of iron per slovakia, fulfilled its 1983 coal extraction 
day for the last 12 years. Modernization and plan by delivering to large consumers and 
expansion was planned to produce large- households 68 million tons of lignite; the 
diameter seamless tubes and a special range target for production in 1985 was 71 million 

of medium-diameter seamless tubes. tons. ‘The annual plan for the removal of 
Lead and Zine.—Despite the closure of 177 million cubic meters of overburden was 

some old lead-zine mines in Bohemia, such also fulfilled. North Bohemia, lying north 
as Pribram, the output of ore remained at and west of Prague, accounted for more 
the previous level. The main production of than 70% of total lignite production in 
ore came from the Horni Benesov, Kutna Czechoslovakia. The lignite was used in 
Hora, and Stare Ransko deposits in Bohe- industrial plants and thermal power sta- 
mia and Banska Stiavnica in Slovakia. At tions that supplied more than one-third of 
Horni Benesov a new shaft will be deepened _ the electrical energy for the country. 
to 830 meters, which will allow production ‘The last two coal-fired powerplants, at 
of 400,000 tons per year. The concentrates Melnic and Prunerov, were commissioned 
produced contain copper, lead, zine, silver, recently in northern Bohemia. Develop- 
and gold. The ore will be processed at anew ment of the opencast Vrsany Mine contin-
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| 
ued, and the first 600,000 tons of lignite was yearend, pipes had been laid on 170 kilome- 
produced in 1982. The coal was sent by ters of the 440-kilometer-long “southern| 
conveyer belt to the Smeral Mine from branch” of the fourth line. So far, Czechoslo-| 
where it was dispatched to consumers. The vakia has invested Kes20 billion in the 
new opencast mine was under development construction of the pipeline, but it has 
at Lomnice near Sokolov in Northern Bohe- already received Kes13 billion worth of 
mia, where the lignite was met at a depth of Soviet natural gas as a tee for its convey- 
30 meters and it was estimated to contain ance. This fee is equivalent to approximate- 
18 million tons of lignite. General invest- ly 70 billion cubic fect of natural gas per 
ment in North Bohemia during the 5-year year. 
plan (1981-85) was more than 50% above the ~ Petroleum.—The largest bulk of Czecho- 
level of the previous 5-year plan, although — slovakia’s crude oil was imported from the 
the extent of investment activity, as a .S.S.R. About 602,000 barrels of crude oil 
whole, in Czechoslovakia was reduced. was extracted on Czechoslovak territory, 

In 1983, the Ostrava-Karvina Coalfield in amounting to 0.5% of the amount the coun- 
Norther Moravia accounted for 88% total try consumed. By the end of the seventh 5- 
ituminous coal’ production and Kladno year plan (1981-85), production was to in- 

(west of Prague) accounted for 7%. More crease to 644,000 barrels. Intensive geologi- than 639% of the bituminous coal produced $21 prosnecting continued in the rain ei. 
in Czechoslovakia was metallurgical quali- feating Vienna Basin, on the boundary 
ty. Coke production was approximately the pees Southern More ‘d the Wese 
same as that of 1982. Coal mining in the  elorak can: Decat end ne: eae 
Ostrava-Karvina region continued to be in °t® Slovak region. Despite the fact that oil ' . has been extracted there for almost 70 difficult geological conditions, and the cost 3 | or eoal ageane in this ares mas expected to Yeax® exploratory drilling proved the pres- 
rise in the near future. Reserves of 500 ence of crude oil in further deposits. 
million tons of coking coal were proved at | Uranium.—There were no published fig- 
Frenstat, Northern Moravia. About 50 mil- Ures on Czechoslovakia’s uranium produc- 
lion tons of bituminous coal was discovered tion, but western experts believed that it near Syrenov in Eastern Bohemia, amounted to 2,000 to 3,000 tons per year; all 
Gas-—The Czechoslovak transit gas pipe. of it was transported to the USSR. as 

line system, the total length of which was Uranium concentrate. 
3,200 kilometers, conveyed more than 1,488 —————— 
billion cubic feet of natural gas from the _;,inysitl scientist, Division of Hovsign Dat 
USSR. to seven European countries in statistika Rocenka Ceskoslovenske Socialistcke Re- 1983. By 1989, the annual capacity of the  publiky Statistical Annual of the Ceechoslovakia Socialist 
pipeline is to increase to 2.4 trillion cubic Repu \Coschdlorak orden Ca) fa not convertible, and 
feet. For this reason construction of the 857- _ the official exchange rate cannot be used as a measure of 

kilometer-long fourth line of the pipeline N'convetted to dollars the average ofial exchange was started at the beginning of 1983. By _ratein 1989 was Keat45—USSL00. |



By Joseph B. Huvos* 

DENMARK 

Denmark had few known mineral re- million in 1981, increased in 1982 because of 
sources of its own and was a significant a rise in building activities. As previously, 
importer of fuels and minerals, such as the Ministry for Environment remained 
crude oil, natural gas, coal and coke, steel responsible for enforcing the requirement, 
scrap, and metals. However, exploitation of that industry use efficient methods for ex- 
yraw materials included industrial minerals _Ploiting and utilizing raw materials. 
lsuch as sand and gravel, chalk, clays, plus _Important events in the mineral industry 
rock salt and oil. Greenland produced lead of Denmark included continued construc- 
land zinc concentrates and cryolite. The tion of the national gas pipeline, an in- 
[Danish economy expanded more rapidly in Tease of crude oil production on the Conti- 
1983 than that of the rest of Western ental Shelf, modernization of Denmark's 
Europe, as Denmark's gross national prod. o®ly commercial steel plant, and closing of 
“uct rose to $56 billion? The unemployment 7 ammonia plant, 
irate was 10.6%. 

Based on the Raw Materials Act of 1977, PRODUCTION 
taxes paid on imported and exploited raw —_Increased crude oil production on the 
materials and goods manufactured there- Continental Shelf led to an increase in the 
from were further increased from $0.035 to value of minerals produced. Production 
$0.05 per cubic meter of raw materials lagged, though, in the steel industry and for 
involved. Proceeds of the tax, about $1 industrial minerals. 

| Table 1.—Denmark: Production of mineral commodities* 
| (Metric tons unless otherwise specified) 

‘Cement, hydraulic? ____ thousand tons__ 2,412 1,917 1,602 1,600 *1,400 
‘Chalk? _____ Ree a bese nema 123,654 120,000 112,028 £100,000 *100,000, 
Clays: Kaolin, crude and washed*.. = 20,000 20,000 20,390 30,000 22,000 
Diatomaceous materials: Diatomites css ne--------------- £25,000 25,0008 65 . 
Moler"--=2-2-2sssossazsssss2-2_~BRODO ROOD 125,000 125,000 137,000 

See footnotes at end of table 
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Table 1.—Denmark: Production of mineral commodities! —Continued 
(Metric tons unless otherwise specified) 

Commodity ae 1880 198 i982 1989, 

"roy Gn ore lcs than 42% Fe, gross weight 
eee naan tons 8 8 “8 8 s 

Metal content of ore 2-0. > 4 3 3 8 : 
Steel, crude? ~~~ do 804 734 612 560 ro 
Semimanufactures ——~——— ao. 653 $555, 352 455, 00 

Lead metal including alloys, secondary 29,800, 24,500 26,500 20,000 10,000 
ime, agricultural and quicklime® ‘thousand tons. am 170 195 195 200 
Nitrogen: Neontegt ofammonia «82,900 91.200 81.200 8070011, 700, 

Peat agricaltrale---- Uhouand tone 45 31 33 ‘4 100 
etroleum: (Grade thousand 42,allon barrels. 3313 222 5851929 15,120 
Refinery products: 

Gaioline ----~--=-----—--de.- 12,410 9367 9852 8475 5a Ses ey fe { 80 8 308 28 
Kerosine —_-------------do 202 101 233 18 
Dysilate fie off —-—7=2T2Ado-2 argo ange 9.58 
Residual fueloll —----2—2-~ado=-—T98D1009 188558 280 
Other=—-s--22222l22Tide2> ano F8zr2 8085 2195 3013 

Refinery fuel nd oases 72 Wde2=_ 5382058 2.281 1869 1908 
Total -.---------_do_- "emo ago. argo aasiz Sad 

Sale? 72 TT TTT thousand tons 380 380 398 447 41g 
Stone, sand and grayel* ; 
‘Dimension stone® * thousand cubic meters NA NA 60 385 NA 
rushed and broken stone | 

Limestone: ‘Agricultural =. do 21192100 1g 2600 NA Other == 2222222 don 213 200 195 NAL 
‘Otiee "! EEEEISIIIIGIII Sea ie NA NA NA NA NA 

Sand* | Tndustrial don Na NA 31 1,700 nal 
Other 020s 0nso~2aoo See 881 NA 1250 T100 Nal 

Sulfur, byproduct —~—~=7= 7777777" 8,000 8,000 6000 000 *6,000 
inne "Paling, ie _ NAS ‘Mabe inchides data available through Sept 1, 1984. | 
Data represent sales. | 
Sneludes shipyard's production of stel castings. | 
‘Excludes ste! forgings { 
SGranite and gneiss only; excludes an unreported quantity of other dimension stone 
‘Batimates ty the Gsoligieal Survey of Grevalarsd for latent years, | "Partial figures excludes an unreported quantity of quartz and quartaite | 

TRADE of 8.6 million tons, the Republic of South | 
oo . Africa maintained its share at 33%, and 

Rising North Sea oil production and in- Poland increased its share to 15% of the | 
creased imports of electricity from Sweden total." The United States also supplied | 
and Norway made it possible to import 12% 187,000 tons of petroleum coke valued at | 
Jess oil and coal. The United States supplied $13 million. 
1.6 million tons of coal out of total imports | 

| 

Table 2.—Denmark: Exports of selected mineral commodities | 
(Metric tons unless otherwise specified) | 

Destinations, 1982 
Commodi 1981 i a ¥ ated, Other (principal) 

METALS 
Aluminum: | 
‘Oreand concentrate. 20,601, 2866 ____ Finland 1,501; United Kingdom 626. Metal including alloys 

Serapnsenee---------~ RABY NBL Wat Gormany 827 Netherlands 
Unwrought_____-.- - 7,640 8,284 Siegen 2,544; Belgitm-Luxembourg. 

‘Semimanufactures ——------~ 16,378 19,448 37 Sweden 6,235; West Germany 3,837. 

See footnotes at end of table.
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| Table 2.—Denmark: Exports of selected mineral commodities: —Continued | 
(Bac a leer specie 

) 2 Commodi : es aa Other (principal) 

METALS —Continued 
Congr Metal nding lie Se, Eu gas Wont Garman 0 Govtiughi <occccccsasaa: | HR HR == Meer OU ya, Sitiatitaiuress------- «Rasa SRR iceman 1 encore tll 

| “roasted pyrite —— =e 8,867 14,566 —~ West Germany 7,271; United King- | scaast Meta: 
Fasimmyfoms 2222 MS MES} xo RSE 

ae - ° ee ESTES sige roass Wa Gey 2544 Senden 
‘Universals, plates, sheets __ 359,420 290,755 18 Wesi Germany 99,474; Sweden es Heopandsiy-------- 24489 2So1T Sl s20 United Ringo 
Rails and accessories —_ 2.287 1,558 _ — Tealy 1,284. Wing stcaccmmrin n= GARE ing Bate nd Kingtom 68. | -Bippacaagar----- ff BEET Broten deta, aueticonton ss, or a ae rc ban oa thn 2a Srelincne ye Lane «888 ent Comany 8808; Sen 180, Gam ana 14708 Sia GF Norway 8.950: Austria 1697. Maula eat hig omg naling Tort agy kn Want Germany 1, wee pein fata Sot 

Molybdenum: Metal including alloys, all pues Met nlsing niga 4 1 LL Alto West Germany, 1s Meta inal a as Bok SAREE Et cermany 
Platinum-group metals: Metals including ; ileyy,unrdught and partly wrought wafers’ S2I6 24H Sn 1.546 Unt Kon 
‘iver 

‘Waste and sweepings*_____do____ $10,560 $1,347 a Uahed Kingdoat $2,254; France 

| set intding alps, uneoughn ‘ aaniywioa’ "7 gsas0 085 Up nga 25, cen 
‘Tin: Metal including alloys, all forms... ad 185 5 Netherlands 201; Sweden 110. Ream cage starsallformen=— GEE Neieuinds mu Serle s 

‘Tungsten: Metal including alloys, all egos nen scons 9. Alto West Gormany. 
Sreandemeentte eS Sruptenitinit a osrcors 4 8 Yugi 1, Sau Arabia Se chain lio Sap BIT 888 —_eat Germany 180 Nowy 1.12, Beeagacssos eS => West Germany 49s Nery Sineiccaess------- || OS = ReeGemm ee Renee NONMETATS Abrasives nen: Grinding and poi RIA age team Ptah gag sup thon 6 Yeon Sanaa 19. eee st Bupa tomes Geen alt snake 0.8 SERRE tin ‘sm Chaka enn aL tsa smedn 7a eecegceccccccccccocae; Blan gee SOheatieiie-—---—---——-- ate Biomieana se varaicanh=—- Bast BEBE Ne coun 2060 Nehrade 

Fertilizer materials: " seg maide a er eats eae cosa | a ae, Sane Simmonie, ----22-2-77 Se Sree Hana 8 Beoinget <<< ccc2c22 ange agg Fommatesco-o2-ci 22> SEB SRR == Bs ap0s i ee a a ce ee SSSR 
See fstotn sca ata,
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| 
Table 2.—Denmark: Exports of selected mineral commodities' —Continued | 

(Metric tons unles otherwise specified) | 
Destinations, 1080 

Commodity e820 Gai Other‘princpa | 
NONMETALS —Continued | 

Gypoum and pater = ----——- 256 HL West Germany 251 Sweden 90, | eee cacagasa Om SN Nera TR et Comat 0 
"Fyydronides, processed <= on—— 226 295 «9 Sweden 189; West Germany'36, 

Precious and semiprecious stones other | 
Thandamond Natural ee se \ 

aloe thoweena._ 7 == Switzerland $16 Norway 812 Saltand brine "Me" owns = aH ngs <2 Sweden 1108, Nomway 8408 | Salidnr compounds no: Carbonate | manufactured seen 3 661 __ United Kingdom 485 Stone sand and gravel | 
eee and partly worked 38,60 51.382 Germany 56,368. | rade and partly worked ———__ 01 1382, West Germany 561 \ 

Worad eee 3.504 Tat 15) West Germany 8,678. | Gravlandersiedreck -——----=arsimd $0881 L We. Germany S174 Sweden 
‘Limestone other than dimension. 118,012 132,713 = “Wel arse Ai: Sate, | 

suiid other than metab bsaring ——— 129,713. 187,992 -- Sweden 155,419; Finland 11,895. | 

Elemental: Crude including native | 
cribyprotec eee 22 Sealand 5, West Germany 29. 

aR ead serosa tb set 72 Nowway ila Sweden 18” | 
assent peng onli > iss S12 Yugonavia 3s Bouador i, 
Tee) 862«P) Woat Germany 606; Fintna | 
Sse Gaceas ot metalbearing «alot «9.85? Prance 18318, Norway 12300, 

MINERAL FUELS AND RELATED | 
MATERIALS 

Aophalt and bitumen, natural 10 169 Sweden 7; Somalia. 28, 
Gotten: Carbon black ~~~ ==> a1 185 >> Traq i; Greenland 49, 
Ser Geena btaiminoas === 81a) > Greenland 40 

‘Coke and semicoke ———~ ——__ 40,565, 41,049 <- Norway 19,784; Sweden 17,770. | 
See eects andiNier —___ 11 “8989 TT United Kingdom 044; Norway 725 
eum sir ros ied petrleum gun | 

‘Housand fallon barrels 85 115 __ Sweden 120, Netherlands 22, | 
Gasoline —_—____. pein 3,784 3,228 7 ‘Sweden 2,637; Norway 390, | Beleweclet22-22TTdo == har 8 eden 200, Greemtand 87 Dubro ~~~ ~~~. i Ted) Roewoyil0;Neterlands24° 
Residual feo === >2~~ de —— 49 uae 38 Uae ingdom Ls Portign 18, 
‘Blumen ad other rsiinas =~ a Tt Finland Norway 6 

NA Not available. | Nocludes Faroe lclands. Table prepared by Jooaf Pach May include other preious meta . 
Less than 1/2 unit. 

‘Table 3.—Denmark: Imports of selected mineral commodities' | 

(Metric tons unles otherwise specified) i 
Sources 1582 

Commodi wet 182 Bg ° nied (Other principal) 

METALS 
Aluminum | ‘Sulketend hydroxides --------- 5057852 BMT United 2104; West Ger- | many Se | 
Meta including alloys: alincluding alloy: 36g 2608 West Germany 1.268; Norway 671, 

Gite co: «| Aa Ete a 
‘Ore and concentrate. 346 329. West Germany 205 
Ooidand nydroniias “77-~77a7 as 3322 Westetmany 184 Frances 

(Copper Seal incliding ala | 
Merb cos oe ee meen 5.280 4232 1 United Kingdom 1,221; Sweden 1078. 
‘Uneboshi = <= sooo SET 283 G03! Sweden 485 United Kingdom 358.) 
Semeueh go ciicin>| BRIS 88T HE West Cormany 8558 Seon 6989, 

See footnotes at end of table. j 
|
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Table 3.—Denmark: Imports of selected mineral commoditiest —Continued 
(Metric tons unless otherwise specified) 

~ Sources, 1982 
Commodity 1981 1982 “Gaited one ap Gad ‘Other (principal 

METALS —Continued 
Iron and steel: Tron ore and concentrate 

‘Excluding roasted pyrite. 177,226 183,114. Sweden 188,108, atoebyiteroasted PNT gees 15ST Norway 15,877 
Strap —————-u uaa. HOTT 1485 BL__Unit gn 31 012: Wet Gee many 19,094; USSR. 18,081. Pig iron, cast iron, related panmtatiais <0 sist 680802 USSR. 25,240; Norway 14,506 erroalioys ‘Ferromanganese_—_—___- 3.698 3001 -_ Nowway 8.065. Unapecified 77227 6098 B4s1 > Narway 6,246; Spain 736 Steel, primary forms ~~~ ~~~ 125990 td Figland 3,58; West Germany 

15381 Semipanufastares: ” 5, rods, angles, shapes, sec- Tone MMPS saso09 16007206 Wes Germany 8,41 Sweden 
Universal plates shouts 655.880 12647849 West Germany 217460; Sweden 
Hoop and strip _______-_ 49,455 36,125, 6 — West Germany 34,284; Sweden 9,398. Railp and accessories ---_ «YT'283.,id/o10.« Went Germany 7,484; France 5,115, Whe shone ene ceea 29000-51806 2_—_West Germany 11,453; Belgium. 

Luxembourg 10:35, ‘Tubes, pipes, fittings — 291,220 495,482 15 Weat Germany 314.56; Ialy 51,248, 
Castings and forgings, rough 4482 4485, @) West Germany 1,735; Norway 1,135. ‘Lead: Metal including alloys Serapeevene eee BBL 1.102 290 Norway 3,967; Nigeria 983, Unwrought Ronmeaaes: 52 T4710 100 West Germany 3,649: Sweden 2,969. 

Semimanfacapes = Base 3794") West Germany 3.583, Magnesium: Metal inchuding alloys fama fo rere een 119 243 80 Norway 71; Canada 35 
Manganese: ‘Ore and concentrate, metallurgical ganda Sore c eee eu 510. Netherlands 225; Belgium. Taxerbourg ist Oxides 1816 1855 2 Belglum-Luxembourg 1,231 Mercary = Tepoand fas 261 BR 29 Sweden Sf; United Kingdom 58, ‘Molybdenum: Metal including alloys, all (forme wee-ennneeenn nen 5 11 @)__ West Germany 9 
Nickel: Metal including alloys: ‘Unwrought = ng 161 =. Finland 62; Canada 40. Semimanufactures——— ~~~ = 27> 18 18 “§_— West Germany 88; Norway 26 Platinum-group metals: Metals including ‘llays,anwrought and partly wrought valle, thousands $6888 $4885 $18 Negherland 2:4 Switorand 

8 Silver: Metal including alloys, unwrought 
‘and partly wrought 'da- $12,814 $10968 $467 United ego $4.28, Wost Ger ‘many $1,608, ‘Tin: Metal including alloys: ‘Scrape 143 CI Norway 16; Portugal 16. Unwreahi oe 052 SEATS 110 ae haly 68, Netherlands 38 Semimanufectures-~—~2222272 2 58 Welt Germany 21 United Kingdom 

‘Titanium: Oxides = 6.134 5613 18 Norway 2,267; West Germany 569 ‘Tungsten: Metal inclading alloy, all forms wane nee 5 11) West Germany 5; Sweden 5. 
Zine: Gali ovine calves 2884 2419 __ West Germany 1,651; France 510 Metal including alloys Berap no ee 73 ___ West Germany 81; Cameroon 0, Unwvrought.-——~="TL2IL gd azads LL Nomway 4818; Finland 4,563 Semimanufactares -->>=— >> 4313 4459 “race 2,317; West Germany 968, 

NONMETALS 
Abesives ns: Natural: Corundum, emery, pumice, Speceicc ec, «RD 5199 6)—Tealand 394, ‘Artifical: Corundum ~~ ~~~ >~2=> ‘81 323) West Germany 502 
Asbestos, rude == -— === 5136 gio Canada 28: Cyprus 1256. Bariteand witherte=~~7""700°°7~ 16951289 TL_CNetherlands 16, on materials ‘Grade natural borates 5,158 44284421 ‘Turkey 1. Oxides and acids ~~ === 222 388 gS? aly 189; France 128, Cements ns --2- = RTZ RBS olan 14,496; Wst Germany 7.580. Challe = 222TTTTTTTTTT TIT avs TL @)— West Germany 1.524; France 1,788 
Glass cdg STITT Rg Bags 22T United Kingdom 34.216 Gryoliteandchiolites=-—7~~=72272 = A058 4B aT2 Greenland $900. 
See footnotes at end of table.
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‘Table 3.—Denmark: Imports of selected mineral commodities: —Continued | 
(Metric tons unless otherwise specified) | 

eee ce Sourees, 1082 
commodit 1981 we! Ee Ee " Gea ‘Other (principal 

NONMETALS ~Continued 
Diamond: Gem, not setor stu ‘alae thwsonds $2,964 $8235 -_—_—Belgum-Larombourg $2,012; Sweden 
iatomite and other infusorial earth 6296 B82 1,712—_Iesland 8931; Spain a2 Poldgparsfluorspar related matenals =~ «12087» T211 = Norway 8,608; Sweden 985 
Fertifcer materials: Manufactured: ‘Ammonia vu Manufactured: __ 28,162 —39,650 12969 West Germany 196927; Trinidad and 

. "Tobago 54.200. Nirogenmis ann BANGLA SOT Nore 8 undetermined 3472 Phosphate 2222222222222-22 3188 «Tw "Toran 1.98; West Germany 9,001. Potaide 2-22TTUTIIIIIT ARNG AAA 9670) Wet Gormany 102.51 Ban Ger. 
Graphite, natural _------------- 853, 1254 85 West Germany 1.118, Gpepumand plates —W7~—W77-77 sagt au) > Shln TSUBOT Suen 8774, Lge reco Tas 6285) West Germany 5.80 Maspeoie=202-CTCCTITIIITT nso 8B Atta Spain 2s, 

rude including splittings and waste 118 161 United Kingdom 85; Norway 60 Worked including agglomerated spit= hele ore “3 $= Belgium Luxembourg 5. Niteates erude 2 72777772222IIZ 2es) nab) “08; Sweden 6 Phosphates crude "~~~~-27-==-= 0B 28020 Maraeco LITRE Repti of South : ‘Abien 69,610; USSR. 58259 ents, mineral: Iron oxides and pirates procomeds nan 4457 402512 West Germany 2,864; Spain 69 Potasium sal erodes ===~7277=7— so tims 12 Ritfrom West Germany. Pci ands presii ns other Than diamond Natural ‘alu, thousands. $659 $812 $90 Sulerand $1,016 West Gormany 
Byrila, umes saa nnanneesiee 531 202. Sweden 177 Saidbeiness==222=22TDTT aia a8 Wet arming nu USSR, 
‘Sodium compounds, n.e.s.: Carbonate, - 

manufactured sen 7199861050. Rag rap 2.197; United King 
Stone sand and gravel: * | 

vinension ne 
‘Crude and partly worked ——-—— 103,625 1T1,125 @) Sweden 102,292; Norway 61,254. 

Worked mre 27,058 27,454 Portugal 10,482; Sweden 8,655. | Dolomite chiely revactoryarade Shot S11 © =_—_Norway 12.679; Sweden 7,588 Gravelanderushedrock =~" TIRG3L_—«-710,383« ‘Sweden 626,126; Norway 19,222. 
Limestone other than dimension --— 160.510 181410 Tween 12,097; ‘United Kingdom 
‘Quartz and quartzite... mene 16,778 8,285, 2 Sweden 7,020; Norway 1,087, Sleriherhanmetatearig ~~ 61D TOR T_‘Bagi rember 8,0; Sweden 

Sulfur: Blemental: Crag including native end byproduct A"? rg069 63585 Woot Germany 63,082, sage TTB Tb X= West Germany 8316; Norway 1.804 
Tae stati, opto, robe —~ 498 TG Norway 318); Pinna 2471 
Grade = ann --- 4947958049756 Bast sot Sing and dros, not metal bearing ~~~ Sits ats 8 ited ingdom abe; Norway 1,78. 
MINERAL FUELS AND RELATED MATERIALS 

Asphalt and bitumen, natural 15023-—=«BBTS_— BRS West Germany 5866; Swain 2.808, 6B Caton ac ooo Som 508 gr Sheen 1.16; Woot Germany 1358 
“Anthracite and bituminous Thousand tons -«10886-—=—«966S—«76~—_‘United Kingdom 2,085; Poland 964 
Briquets of anthracite and bituminous eee 5501 73. United Kingdom 48 Ligne incdingbriqucts ----_-_ «SRT «5849 > Bast Germany 4.681, cokeindsemicokes OTT FBGDBRBTGBFranee 8; United Kingdom 

Fetindudingbimetsandlier 21,22 AL__Soden 1,85 Finland 48. dtroloum: ‘Grade thousand 42gallon barrels seat 30782 ‘United Kingdom 14.85; Sau Ara bia 10.286 USSR 2889. Refinery products: Tiguéted petroleum gasdo.---«L72T_—= «818 @)_—_ United Kingdom 1,051 
See footnotes at end of table
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Table 3.—Denmark: Imports of selected mineral commodities: —Continued 

(Metric tons unless otherwise specified) 
a a aS ea 

Commodity 1981 v8 Gael Cer GD 

MINERAL FUELS AND RELATED ‘MATERIALS —Continued 
Petroleum —Continued "Refinery products Continued 

cesthsand 42alfon barrel 7961 TM49 —1_Netherlands 2,902; Sweden 1819. Kerosineandjet fuel." -dos--- 48890 )—_Netherlands 4101 
Distillate fueloil ---~~do-- «395987 21,608 © 149 Sweden 6148; Netherlands 3.147 Lubricants = 77Tido222 “Bao “Rit USSR 46; Netherlands 203, Kesidual fuel o"""""do. 22164165198 Sweden 4528, East Germany 3492. Bitumen and otter residues 

don 987 LBS yg Net Gormany 41; Netberlands 422 Petroleum coke -____-do- ~~~ 441388 To Netherlands Antilles 315. 
Ancludes Faroe Islands. Table prepared by Jozef Plachy. 
Less than 1/2 unit 

‘COMMODITY REVIEW closed down in the spring, and imported 
ati ammonia was used because it was less 

Metals.—Modernization of process tech- expensive than the domestic product. nology in the electric arc steel plant of the “"“T'imestone. The major producer of calci- 
Danish Steel Works Ltd. at Frederiksvaerk, ym carbonate filler and extender products 
Zealand, continued. The company’s second in Denmark was A/S Faxe Kalkbrud, part are furnace was converted to an eccentric of the F. L. Smidth Group. Faxe produced 
bottom tap. This was reported to make it chalk whiting and crushed limestone at 
possible for the first time in the world to three locations. The Stevns plant, west Zea- 
produce slag-free steel and to improve raw and, had a capacity of 200,000 tons per year 
material efficiency, because tilting of the of chalk whiting for the paper, rubber, 
furnace was reduced to a few degrees. Em- plastic, paint, and fiberglass industries. At 
ployment at the plant was 1,517. Despite Faxe Ladeplads, west Zealand, and Grena, 
the modernization of the now 30% Govern- northwest Jutland, pulverized limestone 
ment-owned steelmaker, the outlook for was produced, each plant having a capacity 
1984 remained poor and efforts were made of 140,000 tons per year. The limestone 

to further reduce production costs. products were suitable for use in glass, 
Nonmetals.—Cement.—Aalborg _—_Port- asphalt, feedstuffs, paint, water softening, 

land-Cement-Fabrik A/S, a wholly owned fertilizers, and carpets. The Grena plant 
subsidiary of the F. L. Smidth Group and also produced some pulverized Norwegian 
Denmark’s only cement producer, had a dolomite for carpets and paints. Faxe also 
cement capacity of about 2.5 million tons produced I million tons of agricultural lime- 
per year. Some years ago, the company stone and quicklime at Boesdal, Stuberupp, 
converted surplus capacity to the produc- and Vejle. In addition to Faxe, The F. L. 
tion of special cements. In 1983, one of the Smidth Group had several other limestone 
company’s products was super white port- interests in Denmark. 
land cement with low alkali content and Mineral Fuels—Total energy consump- 
high sulfate resistance properties, greatly tion was 17 million tons of oil equivalent. 
in demand in the Middle East. Although Domestic oil production was 1.5 million 
sales of regular cement decreased, exports barrels (200,000 tons of oil equivalent) or 19% 
of special cements were on the rise. of the total, coal imports were 8.6 million 

Fertilizer Materials.—Superfos A/S con- tons of oil equivalent, and the rest was 
tinued production of superphosphate and imported oil. 
ammonia-based mixed fertilizers by its sub- Natural Gas.—Construction of the’ Dan- 
sidiaries, Dansk Ammoniakvaerk A/S and ish natural gas distribution network contin- 
Dansk-Norsk Kvaelstoffabrik A/S. The ued, with startup of the system planned for 
company’s plants were located at Fredericia 1984. The Danish Underground Consortium 
and Norresundby in central and north Jut- (DUC) was to supply gas to Government- 
land. The Superfos ammonia plant was owned Dansk Olie og Naturgas, which in
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turn was to distribute the gas to regional was under discussion. DUC also tested the 
cooperative organizations. At startup, a re- West Lulu-l well, 90 kilometers west of 
duced demand of 50 billion cubic feet per Gorm, where gas was found, 
year was expected, leaving excess gas of _ Data on the Dan Field were as follows: 
about 30 billion cubic feet for export to Location was in the southwest bloc 200 
Sweden and the Federal Republic of Ger- kilometers west of Esbjerg in water 41 
many. After startup, the country’s oil and meters deep; estimated recoverable reserves 
gas was to account for 20% to 25% of total were 72.3 million barrels of 30° API gravity 
energy requirements. with 0.3% sulfur content; and the startup 

Petroleum.—Danish oil production in- date was April 1972. Participants in DUC 
creased by one-quarter in 1983, with DUC’s were Dansk Boreselskab (A. P. Moller), 
Dan, Gorm, and Skjéld Fields flowing 43,000 operator, 30%; Shell Olie og Gasutvinding 
barrels per day into Gorm’s offshore loading Danmark B.V., 40%; Chevron Oil A/S Dan- 
facilities. Oil was to be landed in 1984 by the _ mark, 15%; and ‘Texaco A/S, 15%. Produc- 
Government's pipeline, when gas produc- tion in 1983 was 4,700 barrels per day. Data 
tion was scheduled to start up from the on the Gorm Field were as follows: Location 
‘Tyra Gasfield. Gas production was also to was 214 kilometers west of Esbjerg in water 
result in production of 4,000 barrels per day 38 meters deep; reserves were estimated at 
of condensate to be landed via the Gorm 110.7 million barrels of 33° API gravity oil 
pipeline. Exploratory and appraisal drilling with less than 0.3% sulfur content; and the 
in 1983 was boosted to a record of 14 wells startup date was May 1981. Participants 
compared with 5 in 1982. DUC was forcing . were the same as for the Dan Field. Produc- 
exploratory drilling ahead of the relin- tion in 1983 was 31,400 barrels per day. 
quishment of another 25% of its former Production was into moored tankers togeth- 
exclusive concessions on the last day of the er with Dan's production, which came 
year. The remaining 24% was to be re- through a 27-kilometer pipeline. In 1984, 
linquished in January 1986. Eight Danish crude oil was to be sent ashore by pipeline. 
and twenty-four foreign companies have __In 1983, DUC submitted a plan to the 
applied for licenses on the relinquished Danish Ministry of Energy to increase oil 

territories. production from the Dan Field. The plan 
DUC had notable successes on the East included 3 new platforms and over 20 wells. 

Rosa and Mid Rosa structures, both lying ‘The investment was estimated at about 
within 15 kilometers of the Gorm platform $400 million. Extensive studies preceded the 
and therefore readily exploitable. The East planning. Pipelines would connect the new 
Rosa exploratory well tested 9,600 barrels platforms to Tyra and Gorm. An estimated 
per day of oil with high sulfur gas, and the 42 million barrels of new oil was expected in 
Mid Rosa-2 well gave test flow of 10,000 10 years’ time, with 7 million barrels the 
barrels per day. Commercial development first year. 

GREENLAND 

PRODUCTION AND TRADE partment of Geological Sciences of Durham 
University, United Kingdom. Several explo- 

Only lead and zinc concentrates and raw ration projects sponsored by the European 
cryolite ore were produced and exported. Economic Community were pursued. The 

Exploration Activities—The Technical — Nordisk Mineselskab A/S drilled a tungsten 
University of Lyngby, Denmark, was plan- deposit on Ymer Island, east Greenland, 
ning to make a remote sensing survey for and studied apatite at Sarfortoq and Qua- 
minerals in west Greenland. The Technical qarssuk with the help of the Geological 
University of Munich, Federal Republic of Survey of Greenland and the British Geo- 
Germany, was assessing pyrochlore in alka- logical Survey. The National Research es- 
line intrusions in south Greenland, and a tablishment in Ris, Denmark, made a fea- 
carbonatite intrusion in the GrénnedalIta sibility study on a low-grade chromium 
syenite complex in cooperation with the deposit in Narssaq, south Greenland. 
Geological Survey of Greenland and the De-
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| Table 4—Greenland: Production of mineral commodities? 
| (Metric tons unless otherwise specified) 

Commodi? iw 1980 CS 
ryote crudeore == NA NA 44200 4640046500 {Eend, mine output; metal content Qforehoisted snes ate 000087252 n00 Ofeoncentrates 2—7=2222TTIIIIIIT sr90 = 50300 mraya 280028000 Silver,mine output, metal content: ‘fore hoited= "thousand troy ounces. 168 m 72 160 san Ofconcentrates == —_/vowens MSY goes Ey at 38 350 ES ine, mine output, metal content: Gforehosted” = gs agg a4n0 85.050 3.005 Ofeoncentrates ---TTTTTTTTTTTTTTT= Be S00 Tatton ROO RT 

"Preliminary. NA Not available MPable includes data svailele through Aug. 20,1984, 2in addition tothe commodities listed, a variety of crude construction materials common clays, sand and gravel and stone) are undoubtedly produced, but output is not reported, and available information is inadequate to make reliable ‘atimatesof output level, 

Table 5.—Greenland: Exports of selected mineral commodities: 
Metric tons unless otherwise specified) 
a 

Commodity 1981 18 “Gated Ueltea Other (principal) 

Cryoliteand chiolte «gS a3gIO. lito Denmark Lend: Ore and concesivate 2777222224499 TOETH Branco 158 West Germany 17.478; ‘Spain 11,082 Seltand brine aa 40 __aloNocw Zine: Oreand concentrate ———~~~-~> tar g85— aka «——_Prance 12385, West Germany "19019; Canada 45,008 
"Table prepared by Joct Pach 

Table 6.—Greenland: Imports of selected mineral commodities! 
(Metric tons unless otherwise specified) 

Sourees, 1982 
Commodit 1981 1982 Gage " Tae Other prince 
METALS 

Aluminsrn: Metal including alloys, ulna en a 6) Denmark 6s per Metal including alloys, “emimancfactores. See 20 98 Denmark 9 Iron and steel: Metal, seminnanfactures 490) 5081 Denmark 3.990, ed: Metal including allaye al forms 2 1.2 Ailfrom Denmark, Site Neil lug alloy unwrout and partly wrought, 
value, thousands. 8 mz. Zine: Meta including alloys all ori 8 22D NONMETALS 

Cement ce 952 © 9400 Gla, ensig 222 o 7ST TTA TET 2 ns Diamond: Gem, nat stor strung value, thousands 8 so De. Fertiliser materials: Manufactured =~ at 381 => Canada 745; Denmark 208, Gypsum and plaster Sen = 16 ‘Allfrom Denmark breil eetiseeemenameeme 181 as 2 Sel aidrne® = -—>2o- ooo 5205 6218 => Denmark 5,015; Spain 1.100, ium compounds, 2. Carbonate, ‘manufactured <7 nnn 4 18 <__Allfrom Denmark, sulfur Saifore acid ——~~=~==2222 8 aor. NS 
MINERAL FUELS AND RELATED ‘MATERIALS 

(Carbon: Carbon black == === == 12 oe (Cos Antvacite and bituminous ~~~ ~~ 210 eT > 
See footnotes at end of table
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| ‘Table 6.—Greenland: Imports of selected mineral commodities’ Continued | 
(Metric tons unles otherwise specified) | 

TT oo BE 
nod ° 9820 Commo ‘iat Gines Dhergeoae | et 

MINERAL FUELS AND RELATED ‘MATERIALS Continued 
Petroleum refinery pode cited petroleum, iqueied petroleu alton barrels se 1969 All from Denmark igeetliee cused godt size >Beden 24497; Norway 16,584 Rorouine andjet fuel. ~~~ "do bias Sitar Norway 25188; Netherlands 2,638 Deiefuetoh a2 7T ogo aS6TT2 12K > Norway $78,484; Denmark 2,218; Sweden 281347 

Lubricants. do gas 1581) Denmark 16738 \ 
Bituminous mixtures -—vdo- 2 AML OTS Sl from Denmark 

"Revised ‘Table prepared by Jose Pachy. Less than 1/2 uni. 

COMMODITY REVIEW raw materials in Greenland has refused 

, permission to Nordisk Mineselskab and its 
Metals.—Greenex A/S completed its 10th [j§, partner, Atlantic Richfield Co., to initi- 

year of operation at its Black Angel Mine in ate a regular search for oil in Jameson Land 
Marmorilik, west-central Greenland. Al jn east Greenland in 1984 for lack of insuffi- 
though lead and zinc concentrate produc- cient preparation and study. However, in 
tion declined owing to the impoverishment fhe gammer of 1983, the two companies 
of ores mined, the company achieved its obtained permission to continue some intro- 
highest sales ever as a result of rising zinc Guetory studies of fields in the area in 
Prices and improving dollar exchange rates, Jameson Land. The more extensive explora- 

Nonmetals.—Kryolitselskabet Oresund tion program was estimated to cost up to 
A/S again opened its eryolite open pit at $199 million over a period of 6 years. 
Ivigtuut, southwest Greenland, according to 
plan, and quarrying of remaining low-grade sphysicl scientist, Division of Foreign Data 
ore was resumed during the summer. ‘Affe nec, values fave been coer fy 

Mineral Fuels.—The joint Danish-Green- Banish, krone, (DBP) to ee aigay, St the rate of 
landie commission concerned with mineral 

|



The Mineral Industry of 

By John R. Lewis' 

Crude petroleum continued, by far, to be that were set by the Government. Motor 
Egypt's best income producer during 1983, fuel, for example, cost only 16% to 20% as 
despite the lower prices and sagging de- much as similar products elsewhere in the 
mand that were associated with softness in world. This heavy consumption was cutting 
the world’s petroleum markets. Phosphate into Egypt’s exportable crude oil surplus, 
rock, iron and steel, aluminum, and salt thus reducing the income from such ex: 
were also produced, and although of much ports. The petroleum industry contributed 
less importance than petroleum they were 17% of the country’s gross domestic prod- 
nevertheless important to Egypt's economy, uct, 72% of its merchandise exports, and 
To encourage foreign investment, investors 30% of Government revenues. Official esti- 
were allowed a majority holding in joint mates of Egypt’s net oi] income from 1983 ventures, approval of proposed projects was stood at $2.2 billion,? down somewhat from 
aecelerated somewhat, and Egyptian dele an earlier estimate of $2.7 billion. Lower 
gations were out shopping abroad for invest. crude oil prices were identified as the cause. 
ments in their country. 

One positive result of Egypt's encourage- Government Policies and Programs.— 
ment of industry was an invitation tobidon Qn June 15, the U.S. Agency for Interna- 
a 10,000-ton-per-year float glass plant to be tional Development (AID) awarded a con- built in the new town “Tenth of Ramadan.” tract to Bendix Field Engineering Co. 
Technology, equity, and equipment for the Grand Junction, Colorado, in connection venture were sought. Egypt needed domesti- with a joint Egyptian-American undertak. 
cally made glass because imports were ex- ing that will assist the Government of 
pensive and breakage was high. The coun- Egypt in providing investment opportuni- 
try has big deposits of white, glass-grade ties in mineral and petroleum resources. 
sand. French, Italian, and U.S. companies Management and technical support for the submitted bids late in 1983, and an award of minerals phase of the Minerals, Petroleum 
contract was expected early in 1984. and Groundwater Assessments Program 

Egypt continued to be a significant ener- (MPGAP) will be provided by Bendix, other 8y producer in 1983. Petroleum production contractors will handle support of projects was on the increase, natural gas projects in the petroleum sector. The program was were encouraged, and while hydroelectric to be carried out by four Egyptian agencies: 
Power contributed 8% to the total energy the Egyptian Geological Survey and Mining 
supply, any increase appeared unlikely. Authority (EGSMA), the Desert Research Coal, mostly in the Sinai Peninsula, and Institute, the Remote Sensing Center, and 
uranium were also known to exist within the Egyptian General Petroleum Corp. 
the country. Energy consumption was rising (EGPC). AID is the overall sponsor of the 
rapidly; one major influence on the increase program. Among the activities underway or 
being the very low level of petroleum prices in the planning stages were exploring for 

233
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disseminated gold in wall rocks of known in exploration and to provide training. The 
vein deposits, surface and subsurface recon- aim of MPGAP was to stimulate foreign 
naissance, and sampling. Work is also to go investment in Egypt's resources. Explora- 
forward on gypsum, potash, and salt re- tion and development had been made at- 
sources, plus copper and sulfur. Sixty Egyp- tractive under recently liberalized Egyptian 
tian professionals were to receive academic Government policies on mineral concessions 
training in the United States, while 18 U.S. and joint venture agreements. 
consultants were to go to Egypt to assist | 

PRODUCTION AND TRADE | 

‘Two of Egypt's largest foreign exchange they produced about 70% of Egypt's export 
earners continued to be crude petroleum earnings. Phosphate shipments were also 
and phosphate rock. By September 1983, for substantial, as the entry of Egypt into Far 
example, production of crude, condensates, Eastern fertilizer markets promised even 
and natural gas liquids totaled 820,000 bar- greater offshore sales. | 
rels per day, thus creeping ever closer to the Oil export prices, which had been on the 
Government's goal of 1 million barrels per decline from 1981 to mid-1983, began an 
day output by mid-decade. Crude production upturn during the second half of the year. 
had averaged 673,000 barrels per day in Italy took 35% of Egypt's crude oil exports, 
1982. Domestic consumption was running Israel bought about 26%, and Romania took 
between 400,000 and 450,000 barrels per about 8%. Egypt exported small quantities 
day, but was increasing rapidly. The bal- of petroleum products to Western Europe 
ance of crude produced was exported, as and as bunker fuel for ships. | 
were some refined products, and together | 

‘Table 1.—Egypt: Production of mineral commodities: | 
(Metric tons unless otherwise specified) 

ee a al 
Commodity i978 1580 188 1s? 0 

METALS I 
Alutinum =o soee-— ee 102.000 200007133812 "141000 *140,194 
Copper refined secondary -~~_~~==---—~ 2000 = 000) 000 22,400, ay 
Tren and see. iron ore and concentrate. thousand tons. 1.435 1m 4498822208, 
Pig iron _____-_- Heiter MO me: ‘600, “650 “650, 3 7196 Sineberaiec 00 Coe Tae 00 sn) 900 480 2135 Semimanufactures —-2-c2--7~-da-- = *1,000, 847 850 $00 yi 
Perroalloys: Ferresilicon® ~~~ ——— ~~~ 590 50008000000 —*6,000, 

NONMETALS 
AG mmnsrasyeebonacen 233 aie 225 2424 2245 
RUN wes sn giao ES i ia 2,136 4,582 72,108 23,101 78,185, 
Cement: Hydraulic _____.__ thousand tons__ 2,957 3,028 73,499, 94,260 3,794 
cc Bentonite. 3,500 5,200 5200 520 | 22512 
Fire clay_———____ pan aen aoa 250,000 942,000, 995,000, 7975,263 2205,000 
‘Kaolin. eeneerenernon-= 46,544 41,227 732,113 749,787 100,176 

Feldspar, crude. --- eee 8,271 3,09 73,480 78,436 75,945 
en ee eee ae 682 1,752, ‘535 90 32 

Gypsum and anhydrite, crude... - .-----~ 796,000, 940,000 950,000, 931,150 721,340, 
haere apogee 88,000 87,000 791,294 94,000 798,660 

Nitrogen: N content of ammonia 
“ro et thousand tons__ 263 400 2518 7639 7905 

Phosphate: Phosphate rock St -do. = 3 658 20 08 68 
Pigments, minerai, natural: iron oxide ——————— 140 125 130 150, 2 
Salt;marine = thousand tons a6 630 679 223 2018 
Sodium compounds: Sodlumenrbonate—----------------5000FIRBADagee HT 748,000 

Sodium sulfate... -.-.------------ 2,902, 2,962 3,000 8,000 71,950 
Stone, sand and gravel 

Bosalt --""- thousand cubic meters. 85 °6 7103 290 NA 
Dolomite. 2 _——~2~ =~ thousand tons. — 504 0 300 500 Na 
Granite, dimension ~~~ cubie meters 2.605408 8.400 | 34,785 NA 
Gravel - thousand eubie meters. 300-3400 3a00 38,480 NA 
Limestone and thercaleareousnes do. BRAS 518555957007 *0.216 

See footnotes at end of table
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Table 1—Egypt: Production of mineral commodities: —Continued | 
(Metric tons unless otherwise specified) 

eran see —« Toe 

NONMETALS—Continued 
Stone, sand and gravel —Continued 
Marble blocks including alabaster) 

‘cubic meters. 26,000 32,000 746,930 719,380 716,400 Quartz SEMAN etofoon = to.000 107000 10,000 NA Sand including glass sand 
‘thousand cubic meters. _ 6147 6,000 6,200 76,874 7166 uiSanttone—————— EEE Tae a8 2 2 "has 7518 

‘Blemental, byproduct oo 3206 3.00 404084291 41.000, 
Bulluie wid co Sots 320 © 82000 “44S *44 800 

‘Tale, steatite, soapstone, pyrophyllite ——______ 4,406 4,007 35,123 78,291 74,519 
‘MINERAL FUELS AND RELATED MATERIALS 
Coke: Oven and beehive _____ thousand tons__ 853 915 920 2974 7916 Ganynatral, 

ross production million eubic feet. "140000 84624 108000114074 120.000 
petlgzitted nn Tao Hanon 60000 "tomo "8000 "S000 etroleum 
Grade. thousand 42allon barrels. 18000022705 _—aaaagy Pais 45 Pan24BG 
Retnery products: re 

Gasoline and naphtha ________do.___ 8,840, 15,068 16,000 16,200 20,500 Kerosineandjetfuel-——-——---do.-=> ai 188 S100 Ta 300, Distillate fueioll =~ ~--~= ~~ do. 12051871 1800019350200 [Residual fuelolt ----_~~~~dec== RBIS] 800280705000 
Liquefied peiolein gac2777—“de7> ad) 100 Zoo Asphaltcrenseesen=~~oW—nda-> Td BOD X00 3300, i a a ‘ee 00 450 300 Refinery fuel andTosses”°"""7"da°""~ aaa 50 460048508000 

Total ne an ado.--- <9 M6 —*108658~—«106AT2—«TLA,750.—_—146,000 
“Estimated. Preliminary. "Revised. NA Not available. 
‘fable includes data available through dune 15, 1984. *Reported figure. 

Table 2.—Egypt: Exports and reexports of mineral commodities 
(Metric tons unless otherwise specified) 

Beatin 1882 
‘Commodi 1981 ape. Tag ee y Gaiet (Other (principa 
METALS 

Aluminum: Metal including alloys: ‘Unwrought ne T6466 NA Semimanufectures ---"222-7-- RB NA 
eel primary or 96 NA lel, primary forms. Semimanufactures Universal plates sheets 14,490 NA bg eels rae 3 NA ‘Tubes, pipes filings ~~~ ~~ ast NA Castings end forgings, rough ~~~ 1500 NA Other: Ashes and residues © ~~ SS 108k Belgium Luxembourg 720; West Ger any’ 500; Iealy 

NONMETALS 
Cement on enna 2.450 NA Fertiliner materials: Mantactareds ‘Nitrogenous--- sen <= 28%. Sudan 2.000; Sauat Arabia 201 Phoophatie: === === ~~ ~72277> = Bet > Alttottaly 
Phosphates ede eS DTTLT SSA nash)——Iauthe20960" ina 38.155; 

enc Smeg ~~ “France 31,180; China 24,845. Pigments incr: Tron oxides ana wyaroxides, provested <n. = 8 Allo Saudi Arabia, SalfandbrineeSSOITIIITS gst aga 00; Lemon 188%; Cyprus 

See footnotes at end of table
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‘Table 2.—Egypt: Exports and reexports of mineral commodities —Continued 
(Metre tons unless otherwise specified) 

a7 |” 
Commodi 1981 6 Gu 7 nied Other principal 

NONMETALS ~Continued 
Stone, sand and gravel: 

‘Dimension stone, crude and partly worked sone nnn 389 800. Alltoltaly. Sand other than motalbearing ~~ ~~ aS 36 <> AlltaGresee Taleysteatite, capstone, pyrophylive —— 6 48372 Bast Germany 460; West Germany 3. 
MINERAL FUELS AND RELATED ‘MATERIALS, | 
halt and bitumen, natural 1,886 Alton Goleta! semicoke’ = >> BTS 20440 L>_—“Romania 32415; Saudi Arabia 2. etroleurm ‘Grade ®housand A2gallon bares. $2041 $6,620 S851 Tay 18.285 nae 1454; Romania 
Refinery products: ‘Mineral jelly and wax —do. 13 $1 __ Alto West Germany. eroineandjetfucl-—-do--"" 480 4g TT aly AD France Ii; Nether 

Distillate fuel of do. ald 633 = Alltobunkers, | Resid unos =~"2Tao-7-> rth RBH TT ‘France aly 858; bunkers 

NA Not available \ 
“Table prepared by Virgina A. Woodson. | 

‘Table 3.—Egypt: Imports of mineral commodities' | 
(Metric tons unless otherwise specified) | 

Br 10 
Commodi 1981 mw pee | = alte Other principal) i 

METALS » } 
Alkaline: and rare-earth metals: | atlapestod ne 9 25 All from France. 

‘Oreand concentrate 1,000 ao Oxides and hydroxides © >~2~ 77 2 1380 ~West Germany 1,058; Netherlands 76; 
‘United Kingdom 72 “Metal including alloys: Scrap nee 5 ML. Austria ts, Unwrought= == 22727772222 as = Semimanuactures - 27-2 94ST 2b 50. Tay 58 Prange 450; Wot Germany “26; Japan 138 Chromiu: Oxides and hydroxides ———_ 64 2. RaseGermany 1; United Kingdom 1. 

ebalt: Odes and hydronides-———~ 3 & <2 United Kingdom I; unspecified 5 
Waive and speiss including cement Sipe reece een - 999. Allfrom Zambia, Metal incliding alloys Scrap een ~ 48 Bunkers. Unwrought-—=—~2—~ === 231 2116 =- Zambia 1 069; Zaire 905 

‘Semimanufactures --—————_— 8281 91695 742—_United Kingdom 3,996; Greece 840; France 615; Sweden 601 Tron and steel ‘ron ore and concentrate including aianedyrite senna 5,000 10,000 <All from Italy. 
 Serap — erence 13,804 12,259 1,626 Sudan 6,012; Congo 1,268; ‘Caechoslovakia 1,042; Lebanon 804 Pig iron, cast iron, related Taterials == ,075—— «41,886 West Germany 16,282; Republic of ‘Koren 14,8; Switaerland 6031 Ferroatloys Ferromanganese. wg AAR = Geeta sr tata, Unapecified 77772227 188 BME West Germany 2.690 Belgium fitxembourg 6 

See footnotes at end of table.
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Table 3.—Egypt: Imports of mineral commodities! —Continued A ee pa 
ee or ee sia eg s Bis Other prinipad $e cer mers oa impel soe na aa 

Setanta Mma i Sein oe TSA seca ssgoe 6m chen Baty We cm sb et 
Universals, plates, sheets __ 138,945, 118,911 6,994 West Germany 27,625; Spain 15,806; vont cen ume near a * a 402; Lebanon 400, “ss Ravencrest 

ES UP ey Trimet Tmt aan RRR ST : ‘Castings and forgings, rou 18525 80.485 3.811 Maly R645; France 720; United es ‘lagiom 2088 Wet Germany ts oe io saw, peian iii Maedepeigg MM ee ton ‘Metal including alloys: See nagaeo owen gmap nate aan WHT eagone Ase atte MangaSsmimanufactures 9 65. Turkey’52; Netherlands 4; France 3. "Ore and concentrate, metallurgical: ee Beeson oS al aa Ae Riaptmta 
"780, Switzeriand 485. Mogg oes tae sag 

Maite and speiss 8 - Heist ag 2 
Unwroagit: 2777727722772 16 a ~~ Belgium Luxembourg 2; Switzer. 
‘Semimanufactures _________ 54 248 me ium-Luxembourg 126; Japan 60; ig eter “nse ‘and parely wroughte oY wnrou iy owls a eran ‘Tin: Metal including alloys: 

™ Tsar 
Metal including alloys: 

~ 

aes Simi cnn hg WR 
Other: 

pain Seemann nnn tig may Base metals including alloys, all forms 108 167 =~ United Kingdom 89; Belgium- x Taembotrg 0; Weel Gernany 4 xowerais gina BE senate i 
Grindi id polishing wheels and fom 
rg gh eam cease 1,525 Setanta
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Table 3.—Egypt: Imports of mineral commodities: —Continued 

(Metric tons unless otherwise specifi) 
a 

Commodi 1961 8 ge y Gael Other (rita 

NONMETALS ~Continued 
‘Asbestos crude. DRS BBETB_Canada 1.72; USSR 494 Bariteand wither ~~7—72—777—7 100 Bet | Went Gerimany 198 Tughey 100 Boron materials: Oxides nd acids ~~~ ing 35 Bh France Sniteriand 2 Comet Potand Gc 42D Gite S01 Homann 28 Spin 
Chale on a1 25 All rom Wost Germany. Glaygerade2<2ZTTIITIIITIITT seared TEA aly 2.776 Tndia 1.7; Caechosiovakia (701 Cryolite and chioite — 01a 01; Weat Germany 2 Ditomite and other infsorial earth Bi 32 West Germany 6 Felitproreer lated materia -— 8808S Norway I tly 0, Pertiivet materals: Grade nas one sceccces 0 3 All from West Germany: 
en ut 80 Beli Luxembourg 35; Swi ‘Ammonia = BelgiumLu tsar ind 20; United Kingdom 9 Nitrogonoas ..oeaaeaeae= SLOG 12860 100 UBER tay HT, ance 

Phosphatic ------------ 696-6272 52072 —_BelumLanxembourg 10,100. Pomieeeccccscssccrs: BG e Unopecfcdand mixed ——~-- 10008-1687 «33.USSUR. 9450; Went Germany 1427 Graphite, nifural ns TT siz ‘ts 2 Gina aly toh Wat many "Hr; United Kingdom 36 ypu and pater <n 25 , 
Magnesium compounds; Magnesia=-- -«SXB4_=—=««SAND.— North Koren 2966, United King = ee ees : o> Nba Austra 100. i Mice ‘rude including spitings and waste. 180 205 Finland 15%; United Kingdom 52 Worked including agglomerated plit- oe ee 8 92. Bulgaria29;ttaly 2 Pigments mineral: iron oxides and “fgdroxides, processed sn 1852419. China 1774; West Germany 998; 

‘Spain 470; United Kingdom 356. Pyrite, unroasted. = 55355 96500. _taly 20750; Sweden 1550 Bivcidpamescascoceestssece 2 8322 inked ined 27, Netherands 
Sodium compounds, 93: . ‘Carbonate, nateral snd manufactured ne 13" Netherlands; West Germany 4 Satfate natural and manufactured. = 255 1888 G—-Romanta 035, West Germany 00d; aly 66) Stone, sand and gravel: ‘rinension ste rude and party worked 42397 MAA4T— aly 18.224, Spain 2.219 Worked sn wren a aaa Hou “Ags aly 3120; Vupotavia 40 Gravel and crashed rode "7777777 sr 31 Tray 20; France 110. Ghorizand quarts ~~~=~=—— % 10 2am tcombour 6; Wert Ger ‘many Sand other than metal-bearing 2s 2am let Lneboar 1.28 Spin Hs: taly 108 Sulfur Elemental: Grade including native and by- ete oserenaeage O48 GATE. 99007 Siterand 19244; France 298, Calloidal precipitated, sblined sou “000 NAL Sulforicacig’ Penne linet 3 7 NT West Germany 9; United Kingdom : Japan ‘Tal, steatite, soapstone, pyrophyllite sa 228 ing 18 Nora 695 

Other: Crude -_-__- === 198 161 40 Sudan 100; West Germany 20. 
‘MINERAL FUELS AND RELATED MATERIALS 

Carbon: Carbon blatk === 85 4476200 aly 4, est Germany 965, 
Coal: Anthracite and bituminous * THousund tons. «287 -—=«TAOL_—«4B5—«USSLR 624; Australia 298 Coke and semicoke. “ents o> Sib SS io aly Peat ncluding onquets anditier=--- —«BRBT 181 —_—Treland 10380; West Germany 49. Petroleum refinery product: Liquefied petroleum gaa ‘housand egllon barrels. «TAB «BLM. Greece 4,058; aly 728; Australia 198, Mineraljellyand wat" doe 30 13 =; WeseGermany China 

‘Kerosine and jet fuel. - —_ --do____ 10 wT @ NA 

See footnotes at end of able
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Table 3.—Egypt: Imports of mineral commodities: —Continued 
(Metric tons unless otherwise specified) 

a Se ee 
Commodity 1981 see “Epa iia aa 

MINERAL FUEIS AND RELATED "MATERIALS Continued 
Petroleum refinery products —Continued 
Distillate fuel oit ‘thousand 42allon barrels. 152 g68t Incl 1181 Tay 2,16 Netherlands 
Lubricants do 139 18118 aly 0, Grose 146, Turkey Bitumen ad tet sides — A. $5 Me 22 Allhom France 
Povrleumctkes °” ~772dos77> 6 6-2 Allon Hranee Unspecified -- ~~ ~~~ ~do- m 

NA Not available "Table prepared by Virginia A. Woodson 
Pleas than t/2 unit 

COMMODITY REVIEW 

METALS Iron and Steel—Construction of the El- 
‘ 3 . Dikheila direct-reduction steelworks moved 

Aluminum.—Production at Egypt’s only closer to its scheduled 1986 completion date. 
sluminum plant, the Nag Hammadi smelt- ‘The International Bank for Reconstruction 
er of the Aluminum Co. of Egypt (Egyptal) and Development (World Bank) and its 
continued to be hampered by insufficient affiliate, the International Finance Corp. 
electricity, normally supplied by the Aswan (FC), did much of the funding of the proj- 
High Dam, about 250 kilometers to the ect, and this placed IFC in a position as a 
south, However, the Ministry of Energy partial owner and partner with the Alexan- 
initiated steps during the year that were dria National Steel Co., which had been set, 
intended to increase the dam’s electric out- up as an Egyptian- Japanese joint venture to 
put. The United States, France, and the undertake the project. The plant’s ultimate 
USS.R. were to collaborate on the project, annual steelmaking capacity is variously 
which was expected to take 5 years to reported as between 723,000 and 750,000 

complete. tons per year. The primary product will be 
Charges of alleged dumping of nonalloy- steel reinforcing bars (rebars) for concrete 

ed, unwrought aluminum in the markets of construction within the country. 
the European Economic Communities were Construction of an iron ore terminal for 
terminated after an investigation, with ElLDikhelia was to get underway late in 
Egyptal’s cooperation, revealed that the 1983. The facility will be located at the 
amount by which the normal value of Fgyp- nearby Port of Alexandria and will be 
tal’s products exceeded the prices at which designed to handle 1.5 million tons of ore 
the products were sold in the community per year. Egypt’s General Organization for 
was minimal and not such as would cause Industrial and Mining Complexes was to 

| material injury to community producers. supervise construction. A loan of $84 mil- 
| Gold.—The reopening of an assortment of lion from the World Bank was to provide 
old to ancient gold mines in Egypt's Eastern financing for the project. 
Desert appeared closer to fulfillment during ‘Two firms in Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania, 
1983. EGSMA announced plans for reopen- were supplying engineering and equipment 
ing of the Atoud, El-Baramya and El-Sok- for a U.S-AlD-financed $25 million new 
kari Mines, which had been closed since melting and casting facility being built by 
1961 because of low prices for gold and high the state-owned National Metal Industries 
extraction costs. Another group of mines, S.A. at its present rolling mill site at Cairo. 
Okoud and Umm Al-Rouss also in the East- Pennsylvania Engineering Corp. and Rokop 
ern Desert, was also under study with the Corp. were to receive, upon completion of 
objective of reactivation with assistance their turnkey contract, a total payment of 
from U.S. and British firms? $14 million.
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Pennsylvania Engineering was to supply _ skilled labor, raw materials, and reasonably 
two Lectromelt electric arc furnaces with a priced transport. Electrode paste will be the 
combined capacity of 35 tons per hour, only part of the process that is not produced 
while Rokop was to furnish a three-strand within Egypt. 
continuous caster with which to make car- The plant will have four 14,000-ton fur- 
bon steel billets of various sizes and lengths. _naces, one of which was to be started up in 
Annual billet output of 158,000 tons was 1984; the remainder by late 1985. The four 
expected. The billets will be rolled into 21.5-megavolt-ampere furnaces were to be 
rebars at National Metal's nearby rolling housed in a large metal structure. Seventy- 
mill for use in local construction. A host of five percent ferrosilicon will be the primary 
ancillary equipment for the new facility product. When the new Efaco plant is in 
was to be furnished under the contract by operation, Egypt's Helwan steelworks and 
the two U.S. corporations. The plant, when three minimills will be, for the first time, 

completed, will be one of the most modern self-sufficient in domestic raw materials. 
facilities of its type in the Middle East. Although designed to produce bulk fer- 
Completion was expected by September roalloys only, oversupplies of ferrosilicon 
1985. would probably prompt some production of 

Ferrosilicon.—There was only one ferro- ferromanganese and calcium carbide for use 
silicon producer in Egypt in 1983, and the by the Bgyptian steel industry. 
country was importing almost one-half of its | 
total requirements. The Egyptian Chemical NONMETALS 
Co. produced 6,000 tons per year of ferrosili- . | 
con against a domestic demand for 10,000 __Cement.—Construction of new facilities 
fone'pen year: and the addition of production lines to 

Egypt expected to be an exporter of ferro- several existing plants during 1983 brought 
silicon by 1985, probably to the United Egypt’s cement production capacity to 7.5 
States, Japan, and especially to Middle million tons per year, 1.1 million tons more 
Eastern countries, where a surge in steel than had been anticipated 1 year earlier. 
production appeared likely. This was to be Even with these increases, roughly one-half 
accomplished through the completion of a of Egypt’s need for cement was filled by 
new plant at Idfu, in the Nile River Valley, imports. If planned expansion projects are 
about 100 kilometers north of the Aswan all carried to completion, production by the 
hydroelectric dam. The state-owned Egyp- end of the decade will have about quadru- 
tian Ferro-Alloys Co. (Efaco) began plan- pled, and Egypt will have ample cement 
ning and construction, with foreign assist- available for export. 
ance, during 1975. The project was nearing The 1.5-million-ton-per-year Russian-built 
completion in 1983. The architecturally and wet kiln at Helwan Portland Cement Co.'s 
environmentally harmonious plant was Assiut plant was being converted to a dry 
sited on the Nile on a 50-acre tract that was process with a preheater and precalciner. 
chosen because high-grade quartzite was Work was expected to be completed by late 
located nearby, steel turnings and mill scale 1984. Consultant on this and a number of 
were economically available, coke from the other cement plant expansion projects of 
EI Nasr coking plants was available via the Egyptian Government's Ministry of 
barge from the Helwan steelworks, and Housing and Reconstruction was the Arab, 
there was relatively low-cost electricity, Swiss Engineering Co. 

Table 4—Egypt: Cement production facilities, by company | 
(Capacity in thousand tons) | 

Startuy Current Planned annusl Company Location ep = noel seat 

‘Alexandria Portland Cement Co... ALMaks 1948 680 1,000 (Alexandria) ‘Ameriyah.- 1985 = 2400 Helwan Portland Cement Co... Helwan 1880 1,500 Sooo ‘Assiut ooo 1360 500 8200 
National Cement Co ------------ BeTabbin =>” 1984 = 3300 Nog Hammadi ~~ 1983 = 00 Beni Suef == 1984 oy Yoo 
‘Suez CementCo____-_--------- Suez. 1983 1,000 2,200 Quatiamia — ~~ =~ 1984 1400 300 ‘Toursh Cement Co -..----------_Tourah 77 191400 5800
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Phosphate Rock.—Phosphate rock, from Terminal and Compression Station's proc- 
a number of mines strung across central essing plant at Ras Shukair. The plant’s 
Egypt, continued to be a major foreign capacity was 80 million cubic feet of gas per 
exchange earner. Exports in 1982 were day, from which up to 3,000 barrels per day 
about as much as those in 1981. Egyptian of condensate and about 3,300 barrels per 
fertilizer was produced in compliance with day of liquefied petroleum gas (LPG) were 
strict world specifications and was increas- to be extracted. From this point, a 16-inch 
ingly finding its way into Far Eastern trunk pipeline runs to the city of Suez at 

markets. the northern end of the Gulf. Gas from the 
In mid-1983, Seltrust Engineering Ltd. of plant will be used in and around Suez in a 

London announced that it had been en- fertilizer plant, an electric-generating sta- 
gaged as purchasing agent for the Abou tion, and a cement plant. Gas will also be 
Zaabal Fertilizer & Chemical Co. of Cairo. made available, probably on an intermit- 
Seltrust was to issue calls in October and tent basis, to a second powerplant at Ismai- 
November for bids for engineering and the Jia. Eventually, this entire project is ex- 
supply of equipment and associated struc- pected to become part of a national gas 
tures for expanding the mining operation at pipeline network. Most of Egypt’s natural 
Abou Zaabal’s West Sebaeya Mine, 31 kilo- gas is recovered and all is used domestical- 
meters north of Idfu on the Nile River. ly. None is exported. 
Before expansion was begun output was Design work was underway on another 
600,000 tons per year. The project was gas-processing plant, to be located at Abu 
designed to increase production to 4.3 mil- Qir Bay, 5 miles east of Alexandria on 
lion tons of ore per year. Output was to  fgypt’s Mediterranean coast. Egypt’s West- 
supply a new triple phosphate and phos- ern Desert Petroleum Co. (Wepco) let a 
phoric acid plant at Abou Zaabal, about 600 $24.6 million contract during the summer of 
kilometers to the north. te 1983 to Chapman Engineers Inc. of Hous- 

Calls for bids were to be made for mining ton, ‘Texas, for engineering and construction 
equipment, the beneficiation plant, work- of the plant. Wepco was a joint venture of 
shops, servicing facilities, infrastructure  fGPC and Phillips Petroleum Co. Chapman 

buildings, and automotive equipment. The wil] design and direct the construction as 
beneficiation plant will be capable of handl- prime contractor in a consortium with Ja- 
ing 4,000 tons of phosphate rock per day. pan Steel Works and the Mitsubishi Co. of 

Japan. The contractors are to train person- 
MINERAL FUELS nel in the operation and maintenance of the 

Coal—Egypt’s Electric Authority an- Plant when it is completed. 
nounced early in 1983 that large reserves of _ Gas for the plant will come from fields off 
volatile, low-cost subbituminous coal in the Egypt's Mediterranean coast. The two- 
northern Sinai Peninsula were to be used to Stream arrangement will produce an LPG 
fuel Egypt's first new coal-fired electric mix that is 30% propane and 70% butane, 
power station to be built in many decades. and it will mainly be used by residential 
‘The Government of Japan agreed to grant customers. A powerplant under construc- 
the “Ministry of Power $1.1 million for tion on the Suez Canal will be supplied with 
feasibility and technical studies for the new condensate from the Abu Qir Bay plant. 
powerplant at Ein Mossa. Studies and a The plant will operate at a rate of 15,400 

| report were to be completed by yearend, barrels per day of LPG and 400 to 500 
| and then the project was to be presented to _ barrels per day of condensate. 
a number of international financing organi- _ Petroleum.—Exploration.— Exploration 

zations, for petroleum in Egypt has gone through 
Natural Gas.—The Government contin- five separate phases, beginning in the mid- 

ued to promote the development of gas 19th century. Over 100 agreements with 
transportation systems and increased do- more than 40 oil companies were concluded 
mestic uses for a large percentage of the during the fifth phase beginning in 1973, 
natural gas associated with the increasing and exploratory footage drilled in the subse- 
output of crude oil. During the year, a major quent 10-year period was more than double 
new system, the Gulf of Suez Gas Gathering that drilled throughout the four previous 
Project, was officially commissioned. Tie exploration phases combined. In 1982 alone, 
system involved a network of gathering 90 wildcats were drilled in Egypt totaling 
lines from wells in the prolific Gulf of Suez more than 800,000 feet. More than 25 oil 
offshore oilfields that fed into the Suez Gas and gas discoveries were logged in the
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period, mostly in the Gulf of Suez, where 20. buyers. In May, crude reserves were 3.3 
companies from many nations were operat- billion barrels of crude oil and 7.2 trillion 
ing in 1983. Exploration was still very cubic feet of natural gas. Egypt's largest 
active in the gulf as well as elsewhere in producer continued to be the Gulf of Suez 
Egypt in 1988, and operators were begin- Petroleum Co. (Gupco), owned by EGPC and 
ning to look at mostly the unexplored North Amoco International (United States), which 
Sinai area with considerable interest. produced 517,600 barrels per day. El Mor- 

One important Gulf of Suez prospect con- gan Field in the Gulf of Suez was the largest 
tinued to be the Ras Budran Field in the oilfield that Standard Oil of Indiana, parent 
northern reaches of the gulf, close to the of Amoco, operated anywhere in the world. | 
Sinai shore. The first two wells drilled by The Gulf of Suez was Egypt's most prolifit 
the Suez Oil Co. (SUCO) yielded production producing area. Of the 719,140 barrels pro- 
of 15,000 barrels per day. Nine more wells duced daily in the country, 527,680 barrels 
were to be drilled by yearend and tied intoa came from the gulf area, 145,100 barrels 
gathering system. Production from the total came from the neighboring Sinai Peninsula, 
of 11 wells was expected to be about 60,000 26,480 barrels came from the Eastern Des- 
barrels per day. ert, and 19,880 barrels were produced daily 

Offshore in the Mediterranean Sea, Inter- in the Western Desert. 
national Egyptian Oil, was drilling its Alex- Across the gulf, on the Sinai side, develop- 
ia No. 2 well in offshore Block No. 3, north- ment by SUCO of a somewhat unique off- 
east of Malta, The drilling rig was a semi- shore associated gas reinjection and gas-lift 
submersible, the Scarabeo Quattro, owned operation was well along. It was begun‘in 

by Saipem S.p.A. The well was in 373 feet of 1979. At the Ras Budran offshore field, 
water; total depth objective was 19,680 feet three wellhead platforms sited 5 to 6 kilo- 
and the cost was estimated at $25 million. meters from shore were installed in 134 feet 
‘Two other wells in the block, Alexia No. 1 of water over previously drilled production 
and Alexia No. 1-A, had run into trouble wells. Two platforms had space for nine 
and most likely were not completed. wells each, while the third platform had 

Egypt's Western Desert has never lived room for four wells. The operators planned 
up to Egyptian expectations. Operators and for 16 production wells and 6 gas injection 
the Government hoped that the western wells. Oil, water, and associated low- 
edge of the desert would contain an exten- pressure gas produced by these wells was to 
sion of the prolific Sirte Basin in adjacent be transported ashore through 12- and 20- 
Libya, but only small fields have been inch submarine pipelines. The gas was to be 
found. Nevertheless, the search was active separated and compressed at an onshore 
in 1983. plant and returned via an 8.inch pipeline to 

Based upon the experience that had been the platforms for use in gas lift operations 
gained by oil companies operating in the Crude was to undergo water and gas remov- 
region, the feeling was that the area con- al and was then to be placed in tanks 
tains small fault blocks, which could result providing storage for about 30 to 40 days’ 
in a string of small oilfields that would all _ production. Oil, when destined for foreign 
be able to use the Abu Gharadig facilities of buyers, was to move seaward through a, 
the Amoco International Oil Co. These in- seabed pipeline to a floating terminal moor-| 
clude a gas pipeline to Cairo and an oil line _ed in 118 feet of water, which would enable! 
to the Mediterranean Sea via Alamein tankers to moor and load. | 

Production.—Egypt's crude oil production Meanwhile, production at Egypt's oldest! 
for 1983 averaged 719,140 barrels per day, offshore field, Belayim, in the Gulf of Suez, 
an increase of 46,140 barrels per day above close to the eastern shore, continued ‘| 
that of 1982. Domestie refineries took about grow. In October 1973, production was down | 
400,000 barrels daily for local use and the to 64,000 barrels per day from a 1967 peak | 
remaining 319,000 barrels per day was ex- of 94,000 barrels per day. The Belayim 
ported, mostly to one buyer, Standard Oil Petroleum Co. (Petrobel) let a contract in| 
Co, Undiana).* During the final 4 months of the fall of 1988 for installation of four new | 
the year, EGPC invoked a crude sale price offshore production platforms and expan- 
freeze that stabilized Egypt's prices, which sion of several existing platforms. Petrobel 
had fluctuated rather actively during the is the operating company for a joint venture 
year and were causing some confusion and of EGPC and International Egyptian Oil, a 
concern among Middle East producers and subsidiary of Italy's Azienda Generali Ital-
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jana Petroli S.p.A. Production during 1983 vinyl chloride plant, a 60,000-ton-per-year 
was 120,000 to 140,000 barrels per day, and chlorine plant, and caustic soda units. The 
[the improvements were expected to bring contractor was Tokyo Engineering Co. of 
[production into the 160,000- to 200,000- Japan. Even more petrochemical units were 
fbarrel-per-day range, a decided improve- under study, including a 200,000-ton-per- 
ment in a field thought to be in its depleted year ethylene unit, a 100,000-ton-per-year 
cycle 10 years earlier, light-duty polyethylene unit and a 40,000- Egypt's Western Desert, while only a ton-per-year light-duty polyethylene unit, 
minor contributor to the country’s overall anda 40,000-ton-per-year heavy-duty polye- 
oil production, witnessed exploratory and thylene plant. 
development drilling during the year. The — Meanwhile, El Nasr Petroleum Co. had [tein Field, located north of the Qattara hired Snam Progetti S.p.A. of Italy to build 
Depression and west of Alamein, was to be a $75 million, 40,000-ton-per-year_alkyl- put on production during the summer. Ad- benzene unit at its Ameriya plant near 
\ditional wells were planned by the joint Alexandria. Completion was scheduled for freating company whose major interest 1984, 
holder was EGPC. Uranium.—The future of fuel for eight 

Early in 1983, the Egyptian Ministry of planned nuclear power reactors appeared Petroleum expressed, to the International tore firm when, late in 1983, an agreement 
Energy Agency (IEA) of the Organization was drawn up between Egypt and Niger in 
for Economic Cooperation and Develop- which Niger was to supply uranium for the |ment, its interest in participating in the projects, During the year, the Government 
[Implementing Agreement for the program of Niger decided to cease its sale of uranium 
|of research, development, and demonstra: ores “and concentrates to Libya. It was tion on enhanced recovery of oil. Egypt's Scsumed that these materials would be 
Ministry of Petroleum described experimen- Shipped to Egypt in the future. Egypt was 
tal work that they were carrying out inthe 1,0 seeking the aid of French nuclear 
injection of steam and flue gasderived car-  oxperts to do some further studies on the 
bon dioxide into oil reservoirs. Enhanced feasibility of extracting uranium materials recovery of oil can sometimes flush enough from the Bastern Desert. Late in 1988, on 
additional oil from a reserve so that ulti- aereement in principle for scientific and 
mate recovery of oil can be about 90% of the technical cooperation had been reached be- oil in place. The governing board of the IEA tiean the Bayptinn Government andl the 
approved the participation of Egypt in the Commissariat a Energie Atomique, of programs as well as its participation in the [0mm : 
implementing agreement in late 1983. 

Petrochemicals.—Construction and engi: yc een, Division of Foreign Data 
neering work was progressing on Egypt's _ Where necessary, value have been converted from first petrochemical complex at Alexandria. Eggntan pounds (EH) to US."dolars st the rate of 
Work on an 80,000-ton-per-year polyvinyl “Sxtining Magazine (London) V. 150,No. 8 Au. 1988, chloride unit was on schedule. In addition, je 
during 1983 a contract was let for the ,, Mile Bast Feonomic Survey Nicosia, Cyprup. Oit engineering work for a 100,000-ton-per-year 25, Mar. 19, 1984, p. A.
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The Mineral Industry of 
Finland 

By Joseph B. Huvos 

Following the 1982 recession, the Finnish including vanadium, cobalt, copper, nickel, 
inining industry gradually recovered during zinc, chromite, apatite, ilmenite, talc, and 
983. The upswing of the U.S. economy and _wollastonite. 

che upward trend in world market prices of Important events in Finland’s mineral 
many important metals, such as nickel and industry included commissioning of a cobalt 
sine, stimulated the industry. The intensive salt plant at Kokkola and the Kostamush investment activity of the past few years (Kostamus) iron ore project in the USSR; 
resulted in plants operating at almost full construction continued on Government- 
capacity, and new metal production records owned Outokumpu Oy’s Tornio ferrochrome 
‘were being achieved. The short-term out- plant, the Enonkoski nickel mine, and the 
look for the minerals industry was regarded Pyhiisalmi pyrite mine. Plans were approv- 
as good, but unless new useful mineral ed for a new sulfuric acid plant at Harjaval- deposits were found, only two mines were ta and extension of the natural gas pipeline 
expected to remain in operation by the end from the U.S.S.R. A molybdenum deposit 
of the century; all other mines are expected was discovered and a pilot plant for produc- 

to be depleted. ing barite was started. Closed were Outo- 
In 1983, mining and quarrying at produc- kumpu’s Virtasalmi and Myllikoski Oy’s 

tion cost accounted for about $170 million? Luikonlahti copper mines. 
or 0.35% of the gross domestic product of New foreign ventures included Outokum- 
about $49 billion. Total ore hoisted by all pu’s purchase of A/S Sydvaranger’s Bid- 
Finnish mines was 9 million tons. Inflation jovagge copper mine in Norway and other 
was down somewhat to 9%, still higher than joint ventures undertaken to expand avail- 
the 7.5% average for European countries. ability of raw materials for Finland in 
Unemployment was 6.5%. Tanzania, Turkey, the Philippines, Canada, 

At the international level, Finland con- and other countries. 
tinued to be a modest producer of minerals 

PRODUCTION AND TRADE 

In 1983, Outokumpu purchased majority Mineral trade with the United States con- 
interest in the Nipert Co. of Delaware, Ohio. sisted of Finnish exports of nonferrous met- 
This purchase was to strengthen Outokum- als, iron and steel products, and chromium 
pu’s position in the U.S. copper market. The ore and imports of copper ore, lead ore, 
company is to work closely with Outokum- boron compounds, fertilizer, coal, and petro- 
pu Metals (USA) Inc. of Detroit, Michigan. leum coke. 
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‘Table 1.—Finland: Production of mineral commodities* 
(Metric tons unless otherwise specified) 

Commodity 1979) 7980 1981 1082 19 

METALS 
‘Aluminum metal, secondary-—- -—~—----~-~ 8,000 8,000 9,000 9200 © *9;206 
Gadmjum metal, refined === === === 390 581 eal 586 616 
— 

Chromium: Chromite: Gross weight: 
eeweight TTT resgay’ 
Gampore ---2---onnoc TTT RRB tgRo00 ash Teneo 
Goncentrate = o22onn-2orcciit___Naebeo_alaoo_

atamo _24908_T5 600 

‘Total en HEB BHDATON IRR MBO BATE 
GexQs content: 
omega caeee BNA NA sagis 45879256 
[oh a NA ea0t Gad RE 
Founuryeand 2202-2" 2a2-—=er-= ai00 NA 10073586 BEI6 

Cobalt: 
"Mine output, metal content -—--——~-~--- 1,085 4,085 1034 930 300 

conti relnad 2 =a 162 Tish 19 1.485 1550 

PEE out, metal content -——------==~__#1065_918
_88599_24806_25208 

EE 

Metal: ‘Smelter: Me ey eens BMD gg SATA RR TE 
Sovondary 2222-=-2=-2—a= = 300 too00 2950 19,051_— 1 

Total. ne = __65.200_59,900_607|_ 85.384 _ S105 
ee I 

Refined: 
NO ene eens SOs aR RSS 

Primes g-co7777727TTTTTZ2___ too __s0}000_104900_10000_eov¢ 

Total -------- enna “gcoT 40st —=« 796796 HATE 

codwetat MMC aayeie. «RES 
Irom and steel: 

"ron ore, marketable, all types: 
‘Grose weight —---- ~~ thousand tons — aa we 1230 1.98 1100 

oe calle is ae 38 185 "89 “08 a 
Metal: 
eee 2.098 2019 1918 1951 1.89 

Febroalloys Ferrochromium ----d0-——~ 0 38 B 55 5 

—— ‘ we gg peguis == anna =e don 412 2s 
Gilings ooo pg 0 7 8 2B 5 

‘Semimanulactures, rolled —————do. 1,900 2,508 1848 1848 1st 

‘vest ine output, metal content — = -——~~——--~ 4,000 1st 1942 1,888 2a 

Refined: secondary = —— n= =o 3.000 3/200 500 4400 *40 

Mercury. === -—~--- Tpound flasks. — sis 210 Toa 2085 is 

Malibu mela) == 108 a 165, 216 fa 

“Mine output, metal content —-.--—---~~~ 5,800 6,531 6,864 6216 49 

Ming output petal content —-——--"---=> asd BROT iD RBIS 
Platinum-group metals 

Paliadlam. "= ~-—---——toy ounces. 232 815 1.998 4.662 22 
Phioum 772722-222---=-ya<d8—n—— i 225 1/508 iar 1 

sei eatn gg TTT TTT Rilograme | ATS AnD Size 10020 thd 

Seletim metal “~~~ Waa nces”—oetetad 1aaisstuaast 18809 STP 
$Hitanium concentrate: imenite 

nium concentrate; Hmenite nigga 15000 tage TNT 
Gross weight -——---7ococonnoooTTD Thee mas TS TMB TAL 

‘Vanadium (V0 
Gioen wyehies Sue Scaesemenemenes 49481 5,006 5.591 5619 5g 

ee 20s 2aut Sai2 33100 5 

ne gutputsmetalcontent ——---------, SL03 58493 SRARD SARIN Bot 

‘Ming output, metal content -———-"o 77772 mygussd "167,400 180800 125,000 155, 

NONMETALS 
Cement, hydraulic -.----~ thousand tons. 1749 1193 1794 1794 1 

Gement, hydraulic ——-—---~ Hoven OTD gta TAN SRS 8 2 
Feldspar————--W-sss-"""oo TTT eggs © gsazat_ gaz anB SERS) 
Mineral woul --1777~-~=a-~-=--~---= tose) 140.900 140.900 140,500 100 

Mineral woe ee ceammocla to vj sz. «ABO T0400 Seg AR 
Phootnstes, natural: Apatite -— thousand fons — 3 188 201 233 
Roogpboten nature Arete renee SSL SEE AAS to8 448 

ea tn a a a al 

See footnotes at end of table.
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Table 1.—Finland: Production of mineral commodities: —Continued 
(Metric tons unless otherwise specified) 

| Commodi a 88 ise OC 
NONMETALS —Continued 

Stone Limestone and dolomite: ‘For cement manufacture 
thousand tons 89S 246 agar For lime manufacture __ ns doe - 439 392 83 ie NA For sulfite and metallurgical use ~do- ~~~ fa 2 2 = NA | ye Otitcncne ee eer ee ade gil 1428 631 1040 Na | Rabaee ESSE SEES ASST aE aaa 2 Bt 255 39 28 

Sal a US eee Scontent of pyrite. do 181 ua 184 1" ma 
Byproduct: me 
‘Ofmetaliurgy don 268 a 23 m0 265 | Gtpetroteum’ === 2>>> == oo odes >= 0 0 50 10 Ho 

: Wil secscsenecceua 444 421 448 457 499 
Sulfuric acid _..---__-____---de-s-- 1,048 1,039 1,095 1,202 1,200 [ne TS ae ae cmt TY Wollastonite =77""77==t==oT-tt2itt Aosta “gg R00 “Stoo 

‘MINERAL FUELS AND RELATED MATERIALS 
Peat: For fuel use.._______ thousand tons 1,551 ga 1908550055 For agricutre and other usea == =d0. ‘ra ‘8 304 3 Ea 
Petroleum refinery products: eee eee ee ee ee \’Gasoline.-- thousand 42gallon barrels. «T5086 449=S«TRA BOD Gert Sone Scnrac seer nengee es 108 Tose Tse ti“ abi9 
Werosine= = 72777222227 22227g0222 40-2000 Ys 258 Disliatefactofi---7777777777Zdc72 ago) Ss Sa Zee ao.5 

Heide fash oil sage eee ar aa sere seat ae refed petroleum 2222 2e2 22 Ti y x ¥ y freer aeeeemees cn a ee) Refinery Riel and asses. -— ~~~ >7200 == 5 ae BAS 
ee oe s7051 15480 «6600370000778 

‘Estimated. Preliminary. "Revised. _NA Not available. 
‘Table includes data available through duly 27,1084, 

Table 2.—Finland: Exports of selected mineral commodities! 
(Metric tons unless otherwise specified) 

TT eatinations 15 
Commodity 1981 1882 Gag Baked Other prinipad 
METALS 

Alupainum: Metal including alloys: 
aap conse eee wen 255 62 Norway 41; West Germany 20. Uawroughe =~ =—~—=7>>===> 4688 605125 Japaml,90h, Sweden | S50 Semimanufsciuress----~~—=-7- N58 B05 2) Ut Kingdom S25 West 

Germany 3.287; Sweden 8020 Arsenic: Oxides and acids ———_ -- 4 Alto Sweden ‘Cadmium: Metal including allya, ail 
fonts eee eee ee sakes 554 $58 95 United Kingdom 184; Sweden 105, (Chromium: Ore and concentrate 250888 199808 °” Sweden 162.312 France 17300. Gobalt Metal including alloy, ll forms — 158 1271 GB] WetGermany 105; East Germany 

165; Japan 158. Copper: - re and concentrate === — RATS Sweden 5,077; USSR. 3861. Matte und speis including cement 
Copper egnanennen ne 33 JZ = Seen 8: Norway 21 aides pel ipoidag ==> ===> 380 282 7 United Kingdom 10s France 8 Ash and residue containing copper ~~ 3 1 LL Sweden 58 ‘Metal including alloys: Derg eee eases 242 Yt Denmark 158; India 31 Uawrowghic= “STOTT ata th «0 RA seme 15 Eat 

many i138; Sweden 3408 Semimanufactures 27,7 $0,608 1,574 United Kingdom 8,698; Smeden 8,850; "West Germany 2804 
See footnotes at end of table.
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‘Table 2.—Finland: Exports of selected mineral commoditiest —Continued 
(Metric tons unles otherwise specified) 

~ Destinations, 1982 
Commodi 1981 1982 “Gaede . Gaited Other (principal) 

METALS —Continued 
Gola: 

‘Waste and swoepings alue, thousands. $1,017 $429 ____ Sweden $191; United Kingdom $183. 
Metal including ‘alloys, unwrought 

‘and partly wrought toy ounces 18294 18,71 ~ Wee Germany 7,528; United King. 
Tron and steel: Metal: nein Bere centaur 206 126 Netherlands 13, 

ig og castro, relatadmatzrals a 121 NA United Kingdom 58; Norway 52. 
“"Perrochromium 25459 «2,705. «United Kingdom 8,65; Sweden 8,169. Ferrosilicomanganese ~~ —— ~~ 1 2 <2 alltoSweden, 

Steel primary forme n= ==--—=" 0589 oaat Saud Arabia 50,100; Sweden 48.485, 
manufactures: Bars rods anges, shapes sections 14945 1211682859 Sweden 21,162 West Germany 
Universals, plates, sheets ———__ 414027 483,007 62,070 West Germany 127,164; Denmark 
Hoopandstrip...--.---. 20879 T.ATT_ 1,892 USSR. 5,200; West Germany 5,024 

Rails and accessories ~~~ ~~~ 4 70 "19 USSR22; Norway 11 Witoccc cee een ne 2404 apie 1 Sweden L977; USS. 1,589, 
‘Tubes, pipes fittings —-—----_ 72.600 8s93 7 Sweden 27,870; USSR 16,401, 

ena, “mo ad ori ough - 3418 Ysa. Sweden 1,512; Libya 148 
“Ore and concentrate == 3,185 uo 

Oxides ne aa z = 28 Alto West Germany. 
Metal including ally ‘Scrap one ns— 21 86 Denmark 60; Sweden 26. 
‘Unwroughi. 2222222222 83 ross <* Sweden S11 BelgumLanembourg 

weclitaiitiieages SB oS Ria sium: Metal including alloys, say i Ss 14; Brazil 
Mercury “Topound asks 1,508 1799 Belgiumm-Luxembourg 1,992. 
‘Gre and concentrate <= — 340 425 All to Bast Germany. 

ig isia! eluding lls alters —-~ so 3D Mainly to Sweden. 
‘Matte and apeiss ———— 2,691 2081 Alto Norway. 
Metal incading alloys Serap nn vnnn nn ann nnn nn as 892 |. _ Norway 258; Sweden 188 Unwrought=="2277TITTTD 83 BOT 685 Norway 2,116; United Kingdom 1,880 

Semimanufatures —— ~~~ ~~ 8 7 TT" Sweden 8! United Kingdom 8. 
Platinum-group metals: Metals inclading alloys, unwrought and partly wrought si troy ounces. — 1.350 896 ‘Sweden 822; United Kingdom 288, 

‘Waste and sweepings? alse thousands. «$871 «$4744 $1,202 Unite Kingdom $1,898 Sweden 
Metal including alloys, unwrought “ 

‘and partly wrought thousand troy ounces. 1,800 2183 225 Usted Kingdom 1407; West 
Germany 57 

‘Tipe Metal ncding alloys, all forme -— 51 87 _1__‘Sweden 24; United Kingdom 7. 
Titanium: Oxides. value, thousands «$3,363 «$3,039 NA NA. 
‘Tungsten: Metal including alloys, all YOrms een n 10 BegiumLagembourg 7: West many 8. 
Vanadium: (Ore and concentrate. _ 40 AlltoSpain 

Oxides and other compounds wale, thousands. $2568 “$1825 $428 West Germany 45.545 United King. 
4 dom $3,191; France $2,973. 
Ash and residue containing zine 1815 798. _—Belgium-Luxembourg 318 

Metal mncluding alloys: 
BRlaae ol oan RSE inwrought_ 2222222222 5 : a 85 Nether = T1678; Sweden 14.614 

Semimanufactures —.--—-—— us 2 1 United Kingdom 21 
Other: ‘Ores and concentrates of precious ‘metals value, thousands. $465 $2487 Alto United Kingdom. ‘Ashes and reidieg = it 5195 Smaden 386 BeigtomLunembours 

‘Base metals including alloys, all forms 3 15 NA_Belgium-Luxembourg 4; Sweden 2 

See footnotes at end of table.
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Table 2.—Finland: Exports of selected mineral commodities! —Continued 
(Moric tons uns otherwise speed) 

TTT ato iii et 88 __q_———— __ Gist Other principe 

NONMETALS Abrasives nea Grinding and polishing whee ands EAPO yaa) USSR Ob Tammany 
(RS oes es 69,685, 81,886 USSR. 59,040; Sweden 21,464, ie ee oc eee 234 ‘26 <> USSR 2%. a Semmens Lit => BEER Norway 54 pees So consort Mth, omnis. RSLS agttourSeaen 

Indi: Mitel de | inn Siena 2a2-=- > gue gat AS Feder fogopes stataaccas Hada BNE aman, Fels Meco BO occossacccus 301) U ted Arab ate 60. ees Siero ona HLL BRS ibe 1,988 Una Kingdom 
Phosphate. BG Faces 6 me. ite teen Unepecioiand nicca. > Ban abbas ori SSSR a cnn oon Lie nen PE ee et Mviiimaepmans=o2----> ThE To BRS Nereus 

Mise Altadena © abiyto depen. foe oor fl Boa Me Ppa pier iran ones 2 &_ Alltotray pocetaet gre asad SSendaneyd Natiel=~ grant. 48238 et rma a ype gare > Beware gg aa => RAREST ae 40, Eleastpmesscccccrcca7) BR = aaa Neher ey as ee ___. a ee Siittmanaicired <o27772 game a w> NE See ne pes 
ge ec oie 499584 565051 291 Nothorlands 99277: aly 242 seecriy worked RSL erlaas 859217 aly 1245 Wonmegee erat roel —---- REBORN Natl RT Bah Doin iy etn gad —— is of ieee Gravel and crushed rock => 113910 286,801 1~—_‘Netherlands 198,395; Syodon 38,457 Lowteceitacada’ | Se Seen tos boners Ne Quereandquariste TO" ~~ TRG == Gen Denar ee Send oher than metal aig = z 205505, S751 12 Sweden 2867, USSR Ota Teteatteoamtonepropigiie «BRA cha <= SNS any s.an8 
Fide enn nnnnnccenco-- HYSTA. «Went Germany 5D aly 197 Shgsiddiearactmetaeaing-- SHB TMM 8 ResiSormep MINERAL FUELS AND RELATED SATERIAIS sli on eemes, eat Set 136) USSR.aTe Sweden Gatien Carbontlack =—-~--- gE HR BRSIN Cee aie ad oa 3 8 Anat Gpkeandsomiche=—~=--7-7~"7> Ss nggh agg Mtn Feaincing bngucisandier”—~—~ TENS RBS = SEY SAND ehertanae 1,905 Pelle lar od enlace Sati tae sa ism deme ged get PRE cess a Bilis ieloT==-=7—~2 === BABE == BRGNIR ARG Nethertante 0. Bet omesiers OM) => Bak BRCSTfat ene c= tuk Patel Rng ns Senen ik Bones od Gar saiua’ 3 OMe Saute oe » eo © USSR __ teen 
NANotavelale Perret We ae 
*May include platinum-group metals. ae
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Table 3.—Finland: Imports of selected mineral commodities* 

(Metric tons unles otherwise specified) 
Sources, 1082 

Commodity we 1982 YQ Gaited Other (principaD 

METALS 
Aluminum: ‘Sicarconcontrate R025 BSRE_ West Germany 2.82, Denmark 82” SrdSendhyamnsa=—=--o1=alald GRA upg UBB Westman 

“Metal including all Genp eee ceawenaccte 6,080 8668 __ USSR.5215, Norway 2.843 Sieeoagie TTD RRS HE USSRII OG Norway aia, Semimasefactares 977722727 © -BRGOT—«BRAWD "ES Sweden 5,852; Norway 5105; West “Sormany &3t 
Antimony: Metal including alloys all lem cee 20 16. BeygumLagembour 7 United 

‘Arsenic: Oxides and acids = 1644 1555 __Allfrom Sweden. Beplis Metal including alloy, al ‘rma value, thousands. 2 $1689 West Germany $13 
Cadman Metal inching alloys al (mene ere 2 NANA 
"Ore and concentrate _ a 20 1 =. AllfromUSSR. Oxides and hydronsies === ===> wt Ht 78 West Germany 408; China 129, 

cobalt 4 "Srides and hydroxides 
Metal including allo afar a SE NA Eilat from Belgium Laxembou al including alloys al form Minty fom Belgiu-Laaxem 

Cotsmbinem ‘and taal Metal *e 
‘cluding allo ll forme tantalum 

cml value, thousands_— uM $27 Austria $13; United Kingdom $7. 

CorReEandconcentrate-------- S626. «14,805. __ Norway 24.526; Chile 21,286. 
Guidieantnyaronidas ~222—77=7 os Sos T>~«Augeia 216; West Germany 40, 
Shines SONS “ooo att ght 12 BSR Sb, Best kembours 

‘Metal including alloys: ° Spans gk gn 818 Sadan 104; United Kingdom 29. 
Gretoughic 2 -020TTTTITD EDR TE Zin Saeizaee’s OCU SSR 

eo, Semimamuactury .-------= —TBNOL—TBMO_— 105 Sweden 5.8: Wes Germany 3888 
oct and sweeping Pivalve, thousands. — $100 $54. Allfrom Sweden Metal including alloys, tnwrought Sed pardyweougit “toy ounces. 257483369119. Untad Kingdom 19888 Sweden 

Iron and steel: ° Tron ore and concentrate excluding ‘romtedynie ~~ thoumnd ms. 44951499 Soden 1G USS. 28 
Sersp NGS 08 SSR 40617; United Kingdom 

Pig iron, cast iron, related ee Grist TS sae 816) Sweden 8277; West Germany 7.024 
Ferroailoys: Ferrchromiam 26021388 Ngryay £78, Sweden 72 Zimbabwe 

Forromanganese_-- 8606 —«-8485.—«—««=_ Norway 516%; West Germany 112 
Ferromolybdenum: ~~~ 2st 16 =~ —_Belgium-Laxembourg 40; Canada 38 
Ferrosilicomanganese ~~~ 19813-17900 >_—CNorway 1414; USSR. 6822 Fereicomenenmere —--- SS" Norway 5897, USSR 3.008 Sion metal -~~~~~~== st Seo TL Norway 456, Sweden 200 Bhopeced-=277--22> gah 958 Dominican Repubtie 3.658; Now Caledonia 3243, Stoel primary forms... -5A2_—=498T_—— «Netherlands 4.628 Sweden 154, 

bee eiidng PEEPS nigga asa 115 Si 6006; We Germany 
Univers plates shects 1839625276 8a Garmany 67,88, Sweden 
Hoopandstrip___ 2682 -—«DOIS_-—«_—_—Sweden 14.908 West Germany 7,095. HeiBandaccksoris "77 “ast “BTL Sweden S86; West Germany 89. Wire womens 2222 piste aiten BRR S24 Blgemtasemioon 

Tubes, pipes, Stings HEARS IG SAG 80 Weak Germany 97.75 Cuenta 
Castings and forgings, rough 8.058 3827 116 Sweden 869; West Germany 842 

See footnotes tend of table
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Table 3.—Finland: Imports of selected mineral commodities: —Continued 

(ete tons unles otherwise specified) 
TI 

Commo 1981 y ee ‘Other (principal) 

METALS —Continued 
Lead ‘Sreandconcentrate 1051888 Sedan 1.002; Canada 983 Oeslers nee ceSOTSELES et $2 12 Bist Germany 6; West Germany 7 Metal inching alloy a 155 Mil from Sweden, Giwrought2—-777777TTTT Boge Soden aN USSR 7000. Sembasulsdares 272777227 5 aS Wet Germany 960 Belgium: Go Siverbuurg 182 eum: Metal including Meee ont eee 59 5. Allfrom Norway. Sentmnabutasiusea= =~ ~77-~=Woo me ma Rocwayat Manganese: ‘Gre and concentrate, metallurgical tragic hetiat ela ST 782. China 1102, Netherlands 600. Gene ee ae iM 2 NA Netherlands 316,china 15, Mercury =~ ~~~ pound a Head “S Wes'Germany 580 Magia round concentrate. — =< ——- 4 483 58 United Kingdom 168; Canada 25 aaclalinading lo alteras ——- ‘ “2 Rena Netherlands’ 
Ore andeconcentrate----------- 12,402,878 All from Norway. Slate ang spear === ~~~ Sat NERS => Ganda 400" Atstratia 025 Metal including lle: Soaps nn LAH 3950188 Naherland 62 United Kingdom 

Unwrought_ =.= 25086988] USSR 2.078: Canada 248 Semrmanutadiarea -="7227—— 106 Sot 13 USSIE Bb, West Gormany 97 Piatnumegroup meals Meal acidlag fnwrought and partly wrought uw troy ounces. 1800-2829 -NA__ Sweden 1,061; United Kingdom 868 
Waste and swee 

Meta including alloys inwrought ned partly wrought howeand troy ounces. «2900S @)-—_ West Germany 1,06; United King- aoe ate ‘Tin: Metal including alloys: ‘Unwerought eluding sap —— 1 10. West Germany 4 Netherlands 40, Semimanufacren “=o 18 Hy >Use edn West Cormany 
‘Tianium: Greand concentrate... --- —«(075—=—«9MBL_— Norway 20,686 Netherlands 240. Sibson tceesentess 2s oe Wes Germany if eign: nenbourg ‘Tungsten: Metal including alloy, all ene crn remne tee a 18 18 United Kingdom 3; West Germany 2. ine ‘Sreandconcentrate----.---—«YABSAT.—««BOTESS—_—‘Smaden 7885; Canada 1.702; Greenand 319 Oise geserescnsnsm onan 5 400. Weet Germany 308 Sweden 12, hue powder =~ ~=———==22 o> Sr ass 2 Norway 8 Ashand reelaeconiainigaise= 72 «186119587 Weet Germany 7,286; Sweden 5 etal including alloys ion e 10 ___Allfrom West Germany ‘Gnwrougit =~ ~2227272272 cs sie 2 Meat Cematy 8, Cin Kingdom ‘a Semimanufsctures ————————— us 196 West Germany 60; Norway 76. ‘Zirconium: Ore and concentrate ~~~ 80 86-2 Australia 38; United Kingdom 28. 
Oa and smosntrater_————-——- a 52 West Germany 24 Aukesandeostiussee="=--——77_ 18 ATSB Norway 1.600; Seden 276 ‘Base metals including alloy, all forma 180 105 16 USSR. 206, Sweden Of 

'NONMETALS 
Abrasives, 2: Natural Corundum, emery, pumice, [amelie 0 4) USSR 68;Tealy 36 antici Corundum S55 Austra 2; West Germany 170, Sticonearbide-=~777==727~ 1 TR Norway 01; aly 98, Dust an power of precious and seri- ‘reiour stones including diamond "lograme. 10 2%  .. USSRIB 

Grinding and polishing wheels and ones nepolining wheeend ago M848 West Germany St; Connda 2. 
See footnotes at end of tale
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Table 3.—Finland: Imports of selected mineral commodities! —Continued 

Meese aceepcleg 
rr conned a o Bet Other principal 

RELA is 
Hien anneence AME 18 ane 8b sata satone ts BiiSEONRansaossee, «| LAG OC aN Brn wi a Cructaaigrte————--—-- MRE GL Tukey to. eg 

crude: a Oa etna tag eto nbn igi Kaolin _-_-.-------------- 965051 970,054 9,716 United Kingdom 342,452. 

Goyelitegnd ciate 46 36 ©. Allfrom Denmark. 

eT ala GH POT ST icmaitnns LAtiiel a tiewedh Fé inating Gti aoe 
cr " He WE a gee tinned iF den apm agen 1: Rea itt od. | gm Se eet AR Pinecrest «gO RR ee Felson, Auorpay, related males —— 4152-58) 7) Menloo4608;United Kingdom 542. Fer teres 
eet ME TTT aman asso ano ogni Uta neon 

Finspnatie == Soo 323 38 ai All from Denmark. " BEBE loot EAs 
Unspecified and mixed_______ 29,856 54,918 15 Hungary 29,558; Romania 21,886. mastitis oo Bee ae 

craaeanes. =, wage iui a aliens nearaan 
Ieee ees 1,246 ‘325 @) Sweden 119; United Kingdom 104. Weciaoapa | oes Berea 
cichasceioaioes: i et sik. Uabel dona eet Geeritageriing nd 7 pice =k Aetuib eieears 
Nom as oll use GRIER 
Heloe send ta SSA see wader a ae 

Pigments, mineral: Iron oxides and * eG i lsh) eke Pair ee aaa eines ae a ee ‘Byuthetie:s=cccnncc ane ‘et 38 = Austria 24; Switzerland 13. pie OU ee 
Saltandbrine---------- 7-7 _-> 72,283 30.886 I Netherlands 305,506; Poland 104,199, See Re ae tot tase Epo tuersuase 
Sulfate, manufactured _________ 24,464 9604 NA Syn 8176 Beglam-Luzembourg 

sassenaipat amend SET ayemind Mt Sel Nee Gearemetoemted ———-— IRB Sedan Nea a cutters amt oat BREE ave, 
Gated, eae fates Seer poe Giolanderaintrd gc" le ASR = rss Dramane Eee eeteeas eg RSet isieieecnaag «oa | wat | Sageesten ora
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Table 3.—Finland: Imports of selected mineral commodities: —Continued 

(Metric tons unless otherwise specified) 
Sources, 192 

Commodi 2 =o eat wer 1962 United Other (principal) 

NONMETALS —Continued 
Sulfur: Blemental: rude including native and iyprouct ne 50.824 68825 Poland 41,890; West Germany 15,863. Calleidal, precipitated sublimed 39 LL BelgumLanembours 0 Dioridesss Penne nn ==> 12780838 > Allrom Sweden Salfuricacid==2272TT7~“77> thay BS => USSR: 5044 Netherlands «7 Tale, steatite, soapstone, pyrophiilite —— 3 2G Belgum-nemboug 28; Sweden 
Other: Crude nnn ORAS TASB Norway 70258; USSR. 150. Slag and dross, not metalbearing ~~ «101-224 TASBB ant Germany’ 2,808; Sweden 29,707. 
MINERAL FUELS AND RELATED ‘MATERIALS 

Asphalt and bitumen, natural —— 395 34483 West Germany 120; Trinidad and 
‘eansst ‘Tobago 120, 

‘Carbon black == 8.210 8690 182 Sweden 3465; Netherlands 2601. Gas carbon -222222222222222 531 sot Wert Germany 389; United Kingdom 
Coal “Anthracite... thousand tons. uz USSR. Bituminous ==— 2-2 do 5538 -«450—«GIB_——Poland 2071; United Kingdom 1,144. coke and semicoke <“22SSSa0.22 Tis) TD USSR 671;Sweden 208 
a8, natural: Gaseous mnillion cubic feet. «284878885. AllfRomUSSR. eat including briquts an iter == 566 = Tad. USSR 7,861; Sweden 78. roleurn: ‘Grude- thousand 42-allon barrels 7910 «71,882. USSR. 58,172; Saudi Arabia 8,606 

Neti ete peo y 1 a Mainly from USSR Goboline bn ndon 105 14 @_ Netherlands 68; West Germany 84 
Mineral jelly and wax ——do.——— 8 103) West Germany 55, USSR. 20, Kerosine and jet fuel ~~ do. ——~ a2 53) Norway 3; USSR8 
Distillate fuel oll -~~~—do- =~ 11302 ag 0S. Allom USSR. Daubricants = "727"don 222 "3 88) "7 France 215; West Germany 171 Residual fuel ol ~~ ~~ —do. 9oat 3no 0! Allfem USSR. ‘Bitumen and other residues do. an 129 @_ Denmark 69; Netherlands 54. ‘Bituminous mixtures... M4 2 "1 Sweden 36; France 2. Petroleum coke = —do-——— aa HO 108 United Kingdom 1 

"Revised. NA Not available. 
Table prepared by W.L. Zajac. 
Less than 1/2 unit. 
*May include platinum-group metals. 

COMMODITY REVIEW 

METALS company’s cobalt plant at Kokkola on the 
. | Baltic coast. Capacity of the plant is 1,800 

Chromium.—At Tornio, located at the tons of cobalt and nickel salts per year. The 
foot of the Gulf of Bothnia, expansion of building of the plant improved Outokum- 
Outokumpu’s ferrochrome works continued. pu’s position in the very competitive cobalt 
‘The 60,000-ton-per-year operation was being market. 
upgraded to 170,000 tons per year by install- —_ Copper.—The ore supply at Outokumpu’s 
ing a 36-megawatt electric furnace. The Virtasalmi copper mine has been depleted, 
program was expected to be completed in and the mine was closed by the end of 1983. 
1986 at a cost of $30 million, and also The company’s Vuonos Mine was to be 
included the installation of some new equip- closed at the beginning of 1985. The Ham- 
ment at the Kemi Mine to produce lump maslahti Mine at Pyhaselka could also oper- 
concentrate; the Kemi concentrator was ate until 1985. 
scheduled to become operational in 1984. ‘Myllikoski closed its Luikonlahti copper 
Cobalt—Outokumpu completed con- mine, which also produced pyrrhotite, zinc 

struction of a cobalt salt plant near the concentrates, and cobalt-nickel concen-
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trates that were sold to Outokumpu’s smelt- for positive measures. 
ers at Harjavalta and Kokkola. At present, _ Molybdenum.—Myllikoski made a molyb- 
the plant's flotation equipment is used for denum discovery in Inari, east of Evalo at 
concentrating tale products mined at Sola Kivijrvi. The mine is near the Finnish- 

and Polvijarvi. Soviet border and exploration began in 
Outokumpu signed an options agreement cooperation with Soviet geologists. 

with A/S Sydvaranger of Norway for the Nickel.—Outokumpu continued construc- 
purchase of its Bidjévagge copper mine, tion work at its new Enonkoski Mine near 
located in northern Norway, near the Fin- Savolinna, south of the city of Outokumpu 
nish border. Outokumpu now has the option Starting production in 1985, the mine is 
to take possession of the mine by 1985 and estimated to have ore reserves of 500,000 
to reopen the property to ship copper con- tons, sufficient for operating for 10 years. 
centrate to the company’s Harjavalta smelt- The company’s Kotalahti Mine, to be ex- 
er in southwest Finland. The Harjavalta hausted by 1987, may be used to process 
smelter was expanded in 1982 to 80,000 tons ores from Enonkoski. 
per year, but the gradual decline of domes- _In 1984, an oxygen plant, built at Harja- 
tic copper mine output meant increasing valta by Oy Aga AB, was to be commission- 
dependence on imported capper. ed and was expected to help boost nickel 

In 1983, Outokumpu was installing at its and copper capacity of the Harjavalta plant. 
Hammaslahti Mine the company’s own pre. _‘Titanium.—IImenite production at Rau- 
concentrator based on gamma ray scatter. tarauukki’s iron ore mines decreased to 
ing by the metal content of the ores. An 160,000 tons in 1983. 
airblast activated by the gamma rays sepa- __ Vanadium.—Increased demand for vana- 
rates particles of ore of predetermined met- dium in the world market made it possible 
al concentration from the gangue. The com- © continue operation at Rautaruukki’s 
pany calls this method the Precon method.  Mustavaara vanadium mine until the end 
‘Outokumpu was the sole copper concen- of 1984, instead of the earlier expected 

trate producer in Finland from seven of the Closing of spring 1984. The mine could company’s nine mines. There were also two easily be reopened later should the world 
metallurgical works, Harjavalta and Kok- Market situation of vanadium change and 

kola, both: near the Baltic Sea, the price improve. Mustavaara was the 
Iron and Steel.—Preparations were un- largest vanadium mine in Europe, 

derway for the startup of stage two of the 
Kostamush (Kostamus) iron ore project in NONMEFALS 
the U.SS.Rs Karelia District, which was Barite.—Concentration on an experimen- 
built to mine and process 24 million tons of tal basis began at Outokumpu’s Pyhisalmi 
ore per year and to produce about 8.5 mil- Mine. The copper-zine-pyrite ore contains 
lion tons of pellets per year. Rautaruukki 4% barite. Rising barite prices have, howev- 
Oy, the Finnish Government-owned inte- er, increased Outokumpu’s interest in the 
grated steel company, has been closely mineral, About 30,000 tons is contained in 
involved in the project, supplying 3,500 of the ore mined each year at the mine. If 
the on-site work force. Rautaruukki is also economical, normal production could start 
to receive pellets from the mine, which has in the near future. 
been supplying Soviet steelworks for more Calcium Carbonate-—Ruskelean | Mar- 
than a year from its first stage. mori Oy operated a limestone-dolomite 

In 1983, Rautaruukki operated three iron- mine at Louhi, 20 kilometers northeast of 
vanadium mines that delivered iron concen- Savolinna. Capacity was about 250,000 tons 
trates to the Raahe steelworks on the Gulf per year, of which 200,000 tons was used for 
of Bothnia. Two of these, the Mustavaara lime. Further, 30,000 to 40,000 tons of mar- 
and Otanmiiki Mines, were expected to be ble powder was produced, of which 20,000 
closed in 1 or 2 years because of depletion of tons was used as asphalt filler and 10,000 to 
their resources. 20,000 tons was used in agriculture. Karl 

Finland was to impose limits on steel Forsstrém Oy operated a 100,000-ton-per- 
imports from the Council for Mutual Eco- year limestone mine at Sarkisalo. About 
nomic Assistance (Comecon) countries. Pre- 60,000 tons was used as fertilizer and ani: 
viously, Comecon countries had agreed to mal feedstuff additive, while 40,000 tons of 
reduce exports to Finland by 8%, but in- micronized material was used for paper 
stead the amount of Comecon long products coating. Oy Lohja AB used limestone for 
on the Finnish market doubled in 1983, cement, and lime and ground products for 
leading to requests by Finnish steelmakers agriculture and animal feedstuff, specialty
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glass, environmental protection, paper, and nuclear fuel, and 3% was natural gas, 
cellulose. ‘The company’s three quarries totaling 85% for imported energy. The rest 
were at Tytyri, Mustio, and Sipoo, produc- was domestically generated energy such as 
ing 850,000 tons, 350,000 tons, and 140,000 hydropower, fuelwood, and peat. 
tons, respectively. Of this 1.34 million tons, Natural Gas.—An agreement was signed 
900,000 tons was used for cement, 250,000 between Neste Oy, the Government-owned 
tons for agriculture, 40,000 tons for lime, Finnish oil company, and Soyuzgasexport of and the remainder was used for other the USS.R. regarding the price of the 
Purposes, natural gas to be delivered through a new Cement.—Oy Partek AB remained Fin- pipeline from the U.SSR. to Finland. Con- 
land’s leading cement producer as well as struction of the new extended line depends 
its leading limestone and burnt lime pro- on the outcome of negotiations between the ducer. Cement plants and capacities were as Government and the potential users such as 
follows: Pargas, 710,000 tons per year; Lap- the municipalities along the new line. At 
peenranta, 480,000 tons per year; and Kola- present, a line extends from Immatra at the 
i, 210,000 tons per year. In total there were Soviet border for 125 kilometers to Kouvola. 
four coal-fired, dry-process kilns. Oy Lohja It was estimated that the price of natural 
was the only other cement producer in gas was lowered by the contract by 15%, 
Finland. The Virkkala I-million-ton-per- according to a complicated formula tying it year plant, 70 kilometers west of Helsinki, to that of domestic energy. The consumer 
was supplied with limestone from the near- price was $5 per 1,000 cubic feet. Construc- 
by Tytyri underground mine. One dry- tion of the extended pipeline stretching to process kiln and three converted from wet- Porvoo-Helsinki and Lahti-Tampere Port, 
to dry-process kilns were all coal fired. In Uusikaupunki was estimated to cost $170 1981, Finnish kilns used coal at the rate of million, 80% paid for by Neste, 20% by the 
an estimated 1,550 gigacalories per year. U.SS.R., and the remainder by the Finnish Phosphorus.—Kemira Oy's Sokli apatite Government 
mine in the north of the country was await- "Nuclear Power.—In 1983, Finland had 
ing higher prices to start hoisting because, four operating nuclear powerplants. Loviisa 
at present, operations of the mine were 1, operated since 1977 by Imatran Voima uneconomical despite sufficient domestic Gy, was built by Atomenergoexport of the 
demand for phosphates. . U.SS.R. and was a pressurized water reac- Pyrite —It was expected that increased toy of 420-megawatts nominal capacity. lo. 
demand for pyrite would make Outokum- cated about 80 kilometers east of Helsinki 
pu's Pyhiisalmi Mine profitable again. By Lovijsa 2, identical to Loviisa 1, had been 
1985, $5 million was to be used to deepen operating since 1980. Olkiluoto 1 had been 
the shaft. Originally, the Pyhésalmi Mine gperated since 1978 by Tellisuuden Voima was a pyrite mine. However, in the 1970’s, Qy (TVO) and was built by ASEA-ATOM of copper and zinc became the more important ‘Sweden and was a heavy water-type reactor 
Products of the mine. At present, the mine or 669 megawatts nominal capacity located 
can Produce 25,000 tons of copper concen. on the west coast of Olkiluoto Island, 13 trates, 40,000 tons of zinc concentrates, and kilometers north of Rauma. Olkiluoto 2, 

400,000 tons of pyeite: identical to Olkilucto 1, was commissioned 
Sulfuric Acid—Outokumpu and Kemira. i." 1989, Tn 1982, nuclear power provided 

Fer ae ld & mew sulfuric acid plant in 49 49% of all electricity generated in Finland 
On Kemita and Monet Ce, chute 0F-16 million megawatt hours, replacing 6.3 

from Kemira and Monsanto Co, of the junion tons of coal. There were plana to United States. A capacity of 200,000 tons Sxoand Finland's nucleaseonerating ceva 
per year was tobe added to the old plant. °XPaM 
Tale—After the closing of Myllikoski’s iY by 8 1,000-megawatt unit. 

Luikonlahti copper Taine none Kany tale _ TVO has decided to bury its nuclear production continued at the mine and geo, Waste in Finland because the cost of reproc- 
logical research was continued in the mine °SSiN8 abroad would be too high. Tt was ee estimated by TVO that processing the waste 

i and storage would cost $600 million, while 
reprocessing would cost twice as much. 

MINERAL FUELS Temporary burial sites would be near the 
In 1983, Finland's total apparent con- powerplants, and final burial would be in 

sumption of primary energy was about 30 rock caves at 500 meters depth, 
million tons of standard coal equivalent, of | Petroleum.—Use of light fuel oil declined 
which 54% was oil, 21% was coal, 7% was during the last few years by about 10.5
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million barrels, one-half of which was saved company. 
by converting to electric heating in smaller | —_____ 
hhouses. The surplus oil was available for 1Physica scientist Division of Foreign Data. 
reexport. About one-third of all small | *Where necessary, values have been converted from 

houses were electrically heated and the rest RNNst Ueki rayeracciaad’ 
used mostly oil. Neste was Finland’s sole oil



The Mineral Industry of 
France 

By Roman V. Sondermayer* 

For the mineral industry of France, in- In addition, it appeared that Imetal was 
cluding its processing sector, 1983 was a under the control of. Compagnie Générale 
year of financial difficulties and organiza- des Matiéres Nucléaires (COGEMA) at year- 
tional changes. Performances of the indus- end. Péchiney Ugine Kuhlmann (PUK) re- 
try were mixed. tained activities related to aluminum and 

France remained a large processor of nonferrous metals, but all PUK’s steel and 
imported crude minerals and petroleum. chemical activities were given up. The 
Domestic mine production remained modest Compagnie Francaise des Pétroles (CFP), 
when compared with the country’s demand. after combining its mining division with 
The most prominent minerals and metals Dong Trieu and Minatome, became second 
produced in France during 1983, with pro- to COGEMA as a producer of uranium in 
duction expressed in approximate ranges of France. The electrolytic zinc plant at Auby 
percentages of world production were as and other activities of the Compagnie Roy- 
follows: arsenic, 19% to 20%; diatomite, ale Asturienne des Mines SA of Belgium 
14% to 15%; gypsum, 8% to 9%; potash, 6% were taken over by its French subsidiary, 
to 7%; fluorspar, feldspar, and ferroalloys, Asturienne France SA Restructuring of the 
5% to 6% each; bromine, cadmium, tale, French steel industry continued and re- 
and zinc metal 4% to 5% each; magnesium portedly should be completed in 1984. 
metal and alumina, 3% to 4%; and iron ore, The work on the inventory of mineral 
gross weight, and bauxite, 2% to 3% each. resources continued under the leadership of 
In the domestic economy the mineral proc- the Bureau de Recherches Géologiques et 
essing sector, including fuels, was by far Miniéres (BRGM), the principal Govern- 
more important than the extractive sector. ment organization for mineral-related activ- 
The share of the mineral and processing ities. During 1983, about 500 chemical 
industry in the gross domestic production anomalies were identified in the territory of 
was about 10% in 1982, the latest year for France; 45 were explored and surface sam- 
which complete data were reported by the ples were taken and 39 sites were cored. Six 
French Government? sites that were promising, with positive 

The Government continued its efforts to results, were offered to companies for fu- 
revitalize the mineral industry and ensure _ ture development. 
the supply of raw materials to industry. The principal events in the mineral in- 
Work on an inventory of mineral resources dustry included closure of aluminum plants 
was among the top projects for ensuring the in Savoie and Pyrénées and an antimony 
supply of needed metal containing miner- mine in Quimpere; discovery and explora- 
als. The reorganization that started after tion of a modest deposit of sulfide ores at 
nationalization in 1981-82, continued during Chessy; end of production at a barite mine 
1983. The large conglomerate, Société Imet- at Porres and a plant at Les Arcs in Var; 
al (Imetal) divested itself of its holdings in start of development of a fluorspar deposit 
Société Métallurgique Le Nickel (SLN) and at Moulinal in Tarn; and the decline of total 
at yearend had only a 15% interest in SLN, petroleum refinery capacity by about 0.5 
compared with full ownership previously. million barrels per day. 

257
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PRODUCTION 

‘The mineral industry of France was pri- the prominent mineral producers in which 
vately owned and also Government owned the Government held the majority of 
or controlled. Most of the companies—PUK, _ shares. Production of minerals showed mix- 
Imetal, COGEMA, CFP, Charbonnages de ed results but declines in output outnumbe- 
France, and Union Sidérurgique du Nordet red the increases. This reflected a slow 
de l'Est de la France (Usinor)—-were among economic year in France and in Europe. 

Table 1.—France: Production of mineral commodities' 

(Metric tons unless otherwise specified) 
a 

Commodin® isto 1980 1381 a 

METALS 
Aluminum: Bh, gro weight thousand to 170 1921 ist 160281861 

OM cos Scsccsc cc. 1,288 1,339 1,236 1,087 71,009 
etned == DTT Toa 1069 ris 1095 960 3853 

feral 
Primary ——————- == -d 395 492 438 390 2301 

nina 20D TITE TIT Woo 181 10 158 154 158 
‘Mine output, metal content ne - _- 312 308 ‘las 

Metal, smelter === ~~~ 400088852 8600 
Arsenio, white’. ~~ ~=—-~=-==~== === Sao «5005200 «©8000 ¥4,700, 
Godmiuin metal “= —>~22272722222 2 39 "89 03 793 a 
CCabatt metal including powder ~~ 7777772222 mm a8 a7 Bs 0 
Copper ine output, metal content —— == a ue 98 199 200 

Metal: Blister, secondary ——————-------=- 5000 7am 65008100 8.000 

Refined Biimary------------------ 32.000 33000 23.000, S24000 22,000 
Secondary 2ovzal22s-s=2-==___-28,850__—-28500_—B.000_—F 28.060 21,860 

Total.---------------- #650 4650046000 47,000« 43.860 
Gold, mine output, metal content — troy ounces paioy ara 3838237000 -.000 
Tropand tel on ore and concentrate: 

Gross weight — ——— ‘thousand tons.._ 31,627 28,981 21,598 19,391. 915,966 
M petal ccateat hima Mint 9,800, 9,100 6800 6,186, 95,172 

Bigiron een don---_—1 att) 2s8 60819, 856 
Ferroalloys: ae 

‘Blast furnace: Spegeleisen and 
ferromanganese === do. 449 480 313 333 276 
Blectricfurnace: Ferromanganese —————-- do. 13 Bl 0 ou 0 

Ferrosilion ~~ ——— ~~~ do ze 26 189 169 160 
Silicon metal 7222777 —don=~ 3 0 60 855 50 
Ferrechrome. ~~~ ~~~ -do-~—~ 35 6 a 2 1% 
Other ne -222 a2 don 138 12 115 201 100 

‘Total’ do. 1,020 915, m4 681 606 
‘Steel ingots and castings —___- -do____ 23,360 23,176 21,258 18,416 317,623 

sag, emimamoactre ve Ida Tabak aes ROOTS 
‘Mine output, metal content —-__....----~ 29,270 28,360 17,200 5,859 31,512 
Smelter primaryonly --77222__7~2-=___128000__—=126800_—12R600 122700 ANd Bas 

Refined Primary: Soft lead .------------ 12900 «12580012600 122,700 114,948 
‘Seconda Boiead 4800 BNIB BIG AMONG 
Tendeontént ofantimonial ead ———-___ Sabo __—606S_—BALI—_—_—68.900__—_—62000 

Total —-----—--------- 2197700 «218g «228088 BNR.GD0 Fa IZ 
‘Magnesium m.tal including secondary ——————— go gs tae lo0 0,000 
Nickel metal, Ni content of metallurgical products 

(pure nickel, ferronickel, nickel oxide) ————~— 3,320 "1,914 10,051, 97,361 *7,300 

See footnotes at end of table.
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Table 1.—France: Production of mineral commodities: Continued 
(Metric tons unless otherwise specified) 

Commodity? 1979 1980 1981 1982 1985" 

METALS —Continued 
Silver: 

“Mine output, metal content 
‘thousand troy ounces. — "6 "39 "38 ns 320 ‘Metal, Ag content of final smelter products 

don 7428 M974 9,729 80,955 80,000 Tin, smelter output of solder and other 
alloys, secondary «n= 9410 8,900 7.938 6341 96,108 Tungsten concentzaie; metal convent ——~---—~ "500 ‘SIT aL "Tat "730 

“Mine output, metal content ——_____----_ 2a7t 372 2,580 3.020 3,000 
ig hemisal concentrate, Us0. equivalent —— 3.332 2845, 2554 272 2.800 
‘Mine output, metal content — =. ----~ 37,000 -s5810 87429 s0a 48.972 
Metal including secondary: Slab---= oT ===. 24620252800 95718048800 8249,898 

Dust -7=72 2227222 8790 8390 9250 © *9000 SI8T6 
NONMETALS: 

Barite________-_ 170,000 288,560 390,150 14332 © 140,000 
Bromine, elemental -—~— ~~~ ~—=—72— 27> 19900 16,480 "16,500 "29000 30,000 
Cement, hydraulic. =~" "thousand tons 28,825. B9104 28.2291 BS 
Mpentonite? FRONTS T3000 «8.290001 

‘Kaolin and kaolinitic clay (marketable) 
‘thousand tons... 315 338 381 #300, 5545 

Refractory clay, unspecified "don 1.560 1,601 1457 1.8001, 082 
Diatomite-———— 7-202 do oo 200 ‘220 ‘210 28 Sean 
Feldspar, crude. ~~~ _~2.2~~-~=2do.2=~ 195 210 191 a3 115 
Fluorspar: 

rade do 506 529 524 451 396 
‘Marketable, ali grades ~~ ~77277Zde=27 259 259 256 244 196 
Gypsum and anhydrite, crude ~~~ “do. 6127 6,491 6.204 60395 544 

Kyanite, ands, related materiale — === 30/000 30,000 30,000 © 80,000 80,000, ime: Quicklime, hydrated lime, im deiomice evade “ectand tons. «S871 8.365800 
Fe Me ee nh a TS 7000 Too = "7,000 7000 7.000 
‘Nitrogen: N content of ammonia 

‘thousand tons 2150 °2085 2250 £2,000 1,900 
Pigments, mineral, natural: Iron oxides® —————— 16500 "5,000 © 15,000 "16000 18,000, Phesphates 

‘Phosphate rock (phosphatic chalk) -———— 12420 446012840400 18,000, poctomasslag nnn thot nd 2072 1865 300 1,100 1,600 
stash 
Gross weight (run-ofmine)......do.--- 12614121744 t.908 10,000 K20 equivalent (run-of-mine)_ ~~ ~do-—— 2075 2.039 1969 1,824 1,700 
K30 equivalent (marketable) ~~~ “do. ~~ 1921 1.894 1331 108 1,600 

Pozzolan and lapilli ~~ ~~ Tao. 550 465 450 NA NA 
Salt: Rock salt aicnieointwcwaucecesdaee 512 301 298 382 22 
Brine salt (Fefined) —~~" "77777" "go==> 1188 13 1,082 1071 1074 
Marine salt —_——_~>~7272T2TIIde72> 1802 izi5 1800 1599 41350 
Salt in solution. -—~--— =~ ~~~ “do 7 £195, 405 3870 sim. 239 
a snsdebacss 8,057 73104 6,560 6,708, 6965 Sodium compounds: 

Sodium sulfate———————-_-__ do. 152 150 *150 “150 150 
Sodium carbonate _— ~~~ 77777 “do =7~ 1,550 1.560 4,600 %1,000 1,000 

Stone, sand and gravel 
‘Limestone, agricultural and industrial 

do. 6,606 6,608 5407 5,854 6,625 Roadbuilding, foundation, and ballast material 
‘excluding alluvial sand and gravel: 

‘Ballast and road surfacing do. 21,720 24,600, NA NA NA 
Other "TT TTdo = i720 8.150 NA NA NA iste, roto Doses 2 SSE CSTE Sia 36 95 58 NA 5 

Sand and gravel: 
ndustrial sands —— do. gat 6,604 6.046 5,486 3,560 
Othersandand gravei,alluviai -do.-—~_207990_—a15.280 28.300 —_—2104630__—_—194,900, 

‘Sulfur, byproduct: 
Ofhatural gas don 1,980 1.888 1701 

1815 1,800 Ofpetroleum —____,----------o.--- 188 208 2a 
‘Of unspecified sources —~ ~~~ ~~~ Tao 360 150, 120 a0 300 

Bebel secu ccc sean ntenwdiees 2,288 2214 2,082, 1,925 1,900 
See footnotes at end of table,
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‘Table 1.—France: Production of mineral commodities —Continued 
(Metric tons unles otherwise specified) 

Tr ng? a 1981 1a? a 

NONMBTALS —Continued 
Tale: Grade ago azoto0 aaa aiz900 —*2nn.e0 Powder —--------------------_ 502470 aoLsad— 809.210 reago 250,000 
MINERAL FUELS AND RELATED MATERIALS 
Asphalticmaterial®---- 514200054020 s.g30 NA 

Carbon biack* 180000 70,000 170.000, NA NA 
‘Coal including briquets: as “Anthrocité "| ____ thousand tons. 9,020 } sasaae —nises—-16ao6 acne Bituminous do. 15301 

Ligation "7TTDTTIITTTTTIT Tae "Biases ats 062608 
‘Total 3 do. zor mee OSH «8006 Briquelg27777TTTTTTITTT TTT “ase “sr 1596 gn Hb 

Coke, metallurgical ——-———-=7722~TTae > anes 0raa gas 880 Gas, natural Grom -________million cubic feet 92400 sZEID ROBB 389,054 970,000 Marketed ~~~ Sees o Digest dasiooe 240.900 awed SO 
[Natural gas liquids ‘Natural gasoline and condensate Thousand gallon barrels. 8,981 NA 41993851 3800 Propane ..---1n-see-- enn 80 289 NA ga Tess 600 Botones "7277772077 rodeo 1190 NA iiss 130 100 

Total do Peat» =a 22222220222 thousand tone 40 40 130 120 110 Petroleum: Grade". thousand 42gallon barrels__&TT5_—_—0aTH 2B ON _—_—#12,008 
Refinery product 

‘Aviation ————--—----- do 248 264 223 580 352 Motor TITTITige TTT oy e70 nde T 470g 8195495, 
Jetfuel OTTTTTTTTTTaaTtsgage = "aelast Ses aage asa 
Kerosine === <-> == 222o ode == asi “Loss 1849 os Basa 
Distillate fuel oil -_-________do____ 826,710 267,655 242,293 212,580, 3181,802 

Residual fueloil ——--—-----do--2aBisd0 = D152 MTBaad RTT 11,888 Tubrieants= 9777727777 Tae22 “tower “tosgo 19 Rta 
Liquefied petroleum gas_______do____ 33,489 36,048 31,320 29,626 228,087 Bitumen TTTiidecT22 Bolts 19458 TSS Tag 814550 
Unspecified —~—-"777"""" "Taq "">ear'950 T9350 soos isté ats 

Refinery fuelandlosses--—do—_—BAGOT_—=SHARD_—a.s1 «db ——400020 
Total__----_____--do.____9051_—ea1.201 72090 «616.590 *585.405 

‘Estimated. Preliminary. “Revised. _NA Not available. ‘Table includes data available through Oct. , 1984 
In addition tothe commodities listed, France also produces germanium from domestic ores and has been described as she el lading proce of hs commodity in French sures Output was reported ax {met toe n 1060 al rom the Seine Seley Mine, Unfotonately asta] output ie nt regulary repre and the oe fom this mine isnot sufficiently uniform in grade fo permit estimates of output based on reported concentrate production. In addition, France Produces lange quantities of stone but statistics on output are not avalible for 1973-89 Reported figure. 
‘Series revised vo include bas! furnace fervoalloys and silicon metal, both hitherto counted separately Series revised to eliminate a small duplication of counting between secondary soft lead and secondary antimonial lead 
‘From 1982 nickel metal in cathodes only. 
Includes smectic clay. ‘Excludes bituminous material produced by ol refineries 
"Includes anthracite. 

TRADE 

During 1983, France had an overall nega- imports, and exports totaled $12.9 billion or 
tive trade balance. Imports of all commodi- 13.7% of the total country exports. Most of 
ties totaled about $104.9 billion and exports the mineral imports were petroleum and 
totaled $94.3 billion. Trade in minerals and petroleum refined products, which account- 
fuels also had a negative balance. Imports ed for 57.9% of total mineral and fuel 
totaled $35.9 billion or 34.2% of the total imports or 19.8% of all imports of France.
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France had a positive trade balance with States, $0.5 billion, were mostly fuels. Coal, 
the United States in minerals and related followed by petroleum refinery products, 
commodities. Trade in minerals, both im- were the principal mineral imports. For a 
ports and exports, was less than 1% of total _long time the United States was the leading 
trade. Exports to the United States were exporter of coal to France, but in 1983 the 
valued at $0.9 billion. Iron and steel prod- Federal Republic of Germany replaced the 
ucts and nonferrous metals were the most United States as the largest coal supplier to 
valuable exports. Imports from the United France. 

Table 2.—France: Exports of selected mineral commodities! 
(Metric tons unless otherwise specified) 

Destinations 1982 
Commodity 1981 1982 Ti ae y Gee Other (rincipad 
‘METALS 

Alkali and alkaline earth metals: ‘Alkali metals 3 ~ 
‘Alkaline-earth metals” ~~~ ~777 an S12 West Germany 188; Belgium- , Luxembourg 76. Aluminum: 
Gre and concentrate 6628 92.869 USSR. 82871; Sweden 3,164, Qxides and hydroxides ——-——-—"— 288,000 281082 5,088 Netherlands 184,240; Spain 9,923. Metal including alloys: 

Scrap —<--—----------- 48986 60.757 Weat Germany 19,443; Italy 19,162 Unwrought--—-"——-"""" 180,462 18216882102 West Germany 38/083 aly 381120. Semimanufactares-————_—~~ 248356 265,819 10,581 West Germany 71,177; United King- dom 30,008, Antimony: ‘Oreand concentrate an B11 NA Spain Metal including alloys, ail forms ~~ 7 TT NA Belgium-Luxembourg 27; Senegal 14 Arsenic Metal nlading loyal arms co w NA NA lgmuth: Metal including alloy, a 
toon See eee 8 3 NA Cadmium: Metal including aloya,- ail Torms cm 251 3865 _Belgium Luxembourg 187; West Ger- 

many 7 Chromium: ‘Ore and concentrate 2,035 LSB Span ao Tay 494 ‘Metal including alloys all forma~ ~~~ ‘Tia S802) West Germany 172; Belgium. 
Cobalt: Metal ncing alloys all forms 805, 780 179 West Germany 145; Italy 7 Columbium and tantalum: Metal includ: 
ccangalloys al forme, tantalum 2 28 7 West Germany 5; United Kingdom 4, 

re and concentrate 801 618 ___Mainly to West Germany Matte and speiss inclading Gement we sue Na Saaddings BHO BORE A ee 7,361 » jum-Luxe 3 
‘Germany Metal including alloys: Scrap----------------- 108188 ‘11283818 West Germany 42,387; Belgium- 
Luxembourg 28,392 Unwrought. sonno= ABBR all Ltaboure 407 aly 

Semimanufactures ————_____ 251,881 243413 8,904 West Germany 58,073; Italy 32,815. Germanium: Metal including alloys all duets ~———— ale thous $104 $2,209 $378—_United Kingdom $1,696, 
‘Waste and sweepings —____do____ 19,084 $1T,re7 in $15,871, “Metal including alleys, unwrought : ae ‘and partly wrought -troy ounces... "741,684 «802867 354_—_‘Switzerland 421,444; United King- ‘dom 258 942 Trop and steal Tron ore and concentrate excluding 
stented pyrite thousand ton 6.878 5836) Belgium-Luxembourg 5.485. 

Scrap 2esveey a ead 3,184 3,082 @) Italy 2,116; Spain 660. Pig ion, cast iron, related 
Mnatrils UTS“... "24651 BEBS16 4.200 Tely $025; lgium- Luxembourg 

Ferroalloys: = "Ferrochromium ———— a2 605 West Germany 210; Italy 104, Ferromanganese——-""-~ saga 177161 61i88 Maly 9940; Wost Germany 35,760, Ferromolybdemum. -——___ 115 ‘39 TO Netherlands 553 aly 148 Ferronickel- ~~~ 48611450384 > Realy 12;746; West Germany 10,898. 
See footnotes at end of table
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‘Table 2.—France: Exports of selected mineral commodities: —Continued 
(Metric tons unless otherwise specified) 

Destinations 1982 
Commodity 1981 ie “ee ee . Gated ‘Other (principal 

METALS —Continued 
Iron and stee! —Continued ‘Metal Continued Ferroalloys Continued 

Fervosilicochromium —-..- 2085 Bi ag TIA Ferrosilicomanganese ~~ x j1988— West Germany 2.858; Belgium- ™ ‘foxembourg bigs Ferrosilicon----------- T0187 8008-1 West Germany 21,927 Italy 13,920. 
‘Unspecified __ ~~~ ~== ==> 36,489 30,464 3,561 West Germany 5,851; Italy 3,325. 

Steel, primary forms thousand tons. 3.021 2305 205 Maly 775; Spain 439 
Semimanufactures 
ee eee 2.158 2854 206 West Germany 442; Bele sections nn 00n i jermany 442; Belgium. Luxembourg 288, 
Universal, plates, sheets don 314 2625 228 West Germany 509; Italy 352. Hoop and strip ____do.—— 295, “S18 West Germany 140; aly 58 ‘alls and accessories do-——~ 2a 241s) taly 48; Soudh Arabia Wire nnn do. 198 18 «82 West Germany 34; Saudi Arabia 15. 
‘Tubes, pipes, fittings do. are Ls MOUSER 199; rag 186, West Germany 
Castings and forgings, ough 

RE Ee en 6 63) West Germany 20; Belgium- Tuxembourg 16. 
Lead 
‘Ore and concentrate _— ~~ 40 44 Baypt 30, 
Metal including alloys Scrap nus n-—-------- 10,685 8998 ____ Italy 5,882; West Germany 2.286, Unwrought 2222TIIIIIIS gangs Balgium Luxembourg 16-071; West fermany 19,321 

Semimanufactures ——— 2,088 2081 __ West Germany 644; Morocco 22. 
Magnesia: Metal including allay Dovowen wenn enna 568 812 1 Italy 891; West Germany 278 Unwrought ==277>22 2222222 Ext 4258 1.208 West Germany 714 dapan 581 smaSzimimanufaciuees “WO oTTo 198, ‘aso TUG West Germany 223; Italy 90 

fanganese ‘Ore and concentrate, metallurgical- fradeccweneneennneen n= TERK NBT 497; Belgium Loxembourg 
Meta including alloys al forma 2.987 4188 204 Italy 1,159; Sweden 649, Mercury FB pound sks "5 ze Belgium-Luxembourg 116, 
Greand concentrate LL 502 19. Netherlands 212; Belgium. Luxembourg 8 
Metal including alloys: Barep GeO cca n 476 West Germany 18; Belgium Taxembourg 11 

Unwrought. == 2 48 ___ Netherlands ST; Inia 6 siege manures == a TO ~T—Austria 29; West Germany 14 
eM Matte and speiss 8 12. Portugal’ Metal incloding alioys Bem esse 2.461 2064 Dk West Germany 862; United Kingdom 

Unwrought. === 5.262 4859 610. West Germany 1,314; Sweden 548 
‘Semimanufactares ~~ ~72777 4513 524 613. West Germany 8,120; United King- 

Pl is: Metals includ ee latinum-group metals: Metals including ‘alloys, unwrought and partly wrought: palladium -—-'troy ounces 21,48 46168 Uaptgd Kingdom 8657; Switzertand 
Platinum ..-...--do.--— 92118403818 United Kingdom 272.514; West Ger 
Unspecified do. rigok 527k Wet Germany 6,252; Bulgaria 4,501. 

Rareearth metals incding alloys, all coos a aa m4 18 __ West Germany 10; Japan 2 
Rhenium: Metal indliding alloys all forms. value, thousands. — 346 $65. Japan $50. Silicon, high-purity ——----~--- =~ 20 142 Netherlands 2, 

See footnotes at end of table.
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Table 2.—France: Exports of selected mineral commodities Continued 
(Metric tons unless otherwise specified) 

TTT TT Derivations 1082 
Commodi 1981 198 “aed ep iy ‘Gated Other prin 

METALS —Continued 
Silver: ‘Ore and concentrate Value, thousands $661 2. Sweden $1. 

Metal including alloys, unwrought 
eieiea os 28 1,000 United Kingdom 5,152; Netherland: Thousand troy ounces. "I, m9 ited Kingdom 5,152; Netherlands e ue 5129; West Germany 1.258, Tellurium, elemental ms value, thousands. a1 $1. West Germany 387. 

"Ore and concentrate... =~ 36 19. AlltoSpain, Metal including alloys Serap nn 855 412 Netherlands 212; West Germany 182. Unwrought= =~ ~-~2222D222 abs 485 -Y_—_ Netherlands 222: taly 95. Semimanufactires -———————— at 283 T_— Mtaly 42; Belgium Luxembourg 31; Nigeria St Titanium: ‘Ore and concentrate 070 105 NA Netherlands 53 Oxides sep eancncenson 249514004 3.08 West Garmany 8104 United King 
‘Metal including al , Berap conse 758 481 United Kingdom 884, Unwrought =~ 2222222202 2 3 NA NA Semimanufactures ----27——— Ci 213 “24 West Germany 46; Netherlands 80, 

‘Tungsten: ‘Gre and concentrate 760 930 160 Austria 894; West Germany 207 Metal including alloys: Scrap nen ais 19918 West Germany 76; Belgium- Taxembourg 48 Unwrought. % 62 Went Germany 89; Switzerland 14 
Semimanufactures ——— ~~~ —_ 43 B <= West Germany 5; Sweden 3, 

Uranium and/or thorium: Matal Tneluding alloys, all forms, thorium —— 7548 5017 106 USSR 2220; Japan 90; Wort Ger 
many’ Vanadium: “Ash and residue containing vanadium ng 36 NA NA. 

‘Metal including alloys: Berap oases 58 2% NA ‘Semimancfactires ‘alle, thousands. 316 $15 NA NA Zine Sreandconcentrate 4642 GABE Belgutusembourg 421; aly 
Blue powder. 2736 «2945 -NA_ West Germany 1,538; taly 404. Matte. == --~2222222222272 Boos Bankai 10, Beet Laemborg 

‘Metal including alloys: Scrap nnn 161 1140T lau Laxembourg 4.78 aly 
‘Unwrought..___--------- 61,929 51,363 2448 West Germany 17,868; Italy 8,591, Semimanutacves “——"7T“=~ rng BSBA ET_—_Belgiumctxenboung 17,086; West cermany 14,133 Zirconium: Ore and concentrate 9 18 __ West Germany 11; Switzerland 5 

NONMETALS 
Abrasives, nes: ‘Natural: Corundum, emery, pumice, benaabannaianiaea caine L165 1525 Tunisia 119; Spain 86, ‘Amificial:Goptndum —277"7777> ah 65d 198TH Maly 4.562; Auatrla S182. Grinding and polishing wheels and Sones nnn am 4729118 United Kingdom 851; West Germany 
Asbestos, crude 1334 158 ___ Tunisia 621; Senegal 420. Barend withert@=——"""“O2TTZ 108589358 TT West Germany Kay 3.910, joron materials ‘Crude natural borates 2g41 4815 Spain $262; Italy 260. Elemental value, thousands 36 HN West Germany Si Cement --——2." thousand tons. 2844 302 IE Nigeria 155 West Germany #7. Ghat IIIT IIIT INUSIES gablets —ses68 992 West Germany 196,227; Belgium Luxembourg 119,769. Chas, rade: nhdalusit, kyanite, sillimanite .— ais 78 NA NA Bentonite sens" > 1288015808 Nigeria 1.901; West Germany 1855, Chamottecartho-—2727777712 70/859 uedigge = Z_—_ealy 58023; United Kingdom 27,862. Kaolin reenso---nnana=JRRRBE 88109} West Germany 4866 ely $5,021 Unspecified -2272TTTTITTIIZ SATE 409942 TT Healy 181,494; West Germany 78,485, 

See footnotes at end of table.
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Table 2.—France: Exports of selected mineral commodities: Continued 
(Metric tons unless otherwise specified) 

oe AOR TEE__ 
Commodit 1981 Sia " Gates Other (principal) 

NONMETALS —Continued 
Colt nd chit 8 10 __ aly 6; Morocco 

“Gem;notsetor strung... carats. «48,001 -«=«=«99428 47,589 Switeerand 24,965; Belgium THuxerbourg 1542. Industrial - Ado. 155,999 205,808 5,891 Ireland’ 114084 Belgium. Thuxembourg 77000 Dust and powder. kilograms. 2.277 44 NA Italy Diatomite and other infisrislearch” ~~ «2597826989. West Germany 9420; Belgium- Tuxembourg 4288, Feldspar,fluorspar, related materials: Painers coc svocsowocs SesT1 ——BA6IS—NA__Belgypanemtourg 19.25 Spin 
De 84181 71,096 West Germany 81,785; Italy 25,561. Unspecified -=~""72222222022 co 8 NA NA Fertiliser materials: Crudanes--—----------- 259867898 __—_‘Switzerland 14,11; Belgium- ‘Cuxembourg 2,387 Manufactured: ‘Ammonia..____________ 244117 108.808 West Germany 61,918; Spain 23.990. tfogenoss <O°O7CIIToT Oa RSNG CL Babies Nate 

Phosphatic-.----------- "228.098 «15018 -—___—_—Switeerland 70,518; Austria 48,895. 
Potassie.= "2272277 2UITZ~—FaerO6s © 465565 © —_—Ihaly 94,199; Went Germany 80,958. nape and mined. —""—~" 418461 40524 XW Germany 10189, Belgium 

Graphite, natural __— thousand tons__ 810 791) West Germany 494; Italy 94 
Gypeumand plaster 22s ndo M4 iis 52 Wet Germany $28 Belgian. 
Iodine ——- === 140 12 =. West Germany 24 Netherlands 18. Hime’ 2722IITTTIIIIIIIIIIID«—aa.098 2526 West Germany 147,580; Belgium 

Truxembourg 68472 Magnesite nanan 1416 1989 NA NAL 
‘Grade including splittings and waste 6002 5081 ——«_—_Unitd Kingdom 1,64; Wt Ger- many’ Worked inclu lomerated spit cto eee ne 831 5 —_Switperland 252; West Germany 249 Nitraten eruda 27 ~7277272 222222 1 31. Belgium Luxembourg St Phosphates, crude ~~ ~~~~7722277~ 3440 380d —_‘BelgtumLuzembourg 2871; West » . ‘Germany 134, gents, mineral “SNeturaljerude,——_——__—_——-—- ‘26 22 NA OA. 
Iron oxides and hydroxides, prosessed 9796 105T— “4st Germany 1.16; United King 

Potassium salts, crude ——_________ 8807 11,892 Belgium-Luxembourg 9,278; Switzer: ‘and 2080. Prgcous and semipreciou stones other 
Netoral'=—— value, thousands $5122 $40800 $1819 Swtergnd $0,040, United King 
‘Synthetic ___-__-..---do. 312795 $10,596 $1,153 Sugtzerand £6816, Wet Germany 

Pyrite unroasted_ 352 110 Reptile of South Aftica 54, 
‘Quarts crystal, piexoelecrie ‘ilograms.— 202 @ NA NA 
Saltand bring, —j—- === "nnn = 285810 ANGTAL 108,929 ely 189,08; West Germany 192018 

Carbonate,mmanvfactured 254422, 261.082 2eT.— Sweden 25.07%; Brazil 25,163, Sulfate,manufactured ~~~" "80938 “"88/568«NA—_ftaly 1661; West Germany 8376 stone, sa and gravel 
MGrudeand partly worked... 144180 146406106 jum- Luxembourg 44,503; West dermany S08 Worked. 8655 M4 TA9_—_ eget 1928, West 

ermany 9,394. Plot chiyrefractorygrade -- S242 751 _algumeatmoarg 1.42; Went 
Limestone other than dimension .. 209,167 938516. «== Went Germany 282700. (Quartzand quartzite Bes 260 RO Westerman 257 Unit ingdom 

Sulfur: Elemental Grideinciading native and byproduct 9880 GATT 28 Unita Kingdom 240,84; Nether 
Colloidal, precipitated, sublimed ___ ut 2270 2 Belgium-Lurembourg 498; West Ger- 

‘Tale, steatite, soapstone, pyrophyllite .73.913.-«=«757185.—« $41. West Germany 26,596; Belgium- 
Luxembourg 12018 Vermiculite ...----------=---— 513 551 NANA 

See footnotes at end of table.
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‘Table 2.—France: Exports of selected mineral commodities' —Continued 

(Metric tons unl otherwise specied) 
ns yo OE So 

Commodity we we I ge Other princpad 
i 

MINERAL FUELS AND RELATED ITER 
Aspbal¢apdbitumen natural 864071288 = Ute Kingdom 8:70 Lag 62, 
ented SES TBR 7 WRSRSRREY WRG tars 
Mthracte_.----------«ST02—=«86,605--—=«——_~alghumLuxembour 82.485; United ‘gd SSS 

BBtuminous oan enn n=O TAE NETL Wa Germany S81; Norway 
Briquets of anthracite and bituminous ” 

igus ofanthrace and imine ag ggy nab‘ Laxerpourg 157; United 
Lignit including briquets 6765 460 Se 

copigeincuding briauets ———---~ op B 82 gat 2 Wat Germany 351,67: Austria sa 
Ga, natural: Gaseous lin cubic oct. TST.—=«94KS Arig 5324 BelgumeLanembourg 

Pat netading bets and ter eas "493. 801 -— Saudi Arabia 292; Switzerland 285. 
ral 
‘Crude_ thousand 42-gallon barrels. % 4,264 @ — Greece 2,584; Italy 1,892. 
Retinen products: Pique petroleum gas don B94 8m Sings ay. 

Gastine = 0222 SARS AR ook Wang Bah Netonans 
‘Mineral jelly and wax __do.--— 365 309 8 West Germany 98; Netherlands 60. 
Misspliaggadaa c@o-2-- ola? Biteind ae ran 
Disiletefeeloil do. 246128182) Wat omany 7:80; Situerand 
Tabricats dona —«5T8 «BB TRL Belg Luxembourg 128 Nigra 

Residual fucloil_-—-do-----«¢2.848—=«R8GTT.— BAL tay 12642, ited Kingdom 4608. 
Prieltee coos 8 ay 
Petal coke 22S Sdeioe nn 

"Revised. NA Not available. Table prepaedby WL Zac Hane than Pani 

‘Table 3.—France: Imports of selected mineral commodities* 

(Metric tons unless otherwise specifi) 
Soares 

Commodi << g Guid Other (incre 
vo OE 

eras 
Alta and alkalinecarth metals tie ae w v1 NA. Neher 116 United Kingdom 
paige eta a 4 a NA 
‘Brean conoentate thousand ons —=1989== PBB = Guinan 8; Auaralia 262 
Gadget nyroace = BR age Gane AS ara 

‘Ash and residue containing aluminum 12282 ‘Seid NA West Gerinany 4,585; taly 2079 

eg ee sosis 50004 Laxembourg 16827; W SENT cane a um Larembourg 1627; West omni, 
Unwrought.-- anne BOOST SSLIO 4596 Nothrlands i, Went Germany 

Semimansfactires -.--200801-—«215788 2012 Wer Germany 7.89; Balgium- cota Wart 
Antimony: Grea cmentate-—-—-------—«YOABE_—«=—«BBML Bolen 508 RerblicarSxth 

‘Metal including alloys, all forms —__ 552 1148 1 China 488! Belgium-Luxembourg 190 
‘Arent Metal including alloy al rma 148 11? NA Sweden 96; China 10. ee 
Sg Metal including elo, a Tm ellen an 3 29 «2 West Germany. 

See footnotes at end of table
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Table 3.—France: Imports of selected mineral commodities' Continued ro nes thr ced 
SR conmoity wwe 2 Ged ‘Other (principal 

METALS —Contned 
Bint elisa ea Meeliniaingetee at gaat autem Ud men ann etal ning ll dinmeNetlincmdne ators agg gtk eggcombun 28 Neier me ctipmiu SUM cnctate MELA ou Ai 6 inlet Mealindudingstsatioms —- 0) Jag Ro alt Santee ann MB Ma Gace: Ra HCA cola ge mgs Sot ae CMON gga Geman ghgerewbiow ek Mtge 
CBndceceinn Ati Sean ae oat see ering 10 Altfom Bun anemone Neca a Spe kus Set Geany 7 Btn 

rough 412108 595.175 2052 Zab EINE Belgum-Laembo Uneougit—-ARIOR gas eT cane 
seiner cs Stan w ioanvaies =n SERB 30a ler en We Pdermany sos. Galium: Metal inluinga, atoms tnt an tt ga Sere MEGS. sam S470 S990 _blumarenbong 1 

‘Waste and sweepings do... $34,598, 7,163 $1,114 Switzerland $5,211; Spain $926. Meshal Sel a TEeEla toy omee- 1887 T6R_«BE_ Stand 2 Netherland 25 senandstet Tet cminin mre Ea me ssn Matha ge 96 Mor mae a 
Barapa genesis 347,429, (273,020 1,085 West Germany 89,313; Belgium- encom Bs Figen gato lat Sekmmtonmiae agus smarts Wat Germany 180 aie PerSiomiom —.----- ‘IR2M_— ISR. Rapieot Soh tren 044; pauls eromengeen Samay Rergmapeiiacsoooc: Bh Sar RCE arco ati 
enmidl RRND TRESE ANd Fetisaiag SH THM Belen Roses gdh <> RE ra, Remmi oN rase, 
Gig RARE gig Sinan Siam NER PEIRceeten 

Str rina ome 
em ‘thousand tons__ 1,940 2,098 e Belgiam:Lounsanbourg 1086; Wast 

Seinenense _ a ape Sum Tees goss garry Begum taneous Ue cs ae TE ase) ta@)_agumdanenrg 1218 Wat 
Hiopandevip-——ie Sg) WECM Det ecu it Ralendasomeni mh) aR 

Sev tetntr at enero
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Table 3.—France: Imports of selected mineral commodities' —Continued 
Metric tons unless otherwise specified) 

Br 188 
Commodi 1981 1982 “Gaked ty Gated Other (principal 

METALS —Continued 
Irog and steel —Continued ‘Metal Continued ‘Semimanuflactures —Continued 

Wire — thousand tons_— 187 194) Belgium vsemboung 65; West Ger 
‘many’ ‘Tes, pipes, tin 

Pipes, we do___ 602 583 2 West Germany 186; Italy 181. 
Castings and forgings, rough 

Lead: Mea 50 51 (@) West Germany 28; Italy 9. 

Oreandcmcentate=—--—-.---- 42449 T6766 BTL Republi Bath Afro 65,0 
Metal including alloys: Serap2“ES OT WW... 2405519886 _Belgigm Luxembourg 9466; Nether 

UUnwrought.—---------- 402608481288 WeRt Geran 1884 United King 
Semimanufactures <= 1.205 2692 82 Belgium-Luxembourg 1,603 

aaiies Metal incuding alloys all forms: 6 8 NA West Germany 7. = um Metal including alloy: Moiese cece oceee es 329 353 Italy 141; West Germany 198 Unwrought ">> =7>>oTIoTD 4210 ABs FL Norway 21, USSR 100, Semimanufactures.-—————22—= ‘Br 318. “18 Maly 09; Norway 4 
wef nd ¢allurgical ‘Ore and concentrate, metallurgical: 

rade TTT TTT sen --  S80517 92185 T_—_—Republic of South Afric 14,852 
Melncnangaogeatioe aah RRR rear Mercury "épound Masks "3,09 )048NNA_ Spain 1.905, China S12 Molybdenum: 
Greand concentrate... 808 18ST Canada 2,972; Chile 1,698 Metal including alloy Damp sec cecet cuss: 45 4], Maly 16; Austria 1. Unwroughi===22" 022 °°=-> Fy HF strata Wet Germany Semimanufactares -— ~~~ ~~~ 5s 72 TAustria 84; Netherlande’ 
7 tae 4 re and concentrate _ 

Maticandapeine (°""---"-""> at s0788—8_New Caledonia 9.967; Australie 828 Metal including alloys: 
Sorap nn 998 486 United Kingdom 19; Belgium suxembou Unwrought___-------... 26607 194982462 USSU 6.008 West Germany 8,001 Semimanufactires --—~__—~~ 3.97 S5TT 782 Unite Kingdom hath West Cer 

‘any 1806. 
Platinum-group metals: Metals including ne ‘lloys, unwought and partly wrooght 

Pailin =<" troy sures 280871 ETS 869 United Kingdom 9875 USSR 
Platinum.—--—--.-.do.--. 179017188095 28nd Kingdom 7428, West Ger 
‘Unspecified ...._-.--do____ 36,073 34,463 3,306 Republic of South Aiea 11,070; 

Reyecarth metals including alloy, all wa te ONA A — ee abi ‘ 
‘Selenium, elemental” —— ~~~ ~~77_> 8 48 NA Canada 25; United Kingdom 13 Silicon, high-purity —-_ "= -=7—2 22> 3 3 NA Weet Germany 3 

lve Metal including alloys, unwrought and partly wrought, 
otnand toy omens. 1886 STB Lagebong 3.2; United 

“ingdom | |; Switzerland 2,05: Tellurium, elemental 0 104 united Ringdom ‘Tin. Metal including alloys: Berapof nee Sete 8 29 Swtzerand 18; elgiam- 
Uhirtidll vse 8910 S57 125 Malaysta 9388; Indonesia 2.08. ana Semmatatres==°°TOIITT 415 Tr "2 West Germany'7! Netherlands 46. 
Gretndconcntate_-_-----— 360827183888 63 24 Republica South ‘Africa Oxides —_- 14373 13.920 4994 Netherlands 3.507; West Germany 
‘Metal including all ve Scrap nen 2m S112 West Germany 6; United Kingdom 

Unwrought. = 1,087 LST 188 Japan 1,135; West Germany 45, Semimanufactares ~~~ ~~~~ =~ 20st 1A85 456 Japan 686; United Kingdom 140, 
See footnotes at end of table
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‘Table 3.—France: Imports of selected mineral commodities —Continued 
(Metric tons unless otherwise specified) 

ST Sor 1882 
Commodit 1981 a y ‘Gnied ‘Other (principal) 

METALS —Continued 
Tungsten: ‘Gre and concentrate 1.160 818 19_-Portugal 167; Canada 162. 

Metal including alloys Scrape 46 122. Sweden 26; United Kingdom 23. Unwrought =~ 22222222222 168 Yi 7 West Germany 61 Sweden 61 Semimanufactares = ~~~ ~~_~~ Et 84 Unted Rngdom I West Germany 
Uranium and/or thorium: Gre and concentrate = 5.058 7.254 443 Australia 5,884; China 1,152, Metal including alloys, ll forms: Uranium n sss ---= 12850 SIT. Nigoe 4869; Republic of South Africa 658 
Vanna R024 ~~ valve, thousands. $21 $17 ___Allfrom West Germany. 
Ore and concentrate —— == e 17 Canada 1 
Metal including alloys . Seraph 45 3 NA NA. Unwrought.2227222-22=== 8 82) West Germany 77 

Zine ‘Gre and concentrate. 461.546 476.289 9718 Peru 127,499; Canada 95318, Blue powder ~~~ ~~~ -=- 2219 1033 NA Belgium-Luxemboure 868, Maton = 22222222=a7 ao 2881 2894 NA Belgium -Luxembourg 957; West Ger "many 954, 
Metal including alloys: Serap enn ne 8av7 583849 BelgiumeLanxembourg 3,072 Nether 

Unwrought.------------- MST TR8OL =. —_Belgtumetunembourg 2,709; Nether- Tands 23.082 vines Semimanetactores 8481 8650-2 West Germany 4,981; Haly 1,106, 
“"Oreandconcentrate_.....____4462-—=«82,125—STA_—_—Austratia 26,060 
Metal including alloys: Bepep cece sete 44 87 16 United Kingdom 21 Unwrought— 227222 2>oo 02 M10 NA ‘Semimanufactares | -~_2— == 28 18 14 West Germany 4 

NONMETALS 
Abrasives, nes. ‘Natural: Corundum, emery, pumice, Concern teen. 51826822 6TD_— Turkey 14,800; West Germany 5,953, Anificial: Corundum — = 4.951 6.163 891 West Germany 3822; Austria 568. 

Silicon carbide — ==> - = 19,661 27,540 52 Norway 5,400; West Germany 4,240. Dust and powder of precious and semi- ‘precious stones excluding diamond lograms— 2 45. Belglum-Lusembourg 7; Netherlands 
Grinding and polishing wheels and one cons ccencseeaaus 8.984 8.942 181 Italy 2.699; West Germany 1.906. Asbestos eride—---~—~----"-=.> = WBNS. 888IS BM Canada 40.856, USSR, 22.860. Barite and witherite——~—~~~>—— ~~ 12985 18884 West Germany 15,690; Spain 1,812 

Boron materials ‘Crude natural borates... 141028 «123584714762 ‘Turkey 48,048: Netherlands 865. Blemental =~ -- === 72222222 2 3 'NA Mainly from West Germany. Bromine =~ -72_2272=2222=22 2,548 4209 NA ral 3.19; United King 6, Gement=<<TOSSILLILLEIIII auaigok sake 22 Belgup-Laxembourg $1,820 Ghat TDIIIDIITIIIIIIIIIID GRAS “ASS West Germany 23,001; Belgium- . Luxembourg 21440 
Clays, crude “Andalusite, kyanit, sllimanite 1.888 S187 1008 Regulicor Sth Aca 85 Went rman Bentonite == ---------- SMIZ_——9HORL_14BTZ aly 48, Groce 29,822. Ghamotte earth ~272D2TTIII72 Tat ®gns NA West Germany 5,194 Dinagearth —-——~ === ~~27 727 3379 NA Kaolin = -—---2222222-_-~ 28033 908,345 57,961 United Kingdom 212,629. 

‘Unspecified - ~~~ = 7TIIITTIIIE 215486 285,748 “3.858 West Germany 176,627, gyal ehilte == >To 40 615 Denmark 623, 
‘Gem, not set or strung ‘thousand carats. — 646 11g $1 alguns axembour 17 Tndia se Industrial SPE Gon LITT 08530 roland 210; public of South Arica 
Dust and powder —_ kilograms. — 6500 LST 10976 Switzerland 300; Republic of South 

Diatomite and other infusoril earth 9.352 8,109 8,665 West Germany 8,928; Spain 961 
See footnotes at end of table.
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‘Table 3.—France: Imports of selected mineral commodities! —Continued 

(etre tons unles otherwise specified 
eS, Commoaity we a9 GQ Gated Other (principal 

NONMETALS ~Continued 
Felpar uorspar, elated materials: 
Peldspar "sree enn 16808 BSELNA Wost Germany 1,54; Portugal 
Fhuorpar = —---- nn ne-- «RUB TST. «NA_ tly Sth; West Gormany 00 Gpgeled “5207T02T22=222 HRSA Newey is emma Fert materials Cridetes" "aga s1gB Begum Lagemboor 1856; Nether 

Manufactured: z "Ammonia thousand tons. - 11 16) West Geman 48; United Kingdom 
Nitrogenous do. fis «88 a Netherlands 1.4 Blgum- sembon Phosphate =o si9 588 GE Belg tnxemboare 198 Tunisia 
Potts ---nan--don=-— 2 256 ___Belghim-Laxembourg 12; Iara] 15, Upland “ao-""2 ATLAS id Balle inembour tn Nhe 

rape ata naan ATR ATT 5) hn BE aly 6 pum and laser ———2=22TIITT ARE late 3 Starland 18 Spain 1,20, Gis ener sors arr eee SUR NA dupun 1S cht ar Pmeo2222222TTTTTIIE part uaatg «MA WER ate oa a i een 
‘Mica: “ Grade including splittings and waste «49225 40K_—621_—_—Tndia 2197; Moroeo 1.517 

Worked including agglomerated split- Sa ee seers 229 181 6) Bag oxombourg Smtr 
Nitrates crude ggg gs onte 18k Netherlands 1.4 Phosphates erode ~~ thovsand tna ise $459 iad Morocco 1805 arnt 5, Phoaphers damental “P= ‘ei a Naiieardanade 
se  - e "5 61. NA Spain 192; Austria 144 Fis and piven pocmcd mak anite Ut West Germany 3800 ego Sxembour Precousand semipredos stones cher han darn NakraP 2° sale, thomand.S148552 101808 $5,450 Starland $5815 Thalland 

Sythe dn $689 SATT_—_ We Germany 809; Switerand 
Pyrivo nroasted= 15514919 Spain Ta tay 600, 
Quartz crystal, piezoelectric " lograme 0 6 NA WA Sattanttrine.—-- MOSM year aeaasd “IB Mam agemboune 1.78; Nether 
‘Sodium compounds, n.e.s. ° 

‘Carbonate, manufactured. 54911 5R821 —22—_—Bulgaria 18,092; Poland 14,079, Sole eantctared= = “===> hang BNA‘ 0 fet “Germany 630 Stops, ond and gravel tineeion sep dean arty worked 9462 ATRIN6 Wat Germany TOA: Republic of 
Worked. nn ---n--- -BSMSAD-«—«DSLOTD_-« 1B Spam ag ST TniygAs, Danie iy cirrarade -— AREY EARoT NA Helm tagemboter sc West 

Limestone other than dimension 287,600 201.057 = Belplum Luxembourg 200815. suititeganaganrenters =n 27> “Bas “SNK SBS 26 Taly Bs Element Crude lacing ative and byproduct 561,992 450:312 8922 Poland 28,400; Canada 102972 
Colloidal, precipitated, sublimed _—_ ‘256 i 2) West Germany 94. Teste sastne prone anand 83 a FL Bl tnenboon 
Vermiclte TRI TORSS-—CNA Greece 24208; USSR. 17.54. MINERAL FUBLS AND RELATED MATERIALS 

Asphalt and bitumen, natural. 8792 351801025 Belglum-Laxembourg 13.08 the We Gabon Carbon lack =~"---> RGR rt eS any A we 
Movhrace...-- thousand one.- 1484064 Wat erany 4 Replica 

Bituminous --..-..do... 25882228182 Republic of South Atrion 4.082, West many 381, 
See fotnote at end of abe
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‘Table 3.—France: Imports of selected mineral commodities! Continued 
(Metric tons unless otherwise specified) 

nn BE 
Semen: eB 982 Gaited Other (principal 

MINERAL FUELS AND RELATED 
“MATERIALS Continued 

Coal —Continued 
Briquets of anthracite and bituminous uals thousand tone. nz 16851 West Germany 94 
Lignite including briquets do. 180 16 =| West Germany 145, 

Coke and semicoke. —d0- roa88 Mat Vi West Germany 1, Netherlands 
Gas, natura 

Liquefied. ._____ thousand tons, 2.552 6171 All from Algeria, 
Peathdtdingbrigaeisandliter "1180181581621 West Germany 85,178; USSR ‘080 
Petroleum: ‘Srsde" thousand 42gallon barrels 664,385 563,149 -—«®)-—_— Saudi Arabia 208,408; Nigeria 51,150; ‘Algeria 43,182 

pe jucied petal 
tii 41,336 83,734 818 Algeria 73,297. 

Gosoline dow =~ ATBTS «48,306 T6L_— Thay 9.608; Netherlands 5,202 
Mineral jolly and wax do ——— ‘a4 6 '15 West Germany 85; Netherlands 41 ‘Kerosine and jet fuel ~~ do- =~ 5553 {33 2T— United Kingdom 175; Brazil 150. 

Distillate fuel oil ~~ ado —— 2905 40869434 USSR 11580; Algeria 10.418 Tubricans ~~ ~~ do. ~~~ 1/029 List “i Beleim:Lsxembourg a Nether 
Residual fue ol do. 49035 «88012414 USSIR.7 185; Yemen (Aden) 6,787 Petroloum coke ~~ ~d0—— 6.84 S017 TRE Unled Kingdom dt West Germany 

"Revised. _ NA Not available 
‘able prepared by W.L- Zajac 
Less than 1/2 unit. 

COMMODITY REVIEW 

METALS framines started detailed underground ex- 
ploration on a deposit at Chessy, in the 

Aluminum.—The bauxite and alumina Department of Rhéne, about 359 meters of 
sectors had a quiet year. Lower production an incline were completed. Preliminary re- 
reflected a slowdown in the French econo- ports showed reserves of 3 million tons. The 
my and resulted from the closure of 40,000 sulfide ore at Chessy averages 3% copper 
tons of annual capacity at Saint-Jean-de- with some zinc. Société Nationale Elf Aqui- 
Maurienne in Savoie and 20,000 tons taine (SNEA) and BRGM continued explo- 
at Lannemezan in Hautes-Pyrénées. To ration of a sulfide deposit at Rouez, Sarthe. 
replace the old plant at Saint-Jean-de- A deep exploratory hole has found, in the 
Maurienne, construction of a new 120,000- eastern lenticular body, a mineralized zone 
ton-per-year plant was planned. Reportedly, with higher metal content than the rest of 
some parts of the old plant are to be used in the deposit. In a borehole, 40 meters of core 
the new one. As in the past, all aluminum showed 1% of copper, of which 2 meters had 
smelters were operated by PUK. 2%. 

Antimony.—The antimony mine and con- _ Smelter production of France remained 
centrator at Ty Gardien, Quimpere, owned _ far below the country’s copper demand and 
by Société Cheni, a wholly owned subsidiary imports of copper metal were essential. 
of Compagnie Francaise des Mines (Cofra- Compagnie Générale de’Electrolyse du Pa- 
mines) (BRGM 80% through Coframines) lais operated a 45,000-ton-per-year copper 
was closed during December 1983. With this electrolytic plant at Palais-sur-Vienne, 
closure, France again will import all anti- Haute-Vienne, the only large electrolytic 
mony needed to meet its demand. plant in the country. 
Copper.—France had minimal mine pro- _Gold.—The largest producer of gold re- 

duction of copper. However, exploration for mained the mine at Aude operated by the 
metals led to the discovery of deposits of Société des Mines et Produits Chimiques de 
complex sulfide ores containing copper. Co- Salsigne. Ore production reached 232,000
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tons, of which 145,175 tons was opencast. Saint Fiacre in the Massif Armoricain; Sud 
Average gold content was 9.75 grams of gold les Farges in the Massif Central; and in the 
per ton of ore. The metallurgical plant southwest of France, Arrenes and Bonciale. 
produced 10,035 tons of matte containing SNEA has confirmed zinc ores in the east- 
1,701 kilograms of gold and 3,395 kilograms _ern part of the deposit at Rouez, Sarthe. 

of silver. The management started toimple- _Tungsten.—Two mines, Salau and La Fa- 
ment a program of modernization of the viére, produced tunsten during 1983. In- 
flotation plant, metallurgical installations, crease in output resulted from the fact that 
and the sulfuric acid plant, which should be the La Faviére Mine operated the full year 
completed by 1986. at capacity, 

Another gold producer was the mine at The principal producer of tungsten re- 
Bourneix, Haute-Vienne, operated by the mained the Salau Mine, Ariége, operated by 
Société Miniére Bourneix S.A. in which the Société Miniére d’Anglade. Salau Mine 
Coframines held about 32% interest. Dur- produced 58,281 tons of ore with an average 
ing 1983, the Bourneix Mine reached its WO: content of 1.682%, which corresponds 
designed capacity and produced 48,750 tons to an output of 950 tons of WO. The Mont- 
of ore, yielding 1,928 tons of concentrate beleux Mine was closed, according to uncon- 
containing 533 kilograms of gold and 1,134 _ firmed reports. Production costs were high 
kilograms of silver. In addition, the compa- and the operation was uneconomic. 
ny explored by drilling near the Gross- 
Gallet vein from which the Bourneix Mine NONMETALS 
was producing. Barite.—The French barite industry had 

Iron and Steel.—After the legal process year marked by closures and lower pro- 
of nationalization had been completed in Guction, reflecting slow activity in the in- 
1982, the French steel giants, Société dustrial sectors consuming barite and ex- 
Aciéries et Laminoirs de Lorraine (Sacilor) haustion of deposits. 
and Usinor, came under control of the ~The Société des Couleurs Zinciques has 
Government. The state acquired 93% of the closed its mine in the Province of Aveyron. 
capital of Sacilor and 86% of Usinor. As the Jn addition, the Société de Mines de Garrot 
new owner, the Government undertook the stopped production of barite in its mine at 
task of restructuring the industry. The so- Porres and plant at Les Arcs, both in the 
called “Plan Aciér” outlined the restructur- Province of Var. The largest producer of 
ing and modifications of the industry. How- _barite remained Société Barytine de Chail- 
ever, because of worse conditions in the Jac. The mine and plant at Chaillac pro- 
economy than those forseen in the plan and duced about 100,000 tons of barite concen- 
huge losses by the steel groups, the planned trate. In addition, particular efforts were 
targets for 1986 had to be reconsidered. made to resolve problems posed by treating 
During 1983, studies were underway and clayey barite ores. The crushing mill had to 
the new organization was evaluated by the be modified so that it could process clayey 
concerned partners. Reportedly, the plan ores. Société des Produits Chimiques de 
should be finalized during 1984. | Viviez produced about 34,880 tons of crude 

During 1983, France set up a new agency, ore from the Lacan Mine at Bertholene, 
“Fond d'Intervention Sidérurgique,” which Aveyron. After processing, the preconcen. 
would borrow money on the market and trates showed an average content of 72.3% 
lend it to Usinor and Sacilor at interest BaSO.. Three exploratory wells were drilled 
rates of 4.6%. The French Government is to determine the extension of the ore body 
supposed to cover the difference between down to 150 meters. In the central shaft, at 
the market rates and the 4.6% interest 142 meters, a 4-meter-thick vein assaying 
rates. 66.2% BaSO, was discovered. The flotation 

Lead and Zine.—Only two lead and zinc plant produced 35,000 tons of concentrates 
mines remained operational in France, Ma- averaging 90% BaSOx. 
lines and Saint-Salvy, both of which were Fluorspar.—A large number of compa- 
operated by Société Miniére et Métallur- nies and mines produced fluorspar in 
gique de Pefiarroya. Output of ore contin- France but production was declining, most- 
ued close to that of 1982 but the metal ly because of weak demand. The Société 
content was lower. In addition, BRGM and Général de Recherches et d’Exploitation 
SNEA were exploring for lead and zinc in Minidres concluded environmental impact 
France. BRGM has released to companies studies for a new mine to be developed on 
the following deposits: La Haie Claire and the Moulinal deposit, near the existing
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mine at Motro, Tarn. Opencast mining was than that of 1982, two discoveries were 
planned to start production in 1984. Re- made. One was at Chaunoy in Seine-et- 
portedly, reserves of the Moulinal deposit Marne, near Melun, a producing oilfield. 

are 150,000 tons ‘The new discovery, an extension of the 
Potash.—During 1983, unspecified tech- Melun Field, may increase production from 

nical difficulties caused a drop in produc- 1,8 million barrels per year at present to 2.9 
tion in France for the first time in the million barrels per year in 1985. The second 
history of potash mining. The Government- discovery was at Saint~Just-Sauvage in the 
‘owned Mines de Potasse d’Alsace (MDPA), Department of Marne, east of Romilly-sur- 
part of the Entreprise Miniére et Chimique, Seine. The deposit tested at between 250 
produced all potash in France. MDPA con- and 350 barrels per day at yearend 1983. | 
tinued to develop a method for solution Four offshore wells were negative; the re- 
mining in the deep part of the deposits in gional well in the Gulf of Lion, drilled in 
Alsace; the aim was to determine natural 1,246 meters of water, was plugged at a 
constraints existing in the deposits. depth of 5,354 meters. 

Tale.—The Tales de Luzenac remained For all practical purposes, output of iq | 
the only producer of talc in France, operat- yid hydrocarbons, including natural gas 
ing a mine at Trimouns, Ariége and a plant jiquids, remained the same as that of 1982. 
at Luzenac, also in Ariége. In the tale mill About 114 extension wells, totaling 161,633, 
at Luzenac an optical sorter started oper- eters, were drilled, mostly in the Paris 
ation and results were reported good. and Aquitaine Basins 

There was a decline in total refinery 
SUNERAL FURS capacity. Total capacity declined to 5.9 mil- 

Coal.—The coal industry of France, al- lion barrels per day from 7.1 million barrels 
most all operated by the Government- per day, mostly as the result of closure of 
‘owned Charbonnages de France, hada slow two refineries, Grangeville and Bordeaux, 
year with lower demand for coal by Electri- and the stopping of production in older 
cité de France. Demand for coal for produc- units of refineries at Petit Couronne, La 
tion of electricity was lower by 2 million Mede, and Berre. 
tons, because of the inroads of nuclear Uranium.—France continued to develop 
power. Imports also were down by about 4.6 the uranium sector of the energy industry 
million tons, in all levels of the production process, al- 
Petroleum.—The petroleum industry re- though at a slower pace. 

corded increases in seismic exploration and __In addition, restructuring and merging of 
domestic crude output, but lower explora- some producers was accomplished. The So- 
tory drilling, lower imports of crude oil, and _ciété Centrale de I'Uranium et des Minerais 
a reduction in refinery capacities. Seismic et Metaux Radioactifs explored the Gouzon 
activities resulted in 7,055 kilometers of (Creuse) deposit in detail and upgrading 
seismic profiles, roughly 732 kilometers methods. In addition, drilling at the La 
more than in 1982. The Paris Basin, Alsace, Porte deposit, SNEA obtained negligible 
and Jura were the principal regions of results in Saone et-Loire (Saint-Symphorien 
seismic activities. de Marmagne), in Marche (Charrioux, Les 

Exploratory drilling recorded a total of Combes), and in Beaujolais (la Berthand- 
76,370 meters drilled, about 78% less than jere), Compagnie Miniére Total (Total) con- 
that of 1982. Average depth of exploratory ducted exploration in the Massif-Central, 
wells was 2,070 meters compared with only Aquitaine, Languedoc, and Roussillon. 
1,454 meters in 1982. Of the total, 13,379 In addition to exploration, Total absorbed 
meters were drilled offshore, of which 65% —Minatome S.A. in December 1983. 
was in the Mediterranean Sea. On the 
ground, the Aquitaine and Paris Basins ‘physical scientist, Division of Foreign Data, 
accounted for 95% of on-ground exploratory *Annuaire Statistique de la France. Pars, 198, p, 833 

drilling. French Hants GH) to US dolars alan average tate OF 
Although exploratory drilling was lower _F16=US§L00.



The Mineral Industry of 
Gabon 

By Ben A. Kornhauser* 

The increased price of higher valued Funding of the Trans-Gabon Railroad 
battery-grade manganese dioxide in 1983 continued at an increased rate even though 
offset the lower priced manganese ore, thus _ oil revenues had fallen in 1983. The second 
maintaining the overall sales revenue of the _ stage of the railroad from Booué to France- 
previous year. A consortium headed by ville was begun; completion of the entire 
Amoco Gabon Exploration Co. struck oil in railroad was expected to cost $855 million? 
two promising offshore structures. Produc- The Gabon economy was relatively stable 
tion from these and other new fields was even with the decline in the price of oil, 
expected to stabilize and possibly increase which continued to be the mainstay of the 
Gabon’s oil production for the next 3 to 5 economy. Sete 

PRODUCTION AND TRADE 

As a result of the March 1983 adjustment deficit of $61 million, the first deficit since 
in oil prices by the Organization of Petrole- 1972, and a slight reduction in the balance- 
um Exporting Countries, Gabon’s oil fell _of-payments surplus. In 1983, petroleum 
from about $35 to $29 per barrel, causing contributed an estimated $1.8 billion of an 
Gabon to scale back its projected develop- estimated $2 billion of total mineral produc- 
ment budget. However, the revised 1983 tion value, about $1.4 billion or 80% of total 
budget still was 10.4% and 23.4% greater export value, and about 66% of total state 
than the 1982 total public operating expend- _revenues.* Manganese and uranium exports 
itures and development budget, respective- amounted to about 5% and 4%, respective- 
ly. Of the $586 million development budget, _ ly, of total export value. 
$275 million was applied to the Trans- The Government’s investments for elec- 
Gabon Railroad, upon which rested the tric power and water were estimated at $31 
country’s expectations for progress. Con- million. This sum included $7.8 million for 
‘struction of the second stage of the railroad expanding the Poubara hydroelectric proj- 
from Booué to Franceville began in 1983. ect and $13.8 million for rural power and 
The railroad was scheduled to be completed water systems. 
in 1988. Activity at the Port Gentil deep seaport 

The gross domestic product increased on- was expected to recover since both the port 
ly to $3 billion compared with $2.9 billion, and the Owendo-Booué section of the Trans- 
as revised by Gabon, in 1982. However, the Gabon Railroad were operational. 
1983 drop in oil prices caused a budget 

273
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Table 1.—Gabon: Production of mineral commodities! 
Commodity? Tea «8a 

Cement, hydraulic metric tons 96205 ga 493175208 ——180,000 
Bion ndings 27 Gamtecs BNR ORR NA NA 

natal ‘Gross ---------- million cubie feet. 54000-58000 85076275 ——_—8.300 
Markead {200S0eee ewes god 3 2538 284 2308 4500 

Gold, rine output, metal content troy ounces. — 64 583 $550 550 350 
Manganese: OT 

‘Ore, gross weight 50% to 53% Ma) Tpetric tons. 2188.45 2044049 1.850954 1.406000 *1,761,752 
Pellets, battery. and chemical grade, gress 
weight 82% to85% MnOs) do __114,649__—*102,708__—1aTs84__—105,000 04.88 

ig There srt alt 2300004 2,146,752 1,487,898 1,811,000 1,856,586 
etroleum: Grade’... thousand 42gallon barrels..___—TO901__—4A44_—HABG——=BGSTS 5G SIS 

Refinery produc ee odo 850 886 818 502 sis 
Set fuel and kerosine. ~~~ ~~=22de.227 “a0 130 ‘8 Ri ‘a 

Distillate uel of ~~~ ~~ ~~40. 2286 2545 ant 2u6 1,550 
Residual fueloll "__77_22722do. ‘ii50 aa 2 4588 205 
Olbecece ci soaseael 34 1 "52 en 66 

Refinery fueland losses =~ det 
Total do 8084 ens aait 051 5808 

Uranium oxide (U0), content of concentrate Tmetrie tons_— 1297 1218 1,205 1270 1179 
“Betimated. *Preliminary. NA Not available 
Table includes data available through June 20, 1984. 3In edition to the commodities listed, a variety of crude construction materials (clay, sand and gravel, and stone) is 

gle produced, but ouput nt reported and swale information is madeant Yo make rebabl estimates of outpot 
Reported figure 

COMMODITY REVIEW 

METALS ILOG and would work jointly to improve 
the quality and efficiency of ferroman- 

‘Manganese—The lower market value of ganese production. 
manganese ore sales were offset bya 13.8% "After agreeing to a 15% reduction in the 
increase in the value of manganese dioxide, price of manganese ore, Gabon obtained 
particularly for the Japanese and Indone- orders for 70,000 tons of ore from Japan in 
sian markets, Manganese sales were ex- 1983. 
pected to increase slightly owing to the 
opening of the Soviet market. MINERAL FUELS 

Elkem AS of Norway and its U.S. subsid- “ 
iary, Elkem Metals Co. of Pittsburgh, PA, , Petroleum—Petroleum continued to i : is dominate the economy. Oil production in- acquired a 6% share in Compagnie Miniére : i Bar © creased slightly owing to the offshore Og- le 'Ogooue S.A. (COMILOG) for approxi- fi tele $55. millien. COMILOG, "iy wendjo Field brought on-stream by a group 
peed a ONO 3, a partly led by Amoco Gabon Exploration Co. in 
ees eee was a shareholder in August. This first Amoco production in 
kem through an affiliate. The 6% share Gabon came from two separate offshore 

was purchased from the United States Steel structures, Oguendjo B and C, about 58 
Corp. and French companies. After the files south-southwest of Port Gentil in 
purchase, the shareholding in COMILOG about 90 feet of water. The development 
was 36% United States Steel Corp.; 20% called for 18 wells on the 2 structures. The 
Gabon Government; 17.6% Compagnie true vertical depth of the producing zone 
Francaise des Mines; 13% Imetal S.A.;7.5% — was 6,000 to 6,500 feet. Production started 
Société Auxiliare du Manganese de France- at about 15,000 barrels per day (bbl/d) and 
ville; and 6% Elkem. As a result, Elkem could reach 23,000 bbl/d by yearend 1983 
would obtain a dependable supply of high- and 40,000 bbl/d by yearend 1984. That 
quality ore for its ferromanganese oper- production level would be a 27% increase in 
ations through the agreement with COM- Gabon’s production and would give Amoco
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and its partners 21% of the country’s pro- nage and Compagnie Gabonaise-Elf de Raf- 
duction. The partners involved and their finage, to permit a technical linkage of their 
interests were 49% Amoco; 18.13% Win- installations was under review in 1988. 
tershall AG; 14.7% BP Petroleum Develop- Both refineries are at Port Gentil 
ment Ltd.; 8.085% Preussag AG; 8.085%  Uranium.—The value of Gabon’s urani- 
Lingen Exploration Inc; and 2% Société um exports was expected to decline 9% in 
National des Pétroles Gabonaise (state 1983 to $65 million. Although exports of 
owned) Burmah Oil of the United King- uranium concentrates were expected to fall 
dom, operator for a six-company group, was by 9% compared with that of 1982, yellow- 
drilling the Longhi Marine-1 well 4 kilome- cake production was estimated at 1,389 
ters offshore and 40 kilometers south of tons, an increase of 7.7% over 1982 produc- 
Port Gentil. Three wells were drilled on the tion. The overproduction resulted in a 70% 
production-sharing permit between 1978 increase in Gabon’s uranium stockpile. 
and 1982. ——— 

Production of Essence et Lubrificants de {Physical scientist, Division of Foreign Data. 
Pranes GELF-Gabon Oil Co's new fields in communal Fnancidre Aticaine frames (CRAP to. US, 

4 plus the rehabilitation of the field of dollars at. the rate of CRAF#00=-US9100. The official 
Shell Gabon were expected to stabilize oil {GA canine gx,mnuivies #0 CRAP per French 

Production forthe next 8 05 years, ate Mar Tropica ef Meiterancens No, 18, 
fefining.—A possible merger of Gabon’s Pa5y/,le8?p 2118 Serna 

two refineries, Société Gabonaise de Raffi- "Petroleum Beonomisi-V.st-No.tedan, 1966, iO.





The Mineral Industry of the 
German Democratic Republic 

By George A. Rabchevsky* 

The mineral industry of the German ly on imports of raw materials and the use 
Democratic Republic (GDR) continued to be of scrap, a sizable portion of the 1983 
an active contributor to the economy in research budget of M58 billion went to 
1983. The production of raw materials and studies of the utilization of secondary raw 
mineral fuels contributed M30 billion? of materials and alternate sources of energy, 
total revenues of M192.4 billion. The potash _ representing 25% of total industrial invest- 
and lignite mining industries were the most ments. The domestic energy and material 
profitable, with industrial minerals, iron, shortages also made exports the absolute 
and a few nonferrous metals producers also priority for the reduction of outstanding 
contributing to the economy. The coal in- debts. The GDR imported more than 60% of 
dustry alone generated M26.6 billion. The _ its raw material requirements. 
GDR’s mineral industry, however, consisted In 1982, about 3.2 million, or 20% of the 
primarily of minerals processing, based on population, were working for the industry, 
imported raw materials stocks. The pro: of which the metallurgy and mining indus- 
duced national income of the GDR increas- try employed 137,433, and the energy and 
ed by 4.4%, and total industrial production fuel industry, 217,717 workers. To meet the 
by 4.1%, slightly overfulfilling the prescrib- severe labor shortages, the GDR planned to 
ed plan. The industry contributed about install 40,000 to 45,000 domestically made 
60% of the total produced national income. robots and manipulators for the replace- 
Less than 3% of the national income was ment of about 140,000 manual workers dur- 
produced by privately held enterprises. The ing 1981-85 to help achieve an overall 28% 
increase in the national income was report- increase in total industrial production with- 
edly achieved mostly through an increase in out any appreciable increase in the work 
labor productivity, which rose 5.6%. Al- force. The robotization program was also to 
though the GDR economy continued to help the GDR industry to improve the 
perform well in comparison with that of quality of its exports through greater preci- 
other centrally planned economy countries, sion in manufacturing processes while sav- 
the Government lowered goals for the re- ing on unnecessary wastage of imported 
mainder of the 1981-85 plan period. Increas- energy and raw materials. By the end of 
ed energy costs, decreased oil imports from _ 1982, 18,000 robots and manipulators and 10 
the U.S.S.R., large global debts, and contin- flexible manufacturing systems were re- 
uing problems in agriculture continued to _portedly installed in the country, many of 
restrict anticipated growth. those in the minerals industry. 

Since the country was relying more heavi- 

PRODUCTION 

‘The GDR continued to be a major produc- try mined small quantities of copper, nickel, 
er of potash and lignite. Although indige- silver, and tin. Some crude oil and gas were 
nous metal resources were small, the coun- produced from small fields in the northern 
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part of the country. Although industrial period and presumably during the 1981-85 
production reportedly increased, industrial _ period. Production increased by 24% at the 
consumption of raw materials and energy VEB Mansfeld Kombinat “Wilhelm Pieck,” 
was reduced considerably. The consumption by 25% at the VEB Bergbau-und Hiitten- 
of primary energy, for example, declined kombinat “Albert Funk,” and also increas- 
reportedly by 6% and that of raw materials ed at VEB Aluminium Werke “Lauta” and 
by 8%. at VEB Kupfer-Silber Hiittenkombinat 

Production of nonferrous metals report- “Hettstedt.”* 
edly rose during the 1976-80 5-year plan 

Table 1.—German Democratic Republic: Production of mineral commodities! 
(Metric tons unless otherwise specified) 

eons? rc) ies 18 asa 

METALS 
Aluminum: ‘Alumina: Formetalngical wie 4.985 aN aL aOR 100 Porotheruse’-------------=-2--___ 19000204000 20,000__—_—20.000 20,000 

Metal* Primary 2-2... 80000——60,900-—— «60.000 58,000 60,000 Sceondaey 22227722222ZIZLIIIIZ_ soo __—S500_——sezno0 20.000 52000 
Total 2100128001120 108.000 112,000 

‘Cadmium metal, primary* __________..-~~ 16 16 16 16 16 
Songer ine output, metal content ...--------- 14000-11800» 12000 13000 12,000 

Metal Sinelter primary... 18000 __16000 ‘16000 __17.000__—_—=16,000 
Refined:* 

Bemerysoo coco sseesase 82,000 82,000 £34,000 32,000 82,000 Secondary 2-2 === 1900000 __—BOGO0 OO) 19,000 
Total -----eeeee------- 000,000 F54,000——352,000———51,000, Tron and steel: Tron ore, gross weight marketable, 42% Pet 

ee . ‘thousand tons. _ 56 40 40 40 540, 
Metal content of ore. -s--= 00. == 2 20 20 2 a8 
Metal: Pigiron 0 edo 2886 aaa, 2149 82190 

Ferroallays’------.2-~-=d0. 155 150 130 150, 130 
Steel crue -~~~077>77"77 7G. > a a ee ne) Semimanufactures (hot soled only) vent do 510 BARR 50d 

‘Smelter, primary’. .-__._----.-.-- 230% 22.000 22.000 20,000 —20,000 ehepelslsoeres <°TO=7“OTTI-“ “= tom 000 aete0 sono .t0 
Mine ouput, etal content, reoverable 2500 © 2700-3700 35002200 Metal refined vn n wnt eee soo S000 so 0002800 Silver. ine outpu,meiel content, racoverabie we ousand troy ounces. 1550 1810 14801450 1.480 
‘Mine output, metal conten, recoverable ———_ 1,600 1.500 1.600 1.700 1700 Meavswolterouputes ss 7-0 L800 r= 20002000 

Zinemetal including secondary———~———----- 700 © IGOO0=—«ROND— TOO) TOD 
NONMETALS 

Barite®__________-------_-_____--- 35,000 35,000 35,000 35,000 35,000 Boron material: Processed borax, NasBsOve 
10H,0 content_____-_---__---____-- 4,200 3,400 4,200 "4,200 4,000 Cement, hydraulie 22227 thousand tone. wens aa) aok a) 12.000, 

Chalke ee a srecrnso anaes 30 ‘3 30 30 0 
Gee kaolin:* Fe 2 acerca rere dasa 380 400 400 20 400 Makeishie a 2c022s520- coca 180 20 200 20 200 
Wien perenne 100 100 100, 100 100 
Gypsum and anhydrite: Grudets needa 360 360 360 350 360 Galeined 8ic= Sees EES acne ay 313 ant 310 ne 

Lime and deadbarneddolomize. ~~ 7ide2— 3410840 aul 3510 a0 Nitrogen: N content of ammonia ~~ ~~~—do-~ ~~ rors Lge 105 ito 1200 
Potash, marketable, K2O equivalent ——- do. a9 azz, Bsa 33500 

See footnote at end of table.
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Table 1.—German Democratic Republic: Production of mineral commodities! 
1 —Continued 

(Metric tons untess otherwise specified) 

Commodity™ 1979 1980 19st TR 1983" 
| NONMETALS —Continued 

Pyrite, gross weight® _______ thousand tons _ 25 2% 2 "0 20 
Salt: Marine ———--..---- 2-2 don 55 52 36 55 55, Rock ~~~ 7772TTIIIIIIIII Tee. 2997 3076 3,056 *3,060 3070 
sotiun te bsinds neuron — tO 3.052, 3,128 al 315) 3125, 
Caustiesoda odo 548 626 a1 695 700 Sodium carbonate ~~~ _~7777772ae2=7 360 866 88 882 0 Sodium sulfate ———~~~7~7>772Tde ==> otcs a 125 waz 140 Stone, sand and gravel: 
Crushed stone® == do 15000 15,000 15,500 15,000 16,000, quand and weaved -=20>022222STCaa oo 9529 10,353 ‘808 5.588 8.000 

i * 
1 80 30 30 20 20 Other forma ~~~ 772272222 2de22> 210 a 2 210 230 From pyrite’ ~~~ -dow 10 1 me Sulfurieacd 222 ~22TTTTTT22T4eo 222 952 958 98 980 0 

MINERAL FUELS AND RELATED MATERIALS 
Coal, lignite._____________da-__ 256063258097 266,734 276.088 280,000 

Coke: 
From anthracite and bituminous coal _do_—_- "1500 *1,500 1,391 1,226 1,200 From brown coal: 

ghetemperature —— do 2378 2.608 2612 2502 2,650 Lewiompersare: ©T20277c77deo2>_ BBB 209 S000 
Total do 6,642 6.535, 6750 6,737 6.850 

Fuel briquets (from lignite) <TTLZZTZTdo7>ag98 49,603 49,803 50,005 850,005, Gas “Manufactured _______ million cubic feet. 228,980 219057 200,483 224,178 290,000 Natural, marketed production’ do. s02,450 «302,450 301,000 "286,000 250,000 Petroleum: Grude'—____ thousand 42gallon barrels. "44 400 400 422 430 
Refinery products: 
Gecdline enna encdo-- ABBOTT M Kerosine, jet fuel, distillate fuel if 

do. "45,900 "46.503 43665 a,679 47,000 Residual fuetoil ---..-.---do--"~ 59000501300 Be610» 8.000» —B8L000, Lubricants... 222722722 2ide22 2910 2834 3012 3,058 3,060 
Total® __------...-_--do___ "195042 "18703018154 140,808 142,560 a ee 

‘Estimated. "Preliminary. "Revised. 
Table includes data available through Sept. 28, 1984 “In addition to the commodities listed, magnesium, peat, and a variety of construction materials are produced, but ‘output isnot reported, and available information is inadequate to make estimates of output tevels. ‘Reported figure. 
‘Source indicates that data include “roasted ore,” 
‘Total of listed products only; no estimates have been made for unreported products or refinery fuels and losses. 

TRADE 

‘The GDR’s foreign trade turnover in 1983 198 economic, scientific, and technical 
increased by 12% to $60.2 billion, as it did agreements were in force with the USSR. 
the previous several years. Exports rose by Although the GDR’s trade balance has 
11.6% to $31.1 billion and imports by 12.4% improved in the last 3 years, it was achieved 
to $29.1 billion. The GDR, nevertheless, still through a domestic austerity program that 
owed billions of dollars to Western banks included cutbacks in technology advances, 
and the U.S.S.R. The USSR. and other lowered consumption levels, stagnation in 
Council for Mutual Economic Assistance the standard of living, and decreased invest- 
(CMEA) member countries again accounted ments, none of which improved the long- 
for over two-thirds of the GDR’s trade, and _ term prospects for economic growth.
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Table 2.—German Democratic Republic: Apparent exports of ‘selected mineral 
commodities’ 

(Metric tons unless otherwise specified) | 

Destinations, 1982 | conning ws 186° | Eq —__} wa Othe rincpa 
METALS 

Se igivediaa = - <tr tuzentoune ihvend resus containing ahaminass zis 72 Billo Netherlands. agntsene cp efile 409A ura 4850 Nethonlands 8014 SkPagec ccc: BES ce ASMA Ginewgaans sso Ws RIL <> NSLGraa te many 
Crom: Odes and hydroxides 7 nmi Segal Metal iclding ays aa) Luxembourg 40 Gases: «| BS Bee Qaeroehi co = BSNS] HEGRE, Ce eet iapa ana ne eae value hounds. =e Sweden asi oe Se clei cla ae. _goo tay 185.205, weet Seep 2808 «2008 West Germany 18,0 Birboasaaien wed on cation red agai —819 Astra 55; Netherlands 3.5. rama Fenemian gg HAL == Wet Germany 984 

Femmepeiescrncrcs Ne Bet => WSs Germany 10, Peewee as op BL =: Waterman a, Gees: oh =: BSR ase ee Pend om «688 Ttly 12 West Germany 14 Seniganataere i aes emyrah andi shage, ng 406 =_Baypt Tjundetermine 66, 
Universals, plates, sheets i so «491, West Germany 2: France Hopandetip.. 772 Sw WRG CEs, Hope eos “. 4 uM mise ec peeee HI B22 NescGermany undetermined ibs ia figs i do TR gary 38; Poland 24 Cantngs and forcings i ee gg 18 Weat Germany 34 Poland Le Site TBM «152L = oat Germany 82; Sade 6 SE a on aes amo), ap sere eee a B= ANS WE comany Maggs Ml Sigal oe econ pian peel nelag Ae 200 __—_AlltoBaliup-Laxemboure eee aoe 5 moc: Angee sateen ascean aati taeaagge Oxgandconcntsia mer gem NA NESSET cates, ee eee n 66 Nethrtanaa so an pas el agg a a aa ieee nae ee ooe, 8158109 =__llto Netherlands Siver: Metal ncluding sb unerouh vey Metal inline elo umerought ogy 968658 United Kingdom $5038, eathieatgarsenmrce” “HSS SSS aed iogdom £6 

"Sidesandnydrosin =, $8209. Autra 4918 Seacatmlie ovccoco> ae RB SRR wo cemany 
ase metalsincuding alleys alforme = a25—=—=«G2OL_)—_ Wea many 8955, 

NONMETALS ‘Abrasives noe: Grinding and pling beeen; Grindng and polishing ogy aoe Yugonavin 12 Pakistan dame eomeeres issaias 2 ma MS x2 MER Gehan depeereigg ccc te UM ae pores el gegeeeae “ Bo Ane plee Baroy Geet andes oen-mn-= gig => uta BE Want Gamay 14 
Cement* _________ thousand tons__ 1,252 1,291 ‘West Germany 500; Hungary 98. Gpeegt iacicccc had one UE T= Weecermand Sa 

in tina at ad eae
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Table 2.—German Democratic Republic: Apparent exports of selected mineral 
commodities! Continued 

(Metric tons unless otherwise specified) 
eR 

Commodi v1 : oa e 1962 Yrited Other (principal ee rere ANN ae EE 
NONMETALS ~Continued 

Clays, crude: Koi nasa 48.082 = Weg Germany 1.58 Nethenands 
Unspecified nn e198 45684 West Germany 25.941 Yugoslavia 

Diamond: a Gernot eto str 
‘Value, thousands. g316 $2. Alto Belgium-Luxembourg. Industral Go Be Be Foldipenuorjar laicdmsicnls 7402 atu West Germany 14209; Poland 9.884 Forulise: matofale: Manufactured Ammonia nnn 248708890 West Germany’ 8122: France 2640 Nitrogenois_=77777777 7772 705590 T4998 11037 Week Gormany 020208 Phoophatic ~~~ 717 7068 “85,148 Bulgaria 98,000; Netherlands 8,900 Potasse KO content Choutend tons 2860 2824 25—Coechoslovaka 405; Bra 26 Unspecified and mined ent ‘OME - S51" Malayan so. Graphite natural "2772272 31 103 22 ‘Yugesiania 0. Gypeumand pater 777"7777"7>aogomaontss I> Maa Sin, Lime ne Pewer cccricccccct "asa TL Alto Went Germany Magesi compounds ——~~—~===*~ ai we 72 ANS Denmask Phosphates crude = s<"""-------- a8? ago T>AlleS Balen Pigments thineral: Tro oxides and "Fydrowides,processed os us BB -- Yogodavia 2 Beye 8 Potiasinm esis crude =~77~7=7 77 930 a0} West Germany af Salgandiine’ =~ thousand tone “Tete «et West German 14; Soden 72 

Carbonate, manufactured? «13800 904,900 Cexgosovakia 70,00; Sweden 
Sulfate manufactured —..._10425—=S«2406= = See 1528; Madagascar 74 Stone, sand end gravel 
emerge and bartly worked wa ages West Germany 496 65 Worked rss n---- eats “Breut © > West Germany Ofas Gravelanderishedroa=—-"---_ aves otra 12 NA Elmestone other than dimeadion ~~ Tiger "1416s > Allo West Germany : Sondotierthanmetatenrng’-—"~ SLI abe <> naa sr dana. 

Pe ‘and gravel®__ thousand tons__ 2,388 Qld — Alto West Germany. 

Elemental ‘rude including native and by- ee ercaaee we 783 _Allto Yugoslavia. Colt, precipitated, abled ~ = 3 > Alto Watt German Sulfuricacid’ © 80,684 880888 ‘Yupelavia 1058; West Germany fies Other: Ghide— == —--- 098A __ Danmark 9,874; Netherlands 17.272 Sloganddress not metalbearing—— «HOST =—«SS602 «77S Ramla MINERAL FUELS AND RELATED MATERIALS 
Carbon Catbonblack =.= 4854927 Cageholovakia 142; Unit King 

Gas carbon 20 216, aon cal seen ze fangary 
“Anthracite and bituminous thousand tons ano 305. Poland 201. Briquets of anthracite and btuinoas Bene ae 526 490 Hungary ao, Lies inaingtigeit “ass "7 RYT Wak many 86, Cachsoai 

Coe and semieske=-—-—--------- OAH IAAL = Germany 177.905; Asti 
Gas, manufactured® million cubic feet_. 445 653 -- NAD Fest dng iquta and ter === 22 dst West Germany 1,858, Petroloum rellner products Liquefied petrcleum ese ‘Mousand iellon barrels - 03 {1 West Germany 612, Netherlands 54. Gasoline? nn do 881) 2K ZS West Germany bata Surah Stieral ely and'wax _~7>~doo =~ 73 03 YF West Germany 4; Netherlands 16 Kerosine onde el: ~~~ ~dna=~> ie eo Hingnry a Disillatefueloit™ =. do 488088. Malaly Went Germany. Enbeeantas 00 2277777 desa a> a “oy TS Mainly to Aust Nonhbriating ols ~~~" “da ~~ t 7 <2 Alto West Germany. 
See footnotes at end of abe.
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Table 2.—German Democratic Republic: Apparent exports of selected mineral 
commodities Continued 

(Metric tons unless otherwise specified) 
La Destinations, 1982 

Commodity 1981 we “ga " Unie Other (principal) 

MINERAL FUELS AND RELATED "MATERIALS —Continued 
Potroleum refinery products —Continued 

Residual fuel oi” thousand 42gallon barrels. «182214999. West Germany 3,00; Norway 3,072 Bitumen and other residues = d0-——— ‘ist 562 West Germany 588. 
"Preliminary. NA Not available. 
‘Table prepared by Jozef Plachy. Owing to a lack of official trade data published by the German Democratic Republic opi i abi auld’ note fakes complete presentation of tis country's mineral trade. Unies otherwise Specified, these data have been compiled from United Nations information and data published by the partner trade countries. Bess than 1/2unit. 

*Excludes unreported quantity valued at $324,000, 
‘Statistical Yearbook of Members of the Council for Mutual Beonomic Assistance, Moscow, USSR. Offical Trade Statistics of the GDR. 

‘Table 3.—German Democratic Republic: Apparent imports of selected mineral 
‘commodities? 

(Metric tons unless otherwise specified) 
Sources 1982 

smmodit i Me Commodity tos 1982? “Gated Other (principe 

METALS 
Aluminum: ‘Oreand concentrate? _____________ 67,200 309900. Hlungary 106,838 Oxidesand hydroxides "-—~~_—-~~— 98869 100,171" Y_— West Germany 74,698, Hungary 25,267 Metal including alloy Scrape ene 810) Belgium Luxembourg 

Unwrought SEESSSIIIIE BBG goa <> Yugoslav 82050; Hungary 7.347 Scmimanufactures=~~"""~"~""7 20352 28.112 > West Germany 11.983; Hungary 7.510. 
Antimony: Metal including alloy, al forms Be 58 All from France Codmiun: Metal including alloys all forms. wo 352 LL Sapam 208. 
Chromium: Ore and concentrate, Cras conten one ne nen o'___ 49,000 46,800 Mainly from USSR. Cobalt Metal including alloys, aliforms-~~> = 113. MS}. lnland 165, Copper: Meta including alos Dene enn nn nnwennwnnnnnn-= 98818 1626 Switzerland 500; Netherlands 458 Unwroaghé 2-27 27TTTTTTTIITTD ost s649 > West Germany 32400, Semimanufacires.—~—"-°2“S2=TS “Si “Ray TT Pranee SHE gata 04, Gold: Waste and sweopings value, thousands. $82 $100 $100 ‘Metal including alloys, unwrought and an partly wrought don. $781 Al from West Germany. Iron and ste: ‘ron ore and concentrate excluding 

roasted pyrite, Fecontent® Thousand tons. 2885 1982 USSR. 1,580; India 869, 
Metal: Scrap do «6845S. USSR. 285; West Germany 181 Pig iron, cast ron, related materials Penain fon. 664 BT. West Germany 70; undetermined 801 
“"Silicon metal 198102. from Norway. Unspecified. —— thousand tons. 7782. ONAL Steel primary forms do” —-2812 2820 > West Germany 51; undetermined 2,260, Semimanufactures: 

‘Bars, rods, angle, shapes, Sections do. «688 TTL. USSR. 524; West Germany 97 
See footnotes at end of table.
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Table 3.—German Democratic Republic: Apparent imports of selected mineral 
commodities —Continued 

(tric tons unles otherwise speciied) 
TTT OB 1988 

Comaeai wel ame Te acon ' y St 196? “United Other (principal 

METALS —Continued 
ron and steel —Continued Metal “Continued Semimanufactures —Continued 

Universes, plates, sheets Thousand tons 142 «816. USSR.ATS; West Germany 248, Hoop and strip "gs" ~ ba West Germany 35; undetermined 8 Kaileand accesories “~"do-=-_ 239g) TNA Wiresscceereen’7cdocc=> 938 18 72 West Germany 7, undetermined 15, ‘Tubes pss fing "don" 8) aR <a B West ermany 2 
Castings and for rough ™ aa an a rr. Lead Chie cg cgaunnnn-n-—---= «B= West Germany’ 

Sempocn sn -_.-------- 29401402. —_‘United Kingdom 184. Gawrgit,22TTTTTIITIIIIT TAME TT Fagot 608, France on Secnmanuiatins <—2-02o50002 Tp 2a 
Mimfeal grade Mnemtent 48000 S9800 Mainly rom USSR. Mer ene roand Maske 8411969 All rom West Germany. Mabbnum: Ore andomenttte™ = -— S40 <> fom Mnland Nicke: Metal meloding alloys Unvrougt see ap agg inland 86 Semimanufaciures:=—=""~2777"-> 110 13k 2 West Germany 129. Prati grovp nas Mea ae alloys unwrought and partly wrought eee re an Peale, thousands $2,097 $905 West Germany $865 Sve Meal nludng alos uirought fandparty wrought nado... $95,114 $111,905 $1 West Germany $111,602 qarMialinchadingsDixe inwmon 2" NG Sif om Wes rmany anne Greandeoncentrate.. TB ABT All from Netherlands Oxides TP PMENS —W=-==="2TTT andl 186 LZ Yagunavia 11388; West Germany 2980, ‘Tungrten: Ore and concentrate => Gg hg) > Netherlands 95 ‘Uranium and/or thorium: Metal inlading loysallforms nnn) All rom Franc. Zine Gre andconcentrate....------- 49728 69648 10524 West Germany 51,824 Grides “PPM scccccccccatt “Sato iog TORE Welt Germany 58 France 22 Blue pow 22==2220222To2oD ES => Aifrom West Germany ‘Metal inctding alloys 

Grea’ <-—22222702T2 YS att x BRPSEANSS, rae, vucotei os Semimanufastires -~~22227777~ Bids "i'b59 West Germany 1004; Poland 311 Other: ‘Ores and concentrates... 7 Ba All from Norway. Guides and hydroxides —=~==~=~~-=~ Rss © BONS Autmna 3.380 ‘Ashes and residuey --—=~Wo>7277> (4a Gad Went Germany 5708 Basermelalsincludigalioys ollformss ~~ 14.204 25,000 West Germany 24942, 
NONMETALS 

Abrasives, ngs: ‘Natural'Gorandum,emery.pumice ete. 4 M0. ll from France ArtifidalGorumdumens Pons es =” got 3934 T= West Germany 3914 Distal powder of rou ad win preious stones including diamo Walle; thousands $190 $09 ._—_Netherlands $59 Grinding and polishingwheeisand tones. Suaq TS, Austria 38 France 32 Asbestos crude? ous sewn n-- 80300 61200 NA Bante and witherte=—~2-~7—--7=72> “Yet °NGet TL Alfirom West Germany. Boron materials Gude natural borates... $240 15408 __ West Germany 10,046. Gnidecand cide ~~~ Beg "805 XS France au Gementh MER TTTTTTITTIIIIIIE a0 100 TL Were Gatmany 6.250, Gea =22222tccccccccccccccct “Maw “ya Alem France Gigs cade tone —___-—--_-----------— M400 10888. Hungary 10324 Ghamotte earth 22227722722 S§ Al om France UUnepecifed = COOCIIIIIIIIIIT gain 12 Gahan, United Kingdom 
Diamond: . Gem not set or strung value, thousands. $18. $200 All rom Belgium-Laxembourg Industrial UE ONSET ga ep Hop T>_Belglum-Lusomboure 8 Disiomite and sthernfisorafearth = ~——— "Yas "esr Wiest Germany 638 
See footnotes at endo able.
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Table 3.—German Democratic Republic: Apparent imports of selected mineral 
commodities’ —Continued 

(Metric tons unless otherwise specie) 
TT Seas 882 

Comnoa 1981 1982" “ap ‘ Gaited Other (principal) 

NONMETALS —Continved 
Felder uoropar ated maternls 41,991 14798 Norway 9406 Sweden 5.200, Fortier materia: Manulgetured Witrogenous, Nacontentis "= 1600069400 ___— West Germany 1449. PhosphatiePsGscontent? <=~~~~---~ 28800 21200 ~All from West Germany. Unepeciied ang mixed =-~""7~~~--~ 2024 105500 © -_ All from Austria, Graphitesnaturalt= "== -~~~~~---=-> “805 N93 Auatia STE Webi Germany 88. Gyosum and plaste=—~—-7727722TTT ak" 72 France 56 Eimecvos Deeetcccocccccrccct TD Alito Beigium-Loxembourg Magnesium compounds fgesiion nnn BTA 36 08h All rom Cuechoslovakia Olen = n22TTTICIIIIIIIIIIT “Ser “Ne =r Gree ton Mic, al orma® 2220222730072 TRR UIST. Phosphates, crude, BOs content : ‘Found tons 416-2] USSRLA. Pigqents, mineral: ne rc ron oxides and hydrondes, proceed ~~~ 212 Yugelavia Precio and smipesous stones eter tha 

Natural, ————-——— value, thousands. $21. $448 ____ All rom West Germany. Synthetio sozzzoo MONS SS TT use St Stone sand and gravel ‘iinension sone Grade and pry worked -------. 8906 $188 Hungary 3.58; Yugolavia 1.59, Worker teens 7772222 “Gbe Tate 2 Bortgal 78 Gravel and crashed rock =77"72""""~ 38 => Ygelavia 240, Gceriondquartste s\-~n~~~727> BSA age West Germany 11881 upamtomher than metawaring ==--"-~ zee 499 Trance BH Netheriane 21, 
‘Blemental: Crude including native and Syproduct sn 367,000 997,900 All from Poland Diotlienss----=~=222ztzzaa Stoo Satz 22 All from West Germany 
Sulfuric acid —_- 2-2 -—-~_----- 99,400 ‘808 -- West Germany 807. ‘alevetestitesoapctne, pyropiglie -———_ 3812 53m Finland 1960; West Germany 1,40 Vermseie? “POND coos BNE 22 lf West Germany 
ride oT PNB Hungary 27061 Slag and dros, ot metaiearing=——~7~ "50 “tga 7 Netherands 1.24 
‘MINERAL FUELS AND RELATED MATERIALS 

Asphaltandbitumen, naturel 4289 ___Allfrom Yugosavi, Carbon: Carbon back =" “TTITITISazeto ange USSH 22.58; West Germany 15625. Coal 
‘Anthracite and bituminous* Thousand tons 5881 4799 USSR. 2.807; Poland 1,086. Lignteincluding briquete don 148 $600 Cagchoslovaa 2.60; Poland 298, Coke andsemiokeh "aaa odon2-. BARB Bae USSR 15s, Cochoslovakia 58 Gas natural Gaseous? iin site fe” 221247 225781 AllfromUSSR Fea eldingbriguce anders =~ 888 51D Al fom Weet Germany, eroleum 
Crude”... thousand 42-gallon barrels._ 167,059 158,739 =~ Mainly from USS.R. Refinery products: ‘Gesdine-------do_ 9S. ‘Netherlande Kerosineandjeefaein==—7"goc7-- “88 TT ngney da Disulatefyeloil == -—~nngon=-— RTT Labelantss Tadeo] ANA Nonlubricating gifs -~~ 772 ~~ 8 T 2>Allfrom West Germany. Residual fuslolt s-2na~-doc--- 188 “>A Potroleumegke""""~W~—doc2=_ 1216 All rom West Germany 

Unspecified? --..--do---- 2,170 582, ~~ Mainly from US.S.R. 

*Preliminacy, NA Not available. Table prepared by Jez Plachy. Owing toa lac of official trade data published by the German Democratic Republic (oDID ths Eble auld note taken a complet premntation of tie country’s mineral trade. Unie otherwise eee ee eee ene Tas SES Gees ceuntries. “Oficial Trade Statistics ofthe GDR Statistical Yearbook of Members of the Council fr Mutual eonomic Assistance, Moscow, USSR. 
£1981 imports valued at $13,000. "Beludes imports valued at $6430.
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COMMODITY REVIEW 

METALS: of coke. Over 68% of iron ore, 32% of 

Because of the rapid depletion of indige- oe. = “ e The ODE ale 
nous resources and the paucity of natural {o\rted from the USSR, 29% of its de. 
metallic raw materials, the recovery and xa eae = Cher imparted ceod: 
reuse of scrap materials continued to be an ANG. I0F Steel Pipes; Other imported pr important aspect of the GDR’s metallurgi- ucts included hot coil, heavy plates, and 

cal industry. Recovered materials account. Ture tes roduced 
ed for about 11.5%, or 27 million tons, of all yoo th furnaces, althoush oil firing ee 
requirements for industrial raw materials, he furnaces, although oil fring wae 
There were more than 1,600 collection sta- Slowly replacing gas while the use of the 
tions for waste materials, in addition to Widely available noncoking coal was active- 
scrap collected by the combines. The coun- 1¥ pursued. The proportion of electric-fur- 
try, however, has experienced scrap short- ace steel was also increasing as was prog- 
ages, as shown in the following, in thousand Tess on the planned installation of 2,000 Pastis totes industrial robots in the steel industry by 

1985.* Almost 61% of steel was produced by 
the open-hearth process, 29% by electric are 

Commodity 198 1982 and plasma furnaces, and 10% by the con- 
Badeeseeee: ess teeap verter processes. The open-hearth process 
‘Aluminum and alloy crap —— 38 62 was used almost exclusively for the reproc- 

Eoeerare illey crap = y # essing of scrap, which made up 70% of the 
Zine and alloy serap 18 20 charge, the rest being pig iron. The basic 

Neale oxygen process was planned to be first used 
in the GDR in 1985, with production of 2.3 

The shortage of raw materials and the million tons. 
high cost of imports prompted the Govern- The GDR had built up its iron and steel 
ment to step up the collection and extrac- industry over the past 35 years, with pro- 
tion of metals from scrap. For example, an duction currently in excess of 2 million tons 
experimental plant was in operation in the per year. In the past several years, there 
Karl-Marx-Stadt area for the recycling of has been acceleration in expansion and 
old household appliances for copper, iron, modernization, and the 1981-85 5-year plan 
lead, silver, and zinc. A large recycling provided for increases in production, with 
plant was being constructed in East Berlin. the introduction of LD converters, and in- 
Iron and Steel-—For all practical pur- creases in continuous casting and rolling 

Poses, the production of iron ore from do- capacity. A considerable portion of the new 
mestic eee had almost ceased. The pro- equipment was supplied y market econo- duction of Big zon and crude steel stagnat: jy countries. 

ee See ong ee gemain- Reportedly, the VEB Edelstahlwerke “8 ed at a record high. In 1988, the GDR was in fai 1945” at Freital, which previously de- 
18th place worldwide in the output of raW eloped plasma and electron furnace hear 
Heh ern Belgium and just overtak- melting processes, was in 1988 introducing 

ig the Depublie oF Soul rica. The annu-  jadle metallurgy. The intent was to produce al raw steel production capacity was about 349.909 tone of steal eG 
7.5 million tons, and that of pig iron and “Ui? fons Of stee’ per year with two 4 ae lectric furnaces, which was previously ac- blast furnace alloys totaled 2.5 million tons ©/@ctr per year. The only major changes envisaged ComPlished with three. The largest plasma 
for the future were the improvement of the | {2ra‘e in thy wond at B9.000 tons per year 
quality of the products and improvement in : 5 a 
Feprocoeaing t2chnslogy and prodaction aff _ VEB Stahl-und Walzwerk “Wilhelm Flo- cleacy rin” at Henningsdorf was undergoing ex- 

About 125,000 workers were employed by Pansion and employed about 9,000 workers. 
the iron and steel industry. About 49% of The steelworks, which is part of the Henn- 
all steel produced was used by the motor ingsdorf steel complex, awarded a $13 mil- 
vehicle industry, and 22% by construction lion contract to Krupp Stahl AG of the Fed- 
industries. eral Republic of Germany for the moderni- 

‘The GDR’s steel industry relied heavily zation of its three electric arc furnaces and 
on imports of iron and manganese ores, and _ to supply certain equipment for the melting
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shops and the rolling mill, including emis- Brazil and other South American countries, 
Sion control equipment. During the year, gave a total for the area of 472,000 tons K.C| 
Krupp had reportedly already converted equivalent in 1983. However, exports tc 
the No. 2 melting shop and the rolling mill Morocco and Asia were reduced by 10% and} 
ahead of schedule, thus raising its output by 15%, respectively. . 
20%. Krupp had also supplied a new elec- Potassium chloride was mined from 11 
tric are furnace to the plant in 1976. mines by VEB Kombinat Kali as potash. 

One of the largest metallurgical eom- The production of 8.7 million tons in 1983 
exes, VEB Bisenhiittenkombinat “Ost” at Was 98% of the capacity of 5.8 million tons, 

Bisonhtittenstadt, was under expansion and thus remaining stable for the last several 
was to become operational in 1984. The Years. Western Europe was the largest im- 
production of continuous castings was antic- Porter of the GDR’s potassium chloride it 
ipated to reach 2 million tons by that time. 1 ae mule oe olowes by Asia at} 
In 1983, the plant produced almost 75% of 1.1 million tons. U.S. imports of potassium} 
the country’s pig in ‘and employed a total Chloride for consumption jumped from 
of 1,600 to 2,500 employees about 9,100 tons in 1977 to 122,500 tons in 

1983, accounting for about 3% of all GDR, 
NONMETALS: exports. 

‘The resources and reserves of nonmetals MINERAL FUELS 

were more plentiful than those of metals. |, . 
As previously, the GDR continued to suc- _ ignite was the only significant domesti- 
cessfully exploit its barite, chalk, fluorite, Cally produced mineral fuel, with only neg- 
gypaum, potash, and salt deposits, The pro. ligible quantities of ofl and gas produced 
duction of industrial and building materials Electricity, was, generated. primarily fom 
was also well developed, although little of it C4 8 Ae and oat 0.5% from nuclear 
was exported. Many of the quarries were FoF. power, Doweyer, Was imported: 
jamall but widely scattered, with very. little: "be, installed capacity of electrical power 
Feathers ee etal rolucrion which Stations in the GDR increased from 14,940 

ccudntad for steady cad reliable local em= “O°Eeatts: in 1978 to.almost 28,000 megs: 
Se ea ane veratal minerals Watts in 1988. Sources of domestically pro- 

eee ce ¢ industrial minerals quced electrical energy for 1981-82 are sum- 
were processed as part of the larger coal marized in the following tabulation: 
mining operations. 

Potash production by the only state-own- 
ed company, VEB Kombinat Kali, reached 5.5. w-unavial power Million Howat? hours 
an alltime high of 3.5 million tons of K:O Ee oe 
equivalent in 1983, virtually the production [> SC ago 
capacity of the country. The potash produc- Bimimowyindlinite----- TS 
ing region stretched from Magdeburg Prov- Hydroelectric plants The 168 
ince in the north to Suhl Province in the Brdwnezallbnquets 7 3 is 
south, bordering the Federal Republic of | Hardsvel --—--~--———- ek! 

Germany. SE SRS coe 
‘The potash industry was the largest ex- __Tetel -------------_100720 102,906 

porter in the GDR, employing about 32,000 
workers. Exports were almost at the,same The energy situation deteriorated slightly 
level as in 1982, or 82% of all production; in 1983, owing primarily to the increasing 
41% of it going to other CMEA countries unit costs and reductions in the volume of 
and 25% going to Western Europe, mostly Soviet oil deliveries. The country was thus 
to the United Kingdom. The imports of forced to rely more heavily on domestic 
potash by CMEA countries were declining, lignite in the short term and on nuclear 
except for Hungary, which imported 34% power as a substitute for lignite in the long 
more potash from the GDR, at 154,000 tons term. A comparison of the 1976-80 Syear 
of K.O equivalent. In South America, the plan with the 1981-85 plan indicates a 
GDR continued to occupy a very strong planned increase for coal production from 
pesition, with potash sales to Brazil rising 258 million tons in 1980 to 295 million tons 
from 372,000 tons K,O equivalent in 1982to in 1985. Until the early 1970's, the GDR 
413,000 tons in 1983. A dramatic increase substituted oil and natural gas from the 
from 4,000 tons in 1982 to 53,000 tons in U.SSR. for domestic lignite, a process that 
1983 in Colombia, combined with those by reversed after the rise in Soviet energy
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prices and the limitation on deliveries. were developed, such as at Bockwitz and 
Coal.—The GDR’s lignite industry, the Dreiweibern, to be put into production by 

largest in the world, accounted for about 1985. The Spreetal Nordost surface mine of 
26% of world production.* Recoverable lig- the Welzow Lignite Combine began oper- 
nite reserves were estimated at between 25 ation in 1983, with all production going to 
to 40 billion tons, translating into 50 years the Schwarze Pumpe Gas Kombinat. The 
of production. The Cottbus area was the mine was reportedly equipped with 11 ro- 
largest lignite mining district in 1983, with bots operating the excavators and stackers 
VEB Braunkohlen-Kombinat Senftenberg that mined 20,000 tons of coal per day. The 
producing 63% of the country’s lignite with surface mine at Dreiweibern also became 
50,000 workers. The Senftenberg Combine operational in 1983. Between 1970 and 1983, 
operated 13 of the 30 to 34 lignite mines. 17 surface pits were mined out, while 13 
‘The second largest lignite mining district new ones were opened during the same 
was around the Leipzig area, about 75 miles period, such as in Delitzsch Southwest, 
west of Cottbus. In 1982, 54 million tons, or Nachterstedt, Mersceburg East, Profen 
20% of the 276 million tons of total lignite, South, Groitzscher Dreieck, Peres, Schla- 
was mined there, including the production bendorf South, Janschwalde, Cottbus 
of 84% of briquets. The 9 surface mines in North, Nochten, Baerwalde, Cospuden, and 
the area employed up to 2,000 workers, Spreetal Northeast. 
supplying large power and chemical plants The surface mines, briquet plants, and 
such as those at Bohlen and Espenhain, and thermal powerplants employed more than 
partly supplying Launa and Buna in the 111,000 workers in 1983, working contin- 
Hale area to the northwest. The city of uously in three shifts. More than 25% of all 
Leipzig depended mainly on lignite, and employees were women, 8% of which were 
even the city’s rail terminal is underlaid by _ in management positions. 
lignite seams. The extensive surface mining _The production of fuel briquets remained 
activity was visible all around Leipzig and more or less constant for a number of years, 
virtually destroyed the Pleisse River, which being an important part of the GDR’s lig- 
included the relocation of highways and nite industry. In 1983, the 80-year old Welzo 
villages, similar to what previously happen-  briquet plant of the Cottbus District was 
ed to the railway line between Zeitz and being extensively renovated. 
Leipzig and the Weisse Elster River, for The accelerated lignite mining also affect- 
which a converter channel was built to ed the chemical industry, and the Govern- 
contain it. In addition, the numerous coal- ment. was implementing research projects 
burning plants worried the GDR’s neigh- to fully utilize the abundant resources. The 
bors—per capita, the GDR discharged more plant at Bohlen put 150 scientists to work 
sulfur into the atmosphere than any other on lignite gasification, liquefaction, and 
country in Europe. Between 1960 and 1982, chemical processing; the liquefaction plant 
about 135,000 acres were disturbed by sur- was to become operational by 1992. In 
face mining, 108,000 of which were sup- addition to the various chemicals produced 
posedly reclaimed. as a bypoduct of lignite mining, other sec- 

Coal mining also became more difficult ondary raw materials were also obtained, 
and expensive, in that 4 cubic meters of such as about 2.2 million tons of clay, 24 
overburden had to be stripped, moved out, million tons of gravel, 400 to 500 million 
and redistributed for every ton of lignite cubic meters of water, 110,000 cubic meters 
mined. As the surface pits were mined of foundry sand, and about 47,000 cubic 
deeper, ground water and equipment prob- meters of kaolin.* 
Jems added to the ever rising costs of lignite Natural Gas and Petroleum—The do- 
production.” On the average, 32 million mestic production of crude oil and gas was 
cubic meters of overburden was removed for negligible, and the GDR has traditionally 
each 9 million tons of coal mined. depended on the USSR. for imports. Ex- 

‘The consumption of lignite by thermal _ploration in the northern part of the coun- 
powerplants again rose and accounted for try continued in the Baltic Sea, undertaken 
71% of total energy requirements. ‘The GDR by the GDR jointly with Poland and the 
consumed about 39% of the city gas pro- Soviet Union. 
duced from lignite. The GDR also consumed __In the past, oil imports from the U.SS.R. 
about 5 million tons of anthracite, all of accounted for almost 90% of the GDR’s 
which has been imported since 1978. demand, with the remainder purchased on 

Reportedly, new lignite surface mines the world market, but in 1980, the Soviet
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Union froze oil exports to all CMEA coun- present for the production of methanol and 
tries, the GDR’s limit being 140 million ammonia 
barrels. In 1981, the US.S.R. again cut its The production of natural gas in the GDR 
deliveries by 10% to CMEA, limiting GDR remained at about 250,000 million cubic feet, 
to 126 million barrels annually during 1982 in 1983, but was declining owing to meager 
and 1983. 'The GDR was the largest import- reserves. Proven gas reserves accounted for 
er of Soviet oil, all of it going to the petro- only 0.1% of world reserves, or 2,295 billion 
chemical combine at Schwedt. cubic feet, representing less than 8 years of 

‘The GDR signed an agreement with Fin- additional production. 
land calling for that nation to refine 1.5 Nuclear Energy.—Nuclear fuel was the 
million barrels of the GDR’s domestic and second largest source, after coal, for the 
imported crude oil in 1988. generation of electrical power. There were 

Almost 80% of crude was refined at the _ five operational blocks with a total capacity 
VEB Schwedt Petrochemical Kombinat, of 1,760 megawatts. Another six blocks, at 
which also produced one-third of all the 5,680 megawatts capacity, were under con- 
GDR’s chemical products. Output included struction and two more blocks at 2,000 
62% of all gasoline, 48% of diesel fuel, 73% | megawatts were in the planning stages. The 
of liquefied petroleum gas, 27% of bitumen, industry relied heavily on the USSR. for 
and 15% of nitrogen fertilizer. The combine, nuclear fuel, reactors, plant assembly, and 
including the oil refinery, was approved in other assistance. In view of the high-cost 
1958 and built in 1970 for the processing of difficulties of lignite mining, the develop- 
Soviet crude cil. The combine employed ment of atomic energy was again in the 
about 30,000 workers in 1983 and had a forefront of the GDR’s energy plans. 
refining capacity of between 160 to 180 ————— 
million barrels per year. About 53% of the Physical scientist, Division of Foreign Data, we German Democratic Republic's marie (M) is not employees were involved in the actual pro- conver nd theif exehange rate cant be uke auction work, fra measure of relative value. Foreign trade figures, 
VED Leunaworke "Walter Ubrect” was usta OW mic al cena 

the only other refinery; it also produced M270 
synthetic gas. The gas plant at Leuna was ‘iaut'P Garman Demet Republi Min. Ann 

- built in 1927, based on the Winkler process, Rey. 1984, pp. 481-483 and used. lignite low-temperature coking. pia! Bliss Monthly, Bast German Stee. Aug. 1860, 
coal. In 1988, plans were made to recon- _, timinn, W; Der, Braunkohlenbargban in der DDR 
struct it, so that by 1985 it is to consume pmnseittornationen, No. 126, Oct 28, 
100,000 tons more coal than it does at tS Na'ai:Mar in ies pp G5 POS



The Mineral Industry of the 
Federal Republic of Germany 

By George A. Rabchevsky* 

The Federal Republic of Germany (FRG) amounted to $106 billion, one-third of it 
was a significant producer of steel and the going to industry. The coal mining indus- 
processor of selected nonferrous metals, pot-try’s subsidy was $481.5 million, and the 
ash, and coal. The iron and steel industry steel industry was promised $1.1 billion for 
played an important role in the domestic the 1984-85 period for capacity reduction 
sectors of the country's economy. Except for and reconstruction.’ 
lead and zine ore, and coal, the mining Many of the metals-producing companies 
industry of the FRG was declining. showed a gain in 1983. Metallgesellschaft 

After more than 2 years of economic AG, for example, ended the year with sales 
downswing, the most severe recession in the of $3.6 billion, just slightly ahead of that of 
history of the FRG, a process of recovery 1982. Sales by its Raw Materials Div., most- 
started in 1983. In view of the poor econom- ly nonferrous metals, rose by 12%. The 
ie performance, the FRG in December 1982 largest increases were in sales of aluminum, 
passed an almost zero-growth budget of zinc, and copper. Demand for lead remained 
1.5% increase in real gross national product weak, partly because of increasingly strin- 
(GNP) for 1983. The proposed budget also gent environmental regulations. Most of the 
envisaged a continued rise in unemploy- Raw Material Div.’s domestic mines had a 
ment, taxes, prices, expenditures, and loans. _ successful year; their output was as follows, 
The minerals industry was also not ex- in metric tons:* 
pected to grow, except that the 7.3% in- 
crease in the research budget to $2.68 © —— HW —___ 
billion? included a $1 billion increase in the §—————Mateial_ 19s) 1088 
energy sector, the largest of all other re-Barite 
search categories. The only favorable fore- __Goncentrate --------- Sa 6 
cast was in the expected sharp deceleration Fluorspar,oncentraie ---- 0641 ST ta 
in inflation. Usnd,covcentraie ------ “toss atst Although the predicted stagnation did  Pyritaconcentrate™----- 4981951 ane 
materialize in 1983 to some extent, the “ne concentrate Ld 
economy actually picked up slightly in some 
sectors at yearend. Real economic growth Degussa AG, a multifaceted metals pro- 
was 1.3%, the GNP rose by 3.2%, and duction and trading company, reported a 
inflation rose to over 3%. The number of healthy 25% increase in its sales at $4 
unemployed rose to 2.5 million, which in- pillion. The largest increase came from its 
cluded & sizable portion from the mineral metals sales, especially precious metals.* 
industry. The steel regions, Lower Saxony, — Mannesmann AG, on the other hand, North Rhine-Westphalia, and the Saarland experienced a sharp drop in profits to $40 coal areas were hardest hit, at 10% to 12% — million, from $72 million in 1982. The com- 
unemployment. pany’s sales abroad dropped 15%, as did its Although private consumption demand steel tube and pipe turnover, resulting from led the slow recovery, troubles in steel, coal, a general fall in prices and a worldwide and shipbuilding industries kept subsi- drop in demand 
dies trending upwards. Federal subsidies At its annual conference in October, 1G 

289
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‘Metall, the largest trade union in the FRG my would create as many as 1.2 million jobs 
with 3.7 million members, of which 2.5 The employers, on the other hand, arguec 
million were metal workers, began a cam- that a 35-hour week would increase indus 
paign for a 35-hour workweek. The union  try’s costs by 18% at a time when it wat 
claimed that a cut toa 35-hour week in the barely emerging from the recession and 
metal industry alone would create 250,000 struggling to regain export markets. 
jobs and if extended throughout the econo- 

PRODUCTION 

Production of iron and steel continued to (VAW) possessed over 45% of total output 
decline, although production of semimanu- capacity. Refined copper production also 
factures in 1983 increased over that of 1982. continued an upward climb since 1980. The 
Production and consumption of all nonfer- production of nonmetals was more erratic, 
rous metals increased in varying degrees. with only potash showing a significant in- 
‘The greatest rise was recorded by the zinc crease in 1983. All forms of mineral fuels, 
smelters, after a decline in 1982. Aluminum except natural gas, suffered production 
smelters continued to operate at 95% ca- losses. 
pacity; Vereinigte Aluminium Werke AG 

Table 1.—Federal Republic of Germany: Production of mineral commodities* 
(Metric tons unles otherwise specified) 

~ Commadity 1979 1980 188i isa? 1988 

METALS 
‘Aluminum: Bauxite, gross weight = 349 284 9 494 200 Aluminas ~~~ 77 thovaaid tons 1.589 1,608 1,851 1510 "1,580 Metal Primary —-._- === do on a 129 128 a8 

Secondary: ‘Alloyed don 331 368 360 364 2385 Unalloyed 2Io Tg 6 40 “1 45 2a 
‘Cadmium metal, smelter === ~~=2-22- 2 1265 Tas 102 1980, 1,085 Cobalt metal, emelter® ~~~ === 385 "300 "iL "0 100 Congr: ine output, metal content —— 861 azid 1429 1,803 21.209 

Metal: Blister and anodes 
Primary... 158200 «158.900 168,100 161800162000 Secondary ~—~~~ 7 ToTT___[s2500___105;900__— "#8300 "200 T8300, 

Total... 2507700 257.800 361400 240,000 240,900 
Refined including secondary: - 

Electrolytic. aaa naaits 303,122 302,516, 304,068, 313,664 7382,846 Fired refined ~~ =~ ~~~ 79390 Tiss RRSTO BOAO #87907 
ota Mees ancsatass Pe ee ee er 

‘Mine output, metal content ___ troy ounces 2ast 2064 3051 1.813 1.900 Metalincludingsecondary-—---" do. 20886T «29887-28887 2991000 300:000 Iron and stel Tron ore and concentrate: 
Gros weight ~~~ thousand tons. 1589 1948 1,515 13u 2979 Iron content 202271 snn edo 526 57 aw 3st 230 Metal: 
Pigiron ___________.-..do.--__ 5,677.7 Taal, 228,508, Blast furnace ferromanganese, spiegel 

isen, ferrealicon eae a2 264 264 ae am Electr furnace fervoslloye- ~~ d0_ 195 82 154 11 219 
‘Steel, crude ie seer eae 46,040 43,838 41,610 35,880 235,799 
Semimanufactures———"""—— do. S218 STB NRO «25782 *BROL 

‘Se footnotes at end of table.
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Table 1.—Federal Republic of Germany: Production of mineral commodities! 
—Continued 

(Metric tons unless otherwise specified) 
Commodity cz} i580 ssi 0e Ca 

METALS —Continued 
Lead: Mine output,metalcontent 3588 asm .605 ass 29,508 
Metal OO Simelter: Primary-—----_-__....----103a7g tings. argos, ora s. Secondary <——————"7"“TTTTIT aisles 5a asus 220.901 

Total ——------- 816.560 sO 3627505 | MOATT 
Refined: ee Te Primary-—-----..-...-----__ 194800 191,100 189500190300 2212,500 Seoondary <———"""""T isso 520058008800 2140,000 

fTotal______________.igg00s50a00 948300 «330.200 7962,500 Mercury secondary only) ———Tepound flasks 28 Nak ans R000 Nickel metal including secondary? =~ 12231705 120012001200 Blatinum® “OTS ctroy ounces 3400 Zan Ban BD 
‘Mine output, metal content 

a ‘thousand troy ounces 41,0091 058 4,185 gT 80 Metal including secondary=-------do--- «1628421982000 0 Tinmetal including seondary ~~—7~>“8 ==> soe “Bb “TS ‘08 300 
‘Ming output: ‘Motalcontent....__-_--------- 117300120800 110700105800 #113900 Metal content, recoverable ~~~ ~~ ~~~ ees oor gum seen aise2 
Metal, unwrought, unalloyed ra Primary s---—-———------------- $89,665 Sua aLAT!. © wogaT] RRO Secondary -=2IICOILIIIIIIIIITT_ Toast “rein “aos “ate ara 

Total -----------_-------_ 955523. STOMG««8E HG CBKOSL|*B66,8RT 
NONMETALS 

Abrasives Artificial:Corundum ...------- 10212102222 9026 og tr4.g01 Batie creccoee een “== 6H Be1 7580619 S061 *1G.851 BAU senna cis eae dom doo abr Ss 86 Cement and ainker: ‘Cement excluding clinker _— thousand tons. sags 4186 dag STs .466 quilt cewetenneeneeeeedoenns tat UB@) iad 959 "ne 
Brel excluding kicbond do Sah SMBS tet ‘Kolin, marketable 77d so8 02 ‘a5 ‘t ‘0 Bleaching -~~---~=-~~ do ae 38 3 700 &0 Other schieerton da Be ie iB 3 {00 Diatomiteand similar earth, marketable —""~ 4ag71 28M apa a2 ND Feldspar, marketable co TTT STT“TOIIIIT saat sw 60 aah 931.490 “800.000 

Fluorgpar, marketable: wae wae «|S «SCS ‘Ackdqrade’——— =o... 56855 TOS_— 4G —64800 2,000 Metallurgicalgrade® <—°""""TTTTITITT “eam tts “rst 'sa9 “000 
Total 82 TRS TABOG——«—78,639— 780,000 Graph 

nn ae a eT eT) Marketabio® ~=>"77=77"72702222022 sen 5888185115858 —#10;000 Gypsum and anhydrite, marketable 
thousand tons. 225122501852 ,700 Lime hydrated, quickie, dead bummed dolomite 

don--- 9288 "Rate tgs agar Nitrogen: Neontent ofammonia—-.d0--"= asl ogh 1962 TSTO 08 Phosphates 
‘Thomas slag based fertilizer, PaOs content “ Con us 161 138 120 uo Pigments,mineral,natural "7" nga aa669_— asd 58——_ 0.000 

See footnotes at end of table.
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Table 1.—Federal Republic of Germany: Production of mineral commodities! 
—Continued 

(Metric tons unless otherwise specified) 

Commodity 1979 1980 88 198 1983 

NONMETALS —Continued 

Potash, K20 equivalent: ‘Grade, marketable thousand tons. - 4 18 2 5 287 
Chemically procested -—— 1... -d0.——— 2542 2,661 2519 1,981 22,382 

Total —_-_- do 2616 2731 2.591 2056 72,419 
Pumice: Crude and washed... --------do.___ 2640 2,102 1.258 145 2645 
Marketable ~~ --__~-_-_-~ do. 1.482 ‘307 ‘309 F220 2200 

rites, marketable concentrate, gross weight 
” "Go 460 502 483 508 500 
Quartz, quartzite, glass sand: Quartaite nn do 426 44 395 326 33a 

Quartz sand, ground — ~~~ ~~~" do. 54 458 a2 378 2397 
juartz sand, unground and glass sand ¢ oe . do 7At 7A, 7018 7920-37991 

Salt, marketable: Boek CewiustaNausweudesect 8.960 6,759 3367 7034 7.900 
Marine and other ~~~ ~~~ ~~~ ~~~ —do- ~~ 6130 4637 44 sou 33500, 

‘Sodium compounds: ‘Sodium carbonate dow 1401 aan 1389 1105 1,218 
Sodium sulfate -_~- ~~~ dow an 225 255 Bu Ais 

Stone, sand and gravel, nes. ityension stone -- thousand cubic meters _ an 268 324 254 2297 
Limestone, indusirial thousand tons 54,521 S847 49,288 40.985 | M4S.BTL 
Crushed and broken stone ——--- do. 126,463 1IT.§I6 9,149 SU.BRG 791445 

Slate —-— nnn s2 80- 745, 50, 52 58 362 
Basalt lava and lava sand ———_—~_ “do 8,056 8153 1784 ola *6,850 
Galeite--—---- do 3 5 3 3 3 
Grinding stone ~~~ ~~~ ~~~ cubic meters — 1 8 oes 40 40 
Sandand gravel _————— thousand tons —__198,637_—188,155__—‘164437__—150,016_*146,414 

Sulfur: re 
Scontent of pyrites ..--..------do.--— 208 202 a8 220 200 
Byproduct ‘Of metallurgy = do 450 450 400 400 400 
Of natural gas. ~~~ ~~~ ~~ do 690 Bia 834 sie 650 Of petroleum ~~~ ~~~ ~*~" 7Tae == 213 20 F100 F200 185 

Unspecified® ~~ do 98 98 95, 300 95 
Total —_-------- do _- 1649 1198 4182 1821 1,540 

‘Tale including tale schist ~~~ ~~~ Te. 15 fa % % 15 
‘MINERAL FUELS AND RELATED 

MATERIALS 
Carbon: Carbon black... - 840629 858,568 54,191 B4R,09T__ 862,125 
Coal: “Anthracite... thousand tons_— 708] 

S746 88460 OIL 882,202 
Bituminous _.--------------do---- 79801, Lignites 2222 27777772722 oT 2=___asosra—za,8as_ 190619 tar.g07 124,281 

Total ____-___-__----do.. 218898979107) 218 871 206,489. 
Coke, metallurgical ——————~~-~~~do ~~ "26501 BRAGA TGA GBT Hae AeT 
Poel briquets: ‘Of anthracite and biturninous coal do. —-- 1673 1455 1382 1285 tt 

Oflignite - =~ do 4752 ed 4369 3951 73,568 
Gas: OT 

“Manufacture excluding that fom petroleum 
Blast furnace... million cubic feet 22629 «190,458 «185,752 153,545 147,683 
Cokeoven=----- do 2K 2h BBHAIG «| BATZAG BK AA FIBHIBB, 
Other? -do----__— 52760 _—5000_—«58,000_——*52/000 51,000 

Total _--------_-----do.-.. 479,712 -«“478.792 “465908 NGG8B_ 84,539. 
Natural: Gross "million cubic feet 748,900 «658,430 673.014.568.909 7622859 

Peat: “Agricultural use —_______ thousand tons. — 1,349 1,555 4742 igi2 4,868 
PRL acsccsete sens so belie 230 279 246 253 ‘4959 

‘See footnotes at end of table.
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Table 1.—Federal Republic of Germany: Production of mineral commodities! 
—Continued 

(Metric tons unless otherwise specified) 
Commodity iso 1880 1981 1a 

MINERAL FUELS AND RELATED ‘MATERIALS Continued 
Petroleum: Grade thousand ¢2gallon barrels. 34,482 98,480_—g.z07__—somaa——_—#29,780 

Refinery products: Gasoline, motor — da. 182800182298 167731 171.598 70885, Jet fuel including aviation gasoline) ‘do_- 10365-10508. .802 108 AZAL Kerosing do 523 316 349 36 605 
Distillate fuel oil do_--— 845621 SULI92 109774823 252.009 Residual fueloil do. 148 89198509 143.097 Tass 104,649 
Lubricants. Sioa cae == Hote F992 ‘874 9209 A868 Liquefied petroleum gas do. 36,669 «BOSS 2825626 2aB.BAD Bitumen <iiii ila === jasras 00s. aga70 T1946 
Unspecified == 2-22 22oo Lael erga © BRIBE Ta 820545 809 
Refiteey Riek abit lems SSS oSOR TSS FRAO AODRRT___WOTed__ abo Ie, 

Mitel wieccwe ence entin 953360 874,567 SATS] «T1963 ——7687,466 
“Estimated. Preliminary. "Revised. 
‘Table includes data available through June 1984 Reported figure. 
Primary nickel and nickel contained in ferronickel, Monel metal, and nickel oxide directly used by the stel industry. 

TRADE 

Exports pulled the West German econo- of all U.SS.R. exports to the FRG were of 
my out of the doldrums in 1983, accounting iron, steel, crude oil, petroleum products, 
for about 30% of GNP and contributing and natural gas; another 5% was of gold. 
about $3.7 million. to the foreign trade The Soviet Union accounted for 55% of 
surplus account. The biggest increase was total Council for Mutual Economic Assist- 
in sales to the United States, followed by ance trade with the FRG, making up 2.6% 
the European Economic Community (EEC) of total FRG trade.‘ In 1982, FRG exports to 
countries. The export of basic and consumer other centrally planned economy countries 
goods and increased domestic consumption (CPEC) in Europe and Asia amounted to 
were credited with the surplus. $7.6 billion, or 4.8% of the overall export 

‘The FRG was the Soviet Union’s biggest business, the same as FRG exports to Aus- 
trading partner, exporting to the Soviet tria. West German imports from CPEC 
Union finished goods and importing miner- were $7.9 billion or 5.7% of all imports. The 
al fuels and other raw materials. In 1982, biggest FRG trading partner, however, was 
FRG exports to the U.SS.R. grew 16% in the Netherlands. The FRG provided 22% of 
real terms, significantly faster than total Dutch imports, and accounted for 29% of all 
PRG exports, which grew 8%. Three-fourths Dutch exports in 1982.
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Table 2,Federal Republic of Germany: Exports of selected mineral commodities’ 
(Metric tons unles otherwise specified) 

Destinations, 1982 
Commodity 1981 we Ga i Gee Other rinse 
METALS 

Alkatineznrth meals 6 16. ttaly 1; Japan 2 
Gresndconcentrate-——------- 2885 RTAZ_—___Belgigm-Lasxembourg 8.097; Republic ‘of South Atrcs 3, Onides and hydrosides 582613488067 9420 Eant Germany 18,8s; Austria 68188 Ashandresidvecontsiningaluminam “i057 “10210 Franee 4.588 Netherlands S28 Aietalincding love Beha aceon 69902 6n19 18 Italy 22818; France 15,558. Unwroogit="°"°22722222 289 FOS ag10—Brance BAG Tay 4.028 Smimamuctres —°"°“—“=O51OK ABATE FranegAO4 Unie Kingdom e831 Antimony: Onder 81 42200 Switzerland 48; Taiwan $8 Metal icing allo, all orme, ~~~ ioe $NA ONAL serie Onis and an oor set NA United Kingdom 556; aly 121 
Prides and hydroxides value, thousands. ® $NA NA ‘Metal including alloy, il forms ilograms... os wm LNA Bismuth: Metal including alloys al fone ore 8 251 $3—Yugoslava 5f; United Kingdom $5 Cadi: oil ineiuding alloy, all form seen aoe fT NA Bast Germany 4; unapecitied 55. cesn and ub: Metal inching aloe forme "vale, those. 8 i NANA 
‘Ore and concentrate 945912889 Belg gembourg 7149; Den 
Oxides and hydroxides —.__ 46208622, NA NA MeaVinciadn lye alone ~~ ee Yor NA Belgium-Laxembourg 24; Austria 2. 

cota "Grides and hydroxides — ===. = 25 ___Belgium-Laxembourg 8; Yugoslavia 
Metal including alloys al forms — 619 S164 Healy ts unspecified 606 Columbia and tantalum ‘Greandameentrats, 1.862124 4.288 Netherlands 182. Metal including alloys all forms Sotumbiuistiobtam) on. Pa % NANA fantalume ses nee 222222 ® wm ONG NA Comper: fatt and spss including cement copper an 22 4). Belgium-Luxembourg 21: Sweden 19. Quideeand'hydrosides ===> 2967 «3882S emmari S05; Norway 220. Sotto herons: =-------- RS Ts0 NANA AShandvesidaccontainingeaprer -- 18a 1888 Attia 7.97; olgim-Losemboung 
‘Metal including alloys: i Sompe ce Wego LSM §L__—aly 17,65; Netherlands 12,67 Uno ==oTTTTTIT | SRESS AMET URad ing D at er nan Semimanufactures 388983 «391080 82021 France 429; Netherlands 89,986 Gani Metal inching lags le iograms’” ——«4400——=«6200 1,800 Japan 8,100; Switzerland 800 Germaninm: Metal including alle al Terme TSS Vahueihouends.. S087 SHES Nath Koren 161 United Kingdom 

Gols ‘Ash and residue containing gold valve thowsands. $98 $202-NA__ Netherlands $210, Waste and sweopings “nde” $481 SLSI.—-NA.__Soitperland $595; Netherlands 477 “Metal incuding alloy, unwroughe ‘and party wrought ‘Rousand troy ounces. «1088S II 8—_—United Kingdom 802; Belgium {anembourg 397 Iron and ste iron ore and concentrate: ‘Riudingroasted pyrite... 588—=T63._—«M1_—‘Swaden 2196; France 1445, Pyteyrosied SMBS GREE 2 Belgu-Lxembourg 1,92; Mexico if 
See footnotes at nd of able.
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Table 2.—Federal Republic of Germany: Exports of selected mineral commodities' 
—Continued 

(Metric tone unles otherwise specified) 
or Destinations 108 

Commodi 1981 wm eee Gaited Other (principal 

METALS ~Continued 
Iron and steel ~Continued 

Metal Kemp... thouand ton 51K 8048) 1960, eyium-Laxembourg 
Pig iron, cast iron, related 

materials —..____do___ 928 ‘825 @ France 332; Spain 86. Ferrealoye Perithromium -.....GSTLS4BBE_— 841 France 22.86; elgumLaxembour, 
Ferromanganeee——----- (6g 82475 NA Maly 916; Austria 9980, 

Ferromolybdenum._—~_—7 ‘32 010 NA. East Germany 215; Netherlands 231 Ferroniekel == =~ 555, Ca {Unt King; Finland Forrouliechroaian 2 L208 NA lance AM, Bum Esemboug 
Fereticomanganwee =. 7882 «829A. aly 06; Belgium Laxemboore 
Ferran. .n-n-= 62986 ——SRIBL_—«8B_‘Yagas 1.8; Belg Laxemboury 

Silicon metal... 4881809682 Rrance 1871; Austria 582 Unspocteds 2222722072857 ST7—_ Alta Ss Prance oo Steel, primary fora Thousand tons. 3458 ABG—A4—_—Taly 387; France 982 Senigansttare 
sections see Go 30 2122 182 France 546; Netherlands 806 Universal plate, aheets on 6519 S§IT 681 USSR 824; Franco 6 Hoopandatrip —--do-7- 6 Tet Gh USSIC TPE Franc 
ua ee a _— 300 235 44° Italy 63; Netherlands 40. Wi sonnet = no 50 MA Franoe 5) Netherlands 51 pipes: ings oh ag do 415 411 478 USSR.1,016; Netherlands 325. 
ner end Stina ne ut 1154 France 21; Netherlands 15. Lead ‘Gre and concentrate === 20 5S Austria Gabe eens aaa a ae 158898 US SH Lt00,Speden Lis. 

Ash and residue containing lead_ _ _ _ 10,916 4174 Netherlands 5,547; Belgium- Toxembourg 3,088 Meta including alloys: Scape 188801 Netheranda 6,17 tly 4.555. Unwroagit: 2222222272722 RBeLttoloae a Rely R38 Austra ode. upstairs “TITS 1498S 25 Bonini S386 Strand 625, 
‘Oxides and hydroxides = 490 510. France 20; Belgium-Lxembourg 

Metal including alloys al forms » 40. Swllverland 20; France 6 Magnes Metal inclading alloys “Srapensnen nen e en arte 41686 181 Italy 650; Netherlands 40, Unwrought "22 222TT2IIIIII 88 et LAist 2 Begone daxemboure 
Semimanufactures ast So 8 Netherlands 281; India 120. Manganoee ‘Ore and concentrate, metallurgicl- rade NN RNTES ate oT gn 5 Begum Laxemboure i Diile aac weaicneasanpucs 355 I$. Hungary 29; France 160, etal icloding alla all formas >>> a 36 -d__Bulgaris 6 unspecified" Mercury oon 4épound asks 3918 som 2 Netherlands 1856; Pakistan 1,508 

MeGreand concentrate = 5428 TAR 100_—Belgium-Lunemboung 2864; Nether- ings 1631 Metal incting alloys: Unwrouglt and tcrep === == aa sl NANA 
‘Semimanufactures —_—_-____ 46, 39 @) Brazil 9, Japan 9. Nickel Matte and spon <== PS 196 __ Alto Netherlands Grade and yo Sasesacs 95 135 17 India 108; United Kingdom 16. Ashand residue containingnickel —- «1.602.882 > Netherland 30; Austra Mtat including alloy. Brag none 7919 1300 §9—_—Sweden5,877, Netherlands 74 Gneroughi=22222TTTTT= Yih} Netheniando 3168 France 907, Smimanutactares -~~~----~ aad S8tS atl United Kingdom 1-6; Belgium: Turembotrg 1048 

See footnotes at end of table
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‘Table 2.—Federal Republic of Germany: Exports of selected mineral commodities! 
—Continued 

(Metric tons unles otherwise specified) 
i __Beatnatons 158 

Commodity 1981 e2 _ Taled (Other (principal 
METALS —Continued 

Platinumgroup metals: ‘Waste and sweepings Walue, thousands. $900 $1847 NA Spain $745; Netherlands $587 Metals including alloy unwrouht ‘and partly wrought. Paladin troy ounces. SARK AAT 9.58 Stag 62647; Utd Kingdom 
Platinum do. 288912 «288142 ©2921 —_Switnerland 43,243; Jnpan 24.495 Unspecified <= =22-<do-=_ Tondo? © “00782 «$616 Japan 10224 Taly 60 Rare arth metals inlading aloys all eee ee ut 250 =NA NA Rhentuim: Metal inchuding alloys, all forma —e-_-value, thotsands. $5 NA NA seldni, lnil and phosphoress 78 gad NA NA 

“Kah and residue containing silver ae, thowmnds... $2469 $LRP NA United Kingdom $1,004 Waste and sweepings ~---do--- «$2034 «$1256 NA Spain $423; Switzerland 6214 “Metal including alloys, unwrought ‘and party wrought howtand troy ounces. 58519 —««A3,S85—«$94_—ast Germany 14,564: Italy 3.450. Talusium, elemental i arene 21 9 'LSweden 2 Belgivm-Lxemboury 1 
“Ash and residue containing tin... 122 OR United Kingdom 2648, ‘Metal including alloys Scrap noe 106 183 -NA__ Netherlands $4; Denmarl 43 Unwrougit= 222272222222 a8 4b BS} Negheitnds 188 Ute Kingdom 

sana Saitama 12 e574 Adstrin 172 Switzerland 107. taniumn: ‘Gre and concentrate. -- S751 5977 taly 1207; Bulgaria 820, Onides SONNE 2 ooooonant BTR) SURE 1.600 Maly S200; East Germany 3,880, Metal including alloy Beye 4,002 4043—«67—_United Kingdom 809; ay 10 Unwroight=2-72722272IZ 5 fog “Netherlands 8 Switerland i paneer ~~~ 258 22 "a France 169; Ttaly 73 Sungate: ‘Kiiand residue containing tungsten - wet 128 Austria 91; France. Metal including alloys: Scrap 496 ao NA ONAL Unwroaght =a 5 mas NANA Venaa eimai 022022 st 723 France 16; Sweden 12. 
‘Ash and residue containing vanadium ts 889. BelglomLuxembourg 341 
‘Metal including alloys: ne a m ™e Serap valve, thousands. 2 MONA ONA Borg 8 185 NA Franco 71; United Kingdom 40, sninanufactaces Se Walue, thousands. 9 S90 NA ONAL 
‘Sresndconcntrate-.---.. 1088044 age Geman 5,924; Netherands 
Clb enna sows reseeey 13,550 19202: NA NA.” Bie powder ~ 7777 63934151 Romania 1,120; Netherlands 852 Se) Belge stxoouny 2888 Spin 
‘Ash and residue containing zine ___ 90,489 98178 9,121 Belgium Luxembourg 30,820; France 80 Metal including alloy: Seep ne gga Netherlands 4791; Italy 2.494 Unwroughi=--2~7"——TTL2 28511602 3,700 Waly 20200; Bast Germany 12.861, Semimanufctves<-——-<2-< “N53 SBD "8 Et Germany 1 upto 

Zirconium: Ore and concentrate... R872 «AGT9— = aly B68; Netherlands 296, ther 
‘Oxides and hydroxides ——--_____ 8,206 1,057 NA NA. Sthesand resuess=="------7— 6680-7820) Belgium-Laxembourg 49.066. ‘Base metals including aflave all forms Yes] «2806815 Hast Germany 24940 

NONMETALS 
Abrasives. nes ‘Natural! Corundum, emery, pumice, Rieger nennnnne~ —-SDAST—-BORETA_—-8_—_Neertande 245258, 

Comindum eSB 4579S 1482 aly 4014: France 4266, Sileoncarbide=22-2727--2- ase BNA ON Dust and powder of precious and sami ‘presiou stones including diamond thlegrars. 9 143239 Greece 199; Austria 125 Grinding and polishing wheels and once nnn NAT 18366 13,682 607 France 1909; Netherlands 1,188. 
See footnote at ond of table.
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Table 2.—Federal Republic of Germany: Exports of selected mineral commodities! 
—Continued 

(Metric tons unless otherwise specified) 
tt 1 

Commodity 1961 @ Ge oo Gait ‘Other (rnin 
NONMEALS —Continued 

| Asbestos, crude — = 43,083 47239 -NA NA oo on | porn materi ("Crude natural borates 4688 BIT. ast. Germany 10,045; Sweden 3.057 | Onderandseide TTT 6 “7 Gaechostovakla 200, Yugoslavia 161 |iimmine seer Tocsoceseoe 0 i NA NA | Goment® <7 thousand tone? ats A, Netherlands 1926; Nigeria 370, [Ghai TITS geo a8058 BY Sweden 15613; Netherlands 14724 | Ging crude: ORedalasite, kyanite sillimanite.—«1S STS 8790. —_‘Haly 3915; Austria 1.257 Bentonite Cunt sownee7=7> 33968 aka? > Reaneo 937 Belglumn Luxembourg 3256 Ceramic = ---—--—------- MgB agp NA__ aly Ht de; Netherlands 19940 Ghemotesearth====—~—~------ “avis “gro; «NA Netheriangs 1086 France 2980 Dinan earth = 22 2222=2> soz a Biedlgys=22002007TIIIIIT ARE soo NA. aly 199.188; elgiam-Laxemboorg if Bullersearth 44853865 ___—_Netheclands 1.683; France 1.288 Kolin STOTT ihe ng RAVER Stas fig Unipocifed <--2222222222222 eked «abba? 18) Netherlands 19196, France 32124 
Pde notaetorstrung... carn. 1249181948508 18,282 Belglam-asebours 55.706; Suit 
Industrial do. 286,641 49.798 NA roland 128,105; Belgiumm- Txembourg 15.382. Distomite and other infusoril earth. «8512-2844 ast Germany 68; Netherlands 51. Peldspar, lorsper, related moterials fedspars eens 15908 aT France 71; Netherlands 1932 Fluormpar <7222222727727272 hat) TS Austrin 47, Nethertande 506, Unspelfied ==27777777777777 tet TN "BBelglumLuxembourg 1046. ertiaer materia Grudeymes 8881088589 Netherlands 50.461. 
“Manufactured: "Ammonia. thousand tons. 20 228 Denmark 140; France 38 Nitrogenoas oss sdo 1.28 958 —_‘Belglum-Laaxembours 04; Brazil 74 Phosphate == =>>>2 "don == 40 43 |) Aumria 18; Bast Germany Potassie = ~~~ ~~~ ~da__—— 2848 roo Belglamt wembourg 808; Ireland if Unspecified and mixed -do.——- a8 9st) Begin Laxembourg 27% Austria 

Grophite, natural BIT 10009485 ealy760, Austria L071. ‘Gypeum and plaster ~~~ ~>~~>~772 314720 soTAT1 © “68—_‘Netherlands 175,380; Belgium Tuaxembourg 83,540 Todine —-oee 13 4% =. taylan Tyme 2222222222222 ages? n96) Netherlands 260/21; France 62317 Ng cmd ate ss 120508 81T © Franco 099; Spain £99. Qxides and hydroxides ===> _— 7 6781 Tid BA USSR’ 1686; Raly 1,307, yjolensnnneeenennnnaae= KNBR BE Ratt 8 rae 8, 
‘Crude including splitings and waste. 1,091 519-2 Netherlands295; Austria 125 Worked including agglomerated spit thence sete 208 Zk @)_ealy 65, United Kingdom 35. Phosphates rade ——0"7"“TTTT= ager 60a 2 Steriand 1285 Netherlands 206. agents, mine Neturalcride = ———----- 121084358 Switerland 45, Ironoxidesand hydroxides prose 1S0STS 185985 7,802 Framer 21/625; United Kingdom Taibs Potgsomaals crude. 9,881 B8S6R alg Laxemboare 1,208 United Sngdom 16.38 Precious and semiprecious stones other 
Natural kilograms—181,706 219,194 13,657 China $2,858 Japan 9.247 Synthetic -=7———II AGO "awed “nas "D4 Japan 15/608; ey 281 Pyrite, unroasied_ ~~~ =" 727 7"°>> 2.089 2ost NANA" Quarts crystal, plenaelectre ilograms. "ag 9 NA fran 3. Salt and brine. thousand tons 2081988" Lanemboury 1.22 Sweden f 

See footnote at ond of table
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Table 2.—Federal Republic of Germany: Exports of selected mineral commodities 
—Continued 

(Metric tons unless otherwise specified) 
TS _ Destinations, 1082 

Commodity 1981 6 Sea eee uated ‘Other (principal 

NONMETALS —Continued 
Sodium compounds, nes. Carbonate, manufactured. 165,273 «160,188. ____—_—Belgium-Laxembourg 42,853; unspecified 71.380. 

Sulfate, manufactured s50s8 — sr19 Belg Lunembourg 16370; Italy 1h Stone, sand and gravel: Dimension stone: ‘Crude and partly worked ‘thousand tons 1.568 1818 @)__ Netherlands 1,248; Switzerland 91 
Worked == -do- 38 31 @)_— Austria; Belgium-Luxembourg 6 

Dolomite, chiefly refractory-grade Soci 296 215 _, Netherlands 102: France 77 Gravel and erushed rock do. 11,087 936 @)_—_Netherlands 7,755; Switzerland 1,108, 
Limestone other than dimension on 38 44 Netherlands 82; Bulgaria 9 juarte and quartzite do. "> 150 152 @)_—_Belgium-Luxembourg 58; Nether- Q a @ Belgium "8 
Sand other than metal-bearing es ent 6481 @)_—_Netherlands 4718; Belgium- ‘Luxembouri 1098 Sulfur: Blemental: ‘Crude including native and by- 

‘products «448,040 602,558 Netherlands 226,189; United King- ‘dom 66,231 Colloidal, precipitated, sublimed 454 280 45. Netherlands 88; France 32. Dioxide SPORES MAG 242TBaat Germany 9,412 Netherlands 
Gollintie nti nw aisn sain: 854,928, 166,913 16,914 Belgium-Luxembourg 252,604; ‘Netherlands 138,202 ‘Tale, steatite, soapstone, pyrophyllite —— 8.157 4199 Bast Germany 1,410; Yugosiavia 582, Vermiculite, pevite,chiorite =~ 6.156 4686 NA Belgium-Laxembourg 2,548; Nether- ‘nds 1,088, Other: Grade... thousand tons. 1.859 2881 251 Netherlands 1,562; Belgium ‘Luxembourg 269. 
Slag and dross, not metal-bearing don 2978 2919-1 Netherlands 2,825; France 412. 
MINERAL FUELS AND RELATED MATERIALS 

Carbon: Carbon black 185,106. 128828 807_-France 27,801; Austria 14,171 
bathracte and bituminous ‘thousand tons. 11,996 9828 1—-France 4,097; Italy 1,988. Briquets of anthracite and bituminous (0Mla ene On 865, 349 United Kingdom 118; France 98 ignite including briguets “de —— aus, Ta <7 Belgium-Luxembourg 190; Austria 160, Coke and semicoke do. 6515 3950 ___Belgum-Lunembourg 1.61; France 1s Gas, manufactured_million eubic feet. — 59 39 __ All Switzerland Gos, natural: Gaseous do 422643992178 = NANA. eat including briquetsand|iier— << 510951 -BAR12T ABH Netherlands 346167; Prance 53,728 retroleum: ‘Grude~ thousand 42-alion barrels. 7,820 5995 Bast Geppany 7.804 United King- 

dom 488. Refinery products: 
Ligueed petroleum gas dose 6.218 6710 -14__Netherlands 8,012; Italy 1,140. Gasoline: "Aviation - do. n 10 NA Motor -~-""7"do7> 1238215858 B__France 2785; Austria 2.696. Mineral jelly and wax ~~ do ——— 1308 X87 Norway ist; Republic of South fee 
Kerosine and jet fuel-—do--- 10,879 9,504 Switzerland 558; unspecified 7,890. 

Distillate fuel oil do ——— R601 7485 (%)_-France 1,628; Netherlands 1,502. Lubricants "> _Wde. == 8.075 3258 7 Belgtum-Laxembourg 624; United "Kingdom B96, Nonlubricating oils_ do. 100 320 Netherlands 47: United Kingdom 40, Residual fuel ol-————do.--- 22.892 24,543 @)_—_United Kingdom 4,684; Netherlands 3.391; bunkers 7,428. Bitumen and other residues do. 2,284 2186 _, Austria 601; Denmark 548. ‘Bituminous mixtures... do Bt Yl @_ Netherlands $1; Austria 23, 
Petroleum coke —-- do 1.854 1,566 5) Netherlands 63; France 254 

"Revised. NA Not available 
“Table prepared by Jozef Plachy Less than 1/2 unit.
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‘Table 3.—Federal Republic of Germany: Imports of selected mineral commodities* 

(Metric tons unles otherwise specified) 
TTB 188 

Commodi i aa y est 1882 United Other (principal 

METALS 
Alig and akaline-carth metal: Sikaltmetaige et 3 NA pualaliearth lao ==~"2T22=> a 208 “Grace 164; Canada 38, 

“Ore and concentrate. thousand tons... 3a 5886 Australia 1.860; Guinea 791 Bazi 
Oxides and hydroxides. ----- 470529490196 2725 Australia 253,406 aly 1526. Aihandveifaecontiningalaminam — —“sLoet “age > ASSO a Norway 
Serpe ----  J6n984 05801 TSSL_—_ Netherlands 98941; United ing 
Unwrought aa AB 008 Noy 19: United Kingdom 
Semimansfictres =. 245586288169 26TO France 72495 Regn. itkemtourg 5 Antimony: Greandeoncentrate.. 195484 _—oivin 75; China 02 aie es Soot 00S France 1a Beg Licembourg if Metal inching alloys, ll forms —— 595 49 NA. Baten 20; China 

‘Arsenic: Oxides and acids 781 SOL Belgmtasrembours 246; France 
Bisa: Metal including alloy forms = 15 382 NA__Peru 96; United Kingdom 02. 

Onides and hydroxides —— === a 487 __BelgiomLaxembourg (7 Meta including alloys all oma ~~77> a3 TNA BOGS Ltt 19; China on fi 
‘reandconcentate.._----.-. 268207 «BALD Rapubic of South Aten 140,598 “Kibania 52.996 Qriden and hydroxides == RTGS AH; Ching 3. cabling coe all ras “===> Et 60043. United Kingdoms 16; France 163 i ‘Ozides and hydroxides —— = 29 8086 Belgium Luxembourg 16; United ing Metal including alloys, alforms 2121450, Sh Finland 906, Cottam and taal ‘Greand soneentratan =< 558 185. Nigeria 67 Canada 49. Shand residue containing colunbiina Sndlortantam nT” gag 188885. China G47; Nigeria 140, Metal including alloys ail frm Gotu ciobiam) on 2 2% 18 France Switerland 1 ee i 102M lance 5 Belgium Latembourg 2 conger reand concentrate. «481142 SAGES SRG Papua New Guinea 246,128 Meni ives Matte and peas including cement Cit egeenee en —n== ACTS 6B utr 08; Cana oxide ad ironies ~~—~——==>*> cy 83 NA BelgmeLatemboure tay E Sulfate eee MAB 908 alg Luxembonrg 2146, Trance 2 Ash and residue containing copper 94580 «20638185 —aly td Switerland 07 
‘Metal including alloys: ¥ Sep TTe OM apna 19a 1868 Frans 10.516; United Kingom 
UUnwrought 98588 GAKOTS 188 Che 135,155; Poland 94,685, Belgiug. Luxembourg 88.886 Semimanufctures === 214282 248796 1.787 Belgie Lanesbourg Sate ‘ance 5616 ata ‘re and concentrate value, thousands. $1482 «$IT887_$18771 Denmark $741; Switzerland $58, Wasteandaweepings"----ndon-~- $39 SBRe “HLOUG Peru SSM, Sweden $3,604, Maa ecling ales anraaght nd arly wrought a ae ae 

See footnotes at end of table
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Table 3.—Federal Republic of Germany: Imports of selected mineral commodities’ 
—Continued 

(Metric tons unles otherwise specitied) 
TT TTT ee 
Commadit were ed Other (principal) 

METALS —Continued 
Iron and ste: Tena and concentrate indi rite Browse Phousand tons. «44288 BGTO Bega 1570; Liberia 6,105; Cane 

Pyrite rested ——.-———-do-——- 10 8). Spaig 8; BelgomLuremtoure 
Meta: a a a 

Bigironcatiron.rlated materials 284285 aa8217——10L_—_Bral 72,042 Canada 7.0%, alone Fervocuminum 210 258 125. Frances Fefmchromium-—----=-=> gil aia HRS RepullcetSouth atca 122308 
‘Ferromat pees 108,111 96,538 =. Norway 44,072; France 28,505. Ferromebiienins -=2-7--- an “AStra_Belgatntateomboung 28, Ferronickel = -772a--- ABS BSB Now Geledonia 18.6 Greece 
Ferrotiochromium-----_ 128797870 Zine 5775; Seen 854 Feraicomanganees —~==— Bit a0 => Ropnay 66 epaic of uth ica 1 Ferrosilicon ——.--------- 196904 189958587 Norway 104,60; France 24.88, Siigoemeta 2222222222 SRST ere ee rence 3 0 alloted CCI nit «2S o_ Branco’ 9.24; Bra 2a, pray fori 
area thousand tons__ 2,189 1,501 (@)  Belgium-Luxembourg 290; Nether- ee 

Somers red angie oa Mahe tree ame 6 agente ay 
Universal, plates sheets Go. 388 Sat Belgium aemiourg 80; France 

Hoop and strip. —-——-do. oor 21 Belglum Laxemboarg 186 rane 
Baits and accenries do. 28 2% ‘Sweden; Netherlands tegen ma 2 Belpm-Latembnorg France 
‘Tubes, pipes, fittings do. 9 fer 8 aly 10 France 21; Netherlands 
Castings and forgings, rough " ania %0 59 @)_ France; Netherlands & Lead ‘reandconcentrte.._--_--_ 214800 192871 = Canada 1887; Sweden 33244 omggtornm ccc See MRBS ai EeltieLemtoy 2a 

Ash and residue containinglead 4,676. «19,244 2034 Australi 5007; Prance 3,512 Sica iacoding soe Sep 24594 25605 2729 Netherlands; France 0. Uavtoughe “—=T=T==TTS ISBT R08 it nem 8 Sweden et Semimanufactores...------ «-8279—=«BASL_—=«8_~BalgumLaxemboury 1.78; om Hance SE 
Oxides and ydroxdes =.=. «1206829 Netherlands 87; France 60 Netting alos al as = ~~~ * OS ans Magri: Meta incoding alloy: . neal ages Netherlands 446 Seen 408 Unwroughe=——2727T772TTI ARB RBS gag Nowy tat cab satamimanutiar=—>777772722> cae ae ONT Raut a2 France 2, coos Seed concntrat,metlusclyrade GO6$51 ——S08S4B Republi of South fin 260768; eraia 9 Orin a BM 4N88 Sagem 2482 
Metaincludingalloellforms BLT 880 A6—_—Raullc af South fren 3387; 

Mercury -------~ Tepmund Maka fist 7998282 China fe Spain 1.100, 
Greandconcentrate. ‘18489 ——«AEBA 6150 Canada 885; Chile 7 Ofsdendhydendag ==> ==22=> a Seo NN Seahetlande ie uct 
Mean sat 381 ____Austria 396; United Kingdom 16. Grwraugié 2=7227772222222 3 st ia Gated Mingdom Pounce? Somimanufastures= ~~~ o> a 28GB Risttin 2Ued Ringo 16 

See footnotes at end of table,
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Table 3.—Federal Republic of Germany: Imports of selected mineral commodities" 
—Continued 

(Metric tons unless otherwise specified) 
— Sources, 1982 

Commodi 1981 i; he — ocauaa ° ae Other (principal 

MBTALS —Continued 
Nickel: ‘Ore and concentrate. 0 S11 Albania 458; Netherlands 12 Matte and speiss = —— ~~~ == 1gbl 18847 Auatralia 1.162; Cuba 2,829. Oxides and hydroxides == >—— ~~~ 315 193 Ganada 89; Netherlands 62 ‘Ashand residue containing nickel ~~ ~~ 23 228 "G87 Spain 470;United Kingdom 985. 

Metal including alloys: Berep sae wn eee 5.69 6419945 Frapee 1524 United Kingdom 
‘Unwrought ——__-- 39,928 41,322 5,229 USSR. 12,996; Australia 4.298. Semimanufactures ~~~ 2_ 380 S18 "632 France 2,76; Belgiam Toxembourg 1 Platinumgroup metals: "Ash and residue containing platinum, ‘slug, ousanda $2088 SAAREA5]_—_Healy $958 United Kingdom $15, Wosteandsweepings == nd=—— SARE ULITH BLED Netherland 3480; Hungary 

Metals including alloys, unwrought and ‘artly wrought: Palladium try ounces. SI7,128 858708 $2205 USSR. 18556; United Kingdom 
Platinum... -..-----do.~~ 473,210 ‘777,382 385,912 United. Kingdom 122,694; Switzer- land 122,175, Unspecified do. 106,409 «98.854 49,699 Republic of South Africa 24,955. Raroearth metal including alloys, al forms 76 i NA NA Rhenium: Metal including alloys all forms "value, thousands. — 207 $320 NA Italy $296. Selenium, elemental and phosphorus «W013 NANA Silicon highpurty anon 8 a2 italy 73; United Kingdom 12. 

“Ash and residue containing silver alu thousands. $19,454 $23,584. $14,843 Sweden $2,091; Switzerland $2,088. Wasteandawecpings =n -n=-do-=—- $10367 —SISRGL "O16 Argentina 860; HongKong 
Metal including alloys, unwrought and " 

partly wrought housand troy ounces... 25987 «AUSKT——3,880 United Kingdom 1.910; Sweden 
Tellurium, elemental and arsenic, -————— % 1 —. Sweden 25; Netherlands 15. 

‘Ore and concentrate. 3229 1966 Bolivia 1,542; Peru 198 Oiled nen nr nen 35 51 => Netherlands 16 fealy 15. ‘Ash and residue containing tin -————— 4358 4853 GBB Singapore 980; Netherlands 550. Metal including alloys: Berapee nen se 448 Netherlands 14; Unite Kingdom "i Unwrought == 17052 «16842155 Thailand 5,190; Indonesia 3,842. stann Semmanlasivnes= = 22OETOTD 989 1288 2 Netheslands 1,108 taniuey ‘Ore and concentrate. 598.968 4094121058 Norway 299,897; Canada 97994, 
Mona naanengaee 20,691 20824-2674 Belgium Larkembourg 10438; ance 8,325. Metal including alloys: Scrape ne nen nnn 395 177 16 France 85; United Kingdom 28. wrought 2=7-722TTDIIII2 3:28 1a7s —3i8 USSR 886, Japan 591 spumgueSemimanuactares 2202222 1324 1280215 Japan 48; United Kingdom 257 
‘Gre and concentrate. === 2698 2855 20. Canada 78%; China 625. rides and ydrondes === == oo> 38 3 NR ‘Ash and residue containing tungsten ~~ oo 300 108 rance 99; Sweden 67 
Metal including alloys: Scrape nn 731 380 44—_United Kingdom 89; France 78. Unwroughi,—~~—7>~=2222o 2 23 Soe A Atatia 248 Republica Korea 38 Semimanufactures ~~~ ~—>7227 18 87 LL Austria 28; Netherlands 1 ‘Uranium and/or thorium: Oxides and other compounds 550 Me ONA NA. Metal including alloys all forms, uranium —--- vale, thousands 327 sil $0 NA 
See footnotes at end of table
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‘Table 3.—Federal Republic of Germany: Imports of selected mineral commodities* 
—Continued 

(Metric tons unless otherwise specified) 
TT Sores, 1582 

Commodit 1981 << 2a * Daa Other (principal) 

METALS ~Continued 
Vanadium: ride and hydroxide 2204 2860 108 China 858; unspecified 1.369 Aahandrresiduecontainingvanadiam=— «966852878 China 2,648; unspecified 26,080. 

‘Metal including alloys Z ‘value, thousands. — oH4 8 NA 
‘Oreand concentrate... 806148 556,903 8,144 Canada 172.298; Greenland 63,850, Oxides ne 2 TTDI eat Sas "13 Netherlands 2897; France 2704 Blue powder 222 22772772227 wooo ite Belgamtamembourg 19; fctherlande 1796 Matte 4.986 5185. Netherlands 2. United King- im 78. 

Ashand residue containing zine 125,680 -«9R.312_—8,670 lur-Luxembourg 19,386, od »Uived ingow 16321 
Metal including alloys: Serapionern <= ---- BB868 BSS BHO_Netharands 5.80; Denmark 

Unwrought —----------- 187.964 156876869 Belgium-Laxembourg 58,080; ‘Netherlands 32,511 Semimanufactures..---- 24990-29295 France 22400; Netherlands 8,848, Zirconium: ‘Ore and concentrate. 69444_——,64883802 Australia 94,095; Republi of ‘South Africa 25,48 Metal including alloys, semimanu- factures none n nn 150 386 119 rance 284; Sweden 31 
Other: ‘Ores and concentrates —— === === 9852 LEILA. Chile 10,987; Cyprus 200. Oxides and hydroxides --—_2==227> ar 3711 2095 France dbp; United Kingdom 808. 

Ashes and residues — "~~~ ~~~ >_> 2B6,215 236377 4,708 Canada 172,947; Algeria 8,638. Base metals including alloys, sli forms — L015 Ties "S45 Salen 260; Belgium Laxembourg 
NONMETALS 

Abrasives, ne. Tatura Corundum,emery,pumiee.ets_ 1880086462011 Graze 40.46 ely 1.08. ifieal oranda 41209 $8BB TIS Netheptand 1,176; Hungary x Silicon carbide «87.580 6540—R__Norway 13,668; Italy 9,776 
ast and powder of precious and sera ‘precious stones including diamond -—— 201 21927 Ireland Grinding and polishing wheels and WRU Go nee ene 8475 6955 188 Austria 1496; aly 988, 

‘Asbestos, erude_ ~~~" 7" 772777 YILT0B 151555 G52 Canada 105,783; Italy 18,720. Bante and witheiow<—"“W"““W"“=>apgo68 HLT Prance 104 Chine 4 mn material: ‘Crude natural borates... ‘124,085 105/159 64,890 ‘Turkey 87,819; Netherlands 1,998 Oxides and scids === 222-22 Tae "VhaIs "SL France 7,880; Purkey 4.024 Gomine 5-2-5 scons eats 2908 Aug ST evnel 3668; United Kingdom 345 Cement _-_77777777 thousand tna. {E16 EBS East Grmany i Belatume 
‘Luxembourg f Chae nnn TROT anes BRE Belg. Taxembourg 1,691 Clays, crude: ‘Andalusite, kyanite,sillimanite_____70473_—-—=—«$2.058 49,186 Republic of South Africa 28.825. Bentonite nee Tost WATE “8334 Grooce 48188, Turkey 2748. Geramic--22222TLIIILILILLL2 as s0gs France 24,978; Netherlands 18,751 Chamatis eri <2TITTITIIITT RIG SIT 815 Caghostovakia 9.888 France 044 Dinas earth 1.100 as Flreclays = -=22-OITTTTTITTT toto 12.653. .5h1__Cagghoaovakin 2.078 France Ba Fuller's earth =e 5.206 5.309 2864 Spm 1 18; United Kingdom 05, Kaolin 2227222TTTITTITD we galas 116085 United Kingdom 421,36 Caechostovatia 128,693. Unspecified 138098 124.745 12,121 France 38,424; Ceechoelovalkia 30,506 Gli gn hile aus 1905. llfrom Greenland 

Gernot setorstrung carats. 496,47S-——«495,008 5.984 —_Belgium-Luxembourg 227,897; USSR 92804 Industrial do. 961,711 864,283 14,897 Republic of South Africa 400,092 ‘Belgium Luxembourg 271761 Diatomite and other infusorial earth. -36421_«=— 87,780 6880 Denmark 21,362; France 6,946, 
See footnotes at end of table
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‘Table 3.—Federal Republic of Germany: Imports of selected mineral commodities' 
—Continued 

(Met tonunles otherwise peciied) 
ee 

Comino wee e Gaited Other principal 
NONMETALS ~Contnued 

Felder. orp, related materi Fespare eee gaoat 54.006 19 Norway 28.46: tay 18.67 Bhoper=-=2222222c22o2222 AMES RRR RMR SA BOT o, Ghina 1.290. Unopened anna ARB NSN GES Netra 
| Fertilizer materials: a [PRGride Rese ago ago 1.251 Netherland 2250: aly 1548 Manviaured ‘Ammonia thousand tons. 810 Ml @)_—FranceS; Austria 3 Mivopeman= oOo Stes a8 SS Ba arany S48 Noterands 

Phoophatic. ado 8 Sad 8 BalmLaxembours 6 France 
Potties = 240-—— 8 Frances named adel “EBT ak nh naman 24; Ata 

Graphite natoral 206224212 Chins E40 Austin 4.298 Gjpeum and pastor ""22LTTTTTT atk ES Senet oe an, Bang enc en tretes Ta "iy 198 Che Sobtlapen 8 Hine! OOS ats Rance Germany 
Magpesium compounds: Ce enionn=n L4G BBOAR_— BOTT 95 Catan 
Qrides and hydroxides... SOM 85075) _Rethee Sone Japan a8, Other Smtvsrendee “crccicit: Rt BRP amen tonaemn gs a a aus Mice: rude cluding spliuings and waste 07,4582 India 8.988 France 2.0 

Worked including agglomerated split- fete lcseeaslaccna le 625587 Franc 8; Belgium Laxemboors 
Nitro crude nape DHS neg Phosphates erade~~~ thousand tons «3210 TSH goS— Sa Net nopeced 0, Parmenter Natura enna 1st JNA Gnu HomendrandTodena pasaed"- aa gth alt RRs pum 

Potassium salts,crude —---_-__-__ 84788 «85,758 _.._ast Germany’ 86,748, Prelounnd aespreio anes obi? ah amon Nara) ans ga 4: Rep ath A 
Synthetic en “4 M1 gytaland Bulgaria pnt “OOS mal ak Seen aoe, 

1artz crystal, piezoelectric _ _ kilograms. 190 39 32 NAS Satnsieine Peweleare = Mlewrame =P onal BE NB banind 450244 ast Gor ‘many at Sodium compounds nes. Corbet mand a0 LB 5S 6.985 eed 
Sut mancacared ——-—---— DOS 04 Ue Kingtam i Stone, sand and grave: Disanaas si rade and partly worked Thad tonsa 905) Bast Germany 43; Aust 80 Worked <n de too 658) ealy 8; Portal 2, 
Dolomite, chiefly refractory-grade Mo 51545 )—_Belglum-Laembourg 82 

Gravel and crushed rock . ____do____ 14,466 10,097 @) France 6,182; Denmark 1,434. meson other than dimension don 1088 usin 577; France 28 Quartrand quartsite $0777 00 Bi Belamsthemboure 3: Nether: 
guQindtherthan metalbearing do... 4051810 @)—_— asf Germany 2677; France 2101 

emental: Crude including native and by- reduce wwe se? 27708 _——BRTSEL RIO Poland 11858; Canada 109,695. ccd prcipaid aimed ~~ or 3 L Flante Soh Ban Congany Diside on een ab 5808 Sweden 4080; Switzerland 879, Solfure acid ——""22<-72--"27> Beary = Seen A Suterlands, Taleaeaitevnpitoe, propbalite ——-- antes ig) Rema SMa Peenn 
See footnotes at end of table
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Table 3.—Federal Republic of Germany: Imports of selected mineral commodities 
—Continued 

(Metric tons unless otherwise specified) 
Souraes, 1082 

commodity 1981 @ Gao aoe cialis Other (principal) 

NONMETALS —Continued 
Vermiolite pert crite 106551 304,781 Gres 69.70, Hungary 8.468 

“Grade ~~ thousand tons. LM2 1.2668 —_Norway 485; Austria 169 
‘Slag and dross not metal bearing — 1.520 7422 Prgnoe 8; Bagium-Luxemboure 

MINERAL FUELS AND RELATED ‘MATERIALS 
‘Asphalt and bitumen, natural. 1800918716627 Trinidad and Tobago 6,960. 

Gatbon: ‘Catbon black -—— — 8219 5250 AT_Netherlande 3.278; United King 
Gas carbon --------------- 44255 40448 1,880 France 18,762; Netherlands 9.688. 

Coal: . 
“Anthracite and bituminous thousand tone. 10320 106852482 Republic of South Aftica 2,295; 

Poland 1.908 
Lignite including briquets ~ . ..do_—-_ 3971 2,681 (@) — Ceechoslovakia 2,663. 

‘Coke and semicoke . ..-—-_-__do_ 111 ‘910 97 France 346; United Kingdom 184. Gos natural: Gaseous. million eubie feet 2000965 1.835438 NANA 
Fisting brgueandtars=-n=-— 8880" pog | CUSSR. et;Poland 260 
etgoleum: ‘Grade thousand 42-gallon barrels. 58635586496 «Saudi Arabia 124,886; United ‘Kingdom 11133; Libya 85856. 
Refinery products 

Tiguefied petroleum gas_—_do. Tas 88 Nathan 2.198 Saud Arabia 
Gasoline: ‘Aviation ——— do 1ATd 3502 _Netherlands 1.814; France 790 

Motor = =~77227—ieb. TAGs RTI 8D Netherlands 912 USSR 
Mineral jelly and wax do. 160518802 ‘Netherlands 218; unspecified 902, 
Kerosine and jet fuel. =~ 11386 SRBS—ST Netherlands 10,424; Belgiom ‘Luxembourg 4.102 
Distillate fueloll do. 105,28 58TG.—TS.—_Netherlands 42,49, Belgium ‘iuxembourg 143812 
Lubricants... do 108 «1612 71_—_France dOt; United Kingdom 387; 

Ttaly 281 
Nonlubricating ols do. 8 558 alms tixembourg 25 France 
Residual fueloil do. 44521 «= ABQDE.«T1B__ Netherlands 15659; USSR. 5,907 
Bitumen and other residues do. 1872 1218 @)_ Netherlands 701; France 17 

Bituminous mixtures —— do _ == 146 10 "3 Netherlands 65; France 1 
Petroleum coke =~ ~~~ do 5701 —«GA31_——5.251 Netherlands 398; Argentina 316 

"Revised. NA Not available 
‘Table prepared by Jonet Plachy 
Less than 1/2 unit. 

COMMODITY REVIEW 

METALS capacity primary smelter at Voerde near 
* z a Duisburg in 1983, employing about 500 

Aluminum.—Kaiser Aluminum Europe workers; a cable plant in Berlin—Kaiser 
(KAP), a wholly owned subsidiary of Kaiser Ajuminium Kobelwerk GmbH; and other 
Aluminum & Chemicals Corp., expanded its foil, converting, and canning plants in the 
rolling mill at Koblenz in June. The expan- FRG, Austria, and Belgium. Only 18 people 
sion and modernization cost the company were employed at the company’s main office 
$50 million, doubling its plate producing at Dusseldorf. The company had been prof- 
capacity. The mill in 1982 produced 12% of table since its independent start in 1975, 
the company’s total raw aluminum and except in 1982. Aluminum plate was the 
produced and sold 15% of its fabricated company’s key product, representing 40% 
products. KAE also operated an 80,000-ton- of Koblenz's output, and approaching 50%
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with the new modernization. About one-half of the company were very modern, includ- 
of the output by the Koblenz mill was ing two extrusion presses with a combined 
exported to the Near and Middle East, and capacity of about 10,000 tons per year and 
the rest went mostly to the EEC countries. anodizing and fabricating facilities 
Most of the alumina for the smelter at — FRG’s largest primary aluminum produc- 
Voerde was imported from Sardinia on a er, VAW, recovered in 1983 after losses of 
barter basis over $37 million in 1982. By the spring of 

In another corporate development, the 1983, an increase in demand and rising, 
Swedish aluminum extrusions company _ prices benefited the company. 
Sapa AB acquired a 49% ownership of  Copper.—Production of refined copper 
the Aluminium Werke Offenburg GmbH has increased steadily since 1980, despite 
(AWO), assuming management responsibili- the world copper oversupply. Norddeutsche 
ty in October 1983. After an expansion in Affinerie AG, with a smelter at Hamburg, 
the 1970's, AWO went into bankruptcy in produced over 50% of total output. The FRG 
1982 and since then was owned and run by imported all of its raw copper requirements, 
the Badische Kommunale Landesbank. The including most of the scrap, from more or 
bank was to continue to hold the majority less the same sources for many years at 
51% ownership, although Sapa was to man- similar quantities and prices, as shown in 
age the company. The plant and equipment table 4. 

Table 4,—Federal Republic of Germany: Imports of copper materials 
8 

Material Rome value uta vatue Ge Vatue metric (ailions) “metric” (millions) “metre cllons) tons) tone) tons) 
Oren, oe ssa awe cceeese 9970 259 our $222 se12 $222 Proceseed 2722220222227777 e261 ie Me EO 226 Semifinshed ---~772772222 123 a 058 Ee 1905 33 Finished "=~ sence 23 i 193 it 204 i 
HE sceneries 1.8967 1st 18500 1586 1,380. 1592 a IE OE O_O 

The largest supplier of nonrefined copper lium producers in the FRG, Preussag AG 
was the Republic of South Africa, at 18,500 being the largest. The company’s subsid- 
tons or 28% of all imports; France, the iary, Preussag Metall AG, opened a new 
United Kingdom, and the Netherlands de- plant at Langelsheim near Goslar for the 
livered over 55% of all scrap. extraction of gallium from gallium arsenide 
Ferroalloys—The FRG, although a sig- scrap supplied by the domestic consuming 

nificant producer of steel, was a net im- industry. The plant is able to refine gallium 
porter of finished ferroalloys and was fully toa very high purity, at least 99.9999%, and 
dependent on the importation of ores. The increased the company’s annual capacity 
production of blast furnace ferroalloys had for extracting gallium to 8 tons from 2 to 3 
been decreasing steadily since 1978, with no tons previously. 
changes foreseen in the future. Electrowerk ‘The second largest gallium producer, 
Weisweiler GmbH, a subsidiary of Fried. VAW, also reported doubling the annual 
Krupp GmbH, was the principal ferrochro- capacity of its plant at Lunen to 5 tons of mium producer in the FRG. Ferrovana- high-purity electrolytic gallium. The com- dium was produced by several companies, bined annual capacity of the two plants was Hermann C. Stark Berlin being one of thus 13 tons, more than double the coun- the major ones. A substantial producer, try’s exports of 5.6 tons. The expanded Metallhiitte Mark AG, a subsidiary of production was apparently in response to Kléckner Werke AG, planned the closure of demand by the electric industry for solid- its plants in Hamburg in 1984. The compa- state devices, 
ny already cut its production of alloys in Tron and Steel—The FRG was the fifth Tecent years to vanadium and tungsten largest steel producer in the world, account- owing to unfavorable market conditions. _ing for 5.4% of total output. FRG's largest 

Gallium.—There were three major gal- steelmaker, Thyssen AG at 9.45 million
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tons, was in 10th place worldwide, whi 
tans as ip th oles ee edie 
Te hace year of 1974 when ateel produo. The. biggest ¢ 

tion was over 53 million tons, cant bas colleges ote Cine sand Kort Indus. 
declined steadily, except fora short interim trie. & Borsa AG. The result was the 
peak in 1979, Beth pig iron and erude steel joining of Ko si eapinseting company with 
Peducdon continued. to fell with corre: “Austr EE Ee eas the 
Pesan, ont Neon ence ch bs ot Rete aul oils ee seonting doo a sarees nil aoe, foal tre of Korf's minimills as 

See ET TAS Gen Soi iet ts een are ote lee cron 
1982, Between 1974 and 1983 about 63,000 siete Seat. Ae ee tinea har 
Se wee intiated in the incl induatey. SMT ence manbary Saahls Kor 
Steel consumption declined once again in minim] eubeiciery .Hanbors ee 3, declared bankruptcy but with 

‘Capacity in the iron and steel industry in "Tp tate cleved it olan _ 
1982 and 1983 was as follows, in thousand ‘Thyssen closed its plate filling Obert Lass oo 18 sen and formed two new holding companies, 

gue for earbon sce, Thyssen Stahl AG, and 
the other for special steel Thyssen Edel 

= _ ke AG. Klickner Werke, FRG's 
= THT sath largest tel produces close ts works 

gee ——— en at Hlspe and announced cuts at ite Bremen 
ican eee a1 igo hotatrip mill as part of the, company’s 

ih oaanes restructuring plans. Kléckner Werke's sub- 
Sema ae wa sas sidiary, Maxhitte-isenhandel GmbH at 

ae _*Sulzbach-Rosenberg, announced plans to 
ats Weak Gaviaan Goverinicat canta: SEE, TUS Recherpler Bereweren Vere 

to attempt to resolve the steel restructuring AG, the small West German subsidiary of 

Hisas, DEE tho crus cullapeod agai Ve, eee Stam Heer eee 
ee The compeciag involved Felecia ee ee ee 
Government's aid package. The etecl indus Company after Hoesch AG formally dissolv- ep ee Netherlands’ Hoogovens 
Tee a A eee supe, BV in 1989. During the year, the work force 
the Rhine Group consisting of Thyssen AG 2! &vt by 8,500 to 88,200, and the company an Hrupy AG nd the Ru Grovp th narrowed its product range by the elimina- 

Hoossh AG, Kldckner AG, and Peine- ‘ion.of heavy plate production. 
Salrgitter AG. Instead of the $11 billion FG's iron ore production continued a 

ernment matching ad. peckage, the S2ady decline, and steelmakers depended 
companies wanted a $3.7 to $4.4 billion heavily on imports from. Bran Tiberi, 
sabe, The restructuring also stalled be. Canada, and other countries The lowered 
cause floes and. Fina Salter were steel production, however, created an over: 
agains he merging with leer, becae supply of ore, and ore stocks grew to much 
ofthe laters yor econo perirmance higher levels than expected. The five oper- 
ince 1975, about $30 billion was spent by ating mines employed 630 workers. = 

e Government on the nationalized steel, The West German ferrous s ind 
companies alone.” did fairly well delivering about 1 tilior ma = y well, delivering about 7.8 millior 

ition to the $1.1 billion, the Govern- _ tons to steelworks, 2.1 milli 
ment had already provided $66.7 million for ries, and 8 million | for export, whic 
the seventh rescue since 1978 to the trou- was an i sae of 0106 ver that of 1982 the seventh rseue since 1978 to the trou wat an increase of 9.1% over that of 1982 

Saarstahl was subsidized, Te tants es. Garant ae ue ease ot 
opt in buries during the year primary 17 

Le ee eee Een: aaa ine was the ony stale tale ot 
area near the French border, ARBED Saar scining adel, escent oc Som sioncre area near the Brench b ivity, except for some iron ore, 

coking plant at Saar. the ERG. The industry employed abou
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1,170 workers, and domestic mining sup- to 8.6 feet wide and a finishing line. Prior to 
plied only 20% of concentrates used by the that, only hot-rolled products were produc- 
smelters. The mining of lead and zinc ore ed. VDM reportedly supplied over 50% of 
and the production of metals, although the 2,000 to 3,000 tons per year of nickel 
increased in 1983, remained at almost the alloy flat products to Europe. 
same level for the past: several years. 
Preussag and Metallgesellschaft virtually NONMETALS 
controlled the lead-zinc industry. The com- — omine—Bromine in the FRG was pro- 
panies depended heavily on battery scrap guced as a coproduct in the processing of 
feed for production of secondary smelter [otash Kali und Salz AG was the sole 
ead. Shortages of scrap, however, caused a Producer of bromine in two mines, The 
lengthy shutdown of Metallgeselischaft’s Saindetfurth Mine at Bad Salzdetfurth and 
Braubach GmbH smelter. The plant had the Bergmannssegen-Hugo Mine at Lehrte, 
40,000 tons per year of capacity and was both at the foothills of the Harz Mountains, 
being equipped with a new battery breaker. had a total annual capacity of 4 million Prior to that, the feed material was broken tons 
up at Metallgesellschaft’s primary lead Calcium Carbonate.—The largest produc- 
smelter in Stolberg. The shortage of scrap er of natural chalk whiting in the FRG was 
in the FRG was apparently affected by Vereinigte Kreidewerke Dammann KG, 
significant expansions of secondary lead which operated one plant at Sohlde, south: 
capacity in France, which was previously @ east of Hannover, at 250,000-ton capacity, 
major source of scrap lead for West German and a second plant at Lagerdorf northwest 

smelters. of Hamburg, at 100,000-ton capacity. Prod- 
The zinc industry did better than lead ucts from Sohlde were marketed under the 

and rebounded from its 3-year decline. name Mikrosohl and contained 0.01% man- 
Metallgesellschaft and Preussag were the ganese among other elements, and products 
only companies dominating the industry. from Lagerdorf were marketed under the 
Between them, they operated four zinc name Nordweiss and were deficient in man- 
smelters. There were two electrolytic ganese. A smaller producer operating in the 
plants, one at Detteln in the Ruhr and the same area was Kreidewerke Wolpers KG at 
other at Nordenham; one Imperial smelting a capacity of 50,000 tons, 
furnace at Duisburg was operated by Me- — Omya GmbH of Cologne, a member of the 
tallgesellschaft’s “Berzelius” Metallhiitten Pluss-Staufer Group, produced Ulmer 
AG, and Preussag operated its 80,000-ton- Weiss, a very pure limestone of Upper 
capacity secondary smelter at Harlingerode Jurassic age in the Blautal area west of 
near Goslar. As in previous years, domestic Ulm. Output was about 100,000 tons 
mining supplied about 33% of zinc concen- Steinwerke Miihlenbein GmbH operated 

trate. limestone plants of Niederhof at 150,000-ton In a related development, Thyssen Stahl capacity and 150,000 tons of diabase, and 
installed an electrolytic zinc coating line at 20,000 tons of limestone and 2,000 tons of 
its works at Bruckhausen, replacing the calcite at Modefeld-Radlinghausen in cen- 
existing line that was installed 20 years ago. tral FRG. Limestone and calcite powders at The new line was able to handle coil up to. 22,000 tons and 30,000 tons per year of 
0.4 to 8 millimeters thick and 600 to 1,500 limestone and diabase chippings were proc- 
millimeters wide and up to 28 tons in essed at the Niederhof plant. 
weight, and was operating at 16,500 tons per There were two main producers of pre- 
month of capacity. cipitated calcium carbonate in the FRG, Nickel—Production of nickel remained Johann Schaffer Kalkwerke KG and 
stable for several years, much of the ore Deutsche Solvay Werke AG at Rheignberg 
being imported from Canada, Chile, and near Essen, the latter a member of the through Belgium-Luxembourg. The larg- Solvay Group. Johann Schiffer company 
est nickel alloying company, Vereinigte produced about 35,000 tons of precipitated 
Deutsche Metallwerke AG (VDM), a 98.9% calcium carbonate at Haunstettin.* 
subsidiary of Metallgesellschaft, has report- ~ Dolomite.—Of the seven producers of do- 
edly installed a new nickel sheet and plat- _lomite in the FRG, the largest company was 
ing plant at its Altena works near Dolomitwerke GmbH at Wulfrath in west- 
Dortmund, costing $15 million. The plant central FRG, 50% owned by Thyssen and 
includes a cold-rolling sheet and plating 50% by Hoesch Werke. The company has 
mill for nickel and special steel products up almost 80 years of experience in the produc-
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tion of lime, cement, and refractories. The catalysts. The company filed a dumping 
main market for the company’s products charge before the EEC against the United 
was the steel plants of the Ruhr District. States, Soviet, and Chinese producers of 
‘The total tonnage of limestone and raw lithium hydroxide, a lithium compound 
dolomite usually quarried at Hagen-Holden widely used in multipurpose lubricating 
is 2.2 million tons. Sales of products ranged greases. Europe represented approximately 
from raw dolomite fines through calcined 43% of the U.S. lithium hydroxide export 
and sintered dolomite to tar-bonded, tem- market. 

pered dolomite bricks and ceramicbonded _Sulfur.—The production of sulfur in 1983 
dolomite bricks. Unburned products ac- was the lowest since 1977, owing mainly to 
counted for about 1.6 million tons; burned as pipelining problems, the rationalization 
products, 320,000 tons; sintered dolomite, of refinery capacity, and declining trade. 
70,000 tons; and refractory products, 25,000 The FRG was, nevertheless, Western Eu- 
tons. Other plants producing dolomite were _Tope’s second largest sulfur producer, which 
located at Aachen, Fretter, Gersheim, Hol- came from three sources. Most of the sulfur 
enbrum, Lugerdorf, Rupprechstegen, and Was recovered from the sour natural gas- 

Sohide. fields of Lower Saxony at Duste, Lingen, 
‘Gypsum and Anhydrite—The production Grossenkneten, and Suligen by Wintershall 

of gypsum and anhydrite continued its slow AG, Mobil Oil AG, and Gewerkschaften 
but regular decline for the fifth year. Never- Brigitta_und Elwerath Betriebsfuhrungs 
“theless, the FRG has maintained its posi- GmbH. The rest came from the oil refin- tion as the second largest European produc. efies of Esso AG, Deutsche Shell AG, and 
er of raw gypsum, with output fluctuating Veba Oil AG, with small quantities coming 
from 5 to 5.5 million tons, one-fourth of from coking plants and power stations. 
which was anhydrite. Most sources outside 
the FRG quote production figures of about MINERAL BUBLS 
17 to 2 million tons, probably because large The production of all forms of mineral 
quantities of the products are used for fuels in the FRG continued a steady decline 
domestic consumption by the major con- The FRG imported about one-fifth of its 
struction companies. In 1982, for example, petroleum and natural gas requirements 
only 827,411 tons was exported to neighbor- from the Soviet Union, which represented 
ing countries. The FRG has gained a reputa- about 6.5% of the country’s total primary 
tion as the world’s leading producer of consumption. 
specialty gypsum used in molding, dental, ‘The consumption of primary energy went 
and pharmaceutical applications, where up only slightly in 1983, except that of oil 
very high-purity gypsum is a stringent re- and lignite. Electricity generation from nu- 
quirement. The major producer of the spe- clear power rose only 28%, the lowest 
cialty gypsum was Borgards GmbH, a sub- increase in 5 years. Trends in primary 
sidiary of Intergips SA of Switzerland. The energy consumption for the last 2 years are 
main operations were located south of the illustrated in the following table, in million 
Harz Mountains in Lower Saxony. The metric tons of coal equivalent? 
plant exported its specialty products to over 
60 countries through its sales agent White § ———______ 
field and Son Ltd. of the United Kingdom. — be: _ se 
Most of the West German gypsum reserves Source Quan- SBA Quan. Share change 
were distributed in Lower Saxony, Baden- ity, eshte OE (oer 
Wiirttemberg, the Upper Weser area, the 5 
Egge region, the Teutoburger Forest, and farveut--- “er HS es #2 oS 
Franconia. Of the eight major producers, Netwralgas-- 543 130 G8 153422 
the largest producer, with 3 million Rrwmcal - 4 We HE SS as 
tons per year of raw gypsum, was Gebr. Hydroelectric S188 90 25 Ld 
Knauf Westdeutsche Gipswerke, lo- er------__88__9 38 9 
cated at Iphofen in Bavaria, with subsid- Totalor _ , 
jaries in Austria, Belgium, Spain, and the porns POE 008 Oe Ue) st 
United Kingdom; mines and quarries were 
distributed throughout northern Bavaria,  Coal—Although production by coal 
with numerous processing plants. mines, primarily that of bituminous coal 

Lithium.—Metallgesellschaft’s lithium and lignite, remained more or less stable for 
plant in Langelsheim was the largest Euro- the last 5 years, the labor force has lost 
pean producer of lithium compounds and almost 230,000 workers, to the present num-
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ber of 180,000. Cuts in capacity and reduc- for future imports of 85 billion cubic feet of 
tion of stocks were unavoidable, and the Danish offshore gas annually. Gas exports 
only reason the industry was subsidized was also fell, amounting to below 70 billion 
because coal was the FRG’s only major cubic feet excluding transshipments, 25.5% 
indigenous source of energy. below the 1982 level. 

Hard coal in the FRG continued to be _ Gas consumption in the FRG continued to 
produced in four districts, at approximately decline for the third year, although gas 
the following rates: the Ruhr, 79%; the distribution companies increased their 
Saar, 12%; Aachen, 6%; and Ibbenburen, earnings by 15%, or to about $1.4 billion. 
3%. The coal was extracted almost exclu: Petroleum.—The FRG continued to im- 
sively by the longwall mining method. Of port crude oil and petroleum products from 
the active 218 longwall faces, 168 were in the Soviet Union in increased quantities. In 
the Ruhr, 25 in the Saar, 18 in Aachen, and 1982, the FRG imported almost 8% of its 
Tin the Ibbenburen area domestic consumption from the USSR, 

Ruhrkohle AG was the FRG’s largest coal valued at $5 million for crude oil and $3 
company, owned by the major steelmaker million for petroleum products. 
Peine-Salzgitter, 11%; Thyssen, Krupp Falling demand, changing product mix, 
Stahl, Hoesch Werke, and Kléckner Werke excess refining capacity, and depressed 
together held 24%. The company produced _ Price levels resulted in a loss of over $10.00 

about 72% of total coal output, employing - © every ton of oil products sold. The FRG 
about 122,000 workers, oil refining and marketing industry, Eu- 

Over 90% of lignite was produced by  Tope’s largest, lost almost $6 billion between 
Rheinische Braunkohlenwerke AG, all from 1980 and 1983, a sum equivalent to the open-surface mines. Proven lignite deposits industry's total domestic investment. Be- 
were estimated at 56 billion tons, 55 bil- cause of the openness of the West German Tion of which was located in the Cologne, ™arket, however, some 380 million barrels 
Aachen, and Dusseldorf areas of the Ruhr. of Products was imported in 1983, mostly 
Almost 85% of production was destined for from the Rotterdam area. 
the generation of electricity. For the last 25 _ Despite the promising oil shows and sev- years, gigantic bucket wheel excavators, ¢fal small wells, FRG offshore oil. produc- 
with a daily capacity of 110,000 cubic me-_ tion remained insignificant. The only prom. ters, were used by the company, In 1976.4 Sing North Sea oilfield was the marginal 
200,000-cubic-meter bucket wheel excavator Mittelplatte Field found by Texaco Inc.- was introduced at the FortunaGarsdorf Wintershall AG off the coast of Schleswig surface mine; in 1978, a 240,000-cubic-meter Holstein. FRG’s only offshore oilfield under 
excavator and a stacker began to be in- gevelopment was Schwedeneck in the Baltic 
stalled at the Hambach Mine, and in 1983, S¢% 2.5 miles north of Kiel. The field had the Hambach area begun te he muned, with TecoVerable reserves of 55 million barrels. 
reserves of 2.5 billion tons of lignite. Thysical scien Natural Gas.—As production of natural actors nee Takase have bo amnonrésd'ts US gas over the long term has declined, FRG liam trom the Deutsche mark (DM) at the rate of 

became even mare dependent on the Soviet Cote eonomst. born i Bar: A Survey ofthe West 
inion for imports. In 1982, shipments from German Beonomy. Feb. 4, 1984, pp. 1 ‘ 

the U.S.S.R. accounted for 23% of total FRG syarsuSeagachalt AG. Annual Report 1982-83, 
natural gas requirements. In 1983, FRG SDIW Wochenbericht (West Berlin). FRG Trade With 
imported about 1,300 billion cubic feet of QMEA Guuntries: Trade With Smaller CMEA Countries gas from the Netherlands, Norway, and the *Wirggafterate Ratonnivaton Prwar May Base 
Soviet Union, a decline of 1.3% from that of R694 pp. 1215. 
1982. Total imports, including transship- Gaga ne dando Noo Na ea 
ments, were 1,700 billion cubic feet. A _, iGabel. R, Primarenergieverbrauch in der Bundesre- 
Contract was also negetiated with Denmack  BuUssrpisiitn iss ie flden Bratrenves





The Mineral Industry of 
Ghana 

By Ben A. Kornhauser! 

Ghana's economy was still depressed ow- at 10% or 15% of their production capacity 
ing to the continued world economic reces- for lack of spare parts, equipment, and raw 
sion, the deterioration of its infrastructure material owing to insufficient foreign ex- 
and industrial plants, and a large deficiency change for their imports. The budget essen- 
in foreign exchange. Industrial production tially was on a day-to-day basis, determined 
remained at a very small fraction of capaci- by the available revenue. Foreign debt was 

ty. equivalent to the value of 2 years of exports. 
The Volta Aluminum Co. (VALCO) of The budget for fiscal year 1983 sought to 

Ghana shut down completely in June 1983 impose surcharges ranging from 7.5 to 9.9 
because of the low water levels in the Volta _ times the face value of the imported items, 
Lake, which reduced the generated hydro- depending on the strategic importance of 
electric power. This curtailed hydroelectric the import item to the economy. The import 
power throughout the country. Insufficient program for the fiscal year was estimated at 
crude oil for auxiliary power also prevented $1.1 billion, a huge sum in Ghanaian cur- 
the operation of the new nodulizing manga- rency. The heavy surcharge on imports 
nese carbonate plant at Nsuta. severely impacted foreign trade. Under the 

Efforts were underway to renovate the present administration, the Government re- 
mines of the 100% Government-owned duced borrowing from the Bank of Ghana, 
State Gold Mining Corp. (SGMC), particu- _ its central bank, by about 30%, thus slowing 
larly the two deep mines at Tarkwa and the inflationary process. For 1983, Gha- 
Prestea. naian trade with the United States was an 
Through financing assistance from the estimated $135 million in imports and $149 

International Development Association _ million in exports.? In October, the currency 
(IDA), an International Bank for Recon- was devalued from an official rate of 2.75 
struction and Development (World Bank) cedis to the U.S. dollar. In August, the 
affiliate, Ghana planned to evaluate the International Monetary Fund approved a 
petroleum potential of the country. loan of $377 million for Ghana to help ease 

Despite severe measures taken by the the balance-of-payments difficulties caused 
Ghanaian Government in March, inflation by export shortfalls of gold on 1982 world 
continued in three digits and the economy markets. 
did not improve. Industrial plants worked 

PRODUCTION AND TRADE 

Except for cocoa, which traditionally con- mained the most important foreign ex- 
tributed 60% of the nation’s export earn- change earner. Based on only 5 months of 
ings and over one-half of total Government 1983 reporting by the Ghanaian Central 
revenue, mineral production comprising Bureau of Statistics, the estimated mineral 
gold, diamond, manganese, and bauxite re- production index, which used 1977 as 100, 
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decreased 9% from 55 in 1982. Estimated remained unchanged compared with that of | 

mineral production in 1983 saw gold and 1982. Aluminum production fell 76% owing 

diamond decrease 8% and 56%, respective- to the VALCO shutdown, while aluminum | 

jy; manganese increase 19%; and bauxite metal shipments dropped 72%. 

‘Table 1.—Ghana: Production of mineral commodities' 

a eee 
Commodity? 1979 1980 1981? 1982 1983° | 

Alupinum | 
UNA ogg woight -------metric tons 29500 225200181257 62900630 

Bauxite grec moight -----— merits - fegtzt © istigar T8098 "1742484253 
coment fydraulige = thosand meirie tone — is En Soe tome 200 

es 
Diamond 

Gem*__...--------- thousand carats..— 125, 126 86 C3 30 

Industrial® —__--------------do--~~ 1,101 1,023 150, "616 20 

‘Total _._-_-_-------~---do---- 1,226 1149 836 684 300 

ota 8 222 T aa haa troy ounces a8 oT ins 
Gold cea Staal crude Grote tons == 8000000540080] AO 
Niagonese ove and Soncenteae; gras weight 
aan mt as3.g00 24.900 88.100 159,900 19000 

Grade _-- thousand 42-gallon barrels_— 556 650 NA 730 730, 
eM 

Refinery products 
Gaoline  n _----------do---- “9200 “1,880 
Gagging “w-nnnoocr Tina) 000 
PEMA SCUERTOGETSACE dee. © $000 25 
Meee racial alliclovm2 SMD NA NA NA 
Reda foclell -222-_----des-- "000 NA 
Other ...----.-----------do---~ #130, NA 

Rufery Aiicndlowes dow *880 NA 
‘Total don 8800 NA NA NA 

ott. TM aocoT Too T Tlie tones” S}000—— 000.900 5.000 50}000 
Silver: inne oatput, metal content etsand troy ounces. 20 as " 1" 4 

‘Estimated. Preliminary. ‘Revised. NA Not available. 

‘fable includes data avaiable through duly 23,1984 
"Table ncludes dae ara ng ariel ofevud construction material (clays sand and gravel and ste) are 

pra aaition tothe comet e uallabieintvmason inadequate to make reliable estimates of oxtpt Levels 

‘Table 2.—Ghana: Exports of selected mineral commodities 

(Metre tons unless otherwise specified) 
OO TO Dentinations 1579 

Commodi 090 RE 
ee tee: Vaated ‘Other (principal) 

METALS 
‘Aluminum: 
UID entre —------------ 205795 United Kingdom 174,069; Netherlands 3,782 

‘Metal including alloys, unwrought —_ ~~ — TOT19 51,442 Japan 29,988; USSR. 9,049; Hong Kong 6,051 

Copper: Metal including ailoys, all forms — ~~ 3p ONE Upper Volta 21; Netherlands 3. 
Seeesaese: Ore and concentrate, 
anganese Oreandconcentrate, pears Spain 8651; Norway 4,26; Treland 26.17 

NONMETALS 
Diamond: Industral stones thousand carats. -—«*1051-=« United Kingdom 955; Netherlands 200; 

Belgium Lonemboure 195 
Saltandbrine eve 8D Upper ole 685; Niger 6 
‘MINERAL FUELS AND RELATED ‘MATERIALS 

Petploum finery product: 
lquefied petroleum Bs ye, thousands. — $238 ____ Togo $99; Dahomey $76. 

Residual fuel oi 

“Table prepared by Virgina A. Woodson, Data available only for 179
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Table 3.—Ghana: Imports of selected mineral commodities! 
(Metric tons unless otherwise specified) 

Sources, 1970 
Commodit me ie Unie ‘Other (principal) 

METALS 
Aluminum: ‘Oxides and hydrorides 247,981 97,745. Australia 78,698; Jamaica 71,566, Metal including alloys: Unwrought 6261 Switzerland’ conpec amipanaagtars == >-= ooo > 191-24 United Kingdom 1,287; Hong Kong 57 sper: Metal including alloys sm ‘manufactures nn 429181 West Germany 251, Iron and steel: Metal Baagac ste waneaeasew 14.581 All From West Germany. ig op, aa iron, related materials ~~~ 2628 6 Brazil 2,235; United Kingdom 86, Forroalloys Ferromanganese =~ --~ 508508 Unspecified >= 2 "All from West Germany: Steel. prmary forma =>~LOoTT M8 == United Kingdom 83: tay 20. smimanufactures, 

‘Bars, rods, angies, shapes, sections -_ «63,763 1,959 Italy 58,677; United Kingdom 3,701, Universals, plates, sheets == 11,452 1320 Japan 2.922; Netherlands 1287 Hoop andstrip —" ~~~ == 24095 °"13.— United Kingdom 988; West Germany 89. Ralls and accessories ~~ ~~~ >> Set} United Kingdom 522 Wire Susu cen Segoe BET SL Wost Germany 1,076; United Kingdom 942 ‘Tubes, pipes, tings © => 7727727 2789 128 United Sxingdom 1,008; France 685: aly 589 esting te forings, rough ~~~ 308305 United Kingdom 201 Lead: Metal including alloys: Unwrought ooo oe benaucaces 18 __ United Kingdom 112, Semimanufactures. ~~~ ~~ ~~~ >>> 240 _Belglum-Luxembourg 228; United Kingdom 12. Magnesium: Metal including alloy, al forme? 2001 200% Silver: Metal including alloys, unweought and 
partly wrought? -value_ «$4270. All rom West Germany. ‘Tin: Metal including allows semimanutactures 1882 Netherlands 158; United Kingdom 12. Zine: Metal including alloys, seme ‘manufactures ones 818 124 Belgium-Luxembourg 108; United Kingdom 49, Other: Base metals including alloy, alt forms 8 4 United Kingdom 82 

NONMETALS 
Abrasives, nes: ‘Natural: Corundum, emery, pumice ee Value. $2,087 United Kingdom $1,496; Italy $591 Grinding and polishing wheels and stones. 81 (United Kingdom 25: India 18 Asbestos, cruden nnn nen 3558 ©! All from Botswana, Gement SS 222TTLIIILIIIIIITT—aak902 LT Nonway 178,188; France 35,348, Gale eee 18 12 United Kingdom 15; Switeerland 3 
Gays erates aS 28 15 United Kingdom 263, Distomite and other infusorial earth 

value... $187,824 ___ All from United Kingdom, Fertilizer materials: Grude,mes 148. West Germany 140. Manufactured: Ammonia 22 oo et 11 ___ United Kingdom 98; France 50. Nitrogenous ~~ ~~~ 2772727=> 30138 <_ United Kingdom 18089; Netherlands 6,290; ‘West Germany 4.930. Unspecified and mixed —————-—- 8.256 1,009 Japan 855; Netherlands 588 Graphite, natural pad Yada Gypsum and plaster = 7727 77722722222 8008 Spain 258; West Germany 49; United King 
Lime 0-9-2 512. United Kingdom 5.022 Magnesite 22272722277D2000 22222 35 189 West Germany 696 
Mica: ‘Grude including splittings and waste® ___ 6 6 Worked including agglomerated splittings 16 Ttaly 165. Nitrotes,crude- ees e nnn 1212 12 Norway 600; Belgium -Lusembourg 300. Phosphates, crude ——— === 777777 77oo7 140 => Allfrom West German Pigments, mineral Natural, rude -——_——— 9) > China 8; United eingdom 29. Pyrite,unroasted ——- == 772 485 West Germany $49; Belgium Luxembourg 60 Saltand brine ~~~ ~~~77277777 2222 YI "7 United Kingdom 8 Switzerland 2 Sodium compounds nes. . ‘Carbonate, natural and manufactured... $08 9 West Germany 254; United Kingdom 39 Sulfate, natural and manufactured ~~ 43M 85 West Germany 3.117; China 330 ‘Stone, sand and gravel: Dimension stone, worked {1 United Kingdom 6. Gravel and crushed rock ~~~ ~~~ ~~~ 683 aly’ Sand other than metalbearing ~~~ SE S__ United Kingdom 8 Sulfur Sulfirieacid > 3") BelgiumLuxermbourg 16; United Kingdom 14 
‘Tale, steatite, soapstone, pyrophyllite ————— 112) France 100; China 36 Other Grade conan eeesnaee EER 888 $12 United Kingdom 16. 

See footnotes at end of table.
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Table 3.—Ghana: Imports of selected mineral commodities’ —Continued 
(Metric tans unless otherwise specified) 

— een er Soares 
Coney 178 United Other (principal) 

MINERAL FUELS AND RELATED MATERIALS 
Asphalt and bitumen, natural —— 25 Re Goat: Briquets of anthracte and bivminous ‘coal ener sete SI Ktaly 20; United Kingdom 2 
Peerade thousand 42gallon barrels 8758 Nigeria 2615; Libya 588. Refinery products. ‘Gatoline, motor do. 22. Mainly from Italy Mineral jelly and wae ———~ do — 2 4) West Germany 2 Distillate fuelol "2 ~ odo. a Iwory Coast 9; Italy 1. Lubricants oo do 18 2 United Kingdom 31; Ivory Coast 28 Bitumen and other residues — do Se Were Germany Petroleum coke == do ——— G86 Netherlands Antilles 19, Unapecitied = code. 2%) United Kingdom 1 

“able prepared by Virginia A. Woodson, Data available only for 1979, 
May include beryiium 
May include platinum-group metals. 
‘ese than 1/2 unit 
®May include dolomite. May inchide meerschaum, amber, and jet. 

COMMODITY REVIEW 

METALS the SGMC to renovate its mines, purchase 
| ; . spare parts for equipment, and recruit tech- 

Aluminum.—Ghana's Volta River Au- nicians. The World Bank also offered $35 
thority (VRA) requested VALCO to shut its million to rehabilitate SGMC mines, partic- last two operating potlines, each rated at Jarly the two deep production mines at 
44,000 tons per year, by the middle of June. Tarkwa and Prestea. France’s Bureau de 
Of VALCO'S five potlines, two had been Recherches Géologiques et Miniéres per- 
shut in November 1982 and one in February formed a preliminary survey at Tarkwa and 
1983. The shutdown was requested because said that gold production could be increased 
of low water levels at the Volta Lake, which from 2,400 troy ounces to 4,800 to 5,400 troy 
supplied hydroelectric power to the smelter. ounces per year within 2 to 3 years at a cost 
The shutdown would continue in effect of $11 million to $13.8 million. Investment 
until the lake returned to normal levels, but would be centered on mechanized under- 
this was not expected unless the rains were ground operations, modernized washing 
plentiful in the July to October 1984 rainy methods, and improved management.* 
season.’ In 1983, VALCO was owned 90% by _ Greenwich Resources Inc., a Vancouver, 
Kaiser Aluminum & Chemical Corp. and Canada, mining group, through its wholly 
10% by Reynolds Metals Co. owned subsidiary, Minex Developments 

By December, VRA had cut the electricity PLC of Greenwich, United Kingdom, enter- 
supplied to Togo and Benin by 35%. These ed an agreement with private Ghanaian 
measures were taken because the water partners, West African Mining Co, and 
level in the Volta Lake was 6 feet below the Ghana Ltd., to prospect for alluvial gold at 
minimum needed to drive the turbines of Akim-Aspinamang, an area within 120 kilo- 
the Akosombo and Kpong hydroelectric meters of Accra. Past geological surveys 
power stations. Only two of the six 127 indicated that the Atiwa Range contained 
megawatt turbines at Akosombo and only considerable gold ore. Minex Developments 
one of the four 40-megawatt units at the was to spend $71,000 for exploration and 
new Kpong plant downstream were operat- $356,000 for testing.* 
ing. The rainfall in 1983 had been lower _ Manganese—The state-owned Ghana 
than the previous annual average for 10 of | National Manganese Corp., at Nsuta in the 
the last 11 years. Western Region, was to be rehabilitated and 
Gold—The Ghanaian Government in- modernized with a 25-year loan for $5.2 

cluded $20 million in the 1983 budget for million from the European Economie Com-
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munity. New machinery and equipment surveys were started by Geophysical Serv- 
would be bought to upgrade the facilities ices Inc. 
‘and to restore production to former levels.” The Petroleum (Exploration and Produc- 
Union Carbide Corp. sold its interests to the tion) Law of October 1, 1983, declared all 
Ghanaian Government in 1975. The newly petroleum that existed in its natural state 
completed nodulizing plant to treat manga- Within the country as the property of the 
come arbonate ore was unable to operate state. The Ghana National Petroleum Corp. 
because of the reduced hydroelectric power Was set up by the Government to explore, 
and insufficient crude oil to run the plant. develop, and produce in areas not covered 
The plant was designed to produce 800,000 By sgreement between it and other compa: 
tons of manganese dioxide nodules annually ae a lor in aty oll discova Nighisies on 

500,000 . y holdes E we 
$form 600,000 tons et fees. Petro-Canada International Assistance 

Corp. approved the drilling of two wells in 
NONMETAL as the South Tano structure at a cost of $23 

Ghana continued to import almost as million. The Ghanaian subsidiary of Texas 
much cement as it produced. The Ciments Pacific Corp. was committed to drill one 
Ge l'Afrique de YOuest was to receive a wildcat well during the year on its 781,440- 

$22.7 million loan to implement a $348 acre license off the Keta Basin Lagoon. The 
tnillion program to place the company on a Phillips Petroleum Co, of Ghana, operator 
Sound operational and financial basis. The for 2 group that included Azienda Generali 

Snker producer was to receive technical Htaliana Petroli S.p.A. and Getty Oil Inter- 
assistance, equipment, spare parts, money national Ghana Inc., gave up some acreage 
Hea cil tad workieg capital, ‘The ap-  Swfrounding the 1-X South Tano offshore oll 

eroved fusing wad to Gone trun the [DA,, nid gee discovery that-was made it 1979-3 
$9.3 million; the Caisse Centrale de Cooper. the, time of So ae eaeeoaae 

ation Economique, $12.8 milion; the Bure; and 82 million cubic feet per day of gas 
pean Investment Bank, $7 million; and from a depth of 12,000 feet in 310 feet of 
Compagnie Francaise d’Assurance pour le ater, Only gas was found in subsequent 
Commerce Extérieur, $8.6 million. The esti- Appraisal work. 
mated completion date was June 1986.* 

‘Physica cents, Division of Foreign Data 
‘MINERAL FUELS Where necessary, values have, been converted, from Ghanuion coll (Cl to US dollars at the rate of Cl= 

_IDA contributed an $11 million credit toa Ci sin (8, She'he dtl exchange rate before Oto 
$12 million countrywide assessment of Gha- ber didnot reflect the true value of the Ghanaian cur 
na’s petroleum prospects. IDA’s credit is for FE ea at ee et rane 3 1988, 
50 years, including a 10-year grace period. P-4 s " 
Under the project, Ghana would conduct _ skinancial Times, Nos tap ee No. 6, June 

| seismic surveys in promising areas and  1985,p.128. urna " 
| evaluate the data in conjunction with previ. $fcers People’ Dally Graphic ty ee a 

ous surveys and acquired data, Data to be "Thy Word Bank. (Washington, DC) Annual Report 
studied would include those of Tano, Cen- so ass, e a London West Africa. No. $45, 25 
deel and Rato-ofttioce arena. Ti November, 0) SO AE RADE On Ahn ne





The Mineral Industry of 
Greece 

By Walter G. Steblez' 

In 1983, the performance of the Greek Law,” 1386/83, “ailing” companies in the 
economy showed little improvement over private sectors were to be “rehabilitated” 
that of 1982. The economy was marked by by state acquisition by means of converting 
high inflation, a decline in export earnings, outstanding loans from state-owned banks 
and low investment. The gross national into Government-controlled equity shares 
product did not show appreciable growth, in the company. In this manner, the Scalis- 
and industrial production reportedly declin- tiris Group, Greece’s largest producer of 
ed by an estimated 0.75% compared with magnesite and refractories, was rehabilitat- 
that of 1982. ed in November 1983. The Heracles General 

Major events in Greece's mineral indus- Cement Co., which was financially sound 
try during the year included the prelimi- and one of the largest cement exporters in 
nary approval for the construction of an the European Economic Community (EEO), 
alumina plant with Soviet assistance, the was taken over by the state after controver- 
startup of ferrochrome production at Tsige- _ sial allegations of improper financial man- 
li, and the planned construction of a lead- agement. 

zinc metallurgical complex at Amphipolis. The Greek Government’s acquisition of 
In the energy sector, construction approval Heracles General Cement and the Scalisti- 
was granted for a number of lignite coal ris Group followed the nationalization of 
facilities. The overall performance of the the Compagnie Francaise des Mines du 
country’s mineral industries indicated a Laurium S.A.F., a lead producer, and Larco 
marked degree of stagnation owing, in part, S.A., the country's only nickel producer, in 
to the private sector's uncertainty over 1981-82. 
Government policies in respect to the status Late in the year, Greece’s Ministry of 

of privately owned industries. Energy and Natural Resources drafted a 
Government Policies and Programs.— law altering the terms of grants of exclusive 

The main policy of the Pan-Hellenic Social- prospecting and mining rights for nickel, 
ist Movement government appeared to be lead, zinc, gold, and chromium deposits. 
the nationalization and/or socialization of Mining rights of private interests would be 
the Greek mineral industry by all statutory reduced to 75 years from the current 100 
and administrative means available to the years with the added condition of payment 

state. of special fees to local authorities and on the 
The Government's full control of major further condition that private operators: 

banks and its intervention in the market must prospect to determine total reserves 
permitted control of management of a large without reference to their intended oper- 
number of firms. A tight credit squeeze, ations. The state would be allowed to pursue 
coupled with price controls, high tax and prospecting on existing privately held con- 
wage increases, and layoff restrictions, re- _ cessions. 
sulted in sharp profit declines, making nor- Greece's Institute of Geological and Min- 
mal operations by many companies diffi- ing Research (IGMR) proposed an extensive 
cult. By applying law 1385/83, which Government mineral exploration program 
established supervisory councils in the min- as part of the 5-year economic development 
ing industry, and “The Ailing Enterprises plan (1983-87), with special emphasis on 
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copper, mixed sulfides, chromite, manga- provided for additional exploration for fossil 
nese, gold, and rare earths. Exploration was fuels as well as for additional research on 
also proposed for industrial minerals such beneficiation and ore dressing technology, 
as feldspar, clays, perlite, bentonite, pum- especially in regard to the treatment of 
ice, and marble. Apart from the IGMR phosphate ores from Epirus. 
proposal, the 5-year development program 

PRODUCTION 

Reportedly, for the 9-month, January- mining of bauxite, magnesium, chromium, 
September period, the ore production index manganese, lignite, etc. The production of 
declined by 6.5% compared with the same gas and electricity for the same period 
period in 1982. This was influenced by the reportedly rose by 8.3%. 
downward trend in quarrying and in the 

Table 1—Greece: Production of mineral commodities! 
(Metric tons unless otherwise specified) 

Commodity® 1979 1980 1981 1982° 1983 

METALS 
‘Aluminum: 
‘Bauxite, gross weight __... thousand tons__ 2812 8,286 3,216 32,853 2,800 

Alumina, gros weigh —-—=—“T2 aoc 395 404 “90 Saz0 0 
fetal Primary —--.-- ao------ 4890500 H4T;900— 195,000 140,000 
Becostary ooo 0e soe TSMESULEES 500 TANG "000 71000 1300 

(Chromium: Chromite Runofminsores—--..------------ 8888 FTTBLL.—— 80,000 80,000 85,000 
Marketable prodicts Directshipping ore’ -—.-----------__ 10000 5.000 5.000 8,000 71900 

Concentrate ses 2-7=ZTTTLITID nae tagend 3480084000 88.000 Copper, mine output, metal content =~ ———— ae #100 100 s a 
Iron and steel Iron ore and concentrate, nickeliferous:* 

Gross weight _____._ thousand tons__ 1,832 1,451 1,400 1,400, 1,500 
Tron content 777772 gg > "8 24 600 ‘10 50 

Metal: PRU wan comsonenengllice: 228 03 250 "300 300 
Ferronickel -0----=2----------- 4928107 *51,000——51,000——50,000 Steel, crude ~~ ~~~ ~~” thousand tans 1.000, 335 909 3510 ‘920 

sng, Semimanufactare Sgn 1450 NA NA NA NA 
“Mine output, metal content. ------ 700, «20,508 21,000 21,000 24,000 
Metal, refined™ 

Primary —____--------... sa "22,074 15,626, ¥©21,000 3,000 18,000 
i Secondary® _...-.-------------- 6,000 4,000 4,000 1,000 4,000 
Manganese, gross weight Glee erase anos asx g00 4.000 gapienrate ooo TITS 3700588 3800 5.500 5800 

‘Nicontent ofnickeliferousiron ore”... (2015215287 15,600 15200 16,000 
Pn i CL 

“Mine output, metal content 
‘thousand troy ounces... 1,752 1,672 *1,600 1,500 1,600 

Metal content of alloys? =n dO 500 NA NA Na NA Tin metal sesndaryt.n = oOo 3 a 4 o 0 
“Stine output, metal content 28.200 «27,100 27.000 2000 ——B4.90C Metal including secondary ~~~ 222=== 7 ‘500 NA NA ‘NA 

NONMETALS 
Abrasives; natural: Emery® 02 9300 9.300 90 9300 10,00 
‘Asbestos Ore ssnameeneawencnmea NA NA 2.000 "10,00 2,000,00¢ spabrosewed 2°2DICTIOIIIIIIIIIES ~ s = ©) 35,0 
arte: Grudgopdcbessweotenr sew naee logs 98595768 11G.000 116,00 Goncentyaie’=-2222aa-7722= Rot 8300 “AROnd “F000 aE 

Cement hydrauiies=7777777 thowiand tone. 20981288018 MI 800 
‘See footnotes at end of table.
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‘Table 1.—Greece: Production of mineral commodities Continued 
(Metric tons unles otherwise specified) 

Commodi? we 
NONMETALS —Continued 

Cage: "Bentonite: Grae ---------------=495ITSOLTS tg 512000 aman oohiooreed SUSSTSTIITIIISSIEIED SRO SBT TS Te00 io 
Crude OM RHE Sa 25008000 
PRN oo einenne nena co 9,485. 11,489 *11,000 11,000 12,000 Fluorapery grade napeciied—~~_7-~~~_~> 300 ‘0 2 ‘on 300 Gypmumandanhydrie ~~" ~--=ao72 gone aR6 08 50.000 S00 200 500,000 Magee "Grose —-_______--—- thousand tons. 1219 116 825 800 m0 Doataried 222222277 BUMMA Ng go Ene S8S atom 50,000 Gisieleined -~2-—--=222-aa> a mati 8003 

Ritagas content of ammonia — ~~~. 287,000, 226,000 255,000 3254,800 255,000 erie Gide ean 219660 ROME —-5BTBO. 245.000 300,000 
TN oo eee ees. 7135,394 198,150. ‘181,750 135,000 140,000 Ponolan Santorinearth) --- thowand wna not “teen Sieh MI. Pome coe gE ee ‘at "908585 oataas © gos000—_aaztnn Byrteg gros weight ——=22-=22-772"="7- aaa “Yerape «tito Tefo00 atm Sdivall pero 2--—77~ thowand tone HSS iat 31 2 133 

Silica (probably silica sand)®______________ 27,000 28,000 28,000 28,000 29,000 Soins compoundn? Gerona 6108S 14.000 1.500 ——12.000 [ee 6 Sop: re’ "2°77" ae ar NA NA osboo NA NA 
Seontent of pyrite - thousand toms. — 6 a C7 6 Py Byproduct of petroleum =—— dO ~~ 3 4 7 3 10 

‘Tale and steatite - - _ ~~ -_----------~~~- 8,112 1,460 *1,400 1,500 1,600 MINERAL FUELS AND RELATED MATERIALS 
Coa ncadingbriguets: 

Lignite_.....--.---~.. thousand tons. — 23,617 23,207 2,107 926,843 30,300 inci 70 1 io hoe 129 cone Mokeoven en neenen endo 8800 m0 906 200 glib 20 TOTCTIETETETETI TRIED 3 ra 3 oa 8 
Manufactored, gasworks! million cubic feet_- 1 B 2 2 5 Natural SG NA NA 1384418500 Pettleu ‘Eitde"_._ thowsand 42qallon barrels Z sts p18 10000 
Refinery products 

Gatoline == do 10812 9690 27714952 15,000 Jetfuels 22721 de> Tat sg Tate S30 TB am Kevosne --~~~7-_--7s222zdnca-e 38 S cre ‘su Disclatefielail”~7"7"7"7"de"7" sagas ano amar Henato——antn Residual ueloll -~~~~~--a.-dea=- RTDs gn Tabeteenta oy 2072 STSS aS ‘8 a nn "0 Othersne= 22227 TTITTdeo7 asso gay 330 ae 
Refinery fuel and losses — do. 5,852 4,060 3,465, 34,969 5,000 

ee ee ee eT) 
“Estimated. ‘Revised. _ NA Not available. “Table nlades data available through June 1988 Ain addition to the commodities ited, w variety of other cre construition material (clays, sand and gravel, and sone) spread fugu sna ered ad eae nration ws nodonate to mae rll inate ot ufp levels. Cobalt is lso produced ands included with “Nickel” “Reported igure ‘sNicontent also reported under "Nickel." Black sheet, galvanize geet, reinforcing bars and wire ony, 
“Includes antimonial lead and hard lead. “Also includes Oo content. 
Revised to zero.
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TRADE 

Greece continued to show a decline in its During the year, significant negotiations 
trade balance. Import and export results, and commercial arrangements occurred be- 
based on statistics for the first 9 months of tween Greece and member states of the 
1988, showed declines of 8% and 4%, respee- Council for Mutual Economic Assistance 
tively. Foreign commercial relations were (CMEA) in the field of minerals and fuels. 
also dampened by an uncertain investment ‘These included the construction of nonfer- 
climate. This was due, in part, to the Greek ous metal production facilities in Greece 
Government's restrictions on the repatria- with CMEA assistance and the purchase of 
tion of capital and profits, a practice that _ petroleum by Greece. A number of commer- 
allegedly ran counter to the EEC’s regula- cial agreements were also reached with 
tions concerning liberalized financial flows. North African states. Diversification of pe- 
Set Government goals, and not borrower troleum supply sources appeared to have 
risk, also appeared to have been the main been Greece’s aim in an agreement reached 
criterion for credit allocation. with Libya during the year. 

Table 2.—Greece: Exports of selected mineral commodities? 
(Metric tons unles otherwise specified 

etn 
Commodity 1981 8: “tae eee " Gaked Other principa 

METALS 
Aluminum ‘Ore and concentrate thousand tons. 1.58844 USSR. 586, Romania S11 Qxides and hydroxides «168/000 3N]000—« Cl eo Netherlands. ‘Metal including alloys Unwrought ws... 69.995 «GROUE aly 31,887; France 20873 Semimanufactares -~~~7777 B05 BIER Saud Arabia 1.6, Weet Germany 
Chromium: Oreandconcentrae ----—158SS_——BNTS— Wat many 520; Urited King 
Cof ‘Metal including alloys: ~ pee 1494 490. Belgum:Laxembonrg 2; Wet Ger ‘many awrougbi oe sasessanacre us 1 88 ___Belglum-Laixembourg 5% United ec Kinga eSamimanmutcturen. Ba geri ST, Wast Germany 2.66 rom and steel ‘ion ore and concentrate, pyrite, wasted snnnnneerne ow. 1460014800 Alto Kenya, 

Soap Sten meron: 819 134 ~~ Italy 397; Netherlands 277. Fermlloyes 9772777272790 1952 TD Wet Garman 4001 United King- 
Stee, fe uz ager aly Semianclagiress . i ods, angles, shapes, Seccone Te ™P goa a1gs8 © USSR. AR aan; Bet 21.358 Unlversals plates sheets’ «45,909 —«1OTOBL 11.470 Yugoslavia 2.537 Algeria 6820, Hoopandsirip vaso —“asfoge 2 Sa as Cyprus 2688 Rails and accesories -———— 1 2 > Ttaly Wisse coe cea zest 10k >> Liye 340; Tunisia 314, Tubes, pipes ftings ——— 12987 ous 46514 USSR DBTTD: Libya 6,798 Castings and forgings, rough ‘ie is West Germany 380 rag 207 

“*Greandconceninte...-------- 4880S 14800; Belg Ttuxembourg’,50 yeMetinsutng alos srap= == 361 26 all to West Germany, 
‘Ore and concentrate, metallurgical ade cee eee 1500 200 agile Yopslavia Ones 2-25 9338118852070 Belgium Luxembourg 2,179; West Cermany 1388 Nike: Metal including alloys Grape ee ee laa 388 43 ___ All Netherlands. Urwroughe =~ 2-222 ooo - ais OD Semimanulastupes”-~~~~~7~ 77 a 356 Netheriands 240. Silver Meta! including alors, anwroughe ‘nd party wrought value, thousands $2.24 so. Frances$i7 

See fontnote at end of table,
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Table 2.—Greece: Exports of selected mineral commodities! —Continued 
(Metric tons unless otherwise specified) 

pation Commodi waa ¥ aia Other (principal 

METALS —Contnued 
Zine Greandconcentrto——-.-___ 4240035700 USSR12700;Franoe 300 Metal inctoding lose Being oe scceccoce 388 «1.282 West Germany 89; ely 1, Brwroaght= "°° 92202222 3 TL. AlN Were Cermany oer Semanutiare) = === ===> a 322 Balptomboxembouny 38 

Gresand concentrates... BARES «ASS. —Romania 90,000 Shesandresiduess==——2777"7"0s9 SBN LS Arabia a8, 
NONMETALS 

Abrasives nes Natural Corundum, emery, pumice, wel 21748 IYSBT 198505 United Kingdom 90375; West Ger many 4508 Dust and powder of precios and semi precourstonesincniingdsnond Welue, thousands $326 8231 $225 West Germany 856 Grinding and potshing wheel and cena eee eee % 98. Franee 10, Australia Asbeston erude === === : oly S34; Vogmeavia 7 Bere and witherie” ~~~ ==~--<- BZ seg => Seal Arabia 1.900 Nigeria 0.00, Germentes n= thousand tons «8888S > ‘Stud Arabia 21138; Eaype 1 Ghats = === oo MHewsand ene ss so Studi Arabia Soe lays erie =o 2-2—TTTTTTT tates saat «> Canada 77980; aly 42,00, erties materials Crudeyme's 2280 S81. llto Saudi Arabi, Manaiactured Fil gcgage-—=--- «HMM ARO =e dora Unopened and mined —~~~-~ Haag a.082 => amin St Gypeum and plaster no wee 1.180 Saudi Arabia 15,000, Eee coe sate corse 34 B= Cameraon 3 Magnesig—=2"77--"77777 72°22 apo863—am.380 1650 Went Gormany 76,1; ely 56,760, Bogen and acl mension stone Grade and party worked «$1249 4685 285.—_—Raly 9.57; Went Germany 5,68, Words rwoie’ coc. Ha SB Seu bin $428 Rawat 13659, Gravel anderashedrock —~---"-> Bag BRL >a grt gugieandnarten TEs ISO Tay 
nepal: Cre instuding native 1s . cyprus 28 United Kingdom 18 i 42 Cyprus 286, United Kingdom Salfrieacid——2=7~77777""77 lag} 16598 Yugoslavia & 00; Bulgaria 150, atest, soaplens, yep 33 fos <> Ao Beleiom uxembourg 

Grades panna np ARES 108 FET 18000 West Germany 62375; France 27558, Sing and dra: not meiatesring 9398560 Shui Arabia 3 frac 30 MINERAL FUELS AND RELATED MATERIALS 
Coke and semiopke = za ao. alltoLia, Fea ding brig nd er —>——~ a os) AMO Siu Arabi, Petroleum refinery products: Tigueted petolevm gas Showsand gallon barrels. 26 58 Healy 406, Lebanon 10, Gasoline een oe 1 Sh wh Leena a ealy ot Keron andjet ici -~~"ao---- gan Salsas Gopnac isa bang Disilatefuelo--—————~de---- Bogs, Tes Te? aby aid. Eabricamtes 0 2227 = aa 1 Bi) "2 Gabe OS United Kingdom 58. Residual fue’ <2-7—-77Go-77> stata ne Yugotavn 0m tay 28 

"Table prepared by doze Plachy
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Table 3.—Greece: Imports of selected mineral commodities* 
(Metric tons unless otherwise specified 

Sourees, 1082 
Commodity 1981 a tae oo Gaited Other (principal) 

METALS 
Aluminum: ‘Oxides and hydroxides ——__ 337 606 2 _Uitea Kingdom 100 Netherands 

Metal including alloys: Unwrought w= 281 3810 pt 1.288; Netherland 02 a Hoss «95818 Weet Germany 99; Italy 734 
“Greand concentrate _—-————___-- 3952 20. All from West Germany. obit and nsdroniden —=~2=22 112 222 11 West Germany a ely 16. 
"Mate and epeiss including coment copper - ene nnee ene 3665 BABE 99 BelglunLxembourg 572 Zambia 
Metal including alloys: ia 

BOD access 1909 2129 Belgum-Laxemboun 1250 Spain 
Unwrougbt. 28011742221 Chule 7; Zambia 5.246, Semimanufactares ~~~~~~~—~ 2581 1535 106 West Germany 405; Raly 824 

Iron and steel Metal Borape nn nn =. RB AMS—«A8R TTY 1310 USSR. 180,544, Netherlands 15.021 Pigioy cat it, eatamatedals “18912 “405 “751 USS. 1 bi Bulgaria 
Ferromanganese 2628 4552 Portugal 2,096; India 800, Unspecified 77777222 8533 10002, Bortugal 6605; France 1849 

Sel penary forig=<<TTITTTTTana85enTH 0.45 Franch ABST Japan 
smimnanufactures: ‘Bars, rods, angies, shapes, sections «194,848 «19847316 West Germany 45:92; Italy 42,597 Unnersals plates shests <>" «BIT'ToT «19867495. France 32218; West Germany 3,104 Hoopandsifipe nn 2-2 THLi9s—'86s04 YR West Germany 24,12: France 11248, Raleand acossicrieg~~777~~7 sie “Bah 7 uate T81 Bulgarin fo, Wirensscerms "-2-==> ander «Dae Wrest Germany 8,08 ‘Tubes, pipes, fitings ———"~~—-4041$——«38,001—2O_—_ West Germany 11,895, France 8172 (Castings and forgings, rough ~~ Sod 18" Belgiumetierbour 82 France 

Lead ‘Ore and concentrate... .------ a 3, Allfromttaly, Oiler scene racscecsoas Ea Bi) Branco; Weot Germany 21 Metal including alloys unwrought —— 6059 1877191723. Bulgaria 4888; Moroce 3,008. 
“Magnesium: Metal including alloys MMaINTOUGhE wns nn enn 308 581 France $40; Norway 241, fanganese: ‘Ore and concentrate, metallurgical- irr reine aa 5 21ST Ivory Coast 18,250; Gabon 6.907 Ging orass 128 1325 BslglumeLuxembours 14 Mercury -——=—~~~ Té:pound! flasks — 38 M6) Rarkey'8 
[Nickel Meal ineiuding alloys: ‘Unwrought soso 4 153 55_—_‘Netherlands 65; Finland 28, Semimanufactures 7 =~~227~7> 48 1 WestGermany 1; Uned Bingdom 
Platinum-group metals: Metal including alloys, unwrought and partly wrought Ope ren Sale, thousands — sort HOt $22 Wes Germany $516 Switzerland 
Silver: Metal including alloys, unwrought ‘and party wrought 'do-~ «$4484 $2884. _United Kingdom $1,182; Switerland 
‘Tin; Meta inelading alloys: * ‘Unwrought sewn ar 28 ©) Malaysia 152; Bolivia 1. Semnimanufactures_~ 22222722 18 2) West Germany 1; United Kingdom 
Maniom: Oxide 83 TIS. West Germany 535; France 88 
"Oxides aes 563 318 w France 243; Netherlands 112. etal incliding alloys Berep or ceca - 31 ___Allfrom Netherlands Unwrought= 2222222222222 1880428 BDNetherland 3:85; Belgium. ‘Luxembourg 2136 Semimanufactures -— == 220 18a ium xembour 5; West Ger- ‘many 

Other: ‘Ores and concentrates 8218 40119 Mtaly 2508; Australia 578 ‘Oxides and hydronides. =~ ~~ ===> 116 26) West Germany 151; Norway 85 ‘Ashes and residues ~~ ~~~" 289 352 allfrom Crore ‘Base metals including alloy, all forma 69 4M V7 Brance 402 Belgium-Luxembourg 84 
See footnotes at end of table.
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Table 3.—Greece: Imports of selected mineral commodities: —Continued 
(Metric tons unless otherwise specified) 

Sources, 1982 Commodi 1981 wf Ro ae v ee eas Other (principal) 

NONMETALS 
Abrasives, nes: Natural Carundum, emery, pumice, 

Be armament ce ee a 44 M4 aly 72 Artificial: Gorandum -7—=>222> 07 887) West Germany 200; France 85 Dust and postder of precious and semi 
Dreciouk stones inctiding lamond "value, thousands. $3192 $2,227 $49. West Germany $1,490; Belgium: Taxembourg $263 Grinding and polishing wheels and pr gee mci a8 4181 Italy 194; West Germany 63 Asbestos,erude—="""7"TIIIIII. ab qlee + Ganda 3110; USS 1 630, 3arite and witherite_— ~~~ 7777777 3480 60382 aly'8820; Ireland 2680 Soron materials 

‘Geude natural borates == 01 800 800 Netherkands 300. Oxides and acids === 22227 ais 8i Switzerland 5 Teal 25 dementee eens eee SET 505 388 Thaly 1b: Denmack 102, Bakes els ous Sis 2! Franoe 484; Spain 1, Jessa ciasamaaan «| RR PEGG Unted Kington Diatomite and other infusorial earth ——— 1008 369 “63 aly 178, West Germany 164, Jeldspar,Auorspa, related materials —~ 19.0 gud 22 Norway 8.894; Ttaly 2112 Fertilizer materials ‘Crude, nes 408 10. All from France Manuiactured 
Ammonia... 49884145754 USSR, 86,585; Algeria 22,020, 
‘Nitrogenous _ ~~ 777772272 65,56 174255 Romania 60,345; Bulgaria 43,957, Phosphaties © 77~7272272> @ 2% <2 Allfrom France 
Poassie. === 2272727722 5019-2817 = —_—Belgium-Luxembourg 1.804 Unspecified and mixed — ===> 228 424 BB West Germany 3199 Jraphite.natural 59 352 T_Caechaslovalia 100; Austria 60. Sypsum and plaster ~~~ —~=~222222 1243 $8 > Tealy'585, West Germany 822 Wagnesite fone, aoa ooo TTT cd 5052 Austria 21; West Germany 67 Mica: Grude including apivings and 

Seka oe ee at 198 210-2 Austria 180; India 50 Bhosphates rude ———— "= aigzt) asad Stnegal 181, Blorooco 12443 Pigments, mineral: Tron oxides an 
“fydeonides,procetwed © ns 1876 1,490 West Germany 1,165 Italy 112. Pyrite, unroasted-—————~--=-—-- a x82 112799 Spin 90,98; Cyprus 10659, Saltandbeme-—-"2—"~~7—77772> aap BH959 |] aly 21 589; Netherlands 2051 Sodium compounds, n 66 Carbonate, manufactured "1,844 «28,600» _Bulgoria 6819; Ttaly 6.06, tone, sand and gravel 
emerge an partly worked 28 1793 Italy 689; B 382. ‘and partly worked ——_ 2651 5 <- aly 689; Bulgaria 5 pont gt a genereag 401 a2 TSH Bal olomit, ehiely refractorygrade 144 ; =o aly 8.006; United Kingdom 1,307 Gravelanderushed rock" ~~ Uh Soe > Spain ba Franco Quarts ana guarates => —~— a> 18 193 =-_Maly 80; West Germany 70 
sndother than metalbearing ~—-~ 82802 BAIS? B_—_‘Belplum-Luxembourg 1.088; 

‘Bulgaria 29,108 Sulfur Blemental: ‘Grade including native and 
yr ecaimea7 «PMSBZ «MBO Poland 107,046; France 2,02 Colloidal, precipitated, sablinved 02 Ss TL West Germany’ 50 Sulfurieacid. fone ew ene 28 Et West Germany 20 Tale seas, soapstone, pyrophylite —— 1,601 16125 Belgium Luxembourg 455; India 298, 

Cries siamnenaw an nsesses 1.025 98 6. Gabon 198; Congo 144: Italy 14. Slag and dross, not meta-bearing 67/684 692,088 «Maly 382096, Prance 78,00. 
MINERAL FUELS AND RELATED ‘MATERIALS 

Asphalt and bitumen, natural —— 66 32 France 17; United Kingdom 10. Carbon: Carbon blak === === === 4.288 6004 3_Healy S11; Went Germany 625. 
‘Anthracite and bituminous.---_ 168401 385,608 278,809 Poland 72,708; Republic of South 

"Atrca $8,282 Briquets of anthracite and bituminous 
heen 100 8 All from Czechoslovakia Coke and semicoke —~~~---"T-~> ashes «West Germany 14958 Poland 5096 Peat including briqets andar —~ ~~~ 315 S861 > USSR 4102! Netherlands 1,038 

Crude thousand 42gallon barrels. 65111_-—=«85,340—— Saudi Arabia 41,258; Libya 20,606. 
See footnotes at end of table
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‘Table 3.—Greece: Imports of selected mineral commoditiest —Continued 
(Metric tons unless otherwise specified) 

‘Sources, 1982 - 
Commodity 1981 88 Ee otra | 

MINERAL FUELS AND RELATED ‘MATERIALS Continued 
Petroleum —Continued 

Refinery products 
ese shad dS galon barrels — 5 B® Mealy Gasline = do 36 18) aly 128; France 
Kerosine ana jet fuel -——do-——— 29 9%) Mealy 96, France 20. Distillate fuel oll ~~~ -do-~—— L107 2592 Albania 128; France 4 Lubricants =~” >= 385 386 Netherlands 232: Ttaly 49. 
Residual fuel oll ———~ do. ——— 251 303 Bulgaria 265; Italy 26. 
Bitumen and other residues — 8 202 Albania 198 Bituminous mixtures_..do- ~~ 15 9 United Kingdom 7. Petroleum coke do «6 381356 _United Kingdom 1 

able prepared by Jozef Plachy. 
ALess than 1/2 unit 

COMMODITY REVIEW 

‘METALS: Bulgaria restated its intent to purchase 
4 200,000 tons of alumina per year within the 

Aluminum and Bauxite—Although framework of the Soviet-Greek arrange- 
Greece's bauxite production declined for the nent. Inconclusive negotiations were also 
second straight year because of low demand, conducted with Hungary concerning possi- 
plans to expand mining operations at the le Hungarian purchases of Greek alumina. 
Bauxites Parnasse Mining Co. S.A. remain- Events in Greece’s aluminum smelting 
ed current in anticipation of an agreement sector had mixed results. Production im- 
with the U.SS.R. for the construction of a proved in comparison with that of 1982, but 
600,000-ton-per-year alumina project at difficulties arose in a dispute between Alu- 
Ttea. minjum de Gréce S.A. (AG), a subsidiary of 

A member of the Eliopoulos-Kyriacop- the French Pechiney Ugine Kuhlmann, and 
oulos Group, Bauxites Parnasse was the the publically owned Greek Public Power 
largest privately owned bauxite producer in Corp. (PPC) over electric power rates. PPC, 
Europe with mining operations located in with the approval of the Greek courts, 
the Parnassos-Ghion Mountains, about 150 proposed an increase to 25 mills per kilo- 
kilometers northwest of Athens. Annual watt hour from the 15-mill rate contracted 
production of high-grade bauxite had been previously with AG. The old rate was claim- 
about 1.5 million tons and would be increas- ed to be too low in view of the strong re- 
ed to about 2.5 million tons if the alumina covery of aluminum prices, AG claimed that 
project were to be finalized. Inthe event ofa the rate increase would undermine the 
final agreement, Bauxites Parnasse, which competitive position of its alumina and 
already had crushing and beneficiation fa- aluminum operations, and the issue was 
cilities in the Itea port area, would form a submitted to Swiss legal arbitration at 
partnership with the Greek Government in Lausanne for resolution. 
future alumina production. Chromite—The Ministry of Energy and 

‘Negotiations between the Greek Govern- Natural Resources reported that explorato- 
ment and that of the USS.R. continued ry work conducted in 1982 by the IGMR in 
through 1983 and resulted in letters of the vicinity of Vourinos, in Kozéni, succeed: 
intent to construct the Itea plant upon ed in locating new chromite deposits of a 
resolution of specific details of the project. higher-than-anticipated quality and have 
One of the outstanding issues at yearend raised the proven reserves in the Vourinos 
was the buy-back price at which the alumi- area to 1 million tons. The ore would be 
na would be sold to the Soviet Union as supplied to the new 30,000-ton-per-year fer 
compensation for Soviet investment of 55% rochrome plant at Volos. Further explora 
of the $400 million deal. During the year, tion efforts were to be conducted during the
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year to secure sufficient chromite deposits tive under the name of Hellenic Mining and 
for at least a 20-year operation at the Volos Metallurgical Co. of Laurium S.A. About 
plant at a future 40,000-ton-per-year output 32,000 tons per year of lead concentrate 

level. from the Kassandra Mines in Khalkidiki 
‘The ferrochromium plant at Tsigeli, near would be supplied to the complex, which, in 

Volos, was completed and put in operation turn, would produce 19,000 tons per year of 
by midyear. Owned by Hellenic Ferroalloys lead alloys, as well as smaller amounts of 
S.A., a subsidiary of the state-owned Hel- gold and bismuth. 
Ienic Industrial Mining & Investment Co. Action by the Government-owned Aegean 
(HIMIC), the $65 million plant was con- Metallurgical Industries S.A. on the propos- 
structed’ with technical and engineering ed Strymon River lead-zine mining and 
assistance from Outokumpu Oy of Finland. concentrating complex was temporarily s.s- 
Chromite for the plant was supplied by the pended pending evaluation of responses 
HIMIC-owned Skoumtsa Mine, a fully from tender documents for the $350 million 
mechanized 220,000-ton-per-year under- project that were sent to companies in 
ground operation. Lenticular banded ore Western Europe, the United States, and 
with an average Cr,O, content of 17% to Japan. 
20% was concentrated to 50% to 52% Cr.03.__ Nickel.—Larco increased both production 
Construction of another concentrator add- and exports during the year because of an 
ing 60,000-ton-per-year capacity was com- improved world market. Reportedly, the 
pleted by yearend. At full capacity, the company planned substantial investments 
entire installation will treat 250,000 tons of _ for facility expansion and modernization, 
ore, but to a 48% Cr.O, average grade. The complaint lodged by Larco and other 

Iron and Steel.—Hellenic Steel Co. com- European nickel producers in 1982, alleging 
pleted its expansion program for the year Soviet dumping, resulted in a 7% antidump- 
with the startup of a new fourstand cold- ing duty set by the EEC. In 1983, this de- 
rolling strip mill. A continuous temper mill, cision was rescinded because past practices 
galvanizing and picking lines, and an an- by other nickel exporters to the European 
nealing furnace were also reportedly put Market that were similar to those allegedly 
into operation. used by the USSR. were not protested 

Plans for a stainless steel plant near the before the EEC Commission. 
Tsigeli ferrochromium plant at Volos were 
developed and reviewed by HIMIC. If con- NONMETALS, 
structed, the plant would consist of a 60,000- —_Agbestos.—Operations at the Asbestos 
ton-per-year smelter and cold-rolling plant Mines of Northern Greece S.A.’s Zidani 
and would be supplied with domestically mining complex significantly improved 
produced ferroalloys from the Tsigeli ferro- compared with those of 1982. Two million 
chromium and Larco ferronickel facilities. tons of crude ore was mined and 35,000 tons 

Reportedly, negotiations between the of fiber was produced. Approximately 
Greek company of E. Karakikolas Sa-Beky — 19,000 tons of product was exported. Report- 
and the U.SS.R. for the construction of a edly, the Zidani mining operation still was 
130,000- to 150,000-ton stainless steel plant experiencing technical difficulties, which 
continued. The plant, if built, would pro- resulted in fiber losses during processing. 
duce bars and flat-rolled materials. The Plans for 1984 called for technical improve. * 
completion of a feasibility study was re- ments and a fiber production increase to 

ported, 55,000 tons, which would still be about 
Lead and Zine.—Mine expansion contin- 45,000 tons below designed capacity. 

ued at the Olympias Mine of the Bodossakis  Cement.—The Greek cement. industry 
Kassandra mines group with the develop- continued to achieve high production in 
ment of a 400-meter shaft. Completion of 1983, With a total capacity of about 17 
the mine was expected in 1984. The other million tons per year, the country’s four 
major event in the industry was the plan- producers not only met domestic needs but 
ned reopening of Greece's and perhaps Eu- were also able to increase exports at a time 
rope’s oldest mining and metallurgical oper- when the European cement industry, as a 
ation at Lavrion. The Compagnie Francaise _ whole, experienced a production decline. 
des Mines du Laurium S.A, formerly Because of alleged financial impropriety, 
controlled by the Pefarroya company of the Greek Government took over the man- 
France, was to reopen as a worker coopera- agement of Heracles General Cement at
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yearend. The company was the largest ce- MINERAL FUELS 
ment producer in Greece, with about 43% of = . 
the total domestic production capacity. Lignite.—Greece continued to increase its 

Magnesite.—The Scalistiris Group, which eliance on domestic energy resources. The 
produced about 90% of Greece's dead- Production of lignite increased by 3.5 mil- 
burned magnesite as well as refractories lion tons in 1988 over that of 1982, and was 
and other industrial materials, was taken Planned for a further 4-million-ton increase 
over by the Government to prevent finan- in 1984. Development of the Amynteo Mine 
cial collapse. At issue was a debt of about at Ptolemais continued during 1983, and 
$112 million to the state-controlled Nation- talks were held with Czechoslovakia for the 
al Bank of Greece, the Social Insurance possible construction of a lignite gasifica- 
Foundation, the PPC, and other creditors, tion unit in the Ptolemais area. 
which Scalistiris could not pay on schedule. Petroleum and Natural Gas.—Esso Pap- 
‘The company’s magnesite was exported pas’ assets were purchased by the Greek 
mainly to Bulgaria, France, the Federal Government for $15 million. It was reported 
Republic of Germany, Romania, and Swe- that Government plans included expansion 

den. at the newly acquired facility as well as the 
Phosphate.—A study conducted by IGMR__ state-owned Aspropyrgos refinery. Domestic 

and HIMIC on the planned exploitation of exploration resulted in new discoveries 
the 10-million-ton phosphate deposits in at Zakinthos Island and in the offshore 
Epirus in northern Greece forecast an even-  Thasos-Kavalla area. Reportedly, in the lat- 
tual ore dressing operation that would pro- ter, the heavy petroleum deposit was found 
duce 200,000 tons of concentrates per year not to be commercially feasible. 
with 26% to 28% P,O;. The study was In July, a Soviet trade delegation visited 
conducted with the assistance of Jacobs Athens and held preliminary discussions 
Engineering Inc. of California and Zellars with the Greek Government regarding the 
Williams Inc. of Florida, at a cost of $12 possible supply of natural gas to Greece. 
million. Eventual production would be con-_ —_____ 
sumed domestically. ‘Foreign mineral specialist, Division of Foreign Data



The Mineral Industry of 
Guinea 

By John R. Lewis 

The mining and mineral industry of et VExploitation du Diamont et de l'Or 
Guinea continued to contribute almost one- (Aredor) diamond mine, which was almost 
fourth of the country’s gross domestic prod- completed by yearend, new foreign ex- 
uct in 1983. Bauxite and alumina exports change earnings were to be expected. Devel- 
were on the rise and provided nearly all of opment of the Mifergui high-grade iron ore 
Guinea's foreign exchange. With develop- deposits and of uranium and petroleum 
ment of the Association pour la Récherche _ resources were in initial stages. 

PRODUCTION AND TRADE 

Production and export of bauxite and increase. 
alumina, Guinea’s two largest mineral re- Guinea was entirely dependent on other 
sources, reversed the downward trend of countries for petroleum products. The 
1981 and 1982 and increased to about par United States, Western Europe, and the 
with the output of 1981. By 1983, there were U.S.S.R. furnished the bulk of the general 
approximately 600 registered Guinean dia- mix of products—~diesel oil, kerosine, motor 
mond mine concessionaires, called masters and aviation gasoline, residual fuels, and 
who sold their diamonds at an annual lubricants—about 76 million gallons in all 
auction. Total recorded production under during 1983. 
this arrangement was showing some slight 
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‘Table 1.—Guinea: Production of mineral commodities | 
(Thousand metric tons unless otherwise specified) 

Commodity® 1979 1880 a 
Aluminum: 

Bausite “Mine production: Werbasig = 14658 8eT 1888 nT 158 
Drybasig® 22777TTTTTITIID Base ae19 estate 188 

Shipments (dry basis 
Metallurgeatgrade Daunte... 1006500 9792 gro. 10,000 

taming teed bitte SIT Z 11 8 38 100 
i 62 08 69 519 318 
Shipments 2222 SPATS ATT, 2 708 608 58 518, 

Diamond: 
Gem? thousand carats. a BR 2 © 2 
Industrial® |2=2 2722227" “do. 58 26 2% 2 1 
ee "85 38 38 38 40 

“Estimated. Preliminary. Includes data available through July 1984 
In addition to the commodities listed, modest quantities of unlisted varieties of crude construction materials (clays, 

stone, and sand and gravel) presumably are produced, but output is not reported quantitatively and available information 
{Sinadequate to malte reliable estimates of output levels 

SCaleulated, assuming 9% average moisture, 

‘Table 2.—Guinea: Apparent exports of bauxite and alumina, by country! 
(Metric tons) 

ene ee 
Bauxite ‘Alumina 

Country Tat 1m 8) 

Austria... --------e 202 2---e oe og 16888 
Gapsdes STORER SORES cores = 762668 I 
Finland 2 ccosss oboe See 2 100 TD 
Bronce.” 27 =~22 2222027227 22222IIITIII 15ui77 gases. 685 
Glrmany. Federal Repubiieof= ~~ 227772272722222== USNs «TENT 48.336 OOT 
Ueland oscceotere Se yue cee es e = 38570 58.808 
Beiycog20222SSLTIIIIITI ese seg e510 
Hetsciinban G2 20RSS 09ST Stee a ‘08 . 
Spat cca cooeP ooo ee ESTE Te reais seas 
Sweden. ~_~~~22_2222227722-==-- === 2 2 33020 
Ft beer pes aaa es oc = nn 
UseRs 20 Seen ee eee F12m14.000 2,887,600 z ae 

United Kingdom ©-~~~~~222722272222222IIIITI2E igsm) "7857 a 
Gailed Beas sooo 222020 PERC PEST ORTE TET agisesl 497988 
Mugeslavia ooe2 50080 Usha BESS go See reecie Sela "Tasost 52.409 a1. 
Total =n n enn ennnenn--- "10,297,080 10,202082 250,169 207,477 

Pc tA 
eed ay a 
Mable prepared by Margaret Chauncey. Owing to a lack of official trade data published by the Government of Guinea, 

this table should not be taken as a complete fe preanation ‘ot Guinea's exports of bauaite and alumina ‘These data were 
Gathered from various sources that include United Nations information and official trade data published by the partner 
Fading countries Table includes data available through Aug. 24, 1985, 
(isle Sits 197282) Mealigevelachat Aktengeelcha. 186, Frankfurt am Main, Feral Republic of 
many
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COMMODITY REVIEW 

| METALS: its in Guinea continued to attract varying 
. A amounts of interest from potential develop- Bauxite and Alumina.—Strengthened de- rs, At Aye Koye, an operating consortium 

mand for aluminum in the United States, of Guinean, Algerian, Nigerian, Romanian, Canada, and Western Europe resulted in and Yugoslavian interests were marking improved shipments of bauxite and alumina time until world aluminum markets were 
from the Sangaredi and Friguia mining more steady. In connection with the Aye complexes, two of Guinea's three operating Koye project, a feasibility study ona bauxite developments. ‘This was favorably passive hydroelectric dam and plant at 
affecting Guinea's hard currency revenues. Konkoure, plus an aluminum smelter, was Bauxite mining and alumina processing completed by Swiss Aluminium Ltd. Long continued to be Guinea's most productive Gistances to tidewater and lack of infre: 

single sector, and accounted for 90% to 95% structure were identified as reasons for 
of the country’s export earnings. suspension of any work on two other large The bauxite reserves of Guinea are more pauxite areas, Dabola and Touge, 
than 7 billion tons, far larger than those of” Gold.—Early in 1983, Chevaning Mining 
any other nation. Several deposits have Co,, registered in the United States, was 
been delineated but exploitation is still in formed to explore a 40,000-square-kilometer 
the future. Bauxite deposits are centered concession granted by the Government of 
around four geographic areas, Reserves of Guinea for 5 years. The tract was in the 
each such grouping are shown in the follow-  Siguiri-Mandia regions, which were said to 
ing table:* possess some of Guinea’s richest alluvial 

precious metal deposits. 
iim Ong ~—-Plans by the Norwegian Torvald Klave- 

Area serves(mil- (percent ness Group were firmed late in the year to 
——______lisntens)_Ah03)_— start up a placer gold project in Guinea 
Sangaredi ———- 120 co early in 1984. 
Actes i %© Iron Ore.—The Mifergui-Nimba iron ore 
eS: — 2900 4445 mining project in southeastern Guinea, 
Erigula ———---____--- ud 4048 close to the Liberian border, remained in 
Tous: cee 500 ‘bso the planning stage during 1983 while the 

Dabolat= === ~~ = === oo 2,000 43 Guinean Government sought financing for 
~Enploitation bad not beep Ios TT~C«éthe 831 to $1.5 billion? project and worked to 
sitio hd not bere 2088 solve technical and transport problems. The 
‘The Sangaredi complex was held by Government held a 50% interest in the 

Compagnie des Bauxites de Guinée, which operation while other governments or com- 
was owned 49% by the Government of panies, called B Partners, held the other 
Guinea and 51% by a consortium of North 50%, with Nigeria holding the largest 
American and West European companies. share. The participants were Nigerian Min- 
‘The Canadian firm, Aluminum Co. of Cana-_ istry of Mines and Power, represented by da Ltd. was the operator. The Friguia the Associated Ores Mining Co.; Libyan 
mines were owned 49% by the Government Arab Foreign Investment Co.; Société Na- 
and 51% by Frialco Co., a consortium of Ca. tionale de Recherches et d’Exploitations 
nadian, British, and West European compa- Minigres of Algeria; Instituto Nacional de 
nies. Péchiney Ugine Kuhlmann of France Industria, Spain; Matalurski Kombinat was the operator for the consortium. The Smerderevo of Yugoslavia; Mineralimport- 
Kindia bauxite deposits were owned solely export, Romania; Japan Mifergui Corp.; 
by the Government of Guinea and operated Société Lorraine et Méridionale de Lami- 
by the Office des Bauxite de Kindia, with nage Continu, France; Union Sidérurgique most of the production going tothe U.SS.R., du Nord et de l'Est de la France; National 
Bulgaria, Romania, and Yugoslavia. During Investment Commission, Liberia; and the 
1983, purchases by these countries were United States Steel Corp., which held engi- 
drastically curtailed, and the Government neering and project management contracts. 
was seeking other buyers. Initial production would be about 15 million 

Guinea produced 12.4 million dry tons of _ tons per year. Financing from the European 
bauxite. Output by complex was Sangaredi, Economic Community was being sought, 
85 million tons; Friguia, 1.1 million tons; but a condition of such assistance was likely 
and Kindia, 2.7 million tons to be the scaling-down of the project to 5 

Three additional extensive bauxite depos- million tons per year. Current world supply
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and market conditions were indicated to be ning ahead of schedule and about $5 million 
factors below budget as startup neared. Production 

was expected to reach 250,000 to 300,000 
NONMETALS carats during the first year of operation snd ' 

, ‘nell . ak at 500,000 carats during the secon: 
Diamond “Guineas _Aredor demand Year. Fine gold dust, also present in. the 
project was nearing startup as 1983 ended. Aituyial gravels, was to be captured to help The open pit diamond operation was to Gefray costs 
operate as Aredor Guinée Tne. which was : | 
owned 50% by the Government and 50% by 
‘Australian Bridge Oil Ltd., with the Inter- MINERAL FUELS 
national Finance Corp., a subsidiary of the _Petroleum.—Seismic tests in Guinea's 
International Bank for Reconstruction and offshore exclusive economic zone in 1982 
Development (World Bank); Simonius Vis- prompted Union Texas Oil Co., which was 
cher of Basel, Switzerland; Bankers Trust owned 75% by the Superior Oil Co. of the | 
Co. of the United States; and Industrial United States, to join the Government of| 
Diamond Co. of the United Kingdom as Guinea in a 50-50 partnership for offshore 
nonparticipating minority partners. Full- petroleum exploration and drilling during 
scale production was planned for April 1983. A test well drilling program was 
1984. apparently postponed until resolution of a 

The Aredor complex comprised a main maritime border dispute between Guinea 
recovery facility containing a heavy-med- and Guinea-Bissau. A second offshore con- 
ium-separation section, a washing section, a cession was awarded to Bridge Oil of Aus- 
feed section, and a separator house. The tralia, one of the partners in the diamond 
plant was located at Kerouane, 110 kilo- mining venture. 
meters via road from Kissidougou in Haut Uranium.—An aerial geophysical survey 
Guinea and close to the Sierra Leone bor- of the area around Conakry indicated the 
der, where established alluvial diamond possibility of a uranium ore body. The 
mining operations, based on similar depos- jnternational consortium established in 
its, had been underway for a number of 1982 placed the Anglo-American investing 
years. Aredor was using a fleet of eight 40- partner Davy McKee Corp. in charge of 
ton articulated trucks to haul equipment exploration activities in most of southeast- 
and supplies to the minesite on a round-the- ern Guinea during 1988. Guinea retained a 
clock basis. Some $22 million had been 50% share of the joint venture 
spent. to improve the 110-kilometer road 
from Kissidougou, which itself is located 750 spaysical sents, Division of Foreign Data 
kilometers from Conakry, the capital and, *shmid, F, Geology of Recont/Potential Bauxite Pro 
only major seaport of Guinea. Three Mani- {556 pees cre fats 9 aS ircah Paper. in 
towoc T-cubicyard draglines with 140-foot Haulle Proceedings of the 1964 Baurite Symposium 
booms, purchased at a cost of $3.5 million, SMEARME anu, meeting: Los, Angeles, CA, Pe 
had been assembled on the site and were "$Where necessary, values. have been converted from 
clearing overburden in December 1988. In- Guinean, spli, (G5) to US. dollars at the rate of 
dications were that development was run-



The Mineral Industry of 
Hungary 

By Walter G. Steblez* 

Overall, the modest targets set for Hun- at two major steelworks. Also, mine devel- 
gary’s centrally planned economy were met. opment continued at the Markushegy, Na- 
National income rose 0.5% and industrial gyeghaza, Many, and other coal mines. 
production increased by 1% in 1983. Howev- Although the country's mining sector was 
er, both gross production and productivity reportedly able to meet most goals, miners 

of Hungary's minerals sector declined by had to work overtime on weekend and 
3.2% and 3.3%, respectively, compared with holiday shifts. Some miners were reported 
those of 1982. In production of metals, there _ to have reached the extreme limit for physi- 
was a reported 2.5% drop, but at the same cal and psychological well-being. 
time, a 2.2% increase in productivity was Government Policies and Programs.— 
reported. The production drop in the miner- Centrally planned Government policy con- 
als sector was, in part, attributed to a tinued to emphasize increasing efficiency of 
planned reduction of industrial energy con- raw material and energy consumption to 
sumption. The production of coal alone was achieve cost reductions. Industrial produc- 
about 1 million tons less than in 1982. In _ tion was planned to increase between 1.5% 
steel, the production drop followed a report- and 2% in 1984. Planned domestic produc- 
edly substantial decline in personnel, as an _ tion levels of fuels and other raw materials 
increasing number of workers left their would remain at about the same levels as in 
traditional employment for more lucrative 1983. The 1984 plan did not call for increas- 
jobs elsewhere. Approximately 500 miners ed imports of energy, with the exception of 
sought other employment because wages electric power. The plan also set a 3.5% 
increased only 2.7%, compared with a 4.6% wage increase in the mining industry. Also, 

increase for industry as a whole. the foreign trade plan called for expanded 
Rather than having initiated major in- exports of metals, mainly special steel prod- 

vestment projects in 1988, work continued _ ucts. 
on the installation of converter technology 

PRODUCTION 

‘Hungary's centrally planned mineral in- market demand. At issue, however, were 
dustry maintained production levels in 1983 the high subsidy levels within the mining 
comparable with those of 1982. Increases, sector, whose chief aim was to reduce im- 
however, were possible in the bauxite min- port dependence on raw materials and ener- 
ing and aluminum producing sector because gy, as opposed to the market-oriented proc- 
of increased hard currency sales. essing and fabricating industries, which 

Production of mineral commodities was were concerned about competitiveness in 
not pursued at all costs, as is commonly the the world market. Hungarian economists 
practice in centrally controlled economies, and planning authorities have not yet 
but was to be brought in-line with real successfully resolved this contradiction. 
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‘Table 1.—Hungary: Production of mineral commodities? 
(Metric tons unless otherwise specified) 

Commodity? 1979 1980 198 Tas __—_—«9RS 

METALS 
Aluminum Bauxite, gross weight thousand tons. 2916 2.980 zon 2eer 3917 
Alumina, gros weight ©——~ don "8 305 "92 "no 536 Metal,primary.--------2--2- TH ST9T8ABB 7435S THAT 204,089 

Copper: ‘Mine output, metal content®. === 100 ae = -- —- 
Metal Smelter, secondary — 100 100 100 100 100 Refined including secondary -———-—-_ 12,000» 12,000» 12,000 12,00 12,000, 

Gold, mine output, metal content® ‘housend troy ounces. — 60 0 60 50 30 
Tron and ste: icon ore: ‘Gross weight thousand tons 532 426 422 46 2441 Iron content= 2-2 don i 30 8 101 8 

Metal: 
Pig ion: For steel industry ——___ do. 2.262 2094 2.065 2.085 31,966 For foundry use ———— ~~~ 40 ‘07 "20, 128 td st 

Tl eccmenene cll 2.369 2214 2198 2181 2.087 
Ferroalloys: ' Perrosligon 1728 10890 "10,500 10,500 10,000 

Silicon metal® === 2000 2,000 2.000 2.000 2,000 Gear 2 STSEETESOESTESE 4300 2.400 2,500 2,500 2.000 
Total. "1425147901500 15.000 14,000 Steel, crude ~~~ -thousand tons — 3.908 S764 362 3.102 ‘Set Semimanufactures, rolled only do. ~~~ S40 508s 2816 2838 21800 

Lead* ‘Mine output, metal content —-.-------~ 3,000 1.200 1,000 1,000 1,000 Metal, retined, secondary = ~~~ 77=— 100 100 100 100 00 Manganese ore: Runofmine' 0... BOSTE. —1gkaT2 181.965 150085 150.000 Ggneentrate 2222222222 TTTTTTITT“as000" “88000 F000 R000 “82000 
Silver, mine output, metal content® Glourand troy ounces. 3 e o ° 2 
inet Mine output, metal content ----- 2,600 2,800 2,900 2,000 2,000 ‘Metal, smelter secondary ~~~ ~~ ~~—=~=== 00 600 ‘00 800 ‘800 

NONMETALS, 
Cement, hydrautc. thousand tons 4.857 4.660 4,685 4860 84.248 
Bentonite Rave TRB THER 8OSBL 84934000 Brocosed 927227TITT=ITTITITTTT Ra BtOe? 5251S BOA —55,000 

Kaolin Raw 0-0 BT Sg SBI AB ISL 46,000 Processed =~ 022227227 oo 7300 "206 "ood 708 “200 Lime, calcined ~~~ ~__~ thousand tons Ta 98 "5t ‘a5 Sane ‘Nitrogen: N content of ammonia --—--d0--—— 803 135 si 2 800 Perltes--nsnsenn nese 7sszt-n 2895 «99,20 95,190 89975 ———_—90,000 
Pyrites, grass weight*— === --22277~77T7 7000 7000 7000 7.000 7.000 Refractory materials, nes. ‘Ghamatte products ~~ thousand tons. 164 164 164 164 et sas rane magnesite prota ga 46 al 40 40 0 

Gravel SWNT thousand cubic meters. «254.1638 12M] 218—— 11,600 
‘Common = fo a5 406, 400 400 400 Foundry ---~~~--—- thousand tons a8 336 632, 585 00 

Speium sitet -°TToTT TT 11,00 11,000 13,000 1,000 11,000 
tone ‘Dimension, all types. thousand tons. "3 1 1 1 1 Dolomite’ eee gee 1804 1.200 1248 1324 1,300 ee a ase sb 8565 8361 i300 Quartsite ~ 2222 22DIIDDIII II Ide 22D 3 8 33 26 2 

Sulfur: From pyrite’ =. == 8,000 8,000 8,000 8,000 3,000 Byproduct, elemental all sourees_—— ~~ 2412 S293 $8,200 9.200 8,200 
Total - ceeeeeeeeeee 18212288 S120 12.900 12.200 Sutfuricacid _=__~~___2--__ ss BTIOMSSROIRSE | 5TB2U0—575}000 880,000 

Walton nen selllozzosontsozeleaes ESOT 500—"1T000 "17,000 
‘See footnotes at end of table.
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‘Table 1.—Hungary: Production of mineral commodities! —Continued 
(Metric tons unless otherwise specified) 

Commodity™ i979 1880 1981 1982 ___—Tna 

MINERAL FUELS AND RELATED MATERIALS 
Ce a ee 5.000 5,000 5,000 3,000 5,000 

‘cont SS Bituminous _—-________ thousand toms. 3,002 8,056 3.065 3039 Sago Brown —-TIITTTTTTL do age BT TS HO Lgnitel LDCS TE ane Peg ae 875 ‘509 3418 S26 97.980 
NR acer nen Ba 25600 25.692 5.942 ahora Ha.ana 

Coke: Le ‘Coke oven: ‘Metallurgical do 651 673 645 618 3564 Other? = -STITIEIDELE Sa T2 #0 170 170 v0 110 
Total don a 813 815 188 734 Goshouso®.- 77727 22IIIIII Tae 222 180, 180 180 180 10 

‘Total eoke don 1,001 1028 05 968 04 Buel briguets °° 002 2To ooo 1251 1250 1338 aai2 31,583 
Manufactured million eubic feet. 18.152, 19917 18,000» 18,000 8,.000 Natural, marketed —~~""_"_——"do.-- 280/286. «2168022123784 MO 280,000 Natural gas liquids: ‘Natural gasoline 

thousand 42¢allon barrels. 3,34 si $3700#3,200 3300 Liquefied petroleum gas = doe Sago 36003500 *3,500, 33300 Peat, agricultural use® ~~ thousand tons. 70 0 0 70 70 Petrolourn: Grade: ‘Asreported —---- do... F200 2.081 2024 20m 32004 Converted thousand 42gallon barrels-~ "16.405 "15.497 HTB) 18.T43 SRT 
Refinery products Gasoline including naphtha do. 18,005. 12,240 12000-12000 32,000 Kerosine and other light distillates” 

i 5.908 8.960 7000 *7,000 000 Distillate fuel oil -...-------do--2 STB boT haa aes 000 Residual fuel oil ——"""—7~~TTgo "= BRtad Tse Balsa It 00 Dubricanta.-— 27277777 72Igel 222 1134 090 1000 £1,000 1,000 4 Liquefied petroleum gas ———_ do ~~ 116013100, #11000, £1,000 1000 Asphalt and bitumen ---——~ do. ~_— 3951 sot is00 3.900 3.800 Paraffin and petrolatum ———~—~do0 ‘220 25 "250 250 230 
Total_------------do.--_ 81449 S8HTTH «67.642 ——«6T 050 

‘Bstimated. PPreliminary. "Revised 
“Table includes data available through duly 1984. *n addition to the commodities listed, diatom. gypsum, and a variety of other crude construction materials such as common clays are produced, but available information is inadequate to make reliable estimates of output levels, “Reported figure 
$1896 to 2096 Min Revised to nero. 
Excludes refinery fuel and losses. 
"Data derived by subtracting reported motor gasoline and white spirit data from reported light refinery produets total 

TRADE 

Hungary, a member of the Council for exchange for machine tools, equipment, and 
‘Mutual Economic Assistance (CMEA), had chemicals. 
to rely on imports to meet domestic needs _A major event in 1983 was the extension 
for most raw materials. The U.SS.R., Hun- of the alumina-aluminum agreement with gary's most important trade partner within the U.S.S.R. through 1990, ensuring that 
CMEA, accounted for about 60% of Hun- the U.S.S.R. would continue to process Hun- gary’s trade within the CMBA bloc and 34% garian alumina. An agreement was also 
of the total foreign trade. Compared with signed during the year for continued Soviet 
that of 1982, trade with the U.SS.R. in- supplies of petroleum, which amounted to 
creased 16%. Major imports by Hungary about 30% of total Hungarian imports from 
consisted of raw materials and fuels in the USSR. During the year, trade re-
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lations were expanded with Greece and had traditionally relied on Soviet deliveries 
included new agreements for long-term pur- to meet their raw material needs, but in 
chases of alumina from Greece and long- recent years, increased Soviet domestic con- 
term exports of stainless steel to that coun- sumption, the growth of major minerals 
try. resources to the east of the Urals, and 

‘Having become a member of the interna- increased Soviet sales to the hard currency 
tional Bank for Reconstruction and Devel- world market forced CMEA-bloc members 
opment (World Bank) and the International to rely increasingly on supplies from devel- 
Monetary Fund in mid-1982, in 1983, Hun- oping countries outside the bloc. To date, 
gary applied for two loans from the World Hungary's mineral activity in the develop- 
Bank for domestic energy conservation and ing countries ranks third among CMEA 
recovery projects. members. 

Hungary and other CMEA-bloc countries 

‘Table 2.—Hungary: Apparent exports of selected mineral commodities" 
(Metric tons unless otherwise specified) 

Destinations, 1982 
Commodi ke - United Other (principal 

METALS 
Aluminum 

‘Greand concentrate? 498822 467,15. Cuptheslovakia 35,015 Est Germany 
‘Oxides and hydroxides®____ 633,334 551,958 -- U, SSR, 207.08; Austria 190,211; Poland 

‘Ash and residue contain : ‘haminum ena 608 «SOL Alto West Germany. 
Metal including alloys 

Scrap 87098740 _ Austria 4,086; Italy 2.952 
‘nwrought —— 7727 TTII- 87,061 49,675 == Poland 12,601; East Germany 7,347; Italy 

Semimanufactures-__---_ 9129042280 1,895, ast Germany 7510; Ian 5578, Cuba 
Chromium: : ‘Oreand concentrate... 2552 «172, = Alltoltaly. copsides and hydroides —=2=5=-= 7 $3 > Realy 87 
Batfate nnn 5931167 West Germany 867. Ash and residue containing copper — i 0 22 Allte West Germany. 
‘Metal including alloys: Scrape 6678 4.288 Astra 8,262; West Germany 845, Gaemougie D27TTTTTTTTD se Set 58 West Germany 4.86 ftaly Semimanufactures=—"-—-_ «S417. .6M4_— 811. ustria 1,280, West Germany 1,262. 

Tron and steel: Metal: a a 
SM Perrochromium— =~ —— 2 28 All to Austria Ferrosilicomanganosé —————— =. 800, Allto Norway. Ferrosiigon == 72a 3% 82 11 Alto Austria Unspecified ——-~~——7>=- 401 73 12 Healy 46; West Germany 24, 

Steel, primary form?-------- «99906522 <> West Germany 5,608. 
Semimanufactures. 

‘Bars, rods, angles, shapes, Souionss n=. 718,822 589,527 ___ ran 162,092; West Germany 68,806; USSR. 60,450. 
Univeral plates, sheets# 219160 254357 6068 Iran ESTs aly 42406, Yugoslavia 

‘Hoop and strip?_________- 14,862 19,181 =~ Greece 4,021; Romania 8,606; Iran 3,326. 
Halls and acoesorioa—————— mi 480 => Thay 468, Wits snes ~o==_ 15 80T- 14080 Tran 9,813; Cyprus 868; Iraq 855, 
Tubes, pipes,Etiings® _ ap. BBBIS.— R865 Tran 2,587; East Germany 7.176 
Caningsand forgings, rough? —«19ATS-—«6ATD._—— tran 5,474; West Germany 4,455. 

Lead Oxides na TT. Alto Austria. ‘Ash and residue containing lead — 133 181T West Germany 1,879; Italy 188, 
‘Metal including alloys: Scrape 2991 6,586 Italy 8,821; West Germany 2411, 

Unvrought ——==>7=222=> 98 'sR]_ > Allo Austria Semimanfactures ~~~ ~~ —— =e a Indonesia 26 Manganese: Ore and cgncentrate, 
fmetallurgcatgrade® 221,068. «15865. Crechoslovakia 11,548; USSR, 4000, 
See footnotes at end of table
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Table 2.—Hungary: Apparent exports of selected mineral commodities' —Continued 

(det fon wer teria oped 
ee —_- vee 982° ggg Uae ‘ter pines 

iene Socal 
eget ae ican al sei etelletilngAene ee at ish mt Gage RRS, sae, ere Oe trate eee nage va al ea et an heb SaRe RISRSIE os suaat—__—_Sttnd 8 Wt Ganany 5 
© Waste and sweepings* do. ___ $5,906 $4,840 _— West Germany $4,893. Me ete adie ca ee Sa “Bake, Ault BE Wan Srey FR pealteutee tic cae 2 ho ARR Ee Fe eat 

ioe Blt Wet Gomany Me sca aos aoa U9 = Weare 708, EOS Iie ote: Sani reese ococoen a a Src rpemtng <== =~ {gh BBE ae Geneon: | st |S ASR See ciao i all a een oma 
ot sai er un TES nic vmary panier mua ee en wbawtosisigs a AES usan ae Ae ee ak naan per Are rumen laa a ee cones spaanae eit puigeimiiberee! win jie | a OT eR ae: SS ee eee feeds R=: Menace EemmmarleOetacdial—- aaa aay | =. WQSNEMRR UE ai 

an) Bag Geran 0324 Cnn 
Bailtrsscccneuceseus 6615 5995 ath (Ceecheslovakia 4.608; West Germany 

isa Esa crerong TS cwsmia: tae’ giyL, © =, aso 
pel scimraiee «Ye AER X= Rta Palomera ceeraces, Se A fier Reo 

umniiteas, Hoe, Pau 
ie aaa 

Pyrite, unroasted | - 2213 . West Germany 10,164, Bri tte speedos eee vue: Et: sim |, MESRER MACHER polenta RSE Reem 
Grovelanderackedrack ""~ gage [SRE => Rani step 

sure and quartzite - 17,468 20,976 —- All to Austria. 
Sand: a a ag, en ARS Sea ot 
Nt i ig Sea aM de ae a a gue: ARR oe 
eee ON TOR Gl Ges 
iota of i i
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Table 2—Hungary: Apparent exports of selected mineral commodities Continued 
(Metric tons unless otherwise specified) 

Destinations, 1982 
Commodity 1 et! Se ited Other (principal) 

‘MINERAL FUELS AND RELATED ‘MATERIALS 
Asphalt and bieumen, natural ——— 3192776 Pakistan 2.599, 

“Anthracite and bituminous. *187,000 35258 Yugoslavia 21,000; Austria 14,241. 
‘Briguets of anthracite and ‘bituminous coal nats aaa Alto Austria. 

Lignite including briquets?-—~~_ 42422-85085 > Austrin 18,153, USSR. 15,902 Gas, natural: Gaseous ‘million cubic feet. 408338 Alto USSR Peat including briquets andlitter---— «12,78 «718 Austria’6,219; Yugoslavia 2048 Petroleum refinery predicts" ‘Liquefied petroleum gas thousand 42gallon barrels. 12 a Yugoslavia 284; Netherlands 122. Gasoline se dos «08H Ba) > West Germany 194; Austria 54 Mineral jelly andwax do Bit Be = West Germany 7 italy 6. Keresine and jet uel ~~~ —do ise > USSR 209 Bast Germany 42 Distillate fuelol--~———de---- 1482810, > CUS 225; Poland 324 Lubricants =< ~ ~~~ do. 2s) 522 > ustria 85; Yugoslavia 70. Residual fuel if -——~=""do == 9TH 2 Austria 1,145; Poland 948, Bitumen and athor residues do. 588-518 _Austria 194; Algeria 198 
"Preliminary. table prepared by Jozef Plachy. Owing to a lack of offical trade data published by Hungary, this table should not be taken as a complete presentation of this country’s mineral trade. Unless othervise specified, these data were compiled {ragn United Nations lnformation and data published bythe partner trade countries. 

“Official Trade Statistics of Hungary. May include other precious metals ‘Less than 1/2 unit. 
Statistical Yearbook of Members of Council for Mutual Economic Assistance, Moscow, USSR 

‘Table 3.—Hungary: Apparent imports of selected mineral commodities* 
(Metric tons unless otherwise specified) 

Sources 2 
Commodi 1981 108" aed o Galea Other (rincipa) 
METALS 

Aluminum ‘Ore and concentrate = 3 1087. West Germany 1.069 Oxides and hydroxides ~-=~2== == 285 eb LL West Germany 216. ‘Metal including alloys: Sawpeseanecoemn  Aae un AL from Austria 
Unwrought® 154400 s7g8T > SSIR 184359; Romania 2501 Coron zmimanutatared™ ——~-=>T> 5358 6202 Bast Germany 3/789: Romania 616, 

Ore and concentrate TM 440 USS.R.14,000, ‘Oxides and hydroxides ~~~ ~~~ 31 1 <2 All¥rom France Cobalt: Oxides and hydroxides ___ 2 a Do. copetainladlng loys, al orm 8 7 LL Rranoe 5; West Germany 2 
‘oper: Sulfate? — sesucse 3.661 8480 __ All from USSR. Metal including alays: Scrap nnn 2816 4417 Switzerland 1,897; West Germany "Na Unwrought? e106 98 -.WeSt Germany 2067; undetermined 

‘Semimanufactures? ________ 35,199 12,464 19 West Germany 1,875; Italy 261. Iron and ste! 
Tron gre and concentrate? Bxcluding roasted pyrite ‘Wousand tons — 785 3.151 USSR 3.589; Yugoslavia 68 Pyrite, roasted. Sonn do ‘204 St LL Allfiom Yugoslavia Metal Scrap? 4k 4000 NA Pig iton, cag iron, related 

Materia 289.545 8KOR USSR 226,269; Yugoslavia 6.805, 
See footnotes at end of table.
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| Table 3.—Hungary: Apparent imports of selected mineral commodities' —Continued 

piel teenperees 
ee Sources, 1982 connets oe % Te “ Voliea Other (principal) 

aes eee saci ee ciate, oe 
reveane EE icccsnss STB) x SURRIO RETR evedwoniufy------- tJ = USB S80 Wen erm Frommer MAL Sigg CS Usa ae comers emer Eeeriiimmemes galt 2 RUE 
Unspecified 1575 iors = )U SSR ote. getter | Eee ma cae ee say amass _ Usa Mba Pde 
‘Universals, plates, sheets* —_ 356,708 (344,185 ‘ee ‘USSE 241/118; Coochoslovalia 

‘Hoop and strip - _._----— 9,970 7,684 3 West Germany 1,887; Italy 1,841. Hepandensas-on- TARR Wel many ee Pg Sra Remeagh cc mee Sie ROR ver Gem 
Cuneasmenerue map aga yeneletomma are = tastings anc 5, FOUE a 14 ~ ‘ugoslavia 10,2 Grieder pas ah. Sigel 

Wc necescrae © A Saal) ae, le Bit ica oe SER saga Meee 

Greece eens: = Hangame, neon 
“Molybdenum: Metal including alloys, all 

we caning ae 
Gretta nen—w——-> of 2 ehMctm, silat Se cescostae Sergent ae “alge, thousends, $6087 -—=«$6.664— West Germany 88,91; Italy $2,576 
eye inualion omg aee etter sue nintminions wo vadneipes 
wees  Mtmi 
aii... a i ~_. seyelumencesaapan 

raion usarnnaneauen 
Se aie 6 a ego Raunt rage ates Semmes 

Zirconium: Ore and concentrate______ 555 998 All from Itals cs 3, ly. 

Oa cederommee? fe fe = Geoboe Sraarlememtcla? manne GSR SRR ae Sieecagigemme -—-a----— ag "G8 “Sd We cern Base metals including alloys, all forms 3 nt 77 Austna 78; West Germany 15. ea asus 
ae tay BL tae ween Giuntgewvawann--- ME TE ee ul acs starters eeu gid_‘08_Untnd ingot Ong va ES at pat Ge aan tet emer nee we ce 

ll ed cl
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Table 3.—Hungary: Apparent imports of selected mineral commodities’ —Continued 
(Metric tons uns otherwise pei) 
Tr 188 Commodity a = ae Other principal 

NONMETALS —Continued 
Auabeson crude? BBR USSR S18 Rotowane 18, Bari andwitherie=——""—W77—77> gb NY 18108 Boron moi Grudenatgralboraes 1960140 Nethelande 1300, Onldep and alia = 7772==7 Seg hee =? USER 'ZOts: France Broming? wesw eno o22o22o22t Ti) Pro age Germany 276 Toran 2 Gomer? OTTTTTTTITTTTTITTawnstoagatd TUBS Tbe Cechostvakia 
Chalk oan BRM RAGA; France 8 
Chamotte arth? TBBTL 18468 1,006 Cuochoslovakin 67,448 FieclyesnccoooTc22222 ay east Roland a Keon <2TTTIIIIIIIIIIT BABES ROA HS, Coechosovakia ase Unapecied! 6150585 Cechoovakin 6,78 Diamon mn stor trun ‘alte, thousands $337 $200 United Kingdom $106; Belgium. Lombourg 35 Industrial gang HBL SRNR DB Belge tanembourg 2,491 

Peldepar,lurspar related materials ~~ FHS 48D Wen Germany 1900, 20 Hisar foray eatedmaterais ~~ 4831 Want Germany 1.967; Norway 1 Fortleer matenat: 3 7 Grade ied enn 250.000 Al from Pras. 
‘Manufactured? Nirogeous Nacontent.--_—60E_«BRLAT USER 29506; United Kingdom 
Phosphatic, uOs content... ‘198.8 16NOXT 64,729 Yugoslavia 3.198, USSR. 28.52, Potame KcOsontent ~~~ kata jase“ USSR Moshe Hast Gomany 
Unspecified and mixed... 102,273 126,001 24,964 Yugoslavia 84,172; Austria 16,729. Graphite natural n= === =o for ing “8S aki 88, West Germany 15. Gourmand laser? "TTT T7000 aR St Gorman 6.8: Romania 

Ioding? S88 apn bg USSR 268 Eimelo220022227TTITIIIIIT mwa aagot TT gota Bs Magresic’ cpap Magnets ont tonasi = Cogehotovaia 745; Austria a i@idesandhydovies mt era, 
‘rude including eplitings and wast 1635 United Kingdom 218, Worked including agglomerated split = ag eee eS * 19. West Germany 16, Phosphates, crude —2-==722772. tad 561968 > US SI BST: Moroco 43.912 Pigmtnsineral: oy os nd fdrordes prcosegs T=" 3.095350 = West Germany 2600 

Potassium salts, crude? 29 3131 ~~ U.SS.R 2,082; East Germany 638. Precious and sepprecioui tone aihor han diamond Smtgrar "value, thoumnda. «$122,109 Saran $1; West Germany $30 Synth 92 TNE MN Eto Bg = uteri Sb Pyrite unvoasied? 220022 ahamt ast => ll om USS Siitandbrine® == 22 —2loo27aa22 | T68OMb © TBGARZ >> Romanla 72,506, USSR. 106210, Sodium compounds ne! 
Carbonate, manufactured? 189,782, 181,049 —~ Bulgaria 110,996; Romania 69,009, Stlaveymapufctyred = --——o~~ hats from Austr stone sand und gravel ‘Bimension stone rade and partly worked?_---— BMA Cehtovakin 14,05 Bulgaria 
pth nn omy ase) nl Basti omit chy retrasiorygrade—— 9 West Germany sh Gravelanderasbetmock "gk ng Alsi BR Yugetavia 188, Geeeandguarater ooo BING. Nea Seman usundeter Ghonmettbearig ©<=> abate BB => Ghoaoralls v 
lemental: ‘Gre including ative and produces ST” __——aRB.AGS_— 6H Podand SB, USSR. 25467 colltat precipitated, sublimed — % 4 = Allfrom West Germany Por ac ge git 2 est Geamany 3 Saifueacd®<—=2"=7=--="> ng gh => Ban BE ‘aestntinscupioe, pvp =~ “Nae 206 Tati Finland 204, 
Grade nee nnnne SAMBO Canova 8.48 Bulan 
Slag and dros, ot metal bearing ——— Wee me. Netherlands 28, 

See fotnote tend of table
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Table 3.—Hungary: Apparent imports of selected mineral commodities —Continued 
(Metric tons unless otherwise specified) 

Soares 18 Commodity 1881 wo? Gina Fine, 
aes ie 

MINERAL FUELS AND RELATED ‘MATERIALS 
Asphalt and bitumen, natural a 1. Allfrom Austria, Carbon: Carbon black and gas carbon? «0087.41 USSR 21800. Coal? ‘Anthracite and biturninous 

“thousand tons. 1618 1997. USSR1014; Poland 579; Caechoslovakia 41 Briquete of anthracite and bituminous eb ec en edane ee 524 439 Allfrom East Germany. (Coke and semicoke ~~ ~~>~>-do. == 1158 Tit > USSR 300; CoschosiOvakia 181; Poland 13 Gas, natural: Gaseous? 
Pets ‘era million cubic feet. 141,829 «198971 USSR. 181,848; Romania 7,063 etroleum: Grade! 

a thousand 42-gallon barrels _ 57,003 64,712 -- USSR. 51,303; Iran 7,979. Refinery products Tiguefed petrobsum gas do 255 BE == USSR zit East Gormany 8, Gasoline? do S81 LL USSR 399; Yagosiavia 18 Mineral jelly and wag ——do. 2 £2 Waited Kingiom 2 West Germany 1 Kerosine and jetfuel™ do 2100 1876 > UUSSRi1 fe; Bast Germany 8 Distillate fuel oil? ~~ eo Baas Sao USSR 51885; United Kingdom 92. 
Lubricants ——_ T1770. 27 123 103 @)——« USSR. 73; Netherlands 9. Residual fuel? ~~—~~do. =~ 225 33 USSR 430, United Kingtiom 113 Petroleum coke ~~~ "da. 78 44 a ce aa aye 

"Preliminary. NA Not available “Table prepared by Jozef Plachy. Owing toa lack of offical trade data published by Hungary this table should not be taken as a enmplete presontation of this country's mineral trade. Unies otherwise speed, these data were compiled from United Nations information and data published by the partner trade countries “Official Trade Statistics of Hungary. Less than 1/2 unit. 

COMMODITY REVIEW 

METALS a new rolling mill, the added production 
capacity of finished and semimanufactured Aluminum and Bauxite—Although the Gjuminum goods would be doubled, ‘The 

expected 3.6-million-ton bauxite output was startup of the new mill was planned for 
not achieved in 1983, Hungary mined near- 1934 
ly 3 million tons, which was up by about In 1983, the on-going Hungary-U.SSR. 300,000 tons over that of 1982. This was due alumina-aluminum agreement was extend- 
to improved export demand and the startup ed through 1990. In accordance with this and expansion of a number of mines under agreement, Hungary would ship 530,000 
development in 1982. The operational start- tons per year of alumina and 5,000 tons per 
up at Bito-2 underground mine, an exten- year of aluminum semimanufactures to the sion of the long-established Kincsesbanya U.$.S.R. In turn, the USSR. would process 
operation in the Fejer area, began early in the alumina into aluminum and ship back 
the year. At full rated operating capacity, 205,000 tons each year to Hungary owing to this new operation would produce an addi- Hungary's shortage of electric power capac. 
tional 400,000 tons of bauxite per year in ity. The earlier phase of the agreement had 
the Fejer mining district. The expansion of called for annual shipments of 330,000 tons open pit workings in the Bakony area was of alumina to the U.SSR. in return for to have been completed in 1983 with an 165,000 tons of aluminum to be sent back to additional 200,000-ton-per-year capacity. Al- Hungary. To implement the new agree. 
50, the development and construction of the ment, Hungary would have to increase its Fenyoefoe Mine, begun in 1982, continued alumina as well as aluminum production. in i983 and would reportedly commence While such new capacities were under de- operations in 1984, velopment, a commercial agreement signed The major activity during 1983 in the with Greece during the year provided for aluminum industry was the continued work long-term imports of about 400,000 tons per 
to expand production at the Szekesfehervar year of alumina by Hungary to compensate Light Metal Works. With the installation of for a temporary lack in domestic capacity
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To help market Hungarian aluminum prod- machine manufacturer was decentralized 
ucts to Western Europe, the formation of a into a total of 15 independent enterprises to 
joint marketing company between Hungary improve production and marketing efficien- 
and the Federal Republic of Germany was cy. Planned production for the iron and 
announced. The new company, AluTrade steel industry in 1984 included the output of 
‘Aluminium-handelsgesellschaft, was re- 2.2 million tons of pig iron, 3.8 million tons 
portedly to begin operations in July 1983. __of crude steel, and 2.9 million tons of rolled 
Copper.—Copper mining in Hungary end- stock. 

ed in 1980 with the depletion of the old Lead and Zine.—Most of Hungary's re- 
Reesk gold-copper mine. The development quirements for lead and zinc had to be met 
of a deep-lying copper deposit in the Recsk through imports. Although some operations 
area had been discontinued after unfavor- at the Gyongyosoroszi Mine continued, this 
able feasibility studies were conducted in long operating lead-zine deposit was report- 

1981 and 1982. The deposit, currently a edly at the point of depletion. 
reserved resource, could only be developed , Manganese.—The mining of manganese 
under more favorable copper prices and deposits in the Urkut area in northwest 
with the availability of capital. Hungary continued to meet domestic and 
Gallium.—The production of gallium at export needs. Owing to a shortage of low- 

the Ajka alumina plant reportedly reached C0St electrie power, Hungary does not pro- 
3,000 kilograms, a significant increase over uce ferromanganese; domestic consump- 
previous years, owing to improved technolo- tion appears to be limited to direct charges 
eat the Aja facility, Gallium is an impor. of Some concentrate to oxygen converters at 

tant element in the production of semicon- {¢ Danube Tron ae a ee a edly com, 
ductors, and most of Hungary's production Jest) e 
was reportedly exported, with a substantial ucted with the Federal Bepublis of Ger 
aero Yo joean Daring 1988, work | ™ny for development of the Urieut mining 

continued on a new gallium pilot plant at °"°* 
Ajka, based on Soviet know-how, that would NONMETALS 
serve as the technical basis for a new fa- 
cility at Ajke. Cement.—Production of cement contin- 

Iron and Steel—Most of Hungary's re- ued to decline because of curtailed invest- 
quirements for iron ore were met by im- ment in capital construction projects. 
ports from the U.SS.R. although some Dolomite.—Most of Hungary's sizable do- 
siderite ore was produced at the Rudabanya lomite deposits were mined at Hejocsaba 

Mine. and Miskole in the northern mountain area 
Developments at Hungary's Danube Iron and at Pilisvososvar in Transdanubra; the 

and Steel Complex at Dunaujvaros included _ total production capacity was about 850,000 
the startup of the second Soviet-made oxy- tons per year. Most of the production was 
gen converter, which raised the plant’s total domestically consumed, and about 40,000 
capacity to 1.15 million tons per year. The _ tons of the material was exported. 
Danube Complex also announced construc- _ Perlite.—As a major world producer of 

tion plans for a new coking plant that would Perlite, Hungary's proven reserves are 
become operational in 1987. In June 1983, about 10 million tons. Long-term develop- 
an accident occurred at the Danube Com: ment of the industry was planned, which 
plex converter shop, causing extensive dam- Would allow the production of expanded 
Ege, which resulted in-a production loss of Petlite to reach 2.5 million cubie meters by 
about 41,000 tons of steel. At the Lenin 1990. 
Steelworks at Diosgyor, new capacities com- _ Zeolite—A new 6,000-ton-per-year open: 
Bleted during the year included a contin. cast mine was reportedly put into operation 
hous caster and an 80-ton electric furnace, 202" Bodrogkeresstur, east of “Miskole 
wash saieed the plant's raw steel capacity Approximately 4 million tons of recoverable 
to 11 million tons per year. Alao, produc. ™Aterial was reported in this region 
tion of new types of stainless steel was 
begun for use in the chemical and nuclear MINERAL FURLS 
industries. To reduce dependence on imported ener- 

In accordance with Government policy to gy, Hungary continued to reduce consump- 
streamline ailing and noncompetitive in- tion of most fuels. By yearend 1983, the 
dustries, the Csepel Iron and Metalworks decrease in petroleum consumption had 
was decentralized in July. This large-scale amounted to about 1 million tons compared
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with that 5 years earlier. During the same country had issued bonds for financing 
period, however, the consumption of electric industrial projects, and it was viewed as a 
power increased by about 1.1% above the possible forerunner for future bond issues. 
planned level. Petroleum accounted for approximately 

Coal.—Exploration at Dubiesany in Sajo 35% of Hungary's energy requirements, 
Valley in 1983 uncovered about 100 million followed by coal at 30% and gas at 27%. 
tons of low-ash and low-sulfur coal, of which About 40% of the country’s natural gas and 
60 million tons could be readily mined. ‘159 of its petroleum was imported from the 

In June, two major accidents occurred at U-S.S.R. Imports from other areas were 
the Markushyegy Mine at Oroszlany and at Small, except for some refined products. 
the Kanyas Mine of the Nograd Colliery, Nuclear Power.—The Paks nuclear pow- 
which resulted in 37 fatalities. The accident ¢f station officially started up its first, 
could reportedly lead to a reappraisal of Soviet-supplied, 440-megawatt reactor, and sais eafety procodree work continued on three additional units. 

Petroleum and Natural Gas—The pro- [te in the year, it was reported that the 
duction plan for petroleum and natural gas Czechoslovak Skoda works supplied a 12- 
was met. Hungary's National Oil and Gas T™eterlong, 215on reactor tank for the 
Industry Trust offered bonds for subscrip- *hird unit 
tions to finance a new gas pipeline. This was —, the first time a centrally planned economy ‘oTesn mineral specialist, Division of Foreign Dat





By Joseph B. Huvos* 

Without significant mineral resources, about 30%. As a first measure, indexation 
Iceland has an abundance of hydroelectric of wages was suspended for 2 years, and the 
and geothermal power, supporting energy- intention was to lower the inflation rate to 
intensive industries for the processing of 10% in 1984 by various additional meas- 
imported raw materials. The mineral indus- ures. Iceland’s minerals industry expanded 
try’s chief contribution to the national econ- during 1983 as more aluminum and ferro- 
omy continued to be aluminum, ferroalloys, silicon were produced. Unemployment was 
and some nonmetallic minerals. still only 0.5%. Important events included 

Teeland’s gross national product declined the reaching of an agreement on the price 
by about 6% to a level of about $2.2 billion. of electricity for the aluminum industry, 
By yearend, an economic austerity program and on an accompanying tax dispute, and a 
introduced in May had lowered the in- decision to speed up construction of a steel 
flation rate from three-digit levels to mill in Reykjavik. 

PRODUCTION 

Production of aluminum and ferrosilicon, gained near-capacity level. Production of 
Iceland’s chief industrial products, both re- cement, pumice, and salt increased. 

Table 1.—Iceland: Production of mineral commodities! 
(Metric tons unless otherwise specified 

—eomoaty oe 
Aluminum metal, primary... 7s TBA T4T] 6.00 THON Cement, kydraulice ~~~ 7777 thousand tons_— iz 12 12 2 ‘0 Distomie SITTTIICTT REET e288 18,50 19.840 24.988 OT Tron and steal Metal 

Sep cee cascabescmoe eu | AT 860 NA 3922 inane Ferrealoys,ferroalicon =7227——-T77=22=72 goon ageis Bano 'ons 
Nitrogen: N content of ammonia® ———_—___ 7,000 7,000 7,000 8,000 8,000 Pumice sscrne screen cons2zll22= RABE 9600 BBO ASOD Sale 02922 To TLE ESSSSTTTIIIIITT sag 3 cf 100 00 Send and gravel 

‘Caleareous thousand eubie meters 180 109 us 120 135 qigBataiNe NS STIIIIITRINTS Cubic meters 6200430050000 
(Crushed and broken do % 4 a 21 20 ee at no "35, 98 104 ar Silica dua STE ado 4400900 4.200.200 

‘Batimated. Preliminary. NA Not available ‘Table includes data availabe through May 2, 1984 
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TRADE 

‘There was no significant change in Ice- were petroleum products, coal, and alumi- 
jand’s pattern of minerals traded, alumi- na. The United States was one of the major 
num and ferrosilicon being the main miner- _ importers of Icelandic ferrosilicon. 
al export items. Principal mineral imports 

Table 2.—Iceland: Exports of mineral commodities 

‘triton 
i i 7 

Commaiiy Suet Other principal 
METALS 

Aluminum: Metal including alloys, namical means, gaat st Stated gt ty acai Iroqand tec Meta cane sus gase | Normaya R&igaen ccc: BIR cao ETRE, sarrg.sann rss 
‘United Kingdom 5,581, Other Baseman ining ninynscrap «58640. Saas 10 NONMETALS Abrasives nes Natural Corandum, suom ters orn 849 bemmarse aie nes Neen Cori : 88 Negway 1449: Denmark 332%; 28 ara Distote and other info earth sna maa. Warton ar; Denark 008 fae Salt and tring = se 

Table 3.—Iceland: Imports of mineral commodities 

(strc tna unlear therwine pectin 
——.T comnod wer 98 |] Gaited Other (principal) 

Eras Atgtiand shatinesarth metals a a a er! 
MEAT ghydroine 94108 17,991 —-—Guien 58,84; Astral 8, Saati Fee agg etherland ited Kingdom 18, eeeemeetcres nota a8) wo NGI Fraga cera Chromium: Orde and ydzord ———— 3g aoe Gorman. Seopa Criieeitrinsie on gh gid ai Ses cat ea sc Neanee Mee 2 4 Allfrom Denmark Seen rg nak tok NASER cag, 
CERES APE aan nanan NA Sregtra Und fapary wrought =o" o-valie $1 erteed oe aed ‘ria Ce oe a ae oe 

giro caren related maternle ——«5S8_—=«C«GY.—««T_—_‘Frnce 2; West Germany 108 Sevag i Fergaoye andy Eesteiyaeaslccccccc olka SRS one ena 
fo noon tooo able
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Table 3.—Iceland: Imports of mineral commodities —Continued 
(Metric tons unless otherwise specified) 

Sources 1082S 
Commodi 1981 198 Gad 7 ve poe Other (principal 

METALS —Continued 
Iron and steel —Continued Metal Continued 

Semimanufactures: ‘Bars, rods, angles, shapes, sec HloagsSTESISSETISS. 1826220885 «2 Norway 7817; Sweden 2,6; Wet 
Universal plates sheets... 1487912688 @)—_—Belglum Luxembourg 3501; Sweden yi85; West Germany 1,776 Hoopand strip = 501 482-12 West Germany 155; Belgium ‘Luxembourg 112: Denmark 88. Rails and accessories —————_ 2 8... West Germany 8; Norway 3. Wire 2soccnne = EET 870 iG Bapumtaxembourg th 
‘Tubes, pipes, fs 8851 1005 «8 West Germany 2858 Netherlands ie " . $85 Denmark 05, 

4. Castings and forgings, ough. 1681 161 @)_ Denmark 85; West Germany 60, Len 
Onli ssaceaniausssnnecne a 18 West Germany 1; United Kingdom 
Metal including alloys: 
Unwrought a m Sof) Denmark 308. 
ec eee M4 TT) West Germany 12; Denmark 4 

sium: Metal including alloys, Semimanufactures value. . ~; 405 All from West Germany. Mercury ===” ~ T6pound flasks — é 3 Tl West Germany 2; Norway 1 Nickel Metal inaluding alloys, sem anu enadiag” 1 1 NAL 
Platinum group metals: Metals including alioys, unwrought and partly wrought 

‘value. $206,142 $169,122 $6,000 Switzerland $156,190. 
Sia pany eroagh SE — sroraas 3159255 $5,000 West Germany $02.25; Unit King ‘and partly wrought =n d0n- 58.25 any $92,299; United King- Prenat dom $14,194 Denmark $14,058 ‘Tin: Metal including alloys: Unwrought en 1 1 <- Allfrom Denmark, Semimanufastures-~ ~~~ ~~~~~~77 3 8 @_ Denmark 6; United Kingdom 1. ‘Titanium: Oxides.-=-----=--nn AL 484“! United Kingdom 232; West Germany 
Tungsten: Metal including alloys, al Sore: on See Naive $56L_——$2,105. Al from Norway. Uranium and/or thorium: Metal including 2 
pilieall fons wen endo - $129 $129 

ees ww 18. West Germany 8; Norway 3 Blue powder ——>"2°2222000002 = 5 LL Norway Metal including alloys ‘Unwrought Bt 5 <-_Norway 6 Belg agemboung 2, commer Demimanulacires <——>>7T=o> 2 3 West Germany United Kingdoms 2. 
‘Ores and concentrates... -- 30. Norway 20; West Germany 5. ‘Oxides and hydroxides ~~ ~~~ ~~~ > 5 >> West Germany 5; Norway 2 ‘Base metals including alloys, all forms — 3 11 >United Kingdom 6; Canada’. 

NONMETALS 
Abrasive, nes: ‘Natural: Corundum, emery, pumice, ete 1 2 16 Italy 6; West Germany 4 Grinding and polishing wheels and 

AD eee 38 2% «2 West Germany 9; Switzerland 3; France 2. Asbestos, crude nnn 1 4. China Denmark 1. 
Barite and witherite - ~~~ ~"72727777 36 68 17 West Germany bi; Denmark 14 

See footnotes at end of table.
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Table 3.—Iceland: Imports of mineral commodities —Continued 

tensa nesta ecoll 
TTT Commo ws 1862 a y Gaited Other (principal) 

NONMETALS —Continued 
i ser Se poraas_—— = »  » 0 Seem agama 360 al trom eg Germany ee Oy SR cette Chak ams EST 108; United 
Clays erue:Unspecitoa wen Ua ee tad Kingdom 164 
Gorteandchiste ta) ar 

Ct ostorsirung value 21501 O64. _‘BelgiumLaxombourg $1,498, frames ooo SSR o> Bee ema Sunn 
Diatomite and other infutorial earth —_ 20 2 @ united Kingdom 1 Parle etoile Menuhcorch Sag materiie Manufactared: gus 2g0 Norway 2990, Siege oot Rc REET EER ema, Bieogemeetscoccccccccccccit eR =: SNS Romeo EM ee eines Uggs’ nd mised --—=7=--- SME SOR “Novag IRB Netherland 11.480 eatin OP comes o 3 Age Bea Gypmomsnd tar —onoanaaan. ahh agt Bde Ba Geran 12. Ggemindmaner cocci] oii edon 8 ea aay 
Magatoncompande Uae ——— boos 
‘Crude including splittings and waste .. 7 10 __ All from Norway. Cicer teeny ee eae 1) = Allfrom West Germany 

Witrates, evade —— Pi 6 Be ‘Do. Nps Bitar ig anaasa - a ttn, INL Preioug and empresas des othe aaa Redarent:  walue 038g Na pee Se - SEHR = Bao tazemtoue sr ent eR oc in 
CiMonte manleirel TEMAS) Germany 1.00, West Germany 

Sulfate mapufacured == ue Wert Germany 6; Denmark 28 seengrened ead aval aa eee ne Gee andar worked TS ap aly 48, Soden 2a. cn eeeinen Bo Bw Hey ieee Joniasctynbadeyoak tip Nemay eee en eee wr NOS ay 24 Leena. hw eeu Sirealgecate agg aman Roar gh ogensater hanrtatioaiage————- “Gat RRB HENS Unt Kingdom 70 
Hiererade inch SoD inching nation by Caeasacmneneiveensy a2 amar a pected ibianed i 2B RR FO saya cete ence Pet ggtan : Degmane 2 
a i. ern eer z an eee Norgray 00; Deuneeh Fe Peas engin eplARL =~ = ee eae se ee = Beat MINERAL FUELS AND RELATED Aan foidindinee tunics: | 3 <= Netherlands (eon ence e et -ooooon 3 , = kee 
ntracte- o-oo one MB SIE Balto: Pond 
ian an cisterns 3,757 Ml _. West Germar ny 15: comets ccccccczat RL nH ae NESSES WEica Kingdom ait Peat incodingbriqutsandliter 408862 Pinland 4; Denmark 1 

See footnotes at end fable
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Table 3.—Iceland: Imports of mineral commodities —Continued 
(Metric tons unless otherwise specified) 

SB 1882 
‘commodity a rr re 

MINERAL FUELS AND RELATED "MATERIALS Continued 
Petroleum refinery products: 

sealing, eedilln bares. 1435410208 Netherlands 10.104 
Savintion do... 852493 «880,824 USSR 640,198; Portugal 217995. Motor 2777727 7722do0722 “Tess “Tgsass Netherlands 14,161; Finland 240 

Mineral jl and wa “—=27T4007T="Tsh9 "R85 BS_—_Unled ing 10; Wet Ger- 
Kerosineandjetful.-.--do.-- 962982 4061929 —_Netherland 95,48; United King. 

Distillate fuel ot do... 1664000 1,520498 USBI. 872.597; Netherlands 84.018, Portugal 283808 Lubricants_______-__---do.-- 46,78 -—«75A73-—-2,065-Portugal 24.290; United Kingdom "Bato: Norway 9.170. Residual fuel oil _______do.._ 116400094200. __U SBR BBD58 Bitumen and other residues -—do.-—- "79795 “0,Bl4 Ulta Kingdom 58501; Norway 
Bituminous mixtures __.__do____ 2,066 2,280 109 Sweden 1,042; Denmark 364. 

NA Not available 
Less than 1/2 unit. 

COMMODITY REVIEW 

METALS prices continued to weaken profitability. In 
. " . 1982, the United States remained one of the 

Aluminum.—Aluminum production at major importers of Icelandic ferrosilicon. 
Icelandic Aluminum Co. Ltd's (SAL)  Jron and Steel—iceland’s steelworks 
85,000-ton-per-year Straumsvik reduction project moved forward with the signature of 
plant increased to about 77,000 tons. As a contract to buy a steel rolling mill in 
world aluminum prices rose, the 34,000 tons Sweden. Concurrently, Icelandic Steel Co. 
of stocks accumulated at the plant in 1982 (Stalfelagid), owned by about 900 private 
were drawn down. Ending a several-year- individuals and companies, was calling for 
long dispute, a provisional agreement, valid tenders to supply a melting shop and caster. 
for 1 year and including an increase of ‘The timetable called for rolling operations 
about 50% in the price of electricity to to begin billet production in 1985. The 
ISAL’s reduction plant, was finally reached contract signed was with the Swedish steel 
between the Icelandic Government and company Halmstads Jarnverks AB, which 
Swiss Aluminium Ltd. (Alusuisse), owner of was to supply to Stalfelagid the bar-section 
the plant. As a result of the first part of mill currently operated by its subsidiary 
the settlement, the dispute was to be with- Quarnshammars Jernbruck of Sweden. Ini- 
drawn from international arbitration, tial capacity of the 14-stand mill, when re- 
where it was deadlocked. Instead, an inde- erected near Reykjavik, will be 20,000 to 
pendent committee of inquiry would be set 25,000 tons per year of reinforcing bars; 
up to decide how the amount of tax owed by later, the mill will be modified to produce 
the company was to be calculated. Also to merchant bars as well. Billets will be sup- 
be discussed were (1) further increases in plied by Halmstads to Stalfelagid during 
the price of electric power, (2) plans for the initial period until the melting shop is 
possible expansion of the plant, (3) the right completed. Legally, 40% of Stalfelagid can 

of the Government to become a shareholder be foreign owned, and Halmstads is ex- 
in ISAL, and (4) Alusuisse's right to sell pected to take a share. 
50% of the plant to a third party, if approv- Raw material for the 7,500-ton-per-year 
ed by the Icelandic Government. electric furnace will be scrap from old ships, 

Ferrosilicon.—While ferrosilicon produc- which is available locally, and of which 
tion by Icelandic Alloys Ltd. increased to 8,000 to 10,000 tons per year have been 
48,500 tons, which was the nominal capacity exported. Stalfelagid plans to build a harbor 
of the plant, depressed world ferrosilicon and dry dock and also import ships for
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breaking. The Icelandic reinforcing bar has been running far below its potential of 
market, excluding the large military base, 10 to 20 megawatts for the past few years. 
has amounted to about 12,000 to 13,000 tons Volcanic activity and earthquakes were dis- 
per year, with demand as high as 15,000 to rupting boreholes and delaying plans for 16,000 tons per year. further drilling operations. The powerplant 

was in debt by about $78 million, but recent 
NONMETALS studies have shown that certain additional 

Diatomite—Diatomite production in. investments would make it possible to oper- 
creased slightly in 1983. Manville Corp. of ate the plant at full capacity and at a profit 
the United States owned 39% of the oper- by 1986. . 
ation and the Icelandic Government held _ Hydroelectric Power.—Reportedly, in- 

51%. vestment in hydroelectric power generation 
Pumice.—Jardefnaidnadur, an Icelandic and distribution declined by 15%. Major 

company, delivered 6,500 cubic meters of energy infrastructure development projects 
pumice from the Mount Hekla area to the seemed likely to be delayed for lack of 
Federal Republic of Germany, for use there investment; however, the Government was 
in the building industry. Jardefnaidnadur actively seeking foreign equity investment 
engaged a contractor to process and load the for the energy and energy-intensive indus- 
material. This trial order may be followed tries. For a long time, Iceland had the 
by orders of 75,000 cubic meters per year. cheapest energy supply in the world; howev- 

er, recently, energy bills have risen. Domes- 
MINERAL FUELS tic rates were 124 mills in Reykjavik, as 

In 1988, hydroelectric and geothermal 8ainst an average of 75 mills in 32 cities in 
energy supplied about 65% of Iceland's the United States. Prices range from 20 
energy needs of about 2.2 million tons of mills in Seattle to 130 mills in New York. In 
standard coal equivalent; of the remaining, Iceland, 80% of all houses were heated by 
33% was imported petroleum, and about geothermal energy, 13% by electricity, and 
2%, coal 7% by oil. Electricity generated was valued 

Coal.—Icelandic coal imports of about 157 at $24 million, of which one-half was con- 
tons in 1978, increased to about 24,000 tons sumed by industry. If the total were to be 
by 1982, because of consumption for the generated by imported oil, it would have 
production of ferrosilicon. In 1983, the cost about $200 million in foreign exchange. 
Akranes cement plant was converted from  Petroleum.—The Norwegian Oil Direc- 
oil to coal, making imports of a further torate decided to conduct the first seismic 
20,000 tons of coal per year necessary. studies on the Continental Shelf around Jan 
Conversion to coal will reduce by one-half Mayen Island, at a cost of $13 million, 
the fuel bill of the plant. Current standards Studies will cover 3,000 kilometers of seis. 
require that the sulfur content of the coal mic lines in both Norwegian and Icelandic 
should not exceed 1.5% and that the coal territory. According to an agreement be- should be handled in covered trucks and tween the two countries, Iceland has the 
stored in enclosed areas. right to a 25% share of any productive finds Geothermal Energy.—As reported, in- in this part of the shelf, without having to vestment in geothermal heating registered pay expenses of exploration. 
a drop of 43% as many local heating proj 
ects were completed. The 60-megawatt, — 1physical scientist, Division of Foreign Data. 
steam-powered Krafla powerplant in north- | *Where necessary, values have heen converted from new 
east Iceland was apparently built without [gignhe frapa,{iKr) to US. dollars at the rate of 
sufficient assurance of energy supplies and



The Mineral Industry of India 
By Gordon L. Kinney* 

‘The Indian economy staged a significant lead, zinc, talc, and magnesite deposits 
comeback after a generally poor year in were reported in Almora district of Uttar 
1982. The value of mineral production in Pradesh. Vanadium-bearing titaniferous 
1983 was estimated to be $6.4 billion,? a 28% | magnetite and manganese deposits were 
improvement over that of 1982. The major reported from Uttara Kannada district of 
part of the increase was accounted for by Karnataka. High-grade veins of chalcopy- 
mineral fuels. Other minerals that showed rite were located in Chitradurga district 
favorable development during the year in- and molybdenite in Kolar district of Karna- 
cluded copper, lead, zinc, limestone, and taka. Reportedly, large deposits of nickel, 
phosphorite. Iron, manganese, and tungsten cobalt, zinc, and lead, with traces of silver 
ores, and several of the nonmetallic miner- and vanadium, were discovered in Subusiri 
als were not as strong as in 1982. district of Arunachal Pradesh in the north- 

The value of mineral production increas- east corner of India. In the Phalet area of 
ed by at least 10% over that of 1982 in Udaipur district, Rajasthan, six boreholes 
Assam, Gujarat, Karnataka, Madhya indicated copper values of 0.94% to 3.1% Cu 
Pradesh, Maharashtra, Rajasthan, Uttar over a strike length of 500 meters and vein 
Pradesh, and in the Bombay High offshore widths of 3 to 7 meters. Delineation drilling 
area. Only Goa and Kerala of the principal _ for gold in the Chigargunta Block, Chittoor 
mineral producing States had a lower value district, Andhra Pradesh, has extended the 

of production for the year. old E2 lode over a strike length of 1.05 
The Geological Survey of India (GSI) was _ kilometers at an average grade of 5 grams 

given permission to carry out its plan to per ton 
complete the geological mapping of the Although electricity generation has 
country by 1990. GSI was to acquire sophis- grown rapidly, lack of reliable power contin- 
ticated aircraft for airborne mineral sur- ued to be one of the principal constraints on 
veys and exploration. In 1984, it was sched- industrial growth. The mineral industry 
uled to get two more coastal research ves- was particularly affected because of the 
sels for offshore marine geology and miner- severe problems created by nonscheduled 
al exploration. GSI in 1983 launched a 10- power interruptions to many processing and 
year program for the systematic mapping refining operations. Unannounced power 
and exploration of the territorial waters outages, which hit mineral industry facili- 
and the exclusive economic zone in the new ties frequently, cause damage far more 
research vessel Samudramanthan. GSI costly than lost production time. 
planned to carry out geological, geophysical, In 1981, electricity generation grew by 
and geochemical studies to locate possible 10.1%, in 1982 by 7.9%, and in 1983 by 
placer and other mineral resources. It 6.2%. Nevertheless, it was estimated that 
planned to cover 180,000 square kilometers demand exceeded supply by 11% in 1983. 
during 1984. The program was to be coordi This gap between demand and supply was 
nated with remote sensing from aircraft to expected to be a salient feature in the 
study the movement of suspended matter in Indian economy for the foreseeable future. 
areas where sediment plumes are known to Major factors accounting for the shortfall 
occur? were low generating capacity utilization 

GSI’s continuing mineral surveys made (less than 50% in thermal units), delays in 
some potentially economic discoveries in commissioning new plants, and transmis- 
the 1982 and 1983 field seasons. Tungsten, sion losses well over 20%. These technical 

349
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problems, in turn, were closely related to system of Government controls on industri- 
such very sensitive issues of public policy as al production. Better capacity utilization 
the allocation of power between the agricul- and greater efficiency in both the public 
tural and industrial sectors and consistent and private sectors appear to be the main 
underpricing of electricity tariff structures. avenues for boosting growth, 
Despite the problems, generating capacity Following 2 years of relative price stabili- 
increased by 4,093 megawatts in fiscal year ty, FY 1983 was marked by a resurgence in 
(FY) 1983. Total installed capacity in the inflationary pressures. Average wholesale 
public sector was 39,456 megawatts, of prices increased by 9.3% compared with a 
which thermal units accounted for 62%, modest 2.5% in FY 1982. The average con- 
hydro for 35%, and nuclear for 3%. The sumer price index increased even more 
seventh 5-year plan, which will begin in rapidly—by 12.6%, compared with 7.8% in 
April 1985, calls for additional capacity of FY 1982. 
27,800 megawatts. ‘The Government's persistent budget defi- 

Preliminary calculations estimated the cit, equivalent to 7.6% of GNP in FY 1983, 
increase in ‘real gross national product was at least in part the result of poor fi- 
(GNP) for FY 1983* to be 7%. Growth in nancial performance of the public sector 
industrial production was over 5% during corporations, most of which were plagued 
FY 1983, somewhat better than the 3.9% _ by low productivity and cost overruns. Pre- 
(revised) of FY 1982. Contributing to the liminary FY 1983 figures show public sector 
industrial growth was the steady increase corporations lost $29 million versus a profit 
in oil production, now equal to about two- of $680 million in FY 1982. The losses would 
thirds of consumption. The increased do- have been much larger had it not been for 
mestic petroleum output reduced require. the $1.1 billion profits of the oil industry. 
ments for imported oil, and hence some of The Government announced an increase 
the heavy drain on India's foreign ex- in the minimum wages paid to mine work- 

change. ers of 11.6% as of October 19, 1983. The new 
Major obstacles to better performance wages for aboveground workers range from 

were low agricultural income, continued $0.97 to $1.50 per day. Underground work- 
severe power shortages, and an elaborate ers’ wages range from $1.17 to $1.80 per day. 

PRODUCTION 

The State of Bihar, long the leader for market flourished. In March 1982, cement 
value of mineral production, took second prices were partially decontrolled. Produc- 
place to the Bombay High offshore oil and ers had to sell two-thirds of their output to 
gas fields. The value of Bombay High pro- the Government at a fixed price, and the 
duction accounted for 27% of total mineral remainder could be sold on the open mar- 
production value in India, followed by ket. Production immediately increased by 
Bihar, 19.8%; Assam, 12.6%; Madhya 10% to 23.3 million tons in FY 1982, and by 
Pradesh, 10%; Gujarat, 8%; and West Ben- 14.6% to 26.7 million tons in FY 1983. 
gal, 6.6%. Much of the natural gas from Production for FY 1984 was expected to 
Bombay High was flared. As more of the gas exceed 32 million tons. At the same time, 
is sold for fertilizer production in coming prices have fallen substantially, and the 
years, the value will continue to increase. black market has virtually disappeared.” 
‘The value of mineral fuels accounted for Other mineral production has been mix- 
nearly 90% of total mineral value. Petrole- ed. The public sector fertilizer plants oper- 
um edged out coal, the traditional mineral ated at less than 50% of capacity, bringing 
value leader, for the first time. Nonmetal- Parliamentary criticism. Only the addition 
lics and metallics were about even in value of new capacity and the privately owned 
with about 5% each. Of the nonfuel mineral plants allowed overall production to in- 
ores, iron was first in value, followed by crease marginally. Several of the more im- 
limestone, copper, manganese, gold, mica, portant minerals showed encouraging in- 
zine, and chromite. creases. These included aluminum, bauxite, 

The performance of the cement industry coal, chromite, copper ore, lead ore, lime- 
was of particular interest in showing effects stone, and zinc ore. Iron ore, manganese 
of Government controls. Prior to March ore, and mica were the most important 
1982, cement prices were fixed. Production minerals showing a decline. 
was poor, output rationed, and a black
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‘Table 1.—India: Production of mineral commodities! 
(Marcon unl otherwise wei) 

a eae 
METALS ai GAG crneweight—_thowand toon 1862S gh ssa 

Alumina, gross weight —_______do____ 493 $500 “500 *500 “450 tae gael ual aig tag Commer ceasotrccamern >| SAR) A Ha ke, “eo Giron’ Chrnie roa wigh——-—-—--- small aa auast aaa 8b ad 
"We outuenetlconont 00S) aw aa 2e0 im Stee nn nnnnen- --------—«LMRSSagNtln maaan Rated {acaiyic wissen —~----7- TM AHR RR tsa Godman ett ce EBLE Selmatal a cacti 

Gross weight .._____ thousand tons__ 89,859 41,936 41,354 40,902 88,800 Seem sono ono Memon ga ta pe sted Fhe ann doa SO) 
proms = BKB ttme wou sta Fomine ett uaa) a Fema --nervaenr; UR pa eas Cleo 

Ferrosilicochrome. — ——— —— 3,851 4,087 4,408 4,000 u Siena ical 
sel rade: ee CA EP nti ic. iaeeaiidiea =a! «Clg 

Steel castings ————_____ do. o_ 65 *65, $80 87 89 

IM soccer scans mca Abe 10,001 99,423 £10,880 10,715 10,305 

‘Semimanufactures:> a 
‘Angles, shapes, sections ____do____ £1,000 ©1,000 NA NA NA ester sccaeoc: RANA Preys Ceara doy pm NAAN Sian scoccccccaees« MM [1 aaeeenenenee eee: a aS 
‘Hoop, strip, strapping, skelp —do____ *1,100 £1,100 NA NA NA Esirendsoemstae ns? “gen-> TH NA MANA tee ee 6m RA Sui rani aanaineqadied ‘el bs NA NAA 

tant Mlineoupu,metalcontent -------__15960__ 127mm 154006510 _25700 
Metal, refined: SS nN eee 

EXGMYgcccoccicccccciccizcz__ASB WSR tage 
Ma) eee eneeeneeee «BORIDES Bae Hapa ae 3 mes Ra 

oo SR =. Raspes calc Miedo 
night? a 3,254 2,895 3.04 4,000 4,000 gee Taig” Egg Shs gnacies saa ‘EE toy nce TSS awa vanlam couomzatn ge a tearm naiae eno lags antago 
Rs ene eS 4,940 35,360 6,710, 6,700 £7,000 sunt pi lene =————a = i a a 
Ming ouput mente: nme gus ware ang Seco eae 
Mota Se ee EeByccccccccccicccccz__ He 
ee aa ee ee Creoniumemncenate Hess araweeki >= am RRS) RR tuts 

nto st ett
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‘Table 1.—India: Production of mineral commodities! —Continued 
(Metric tons unless otherwise specified) 

Commodity? 1979 1380 1981 1982 Toe 

NONMETALS 
Abrasives, natural, nes: 
‘Gorundum, natural =n 09 ise 1292 1.355 4 
Garnet” Rei Taare 8820 aie si76 33 389 
Huaper oT EE ELE S301 ant 398 3139 5a | 

Asbestos 2277T2TTTLZTZTTTTTIITTIL ood gta8 sais asim. 
Bathe ooope oT TTR SCRE SEE sods ions sg82 «825808884000, 
Bromine, elemental --__-~~=7-~2~=--=—- ‘300 334 350 “350 #350 
Cement hydraulic 77277 thowand tons «ABH 17,700,276 22.4985, 400 
halk fete aRE ET aise = sTd2— 85.809 «B7.057©——85,000 
Clays: Bel clay ------------------- ‘1280901545718 NTR AT OLT 
Duasporet co ssc dn SEE NEST ERCOTE 431 3.508 99 502 261 
Pureclayocc22o2oz2ozt22222 222 2__788.281__—_—698279_—t9t05__— 769495057, 000 

Kaolin: ‘Direct salable, crude... thousand tons. - 319 £355 392 531 568 
Processed === 20 2------don 6 105 "1M “100 #100, 

HE erereseiia een elem $95 "460 506 om 353 
OP Be fee = Gece ASUS SED Saanes 3 30, 80 30 "80 

Diamond: 
Gem®.-------—-- thousand carats. a 2 Pr a B 
Yndustrial® 2202022227 7 den 2 2 2 2 2 

GT errr erence 16 u 16 18 1 
Feldepar  h277722222ITTTITIE I T_sonst_s.010_ satus. 887 

Flugrspar: Concentrates: ‘Aeldegrade 199112889 18.8H6 | zgOT_ 4.000 
Metalfurgicalgrade ———~—~2>_ ==> 6,369 809 St Bio ___°4.390 

Bilal sn creer seca 1360 —«7d58 R72 LAT 8590, 
Other fuorspar materials, graded ——— ~~~ ~~ ost 4008 185 6785 B98 

Corgae inc ee bbe. 216 379 17 62 1,000 ate including chalcedony pebble. —- ——-— 364 137 ar 1 nu 
Binerald,crudes—- =e carat 37760 #600 1000 ae ee 
Garnets === 2 22 ==— ~~ kilograms 5035 5728 1539 2519 £2,000 

Graphite --2222222 2222 2s-e eSB] 8705, B29 SB.STB 885,000 
Gypsum ---~-__--___-----2 =~ == 77490 "866.228 "947,668 970,365 1,030,000 
yanite and related materials: 

Andalusite ona -_ = 146 36 2513 
Role STTTesamenase 407i 40,522 sas} RSL BROT 
Slitmsnite "2205203200088 ESSE Tous estos 18.068 7928 

Limes MM T7-STTTTTTTTIIITIZ IIT 40000 a00{000 4001000 400,000 400;000 
Magnesite .222272TT7TII222I00222022__ssader_ 380.13 asa.ar0___sovyo7s_480,000 

Mica:* ‘Exports lock = 1123 rs *1,000 1,200 650 
Film and book for M eutiings ~~ ~~~ 7 — "264 "308 #100, 200 sno 

Splittings = 41511636 3600 £4000 $2,800 
Grog? | Sou ce penne ae vil to? goo) = $8,000 $4700, Bowes. onsen nee oe 4300 "oo 000000840 
A 001752 300) 300 164 

Total .-------------------1816.—*25,588——°25,000 18.600 10864 
Domestic use all forms® ~~~ 8,000 3000 8,000 8,000 3.000 

Total mica ------.--------- M16 "2R.585 29.000 21,600 18.864 
Nitrogen: N content of ammonia? thousand tons 2.056 2.221 893 ssa 2.900 
Phosphate rock including apatites «681-485 «—««540,082 © BBL.944 550,985 "60, 00C 

Pigments, mineral natural: Ocher-_-------- 99.088 86198-7681 SA,788 SRE 
Potten gross weight --2---—<222222222___<ORAT2__—_— 8806 6,898 621 

Salt: Rock salt ~~ thousand tons 4 5 4 4 4 
Other 222222727222 7,082 8,004 8.928 7308 70v 

seta). ieisanetan cael 7086 8,000 8.982 7g12 | 001 
Sodiumcarbonate-—--__-------do.--- 542,297 «B24644 618.000 5BEBD0 °690,00C 

See footnotes at end of table.
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Table 1.—India: Production of mineral commodities! —Continued 
Ceti ton une otherwise psi’ 

NONMBTALS Continued 
ay ead ga Gigi gayest aga an a a a a | Keating neh Gieaniqwariie dS ° 

Gobbermvams sciatica Mei 712 m2 685 669 598 OierSSTccca BR BE a a an en 
Saif: SS Gontentofpyrites SBR SOR Broreduct 

From metallurgical plants®__________ 115,000 115,000 92,000 100,000, 110,000 Fromailtehneree OS >—no-aa> MGB BGR SBN tegoge agg 
Toth een eneennnne- MBSR“ —aTSO0 Tease elgand antl aii Byron ee seme same sean sgn soa er ae ae mer Vermin Pe =< ooooooccooa 8a MRE age Wolonte 22-v7v=2T7TTToaat BARBS ORI hE MINERAL FUBLS AND RELATED MATERIALS Cartonblack® ne 4000 NANA NANA 

com ~~ Biwminous__.-._-— thowand tone 109845114010 249002505, EgmecesscccocccczcMemengme RRMA 8a RSE 
Weta) een. IO8—_—H18S 1904015490014. 603 

Coke® ee oe ee 

Signe andbecive =n nse. 8h 0m 186g 
SE 3 i 3 3 3 

an ngBttl onan do IGO Cc cunt irae" milion cube feet. 10000082590 *96067 14000021050 i ei a i a Poin ‘Grude"— thousand 2gaon barrela.-__08732__t5672_ emg sagan __*g000 
Refinery products: re 

Gasoline = do Tks NA 27,100 See Mo asm NA 900 Sethe nena ndon 8760 Beetle Rielag 222222 ATo- ARES? onswo ass sa0 Residual foclol -=-----a--agon RSNA Shae Dinesnies o2ococcaacco pe Seah coe fie aR ge Relineyfis'endloewe==——=—adon $0 am NA S33 
Total ae. amauo_Sineoo aura “2a0000 aman 

“Estimated. Preliminary. "Revised. NA Not available. ‘Table nls data avalale through Sep, 1084 *in aaiton tp the commodiies Islet Chat clays (bento, fuler’s earth, and common clay), other gem Hones Lagan ap and apne, and ral ere ay peed bt opamp on ae ieee s Inadequate to make reliable estimates of output levels. In 1978, production of o14 metric tons of uranium ore containing about b metic tons of UsOs was reperod from two mines which vas only apart ef eel naosal aeons Monee Feported produtin ot sone and snd a gevel ave larly only paral fae and oaaeos nap a te eee Ge eatin tourin u cnteraie by Coe Saltsey eee fe etn aan Tees roel an colziand Cent abr So the trove or oar eeuc corner fr mcd eel oak ey iS 
‘Data are for fiscal year beginning Apr. 1 of that stated. <Bichada producicn lo pal sant 

fi Data: supplied hare (exports plus domestic use) ara rrorided, in dies of officially refented, production bepaite Heb latter eae negara ea anne in are are a oe ee a a 1880—13 355 108I-— 12.198, 1982--1,961s and 1888 1 96 ‘asta fie fr deals so fntote "Includes teneted gos
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TRADE 

The most important development in In- followed by crude oil and textiles. The crude 
dia’s foreign trade was the continued de- oil was Bombay High oil that exceeded the 
crease in the trade deficit. The deficit has refinery capacity for that type of oil. India 
steadily narrowed from $7.4 billion in FY remained a large net importer of crude oil, 
1980 to $5.1 billion in FY 1983. The trend about 9 million tons. Net imports of crude 
was expected to continue in FY 1984. The oil and refined products in FY 1984 are 
improvement occurred because of the reduc- estimated to cost $3.3 to $3.4 billion.* Fertil- 
tion in India’s oil import costs, which have _ izers and iron and steel were the other most, 
fallen with rising domestic production and important mineral imports 
lower international oil prices. Exports have Exports of iron ore by the Government- 
not done as well, increasing by only $0.7 owned Minerals and Metals Trading Corp. 

billion in value during the same period. (MMTC) were expected to be about 13 mil- 
‘Although world trade was improving, Indi- lion tons in FY 1983, a slight increase over 
fan exports were not expected to increase that of FY 1982. Combined with the private 
dramatically, given continuing constraints Goan iron ore importers, the overall picture 
‘on electric power and uncertain conditions _ was not encouraging. Chromite and manga- 
in India’s major markets in the Middle nese ore exports were projected to decline. 

East. With all three minerals being linked to 
Total export value was forecast at $9.6 steel production overseas, particularly in 

billion in FY 1984, Cut and polished dia- Japan, the export prospects for the coming 
monds and jewelry were the leading exports _ year appeared little better. 

COMMODITY REVIEW 

METALS an assured level of supply to industry. 
Indian aluminum consumption varied be- 

Bauxite, Alumina, and Aluminum.— tween 230,000 and 320,000 tons in recent 
There were four primary aluminum produc- years, well within the country’s installed 
ers in the country with a total installed pacity. However, the industry produced 
capacity of 362,000 tons per year. Bharat at well below its capacity for a number of 
‘Aluminium Co. (BALCO) is a public sector years, causing India to import an average of 
enterprise, 100,000 tons per year; while 40,000 tons per year since 1978. One major 
Indian Aluminium Co. Ltd. (INDAL), reason for the low capacity utilization was 
117,000 tons per year; Hindustan Alumin- inadequate electric power supplied by the 

ium Co. Ltd. (HINDALCO), 120,000 tons per State electricity boards. In addition, the 
year; and Madras Aluminium Co.(MALCO), increased cost of raw materials was an 
25,000 tons per year, are all in the private inhibiting factor. The result was that the 
sector. Private sector producers operate cost of production in several cases was 
with substantial foreign equity participa- above the Government-controlled retention 
tion. Aluminum Co. of Canada Ltd. holds _ price, The retention pricing system was the 
50.6% of INDAL, Kaiser Aluminum & Government's method of keeping a tight 
Chemical Corp. of the United States holds control on the aluminum industry. A reten- 
26.7% of HINDALCO, and an Italian firm tion price was fixed for each aluminum 
holds 20% of the equity of MALCO. producer on the basis of cost of production 

Although three of the companies were and return on capital. A sale price was also 
privately owned, control of pricing, produc- fixed by the Government. If the retention 
tion, and distribution policy was in the price for a particular unit was lower than 
hands of the Government. Imported alumi- the sale price, the excess amount collected 
num was made available to consumers at had to be contributed to an aluminum 
the same price as domestic metal by suit- regulation account. Similarly, if the reten- 
able fiscal adjustments. This was to protect tion price was more than the sale price, i.e, 
the interests of local producers while ensur- its cost of production was higher than the 
ing a fair price to the consumer. By present controlled price, the difference was re- 
law, over 50% of all domestic metal must be imbursed from the aluminum regulation 
of ‘electric conductor-grade aluminum. account. Some companies claim that the 
MMTC imports and controls the distribu- system penalized efficiency and rewarded 
tion of imported metal in order to maintain _ inefficiency.
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HINDALCO, one of the more efficient was scheduled for December 1986. 
operators, withheld some of the required Overall, it appeared that NALCO's costs, 
payments from the regulation account and have been rising, and the project was slow- 
took the matter to court. The price of alu- ing down because of delays in ordering 
minum ingot reportedly was expected to be equipment, labor unrest, and rising interest 
raised by approximately $300 per ton in rates. The interest rates increased also and 
1984. The Government had maintained that the cost rose to about $2 billion, at least 
no price revision could occur while the 25% higher than earlier estimates. 
HINDALCO case was proceeding, so it is _ BALCO was finally able to charge part of 
possible that a settlement has been reached, its third potline at its Korba smelter after 

Despite the problems with the electric receiving assurances from the Madhya 
power supply and pricing, the industry had Pradesh Electricity Board that an addition- 
a number of projects under construction or al 20 megawatts of power would be avail- 
design in 1983, which are intended to make able from July onward. The third 25,000- 
India an exporter of both alumina and  ton-per-year potline was completed in De- 
aluminum. Toward that end, India was cember 1977 and was never charged because 
admitted as the 12th member of the Inter- of the lack of electric power. The fourth 
national Bauxite Association late in the _potline completed in 1978 still awaits power 

year. from the state power company. 
By far, the largest project in the industry _After preliminary construction prepara- 

was the construction of the National Alu- tions in 1982, the cornerstone ceremony for 
minium Co. Ltd.'s (NALCO) integrated the development of a 600,000-ton-per-year 
Orissa alumina-aluminum complex. Work bauxite mine at Gandhamardan was held 
on the 2.4-million-ton-per-year bauxite mine on May 2, 1983. The $30 million project was 
at Panchpatmalli in Koraput district prog- scheduled for completion in 33 months. By 
ressed smoothly. Preproduction drilling and then, BALCO’s present captive Phutkapa- 
overburden removal was on schedule. A $16 har and Amarkantak Mines in Madhya 
million turnkey contract was awarded to Pradesh would be depleted. BALCO has 
Cable Belt Ltd. of Camberley, United King- mining leases for blocks 7-10. Total reserves 
dom, for the 15-kilometer, single-flight con- at Gandhamardan were put at 212 million 
veyor belt that would carry the ore to the _ tons. 
800,000-ton-per-year alumina plant at Da- _ HINDALCO raised: its smelter capacity 
manjodi. from 100,000 to 120,000 tons per year in 

A problem came up at this point of deal- 1982. To feed the increased capacity the 
ing with the alumina transportation. A 100- company began to expand its alumina ca- 
kilometer railroad was planned from the pacity by 76% to 300,000 tons at a cost of 
alumina plant to Rayagada where the line $40 million. The work was being done under 
would link up with an existing track for technical collaboration with Hungary. HIN- 
movement to Vizianagaram. There the alu. DALCO's subsidiary, Renusagar Power Co., 
mina would go north to the smelter at commissioned its fourth turbogenerator in 
Angul or southeast to the port at Visak- April 1983. This was the only Indian alumi- 
hapatnam for export. However, the Daman- num company with captive electric power, 
jodi-Rayagada link, the responsibility of the which contributed to its relatively high 
railrcads, was apparently not on schedule. capacity utilization. The company proposed 
‘Trucking the alumina was not considered yet another large capacity increase to 
an economically feasible alternative. A pos- 187,000 tons and the installation of two 
sible alternate line could be used temporari- more 70-megawatt turbogenerators. 
ly until the Visakhapatnam steel complex INDAL's plan to merge with Mahindra 
comes on-stream. The line would then be and Mahindra Co. of Bombay was rejected 
needed entirely by the steel plant. Because by the Government. The merger rejection 
of the widely scattered components of the stopped INDALs plans for installing cap- 
complex, any breakdown of the transporta- tive power at its Hirakud smelter and 
tion system would bring the whole oper- installing a caustic soda plant at Halda. 
ation to a stop Funding for the new facilities would have 
Work on the smelter at Angul in Dhenka- come from the merger. 

nal district dropped slightly behind sched- Plans for the utilization of the Kutch 
ule during the year. Labor problems were bauxite deposit in Gujarat progressed dur- 
holding up some second shift construction ing the year. Gujarat Mineral Development 
progress. The first potline was scheduled for Corp. planned to put up a 300,000-ton-per- 
startup in December 1985, and full capacity _ year alumina plant. The alumina would be
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exported to Hungary where it would be ila smelters’ capacities from $1,000 and 
converted into metal and shipped back to 16,500 tons, respectively, to 45,000 and 
India. The plan avoids the persistent power 20,000 tons per year, respectively. The plans 
problems plaguing the Indian aluminum involve a cost of about $150 million and 

industry. were scheduled for completion by 1986. The 
Chromite—The domestic consumption of Khetri expansion was to enable it to handle 

chromite improved significantly. The in- the concentrate from the newly opened 
crease was attributed to the commissioning Malajkhand Mine and concentrator. 
of two charge chrome plants in Orissa. The In addition, there was a possibility of 
Indian Metals and Ferro Alloys Ltd. IMFA) setting up a_ 50,000-ton-per-year smelter 
began operating a 45,000-ton-per-year plant based on the integrated development of the 
on February 20, 1983. Elkem A/Sof Norway Singhbhum copper belt in Bihar. In early 
furnished technical collaboration and was 1983, the company issued a global tender for 
to market the charge chrome. Ferro Alloys preliminary studies to exploit the copper 
Corp. Ltd. (FACOR) opened its 50,000-ton- deposits in the region. The first phase of the 
per-year plant on March 27, 1983. It was program proposes developing a new mine 
based on indigenous design and has a 10- and installing matching concentration and 
year marketing agreement through Mare refining. capacity. Mosaboni, Pathargorah, 
Rich and Co. of Switzerland. Surda, and Rakha Mines already exploit 
IMFA continued work on a second 50,000- some of the Singhbhum deposits. 

ton-per-year plant, which will be operated Other copper projects underway included 
under a new company, Indian Charge the development of the Nalla ore block to 
Chrome Ltd. The program called for com- supplement the Dariba copper mine in Al- 
missioning this $34 million plant in FY 1985 war district in Rajastgab, which was almost 
at Choudhar, Cuttack district, Orissa, about worked out, capacity expansion of the Mosa- 
20 kilometers from Bhubaneswar. Elkem boni Mine from 50,000 to 80,000 tons per 
would furnish technical assistance and hold year by December 1984, and expansion of a 
20% equity. byproducts plant for recovery of cobalt, 

IMF A's plans called for setting up a 180- tellurium, gold, silver, and nickel. 
megawatt captive thermal powerplant to It was decided by HCL that the planned 
overcome the chronic power shortages. In nev: refinery capacities at Khetri and Ghat- 
the meantime, the power problem caused sila would produce enough byproduct trace 
suspensions of production for several elements to warrant a new recovery facility. 
months in both the new FACOR and IMFA The existing byproduct plant at Ghatsila 
plants during the year would be expanded and modernized to han- 

Orissa Mining Corp. was constructing a dle the load from both of the refineries. 
50,000-ton-per-year charge chrome plant at About 185 tons of anode slimes would be 
Baminpol, Keonjhar district, in collabora- treated annually. The process worked out 
tion with Voest-Alpine AG of Austria and by Outokumpu envisioned recovery of 756 
Outokumpu Oy of Finland. kilograms of gold, 10.1 tons of silver, 12.2 

The Government was encouraging the tons of selenium, 4.5 tons of tellurium, and 
construction of all of these export-oriented about 143 tons of nickel sulfate hexahy- 
plants, despite the power shortages, as it drate. 
would’ result in the sale of value-added Iron and Steel.—Iron ore production de- 
products and higher earnings from its chro- clined for the third straight year as Japa- 
mium resources. nese steel mills, India’s major customer, 
‘Copper.—Inadequate power supplies con- continued to suffer from lack of demand. 

tinued to plague copper production through- The National Mineral Development Corp. 
out the year. Hindustan Copper Ltd. (HCL) Ltd.’s (NMDC) mechanized mines, Bailadila 
was able to increase smelter and wirebar 5 and 14 in Madhya Pradesh and Donamal- 
output despite the power problem. Howev- ai in Karnataka, continued to operate at 
er, both were well short of the planned about one-half of their §11.5-million-ton 
targets. HCL was expected to show a profit capacity. At the same time, the stockpile of 
in'FY 1983 of about $8 million compared fines at the NMDC’s mines reached 11 
with losses of $30 million in FY 1982 and million tons in FY 1982 owing to limited 
$43 million in FY 1981. Since it was formed successes in developing additional markets 
in 1967, the Government-owned company for the product. It was anticipated that the 
had losses every year except in FY 1978, backlog of fines would be consumed when 
Accumulated losses totaled $160 million. the Visakhapatnam steel plant comes on- 
HCL planned to raise the Khetri andGhats- line in a few years. It was designed to
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consume 3.4 million tons of fines and 1.9 per year at a cost of $8.6 million. Plant 
million tons of lump ore per year. completion was scheduled for December 

Overall iron ore exports declined about 1984. 
16% in FY 1982. A further drop of about 4% Taking advantage of the Government's 
was projected for FY 1983. India has been liberalized DRI licensing policy announced 
developing alternatives to the Japanese in 1982, a number of parties have submitted 
market in recent years. These included proposals to the Department of Steel. Far- 
Romania, the Republic of Korea, Italy, Tai thest along was a plan for a 150,000-ton-per- 
wan, the Persian Gulf countries, the Ger- year facility being promoted by the Bihar 
man Democratic Republic, and Czechoslo- State Industrial Development and Invest- 

vakia. ment Corp. in collaboration with Modi Steel 
‘The first commercial-scale direct-reduced Ltd. of Modinager, Uttar Pradesh. The $55 

iron (DRD plant began operating in March million plant will be in the Singhbhum 
1988 at Polasponga in Keonjhar district of district and use Lurgie technology. 
Orissa. Orissa Sponge Iron Ltd. operates the Also approved were proposals of the Ma- 
150,000-ton-per-year rotary kiln furnace. harashtra and Gujarat governments for set- 
‘The $80 million plant was erected jointly by ting up 400,000-ton-per-year natural gas- 
the Industrial Promotion and Investment based DRI plants. The Maharashtra plant 
Corp. of Orissa Ltd. (IPICOL) and TorSteel would be at Kohkan, in Raigadh district, 
Research Foundation. The plant uses Allis- 112 kilometers from Bombay. The Gujarat 
Chalmers Corp. (United States) technology. plant would be built at Hajira near Surrat. 
It was designed for a second kiln to be ‘The price of the natural gas had not been 
installed as needed, which would bring decided. The plant’s economic feasibility 
capacity to 300,000 tons per year. A propos- will be directly dependent on the final 
al was also made to install an electric arc delivered price of natural gas. 
furnace and rolling mill for the on-site Karnataka State Industrial Investment 
production of structural steels. and Development Corp. planned to set up a 
IPICOL also had plans to set up another DRI plant in the Hospet area. Capacity 

DRI plant with Tata Iron and Steel Co. Ltd. would be 150,000 tons per year, and cost 
(TISCO) collaboration. The 90,000-ton-per- would be about $50 million. 
year plant would be located ‘at,Joda in Production from the country’s DRI plants 
Keonjhar district, cost about $35 million, will reduce India’s need for imported scrap, 

and be based on TISCO’s domestically devel- help to extend the life of coking coal re- 
oped technology. The plant would operate serves, and enable the steel miniplants to 
under the name of pitata Sponge ron Ltd. produce different grades of alloy and special 

Sponge Iron India Ltd.'s 30,000-ton-per- steels owing to the greater purity of the DRI 
year DRI plant at Paloncha near Kothagu- compared with the imported scrap. 
dem in Andhra Pradesh completed 3 years _In 1983, the Steel Authority of India Ltd. 
of highly successful operations. The plant (SAIL) was confronted with both new and 
was set up as a joint research undertaking old problems in trying to control the steel 
of the central government and the govern- industry. Demand was down, stocks of fin- 
ment of Andhra Pradesh, with technical ished steel were high and in danger of 
know-how provided by Lurgie Chemie und deteriorating, movement by railroad was 
Huttentechnik GmbH of the Federal Re- posing the same delays and inefficiencies as 
public of Germany and M. N. Dastur & Co. in past years, output was affected by power 
Ltd., Calcutta. The plant produced a high cuts and poor quality of coal, consumers’ 
grade of sponge iron from local raw materi- dissatisfaction was running high, and finan- 
als and noncoking coal. The plant tested cial losses for SAIL were expected to be in 
various Indian ores and coals, and its prod- the range of $200 to $400 million depending 
ucts have been successfully used in a num- on the sources of the figures. 
ber of electric arc furnaces around India as _In an attempt to offset some of the large 
a substitute for scarce scrap steel. In addi- losses, the Government pricing organization 
tion, trials on iron ores from Pakistan and increased steel prices from $5 to $320 per 
Hungary have been carried out to test their _ton effective July 24, 1983. 
suitability for direct reduction, and requests A major problem with sales has been that 
have been received from Turkey, the Ger- the types and amounts of steels produced 
man Democratic Republic, and Vietnam for had little relation to the demand for that 
similar tests to be carried out. Following the _ product. Much of the success of the Decem- 
successful operations of the plant, the Gov- ber sales was due to efforts being made to 
ernment began its expansion to 60,000 tons bring production in-line with demand. The
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Government’s Central Marketing Organiza- a lack of finance, according to the director 
tion and the individual steelworks were of the project. 
now in constant touch coordinating produc- _The private sector TISCO’s program call- 
tion and sales. By yearend, production at ed for raising salable steel capacity from 1.5 
the four main SAIL steelworks was almost to 2.02 million tons by 1987 in two stages. 
entirely based on orders received or on The first stage, completed in 1983 in a 
forecasts of likely demand for specific prod- record 27 months, brought salable steel 

uets. capacity to 1.74 million tons at a cost of $230 
‘Despite the current problems, steel de- million. The second phase, which has al- 

mand was expected to increase to 12.7 ready been started, was estimated to cost 
million tons by FY 1984 and further to 18.4 $300 million with a foreign exchange com- 
million tons in FY 1989. To meet the antici- ponent of $50 to $60 million. It will consist 
pated demand, the steel sector development of a new bar and rod mill, a sinter plant, a 
program called for expansion and moderni- second continuous caster line, raw materi- 
zation of certain existing facilities and cre- als handling facilities, and additional cap- 
ation of new capacities. The ongoing proj- tive power equipment. The resultant mod- 
ects aim at raising the Bhilai and Bokaro ernization and expansion will not only in- 
plants’ crude steel capacity from 2.5 to 4.0 crease salable steel output and quality, it 
million tons per year each. Already delayed _ will produce at a lower unit cost. 
by 18 to 27 months, the expansion projects’ Modernization programs were also under- 
cost had escalated from about $950 to $1,650 way at the Alloy Steel Plant at Durgapur 
million. The delay in completion of the and at Visvesvaraya Iron and Steel Co. in 
project was attributed to the failure of Karnataka. 
construction and major equipment suppli- Lead and Zine—Consumption of lead 
ers to adhere to the delivery schedule. The and zinc has been generally increasing in 
revised schedule called for commissioning India during the past decade, but it dropped 
the Bhilai project by March 1984 and the slightly in FY 1982. Imports of zinc metal 
Bokaro steel mill expansion in December declined to 55,000 tons in FY 1982, but were 

1984. anticipated to be about 60,000 tons in FY 
‘At Bokaro, the two new 300-ton oxygen 1983 to meet the projected demand of 

converters were completed in 1983, bringing 138,000 tons. Long-term zinc demand is 
the raw steel capacity to the 4.0-million-ton predicted by the Government to be 145,000 
goal. A cold-rolling mill, however, had been tons in 1985 and 200,000 tons by 1989; lead 
under construction, but the choice of equip- demand for the same period would be 65,000 
ment supplier had been pending well into _ tons and 84,000 tons, respectively. 
the year. The U.S. firm Wean United Co. _ To help meet these requirements, India 
was finally chosen. The five-strand, cold- has been investing in several projects to 
rolling tandem mill was to have a capacity increase domestic output of both lead and 
‘of 800,000 tons per year and was due for zinc. One project was inaugurated in April 
completion in 1986, Bokaro’s No. 5 blast 1983, the Rajpura-Dariba Mine in Raja- 
furnace was scheduled to be completed in sthan. The lead-zine mine, 76 kilometers 

mid-1984. northeast of Udaipur in Rajasthan, has an 
‘To meet the electric power needs of these annual capacity of 900,000 tons of ore, from 

plants, the Government has approved the which 42,000 tons of zinc, 13,000 tons of 
addition of three 60-megawatt units for lead, 440 tons of copper, 175 tons of cadmi- 
each of the two plants at a reported cost of um, and 16,000 kilograms of silver can be 
$200 million each. recovered. This is one of the world’s oldest 

‘A major new steel plant under construc- _lead-zinc mining sites and was probably the 
tion was the Soviet-aided 3.4-million-ton- deepest underground mine in ancient times. 
per-year plant in Visakhapatnam. Work on During development of the new mine, dia- 
the project began in January 1982. The first mond drill coring recovered wood from tim- 
stage (1.2 million tons) was scheduled for ber supports 254 meters below the surface. 
completion in 1986. The $3.9 billion plant Carbon dating of materials from the old 
received loans from the U.S.S.R. totaling topes range from 2,300 to 3,000 years be- 
$390 million, repayable in nonconvertible fore present." 
Indian currency over a 20-year period at ‘The other major completion during the 
2.5% annual interest. Project funding was year was the Sargipali Mine, which was 
inadequate during the initial construction officially opened in May. It is in the Sunder- 
period but was stepped up, and the progress garh district in the northwestern part of 
of construction should not suffer because of Orissa. This deposit too was mined in an-
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cient times, as evidenced by underground Sukuma to Jaypore. The Government- 
workings and nearby slag heaps. Ore re- owned Atomic Minerals Development Corp. 
serves were put at 2 million tons at an was also involved because titanium and 
average grade of 6.7% lead, 0.33% copper, tungsten minerals also occur with the tin. 
and 51 grams of silver per ton. Access to the Manual panning of the alluvial tin has been 
blind ore body was by two inclined shafts. underway by the local population despite 
Fully mechanized cut-and-fill stoping were _ the Mining Act, which prohibits the posses- 
to be used to mine the ore. A standard froth sion or movement of tin ores. Several ar- 
flotation concentration system was incorpo- rests for smuggling tin concentrates have 
rated for beneficiation. Annual production been made in the last 2 years. One arrest, 
capacity was 150,000 tons of ore, with a reportedly involved about $50,000 worth of 
planned yield of 6,560 tons of lead, 260 tons concentrate. 
of copper, and 4,000 kilograms of silver. The ‘The State government and the atomic 
mine and concentrator were to employ 670, energy establishment planned to set up a 
many of them local people. Infrastructure pilot plant at Raipur to process tin ore from 
developed with the mine was to provide all-_ the Bastar district. The plant would cost an 
weather transportation and considerable estimated $1 million and would attempt to 
economic benefit to a heretofore backward develop an appropriate smelting technology 
area. In other developments, Hindustan to extract the more useful byproducts of 
Zine Ltd. completed the expansion of its tungsten, titanium, silver, and monazite, 
Visakhapatnam lead smelter from 10,000 to 
22,000 tons per year. GSI had been con- NONMETALS 
ducting base metal exploration work in Boron Minerals.—The Regional Research 
Rajasthan and had indicated possible com- Laboratory, Jammu, has reportedly devel- 
mercial lead, zinc, or copper deposits in oped laboratory processes for the produc- 
several new areas and in continuations of tion of several boron chemicals. India cur- 
the Dariba area sulfide zones. GSI evalua- rently imports crude borax and makes boric 
tions were continuing. . acid using foreign technology. Development 

The much touted $500 million plan for of the processes from laboratory to produc- 
developing the rich Rampura-Agucha lead- tion stages was continuing. India’s only 
Zine deposit in Bhilwara district of Raja- borax deposits are in the mountainous La- 
sthan has been postponed for lack of finan- gakh region in Jammu and Kashmir. Devel- 
cial resources. The Federal Department of opment of a completely domestic mining 
Mines was to try to have the project includ- and processing industry would save the cost 
ed in the seventh plan for the FY 1985-89 of imported boron materials. 
period." . Cement.—The Indian cement industry 
Tin.—India was not a commercial produc- has gone from a condition of considerable 

er of tin, but the GSI had been examining scarcity to one of surplus since the Govern- 
several reported occurrences with the hope ment’s partial decontrol of cement produc- 
of possible production. A small alluvial tion and distribution in February 1982. The 
deposit in Koraput district of Orissa con- new regulations established the categories 
tains about 350 tons of contained tin. The of “levy” and “nonlevy” cement. Levy quota 
deposit could be panned to yield a 60% tin cement is production equivalent to two- 
concentrate. Prospecting for additional re- thirds of installed capacity and must be 
serves was underway. surrendered to the Government of India for 

GSI was scheduled to complete drilling in sale at the controlled price. The remaining 
1984 on a possibly commercial find of tin in production is classified as nonlevy and may 
the Bhivani district of Rajasthan. Tungsten be sold by the company on the open market. 
and copper were also present in the 20- to The cement companies were under a volun- 
30-centimeter-wide zone of mineralization, tary self-discipline not to charge prices ex- 
which extended along a strike length of 400 ceeding the ceiling price approved by the 
meters. The results have encouraged GSI to Cement Manufacturers Association. The 
increase exploration in the surrounding system worked well at maintaining cement 
area. supplies to different regions at reasonable 

‘Tin deposits were reported in 1975 in the _ prices 
Bastar district of Madhya Pradesh. United There were additional benefits for new 
Nations Development Program specialists units built after January 1, 1982, and for 
then were called in to make a detailed units having financial difficulties. These 
survey of the area. The tin reportedly oc- units are allowed to sell on the open market 
curs in a 4,000-square-kilometer area from _ production equal to two-thirds of capacity in
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the first year, 52.5% in the second year, and tion is sustained in the next 2 to 3 years, 
50% in ‘subsequent years. Cement plants India could emerge again as a net exporter 
establishing captive power facilities to meet _ of cement, a position it enjoyed until 1977. 
30% to 40% of their power requirements — Diamond.—India has emerged as the 
were allowed to sell 48.5% of their produe- leading processor of uncut diamonds, over- 
tion on the open market against the stand- taking the traditional world leaders, Bel- 
ard 33.3%. gium and Israel. With domestic production 

‘The main objectives of the policy changes averaging only 14,000 carats per year, the 
were to encourage building new capacity, to Indian diamond industry was basically en- 
generate funds for modernization, and pro- gaged in importing rough diamonds, gener- 
vide a more assured power supply, and thus ally the smalller sizes, cutting and polishing 
a higher capacity utilization. These in turn them, and then exporting them. At the 
would eliminate the distribution problems diamond cutting centers in Surat, Navsari, 
and local shortages. and Bombay, approximately 300,000 work- 

‘The Indian cement industry has grown ers were engaged in diamond cutting and 
considerably since the introduction of the polishing in small decentralized cottage- 
new policy. Between March 1982 and De- scale units. It was the low wage rate of $1.50 
cember 1983, about 8 million tons was added to $5.00 per day that enabled this highly 
to existing capacity, bringing total installed labor-intensive activity to exist, and exist 
capacity to 36 million tons. Targeted capaci- profitably. The growth of the industry in 
ty for the end of FY 1984 was 43 million the last decade has been nothing short of 
tons. Nearly 90% of production came from phenomenal. In FY 1974, 3.71 million carats 
57 private sector factories. The Cement of rough diamonds was imported and 1.07 
Corp. of India (CCD, with 10 operating units, million carats of polished diamonds was 
accounted for the bulk of the public sector exported for a net foreign exchange earning 
production. Cement production for FY 1984 of $32 million. The amounts and earnings 
was projected at 30 million tons, 4.5 million rose steadily through the following years. In 
tons short of the original sixth-5-year-plan FY 1982, 4.6 million carats was imported 

target. and 4.66 million carats of polished dia- 
Power shortages continued to be a major monds was exported, for net earnings of 

hindrance to efficient operation of the $250 million. Based on 8-month figures, the 
plants in 1988, Under the new Government projected earnings for FY 1983 were $330 
incentives, 95 megawatts of captive power _ million, by far India’s largest mineral-based 
generating capacity has been installed and foreign exchange earner. 
another 250 megawatts was planned or India’s domestic production came exclu- 
under construction. Another problem con- sively from a volcanic pipe at Majghawan in 
fronting the industry has been low profit- Madhya Pradesh operated by NMDC. Na- 
ability stemming from increased costs and _ tional diamond exploration has been under- 
controlled prices. The low profits cast doubt way since 1979 to locate new sources and to 
on the industry's ability to generate enough reexamine old diamond producing areas. 
internal resources to finance the planned GSI, Mineral Exploration Corp., and NMDC 
modernization program. The Government were involved with different phases of the 
was considering changing the levy-free mar-_ work. Two small processing plants were set 
ket ratio rather than increasing the price. up to test ore samples, one at Panna, Mad- 

Despite these problems, the industry has hya Pradesh, and the other at Racheria in 
begun an ambitious modernization and ex- Kurnool district, Andhra Pradesh. Several 
pansion program. Sixty-three out of seven- thousand tons of samples have been treated 
ty-five cement plants have modernization since 1982. 
programs involving an investment of nearly Fertilizer Materials—India has been 
$1.2 billion. The program calls for setting working for several years on a program to 
up electrostatic precipitators, cyclones, increase fertilizer production. At yearend 
scrubbers, bag filters, and converting wet- 1983, there were 36 large fertilizer plants 
process plants to dry-process operation. A producing a wide range of straight nitroge- 
number of expansions and new projects also nous, complex, and phosphatic fertilizers. In 
were in the offing. The CCI proposes to addition, there were about 40 small units 
expand its capacity from 2.7 to 6.57 million producing single superphosphate and 6 
tons in the next few years. At least nine units producing ammonium sulfate as by- 
large private sector plants were under con- product from steel plants. The installed 
struction at yearend in addition to the CCI capacity at yearend totaled 5.17 million 
expansion. If the current uptrend in produc- tons of nitrogen and 1.49 million tons of
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P.O. and failure to commission new production 
Including plants under construction, ca- capacity on schedule. Capacity utilization 

pacity was to be increased to 7.1 million during FY 1982 was over 67% for nitrogen 
tons of nitrogen and 2.39 million tons of and 69% for P.O,. 
P.O, by the end of FY 1986. This increase Production of phosphatic fertilizer was 
was to come from major expansions at Goa also important, and several new facilities 
and Cochin and from eight new plants— were under construction or planned in 1983. 
Namrup Ill, Thal-Vaishet, Hazira, Par- One completed in October was Udaipur 
adeep, Mangalore, Kakinada, Haldia, and Phosphates and Fertilizer Ltd.'s complex at 
Porbunder. Of this group, the only one to Khemli, 27 kilometers from Udaipur. The 
start production in 1983 was Haldia in West 66,000-ton-per-year single superphosphate 
Bengal. The $360 million complex began plant operated at 100% capacity through 
ammonia production in July and nitrophos- yearend. The 33,000-ton-per-year sulfuric 
phate production in September. The sulfu- acid plant was scheduled to come on-stream 
ric acid plant was scheduled to begin oper- early in 1984. Locally mined Jhamarkotra 
ating by yearend. Urea production began in phosphate rock was the plant feed. The 
‘August but had to be shut down within a single superphosphate will be marketed 
few days because of technical problems. locally. 
Strained industrial relations and a lack of Plans for a more efficient use of the huge 
coordination among top management re- Jhamarkotra phosphate deposit have been 
portedly contributed to the problems."* progressing satisfactorily after many years 

Full production from the plants under of trying to develop an economical process 
construction would not be adequate to meet for using the high-silica phosphorite. The 
the demand by the end of the seventh plan phosphorite is highly abrasive, causing rap- 
period (FY 1985-89) of 8.5 million tons of id wear on all equipment and has a low 
nitrogen and 3.5 million tons of P.O. A plan reactivity level with sulfuric acid treat- 
for an additional 2 million tons (nitrogen ment. In recent years, only the high-grade 
content) of fertilizer capacity has therefore ore (over 30% P,0;) has been mined from 
been undertaken. Work was scheduled to two open pit blocks and marketed with no 
start on six large natural gas-based nitroge- treatment beyond crushing and screening 
nous fertilizer plants during FY 1983-86. to -12-millimeter size. 
‘The plants have been planned since 1980 About 50 million tons of low-grade ore 
and received a good deal of publicity but (14% to 22% PO.) abut. the high-grade 
have been slow in tangible progress. Feasi- material and in some places forms the 
bility reports have been completed on each overburden to the high-grade ore. Raja- 
plant and the potential owners of each sthan State Mineral Development Corp. 
selected. Preliminary financial arrange- Ltd. (RSMDC), the operator of the mine, 
ments were being negotiated for some of the completed installation of a 200-ton-per-day 
plants during 1983. Five of the plant loca- pilot flotation plant at the site in November 
tions were announced during 1982." The 1982. The plant has operated well on the 
sixth plant location was determined in 1983. low-grade material, yielding a 35% P.O; 
It will be in the Sawai Madhopur district concentrate from a. feedstock averaging 
(lat. 25°59" N., long. 76°22’ E.) of Rajasthan. 16% P,0,. In addition, an objectionable 
All six plants will use natural gas from the magnesia impurity was reduced from 10% 
offshore Bassein Gasfield as feedstock and to 12% MgO to less than 1.5% MgO in the 
fuel, and each will have a capacity of 1,350 concentrate. Pilot plant changes were to 
tons per day of ammonia and reportedly continue to be made to streamline the 
cost over $600 million. process to develop the most efficient flow- 

By yearend, letters of intent had not yet sheet and recovery. 
been issued for any of these projects. Only Based on the results to date, RSMDC was 
after the letters are issued can the compa- contemplating the setting up of a 5,000-ton- 
nies sign contracts, make final commit- per-day beneficiation plant. With the com- 
ments for funding, and acquire the land. missioning of the large-scale plant in mind, 
The scheduled construction period for each the company awarded a contract to conduct 
plant is 36 to 38 months. The construction a 1-year feasibility study on the future 
time for similar sized plants has taken development of the deposits to a consortium 
considerably longer in many cases in India. comprising Sofremine Géologiques et Min- 

Production of nitrogenous fertilizer dur- _igres, Société Francaise d'Etudes Miniéres, 
ing FY 1982 fell short of the 3.6-million-ton and Bureau de Recherches Géologiques et 
target because of electric power shortages Miniéres of France, and Engineers of India
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Ltd. ports. The Government was concerned with 
In addition to the Jhamarkotra depos- the greatly increased cost of sulfur imports . 

it, several others were being examined. in recent years, both from an increase in 
RSMDC began mining high-grade ore from the volume of imports and the increase in 
‘a small deposit at Kanpur. Another 10 price. 
million tons of 12% to 25% P.O; ore was _Pyrites, Phosphates, and Chemicals Ltd 
being studied there for the possibility of (PPCL), a Government of India company, 
upgrading the ore. RSMDC also reported was responsible for exploiting the country's 
new phosphate finds at Kharbaria, Lakar- pyrite deposits. It was making a detailed 
was, Eklingpura, and Dakenkotra in Udai- geological evaluation of the Saladipura iron 
pur district and was beginning some mining pyrite (FeS.) deposit in Sikar district of 
ona small scale. Rajasthan. The main ore body was exam- 

Magnesite.—The magnesite division of ined with 82 boreholes totaling over 4,000 
Dalmia Cement (Bharat) Ltd. (DCB) was in meters and further confirmed by sampling 
the process of modernizing its 72,000-ton- a total of 2,560 meters of drifts driven on 3 
per-year Salem magnesite operation in separate levels. The exploration has prov- 
Tamil Nadu. The DCB operation was one of €n a deposit containing 37 million tons 
the largest in the country. The ore has a of pyrite with an in situ sulfur grade of 
high-silica content, but modern require- 25.27%. The deposit has a potential of about 
ments call for a silica limit of 2.7%, which is 120 million tons. PPCL recommended to the 
difficult and wasteful to produce with man- Government the immediate exploitation 
ual sorting. After detailed laboratory test- of the deposit. It planned to construct a 
ing, DCB decided that a heavy-medium  330,000-ton-per-year sulfuric acid plant at a 
separation plant coupled with froth flota- cost of $100 million.%* 
tion could produce suitable feedstock for 
high-quality dead-burned magnesite. Con- MINERAL FUELS 
struction was believed to have started dur- — Cgal—Coal production increased sub- 
ing the year on the 330,000-ton-per-year stantially during the year after a shaky 
heavy-medium plant. Output from the plant start because of excessive absenteeism and 
was to be equivalent to nearly 59,000 tons of infrastructural problems. Daily railcar 
dead-burned magnesite. Because of the Joadings in December increased to 10,394 
small density difference, control of the compared with 9,268 in December 1982. 
heavy-medium density must be precise and Railcar dispatches are a good barometer to 
was to be controlled by nuclear density the output and deliveries of coal in India. 
equipment. On completion of the plant mod-  Lignite production, used mainly in pitside 
ernization, about 800 manual laborers were powerplants, also increased. 
to be displaced. Employment at the new After an across-the-board pay raise to 
facility was to require about 40 unskilled Indian coal miners earlier in the year, Coal 
workers, leaving a net unemployment of India Ltd. (CIL), the Government-owned 
760 persons. This is a common problem with coal company, announced a sharp rise in 
many Indian mining or processing plant coal prices, effective January 8, 1984. The 
modernizations. average increase of all grades except soft 
Stone——NMDC was given the task of coke will be 25%. The new prices were to be 

developing a new dolomite mine to produce valid through March 1985, and were still 
660,000 tons per year of blast-furnace-grade not expected to cover the cost of production. 
dolomite from the 54-million-ton Kumli- The remainder of the costs were to be offset 
Sadartara deposit in Bastar district of Ma- by an increased subsidy to the coal sector. 
dhya Pradesh. The site, also referred to as ‘The price of soft coke, used mostly by 
the Machkot deposit, is about 20 kilometers domestic consumers, was left unchanged in 
south of Jagdalpur. Shipping of dolomite 1983 to avoid additional burden on the 
was to start in March 1985. The output was lower income people. Its selling price was 
to be used by the Visakhapatnam steel about 60% of the cost of manufacture."” 
plant, currently under construction. On _ CIL began development of a coal mine in 
completion, the mine was to employ about the Manchik and Namphuk area of Tirap 
700 workers. district of Arunachal Pradesh in far north- 

Sulfur.—India has no known native sul- east India. The mine was to be the first 
fur deposits. In 1983, production came from commercial exploitation of coal in the State. 
byproducts of sulfide ores and from byprod- ‘The GSI confirmed 90 million tons of recov- 
uct recovery of petroleum refining. Most of erable coal at the site, and the plans called 
India’s needs, however, were filled by im- for 100,000 tons of production in the first
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year. meters northeast of Madras and extending 
‘The Nandan Coal Washery, being con- partly onshore as well, was the most prom- 

structed by Western Coalfields Ltd. at the ising. The International Bank for Recon- 
Chhindwara-based Kanhan Coalfield, began struction and Development (World Bank) 
trial operations on December 25. Construc- provided a $165 million loan to fund a part, 
tion of the plant (1.2 million tons per year of _ of the basin’s exploration costs. Exploration 
throughput capacity) was completed in a has been difficult because of strong cur- 
record 22 months at a cost of about $24 rents, soft seabeds, and deep water. In FY 
million. It was the first coal washery con- 1982, five wells were drilled, and one found 
structed by Western Coalfields and was to an emulsion of oil and water in 350-meter- 
turn out 720,000 tons of less than 17% ash deep water. Under the given conditions, 
coking coal for the Bhilai steel plant and _ this find, on its own, is not likely to be de- 
260,000 tons per year of middlings to the veloped. Rather than being discouraged, 
powerplants. Coal was to be supplied by the ONGC brought in an additional drillship for 
already operating Damua, Nandan, and the offshore areas and increased the on- Rakhikol Mines. shore rigs from two to five. 

‘Two large coal development projects ran | ONGC and Oil India Ltd. also have other 
into funding problems during the year. The eoeraeee ea cet nner 
Kalidaspur and Kankratala Mines in West and offshore. But the lack of commercial 
Bengal were being developed to supply coal discoveries in the last few years and the 
Cie eset Perino GIS stream particularly guarantees that no new 
eion heal alec boo nt ee tage, production of any. significance besides 
structure development in the critically Tee gt oe ee Sontes High 
Power-short area, Rastern Coalfields Ltd. oduction will provide all of India’s ex- 
requested a reconsideration from CIL. Re acted increase in oil production for at least portedly, work would resume on at least the Preted increase 
Koalidaspur Mine by yearend. cember _ In other developments, the 6-million-on- 
betwen: Indian Ino ont Steel Covad, Per-year Mathura oil refinery was formally 
etween Indian Iron and Steel dru, inaugurated on May 14, 1983. The Soviet- 

West German consulting firm to study the sited refinery project, built at a cost of $254 
Feopening of the Chasnala deep coal mine. rittion, processes both imported oil and ‘The mine, which contains about 43 million Bornpay High oll received through 108 
tons of recoverable coal, produced some of jijometer pipeline from the offshore termi- 
the best coking coal in India up to Decem- naj at Salaya, in the Gulf of Kutch. 
ber 1975, At that time, the mine was inun- "4 “number of other refinery expansions dated, killing 375 miners in one of the worst and improvements were undertey, Bia 
mine disasters of the country. The consult- Dected to be completed by 1985, thors prey 
ant was to assess the dangers of reopening cts would add 7.75 million tons per year 
the mine and prepare a feasibility report. capacity to the present 37.8 million tons. In Petroleum and Natural Gas.—India's sec Saaition, they would put the product, mix 
ond offering of exploration blocks to foreign {nore in-line with India’s current needs * 
participants attracted no foreign bidders. Contractors’ bids were being solicited for 
What the Oil and Natural Gas Commission the Hazira to Jagadishpur natural gas pipe. 
(ONGC) had considered as more liberal ine, The 1,100-kilometer pipeline was to 
terms than the first offering made in 1980 provide feedstock for the six gas based fer. 
turned out to be more restrictive than the _tilizer plants to be set up in Madhya Pra- 
international oil companies were willing to desh, Rajasthan, and Uttar Pradesh. aceept. Some factions in India have been 
against any participation by foreign oil ‘Physical scientist, Division of Foreign Data 
companies. They prefer to have all explora, {Where necessary, values have been converted. from 
tion done domestically and cite the singular _ USS1 00 for calendar year 1983, Officeal focal year velucs success that ONGC had in 1974 in exploring have been Rev.Q0=URE 0 in, RaasUiSh in 
and developing the Bombay High offshore “india News V. 22, No. 85, Nov. 28, 1983, p. 5 
oil and gas fields. ONGC's exploration ef- ‘The New Sketch. V. 47, No. 49, Sept. 5, 183, p14 
forts since then have resulted in no major —_<fugimtfonsareueed throughout this report 
oilfields, however. India’s best prospective “US Embassy, New Delhi, India State Dep. Airgram 
areas for hydrocarbons are offshore, and of Agh9mne 23 Ue pe ns aoa 
these, the Krishna-Godavari Basin, 400 kilo- Rosoita2, Feb 1984, Ft ’
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The Mineral Industry of 
Indonesia 

By John C. Wu" 

Indonesia was the world’s largest produc- pletion in 1985, while the expansion pro- 
er and exporter of liquefied natural gas gram at the Bukit Asam Mine that was to 
(LNG) and was 1 of the top 10 producers and begin production of coal from the Maura 
exporters of crude petroleum. Indonesia Tiga area by mid-1984 was moving accord- 
was also the second largest producer of tin ing to schedule. In addition, a contract was 
in the Western World, a significant produc- awarded to a British-Canadian consortium 
er of copper and nickel, and was becoming _ to construct a new coal terminal at Tarahan 
an important producer of cement, coal, and on the southern tip of Sumatra for trans- 
nitrogen fertilizer in Southeast Asia. port of coal to the powerplant under con- 

Despite the further softening of the struction at Suralaya in West Java. To 
world’s oil prices, activities in production develop coal deposits in Kalimantan, one 
and exploration of Indonesia's oil and gas new  production-sharing contract was 
industries remained high. In 1983, more awarded to a U.S.Japanese joint venture 
than 25 new oil and gas deposits were firm. In October, P.T. Kideco, a Korean 
discovered onshore and offshore Sumatra, joint venture firm that has been explor- 
offshore East Kalimantan, and in the South ing coal in East Kalimantan since April, 
China Sea. However, only three new pro- announced discovery of a large coal deposit 
duction-sharing contracts were awarded to with an estimated recoverable coal reserve 
foreign companies for oil exploration in of 280 million tons in the Pasir area. 
West Kalimantan and South Central Suma- Activity in the nonfuel minerals sector 
tra. The foreign oil companies operating in was mixed. Production of metallic minerals 
Indonesia were committed to spend a record remained more or less the same as that of 
high $1.2 billion? for exploration and were 1982 reflecting the continuing weakness in 
scheduled to drill 298 wells. By yearend, an _ the world markets of copper, nickel, and tin. 
agreement on a new 18-year production- Production of aluminum ingot by P.T. In. 
sharing contract was reached between PER- donesia Asahan Aluminum (IN-ALUM) of 
TAMINA and P.T. Caltex Pacific Indonesia Kuala Tanjang in North Sumatra, increas- 
(CPD. ed to about 110,000 tons after the second- 

Indonesia also doubled the production phase smelter construction was completed 
capacity of its LNG plants at Arun in North in late 1983. However, construction of the 
Sumatra and at Badak in East Kalimantan. _600,000-ton-per-year alumina plant on Bin- 
In addition, the expansion projects of the _ tan Island was rephased by the Government. 
Cilicap oil refinery in Central Java and the because of a lack of national investment 
Balikpapan oil refinery in East Kalimantan funds. Production of nonmetallic minerals, 
were completed. By yearend, Indonesia’s especially cement and fertilizer material, 
capacity of oil refining increased to more increased substantially after the installed 
than 500,000 barrels per day. capacities were expanded in the cement and 

Expansion programs of coal production in fertilizer industries with strong support 
Sumatra and exploration of coal deposits in from the Government under the third 5- 
Kalimantan continued to progress. The year development plan (1979-84). These two 
first-phase expansion of the Ombilin Mine _ industries are expected to grow more rapid- 
in West Sumatra was scheduled for com- ly than other nonfuels mineral industries. 

365
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In 1983, Indonesia’s position on balance of the United States, and the remainder was 
payments improved slightly despite a fur- by 15 other countries. The counter-purchase 
ther reduction in export earnings and con- contracts involved Indonesia's purchase of 
tinued high levels of imports. To ease the fertilizers, railway freight and passenger 
pressure on Indonesia's balance of pay- cars, contraceptives, generators, mining 
ments, the Government of Indonesia re- souleinenty) and other pelea from fr 
phased four major industrial projects, eign countries. The commodities purcha: 
which included the Bintan alumina project from Indonesia by foreign countries under 
in Riau ($600 million), the Musi oil refinery the counter-purchase program included 
project in South Sumatra ($1.35 billion), the | lothing, crumb rubber, lumber, plywood, 
Plaju aromatic projects in South Sumatra Tice, rubber, shrimp, tea, tin, toys, and other 
(81.5 billion), and the Aceh Olefin project in ™aterials. : c 
North Sumatra ($1.6 billion) During the, Indonesia's gross domestic produet (GDP) 
year, 48 out of 125 Government industrial 1% 2078 constant dollers grow only 1.8i% 
Projects in various stages of planning and Se eat ee ee ted Da 
execution in the sectors of manufacturing, Slower growth rate was reported in almost 
mining, petrochemicals, agriculture, power, °Ver¥ ™alor sector of | omy. Oe oF ee een eeeeog Power, and gas industry, which contributed about 
edly were canceled, postponed, or rephas, 25% to Indonesia's GDP in current dollars, 
ed y |, postponed, or rephas- has been experiencing negative growth for 

‘ the past 2 years because of the worldwide 
To stimulate the development of nonfuel gj) glut. The nonfuel minerals industry, 

commodity exports and to restrain imports which contributed about 0.8% to GDP in 
of goods, the Government devalued the current dollars, also experienced negative 
national currency—the rupiah against the growth because of the worldwide economic 
dollar by 28% from 704 rupiahs to 970 recession and slowdown in new investments 
roe Led on Me i resulting feat the latest ponerse of con- 

rmore, Indonesia continu imple- tract of work agreements. In an effort to 
ment the counter-purchase policy in 1983. attract investment and step up mineral 
During 1982-83, 18 countries signed counter- exploration, the Government of Indonesia 

purchase contracts with Indonesia valued at reportedly was expected to issue a new 
$741.8 rllion, of which $289.2 million waa. prototype contract of work under the fourth 

yy the Federal Republic of Germany, $119.7 5-year development plan that was schedul- 
million was by Japan, $93.4 million was by ed to begin in April 1984. 

PRODUCTION 

Indonesia’s mineral industry continued to creased to about 115,000 tons after the 
be dominated by the mineral fuels sector. second-phase production facility came on- 
Despite a cutback in production of crude oil, stream in 1983. Production of gold also rose 
progress has been mad in production ea. substantially a a result of increased gold 
pacities and the output of coal and natural recovery from the copper operation at 
gas. The output of crude petroleum dropped _Ertsberg in Irian Jaya. 
to an average of 1.27 million barrels per _ Substantial progress was made in Indone- 
day, while the output of natural gas rose sia's cement and fertilizer industries. The 

slightly to 1.2 trillion cubic feet. output of cement reached a new record high 
In the metallic minerals sector, produc- of 8.5 million tons with an estimated in- 

tion of bauxite, copper concentrate, and stalled capacity of 10.7 million tons per year 
nickel matte increased slightly owing to a at yearend. The output of nitrogen fertilizer 
stronger demand from the Japanese im- and triple superphosphate fertilizer also 
porters. Production of nickel ore and tin reached a new record high of 3 million tons, 
was at a lower level because of weak de- and 1 million tons, respectively. The contin- 
mand for nickel from Japan and tin export ued growth in these two industries was 
control by the International Tin Council supported by the Government's third 5-year 
(ITO). Production of aluminum ingot in- development plan.
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Table 1.—Indonesia: Production of mineral commodities! 
(Metre tons unles otherwise specified) 
ee 

METALS 
Alun: uit “ tela dry equivalent, grows we = roe Trousend tons_— 1,052 1249 1,202 04 m9 Metal primary a as a, (90882488 Copper rine outpit, motel cent ——~—~""-. gas sagtaxwibaSSe Goldimelalo nn nnn-n nn -ioy ounces GLaTs Sass Shao TITS TAT rom and std Honey basis gar aaid—emB akon 124308 ta Ferroaloys, ferronickel visve 18314988. 0s Steelerude eens =2272277722 aad 0.000 sb0.000——saeo 500 Manganeseoresneo2=22022TTTITITT R00 ee 38er Stee “Ap 

Mine output, metal content?_______.. "07248 "S27 «asso 45.882——46,600 Motaiurgial product: Matie\Nidkeloofent "agp. fname == agua gnes ass Ferronickel Nickelconient"~--——--- 000, aah '4708— SOND, Silver, mine output, metal content x housand trey ounces. 198 701 sm sae 1046 
"Mineoutput,metalcontent 29595 SRS agan anys a.g Merppiemeaicontent “ccccccccczt Hts BRR 

NONMETALS 
Valeri ossrasce ences eoconsmins was -- 5000 "250025000 Cement, hydraulie==~~""7~"Vhouwand' tons. BHR Ft Clays kaolin powder J~222_"Teens nn SSBB Teams TTDOT “90.000 
Diamond® nn ndusicial ___________ thousand carats 2 » 2 2 By Germ eno occraaa en Ge a 3 3 3 3 

Tost sreesassccoes ea aednmess 15 6 15 16 zr Tedine 2 2252 Mlgra 22st gad 560g “a5 000 Nitrogen: N content ammonia ==" 820TH =—=«obaI «08001340100 
Phoophate ockes'=¢vnn ssn nzzzs2a72727 5g23 In 181 7340 Ss" *.000 Shall geens 000020777 aoa 706 0 26 7 too one Granite ———--------------= =o ors 6 ast 81802000 Limestone? 2 072222TTIITT Tae 22 gtot nado Sona Marbles "72727222 suare meter ate atmo ahaa beards OD Quare 2222 AAS etme eons © sara ota “aon 00 Sulfur, elementaib_——~~~=~_2---~a--- ‘80 19 sas 2.000 

MINERAL FUELS AND RELATED MATERIALS 
Asphaltrock,bitumencontent 909 ITR0I8.-—«araags angie “59,000 a oy 8 Es ss ten Gas, na Grom = —-—----million cubic fot 906457 1045748 1328720 1411998 1186362 Marketed ——"7—7777 ON SUGGS eet ensold§—ranaes §— “O26i50 — Thvaaet ‘Natural gs liquids! Bropane and bataac* aa thousand ieailon barrels. a 4 16 u “ 
Grudeincluding eld condensate ....do..._S8044T_STTOI6__— 084838 488,167 __—_aa0.489 
Refinery products: a Babine do 50s nats rag NA Sette -~--= 77222222224 =2 Ey 2 : : NA Keroane = —2o7722222TTTTdec22 agit apg 45st NA Distllne fueled "777722 "do=2 Tas Tete Tet NA Residual fueioll -=2227~~~-~de=> ges SST NA Libeoanie ss S020 CTT an oe Sia “se - 385 NA Tiguefed peiroauragan=~———~—ao~ ~~~ 2 at Pm ma NA Baalfin wat eS 27- daa a8 2 is iw NA Naphthe 207s 5000070 Taaoo 1 ° o a Na Unlinished fs raging Rariber Hrocengesssscoen ene -do.--- ORE AL Bangs NA Unmeciied<--=aTio2iicaei= “Se “Ste Te "Ba MA Refinery fueTandTesses~7777"der==—_— 5) Aa NA 

Total _--------------do---__‘OABL_—«dABENT—«TTR AA NA 
‘Petimated. "Preliminary, "Revised, NA Not available “fable neues data available through July 2,198, includes AU content of copper ore and out by Government controlled operations, Gold output by operators of so called People's mines ia not available but may’be as miich as 30,000 troy ounces per year. ‘includes a smal amount of cobalt hati wot recovered separately ‘Data represent Limestone used for cement production, Excludes considerable amounts of limestone produced by enuorpiae under lca juraditions fr building material for Crushed rock to be wed as aggregate and Yo barn for ime Sulfur produced by other than the Frasch proces. Sess than 1/2 anit
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TRADE 

Indonesia's merchandise trade balance 4% of overall export earnings. Japan was 
continued to deteriorate in 1983. According the major buyer of Indonesian crude oil, 
to the Central Bureau of Statistics, overall LNG, aluminum ingot, bauxite, copper con: 
export earnings dropped 6.7% to $15.3 bil- centrate, ferronickel, nickel matte, nickel 
lion for the first 9 months of 1983 from that ore, and tin. The United States was also a 
of the same period in 1982, while total major buyer of crude oil and tin. 
imports of goods jumped 10.3% to $13.1 During the same period, Indonesia im- 
billion. The lower export earnings from oil ported $5.5 billion of capital goods, $6.5 
and LNG was the primary cause of the _ billion of raw materials, and $999 million of 
decline in overall export revenues. On the consumer goods. The major supplying coun- 
other hand, the higher import bill was tries included Singapore (23%), Japan 

caused by increased imports of basic materi- (22%), the United States (15%), and the 
als. European Economic Community (14%). 

During the first 9 months of 1983, exports Also during this period, the major trade 
of oil and LNG were $118 billion, account- partners of Indonesia, based on the value of 
ing for 77% of overall export earnings, two-way merchandise trade, were Japan 
while exports of other mineral commodities (34%), Singapore (19%), and the United 
were valued at $620 million, accounting for States (18%). 

Table 2.—Indonesia: Exports of selected mineral commodities* 

(Metric tons unless otherwise specified) 
Destinations 1882 

‘Commodity 1981, ia moma ’ Viet Other (principal) 

METALS 
Aluminum: Greand concentrate an ~~ 956869 746784 All to dapan Metal including alloys 

Gaewagassccscsscascscses aa Alltod Semimanufactures ~~ 7~~777-7- «615192, Singapore Ii, (ebat Odes and ydrondes —~TTTTT TE 122 AMG Hong Kong. 
"Ore and concentrate 197,146 191,749 Japan 172.95; Republi of Korea 7 Metal including alloys, all forms... 295,169. Malaysia 769; Singapore 400. Iron and ste!: ‘iron ore and concentrate, excluding roasted pyrite 280011000 All to dapan, Meta: | Bera <n a Do. | igo. cat ron lated materia." 92645 117,080 India 9,995; Japan 47,085, 

| Bars, rods, angles shapes, sections 24859) Alto West Germany. j Universal plates sheets == 100 = Alto Singapore 
‘Tubes, pipes fittings ———-7_-__ 1030195] to Singapore Castings and forgings, rough ==— = aT 184— > Sapam Lea ‘Ore and concentrate MB Metal including alloys, al forms is) 

Manganese: Ore and consintrateh=———~"-—-~ 3062 5.0, ‘Taiwan 4,800; Japan 3600 
"Ore and concentrate — i “+=. 842,045 721,518 --  AlltoJapan. Matleandspelss = =~~~>~o-2a=== a9? “9T951 = Japan 29278; Netherlands 8,678 seal inching alia lito 22772272 aL ‘Ailto Singapore 

"Ore and concentrate ~ - 1,044 148 -- Malaysia 783; United Kingdom 365; West Germany 85. Metal including alloys Scrap a 1 Unwrought=22222ILILIIIIIIIL esas — Singapore 15/105; Netherlands 
‘RE; West Germany 1,645, Zine: Metal including alloys: Serap eee BL B= apn 411; Australia 100 Semimanifactires==2~—22—7227T222 Its ‘Tanwan 150, uber Aer and renga <=""“CTTTIITTT 60th Lag 155 taiwan 216 Singapore 

See footnotes at end of table
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Table 2.—Indonesia: Exports of selected mineral commodities‘ —Continued Paid ine nies ionered 
mijn Festinations, 1982 ar 8 gq eee Other rin 

sonaeats 
Ae Cs ya quem SE sec ens en Anta Basal Cxpnduny emery geminyee -—-- B= Alig one Kone tne RINT Saat ud baem, Segre SS eccccccesce et RB ARR sue 
Se ae Fe elnescecee. HE HBB! xe TELGERSTiee T 

ee om) shel sae ccm BBE ne Lathe 
nee acess 5 ——— Bee th =, log aE nis 48 Rem Wingmnot once, ‘wre an 1. hepa 
lm eecegese a Bepg yee 

ae axseit 14a nos Gemgremenyweind ————--—--KTHT HAO tego Sees maamSTTEE ap pomieeiGesdides o> Peat stot eee ee 
CS aciak Cla push blond me a 
ootiettisicac — E: neanes Se ean cn saa REREAD MATERA: cans iia’. Mala Sie are Genguart intel. shunod o_ngue ease eae 
ee comin gh bark? TREE “ORR: “TONE: Sega MER SsTe en Sa ogee Refer rte: TR nang db ugg NT dmg gnewee eee lmamem —————fp A AGT pang Sig Meenas eT Ales Remeemamesssoe- kB Hiei Oc Mace 
RASS. nae ll aa? BAe ite eter 
ee ts Ae 

Less than 1/2 unit. See in etal cin
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Table 3.—Indonesia: Imports of selected mineral commodities" 
(Metrie tons unless otherwise specified) 

—sr—v_ Br 1 
Commodicy 19811982 “Gated omer princa Uaiiad ‘Other (principal) 

METALS 
ANGre and os Al from J read concentrate 5. AllfromJapan, Giiden and hydrenides=__7~7772 39990651098 Alstratta $8435; Japan 1,098 hina 3.080, Metal ncading alos woe pn en 

Croughé=22ToTSSISOIIIIT anal nett RO Atala 87 Cad on, pain Semimanafactres <=... 25468 27621 $12 Jap A Piinines 9.8%, 
Arsenic: Oxides and acids 1 66 Republic Rove 25; Belgium. Tixembour 12 United Kingdom i Beryllium: Metal including alloy, al forms 
ey . ‘kilograms__ ses 4 4 

"Ore and concentrate. 14710. fromJapan. Orideand drones "TTI HB alk TH Untangling 
ett Oxide and hydroide = " 6 Japan 4; United Kingdom 12. 
"Witte and speiss including cement copper -— 50502. dJapand25; Singapore 27 Bula ce cee renecteenn 8196 ‘ely 110; Japan 60; Belgium Taxembore 24 Metal ncading alloy ow anton tente, 

Unwroughi2 2222022277777 agree TT Tapa B90; Zambin 2: Repub 
Semimanuactres = a--aoe- — 1OMBLUNBET—2—_dapan  D,urai 257; West rmany Gold: Metal including alloys, unwrought and Darlywroughi- = thousand toy ounces... 116-4028 = —_‘Sltyerand 2 Uited Kingdom West Germany 

Iron anasto ore and concentrate: ‘Breluding roasted pyrite... TOLSTA 121080 Bal 121,018, Pyriteyronstod 7 TOTTTTTT TRA) TARR TTA from Sweden Metal Berap enna 6608 EON 89.80 Australia 77.195 Hong Kong 21S Republic of Korea 175 Pigironcotironrolated materials 74807 R4= «5h Rept Korea "20.884 Japan 1 Ferroslloys: Ferrochromium === -2- 30 5 A) dapan 3; Sweden 2, Fetromanganewe==200"— "2202 nid 5680S Taan 8 Aten 1.450, 
Ferrslion ---a--a-- nnn 88607885) 3.2; Taian 1816 
Unspecified Fog 496) Taiwan 286; Japan 208 Steal petmaryforng ——~—="-—_" 498988 202438 112 Repub of one 68.80, Moray gue 14:28; Hong Kong 48 Semimanufuctures: ‘Bars. rods angles shapes, sections. 27,934 2,964 3,744 Japan 244808; Singapore 7,103; mers "Republic of Kores 5564 Univeral rates, sheets 1.217 080 1.291858 36584 Japa BOL Republic af Korea 482" Australia 3 Hoopand stip... 48885981 246 Jagan Be Aro, public of Korea 1,321 

Rails and accessories —________ 10429 15,362 38 Japan 12 Revol of Kees Pas, Nether ion Wire co----- 26581429041 dapan 7.379; United Kingdom 30; Republic of Korea 1174, ‘Tubes, pipes, fittings... 275,929 416,085 49,966 Sagan SS Singapore 8.20, jest Germany ti Castings and forgings ough 9875198151207 Singapore BE Vaan 3.28; China u Lead. Oldie eee aes 1288 Tahaan 204, West many 21. 5 Meth ncting alloys wa ee ee ne 
woah <OTTTTTTT Tg gl 10 Aan Os an 7 

Semimamufactures —— === === 8 1 China 113; Patwan 67; Hungary 26 
Magnesium: Metal inclading ale “Gnorought sos 32, Norway 1%; Netherlands 7 Senireetiasiares = —~7~7777T2TIIIE uO ma nls 
See footnotes at end of table
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Table 3.—Indonesia: Imports of selected mineral commodities’ —Continued 

‘Metric tnsunlestbervne sete 
Sores TRESS Commo 88 Eq me tern 

METALS Continued 
Mangan EeeeTicotintes a --c-c------- (BB ARBOR dagen Seager occ ARR RL ce SARI AS a, 
Merny == Tope Hann S LN Net eran sen Molen: Metal inling toa igen Ne Em 8500 GRD pan Netra 
Nickel: Metal including alloys: nee tronics ee romsapan Snags ——————oooo ag aall o2ARRRERa os ae Pntinumroup mae Maas incuing Sie ae ea as ep uns 1D LBD ayocarth mtalincdng alot a Ree eat ss, 
Sreandomeenttes Mogan. 1198 Seaetemnemmge =o a Nimans gay an romSiagapore NT RUT wigan Suara SE ce F4e08 188-96 Japan 65; Sngmare 28 Tm peer ne eee ae a lta 
weno 64788 2271 «588 United Kingdom 854, Japan 79. Somteattacies [7o7Momeme OR ME ed pr ee emia BEET sale aak SR Watebany ti 

Tunesen Metalingus -—- ttl ea tl as ee SedeaTaRtaaa’ oes china ty Netans 
Metal including alloys, all forms —..____ 150 139 == Australia 58; China 44; Taiwan 86. yottimndelagaersanirme ——o---= Eg Siena 
PSridee one annnnnnnee BTS) hina 6, Wat Cormany ‘ni Metin alos: 
Bia ——ooscoocoo AR sl NI SE a 

sane SANS enn RBS 189 Ta nn Nery 
eendconcnttn——— RLS hi Pre 
ehesandeniter nl Frac SiminMaigsaieac> km UR NONMETALS iain EGER! Slandum emery pumice 81 BET pan atin Seiten POWRaReRSDagtss a8 oR UE aan 
a er see 
Bavteandwiherte-—----—---------- 25863 Toa ace Ha peel GiuRttalborteg nn RSS opus euicmamast ccc Hee roger mn vane Some CITSITIIIOTIITAMPMT sont aed a8) mopar re Gone sa se 8 Bi Qik Mn Sikes ac ncgennen-n----~ 18438 90ST PBAEL—_ingazore 120, Jean 290 Sumtansarn ic: ag OM MM Rape Ke MSRSER gan ona MERU tna, saa Unpcfol gate rename ct ES 2 tad 
eu toini at et oat.
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‘Table 3.—Indonesia: Imports of selected mineral commodities Continued 
(Metric tons untess otherwise specified) 

Sources, 1982 
Commodity a ey Gated Other principal 

NONMETALS —Continued 
lite and chiolite 690-3940 All from Ja sate " Gem noteetor strung value, thousands. — eo Industrial oneness don Soe Diatomite and other infusorialearth = ~~~ 465 19 BA_—_—Republicof Korea 60s Japan 50. Peldyparsnswnnneennennn ono ISAS 8 Ch 8 Tdi 168 haan bf Fertilizer materials: (Cride,nes ~~ 019 9.404 16 dordan 8,000; Netherlands 1,355, 
Manufactured i 6a France 119 AMON ance 1 Nitrogenoug °<-O2"TCOITSITTT arate 16.265 15.215 Romania hs USSR 5.08 lic of Korea 40,660. Phowhaic. nn nnaannan--= 25D 259481 T4196 Tuna S90 Romania 000 

Potamninctccccnescnncanne= 237,081 223,767 9 West Germany 129.561; Canada 
43,078; USSR. 35,982. UUnepeiied and mined... 127? 10 Wat Germany 8 2 Bagi. saxembourg 2047 Republic of Korea 1,000 * Graphite, natural 191 __Repblic of Korea 100; tapan 4 rawan 4 

Gypsumand plaster =. SI658 284850) Australia 175206, Malland 92.445; 
Se 2 401 United Kingdom 26, Lite oes secnceuasceseyee 504 SBT 55 Ulted Kingdom 15 Singapore 
‘Magnesium compounds: Magnesite —__ 2.580 3,613 open 2,882; China 400; Taiwan 
Mica: ‘Grade ineluding splitings and waste 389 «$87 M2_—China 255; India 70; Japan 44 Worked including agglomerated splittings. — Mar 1st" Span 5 ind China 

Wikietn eon 0 1,002 901 az All from West Germe Phosphates crude -27TTITIIITIIIITIT —aelGOB wo.) 6,908 Fordan 185.850; United Arab Emir “es 90,055; Morocco 24 Pigments, mineral Natural crude <== === 4a 851 China 310, Iron oxides and hydroxides, processed -_ «2197 2.4106 China 1028; West Germany 649; 
‘Japan 428, Potassium salts, crude. == woo Precious and semiprecious stones other than palamend Naural ~— valve, thousands — ae ito, unroasted.- ~~ 2= nnn a Saltandbrine----22222227227222222 $92 GB 51 West Germany 45; Thalland 9, 

Sodium compounds, n.es: nipiinaiinea 
‘Carbonate, manufactured. 9976 97800 29.80 Kenya 22,705 Japan 18,68 mania 12 3 Sulfate, manufactured 11800183880 5245 Taina 3,950; Japan 1.958; China 

Stone, sand and gravel i fension stone: ‘Grade and partly worked —— 27546) West Germany 467; Singapore 61 Words cn cns oo noone 1810 2406) China 983; Italy 575; Tarwan 362. 
Dolomite, chiefly efractory-grade —-—-- ‘1670 4358. «258 Japan 3475; Taiwan 600, Gravelandcrushed rock" =—~=<—~~ ke T1682 8 pan 1; Malaysia " Limestone other than dimension 1001320, Malaysia 100; Japan 51 Quartz and quartzite == =a 518257 Gina 100; Japan 100; Netherlands fy Sand other than metal-bearing —————- 2518 82861 Netherland 44; Taiwan 485 

oie falaysia 
mental Grade including nativeandbyproduct 10598 3.418 Japa 1.66 Republic of Korea 986 
Called, precipitate, sublimed... 88528 52805 -——@)_—_—Canad 6,4; Singapore 24,190 

Silene iasscaacnenwasieniiets 7 8 @) Mainly from Australia. Sulfuricacid———------------ 3284391 ‘Singapore 1274. 
‘Tale, steatite, soapstone, pyrophyllie —-—--— 12880173838 «129 China 13.981; Republic of Korea ‘965; Singapore 71. Other: Gr oe ac aneeen 54508705 3 Japan 1.514; China 825; Republic of 
Slog and dross notmetalbearing.-- 28105 14.166 $M dugan 1835; Singapore 8 stralia 
See footnotes at end of table.
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‘Table 3.—Indonesia: Imports of selected mineral commodities! —Continued 
(Metric tons unless otherwise specified) 
i Sor TE 

Commodi we ae! ie Valea Other (principat) 

MINERAL FUELS AND RELATED ‘MATERIALS 
Asphaitand bitumen, natural... 1986416745 HO Sigapore 86; Japan 5.00 
Carton: Carbon black anna 2848 272116 Aarala 14H, Mapa 3.80 
Coal: All grades including briquets 5913 2772 509_—_Repullic of Korea 2000 Gokeand'semicoke- Sen" 7"> area es «12 Japan 18.376; Taiwan 5465, 

‘Republic of Korea 4.002 Post including briguets an iter 5 allffom Finland. 
‘Crude. thousand 42gallon barrels... 17.512 26,925 All from Saudi Arabia. Pantlyrefined sone = Se dos 3) “toss «= 0 Singapore S09. Refinery products Tiqutied petroleum gas eatin Prpoton barrels 140448575 apan 251; Singapore 101 

‘Aviation ‘Housand 42gallon barrels. «2741158 @)_—_Mainly from Singapore. 
Motors nen do 185 8B Singapore 6,759; Philippines 1,618 Mineral jelly and wax -=~2da2_=> 2 2 Chia 25; Weat Germany? Kerosing and et fuel-—-~-~-do.--~ "5280 17.074 © @)_—_‘Singapore 16.484; Philippines 547 Disilate ueloll----222sdos--- = 2ts8 Aaa Singapore 3888, Philippines 340 Ebricantes<-—77 "2777 Tde22= ge 685 «9B Singapore 285: Japan 103 Nonlubricedng ois ---~~~~d so ont ‘9 Singapore S23) Australia 228 Residual fuel Gl------~2--do---_ «8842980 ‘Singapore 9.68, Aephalt SSSSSITTIITTI Tae TTT MES ]__Singtpore 1.46; taiwan 8; Japan 

Bitumen nd otherreiues—do.--. 1196-8 )—_Sngagng 1) Tawa Republi o 
Bituminous mixtures... do 2 60 5 Singapore 50, Unspecified whitespiriti —~"—da---— 616789 _‘Mainiy from Singapore. 

"Revised 
{Table prepared by Audrey D. Wilkes. 
Less than 2 unit. 
May include other precious metals. 

COMMODITY REVIEW 

METALS Government as part of the rescheduling of 
' ‘ jon of fUr major industrial projects owing to in- 
ee Je Beene 2 recarien, oF sufficient investment funds. In September, 

tam) from Bintan Island increased slightly tte Government decided to cancel the con- 
Ey ann ee a thei teenage struction contract with the Kldckner 

to 750,000 tons. Exports of bauxite to Japan todustrie-Anlagen of the Federal Republic led 781,331 in 1982 bout si = S175 fotaled TeLa3i tons in 1982 and about oF Germany and reportedly was to pay $17.5 
‘According to the 10-year contract, which Million in compensation for the value of the 

expired in 1983, Indonesia was to export 1.2 Services already provided by Kléckner.* 
million tons of bauxite to Japan annually. , Production, of aluminum by IN-ALUM By yearend, a new Syear contract was totaled 30,532 tons in 1982, of which 16,028 
signed between P.T. Antam and four Japa- '0n8 was exported principally to Japan. The 
nese alumina smelters including Nippon 1983 planned production was 110,000 tons, 

Light Metal Co. Ltd., Showa Light Metal Co, of which about 98,600 tons was to be ex- 
Ltd, Sumitomo Aluminum Smelting Co. Ported to Japan. According to a Japanese 
Ltd.” and Mitsui Aluminum Co. Ltd. Under source, the price of Indonesian aluminum 
the new contract, P.T. Antam was to export ingot was reduced to $1,400 per ton in early 
a total of 4 million tons of bauxite to Japan 1983 from $1,539 per ton in 1982. 
over 1984-88 with the first year delivery of _ The second-phase construction work on 

up to 870,000 tons. IN-ALUM’s smelting complex and hydro- 
In May 1983, the planned construction of electric powerplant was completed by year- 

the 600,000-ton-per-year alumina plant on end. The aluminum smelter at Kuala 
Bintan Island was halted by the Indonesian Tanjung now has two reduction plants with
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a combined annual capacity of 150,000 tons _ plex, Freeport Indonesia was undertaking a 
of aluminum ingot. Each plant contains 170 $43.6 million capital project to increase its 
reduction pots where alumina was convert- copper output of the underground oper- 
ed into aluminum by electrolysis. When the _ ations. 
third reduction plant is completed in 1984, The capital project included $5.6 million 
the smelter will have a combined annual for the first-phase expansion of the under- 
capacity of 225,000 tons. At the Kuala ground mine output from 9,500 tons per day 
Tanjung smelter site, space is available for to 10,500 tons per day, $21 million for 
possible expansion of two additional redue- development of a new caving level to lift the 
tion plants* underground mine output further to 12,000 

The Asahan hydropower project, which tons per day, $5 million for a new primary 
used the water current of the Asahan River _ crusher, and $12 million for modification of 
from Lake Toba in North Sumatra, was the concentrator to increase retention time 
completed in April 1983, The Sigura-gura and throughput as well as to raise the 
and Tangga powerplants, equipped with a concentrate grade to 45% copper and mill 
total of eight generators, have a combined recovery rate to 94%." 
installed capacity of 603 megawatts and a _In 1982, a total of 3.5 million tons of ore 
peak capacity of 513 megawatts. In 1984, was mined from the Ertsberg copper com- 
about 450 megawatts will be required for plex with an average ore grade of 2.6% 
the aluminum smelter, and the remaining copper. The mill produced 223,704 tons of 
63 megawatts will be distributed to the copper concentrate averaging 34.84% cop- 
community in the surrounding areas. By per with 9 grams of gold and 144 grams of 
yearend, the power supply reportedly had silver per ton of concentrate. Freeport In- 
reached Kisaran and Indrapura of the Asa- donesia exported 228,800 tons of copper 
han regency and Tebing Tinggi near Kuala concentrate principally to Japan. The ex- 

‘Tanjung. port values were estimated at $118.5 million 
Copper.—A record high output of copper with an average price of copper at 67.45 

and a slight improvement in the world cents per pound in 1982.* 
copper market have resulted in a substan- PT. Tropic Endeavor Indonesia, a joint 
tial increase in profits of Freeport Indonesia venture firm of P-T. Antam and Utah Ex- 
Inc., from $1.2 million in 1982 to $127 ploration Inc. of the United States, report- 
million in 1983. The copper ore production edly has completed a preliminary feasibility 
from the Ertsberg Bast underground mine study for the development of a porphyry 
was raised to 9,500 tons per day and the copper deposit within the Tombulilato dis- 
open pit averaged 3,000 tons per day. The trict of the Block II contract area in North 
milling throughput also reached a new Sulawesi. The study concluded that it was 
record high at 10,250 tons per day. As a not considered viable. Further studies on 
result, a record high output of 78,608 tons of alternative development, including optimi- 
copper metal was produced in 1983.* zation of mine design and metallurgical 

At the Ertsberg East Mine, the mining processing, identification of optimum infra- 
method of block caving was changed to a__ structure requirements, evaluating concur- 
Joad-haul-dump (LHD) extracting system in rent development of more than one deposit, 
the second half of 1982 because of the coarse and evaluating underground mining, are 
caving characteristics of the ore body. Tech- needed for a possible development project to 
nically, the caved ore was not fracturing produce 30,000 to 50,000 tons per year of 
naturally into small fragments suitable for copper metal and 2 to 5 tons of gold per 
slushers when block caving was used. The year? 
conversion of block caving into the LHD _ Gold and Silver—Gold production by 
system eliminated the technical difficulties P-T. Antam from its Cikotok Mine in South 
and increased ore output of the under- Banten in West Java increased 23% to 
ground mine. At the Ertsberg open pit about 8,800 troy ounces, while silver produc- 
mine, mining was at a 350-meter depth with tion from the same mining area decreased 
output ranging between 2,000 and 3,000 by 36% to about 62,500 troy ounces. Gold 
tons per day. The estimated recoverable ore and silver recovered as byproducts of cop- 
is expected to be depleted in 1986 or 1987 at per mining by Freeport Indonesia at the 
the rate of 2,000 tons of ore per day starting Ertsberg Mine in Irian Jaya reportedly 
in 1984, increased in 1983. 

For better utilization of the existing ex- _In 1982, the output of gold and silver from 
pensive infrastructure of the Ertsberg com- the Cikotok Mine in South Banten was
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7,159 troy ounces and 98,314 troy ounces, exports to Japan during 1983. In 1982, P.T. 
respectively, while gold and silver contain- Antam produced a total of 1,640,922 tons of 
ed in the output of copper concentrate nickel ore, of which 724,117 tons was from 
produced from the Ertsberg Mine was esti: the Pomalaa area and 916,805 tons was 
mated at 64,719 troy ounces and 1,035,670 from Gebe Island. During 1982, the compa- 
troy ounces, respectively. ny exported 1.06 million tons of nickel ore 

Iron and Steel.—Iron sands production to Japan. The Pomalaa ferronickel plant 
from the Cilacap area decreased slightly. produced 21,500 tons of ferronickel (contain- 
Iron sands production in the Palabuhanratu ing 5,010 tons = mids ot which ieee 
Mine was worked out and closed down in tons was exported mainly to Japan in 1982 
April 1982. In 1982, the output of iron sands Production of nickel ore and nickel matte 
from the Cilacap area was 139,606 tons and _ by P.T. International Nickel Indonesia (P-T. 
only 4,887 tons from the Palabuhanratu Inco) from its Soroako complex in South 
area. Domestic consumption of iron sands, Sulawesi increased slightly owing to a 
mainly by the cement industry, totaled stronger demand for nickel matte by two 107,430 tons, and about 11,000 tons was Japanese nickel oxide producers—Tokyo exported, Nickel Co, Ltd. and Nippon Nickel Co. Ltd. 

In February 1983, P.T. Krakatau Steel AS & result, production of nickel matte was completed its second-phase steel mill proj. at about 50% to 559% of the 35,000-ton-per- 
ect. The Indonesia state-owned steel produc- i capacity during the second half of 
er now has an annual capacity of reducing 1983. 
28 million tons of direct-reduced iron, 1 g5p/7; Ineo had an accumulated total loss of 
million tons of steel slab, 1 million tons of $321.3 million at the en ee eet 
hot-rolled strip and plate, 550,000 tons of high debi. servicing wok tibduction Be tc 
billet, 220,000 tons of wire, 150,000 tons of Price, and the low rate of production for the 7 . past 3 years. In November 1982, the compa concrete reinforcing bar, 85,000 tons of J p ny reportedly offered to sell 20% of its channels and beams, and 20,000 tons of tenths adenine ae 
black or galvanized wire. According to a Cduity to the Indonesian Government at $55 Wicial, the plants were operating Pet share; however, the Indonesian Govern- 
Be aoe ecpacta que Plants Were operating ment was unable to acquire the 20% equity 
Seas os ey uring the-opeond hall of wring to the difficuls economic aitnstion SOS 0 opened alot entirely ae im, and budgetary constraints during the 1982 ports of iron ore pellets from Brazil and 39 period. In an effort to reduce the annual Swoden for its direct-reduction plant interest cost, which was about $50 million Construction of the 850,000-ton-per-year for a total debt of $480 million and principal 
cold-rolling mill ir, Cilegon was scheduled pepayments of about $250 million, Interna- 
to start in late 1988 by a consortium of tional Nickel Co. Ltd. of Canada (Inco Ltd), Secim SA, Creusot Loire S.A., Equipment the parent company, reportedly was arrang Sidérurgique of France, and Espafiola de ing a prepayment of 25% of P.T. Inco’s total Coordinacién ‘Técnica Financiera S.A. of debt held by banks and other lenders, with Spain, with production technology of Unit- the remainder to be repaid as it matures" 
ed States Steel Corp. financed by a $6 ~ ‘Tin.—Indonesia’s tin production contin. 
million loan from the Export-Import Bank ed to decline because of export controls of the United States. The project was sched- imposed by the ITC. The 1983. production 
uled for operation in the last quarter of was estimated at 27,000 tons, which was 
1986. The required 950,000 tons of raw about 22% below the production target materials will be supplied by the I-million- under the Indonesian third 5-year develop. 

ton-per-year hot-strip mill of P-T. Krakatau. ment. plan (1979-84). However, Indonesia 
Indonesia's demand for cold-rolled steel remained the second largest tin producer in sheet was expected to reach 1.06 million the Western World. P.T. Tambang Timah tons in 1985 and 1.58 million tons in 1990. (P-T. Timah), the state-owned tin mining 
Indonesia has imported from Japan all of its company, that produced over 75% of Ine 
cold-rolled steel sheet requirements, which donesia’s tin output, reportedly was hit was estimated at 750,000 tons per year in hardest by the ITC's export restrictions. A the 1982-83 period.1° number of P.. Timah’s dredges were idled, Niekel—Nickel ore production by P.T. but no layoff of emloyees was reported.? Antam from the Pomalaa area of Southern Tin production in Indonesia by company Sulawesi and Gebe Island declined to about and area for 1981-82 was as follows, in 14 million tons. Production of ferronickel metric tons: 
also declined slightly because of reduced
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tem, was built by a Japanese consortium 
Company and area 188 388 composed of Mitsubishi Corp. and Kobe 

Steel Ltd. under a turnkey contract. In P-T, Tamang Tima Baraka Hand 1909 18448 addition, special harbor infrastructure, stor- 
Blogante EEEEES eit 58) age, and packing units have been con- 

pebangerang: Suna 0 Si structed at Lhok Nga and Belawan. The 
iba Ban = 6.581 sun project took 3 years to complete and cost 

PI. Broken Hill Proprietary about $200 million. The cement company is 
elspa Rampit, Blitung — 522 643 a joint venture firm of P.T. Rencong Aceh 

Mn Pat Bisa Da Milo ino agp Semen, the Blue Circle Industries PLC of 
ne SS the United Kingdom, and Cementia Hold- 

otal - ~~ === i 806 ing AG of Switzerland 
By yearend, P.T. Semen Padang had add- 

Production of refined tin at the Mentok ed a 600,000-ton-per-year capacity to its 
tin smelter (Peltim) on Bangka Island de- 930,000-ton-per-year cement plant at Inda- 
clined slightly to 28,390 tons in 1983 from rung in West Sumatra under its Indarung 
29,755 tons in 1982. In Indonesia, all tin ore III-A expansion programs. During 1983, P.T. 
‘and concentrate produced by the four tin Semen Cibinong reportedly also added a 
producers was smelted at Peltim _ 50,000-ton-per-year capacity to its 1.2- 

In October, construction of Indonesia’s  million-ton-per-year plant at Narogong in 
first tin-plating plant was started by the West Java. A new minicement plant, with 
newly established P.T. Pelat Timah Nusan- an annual capacity of 60,000 tons per year, 
tara, a joint venture firm of P.T. Timah, was completed at Kupang, Nusa Tenggara, 
P.T. Krakatau, and P.T. Nusantara Ampera on Timor Island by Loesche GmbH of the 
Bakti. The $96 million tin-plating plant was Federal Republic of Germany. The mini- 
being constructed by a consortium of plant was operated by P.T. Semen Kupang, 
Mannesmann Demag Sack of the Federal 2 ‘joint venture company of PT. Semen 

Republic of Germany and Hitachi Zosee Co. Gresik, the Provineial government of Ti- 
td. of Japan at Cilegon in West Java. mor, and the Indonesia State Development 

Kaiser Engineers International, a unit of Bonk 
Raymond International Inc. of the United ““j\Gonesia’s cement production in 1982 
States, reportedly was providing consulting S Pp a 

e pry and the estimated annual capacity for 1983 
services, and the project is partly financed Pe ea ecteka 
by a loan from Morgan Guaranty Trust Co. BY Company, were a5 follows, in Shousan 
of the United States. The 130,000-ton-per-  ™etti¢ tons. 
year capacity plant was scheduled to come 
on-stream in 1986. According to an Indone- ggg 
sian tin industry official, in 1983 Indonesia Company proftezion estimated 
imported about 119,000 tons of tinplate for § —— —@ 
domestic consumption, of which 113,500 P-T. Indocement ——_____ 12,849.2 3,500 

tons was consumed by the canning Semen Padang ----—- tan fe 
industry." PT Semen Tonasa___—____ 4572 620. 

NONMETALS Pi-Semen Baturgja = wi8 ae 
Cement.—Production of cement increas- PT Semen Rupeng ~~ pe % 

ed to about 8.5 million tons owing to the qa.a, Tm WaHe 
expansion of the industry’s production ca- | = 
pacity and the continuing growth in domes- ‘Includes 68,506 metric tons of white cement. 
tic demand. However, because of the delay 4, i st 2 
in construction of various Government proj- 1 cruises Materials “indones sichemr: 
ects (mostly buildings), about 224,000 tons °8l, fertilizer industry Sontinued to Brow 
of surplus cement was exported to Ban. Under the current Syear development plan 
gladesh, Malaysia, Singapore, and Sri ‘1979841. The second unit of the triple 

Lanka. superphosphate fertilizer plant under the 
‘On August 2, the I-million-ton-per-year _Phase-one expansion program of P.T. Petro- 

capacity coment plant of P.T, Semen Anda-kimia Gresik came on-stream in mid-1983. 
Jas Indonesia was officially opened by the The plant was built by a French contractor, 

President of Indonesia at Lhok Nga in Spie Betignolles, and financed by a $78 
Aceh North Sumatra, ‘The coment plant, million French loan, $40 million in local 
equipped with a modern combustion sys. funds from the company’s funds, and a loan
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from Bank Negara Indonesia. Construction According to Indonesia’s 1982 Mining 
of the 500,000-ton-per-year fertilizer plant Yearbook published by the Department of 
started in August 1981 and was completed Mining and Energy, coal has been produced 
in2 am ag orang ins company oes by two private companies—C.V. Baiduri 
about 350,000 tons of phosphate rock and Enterprise and C.V. Fajar Bumi Sakti in 
600,000 tons of phosphoric acid will be ast Kalimantan since 1978. The total coal 
imported annually to feed the fertilizer production by the two companies was 34,000 

plant. tons in 1980, 48,421 tons in 1981, 107,000 
eamences the aE emendener ae tons in 1982, and 161,000 tons in 1983. Most 

rare m9 coal from the area was exported to Japan, 
acquired a 40,000-ton-per-year capacity the Republic of Korea, and the Philippines. phosphate mine in East Java. In addition, py° REPU Tek coal frond Haat Kal 
the company has awarded a contract to ~Uting 1983, export of coal from Bast Kalt Hitachi Shipbuilding & Engineering Co. ™antan reportedly reached 121,480 tons, of 
Ltd. of Japan to build an 810-ton-perday Which £4,600 tons went to Japan and the 
aluminum sulfate plant, a 410-ton-per-day remainder went to Hong Kong, the Repub- 
aluminum fluoride plant, a 1,800-ton-per- lic of Korea, Malaysia, and Taiwan." Ex- 
day cement retarder plant, a 1,800-ton-per- ports of coal from the Ombilin Mine in West 
day sulfuric acid plant, and a 610-ton-per- Sumatra was about 150,000 tons in 1983. 
day phosphoric acid plant to produce the Bangladesh, the Republic of Korea, and 
raw materials for the triple superphosphate Malaysia remained the major buyers. In 
fertilizer plant. These plants were schedul- addition, Vietnam reportedly also imported 
ed for completion by the end of 1984."" about 10,000 tons of coal from the Ombilin 

In November 1983, construction work on Mine. 
the P.T. Asean-Aceh Fertilizer’s plant was The Ombilin Mine, which was imple- 
completed by Toyo Engineering Corp. of menting the Ombilin I expansion project in 
Japan and began production of urea and Sawahlunto, West Sumatra, planned to 
ammonia at Lhokseumawe in Aceh. The raise output to 750,000 tons in 1985. In June 

nitrogen fertilizer plant hans a daily capacity 1983, P.N. Batubara signed a $13 million 
of 1,725 tons of urea ani * tons of contract with C. Itoh Ce japan to 
ammonia. According to a company official, jease mining adie ne aa Gobi I 
the plant was expected to operate at near open pit project. In August, the state-owned capacity. The $400 million fertilizer plant is 20st company signed another contract val: 
the first of the Association oe South Bast ‘eq at $29 million with Dowty Meco Ltd. of 
Asia Nations joint industrial projects to at gt 
come onstroan, and the output. of urea wil] the United Kingdom to purchase a complete 
be distributed as follows in 1984: Indonesia, Sransportation system, cquipment for the 
250,000 tons; Malaysia, 100,000 tons; the Construction and support of mine tunnels, 
Philippines, 80,000 tons; Thailand, 80,000 ventilating equipment, pumps, and work 
tons; and the remainder to Japan and Safety equipment for use in the Ombilin 
Singapore.** Mine. In addition, a request for proposals 

for the Ombilin II expansion project was 
MINERAL FUELS sent to seven foreign companies including 

Coal—Coal production by the state. D‘2v0 Engineering Inc. and The Fluor Corp. 
Or a al en eae ban Bait: of the United States. The Ombilin II expan- 

PN. B ‘pany ie sion project is to develop an underground 

186,000 tons in 1088 ae aa eae mine in the nearby Waringin region with 
Bukit Asam Mine declined to about 160,000 $m Annus capacity of 650,000 tons by the 
tons, while the output from the Ombilin (1° Fa eek a octe: ta Be, 
Mine increased to 326,000 tons. In 1982, the funded by the International Bank for Re- 
total output of coal by P.N. Batubara was Construction and Development (World 
480,987 tons, of which 302,572 tons was from Bank), called for preparation of a detailed 
the Ombilin Mine and 178,415 tons was feasibility study, review of previous studies 
from the Bukit Asam Mine. The configura- of the mine, and analysis of field data, as 
tion of domestic coal consumption in 1982, well as investigation of shipping facilities."* 
by end use, was as follows, in metric tons: The Bukit Asam Mine was undergoing a 
Beco taas2 81-4 billion expansion at its Maura Tiga and 
Gansengan eee 132458 Air Laya deposits. The Maura Tiga deposit, ‘oimining andsipelting “-—-"------- 24700 an open pit mining operation, is scheduled 

Goal mining ===. -s 22s 222722 4518 to produce at the rate of 20,000 tons per 
‘Other, --------___15418 month in mid-1984 and gradually increase 

Total -- 24858 to 70,000 tons per month in 1986. The
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mining operation will cease entirely in Feb- additional $70 million before production 
ruary 1987 after producing about 2 million begins at the rate of 2 million tons per year 
tons of coal. A small portion of coal produc- in 1986.* 
tion from the area will be marketed domes- Petroleum and Natural Gas.—According 
tically; however, a large portion of the 2 to monthly statistics of Indonesia's petrole- 
million tons will be stockpiled at a new coal um and natural gas industry, production of 

terminal that will be constructed at Tara- crude petroleum dropped to an average 1.27 
han on the southern tip of Sumatra by mid- million barrels per day in 1983 from 134 
1985. The Suralaya powerplant, which was million barrels per day in 1982. During 
under construction in West Java, will re- 1983, the output of crude petroleum (ex- 
ceive the stockpiled coal from the Tarahan cluding condensate) was slightly under the 
terminal to test its boilers and generator production ceiling of 1.3 million barrels per 
when the powerplant becomes operational day imposed by the Organization of Petrole- 
in 1985. The Air Laya deposit, also an open um Exporting Countries in April 1982. How- 

pit mining operation, was scheduled to pro- ever, the output of natural gas increased 
duce 3 million tons per year in 1986. About slightly to 1.19 trillion cubic feet in 1983. 
2.4 million tons will be consumed by the Production of crude petroleum was from 
800-megawatt powerplant at Suralaya, and 5,107 wells in 224 oilfields onshore and 
the remainder is to be consumed partially offshore in Indonesia. According to Indone- 
by a new generator at the minesite and  sia's Department of Mining and Energy, as 
partially by the Baturaja cement plant in of June 1983, there were 39 foreign oil 
South Sumatra.” companies operating on 78 contract areas in 

‘In May 1983, a contract for construction Indonesia, of which 61 contracts operated 
of a new coal terminal at Tarahan in under production-sharing agreements, 11 
Lampung, South Sumatra was signed be- under joint operating arrangements, 4 un- 
tween PN. Batubara, Dominion Bridge Co. der contract-of-work agreements, and 2 un- 
of Canada, and Belfour Beatty Sakti of the der technical assistance agreements. Dur- 
United Kingdom. The value of the contract ing the second half of 1983, Indonesia's 

was estimated at $68 million. PERTAMINA signed three production- 
‘To develop coal deposits in East Kaliman- sharing agreements with Elf Aquitaine In- 

tan, another production-sharing contract donesie Marawai, Total Ouest Kalimantan 
was signed between P.N. Batubara and a of France, and Asamera Oil Indonesia of 
joint venture firm of Mobil Oil Corp. of the Canada. Despite the fewer numbers of new 
United States (60%) and Nissho-Iwai Corp. exploration contracts signed in 1983, 20° 
of Japan (40%) in April. P.T. Berau Coal, exploratory wells were to be drilled com: 
established by the joint venture firm, was pared with 284 wells in 1982. The foreign 
to develop a coal concession of 487,217 companies were committed to spend $1.22 
hectares along the Berau River in East billion for exploration compared with $1.11 
Kalimantan, This was the seventh pro- billion in 1982, 
duction-sharing contract that Indonesia CPI and P.T. Stanvac Indonesia (STAN 
signed with foreign companies to engage in VAC), which operated under an old con 
coal exploration and development in Kali- tract-of-work agreement that expired ir 

mantan. 1983, were renegotiating a new production: 
P.T. Kideco Jaya Agung, established un- sharing contract with PERTAMINA 

der a production-sharing contract signed STANVAC decided to return its contract 
between Indonesia and a consortium from areas in Central and South Sumatra tc 
the Republic of Korea led by Samchuk PERTAMINA in August while CPI agreec 
Consolidated Coal Mining Co. in 1982, to a new 18-year production-sharing con 
started coal exploration in April 1983 and tract with PERTAMINA in December. Un 
discovered a coal deposit in the Pasir area of der the new production-sharing contract 
East Kalimantan in October. According to the production split between PERTAMINA 
the Korea Mining Promotion Corp. of the and CPI is 88:12 for the production of crud: 
Republic of Korea, the coal reserves in the oil and 70:30 for the production of natura 
area were estimated at 683 million tons, of gas. In addition, CPI is obliged to pay 
which about 280 million tons is recoverable corporate taxes, taxes on interest, divi 
with an average heating value of 6,250 dends, and royalties; CPI is to set aside 
calories per gram. The Korean consortium 28.57% of its share of oil production fo: 
reportedly has invested about $3.2 million refining in Indonesia; and CPI is to inves 
in exploration and planned to invest an $1.5 billion for secondary recovery pro
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grams in the Dari Oilfield and $1.5 billion plant capacity to 6.4 million tons and its 
for new exploration during the 18-year con- Arun LNG plant capacity to 7.5 million 
tract period. tons. In August, an agreement was finally 

In 1988, two significant new oilfields were reached after more than 2-1/2 years of 
discovered in Indonesia. In March, Natomas negotiations between Indonesia and the Re- 
Co. of the United States discovered a new public of Korea for Indonesia to export 2 
oilfield offshore southeast Sumatra. In million tons of LNG per year to Korea 
April, CPI discovered another new oil depos- Electric Power Co. for a 20-year period 
it in the coastal plains in Riau Province, ‘starting in late 1986. The LNG will be 
East Sumatra. Other important new oil and Supplied from the sixth process train of the 
gas discoveries included Kerr-McGee In- Arun LNG plant in Aceh. The expansion 
donesia Inc. in the Bawean block in the Cost was estimated at $400 million.» 
eastern Java Sea; Total Indonesia in the >, 
Sepasu offshore East Kalimantan; Mobil aypiast Division of Foreian Dita. verted from 
Pase Ine. in North Aceh, North Sumatra; Indonesian rupiahs (ip) to US" dollars al the rate of 
and Natura Oil, a joint venture of Natuna, “®the Asian Wall Streot Journal. V. 7, No. 178, May 9, 
Continental Oil Co. of Indonesia, Getty Oil ' FE am as kara) Spt 28.11 
Indonesia, and Gulf Oil Sumatra in the 318 Embosey. te itor rate De} le 
South China Sea. Medan 70h Mas to a Sie DOP. Teletram 

In 1983, expansion programs of two refin- gait {fs Candon) V- 802 No. TS, Feb. 17, 
eries were completed. The Cilicap refinery “Engineering and Mining Journal. V. 184, No. 9, Sept 
in Central Java came on-stream in August "SE. wasn taining and nergy nme 
with an additional 200,000-barrel-per-day Mining Yearbook. 198% p,117 
capacity, while the Balikpapan refinery in sign Quaviery Gakarta, vs 1i-Nesd Bos 1308 pp. 95, 
East Kalimantan was inaugurated in No- ©Kompas (Jakarta). July 1, 1983, pp. 1, 9. 
vember also with an additional 200,000- y, faT,bssyer" emomic Review (Hong Kong). V. 120, 
barrel-per-day capacity. Expansion pro- Metal Bulletin (London), No, 6884, Nov. 1, 1988, p15 
grams of the Dumai refinery in Sumatra Harlan Umum AB Jakarta} Aug, 20,1989, pp. 1,3 
were rescheduled for completion in 1984. 1SAmerican Metal Market. V. 91, No, 228, Nov. 18, 1983, 

To meet the increasing demand of LNG Pine Asian Wall Street Journal. V. 7, No. 2¢4, Aug. 1, 
from Japan and the Republic of Korea,  1983.p.14 
Indonesia, has expanded ite Arun LNG Rabat ula, Ag 3086 2 plant in Aceh, North Sumatra, with two 1984, pp. 34 7 
more trains and planned to build the sixth — ;, guapan,chemice! Weekly (Tokyo). V. 24, No. 221, Sep. 
train by 1986 for export of LNG to the — ”“Kompas akarta). July 31, 1988, pp. 1,6. 
Republic of Korea. In addition, two more pee Haas pes “uals Lumpur), Now. 28, 1985, p24; 
process trains were added to the Badak oe: , Baobesry Jekaria: Indonesia. State Dep. Telegram 

plant at Bontang in East Kalimantan. An 'V*sfining Journal (London), Feb. 17, 1984, p. 111 
explosion at the Badak LNG plant reported-!*Kompas(Jakarta) Aug. 2, 198, p. 2. 
ly occurred on April 14 and damaged one of _Rifelum News one Kong) Ser 188 8 
the operating trains. According to industry gram Medan 0470, Nov. 9, 1883 
sources, 3 workers died and 35 were injured. 74),U-S, bubesy, Seoul, Republic of Kores. State Dep 
‘The damaged train was shut down between "Business News Gakartal Dec. 14,198, p.9 
pal and November. As a result, some a am difficulties in meeting supply commitments 0148, Jan. 2, 1984 
were reported in June and July. By year- —_p.business News akarta) Dac’ 28,1983, p. 10. 
end, Indonesia had doubled its Badak LNG Harlan Umum AB Jakarta), Aug. 13,198, p. 1,3





The Mineral Industry of Iran 
By John R. Lewis! 

‘Modest increases in the output of copper ing to develop new fields, enhanced second- metal and steel plus dramatic increases in ary recovery projects, and new transporta- the output of crude petroleum were signs tion and refining facilities. During the year, that Tran in 1983 was moving to restore without known outside assistance, Ira. itself from the effects of the revolution of nian engineers finally capped the wild oil 1978-79. The Sar Cheshmeh copper complex wells in the Persian Gulf. The goal for was apparently up to full output capacity of Iran’s production was 3 million barrels per 145,000 tons of blister copper per year; the day (bbl/d), which would give it operating Gol--Gohar iron mine was to begin oper- capital for many expansion projects ations after extensive rehabilitation work; The Iranian Plan and Budget Organiza- and the Iranian Government was interested tion completed the country's first 5-year in increasing the output of the large steel plan, to be implemented commencing with complex at Esfahan from 1.9 to 3.2 million the 1983-84 fiscal year beginning March 21, tons per year. 1983. Efforts were being made to complete Oil production continued to be the main- major development projects begun under stay of Iran’s economy. Crude oil exports the previous Government and to resume old accounted for one-fourth to one-third of the trading patterns. gross national product and nearly all of Iran continued to pay off some of the Iran’s foreign exchange earnings. The coun- debts it incurred in taking over oil, mineral, try was rejuvenating its oil sector by seek- and other industrial entities. 

PRODUCTION AND TRADE 

Nonfuel mineral production in Iran con- Iran and Canada expected to consummate a tinued to hold steady or to increase ever so $1 billion agreement late in 1983 under 
slightly in most cases. Little or nothing of which Iranian oil would be exchanged for this output was exported. Production of Canadian goods and equipment. 
crude petroleum and natural gas, however, Tran’s largest trading partner by far, was were at post-revolution highs, with crude oil Japan, which depended for about 00% of ita production, averaging 24 million bbI/d. nergy requirements on Irom In the Net @ iran’s crude petroleum exports went pri- We arigen 1d Iean $2.1 bill marily to Japan and Western Europe. Low- Months of 1983, Japan sold Iran $2.1 billion cost imports that could be hauled by rail or Worth of goods, triple the sales of the same 
truck to Zahedan in Iran, a journey of about Period a year earlier. A pent-up demand for 1,250 miles, were entering the country via Spare parts and other equipment, including the port of Karachi, in Pakistan. Included oil, gas, and mining machinery of many in such shipments were fertilizers. Paki- types, was creating a market for European stan, on the other hand, was buying Iranian countries, such as Sweden, which sent auto- oil at $5 to $6 per barrel below posted prices. mobiles, trucks, and diesel engines. 
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‘Table 1.—Iran: Production of mineral commodities? 
(Metric tons unles otherwise specified) 

LOST Er OO NOR ee 
METALS 

‘Aluminum metal, primary ingot ----------- 1L000 %15.900 12.500 "45,000 %45,600 
roma: Crome arom weghix=o=—=—“<2 RHO LOM EHO he 

in output, metal content ---—-------~ 3,000 1,000 2,000 43,500 *48,600 
eta Smelter -------- = 100 800 so 13500 223.500, 
Refined CSO 00S SETEETETEIEES 3000 100000011000 *10;000, 

Iron and ste! Tron oe gross weight thousand ons 609 600 600 160 850 
Pigiron _--_______-.-.--do-___ 300 800 500 600, 700 
Bean ened = 7205097007 ge. 08S 700 500 500 0 600 

‘Lead, mine output, metalcontent® —--—_---- 15.000 "12,000 «© "20,000 25,000 26,000 
Manganeseore-grosswelght—--~~~--~=--_ 20,000 ~ on =e ge 
Bnctmine output metal gontent=----~=7-- «BROOD 80,000—85,000 0D 99,000 

'NONMETALS 
Barite-------------------------- 180000159000 75,900 8n.000 85, 000 

a a a 
clays: Bentonite? —.------------------- 2900» -30.090 10.00.00 10,000 
Breelye-202227222s222ZTTIIIZ~—rm}oo = Sho00 01000000 45,000 
Kuolin?=22777722z222ccc2222222 160000 18;000—— 300,000 4000 100,000 

Hidepers Sseee eee ae 3000 20020902500 600 
Gyongen2222TDTTTTTTT TT Thausand fon = 000 7000600050000 
Ume® 2222222222222 ae 500 500 500 550 ‘800 

Magnani COSSCOTRERT EAT Soy 5000 400040004000 4.500, 
Niocen:Neontentofamimonia -----~~—--- "18800 2171300 200,000 10000 225,000 
Pigments, mineral, natural ~~~ ~~~ = =—— 7.000 500 500 ‘600 “00 
Salyrock®s =~ thousand tons "700 600 00 700 150 
Sodium compounds Causticsoda-s =~ -—- ~~ 20,000 NA 10,000 12,000 12,500 
Stone, sand and gravel Limestone =~ ————— thousand tons NA 11000 1000-14900 12,000 

Marbles 22777777777 SMG NA NA 200 200 225 
flea 20 SST OTEBET SS aacas NA NA 200 200 2 
Travertine -~-~~ 27> 22277 oTden oo NA Na 400 00 Yeo 

Strontium minerals Celeste 2_ ~~ 277"? 8800 5500 5,000 4.500600, 
Sulfate, natural: 

‘Aluminum: potassium sulfate lum) = ————— NA NA 310003000 ,500 
Sodium sulfate mineral not specifed?® ————— NA NA 20000 20,000 __21,000 

Sulfur Nate sepaananananeoann 6 0 0 0 20 
ict of petro and natural gas ” to - 20 150 6 10 2% 

Teal sscsccstn sie eneredee 25 220 56 2» 6 
Suifurieacid ~~~~77722722L2LaeL 22 i090 400 7 100 150 

alee ce eee ees EE 400 300 2m 250 225 
‘MINERAL FUELS AND RELATED MATERIALS 
Coal. --- === ~~ thousand tons 900 ‘100 00 700 980 Gos SS STOT ESTES ba #400 400 250 350 400 
Gas, natural Grown -—- million eubie feet. "1,100,000 NA 200.000 381,500 NA 
ec ee NA Too,000150°000 NA 

Natural gas liquids, Unspecifi penoeun “awids omnand42allon barrel — "500 2000-2000 3.000.200 
Grade don 82946 1550,000 692,000 _879,000_%802,200 
Refingy products: Gasoline: "Aviation -—-0.------do--— 500 15,000 

Motor /-277222T22I22Zde22- "30,000 “4.000 
Jetfuel- === ado. 000 15,000 
Kecosine_=7~a77_a272222de==_ 130,000 20,000 
Distillate fuel oil =—2--=—---do---— "48,000 NA 440,000, NA NA 

Residual fueloil -—-_~_~_~——do---— 90000 500 Lubricants-<--222222222_sdar=-- 8000 NA 
Gitte Raphale o2—oToTge gate 4000 
Refinery fuel andosses --—~~""da--~>_.000 1000, 

TTotal----—--------do---__ "224000 NA 99,500 NA 235,000 
— ee 

Bei, enn, Te NARA atu guend pn oar Reported data are for years begin 21 of that Stated, except those for natural gas and petroleum, which are for 
regular calendar years. Table inlodes dit avaiable through ne 1984 

nadton tothe commodities sted, other types of cre construction matarial euch as common clays sand and 
travel and other varisties of stone) are produced, but output is not reported, and available information is inadequate to 
{ngke reliable estimates of output levels 

SReported figure. ‘Excludes petroleum reinjected into fields
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COMMODITY REVIEW 

METALS ed, according to plans announced during the 
uni . j year. Average output of 10,000 ounces of 

« Se ef a Project to gold per year was expected during the life of 
Seth anata a tal ef oe Nein re een 3 "installation of equipment to process 200 to progressed during 1983 ‘to the midway 409 tons of ove per dav 
Point. Some production was expected in fron and Steel—The Kudremulkh iron 
March 1986" Although (Tas, tarseted for ore project at Karnataka, India, was partial- 
mate of final cost, by mid-1983, about $45 ly funded by Iran before the 1978-79 revolu- at : , $45 tion. The intention was that Kudremukh million had been spent on the project. TE saa 
Production of primary aluminum during Would be @ major supplier of iron ore con- i ; centrates and pellets to Iran's growing steel 
the year, at this, Iran's only aluminum industry, At midyear 1983, it was announe- 
plant, amounted to about 46,000 tons. This ed that, after a long period of inactivity, 
was only slightly more than the output Iran had agreed to buy Kudremukh iron ore 
reported for 1982. concentrates, with shipments to start early 
Copper.—There were indications during i" 1984. The Kudremukh Mine had a re- 1983 that the Sar Cheshineh copper com Ported production capacity of 7.5 million 

plex of the National Copper Industries of 0S Per year of iron ore, 
Iran in Kerman Province was accelerating __I Iran, the Gol-e-Gohar iron mine proj- 
its refined copper output. Mining, concen- Ct» Work on which was suspended at the 
trating, smelting, and refining activities all time of the revolution, was being started up take place at the complex in southeastern ain. The Swedish firm, Gréinges Engineer- 
Iran. Production of ore from the mine began ing AB, had developed plans and programs jn December 1981, was about 70,000 tons fr the project in the 1974-78 period. The 
per year in 1982, and was up to full capacity company in 1983 was reengaged as the main Of 145,000 tons per year by yearend 1983, technical consultant, and the project was 
The mine had cumulatively produced 8.6 being resumed based on the old arrange- 
million tons of 1.2% ore by yearend. Proven _™ent. New design and engineering plans 
reserves were stated to be 450 million tons “were being drawn up by Griinges. Total 
of 1.2% ore, with additional probable re- eserves of magnetite ore at Gol-e-Gohar 
serves calculated to be about 800 million Were estimated? at 650 million tons. A 
tons. The concentration complex, still under Production rate of 5 million tons per year of 
development, was about 45% complete. iron ore was planned. Open pit operations 

Sar Cheshmeh’s smelter was producing Were to begin in 1988 to coincide with the 
blister copper by midyear at a capacity of startup of operations of the Mubarakeh 
145,000 tons per year. The material was steelworks. 
being stockpiled in readiness for full oper- _ The Ahwaz steel mill, which had been 
ation by the refinery. No concentrates or inoperable since 1979, partly because of its 
blister copper were exported during the closeness to the Iran-Iraq conflict, was un- 
year. Plans were announced to expand blis- der study for resumption of construction of 
ter copper production from 145,000 to abandoned HyL direct-reduction facilities. 
165,000 tons per year. The Mexican company, Hojalata y Lamina 

‘Technical complications were hampering S.A. (HYLSA), stated early in 1983 that it 
production of refined copper, but their solu- had signed a contract with the National 
tion appeared imminent. When this facility Iranian Steel Industries Corp. to resume 
is operating at capacity, output will be HyL plant work. The contract covered tech- 
about 145,000 tons of copper metal per year nical support during construction and com- 
plus 800,000 tons per year of sulfuric acid. missioning of the plant and was to include 

‘A small amount of copper ore was mined training and technical assistance and engi- 
at a place identified as Minakan. Produc- neering services for the pelletizing plant, 
tion in 1983 was about 4,000 tons. direct-reduction plant, melting shop, and 
Gold.—The producing capacities of two continuous caster. There were indications 

relatively small gold mines in the Muteh that some of the iron ore from Kudremukh 
area of Esfahan Province were to be enlarg- would be destined for use at Ahwaz. In 1983,
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the Ahwaz plant produced about 250,000 $10 million salt farm to produce solar salt 
tons of raw steel. near Bandar Shahpur would normally sup- 

Another big direct-reduction plant was ply 500,000 tons per year, which was to be 
projected at Iran's largest steelworks at used mostly as a source of chlorine for the 
Esfahan, in central Iran. Capacity of the giant IranJapan Petrochemical Co. Ltd 
National Iranian Steel plant in 1979 was 1.9 plant nearby. Because of delays in complet- 
million tons of steel per year. The project ing the plant, salt production was lower. 
addition would bring the plant’s capacity to ‘The Mining and Metallurgical Co. of Iran 
3.2 million tons per year. was producing about 5,000 tons of salt per 

One of the largest industrial complexes in year at Eyiranbey Garmsar, and the Iran 
latter-day Iran was the planned Mubarakeh Barite Co. was said to be engaged in drilling 
steel complex near Esfahan. To cost about for underground salt at the Anabal Mine in 
$47 billion, the plant was scheduled to Khuzestan. 
begin operation in 1988. The plant would 
have an announced annual capacity of 2.4 MINERAL FUELS 
million tons of iron sheets, ranging from 0.3 . . 
to 16 millimeters in thickness. A contract , Natural Gas—An ambitious project to 
was awarded to an Italian firm in 1977 for build a distribution system to supply natu- 
the equipment for the plant, and about 40% 72 gas to 3 million potential customers in was, installed by 1988, Completely seit. 450 communities was approved hy the Gov- 
sufficient for fuel, the plant will operate on ¢rnment caine, Taboo ek = 
domestic natural gas instead of coal. Indica- fe tly eae oad ts tg tha uss nik 
tions were that the owner, National Iranian Seeing “ran Secone oy te eyste my 
Steel, expects to amortize the cost of the atural gas reserves. The new system, when Stee diye completed, will use 4.6 billion cubic feet of 

Negotiations between Iran and Turkey to 8% Per day. The National Iranian Gas Co. 
barter Iranian oil for Turkish steel semi- Will be required to build 10,000) miles of 
manufactures and pipe were undertaken main lines and another, 16.800 miles 0 
during 1983. About 600,000 tons of steel was “stribution lines. The 1G APE ag 
involved. Greater need for food, medicine, built a number of years ago, ands 
and armament forced the Iranian Govern. pinch line, IGAT TT, wil! become the back: 
ment to pare down its order to about bone of the system. Both will be involv ps0 tore exclusively in serving domestic require- 

Lead and Zine.—The National Iranian ™ents, with much of the gas coming from 
Lead and Zine Co., with assistance from ‘he Kangan and Nar Gasfields: 
Belgian experts, was proceeding with plans _ Work on a $1.6 million pressure mainte- 
to build a lead-zine facility at Zanjan in 42Ce project for a number of southern Iran 
northern Iran. Raw materials for the plant _°iifields was resumed in 1983. Four hundred 
would come from the Auguran lead and zine 4 twenty-five million cubic feet of gas per 
mine, 75 kilometers to the west of Zanjan. 48Y Was to be injected back into the 11 The plant's capacity was variously reported Pradacing fields’ reservoirs to improve ulti: 
as being between 40,000 and 60,000 tons per MHS OU recovery. 
year of both lead and zinc. The intention 4 of oe tra a vorased 2.4 million BEI/d 
was to begin construction during 1983 and ore oan eee 0000 bbl/d from 
have the plant fully operational in 5 years. 1718. "19¢o pally average production 
One announcement estimated a work force ee i mild! ony. e Pr hah oP 
of 2,000 to 4,000. Cost was to be about $300 fluctuated mildly, ranging from a high o} ae 2,816,000 bbl/d in January to a low of 

‘A smaller plant, at Sorb Abad, near 2,160,000 bbl/d in March. Production dur- 

Tehran, was being readied to produce about ing the early summer was up, usually 2.5 to 
15,000 tons of lead annually. f salllion, bolic. Mom inl erent Oa ‘ran was, upon its application for mem- Ally were not more than 10%. The country's 
bership, made a full member of the Interna. ¢fde, reserves remained high, with more tional Lead and Zine Study Group during than 55 billion barrels of proved reserves. In 
a March, the Organization of Petroleum Ex- 

porting Countries (OPEC) agreed on a 
SONMETAES: marker price of $29.00 per barrel. Iran, in 

turn, was offering certain buyers a $2 per 
Salt.—The production of salt in Iran in barrel discount to encourage buyers to risk 

1983 was estimated at about 750,000 tons. A __ their ships in Iranian waters.
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Refining.—According to the Internation- pump station opposite the Kharg Island oil 
al Petroleum Encyclopedia, crude oil refin- terminal down to the Port of Jask on the 
ing capacity in Iran on January 1, 1983, was Indian Ocean outside the Strait of Hormuz. 
530,000 bbl/d. The Iran News Agency re- The project was in the very early discussion 
ported that, for the 30 days ending June 21, stage in 1983. 
refineries located at Esfahan, Lavan, — Petrochemicals.—The Iran-Japan_ Petro- 
Shiraz, Tabriz, and Tehran were operating chemical Co. Ltd. complex at Bandar 
at a rate of 624,000 bbl/d, about 15% above Khomeini (85% completed) remained via- 
their combined rated capacity. This much ple, but inactive, during 1983. Resumption 
petroleum would be very close to equaling of construction, scheduled to begin on Janu- 
domestic requirements for the various prod- ary 1, 1984, was announced in late 1983 by 
ucts consumed by Iran. the owners, the Iran Chemical Development 

One small refinery, at Masjed-e Soley- Co, (the Mitsui & Co.led Japanese group), 
man, which had been inoperative for a which was a 50% partner with the Iranian 
number of years, went back on-stream dur- National Petrochemical Co. The intention 
ing the year producing aromatics, motor to resume work followed a payment to 
fuel, and diesel oil. . Japanese interests of $11 million in overdue 

Transportation.—An extension, from interest on loans for the project. A large 
‘Yazd to Kerman, of the Esfahan-Yazd petro- team of technical personnel was to examine 
leum products pipeline was commissioned the complex’s war damage during the 
in February. At the outset, about 430,000 spring of 1984. However, the Japanese in- 
bbi/d of kerosine and diesel fuel was mov- terests were advised by the Iraqis that the 
ing through the line. ons plant might be further attacked, and Mitsui 

To counter the threat of military action then stated that construction work would 
against oil tankers passing through the not resume as long as there was any danger. Strait of Hormuz, Iran was giving consider- 
ation to building a 750-mile crude line from —~spyysica sclontst, Division of Foreign Data. 
the Gach Saran Oilfield via the Gurreh — *Mining Journal. Nov. 25, 198, p. 386.





The Mineral Industry of Iraq 
By George A. Morgan* 

‘The mining sector was dominated by was adequate for current demand. Electrici- 
crude oil production, which increased to ty output in 1982 was 13 billion kilowatt 
about 1 million barrels per day compared hours, up from 2.3 billion kilowatt hours in 
with 850,000 barrels per day in 1982. How- 1972. Installed generating capacity was esti- 
ever, total output was only about 25% of mated at 4,000 megawatts, of which “1,500 
total capacity. The country was reported to megawatts was from gas-fired turbines. Op- 
have the third largest reserves of oil in the erating capacity was about 3,000 mega- 
world at 65 billion barrels. watts, with 1,000 megawatts idled by the 

The war with Iran continued into its fifth war. Dam projects underway were expected 
year. The Majnoon Oilfield on the border to expand hydroelectric power, which will 
with Iran was threatened with shutdown contribute 25% of total electric power out- 
from Iranian forces. Destruction of berthing put. 
facilities in the Persian Gulf has resulted in Government Policies and Programs,— 
high priority development of new pipelines Owing to the sharp decline in oil revenues, 
and transportation routes. New pipelines the Government instituted austerity meas- 
were planned through Jordan, Saudi Ara- ures to cope with low financial reserves in 
bia, and Turkey; expansion of the existing 1983. Refinancing of the debt with France 
line through Turkey, which accounted for was obtained, and Iraq sought to defer 
nearly all of Iraq's crude oil exports, was payment on services provided by Japanese 
expected in 1984. New expressways were trading houses. Other countries from which 
being constructed for high-speed connection relief was asked were the Federal Republic 
with Jordan, Kuwait, Syria, and Turkey. of Germany, Italy, the Republic of Korea, 
Several railroads were being constructed. and the United Kingdom. Settlement in 
One was to connect Baghdad with Al-Qaim some instances involved payment in oil 
and Akashat and was due for completion in rather than hard currency. The Govern- 
1984. Another was to run from Kirkuk to ment also sought to cut nonessential im- 
Haditha. A line connecting Musayyib and ports, and by yearend, total imports were 
Samowa was also under construction. estimated to be 50% of the 1982 level. 

Iraq's electric power generating capacity 

PRODUCTION AND TRADE 

Production data for most mineral com- the industry, and operation of some plants 
modities was not reported. Output was esti- was to be contracted to foreign firms. Trade 
mated on the basis of best available infor- data was unavailable. The total value of oil 
mation. Personnel requirements for the war exports was estimated at $10.2 billion in 
resulted in shortages of skilled workers for 1982, the latest year available. 
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‘Table 1.—Iraq: Production of mineral commodities! 
a 

Comme? i 
METALS 

Iron and ste: Siege non ---------------metric tons... 280000 240.000 40.000 £40,000 we 
Stekerudess22222222-sclss edo 352000 260,000 45,000 *45,00 = 

NONMETALS 
Coment, hydraulic... thousand metric tons 5100 55005600 *5,600 5,600 
Gypaun nnn osasecneen enn 165 70 m0 It 70 
Nitogen: ‘Neontent of ammonia -.-—-——-----~do---- 450 500 80880 0 

Neontent ofurea "~~ ~~~=7=222222d0.-—— 250 200 Pa 0 
‘Phoonte rear: == SOS7ESCSTRIESE CS ae = ° a 1188 

Sate mere gota ance Ey 0 so 80 
Sulfur, elemental Naive Fracth ——-—— 200 0----d 560 700 us F200 200 
ypu nod Se TECTE Ea a 0 040 40 

Mal oe mene neal es 500 740 nes F240 40 
MINERAL FUELS AND RELATED MATERIALS 

Gas, natural Seay ition eubie feet. 56000 430,000 401.178 “400.000 400,000 
vadataiads =o aa “teat “toate “est “Sonne oh0 
tural gas igi ‘Natufalgadsline— thousand 424allon barrels 1250, 250, 400 400 400 
rena batene..-~———- enn. 3,000 *3,000 990 °1,000 1,000 

troleum: ee do 1.250000 968,582 826,000 _ 810.000 _ 400,000 
Refinery products: 
Weoln do 9900 10,000 NA NA NA 
Geeercscmascetcee ats «| ato“ Na NA Na 
Rereing naan NA NA Nao OMA NA 
Binilint fal off 22222222772 27aoc2> | 1gu8a7000 NANA NA 
Residual odo! 222s77722-sscdo-==_ «1888018300 NA ONA Na 

Etbreantss--- 2722227222222 -deo2= 500 {00 NA NA NA 
Geettioossssstiierac ee «gate aM NA NA NA 
Refinery fuel and losses 22227TTdeo77=_6A00_— 8.200 NANA NA 

‘Total reece — 61,050 67,000 75,000 * °75,000 100,000 
en hererccngeeeensecccnes, A ee 
“Batimated, "Preliminary. "Revised. _ NA Not available ‘pclae data avaiable through May 231984 
An‘ ndition tothe commodities sted, lime and a variety of erude construction materials clays, sand and gravel, and 

stone) ae aie frouced: but output 6 ot reported, and available information is inadequate to make reliable estimates 
of output levels Sindee reinjected, if any 

COMMODITY REVIEW 

NONMETALS rate well below design capacity of 1 million 
sii ‘ 4 tons per year. Shipments of sulfur via the 

Pertllioes Materials.—The fertilizer com: Port of Umm Qasr were terminated in 1980 
ne Lon insuesiotn Tae oe because of war damage. Sulfur was then 

ee Sn a technical prob exported overland by tanker. India was 
Jems in startup. Production capacity 28 reported to have purchased 50,000 tons from 
fo be 250,000 ene Der ede mak ta the State Ongunization for Minerale in 1982, 
monium-phosphate and 272,000 tons per put recent trade data were not available. 
year of mixed nitrogen-phosphorus-potas: Previous export markets were India and 
sium fertilizer. A 50,000-ton-per-year ammo- as a Poland, nium plant, also at Al-Qaim, was the source 
for nitrogen. Potash was imported from MINERAL FUELS 
Jordan. Phosphate was supplied from the 
‘Akashat Mine, southwest of the plant. Sul _ Natural Gas.—Tenders were submitted at 
fur for the sulfuric acid plant, also at Al- yearend for construction of a 30,000-barrel- 
Qaim and operational in 1982, was from the _per-day crude oil degassing facility for the 
Mishrag Mine. East Baghdad Field. Gas from the plant will 

Sulfur.—The Mishraq Mine south of Mo- be used in the Daura powerplant. Reserves 
sul continued to produce sulfur, but at a of natural gas were reported to be 20.8
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trillion cubic feet. through Jordan, 
Petroleum.—Crude oil continued to be Iraq signed a $1.2 million contract with 

shipped via the 980-kilometer-long pipeline Snam Progetti S.p.A. of Italy for a feasibili- 
through Turkey from Kirkuk to Ceyhan on ty study and detailed design of a 3-million- 
the Mediterranean coast. The 1977 design ton-per-year natural gas liquids pipeline 
capacity of the pipeline was 650,000 barrels from Kirkuk to Yumurtalik on the Mediter- 
per day, but was increased to over 700,000 ranean coast of Turkey. 
barrels per day in 1983 through the use of Crude oil refining capacity increased to 
chemical additives. A further capacity in- 400,000 barrels per day from about 300,000 
crease was underway to raise total through- barrels per day prior to 1980 owing to the put to 1 million barrels per day. partial commissioning of a new refinery In addition to exports of 700,000 barrels complex at Baiji. The Saluhaddin I refinery per day via Turkey from Iraq, 300,000 bar- had 70,000 barrels per day capacity and the rels per day was exported for Iraq’s account northern refinery had 150,000 barrels per from Saudi Arabia and the KuwaitSaudi day capacity. Total production of oil prod- Arabia neutral zone as part of a swap ucts was estimated at 350,000 barrels per arrangement. Iraq was to supply an equiva- day. Iraq exported refined products by 
ent amount of oil from its field following tanker truck to ports in Jordan and Turkey, 
the end of the war. Tanker transport via the 1,000-kilometer- 

Several proposals were offered for ex- long route from the Baiji refinery to Isken- 
panding exports via pipeline. One proposal derun in Turkey was at the rate of about 7 
involved construction of a pipeline to Saudi million barrels per year. 
Arabia to link the Saudi Petroline, which 
would increase export capacity by about ‘Physical ecient, Division of Foreign Data, 
450,000 barrels per day. Another proposal ,,-Whsfe neces, values have been converted from involved the construction of a pipeline Ibiais¥se.0e





The Mineral Industry of 
Ireland 

By Joseph B. Huvos' 

In 1983, Ireland suffered its third succes- _ of licenses issued was 432, down from 542 in 
sive year of negligible growth, and the gross 1982. Aquitaine Mining (Ireland) Ltd. and a 
national product remained unchanged from number of other companies increased their 
that of 1982. Unemployment climbed to activity. Glencar PLC proposed to explore 
over 16%. The slump also had its effect on the Tatestown-Scallanstown and Liscarton 
the mineral industry, although during the prospects northwest of Navan. Significant 
second half of 1983, the world economic lead-zinc mineralization was found there 
recovery aided some operations. Offshore and also in the Harberton Bridge area in 
exploration received a major boost by a County Kildare. Munster Base Metals Ltd., 
significant discovery of substantial oil and a subsidiary of Anglo United Development 
gas flows in the Celtic Sea Basin. Other Corp. Ltd., has carried out further drilling 
important events included startup of an of gold prospects at Tullibuk near Contib- 
alumina plant, recommissioning of a mag- ret, County Monaghan. Barite and base 
nesia plant, and near-capacity operation at metals were also attracting interest in 
the country’s only remaining metallic ore Donegal and southeast Leinster. Tara Pros- 
mine. Ireland’s location within the Europe- pecting Ltd. continued work on talc-mag- 
an Economic Community and the availabili- nesite deposits near Westport, County 
ty of a well-trained English-speaking work Mayo. Further stimulation of exploration 
force was attractive to U.S. investors, and was caused by the release by the Geological 
the Irish Government continued to vigor- Survey of Ireland of previously confidential 
ously encourage U.S. investments. company data covering ground surrendered 

‘The total expenditure for exploration was under the terms of prospecting licenses. 
estimated at about $5 million.? The number 

PRODUCTION 

Of major importance during 1983 was the erals—like the production of cement, mag- 
record-breaking near-capacity operation of nesia, and gypsum—suffered from slack 
Tara Mines Ltd.'s Navan Mine, aided by the demand. Alumina figured among the coun- 
favorable dollar exchange rate. All con-  try’s products for the first time. Offshore oil 
struction or steel industry-related min- drilling increased substantially. 
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Table 1.—Ireland: Production of mineral commodities! 
(Metric tons unless otherwise specified) 

Commodig® a 

METALS 
Monibams ccs os Sora mas = sex se a) Copper mine outpat metal convent ———— ~~~ ~~ ee ee et) ~ 
Tron and steel: Steel, crude... thousand tons__ 12 2 32 55 10 Lead,mine output metal content------- «71000-59000» 0,800 89,00) 84,000 Silver, mine output, metal content ‘thousand troy ounces... 1059 ™ 296 352 308 Zine, mine output, metal content === e-=-- «212800228700 12010016720 186,000, 

'NONMETALS 
Borite aan as94T © erR.900 ©2500 199.000 Cement, iydraulie= "=> thousand tone Boat Yeas 5a 186 Sr oo ‘aT oe 59 ct ra pee coer TERT SEER ET Ea 7300 81,700 4610048500 *45,000, 

Nitrogen’ N content of ammonia thousand tons m1 254 ‘01 S50 295 Pyrite 2a 5000 58ND AID S 
‘Sand and gravel? _________ thousand tons. _ 7168 5376 5,400 6,497 NA Stone and other quarry products 
Linestone® <— de 11,101 11,945 9,72) 1831 NA 
Other tooo cc ce case saat wes. ee Soo Sas NA Sulfur Scontent of pyritew————-2_— > aoao 250250811 260, NA 
MINERAL FUELS AND RELATED MATERIALS 

Coal anthracite and bituminous thousand tons. we 6 10 es 6 
Coke, gashouse including breeze __ ____do____ 41 40 “40, £40, $40, Gas, aturak Marketed lion cole fet. NA 3020849087 Tag T1a8 : For agricultural use. thousand tons a 88 a 2% NA 

For fue] use 
(Gad pant®. 222522 -ss54--=dos--- 1,653 1,688 1,584 1,680 NA Mile peat =~ = 7777722777 Ta00 22 Yor ats rtd 3.500, NA 

Total _=-------------do---- 6868S OBERT NA Peat briguets? ~~~ ~>772 77 ae. 22 525 ‘338 540 ‘06 NA 
Petroleum refinery products: Gasoline 7 "Ehousend 42gallon barrels. 441211589 960 681 Safed ceaccee coee eam eee he 136 o oe a Distillate fietofi2——~~>77-TTTTgeT. aos 1418 1088 208 Residual fueloll=22z22s2-222-de-=- TRB oo Van 2851 Liquefied petroleum gas ~~~" 7 Tdac "7 280 28 an 135 38 Aen ser swneeeenafo= ry 3 14 3 iv Refinery fuel and loses. ~~~ 27222807 Bia 08 NA NA NA 

ee ee ee 540281088 
“Estimated. "Preliminary. NA Not available. 
‘Table includes data available through Aug 2, 1984 2in addition to the commodities listed, substantial quantities of stone and sand and gravel are produced by local authorities and road contractor, Ireland also produces significant quantities of manufactured diamond, but output is not ‘Tuantitatively reported, and available oneal information is inedeuate to make reliable estimates of output levels, 
‘SExcludes output by local authorities. 
‘Figures given as reported in source; includes granite, marble, silica rock, sand, calespar, fire clay, and slate and clays forcement production. 
Sincludes production by farmers and by Bord Na Mona, 
“Includes milled peat used for briquet production. 
"Produced from milled peat. 

TRADE 

‘The country continued to depend on im- Western Europe. Exports to the United 
ports of minerals and mineral products such States included barite and magnesia; im- 
as metals, industrial minerals, fertilizer ports from the United States included sil- 
materials, and mineral fuels. Lead and zine ver, phosphates, and some anthracite. 
concentrates and barites were exported to



ng materials = m4 1790. Spal Ferroal a 
Steel primary forms. 

(Metric tone unless otherwise specified) 
Serna eeane mmm SI NNO a 6s, Lead 86 Gre andcpngyntrata TTS ABB 
Eee on ineene 2226 5858 Belgium) 
Unwroweht noe 
Unwrought.— 
# % ares pe sete 5 aa Berap 22 2566 3.479 tinted Kingdom 3,525; Netherlands 
evans. Ml ap orareconensmissamepy giao WG - re Kingdom 942; West G 

OR “ — and concentrate. 17,525 7,430 Pay 5 ies Sonne Se eTOEE ES a gE ees Manganese: Oxides ~~~ === 9954 oiet 18 United 
Laxembourg 1,508, 

we Mite and hep ane oan ass Use te and soins a Ne SS 
tron an mmamuactures 22 1.567 406 United Kingdom 785; USP 

Iron ore and concentrate: Pyrite, qiaisted sone sree 1.286 1983 Alto United Kingdom, 
‘alloys hertbughtand partly wrought)... AO . " . 188. Pig iron, cast iron related ‘materials =n ua 1790. Spain L678. Ferraalloys Ferromanganese.. 50 Y=. Alita United Kingdom Unepecified === == n 5) = Mainly fo United kingdom. Steel, primary formas == — ~~ === OL 109 7 United Kingdom 994 Semimanufactures=----—--_ —«85014_—«BA95T_— BA United Kingdom 35,595: West Ger. 

Pe ree roy ounces... 160,869 180.944 NA i 
‘Tin: Metal including al . 

Uawrought =222D2TTIIIIIII 
= 22. Semimanufactures = 254 4258 Unigd Kingdom 3,472; Netherlands 

“Magnesium: Metal ineluding alloy, all firme so en tenance en 30 2 1 United Kingdom 1 Manganese: Oxides ~~~ === 2 9954 9164 181 United Kingdom 2052; Belgium 
eS Taxembourg 1,508, 
“Matte and soeigs a Nethgplonde 6 Frail 1 
rides 58 sl 1 United Ki Metal including alloy = a3 eS 
‘Metal including alloys 777 : sos 

a ‘oy ounces. 4400S Umitea Kangdom 31,21. 
‘Waste and sweepings® Value, thousands. $078 S88T United Kingdom $550; West Ger- 

Pe ree roy ounces... 160,869 180.944 NA ‘gta Kingdom 11.274 France 
‘Tin: Metal including al . [aise 168 192 Tinitad Keinedem 190 

‘Tungsten: Metal inalading alloys all % SR Gigaangeress fora Tone cni eee tocar 4 6 @) United Kingdoms. 
Filia ac arsremecueuet a © Untted Kingdom 5. 
piliims -------~-----~-----~ 4 © (©) Umited Kingdom 5. 
Sead inching alloyae ~~ = si 3k Eewaeenersim 

Scrap Soe sees au S82 19 West Germany 142; United Kingdom 
Vowrought. = 451 20, All to United Kis Semimanufactures --~~~ 277 iM United ington Sa 

See footnotes at end of table.
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‘Table 2.—Ireland: Exports of selected mineral commodities! —Continued 
(Metric tons unles otherwise specified) 

SS 
Commodi “ we lEe y Gas Other ncpa 

NONMETALS 
Abrasive ne star Corundum, emery, pum We cece sree 6 38 __ All to United Kingdom, Dit nd paw of proious and son Drediourstonesinlading diamond ‘ale, thovsands- - $208 $84 China $174 Grinding and polishing wheels and Meee ees 5 s8 15 United Kingdom ‘stern ag soe ea 5 ie Chlted Ringo 92 BSavicendwtharie——~—-—~—-"~~ dene ao.501_ S800 United Rigo #8149; grin 
UNS eee erernpserreeescocpnns 130,826 168,872 1 United Kingdom 168,870. ‘laps ens SULTS SEED IDETISTS ot St Gated Kingdom 2 Diamond india =<-77""arain == 0019000 NA NAL 
Fee aero ass 45 Allto United Kinga ‘Manufactured ~~~~~77-"7~" > eo nee nese ‘Krona S428 SST ‘Sin 168; United Kingdom 

‘Nitrogenous .___._.------ 149,017 217,580 28,616 Belgium, Luxembourg 56,869; United 

Bhospati 5 2 allio Unied Ring Poomereccococcccccctt gue 272 AI Netherland Ukipociicdand mised =----- © sbeh «sua 72 —‘United Kingdom Si, ‘Giniltg altura Cece caso st 28 Qipetnandhter o2c2asas >| 9998S Slt United Kingdom, Ce Eee a ne ts Magnesium compoinin=—~~="W="=> TAH TABST 648 ‘Deli Lanembour 17.496; Austin 
Phosphates, crude 486 42. Alto United Kingdom. Pg vera on ods nd prironidey proceeds ns = 6. Allto West Germany Preto ad teres doce kar 

‘than diamond: Natural Vilu, thousands = 1228 Unie Kingdom 357; Sita 
Salt and brine= === nee 182 «00, __—_United Kingdom 765. Soria compounds 23 ‘Carbonate napafictied—— 8 29. AlltoUnited Kingdom Siliatey manufactured ~7=77> 8 Sosa Mk Stone sand'and gravel Bienen fee ese and partly worked «9428000200 United Kingdom 1.8 Worked Pay worked <---> Boe ST 3.303 Unied Kingdom 2108 Gravelanderanbed eck ===—=-7~ wats ukstd "Ute Rig 23,68; Wet Ger Taany S00. Limesion ther than dimension 1,908 sia @)—_Unted Kingdom 5, Gurtandquardie nen oo st Sah ned Ringo 25 Netherands 
ofantoberttan etaliesing S885 AN5—)—_ Ue Kingdom 88, sitar mental: Crude including native snibypromact eats 105 36 __ Alita United xingdom, salfen@oeee=-o=o-o=o2o> aif get X_Unked Ret i wethertanas 
Tate, steatite, soapstone, pyrophlite 6 28 ___Upled Kingom 28 Netherlands 

other: : "Sade = nn ng 15290. United Kingdom 12 Slag and dois not metal bearing 8 St Bihade ft Gaited Ringdom 2n 
MINERAL FUELS AND RELATED MATERIALS Asphalt and bitumen, natural _————__ 229 @ oNA NA (ie Caren wat oe 2522002 oe ie M4 Mihieaiingdom 5, Goat Anthracke andbitaminois "gap a8! United Kingdom 2n Coarse a Alle Untee Kg. Geamenctared=2 5510202058 3 St << Onted Ringdon Ss Geb tatural thousand cibic ee 4.0 al 2 Allto United Ringo, Beat ncudigbviqucte and er-- => SKE 157k 2D Ringdom B80, Payot 

Petroleum refinery graducts : thousand ‘2gallon barrels. 1,058 1080 NA United Kingdom 598; France 315, 
NANocwalabi Zbl propare by Clarence Young and Jozef Play. Less than 1/2 unit “ May nce other precious metal.
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‘Table 3.—Ireland: Imports of selected mineral commodities* 
(Metric tons unless otherwise specified) 

Sources 1982 
Commodity 1981 is “Gama o3- aca Gael Other (principal) 

METALS, 
Aluminum: ‘Ore and concentrate ——————-_ 24 111673 Guinea 111,650. Oxides and hydroxides ————————— 4.289 4042 BB United Kingdom 3,516. 

Metal including alloys: Berap no 407 202 United Kingdom 199, Unwrought. 22 7272IIII 2,502 275 >United Kingdom 1,740; France 499. Seinimanafactares -==7777"2 8957 az 1688 United Kingdom 10,405, West Ger 
(Chromium: Oxides and hydroxides — 89 Lt 1_ Netherlands 65; United Kingdom 62. 
Conger Metal inching ao Tape enn neem 230 $30 19 United Kingdom 492 Dawrombl OTITIS SSESESTS 215 S _Unted Kingdom 218; West Germany 

Semimanufactures——— 17,561 «17855233. United Kingdom 10,298; Belgium- sembocrg ene 
Gold; Metal including alloys, unwrought ‘and party wrought value, thousands. $671 $4190 NANA. 
Iron and stel: Metal: Sera nnn 3.846 2424 1 United Kingdom 2.361, 

Big on: cst to, related materials ~ 11906 ¥50¢ NA United Kingdom 713 
Ferromangancse ——————— ia 558 France 400; West Germany 137. Ferroslicon ae 2st Me NANA Silicon metal” ~~ ~~~ 777 67 13 NANA 

Steel, primary forms. ———-~--—~ 13,510 992 "25—_United Kingdom 6,216; West Gor. 
Semimanufactures.__------ 442,987 420598 «418—_‘Ualted Kingdom 20,570; West Ger- many 20510, 
a ner at Vata 28 

‘Metal including alloys) ~ Serap nnn 1485 7689 United Kingdom 6636 Netherlands 
Unwrought.--—---------- 1,889 1478 United Kingdom 1,263; Canada 144 Semimanufactores — ~~~ ~~ 181 R26 WB United Kingdom L164 

Magpesiar: Metal slung alloys jnrought ann 53 147 @)_Norway 126; United Kingdom 21 Semimanufactures—-———~——~ 188 3S) United Kingdom 88 
Manganese: ‘Ore and concentrate, metallurgical- ade nn enee--- 16108 «10815, Ghana 10,452; Brazil 295, Que eco Seen cee es 92 301 United Kingdom 218. 
Megcury -=2<2227 pba ks 8 447"! Sweden 298; United Kingdom 145. 
Matte and speiss ——— “4 5. Allfrom United Kingdom. ‘Metal including allay a pt 20 a De, Unwrought == ~~~72272o- 188 18) 10 USS. 84; Switzerland 80, Semimanufactores ~~~ =~" 256 26 1B Unied Kingdom 9; West Germany 
Platinum-group metals: Metals including alloys unwrought and partly wrought si troy ounces. «1747S 11,799 NA_—_United Kingdom 7,818. 

‘Waste and sweepings? Pifalue, thousands. — 7 $213 ___Allfrom United Kingdom. 
‘Metal including alloys, unwrought ‘and partly wrought troy ounces. 602,418 282.219 NA_—_United Kingdom 211,005, 

‘Tin; Metal including alloys: iN sess 1 8 All from United Kingdom, Unwrought = 222722222222272 2 9 72 United Kingdom 8 Semimanufastures———— ~~~ ~~~ 119 131 F—United Kingdom 114 ‘Titanium: Oxides =~ =o oo 3,655 8011 @_ United Kingdom 1,215; Norway 695, 
‘Tungsten: Metal including alloys, all pbiiaanewnnnnnnnen nena 4 26 8 Austria 10; United Kingdom 8. 
‘Onides -—— 1,000 1065 1 United Kingdom 81 West Germany 
Blue powder ——------—— ou 135° NANA. Metal including alla ‘Serpe 365 251 ____Allfrom United Kingdom. Unwroaght. 222722222222 2.008 vB TD_ Chanda Belgium axemboors 

Semimanufactures -————— "969 5218 United Kingdom 496, 
See footnotes at end of table
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Table 3.—Ireland: Imports of selected mineral commodities? —Continued 

(Metric tons unless otherwise specified) 
BR 

Commodi 1981 a ne 7 Gahed Other (rincipa 
METALS —Continued 

Other: ‘Ores and concentrates 5608 $2 19 Australia $8; United Kingdom 19. Ashes and residues. ~~~ ~~~ oo vis) aus) NA NAL Base metals including alloy, ali forms 191 150 TN United Kingdom 2 
'NONMETALS 

Abrasives, nes: ‘Natural Corundum, emery, pumice, Gee ree eaney 416 165) United Kingdom 149 Anificla’ Gorandum =___77~777 4 48 52 United Kingdom 8; West Germany 
Dust and powder of precious and semi- reo anes ieing diamond lograms.— 8 28586 Grinding and polishing wheels und 

Asbeston crude 27777777 7777777 as os B Syprss eis Republic Soe 
" a “ ( \frica 1,681. CS Barite and witherite. 319 300) Unit Kingdom 252. Boron materials: ‘Grudenatural borates = 958 1225105. Netherlands 441 Onides and acids "+ 7222772727 200 ti SS Frames 106 ggmentes NSCS SSSTETITIIIT sg myth “7 BRIN, at Garmany 28.516, Ghalies= == =>2oO2222IIIIT II sop “ton ©) United Kingdoms beh Glayscrade -—“TTTIIIIITTIT «RGB RS__United Kingdom 18,028 Spain 9670 Dizon . sm, not set or str Value, thousands. sno $245 __ United Kingdom $141; Belgium- Luxembourg 97 

Industrial _____ thousand carats__ 25 3,380 3,360 United Kingdom 20. Digtomite and other infusorial earth ra 469 B14 United Kingdom 114 Foldspar, uorspar related materials = 5850788 Norway 6 Fortier materials: 
Crude, nes —--_ seuss 2,863, 3,864 —- United Kingdom 3,836. Manuiactared ammonia... 298121865 Netherlands 78; United Kingdom 

Nitrogoouy ——---------- 183812201781 Beanemourg 6,5 Sweden 
Phosphatic. MBO RIB 4ST Netherlands 25,624; Tunisia 14,641 PotaieOOTTTITTS ign aetian TG) West Getmnny i. ance 
UUnepecinedandmined...... S401 358012 45778 Utd Kingdom 1256; Neter- 

Graphite, netoral o 2 6 unl Ringdom 12 
Gypoum and plaster =——222TTTTI> 8 541d 181 United Rigo 2802 Wot Ger 
Lime aan 6 {yao Kingdom Magni compoinde 207772 ARIS ond NA Greece 14264'Netherands 7.250, 
Grade including splittings and waste m3 315-21 United Kingdom 244 Worked including agglomerated split es Mines oe eee ceed nz 45 40 United Kingdom 2 Phosphates, crude -———~-"""-"""- gash gett! Morea Pigments mineral: onde and yrdroxides, proceed <== 221619216 West Germany 1561; United King 

Potassium salts, erude=——— = a 38 All rom United Kingdom. Precio nd sepsprecious sons other 
‘Natural "~~ —— value, thousands__ $135 $91 $L__ United Kingdom $36. Synthetic 7s do. $86 $600 =. Switzerland Sattdndrine=<—2-O2—OToTSS ST madd sna 1 Unite gin 18; West Ger 

‘Sodium compounds, n.es. ne ‘Carbonate, mantfectured. = 147s 15280 Unig Kingdom 1,818 Poland nyt88. Sulfate, manufactured = or eo NANA ‘Stone, sani and gravel: imension stone. ‘Grade and partly worked ————_ 625) 6805 Republic of South Africa 200; India 
Ce 4023 3788 «2 Tealy 4375; United Kingdom 906, Dolomite chiefiyfefractory grade —— 1386 309 Unita Kingdom 50; Netherlands 

Graveland crushed rock... 951168 S36 979 «12,_—_United Kingdom 395059 Limestone other than dimension ~~ igs Ret All ee ed ing Gare andquriien en 381 eT Realy 38h Pore rnd other than metalbearing ---~ 4768 «126963 «2T_—_Unifed Kingdon #7099; Belgium: Vaxemboure 34250, 
See footnotes at end of table
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‘Table 3—Ireland: Imports of selected mineral commodities! —Continued 
‘Metric tons unless otherwise specified) 

Sw RRR 
Commodity 1981 1862 “Gil other pine 

NONMETALS —Continued 
Sulfer Elemental: Grade including native and iyproduct 43 403 Unite Kingdom 302 West Germany 

Colloidal, precipitated, sublied — 89 118 United Kingdom 17 

al, stent soastone,pyrophylite — age 2598 2 China ,120; United Kingdom 740, 
Gide soaw ean 6938 5655 81__Maly 200; Republica South Africa 

lag and dross, not metal-bearin, 5,436 2,584 19 Netheriands 1,289; Belgium- Se dom tin aoe 
MINERAL FUELS AND RELATED MATERIALS, 
‘Asphalt and bitumen, natural —————_ 3,588 1698 80 United Kingdom 1,040; Trinidad and Tobage Se Carbon: Carbon black... - eam 9966 United lingdom 3,425; Netherlands 

Coal: " ntbraci thousand tons 3 41 United Kingdom 20; Netherlands Blutnieous =—772 78M a8 BD Boland A United Ringdom Lignite including briquets ~—do_——— 7 5 West Germany 18 Coke snd semicoke do: 7 3) West Germany 6; United Kingdom 2 
Gas, manufactured. === 81 10 NANA. Peat ncading agit and ier 381 02 NS Dited Kingdom 500. 
‘Grade thousand 42gallon barrels. — ane 8625) Saudi Arabia 2040; United Kingdom 
Refinery products don 99896 1881421 Une Kingdom 26.60; Netherlands 

"Revised. NA Not available 
Table prepared by Clarence Young and Jozef Plachy. 
Less than 1/2 unit. 
May include other precious metals. 

COMMODITY REVIEW 

METALS $7.4 million compared with $3.9 million in 
. " 1982 and a loss of $10 million in 1981. 

_ Aluminum.—Construction of the Augh- “Northgate transferred most of its Irish 
inish, County Limerick, alumina plant was assets to Ennex International, a new compa- 
completed and production started, although ny. However, the group retained its 10% 
startup troubles still had to be overcome. interest in Tara Exploration. Noranda Ltd. 
The plant was designed originally for a remained the major shareholder with 49% 
capacity of 800,000 tons of alumina per year while Charter Consolidated PLC had a fur- 
but with option to be expanded to 24 mil- ther 14% stake. Zinc prices of $0.38 per 
lion tons per year. The Bechtel Corp. of the pound helped little financially, but stronger 
United States was the designer and con- dollar exchange rates more than offset in- 
structor, at a cost of $800 million. The plant creased treatment charges. Further im- 
was operated by Aughinish Alumina Ltd., provements were expected in drawing down 
owned by Alcan Aluminium Ltd. (40%), outstanding debts, as $17 million was repaid 
Billiton Aluminium Ireland Ltd. (85%), and _ to banks and the Irish Export Development 
Arco Metals Ltd. (25%). New Guinea baux- Corp. Operating income at the company’s 
ite was processed into feedstock for smelters Navan Mine, Ireland’s last and only metal 
in the United States and Europe. ore mine, 75% owned and operated by a 

Lead and Zine.—Financially, the year subsidiary, Tara Mines Ltd., and 25% by 
was a good one for the Tara Exploration and the Irish Government, soared to $10.7 mil- 
Development Co. Ltd. The company, a sub- lion from a loss of $0.8 million previously. 
sidiary of the Canadian company, North- Output of zinc in concentrates reached its 
gate Exploration Ltd., had a net income of highest level since 1980, as the mine reach-
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ed and sustained its rated capacity, and Oil and coal imports accounted for 66% 
186,000 tons of zinc in concentrate and Coal.—Low-quality semibituminous coal 
33,600 tons of lead in concentrate were was mined on a small scale from the Con- 

recovered. naught Coalfield and was used mainly to 
Bula Ltd., owner of the adjacent portion supply the small local power station. Limit- 

- the Navan ore body, jentiniad avéed to ed quantities of anthracite were mined in 
ring its property into production. It was Slieve Ardagh and Leinster Coalfields in 

understood that a number of international the south. rea on development of the 

companies Gray omiacind for posible in Electricity Supply Board Moneypoint coal- 
Yolwement in the project, and the Irish fired generating station continued. Commis- 
‘overnment was also considering addition- sioning of the project, designed to rate 900 

al investment. megawatts in its first phase, was expected 

NONMETALS "Natural Gas-—The Governments of Ire 
Barite—Magcobar (Ireland) Ltd. remain- land and the United Kingdom have conclud- BC i ed the main producer of barite, delivering ed an agreement for extending the Kingale- 

191,000 tons from its Ballynoe, County Tip- Dublin natural gas pipeline to northern 
perary, opencast operation. At Dundeen Ireland and Belfast, with possible supply to 
Bay, Clonakilty County Cork, Nym Ltd. 9 the area along the pipeline; for example, to 
company owned by several Irish and non- Drogheda. 
Irish interests, reopened a smaller mine —_Petroleum.—Offshore, there was a reviv- 
closed in 1982 by Milchem Minerals Ltd. al of drilling activity with seven wells 

Plans ae ier secreting, 20,000 aa per  spudded, all in the Celtic Basin off the south 
year of barite from the underground mine. coast of Ireland. The most rewarding find 

Cement.—The construction industry re- was in well 4919-2 operated by Gulf Oil 
mained depressed. Cement Ltd. completed ({reland) Ltd., which flowed at a cumulative 
conversion, ee piney ee a ae rate of nearly 10,000 ive per day, along 

2.1 with more than 2 million cubic feet of 
mle hace ber ear Prodi only Le natural gas per day. The well was located 40 
TGypeumic. ta the ceceat cadustey, kilometers from the coast in only 70 meters 

production was restrained by reduced build. 9 Water and.an Te ce men 
ing activity. Irish Gypsum Ltd. produced fing would further enhance the pace of 
Magnesine-Premier Periclase Ltd, a tivities in this area in 1984, A third round 

wholly owned subsidiary of Cement Road- 91 Se eee bestia pearl 
stone Holdings Ltd., resumed the produe- Pioeis im the Celtis and Trish Seas; the 
tion of magnesia from seawater at Droghe- ‘losing date was February 15, 1985, for 
da, northeast Ireland. There was a loss of these applications. The current license area 
$0.7 million on export sales of $17 million. of the northwest Carboniferous Basin was Problems were caused by the steel industry the object of onshore exploration, and there 
slump, a major user of the product, and by Were plans for drilling at least two wells 
the high ost of oil used in the process. there in 1084, The operator was Aran Ener- 

gy Co. 
MINERAL FUELS —_—_——_— 

“Foreign mineral specialist, Divison of Foreign Data 
Of the total domestic energy supply, natu- _ *Where necessary, values have been converted from 

ral gas production accounted for 16%; peat _fyish rounds (0) to O'S. dollars atthe rate of £1=USE1.25, 
and coal, 16%; and hydroelectric power, 2%. 

| 
| |



The Mineral Industry of Israel 
By Ben A. Kornhauser’ 

The Israel Central Bureau of Statistics the Mississippi Chemical Corp. (MCC) on a 
reported a 4% increase in industrial produc- 10-year contract to supply from 100,000 to 
tion in 1983 over that of 1982. However, the 300,000 tons per year. In addition to ex- 
industrial-mining component of industrial panding its potash capacity by 1985, ICL 
production was a relatively small portion of was considering adding rail or conveyor 
the total. Continued emphasis by the Gov- systems to haul potash ore to shipping 
ernment on increased industrial production terminals. 
for export and attempts to find commercial The search for oil and alternative energy 
mining projects were expected to raise the sources continued in order to reduce Israel's 
sector’s importance to the economy. Key fuel costs and to better its balance of pay- 
developments in the industry during the ments. Oil exploration was to be continued 
year included the merging of the Hame- at depths greater than 20,000 feet, particu- 
gader Co.’s new minirolling mill, which larly in the area between the Coastal Plain, 
could not survive without state support, the Northwest Negev Desert, and the Dead 
into the Israeli Steel Mills Ltd. providing an Sea Province. A pilot plant was dedicated to 
annual joint production capacity of 300,000 the direct combustion of crushed oil shale 
tons of round and reinforcing bars. The with work continuing on extracting syn- 
Dead Sea Works (DSW), a subsidiary of the thetic fuel from oil shale. Biogas and waste 
Government-owned Israel Chemicals Ltd. material systems were being developed as 
(ICL), shipped over 100,000 tons of potash to commercial energy sources. 
the Pascagoula, Mississippi, warehouse of 

PRODUCTION AND TRADE 

The industrial production index, as re- plus 33% and minus 16%, respectively, 
ported by the Israel Central Bureau of from those of 1982. Israel had been import- 
Statistics, increased by approximately 4% ing 40% of its oil needs from Mexico, 25% 
in 1983 over that of 1982. The weights of the from Egypt, and the balance from the spot 
industrial-mining components in the index market. However, contracts had been sign- 
were 3.2% for mining and quarrying, 2.6% ed in September to purchase 3.5 million 
for basic metal, 3.8% for nonmetallic miner- barrels of oil from the Norwegian National 
al products, and 9.8% for chemical and oil Co., Statoil, over the next year. 
products. This component only totaled By the end of fiscal year 1983, inflation 
19.4% of the index, a relatively small num- was at an annual rate of 191%. In 1983, 
ber. Of the mineral production reported by Israel's _balance-of-payments deficit rose 
the Bureau, potash production decreased $400 million to a record-high $5.1 billion, 
from that of 1982 while the production of nearly 25% of the value of the gross nation- 
natural gas, petroleum, and cement declin- al product, and its foreign debt reached 
ed 9%, 8%, and 6%, respectively, from that $21.5 billion. The rise of about $1.5 billion in 
of 1982. Exports in 1983 of diamonds, ore, foreign debt resulted mainly from public 
and chemicals amounted to $1,158 million, service debt for financing loans to cover the 
$217 million, and $644 million, or 4%, 15%, country’s trade deficit.* Exports had fallen 
and 1%, respectively, greater than their precipitously while imports and private and 
values in 1982.* Imports of diamonds and public consumption were rising steadily. 
fuel were $853 million and $1,607 million or The growing deficit in the balance of pay- 
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ments was considered mainly due to the exports and an increased cost of imports. 
slow rate of Israel’s devaluation and the Cutbacks in social services and defense 
continued strength of the dollar on which spending were needed to reduce inflation 
its accounts were based. The net result was and revive the economy, but political fac- 
a drop in the value and profitability of tors prevented such actions. 

Table 1—Israel: Production of mineral commodities! 
(Metric tons unlesatherwis specified) 

Commodity 1166S 
METALS 

Carger oxide 0-07 Ca" peerelght oe cecuceumauaes 00 NA 42m 4300 Metal content =~~~~77777777222222 = 0 NA 8m $300 Iron and steck Sted crude®—~—7777"77277—son0 1500012000200 SIN 
NONMETALS 

Bart 60% BuS00 «none ne nanan so 50 Na NA NA 
a 45,813 44,059 44,019 70,000 61,000 Compounds 2222222272 hatte BR sD 500 Cement aydralie Wor domestic inkes) ‘ housnnd tons 20g) 

“Bentonite 2 ----- == 27 1882113581 12.00 LES Finceay 22-77772772777777777222 reso ast" am “Oat | eae MC ae a LT Other 22TTTTTTITTITIIIIIIIIIIE ees stone Fasano Tata Gypeuim 2-TWSTTT2TLIIIIIIIIIII aso sa0000 © ato 200800 Uiness=o-=-=2277TTTTTTTIIIIIIT «poo = staton = econ Soo Bm Kilogen:Nemaniafammena 9-—-—------ “Gagm “stam So amo Phonphatereck benefited =~ thousand tac. «2088202 “Bimt “2 Potash, KeO equvalenta-n 7 --n cdo a= 7H oH ws ooo Salt nketodmainiysavinel==2—=27" Zonas 18010 192.250 20040 
lemme isac eens eee 71,088 71,465 62,700 65,000 60,966 Gtherderbaildivgindist” thousand toma “8a = 3900S) Sa) 4300 gelling poasiom compounds Causes 28 aan ahah ath 
Crushed... thousand cubie meters. «1203 4,698 5,000 5,000 6.000 gabe aikig TASES ENTE tow 808M 880 alte Byproduetttom petroleum <= ----- -10_00 199091980 0 10 Suture seid Te Ghauand tons ‘bs ne ‘2 188 m 

MINERAL FUELS AND RELATED MATERIALS 
as, natural, marketed... mailion cubic fet «35827769100 age 40 Seen Titre cn tise toon ri 20 2 2 20 Petriean 

Or om irl ee’ Finousand 42gallop barrels. 150 ue 16 a 84 From occupied Sinai Peninsulat=-do--~~_10800___ 12600 NA a = 
Refinery product Gazoline wn do. 83953610 NA NA NA Kerorineandjetfic—-----"ao--7- B00 NA NA Na Detlatefueloi----a~doc== NA RA NA Residual uctol! <2222277—doc_=— 000m NA NA NA Esbelemnee 777777 aog ao NA 0 NA NA NA Ger ncODSTTTT geo NA RA NA Refinery fielandTosas==-~~——de-=—_— om 3000 NA NA RA 

ee ee Se) NA NA NA 
‘Estimated. "Preliminary. "Revised, NA Not available “Table includes deta available fom the Mar. 1884 monthly Buen of Statistics, Iaael Central Bureau of Statistics, +. gbvderusalem; and the rel Geologisl Survey ‘Predelion of copper cement reported in 180 contained 70% to 80% Cu metal
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COMMODITY REVIEW 

METALS 100,000 tons of potash to Pascagoula, Mis- 
Iron and Steel.—Ieraeli Stee! Mills, with eSPPi “Outs warehouse eee ioeen 

@ ministeelworks at Akko, took over the renewable contract for 100,000 to 300,000 
new rolling mill owned by Hamegader, a tons per year of potash at a price related to 
private company, in Kiriat Gan. In 1980, the Carlsbad, New Mexico, potash prices. the Government permitted Hamegader to The key factors in MCC's decision were 
build a second Israeli rolling mill without hased on the cost of production and trans. 
state financial support, provided its bars portation to the gulf coast from Carlsbad would replace imports. Hamegader’s finan- relative to DSW’s delivered price. Reported- cial problems led to the merger prior to jy, shipping costs per ton of potash were $10 
commissioning of the new mill. The two  {o'§12 from Israel compared with $28 to $35 

mills would have a joint production of about from Carlsbad. This contract was expected 
300,000 tons per year of round bar and gradually to increase present annual potash 
rebar. The Akko mill produced an estimat- sales to the United States from 350,000 to 
ed 150,000 tons of 8. to 28-millimeter- 400,000 tons and from $50 to $100 million diameter bar in 1983, while the Kiriat Gan per year. 
mill, when completed in 1984, was expected" DSW was expanding its potash capacity 
to produce 150,000 tons of bar down to 5.55 by 900,000 tons to 2.1 million tons per year millimeters diameter. The continuous bar by 1985 at an estimated cost of $90 million. 
mill at Kiriat Gan was supplied by Simac, Currently, trucks hauled potash from the 
an Italian company, and had a rated capaci- Dead Sea, 1,300 feet below sea level, to the 
ty of 50 tons per hour of straight and cut bar rail terminus at Tsefah, about 25 miles lengths. The steel for the mill was melted in away, but the rugged terrain hampered 
two 60-ton electric arc furnaces. increased shipments. The Government and 
Magnesium.—The Castle Lead Works DSW were weighing two systems for faster 

(Pty.) Ltd., at Isithebe, Republic of South and more efficient transport. One system 
Africa, acquired an Israeli-developed pro- would be a covered conveyor carrying about 
cess for recovering secondary magnesium 600 tons per hour to the Tsefah railway 
metal from scrap magnesium-aluminum al- station, then by railway cars on the propos- 
loys. The recovery plant was to be opera- ed rail route to Eilat and the Ashdod Port. tional by January 1, 1984, and was expected The conveyor would be capable of carrying 
to provide most of the Republic of South coal to the Sdom powerplant, once it con- 
Africa's magnesium requirements reducing verted to coal. The other system would the need to import primary magnesium. extend a railway line to the Dead Sea. 

Canadian Pacific Ltd. had proposed funding 
NONMETALS such an extension, estimated to cost $44 

Fertilizer Materials—Phosphorus.—The Million, and would accept payment in the 
Negev Phosphates Ltd. lost an estimated one a ee sernce te 
$2.9 million in the first 6 months of fiscal vas Delleved that the Stans tke Nase 
year 1983, caused mainly by the drop in the eu; ‘= Geveloping the Negev 
world fertilizer market and its prices. To Desert 
curb these losses, the company accelerated 
the installation ‘of a partial oxygenation SINGH T UELS 
facility in Rotham Plain to enable closing _Petroleum.—The Government approved 
the current plant producing white phos- a $50 million oil exploration program by 
phoric acid, reduced the production of fluo- Seismica Israel Ltd. over a 5-year period. 
rescent phosphate to between 18,000 to The program included extensive seismic 
20,000 tons, and spread out the planned surveys and several drill holes with at least 
investment capital over a longer time. A $30 one at Sdom; three planned to a depth of 
million investment had been planned to more than 20,000 feet at an investment of 
increase the plant’s annual capacity of about $18 million. The area in which Seis- 
Phosphoric acid by 120,000 tons up to mica proposed to work as part of conces- 
180,000 tons.* sions is mostly in the Dead Sea region and 
Potash.—Owing to the world recession was previously held by the Israel National 

and the resulting depressed fertilizer prices, Oil Co., largely Government-owned. License 
DSW sold more potash in fiscal year 1983 terms included a 27.5% depletion allowance 
but earned 10% less money. DSW produced and 12.5% royalties. Each exploration li- 
8.3% and shipped 14% more than in fiscal cense, at minimal fees, covered 100,000 
year 19822 In July 1983, DSW shipped over acres for 3 years with an option to extend
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for 4 years. If oil were discovered, the set up for the economic and most advanta- 
license could be converted to a 30-year lease geous utilization of organic wastes. The 
that could be extended 20 years. One firm industrial-scale anaerobic digesters would 
could hold as many as 12 licenses with produce a combustible gas, composed of 
possible waiver of this restriction. 60% methane and 40% carbon dioxide, a 

Exploration in Israel was centered in the high-quality feed, fertilizer, and a plant 
Coastal Plain region, the area between the substrate rich in nutrients. The system was 
Coastal Plain, the Northwest Negev, and being adapted to all types of wastes from 
the Dead Sea Province. At present, several agriculture such as cattle manure, straw, 
small U.S. and Canadian oil companies corn cobs, and cotton stalks; from waste 
were running seismic surveys and had drill- materials from slaughter houses and can- 
ed, or planned to drill, wells in various parts neries; and from municipal garbage ‘and 
of the country.’ About $65 million was spent sewage. 
in oil exploration in Israel in 1983 compared _An industrial-process steam plant at Kfar 
with about $35 million in 1982. Oil found to Masaryk was being compiled; it was a 
date came from thin, inconsistent, lower new fluidized-bed steam generator that was 
Cretaceous sands. New, higher cost holes fueled by cotton seed hulls. The plant's 
were expected to be drilled lower down in rated capacity of 27 tons of steam per hour 
the massive Jurassic formations.* could be increased by 20%. The new instal- 

Oil Shale.—In 1983, the 75% Govern- lation also could use different types of fuel, 
ment-owned Energy Resources Develop- including biomass and fossil fuel. The total 
ment Ltd. (PAMA) dedicated a pilot plant investment of about $3 million was expected 
for the direct combustion of oil shale to to save importing approximately 75,000 bar- 
produce steam for the generation of electric- els of petroleum per year at a cost of over 
ity. PAMA crushed and burned the oil shale $2 million. 
extracted from extensive deposits discover- ‘The Israeli Research Center in the Negev 
ed near Arad. A second pilot plant was Desert developed a resin-bed ion exchange 
expected to be completed within 5 years to process for extracting uranium from a wet 
extract synthetic fuel. The two plants were phosphoric acid process that was said to be 
estimated to cost $60 million. Based on much cheaper than current solvent extrac- 
preliminary technical and economic studies, tion methods. A semi-industrial scale plant 
the cost per barrel of low sulfur fuel was was placed in operation adjacent to the 
placed at $35. The Paraho Overseas Corp. of phosphoric acid plant. of Rotem Fertilizers 
Grand Junction, Colorado, was a leading Ltd., a subsidiary of ICL! 
candidate for the contract to build the pilot. <7 
plant, The oil shale deposits were estimated pnyical scientist Divison Foreign Data 
at 5 billion tons of easily mined deposits, | *Where necessary, values have been converted from 
containing about 42 gallons of crude oil per [$751 "EEStor toed ant lavas Ubi fora 
ton. Israel's annual oil consumption was ‘erusalem Post July 11,1989,p.8 
approximately 57 million barrels, of which i neingering and Mining Journal. V- 185, No. 4 Jan. 
imports were 40% from Mexico, 25% from "Jerusalem Post. July 28, 1983, p. 8 

Haypt andthe balance from the spot mar- Sor Bt HY Raa sn stp Me More than a dozen fnle anh" Hono 98,8, ne pt 
er Energy.—More than a dozen full- 219. 

scale biogas installations, developed by the ,ggiteiggering and Mining Journal. V. 185, No. 2 Feb. 
Kibbuty Industries Association, were being



The Mineral Industry of Italy 
By Roman V. Sondermayer’ 

During 1983, Italy remained relatively coal. The wholly owned subsidiary of Ente 
deficient in most basic industrial raw mate- Nazionale Idrocarburi (ENI), Rimini S.A., 
rials and fuels. However, Italy was an carried out geochemical exploration in 
important processor of imported fuels and southern Tuscany. 
crude minerals in Europe. The more promi- _‘The extractive industry was insignificant 
nent minerals, with production expressed in for the overall economy of the country. 
approximate percentages of world produc- However, in some areas of the country, 
tion, were pumice, 58% to 54%; feldspar, certain uneconomic mines and associated 
22% to 23%; cement and bentonite, 4% to plants were the only activity that provided 
59%; steel, fluorspar, asbestos, and magne- employment. Consequently, the Govern- 
sium, 8% to 4%; and aluminum, barite, ment was covering their losses to avoid 
alumina, cadmium, gypsum, pig iron, salt, economic disasters in these areas. 
sulfur, and zinc, 2% to 8% each. The econo- The minerals and fuels processing branch 
my of Italy slowed when compared with its was by far the most important part of the 
performance in 1982. Preliminary indices mineral industry. Of an estimated value for 
on performance of the economy published industrial production of $240 billion,* the 
by the Government showed an overall de- value of the products of the mineral indus- 
cline between 5% and 6%. The same indices try was about 16%. The labor force of Italy 
related to the mineral industry, including was estimated at 20.6 million persons, in- 
the processing sector, showed a similar cluding about 7.4 million employed in in- 

drop. dustry. Reports indicated that extractive 
‘The standing Interministerial Committee industry provided employment for 57,000 

for Economic Policy started to implement _ persons. 
the tasks assigned to it by the mining law The principal events in the mineral in- 

enacted in 1982. The committee decided to dustry included exploration for bauxite in 
plan exploration to identify new mineral Sardinia; completion of the first large cop- 
deposits and resources. This activity was to per refinery in Italy, near Venice; consoli- 
include presently worked deposits and ex- dation of steel producing installations; ex- 
tensions of those deposits. Commodities in- ploration for lead and zinc near existing 
cluded in the plan, with priorities in fund- mines; and preparation for closing a graph- 
ing, were bauxite, lead, zinc, copper, gold, ite mine in Piedmont. 
manganese, fluorite, tungsten, barite, and 

PRODUCTION 

During 1983, as in the past, the mining sola), Acciaierie Ferriere Lombarda Falck 
and processing sectors were owned by pub- (Falck), and major foreign oil and gas com- 
lic and private enterprises, but the Govern- panies were the most prominent privately 
ment controlled most of the sector. EN] and owned companies of the sector. 
Finsider were the principal Government In the mineral sector, production results 
organizations involved in the production varied when compared with those of 1982. 
and processing of minerals. Societa Miner- The extractive sector had the worst per- 
aria e Metallugica di Pertusola S.A. (Pertu- formance among the various sectors of the 
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‘mineral industry. Declines in the extractive _ were recorded, the overall decline was limit- 
sector ranged from 20% to 23%. In the ed to 5% or 6%. Production of the petrole- 
processing sector, where decreases were um sector was the major factor in better 
lower or some increases in performance performance of the processing sector. 

Table 1.—Italy: Production of mineral commodities! 
(Metric tons unless otherwise specified) 

__ ommadity CD ise) —S—C 

METALS 
Aluminum Baurite 2808528 tg.000 asa 23.000 Aihipe®SOOLCIIIIITIIIIITL2 aD aS ARG ESR 

Primary --------------------- 269112 mgt) ag8ts | zazger "195,604 Secondary /2277772772TTTTTTTT2~——aaBio00 bso «250,000 242.000 2aN;000 Antimony ‘Mine output, metal content —— == 250 n3 696 339 » Mewh Wal cococ ose reece Sees ie “ae S92 108 1600 
Bismuth metal ~~ —_~2000 27777 2DT TT 2 3 15 28 23 Cadmium metal amelier 7727222777727 a 88 48 a5 rc Conger ‘ ine output, metal content — 489 es 148 133 1538 Metal, refined, secondary = 77-7222=72~—=«15 600-1) 28,700 19,800 BO,a00 Iron and ste! 

‘Tron ore and concentrate* Grossweight’ thousand tons. 219 185, 133 3 2 Tron content ~~~ steed 8 3 50 i i Metal Pigiron --.----eeee--e--do--- asd gad 
Ferroalloys ‘Blast Furnace: Spiegeletwen = 3019 | 4900 a2 9st 50 

Ferromanganese ----~7-~-77- = @78BA— “61,000 «590257380, ,000 Electr furnace: Ferromangenese —— = zugse — Seoo2 ads ng87 18000 Sllicmanganese -----~2---. BASIS. «agg Sa56S SRI BRD Ferrosicon = ------------ UBL «Ths «Bias «G37 3.00 Silicon metal? 2222227222 1000 1500018000590 15,000, Ferrechromium=----"-~---- 425815010388 «BRS 38,00 Others seeeesnn2z22lTTT7__—OB_ ots 00 
Total_-------.--------- 25962 _—«TRHR —«AIBSON —«—«HNAGS—eRASD Steclerude 7-77 Thousand tone —_—"24'250—— “boon zareT——“aaser “2.000 

‘Semimanufactures: TT Wirerod = —-----.---do.--- TB 1985 NA NA Sections--222772222272goc222 a si TE NA NA Platerandshects -—-~~~_Wdo---. Bag? BOS aS Na NA Hoop and strip. === ~~~ -da— ca en 731 Na NA Rellway track materi -~_~d0-~ ~~ 2 a 26 NA NA Ingots fernimanufactures and slide fortubes © ec ocean doe 1.058 1089 1210 Na NA Our sosc scenes cane ‘1 oat NA NA 
Total = --------do---- «8SHBCTBSAGSSSC«S TAD NA NA (Castings and fogings ~~~ ~~do- ere oH “a9 NA NA Goitedledsheet ~~~~~Wga--= a 2600 2Gi6 NA Na vag, enmbest abe = 2222286022 eo 580 94 NA Na 

“Mine output, metalcontent --.--------@8057, «2879 21,900 GIT 28,561 Meta Refined Primary "5180575556 aaso a8 055 Secondary 222-2 === s=. «1000 «$800 Sao BT'300 800 
Magnesium metal, primary ~~~ ~~~ -------~ ‘8757 *9,676 10,800 9,943 10,000 Manganese, mine output: Grmeyit ccs conscandaucswoue gm 918s gros grr .05, Metal content ——~~~27727777>7>>o77 ves; tes, Bela Ble BB Mercury metal "7777777 iGpound flanks. Be Tet dle Silver metal ~~~ thousand troy ounces. 1088 1.808 Tree Tor 

a 5,600 ©5500 ‘NA NA ‘NA 
"Stine output, metal content ..-.-------- 66285 sa4I7 48006 3.601 43,000 Meshpomaryec sone ns =77722277> aber ane 189O SRD RN 

'NONMETALS 
Asbestos oo--eeeeoeeeeeee------s — MBQBD AST 7B STONE UE AIO 139.054 Barkes-22222222Z2TTTTITTTTIIIIIT angus T7T005 e022 189,090 
Bimeiaeh SueeuaTGT Seen ragueeIER 500 0 ‘00 500 500 Cement, hydraulic” ~~" Vhowsand Yona «9028072188 39,78840,000 
‘See footnotes at end of table.
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Table 1—Italy: Production of mineral commodities: —Continued 
(Metric tons unless otherwise specified) 

Commodity 1979 1980 198 1082? 1987 
NONMETALS —Continued 

Clays, crude: 
‘Bentonite thousand tons. 282 332 a 231 201 Refractory excluding kaoliniticearth do ~~~ 258 226 210 250 220 Puller'searth. 000 SO 1,080 4300 5495 5,500 5.000 Kaolin ~~" "~~~ thousand: tone. (a 83 4 33 50, Kaolinite earth — ~~~ ~~~ “708M go 35 2 3b 30 25 

Diatomite® <—0.2—7--~-== 0.000 30,000 25.000 0,000 25,000 Reldspar.-22227DLTTTIITIIIIIIIIIIT__aadeas agonal 00.000 
Fluorspar: me wsnme aoane amon anne ‘Acidgrade ———___-. 8a] AtATTA gaa gT—Bg019 Metallurgical grade__222222222222022 ‘45572622357 Ba 40.815 Ceramiograda = 22 2222222022222 6885 362 ou me se 

Total ---_--___-------------- 182791151965 —«64285—«teog8o T7684 Graphite, all grades ~222277772277TITTIE 4102 3951 3.585 3.210 3,200 ‘Gypsum, except dimension sione use® 
thousand, tons. 4,200 4,200 4.820 1,600 4,700 Lime, hydrated and quicklime.."°" = -don == #2100 2365 2307 *2:300 2.200 Nitrogen: N content ofammonia -—-——-do---- "1430, *1 397 1207 1406 13100 Perlite® 7 TTTTTT TD aol 904000855000» 0,000 (755000 Pigments, mineral Iron oxides, natural® —————— 1,000 1,000 300 800 ‘300 Potash, crude salts: Gross weight -----_ thousand tons. 152 11302 1418 1.460 1st 

Kj0 equivalent ~~ 77 -don "82 156 142 a8 140 Pumice and related materials: 
Pumice and pumiceous Lapili® do. 850 sn 600 750 700 Poowlan® 2nd 5,300 5156 6,000 5,500 5,000 ype al types gros weight <=> - ao. id 388 ‘81 ‘sor 648, ie 
‘Marine, crude’. do 1200 1,300 964 1000 1.100 ofits bane ooo £480 3997 3,610 3,605 Sit jum and potassium compounds: Caitie Soda acco se Sesame 9,858 9581 8484 $9,000 9,000 Sodium carbonate® ——_— ~~ thousand tons 5 95, 95 90 35 Sodium sulfatet === 77a > ta 00 "100 £90 "55 90 

‘Stone, marble in blocks, all kinds® —— do. —— 2.100 2200 2100 2,000 1,900 Strontium mineral Ceietite "22° oS 1.698 11058 eat are 300 
Gross weight of ore... thousand tons 108 101 96 88 80 
Recovered as elemental andin compounds; == ‘Elemental fromore =e do 19 23 20 10 2 Scantent of pyrite, <°~2--o "ogo. 22 302 331 261 269 a Byproduct, of refining ~~ ——~ do ~~~ sat 30 25 30 10 Byproduct, other sources ~~~ do ——— 213 20 205, 200 200 

Total do sn 604 511 489 481 ‘Tale and related materials ~~~ 77722722 17382 165805 163,88t6sTO 158,908 
MINERAL FUELS AND RELATED MATERIALS 
Asphalt and bituminous rock, natural... 124781117898 ™ 100,000 *105,000 100,000 Garbon black® TN TTTTTTTZ—ajo00—to00 7.000 T6000 30.000 

Lignite_______---__ thousand tons. 2123 1,933 1,958 1918 103 (Coke, metallurgical --722—27 PORN go> 502 8.386 gon 7400 NA Gas. natural-Markeied”~—“nilion eabie feet. 479}589 343g SLRTT. 58,000 
Pett en enousand A2gallon barrels. Mi 150 40 40 130 
Crude -- ee --- ee ----do-___1860 19264 10.52 gen 14,961 

rete ead petrol 4 poise 58 page jquefied petroleum gases do. ©) e 2,18 . Gauoline.aiikinds ~©==-~~--dov~> anaes sane sate Nephi 2 -e CoS SEETS dane e () e490 BATRA 28 etfuel—===772"7TLLITTTdeTT2 esate 9208 asi 380 Keresine “= —---""-7"""7"de => bees Ista at'ona0sa8'083 Distillate fuel oil ——<-—>"—“do--_- 2258891901603 188.290 TDS 17D aR Residual fuel oil "-~-22_—~<do.--888'500 Sad 8BS | BdB.OTT.— 22798 «190,82 Lubricants. ~~" 27" 7°" 7"de-727 6.440 7186 6356 « « Qi faiadiam | ES RL mwas ate Refinery fuel and losses ~""—do-—=__ 48,6062 2at SB aS BST ‘161 
Total ---------------do.--- 885,893 T1087 T4037 692.758 649,028 

“Estimated. Preliminary. "Revised. NA Not available. Table includes data available through Aug. 28, 1984 
2Reported figure. Excludes pelletized iron oxide derived from pyrites. 

‘In addition to marble, Italy produced a large Variety of stone; production was not reported. “Included with other refinery product,
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TRADE 

Italy had an overall negative trade bal- million. Imports of minerals, fuels included, 
ance of about $0.5 billion and was depend- showed a value of $30,600 million or about 
ent on imports of significant quantities of 42% of the total value of imports. Fuels 
raw materials and fuels to meet its industri- accounted for about 80% of imports of 
al demand. minerals and about 34% of Italy’s total 

Imports were valued at $72,500 million, imports. 
and exports at $72,000 million. Exports of Mineral trade between the United States 
minerals, including fuels, were valued at and Italy was insignificant. United 
37,800 million or close to 10% of the total States exports to Italy mostly comprised 
value of exports. Iron and steel products fuels, and imports largely included iron and 
were the most valued export items, about steel products. 
$3,300 million, followed by fuels at $3,200 

‘Table 2.—Italy: Exports of selected mineral commodities! 
(Metric tons unles otherwise specified) 

Commodity 1981 << —<—_ ~ Halted Other (principal) 

METALS 
Aluminum: Greand concentrate. 182208240 —Greeoe 5454; Netherlands 2.200, Oridesandydrondes <——7——7—= 280 BaD Netherdans 94,08, United Ring 

‘Metal including alloys: me nr 3167 9880 West Germany 1.981; France 985. Grea TCSTIIIOIIOT aN nS 6B West Geman 1.0; Orted ing 
Somimanufactures---_9T46T—«105904 4,196 West Germany 28,20; France 22,561 Antimony: Metal including alloy, all form senses a 4 NANA Bismuth: Metal ieidng alloys al form sore eco ces 2 ONA NA (cadmium: Metal including alloys all forms ee eee en 259 19 NA USSR ‘Cesium and rubidium: Metal including clay al Fore ss tes 2 3 NANA 

(Oreand concentrate —— = 3.046 496 France 134, Switzerland 105 Metal including alloys ali forms ~~ 3 2 NA NA cobalt: ‘Ore and concentrate ===. Z BONA Oxides and hyaronides =~ ~~>>77 % 2 =~ France 22; West Germany 4 Metal including alloys all orn ~ n & © NA WeatGermany Ccolumbium and tantalum: Metal “including alloy, all forms: CGolumblam (niobium) ss 1 NANA Mantninm Sobers OonSaaS 3 sONA ONAL 
BE and concentrate <== 2356 651 __ West Germany 620, Mate und epels including cement ee 132 aL ONA. Metal including alloys Serap onsen 248888) West Germany 12.227; Belgium: 

Luxembourg 2,609. Unwrougbt. = Tart 58413. Went Gormany 2288 ran 1,500 Semimarufaciares “~~ ==— 101228 9851020 France 2601; West Germany 15315, Gallium: Metal including alloy, all forms a 3 BelglumeLuxembourg Germanium Metal including aliys, al enn eee cone ce 1 1 NA Mainly to United Kingdom. (Gold: Meial including aoys, unwrought ‘and parly wrought "troy ounces TRESB_ «49,995 9619_United Kingdom 8424; France 4758 Iron and tee ‘ron ore and concentrate: ‘Brcluding roasted pyrite. ————_ 2 1) Agria 00 Regt-Lsembourg 
er France 2,508; Austria 8357 otal Beepuccecueus 22698 17,189 France 7824; West Germany 4,88 ig ifon, cast iron, related toaterials een 6615 9555226 Pranoe 1.863; Netherlands 1,350 

See footnotes at end of table.
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Table 2.—Italy: Exports of selected mineral commodities: —Continued 
(Metric tons unles otherwise specified) 

TT Dent 
Commit 1981 me aq is Uolied Other (principal) 

METALS —Continued 
Iron and ste! —Continued etal “Continued 

Ferroalloye Ferrochromium --..--.8808—=—«9.109—«BKB_— West Germany 4.211; France 2372 Ferromanganese” ~~~ ~~~ ren Were Germany 1300; Beye 130. Ferromolyodentm. ~~~” 430 ‘1 NA Netherlands 188! Switzerland 17 Ferronekels ne ===> 0 ig NANA Ferroslcomanganise ——~~ aft “3 Wei, Germany 2705, Switerand 
Ferrosilicon.----- 66284961192 France 1.08; India 1.000 Siiconmetal=——7T=2T2 BMG GRE SE West Germany 8 Hungary a0 Unspecified ——~—=o72> ARB A288 8 Romania; Mexico 638 France te Stel primary forms... 968294 908088 49040 West Germany 159.225; France 

Semimanufactures: " Bars rads, angi shapes Sections” thoubind tons... «2858 «BATB_T__ West Germany 708; France 56. Universal plates, sheets Gor 62ST RL Rrance HT; USSR a4 Hoop and strip == 800 ‘or 12 "3 Brance2USSR 10 
do____ 18 12 () Egypt 4; Switzerland 3. Wire dono 35 10i “3 Franee'3; West Germany 17. Tubes pipes, iting 

ei pes ——— 2,465, 2072 308 USSR. 706; France 178. Castings and forgings. ough 
a ‘toe 47 51 1 Yugoslavia 12; West Germany 9. Led ‘reandconcntrate.——---- 7819S ‘Sn 25; Republica South Atria 

Oxides on 9 1B. Romania 757; USSR. 300 SURSnd eid containingles@l "geek Zang Belgas Foxe 
Metal including all : Seep cee 180 496 United Kingtom 257; West Germany t Unwrought. o-oo 4496 4T Turkey 2040; Libya 1.227 Semimmanufactires 92002222165 20 BS Saud Arabia 24; Libya 60 Magasin: Metal ieading ai EaDaccee-conertee 856 108941. West Germany 39% France 158 Unetonghl = TLEeer conte esse Gans). West Germany 408 Belgium Finem our 6 Semimanafactures. 251 385) France 301; West Germany 66 Manganene ‘Ore and concentrate, metallurgical Gade ecce et eee 1821845. —Franoe 1.228 West Germany 87 Gliese iat at 7 Higuinia # Uruguay Mtl cling igs cars =~ fa NA NA Mercury n= pound Masks 1.422882 “Dna 12; West Germany 66% Molybdenum: ‘Groand concentrate = 209 8, Austria 8 Metal including alloys al forms ~~~ 5 20 Bihlonla i: West Germany 6 Niche. Matte and speiss == 24 440 Spain 84; West Germany 72. Ash and resdvecontainingnickel ~~ £ Tee > Ruri, Metaie including alloys itp ae ag 200 __ West Gormany 12; India 0. Unwroagits 2227777777777 Fe 20 <= Netherlands 128; Yugosavia 37 Semimanufactares ~~~ ~~~ 1 5185 Yagonlavia 10; France 1b Platioum-group metals Metals inclading alloys unwrought and parly wrought Voy sunces— 14485 6042518680 Wax Germany 1250; Hungary 

Selenium, elemental ——__ 4 BL. West Germany 2 Stiver Metal including alloys anwroaght ‘and party wrought thosnd troy ounces. 3.607888 NA Swigertand 1,200; Went Germany 
‘Tellurium and arsenic, elemental _ ____ 53 a -- NA Tin ‘Ore and concentrate _- _ 28 Alito Austria ical incuding alloys Bop eee secs rr 51 United Kingdom 25 Netherlands 10, Gawboughts 2222777220722 1B a "| _ Branco Netherlands 6 a 108 1352 Bomelia38;Cypras Ts stanium ‘Greand concentrate nn 5 LTA Hungary 644; Yugosavia 301 Gamiomemintesonoooooos alae RSET 
See footnote at end of table
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Table 2.—Italy: Exports of selected mineral commodities' —Continued 

(Metric tons unless otherwise specified) 
a Te 

Commodity 8 __q_— rr Ge Other principal 
METALS Continued 

Titanium Continued 
Metal ineuding alloy: id 0 8 NA West Germany Unwrought— ~~ >> >>7 TTT 3 9 Lt Allto United Kingdom. [Dae ere pao Boke AUR ate gto as Tanta ceding ala ate ae 2 8 5 Bell faxemtoure 6 West Gar te 
Geyer: assay: ry 9 wnat Y 
‘Semimanufactures——_______=_ 51 4 a Belgium: Luxembourg 7; Switzerland 

‘Uranium an thorium Metal including Soeral ore i 1 1 oNA NA Tepes c= SUSTNRSSTS SEED a 2B MOM ven Geto end gd ’ % NA Sovand etc tain vaadiin 2 ia we M itl nclaing aay ao 3 1 ONR OMA 
Gre and concentrate S52 188 «2 ustig 1.720, West Germany 74 
Blue powder -~~-_- 7 835 1088 => West Germany 105; France {48 Mangoes scocccccccoccrs sD US Banca Met inciing allow Sep E gage at West Gemany 2.08 Bete fcnboury it Unwrought === 20,569 «25455 1,028 _Netherlands 15,425; France 2,569. imombamimonuacias "77. ar 
reat concentrate =SB= «BUS Hungary 3,008; France 0, Sia Aciedtat eles toeme” ~~ 3 tow NW 

NONMETALS 
Abrasive. nee Tal Gorandum, emery, pumice, ierar Corundamemery Pumiss ——yg603 e404 $27 United Kingdom 9280 Algeria nssae Artificial ‘Gotindum 21a) lari 72 Weat Germany 188 SRgmeabiée 27272-77238 BRR Stan 1 Dust an eee pres and empresa sons ace organ 6 182 NA. USSR S1:Switerand 6 coindlig and pliiog int cad one evolshingwheeltand ——ggsar aids 417 Frunce2786, Saudi Arabia 17, Asbetiteraigs222oo22c77a2t RT rae See tre fone EAR aan ESSER eco aS Bort matcrise Gude natord borates eee Te ae 0 

Bromine nse nn @ 2 © 7_ Alito Belgium-Luxembourg. Gomene 22 2TITTITTTITTTIL. wane std ge Tt seared ro, Sak Sona ta Sl BURNS Ore Seuriand Ee rade Toda, kyaitslimanite——_ a & NANA Bentonite ante simenite---~ggdotanath NA Bbnce 2.19; West Germany 3,599. Bitwctican==2-a— «ae RA Rem Sua Ramee Sooo cori BBR RA BNO, sitecrand 1 i peeeseeeeeeeemmi MC. MY Ma Tso yal and ehiia==~—~-~- 3 NNR an 
‘Como sc orstrung.—_ carats... 2149154204952 NA. Switerland 19.516; unspecified ora Industrial ==. do. BBS. —NA__ Belg tnembourg 8758, Diatniteandatierinfaiateath > RSNA Beldame Peltor organ ented meters —— 12806) RFs Neg etme Senland ea Ferlicer materiale Giaigras BTS Aah France 86;Switeand 1962 st WAimonias 9905 LS __—_—dgrnel 3918; Switzerland 224 Mopereis——2-—7--""-> Sh RSE => EreeegehSgretans Probes s scons aa, aay tg => Set cet 6, Poames2ccc22c222. Sates => Stee BBLS Homme Unipetedand iced” =~ =k gay >= ee aspen d Graphite nth eR RT Reena Wet Seeman 18 itll sta coomceccconn> gh “= MAR) * Been aia Was many Gyzeumand plates ooo Ades o> SENET Seateseahce Tats Mogi ona genie NS goats ghar, 
‘Oxides and hydroxides ~~~ ~~~ os 1/059. <~ Netherlands 636; Spain 298. 

See fotnote at end of table
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Table 2.—Italy: Exports of selected mineral commodities! —Continued 
(Metric tons unless otherwise specified) 

—_ Bitton 15 
Commodit; 1981 1982 “United otheriprincipal) SS d id Other principal 

NONMETALS —Continued 
Mice: ‘Crude including splittings and waste “ 1225 Aran 456; Belgium Luxembourg rane 
Worked including agglomerated split: tings nee nee 53 13. @). Spain 7, United Kingdom 2. 

Phosphates, crude =~ =-22 aaa ai sats“! Denmark 4.840; West Germany 167 Pigments, mineral Naturalverude-———-— Na oe NA NA Iron onde and ironies, processed 2.608 4212 “TR France 1,974; West Germany 660. Potassium salts, crude. i ‘Sl 1 Austria 95, West Germany 24 Prgsous and seniprecioul stones other 
Natural kilograms. "3,240 4024 NA West Germany 2,860; Austria 657 Synthetic 22 72IDTNGa gas 303 NA West Germany 78; France 64 Pysite,unroasted-—-=2=22IS SDB 8788 West Germany 1759; France 509 Saltandbrne.--—--~~-s---_ 898983 T4ZBH 14,500 Sweden 84,805; Greece 52180, Sodium compounds,» 0s Carbonate, manufactured. 16,505 21146. sae] 10,771; Greece 7.387, Sulfate, manufactured. — ~~ =~ Sia 2123 NA Tunisia’; Saudi Arabia 259, Stops sand and gravel: mension stone Grade and partly worked 508278474071 124570 Saud Arabia 60,522; West Germany 
Worked --____________ 1,216,789 1,268,556 106,380 West (Germany 892,200; Saudi Arabia 24,125. Dolomite chiefly refractoryrade -.SBAB5 «2,725 —_Sgeiand 15749; West Germany 

Gravel and crushed rock ——_____- 648,204 608.218 -—939—_—Switzerland 89,634; Kuwait 78,799. [Limestone other than dimension ~~ is? 300 = Switeerland 171; Syria 2 
Quarts and quartzite - == == ——— =~ 85,125 33,068 183 Switzerland 16,821; France 8,500. gugintocnerthan metatbearing ——"~ 38H TSMR "GSS tana 62; Romania 3.506 
Elemental: (Crude including native and BrP aici 8.00 4912-28 Yugoslavia 2.829; France 983. Calloidel, precipitated, sublimed 185 130 Lebanon 64; Caechoslovakia 5 Biba etter 583 1160 NA Belgium-buxembourg 102: Spain 49. Solfaieasi@22TITTITIII nah 886 Veena TTT Begs 

‘Tale, steatite, soapstone, pyrophyllite «52,180 «46,082 2.779 West Germany 11,847; France 10617. 
‘MINERAL FUELS AND RELATED ‘MATERIALS 

Asphalt and bitumen, natural. 541 991 Libya 461; Trag 122, ae yidbalvia ithe Austria 7.874 
‘Anthracite. THT 3608 France 8405. 
Bituminous --~ 222202722772 3360 82 Yugoslavia 299; Austria 298, Briquets of anthracks and bituminous Gale ee ene earn a 2 NA. Lignite including briquets ~~ ~~~ ~~ Ey Z Cokeand semicoke. --——~--—— 642,088 877,662 Romania. 250,275; Iran 27,807. Gas natural thousand cube feet Sit StL ONA oleum ‘Grude- thousand 42.gallon barrels. _ -- 255 All to West Germany. Refinery products: TLigutted petroleum gas do 2081 2512 144 Greece 525; France 500, Gasoline =. ---dou=- «$710 SSIS 198k France 12674 Libya 3,618, Mineral jelly and wax ~ do ~~ 48 48 G) West Germany 11 Republicof South ‘Africa Kerosine and jet fuel__ do. 16.492 24879266 _Greece 2,856; bunkers 6,988, Distilatefueloil —.-~=do---- 31020, BMWS 45 Saudi Arabia 6001: fran 4158, Taubrigants = 2222 7@o0 22> $388 S024 BH alguien 97 bunkers 

Residual fueloil._-do.-.__-28,004-—82800 1,246 Netherlands 4728; bunkers 12,492. Bitumen and otber residues do 1,006 1.086 Anstria 452: Switzerland 197 Bituminous mixtures...do._— 38 29 Netherlands 10; Libya 6. Petroleum coke -- do. ——— 56 G2 + Switeerland 45; Yugoslavia 17 
"Revised. NA Not available. Table prepared by Jozef Pach. 
Less than 1/2 unit.
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Table 3.—Italy: Imports of selected mineral commodities* 

(Metric tons untes otherwise specified) 
eS 

Commit 1981 1982 QQ id ese Other (principal 

METALS 
Alkali and alkaline earth metals: Sika metalg 4658 «41951 Woat Germany 2.89; France 868 aaltineeat tae =—>-> 2-2 "30 23} West Germany 2 

Gre and concentrate thousand tons» 1.708 1578 Australia 1.198; Guinea 191. Oxides gn hydroxides “SP” aghatl ghee 8.8 West Germany 2.30, Ashandresifuecontainingalaninain —“Gnae6 SRO NA ‘Astin Tt Went Gormany 2. Metal including alo 
Scrap nnn 56610 94,224 1,801 Austria 24825; West Germany 310, France 808 wrought. onan 208889 Batt Wa erm 8A France 2,7; 
Semimanufactures 818" «85824 94908 West Germany 41,618; France 22,285, ‘Antimony! Metal including alloy, al Deen ee 81 252 NA Belgium-Laxembourg 56; Nether ‘nds 8; Peru #8 ‘Bismuth: Metal including alloy, oll (DN ee ra 6 39 NA United Kingdom 25, Nethertands 6 CCadrntam: Metal including ailoys, al forme nee 85 3 ONA NA Cesium and rubidhia: Metal incling clei forme NS 15 4a NA 

Oreand concentrate... S185 59ST Alba 8,19 Republic of South ‘rica 30816 Harkey 2808 
Oxides and hydroxides —— 1840 1615) West Germany 1,237; France 224, Metal including alloy, sli forme ~~ 115 124 NA United Kingdom 73; France 7. Cobalt: Metal including aloys all forms 208 252“ France 6% Went Germany 50; 

‘Belgium-Luxembourg 36. Copper Giana mente oe u 491 All fom Republic of South Africa. 
Peete gmegan enn om m 194. France 186 oxde@and'npdronides -——777777 350 596 NA Norway 25; West Germany 68, 

Sulfate 2 772a oa arr spat NA Yugostavia 3 United Kingdom 
Ashandsulfatecontaining copper -- «6985-3857 NA_— Australia 3,460. ‘etal including alloys Reap SSSTO oo haae T2808 Frans 24,34; United Kingdom "E86; West Germany 1h 038 Unwrought ogg se.99 220 chile Loe a6h: Zambia 611 Semimanufactares “—---"-"_ 104890 108483243 Weal Germany 42770, France 21,62 Gatun Meta inching alps al Trt Tiograms 1400 G00 NA United Kingdom 70, Germanium: Metal including allay al Tommy nn valves thousands $264 $86 NANA Gold Metal including alloys, unwrought 

and partly wrought SHousand troy ounces... 4507 «GIT. «8__Rapubon South fin 05; vtzeriand 2788 Iron and steel: ron ore and concentrate: Excluding roasted pyrite itt wna. 15191608 Leia AG Venn 
MeP TINA S81 —_. West Germany 28; Netherlands 25 

Serap thousand tons.-«5,40-—=BSTL_—««42 ‘France 2,189; West Germany 1,900 Bip oa, cat lron related Miterinis == ns. Tapuzed 425,865. West Germany 78001; Algeria Faiae any 78,011; Alge 

Ferroslloys: Ferrachromium ...... 78.499.“ BB215——NA_ Zimbabwe 31:82; Republic of South ‘Rien 32348 Ferromanganese....---- 99711. SIS =. France 39,534; Republic of South "Africa 3,5 Ferromolybdenum.— 7091885 NA elguiemboung 45; Austria 
Rerronickel = -------- 181881 NA. Branco 11,90, New Caledonia 2.15, Ferroatitechromiunt ~~ ~~~ ried "aot Rance 1820; Zimbabwe SEL Ferrnticomangenese “~~ ABABA Noay IBS Republic of South 
Ferrosilicon___- 55108 «SA 64ST Norway 15/725; France 14,286, 
Silicon metal —__-— S71 5,466 1 France 22; epi of South rea Unspecified 7058869820. France 2448; Brazi 1509 

See footnotes at end of table
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Table 3.—Italy: Imports of selected mineral commodities! —Continued 

(Metric tons unles otherwise specified) 
TT BE 

Commodi «i yea |. oo ij Gated Other principal 

METALS —Continued 
Iron and steel —Continued Beat Soatinacd| 

Steel, pary forms "Round tos. 2a) 2480 Prage 4 HelplmLanembourg 
Semimantatures sods angles, shapes, Seétions nn doe 18 792 1._‘France 252; West Germany 170. Univeral, la, beste 

do cse 1,345 1,283 26 France 972; Belgium-Luxembourg 

Hogpand strip do. uo 1181 Wert Germany 66; France 50 
do 8 108 Netherlands 26, West Germany 22. Wire e222 a 52 @)__Bellum:buxembourg 25, West Ger- 

‘Tubes, pipes itt mans bes, pies tin 
ab Bae 226 206 3 West Germany 71; France 62. 

EE ° 1 @)- West Germany 2; Switzerland 1 Lead Gre and concentrate ATS 5-0 Thalland Metal including sllys Semper ag 267 246265 United Kingdom 5221: Pranc 5,18 Gipwonghi TTT ARRAS ERA aaah Wan Garmtny fs: orse 
Semimanfactures 458282 Yona 2.2 Begum Snemboig {thm Oxidesand ironies 28 10 NA USSR West Germany 32 Maguelm: tal inclocng Po emee ane se 1589 = Went Gexmany 689; France 244 Unwrought -— ~~ 2222 2222ooo 3 S320 Norway $64: France Lis using 2202T2TITT me Gt 288 Francs 219; BelgtumLaxembourg 65, genes: ‘ee and concentrate, metallurgical: ade STENTS ss4am5t03069 Gab 1860 Republi South 

Metalinclodngalog afore FL 118 NA France epuliofSouth ‘Ainen St Mercury... T6pound fasks.—-2850,«=—«,078_—=— 29 Ulted Kingdom 522; Turkey 20 Molybdenum Greandconcentrate-.... «4522 —=««T68—«2A2—_‘Netherland 95; Chie 8, Metal including alos Sap e - ee Unwrought= 2-22 222227222 3 1) NA. BelgumLuxembourg 4 cen mae ==> 1B SNR RORNg a Netherland o 
° ‘ie ai ep a paee 1783 2,045, <- Cuba 959; Canada 326; Austria 263. Onidesandydroxides ~~~" Bat BASD oR Guba .000 Austratia 28 Metal including alloys: Bere ccs 25 2208 _Brance 198; West Germany 68, Unwroughts2---—7777T22 tai? a.508 Netherands 2800; Republi of South 

Semimanufactures gaze agra sat Wat ermany 85; United Kingdom 
Platinum group metals: Metals including slop nweouht and pry wrouet Shousand troy ounces — m 11 21_United Kingdom 6; Switerland 96 Rarecarth metals nw we cd Be RMS SNe Goong Selenium, elemental == ~~~ ~722-a> 3 122 United Kingdom 8 Sliver Metal including alloys onwroudht and partly wrought tsand toy ounces. TSS TST lng 5208; Wat Ger many i Tellurium and arsenic elemental a 6 Sweden ‘Ting heal incladingaloye Beep 2 4. Switzerland 28 Gnwrought <222TTTTTTITTIT— ake set §Indoneula AFT: Malaysia Lox apySeinmanases= == 22227 2 S98 West Germany i; France sacle ‘Greand concentrate... «39176045 -—NA_—_Republicof South Africa 4900 Gridegscererne = 2oTTTTt aan ASHER WE Germany 18801; Franee 10.00, Metal ching alloys Sep eO R186 RB tia gs st Gorman 123, Unerougit 2=2222TIIIII 108 NA Qitafiiadnn 3; os Germany 

Semimanufactures sag $5189 West Germany 168; Japan 102. 
See fostnotes at end of table
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Table 3.—Italy: Imports of selected mineral commodities: Continued | 
(Metric tons unles otherwise specified) 
ee 

Commodi we 98 ~ ated Other (principal 

METALS —Continued 
‘Tungsten 

‘Gre and concentrate __ 8 36-2 Allfrom Canada, Metal including alloys a 26 4S] NA. West Germany 2 Indonesia 10, vanaatermarutacors = & 34 West Germany 1: Bouman 
‘Ashand residue containing vanadium «2. 74T ©2646. Autria 166; West Germany 1,059 tal cucing som los 4 2% NA West Gerinany ls Prance 
‘Gre and concentrate... 264885 BRLSTZ 1.801 Canada 85,60; Peru 88.225, Sheps ist Tt TNA WestGermany 056 Fence 00 MaGEONTSSTTSTLLT ia alah NA WestGermany tat Stacia 
Metal including alloys: “ Sap ggg a= Pranco 8267; West Germany 2450 wrought “= —oSSTITIT REARS a0 Weg Stay SST Netherlands z 3 Semimanufactures .------2628.-—=—«585.—« West Germany 1564; Belgium osenibours 18 Zirconium Breandconcentrate.------- 55859 —«6819._—-NA__ Australi 5)280; Republic of South “Aiea Suda Metal including alloys, ll forms =. » 2 8 NA 

NONMETALS 
Abrasies nes Retard Corundum, emery, pumice, BE neenetner ene 1618 1483125 Greece 1,100; West Germany 73 anna Girundom == BRB 28 6018 —_Ara 550; West Germany 484; nce dt Silicon carbide, 1,107 789,NA_—_Franee S009; Switerland 1,047 Dustand powder of aio and in ous stones incaing damon a Eilograms. - 188 1,780 806 Ireland 768. 

Grinding and polishing wheels and_ ao cndee T8258 184 Belgium Lurembourg 8; Wes Gee anya Asbestos crude =u. S582 «ABET Canad 10 Republica South ica Ta Bariteandwitherite_------------ 9665-1028 = —_—drelgnd’b 116 France 3.862, Boron materiale Grade nataralboraied S860 10t95 | 18SAT Hurry Cat Netherland 18,020, Bromine rms Crude natural bores MO Bags SH ene oes winner Gement22TTTTZTTTTTTTIT aah ABSRE “7 Pogeteuia 96708 France 6507 [a 7 nC Shaye evade ‘Aidalusie,kyanitesilimanite--____—1011—=—«S6215 1.056 West Germany 19816; Republic of ‘South lees 08 Bentonite = 25440 42504 515 Greete Ba att West Germany 1258 Chasse Grtbl22~27777TT72 BBs SERGE Bronce stort: Went German 170i Rigin SSDS TTL BB Sst tS Ula Redo 30005 Ponce a0, Uncpeied = anna SBIR TOE We oman 82988 France 
Ceyliteandehioite SL. Denark 482, West Germany 26. Simos Com notsetorsirung. = cara. B45 5ASD— NA Belgap-Lacebour 1264: re 

Industrial _______---_-do____ 183,934 169,727 _—  Belgium’Luxembourg 130,790; 
‘Netherlands 19,180, Distomite andthe infusrialearth 5019448840 rante 28 fexland 442 elagpar fos rated ates wits BSH TB Frahce Saar Shalt then eras materials Grideynes 0812 SBT. France 5s: West Germany 17 aonbodare ‘Ammonia... 4089—«250580 7.992 USSR.149,70,Trinided and obago 118 Nitrogenous === === ee 2, Phosphatic 18198) 12RGBT 12,100 Tanai 57.848; France 92.075 Petes <5 =o=SaSToL Bam itage | TNSY Eat Germany 11035 ed 1s Unspesticd and nixcd===77_—“B4SNL—GarODD 241.685 Famina THLDBE Moroczo a o70 Graphiegnurnsnesesosoos gate 5a SSS Weng ba, United ing 

Gypmum and plaster ---.--------- 188414981882 Wel Germany 882, Austra 3528 age none Poser =~ ---=-- == i SE Meet ehhe tt iis eectearoe creme ce mn BB > WEYUStmany 3% France 6 
See footnotes at end of table
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‘Table 3.—Italy: Imports of selected mineral commodities! Continued 
(Metric tons unless otherwise specified! 

Sources, 1982 
Commodity 1981 1982 Unned Gries Other (principal 

NONMETALS —Continued 
Magnesite 2212085 LIBT 18 Gresce 42815; Austria 10840, 

Grude including splittings and waste . 1,261 881 409. France 210; China 100. 
Worked including agglomerated spi: Gag ccocs ne ernrrere sr B46 20 Belgium:tnembourg 8 West Ger 

many 73 Nitrates, rude = 429 ST... Caechotlovakia 252; Belgium. Tuxembourg 197 Phosphates, crude. thousand tons. 1.298 1162 46 Moroceo 680 arael 149 
Phosphorus,elemental = 3 tot Alfio West Germany: Pigments, mineral ‘Natural crude «22-22 - sit 40% NA West Germany 60, 

Iron oxides and hydroxides, processed 1908217845 SES West Germany 12.538; Belgium 
Luxembourg 1.925 Potassium salts,crude.------- 12,719]. ramce 107248 Precious Sed seiprecions stones other ‘than diamon Natural’... kilograms. 148255 = «69.275 5163 Brazil 16,672, West Germany 14,177 Synthetic =~ "72277 “Mo Tis 30 NA Switzerland #88: West Germany 155. 

Pynite, unroasted ==" 777—"7>—a52'901—108'15) Norway 60,095; Finland 30,027 Seltandbrne = =-22--—-2-- I> eats SIAR 7 France 177,95) Tuna 10,52, 
Carbonate, manufactured... 7,099» 9.088 14.494 Ropeapia 28,535; East Germany 
Sulfate, manufactured T0517 ST,18T 26,198 Austria 22,566; France 15,732 Stone, sand and gravel ‘Dimension stone ‘Grude and partly worked... 602.572.611.967 45481. Spain 199,321; Finland 120,867. Worked ss vere TESS: 4318 dient "Spain Lato; Greece 81. 
Bolomite,chitiyretracioryarade —~ 1287 Tess _! West Germany 186; Netherlands 974 Gravel and crushed rock > BS 183000 France 7a West Germany 6.781 
Limestone other than dimension ~~ 168 150 |) All from West Germany. Quartzand quartzite ss --~- 4815248489 TFL.‘Switaerland $0,881, Greece 7,885, Sond other than metal bearing thousand tons 1.168 Loot) Fegpee 60; BelgiunLaxembourg 

Sulfur: Blemental: me 
Crude eluding nativeand byproduct «476,015 «875,888 14,047 Canada 11,400; Poland 59,225, Colloidal, precipitated, sublimed. =~ 1010 toss" 1 West Germany 834; France 183, 

Tale, steatté soapstone, pyrophylite -— «25842 BNATS. «16 AUstria Ih2S1; France #46, 
‘MINERAL FUELS AND RELATED MATERIALS 

Asphalt and bitumen, natural 1348 780 182 West Germany 38. 
Geteon: Carton black “= ""= aes tas 980 France BBL West Germany 4794 

“Anthracite. thousand tons. "200 285 10T_—_Repablicof South Africa 9; USSR 
Bituminous do. 18.265 17,879 10,140 West Germany 1428; Poland 1,414. 
Lighite including briguets ~ do. @ 73 "Yugoslavia 40; West Germany 3. Coke and semicoke =~ do. > 120 203 70._—_‘France 1; West Germany 34 

Gas;natural-.- million cubic fect "584150 518850 «|S USSR 325,810; Netherlands eis 188,540. etvoleum: ‘Crude™ thousand 42-gallon barrels 621,088 510,908 Saudi Arabia 146,679; Iran 86,133; Libya 76,953 Refinery products 
Liquefied petroleum gas do 8,156 815 65 Saud Arabia 270; West Germany 
Gasoline do. 18,108 1854525 USSR 2,808; Kuwait 2203. Mineral jelly and wax = dos 22 ist 3m 4 Hangary 58, West Germany 97 
Kerosine and jet fuel ~do. 49 282 "Trinidad and Tobago 16; Bulgaria 58. Disilate fuctoil ---——do--- 13,817 90712 SBA_—_Algoria 12069, Romania 5841 
Lubricants = >>> odo. 22> 1888 18348 France 146; West Germany 126, Residual fueloil——~-"do--__ NAT 962002810 Venenusla 18701, USSR 11,489. ‘Bitumen and other residues do 1.825 1361 1,350 Yugoslavia’. Bituminous mixtures. do. it 3 (“"l Sweden 8: France 2. 
Petroleum coke === ~do~ 5,859 5401 4478 United Kingdom 366; USS.R, 259, 

"Revised. NA Not available 
Mable prepared by Jozef Plachy. Less than 1/2 unit.
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COMMODITY REVIEW 

METALS ing four electric arc furnaces and a bloom- 
F 3 ing mill at Unione by 1985. Unione is one of 

Aluminum.—Exploration of the Olmedo three works at the Sesto San Giovanni site, 
bauxite deposit on Monte Rosso, about 20 north of Milan. At the end of 1983, two kilometers southwest of Sassari, Sardinia, §)-ton electric are furnaces, each capable 
continued during 1983. Approximately of producing 180,000 tons of steel per 
18,000 drill holes were drilled on a 100: by year, were shut down and replaced with a 
100-meter grid. This exploration confirmed 240,600-ton-per-year furnace. This reduc- 
reserves of about 40 to 50 million tons of tion of capacity should satisfy requirements 
bauxite reportedly similar to bauxite from set by the EEC for cutting steel-producing 
Australia. In addition to exploration, tests capacities by member countries. Further, 
on processing bauxite were performed in an ingot bay and a blooming mill were 
the Econminas plant at Porto Vesme, also closed in October, and a new 125,000-ton- 
in Sardinia. Providing that some legal ob- per-year induction reheating furnace went 
stacles are removed, bauxite from Olmedo on-stream at the Unione works. In addition, 
could be produced and processed in the Falck and the Government-owned Dalmine 
Porto Vesme plant in 1985. were negotiating a seamless tube pact. If 
Copper.—At yearend 1983, construction the pact is concluded, Dalmine will produce 

was completed of the first large copper seamless tubular goods, and Falck will con- 
refinery in Italy. The new electrolytic plant, centrate on production of other pipes. 
operated by Societa per Azioni Minero- When, and if the pact is signed, Falck’s 
Metallurgiche (SAMIM) and located at Por- small-diameter seamless pipe mill at Arcore 
to Marghera, near Venice, had a capacity of would be closed. At yearend 1983, Falck was 
45,000 tons of refined copper per year. Scrap involved with other private steel companies 
and imported blister were planned as crude in an attempt to obtain the right to operate 
material. Reportedly, the plant should the state-owned Cornigliano plant. 
reach its designed capacity during 1984. Lead and Zine.—Figures for lead and zinc 

Iron and Steel.—The recession in Europe ore and concentrate showed higher produc- 
affected the steel industry in 1983. Finan- tion than in 1982. The improved perform- 
cial difficulties persisted in Government- ance resulted from startup of Solamine’s 
owned Nuovo Italsider S.p.4., Piombino Mine, Fenice Campanne, in Sardinia, and 
SpA. Dalmine S.p.A., and other compa- from a full year of operation of the Salafos- 
nies. To cut losses, plans were made to close sa Mine north of Belluno, near the border 
about 1.9 million tons per year of pipe- with Austria. The Salafossa Mine, operated 
making capacity. Most of the cuts would be by Pertusola, was closed during all of 1982 
made in the welded pipes and tube plants _ because of a landslide that had damaged the 
where cuts should reach 50% of the existing flotation plant near the mine in 1980. At 
capacities. Among others, Moraldi S.p.A. the Salafossa Mine, exploration near the 
would cut its annual production by 410,000 mine was negative, and reserves reportedly 
tons, and Dalmine, by 305,000 tons. The will be exhausted within 2 to 4 years at 
over-capacity of the industry, measured present production rates. At that time, the 
against domestic demand, was constantly mine will be closed. 
present but hitherto relatively high exports At the Monteponi-San Giovanni Mine in 
have led to high utilization of plants. How- Sardinia, operated by SAMIM, a rush of 
ever, in 1982 and 1983, exports dropped underground water flooded the deepest lev- 
sharply and plant utilization decreased, re- els of the mine and postponed the startup. 
sulting in the need for closing excessive At Raibl, the mine operated by SAMIM in 

capacities. the Province of Udine, exploration of the 
The largest private steel company of Ita- level below the present workings yielded 

ly, Falck, continued to operate profitably positive results in 1983. Based on the new 
during 1983; the main reason for Falck’s reserves, a decision was made to deepen the 
positive economic results was low-cost ener- existing mine shafts. 
gy available to its steel plants. Falck owned —_Pyrite—Two mines, Niceioleta__and 
a number of hydropower plants in the Campiano-Boccheggiano (Campiano) in Tus- 
northern part of Italy, which supplied about cany, operated by SAMIM, produced the 
759% of its electric energy. Implementation bulk of Italian pyrite during the year. At 
of the restructuring program approved by the Campiano Mine, use of horizontal stopes 
the European Economic Community (EEC) with concrete back filling became the prin- 
was underway. The plan provides for clos- cipal mining method. An installation for
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preparing concrete at the surface was com- at Fontane in Piedmont and at the Saveno- 
pleted, with a shaft and pipe system for sa, Lasassai, and San Francisco Mines in 
delivery of concrete underground. At the Sardinia. At the Fontane Mine, the mining 
Fenice Campane Mine, a flotation plant method, horizontal underhand stoping with 
started processing complex sulfide ores of cement back filling, had proven to be effec- 
copper, lead, and zinc and also started tive because large cuts are possible coupled 
recovering pyrite. with use of machines for fragmentation. 

Output of graphite from the Iela Mine in 
NONMETALS Piedmont was near its end. Reserves were 

Asbestos.—The mining of lower levels of [pW.and she mine was eapected:te:be:cloted 
the open pit mine at Balangero operated by SU"IN8 1784 
the Societé Amiantifera del Balangero 
Sp.A. continued. The movable crushing MINERAL FUELS 
plant and movable conveyor belt based on _As in the past, during 1983, Italy remain- 
level 654 continued to deliver ore to the ed largely dependent on imported fuels to 
processing plant and transport overburden meet its demand. Domestic output of lignite 
from the northwest edge of the deposit to and natural gas modestly decreased import 
the dump, thus preparing new segments of dependency. 
the deposit for production. Coal.—A large landslide disrupted nor- 
Barite—Lower demand for barite in oil mal lignite production in the Allori work- 

drilling resulted in lower production in ings at the Castelnuovo Santa Barbara 
Italy. The principal producers, underground Mine, which with the closure of the Pietra- 
mines at Barega and Monte Ega, introduced fita powerplant resulted in lower lignite 
pneumatic loading, and continued to use output. 
the sublevel caving mining method. Petroleum and Natural Gas.—Because 

Potash.—At the Pasquasia Mine in Sicily, Italy was 99% dependent on imported crude 
an incline was completed. The incline was oil to meet its demand, efforts to increase 
fitted with conveyor belts for moving ores output continued. The results of exploration 
and waste, and also a main passage way was and development drilling of 156 wells, total- 
used for heavy mining equipment. The in- ing 305,456 meters, led to higher output of 
cline was the replacement for shaft No. 1, crude oil and increased reserves. In addi- 
which had to be closed because of frequent tion, seismic works were conducted on land 
wall cavings. The Racalmuto Mine, also in and offshore (6,254 kilometers on land and 
Sicily, had similar difficulties within its 13,900 kilometers offshore). At the Vega 
shaft. A study was underway to build an Field, offshore Sicily, a third well started 
incline with conveyors that would serve the _ production. 
Racalmuto Mine and the nearby rock salt —_——— 
mine operated by Italkali S.p.A. ‘Physicist Division of Foreign Data, 

Tale and Graphite—Talco Graphite di ,,, Where Peressary, values have been converted, from, Valchisone §.p.A. produced tale in its mines Iti Ss “Usiilon® OS “oles af fhe rate for 10S of





The Mineral Industry of Japan 

By John C. Wu 

During the past 5 years (1979-83), Japan's During 1980-88, many major mining and 
mining industry suffered a steady decline in mineral processing companies in ferrous, 
mine output owing to declining ore grade, nonferrous, and chemical industries report- 
high production cost, and chronic industry edly had diversified some of their opera- 
recession resulting from low-level demand tions into production of new industrial raw 
and increasing substitution of industrial materials and integrated further into down- 
raw material. Subsequently, Japan's miner- stream operations. Production of these new 
al processing industries also suffered for industrial raw materials include high- 
different reasons in different mineral proc- purity aluminum, ceramics, gallium, high- 
essing industries. The decline in the alumi- purity silicon metal, strontium, tantalum, 
num smelting industry was caused by high titanium dioxide, and zirconium. Down- 
power costs and increased imports. The iron stream operations involved production of 
and steel and ferroalloy industries suffered titanium mill products, special superalloys, 
from increased energy costs, a low level of powder metals, and nonferrous alloy mill 
domestic demand, and increasing imports of products. 
steel and ferroalloy products. More recent- In line with the Government's policies of 
ly, the cement and petroleum refining in- building a high-technology industry and 
dustries began to experience the industry securing a short-term (60 days) raw materi- 
structural depression because of sluggish als supply vital to the Japanese iron and 
domestic demand and keen competition. As steel, machinery, electronic, and chemical 
a result, production capacities of Japan's industries, the Government approved a plan 
basic material industries have been cut in April 1983 to stockpile cobalt, chromium, 
back substantially, ranging from 15% in manganese, molybdenum, nickel, tungsten, 
steelmaking to 50% in aluminum smelting, and vanadium under three types of pro- 
based on decisions made according to joint grams. These approved programs and sup- 
recommendations of the Government and ply goals for fiscal years 1983-87 were as 
industry. However, the mineral processing follows, in days: 
industries of copper, lead and zine, and 
nickel as well as other minor metals re-§ ————————____ 
mained steady. RUA OOS. TIGA, AGH 1986 208 

Despite the decline in some of its basic Government —_ 5 1 1% 0 
material industries, Japan maintained its JoiniGovernment = 
position as one of the world’s leaders in the prvatesctor 24 BBO 
production of cement, copper, iodine, iron So ke Ss 
Sind steel: titanium, and sing in 1G68.Japens < TSes 
was also a major world producer of lime- 
stone and such minor metals as bismuth, _ The Ministry of International Trade and 
cobalt, indium, selenium, and tellurium. Industry (MIT) will supervise and control 
Japan emerged as one of the world’s major the buildup and drawdown of the stockpiles 
producers of gallium metal when Sumitomo held by the three programs. The private 
Chemical Co. started commercial operation stockpile is to be drawn down first in case of 
of a new 10-ton-per-year-capacity plant, the a minicrisis, then the joint stockpile in case 
world’s largest, in the Ehime Prefecture in of a subcrisis, and finally the Government 

October. stockpile in case of a major crisis. Accord- 

417
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ing to the Metal Mining Agency of Japan _ the mining industry to Japan's gross domes- 
(MMAJ), the supply goal of the seven met- tic product (GDP) declined to 0.49% in 1982 
als for fiscal year 1983 was achieved as from 0.53% in 1980. The factor contribution 
planned. The Government program, 100% _ of the basic metal industry also dropped to 
financed by the Government, and the joint 3.03% in 1982 from 3.74% in 1980. Despite 
Government and private sector program, the small contribution of the mineral indus- 
two-thirds financed by the Government and try to Japan's GDP, the industry remained 
one-third by private sector, were adminis- vital to the Japanese economy because of its 
tered by MMAJ; the private sector pro significant role in providing raw materials 
gram, 100% financed by the private sector, to the important industries in manufactur- 
was administered by the Japan Rare Metal ing, especially the export-oriented indus- 
Association, which consists of 31 member tries such as electronic and electric ma- 
companies. By the end of fiscal year 1983, chinery and equipment, heavy machinery 
the 12-day stockpile of all three programs and equipment, and transport equipment as 
consisted of 17,461 tons of ferrochromium; well as other advanced industrial products. 
8,582 tons of nickel in the forms of nickel In 1983, Japan’s economy continued to 
metal, ferronickel, and nickel oxide sinter; improve particularly in the areas of price 
57 tons of tungsten concentrate; 475 tons of stability and international trade balance. 
molybdenum concentrate; 60 tons of cobalt According to EPA’s preliminary statistics, 
metal; 17,286 tons of ferromanganese; and Japan's real gross national product (GNP) 
196 tons of ferrovanadium.? In addition, the grew at 3% in 1983 compared with 3.3% 
Light Metal Stockpiling Association sup- (revised) in 1982. The 1983 economic growth 

ported by the Government held 146,654 tons was sustained mainly by the growth in 
of aluminum at yearend 1983, but the Me- exports with sluggish domestic demand and 
tallic Mineral Stockpiling Association held negative growth in gross domestic fixed 
only 3,969 tons of zinc at yearend 1983 after capital formation. 
releasing 56,934 tons during 1983. ‘The growth in export earnings was con- 

‘During 1982-88, Japan's mineral fuel sec- tributed mostly by the exports of transport 
tor, mainly the coal mining industry, was equipment, electronic and electric products, 
equally depressed. Since 1975, the output and scientific and optical equipment. The 
goal of 20 million tons of coal has never sluggish domestic demand was caused by 
been achieved by the industry. On the smaller increases in real wages and higher 
contrary, coal output declined to 17 million income tax payments. The negative growth 
tons. In Hokkaido, where there is a high in domestic fixed capital formation was a 
concentration of coal mines and little alter- result of cutbacks in industry’s production 
native job opportunity, about 2,000 coal capacity and reduced investments in pri- 
miners reportedly became unemployed as a vate housing with stagnant investments in 
result of coal mine closures. The Yubari public works projects. Japan’s consumer 
Mine of Hokkaido had been shut down since prices increased only 2% in 1983 while real 
a 1982 accident. Various feasibility studies wages rose only 2%. However, the unem- 
supported and conducted by the Japan Coal ployment rate jumped to a 30-year high of 
‘Association and local governments of Hok- 2.7% resulting from production cutbacks in 
kaido to reopen and redevelop the Yubari basic material industries. Japan’s total la- 
Mine were abandoned in July 1983 when bor force was 58.9 million, of which about 
MITI disapproved the attempt for safety 1.6 million were unemployed. Japan's GNP 
and economic reasons. in 1975 constant dollars was estimated at 

‘According to the latest annual report of $881.8 billion and at current dollars was 
the Economic Planning Agency (EPA) on estimated at $1,152.9 billion for 1983.2 
national accounts, the factor contribution of 

PRODUCTION 

‘The performance of Japan's mineral in- stagnant or at a lower level than that of 
dustry was mixed. In the mining sector, 1982 especially in tungsten mining, which 
mining activities of lead and zinc were at a_ was hit hardest by lower prices and high 
higher level than that of 1982 because of production costs. Coal mining continued the 
strong recovery of lead and zinc demand in 1982 downward trend, affected by cheap 
the domestic market. The activities of other imported coal and continued shutdown of 
metallic and nonmetallic mining remained the Yubari Mine in Hokkaido, while Ja-
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pan’s oil and natural gas production in- nickel, and titanium was at a much lower 
creased slightly. level owing to the slow recovery of domestic 

Over the past 2 years, Japan’s mining and international markets. The Japanese 
industry was constantly facing problems of if08 and steel industry continued its down- declining ore grades, lower smctal prices, Ward trend resulting from the stagnant 
}oCNIS OCS: Braces, : _ Prices: steel demand in the domestic market and 

continuing substitution of industrial raw increased imports of cheap steel products. 
materials, and increasing production costs. The manufacturers of cement and chemical 
According to MITI’s survey, the overall fertilizers as well as petroleum refining 
activity of Japan's mining industry was suffered from structural depression. The 
moving downward in terms of the number output of these industries dropped substan- 
of operating mines and number of employ- tially as a result of drastic cutbacks in 
ees, as shown in the following tabulation: C@Pacity and scrapping or closing of facili- ties and plants. 

According to information published by 
———'iiticrofopen” Nomberof” the Japan Productivity Research Institute, 

eae ating mines __employees_ production indexes for mining and selected 
“Moist Nom “yfetat Nom mineral processing industries for 1979, 

——$________mss|_*_mutal_ 1981-83 were as follows (1980 equals 100): 
1980. TH 11005 768 a a Hie"""""-722 oo Anan TTn Tndustry Tota esl 1982108 Yee a8 Tone <n 

——— ning $85 971 962 958 
Manufacturing -=2—""> 841 1011 1014 1089 

Production activity of Japan's mineral Risnum-""-77-7_ eg Get Sab processing was mostly lower except copper, Gopper=----------_ 970 1088 1060 10t7 
gold, lead, silver, and zinc in 1983. Produc. GememE sain ---- gee MB Be wee 
tion of aluminum reached the lowest level Cont producis =~ ===- S195 OTT OLB 
in 20 years while production of cobalt, Petroleum products -..-- 107.1 933° 87.7 85.2 

‘Table 1.—Japan: Production of mineral commodities 
(Metric tons unless otherwise specified) 

emmy aaa 

METALS 
Aluminum 

‘Alumina, ross weight thousand tons__ 155199888 9591065 Metal Primary: Regular grades do 10051087 165 aur 259 Highpuriiy —"7777777Tae. 22 4 ‘4 . 4 3 Antnp Stony wn 2 DTT OT TIT 168 800 840 161 802 
‘Orde st 6,079 6482 6,238 6Ad6 7,596 Metal ueeeseeberces Sz ‘6 390 ‘260 as 

Arsenic, white (equivalent of arsenic acid) ————~ 182 284 95 F e100 *100 Bathe = 458 Be 8 485 50 Gedimiyee =°2OW2TTTDIIIITIITTETI 2B TS 1 20h a8 
Chromite, gross weight -- ==. 1905 igi 1a959 aaa 296 MearevSee ee cccccmcccccciz: SRD SS Celt eta Se ee Toa eea aE Yess Deer at toe in 

Golumbiam and taal: Tatalisa metal ~~~ 5 38 3 a 40 per 
‘Mine output, metal content ___.____ 58,100 SES ,SI_—,658—— 48.097 

Metal: —— Soe Blister and anode: Primary-—=——-------------- 858,700 889.500 "40000 948200 944.600 
Seondary --.=------------- 67,700 39,800, 50,100 98,100 117,300 

PR, remeron en 921,400 *929,300 *980,100 1,046,300 1,061,900 

Refined 
Primary. 85309 sugdg7 929.967 oasis ouasm1 Secondary CTTTTIIII___ teeter Yoattes tess aes Latr 

Total__---------------. 988700 1,014,292 1,060,120 1074974 1,091,929 
‘See footnotes a end of table.
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Table 1.—Japan: Production of mineral commodities’ —Continued 
(Metric tons unless otherwise specified) 

met eg eet ee 
METALS —Continued 

Galliam metal ———————— anna 2 8 3 3 5 
Opiate? canes enna: 18 16 2 10 a Metal 12222222222277222 2 io B Ht 1 7 

Gold: “Mine output, metal content. thousand troy ounces — 128 102 99 104 10 NOEL cence nee Mone 130 att 12a 12H 1.296 Indium melai ~~~ 77~~7 222 = 22 cao 29 382 82 ‘2 a2 
Iron and steel Tron ore and iron sand concentrate ‘Grose weight =~ thousand tons.— 460 rid 42 382 298 Tron content 2222 gg 24 24 a BS 35 Roasted pyrite concentrate (60% or more Fe) ace 432 ais 308 321 329 

Met g irom and bast furnace feroal fron and blast furnace ferroalloys ‘do..--__—8886 87.04 __—_—8.OHS TGS __—_—72.998 
Blectric furnace ferroalloys: Ferrochrome---------.----- 865.490 492.097 906,104 328,480 904,058 Perromanganese "~~~ _~_~=-_ = BOBOIS aR AT oTeT4G SAS aN ABT 

Ferroniekel == -2222_7~~2_22_ = (SORT «BUG RIDA 19521458 180,828 
Ferrosilicon  --—-----_------ SUBS BOR TSA BMszd | toRT2 ST 8a Silcomanganese -—_y.~~2----- 290680 «BUOLTI4—— «BALA Baw.aT9 = aa.aOG 
Ferrochromiumailion® =< ""O2-- yeez 0,581 10,469 9.845 782 

‘Calcium sition 3309 3,859 2.590 3.80 2357 Ferrocolumbium —-------=——— 1a bis 525, 1.039 530 Ferromolybdenum --~-~~=~-= 31406 4367 8,058 S413 3.104 Ferrotungsten- ~~~ --=--——— 21 Be 362 329 200 Ferrovanadium-~—-~--~~-~—— 4.028 3,526 4.068 4485 2821 
Unspecified =~ === === S208 10:360 3167 23308 21159 

‘Total? 1826220 1.907 485 1.650.899 1.558889 1,27,726 Steel, crude -----~ thousand tons "T1748 "111,395 '20,675 99. OT GE 
Semimanufactures, htrolled ‘Ofordimarysieels. "do. 89075. BR.RBR TTT TEN TESTO Ofspecial steels ~~~ do 125272 1BBBL_ 1866018201 

¥ Mine ouput talcontene sara agg agar 
Metal, refined Primary -—----22------------ 1176209175172 75.7] «1881828. 82 

Secondary ----_-------~------ 10849129769 «141.645 19068 «1817 
Magnesium metal: mary --nnanaenn--------- TB. 9.252 5.687 5.555 8028 eee 

fanganese: ‘Ore and concentrate: Grossweight 2. 0---------n- TSB] TBST 88H TRUS TT. ON Manganese content <2-_22_--7--- «BBB 19.065 BOBS dwlgze | 2n-740 Oxide eee nenTDTTTTTTITITTT Baas 44205 gga BL Metal nsonosee so Sasa 4028 43481 4282 3873 3940 
Molen fetal content of concentrate —.-------—~ 70 $56, ou ca $91 + 409 388 38 392, as 
Nickel metal: Refined <n 25031 A798 BTN] RRR (RID Nicontentofferronickel -222722727772__ta9vo___—78}566__—.008_—BoLao_—_45,730 

Total 00019888879 3.858 68,55 Platinumegroup metal: Palladium metal---—---.troy ounces. 22495-2968 NMS BIB BT RE Platinum metal ---2272-------dow--- 1421238650. 60 
Rerecarth metals: ‘Tanthanum oxide ——— 181 188 ar us 160 Germ mated 2SE2SSo STS eT 41 610 852 25 “600, Selenium, elemental ——————————-_--——— 510 am a8 40 a3 
Sileon mata vO STTSIITIT Lg gat 11908 a1 

iver: “Mine output, metal content ‘thousand troy ounces. — 8,680 8,608 8.010 9.848 oan Metal,primary-_---- doe NOE TRB 40.2528 aBTO ‘Tellurium, elemental --———~--~=--=--=-~ 36 69 2 Cs %65 
See footnotes at end of table
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Table 1.—Japan: Production of mineral commodities' —Continued 

(Metric tons unles otherwise specified 
TT coming 

METALS —Continued 

7 itput, metal content 660 ‘549 561 529 599, Metal,amelter =n n= 27777777722> 1281 1319 1b 128 1.280 ‘Titania MSlag =e 10 NA NA NA NA Mela 222222220000000000000022 asst RRR) 
neo il content 146 668 667 640, 473. Mine output, metal content = 7 Mel one eee ec stamens igs 205s Dats 2 Uranium metal =227227~7777TWograma =r S000 «S000 

‘ine output, metal content 24854 BIS ABO LAB STA Glen TTR TR “NR ei: Primary... Teegzi9—Toanean 515645 sumo -———sTa022 Secondary ----v7--v---> BRIO FISD THMeTED say —Leagra Zineonium metal” =~ ~~ 2722222222222 2 02 rt Fa 4% 0 
NONMETALS 

Asbestos a2 seer a5 ass “4.000 Borie =222220D70TTTTTIIIIIIIIII eB BBG sam stash Bromine,elomental® -------7-------> B00 120002012000 Cements hydraulic. "722222 Yhouband tons. 78D FDS THUReT SBN BND Clays 
Bentonite 400.000 54828 sntsh_aadgn—_44n.998 Bireclay= 20222222227 aaelg «atone a Seo Keon’ ==o2~"2=—22-TTTTTTTTToo> Mae "Baas Stee eet aoa Feldspar and elated materials: 
Peldspars sonore nn 37518 297825620 80,160 30.996 Aplte 222772222 2AT = aeSO ahs ahs HS agar Gypeum==2——272LT—a aT thousand tone = rs Bos har Maes TES 

Iedine, elemental 72777727 OSNE SNS 6,250 6.525 e862 780 Tas Hime: Quicklime""""""""" thousand tons Sosa) Bon TT TB Nitrogen: Neonteitofammosla ~~~ dn == Dota) Ts Peri’ worsen nnco-- THO 77000700 7HOD—— THD Selean gpa = 3--22- 2 cama tone "hime ENTE Them" 
Sodiamearbonate = Ag54442 1.955498 Larrea 162898 1,204,500 Sodium sulfate ---222-7---------- “Baader = “Sholas = "aauer? © “Zase 290300 Stone, crushed and broken ‘Boiomite ss" thousand tons. gus e208 bre gang 4.86 uote OTTTITITASINGNT aaa a8 anbTOR 168259 

‘Scontentof pyrite... endo 300 aun 298 26 300 Byproduce Ofmetallurgy do. gs gm n888 ag oo 
Of petroleum _——..---~----do.-.- 1,241 1178 1,080 1,051 *1,010 ‘Talend related materials Tales ntee ne nn ennwnnne-— 1200S 12L6TO 114466 ose 52 Pyrophyifide (TTTTT2TTTTTTTTITIOIT aaah 120s AMOR ames gta TOT 

RRIEGING oe eee imeem 16,000 17,000 17,000 17,000 17,000 
MINERAL FUELS AND RELATED MATERIALS 

Carbon black ~~~. thousand tons 08 505 560 04 568 
Coal: Speen serene ee "Anthracite << eee dO 8 10 4 2 6 

Bituminous coal* _____________do____ 17,640 18,017 17,653 17,576 17,062 
Lignite_--—....-----..-.---doL-=— 32 Eu = = ars 

WOR orescence 17,675 18,054 "17,687 17,608 17,078 

Noelle a sous 4584404 jeuallurgieal don . ; oe ae Me | a Gashouse including brecce—~~"~~“do "sop Bue SMB; uel btu ll grader === >-=2== “dao 9 88 a6 cy ose as, natal 
Grosst---_milion cubie feet. 85250 775081445 Tema Marketed "2""—7TTIIDUDOR SUMuoce > ass TBS Natural gas liquids 
‘Natural gasoline® 

thousand 42-allon barrels a x a a x Liquefied petroleum gas from natural gas eld 
plants only/® __________-_---do____ 300 300 300 300 300 

Pele Soe oLaaca cece aces 60 60 60 60, 60 

See footnotes at end of table,
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Table 1—Japan: Production of mineral commodities' Continued 
(Metric tons unless otherwise specified) 

Commodity eC —C* 
MINERAL FUELS AND RELATED MATERIALS ~AContinued 
Petroleum: Grade”. thoisand 42-gallon barrels «352.60 RGR aT 8.005 
Refinery products — 

aviation a 138 ts ao 10. os Oihe es ccasesastsescae aigsio —al4ghd —aig.dee aan asd ag Jette s2zssssnntcdo = R669 oR)“ ton “Sas Hoenn eSa TET T ETT asst ikTI8 twig aes oNe Distlate fel if ~ cigbccl> bese apse AseaTg Mapa Lge a Residoal fuel ol -----~7==7adoc= figs Goro = Gola? Rann das 258 Tubreantse <-> doo! "em Sgess “trang = “tora “agit ‘Asphalt and bitamen’ ~__2~~_ “dn oe = an og Btore Baad Pihiered petroleum gas.=—s22do2- «Sans ret AT pmo) ats Hepbita cee on rigs) = osr2 Bang T'sne Teo Paraffin -2>2727 sitesi ss "aot 1101 15 81 Petroleuny coke 77-272 —Wdo- ‘8 202 Mt ct at Uniinishedols-—-----2c2--dacs-= «45882 agar 12018 NA aut Refinery fuel and loies "772 2don7> Saat Suloait uso ust) 
Total do 1,605,906 4,610,786 1469696 1aaTA4 1,207,960 

“Eatimated. "Preliminary. "Revised. NA Not available 
‘Table includes data available through Aug. 2, 1984. 2For reasons not evident in sources, these utes ore reported as negative mumbers. ‘See als footnote 8) 
Sum of listed detail as reported, but adding quantity bearing footnote 2 as positive numbers. sla panewe searees provide ‘the following foals fr ferrenlloy output in the years indleated19791,900 4, 1980-—1,806 495, 19818965) 1862 154655; and 1989-1 256922, These totals represent the sum of listed detal using the quantities bearing footnote 2 as Tegative numbers, shereby not only omiting the footnoted numbers, but actually subtracting thems from the sum ofall ‘ther alloy The reason for this procedure in source publications snot explained. 
‘Includes coking coal and steam coal. Sinclues output from gas wels and coal mines Shay include some additional unfinished ols. 

TRADE 

In 1983, Japan achieved a record mer- ‘The short-term trend in Japan’s export 
chandise trade balance of $20.5 billion with earnings and import costs for selected major 
improvements in both export earnings and commodity groups during 1981-83 are sum- 
import bills. A 5.8% increase in export marized as follows, in million dollars: 
earnings to $146.9 billion was contributed 
mainly by a 10% inerease in exports of § ————____ : 2s machinery and equipment that accounted § —————____¥)_ 188?) sss 
for over 67% of export earnings. The main Exports. , 
export commodities in machinery and — yonanialeel products «106 15005 these 
equipment were motor vehicles, $26.1 bil-  Metalproiuc==27"-> hh) ABs? 88) 
lion; tape recorders, $6.6 billion; vessels, $6 rome baz 1945 2.50 
billion; scientific and optical ‘equipment, ,, Clemcalferlizers --~- 3h "0 “bh 
$5.4 billion; office machinery, $5.1 billion; "Sore 3,504 3.69037 

power generating machinery, $3 billion; and Komando praducin 1067 Lig 340 
motorcycles, $2.1 billion. Imports were re- Nonferrous metals --- dab Sas Tar 
duced by 4.2% to $126. billion resulting Nonmetalicmineral ores yb gn, '3h1 
from a 10.2% decrease in imports of miner- _Petroleum:Cradeand part. art 
al fuels that accounted for 46.6% of overall iyrefined 58213 46274 40,068 
import bills. Imports of coal dropped 15.6% __Petroleumprofucis —--- SSS) S 8 
to $4.9 billion, and imports of crude oil 
declined by 13.4% to $40.1 billion resulting In the mineral commodity trade, China 
from lower imported quantities and unit and the United States were the major buy- 
prices reflecting reduced domestic demand ers of iron and steel products in 1983. The 
for energy and further softening of the United States, the Republic of Korea, Tai- 

world’s coal and oil markets. wan, Hong Kong, Singapore, and Saudi
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Arabia were the principal customers of imported coal was from Australia, the Unit- 
Japan’s nonferrous metals, metal products, ed States, Canada, the Republic of South 
and nonmetallic mineral products. Austral- Africa, and China while imports of petrole- 
ia, Brazil, and India were the principal sup- um were mostly from the Middle East 
pliers of iron ore. In recent years, the Re- region led by Saudi Arabia, the United 
public of Korea, Brazil, and Taiwan became Arab Emirates, and Iran. 
the important suppliers of iron and steel Based on overall trade, the United States 
products to Japan. The major suppliers of remained the single most important trade 
Japan’s nonferrous metal ore, metals, and partner of Japan in 1983. Japanese exports 
nonmetallic mineral ores included the to the United States accounted for 29% of 
United States, the Republic of South Af export earnings, while Japanese imports 
rica, Australia, Canada, Chile, Peru, the from the United States accounted for 19.5% 
U.SSR., China, the Philippines, Indonesia, of total imports. 
Malaysia, New Caledonia, and Mexico. Most 

‘Table 2.—Japan: Exports of selected mineral commodities? 
(Metric tons unless otherwise specified) 

Deaton 188 
Commodity 1981 1980 eg ’ aed Other (rinipad 

METALS 
‘Alkali and alkaline-earth metals —-——— 902 37 18_Taiwan 252; Malaysia 40; Republic of di Korea 24 

“Gridesand hydronides 412100 389,719 24,699 Canada 12:17; Republic of Koren 5882; China 31071 Metal including alloys: Bere eee eee 453 680 Republic of Korea 605, Unweought ——= 27 = 12,160 6s 10 Autti 718 Hepubic of Koren "1914; Thailand 43. 
‘Semimanufactures —_______- 114826 155,714 84,570 China 11874; Indonesia 11,081; Ta- 

Bismuth: Metal including alloys, all _ 
pei eae 258 242 12 USSR Bi, West Germany 6 India 

Cadmium: Metal including alloys, all a 
(emi saeenn een 7938 LM5 USSR, 451; Hast Germany 208; Aus ee ‘ria 100 

"Ore and concentrate 607 14s Republic of Korea 697 ‘Oxides and hydroxides —————~~—> 2.388 2AzT Republic of Koren 742 Taiwan 60 
Cobalt: Oxides and hydroxides 13 wo Rapuhitc of Korea 2; Thailand 2; Hetnam 2 CColumbium and tantalum: Metal includ- cunglonsallorme tanta “= 2% 8 8 Austria 2; West Germany 2 
Bale coos an 340 319. Taiwan 204; Indonesia 50. 
bag rp S434 45087 «IT Ching 11,671 Republica K BP ne ‘ Wlgt taiwan tia Unvwrought. ~~ 473 3198 1 Republi¢of Korea 8,143; Taiwan 456, Semimanufactares ~~~ ~——~ 1901068 208,352 90,880 Talwan 27.321, Hong Kong 25,428 ‘Singapore 18,292. 

Cad vary wrought trop ounce 105490468079 4884 United Kingdom 247.14; Suit Bn Dae re Ey ones " " and S06 Hong Kong 058 ‘ron and stool: Metal: Seep enn nnn nnennnnn n= ESBS TATED 9.285 Republic of Korea 88,272 Taiwan 491; Hong Kong 12,488 
Pigiron,castiron, related materials «11,898 607852077 —_India'1,050; Hong Kong 11,844; haa "Thailand 5,987 
“"Perromanganese ......---- $4865 «25,688 2000 North Korea 18,592; Republic of Korea 4.614; ‘taiwan 8398 Unspecified ..-.-.«R9TL_—=—«BT,ATA— 7,982 Netherlands 18,129: North Korea 2692; Republic of Korea 1,077 Steel, primary forms thousand tons 2.854 2sAT BBL Republic of Korea 21; China 261 aiwan 256; ran 218 

See footnotes at end of table.
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‘Table 2.—Japan: Exports of selected mineral commodities! —Continued 
(Metric tons unlee otherwise specified) 

oe  _Betnations 108 
Commodi we 888 QO y Gaited Other (rineipad 

METALS —Continued 
Iron and tel: Metal —Continued 

Semin reds angles, shapes, ci rods ane'etyousand tons. 6,808, 7802 647 Saudi Arabia 1,696; Hong Kong 471; paleo Korea 826 Universal, plates, sheets Go 98 FT 1385 China 860; Indonesia TH USSR 
Hoop and strip do. 596 S18 62 China Wh Sadonea 5: USSR. 
Rails and accesories do. us 166 $3 Indonesia 18; China 11; Taiwan 1. ee ect a Bi GN Raha 2 Rast 1: Hone 
htm is find 800) tan 160) ORE su atin as 
Coatings ae fogines, rough wa See Na wae uM 8012 Singapore 4; Malaysia 8 

‘Bre and concentrate____--_ 7810-4807 __—_lltoNorth Korea, Onldest eee en TRE TTS 108 TH <2 Sete ett of Korea 1; 
Metal including alloys all forms 484-8022 Tatwan 113; North Korea 1,948; Re Nenana a pullicof ores Lit Magnesium: Metal ineluding alloys, po perenne eae 2 61 1 North Korea 40; Taiwan 19. 

Mand oaetaats nan 01 150T Republic of Korea 74; Taiwan 258 akisan Ordos a aeaannenennen-= HSH ——AKY 14852 Indonein LOEPhilppne 1.625; Republic of Korea 108 Mercury ------- Tépoond flasks sort ane 964 Nathrlnde HE Repco Korea 
Molybder Metal ding alle al 986; North Korea su: Metal including alloys Seid coc ecebesaeeeesecee Py 54) Hungary 28; USSR. 10; West Ger- mays Nickel: Gre end concentrate 3.600 a Maialincadingaloys lle -—— 3804188824 USSR 244, Taiwan 212, Repubicot 
Platinum group metals: ‘Waste andeweepings ——__value. $1001 $13965 ll toUnited Kingdom. 

Metals including alloys, unwrought 
and partly wrought troy ounces... TA «BHT BSN Falwan SDL Guta Se Selenium, elemental____*"? mee - att ot EE Ratherands Unites Kingdom 9; 

Silver: Metal including alloys, unwrought 
‘and partly wrought “ wel ‘Husand troy ounces... «4981 == 6481-996. —_United Kingdom 1.662 Taiwan 680; Republic of Korea 9 Tin ‘Onides 24 % China 1, Reubior Korea 

Metal including alloys, al forms ——_ 439 i 1 Thailand 77; Saudi Arabia 196; "Yemen Sanna) 0. ‘Titanium: Grides .----_-----------65Y_——HAA—120T Ching 5965; Taiwan 419; Republic 
Metal including alloys, ll f 1000 «BM—BL__Fegnos L446: United Kingdom 1075 ‘aie Cacia “ : ‘Netherlands 210. en 
fee eee ag 286 147 USSR. 52-Tulwan 25; Repulicat 

Zine Gilbencsuseeccuscmveeene 480 13308 Vietgam 258 Taan 20; Taiwan tt Metal including alloy al forms —_ 5s 4860911 Talin 11.9: Philipines 18, 

See footnotes atend of table.
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Table 2.—Japan: Exports of selected mineral commodities' —Continued erent tei ted 
a coments eT Gaited Other (principal 

sowwenats 
EP Edun. ene. aie 

Astificial: Corundum —— 15198 «1749 63_—_—Republic of Korea 8.586 Taiwan a aa ss Daten trots alt shana ae tae anmk1a_RahaHo osning et i Sedareatom eg ont Sg ne ane hn 
eimai RYT RO 
Eee Seesahi mn Rh RyRy ne Geemarc Raters tite ce cara. wl ons BESANT, 
Gaye nah RTE i 
Dine Soa stersnug--- carte. Laan ade tara at inte cB Sistah NR sc ee a se Paeeereibanastens “REE Fertiliner materials: Manufactured Sane sa tt Raylene 689; Pin 

Necqtn.——__ tnd m= 1488 408028, hn at 
Phosphatic __--.----------- 35,472, 9205 Malaysia 3,100; Taiwan 1,753; Singa- arg 
Benarasee ooo ARE aE AERA aa 

n et, yeaa 
Graphite, natural 77~27272222222 1,620 2,084 8 ‘Talwan 106; Republic of Koren 286; 

Commenter Skene oan » “Fits indonesia oes Jaimncudeg tonnes turne bith 10 UHL a may 
Lime ae nnns 28019 NBR Papua Now Guinea 17,850; Australia Be agai cs pane maar tts aU EA Re SE ie Ontrenisoae YS ath WERE, Seiemizansd Meaaims mea aL Neale RAE hte teat an a ae tnosdsandiyionin pocmnd HATS 188 TAREE F130 
Precious and semiprecious stones other " 

Se eee fess) 2s) tg g ag eo 
sot jas aime MM EER nee oe ° . 4.985 Taiwan 4676, 
Beta SASOOMRAS a cs wos «nn 4 Ppp. ‘Papua New Guinea $263 

maa 
cetera a
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‘Table 2.—Japan: Exports of selected mineral commodities —Continued 
(Metric tons unless otherwise specified) 

estan, 1082 
Commodity 1981 1982 | Gag Ypited Other principal) 

NONMETALS —Continued 
Stone, sand and gravel: 

Dimension stone = 18t0 6612115 gg 851, Kuwait 1818 Republic of 
Dolomite, chiefly refractory-grade _ _ 3,446 5,093 — Tadonenia 3.200; ‘Taiwan 991; Philip- 

Gravel and crushed rock 963789510283. Aetralia $0,300, Limestone other thandimension ~~— 1,268,084 991870 —«1T_—_Austrlia 910.9%; Singapore 36,829; Hone Kong 34753 Quartz and quartaite, 615 382488 Australin 3167 Sand other than metal bearing ~~ Q018 8708S Talwan 1.780; Republic of Korea 628; 
Libya 394. Sulfur: Elemental: 

‘Grude including native and by Droductencennwnnn=--~ 28108 BHOASL Repub of Koren 288,29; Talwan 
Colloidal, precipitated, sublimed — m4 20000 8k Republic ‘of Korea 65; Thailand 41; indonesia 3 Sulfuric acid S682 TRRAHH 64OTH— Metieg 1ST; Republi of Koren “40,364; China 102591 Tale, steatite, soapstone, pyrophyllite — ozs Base tal 5: Rapa of Koren 296; 

MINERAL FUELS AND RELATED ‘MATERIALS 
Carbon: Carbon black... ‘18246-10865 5_—_Indonesia 3.543; Republic of Korea 13 Singapore Lars Coa allgradsincludingtriquts 045g Repub ie 128 Pippin 
(Coke and semicoke thousand tons_— 1,961 1745 United Kingdom «72; Romania 244; Philippines a0? Petroleum refinery products 

‘Liquefied petroleum gas ‘Mousand 12gallon barrels. — 2 3) Hong Kong? Gasoline nn nn do 60 Bg Balan 54 Phtprinen 16, 
Mineral jlly and/wax ~~~ “do. >> sae 58} 4B_—_-Republicof South Africa 190; Repub- Sef Korea: Algeria Kerosine and jet fuel do. 5 48 ____Republicof Korea 3% Australia 8. Unbricanis =o 182 Lat Republic ores 38, 22 

SSH 101; Pakistan 17 Residual fuel ol do 1sa7 6 6 Bituminous mixtures ~~~ "do 18 42 <2 Indonesia 28; Philippines 9 
Petroleum coke = =~ ~=de2 === 28 218 USBI § United Kingdom 41; Bra. 

Secoae der Japanene-United Staten Mutual Defense Agr of US. mii ‘Bludes exports under Japanese United States Mutual Defense Agreement or for account of US. military forces. ‘able prepared by Audrey D. Wilkes a 
Less than 1/2 unit. 

\ ia ‘Table 3.—Japan: Imports of selected mineral commodities! 
(Metric tons unless otherwise specified) 

_ Sources, 1982 fe 
‘Commodity 1981 wer Qa Gated Other prinepab 
METALS 

Alkali and alkalineearth metals: ‘Alkalineearth metals 182 80 G8__China 18; West Germany 3 apposed = "SS °=22TT2ITID at Wt ST France 1. 
“Ore and concentrate thousand tons. 4.352 «8.489 8 Atralia 2.150; Indonesia 782; Ma- Taysia 408. Oxides and hydroxides to 4.81.08 281; Cina 68; Went Ger 
‘Metal including alloys: owe BerapW222T Ww. 204803 181667 125082 Atala 17165 Hong Kong 14,805 

Unwrought.... thousand tons ize alt 306 Veneta 19; Canad 108; ue 
Semimanufactures 31,088 50105 5194 Ramana Das rance 409; Spain 

See footnotes at end of table.
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‘Table 3.—Japan: Imports of selected mineral commodities' —Continued 

(Metric tons unless otherwise specified 
TTT TT To Ss 8 
Corned 1981 @ S———— > " aie Other (principal) 

METALS —Continued 
Anti Orwand concentrate 65a 9903-285; Repulicof South Afr ea 12; China Oxides Lowe sn 10 ina SUBS 240, Ute ig ‘dom: Metal including alloys, all forms 29882499 China 2.358 ‘aroonie Oxides and ace ==> a8 S89 France 420; China a7 Berglium: oe Grider and hydroxides <== 2 6 105 China Metal including alloys, oli farms om ‘lograms 1.968087 8087 
"Oreand concentrate. TassHT 624521 ____ Republic of South Ati 11808 I 
Oxides and hydroxides —— 2879 ears 1187 West Germany 740; USSR 367 Ch 

Cob - : \Gaides and ydrorides ———-- 2] 8052 elgium280;Canada 24, ‘Metal including sloys,sliforme” ~~ 11S 2015288 Zalne 451; Belgium 442; Republic of South Aftice 303 CColumbium and tantalum: ‘Greand concentrate 1405-2070. Canada 2050, Meal including alloys, li forms, tantaloe ee 19 25 0 West Germany 4 
ORE ‘and concentrate thousand tons... -«388-—=S«ERB_ «BLL Philipines 840; Canada 888; Papua New Guinea 303 
Mate aur cece ncleeee eee 478 Peru 350; Taiwan 110. sulle "= =~~o" 22 TIIT III ca 20 GH Chinas USSR 180 ‘Metal inching allo tp 51866 55418 ATH Hoe Kong 18.588 Taiwan 9.13; 

Unrought.------------ 38125 914,198 12,46 ana 528; 4 Peru 
Semimanufactures 8264 2956 1.904 Repl of Koren 62 Wert Ger ‘many Germanium: Metal including alloys, lt forms anne nan NiGlograme— 2586 st) China 825 

cold ‘Greandconcentrate_--—--value.. $9708 $1,710 ___Allfrom Papua New Guinea. Meta including allo sveroght ‘sod partly wrought 
PON Yhousand troy ounces 5.586 4,624 1 Sutagend 1 $0; United Kingdom 

Indium: Metal including alloys, all forms: ~~ ” — 
‘Glograma— $1 40m AOL Bela gear 65; United 

Trop and etek hia . son ore and concentrate exclu Tossed pits thousand ts. 128962124808) 4.40; 27,46 India 
Metal: : Be ne eeeglt—-— —ML_2085 1885 USSR. Bit Atala 226, Pig ion, caat ion, reli Thales nse do...- 086 ABT 18 Ching TH Australia 25 USSR, f Ferroaloys: Fervochromism 189,928 21481847 Republic of Sout fein 180,40; raz 39,200, Zimbabwe 1.284, Ferromanganese..__—.- 650511965 India 084 Bran 8b, China 1314 Ferromolyidensm= =~ ~~~ 388 Bd 2 Reis 2b Belgium Lemboune 

Ferronickl_-.--_-__ 2640829758. alodonia 1888 Indonesia 
Ferrosilicochromium 9964 6862 ade 4405; Repl of South ea 1168. Ferrosilicomanganese —__ NA 5202415 RARE Sih fin 20.58 ra 
Ferrosiicon. YoeasT —zanst a8 Nope RT Bran Bis; Chinn i Silicon metal... 55088 —6L4T2_—1,600 Chine 1.987.956, Normay 

Unepecified= === TALL 107 Brg 046 France 1.51; China 
Steal primary forms... 795016 994058 556 Raubliof Kove 5764, Tabwan 
Semimanufactres .-------- 2072946124887 Republic of Roren 06, Sweden 

See footnotes a end of table
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Table 3.—Japan: Imports of selected mineral commodities Continued 
(Metric tons unless otherwise specified) 

Sourees, 1082 —_ 
Commodi 1981 18 eg me ee United ‘Other (principal 

METALS —Continued 
Lead ‘Ore andeconcentrate...__ 255,165 225,854 6,000 Canada 116,885; Per 86,509; Repub- Ticof South Afvica 16,307 
WHR es sine eer nent 2812 1,506 2 Mexico 803; Singapore 894; China 
Metal including alloy: : Bera see none seeeeusee 2,688 2,762 107A United Arab Emirates 781; Australia 405; Papua New Guinea 191 Unwrought.——----------—6TaT2 TTS ST Australia 8734 North ores 1071 

sanmgSemimanafctre 380 on waren 
Oxides and hydroxides 6a 61 862 USSR.200, Metal inchudng alos ai formi,— 30 35°82 West Germany 3 Magnesium: Metal including alloys ll Me 11214 1486910859 Norway 1,866; Canada 1,266, 
‘Ore and concentrate 

thousand tons. 2.498 2161 ____Republicof South Africa 108%; ‘Kustralia 507; India 32 Giteg 2a neces 921 $82 1 Belgiam 687 Mercury =< == Tejon asks — 20018 2859 <) Meteo 1201; China 957. 
Greandconcentrave__-.------. 16290 72456683 Canada 6.070, Chile 3450, ‘Oxides and hydroxides =~ 2722227 i 635 "62 West Germany 25 itil inedng lly, sien ~~ ist 20386 West Germany 116. 
(Ore and concentrate thousand tons. 3,468 2991 —____ New Caledonia 1.438; Indonesia 1,080; Philippines 484 Mate and spins = —------- 9600844 tralia 18 Tndonesi 9287 Metal including alloys Boren ean 2,352 2a5s 719 Taiwan S02 United Kingdom 242 Unwroaght2 2220222202202 Vissi aM 2889 Chnada 4318, USSR ES Phe 

Semimanufactures 2.099 2181423. nited Kingiom 1.131 Platinumgroup metal: Metals includ: ingallpgurought and partly 
Palladium . thousand troy ounces _ 951 1,048 83 USSR. 690; Republic of South 
PisGaam .2scssecusnde ie 1,210 1,099 118 Republic of South Africa 585; 

“GSSH. 196; United Kingdom 151 Rhodium.....-troy ounces..-«98,685 = 824044264 USSR 16,808; Republic of South ‘Arica 9528, Iridium, osmium, ruthenium 
do... 9489S 608 Repu of South Aiea 34.586 ited Kingdom 12.980 UUnepeciied --—--------d0.--- 7548280813601 Wost Germany 10.07 Switaerand 

Rare-arth metals including alloys ll " forms neem nner 8 9 4 Brance 3; Brazil2 Selenium, elemental ~ Kilograma— 128 258 Sweden 1,500; Peru 998, 
Silicon, high-purity <= >= 2-2-2 35 50. 8 Mealy 15, West ‘Germany 8; United 
Silver: Metal including alloys, unwrought ame ‘and partly wrought 

thousand troy ounces. 14.159 18682485 Merico 7, Peru 215% North 
‘Tellurium, elemental - kilograms. 6514 6815 906 USSR. $000; Peru 2863 
‘Tin: Metal including alloys, all forms... — 30,298 26,252 T — Malaysia 14,805; Indonesia 6,643; ‘Thailand 4280. 

‘Greand concentrate... 828,057 —«887,500 Malaysia 141,200, Australi 81,506, ‘indi 16208. Odea sos a eeEESS 3,888 5127 48 Republic of Kore 761; Ragium 
02 United Kingdom 504 Slag. ----2----2---------- 66,086 91,625. Republic of South Africa 57,375; Can- ‘ada 34250, ‘Togsten: je and concentrate. 2,256 2291 China 168 Republic of Koren 460; venue eo ae Including alloys, all forms ie Uranium and/or thorium: ‘Ore and concentrate = a STG) China 34; Niger 28 

See SPE a sos 1399 Franee lt United Kingdom 352 rams 1 -— France 100; United Kingdom 352; 
USSR. 539 

‘See footnotes at end of table.
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Table 3.—Japan: Imports of selected mineral commodities? Continued 
(Metric tons unless otherwise specified) 

— —_ ~_Sourees, 1982 
Commoait 1981 1982 “Woke oagaaep ‘iy plied Other (principab 

METALS —Continued 
‘Vanadium: Oxides and hydroxides 3.948 4846 318 Republic of South Afric 58H; China 
Zine: ‘Ore and concentrate. 977905 813.408 5486 Australia 57828, Canad 215,808 
OR crescent 4703 4252 14 Republic of Korea 1,584; Taiwan 

1284: Singapore 100; China 473. Metal including alloys, all forms 94841-46583 282—_‘North Korea 818, Republicot s ‘Korea 6918; Pera 6,104 
‘rend concentrate... 157,788 19548. 18 Australia 167.519; Republic of South 
‘Metal including alloys, all forms —_— 60 n 3 Sweden 5; France 3. 

NONMETALS 
A Racal Coruna a 

fee ee an 5.145 6.085 1,085 India 3792; China 1,038. ‘Artificial Corandarm ———~~>==— 91658 = «122M '182—China 6,212; India 3891; Austria 700 Dust and power of precious and semi: 
peotiena tigre 65270 81,002 ‘West Germany 81,000, Grinding and polishing wheels und ” ‘ ~ _e ft pene sae ee 289 39 Aura 128; West Germany 72; Italy 

‘Asbestos, crude ——____---------- 237,963 220,125 11,948 Canada 95791; Republic of South Af- ea $0,285; USER. 38,208 Bariteandwwitherite......-.----- 45251 40,8738 China 39,571 Boron materials: Grudenatural borates UI R718 -= Turkey 26970; USSR 1805 Oxides and acids ~~~ ~~~ 1739618480 12.503 USSR B652. Bromine and iodine =7~22-=°27727 2076 S210 ATT Israel 2541 
“dalusite,kyanite sillimanite... 28280 -G6UTa,644 Republic of South Asien 21,152; I. 
Kaolin o-oo SRN 681 SNOT 442.957 Repel of Koren 131% Bra 000; China 10,258 Unspecified _______________ 257,955 256,848 109,193 China 102,474, Republic of Korea 

20,180; Republic of South Africa res Diamond: ‘Gorm, not set or strung ‘thousand carats. 798 848 87 India 407; Inrnel 292 
Industrial —___._ “NP! Gonna 835 TST 188 Repub af South Africa 258 Zaire 
Decwotpeie sonst. | HARE ORD eM a 

Diatomite and other infusorial earth ——— 9,429 8984 8955 Mexico 28.” 
Pepe Mangini 4381 6114 "34 China 8,576; India 1,065; Canada 884, Fertilizer materials Manafactared: 

Witrgenous-—"-SSSSITTT.--- 4602 «SBTTT_—4.881_—_ Che 2.00; Repu of Kore 442 " North Korea 8642 Phosphate --—------------— 561846101024 872 Republic of ares 28052 China 
‘ Potassic -—--__. thousand tons. 34,209 1800 215 Canada 628, USSR M9; West Ger 

Unspecified and mixed 213657 12988 288,504 Republic of Korea 20 268, Puomperscemamie’ cocorcct RS RR Ree ie ator south At ica 69,688; Thailand 66,402, Graphite,natual -—------------ $2607 53188164 hn 2898; Republi of Korea 
‘Gypsum and plaster __-.------_-_ 203,188 «222,810 «504 Australia 92,583; Mexico 74,905; 

. ‘Thailand 36,580. Magpesium compounds ites -------------_ 199356 249.948 18 China 158789: North Korea 9,174. | Oxiles and hydroxides =~ ~~~~>>> 55 21136 Chine 1981; West Germany 121. 
"Grade includingsplitings and waste «12598-14509 519 Canada 6,420; nda 4.908 Worked including agglomerated spit: 

tings nnn nn 61 142 1_—_‘France 66; China 80; India 28 Nitrates, crude 277777277277 7777 4.000 4000 All trom Chile 
‘Phosphates, crude — ~~ thousand’ tons 2256 2216 1.587 © Morocco 600; dordan 236; Senegal 66. Phosphorus elemental —""""_“" "564 BIAS TORS Canada 9684 China 28k USS. 
igqents, mineral: " 
“Naturalycrude == 6,059 L161) China 1,029; Austria 102 Iron oxides and hydroxides, processed 5370 6793 2822 West Germany 4:25. 
See footnotes at end of table.
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‘Table 3.—Japan: Imports of selected mineral commodities! —Continued 

(Metric tona unless otherwise specified) 
Sour 102 

Commodity west 1988 RQ 
‘Sites Other (principal 

NONMETALS —Continsed 
Presioug and semiprecious stones other han diamond 

Net rial kilogre 123,860 345,604 12,822 Brazil 151,546; Angola 53,120; ‘Sem material _. kilograms. 7285 a ai 151,546; Angola 88,120; sin ats Industrial do Ti 2 ohne 
Synthetic = TTTTTTLISGLTIT aT 49898 29685. Went Germany 1,706; France 8855 Stayin 0 

Sele and brine thousand ons. 6.510 6269) Australia 3875; Mexioo 2,878. ium compound, ea 
‘Carbonate, natural and manufactured 20 315 4 Romania 140; Kenya 100; USSR. 71 Silfate manufactured a= 30 avait sk CRRA TASan St, Meno 

‘Stone, sand and gravel: _ 

pam eetde and partly worked 508,505 588,029 99,018 Republic of Korea 158,621; Ind Partly worked =—=—= 2 008 EP China 63805. Worked TASHY TB 88_—_—Republee aren 806 aly 9,00; 
Dolomite, chiefly refractory-grade —. 206,832, 417,782 4,227 Philipines 18.507; Republic of 

Gravel anderashedrock -—------  @8698T 40899021 Tala HZ France BA Philip ines Limestone other than dimension ——— 206 m2) Franceats Guortsandqoartess ~~” M0R05T 85800 HR Ching 4,03 Inia 18.527; Repub 
Sand and gravel == "7862647062712 Atalin 880280; Taiwan 280,70; ee Wingate, fr Suturing Kloprams. sc waft RSS ign So. Fae ee snecpyroonolite > 44y607 8481 S119 China dO, Australia 56,098; ‘North Korea 8270, 
MINERAL FUELS AND RELATED MATERIALS Asphalt andbitumen natural 2700-—=—« $849 $08 Moroceo 480; French West Indies 190, @2iiin: Carbon bl aT soins Sh Baa Chea USE BER, West Gar many’ Coat Anthracite. STBTB—GBOOT = China. 266.89; Auatralin 160905 
Bituminous thousand tons... «797 TAB 25,889 Australia 3.751; Canada 9586; Re Publica South Africa 283, Prat inlding rquete and liter. wg camada 84 role Grade” thousand 42gallon barrels. 1.996982 1810.91 @)—_Saudi Arabia 517,693; Indonesia Bei Une Arab Bain 9 Partly fined ---------do_--- NOR 1449 Kuwalt 7.90: Indonesia 8747; Saud ‘rab 2402 Refinery product: Tigueted petroleum gos do. 816866388604 11,112 Indonesia 108216; Saud Arabia 

Casi 4 666 TL7Oh 208 Singapore SUPA, Saudi Arai Se : : 20,008; Kuwait 10.2200 
Mircrmamsetktce <aoo22> get 9d) 1.884 Singapore 2798 Chine 1882 ¥ and je fuel —doo ==> : re 2.109; China 1.982; Virgin i ele 7 Distillate fuel! do. «1692014769247 Saud Arabia 9624; China 1,634 USS is Lubricants == -do-——— sw 471 208 Republic of Koren 48 Singapore 82 
‘Residual fuel oil — —_ —— _do- 52,736 50,176 7,055. Undone 116m Binge pore 14.870; 

Petroleum coke ------do---- 3271414025 12288 China To; Canada 478 USSR 411 

‘cles imports under Japanese United 8 Defense Agreement orf f ‘icles impor under Japanese United States Mutual Defense Agreement or for account of U.S. military forces. 
‘Table prepared by Audrey D. Wilkes. * 

Late thas 1/2 une
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COMMODITY REVIEW 

METALS Japanese aluminum industry failed to re- 
. oe _ cover. Although domestic demand for pri- 

Aluminum.—Japan’s primary production mary aluminum increased to 1.8 million 
of aluminum dropped to the lowest level tons from 1.6 million tons in 1982, most since 1963. The 1983 production represented high-cost domestic aluminum producers 
only 21% of the industry's 1.1-million-ton- simply could not compete with the low-cost 
per-year capacity with only five primary foreign producers. As a result, imports of 
smelters operating. Despite a series of primary aluminum rose to another record- moves by the Government, which included high level of 1.42 million tons and provided exclusion of industry members from anti- 79% of domestic primary aluminum de- 
monoply laws, import tariff exemptions, mand. 
Government-sponsored stockpiling pro- ‘The decline of the Japanese primary alu- 
grams, and a Government-induced rational- minum industry during the past 4 years is 
ization of capacity program, the depressed shown in table 4. 

‘Table 4—Japan: Primary aluminum production, by company 
(Metric tons) 

© ggg RANT TERRES Company 1980 1981 1982 1989 (operating 
capacity) 

Mitsubishi Light Metal Industries Co.Ltd... 226997125872 55,590 40.16 76,000 Mitsui Aluminum Qo,Lig "~~ """"-Taisge © soegs = o700 «101 BOS 148 0D ‘Nippon Light Metal Go. Und TIILIIITI peo assur "Twang “ba'565 T6000 ‘Showa Light Metal Co. Lid~—— ~~~ Sil iss 3183s as) “T8.bon Sumikei Aluminum Industries td=~~""""7-2 “Gers Sabet ace = 99,000 Samitomo Aluminum Smelting Cotid<~"""~~_gvnrae ands Basis 181/000 
‘Total nann-------- "00471 710602360706 255.900 712,000 
$Capacity allotted by the Industral Structure Council ofthe Ministry of International Trade and Industry "Data do not add to total shown because of independent rounding. 

According to industry sources, the indus- to 99.9% purity), 12,876 tons was high grade try's annual operating capacity, excluding (more than 99.9% purity), and 119,760 tons 
the shutdown and frozen facilities, averaged was aluminum alloy ingot. The United 
only 656,000 tons, and the utilization rate of States, Venezuela, New Zealand, Canada, the operating capacity was only 39% in Indonesia, Australia, and Bahrain were the 
1983.* Of the five primary aluminum smelt- dominant suppliers of regular-grade alumi- 
ers, only Mitsui Aluminum Co. Ltd. remain- num while Canada, the Federal Republic of ed competitive with the foreign supplies Germany, the United Arab Emirates, and 
owing to the conversion of the energy Norway were the major suppliers of high- 
source to coal at its Miike plant in 1980. grade aluminum. The average import price 
Because of the continuing difficulties in the of regular-grade aluminum ingot was $1,331 
Japanese aluminum industry, in November per ton compared with the domestic smelt- 
1983, a new Aluminum Industry Committee ers’ price of $1,515 per ton. 
was established by MITI to conduct a Domestic demand for primary aluminum 
medium- and long-term study on the Japa- rose by 10% to 1.8 million tons. Consump- 
nese aluminum industry. tion by rolling mills increased 12% to 1.4 

Japan's imports of primary aluminum million tons, wire and cable increased 9% to surged again by 9.7% and reached a record 91,009 tons, and aluminum casting increas- high of 1,415,124 tons. Imports of primary ed 5% to 87,126 tons. The increased demand aluminum by the five primary smelters in aluminum rolling was contributed main- amounted to 638,421 tons, of which about ly by expansions in manufacturing of flat- 430,000 tons was imported from Japanese rolled products such as beverage and food overseas aluminum smelter projects in Can- cans, sheets, and foil; and in manufacturing ada, Indonesia, New Zealand, the United of extruded products, such as bars, rods, States, and Venezuela duty free under a sections, wire, and tubes. Japan exported tariff quota system introduced by MITI in only 500 tons of primary aluminum com- 1981. Of the total imports of primary alumi- pared with 4,223 tons in 1982. 
num, 1,282,988 tons was regular grade (99% As a result of the increase in domestic
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demand, the overall stocks of primary alu-  mium ore imports and 65% of ferrochro- 
minum declined by 20% to 599,676 tons at mium imports in 1983. Other important 
yearend compared with 750,024 tons in overseas suppliers included India, Albania, 
1982. Stocks at dealers’ warehouses dropped and the U.SS.R. for chromium ore and 
64% to 79,421 tons, however, stocks at concentrate while Brazil, Zimbabwe, and 
fabricators’ plants rose 2% to 255,826 tons. the Philippines supplied ferrochromium. 
Stocks at producers’ plants dropped 40% to. Consumption of chromium ore and con- 
118,775 tons owing to additional purchase centrate by the ferroalloy industry dropped 
by the Government-sponsored Light Metal to 997,87 tons from 641,541 tons in 1982, 
Stockpiling Association while the alumi- Consumption by the chemical and ceramic 
num stockpile of the association increased ranges ales deapped ie SN ee = 
from 82,138 tons to 145,654 tons at yearend. 39,000 tons from 50,000 tons and 41,000 tons 

Tn March, the New Aluminum Refining in 1982, respectively. For the manufac- 
Technique Research Association was es turing of stainless steel, Japan consumed 
tablished after a reorganization of the 533,500 tons of high-carbon ferrochromium 
New Aluminum Refining Research Center, and 36,694 tons of low-carbon ferrochro- 
which was set up in August 1982. The asso- ium. About 527% of the ferrochromium 
ciation, which was composed of the five consumption was from overseas sources. 
major aluminum smelters, Ishikawajima- ee ee, Enyce etter’: 
Harima Heavy Industries Co., and Kobe ShyOmtUm t0 oe anaes er abe 
Steel Ltd., was to develop a cheap method of | Gustry, & yee ce ee ere Yon feFrochromium was stockpiled by three dif- producing aluminum, The new production forrochromium was stockpived by three dif- 
process to be developed reportedly will burn 903 poe 
coal and bauxite together ina blast furnace. 1983. hee : 3). Cobalt—Production of cobalt metal 
According to the association officals, a $92 dropped sharply reflecting cutbacks of raw 
Fonte (ee 18S. Be Prop! materials from overseas and slow recovery 
or facet ‘Brazil's high external debts and f, domestic demand, whereas imports of 
eee er eee te Tapa, cobalt metal continued to increase in 1983. 

continuing “inane ‘dustry, construction. of Because of cutbacks of mixed nickel-cobalt 
nese aluminum industry, construction Of sulfides from the Surigao nickel mine in the 
the 320,000-ton-per-year Albras aluminum Philippines and the Greenvale Mine of Aus- 
smelter at: Bancarena-ant a ct tralia, production of cobalt by Sumitomo 
Per-year Alunorte alumina plant in nerth- Metal Mining Co. Ltd. and Nippon Mining 
ern Brazil continued with $27 million Co. Ltd. was below 50% capacity. Imports of 
funding provided by Nippon Amazon Alu- cobalt contained in mixed nickel-cobalt sul- 
minum Co. (NALCO), a Japanese consor- fides was 1,860 tons compared with 2,060 
tium. However, under an escape clause of tons in 1982 and 2,610 tons in 1981 while 
the agreement signed in April, NALCO may imports of cobalt metal, powder, and flakes 
withdraw from the project in May 1985 and _yeached a record-high level of 1,910 tons in 
retain a 16.3% equity. Completion of the 1983. The major overseas suppliers were 
Alunorte alumina plant was rescheduled Zaire, Belgium, Finland, and the United 
for 1987 while the phase-one construction of States, 
the 160,000-ton-per-year Albras aluminum ~ Consumption of cobalt in Japan was up 
smelter was scheduled for completion by slightly owing to increased consumption by 
oe oe 1986. voduction of manufacturers of specialty steel and ultra- 

romium.—Japan’s mine production of hard alloy. In 1983, consumption of cobalt 
chromium ore and concentrate dropped in by semimanufacturers was as follows: mag- 
1983 to the lowest ee ee 1978. Japan netic alloy, 406 tons; extruded products, 293 
continued to import 98% of the chromium tons; specialty steel, 291 tons; ultrahard 
requirements for its steel, chemical, and alloy, 180 tons; catalysts, 140 tons; and 
ceramic (refractories) industries. Because of other, 153 tons. Consumption of cobalt. by 
the high energy cost, imports of chromium the manufacturers of magnetic alloy has 
ore and concentrate by the ferroalloy indus- dropped significantly from the 1,000-ton 
try decreased to 644,895 tons from 694,521 level in 1977-78 to the 400-ton level in 1982- 
tons in 1982 while imports of ferrochro- 83 resulting from substitution of ferrite for 
mium increased to a record high of 297,533 cobalt in production of magnets used in 
tons from 214,313 tons in 1982, The Repub- computers and telecommunication equip- 
lic of South Africa remained the dominant ment. 
supplier providing 47% of the total chro- Stocks of cobalt at yearend were 759 tons
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compared with 597 tons in 1982. In addition, The share of domestic ore in overall 
a 12-day supply of cobalt metal was stockpil- refined copper production fell to 3.3% and 
ed by the three rare metal stockpile pro- the share of imported ore also fell to 83.29%; 

grams. however, the share of copper scrap, waste, 
Copper.—Domestic mine production of and copper-bearing residues rose signifi- 

copper continued to decline and reached the cantly to 13.5% in 1983 from 11.8% in 1982. 
lowest level in 33 years, while production of Imports of copper ore and concentrate 
refined copper increased slightly to another dropped to 3.1 million tons from 3.6 million 
record high in 1983. Declining ore grade, tons in 1982 owing to cutbacks of copper 
high cost of production, and low price of the concentrate from the United States and the 
metal had resulted in the decline of the Philippines. To cope with strong domestic 
copper mining industry and had forced one and export demand for copper, the Japanese 
of the major copper producers, Shimokowa smelters turned to scrap and residues for 
Mining. Co. Ltd., to shut down its copper- their raw material requirements without a 
zinc operations in north-central Hokkaido substantial cutback in the industry's oper- 
in February 1983. The average copper con- ating capacity. The refining industry was 
tent of domestic crude ore and copper con- operating at about 88% of its 1.2-million- 
centrate was 1.2% and 20%, respectively. ton-per-year capacity. 

Table 5.—Japan: Copper smelters and refineries 
(Metric tons) 
amigo Ay ‘Company and plant location an SE 

Dow Mining Go, Ld ‘Roeaka, Sida - cece eee een nee 52200 60,000 Okayama, Okayama —~~~72227222II2LIITTIIIT TOCTTIID agian 8400 Furukawa Electric Co, Li 
‘Nikko, Tochigt - oon —- 48,000 Furukawa Mining Co, Lid ‘Ashio, Tochigh == go — Godo Shigen Sanayo Go. 

Miyako twate sn woubecocmiteesme S500 z Hibi Ryodo Smelting Go. Lid "Tameno, Okayama s- ————.—~ one 164,000 102.000 Mitgubisht Metal Corp. Naoghima, Ragan nnn ORO 158,200 “Mitaus Mining & Smelting Co. Led Hibi, Okayomans een aaa 8000 ax aghthejar, Hirsi ——>2—=>ToTToT ooo = a) 
MM SBiaeht raid === wenn = 184000 156,000 Saganoseki, Ooita ——___ 2727 yTTTTTTTDTIITTITIIIIIIIIIIIDanotoeo Th. 000 ‘Onahama Smelting & Refining Ca. Lid: 
Onchama, Fukushima ne nn ng000 284,000 ‘Sumitomo Metal Mining Co. Led 
‘Bosshi Bhime == ss mc 216000 *180,000 

Total on nnnn- enna wnnnn----_ 20_1.219.000 

2A joint custom smelter of Mitsubishi Metal, Dowa Mining, Furukawa Co, Furukawa Electric, Mitsui Mining & Sigelting, ond Dainichs Nippon Wire and Cable Co “ening eapacity was expanded ¢o 192,000 tons per year in July 1989 

Imports of copper concentrate were main- ed 55,509 tons of blister mainly from Peru, 
ly from Canada, the Philippines, Papua the Republic of South Africa, and Namibia. 
New Guinea, Indonesia, Australia, Chile, Domestic consumption of refined copper 
and the United States. Imports of copper rose 2.9% to 1,368,555 tons, of which 998,654 
concentrate from the United States dropped _ tons was by electric wire and cable fabrica- 
to 161,531 tons from 520,728 tons in 1982 tors, 407,894 tons was by brass mills, and 
owing to the suspension of the Butte copper 22,033 tons was by casting and other. Ex- 
operation in Montana by the Anaconda ports of refined copper increased sharply to 
Minerals Co. Imports of refined copper in 177,509 tons owing to the increased pur- 
cathodes totaled 190,385 tons. Zambia, Peru, chase of refined copper by China. The over- 
and Chile remained the principal suppliers _all stock of refined copper dropped 44.5% to 
in 1983. During the year, Japan also import- 138,952 tons at yearend 1983 from that of
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1982. Stocks held by producers were 60,465 million troy ounces resulting from a 25% 
tons; distributors, 11,820 tons; and fabrica- drop in private hoarding to 2.35 million troy 
tors, 67,167 tons. ounces despite a 28% increase in demand 

In May, a Japanese consortium of eight for gold by electronic communications and 
‘companies led by Nippon Mining reached plating to 1.38 million troy ounces. Other 
an accord with the Zaire Mining Develop- major consumers of gold included jewelry, 
ment Co., the joint venture firm of the eight _ watches, and fine arts totaling 1.52 million 
companies and the Zaire Government, to troy ounces. Exports of gold fell sharply to 
withdraw completely from its copper mine 154,000 troy ounces. Domestic demand for 
project in Zaire. The consortium reported- silver rose 14% to 72 million troy ounces, of 
ly had invested over $255 million in the which 56% was for photographic materials, 
Musoshi and Kinsenda Mines in Zaire since 10% for electrical contact points, 9% for 
1972. Over the past 10 years, the project industrial silver nitrate, 5% for fabricated 
incurred a total net loss of $225.5 million products, 5% for brazing alloys, 4% for 
because of low copper prices, political insta- plating, and 11% for other. Exports of silver 
bility in Zaire’s neighboring countries, for- rose sharply to 4.8 million troy ounces in 
eign exchange losses on the Japanese yen 1983. 
investment in the project owing to the Sumitomo Metal Mining reportedly start- 
depreciation of the yen, and high cost of ed development of the Hishikari gold proj- 
shipping the concentrate from a South Afri ect about 45 kilometers northwest of Ka- 
can port about 3,400 kilometers away from goshima on Kyushu Island in early 1983. 
the mines. According to an official of the ‘The commercial production was scheduled 
Japanese consortium, the accord called for _ to begin in October 1984 and is expected to 
the eight companies to sell all of their reach full-scale operation at the rate of 
stocks to the Zaire Government for $30 60,000 tons of ore per year in July 1985. 
million on June 10, 1983, and to provide a During 1983, three important gold discov- 
$20 million loan to the Government for eries were reported. In April, Nippon Min- 
continuing operation of the mines. The ing discovered a gold and silver deposit in 
Japanese companies will continue to pur- Hokkaido. A detailed survey of the deposit 
chase the copper concentrate from Zaire was scheduled to start in June. Mitsubishi 
Mining Development. In August, Sumito- Metal Corp. found a rich gold vein at its 
mo Metal Mining and Nissho Iwai Australia Yatani lead-zinc mine in Yamagata Prefec- 
Ltd. reportedly withdrew from their joint ture. Preliminary samples indicated an av- 
venture exploration of copper with G.S.R. erage ore grade of 50 grams of gold and 220 
Ltd. in the Stuart Shelf area of South grams of silver per ton of ore. In November, 
Australia because of an unsuccessful pre- Mitsui Mining & Smelting Co. Ltd. report- 
liminary drilling program. edly discovered gold deposits near the 

Gold and Silver.—Mine production of Hishikari gold deposit of Sumitomo Metal 
gold and silver remained at about the same Mining in Kagoshima on Kyushu Island. 
evel as that of 1982 while metal production According to Mitsui Mining, based on 15 
of both gold and silver increased in 1983. test borings, the deposits indicated the veins 
According to industry sources, the substan- contain between 10 grams and 127.6 grams 
tial increase in silver metal production was of gold per ton of ore. However, the size of 
a result of an increase in production capaci- _ the deposits remained to be determined. 
ty. Domestic metal production of gold and _ Iron and Steel.—Japan’s crude steel pro- 
silver accounted for 22.6% and 70.1% of duction continued to decline for the third 
domestic consumption, respectively. Howev- consecutive year because of the low level of 
er, in production of gold and silver metal, domestic demand especially in the construc- 
imported ore accounted for 72% and 50%, tion sector. However, Japan remained the 
respectively. Japan also imported 3.4 mil- world’s second largest iron and steel produc- 
lion troy ounces of gold and 13.2 million er and its crude steel output accounted for 
troy ounces of silver to meet the domestic 14.6% of total world production in 1983. 
demand. Switzerland, the United Kingdom, _The five major integrated steel companies 
and the USSR. remained the dominant continued to play a significant role in crude 
suppliers of Japan's gold imports, while steel production in Japan as well as in the 
Mexico, Peru, Australia, and the United world (table 6).* The combined production of 
States were the major suppliers of Japan’s the five companies accounted for 66.9% and 
silver imports. 9.8% of Japan's and the world’s total steel 

Domestic demand for gold fell 3% to 6.09 production, respectively.
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Table 6.—Japan: Crude steel production and world rank of the five major companies 

Company milion mete ton) Sori rank 
1982 1989 1982 108s 

Mobon Ketan 2272022207 7222202222207 tes TMT i 3 Kawasaki Stee! Cor Sone 1086 1036 5 é 
Sumitomo Metal Industries Lid Besse 1088 1034 7 1 Kobe Sted ids - 2 aoa ea 605 16 1 

Total ssa 68486508 xx xx 
XX Not applicable. 

In 1983, the output of pig iron represent- sports business and planned to raise its 30% 
ed only 53.2% of the 137-million-ton-per- of nonsteel sales to 40%. Nippon Steel Corp. 
year capacity, and over 99.8% of the output and Kawasaki Steel Corp. were branching 
was produced by blast furnaces. The output out into other industrial materials (tita- 
of crude steel represented only 62.2% of the nium alloy) and engineering services for 
156-million-ton-per-year capacity and about construction of large steel mills overseas 
72% of the output was produced by basic especially in Brazil and China? 
oxygen furnaces and 28% by ultrahigh- ‘The financial performance of the major 
power electric furnaces. In crude steel steelmakers was mixed in fiscal year 1983. 
processing, four new continuous-casting Nippon Steel reversed last year's loss of $41 
machines were added. By yearend, there million to a profit of $84 million, and 
were 156 continuous-casting machines op- Kawasaki Steel was expected to make a 
erating with an annual capacity of 83.2 profit of $4.2 million. On the contrary, Kobe 
million tons. The percentage of continuous- Steel was expected to suffer a loss of $29.5 
casting processing of all rolled steel increas- million compared with a profit of $48 mil- 
ed from 78.7% to 86.3% in 1983 while the lion in fiscal year 1982. Nippon Kokan and 
percentage for rolled ordinary steel and Sumitomo Metal Mining reportedly suffer- 
rolled specialty steel was 90.4% and 66%, ed heavily from the depressed shipbuilding 

respectively. and pipe markets. Both companies were 
Although progress was being made in the expected to record a loss of about $55 

areas of efficiency and new high-quality million each in fiscal year 1983. 
products, Japan’s iron and steel industry Domestic mine production of iron and 
continued to face the long-term structural pyrite concentrate continued to decline and 
problems of excess production capacity and remained insignificant for consumption of 
the low level of capacity utilization because iron ore and iron sand by the iron and steel 
of the stagnant domestic steel demand and industry. To meet the raw material require- 
the increased imports of carbon steel prod- ments during 1983, Japan imported 109.2 
ucts from the Republic of Korea and Tai- million tons of iron ore, iron sand, iron 
wan. As a result, about 40% of the existing sinters, pellets, and briquets mainly from 
blast furnaces were being shut down, and Australia, 45.6%; Brazil, 21.5%; India, 
extensive retraining programs supported by 18.4%; the Republic of South Africa, 4.7%; 
the Government were being undertaken by Chile, 4.6%; and other, 10.2%. Japan also 
major steelmakers. To cope with the indus- imported 54.2 million tons of coking coal 
try’s structural problems and to streamline principally from Australia, 46.6%; the 
their overall operations, several major steel United States, 26.1%; Canada, 17.6%; and 
producers reportedly diversified into the other, 9.7%. 

chemical, new industrial materials, andoth- The iron and steel industry consumed 
er nonsteel sectors. Sumitomo Metal Min- 91.7 million tons of iron ore, 9.5 million tons 
ing, for example, planned to increase sales of pellets, 2.2 million tons of iron sand, 40.2 
of its new business to 20% of overall sales million tons of iron and steel scrap, 702,000 
by getting into production of silicon and tons of ferruginous manganese ore, 49.3 
ceramics for the electronics industry, into million tons of coking coal, 9.6 million tons 
carbon fibers and other coal-tar derivatives _of other iron-bearing materials, 976,000 tons 
for the coal-chemical industry, and into new of manganese ore, and 12.9 million tons of 
metals including titanium-nickel alloy and limestone. Consumption of energy by the 
powder metallurgy products. Nippon Kokan industry included 12,271,000 barrels of fuel 
K.K. reportedly had diversified into the oil, 586 billion kilowatt hours of electricity,
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40.9 million tons of coke, and 4.9 billion _ Because of the slump in the construction 
cubic meters of oxygen. The industry em- and industrial machinery sectors, estimated 
ployed about 270,000 workers, of whom apparent consumption of crude steel 
189,300 were production workers. The pro- dropped to about 65.5 million tons compared 
duction worker worked 167 hours per with 69.5 million tons in 1982. Domestic 
month and earned an average hourly wage orders for ordinary and specialty stee! prod- 

of $7.03 compared with $6.53 in 1982 uets by end use are shown in table 7. 

‘Table 7.—Japan: Domestic orders for ordinary and specialty steel products, by end use 
(Thousand mtric tons) 

eee Ordinary Specialy 
Tis ee 

Avlinebiles nie nmanneseeeennece—a= ea sats Laan .607 
Sonversion aad proceaing_~~~~~~~~=222--2-==— 7 Electric machinery ---=~~~_227_222222722===- 29 2254 "2B 3 Home and office equipment ~~ ~7777—777—- a8 eI 1 13 Industral machinery" ~~~ ~~~ cont 1481 Ladd 385 09 Ralliig seek! 2 con on Sanaa STaaaESS i 158 38 6 Shipbuilding ZoSse sees auesccse 22182809 2 0 Beolosdert 2220 ooo oon nee aes 15603 a a5 Hanks and contaivenc 32 "22ST ogpoSTTTSITS, Tee Tes ee B 

Total. === nnn eee nnn ee 

Exports of iron and steel products in- 1 million tons was pig iron, 753,000 tons was 
creased from 29.5 million tons to 32 million ferroalloys, 2.6 million tons was ordinary 
tons in 1983, of which 28.2 million tons was steel products, and 147,000 tons was semi- 
ordinary steel products, 2 million tons was manufactured steel products and other steel 
specialty steel products, 988,000 tons was products. The most significant increase in 
steel wire products, and 851,000 tons was steel imports was in ordinary steels, which 
pig iron, ferroalloy steel ingots, semimanu- rose 38%. The Republic of Korea, Taiwan, 
factured steel products, and other steel and Brazil alone accounted for 60% of the 
products. Exports of iron and steel products imports. The mounting imports of cheap 
were mainly to China, 7.2 million tons, a foreign steel products reportedly made it 
147% increase over those of 1982; the Unit- difficult for Japanese steel producers to 
ed States, 4.6 million tons; Saudi Arabia, 24 raise their domestic prices while forcing 
million tons; the U.SSR., 2 million tons; many producers to shut down marginal 
the Republic of Korea, 1.9 million tons; facilities and cut back their steel produc- 
Singapore, 1.4 million tong; Iran, 1.2 million _ tion. 
tons; Indonesia, 1.2 million tons; and Tai- Lead and Zine.—Mine production of lead 
wan, 1.1 million tons. Despite an 8.5% and zinc both increased slightly. Despite the 
increase in export volume of iron and steel general decline in the Japanese nonferrous 
products and a slight appreciation of the mining industry, the lead and zinc mining 
Japanese yen, export earnings dropped sector remained steady. According to the 
17.9% to $12.8 billion owing to a 24% cut in 1983 MITI survey, the top six domestic lead 
average export price for all steel products to and zinc mining companies and their 1982 
$407 per ton. output were as follows, in tons of metal 

Imports of iron and steel products rose content: 
again by 13.1% to 4.5 million tons, of which
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for primary zinc also increased 4.1% to 
Company and minelocation ——MiSesreduction 719,210 tons owing to a 10.7% increase in 

Lead Zine demand from galvanized steel sheet for 
SoNnmg@iar = tutomobiles and recovery of zinc demand in 

Komiy Sita’ sg7a_—sa1g43 die casting and brass mills. Exports of 
otlamaka, Alta -—===---< 988 #8161 refined zine also rose 20.7% to 49,217 tons. 
Howhura Mig -_--- 589-1571 ‘The Republic of Korea, North Korea, Tai- 

‘Migesl Menleg & Bosal Ce wan, the Philippines, and Singapore were 
‘Kamioka,Gifu__.-__---_ 4885 62612 the major buyers of Japanese refined lead 
Nipgon Zine Mining Co, Lid: iat 20go7 While Taiwan, China, the Philippines, the 
Syakansi Mining Co. Lid “" Republic of Korea, and Indonesia were the 
mosytnazal Alta"... 4581 18811_prineipal buyers of Japanese refined zine. 

‘Toyoha, Hokkaido. 509» 34737 By yearend, the overall stocks of primary 
Other ——7---—"----_-—=_6807_20014 ead dropped 34.5% to 22,501 tons, of which 

‘Total___--------- 4588 251,56 7,484 tons was held by producers, 1,513 tons 
—. = by distributors, and 13,553 tons by lead 

‘The combined output of the top six pro- eee ee Reppa Ibae to 
ducers accounted for 85.2% and 88.5% of 99.757 tons, of which 54,990 tons was at total lead and zine mine production in 1982. eaters’ plants, 3055 tons was held by 
Other important lead and zinc producers distributors, 31, 143 tons by zine consuming 

included Hokushin Mining Co. Ltd. at Ooe, aanufacturers, and 3,969 tons was held by 
Hokkaido; Chuugai Mining Co. Ltd. at the Metallic Mineral Stockpiling Associa- 
Jokoku, Hokkaido; Hanawa Mining Co. Ltd. tion, which sold back 56,934 tons of primary 
at Hanawa, Akita; Furutobe Mining Co. inc’ to producers as a result of rising 
Tid. at Minami Furutobe, kits; Natant demand. According to industry sources, the 

ning Co, Lid. at Yatami, Yamaseta: and association planned to abolish the stockpile 
See fining Co. Ltd. at Akenobe, Hyo- of primary zine by the end of March 1984. 

: i Manganese—Domestic mine production Because of a strong recovery in domestic a continued to decrease because of the reduc- 
deenand for Mead and Sines japan imported fign in output at the Ove Mine, operated by 
237,807 tons in 1983. Peru, Canada, Aus- Hokushin Mining, and the Jokoku Mine, 
tralia, and the Republic of South Africa coated by Chuugai Mining. ath in Jk 
were the major suppliers. However, imports Kido. To meet the domestic demand for 
of zinc ore and concentrate dropped slightly ™anganese, Japan impo! 288 tons of 
‘to 759,924 tons. Australia, Peru, and Cana- manganese dioxide ore and concentrate 
da remained the major suppliers. Imports of from aoe oe and.1,020,858 tons a 
zine concentrate from Canada dropped sig- T™etallurgicalgrade manganese ore an 
nificantly owing to the closure of the Pine concentrate mainly from the Bepulig of 

Point Mine operated by Cominco Ltd. of an ae i iareys ane eon 
Canada. " v 
Production of refined lead and zinc both nous manganese ore and concentrate main- 

increased owing to improvements in domes- ly from the Republic of South Africa and 
tic and exports markets. The lead refin- India. 
ing industry was operating at 80% of its _ Consumption of manganese ore and con- 
300,000-ton-per-year capacity while zinc re- centrate by the iron and steel industry 
fining was operating at 69% of its 1,019,640- totaled 976,265 tons, of which 10,923 tons 
ton-per-year capacity. To meet the domestic was Gomestic ore aad 985,042 toms <a 
demand for refined lead and zinc, Japan imported ore. Consumption by other indus- 
{mported 49,121 tons of refined lead princi. tries such as the manufacture of electrolytic 
pally from ‘Australia and 41,246 tons of manganese metal, batteries, ceramics, and 
refined rine mainly from North Korea and chemicals totaled, 60,628 tons, of ‘which 

ru. 798 tons we ic ore and 27,83 
Domestic demand for primary lead in- tons was imported ore. Consumption of 

creased 2.3% to 260,234 tons as a result of a _ferruginous manganese ore and concentrate 
9.5% increase in demand from storage bat- by the iron and steel industry, mainly for 
teries and a steady growth in demand from production of sinter and pig iron, totaled 
the inorganic chemicals. Exports of refined 702,000 tons. 
lead jumped 94.3% to 14,429 tons. Demand
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By yearend, the stocks of manganese ore from Canada, the U.SSR., the Philippines, 
and concentrate were 552,003 tons compar- Australia, Zimbabwe, Norway, and the 
ed with 651,554 tons in 1982. The stocks of United States, and 3,362 tons of nickel foil 
ferruginous manganese ore and concentrate powder and flakes principally from the 
were 701,692 tons compared with 867,610 Philippines, the United Kingdom, the Unit- 
tons in 1982. Because of the strategic impor- ed States, and Canada. 
tance of manganese to the Japanese iron Domestic demand for refined nickel rose 
and steel industry, a 12-day supply in the 21% to 39,601 tons from that of 1982. 
form of ferromanganese was stockpiled by Consumption of nickel by the specialty steel 

the three rare metal stockpile programs in industry increased 34.7% to 20,565 tons and 
1983. | | accounted for 52% of domestic demand 

Molybdenum.—Mine production of mo- Consumption of nickel by other industries 
lybdenum remained at the same level as was at a higher level than in 1982. These 
that of 1982. The Higashiyama Mine operat- industries included galvanized sheet, 15.4%; 
ed by Taenaka Mining Co. Ltd. in Shimane nonferrous alloys, 13.2%; magnetic materi. 
Prefecture was the only producing mine in Js, 7%; storage batteries, 3.8%; rolled 
Japan. According to the industry sources, Sheets, 39%: and other, 5.2%. Japan exported 
Taiyo Mining and Industrial Co. started 285 tons of nickel metal mainly to Taiwan 
production of molybdenum from the recy- and Indonesia. 

sling g fality at its Aba plant. fs Hye Production of ferronickel by the ferroal- 
Production wes 400 tone of molybdenum 107, Uniustry dropped eharply owing to re- 
Hloxide: However, most of Japen's require “20s, somene demina end increased tay. 
ments for molybdenum were met by im- Ports of ferronickel. As a result, most Japa 
ports. Imports of molybdenum concentrate ee eaten aoe eee wre. 
totaled 18,737 tons mainly from Chile, the Qperaving at about : capacity. ‘For. pro- Co oimad bonne juction of ferronickel, Japan imported 2.3 
Ceatumttie et aolgbdenum ore and Million tons of nickel ore containing 89,400 

concentrate totaled 9,347 tons, of which 00s of nickel from New Caledonia, Indone- 
7,028 tons was by the ferroalloy industry, Si; and the Philippines. The 289 drop in 
449 tons was by manufacturers of molyb- the, 1983 imports of nickel ore was an 
denum metal, 927 tons was by inorganic ‘direct result of the 23.5% increase in 
chemicals, and 948 tons was by other indus-  i™Ports of ferronickel owing to higher ener- fae gy cost in Japan. Japan imported 36,750 

By yearend, the overall stocks of molybde- tons of ferronickel containing about 10,100 
num ore and concentrate totaled 1,183 tons, _t0ns of nickel from New Caledonia, Indone- 

of which 61 tons was held by ore producers, Sia, Dominica, and Colombia. Consumption 
222 tons was by dealers, and 900 tons was by f nickel ore by the ferroalloy industry ore consumers. Because of the strategic dropped to 1.8 million tons from 2.3 million 
importance of molybdenum to the Japanese tons in 1982. Consumption of ferronickel by 
specialty steel industry, a 12-day supply in the specialty steel industry also declined to 
the form of molybdenum concentrate was 211,500 tons from 230,800 tons in 1982 
stockpiled by the three rare metal stockpile Tesulting from increasing use of refined 

programs. nickel in the manufacture of stainless steel. 
Nickel.—The overall picture of Japan’s Japan exported 13,369 tons of ferronickel 

nickel industry was mixed. Production of mainly to the Netherlands and the United 
nickel metal by Nippon Mining and Sumito- States. 
mo Metal Mining improved slightly from By yearend, the stocks of refined nickel 
that of 1982, while production of ferronickel were 16,549 tons, of which 3,666 tons was 
suffered a substantial cutback owing to a held by nickel producers; 1,800 tons, by 
sharp increase in imports of cheaper foreign dealers; and 11,083 tons, by refined nickel 
ferronickel. For production of refined nick- consumers. The stocks of ferronickel held 
el, Japan imported 37,982 tons of nickel by the ferroalloy producers and specialty 
matte containing 28,860 tons of nickel metal steel producers totaled 80,135 tons at year- 
from Indonesia and Australia, and 12,180 end compared with 81,181 tons in 1982. A 
tons of nickel-cobalt mixed sulfide contain- 12-day supply in the form of nickel metal, 
ing 3,484 tons of nickel metal from Austral- ferronickel, and nickel oxide sinter was 
ia and the Philippines. To meet the domes- stockpiled by the three rare metal stockpile 
tic demand for refined nickel, Japan also programs. 
imported 26,822 tons of nickel metal mainly —Titanium.—Production of _ titanium
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sponge metal dropped sharply again in 1983 titanium sponge and titanium dioxide. Most 
to the lowest level since 1978. The output rutile for sponge production was from Aus- 
level represented only 33% of the industry's _ tralia, Canada, and Sri Lanka. Most ilmen- 
32,400-ton-per-year capacity. The industry ite for production of titanium dioxide was 
suffered not only from a stagnant export from Malaysia and India. 
market in the United States and Europe but Tungsten.—Mine production of tungsten 
also from a sharp drop in domestic demand ore and concentrate continued to decline 
from the manufacture of titanium alloys. because of the low tungsten price and de- 
As a result, the industry's stocks of sponge lining ore grade. Kaneuchi Mining Co. Ltd. 
metal rose 15.7% to 5,504 tons at yearend. shut down its Kaneuchi Mine in Kyoto 
According to an industry source, the total Prefecture in September 1982. Awamura 

shipments of sponge metal dropped to about Mining Co. Ltd. closed down its Ootani 
9,800 tons from 14,100 tons in 1982. Exports Mine in Kyoto Prefecture and went out of 
declined to 2,112 tons from 3,486 tons in business in September 1983. These two 
1982 while domestic shipments including mines had a combined output of about 300 
ae pent one pepe t@ tons of concentrate in 1982. Most ore pro- 
eae eanugtien ae acter duced by Awamura Mining was of scheelite. 
ee ee nena atl pecducts 12 1983, the output of tungsten concentrate e manufacture of titanium mill products ee ne nn ea eo ot Jonas 
such as titanium ingot and titanium alloys [ } fen raul a capri, Jacah, ia ied 
for aircraft industry and nonaerospace in- son tha = Pt 
dustrial uses. Over the past 5 years, a 24 tons of tungsten ore and concentrate 
substantial growth was reported in industri- Principally from China, the Republic of 
al applications of titanium in the manufac- Korea, Portugal, Peru, and Bolivia. Most 
ture of equipment for chemical processing, imported ore and concentrate contained 
petroleum refining, and power generation, 65% tungsten trioxide (WO:) or more; how- 
Japan’s titanium processing industry in Vet, about 85% of tungsten concentrate 
1983 was composed of ingot producers and imported from China was of low grade 
titanium mill processors. The ingot makers between 25% to 30% WOs. 
included Kobe Steel, Toho Titanium Co. Consumption of tungsten concentrate 
Ltd., Nippon Stainless Steel Co. Ltd., Kanto rose to 3,409 tons from 3,289 tons in 1982. 
Special Steel Works, Nippon Mining Co, About 73.2% was consumed by manufactur- 
Lid, and Osaka Titanium Co. Ltd. The ers of tungsten metal; 25.8%, by manufac- 
titanium mill producers included Kobe turers of calcium tungsten and ferrotung- 
Steel, Nippon Mining, Sumitomo Metal sten; and 1%, by other. At yearend, the 
Mining, Nippon Stainless Steel, Daido Steel stocks held by ore producers was 57 tons; 
Co. Ltd., Furukawa Electric Co. Ltd., Hita- dealers, 20 tons; and consumers of the 
chi Metal Co. Ltd, and Sumitomo Light concentrate, 897 tons. A 12-day supply in 
Metal Co. Ltd. To meet the growing demand the form of tungsten concentrate was stock- 
for titanium mill products by industrial piled by the three rare metal stockpile 
users, Nippon Steel Corp., Kobe Steel, and programs, 
Sumitomo Metal Industries Co. Ltd. report- ~ Vanadium.—Production of vanadium 
edly were preparing to become the major pentoxide (V.0.) was by ‘Taiyo Mining st 
titanium processors? its Akaho plant in Hyogo Prefecture and 

Despite the difficult situations in Japan’s  Shinko Chemical Co. Led, at its Saki plant 
titanium industry, Showa Titanium Co. in Osaka Prefecture. Taiyo Mining started 
Ltd., a joint venture firm of Showa Denko production by recovering Vs0, from spent 
KK. and Ishizuka Research Institute Ltd., catalysts in 1978, and Shinko Chemical 
completed its plant in Toyama Prefecture started production of recovering V.0s from 
by yearend and is expected to produce jojler ashes in 1961. According to industry 
titanium sponge in 1984 with an annual sources, production of V.O. and output 

wo claimed is new technology ni cotivos cAPacity by the two companies in 1981-88 

the power cost to between 15,000 kilowatt We? #8 follows, in metric tons: 
hours and 18,000 kilowatt hours per ton of 
sponge metal produced. A contract was Cau (Cds 1008 
signed between Showa Titanium and the §— WW —__capacity 
Associated Minerals Consolidated Ltd. of  Shinko Chemical Go. 
‘Australia in 1983 for the Australian firmto i j;-----5- 130 140 T60—1,000 
supply 5,000 tons of rutile to Showa Tita- “RerislGeLid ” 382482500 600 
nium during 1984, , aie 1h Lao 180) 
During 1988, Japan imported 411,047 tons 7 <------ NH 
of rutile and ilmenite for the production of “Hstimated
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‘The total output of V0, in 1983 was plants are located near the coastline. The 
about 20% of the consumption by the Japa- cement industry has a combined capacity of 
nese ferroalloy industry. To meet the re- 113 million tons per year with 200 tanker 
quirements for production for ferrovana- fleets, 4,000 private railcars, 7,000 trucks, 
dium and vanadium metal, Japan imported 600 distribution terminals (372 terminals 
2,958 tons of V.O. from the Republic of are located near the coastline), and employ- 
South Africa, China, the United States, and ment of about 11,400."" 
the Federal Republic of Germany. In Japan, —_In 1983, the industry was operating be- 
vanadium metal was for the manufacture of tween 60% and 70% capacity. According to 
equipment used in nuclear powerplants, the a recent study conducted by the industry's 
electronic industry, and of super conductor association, the breakdown of cost elements 
material. The consumption of ferrovana- was as follows: raw material, 14.6%; labor, 
dium dropped 30% to 3,560 tons. Most 5.5%; fuel (coal), 17.5%; electric power, 
ferrovanadium was for the manufacture of 12.9%; supplies and expenses, 10.5%; gener- 
tool steel and high-strength specialty steel. al administration, 15.5%; and direct distri- 
Japan also imported 741 tons of ferrovana- bution expenses, 23.5%. As a result of de- 
dium principally from Austria and the clining domestic demand and price competi- 
Federal Republic of Germany. Because of its _ tion, 15 out of 23 companies incurred losses, 
strategic importance to Japan's specialty and the industry's overall profit to sales 
steel industry, a 12-day supply in the form ratio dropped from a positive 9.6% in 1978 
of ferrovanadium was stockpiled by the toa negative 3.1%. 
three rare metal stockpile programs. According to the association, Japan rank- 

ed second in labor productivity in cement 
MONMETALS. production in the world. Based on a recent 

Cement. , ion re. Comparative study in labor productivity of 
eee eee ee reat nage, the world’s cement production, the Republic 
Despite the continuing improvements in of Korea became the world's most efficient 
productivity, technology of energy efficien. cement producer owing to its new facilities 
cy, and in export markets, the cement @ndmoremodernequipment. . 
industry remained stagnant and depressed _ Fertilizer Materials.—Production of ni- 
mainly because of a weak domestic market _tTogen fertilizers continued to decline. The 
caused by cutbacks in public works projects °utput of ammonia and urea dropped to 1.9 
‘and slowdown in private investments in million tons and 1 million tons, respective- 
plants and equipment especially in the ly, mainly because of substantial reduction 
housing sector. According to an industry in exports to China. To aid the structurally 
source, because of the excess capacity, com- depressed chemical fertilizer industry to 
petition among producers became very balance its supply and demand, the so- 
keen. As a result, the cement price was called Extraordinary Measure Law was ex- 
lower and the profitability of cement pro- tended by the Government to the producers 
ducers was reduced substantially. of ammonia, urea, wet-process phosphoric 

In an effort to combat the industry’s acid, fused magnesium phosphate and com- 
structural recession, several studies on re- pound fertilizer for further structural re- 
structuring the cement marketing system form in June 1983. The new law allows the 
were undertaken by the Cement Associa- ammonia and urea producers to cut back 
tion of Japan. A proposal was being consid- their capacity further from the 1982 level 
ered to regroup the existing 23 cement by 20% for ammonia and by 30% for urea 
companies into 3 or 5 marketing companies until mid-1988. 
for distribution of cement in the domtestic Japan's supply and demand for ammo- 
and export markets to reduce transporta- nium sulfate, urea, and ammonium chlo- 
tion cost and unnecessary competition, as ride, according to the Japan Urea and 
well as to avoid further price wars among Ammonium Sulfate Industry Association, 
producers. The cement price in the domestic are shown in table 8. 
market was about $61 per ton. For production of compound fertilizers, 

There were 23 companies that operated Japan continued to import 2.4 million tons 
57 plants, of which 13 plants had capacities of phosphate rock principally from the 
of 4 million tons per year; 11 plants, 2to8 United States, 60%; Morocco, 25%; and 
million tons per year; 19 plants, 1 to 2 Jordan, 9%. Imports of potash fertilizer 
million tons per year; and 14 plants, less materials included 1.1 million tons of potas- 
than 1 million tons per year. About 30 sium chloride mainly from Canada and the
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U.SS.R. and 223,754 tons of potassium sul- superphosphate and high-analysis com- 
fate principally from the Federal Republic pound fertilizers, according to Japan Phos- 
of Germany, Belgium, and France. Esti- phatic and Compound Fertilizers Associa- 
mates of Japan's supply and demand for tion, are shown in table 9. 

Table 8.—Japan: Supply and demand for ammonium sulfate, urea, and ammonium 
chloride 

(Thousand metre tons) 
—_ rr Kntnoniuar sulfate Urea Ammonium ehlorido 

Arye Free Yrs vie Frio 
inning. 28 5 0 Freitag SeeTas vee aS ro a 

"Fertilizers 1098176 8 235 222 as Industrial use 727777777277 2 nH a a 18 2 Exports fonct st 519 #10 ao a im ‘Stocks, ening” =~~~77=227 a5 20 200 130 o 8 

Table 9.—Japan: Supply and demand for superphosphate and high-analysis compound 
fertilizers 

(Prousand metre tons) 
—— sperphoaphate _Highvanalyaie compound fertilizers 

Tre res rviw Fis 
Stocks, beginning ------------—— E a4 6 Bronsase mu ------ooooooooooccoo a te 2401 256 Shijmnants DOE SS AOROGRT SRRCOSSRAD TEST is Baa Re 

Stila ending 2~2277727222202722222222 a Cs 464 60 

In May, two major phosphate rock pur- over the past 5 years. In 1983, consumption 
chase agreements were signed by Zen-Noh of fluorspar by the iron and steel industry 
Phosphate Corp. (ZNPC) of Japan with two as a fluxing material to remove impurities 
U.S. producers. The first agreement provid- in oxygen converter steel smelting was 
ed ZNPC with the joint mining right to about 193,000 tons. Consumption by man- 
mine and import annually 460,000 tons of wfgcturers of fluorine compounds | was 
processed phosphate rock from the Fort n| tons, consumption by aluminum 
Watson Mine of Estech General Chemicals smelters was about 58,000 tons, and con- 
Inc. in central Florida. The second agree- sumption by other industries was about 
ment also provided ZNPC with the mineral a ee lnaeieavieeaasicel . 
right to mine and iispert annually 300,000 einen oe iS tien eal es i {ody on 

ool eee Coe ne es taining 75% to 85% calcium fluoride (CaF.) 
i She ay was supplied mainly by China and Thailand 
a in Florida for a minimum of 18 While the acid-grade fluorspar consumed by 

: - ‘ the manufacturers of fluorine compounds 
Fiuorspar.Japan is a major world con- and aluminum containing 97% to 98% CaF, 

race of fluorspar, accounting for about was supplied by the Republic of South % of the world’s consumption. All of Ja- Africa and Mexico. Production of fluorine 
pan's fluorspar requirements were met by compounds, mainly the hydrogen fluoride 
imports. Imports of fluorspar were about for fluorocarbon gas and metal surface 435,000 tons. China, Thailand, Mexico, and treatment, was estimated at 132,200 tons in 
the Republic of South Africa were the major 1983 
suppliers. Gypsum.—Since 1978, production was 
Consumption of fluorspar dropped to mostly from byproduct gypsum plants at 

about 408,000 tons from 440,000 tons in 1979 major nonferrous smelting complexes and because of a reduction in consumption by other chemical fertilizer processing facili- 
the iron and steel industry. However, con- ties. The estimated supply and demand for 
sumption of fluorspar for production of gypsum in Japan, according to a report 
fluorine compounds had grown considerably _ published by MITI, are shown in table 10.
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‘Table 10.—Japan: Estimated supply and demand for gypsum 
(Thousand metric tons of CaS0.2H,0) 

— __ _— ses 0680S 

SUPPLY 
Prigpdmonerc ond deoulfurization === ADK 4 Ratan coo Urea ay Nae be. Tae 

Hydrofluoric aid” ~~ HUEEGeoe | a) ae Mineral water refising --22222227-22s22227222727777TTTII oO Ba (a eee raze a 2 3 a Ban Ba Imports ---72722===a2t SEICTLIQUIIOUIIIINIIIOIDIO®___4oo_ $50 300__—0 
Reba ou cosecousnen wanna enn __6 245 6.400 6885 6.655 

DEMAND 
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At yearend, the stocks of gypsum were noise, air pollution, and waste mine water 
about 722,000 tons, which was estimated to imposed serious problems to the industry. 
increase to 843,000 tons by yearend 1984. The industry was undertaking various 
During 1983, Japan imported about 202,000 studies and preventive measures to solve 

tons of a nee em principally from the problems. According to an official state- 
Mexico and Australia, ment of the institute, a significant improve- Limestone.—Japan’s production of lime- i canola tadte! Seomine eatety. in: 
stone increased slightly from that of 1982, ment was being mate. & sea cad 
However, the limestone mining activity re- terms of the number of injury accidents an 
mained stagnant because of the depressed the accident rate per working hour. 
cement industry, which consurhed over 50% According to the Agency of Natural Re- 
of the total limestone output in Japan, sources and Energy of Japan, the total 
According to the Institute of Limestone limestone ore reserves were estimated at 
Quarry of Japan, the employment of Ja- 57.1 billion tons, of which about 10 billion 
pan's limestone industry dropped 29% to tons were proven and recoverable. Most 

900 Jp 1083 from a that of 1970, Mee the jimestone ore deposits owned and operated 
labor productivity had increased 2.3 times by the Jimestone quarries have an ore grade in the past 13 years. In 1983, there were ete In Sof 98% calcium carbonate. about 310 operating mines, of which 62 
mines produced over 500,000 tons of lime. Sulfur.—Production of sulfur rose slight- 
stone per year each. The combined output of _y. Domestic demand was mainly by sulfuric 
these major mines accounted for more than acid manufacturers. Production of sulfuric 
85% of the total production. About 50% of acid was about 6.6 million tons. Domestic 
these major mines are located near the consumption of sulfuric acid was mainly for 

coastline, ; fertilizer and industrial uses. According to 
Consumption of limestone was mainly by the Sulfuric Acid Association of Japan, the 

the cement industry, 559%; the construction supply and demand situation of sulfur and 

iBee auicdine. 6% and other industry, sulfuric acid for fiscal year 1983 was as 
including filler, fertilizer, and other includ. Uow®;in thousand metric tons: 
ing soda and glass, 5%. According to the Sulfur . 
institute, 25% of the limestone was trans- Production --------—------------ 1402 
ported by ship to major cement plants and Sulfuricacid 8 
iron and steel works located near the coast, g,,(M"-----7ncoccocctttcct HB 
22% by truck, 12% by railway, and the Sulfurieacid a 
remaining 41% was consumed by the ce Producti, gg 
ment plants adjacent to the minesite. To Pyrite ee --72TLTTTTIIIIID ote 
reduce the cost. of transportation, delivery Balt Seareescestiesseoses 
of limestone by long-distance belt conveyor Demand. 
and by ship has emerged as important Inusial iss eeesereedecenes AOE 

modes of transportation since 1980. Bxporte nn 22202 027TTTIITIITT a 
Environmental issues such as vibration,
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Most exports of sulfur went to the Repub- Canada, 10.4 million tons; and the Republic 
lic of Korea while exports of sulfuric acid of South Africa, 3.1 million tons. The major 
were mainly to Mexico, the Republic of suppliers of steam coal were Australia, 7.7 

Korea, China, and Namibia. million tons; the Republic of South Africa, 
2.6 million tons; China, 2.1 million tons; and 

MINERAL FUELS the United States, 912,000 tons. Imports of 
i . anthracite were mainly from the Republic 

Hokkaido remained shut down with no hope Ports of coking chal dropped 1% because of 
in sight to be reopened. The overall domes- 8" 8% decline in consumption by the iron 
tic demand dropped 4% to 98 million tons 4 steel industry, while imports of steam 
because of reduced coal demand in the iron ¢0#l jumped 6.4% because of a 207% increase 
and steel and the cement industries. Asa 1 canstimnption by: the why ingoeing, 3 average import price of coking coal a 
result, coal imports also dropped by 4.8% to $6774' ber ton was 13% lower than that of 

‘There were about 28 coal mines operated 1982 while the average import price of 
by seven major coal companies mainly in Steam coal at $55.52 per ton was 18.6% 
Hokkaido, Kyushu, and Honshu. Of the 17 lower than that of 1982. The average prices million tons of coal produced, 70% was of Australian coking and steam coal were 
steam coal, 29.9% was coking coal, and $63.30 per ton and $55.93 per ton, respec- 
0.1% was anthracite. The average heating tively. 
value of domestic coal was 6,320 kilocalories 
per kilogram. The number of coal miners at Table 11.—Japan: Coal consumption, by 
yearend decreased by another 4.7% to sector 
15,571 from that of 1982, while labor pro- (Thousand metric tons) 
ductivity continued to increase from 84.6 
tons (revised) per month of coal per miner Sector 1982 1988 
in 1982 to 88.8 tons per month of coal per Manufacturing 
miner in 1983. The average monthly wage "Cake 
of Japanese coal miners was $1,252 at year- amg esesssee 3389 ae 
end compared with $1,171 at yearend 1982 Iron and sec! oe 

The Yubari Mine operated by Hokutan Pee noooo2. OD SOR 
Yubari Coal Mining Co. Ltd. in the Yubari Cement ceramics other: Ue 
City of Hokkaido has been closed since Demeniie sess i (85 
October 1981 because of a major accident Utiitien MS —————~~- TNR 
that killed 93 miners and left about 2,000 Flecttic power: amis ener 
miners without jobs. Over the past 2 years, Imported =======> eat T00 
various feasibility studies for reopeningand "yi stg 454 
redevelopment of the mine were conducted Imported -~~== 77 a a0 
by MITI and the Japan Coal Association. thst. 160% scan 
However, a final decision was made by MITT Imported ~~~~77777> 10 es 
not to reopen the mine in July for safety aatees... ea 
and economic reasons. The Yubari Mine "Ohh a of 
was opened in 1975 with a $140 million pomestie--- 1 ara 
investment by the Government of Japan for. ——————vmret---_ TPT 
the mine construction. The output capacity 
of the mine was 1.5 million tons per year. The Japan Coal Development Co. (JCDO), 
By the time of the accident, the mine a consortium of Japanese electric utilities 
reportedly had a total debt of about $332 that was established in 1980 to develop and 
million.* import coal, reportedly has scaled down its 

In 1988, domestic coal provided about operations resulting from delays in con- 
19% of the total domestic coal demand; the struction of many coal-fired powerplants in 
remaining 81% was met by imports. Japan Japan. However, JCDC will continue to 
imported 75.1 million tons of coal, of which participate in the ongoing Blairthol coal 
59.6 million tons was coking coal, 14.7 development project in Australia, the exist- 
million tons was steam coal, and 820,000 ing transport system for importing steam 
tons was anthracite. The principal suppliers coal from northeast China, the construction 
of coking coal were Australia, 28.2 million Project of coal loading facilities at the port 
tons; the United States, 14.8 million tons, of New Castle in Australia, and the con-
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struction of a coal distribution center in through direct deals and on a government- 
Hokkaido. to-government basis rose to 53.3% in 1983 

‘After 4 years of negotiations, Mitsui Min- from 44.8% in 1982, and the share of Japa- 
ing and the Government of China signed a nese oil companies operating overseas also 
joint venture agreement to develop a steam increased to 9.3% in 1983 from 8.6% in 
coal mine, the Sitaigon Mine near Taiyuan 1982. Imports of crude oil by country of 
in Shanxi Province of China, in April. origin were as follows: Saudi Arabia, 28.1%; 
Under the agreement, Mitsui Mining is the United Arab Emirates, 15.1%; Indone- 
expected to invest $100 million and provide sia, 14%; Iran, 11%; China, 5.2%; Oman, 
technical assistance. The project will be 4.9%; Mexico, 3.8%; Qatar, 3.7%; and other 
financed by the Export-Import Bank of countries, 14.2%. Imports of crude oil by 
Japan. According to the plan, the mine will region were as follows: the Middle East, 
start production of coal with an annual 10.5%; the Far East including Southeast 
capacity of 1 million tons using the longwall Asia and China, 23.3%; Latin America, 
mining method. The coal will be exported to 4.7%; Africa, 1.3%; and other including the 
Japan starting in 1987. USSR, 0.2%. Imports of crude oil from 

Petroleum and Natural Gas—Japan re- Iran jumped more than 71% from that of 
mained a major world consumer and im- 1982 owing to lower prices offered by Iran. 
porter of petroleum and liquefied natural By the same reason, imports from Mexico 
gas (LNG). Japan’s import reliance of crude also rose 40%. As a result, imports from 
oil was still at 99.7%, despite the continuing Saudi Arabia were cut back by 23% from 
decline in imports on crude oil by another that of 1982. 
3.2% to 1.3 billion barrels in 1983. On the Domestic production of crude oil was 
other hand, imports of LNG continued to mainly from oilfields located in Niigata 
surge with more imports coming from Sara- Prefecture and other oilfields in Akita and 
wak of Malaysia. Domestic production of Yamagata Prefectures. The total output 
crude oil and natural gas increased slightly provided less than 0.2% of Japan's primary 
but remained insignificant compared with energy supply. Domestic natural gas pro- 
Japan's requirements for crude oil and duction was mainly from natural gasfields 
natural gas. Consumption of crude oil by located in Niigata and Chiba Prefectures, 
refineries dropped again by 3.5% to 1,188 and a small quantity of natural gas was 
million barrels; the decline was due to a recovered from oilfields in Niigata and Aki- 
decrease in the production of heavy fuel oil, ta Prefectures. The output of natural gas 
especially the type “C” fuel oil consumed by provided about 0.7% of Japan’s primary 
utility and manufacturing industries. Con- energy supply. 
sumption of domestically produced natural Imports of LNG rose 8.1% to 18.8 million 
gas increased slightly while direct consump- tons, of which 9.6 million tons was imported 
tion of imported LNG rose to 18.8 million from Indonesia; 5.3 million tons, from Bru- 
tons resulting from increasing use of LNG nei; 1.8 million tons, from the United Arab 
for electric power generation by the utility Emirates; 1.1 million tons, from Malaysia; 

industry. and 1 million tons, from the United States. 
‘According to a revised long-term energy Japan’s LNG imports accounted for 75% of 

supply and demand outlook that was re- the world’s marketed LNG. About 75% of 
leased by MITI in December 1983, the share imported LNG was consumed by the electric 
of imported oil that included crude oil, utility industry for power generation, 20% 
petroleum products, and liquefied petrole- by the city gas industry for household ser- 
um gas declined to 61.6% of Japan's prima- vice, and 5% by the iron and steel industry 
ry energy supply in fiscal year 1982 from for steelmaking. 
63.5% in fiscal year 1981. On the contrary, —_In June, Japex Offshore Ltd. reportedly 
the share of LNG rose to 6.6% in fiscal year discovered an oil and gas reservoir offshore 
1982 from 5.9% in fiscal year 1981. Niigata Prefecture, about 200 miles north of 

In 1983, a noticeable change occurred in Tokyo. The reservoir is the largest oil and 
the supply pattern of Japan's crude oil gas deposit ever found in Japan. The No. 1 
imports. The share of major international exploratory well has a yield of 5,200 barrels 
companies dropped to 34.1% in 1983 from of crude oil and 15,538,500 cubic feet of 
48.2% in 1982, and the share of other natural gas per day. Two more exploratory 
independent international companies re- wells were scheduled to be drilled by mid- 
mained between 3.3% and 3.4%. However, 1984. Commercial production was planned 
the share of foreign national oil companies in 1985 if both wells prove successful. The
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quality of the crude oil is 36° API with, 7U'S, Embassy, Tokyo, Japan. State Dep. Telegram i pi. 12,188 specific gravity of 0.845." japan Meta Review (Tokyo) No, 66, Mar. 2,184, pp, 
As a result of reorganization and re 2% 

structuring of Japan's petroleum refinery jyyunee Jen) Wo US, olor ane rate of 
industry, the industry's refining capacity Y#i9.05~US$i,00 for 982 and Y237.52—USF1.00 for 1988. 
was reduced by 16.3% to 4,972,610 barrels _, Sumitomo, Corp. (Tokyo). Nonferrous Metals in Japan. 
per day from 5,940,360 barrels per day in Japan Metat Journal (Tokyo). V. 13, No. 23, June 6, 
September. This voluntary reduction in ca- 988.3. ‘i i Tokyo, Japan, State Dep, Telegram 10538, pacity was based on the recommendation of jal.) gs Tk. Japan. State Dep. Tele 
MIT!’s petroleum advisory council made in" ‘Melal Bulletin Monthly London) Apr. 198, p. 1 
May 1983 by scrapping refining plant facili." Japan iginomic Jounal (Tokyo). Industral Re- ties of 150,000 barrels per day, suspending "Suet of Japan Mining Instr Asoition (Tokyo) 
refinery operations of 390,000 barrels per No 989. Aug. 5 day, and sealing down. plant facilities by, ;ADeoe Metal Markt V. 81 No, 61, Mar 19,185, 
430,000 barrels per day. The industry was ? "arumu Publishing Co. Tokyo. odustril Rare Met 
operating at 57% capacity, and at about “tae Storr Lia (Tokyo) Verrealloy Manual 1988 
68% capacity after reorganization and re- P.212. _ 
structuring. The advisory council reported- g,"The Cement Asinsation of Japan (Tokyo). Cement he de . iesin Japan, 1983, 3 ly was conducting various studios to further Shae pan Supt Corp. Le ontan. Poors restructuring of the industry. These studies _& Potassium, No, 125, May-June 1983, p. 
include reorganization of oil companies into 19{/¢P4° Chemics! Week (Tokyo). V. 25, No. 1259, May 7, 
a small number of companies through 10'S Fmbasy, Tokyo, Japan. State Dep. Telegram, 
mergers, revision of the existing petroleum Sapporo (7H May iy 15, 1989, p48. 
laws, and liberalization of refined petrole- MUS" Biba, Tolyo, Japan State Dep, Telegram 
um products imports." 16: State Dep. Telegram 10308, June 1983. 
ieee ees 47. State Dep. Telegram 19668, Oct. 1983. 

*Beonomist, Division of Foreign Data.





The Mineral Industry of 
Jordan 

By Peter J. Clarke" 

Jordan’s mineral industry continued its production is gradually brought up to full 
rapid development in 1983, boosted by gains capacity. Phosphate was also used with 
in the production of phosphate rock, and imported sulfur and ammonia to produce 
the first full year of operation of the potash diammonium phosphate (DAP) and mono- 
works on the Dead Sea and the fertilizer ammonium phosphate (MAP) fertilizer in 
manufacturing plant at Aqaba. Phosphate the country’s newest and largest manu- 
rock production, as usual, was the leading facturing facility, the Jordan Fertilizer In- 
commodity, providing nearly one-third of dustry Co. (JFI), Other minerals of signifi- 
the country’s export revenues, despite de- cance include cement, crude steel, stone, 
pressed demand worldwide for phosphate. sand, marble, and other crude construction 
For the first time, Jordan introduced a new materials. 
system in which companies bidding for new _In the energy sector, Jordan continued to 
contracts in Jordan would take between import all of its crude oil needs, while 
35% and 50% of the contract value in the producing refined products in the country’s 
form of raw phosphate rock. In addition, only refinery at Zarqa. However, reports of 
contracts would be awarded to companies a commercial oil discovery in the Al-Azraq 
that already import substantial quantities region in northern Jordan stirred hopes of 
of Jordanian phosphates. Potash was ex- reducing the country’s reliance on its oil 
pected to rank second only to phosphate as __ producing neighbors for its energy needs. 
the country’s revenue-earning exports as 

PRODUCTION AND TRADE 

Production of most minerals increased, average of 9% per year. Reasons for this 
led by an 8% increase in phosphate rock slowdown included depressed demand 
output, the ninth consecutive year of pro- worldwide for phosphate rock; lower than 
duction increases in that industry. Signifi- expected levels of aid payments from its 
cant gains were also posted by the Arab Arab neighbors; a lower level of reexports to 
Potash Co. (APC), after commencing com- Iraq, one of its leading trading partners; 
mercial production late in 1982. Cement and a reduced inflow of remittances from 
and lime production reached their highest Jordanians working in other Arab oil 
levels ever. Small quantities of crude oil states, owing to the slowdown in the oil 
were also produced in 1983 from a test well market. Export earnings from industry and 
in Al-Azraq, and both crude oil and oil shale mining combined rose almost 4%, which 
in the Lajjun area were being viewed as helped to offset the decline in other sectors. 

potential sources of new energy. Exports of phosphate rock earned $144 mil- 
Jordan's external trade sector remained lion for Jordan. 

stable, although several factors resulted in Jordan’s nominal gross domestic product 
low export revenues and a sharply lower (GDP) was $4.1 billion? while real GDP, at 
rate of economic expansion during the year. constant 1980 prices, totaled $3.4 billion. 
Overall economic growth was projected at Total exports reached $1.76 billion, down 
3%, a sharp drop from the 1975-80 4.5% from those of 1982. Total imports 

447
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climbed to over $3.1 billion, leaving a sub- been common for the past several years.* 
stantial deficit in the trade balance, as has 

Table 1.—Jordan: Production of mineral commodities* 
Commodity 1979) 1980 198i ea? _—_—«saS 

Cement, hydraulic ----metric tons. "628,000 "812,700 964,700 795.900 "1,271,832 
Clays snnseaesae do 25,000 30,000 3.000 14g” BIT Gypmim ——22222TIIIIIIT III idel=22 8000 © 45000 © S054 aga *aL BT 
Tron and steel Sted, crude” -—~—-~_—“do.--- "80.961 "8617S «134.900 140,000 140,000 Lime SSS Sag 3,500 31500 20,000__——59.839 7267098, 
Potroleum refinery products: Gasoline "thousand 42-gallon barrels. 2.485 2268 2550 f2.995 2.950 

Set fad SESE eee 108 1759 "1.800 £2,000 1,900 Keresine-~~— =~ 22222222222 2ae.222 ose pid Yer $1,600 1,500 
Distillate fuel ol ——— 0. 3499 3.509 $3550 $8,800 5,000 Residual fueloll --7 222727727 ade oo 2584 ag 30.600 000 
Liquefied petroleum gas —— ~~~ ~~ ~do. =~ $565 "15 $500 650 815 
Asphalt = SSTCEES guste “730 581 “600 “700 15 Unspecified including iubricanta® do. ——— 55 50 60 85 70 [Refinery fuel and lomeg® === — do —— 635, 631 700, 60 150 

Total nde 1268015390047 1608017810 Phosphate: fine output. thousand metric tons. 2895 gan 42 4390 44.148 
0s content® — ee edaes ee ‘918 12th 1379 1a 1544 Phosphatic fertilier’ ~~~ meirie tona— NA 117/000 365,132 

Potash: Grudesalts do 28 ss == 15000 280,000 
0 equivalent. ~——~~~~-~-~~do- = = : = 8100 170,000 gui SET ehonand meri tone — 0 30 EY 0 80 
‘Limestone... metric tons. "6.000 4isz 7,000 "1000 7000 Marbles s0occlc1ooo2aGSeee sda wee 53000 500 5,000 5,100 fio 

“Estimated. "Preliminary. "Revised. NA Not available. 
Mable inchides data available through June 1, 1984. 
"Reported figure. 

Table 2.—Jordan: Exports and reexports of mineral commodities* 
(Metric tons unless otherwise specified) 

Destinations, 1982 
Commodi 1981 iM “ho ccc ty Yue Other (rinipa) 

METALS 
Aluminum: Metal including alloys, all theme a enoponccnese eeu 916 896 Kuwait 398; Sharjah 225; Nether- 
Copper: Meta including allyl st ital 90; Belgium Laxembou 1 Metal including alloy, al forms —— Kuwait 201; Belgium -Luxer pe gallos Th West Germany 36 Gola: Metal including alloys, unwrought ‘and partly wrought ~~ troy ounces <= 96,895 Alto Switeerland Tron and steel: Metal: Ber0pe nn an 63 Saudi Arabia 59; Kuwait 4 Semimanufactures, unspecified — ~~~ 10% a 
Lead: Metal including alloys, unwrought 10 886 Saudi Arabia 376; Lebanon 10. ‘Rian One ee nS 41 12 Saudi Arabia 26; iraq 16. 
ee a: 16 __ All to United Kingdom. ine: Metal including alloys, all formas —— 5 42 2 Syria 200;Lebanon 120. 
‘NONMETALS 

‘Abrasives, ne: Natural: Corundum, ‘emery, pumice, ete M6 ae ‘Aabeatos, crude. <~—22_~= 7222 a 93 ©. Mainly to Saudi Arabia, Gone acne nnn nee nan ne 8 2118 ~~ Iraq’ 206; Syria 404; Lebanon 100. ‘Clays, crude: Kaolin =" ~>"""2>77> 89 756 LL Allo Lebancn. Fertlier materials: Manufactured 
GARR geno oe B= Sarina Lebanon rpsum and plaster ~~ ~_~=—2~a—~ = Tl Trag 518; Saudi Arabia 2. jy Losin pester aca 6551 509 22 rag 8; Kuwait Saud Arabia 
‘Magnesium courpounde: Magnesite ——_ - 520. Iraq 18. ‘Mice: Grade inclueing splitting and _ Saale oe Seo an eens ss 62 rag 8; Saud Arabia 1.016; Ke ‘wait 584, Phosphates, crude. thousand tons. 3529 8570 ____-Romania 726; India 689; Poland 256 

See footnotes atend of table.
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Table 2.—Jordan: Exports and reexports of mineral commodities: —Continued 
(Metric tone unles otherwise specified) 

TT arta 
Commodity wae 

Stes Other (principal) 

NONMETALS —Continued 
Saltand?rine= <= ----gecee--n== WONT =r 46; Qatar 08, Sotism compounds 28 Suliie natural and manufactured 35 Stone eand and gravel ‘Bisnenaion ene ud cndperty worked 199859119855 __—_Srag00265; Lebanon 740; Kut 

Worked ee 568099782. Kta 78,095; Iraq 1,105; Aba Brats 0 Gravel nd crushed rock 3.82 sg Sine Ganmmeaibearig.-~-~ A486 a2i5 =. Letanan 9; Kuwait 2855; Sua 
Sulfur: Sulfuric acid ————_______ 364 613 == _Traq 480, Saudi Arabia 198, Tecate sept popbliie -~ ASS SAT T_Trg Se Sol Arba 0s, salt 
MINERAL FUELS AND RELATED MATERIALS 

Asphalt and itmen, near 14 Iraq 12; Saud Arabia 2 
Liquefied petroleum gas ‘Bigalon barrela.——1,640 - Ganlie acca ae ‘3 = Sabaeehiac 22222222 a 2ST o a 4G __tag6Letmnon 14; Saud Arabia 

ae <- tsa 885; Seu Arabia 17 
"Table prepared by Virginia A. Woodson. 

Table 3.—Jordan: Imports of mineral commodities 
(etre tons unless otherwise specified) 

SS eS espe ST SS 
Como wwe ER © Gaited Other (rincipa) 
METALS 

Aina: ‘read concentrate —— === === 1 - Seta intading lls ap n 239 Saudi Arabia 24, Gawroagit==22772222702 ne FR Sond Arabi B38 canada 27 Somimamufacares--"---"-_ a8 889 Greeou NERS tay EU Dugan G14 Chromium: Orden wid hySroides ~~ : 1a) Romania Weal Gerinany 2 GAESE Guides and Spreng =~ = 122 Aeon Denmark ger: eta intl lg Pee nnn Py 18 Saudi Arabia 128; Japan. Uaweaugh 2=72777772220022 io somal 
Semimanufaciures_~~————~—-—~ 554 520 BT _—_‘Taiwan 188; Sweden 64; Japan 49 

Gold: Metal including alloys, unwrought Gndporywroust =p conse «G6 TBTTS——«32_—Sgrland 6B. Suu Arabia 
Iron and tek Metal Ser nen SB 2468 Kai 1% Sad Arabi 9 

Pig iron, cast iron, related materials — 207729 «63,164. —___—India'21,800; Netherlands 10,000; 
Brazil 9,999; Cuba 9,996. Ferrall: Ferrosiicon —————-- - 18 Allfom Umit tengo Ecclpriamtiormen = a-----> aaah agate = Spun 4S Cerny 88, Scminmnateiues Gnpocicd=—-~ SSI 2180006 Sopan 8248 Peanen 108 China Bois Ussk ase Lead: (ne " 11 Francois Metal chiding aye Gaerne eS Arabia 1,044 Syria 3, Beietandare 3 Mangnnise Oven = * B® ___ Wost Germany 64; Switeriand Nickel Metal inctuding ellays, al fora i 5 <> Milt Canada, Piatinumgroup metals Unapetied 

Silver: Metal includi loys unwrought se a 
‘and partly wrought. -Ga. 5851 89,995 20,705 Switzerland 19,290. 
See footnotes at end of table
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Table 3.—Jordan: Imports of mineral commodities Continued. 
(Metric tons unless otherwise specified) 

a _____Sourees 1982 
Commodity 1981 ye Vives Other (prnciped 

METALS —Continved 
Titanium: Oxides 108 1195504 United Kingdom 8 tay 6, West 
Zine: Metal including alloys: eet) ‘Scrape =. YL == Japan 14; West Germany 20 Unwrought ---"TTDDIITIIIT wa 3852 Belem memboung 98, West Gor 

Semimanufactures By 242 ___Belglum-Luxembourg 106; Japan 98 ‘Other Bone metals including alive, a ort ac ae ee 40 1 <2 Allfrom West Germany. 
NONMETALS 

AP Corina favural: Corundum, emery, pumice, [7 imine 494 2. Allfrom italy. 
Seo se us lealy 325, West Germany 75; Republi esccosneneener sas 5 5; West Germany 75; Republic af korea Se osrmany 6: Repu Asbestos, erude = 1047 __ Cements == ~~~ thousand ona 0518. USSR. 961, Greece 294, Turkey 189 Ghaties ==> 277777 SE 108 8552 Normandy 8; United Kingdom 3 

Clays crude: Unspecified . zeal Indl It Gite Kingdom 85 
Gryolite and chiolte “ - Diamond: ‘Gem, not set or strung... carats. 15.00 s Industral conse" dg 8,000 ba Diatomite and oferinfisoral earth ——- 214 2-28 _—_France 59; West Germany 8. Felipe, duorpa, rat materials —— a 4051 Turkey 805; Prance 100, Fertiheet materials: Manufactured: aninenle ooo renee naan 200 200821804 Romania 7.956; rance 50; Syria 
TNR own wninne see 9,424 (24,767 25 Algeria 7,747; Netherlands 5,733; ‘Bulgaria «000 Phosphatie sé 14765 =. Laban Sf, Netherlands 2812 
Potassic = L114 LIT Netherland, 086; West Germany 21. Unepecitied and mixed ~~~ Hoss STE Greao dn rng. 07; Hungary 

(Gypoum and plaster 1am ——-B4TB_—-._—Labion 6 Syria O10 Taq 250 moe 2 Th seca paces ase 151 1008. All from Lebanon, Magnesium compouns: Magnesite =~ 2 BLL Gres tly Bi, West Germany 
nents neal: ron oxides and w a Wi. Seman ited inl PiRaidea prvens fest Germany 121; United Kingdom = : 30; China 1B. Precious and semipresious stones other ‘han diamond: Spninetic=- rata. 16000-25000. _‘Balgiym- Luxembourg 10,00, Thai 

Salt and brine__________------ 1,965 528 40 Tukey 321; Saudi Arabia 129; France 
Sodium compounds, nes: ‘Carbonato, natural and manufactured a2 788 ___ Poland 200; China 184; Romania 150, Sulfate, natural and manufactured 2am Git Romania bp; Saudi Arabia 250; Belgium Luxembourg 105. Stone, tnd and gravel: mension stone ‘Grude and partly worked ————— eras 1520 aly 40 Tarkey 9408 Greece 
ee 1420 4st 8 aly 870; Greece 81; Lebanon 77 Gravel and crushed eck ~~~~~77 Ba Moab Ich 26 Fay 2 Labanon 

Sand oter than metalbearing,— 40 6958 Greece 160; Syria 104; West Germany Tors Netherlands 98, Sulfur: Elemental Crude including native and Brecon enamcde 990 81595 Canada 31.448; West Germany 115 colloidal, precipitated, sublimed — $8 Br40g =~ Canada 28000; Iraq 725, France 500. Sulfurieadid! Pn en ne Boo Had Zita 1.80; Lebanon 64; Syria 
Tale, stetite, soapstone, pyrophyllite —— 285 640 __ China 265; Austria 156; Norway 109. Bae Graae rene real =~ 248 _ .
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Table 3.—Jordan: Imports of mineral commodities: —Continued 
(Metric tons unless otherwise specified) 

Sources, 1082 
Commodity 1981 2 “Tiled omer ipispad 

MINERAL FUELS AND RELATED ‘MATERIALS 
Asphalt and bitumen, natural ———— sr “ GaPbon: Carbon black w= === 2 =a a y 38. West Germany 34 Belgium 
Coal: All grades including briquets 334 or 89 Wee erany Ia Beam. 

Coke and semicoke 1.958 360 France 191; Japan 150, Beat including briqutsarditar ~~~ 40 455 2 Notherlands 365; Finland 92 
‘Grade thousand 42-gallon barrels. 15850 -—«18,802«@)_—Saudi Arabia 18,500. 

Refinery products: Tiquelied petroleum gas 
‘2galion barrels. an re Gasoline —- Se os = B18 2019 Salt Arabia 1,509; Syria 47, Sing 

Mineral jelly and wax do. --— 1185 1,629. West Germany 1,007; China 614 Kerosine and jet fuel do. == “an id Vubricanis-- "dor «124537 191,885 18,158 France 49,112; Sauk Arabin 45,724; Belgium Luxembourg 2191 Residual fuel ol. -dou 482 BTS gg Saul Aubin 18: yr az Bituminous mixtures” ~ da 803 SRE bustin Ute Ringo on; Belglum-Luxembourg 008 Unspecified. do. 868 -- 
2Table prepared by Virginia A. Woodson ALesthan/2unit 

COMMODITY REVIEW 

NONMETALS two twin 1,800-ton-per-day sulfuric acid 
. units, a 1,250-ton-per-day phosphoric acid 

Cement.—Cement production reached an plant, two parallel 1,100-ton-per-day DAP 
alltime high in Jordan in 1983. Capacity of granulation units capable of producing 
the Jordan Cement Factories Co. plant at either DAP or MAP, storage facilities, and 
Fuheis was expanded from 700,000 to 1.3 two bagging plants. A 20,000-ton-per-year 
million tons per year through the addition aluminum fluoride plant was also under 
of two new kilns. A second cement plant construction at the sight. Sulfur and am- 
was expected to further augment the coun- monia for the plant were imported. JFI's 
try’s production capacity in 1984. The output of DAP and phosphoric acid was to 
Southern Cement Co. Ltd. was constructing be entirely exported. Mitsubishi Corp. of 
a 2million-ton-per-year plant at Rasha- Japan was to take 35% of the plant's output 
diyah, the first line of which was expected for sale east of the Suez Canal. Woodward & 
on-stream in February 1984, followed by the Dickerson Inc. of the United States was to 
second line in August 1984.* Production market another 35% of the output west of 

from both plants was expected to more than the canal, while JFI was to market the 
satisfy the country’s domestic requirements remainder, mostly through direct govern- 
for cement. Consumption of cement in Jor- ment-to-government contracts. JFI signed 
dan was estimated at close to 2 million tons an agreement with China to market. 55,000 
per year in 1983. tons of DAP to that country in 1984, Jordan 

Fertilizer Materials.—JF1's $400 million Phosphate Mines Co. (JPMO) sold JFI 
phosphatic fertilizer plant was officially 620,000 tons of phosphate rock in 1983, 
inaugurated in November 1982 and pro- while sulfur was imported from Saudi Arab- 
duced approximately 300,000 tons of DAP ia, Canada, and Poland, and ammonia was 
and 60,000 tons of merchant-grade phos- imported from Kuwait and Qatar. 
phoric acid in 1983. The plant consisted of Phosphate -Rock.—Production _from
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JPMC’s three operating mines at Ruseifa, 1984, and with Italy for 70,000 tons in 1984. 
El-Hasa, and Wadi-El-Abyad continued to The Jordanian Government announced a 
expand as plans were drawn up to develop a_new incentive program in 1983 to encourage 
fourth deposit at Ash-Shidiyah in southern new customers for its phosphate. The plan 
Jordan by 1988. Since 1979, phosphate pro- was for companies bidding on any new 
duction has increased over 68% to 4.75 industrial or overall development project in 
million tons in 1983. Jordan to take between 35% and 50% of the 

Ruseifa, the country’s oldest mine, 14 contract value in the form of raw phosphate 
kilometers north of Amman, produced ap- rock. Companies that already import large 
proximately 1 million tons per year of quantities of Jordanian phosphate were also 
phosphate rock containing 64.5% bone to be given preference in the awarding of 
phosphate of lime (BPL). JPMC’s largest these new contracts. The move was design- 
mine was located at El-Hasa, 140 kilometers ed both to boost phosphate exports and to 
south of Amman, where higher grade, 64% relieve pressure on Jordan’s foreign ex- 
to 72% BPL phosphate rock was being change reserves, which were being hard hit 
mined by JPMC and contractors. Capacity by large trade imbalances, mostly with 
of the El-Hasa Mine was 3 million tons per _ Western European countries.* 
year, consisting of both standard grade, _ Potash.—Potash production from APC’s 
70% to 12% BPL, unbeneficiated direct Dead Sea potash works scaled up to com- 
shipping ore, and higher grade, 73% to 75% | mercial level, with output for the year 
BPL material beneficiated from 64% to totaling 280,000 tons of muriate of potash, 
66% BPL ore. JPMC's newest mine was at only 20,000 tons short of the production goal 
Wadi-El-Abyad, 20 kilometers north of El- for the year. The $425 million potash recov- 
Hasa and basically an extension of the same ery project was Jordan's largest single in- 
deposit. Capacity at Wadi-El-Abyad was dustrial venture, and reportedly one of the 
about 1.2 million tons per year of phosphate world’s largest applications of solar energy. 
rock. Reserves at El-Hasa and Wadi-El- Potash was recovered from Dead Sea brine, 
Abyad combined totaled 158 million tons which contained almost unlimited reserves 
measured reserves containing 65% BPL, of carnallite, the potassium salt from which 
and another 40 million tons indicated re potassium chloride (KCI) is derived. The 
serves containing 66% BPL. Reserves at plant consisted of 65 kilometers of earthen 
Ruseifa were below 50 million tons. dikes that retained brine in successive 
JPMC was planning to raise production stages of evaporation, a processing refinery 

at these three existing mines to 6 million capable of producing 1.2 million tons of KCI, 
tons per year by the end of 1984. To finance a 17-megawatt powerplant, and a 400-unit 
the expansion, JPMC in 1983 borrowed $20 residential community. The plant is located 
million from Jordan Investment and Fi- at Safi, near the southern end of the Dead 
nance Corp. and the National Bank of Sea where the evaporation rate was among 
Kuwait to install additional mining and the highest in the world. Carnallite is 
beneficiation equipment. A third benefi- crystallized by solar evaporation, harvested 
ciation line was installed at Wadi-El-Abyad, by laser-guided, semisubmerged harvesting 
raising milling capacity from 450 to 675 machines, pumped through a floating pipe- 
tons per hour. Phosphate rock from all line to the edge of the salt pan, and then on 
three mines was transported by both rail to the refinery over 1 kilometer away. 
and truck to Aqaba for export. The carnallite slurry is then dewatered, 

Total sales of phosphate rock reached 4.3 recrystallized, and processed into muriate 
million tons, 3.7 million tons of which was of potash. Only two of five harvesting 
exported, with the remaining quantity de- machines operated in 1983, and full capaci- 
livered to JFT’s plant at Aqaba. Approxi- ty of the plant was not expected to be 
mately 450,000 tons of crude phosphate rock _ reached until 1985. 
was added to JPMC’s already high invento- ‘The project was owned by the Govern- 
ry level in 1983, as the company awaited a ment of Jordan, 51%; the Arab Mining Co., 
market upturn to draw down its stocks. The 25%; Islamic Bank, 6.34%; and the Govern- 
main purchasers of JPMC’s output were ments of Iraq, Libya, Kuwait, Saudi Arabia, 
Romania, 27%; India, 18%; Poland, 10%; and other private shareholders. Marketing 
Japan, 9%; Yugoslavia, 8%; Turkey, 5%; agreements for the plants’ output were 
with another 15% going to Western Europe- signed by Mitsubishi for Asia, New Zealand, 
an countries. JPMC signed new marketing and Australia; Woodward & Dickerson for 
agreements with the Republic of Korea for North, Central, and South America; Entre- 
54,000 tons in 1983, rising to 150,000 tons in _ prise Miniére et Chimique S.A. for Western
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Europe; and IMIC Holdings for Eastern ber that by 1986, its operations in Jordan 
Europe. APC also planned to construct a would be phased out, in addition to closing 
plant to recover magnesium, bromine, and its facilities in Syria and Lebanon. This 
Potassium sulfate as byproducts from the would leave Jordan without a supplier by 
refinery effluent. Also under consideration the end of 1985.7 
in 1988 was a plan todouble APC’s capacity, Late in 1983, Jordan agreed on a new 
under the second stage of the project, to 2.4 _ pipeline project from Iraq to Jordan, provid- 
million tons per year later in the decade. ing Jordan with a new potential supplier of 

crude oil, and a much-needed crude oil 
‘MINERAL FUELS export terminal for Iraq. Capacity of the 

Petroleum exploration in Jordan line was projected at 1 million barrels per 
unexpected tuon for the better as new 489, tartng fom the KB pump station at exploration wells were drilled in high po- Hedaitha, 200 kilometers northwest of tential areas. One well, drilled in Barma, in Baghdad, and running the entire length of the Al-Azraq region near the Saudi border, Jordan to the Port of Aqaba.* Bechtel Corp. 
struck oil and reportedly flowed at 400 of the United States, was awarded the barrels per day from a depth of 5,580 feet. design contract for the line, which was to be 
After 29 years of exploration, mainly by built in 500,000-barrel-per-day stages, with foreign companies, the National Resources Possible link to Saudi Arabia’s East-West 
Authority, using technical personnel and Pipeline from Ras Tanura to Yanbu. The 
drilling ‘rigs from the Yugoslav firm Pipeline was expected to be completed by 
NAFTAGAS and the Iraq National Oil Co., the end of 1985. 
made the discovery late in 1983. Although ————— 
commercial exploitation of Jordan's new —_;xfsical scientist Division ofForeign Data, 
found oil was still far into the future, tests Joatian “dina UD) to US" doa ot the rele 
from the discovery well yielded a distilla- JD0308= 
tion content of 55% fuel oil, 85% kerosine gq intetmatlonal, Monetary Pund. International Financial 
and gas oil, and 10% gasoline. ‘Rock Products, V. 81, No.4, Apr. 1984, p. 6, 

In addition, Al-Azraq was only 60 kilome- _w,ournal of Commerce. US. Department of Commerce, 
ters from Jordan's only refinery, the 60,000- "adda Bat Bonomic Survey. V. 2, No. 18, dn. 9, 
barrel-per-day Zarga refinery owned by the 1984. 
Jordan Petroleum Refinery Co. All feed. LOT ee Masato 2 Nes 66 Re B stock for the refinery was supplied by Saudi "Middle Bast Economie Survey. V. 27, No. 17, Feb. 6, 
Arabia via the Trans-Arabian Pipeline '4PPAVM 1. o> stor 19.108, p Ab 
(TAPline). TAPline announced in Novem- ENE ieee





The Mineral Industry of the 
Republic of Korea 

By E. Chin’ 

Although the Republic of Korea is a sig- 110; petroleum refinery, 92; iron and steel, 
nificant mine producer of graphite, kaolin, 132; nonferrous metals, 172; and fabricated 
pyrophyllite, talc, and tungsten, it is defi- metal products, 143." 
cient in most mineral raw materials requir- The wholesale price index (1980=100) for 
ed by the country’s manufacturing indus- all commodities in 1983 was 126. Indices for 
try. Korea’s largest metallurgical sector is select products were chemicals, 123; non- 
iron and steel, which must import almost metallic products, 128; iron and steel, 117; 
all of its needs for iron ore, manganese, and _ nonferrous metals, 110; petroleum, 138; and 
coking coal. Aluminum and copper are also electricity, 143. Wholesale prices for se- 
produced from imported raw materials. Al- lected commodities were compound fertiliz- 
though mine output of anthracite coal aver- ers, $0.23 per kilogram; cement, $0.06 per 
ages 18 million tons annually, there is no kilogram; reinforced steel bar, $259 per ton; 
domestic production of oil and natural gas. galvanized sheet, $764 per ton; hot-rolled 

The country’s gross national product steel coil, $290 per ton; wire rod, $305 per 
(GNP) in 1983 was estimated at $69.6 bil- ton; gold, $14.24 per gram; electrolytic cop- 
lion at current prices. GNP at constant per, $2,057 per ton; aluminum sash bar, 
1975 prices was $34.9 billion in 1983 com- $2.85 per kilogram; and anthracite, $38.30 
pared with $32 billion in 1982, representing _ per ton. 
a real growth of close to 9%. Per capita The country’s nuclear power unit Kori 
GNP, one of the highest in the Far East, No. 3, a Canadian deuterium-uranium 
was $1,743. The total value of mining and heavy water-type reactor, began commer- 
quarrying output was less than $400 million cial operation in the spring of 1983, supple- 
compared with about $12 billion for manu- menting the output of Korea’s first nuclear 

facturing. unit in Kori. The second nuclear power unit 
‘The total labor force in 1983 was estimat- (Kori No. 2) went on-stream in the summer. 

ed at 14.5 million persons. Employment in The latter unit was expected to generate 4 
the mining sector was 108,000 compared billion kilowatt hours per year, equivalent 
with 3.3 million for manufacturing; 4.3 to a savings of 6 million barrels of oil im- 
million for agriculture, forestry, and fish- ports annually. Wolsung units Nos. 5 and 6 
ing; and 6.8 million for services. Monthly (there is no power unit No. 4) are pressuriz- 
earnings for all industries averaged $343 ed water-type reactors and were scheduled 
per person. Monthly earnings per person for for completion in late 1985 and in 1986, 
various sectors of the economy were as respectively. 
follows: mining, $360; manufacturing, $284; Because of limited indigenous mineral 
utilities, $595; and construction, $484. Indi- resources, the Government encourages the 
ces for labor productivity (1980=100) in development of foreign resource develop- 
1982, the last current year for which 12- ment through South Korean participation 
month data are available, were coal mining, rather than rely solely on contracts and 
90; metal mining, 115; nonmetal mining, spot purchases of imports of raw materials. 
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‘The Overseas Resources Development Divi- as well as in South America are contemplat- 
sion of Korea Mining Promotion Corp. ed. Efforts are also made to create auxiliary 
(KMPC) encourages private companies to firms linked with mine development proj- 
participate in developing small- to medium- ects, such as engineering, construction, and 
size mines and to increase the number of transportation. The Government provides 
projects undertaken. First location priority subsidies for exploration and grants loan 
was given to the Pacific region (Indonesia development funds to developers on a long- 
and Australia) and to North America. term, low-interest basis. First priority is 
KMPC also encourages participation in given to energy resources (coal and urani- 
projects in developing countries. There is um) and then to metallic minerals required 
South Korean participation in Gabon, and by the country’s major industries.* 
further ventures in continental Africa 

PRODUCTION 

In terms of world output, the Republic of Domestic mine production of lead and zinc, 
Korea is a significant producer of graphite, however, provides about 60% of the ore 
kaolin, pyrophyllite, talc, and tungsten, al- requirements for smelter output of these 
though mine output of anthracite coal was _ metals. 
the most important sector by volume and The industrial production index (1980= 
value. There is no domestic production of oil 100) for all items in 1983 was 136 compared 
and natural gas. Most of the country’s with 98 for mining, 138 for manufacturing, 
mineral raw materials requirements are and 131 for electricity. The index for coal 
imported. For instance, production of alu- mining was 89; for metal mining, 101; and 
minum metal is all from imported materi- for all other mining, 128. Other indices 
als, while production of copper and iron is included petroleum refining, 115; nonmetal 
almost wholly from imported ores. In addi- mineral products, 135, iron and steel, 152; 
tion, the iron and steel industry imports all nonferrous metals, 216; and fabricated met- 
of its needs for manganese and coking coal. al products, 165. 

Table 1.—Republic of Korea: Production of mineral commodities! 
(Oetzic tons unless othersise specified) 

‘Commodity iwi _1980—«198_—«1RD «LR 

METALS 
Aluminum metal, primary ——— == == 21751 17648 17,506 15,205 12,629 ‘Arsenigumine output, white arzenieequivalent.--—--2~----=22-- NANA 16880560 Bimuthmetal ea’ ee ene = ooTTtsteataaet MO] 8H 00 Cadmium metal, elier ~~~ 50865300 820820 
Copper: . Mine output, metal content= a a 

‘Smelter n-ne ----- 48.200 64.200 101,200 119,400 103,900, Refined, primary 222222727T2ITIITTITIIIIIIIIIT alow 7281 tor'ge 110/a18 128.289 Gold metal. = thoy ounces BAo81 41218 “48,147 55,750 72.083 Tron and stk ‘Ore and concentrate: Gross weight-----_-_--____.. thousand tons. 639,619.54 60855, Tron content Tocmrncce NS see aT ahaa Metal 
PIO —ooononnna tte Rs INOS SATE: _T Om TB ate at 
Ferroaloys: Ferromanganese === 88,000 54279 68800 60,806 52896 Ferromolybdenum.-~——~~~-2~222222222222222 ag 230 Ferrasilion= =~ ~7~_22722222 2222222222222 (88000 29,712 92000 3278 32489 

Other = SIIIIIIS_spolaas _aagan erase s8240_a594 
ee Ti2451 108985 127485 126,024 129,200 eas, Sehr TICDID Phewtamd tone “"Te10 ““SSs8 10758 “T1158 1,816 

“Mine output, metal content. 11073 44ST 18685 1267 12226 Metal, smelter SILTIDIIIEISIIIIIIOIE too 8600 7.200 "91500 10'500 
See footnotes at end of table
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Table 1—Republic of Korea: Production of mineral commodities: Continued 
(Metric tons unless otherwise specified) 

Commodity ~ isa 1980981882 
METALS —Continued 

“Manganese ore and concentrate: Gross weight = conn re Manganees cone DUETS SETETITSIARSEETOTESTENSS eR, EE: SE Molybdenum, mine output, metal content -—22—=7~777~~777~=7> ao 00D Silver metal “02 2 TT So thousand troy ounces. 22782382 3.061 3287 2.140 ‘Tin, mine output, metal content ——— ~~ 77777 TONSA MOY Ou ag Fungsten, mine output, metal content TTT aiid arst aR 2D aed 
‘Mine output, metal content... 2 e677 58,787 5,198 5RITS 55,980 Metalyprimary—— © - =~ 2222222nt ont tna TTT (BOM FOLIB0 BBN G21 107/860 

NONMETALS 
WOT cn wopemelanaamuevaneceoeweenen, Med ee Steel Agee! anand Banter ccs oe sS oor eM ee ee a (Cement, hydraulic ~~ "272°" 7TITTTIIT IIIT thousand tone 19013 15612 GF aT a1aRe Clays: Kaolin. === L2TTTTTIITITIIITITIANELMEES eaasa st1t61 ooesaa e2s'eos oscar Diatomaceous earth — ~~~ ~~22277222222TITIIIIIIIIITILI “gees “astol “aaiine “se 2a9 “S568 Foldspar~— 00-2222 TTT TTTTTTTTTITTTITIIIT BRB HTD 108263 BBloan 109;306 luorspar, metallurgical grade 22272277722222222222222222_"Saso_‘coia “ewer “geen “e360 
Graphite: Gystallings =o Sues 2M eT: os Amorphous === 2I=2LIITIIIIIIITITITITIIILIOCIIT__seato_ swt? 340806838 sa.5rt 
Tolan nnn 58698 60,586 8801 26,965 | 38,206 Kyanite and related materials: Andalusize ———————~~7777-777-> G9 ag 99 “SG by Lime,slaked—---- =~ asa athotsand ton NAINA NANA Mica: Allgrades ———°7I2IITTTTIITITITITIIDNL ATS toons 10380 NA 20858 14a0e Nitrogen: 4 content ofammonia --—--—-22--~ 77-7 sues sitar 145d suns B03 ‘Byltes grosiyemhts S707 SUSRSTROSTSSTTS RCN AT rss ge ag te ee Sa Sa eee TTIII IIIS so,f00 4555000 602,600 865,600 481,000 Sodium compounds: Sodium carbonate, manufactured --__~~~~~~~ 3090792 221'920 2021003 185.610 230,000 Stone, sand and gravel 

‘Apalmatolite ————_——_-__. a 480,800 871,982 800975 315800 | NA Limestone «~~ ~"— 7-22 7222TTILIIII houand tons. "2812 “alooe “27987 "30766 32,998 a OS ind including glasesand--~——-_~-~_-"7-777777Tdov-7_ BIBS za Sullur'Scontentofpyrier==2---2222-2-2---22ssl Talc and related materials 
Pyrophyllite oo een een 54888 51611 895.216 456524 450,922 Talon 8-2 2 LITT TT TST TLI ITI TIIIOI IIL aaaed odben dealaor 12403 te 

MINERAL FUELS AND RELATED MATERIALS 
Carbon black === =a 2 n= S82BM TOT T09ES ss047 T5404 Goal: Anthracite ~~~ _~~~~1--="-"__= "thousand tons 18208 IS'624 1869 BOING SOAS Coke) Sun aa Na SA ASELASEERETES eran” CBRN ons MUO ABO! ame Fuel briquets: Anthracite Briquets —————77~77TIT7 IIIT wea 1700018548 ah'86s 882 
Petroleum refinery products TT Gasoline thousand 42gallon barrels. 87126759 GABE ©5182 4.900 
detfuel <2LITTIIIIIIIITIILE ORs 30 S400 Gat Stora Kerosing “<““TIITITTITTITIIIIIIIIIIIILIIaIIT oie ages Bek Bes S00 Distillate fuel of === =777=722="TTLITIIIIIIIIdel 22 asos8 geet aver ah 701a8'5e0 ‘Residual fuel off —~=——2TIIITTLIITTILTTTIIIIT Ide 2I Mass Oni Beels aI BT MD Lubricants _TITLIITITIIITIITIOIDIOIIIIITgtI2 “yee “raes “sor “ost “ia Other 2222 LOTS TTTIITTL LI IILIIIIIII Lode IT ater aoe atk ab 317, 20.860 Refinery fuel and losses —~~TTT TTT TLTTTITTIT Tae 1 “toad “er “S068 “e250 * “e700 

Total... ..----------------------—~--do_.. 188,599 182,861 182,816 178369 198,168, 
‘SBstimated. Preliminary. "Revised. NA Not available Ancludes data available through July 6, 1984.
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TRADE 

Total trade of the Republic of Korea $8.0 billion; other manufactured goods, $7.8 
continued to expand and was valued at billion; and food products, $1.1 billion 
350.6 billion in 1983 compared with $46.1 Import value totaled $26.2 billion. Major 
billion in 1982. The Government continued supplying countries were the United States, 
to support vigorously its export policy, and 6.3 billion; Japan, $6.2 billion; Saudi Ara- 
the annual trade deficit declined from $4.9 bia, $2.0 billion; Australia, $1.0 billion; Ma- 
billion in 1981, to $2.4 billion in 1982, and to laysia, $0.8 billion; Kuwait, $0.7 billion; and 
$1.8 billion in 1983. the Federal Republic of Germany, $0.6 bil- 

Total exports were valued at $24.4 billion. lion. Receipts of machinery and transporta- 
‘Major destinations were the United States tion equipment were the largest class, val- 
with $8.1 billion; Japan, $3.4 billion; Saudi ued at $7.6 billion, followed by fuels, lubri- 
Arabia, $1.4 billion; the United Kingdom, cants, and related materials, $7.0 billion; 
$1.0 billion; Hong Kong and the Federal crude raw materials, $3.5 billion; manu- 
Republic of Germany, each with $0.8 billion; factured goods, $3.0 billion; chemicals and 
and Canada, $0.6 billion. The major export related products, $2.2 billion; and food prod- 
commodity groups included shipments of ucts, $1.7 billion. 
machinery and transportation equipment, 

Table 2.—Republic of Korea: Exports of selected mineral commodities! 
(etric tons unless otherwise specified) 

Destinations 982 
imodit 98) aa Weegee nae ue Tee ter rina 

METALS 
Aluminum: Oxides and hydroxides 45 10. Bangladesh 6; Pakistan 4. 

Metal including alloy: Unwrought a 935 3 NANA Semimanufaciures ——------_ 86053-18288 BL_— Sail Arabi 6,061; Kuwait 1.256; "Taiwan 603 Antimony: Metal ncn alloy ll * 
‘Arsenic: Oxides and acide -~2222227 388 643101 Malaysia 222, Taiwan 181; Bangladesh 50 
Bisrnuth: Metal including alloys, all form wenn a $8 6 Netherlands 49; United Kingdom 23; Sweden 3 
Cadmium: Metal including alloy, a forms eee 86 152 TL Japan 41; Netherlands 20; India 10. 

cong ; slate = 500 AlltoPanama “Metal inclading alloys: Bata races 250 336 Alto Japan, Unvrougit: =~ ~~ 3387 107102000 Sapan 84 Taiwan 395, Stmimamufadareg-~""027T7 Bat BRT At Talan Japan 1,007; Sngnpore 
Gold: * ~ ‘Ore and concentrate walue, thousands. — st $1056 $1,058 Metal including alloys, unwerought ‘and partly wrought troy ounces. 12,260,688 GBT. Japan 25 Iron and stel: Metal: Seapen nn 25,00 4608 Talla 105,500; Indonesia 29425; Japan 5.088, Pigiron,casiron, related materials. 1.109684 4257196 Jap 39 Taiwan 278% Jordan 
cag scsi "68 aa -- Japan 388. 
Steel, primary forma thousand tons. aso 2015 140 dan 879; Piippines 2; Titan 

Lead: : 
‘Ore and concentrate —_---- 8400 £00 Allo Japan. ‘Metal including alloys a forms. ~~ 213 5G 8 Philippines '; Saudi Arabia 50, Magnesium: Meta incading allows, serap 2 48 Alltodapan ‘Molybdenum: Ore and concentrate ==" 631 280% West Germany 102; Netherlands 77 Belgium Luxembourg 7 ‘Nickel! Metal including alloys al forms 4 2% @) Japan Bk 
See footnotes at end of table,
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Table 2.—Republic of Korea: Exports of selected mineral commodities' —Continued 
(Metric tons unles otherwise specified) 

TTT tation 156 
Commodity 1981 2 “GET a : Bilal oer gaan 

METALS ~Continued 
Platinum group metal: : ‘Waste and sweepings value. «$5,542 —-«$94980.«=— Alto United Kingdom, Metals including alloys, anwrought hd parlywrought troy ounces 00 41715 Japan 4 sing re and concentrate Value, thousands —$4,773—=«$5,557 $5,960 Belglum-Luxembourg S188 

‘Metal including alloys, unwrought 
‘and partly wrought - Thousand troy ounces. 1.741 1586 116 Japan 464 ‘Banu: Onieg ne” Koes 1300 Sapan 1945, 

"Greand concentrate 6860005 Jagan 3; West Germany 26% 
Oxides and hydroxides == 23 100 Mainly fo United Kingdom, Metal including alloys al formas” 6 $8561 Sapa West Germany Bh United ingdom Zine ON cence 1991676 = dapan 4514 Bue powder =_7777 777777777 a 5 TT AMberalia 21; New Zeatand 137 Ashandvresidue containingaine——- 500132082 ~All todapan ‘Metal including los ° (pinion mE 3H. Indonesia 0, Unweought-2222TTTTTTTT BRL nk) T2 Sapam a 

NONMETALS 
Asbestos crude = 40 12 NA Japan to, Gomene SST 22aaaaaaa eS alt SORE Arai 1,00 tdi 1; Hong 

Glops crude b08 tog Japan, Tabwan 3.500 
“Gem, not set or strun 
Watorals =" __value. $1,850,196 $296,888 $6,900 Japan $230,588, Synthetic or reconstructed 

Unsorted decir SARS SES 1 sana $5068; Hong Kong 85720 Felisparsc222azsae age Sao I ‘aban 19,20 pan SA Thailand 
Fertilizer materials: Manufactured: ” Rrgenous STURISTS su aML018 NA. Pings 1280 donesia 28.0; lonamigue 20 Phosphate =o daa BF Rigor 1.00, Ph 80. Potassie ago 200 lei Unwpesedandinkad “——“"“—-~ 6th ala nace, Pagrne 705; Banglades! Graphite nturat aks atta Japa a ara 
Gypmomandplaser——--------- tease 5520 Sap Pines 1.200 

Precious and semiprecious tons other 
Nat kilograms. Bem ira MIT Tajwan 1208 Hone Kong 5,90 Japan 4 Synthetic ____ value, thousands. $12,422. $1,364 $9,077 supa 3 Unite Kingdom $816 

‘Sulfur: gees ‘Blemental: Crude including native Sndbyprodact ne 02028 Indonesia 1844, Sulfur feeds 22222 1509 DOO NA Philippines 1.988 Tae seaitsoapsiane prope -— oda thaand azn ilippines 5 MINERALFUBLS AND RELATED IAT 
Carbon: Carbon black ------------ 896216 Lana 60 Ii 2, Pitan 1 

"Revised. NA Not available "Table prepared by Audrey D. Wilkes Less than 1/2 unit. Eudes unreported quantity valued at $80,844; mainly to the United States.
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‘Table 3—Republic of Korea: Imports of selected mineral commodities! 
(Metric tons unless otherwise specified) 

Boarees 
Commodi 1981 ee; GeO y nied Other principal 

METALS 
Aluminum: 

‘Ore and concentrate 4.907 583 Hong Kong 4,188; Japan 1136 
Cedwandigydtondas "7772 resaso 58951 GBH Sapam 1.905 Taiwan 744 
Metal including alloys: Roepe eo ebsemeae 5,689 7.299 5186 Japan 1.184 

Gawrought=2-222222_277> == 9R8RB 02867 © B89 Australia 216,200, Canada 21,050, United Arab Emirates 16,397, 
Antimony: ‘Ore and concentrate 54 391 All from Thailand. 

Ouiden ee SETS DOTES 00 128 NA Japan 58; West Germany 26; United ‘Kingdom 25. 
Metal including alloys, all forms. — 5 82 @)_ Taiwan 16:Hong Kong 6. 

(Chromium: 
‘Ore and concentrate —— 3501 4866 Philippines 4.769, 
agit and dronn —= === 1281 XEZ 8 Japan 686; Maly 124, 

alt: ‘Oxides and hydroxides = 8 8 @) Canada 4; Japan? 
Metal including alloys, all forms ~~~ a 8 8 Zaire Ss; Japan 21 

mB andconcentrate. 882818 204250 160 Philippines 147,006; Canada 8.558 Chile 63974 
Matte and speiss including cement 

copptr = nenne n= 2,898 8495 138 Chile 5411; Australia 2.729, 
oxides and hydroxides —~~77777 9 18838 Norway 71 Japan 39. 

—— 25736 94.493 86,964 Hong Kong 2,610; 2.08; Pann neseseauune 1483 86 ong Kong 2610; Singapore 2025; 
Unwrought Bet «30,112 «187 dapan 18875; Peru 8,672; Chile 3.42. 

Gold: Metal including alloys, anwrought 
reandpariy wrought "troy ounces. 25606 892552095 Japan 1470; Singapore. 
iron and stee 

‘ron ore and concentrate, including 
Toasted pyrite thousand tons oss 61 Australi 234 India 2.807 Brae 
Metal: : 

Scrap do 2810 1,809 1428 Australia 184; Taiwan 94; Japan $9. 
Pig iron, cast iron, related 

hateriate «65061491563 Taiwan 34,716; Hong Kong 6.967; 
Brazil 4,000, 

Ferroalloys: "Ferrocheomivr ~~ 1300 3821 9 -Philippines'717; Japan 152; United 
ferromanganese. ; 3 dapan 4.178; West Germany 

Ferromolybdenum. ~~~ 104 182 5 ‘Netherlands 80; Chile 40 
Ferronickel— 200 Bi 2 AllfromJapan. 

Ferrosilion—— ~~~ 4024 3868 “T_— Canada 3084 lialy 826, Norway 307, 
Unspecified =— ==> =~> 87 seat Span 62 Rance 2; United ing: 

om i 
Steel, primary forms ead ‘thousand tons. 12i1 396 Japan 269; Australia 80. 

Oiiite casera cee 19 91 12 Mexico 68; Japan 1 
Metal ineliding alloys: Borap nen 4301 504 4314 Capa 46; Oman 05; Saud Arabia 

Unwrought.—--- ===. 40156 227,186 1,208 Taiwan 208,914; Peru 7,533; "Australia 5,552. 
Magnesium: Metal including alloys, all forms sn nnn 405, 416 216 Norway 68; Japan 55 
Manganese: ‘Ore and concentrate: Botteryegrade = 3.389 3.907 ___ Singapore 8,812: Japan 560. Metallurgical grade "~~_227_ | arwlez6 = aR.0TB NA india B04 Australia 7,1; Gabon 44.01 

Oxides 1.302 1588 NA dapan 1469, 
Mereury ~~ 77" 7" 6-pound flasks co ‘BM Saban sie 
Molybdenum: Metal including alloy, al forms nnn nnn 1 1 Japan 
Nickel ‘Oxides and hydroxides -——- 89 2 Canada 17; Japan 

Metal including alloys, alarms ~~ 4408 aso G9 Cana 1.40 Tapan 816; Phitppines 
Platinum-group metals: Metals including 

‘alloys, unwrought and partly wrought ‘roy"ounces 99905-26659 4.860 Japan 24 West Germany S60; inited Kingdom 1.526, 
See footnotes at end of table
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‘Table 3.—Republic of Korea: Imports of selected mineral commodities’ —Continued 
(Metric tons unles otherwise specified) 

—_ — Soarses 
Commodit 1981 1982 “aed one " Gates Other iprineipa) 

METALS —Continued 
Selenium, elemental troy ounces. 5 5, dapans. Sion highpunty ===? SUNS ab 652 B_ Norway 209; France 120; Portugal 64 Silver Waste and sweepings —troy ounces. 21,960 -28,082,_—_Alfrom Japan, 

Mend perly sought oe 164997 28421 Japan 95,230; Singapore 84,401 ‘and part odo 159807 ; Japan 95,220; Singapore 34, ws may nied Kingdom 5016 
‘Ore and concentrate 151 17. Allfrom Singapore. 
Me rough nce 2050 2083 18 Malaysia 1,129; Indonesia 546 ka Including serap_——_ . alaysia 1129; Indonesia a6; 

Semimanufactures 66 30 @)—_apan I: Hong Kong 10; Denmark 5. ‘Titanium: ‘Oreandeoncentrate.... 28028 «BASS Malaysia 26,258; Australia 4798; 
India 2.288 a 4309 2950 28 Japan 25; West Germany 887 
pain 64 Metal including alloys, all forms, 931 31868 Japan 27, ‘Tungsten: Metal including alloys, all forme ee es a9 SL 4 dapan 18. Uranium and/or thorium: Metal inciad- ing alloys, all forms, uranium 10 ot Zine ‘Ore and concentrate 90928 79.178 Astralia 16,084; Pera 3,242 Gries ores RT EEE STS ‘92 3 GT Japan 31; West Germany 22 Blue powder -~~2_—722722 27 16 1g “1 gap Neher Ash and reside containing 3ine ~~ 28 a8. AlPfrom Saudi Arabia 

Metal including alloys: Scrape NB 9.252 908 Japan 591; Australia 2.50, jotherlands 220. Unwrought.—— 2012 1568 599 Japan i; Australia 199 Zirconium: Ore and concentrate. ~~~ 3128 2am Australia 1.918; Malaysia 414 
NONMETALS 

Abrasives, nes. ‘Natural: Corundum, emery, pumice, Bh cn entnen eeee 628 1.287 251 Japan 597; India 884, artitiial: 
CGorundum -—----------= HMMM 1121145 Jaga 8857; Hong Kong 37; Austria 
Silicon carbide-—— 4423 3.918 2 Japan 3,107; West Germany 344; ‘Switzerland 108 * Asbestos,crude = SBTBT 444098 «3,448 Canada 7032, Japan 406. Barite and witherite ~~ ~7777727727 200 ‘350° Allfrom Thailand Boron materials: 

‘Grude natural borates = aon 510 Allfrom Japan, ‘Oxides and acids ~~ ~~~ ~~ 77> 1406 2024 GHB Healy 358 United Kingdom 105; 
japan Bromine 002 100 1{ 17 Arbland 8; Japan 2 (oe ileieaaaice eee are 505 19 Mainly from France Gays craigs 2220" STITT $7604 166,116 28,388 Japan'120/800; Hong Kong 14,150, Gayot snd hits =o ee 100 TS iftrom Japan, 

‘Natural: ‘Gem, not set or strung ‘value thousands $1,657 $1,018 Japan 585; Belgium Luxembourg 
212, Hong Kong $168, Industrial do S731 3399 $003 Japan $45; United Kingdom $93 Unsorted _~~222= “do. >> 385 $20 "$20, Synthetic stones -——— Kilograme.— (@)—14BR2 14/003 Switzerland 309; Hong Kong 280. Diatomite and other infsoril earth 49 82 "BL Japan 17; United Kingdom 4 Pelee afatansenae == iB 3 ‘all eom Japan. Fertilizer materials: Manufactured 

‘Nitrogenous-—— on "3734 582 __ Chile $85; Japan 202. Potassie --==2~IDLILLITIITD aes? 90,167 21,400 Canada $99,500; Belgium 
Luxembourg 20,381; Taiwan 4,400, ‘Unspecified and mixed 2 $3879 83.870 Japan. Fluorspar 00s ss BRARHSD|Thalland 18,936, Graphite, natural ~~~ ~77~7 7777 203 4837 Japan 258; India 172 we and pint 22> Tal ns 85 “Abtealin 15202: Japan 2.100, sm compo 

fagnesite 7846 751. Japan 7.588. Oxidesandbydroxides ———-—_--- igs 184003 Sapan 8858 
See footnotes at end of table
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Table 3.—Republic of Korea: Imports of selected mineral commodities! —Continued 
‘Metric tons unles otherwise specified) 

rs 
Commodity 1981 we QE Unted Other (principal) 

NONMETALS —Continued 
Mica ‘Crude including splittings and waste — 122 185 76 India 56; United Kingdom 25; ‘Malaysia Is 

Worked including agglomerated split- tingeiacecceoncruneee 108 1505 Switerland 87 Japan 4; West 
Nitrates, crude <2 ---=-—=—— 2052 «1,280 NA. Chile 1184; West Germany 18 Phosphates, crude -—— thousand’ tona.— tist 1505 1480 Australia 82; Nauru 18 Phosphorus, elemental “nvr 1356 1308 "S02— West Germany 25; Japan 24 
Precious and semiprecious stones other ‘han diamond Naturalt--—————__ kilograms. «87,061. AAIB.—1,244 Brasil 26,405; Japan 26,881. Synthetic OTITIS aga 22) 14200 Sapa 5.0 Helgtum-Lasembourg 
Seltandbrine.-..----------. 9T0U2_——682,062 100 Australin 499,982; Japan 100,085; "Yemen (Sanaa) 0,072 

‘Sodium compounds, nest Carbonate, manafactured. = << 12913 8.502 Austria 5409 Solfate, manufactured == 222222_ 281 3928 "Sha Taiwan 1'316; Austria 900; West Germany 711. Sulfur: ‘Blemental: Gude including native and Cuma nenegecg~ SAB 0.655.085 Japan 397.10; Conadn 19.865, oidal, precipitated, sublimed — 2 ‘ig N04 Japan 251 silfurieacid’ ene nnn 143133890 66 Japan 138.828 Tale, steatite, soapstone, pyrophylite — wis TREBG TH Talwan 5,320; Japan 718. 
‘MINERAL FUELS AND RELATED MATERIALS: 
Asphalt and bitumen, natural 636 47 $8 Japan. Gothen: Canton black Nn CITTTaaS8 1485 Japa 18; Canaa 695; Australia 
Coal: “Anthracite. thousand tons. "588.-—=«=«2,449_686—_Japan 410; Hong Kong 72: Taiwan 19. 

Bituminous ~~ don T4S.——=«N0RY_—«1.S19 Attra 8889; Canada 2.205, Briquets of anthracite and biteminoas eee TYRE ESTE NA Australio 18.682 
dgnite briqueta ————— == one " ekeindemige. <O2IOIITIIIE BSS ase 4.902 Japan 18048; Taiwan 7.28, roleum, crude ‘thousand 42allon barrels. 175,964 «179286. ~—=—«5_—_‘Saul Arabia $0,100; Kuwait 2,582; Tdonesia 15,608, 

Revised. NA Not available 
‘Table prepared by Audrey D. Wilkes. 2Less than 1/2 unit. 
Unreported quantity valued at $35,233. “Totals enclude unreported quantities valued at $100,800 in 1981 and $183,200 in 1982 

COMMODITY REVIEW 

METALS participation to secure economic stability. 
. ‘The following tabulation illustrates South 

Because of the country’s dependence on Korean dependence on overseas resources 
foreign raw materials, South Korean enter- as estimated by various South Korean orga- 
prises obtain minerals and fuels under long- nizations, in thousand metric tons except as 
term contracts or through direct project noted:
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Demand Trnporta secured by contract 
Commostity 1983 1984 1985, 1983 1984 1985 

copper ore " cece Og at Ironore ~~~ 222277222222 22 ngs 6d ng) sgt) 140t0L40 Mangenessores22222227222227222222222 "800 am ah ato 300. Lead ore salon ae te 6 8 Zinc ore_-=======2222 ska ee Phosphate <222222222222TTTTTTT2LEZ 0) 100037001700 ‘Asbestos se SguceauSE Ee eS a Goking coat= == == ==72=* “2 gg00gshk a5 79007050 5.650, Steamcoal for power generation =—~~"777777- Veer Sigs, Sats Bons Ais 300 Steam coal for industrial use --~~~~~----- 3080 34a 3850 3g 280 L250 Anthracilas nese see =o saa Bas] 208g ae 
Uranium (UO TTTT TTT enema 

The Republic of Korea is self-sufficient in million tons in 1978, to 8.1 million tons in 
carbonate minerals (dolomite and lime- 1981, and reached 9 million tons in 1983 
stone), construction aggregate, molybde- with the installation of the fourth blast 
num, and tungsten. However, the Republic furnace on May 26. In 1982, Posco had gone 
of Korea imports 100% of its requirements from the 19th to the 12th largest steelmaker 
for aluminum, manganese, and petroleum, in the world. In terms of national aggregate, 
and close to 100% for copper and iron. South Korean steelmaking capacity increas- 
Aluminum.—Aluminium of Korea Ltd. ed from 911,000 tons to 13 million tons 

operates the only refinery in the country, a during the past decade. 
17,000-ton-per-year plant at Ulsan. All of According to Wheeling-Pittsburgh Steel 
the refinery's requirements for alumina are Corp., Posco is the world’s lowest cost steel 
imported from Japan. Kukje Corp. plan- producer and will continue to be so for the 
ned to construct a $900 million aluminum next 20 years.‘ The price of Posco's steel was 
smelter in Perth, Australia, ina joint ven- estimated at $420 per ton compared with 
ture with an Australian firm. Construction $670 for Japanese steel. In addition, Posco 
of the 220,000-ton-per-year smelter was ex- was running at full capacity and its output 
pected to start in 1986, Under the proposed of hot-rolled and cold-rolled steel was fully 
contract, one-half of the smelter output was committed to buyers throughout 1983 

to be exported to the Republic of Korea. After the completion of its expansion 
Copper.—There are two copper refineries program of its complex on the southeast 

in the Republic of Korea: Korea Mining & coast, Posco embarked on the construction 
Smelter Co. Ltd. at Changhang with an of a second integrated complex, a 2.7- 
annual metal capacity of 40,000 tons and __million-ton-per-year facility at Kwangyang, 
Onsan Copper Refinery Co. Ltd. at Onsan at the southern edges of the peninsula in 
with an annual capacity of 80,000 tons. Cholla-Namdo. An estimated $2.3 billion 
Copper consumption in 1978 was 15,000 was needed to transform 1485 million 
tons. Consumption doubled in 1979 to 33,000 square meters of the poor fishing village at 
tons, almost doubled again in 1980 to 59,000 Kwangyang into the country’s second inte- 
tons, and then reached the 100,000-ton level grated facility, which would produce high- 
in 1981-82. Estimated consumption in 1983 quality specialty steel products and demand 
‘was 160,000 tons. Domestic mine production products made to customer specifications. 
contributed less than 1% of copper demand. The village of Kwangyang was paid $38 
There was no duty on imports of ores and million in compensation for 2 million 
concentrates, however, the Government square meters. The remainder of the land, 
was considering a 1% duty beginning July 12.85 million square meters, was being 
1, 1984. Duty on other copper products reclaimed in an elaborate landfill project. 
ranged from 5% ad valorem on matte, to _ The Thyssen Group of the Federal Repub- 
10% for waste and scrap, to 20% for un- lic of Germany is the consultant for the 
wrought metal. Kwangyang master engineering _ plan, 

Iron and Steel—Pohang Iron and Steel which will feature 100% continuous casting 
Co. Ltd. (Posco), a state-run enterprise, oper- and will comprise 22 plants including coke, 
ates the only integrated iron and steel ironmaking, steel, continuous casting, and 
complex in the Republic of Korea. Posco’s _hot-strip rolling. Infrastructure will include 
annual capacity grew from 1 million tons in bridges, two industrial highways, and a port 
1973, to 2.6 million tons in 1976, to 5.5 with three berths for ships of up to 250,000
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tons. Completion of phase 1 construction compared with a total production of 2.4 
was planned for March 1988. Depending on million tons, were as follows, in thousand 
demand, a second-phase construction pro- tons: nitrogenous fertilizers, 692; fused 
gram would double Kwangyang’s capacity phosphate, 37; and complex fertilizers, 
to 5.4 million tons. 1,629. 

Posco invited international bids to fur- 
nish steelworks equipment and to submit MINERAL FUELS: 

price estimates by October 15, 1983. By mid-_ajthough the Republic of Korea produced 
November, Posco began awarding contracts. close to 19 million tons of anthracite coal in 
Davy McKee Ltd. (United Kingdom) was to 1988, the country was a net importer of 

supply a 13.2-meter-diameter hearth blast fuels (coal, oil, and natural gas). To meet the 
furnace; Voest-Alpine AG (Austria), asinter shortfall in demand, the Government ac- 
plant and two steel converters; Mannes- tively encouraged domestic companies to 
mann Demag AG (Federal Republic of Ger- develop foreign fuel resources. Posco, the 
many), a continuous-casting plant; Mitsu- state-run iron and steel enterprise, was 
bishi Heavy Industries Ltd. (Japan), a hot- involved in securing coal resources in the 
strip mill, United States (Tanoma, Pennsylvania), 

Despite opposition by the U.S. Depart- Australia (Mt. Thorley), and Canada 
ment of Commerce, the Export-Import Bank (Greenhills). For steam coal, Hyundai Corp. 
of the United States approved a preliminary and Dae Sung San Up Corp. were develop. 
commitment offering financial guarantees ing coal resources in Australia; Korea Hap- 
of commercial loans to support bids by two sum Co., in Indonesia; and Sun Eel Co., in 
US. companies for the Kwangyang steel- Alaska, Moreover, to limit further its de- 
works. Dravo Wellman Co. of Pittsburgh, pendence on imports of foreign energy, 
Pennsylvania, was bidding on a raw materi- South Korean companies pursued direct 
als handling plant and a central terminal participation in drilling for delineating en- 
system. Air Products and Chemicals Inc. ergy resources for coal in Indonesia (Korea- 
was bidding on air separation units for two Alaska Development Co.), and uranium in 
oxygen plants, Paraguay and Gabon (Korea Electric Power 

Corp. Ltd). 
NONMETALS Furthermore, to reduce dependence on 

. crude oil imports, the Government has pur- 
Cement.—Korea’s annual production ca- syed electric energy development via nucle- 

pacity for cement is 23.1 million tons. Pro- ar power generation. Electric power genera- 
duction in 1983 was at 92% of rated capac- tion was to increase from 49.1 to 65.1 billion 
ity, Domestic shipments totaled about 17-9 jilowatt hours under the Government ener- million tons compared with exports of 22 gy development program as follows, in per- 
million tons. Because of slack demand, both Cent, 
domestically and in the export market, Hall 
Cement Co. suspended construction of its 1- | 
million-ton-per-year plant at Okke, Kang- SBS 
won-do, in 1980. Because of the recovery in Hydropower RD 
the country’s construction industry, Hall Qitfied = —~-----2- se. ae 
Cement was expected to resume construc- Anthracite __ ~~~ 73 “61 
tion of the Okke plant in 1984, Neclear “oooooo---------2 Bg 

Fertilizer Materials—The Republic of ‘#4 naterel ass rs 
Korea's competitiveness for fertilizer pro- __Tl- === 1000 1000 
duction is severely limited inasmuch as its 
industry imports all of its requirements for Algo, as _part of its energy plan, the 
Phosphate, potash, and natural gas for Government signed a long-term liquefied 
naphtha feedstock. Production in 1983 was natural gas supply contract with Indonesia 
24 million tons compared with peak pro- jn August 198%, which will provide 2 million 
duction of 8 million tons in 1979. Because of tons per year for 20 years (1987-2006). 
the weak economic situation of the domestic Hando Ltd. plans to begin mining coal in 
fertilizer industry, the Government propos- 1986 from a newly discovered coal deposit in 
ed limiting production of fertilizers to an Samchoh, Kangwon-do, The deposit has 
annual level of 2.17 million tons by closing estimated reserves of 52.6 million tons of 
the Chinhae fertilizer plant and reducing high-quality anthracite existing in veins 
the output of Yong-Nam Chemical Co. Ltd. ranging from 22 to 12 meters in thickness 
by 50%. Shipments of fertilizers in 1983, from 430 meters to 1.1 kilometers below the
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surface. Planned mine capacity was rated at__atory wells by 1987. 
1 million tons per year upon completion of ————— 
construction in late 1986. ahs scientist, Division of Foreign Data. 

During 1983, Texaco Korea Inc. and xowan'won ii) to US dellae at eras woe 
Korean-American Oil Co. continued seismic ‘U$$1.00 for 1982 and W796.3 = US81.00 for 1983. 
studies for oil offshore. Moreover, 11 off- gondii" pair iint boar? Monthly Statistics of Korea 
shore drillings in the southern peninsula *U'S. Embassy; Seoul, Republic of Koren. Foreign Boo 
since 1981 resulted in no commercial finds  }£iuis Trends for Korea. State Dep. Airgram 4-49, Oct 14, 
for oil. The one well drilled in 1983 by _*—""koros's Qvemeas Reoures Bate Development. 
Zapata Exploration Co. was dry. However, Stgte Dep. Airgram 4.16, Sept 8, 1983, 7 pp. + ““tAmerican Metal Market V. 91, No. 82 May 11, 1983, the Government planned to drill 13 explor- _p. eet Mari 28 a.





The Mineral Industry of 
Kuwait 

By Peter J. Clarke’ 

Kuwait's mineral industry consisted With it’s crude oil production ceiling 
mainly of the production of petroleum and holding at 1.05 million barrels per day, 
natural gas and their related downstream Kuwait took the unusual step of announc- 
processing industries, including petroleum _ ing its intention to import liquefied natural 
refining, the production of liquefied petro- gas (LNG) from either Abu Dhabi, Algeria, 
leum gas (LPG), and ammonia and urea or Libya to meet its energy requirements. 
fertilizer manufacturing. In addition to Kuwait's critical gas needs were to be partly 
these primary industries, the Government _ satisfied in the future by the Southern Gas 
petrochemical company operated a salt, Project, designed to collect previously flared 
chlorine, and acid plant, and local small associated gas from Kuwait’s share of the 
operators produced cement, lime, sand-lime Kuwait-Saudi Arabia Divided Zone oil out- 
bricks, and lesser quantities of clay, stone, put. Coupled with this project was an inten- 
concrete, and other crude construction ma- sive effort by the Government-owned Ku- 
terials. Metal pipe for the oil industry was wait Petroleum Corp. (KPC) to explore for 
also produced domestically from imported reserves of nonassociated gas that is so 

iron and steel. abundant in other areas of the Persian 
The production and processing of crude Gulf. Through 1983, these efforts have been 

oil continued to be the mainstay of the largely unsuccessful. 
economy, providing the revenues to develop Domestically, KPC, through its subsid- 
‘its downstream industries, despite the gen-  iary companies, was expanding petroleum 
erally weak level of world oil demand and refining capacity from 450,000 to 510,000 
the oversupply situation that persisted barrels per day, constructing a new salt and 
through most of 1983. Kuwait's oil industry chlorine producing cotplex, and imple- 
managed a slight comeback from a com- menting the massive Southern Gas Project. 
paratively bad year in 1982, but crude oil In the international arena, KPC’s foreign 
output remained at less than one-third ofits investments prior to 1983 included the pur- 
1972 peak of 3.3 million barrels per day, and chase of Sante Fe International Corp. of the 
still only 53% of its previous 10 year period United States and its C. F. Braun and Co. 

average. engineering subsidiary for $2.5 billion;? the 
This comparatively low level of oil pro- subsequent purchase of Andover Oil Co. of 

duction was causing a problem considered Tulsa, OK; ownership of 29% of Interna- 
more severe by the Kuwaitis than the tional Energy Development Corp. BV 
general decline in oil revenues. The drop in (IEDC), a Swiss-based holdirtg company with 
cil output created a sharp decline in the shares in 100 million acres of oil and gas 
production of associated gas, which was rights worldwide; a 24.5% stake in the 
used throughout Kuwait as feedstock for its West German petrochemical manufacturer 
LPG and ammonia-urea fertilizer facilities, Hoechst AG; 22% of Metallgesellschaft AG 
and as fuel for its water desalinization of the Federal Republic of Germany; and a 
plants and power generating stations. These joint venture with AZL Resources Inc. of 
facilities were forced to operate well below the United States. In 1983, KPC completed 
capacity, resulting in reduced export reve- its acquisition of Gulf Oil Co.’s (United 
nues from these high value-added products. States) refining and marketing interests in 

467
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the Netherlands, Belgium, Luxembourg, was subsequently denied, leasing rights on 

Denmark, and Sweden, which included the U.S. federally owned lands for oil, gas, and 

purchase of Gull’s 75,000-barrel-perday re- other minerals under the Mineral Lands 

Rnery in Rotterdam and its 85,000-barrel- Leasing Act of 1920. The decision by the 

per-day refinery in Gulthavn, Denmark, U.S. Department of the Interior not to grant 

Piong with 850 gas stations in the two Kuwait reciprocity under the act was made 

gountries, 2 lube oil blending plants and 8 based on Kuwait's nationalization of US 

terminals in Denmark, and a 50% share in oil interests in that country in the 1970's 

30 terminals in Sweden. KPC also acquired Despite the increase in crude oil produc- 

Gulfs 75% share in the 80,000-barrel-per- tion, Government revenues from oil and gas 

day Sarni refinery near Milan, Italy, which sales remained at about the same level as 

Wee closed, along with 1,500 gas stations, those of 1982, approximately $9.5 billion, 

Eviation fuel outlets, and terminals in Italy. mostly as a result of the March 1983 “Lon- 

‘In August, Santa Fe paid $4.4 million for don Agreement” of the Organization. of 

ashare, along with the Saxon Group of the Petroleum Exporting Countries (OPE), 

United Kingdom, in a British North Sea which lowered the price of the OPEC bench 

Ticense area, and it also purchased a share mark crude from $34 to $29 per barrel. 

in the producing Thistle Field. Kuwait then Total oil and gas revenues to the Govern- 

acquired the United Kingdom-based Pace ment, which include not only sales but also 

Petroleum Ltd. through an existing United oil company corporate profits tax and royal- 

Kingdom-bosed subsidiary, Hays Group Ltd. ties, amounted to approximately $11 billion, 

Pace supplied 250 gas stations in the United which comprised 92.5% of Kuwait's official 

Kingdom and operated a fleet of road tank- revenues. Even with the decline in oil reve- 

ers, In August, KPC set up a new subsid- nues from over $17 billion in 1981 to under 

jary, Kuwait Petroleum International in $10 billion in 1983, Kuwait's investments 

the United Kingdom to manage its Europe- overseas have allowed the country to main- 

gn and Scandinavian refining and market- tain its position as having one of the world’s 

ing operations, and to undertake new in- highest per capita incomes, estimated at 

vestments in that region. over $20,000, while adding to its official 

‘Also during the year, Kuwait, through financial reserves, estimated at $72 billion 

KPC’s Santa Fe subsidiary, applied for, and at the start of 1983. 

PRODUCTION AND TRADE 

Crude oil production in Kuwait rose over 20 million barrels, but remained at less 

28%, from an average 822,540 barrels per than 50% capacity because of the shortage 

day in 1982, to 1.05 million barrels per day of natural gas feedstock. The same was true 

§n 1988. Installed crude oil production ca- of ammonia and urea production, where 

pacity was significantly higher at about 3.5 capacity utilization remained below 50% 

Phillion barrels per day. The low production Nonfuel mineral production, notably ce- 

level was maintained during the year in ment, caustic soda, lime, salt, and sulfur, 

accordance with OPEC’s overall ceiling of increased only slightly. 
17.5 million barrels per day, Kuwait's share The low level of oil production in 1982 

of which was limited to 1.05 million barrels and 1983 has not severely affected Kuwait's 

per day. Associated gas production was also external trade position. Total exports in 

tp from that of 1982 but remained far below 1983 reached nearly $11 billion, with sales 

capacity and critically short of domestic of crude oil and refined products comprising 

demand. just over 81% of the total, with LPG, 

‘Less than 40% of Kuwait's crude oil was fertilizer materials, and other manufac: 

exported under contract and spot market tured products making up the remainder + 

sales; the majority being refined domestical- Kuwait's balance of payments continued to 

ly, traded in swap deals or on other ac- run a surplus as it has since 1979, but the 

counts, or shipped overseas for refining by current account surplus has fallen from 

{KPC subsidiaries. Refinery production con- over $4.3 billion in 1980 to below $18 
tinued to increase and reached its alltime _ billion. 
peak level of nearly 159 million barrels, as Kuwait’s exports of crude oil averaged 

Kuwait directed more of its oil to domestic 404,560 barrels per day in 1983, consider 

refineries than ever before. Production of ably higher than that of 1982, while exports 

LPG rebounded somewhat in 1983 to above of refined products topped 386,300 barrels
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per day. The export value of refined prod- of LPG rose to over 15 million barrels of 
ucts exceeded that of crude oil exports in propane and butane, most of which went to 
1988 for the first year ever, establishing a Japan, Turkey, and the Netherlands. The 
trend that was expected to continue into the United States ran a surplus in its trade 
future as Kuwait's refineries are expanded. account with Kuwait, exporting goods 
Crude oil was exported primarily to China, worth $741 million and importing petrole- 
the Republic of Korea, Japan, the United um worth only $130 million. 
States, Turkey, and Yemen (Aden). Exports 

Table 1.—Kuwait: Production of mineral commodities" 
Commodity 1979 1980 1981 Tom? ___—1Baa 

Cement _-_______ thousand metric tons 1,040 1307 1,549 1,558 1.560 ‘Clay products, nonrefractory: Sand-Kme bricks 4 j ‘cubic meters. $57,777 «938,128 298,682 «419,000 450,000 jaa, natural? Grom "million cubic feet... 460,876 310,005 23525162728 221,500, Marketed -—~>7——~7— NP SMa Sa4arl —agolosa 96.352 145853 «199/000 Lime: Hydrated and quicklime ——— metric tona_— 86a 177882398“ T0'200 14,000, 
Natural gas liquids: ‘Natural gasoline 

thousand 42allon barrels 9s T.462 5.468 gol 4.400 Butane... SE TR do KTS 10.904 oar6 5060 63300 
Propane — ~~~ CIDITII Cae 2t sere sat 85364 338 8,000 

Total do... 4688385747 20.008 18.912 20.200 Nitrogen: N content of ammonia -—imeirie tons. 04556 214,485 218.800 18,000 284000 
Crude*.__ thousand 42-gallon barrels. Fo11,208 __'607,268 411,174 900,200 884,888, 
Refinery products: re ‘Gasoline, motor_—— == do 8.834 7941 8255 10198 = 11,000 ery anata oa oat 415 588 348 "000 

Kerosine -———5""" TI" T"TTTdo “atts 7451 ‘ead $3100 
Distilate fuel of —"—""—~-—"do-=> BRST arsts = aalgee «8200500 Gano 2 TTL TI Tide => bOI ag =A} 800 
Naphtha~~~~~ SIIiiidei2= poss TSG aT ho 
‘Amphabt: SOUS ESS SToC Tanna 968, List 1528 1281 1300 
Unspecified - ~~~ 727727“ 4o 1518 ors 9 25600 27700 

Total ---------------do._- 180,620 -«128,188—«102456 «158,454 159,000 Salt aa ipeisie tone 19,810“ ldd 1860319300 LO Sodium and potassium compounds Caustic soda an do 9.219 oan 8.900 8,700 9,000 
Elemental, petroleum byproduct do 100,000 120.000 97,000 140,644 145,000 Sulfurieadid nen ado NA NA 758 3900 "15000 
‘Bstimated. "Preliminary. "Revised. NA Not available. Mable includes data available through June 1, 1984 
includes Kuwait's share of production in the Kuwait Saudi Arabia Divided Zone. Includes diesel of
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‘Table 2.—Kuwait: Exports of mineral commodities 
(Metric tons unles otherwise specified) 
se Destinations, 1981 

Commit 100881 Ge Daied Other (principal) 
fit eta ee er 

METALS 
‘Aluminum: Metal inchuding alloys, semimanu fare CT at = Sola Saud Arabia 15; 
Copper: Metal including alloy, all forms — 02 m8 == Iran Soue Arabia 46, 

ro Iron and steel: Meta: oot e200 24691 = India 7,225; Sprin 7.089; ata? 5878, 
Pion, cs ion related materials ————— os 1 = Saud Arabia 5; rag 56 

Snmanufactarea ‘Baro, ros, angles, shapes, sections. sia 151,96 == Traq 140561; Sau Arabia Shoe Jordan 2.165 Universal plates sheets 85982 == a8 Sa Aria Shai Jordan 344 
Wire one eee a 1982 <= rag {THs Sud Arabia 5: 

Qatar 17. 
‘Tubes, pipes fitings 18,78 48,890 9 rag S18 Sand Arabia Shak Jordan 50. 

Lead: Metal including alloy, ll forms ———— 696 1 == Savi Arabia 6; frag 20. 
eel forts alae, thousands % 2 Allo United Kingdom, all forme value, = nite Kingdom, 
Bee ‘ictal including alloys, vemimanufactures Ey 58 Tl Saud Arabia 89;Traq I? 
‘Oxides and hydroxides — = 5 se 
Baseimetals including alloys allforma———— S89 iB <= Alltotrag, 

‘NONMETALS 
Abrasives ne: Grinding and polishing Mrbesls a gine onsen 49 a <= Saudi Arabia 17. 
aban rule 82 ==222=2=====aaae Sais 22 AM 
Semen LSTITTTTIIIIIIImrwoal saat 22 Teng bits, suas Arabia 
Clays, crude: Unspecified . ..----------- 13,913 34,486 -—  Traq’33,168; Syria 616. 
Diatnond! Gem, not st or aang vale, thousands rs) Alto India 

Fertilizer materia: Grud, nes ee mm 2 Saudi Arabia 61 
Manstactared "Anmona= ee ABB TOBE India 28278; Turkey 17817 Philippines 15.771 

Nitrogenous === SOLBIZ 1.880 == tng BE a 8,765; 
‘Unspecified and mixed...-_—----__ 331 te a 

Graphite, natural ns a 3 == AlltoSaudi Arabia 
Sypeum and plaster -~ ~~~ == ==> 2 1 22 Saud Arabia 10; frag 8 
Lime nee Pane ooo oototooacaaat es 3ase 22 Traq2i Soudi Arabia {77 

Kilvand brine =2222222222222722722 tk 2 <2 Treg 2017} Saudi Arabia 38 
Sodium compounds nea ‘Carbonate, natral nd manufactured ———_ 156 = 

‘Slates netural and manrfactored <= ~~~ eH -— Trag 6307; Saudi Arabia $22; 
Shore contend ane Soran 258. 
‘Dimension stone ‘Cruse and partly worked 169 5 <= Saudi Arabia 63 Iraq 2. 

Ls 1821085 co BRS ASB ra 
Gravel and crushed rock -----------— 8282881 saad Reais rng 16; 

s Gas ther than metal nearing: car 40 u --  AlltoTraq. . 

‘Blemental, colloidal, precipitated, sub- meas eee eerie. asso 121,285 == Inga ago Pakitan 
WET perenne 1,929 167 _- _ Traq’129; Saudi Arabia 38. 

Gitar Grate 20 s5 7227 TESTO TEST 2396 18 22 Taq 90; Sead Arabia 
MINERAL FUELS AND RELATED MATERIALS. 

Coa: All grade including briquets and coke —— 2 98 Saudi Arabia 86 Jordan 10 
See footnotes at end of table
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Table 2.—Kuwait: Exports of mineral commoditiest —Continued 
(Metric tons unles otherwise specified) 

tnt 1 Commi i * ais Other (prineipal 
MINERAL FUELS AND RELATED MATERIALS-Continucd 

PGhule" thousand A2gallon barrels 7478114222 “Tapan 88 608; Republic of ~ ious oe " " ~~" Rerea 86,097; Singapore Hts Refinery products: UUticedpetrleum ens —__-d..- 2532418588 Sapam 5 88, Turkey 12, 
Gesoline, motor = -adon--- 688g ~Palietan 16 Sadan Meringandjcfoe=“=“O"ae°77 aR sal => Plaga Sapo OT 
Pistilatefuelol don. «250181 <= Paklan 350; india 8012, does 3618, West Ger- 
Waban dn arty 

Residual fuel --do. ast 42m. Astrnlla 8572, Pippines “SiR aly 29, lace 
Bitumen and other residues do... 9 145 = United Arab Emirates 13 Saudi Area 

“Tale propared by Virginia A, Woodbon, 
*Less than 1/2 unit. 

Table 3.—Kuwait: Imports of mineral commodities' 
etre tons unles otherwise specied) 

ae 
Commodity 39801961 “Gad ° ated Other principal 
METALS 

‘Aluminum: Metal inlaéing alloy, sem manufactres nnenrenn nnn 16488 I85E7 407 Norma 433; Frans 1986 Babrain Bit Republic of Korea {73 Copper Meat ieclaingaiyallorms 89018545 814 _Ualad inn {18 pon, Wont 
Tron and steel: Metal: pes Serapeen nn 7p MARZ «185 «Saudi Arabia 57; Republi of Kore 50. Bison ci claadimataras —-~ 305 “gon * Ini apa i Banco 

Harrods gis shape sections 81,221 498287 195 Japan 30074 Republi of Koren 55.212 
Universals plates, sheets 141,967 138,827 1,60 Japon'98085 Ropublic of Korea 18,26 ‘Belium-Luxembourg 12,554 Wie -----------.- gee 11588108 Fran 8h depen So West Germany 

‘abe pps tings --______ 102790 149246 1896 Japan 6,256, Wes Germany 18.4 
Inited Kingdom 19,256. ead: Metal including alloys alforms... 2749548 -——«20—_Unltad ing Ss Waostavia 12; West Gertnany 16 Nickel: Metal including alloys all forms... 18 lfrom United Kingdom, Siver: Meta including allaye ntrrough ‘nd party wrought’ value, thousands. __ «$18. All from Switerlan. TpieMetal including allgvyalformp === i '8=_Allom Uuited tom, ‘Uruntum and horn: Metal including Motors <"-""al,thoumnde.. $86 $2858 Unite Kingdom 05, West Germany 

Zine: Metal including alloys, semi- " onanuiectines sneer 108 TG Went Germany. 
Orides and hydroxides 488 Bitemelas inching alloys allfomms= ~~ 15893 __aly 6h; West Germany 32 NONMETALS 

Abrasives, nea: Grinding and polishing wimoindsonessnnennnnnn--- 5088S Bi Cacho 0; United King om Asbestos crude 20M 208 
See fotnates a end of table
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Table 3.—Kuwait: Imports of mineral commodities Continued 
(Metric tons unless otherwise specified) 

Sources, 181 
Commodi ie 8 ee * uae Other (principal) 

NONMETALS —Continued 
Cement .---------- thousand tons. 2887 2908 Japan 169; Spain 1TH USSR. 11 
Clays, crude: Unopecifed === 58681 99722 8nd 9,482 
Diamond: Gem, not set ors thousands. $1,096 $1,791 $9. —_‘Belglum-Lauxembourg $1,086 India $521 ae os BER Ee ‘Sferra Leone 120 nen Fertilizer material wa Sonus tat 284 
Siting Se 5 es ‘Aimmona, =a. BBM _ Netherlands 68; United Kingdom 28 Siapan Nitrogenous oe ge IB ag ll from tay Unapiced ndmined” ——7———~~— BAB West Germany 115 Balghum-Laxembourg 

Graphite natural <i uuenaneentes: gues 8B United Kingdom 200: aly 68 ppm and plaster === 07-=2TOOIIT a 25S Aral 18,608; ra 27; Cyprus 
Lime 22 one RMI 1219104 Lebanon 18; United Arab Emirates 400; Tra 20, 
Gaines penead £46 82 _Philippines 882; West Germany 114 "Fydrorten Pee nos 882; West ‘ p ‘BelgiumLuxembourg 113. Precious and semiprecious stones other then. “Lamond: Notarsl value: thousands $1325 $469 __—_—BelgiumLaxembourg $07; India $106. saltandbrige n-ne Stink 1608 662 Saud Ara 04; Hegpe 0; Nether 

Eolion emo ands 2108; China £068. 
‘Carbonate, natural and manufactured. 92 _—Belgium-Luxembourg 50; China 4. 
Stifoternaturaland manufactured ---~ >= ‘Saudi Arabia Song snd and eave 

‘Grae and pari worked... 908260 117088 9 Saul Arabia 110590 tly 2.688 Jordan 
Worked_______.__-_.. 18192 118917 143 taly 150; Jordan 47,996; Greece 7416. Gravel ander ode ==O—UTTITIT TOF TRANG “Hay 6; Sy Sti Sd Aria 

sufametber han metal iering —-—-- 80181 BT_ Jordan 7757; Norway 190 
Elemental, colo, precipitated, sublimed Ae Presintaied 186 Sweden 110; Ceachoslovakia 7; China 26. Sullureecd [=22222-2222222222 A Denmark United Kingdom 1 Other Grades 2222222222TTITTITT 68h meee — BE Australia 17882: Jordan L8H; Nether Hands 215. 
MINERAL FUELS AND RELATED MATERIALS 

Con: Al gradesincudingbriguets = 902182 Wagt Germany St United Kingdom 27 
Petroleum refinery products: ae ‘Gasoline, motor’ idgallon barrels... 83572 Mineraljelyandwax“'-cdo<--~ "10238 dapan 8; United Kingdom & Kerosine and jet fuel --—----do---_ ©8587 72,14 ‘all from West Germany 
Pibeasee N=" =77-WWo7TGa- 72> eae agg 214 United Kingdom 44.38; Singapore 21,882 momrnnnnnnnnnnene " United Atab Emirate aaah Residual fuel oll don 258798 Bitumen and otherecdues -—~"da =~ "3804 2088 209 West Germany 1,085; Belgium fonembourg 465 aly Slt Bituminous mintures do... 29428 ETB 52998 Unted Kingdom 12.179; Wes Germany 

NANot available 
*Table prepared by Virgina A. Woodson.
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COMMODITY REVIEW 

METALS capacity of 702,000 tons per year, a 165,000- 
‘ae ton-per-year ammonium sulfate plant, and 

Kuwait did not produce any raw metals, 4 139,000-ton-per-year sulfuric acid plant. A 
nor were there any known metalliferous fourth ammonia train, under construction 
deposits in the country. The only significant py GF. Braun utilizing Haldor ‘Topsoe 
domestic metal-working industries in Ku- technology, was expected on-stream in 1984, 
wait were the Arab Light Metal Industries raising total nitrogen capacity to 707,000 
Co, which produced aluminum manufac- tong per year. In 1983, nearly all of the 
tured goods from imported aluminum met- ammonia was used in the production of 
al, and the Kuwait Metal Pipe Industry, prilled urea, all of which was exported. 
which operated a 100,000-ton-per-year “ PIC announced plans for a joint venture 
spiral-weld pipe mill that produced pipe for with the Tunisian state-owned Industries 
the petroleum industry from imported iron Chimiques Maghrebines (ICM) to produce 
and steel scrap. Kuwait’s holdings in for- 1,000 tons per day of diammonium phos- 
eign metal industries included 22% of Me- phate and 1,000 tons per day of nitrogen- 
tallgesellschaft, 30% of Korf Stahl AG, both phosphorus-potassium fertilizer at Shuaiba. 
of the Federal Republic of Germany; 28% of The newly formed Arab Co. for Compound 
the equity of Spain’s Prereducidos del Sur- Fertilizers, owned 80% by PIC and 20% by 
oeste de Espafia S.A. direct-reduction iron ICM, commenced a preliminary study of the 
plant; part ownership of the Arab Iron and project in March. Phosphoric acid was to be 
Steel Co's 4-million-ton-per-year iron ore supplied by Tunisia, ammonia was to be 
pelletizing plant under construction in Bah- supplied by Kuwait's fourth ammonia train, 
rain, and a 20% share, based on its partici- and potash was to be imported. Completion 
pation in the Gulf Cooperation Council, in of the $50 million project was tentatively 
the planned Gulf Aluminum Rolling Mill scheduled for late 1985 or early 1986. 

Co., also to be built in Bahrain. Sulfur.—Kuwait produced sulfur as a 
byproduct of petroleum refining and natu- 

NONMETALS ral gas processing, a portion of which was 
‘i consumed in the production of sulfuric acid 

ee erent oes he othe Fle lertllcer plane at Shunt Te ‘uwait Cement Co. remained at about the $h,0¢ nit ferttiver plant a Sauaiba an 
same level as in the previous 2 years, about 1)°"ipG subsidiary responsible for oper 
1.5 million tons. Cement was produced from ating the nines Petrolbties wefiae tes 
imported gypeum and imported and domes: 3 arded a $19 million contract to PHB tically produced lime. In addition to co em ee Peet opublic of 
ment, Kuwait also produced approximately (y“serhu oa Pe 
450,000 cubic meters of sand-lime bricks, 1.8 Germany for construction of a storage and ae > for solidified sulfur at the million cubic meters of concrete slabs, COmVeying system for sol wif 85,000 cubie meters of readymix conerate, Port of Shuaiba. The storage facility was to 

ss fe * have a capacity of 54,000 tons of sulfur, and and 52,000 tons of concrete pipe, all from ‘ oo P was being undertaken as part of the mod- small-scale domestic industries. Consump- 2% Deine Undertaken Oe Mtg al Ahead 
tion of cement in Kuwait averaged 4 million Srnwation Program 
tons per year, part of which was to be Tenery: 
supplied by a joint Saudi-Kuwaiti 2-million- MINERAL FUELS 
ton-per-year cement plant under construc- 
tion in Khursaniyah, Saudi Arabia. Natural Gas.—Natural gas production 

Fertilizer Materials.—Kuwait Petro- averaged 607 million cubic feet per day, 
chemical Industries Co. (PIC), a subsidiary almost 90% of which was utilized either for 
of KCP, was the sole producer of ammonia industry, LPG production, or electricity 
and urea fertilizer from its facility at Shuai- generation. 
ba. The plant produced at only 43% of its KPC, through its oil producing subsid- 
capacity of 548,000 tons of nitrogen in am- iary, Kuwait Oil Co. (KOC) was attempting 
monia in 1983 owing to the shortage of to further increase gas utilization by col- 
natural gas feedstock. The plant consisted lecting flared gas from the Divided Zone 
of three parallel ammonia production offshore oilfields, Kafji and Hout-Ratawi. 
trains, each with a capacity of 220,000 tons KOC awarded a $220 million contract to 
per year, three urea plants with a total Technip Geoproduction of France, Daewoo
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Corp. of the Republic of Korea, and Ray- 420,000 barrels per day through the instal- 
mond International of the United States for lation of a 200,000-barrel-per-day desalting 
the design, engineering, and construction of plant. 
the so-called Southern Gas Project. The gas Exploration. —Exploration efforts in Ku- 
was to be pipelined underwater from the wait centered mainly on finding deep non- 
offshore platforms to an onshore gas gather- associated gas, but were far more successful 
ing and compression station, and then pipe- in locating new reserves of oil. In addition 
lined north to the LPG plant at Mina al to the four rigs drilling onshore deep test 
Ahmadi for processing. The project was wells in 1983, Kuwait took delivery of its 
scheduled for completion in the fall of 1985.’ first offshore jackup rig, which began drill- 

Meanwhile, KOC has allocated $140 mil- ing in September in 300 feet of water 28 
lion for exploration for nonasscociated gas. kilometers off the Ahmadi coast. Kuwait's 
KOC had four rigs drilling to below 10,000 proven crude oil reserves currently stand at 
feet in search of deep gas from the Permian 67.7 billion barrels, larger than any other 
Khuff Formation, source of most of the country except the USSR. and Saudi 
Persian Gulf’s nonassociated gas. Although Arabia. 
none of these wells, including one drilled to ‘The Kuwait Foreign Petroleum Explora- 
a Middle East record of 22,000 feet, have tion Co. (KUFPEO), a KPC subsidiary form- 
encountered gas, most have discovered new ed in 1981 to enter into joint ventures in 
reserves of oil.* petroleum exploration overseas, was also 

To make up for the shortage, KPC active in 1983. KUFPEC's holdings includ- 
announced its intention to begin importing ed: (1) a 50-50 joint venture for oil explora- 
LPG around mid-1984. Kuwait Oil Tankers tion with Solar Petroleum Co. (United 
Co., another KPC subsidiary responsible States) in the Williston Basin in the United 
for oil and gas tanker transportation, pur- States; (2) 45% interest. in a joint venture 
chased a 125,000-cubie-meter LNG tanker with Société Nationale Elf Aquitaine 
from Algeria and began installing regasifi- (France) and Société Cherifienne des Pe- 
cation equipment in Kuwait in anticipation troles (Morocco) in Morocco; (3) 21.25% of 
of the gas imports. Abu Dhabi, Algeria, or the IEDC Group (Switzerland); (4) 33% in- 
Libya are likely sources of the gas. terest with Sumatra Gulf Oil Ltd. and 

Meanwhile, KPC’s massive Shuaiba LPG PERTAMINA (Indonesian Government) in 
plant continued to operate at less than 40% an exploration concession off the coast of 
of its design capacity of 3.5 million tons per Indonesia; and (5) new direct participation 
year of 60% propane and 40% butane. Only in joint oil exploration ventures in Oman 
one of the plants three parallel production and Sudan, purchased from IEDC? 
trains operated continuously during the Refining —Kuwait's three operating pe- 
year. Most of Kuwait's LPG was exported to troleum refineries processed approximately 
Japan. 159 million barrels of crude oil, an alltime 
Petroleum.—Production.—Crude oil pro- high representing almost 100% of capacity. 

duction was derived from onshore oilfields Kuwait has scaled back its plans to increase 
in Kuwait, where output averaged about domestic refining capacity, from the origi- 
856,000 barrels per day, and from Kuwait's nal target of over 700,000 barrels per day to 
share of the Divided Zone, where oil was about 510,000 barrels per day, from its 
produced both onshore and offshore. Ku- present level of 450,000 barrels per day. The 
wait’s share averaged 197,000 barrels per reduction was a result of postponing the 
day. Crude production in Kuwait proper expansion of KNPC’s Mina Abdullah refin- 
was controlled by KOC. Divided Zone pro- ery, whose current 140,000-barrel-per-day 
duction facilities offshore were operated by capacity was to be raised to 250,000 barrels 
the Arabian Oil Co. (AOC), owned 60% by per day under a contract already awarded 
Saudi Arabia and 40% by Kuwait, and to C. F. Braun. The delay was a result, of 
production was split according to equity reassessment of Kuwait’s domestic refining 
between the two countries. Onshore produc- needs in light of KPC’s purchase of several 
tion facilities in the Divided Zone were European refineries. Expansion of KOC’s 
operated by KOC on behalf of Kuwait, and Mina al Ahmadi refinery was proceeding as 
Getty Oil Co. (United States) on behalf of planned, with capacity being raised from 
itself under a concession originally granted 110,000 to 170,000 barrels per day under a 
by Saudi Arabia in 1954. Production capaci- contract to Japan Gasoline Corp. Comple- 
ty from AOC’s Kaffi Field in the Divided _ tion of the expansion project was expected 
Zone was to be expanded from 350,000 to in 1984. Kuwait's third and newest refinery,
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at Shuaiba, operated near its capacity of ing agreement with GPIC to sell the latter’s 
200,000 barrels per day in 1983. With Ku- entire output of ammonia, presumably to 
wait’s domestic and foreign refineries fully KPC’s European petrochemical interests. 
integrated, KPC should be capable of proc- GPIC was designed to utilize Bahrain's 
essing over 85% of its crude oil production output of natural gas as feedstock. 
in its own refineries. PIC’s only major domestic operation was 

The Kuwait Lube Oil Co,, a joint venture the planned construction of a second salt, 
of the private Kuwait firm Rowaisat Co. chlorine, and chemical complex at the 
and Austroplan of Austria, commenced con- Shuaiba industrial area. The construction 
struction of a 5,000-ton-per-year waste lube contract for the plant was awarded to Hita- 
oil processing plant in Kuwait, the first of chi Zosen Co. of Japan in midyear. The 
its kind in the area. The plant was designed plant_was to produce 75 tons per day of 
to produce clean lube oil and low-sulfur gas chlorine, 84 tons per day of caustic soda, 
oil from waste lube oil feedstock. The proj- and 150 tons per day of salt. The complex 
ect was scheduled for completion in October _ was scheduled for completion early in 1986. 

1984. PIC operated a smaller salt and chlorine 
Petrochemicals. KPC, which owns 24.5% _ plant a few kilometers north of Shuaiba. 

of the West German petrochemical manu- —————— 
facturer Hoechst, arranged supply agree- {Physical scientist, Division of Foreign Data. 
ments for ethylene and ammonia feedstock xuwatt dinars (KD) to US dollass st the tae or 
for the West German plant from PIC’s KD029-USti.0. ‘ammonia plant in Kuwait. and ethylene qf a4 Mineral Resoure Nevlter. Mar. 1, 
from independent suppliers in Europe. Ku- tlle Bast Booomie Survey. V 2, No.3, June 6 
wait also owns a one-third share in the Gulf 9§3,P.B5. ue es 
Petrochemical Industries Co. (GPIC), along wait June 1085 2 Nareny# Banks Landon). Ks 
with Saudi Arabia and Bahrain. The  9°0/S,Demartment of Commerce, Business Americs, Feb 
ean tals GPIC was constructing a soils Bast Beonomic Survey. V. 26, No. 26, Apr. 11, 

(00 million petrochemical complex to pro- 19§3.pP. 
duce 1,000 tons per day of ammonia and oq°iptiiGts Jousmal, Middle Bast Report. V. 81, No.4, 
1,000 tons per day of methanol. Snam Pro- _ *Midale East Economie Survey. V. 28, No. 49, Sept 19, 
getti S.p.A. of Italy was constructing the i)? AWN, 4.5 nov, 14,1988, p. AS 
plant. Kuwait's PIC entered into a market- *\———. V.27, No.6, Nov. 21, 1983, pp. AILA12.





The Mineral Industry of 
Liberia 

By Ben A. Kornhauser' 

The persisting world economic recession of hydroelectric generation at the Mount 
caused Liberia's gross domestic product Coffee Dam, Liberia's major hydroelectric 
(GDP) to continue to fall. The mineral plant. In December 1983, the water level 
industry, with its estimated input of $295 dropped to 85 feet, just 3 feet short of a 
million, remained the mainstay of the econ- complete shutdown of the dam’s four tur- 
omy, probably contributing more than 50% _bines. This drop necessitated running only 
of the value of the GDP. Liberia's dominant _ two of the turbine’s at three-quarter speed. 
mining sector, the iron ore industry, had an During the rainy season, the plant furnish- 
18% decrease in production, resulting from ed power to the Monrovia-Buchanan area, 
the continued worldwide depressed steel including supplying the Bong Mining Co. 
market and decreasing ore grades at the (BMC) with practically all of its electrical 
Liberian mines. The Amoco Liberian Explo- requirements. Thermal power from import- 
ration Co. was granted four petroleum ex- ed fuel oil normally was generated in the 
ploration licenses for an offshore area of dry season to supplant much of the hydro- 

about 8,884 square miles. The Government's electric power. In the dry season, BMC 
petroleum refinery at Monrovia was closed contributed power in exchange for Mount 
as a step toward improving the country’s Coffee's power in the rainy season. The 
economic position. Concessions to mine for unexpected reduction in hydroelectric pow- 
gold had been granted in 1979 to the Bent- er found the thermal generators down for 
ley International Trading Co. in three large repairs. BMC’s power was cut early since 
areas of southern Liberia. The Grand Geteh one of the dam’s turbines burned out a 
concession, the only one in operation in bearing near the end of the rainy season. 
1983, had a dredge operating daily. The power cut caused BMC to consume its 

The low levels of precipitation during the oil earlier, to generate its electricity ther- 
rainy season resulted in the early reduction mally, and also affected its production. 

PRODUCTION AND TRADE 

Mineral trade and production, which foreign exchange shortages, atid increasing 
decreased in all reported areas in 1983, budget deficits. The export/import imbal- 
contributed an estimated $295 million to ance mirrored that of the United States. 
the economy. The world trade depression U.S. exports to Liberia amounted to $109.5 
reduced the values of iron ore and rubber million while imports amounted to $80.5 
that supplied 70% of the country’s hard  million.* 
currency receipts and contributed to the Liberian iron ore production amounted to 
budget deficits.* The higher exchange rate 14,937,000 tons while shipments were 
of Liberia’s dollar, relative to other interna- 15,606,000 tons. Production consisted of 
tional currency, caused its exports to be approximately 11.99 million tons of blast 
more costly and less competitive in world furnace feed composed of regular and wash- 
markets, thus reducing its level of exports, ed fines, sinter feed, and washed lump ore; 
encouraging lower priced imports, causing 2.5 million tons of pellets; and 0.45 million 

477
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tons of high-grade concentrate for direct diamond importers were the United King- 
reduction use. Of the iron ore shipments, dom, 48%; Belgium, 30%; United States, 
the five major importers were the Federal 21%; and Israel, 17%. 
Republic of Germany, 37.3%; Italy, 23.0%; Gold exports in 1981 were valued at 
United States, 9.8%; Belgium, 6.8%;.and $5,335,000, and the major importers were 
Spain, 6.1%. the United States, 55%; Switzerland, 37%; 

Gold production essentially doubled over Federal Republic of Germany, 3%; and 
that of 1982. Diamond production decreased Canada, 3%. Presumably 1983 gold exports 
8% from that of 1982. The major 1981 followed the same pattern. 

Table 1.—Liberia: Production of mineral commodities 
Commodity® 1979 1880 1981 Toa 1988 

Cement, hydraulic. thowsand metric tons 136 106 86 80 60 
Diamond 
Gem"... thousand carats. 170 13 182 170 160 Industrial® sous at EE 132 1% 208 263 240 

USI prc lacee 302 208 336 433 400 Goa" ‘roy ounces 1,086 BS 1672712658 25,000, Tron ore 22277277~—Vhoasand metric tons 18845 «17.900 194704_——18,165 814937 
Petroleum refinery products® 

Gasoline. thousand 42allon barrels... 3541 500 500 Jetfael ovo do a2 20 250 | Kevaddne! 2222S STARATTT ERT Ege 368 60 0 
Distillate fuel ofl ——— aeer eeee a0 4,000 1,900 NA NA 
Residual fueloil =————~~~~722oTde22 a 800 11300 
Other woe. 34a 0 40 Refinery fuel and loses ——————~~—do—_ Lt 

‘Total do, 8,808 3.900 3900 NA NA 
“Estimated. *Preliminary. "Revised. NA Not available. "p addition to the commodities listed, a variety of erude construction materials (clays, stone, and sand and gravel) were produced, but available information is adequate to make reliable estimates of output levels, 
Tig? gold figure is based on gold taxed for export and includes smuggled gold. Source: Annual Report Republic of Liberia, Ministry of Lands, Mines and Energy, Deo 81, 1982 
SReported figure. 

COMMODITY REVIEW 

METALS ated in jewelry that was sold to tourists.* 
. . Iron’ Ore.—During 1983, the LAMCO 

Gold.—Concessions were granted in 1979 Joint. Venture Operating Co. (LJV) en- 
to Bentley in three southern Liberian areas Gountered difficulties in exporting its ore 
of approximately 200 square miles in Mary- hecause of the ban that the Government 
land County, 100 square miles in Grand jmposed to collect interest and royalty fees. 
Geteh County, and 100 square miles in LJV, with Government concurrence, trim- 
Sinoe County. The primary causes for delay med its work force by one-third to accommo- 
in their development were provisions for date its reduced production. 
roads and infrastructure. The Grand Geteh Integration of the LJV and the BMC 
concession, now in operation, was recover- operations was no longer under consider- 
ing 112.5 troy ounces per day using one ation by LJV. LJV produced 6,605,000 tons 
dredge. The gold was of high purity with of usable ore consisting of 1,407,000 tons of 
silver and tungsten as the principal impuri- lump ore, 4,750,000 tons of fines, and 
ties. A geological survey recently was com- 448,000 tons of concentrates. BMC produced 
pleted of the Maryland County concession, 7,500,000 tons of iron ore but shipped 
adjoining the Grand Geteh property. Pros- 7,636,000 tons of iron ore, about 1% less 
pects showed high gold values and appeared than in 1982, from the port of Monrovia. Of 
suitable for a dredge operation along the this total, 5,073,000 tons consisting of 
Dubo River. About 20 other smaller groups 1,947,000 tons of pellets and 3,126,000 tons 
were mining gold actively through Liberia. of concentrates were shipped to Rohstoff- 
Some of the Liberian gold was smelted in handel GmbH representing its West Ger- 
local small-scale operations and incorpor- man owners. The remainder, 2,563,000 tons,
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was shipped to Finsider International $.S., test well was to start in mid-1984. The 
BMC's Italian owner, consisting of 993,000 contracts entitled the Government to re- 
tons of pellets and 1,570,000 tons of con- ceive $100,000 per block as a signing bonus, 
centrates.* $5,000 per block as a license fee for explora- 

Liberia and Nigeria, with various other tion, and annual rental payments of $10 per 
countries, had a 50% interest in the Mi- square kilometer for 22,900 square kilo- 
ee oD us which the other 50% meters for the first 3 years. In the second 
was owned by the Government of Guinea. and third phases of 2 or 3 years, Amoco 
Guinean representatives visited various Eu- Committed to more seismic lines in each 
ropean countries to discuss long-term iron phase and annual rental payments of $20 ore supply contracts as a prelude to seeking and $30 per square kilometer, respectively * 
financial support of up to $250 million from "The Liberian Government closed its Lic 
She Buropeen Economic Community for its perian Petroleum Refining Co. at Monrovia 
Stated Sil Cor wens cree united in 1983, thus terminating the importing of 
s a ® the operator crude petroleum and its Government mo- and a part owner. The company owned 5 
three Guinean iron ore deposits—Pierre DOPOly. The 15,000-barrel-per-day refinery Richard, Sowpere and’ Che nee operated at a very high cost compared with 

Vimba mountains ane putea in the alternative sources for its products. The Nimba mountains range just across the J i 
Liberian border from the LJV operations. Tefinery suffered high fuel losses and paid 
Recoverable reserves in the Pierre Richard high freight eT ee ee a aL baat 
deposit were estimated at 315 million tons Cee eine iroot nachos Pe 
of ore averaging 66.7% iron and suitable for Hels would | cual jee a a See rte 
sinter feed. The ore was to be transported : ish 7 via LJV’s existing railway to the Liberian action, which would reduce financial pres- 
Aortot Buchanan sure on the Government, was supported by 

‘The National Iron Ore Co. Ltd, (100% the International Monetary Fund.” The re- 
Government-owned) only produced 832,000 finery closing was expected to provide addi- tons of iron ore, of which 16% was regular tional revenue of $17 to $20 million, if the 

fines. current gasoline pump prices were main- 
tained. 

MINERAL FUELS is 
"Physical slentst, Division of Foreign Data, Amoco was awarded four petroleum ex. Pare Marches Trpiaux et Meiterrancens, No. 1915, 

ploration licenses, covering an area of near- fy. R PRS a. ey, 2, 1964, 9.35 
ly 8,884 square miles offshore Grand Cape agihmerican Metal Market, Gold Supplement. V-91, No 
Mount County, Liberia. Initially, at least 789,Dee.9, 1988, pp. 7A, 194. 2,170 miles of seismic surveys were to be.» SHINN Mibing Review. V. 8, No 10, Mar. 10,1988 
undertaken and two exploratory wells were ‘New Liberian (Monrovia, Liberia). Ape. 15, 1981, pp. 1, 

to be drilled at a depth of 3000 a lied ata. of 3,000 meters. ““spusiness America. V.6, No. 17, Aug. 2 3 Each well would cost $6 million. The first AS RTT ARES OE





The Mineral Industry of Libya 

By John R. Lewis* 

Petroleum remained the mainstay of such country, which took 60,000 barrels per 
Libya's economy in 1983, providing one-half day (bbl/d). The oil was sold, and Turkish 
the gross national product, 99% of the contractors were reimbursed by their Gov- 
export earnings, and about 10% of the ernment for overdue Libyan payments. 
country’s employment. Sluggish worldwide The U.S. Embassy in Libya remained 
demand for oil and falling prices for crude closed, and various other sources of infor- 
caused a deficit in Libya's balance-of- mation about the mineral industry of the 
payments account and slowed economic country were, at best, minimal. Two major 
growth. Libya sold much of its crude oil to U.S. oil compa..‘es, Exxon Corp. and Mobil 
the Federal Republic of Germany, while Oil Corp., had wi.\drawn from any activity 
Italy and Spain also bought heavily. Libya’s in Libya, and seve. >1 other U.S. firms had 
crude, however, is light and low in sulfur, downgraded their op. tions there. Several 
and it was severely hit by rising North Sea U.S, oil companies had brought their U.S. 
production and growth of the catalytic employees home and replaced them with 
cracking process in Western Europe's refin- engineers from Western Europe or the 

eries. United Kingdom. The number of U.S. citi- 
Late in the year, resumption of deliveries zens working in Libyan industry, mostly oil 

of liquefied natural gas (LNG) to Italy was related, was about 2,600. A number of Ira- 
agreed upon, having been suspended over a nian petroleum engineers were also work- 
price dispute in 1980. The new price was ing in Libya on an exchange scheme with 
very attractive to the buyer, but volumes the National Iranian Oil Co. 
to be delivered were only about one-third Mobil, after attempting to sell its limited 
those formerly sold to Italy by Libya. exploration and production operations in 

Development of a number of industrial Libya to a Philippine company without 
units was slowed and, in several instances, success, closed out its operations at the end 
temporarily halted. Import restrictions of 1982 and spent all of 1983 seeking a 
were tightened and the sale of crude oil at settlement for its properties with the Liby- 
spot prices was accelerated in an attempt to an Government through arbitration. Unau- 
acquire much needed foreign exchange. thorized use by Libyan individuals of Mo- 
Payments due foreign suppliers were not  bil’s Flying Red Horse logo prompted the 
paid promptly, and attempts were made in company, in May, to publicly warn against 
several instances to pay some of the coun- infringement of its registered trademarks. 
try’s obligations with oil. Turkey was one 

PRODUCTION AND TRADE 

Libya’s major source of foreign exchange _ to the Organization of Petroleum Exporting 
continued, as it had for about 8 years, tobe Countries (OPEC), of which Libya was a 
the production and export of crude oil and member, was 1,145,000 bbl/d in 1982 and 
its associated products, particularly petro- 1,090,000 bbl/d in 1983. Unlike the active 

chemicals. However, oi] production was off quarterly fluctuations of 1982, quarterly 
markedly from some earlier years, but daily averages grew slightly each quarter to 
showed only a minor drop of 3.9% from that a fourth-quarter average of 1,150,000 bbl/d, 
of 1982. Daily average production, according a small but steady growth still far below the 
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2,100,000-bbI/d average production recorded of Libyan crude oil in March 1982, which 
in 1979, reduced Libya's crude markets from 120,000 

During the first 10 days of December to 300,000 bbl/d. However, throughout 1983, 
1988, crude production reached 1,200,000 there were indications that Libyan oil was 
bbl/d. A breakdown, by producing compa- entering the United States as products re- 
nies, during this period follows:? fined from Libyan crude in the Caribbean 

and in Europe. There were also indications 
= that the volume was fairly substantial. 

—___Froducingeompany _Barrels perdty Companies were warned by the U.S. Gov- 
Oasis Oil Co. of Libya Tne. (Continental ernment that, although the Presidential 

Qi1Co, Marathon O11Cow and proclamation prohibiting imports of Libyan 
weethe Libya National Oia. crude did not specify refined products, their NOG) ee seere neta: 425,000 j if 
Arabian Gulf Exploration Co. (AGECO), import was contrary to the spirit of the ‘Gm anwar (ENOC for erodes vesom Proclamation 
rom the Akmna and Sari Fields) z Libya's iron deposits, although low grade, 

‘Adena General [taliane Petrolt S.p.A. 160,000 are extensive and probably will be exploited 
Qscidental Petroleum Corp, with ENOC 140,000 i Gosidenel Petrcleum Carp. with ROC when the Misratah iron and steel complex 
Oh Gaye ence 120090 and its ancillary facilities, including a 900- ENOC formerly Mobil Oi Libya Ltd) — $00 kilometer railroad from the iron deposits, 

are completed. Much of this development 
was delayed in 1983, owing to reduced 

The Soviet Union, according to the Oil national income. 
and Gas Journal, purchased 130,000 to Petrochemical sales volume was steadily 
140,000 bbl/d of Libyan crude during the increasing in European markets. When the 
first half of 1983, more than double its series of Libyan petrochemical plants along 
purchases during the same period of 1982. Libya's Mediterranean seacoast are com- 
Apparently, according to the Journal, most _ pleted, sales are expected to be much more 
of this Libyan crude was passed along to voluminous. They are also expected to en- 
other centrally planned economy countries counter competition from burgeoning petro- 
and then largely reexported to Western chemical production facilities throughout 
European nations. the Middle East. 

The United States prohibited the import 

Table 1.—Libya: Production of mineral commodities* 
Commodity® 1979 1980 1981 1982 1983° 

Cement hydraulic? thousand metric tons. 200 —9.200 8.200 4000000 Gas, natu Gross million cubic feet. 82849119414. 432.000 425.000 258000 
Marketed 2222IIIIT™O Gon nat 8250108000 118,000 150.000 Gypsum ---—~">27" "thousand metric tons _ 181 180 180, 15 180 

Tron and steci Crude stcel® ==" metric tons «10.000-——10,000-——-10,000-—«10,000-=—«10000 Limes == ‘thodsand metric tons_— 225 200 35 py ‘30 
Nitrogen: ‘N content of ammonia ._ metric tons__ *133,000, *150,000 *150,000 *244,100 250,000 etroleu: 

Crude... thousand 42gallon barrele.__763471__—_ 669,180 407,705__—418,000___—401,500 
Refinery products: TT 

Napithe nda -. 305 «38334000 4,000 Gasoline <2="“==7==-- TTT gso 8250) S000 Boo Kerosine and et fuel. ~”~~777Tdo Seco eB 4300 Boonton Disilatefaeloll=---=22--2-deo=2_ = 880S Salsa) BOO] 10.000, Residual ful oi do - TROIS. BOS STS «800.000 One se RE a ‘368 00 13 500 0 Refinery fuel and losses ~777WWdo-=>~ 1.808 00 7501000 £00 
Total —__-----------do. 45200 «8510 «98,288 —=«5.000—=—«T 500 

Bake = sferapenes moa mre ng ~ 10 10 10 10 12 
sulfur, juct sum and natural gas® "erode of et metric tons 15,000 «12000 1,000 12,000 14,000 
‘Estimated. Preliminary. 2Table includes data availabe through Apr. 1984 
2n addition tothe commodities listed, a variety of construction materials (sand and gravel, crushed stone, brick, and tile)'s produced, but available information is inadequate to make reliable estimates of output levels. Natural gas liquids arg lao produced but ae blended with erude petroleum and are reported ss part ofthat taal 
‘SExchudes gas reinjcted into reservoirs. 
‘Reported figure
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Construction materials, including ce- amounts that had to be imported to keep up ment, gypsum, and lime were produced and with many construction projects. Sulfur, 
consumed locally in varying quantities, as produced as a byproduct of crude refining, 
were potash and salt. Small amounts of was also exported. 
cement were exported, despite sizable 

COMMODITY REVIEW 

‘(METALS NONMETALS 

Aluminum.—There were indications, late Cement.—Two new cement plants were 
in 1982, that development of the city of about ready to go on-stream with annual 
Zawarah, with its seaport, electric generat- capacities of 1 million tons of cement each. 
ing facilities, and aluminum smelter, had Libya continued to move closer to independ- 
been postponed. Subsequently, no money ence on foreign sources for cement, which 
apparently had been allocated in 1983 for was in great demand for construction 
any segment of the Zuwarah industrial throughout the country. Limited trade data 
development program. There was a possibil- indicate that the country’s cement imports 
ity of a startup of the aluminum plant by in 1981 were 75,000 tons less than in 1980, 
1987, partially achieving the planned out- and 101,000 tons less in 1982 than in 1981 
put of 120,000 to 130,000 tons per year. The As new plants achieve full operation, this first step would be completion and oper- trend appeared likely to continue. Status of 
ation of one potline, producing 60,000 tons the new cement plant at Derna, east of af aluminiin metal fer year, Benghazi, could not be determined, but 

Iron and Steel—Construction work, at a earlier indications were that it would be somewhat reduced pace, continued at Lib- ready to produce by mid-1983. The pene 
ya's integrated iron and steel complex at {Re new Plants, the Zliten cement tt Misratah on the Mediterranean coast about _&t Ziten, was ready for startup at yearen: 
225 kilometers east of Tripoli. The direct S25 POMAGY, Mole commence Operations 
reduction-based plant will have an initial TOC) 2 oO ontonponyeee ved aaa 
raw steel capacity of 1,260,000 tons per year. ing mill for Taw ringing. The project oe 
Startup was originally scheduled for 1985, 1° died by Kawasaki Hesvy ladeot ioe I 
ut will undoubtedly come later, and on a Randled by Kaws PeEat aaa 

reduced scale at the outset. By May 1983, ©: Japan. Another cement plant was plan- ‘vil engineering for the rolling till wae ned for Wadi Ashati with a capacity of 
eaten ering for the rolling mill Was 500,000 tons of cement per year. Kuljian practically complete, and about one-half of Cory. was the contractor 
the plant components had arrived at the “Another increase in Libya's domestic ce- ieee Le ioe ment production occurred when the Libyan 

: » 85 Cement Co. started up the country’s first 
shipped during the summer. Twenty-nine suifate-resistant cement production line at Kobe Steel employees were among the 132 its Benghazi plant. This new line had an 
Japanese nationals working in Libya, and 2 annual capacity of 270,000 tons of the spe- 
Ferular number of Libyans were in Japan cial cement that resists corrosion from sul- for training by Kobe Steel. fate salts found in certain types of ground At the Misratah steelworks, the Czech- water and building materisis. ‘The mew 
oslovak entity, Doprastav, was engaged to plant freed Libya from dependence upon build roads and other infrastructure valued foreign sources, primarily Italy, for this 
at $57,000,000." Doprastav was also building special product. 
a 50-kilometer heavy-duty road from the — Lime.—Libyan Cement completed a third 
Misratah complex (2 aero aa dolo- lime kiln, this one at its cement plant at 
mite quarries at Sadidah, to the south. Benghazi. Designed to produce 100 tons of Design and construction supervision was by quicklime per day, the plant raised produc- the British organization, W. S. Atkins. tive capacity of the Benghazi plant to Libya's reduced income continued to be a 200,000 tons of lime per year. The newest 
factor in further delays in construction of facility was built under a turnkey contract 
the 900-kilometer railroad for carrying iron by a consortium of KHD Humboldt Wedag 
ore from the mines at Wadi Shati to the and Bilfinger & Berger, all of Mannheim, 
mills at Misratah. Federal Republic of Germany. The plant
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delivers its finished products into tanker- _ Petroleum.—Exploration.— Settlement 
like bulk trucks at a rate of 100 tons per _by the International Court of Justice of the 
hour. The lime can also be bagged, using an offshore boundary dispute between Libya 
S-spout rotary packer and 66-pound bags. It and Tunisia opened the way for further 
is then stacked for transport on flatbed exploration on the Libyan side of the de- 
truck trailers. marcation line in the Gulf of Gabés in the 

Salt.—Salt is produced from brines at Mediterranean Sea. There was already ac- 
‘Tripoli, Tobruk, and from smaller plants tivity by private firms on their concessions 
along the coast. The chemical plant at Abu in 1982, but in 1983, Libya announced that 
Kamash, in northwestern Libya, uses salt the Bouri Field offshore reservoir in Block 
from nearby large salt beds to provide the NC41B would be developed by the Libya 
chlorine for polyvinylchloride produced at National Oil Co. (LNOO), which held an 
the plant. Several other projects using sea- 81% interest in the project, together with 
water were under study, including the use Azienda Generali Italiana Petroli S.p.A., 
of salt and brine deposits at Marada as which held a 19% tax- and royalty-free 
feedstock via pipeline to the Ras Lanuf interest. Crude reserves were variously esti- 
chemical facilities to make vinyl chloride mated to be between 500 million barrels and 
monomer. Indications are that much more to 7 billion barrels of oil. Italy's Snam was 
salt may be produced in Libya than is contracted to engineer the production facili- 
accounted for in the meager information ties. A fixed steel offshore platform, stand- 

available. ing in 492 feet of water, was to be used to 
develop the field. A total of 30 wells were 

‘MINERAL FUELS planned, all to be drilled from the single 

Natural Gas.—Libya has more natural Platform. Ultimate output was expected to 
gas than it can use, but most of what is be 50,000 er auras jel i cla Sma 

i és luction—Crude oil ion 
Se neces Enel Libya's 900-odd wells averaged 1,090,000 

ft raw marerial feedstock for Libya’s petro- Dbl/d in 1983, off about 55,000 bbl/d from 
chemical plants, for electrical generation, daily average production in 1982. This was 
seawater desalinization, and for LNG, almost exactly in line with production quo- 
which is exported mainly to southern Euro. as established for Libya by OPEC. During 
pean customers. For a number of years in the first calendar quarter of the year, pro- 

the late 1970's, Libya liquefied and shipped duction averaged 950,000 bbl/d; in the sec- 
natural gas to Italy and Spain. In 1980, ond quarter, the average rose to 1,110,000 
deliveries of LNG from the plant at Marsa bbl/d; then to 1,144,000 bbl/d in the third 
Brega to Italy's Ente Nazionale Idrocar- quarter; and to 1,150,000 bbl/d in the final 

puri (END) were suspended over a price quarter. Libya dropped from its position as 
dispute. Late in 1983, however, the two OPEC's sixth most prolific producer of oil 
countries agreed to the resumption of deliv- to seventh. The OPEC-determined price 
cries offgas to Italy. The volume to be for crude of $29 per barrel held in Libya 
delivered was only about one-third of that throughout the year, but there were some 
formerly sold, and the price was understood spot price differentials as well as some 
to be between $3.35 and $3.40 per million equity oil discounting activity in the coun- 
British thermal units (Btu). This price ap- try: 
peared to be the best negotiated price inthe __ Occidental Petroleum Corp. of the United 
area; about 50 cents per million Btu less States produced oil of its own in Libya as 
‘than gas obtained by Italy from Libya’s well as under a production-sharing contract 
neighbor, Algeria. The LNG will be regasi- with LNOC. In 1982, Occidental’s share of 
fied at the Panigaglia plant of Snam Proget- Libyan production was about 175,000 bbl/d. 
tiSp.A,, an BNI subsidiary, and then used In 1983, the company’s share of Libya's 
throughout Italy’s gas distribution system. total daily output was down to about 

‘The USSR. was reported in several 162,000 bbl/d. Occidental was seeking a 
sourcest to be preparing to participate in partner to buy 49% of its equity interests in 
the construction of a 570-kilometer gas Libya but did not succeed. 
pipeline along the Mediterranean coast of At least one extensive enhanced oil recov- 
Libya. The facility will link gathering units ery project was pronounced a success in 
‘at Marsa Brega with the petrochemical Libya during the year.’ The relatively new 
complex at Ras Lanuf, the fertilizer unit at tertiary recovery process permits recovery 
Sirte, and the steelworks at Misratah. of oil that would otherwise remain in the
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reservoir and never be produced. At the down, and the National Corp. for Maritime 
Intisar D reservoir on the east side of the Transport sold 2 of its smaller tankers, Sirte Basin, Occidental of Libya was meet- 47,000 deadweight tons each, to Greek inter- 
ing success using a hydrocarbon miscible ests. The two ships, the Marasa el-Hariga gas drive to produce 40,000 bbl/d of 40° API and the Serir were built in Spain in 1973, 
gravity crude from an upper Paleocene —Petrochemicals.—Libyan industrial con- 
limestone reservoir covering 3,300 acres and struction activities, slowed in 1982 because using 20 producing wells and 6 injection of reduced oil income, appeared to be in- wells. The project was begun in 1969 as a creasing in the petrochemical area in 1983. waterflood, and when the miscible drive has In addition to ongoing and widely varied been completed, about 80% of the oil origi- petrochemical plant construction at Ras nally in the reservoir will have been recov- Lanuf, Marsa Brega, and Abu Kamash, 

ered. construction of yet another sizable fertilizer 
Refining—Although numerous target complex, costing $1 billion, was about to dates had been set for starting up Libya's start at Sirte. Described as major new first really sizable oil refinery, the facility ammonia and urea facilities, the complex of the Ras Lanuf Oil and Gas Processing Co. _ was scheduled to begin operations in 1987; it at the coastal town of Ras Lanuf, by year- will comprise two ammonia plants, a urea end 1983, was still in the process of be- unit, an ammonium sulfate plant, a sulfuric ing made ready for commercial production. acid plant, and two nitrogen-phosphorus- Rated at a crude throughput of 220,000 to potassium units. These additional capacities 235,000 bbl/d, plans called for operational will probably satisfy domestic demand for testing about January 1984, with full oper- granular fertilizer and provide ammonia ation to begin shortly thereafter. Crude and urea for export. Most of these products feedstock was to be a 50-50 mix of Sarir and will be exported through the plant's own 

Mesla crudes. When fully operational, the nine-berth harbor, which was nearing com- 
product yields were projected to be naph- pletion by the Republic of Korea’s Hyundai 
tha, 35,000 bbl/d; gas oil, 50,000 bbl/d; fuel Construction and Engineering Co. under a oil, 124,000 bbl/d; and’ kerosine-jet fuel, $300 million contract negotiated in 1980. 
11,000 bbI/d. Methanol production from the plant of An assortment of large projects were LNOC at Marsa Brega again increased dur- ongoing during 1983 to improve petroleum ing 1983. By February, the plant was pro- product storage and handling. At the To- ducing at an annual rate of 353,000 tons, bruk tank farm and oil terminal of the which, according to the plant’s owners, was Government-owned Arabian Gulf Oil Co.,a 107% of its design capacity. $6 million turnkey contract to repair and Libya was shipping petrochemicals, main- refurbish existing tankage was completed, ly ammonia and methanol, to foreign cus- and a $3 million project to automate the tomers during the year. A shipload went to entire terminal was begun. At Misratah, ‘Tunisia while a second shipload was to the Brega Petroleum Marketing Co. was travel from Marsa Brega to northwestern committed to a $71 million project involving Europe. A Soviet tanker, the Auskelis, 
a petroleum product terminal, which con- carrying Libyan methanol destined for sisted of $10 million worth of storage tank- Sundsvall, Sweden, was temporarily held by 
age, including 14 tanks with a total storage Sweden pending cessation of certain mili- 
capacity of 2.5 million barrels of petroleum tary operations being necessarily under- 
products and 5 spherical tanks for pressur- taken in Swedish waters. 
ized storage of liquefied petroleum gas. —_____ 
Meanwhile, also at Misratah, the $220 mil- *Physical cientist, Division of Foreign Data 
lion tanker terminal was 40% complete _,,Middle East Economic Survey (Nicosia, Cyprus). V. 27, e 9,10, Dec. 19, 198, At while work was proceeding on other petrole- “Soi1'and Gas Journal, OGJ Newsletter. V. 81, No. 8, 
um storage capability at Tripoli worth $36 Nea SO sucess ee 
Hillons — icon Layer ders to US. dollars ot the rate of 

insportation.—The Libyan tanker fleet UN)30=1 . 
was expanded by 25% in 1981 when three peck fics Magazine V. 87. No. 4, Apr. 1084 p56. 
new Swedish-built ships of 155,000 dead- Mar. 1988,p 107 
weight tons each were added to the fleet. By, Qz934 Gas Journal. V. 82, No. 14, Apr. 2 1984, 
1983, need for the fleet's 12 tankers was





The Mineral Industry of 
Madagascar 

By Kevin Connor 

The year 1983 was a period of mixed in the Manampotsy District, within close 
performance for the mineral industries of proximity to the major Port of Tamatave. 
Madagascar. The chromite ore and mica The results of the petroleum exploration 
industries registered continued substantial _ efforts, which encompassed survey work by 
declines in both production and trade, a four international petroleum companies, 
condition that resulted from another year of was quite positive and exploration well 
poor international market demand for these drilling was expected to get underway by 
commodities. Although registering some de- two of the firms before the end of 1984, 
cline in production and trading of graphite, Petroleum exploration and evaluation ef 
the prognosis for the industry was one of forts in the Bemolanga bituminous deposits 
stabilization. Modernization work was un- of west-central Madagascar went according 
derway at two of the island’s six graphite to schedule. 
mining operations, all of which are located 

PRODUCTION AND TRADE 

Declines in both the mineral production to a unit market value increase for the 
and mineral export trade sectors were re- graphite of 15%. The reported mica produc- 
ported for Madagascar in 1983, with poor tion was 17% less than that of 1982. Ton- 
market demand cited as the major reason. nage exports of mica were 35% less than 
The chromite industry has experienced un- the previous year, and 30% less in value 
avoidable problems in the past 2 years, with with total trade receipts about $550,000. 
the 1983 ore production total 58% less than Semiprecious and ornamental stones such 
that of the 1981 total figure, and the ton- as beryl, tourmaline, amethyst, citrine, and 
nage of ore concentrate exported down by rose and smoked quartz were also mined 
over 40% from 1982 trade figures. Reported and exported in small quantities. The total 
export tonnage of chromite ore in 1983 was value of exports for the ornamental and 
approximately 41,774 tons. The unit market semiprecious stones was estimated to be 
value of the ore remained steady with total slightly less than receipts from the mica 
trade receipts for the chromite ore at slight- trade. Madagascar continued to export 
ly under $2 million.? Graphite production small quantities of scrap metal, salt, abra- 
and export sales were down 129% and 20%, _sives, and silver. Also as in previous years, 
respectively, from that of 1982. Total export small quantities of byproducts from the 
receipts for the 11,662 tons of graphite sold country’s sole petroleum refinery at Tama- 
‘was approximately $5.7 million, which was _ tave were exported to neighboring islands. 
only 6.6% less than the previous year owing 
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‘Table 1.—Madagascar: Production of mineral commodities: 
(Metric tons unless otherwise specified) 

Commodity? iw 1850 1981 108? 1986" 

METALS 
Beryllium: Beryl concentrate, industrial-grade, gram Weight Soe eee eee 10 10 10 10 10 Chromium: Chromite concentrate, gross weight 128.847 180,000 99,689 44228 «41,508 
Gold, mine output, metal content. troy ounces. 125 M4 “110 “110 ‘no ‘Nickel, mine output, metal content NA 100 NA NA NA 

NONMETALS 
Abrasives, natural: Garnet (industrial only ® ‘lograms— 5,000 5,000 5,000 5,000 5,000 pment hpdraulc. nn nanennn= 70999 alap 3.785 ggar aon Gaye Ranlin oon osiote stoners eee 1899 2858 T46 2511 2,500 
Feldspar® _- 7 "77777777777 bllograms— 1830 1,800 1800 1800 1300 Gem and ornamental stones: y elena easement eet 7514 agar 45,822 20,900 20,000 alae eo ae 188 1300 m1 "700 "700 

‘Amethyst: Geman 31 10 24 12 15 Mendes DERE PTIEAAEE SOOT gg EST 2.888 3.400 350 44300 4,300 Apatite (omamental only) ~~ ~~~ do. ——— 175 "200 Fy "30 30 ‘Aragonite--------~--—7-2-~--~-- 1120 968 1166 1101 1.100 
Beryl 277 77—7 777 TTT TT ograms 15806 6115 NA 68400 65,000 Galeite (ornamental only) ---~-----—— 2 as NA ‘NA NA Celestine Kilogram 24846227768 24882 2700030, 000 ‘Gitring, gens 222 ECL SEL Te SE 1 8 33 "30 30 
Cordierite —— =~ a: 158 164 38 *350 850 Garnet: Gees circ dae 5 1,866 NA 60 60 Other ornamental --~~~~="~“do—-= 1251 NA NA NA NA Samper tetera ROSSI TST ge ene 2980 2.305 2850 1700 17,000 Vabradorite- ~~~ 27TTLIIIIITTae- = F500 06 8.084 9.200 9,000 arte Cieequartz do. 90688 SAGO. Bai SESE 80.000 

Geodes -———- => TLL Lee. ‘950, st 60 60 6 Other ornamental ~~~ ~~~ ~~~ “do. 1208 21,649 3ge7 —°3,500 3,500 Fr er oioreialaeaatoea arma eee VK} 350, NA NA NA 
Tourmaline Ge ccc cage ‘34 14s 1,750 1.250 1,150 Other ornamental ‘do_ 1184 NA NA NA NA 

Graphite all grades———-—=-==-~--— "=~ abas 19.252 138M 1.548 
Mica, phlogopite: Blech oe ecewsecsscseeduunes 61 84 334 NA NA Splittings and sheet : = 1,108 1g NA NA NA Sfeapeee ere eee eee NA NA 4 NA NA 

Total NA NA 383 1890 #1,085 
Quarts, piezoelectric ~~ ~~~" >>" kilograms — 32 167 78 55, se Selviaurinet 0s ccc ceso sae Son eee: 30,000 30,000 30,000 80.000 80,000, Stone Calcite, industrial = 1973 "2,000 "2,002,000 2,000 Marble, cipoline .----------_2~---- dont 70 NA 13 15 Other:Basinasite’—~~~~7""7""Rilagrams__—a2313_—_—*28,000_—28,000_—£23,000_——_—23,000 

MINERAL FUELS AND RELATED MATERIALS 
Petroleum refinery products: 

Gasoline... thousand 42-gallon barrels. 18 $500 544 630 650 Keresine and jet fuel --— do 25 £300 385 360 400 
Distillate fuel of. -->~= >> Te. 502 500 ut B76 900 Residual fuel oil ~~~ ~~~" o. > 31st *1,300 935 1088 3,100 
(Oder sc cuca se SED L EI Scaa Bee 44 50 tl 51 100, Refinery fuel and losses ~~~ do =~ £385 350 NA NA NA 

Toul socessceene ee oc cede. 2785 °2,900 2,598 3010 3,150 
‘Estimated. Preliminary. "Revised. NA Not available. 
‘Mable includes data available through May 8, 1984 In addition to the commodities listed, modest quantities of unlisted varieties of crude construction materials (clays, stonejand sand and gravel presumably are produced, but outputs not reperted, and avallable information sinedeguate 

‘to make reliable estimates of output levels. ‘Reported figure.
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‘Table 2,—Madagascar: Exports of mineral commodities* 
(Metric tons unless otherwise specified) 

Destinations, 1981 
Commodi 1980 isi “ama” ¥ ee Other (principal 

METALS 
Aluminum: Metal including alloys, : semimanufactures-- neo? = 14 Ghromium: Ore and concentrate ——-— 8591080881 B7.281_ France 48.549, Copper: Metal including alloy, semi 

‘manufactures one NA 0 NA NA ‘ron and steel Metal 
Scrap value. —- $5000 All to Switzerland. 

ars, rods, angles, shapes, sections = Y Universals, plates, sheets 28 1402 1 Mocambique 1,200; Reunion 121, ‘Tubes, pipes, fittings -——valag— NA $1000 NANA Lead: Metal including alloys, semi. manufactures eee dg -— $1000. Alto France. ‘Tungsten: Metal inclading alloys, all FM ww - 2 NA NA Other: Ashes and residues Valle, thoustnds.— 854 Alto Japan. 
NONMBTALS 

Abrasives, nes: ‘Natural: Corundum, emery, pumice, : ele enone ene done NA $165 __ Alto West Germany. Grinding and polishing wheels and Stones =e nn vale, $2,000 All to France Cements =~22 22222222 => $000 > Allo vory Coast Glays, erade 22777222222 i a Graphite, natural -=22—222222222 2481 183858555. United Kingdom 6,198; West Ger ‘many 33 Mice: ‘Crude including splittings and waste. oat 887 52‘ France 419; Netherlands 350; West ‘Germany 61 Worked including agglomerated split- Agilccen ee eetneserees 4 1 LL Allto France. Pigments inerl: Trop oxides and widroxides, processed <== = 3 LNA Prgloug and empress snes other ‘han diamond: Natural 
‘ale, thousands... 3688 $548 West Germany $268; USSR. $89; France $72 Salt and brine. 996 2241 __ Comoros 1,568; Reunion 671. Sodium compounds, 2.2. Carbonate, ‘natural and manufactured = = $1 Usted Kingdom 18; France 15 

Sulfur: Sulfuric acid. ee HL. United Kingdom 5; France 3 Other: Grade ast 14. Alltodapan. Slag and dross, not metal bearing -—— oe 1 2 Allto Reunion, 
MINERAL FUELS AND RELATED é MATERIALS. 

Goat All grades including briquets 1,176 2 __ All to West Germany. roleum: Cea Aeallon barrels - - S14. West Germany 82; Netherlands 20 finery producis: ‘Nonbanker. Gasoline <== -do.——— 8 81086. Somalia 87,060. Keresine and jet fuel do 15,864 5607 Franee 2,108; Reunion 884, USSR 
Distillate fuel ofl do. 2 =. Lubricants =. do- = 35 350 NA. Residual fucl oil ~~ "do. ~~ 68911 ———stAB® 167,592 Singapore 684,848; Retnion 19,041 Unspecified. aaacn29 338 ss Bunkers Gasoline: Motor —__do. 5,006 31 Kerosine and jet fuel do 2009 19.863 Distillate fuel oi _dou——— S012 128.282 Residual fuel oil ———do--—— 858,308 114.482 Lubricants —°—7""doo--> TBI « 

NA Not avaiable. Mable prepared by Virginia A. Woodson.
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‘Table 3.—Madagascar: Imports of mineral commodities? 
(Metric tons unless otherwise specified) 

Sources, 1981 
Commodit 1980 GC to —_ 7 Gated Other pineal 
METALS 

Alkali andalkalineearth metals 2 @)-. All from France. 
‘Ore and concentrate -; me Do. Oxides and hydroxides =~ ~~~ 777 3 a Do. 

“Metal including alloys: Serap one e 154 5 ____ All from West Germany. Semimanufactares -~~~~~77_ 330 318 <> France 298; West Germany 14 Chromium: Oxides and hydroxides ~~~ 2 2 2 Alllfom France. Gobalt: Guides and hydroniden 5 _ Copper: Metal including alloys jawrOUght awn se 2 De ‘Semimanufactures.—-——_——— ~~~ 2 si LL France’25;China 8. Tron and steel: Metal: Beng ee nes ons 8 ee 
Big ion, cat ton, relat aerials — 157 76 All from France. imanufactures ‘Bars, rods, angles, shapes, sections «18,680 —=«1080_—13—-France 8,780; Italy 2,578; Japan 1,688 Gnmereatspitccabecs noo “hath 7 Span rane a8 Aunratn 

Hoop and strip. 99 179 ___Prance 107; Motambique 36; West 
‘Germany 27 Rails and accessories = 95 63m. France gs. Witicocsmncsscescaae 3930 1592 > France 657; Japan 465; Italy 146. vena, TOD Pipes, ling ——>>>-=> 6657 ass "5 France 4142: Morambique 21? 

Oxides — =. -- == ---------- Ww oa Metal icing li Be eo tee, 8 1. Allfrom United Kingdom. Unwrought. ~~~ 7722 o 2a = 56 2 France 35; West Germany 1 Semimanufacanes =~ ~"-> Ei SLL France? “Magnesium: Metal inluding alloys: Semimanufsctures == value = $1,000 All from Australia, ayghiltorma neo 2NNE 5 tis 
Nickel Metal including alloys ~ Semimanufacturess=- = a 5. Allfrom France ne) a 

(Ore and ongentrate—— -- we De. 
fetal including alloys ‘Unwroughts 1 ee tr 4 To be 

ingsten: Metal including alloys, all 

Gl seen a eo Do. ‘Metal including allay semimans: 
fees 488 13 Do. Other: ‘Ores and concentrates... =~ 2 -- Oxides and hydroxides ~~ “value NA $2,000 __ All from West Germany. Base metals including alloys, all forms ee 3 LL Allfrom China 

NONMETALS 
Abgsives nes: Natural Corandum, emery, pumice, ttn nnn valve. $15,000 $1,000 All from France. relia Capa, 3 : rinding and polishing whee Men oaeceanheneaanea 58 28. France 9; Hong Kong 6 Italy 3. Boron materials: “Grade natural borates 95 - Oxides and acids === 3 3. Allfrom France Coméntennsensrc2s22s22z222- 68846957 Mozambique 49,01; USSR. 39.534, ‘North Korea 22,983. Gaye rae nema nmn n= a1 65. West Germany 65: China 10. Distomite and other infisorial earth value. $1,000 «$1,000» All from France. Fertilizer materials: (Crude, mes en 28 De Manuiactureds "Ammonia 52 18. rance 12; West Germany 1 
Ee: a of eS mie TSS SS TZETE ¥ : == BelgageLisemboure 108, 
Potassie= 3.195 Lig 485 Belgi-acemboure fr Unspecified and mized” —~ >>> Tan suvz 2 Netherlands 8.119; Healy 1,580. Graphite,natural === ~~ NA SL. Allfrom France Gypsum and plaster --==222 22222 2.888 BEE Do. Lime coor tees ee csen seta see 1508 451 2 France 858; Belgium-Luxembours 75. Magnésfig27222222222222022 4 i022 Allfrom France 

See footnotes at end of table.
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Table 3.—Madagascar: Imports of mineral commodities Continued 
(Metric tons unless otherwise specified) 
eS 

Commodi 1980 mn; eo asa ut bea Other (principal) 

NONMETALS —Continued 
Mica: Wofked including agglomerated splittings === seen 1 () = Allfrom France 

Phosphates, rade ——— === - wo Do. Pigmtamneral: Toyoda a Hacked froxides, processed. 2 -— Allfrom West Germany. Salfandbrines woes == 727 77a 3 8 22 Alltrom France Sodium compounds, n 63 ‘Carbonate; natural and manufactured 1231 143. Kenya 650; France 198, Sulfate, nedural and manufactured suals 2885 West Germany 1100; Bast Germany 714; France Sl. 
Sulfor: Elemental: Colloidal, precipitated, eile See ee an 14 S —_._Belgium-Luxembourg 7; Prance 1. Sulfurie acid. = > 277777 oT To ae 78 Netherlands 4; Prance 22 ‘Tale, steaite, soapstone, pyropbsliive —— 10 12 All from Japan. Other Crude sees OPEN 2 1020 198 <2 All from Belgiumn-Luxembourg 
MINERAL FUBLS AND RELATED MATERIALS, 

CCarbon: Carbon black ———— === 6 ©). Allfrom Canada 
Coal Ail grades including briqacta 2nd 1 NA NA eke nwo 12 smd NA NA troloure Grade” thousand 42gallon barrels. on LAT. United Arab Emirates 82; Saudi oe ‘Arabia 858. 

Refinery produ Tighefied petroleum ges do 60 38 All from Saul Arabia. Gasoline ——------- dona 1200 26 2 ag di aly’ Mineral eliy and wax do. 8 19 <> West Germany 7, Japan 7; China 5, Kerosine and jet fuel” ~do- ~~~ 149 12 > Netherlands 10; Singapore 1 Distillate Melo. "do- ~~~ 188 25 => Maly 106; Netherlands 102. Lubricants == ~~~ 3 is @_— Branco la. Residual fuel ol =~ —don =~ 15, 6 All rom Kuwait 
Bitumen and other residues do. 6 O -- NA 

NA Not ovailable "Table prepared by Vinginia A. Woodson. 
2Unreported quantity valued at $8,000. 2Unreported quantity valued at $5 000 
‘Unreported quantity valued at $1,000. Less than 1/3 unit. 

COMMODITY REVIEW 

‘MINERAL FUELS: sands, which are located 130 kilometers 
7 . northeast of the deeper and less attractive 

Heavy Oil—Drilling and coring oper- Bemolanga bituminous sandstones, began 
ations of the second-phase project to further in 1979 with seismic survey work. Coring 
delineate the commercial feasibility of ex- and laboratory test studies followed to as- 
ploiting the Tsimiroro tar sands of west- sess the practicality of developing the sands 
central Madagascar went according to pro- using well field technology. The second- 
gram plans in 1983. The $16.5 million proj- phase drilling began early in 1983, and 
ect, funded through an International Bank completion of injection and production tests 
for Reconstruction and Development credit are scheduled for mid-1985. 
and the Organization of Petroleum Ex- — Petroleum.—In October, AMOCO Mada- 
porting Countries, was scheduled to drill ap- gascar Petroleum Co, and the Government's 
proximately 10 test wells by yearend 1984, Office Militaire National pour les Indus- 
After completion of the wells, injection of tries Strategiques (OMNIS) signed a new 
an oil-solubilizing fluid and heavy oil pro- joint venture agreement for oil and gas 
duction tests would be conducted to assess exploration in the Belo-sur-Mer-Manja 
the in situ extractive potential of the well area. The new project would divert some of 
development technology. AMOCO's exploration efforts, which have 

The first phase of evaluation of the oil concentrated in the offshore Bemaraha
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area, to the onshore Belo-sur-Mer-Manja with their respective programs in 1984 to 
area. The signing with AMOCO for the search for petroleum reserves. In anticipa- 
additional exploration was a result of a tion of contracting with OMNIS for an 
second round of international invitations to additional concession area, AMOCO en- 
submit exploration proposals for the gaged a second seismic crew in the early fall 
onshore areas of Belo-sur-Mer-Manja and of 1983. To continue on schedule, AMOCO 
Morombe, and the offshore areas of was required to begin drilling operations 
Morondava-Toliary and Ambilobe. Of the within its first concession by October 1984, 
four areas opened for exploration bids in and have completed three wells by August 
the second round, only AMOCO had signed 1985. Occidental was reported to have com- 
an agreement for one of the areas by year- pleted the majority of geophysical activity 
end 1983. Other international petroleum oil during 1983 necessary to make a decision on 
companies exploring first-round concessions whether to drill any exploration wells, an 
granted under joint venture agreements option of their contract. Although seismic 
with OMNIS are two U.S. companies, Occi- results were reported to offer definite poten- 
dental Petroleum Corp. and Mobil Oil Corp., tial for the discovery of oil reserves, Occi- 
and the Italian firm Azienda Generali Ital- dental’s decision on whether to drill any 
iana Petroli S.p.A. (AGIP). Occidental was _ wells was being delayed. Occidental officials 
performing aeromagnetic and seismic sur- reported that the interim delay on the 
vey work throughout the year within its drilling decision was more of a corporate 
onshore concession around the Toliara area, cash-flow problem than a geophysical deci- 
while Mobil completed a second round of sion. As of yearend 1983, Occidental had 
seismic survey activities on their western spent approximately $17 million on their 
offshore concession of the Morondava Basin. exploration activities in Madagascar. Mobil 
AGIP was investigating a concession north- was also reported to be concerned with 
east of Morondava in the Majunga Basin. __exploration-capital matters. 

All three U.S. oil companies reported 
encouraging results from seismic studies ‘Physical scientist, Division of Foreign Data. 
and other geophysical evaluations on their y4,ytte necessary values have been converted from 
concessions, and were expected to continue FMGHS= USS.



The Mineral Industry of 
Malaysia 

By John C. Wu' 

Malaysia remained the world’s largest about 22% of the total Federal Government 
producer of tin, accounting for 29% of the revenue. 
world mine production in 1983. The tin The activities of bauxite and iron ore 
mining industry continued to suffer from mining followed the 1982 downward trend 
high levels of unemployment in the gravel owing to weak demand, but ilmenite pro- 
pump sector that was forced to shut down duction rebounded to the 1981 level because 
more small and less efficient mines. Tin _ of increased exports to Japan. Production of 
mine production dropped to the lowest level copper concentrate at the Mamut Mine for 
since 1960 and tin smuggling activities in- export to Japan remained at the same level 
tensified, after the export control of tin as that of 1982. 
was implemented by the International Tin _The activity of the nonmetallic sector was 
Council (ITC) in April 1982. mixed. Despite a continuing growth in de- 

In an effort to stabilize the price of tin in mand for cement, Malaysia’s cement output 

the world market, in 1983 the ITC members, remained at the 3.1-million-ton level. How- 

including Malaysia, agreed to increase the ever, the imbalance of supply and demand 

cutback of exports from 36% to 39.6%. In for cement is expected to disappear after 

addition, various strict antismuggling mea- the 1.2-million-ton-per-year-capacity plant 

sures were put into effect by the Govern- on Langkawi Island is completed in 1984. In 
ment of Malaysia. addition, another cement plant with an 

In August, the Association of Tin Produc- annual capacity of 1.2 million tons is ex- 
ing Countries (ATPC) was formally estab- pected to be completed by Korea Heavy 
lished in Kuala Lumpur according to an Industries Construction Co. Ltd. in Padang 
agreement signed by Malaysia, Indonesia, ~Rengas in Perak by 1985. 
and Thailand in Bangkok in June. An Malaysia’s chemical fertilizer production 
Indonesian official was named the first remained depressed in 1983 because of a 
executive secretary of ATPC. Other major sharp drop in consumption by the rubber 
tin-producing countries including Bolivia, and palm oil sectors. On the contrary, 
Nigeria, and Zaire joined ATPC in late production of kaolin, limestone, crushed 
1983. rock, granite, and sand and gravel remain- 

The significance of the mineral fuels sec- ed at a high level owing to on-going major 
tor in the Malaysian mineral industry in- industrial and housing projects. 
creased as the output of crude petroleum The contribution of the mining industry 
reached an average of 380,000 barrels per to Malaysia’s economy increased to over 4% 
day. Malaysia joined the ranks of liquefied _of Malaysia's gross national product, which 
natural gas (LNG) exporting countries, was estimated at $27.5 billion in 1983 cur- 
when the first train of the Bintulu LNG rent dollars.* The real gross domestic prod- 
plant started commercial operation inSara- uct (GDP) in 1970 constant dollars grew 
wak in January. Export earnings of crude 5.6% to $13.5 billion in 1983. The driving 
petroleum and LNG were estimated at $3.7 force of Malaysian economic growth was 
billion, accounting for 28% of the total mainly due to the export strength of petro- 
export earnings. Tax revenues collected leum products, LNG, and manufactured 
from the mineral fuel sector constituted electrical components despite the slower 

493
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growth in the output of the agriculture and To promote and increase foreign trade, a 
forestry sectors, which accounted for 23% of special countertrade unit was set up by the 
GDP: Ministry of Trade and Industry in July. The 

Malaysia reversed its balance of mer-  countertrade unit will serve as an informa- 
chandise trade to a surplus of $470 million tion clearinghouse and provide advice and 
from a deficit of $370 million in 1982 owing guidelines on the conduct of countertrade 
primarily to increased export earnings of but will not be directly involved in negotia- 
‘crude petroleum and LNG. tions and transactions. 

PRODUCTION 

‘The mineral industry of Malaysia contin- sector of tin mining continued to suffer. 
ued to be dominated by the mineral fuels During the year, about 7,000 additional 
sector, which helped to generate about 22% mine workers lost their jobs. In late 1983, 
of total Federal Government revenues as closing of tin mining operations was extend- 
well as contributing about 28% of Malay- ed to dredging sectors of major tin mining 
sia’s export earnings. Despite a 15% drop in companies such as Malaysia Mining Corp. 
the export price of Malaysian crude, the (MMO), Killinghall Tin (Malaysia) Bhd., and 
output of crude oil rose to an average of Ayer Hitam Tin Dredging Bhd. Other me- 
380,000 barrels per day. Production of natu- tallic mining including bauxite, iron ore, 
ral gas was also boosted by the startup of and silver remained at a low level except 
the Bintulu LNG plant in January. The copper, ilmenite, and gold, which were sup- 
total output of LNG was estimated at 1.6 ported by stronger demand from export 
million tons. markets. 

The Malaysian tin industry remained Production of cement and other non- 
depressed. The output of tin dropped to the metallic minerals remained on an upward 
lowest level since 1960. Because of export trend while production of chemical fertiliz~ 
restrictions implemented by the ITC and _ er continued at a lower level because of the 
rising production costs, the gravel pump cutback in rubber and palm oil production. 

Table 1.—Malaysia: Production of mineral commodities! 
(Metric tons unless otherwise specified) 

Commodity? 1979 1980 1981 1982198 

METALS 
‘Aluminam: Bauxite, gross weight 

thousand tons 381 920 701 599 2302 Antimony, mine output, metal content (Sarawald 307 i 181 i 180 Columbia and tantalum concentrate, gross weight Bere eres 40 33 23 1 60, 
Copper, mine output, metal content Sabah) —--—_—24514__—TOIS_—_—BREAD_—BL.SHB__— 90,000 
Gold, mine output, metal content: 

Malaya === == troy ounces. 5.498 421 56m 514 357792 Sabah TTLTTTITITTTIT I Nae > 5802 ot.90 8.815 70.000 70.000 
Seth ceca ee a ae 

Total need BMS 5905 75,088 T5.8MD TS, 9IZ Iron and steel 
Tron ore and concentrate thousand tons 350 mm 532 340 ana Steel, crude odo 201 210 20 210, 210 

Mangan re and concentrate go ight 3.603 sons wm a3 reearth metal: Monadite, gros weight! 5 4 z 2 ; Silver, mine output, metal content Sabah) " = he Z thousand troy ounces. _ 432 431 am sa70 a0 
‘Mine output, metal content... 63905. 61404 9988 sagaz a1 67 Metal, smelter -——— ‘ou TIS galley GaSB | B2.000 

Titanium: Umenite concentrate, gross weight*——-_—«199819—«188,121 «17,757 «101.302 190,000 ‘Tungsten, mine output, metal content «=~ a id 35 3 40 
Zirconium: Zircon concentrate, gross weight® ~~ 12m 400 680 aut 2.150 

NONMETALS 
Barite a 1401 ac (19885 5T2B.g Gemeni hydraulic ~~~ ~~ thousand’ tons 2265, 2588 2853 3.128 3.100 Clays: Kaolin aaocac etme gags a8isoe aos ah.909 tana Nitrogen: N content of ammonia --__ = -_=~ 52000 © 41sto0— 8700027800800 
See footnotes at end of table.
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Table 1.—Malaysia: Production of mineral commoditiest —Continued 
(Metric tons unless otherwise specified) 

Commodity™ 1979 1980 188 1982" —_—«1988 

MINERAL FUELS AND RELATED MATERIALS 
Gas, natural Sarawak 

Gross__--—"~---— million cubic feet 105,623 45085816 NA NA Marketed -—-22~7 77 TUONSUNGo > NHB BB NA NA Petroleum® Crude... thousand 42,gatlon barrels. 103,296 100.916 94210 120,450 °168,700 
Refinery products Gaioline == do 3.808 4038 NA NA NA det fuet "22 2TDS STITT TTS Tae SS 106s Tb NA NA NA Kerosine === >=" 727727772g00 1356 1434 NA NA NA Distillate fuel of --~~~—T222Tde-2> A) NA NA NA Residual fueloil ~~~ 7277270772 S19 NA NA NA Other on On oo NA NA Na NA NA Refinery fuel and losses ~~~" 0.= >> NA NA NA NA NA 

otal ce a 84,100 85,582 NA NA NA 
‘Estimated. °Preliminary. NA Not availabe, suit Bggletion is rom peninsular Malaysia (Maya) unless otherwise specified. Table includes data available through 
"In addition to the commodities listed, a variety of crude construction materials (clays. sand and gravel, and stone), salt, and fertilizers are produced, but outpat is not reported, and available information i inadeyuete to make reliable estimates of output levels, 
Reported figure. ‘Based on export figures. 
SIncludes production from Malaya, Sarawak, and Sabah. 

TRADE 

Malaysia’s export earnings rose 14% to laysia’s imports were capital goods. . 
$138 billion, while import bills rose only Malaysia's principal trading partners, in 
6.7% to $13.3 billion. As a result, overall order of relative importance, were Japan, trade balance rebounded to a trade surplus Singapore, the European Economic Com: 

of $470 million in 1983 from a deficit of $370 munity (EEC), and the United States. Ex- 
million in 1982. ports of crude petroleum were mainly to 

According to Malaysia's Ministry of Fi- Japan, Singapore, and the United States; all 
nance, exports of crude petroleum and gas LNG was exported to Japan, and tin was 
rose 13% owing to additional earnings from _ principally exported to Japan and the Ne- 
exports of LNG. Exports of tin improved therlands. All exports of bauxite, copper slightly to $697 million from $640 million in concentrate, and ilmenite were to Japan. 
1982. Exports of other major commodities Malaysia imported electrical components, including electrical components and prod- machinery, transport equipment, chemi- 
ucts, rubber, and palm oil also rose slightly. cals, and manufactured goods from the Electrical components, machinery, trans- United States (about $2.1 billion), Japan, port equipment, manufactured goods, and and the EEC. Malaysia imported most of its petroleum products remained the major petroleum and petroleum products from 
import commodities, and about 81% of Ma- Saudi Arabia, Singapore, and Kuwait.
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‘Table 2.—Malaysia: Exports and reexports of selected mineral commodities" 
(Metric tons unless otherwise specified) 

TT Bestinations, 

Commodity 3981 3982. —<— 
Gales Other (principal) 

METALS 
‘Aluminum: ‘Oreand concentrate... 642450 418015 ___ Japan 886,850; Taiwan 26,600, Metal inchading alloys : Scraps nen -----------. 89888191 __ Japan 2,519; Singepore 896; Pakistan 198, a ut 6 =~ Singapore 58 Somimanufactares 222222222 «4658 7025 10 Singapore 5,55; China 381, AntimonyrOreandconcentrate= 2-7-2. id "100, All to Belgiam- Luxembourg. 
(Columbitim and tantalum: Ore and concenttatesse non cs BA 2) toNethertands coy “Gre and concentrate... 129,296 121,069 Mainly toJapan ‘Metal including alloys Scrape ewe nnaa--------~ 6,083 6,680 85._—_Singayore 4.155; Japan 1,50; India 642 Unwrought’ 22227222222772 27 2 ig Alife Singapore cog, Semimaafactines —"""OTTTTS 1918 I> Singapore GH Japan 21 
‘Waste and sweepings -___troy ounces... 97,085 15,981 7,916 West Germany 4756; Singapore 2,832 Metal incuding alloys, wrought and party wrought-—=-~--=--d0-.-. $29 658 2.571 Philippines 2,516; Japan 1.196; Singapore 

i Trop and ste: wciti ron ore and concentrate i roasted pyle nn enneennasaeens= 1288 25445 Singapore 25,258. 
Metal Serap =n -UN8AZ GAG = Singapore 5,646. Pig iron, cast iron, related materiale 504 "V2 Singapore 151 Retolloyg vewennnwennn=—= 3538S Malnly to Singapore 

Semimanufactures -_7~_27722_ © 24,087 21,866 $42 Singapore 18216; Brunet 894 
Silver: (Ore and concentrate Thousand troy ounces. 10,642 2958 Alito France Waste andsweepings? do. 119089 «IB_—_‘Singapore 64 

‘Metal including alloys, unvrought and Bes, wrought. == --do.-.. 1987 1816 48 Hong Kong 1,066; Singapore 182 ‘Tin; Metal including alloys: ‘Serapeovs seen ----------- 341448 4—_Singapore 263; United Kingdom 160, Unwrought TTTIIIIICIOITT en S07 e718 122 Netherlands 26/44; Japan 1284; USSH3.106, apeSemimanutactares. 9 BG Singapore 2. tani ‘Ore and concentrate. 176,608 82,889 ‘Japan 56104 Republica Korea 15.810, faiwan 10,822, Oni ocean Bg Mainly to Singapore ‘Tungiten: Oeand nasa ————~~--- 8) West herman Singapore 16; Nether. 
‘Uranium and/or thorium: Greandconcentrate~-_______.__ 820 632.825 Netherlands 218; Japan 8 

Metal including alloys, all forms, 1 llograms. «20S. Allto Singapore 
Oxides -.——----------------- 151,798 = = Japan L751. Metal inchiding alloys: Serapoenene------------- 754492 Singapore. 285; Japan 106; Taiwan 59, Unwrought 22227D2TTIITTITT 8 STD Sapam 85 Taiwan 0, Semimanufactares~~7—~722722 SR to Singapore 5: Japan 20 Zirconium: Ore and concentrate —------- 1.258 2.210 Japan 1,620; Republic of Korea 221 

NONMETALS. 
Bariteandwitherite------_------- 4120 Singapore 2.861; Indonesia 1,268, Cement ssn ne222sstaataa=> TOAST Matnly to Singapore Ghat 2222TTIIITIIIIIITIIIIID get gag XE Do. lays rade <“OOOTITITTTIIIILL 16 Sa Tala 6.728; Singapore 5.158; Japan 
Fertilizer materials: Manufactured: “ ‘Ammonia snnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnn= 269 BTA) Singapore 142; Hong Kong 85; Thaland 

Nitrogenous.——_--------------- 1089 9.910. Singapore 9,874 Phoophatie -----2222=—-----=- 9080 OTL >All to Singapore. Potamsies = =7=22227TTTTTTTT ens pL Mainly to Sing Unspecified and mixed --—_=~-___gABd 8.289 Hong Hoong 3, Singapore 3,195. Lime wns sone na saazl2=a>«BABd 1008 > Singapore 10/100 Phosphates, rude —~~""—""-=-----> Veta "Wash > Hong Kong 1:170; Singapore 170. Precious and semipresious stones other than : 
Natural value, thousands. $122 $205 West Germany $92; Singapore $40; ‘Australia $99 Synthetic —--- do 151 $768 ll todapan. 

See footnotes at end of table
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Table 2.—-Malaysia: Exports and reexports of selected mineral commodities' —Continued 

(Metric tons untes otherwise specified) 
Destinations, 1982 

Commodity 1981 398, ——————————. 
‘Pelee Other (principal) 

NONMETALS —Continued 
Saltandbrine ===... 04887 ___‘Singopore 611; Philippines 54 Sodium compounds, n 83 Carbonate, Tmanufacired sea) _‘Singopore 4; Brunei stame sand and gravel 
emerge and partly worked 4 290.035 Singapore 289,838, Workeds nw nree.2on---- ed S$ == Sinespore 83; Thailand 12 Dolomite ehiey reiractoryaiade ----_ 98813 Allto Singapore 

Gravel anderushed rock === -~"""_ 82.073 34151 T._—_- Brune 19/137, Singapore 14,904. Timestone other than dimension ------ 18313 Tedd Shnuopore 106 giseedilguarie non oases 2 ite apo date ammetaearng <—"O"-* sig $H6 sasttd “7 Seton i, span 7270; Pili nee 
MINERAL FUELS AND RELATED ‘MATERIALS 

Carbon Carbon black =n n-aeaea-= 4240 082) Sigapore 297; Indonesia 3.55 nda 
Petroleum: Grade" thousand gallon bare. 78104 92908 8464 Singapore 4590; Japan 2578; Thailand 

Refinery products: ” Gasoline wn do BB 1887 Mainly to Singapore 
Kerosine and jet fuel. __do____ 548 ‘998 a ‘Do. 
Distillate fuel oil —_______do. e a -~ Singapore 17. Lobricants--------do--- $07 __Singapore Of Indonesia 22 Residual fosioil——-----dowso> 28408)” No Singapore 

“Table prepared by Audrey D. Wilkes 2May include patinumgroup metals: 
Less than 1/2 unit. 

Table 3.—Malaysia: Imports of selected mineral commodities" 

(eric tonsunles otherwise specified) 
ES 

Comment 1961 we a? " Vaed Other (principal 
MBTALS 

Alwsinam: ‘Greandconcentrate 4808108 China 850; Japan 305; United Kingdon 220. Qxides and hydroxides SAT 2586 4 dapat Metal including alloys Brag so esas 260 541) Singapore 424; Japan 56 Uwrougit “oT nag aninh ask Cire ath Stale 81 Ghana 2 Semimanufactures 16776 «13,845 1.754 Japan 22; Singnpore 2,806; New 
coromi ‘Fealand 1780 

Gre and concentrate 192 11 Philipines 18 
Oxides and hydroxides ~~~ 7=2_ 6 6 Weat Germany 28; United Kingdom 

Cob: Gxidesandhydronides <= 26 2% 2 China 2. Metal including alloys, il rms ~~ a us Shaka 
ORR ae NA 1255-85. USS\R. 684; United Kingdom 912 Metal nclading ally Bang St tc ceesenos ee 481 19 Singapore 200 Japan 168 Unwrought. -—---77777222 am) Habla ise Semimanaictres —~——"-°"> aah ReSgpand ht Autraia 465 wan 2680 (Gold Metal including alloys, unwrought Sdparty wrought tio wince 2005028248228 Singapore 29,56 United Kingdom 
See footnotes at end of table.
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‘Table 3.—Malaysia: Imports of selected mineral commodities' —Continued 
Marion nl eke cd 

TTT conned wae He United Other (principal 

METALS Cot — 
sop: Tent incing a a wag rr ee Rika garecana Somerset aay ingyen china pemeigg ooo RR TRS SRR LE Nowy 

Stee, primary forms... 167240250498 67 Japan $7,920; Taiwan 65,900; Poland 
Secipanntoctaren, de ‘ 

Sue ores cass 8. pee ge ange 301% ag eda a Urine pt shoe SERLET_—— GH ae Repl Korea Riches Bs Uopandasp A985 ——«MH_ Ngee Hone 
Rails and accessories «10471._—«=s«12955. BB Poland 740; United Kingdom 2050, 
Wiresrosuscssscssee 18,896 25084 192 (Ching 7.94 Japan 5200; Singapore 
Trp Sings —_-- SSG © 8ORD 2858 Jen et Germany 15160 ERM an “ERE TSR RAO ran 

vag Bee cece BHAT; Wes Germany 81 Sera Lega ay Sam WieieaiecoccccocootRREotaoRREREi t inoto 
Semimanufactures -—___---- 1,686 ares 494 -Augialia 355; Singapore 318; Burma 

Magee BETenentte EYRE, Sadatones sR SRRS Sas Me tpt finish RS ak BRB Nei arisnae ane 
Togas oa ahem tute Giriaigs nn «ME Rgnercammat nitro meal SD ett pay SEE REE gs aat5t Mgt gman a Untnd « ceria 
Ore and concentrate 

‘thousand troy ounces. NA 4872 @) India 3,890. 
‘Waste and sweepings* _ ____do____ NA 82 @) Mainly from Hong Kong. Nea cae adn sa ©) 18 Lagan ee Germany 12s i saat 
‘Ore and concentrate. == 24,267 24208 __ Australia 1547; Bolivia 3697; Laos c Magnan aoe Ligier gk Rance apn Qiagen ho RNR Tate umgenentinaans RE Ete es 
SeRaconsite gs ggg init Seamicmnimtecoooocoee witb llr sean, We 
et ning at 2 stro Dak net veg aera om ——— cu Meee Getter kta tet nee a 
Scepndcnente-— nya, Grgmtomemtetenscccoeee HoT ARR ot snrpre ase Mangan ee: ‘ne mpl gag Ansara itbeagae ooo SASS Jn 
Semantics nnn «980 ANDY BS Autti 21 Japan 65, 

Sev ttt and fel
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Table 3.—Malaysia: Imports of selected mineral commodities —Continued 

(Metric tons unless otherwise specifies) 
SS TR ar RE Commas wt 1982 “Wd ou ermey , Geil Other (principal 

METALS ~Contnued 
Zirconium: Ore and concentrate Na Mt. dapan is. YONMBTALS 
Asbestos crude oa ------------ —-$5BAS_—=«PAGBE «ABT Canada 122%; Singapore 65, Berteatd witherie=——~27777777> BSS RR THE Ghaidnd oud Sinaore es Cement agian Gna Sed TDG) Sigapoe $54 Japan Taiwan 
Chak cp nnneneenenngB 848} tn 0: Used Kingdom 15, penta 2777722222222 2 28 26419 10,908 Wet Germany 155; Singapore 2.908; 
en United Kingdom 1,527. Diamond Ee not eto strung Value, thousnnds «$2607 -—««$4697 ‘Sierra Leone $1.59; United Kingdom 

$1,226; Belgium Luxembourg $190. Industrial =n do 60 385 g4 Singapore sa Diamine obras cant ~~ Tad 1410082 Japan 
Feldspar, fluorspar, related materials —— zis 12280 2 indi 184; Chin 894; Maitand 
Fertilizer materials: Manufactured a BH Le CilcemsGane rnb mpieaiees oni ae 5 2 Indonesia 90; Singapore 65; Japan Silene —“CSIIIITITITIT aR aeseh sald USER eer se Wo 

Phosphatie === 43,585, 568 11,146 Jordan 24242; Japan 4,197 Potmie | 277TTTTTTTTITTT2 RON atte HASSE hak ais USS Ton a5, ‘eet Germany 3,81 Unspecfiod andmixed 189908 146,009 574 Went Gertuany 1 04; Finland 
268 S111 dapan'3i, West Germany 7, Graphite, natural == arn timany 7 Gites sccm |g a OL Eee Bat RSS Stage 123 Thatand 5 

Magueite——------n-nn-n--= 400824899 _Spin BR Japan 726; Ching 188, 
" Grade including splittings and waste a £3 80 United Kingdom 28; India 18. orted cud aggoterted silidings neseomeretes 25 2% Francois Indias. Nitrattgerude “-~--vcv7sa2a2 08h @ © NA Phorpheiss,erudo ~~—~""~~~~""_ 4018520800800. stmas stand 122547; Jordan HAGE Moron 2:8 

"pana ened ee 1650 «16114 West Germany 847; United King foes a / many 847; United Kingdom ‘a0, Japan 149 Potagsium salts,crude_———-—— 2.056 a2. iltrom West Germany. Preowned cehiresoas sane aor Tandamond Nati alu, thousands. SU8 «SBS Hone Kong 86 Singapore 
Japan $ 

‘Synthetic ___ pos Morse: $3 37 (®) West Germany $3; Taiwan $3. Saleandbrine===——"=277T" TST ganha agate it Thang 50480" Aatrai257; inate 168 Sodium compounds ne. orbonate,manufactired. 8849144885 14869 Kenya 21.905; Japan 3.087 Stiles manufectured 777777 SA HBOS 'SSis Rte Gh faan 
‘Stone, sand and gravel: " ‘Binnension sone ‘Grade and partly worked 89008-4149 20—_ttaly $60: India 295. Worked rene aan Ea TR SREP for, singapore sot Danie. chieyraconsgeade “0 109 Wek Gerany is, Gravel and crushed rock 293318 3768 Bruno 2a Pin 706 Wont 

‘Limestone other than dimension ——_ 390 105 Republic of Korea 800; Singapore 1295 fa tor Quarts nd guar 2p 5218 Worf Germany 14; Finland 1, supa ther than meta beacing ~~~ 1,188 5982 968 Thailand 489. 
‘Blemental 
opie 8131 ss OS (014; West Germany 52 ee 4 singapore 4.014; West Germany 525. Colleidal, precipitated, sublimed — 7036 62e 21 Singapore 3,588: West Germany 221 Suen ee ner slime - og "38 5 Singapore is, Weet Germany 8 ‘Tale stentite sapsone pyropbiiite «761 S— MEM SSR5 Raye oFRorea 5m, 

MINERAL FUELS AND RELATED MATERIALS 
Asphaltandbitumen, natural 11889 SRABS Singapore 20500. 

Carbon: Carbon black === -=--==> LIB TSR 125 ‘Thalind 66; Japan 254; Australia 

See footnotes at end of table
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Table 3.—Malaysia: Imports of selected mineral commoditiest —Continued 
(Metric tons unless otherwise specified) 

OE es 
Commeaity yest 98 Gated Other (rineipad) 

MINERAL FUEIS AND RELATED "MATERIALS Continued 
al lesincluding briquets 102,986 «106.782 10 Indonesia 78985; Australia 18,704 ee seri ieee Mg at pn na amare 

Petroleum: Crude” thousand 42-gallon barrels. 26,28 18780 Saudi Arabia 12,189; Qatar 2475; Cec ead eee * ‘Unied Arab Emivaeer 2968 arty refined -42allon barrels. — - or China 482: Singepore 190 
anata petroleum Vaneiedpetryalue, thousands... $17,662 «$22,478 -—«$17_—_-Singapore $22,288 

Gasoline ousand 42gallon barrela._ 5438 «55848 Singapore 5.519 retirees gn tg 8 Smo bag 
Distillate fueloll ~~~ do ~~ 919 W518 —)_—_Singapore 10,506. 

Lubricants «= do. 104s 1004 Singapore 84; Australia 81 Residual fuel oll =~ ~do-——— 5908 S88) Singapore 9,147; Sri Lanka 453 
Bitumen and other residues x 

ao. 191 9 Singapore 265. 
Bituminous mixtures. do. —— 75 23 “1 Singapore 18 Petroleum coke =~ do a er 

iTable prepar rey D. Wilkes. 
Blew than t/2uni Unreported quantity valued at $121,00. ‘$May include platinuim-group metals. 
“Unreported quantity valued at $1,409,000. 

COMMODITY REVIEW 

METALS operated in Kedah producing about 30% of 
| . ‘Malaysia’s output, five mines in Perak pro- 

Aluminum.—Production of bauxite by duced 30%, and one mine in Johor produced 
Ramunia Bauxite Mining Co. from its open 4994, 
pit mine in the Pengerang area of southern Jn October, Malaysia signed a $45 million 
Johor continued to decline. However, the contract with Brazil to import 1.5 million 
exports of bauxite to Japan remained at tons of iron ore pellets from Cia. Vale do Rio 
about 420,000 tons. At an annual production Doce (CVRD), Brazil’s state mining com- 
rate of 500,000 tons, the ore reserves at pany, under a countertrading arrangement. 
Pengerang should last for another 10 years. ‘The iron ore pellets will be used for produc- 
Copper.—Mine production remained at tion of hot briquetted iron by the direct- 

the same level as that of 1982. The Mamut reduction iron plant on Labuan Island of 
Mine in Sabah produced 500,000 tons of ore Sabah, which is scheduled for operation in 
per month and the mill head ore grade was. May i984. CVRD is to supply iron ore 
about 0.55% copper with 19 grams of gold pellets at the rate of 300,000 tons per year 
and 120 grams of silver per ton. The concen- over a 5-year period starting in February 
trator produced 10,200 tons of copper con- 1984. The direct-reduction iron plant in 
centrate per month containing about 2,500 Labuan requires 1.2 million tons of iron ore 
tons of copper metal. The copper recovery _ pellets annually. According to Government 
rate at the mill was about 89%. Overseas officials, negotiations for purchasing more 
Mineral Resources Development Sabah raw materials were conducted with other 
Bhd. exported about 130,000 tons of copper iron ore pellet producers in Australia, Bra- 
concentrate to Japan. zil, Peru, and Sweden during late 1983. In 
MMC reportedly began intensive drilling early 1982, Malaysia concluded a contract 

for copper in the Maran area of Pahang with India to import 250,000 tons of iron ore 
State in late 1983. The $10 million project _ pellets annually over a 3-year period begin- 

was to last 4 years. ning in 1984. 
Iron and Steel.—Iron ore output declined Amalgamated Steel Mills (ASM), Malay- 

sharply in 1983. As a result of weak demand _ sia’s leading producer of steel bar and wire 
for iron ore, more closings of small mines rod, commissioned its second rolling mill in 
were reported in the States of Perak and early 1983. The combined annual capacity 
Johor. During the year, only one mine of ASM’s rolling mills in Selangor was
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increased to 400,000 tons. The expansion of _ smuggling increased drastically and under- 
ASM’s rolling capacity was supported by mined the effectiveness of ITC’s effort to 
the Government through granting a 5-year balance supply and demand for tin in the 
tax holiday to the company and introduc- world market. Based on a report by the ITC, 
tion of a ban on steel bar imports in late an estimated 16,500 tons of tin metal was 

2.8 smuggled into the world market mainly 
Tin.—Despite a relatively stable price of from Thailand and Malaysia through Singa- 

tin in the world market, mine production of pore during the period of August 1982 to 
tin declined by another 22% to 41,000 tons, July 1983. ‘The ITC reportedly spent an 

the lowest level since 1960. The sharp drop extra $208 million to absorb the illegal tin 
in tin production was in part attributable to for its price support program. 
low prices of the metal and high production —_—_‘To curb tin smuggling, several measures 
costs, but was largely a direct result of the were taken by the Government in late 1983. 
export controls implemented by the 23- ‘These measures included a tenfold increase 
member ITC to combat the depressed world (to $30,000) in fines for illegal possession of 
tin market. In 1983, the ITC agreed to tin, illegal delivery or making false declara- 
increase export cutback to 39.6% from 36% tions on tin, and increasing jail terms from (of 1981 export level) under the export-quota_§ months to? years. 
system that came into effect in April 1982* "To engure a greater stability of tin prices 
nibs impact of the ITC export controls in the world market, Malaysia and the 
ave not only resulted in stabilizing the tin United States have drawn an accord in 

price ut also in more closings of small August for the United States to limit its tin 
a erers. and C aubttantial intonee in tin disposal by the U.S. General Services Ad- 
emusic during the 1982-88 period, in fin ministration to no more than 3,000 tons per 

: ms year for the 1983-84 period under the 1983 ‘The average market price of tin in Pe- A F ket pri ‘ market conditions. However, the accord re- nang in 1983 remained slightly above the eee een ove eeed by ladewens 
floor price of $12.50 per kilogram set by the PORT) Yak nov been ralilied by indonesia 
International Tin Agreement. However, a Yee 1 was signed b; 
total of 165 mines were closed or shut down ygitn\uin’ Indonesia end” Thailend 
and 6,615 tin miners lost their jobs during a Malaysia, Indonesia, and Thailand in T2-month period ending in June 1988, Bangkok to form the ATPC to stabilize tin 

‘According to the statistics of Malaysia's Prices and promote greater use of tin. The Department of Mines, the total number of ATPC was officially established and became 
tin mines declined to 568 at the end of June °Perational on August 16. After the first 1983 from 733 at the end of June 1982 Of Ministerial meeting of ATPC in Bangkok in 
the mines closed, 145 were gravel pump ee zie seoctation fisted 
operations, 17 were dredging ‘ions, ale: Lompar for i leadquarters an eee ene ee aye Te ents cave its rt exocitive nacretaty post on 
workers employed in the tin industry Indonesian official with an approved oper- 
decreased to 26,992 at the end of June 1983 ating budget of $400,000 for 1984. Bolivia, 
from 33,707 at the end of June 1982. About Nigeria, and Zaire also joined the associa 
90% of the laid-off workers were in the tion in late 1983. These six countries control 
States of Perak, Selangor, and Pahang about 80% of the world’s tin production. 
where most gravel pump operations were Australia sent an observer to the meeting 

located. vat not joined the association.'° 

By November, MMC, the largest tin pro- Dug the an sn mo te Malaysia'a 
ducer, announced that it would shut down exports of tin rose 23% to 45,481 tons from. 
two more dredges, which made 10 out ofits that of the same period in 1982. In 1982, 
38 dredges idle, and layoff 770 employees as Malaysia exported 48,575 tons of tin and 
a result of tin export controls. Other tin earned $645 million in foreign exchange, 
companies involved in shutting down accounting for 5.3% of the country’s export 
dredges and laying off workers included earnings. During the 1982-83 period, most of 
Killinghall ‘Tin, Ayer Hitam, and Tronoh Malaysia's tin exports went to Japan and 
Mines Malaysia Bhd. According to Malay- the Netherlands. 
sia’s National Mining Workers Union, — Malaysia's tin metal consumption was 
about 12,500 workers have been laid off boosted to about 600 tons in 1983, after 
since August 1982, of which 10,000 were Malaysia commissioned its first tinplate 
from gravel pump operations.” plant at Pasir Gudong in Johor in early 

Because of the ITC export restrictions, tin 1982. The plant, with an annual capacity of
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90,000 tons of tinplate, was built by Kawasa- _ Fertilizer Materials.—ASEAN Bintulu 
kki Steel Corp. of Japan on a turnkey basis. Fertilizer Sdn. Bhd. (ABF) started construc- 
Perstima, the plant operator, reportedly has tion on its $330 million ammonia-urea plant 
requested the Government to restrict im- in Bintulu, Sarawak, in June. According to 
ports of tinplate into Malaysia. a company official, about 70% of the fi- 

Titanium.—Production of ilmenite by the nancing for the plant was secured from the 
amang (tin byproducts) plants rebounded to Japanese Overseas Economic Cooperation 
190,000 tons in 1983 owing to increased Fund and the Export-Import Bank of Japan. 
exports. Beh Mineral Sdn. Bhd., the major Construction of the plant was undertaken 
producer, operated the largest amang plant by Kobe Steel Ltd. of Japan and the Frie- 
on the outskirts of Ipoh in Perak. The plant drich Uhde GmbH of the Federal Republic 
received raw materials, rejects, and semi- of Germany. 
concentrates from local dredging and gravel Production of chemical fertilizer dropped 
pump tin mining operations as well as — to 350,000 tons in 1982-83 from 450,000 tons 
importing tin tailings from Australia, jn 1980-81 owing to a sharp decline in 
China, Indonesia, and Thailand. In addition consumption of phosphates by the rubber 
to ilmenite, the company also produced and palm oil sector. Chemical fertilizers 
zircon, monazite, xenotime, struverite, cas“ produced in Malaysia were mostly nitrogen- 
siterite, and tourmaline for export mainly phosphate-potassium compounds and am- 

to Japan. monium sulfate, which fell 20% to 30% 
during 1981-82.’ Malaysia imports about 

NONMETALS 90,000 to 100,000 tons of P.O, annually from 
Cement.—Production of cement remain- Christmas Island, Jordan, and Morocco. 

ed at 3.1 million tons during 1982-83 while _ In November 1983, Malaysia became the 
demand for cement in Malaysia continued first member of the Association of South- 
to grow from 3.3 million tons in 1982 to $.5 east Asian Nations (ASEAN) to commit to 
million tons in 1988. Malaysia remained a import 100,000 tons of urea from ASEAN 
net importer of cement with Japan and Aceh Fertilizer of Indonesia. The first ship- 
Singapore as its major supplier. ment of 10,000 tons of urea reportedly 

Construction of a new cement plant on arrived at Port Kelang in late 1983. The 
Langkawi Island in Kedah was rescheduled remaining 90,000 tons will be imported in 
for completion in 1984. The project, which 1984, Malaysia also imports annually about 
included a 4,000-ton-per-day coal-fired ce- 60,000 tons of kieserite from the Federal 
ment plant and port facilities for export of Republic of Germany and the German Dem- 
clinker to Singapore, was expected to cost ocratic Republic as well as 130,000 tons of 
$182 million. Kedah Cement Sdn. Bhd., the potash from Canada, the German Demo- 
operator of the plant, is 50% owned by cratic Republic, and the U.S.S.R."* 
Heavy Industries Corp., 30% by the Kedah 
State Economic Development Corp., 10% by MINERAL FUELS 
the Government of Singapore, and 10% by = 
Nichirin Holdings. Coal.—MMC, the state-owned tin mining 

Perak Hanjoong Cement Sdn. Bhd.,a new company and currently the sole importer of 
cement company, was established in late Coal for domestic consumption, reportedly 
1982 to build a 1.2-million-ton-per-year ce- Was considering a feasibility study to mine 
ment plant in Padang Rengas in Perak. The coal in Sarawak. 
$169 million plant is to be built by Korea __ Consumption of steam coal rose substan- 
Heavy Industries Construction Co. Ltd. ona tially owing to the increased coal use in the 
turnkey basis. The plant is scheduled to cement industry that was completing its 
come on-stream in 1985. Perak Hanjoong coal conversion program from oil to coal. 
Cement is 60% owned by Hyundai Cement Malaysia imported steam coal from Aus- 
Co. Ltd. of the Republic of Korea and 40% _ tralia, China, and Indonesia. Coking coal for 
by the Perak State Economic Development the iron and steel industry was imported 
Corp. mainly from Japan. Imports of steam and 

‘Tasek Cement Bhd. completed the conver- coking coal are expected to increase drasti- 
sion of its Ipoh plant from oil to coal in late cally when two 1-million-ton-per-year coal- 
1982. However, the company’s plan to ex- fired cement plants, the Port Kelang coal- 
pand the 1.2-million-ton-per-year plant by fired powerplant, and the expansion pro- 
another 1.5 million tons per year was grams of iron and steel are completed in 
shelved indefinitely. 1986.
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Natural Gas.—Malaysia became an LNG Shipping Co. and Nichimen Corp. of Japan, 
exporting country for the first time in 1983. and Novacorp Engineering Services of Can- 
‘The first-stage production of LNG in Bintu- ada to build a distribution pipeline system 
lu began in January and the first shipment _ in Terengganu. 
of LNG carried by a vessel of the Malaysian _Petroleum.—Malaysia's crude oil produe- 
International Shipping Corp. left Bintulu tion increased to an average of 380,000 
for Chibu, Japan, on January 29. barrels per day compared with an average 

After more than 4 years of negotiation, a of 303,000 barrels per day in 1982. Despite 
20-year sale-and-purchase agreement. was the reduction in oil price, Malaysia planned 
finally signed between Malaysia LNG Co. to increase its output of crude oil to near 
‘Tokyo Electric Power Co., and Tokyo Gas capacity at an average of 440,000 barrels 
Co. of Japan in Kuala Lumpur on March 27. _per day in 1984. 
According to the agreement, Malaysia was _In 1983, Malaysia exported about 85% of 
to export 1.7 million tons of LNG to Japan its low-sulfur crude oil production mainly to 
in 1983 and gradually increase shipments to Japan, Singapore, and the United States. 
6 million tons per year, when the three The average price of Malaysian crude 
processing trains reach full capacity of dropped from $35.60 per barrel in 1982 to 
400,000 cubic feet daily in 1986. Tokyo $30.04 per barrel as a result of the softening 
Electric will take 4 million tons and Tokyo of oil prices in the world market. Export 
Gas will take 2 million tons each year." earnings from crude oil were estimated at 

Malaysia's export earnings from LNG $3.3 billion, accounting for 24% of Malay- 
were estimated at $400 million, about $50 _ sia’s export earnings. 
million less than originally estimated by Esso Production Malaysia Inc. (EPMD 
Malaysian financial officials in 1982. The reportedly erected four additional produc- 
reduced earnings resulted from lower ex- tion platforms offshore Terengganu, which 
port prices of LNG, which were linked toa brought the number of its platforms in the 
15% cut in the price of Malaysian crude oil, area to 16. 
and lower volume of LNG exports caused by In July, three Japanese firms—Japan 
a 6-week shutdown of the processing train Petroleum Exploration Co. Ltd., Teikoku 
owing to technical problems in early 1983. Oil Co. Ltd., and Nippon Oil Exploration Co. 

According to industry sources, Japanese Ltd.—reportedly joined the French petrole- 
importers paid between $5.10 and $5.90 per um company, Société Nationale Elf Aqui- 
million British thermal units for Malaysian taine (SNEA), in developing Block III, a 
LNG, and Malaysia missed two shipments _12,650-square-kilometer area off Sarawak. 

of LNG to Japan during the year. ‘According to an agreement signed be- 
In February, a $220 million contract was tween SNEA and Petronas in November 

awarded to a Japanese-American consor- 1982, SNEA was to pay in cash 10% of its 
tium for construction of six floating plat- total production value to the Federal (5%) 
forms, a 196-kilometer marine pipeline, and _and Sarawak State (5%) Governments with 
onshore gas-processing facilities to utilize the remaining 90% shared by Petronas and 
natural gas discovered in the Samarang and SNEA at a 70:30 split ratio, respectively. In 
West-Elul Gasfields offshore north to La- addition, SNEA was allowed to claim 30% 
buan Island. The consortium consisted of of the production for oil cost recovery or 
Marubeni Corp. and Nippon Kokan KK. of 35% for gas cost recovery during 5 years of 
Japan and the Brown & Root Co. of the exploration. If oil was discovered, SNEA 
United States. The project was financed by _ would be given 4 years to develop the well 

‘a $53.3 million loan from the Japanse Over- and 15 years to carry out production work. 
seas Economic Cooperation Fund and the If gas was discovered, SNEA would be given 
remainder by a syndicated loan. 5 years to find markets, 4 years to develop 

In March, an $84 million contract was the gasfield, and 15 years to carry out 
awarded to Toyo Engineering Corp. and production. 
Mitsui & Co. of Japan by Petroleum Nation- In May, Petronas’ first 30,000-barrel-per- 
al Bhd. (Petronas), the Malaysian state- day refinery and 140,000-barrel-per-day oil 
‘owned oil company, for construction of agas stabilization facility began operation at 
condensing and separating plant in Kerteh, Kerteh in Terengganu. However, the plan- 
‘Terengganu, and storage and shipping facil- ned oil refinery with a daily capacity of 
ities in Chukai, Terengganu. The project 120,000 barrels at Tunga Batu in Malacca 
was financed by a supplier's credit from the was postponed for another 2 years because 
Export-Import Bank of Japan. Petronas also of excess refining capacity in the region and 
awarded a contract to Mitsui Engineering & _ a shortage of national investment funds
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By Walter G. Steblez* 

Malta's mineral industry continued to encouraged the Government of Malta to 
produce lime, limestone, and salt in 1983. pursue the acquisition of water treatment 
‘The country, lacking an industrial raw and desalinization technology. Government 
material base, relied on imports to satisfy policy also welcomed investment in the 
most domestic needs. Mineral commodities, metallurgical, machinery, and other sectors 
including petroleum refinery products, of the economy, and, with the resolution of 
were bunkered and transshipped. The is- the boundary median line dispute with 
land’s key position between north Africa Libya in 1982, the Maltese Government 
and Europe provided favorable conditions reportedly offered a number of offshore 
for transshipment and reexport. production sharing contracts to foreign oil 

Major projects included continued work companies. 
on the $110 million transshipment port at —_____ 
Marsaxlokk. The country’s water shortage ‘Foreign mineral specialist, Division of Foreign Data 

Table 1.—Malta: Production of mineral commodities* 
Commodity a 

Lime... -------, thousand metric tons_— 20 a1 32 2 3 Limestone thousand cubic meters oo 4000 415 Salter e-222722lTTTITTTERUARS Siete tone 50055050 530 580 
“Estimated. Preliminary. 
"Table includes data available through June 1, 1984. 

‘Table 2.—Malta: Exports of mineral commodities 
(Metric tons unless otherwise specified) 

sc RRR NI AR Trini este UR 
METALS 

Aluminum: Metal including alloys: ‘Serap. Poswuueeaes 39 ot aly 91 Scmimanfactures -———_~~-~~avalae.. $589.20) «$57,825. Kaly 848,775; Netherlands $5,400. oper: etal nceding lions rap. iowmumecesozs 470 oT West Germany 6; United Kingdom 
Semimanufactires value. $204,845 $242,628 Saudi Arabia $155,286; Denmark “318,806; Bypt $99,7r. Iron and stel: Metal: Berape nsw sy8 6366 Italy 5,978; Netherlands 342 Pig iron, cast iron, eelated materials ——————— 1 13 Allto Coechoslovaia. Semimantfactares value $28813 $196,152 Saud Arabia §148,011; United ‘Kingdom $7,192. 
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Table 2.—Malta: Exports of mineral commodities —Continued 
(Metric tans unles otherwise specified) 

rig ipo 10S 
METALS —Continued 

Lea: Metal inching al EE cue: agg“ Baamnsaboutg 1 Semmanufachares -———~~~~~~~ value a8 = Nickel Metal including alloys Breage casita 7 4 Untied Kingdom Semimawufaciires -~-"~~"72"~vaties. gag Alto West Germany, Silver Metal including aay, unwreagit and ariywrought senso trey ounces 1808 < ike Metal nehuing alloy, xorap =” 31 8 Ued Kingdom 2, Netheriands pain NONMETALS 
Abrasives as Natural: Corundum, emery, pumice, ee. 

Dat aca pardaret ee ‘value. _ $7,065 _ stand powder of precious and semipreious ‘tones excluding damond ge + $12 AlltoRelgiam-Lusemboure Grinding and polishing wheels andsiones db $098,588 §560748 Yugoslavia $548 059; West Germany ‘S065. Diamond: Gem, not sto strung alue, thousands. $2807 «$9287 All elgium-Laxembourg. Fertizer materials: Manufactured inspected and mixed conn teres 155 Alltoltaly: Mica: Worked including waglomaraied pings 
s land gravel Di tone worhed I — tone, sand and gravel: Dimension stone, worl 

= do —«ST816—«$8982 Japan $6,459; United Kingdom Baa MINERAL FUELS AND RELATED MATERIALS 
Petgleum refinery produts ‘Rerosineandetficl “~ 42gallon barrel. 612250 NA Disilatefueloll = 27T~- do 131380 NA Ebriante oo 27TTITIIZTTdecst> TART 428 France 111; bunkers 4124 Residual fucloil 2222277777777 T7 808 Na. 

NA Not available, 2iost Yearbook of World Energy Statistics, United Nations, New York. Excludes unreported quantity valued at $1,188 

Table 3—Malta: Imports of mineral commodities 
(Metric tons unless otherwise specified) 

158 
Commodity i = 5 Sa. United Other (principal 
METALS 

‘Auiinumn: Gnilesand hydroxides. .___value. $100.7 $10,757 ___United Kingdom $4758, France $38. Mesa dig aye nwo ind semiinatutectes 
value, thousands__ "$4,000 $3,293 () Italy $2,426; United Kingdom $435. Chromium: Oxides and hydroxides value. $4199 95100 ___ All rom United Kingdom, Copper: Metal nung aly, unetous “nd semimnanufactons 
value, thousands. $3,836 $2,566 =~ West Germany $1,735; United ingdom 380 cota Waste andeweepings value. $1427260 Metal including alloys Unwrought "troy ounces 848814008 West Germany 10,600, United 

Port Jue. $1890 $185,484 realy td, West Germany $22,609, arly wrought —--value.._ $18 48h aly HOH TH; Weat Germany $22é Irom and eel Meta x 2 ce 1190 France 162, West Germany 25 Peon citi veicimarse 84h ish) Gece a Wess Corman 128. Ferroaloys ungpecied kilograms . z 
Stecl primary forms? "= 8809 BT Spain 2.50; West Germany 1854; Ca 
Semimanufactures value, thousands. $20,497 $1518 $220 Belgium-Lunembourg 8380; aly ‘SE8TT United Kingdom $1.59. 

See fotnote at end of table
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Table 3.—Malta: Imports of mineral commodities Continued 
(Metric tons unless otherwise specified) 

Sources, 1980 
Commodity a a a Gres Other principal 

METALS —Continued 
Lead 
‘Oxides _______________value._ $151,914 $79,174 | ____United Kingdom $61,467. Metal including alloys 

Unwroughts = ° 68. Allfrom United Kingdom 
Semimanufactures -~~~ “value $40,142 $114,643 United Kingdom $86,105; Belgium. 

Luxembourg 819,14 Magnesium: Metal including alloys, al forms <0 edo $048 «$RRS_ West Germany $3,348, Manganese: Oxides_—_—~>~~>7a.27 $565 $585 All from United Kingdom, Mercury ---———22TITTIITTdel222 sigs saa 1D De Neat va 
Matte and speiss —____ kilograms. _ 200 se Metal including slioys verought ‘and semimanufactures 

Yalu, thousands $5,658. «#7,620 West Germany 85,675; Ireland $1,163 Platinum group metals; Metals inchuding alloys, unwrought and pardy wrowght 
toy ounces. — 5 = Silver: Metal including alloys, unwrought ‘and partly wrought. doe 39,698 11,508 ‘United Kingdom 5880; West Germany 

‘Tin: Metal including alloys, unvrougbt and . 
Nemimanufacures- value hounds. $149 $958 Netherlands 8500; United Kingdom 
‘Titanium: Oxides ——________do...__ 8479-8360» A2_United Kingdom $148; Italy $128, ‘Tungsten: Metal inchiding alloys al forme 
a ‘ale -- $1882 Al from France. 
Owides do. 50 ga Neaheplands $1.39; West Germany 
Metal including alloys: " 
Unirought m4 189 ___BelglumsLoxembourg 61; Peru 25; 

other, Semimanufactures - value. $188 822 $144,857 ___—_ aly 8108.39; Prance $29,188. 
Oxides and hydroxides.....do.._ $40,862 $15,946 West Germany $9,885; United ‘Kingdom $3,808, Base metals including alloys all forms 

Wo $10,673 «81,644 United Kingdom $1,615. 
NONMETALS 

Abrasives, nes. ‘Natural: Corundum, emery, pumice, ete. 
do $18,187 $28873 $3,475 —_Belgium-Luxembourg $6,733; Italy '$4808, United Kingdom $3,955. Artifical: Corundum. do... $43,651 $55,174 Yugoslavia $41,709; Boland 811,364 Dust and powder of precious and semi- ‘precious stones including diamond 
don $81,928 $14,501 Ghana 37.304; Blgium-Luxembourg ft Grinding and polishing wheels and stones ~~~ do. $556,821 $389,810 $1,658 West Germany $113,028; Yugoslavia $98,900, Tealy $91,284 Asbestos, crude _._______do.__ $8673. sag =. —raly S28. Barite and witherite —~——~"——“do.-~ "$388 "$194 «72 All from United Kingdom, Boron materials: Oxides and acids 
do. $1,600 361 All from West Germany. Cement. -------------=2 BITTON Challe. --T7ITTLITIIT IT TTvalve. $6185 $77.450 United Kingdom $34,950; France $320,084 Gysliteandehilte do... $4,958 gaol from Yugostavia 

‘Gem, not set or strung 
Value, thousands. $6201 $5499 __—_—Angola $1,494: Switzerland $1,889; 

hana $900, Feduscal ——-———-----do..- $1827 $501 Ghana 8 Belson Loxembours 
Diatomite and other infusoril earth ~ 

Value. $91,028 $15,407 ____Spain $10,016, West Germany $3,480, Fertilizer materials: 
(Grudemes 1 -- Manutactorea 

Aminenin= value. $95608 $8,670 ___ Unie Kingdom $8.14; Netherlands 
4,529. Nitrogenous 887 Sehgal 30, Went Germany 18, Phosphatie -2222772222222 a 46 1B Belgium-Luxembourg 18; United 
Kingdom 10. 

See footnotes at end of table.
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‘Table 3.—Malta: Imports of mineral commodities —Continued 
(Metric tons unless otherwise specified) 

Sources, 1582 
Commodity wel 982 ke Gaited Other (prineipa 

NONMETALS—Continued 
Fertilizer materials —Continued ‘Manufactured ~Continued 

Potassie -- 18, Allfrom United Kingdom, ‘Unspecified and mixed — == ~~ a S483 West Germany 2b; tealy 534 Gypsum and plaster == value. ‘$41,624 $86,625 $4,980 Spain $25,978; United Kingdom $2,792 Lme woes seen 222oesoee 180 af. Healy a2, Magnesite 2277222722222 value o $855 LL All rom United Kingdom. Metrechaum, amber jot "—""““db > 08 stl Do 
Crude including splittings and waste don. $2812 $07 Une Kingdom 84208 Netherlands 
Worked including agglomerated : splittings =n =do.... $121,079 $97,058. West Germany $88,056; United ‘Kingdom $5,107 

Pigments, mineral: Natural crude = do. -— $8058. United Kingdom 85,700. Iron oxides and hydroxides, processed Gon $14,928. $11,612 ‘Spain $6,813; United Kingdom $2,921. 
Precious and semiprecious stones other ‘han diamond Natural do... 812685 $51,577 __ Ghana $16,285. Synthetic: 022277 7saocdenn== $218 $688 West Germany $108, Thailand $291, Sattand bring’ —2222TLI2TTE TT 2868718 NA Tal 15 Punts Sb; United Kingdom 
Sodium compounds, nes: Carbonate, natu valand manufactured a5 S21. West Germany 800; Denmark 18 
Stone, sand and gravel ‘Dimension stone: ‘Crude and partly worked Yale, thousands $1774 $1,690 Maly $1,505; Spain $106. Worked.” Sn value— $3680 $0177 7 Htaly $05,588, United Kingdom $2,584, Gravel and crushed rock ——__de-"—— $557"77 $616,545 aly S004 568. Quartz and quartate.-—~~~do--- $2443 $2569 «~All from aly gugandoter than mtatbering’ <-> T1818 Tay BH 

sulfur Elemental: (Grade including native and by- 
Fe ch saline ~~ 2 95 __ All from Italy. Colloidal, precipitated, sublimed * 91 zo 1 halyatl Dioxide te valu = $208 >All rom italy Sulfurieacid=--—~22U2>o"da $58,728 $112080 —T__—_“aly 857,148; Netherlands $90,265 ‘Tale, steatite, soapstone, pyrophyilite Go. $in008 g2nse2 Nap $1481 United inom 

Other: Crude ____________-do.___ $4,847 $5,706 $2,686 ‘Yugoslavia $1217; United Kingdom 

MINERAL FUELS AND RELATED MATERIALS 
Asphalt and bitumen, natural 2.008 41 West Germany Gefpon: Carton black “""" “"“value.— $205659$814027 $01164 aly SIRZEOT; West Germany $69.09 

"Anthracite and bituminous. 67 24883 __ Poland 24.836. ‘Briquets of anthracite and bituminous tual econo 2 Bt Mexico 31 
Petroleum: Griese peseneeserlincs —- S181 All from Kuwait Refinery profi: 

efied petroleum, auefed petrolgg gallon barrels. 198200 NA 
Gasoline, motor? da 840,000 NA Mineral jelly and waxt_—-do.--- 25802089) United Kingdom 1820, West Germany 

Kerosine andjetfuel®¥ do. 612250 NA 
Distillate fueloil?——-do.—— 77440 NA Uubriants? 22222 Tdo- 19385 BEHGE United Kingdon 8.07; Netherlands 5,2ot; Healy 8846 
Nonlubricating ils ._value.._ $68,188 we 

See footnotes at end of table
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Table 3.—Malta: Imports of mineral commodities Continued 
(tric tons unless otherwise specified) 

Sources, 1982 
Commodit 1811982 “Gaited —————Other gmc i al Other principal 

MINERAL FUELS AND RELATED ‘MATERIALS —Continued 
Petroleum —Continued ‘Refinery products Continued 

Residual fui, ‘42gallon barrels. 1,698, NA Bitumen and other esidues ane do 29 7. All from West Germany, Bituminous mixtures... value $108,110 $107,608 United Kingdom $79,408; France $316,568, 
Revised. NA Not available Less then 1/2 unit 
Excludes unreported quantities valued at $668 in 1981 and $24,178 in 1982. 
"Excludes unreported quantities valued at $59,341 in 1981 and $64,134 in 1982, of which $449 was imported from the United States 
‘excludes unreported quantities valued at $253 in 1981 and $1,028 in 1982. 
51981 Yearbook of World Energy Statistics, United Nations, New York. 
‘SBxcludes unreported quantities valued at $14,401 in 1981 and $7,202 in 1982 yctsludes unreported quantities valued at $255,849 n 1981 and $208,911 in. 1982, of which $8.54 was imported fom the





The Mineral Industry of 
Mauritania 

By Thomas O. Glover? 

The iron ore mining industry has per- weakness of the iron ore market in 1983. 
formed a central role in the Mauritanian Export volume of iron ore decreased, 
economy for the past two decades. Iron ore which caused a balance-of-payments crisis. 
exports, representing 80% of Mauritania’s The balance-of-payments crisis, combined 
foreign currency earnings, have been grave- with general economic problems, has led to 
ly curtailed by the downturn in the world an economic stabilization program approv- 
steel manufacturing industry.” ed by the International Monetary Fund. 

After recovering from the damage in- Owing to conditions stated above, the Gov- 
flicted in the mid-1970’s on the iron ore ernment pursued a policy of promoting new 
mining sector by the conflict in Western investment in mining. Thirty-three percent 
Sahara, output has fallen short of produe- of projected investment expenditures in the 
tion capacity and targets. Given Maurita- 1981-85 economic plan period have been 
nia’s dependence on iron ore exports, its allocated to the mining sector. 
economy was adversely affected by the 

PRODUCTION AND TRADE 

Production of Mauritania’s major miner- Germany, Japan, Spain, and the United 
al commodity, iron ore, continued to decline Kingdom. Japan purchased only 443,000 
for the fourth year in succession, owing tons of iron ore from Mauritania in 1983 
mostly to poor market conditions. Iron ore compared with 708,000 tons in 1982. In 1982, 
output was down more than 10% from that the 7,653,000 tons of iron ore exported 
of 1982 and barely above the low of 6.9 included 4,940,000 tons of high-grade ore 
million tons in 1978, when the conflict with averaging 63.5% iron and 2,713,000 tons of 
Western Sahara was at its peak. The refur- siliceous ore averaging 56.3% iron. The 
bished oil refinery at Nouadhibou, operat- average value of iron ore exported from 
ing on Algerian crude oil, was in its second Nouadhibou in 1982 was $19.14 per ton. 
year of operation. Iron ore exports from the SNIM’s goal was to line up as many long- 
Government-owned Société Nationale In- term contracts as possible for the Guelbs 
dustrielle et Miniére (SNIM) mines in Zoui- _ iron ore prior to mining. All of the 3 million 
rat in 1983 totaled 7.4 million tons. The tons scheduled for the El-Rhein Mine’s first 
three major countries receiving Maurita- year production startup was under contract. 
nian iron ore were Belgium, France, and The contracts were with Arab states in the 
Italy. Other countries receiving Maurita- Persian Gulf. 
nian iron ore were the Federal Republic of 
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Table 1.—Mauritania: Production of mineral commodities! 
‘Commodity? 1979 1980 1981 1982? 1983° 

Cement, hydraulic. ~ metric tons. = __ 6,000 50,000 60,000 Gypoum dat 3000000 Tropa te 
‘Gross weight thousand metric tons.=sgg7s_=s geod 882557400 

Iron content® | nn do Ssil = 5as2 MB 50425 Metal Steel, crude metric tons_- 620 5,08, __.35g23 7,000 
Semimanufactures-——_ 2. = do 3995 40) 010,000 Rareearth metals: Monaaite concentrate, rose vweight® Node soc cane de 100 x a = se 

“Estimated. "Preliminary. 
‘Table includes data available through May 3, 1984. 
Im addition to the commodities listed, modest quantities of unlisted varieties of crude construction materials (clays, stone, and sand and gravel) and salt presumably are produced, but output is not reported quantitatively, and available information is inadequate to take rellable estimates of output levels, 
3Reported figure Gypsum mine only operated Jan-Mar. 1981 

COMMODITY REVIEW 

(METALS: three mines in production are the Tazadit, 
; F’Derik, and Rouessa, all open pit mines in 

Copper.—The Akjoujt copper deposits are the Kedia d’Idjill deposit near the town of 
located approximately 280 kilometers Zouirat. All three are scheduled to be 
northeast of Nouakchott, the capital of phased out by 1990 and will be replaced by 
Mauritania. The deposits are owned by the mines operating in the Guelbs deposit. The 
Government of Mauritania through two Guelbs deposit is 40 kilometers north of 
state companies, Société Cuivre de Mauri- Zouirat. The mines in the Kedia d’Idjill 
tanie and Société des Mines du Cuivre de deposit have been in operation for two 
Mauritanie. In 1965, exploration results decades and are nearing exhaustion of their 
indicated the deposits contained approxi- high-grade ore, which averaged 65% to 67% 
mately 24 million tons of sulfide ore and 8 iron. The Guelbs deposit is considered low- 
million tons of oxide ore containing 1.83% _ grade ore, grading 35% to 37% iron 
copper and 2.66% copper, respectively. The Mining at the $350 million El-Rhein 
mine and plant designed capacities were project was due to commence at the end of 
2,000 tons per day of sulfide ore and 1,000 1984 at 3 million tons of iron ore per year 
tons per day of oxide ore. The sulfide ores and rise thereafter to a steady 6 million 
occurred as pyrrhotite, chalcopyrite, and tons per year. During a second phase, near 
cubanite. The mining operation of copper _ the end of the 1980's, the Oum Arwagen site 
ore started in 1970 and closed in 1978 after was to be exploited at the same rate. A 
having produced over 98,000 tons of copper concentrator plant was also being built to 
metal. The mine was closed in mid-1978, Upgrade the low-grade iron ore. 
mainly because of increased fuel prices, the Total investment at the El-Rhein Mine 
low international prices of copper, and prob- has been reduced considerably owing to a 
lems with the treatment of refractory cop- eduction in capital equipment  invest- 
per ore (TORCO) process. The mine, report. ments. Loans for the project were provided 
ed to have been reactivated in 1982, remain. by Abu Dhabi, France, Iraq, Japan, Kuwait, ed closed in 1983. Depressed copper prices Saudi Arabia, the African Development 
and the possible lack of finance are possibly Bank, and the special fund of the Organiza the reasons for not reactivating the mine. tion of Petroleum Exporting Countries. 

Iron Ore—The outlook was far from 
bright for the Mauritanian iron ore indus- Noneraly 
try. The slowdown in iron ore exports came  Gypsum.—Mauritania had mined gyp- 
in the middle of launching the first phase of sum at Sebkha de Ndrhamcha, near Nouak- 
the Guelbs iron ore development scheme, chott, for nearly a decade. The entire pro- 
which was designed to boost production duction of gypsum, prior to the shutdown of 
capacity to 15 million tons per year. The mining in April 1981, was sent to Senegal
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for making cement. Mauritania possesses now been leased to companies for explora- 
‘an estimated reserve of 1 billion tons of tion. Both Oxoco International and Mobil 
989,-pure gypsum. il Corp. are parties to the leasing. Oxoco 
Phosphate.—Possibilities appear brighter leased a 20,000-square-kilometer onshore 

for the phosphate deposits at Bofal located area that starts south of Nouakchott and 
close to the Senegal River approximately covers the land mass along the Senegal 
350 kilometers from the coast. Reserves at River up to Leggah. Oxoco was to carry out 
Bofal have been estimated at 120 million seismic studies during a 2-year period and 
tons of 22% phosphate rock. It was felt that then drill an exploration well. Mobil ac- 
further prospecting by a consortium, includ- quired a lease covering a 28,000-square- 
ing SNIM, Bureau de Recherches Géologi- kilometer offshore block west of Nouak- 
ques et Miniéres (France), GEOMIN (Roma- _chott. Mauritania was negotiating with oth- 
nia), and Société Sénégalaise des Phos- er companies on additional exploration 
phates de Thies (Senegal), could boost _Jeases. Mauritania’s only refinery, National 
known reserves to over 150 million tons. Refining Industry of Mauritania, near 
Development of the transportation infra- Nouadhibou, was operating on imported 
structure needed to export the phosphate Algerian crude petroleum. The refurbished 
rock is expected to be a major obstacle to refinery still had operational problems. 
the exploitation of the deposits. 

{Physical scientist, Division of Forgign Data 
MINERAL FUELS agente mien rts Me 

Mauritania has as yet no domestic pro- aura suguipas Wal to US, dollars a the rate ot duction of crude oil; however, areas have UMs6.003=US81 00.





The Mineral Industry of 
Mexico 

By Orlando Martino* 

Traditionally, Mexico has been a major and improving demand in the industrialized 
world producer and trader of metallic and _ countries. But overall national income from 
industrial minerals and, until 1974, was the extractive industries including oil and 
only a marginal crude oil exporter. Because natural gas dropped 2.2%. 
of large oil discoveries and growth of pro- From expanded mining capacity of well- 

ductive capacity since that time by state- established producers and full-capacity op- 
owned Petréleos Mexicanos (PEMEX), eration of the new Real de Angeles open pit 
Mexico became a major world producer and mine, Mexico succeeded in solidifying its 
exporter of crude oil. In 1983, Mexico con- position as the world’s leading silver pro- 
tinued in fourth rank as a world oil produc- ducer and refiner. In addition to silver, 
er after the U.S.S.R., the United States, and Mexico was a major world producer of 
Saudi Arabia. PEMEX’s success in exploit- antimony, arsenic, bismuth, fluorspar, sodi- 
ing the country’s large hydrocarbon re- um carbonate, and strontium minerals, and 
sources can be appreciated when it is noted _a significant producer of copper, diatomite, 
that as recently as 1979 Mexico ranked 15th natural graphite, feldspar, lead, mercury, 
in world production. and zinc. Mexico’s mineral industry was 

After a period of remarkable expansion, characterized by a wide diversity of metallic 
PEMEX did not establish another record and industrial minerals in addition to coal, 
high in oil output, but because of reduced natural gas, and oil. The country produced 
domestic demand from the worsened eco- 17 metallic minerals and 28 industrial min- 
nomic recession, a historic level was achiev- _erals and exported varying amounts of most 
ed in total crude oil exports during 1983. of them. Mexico thus enjoyed self- 
Mexico continued as the most important sufficiency in a large number of minerals 
foreign oil supplier to the United States and _ and generated a surplus to give it status as 
widened its share of the U.S. market. An an important world trader. 
active exploration program brought a small Mexico’s mixed economy was reflected in 
increase to Mexico's proven hydrocarbon its mineral industries where the private 
reserves to 72.5 billion barrels, thus con- mining companies contributed 49% of min- 
firming its fifth position in world oil re- ing output, basically in precious and indus- 

serves. trial metals, and parastate companies con- 
PEMEX was the largest operating compa- tributed 39%, chiefly in minerals with stra- 

ny in Mexico and Latin America and rank- _ tegic significance for the economy. 
ed 12th among the 200 largest foreign com- Financial operations of the major mining 
panies in terms of revenues. As of Decem- companies such as Mexicana de Cobre S.A., 
ber, PEMEX had assets valued at almost Cia. Minera de Cananea S.A., Industrias 
$39 billion, revenues of about $21 billion, Pefioles S.A. de C.V. (PENOLES), and 
and net income of $6.7 billion.* Despite a México, Desarrollo Industrial Minera S.A. 
4.7% decline in the gross domestic product (MEDIMSA) continued to benefit from the 
to an estimated $170 billion at current progression of peso devaluations during the 
prices, Mexico's nonfuel mineral industry year. Since most of the major mining com- 
achieved increased output in a number of _ panies exported a large part of their miner- 
minerals in response to higher world prices al output, earnings of hard currencies ena- 
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bled them to counteract the impact of Mexi- gy, Mines, and Parastate Industries was 
co's 81% inflation rate. But by yearend, preparing a National Mining Plan with 
local currency costs of labor and local mate- production and investment goals along with 
rials had increased notably. MEDIMSA’s financial mechanisms. Mexico's new Na- 
exports were 60% of total sales. MEDIM- tional Energy Plan was also under prepara- 
SA’s sales to the United States were 38% of tion. 
its total export sales. PENOLES’ export At yearend, it was not yet clear how and 
sales were 65% of the total with 50% placed when the Government's equity in two large 
in the United States. mining companies, Minera Real de Angeles 

In August, Camara Minera de México S.A. de C.V. and Frisco S.A. de C.V., which 
(CAMIMEX), the industry association for were acquired through the September 1982 
the mineral sector, which’also has Govern- bank nationalization, would be disposed. 
ment members and was created by an act of Frisco and Real de Angeles were excluded 
law, established a permanent committee to in the Government's first package stock 
study the capital goods needs and the inputs auctions for former owners and other pri- 
of Mexico's mining industry. The funda- vate investors. Officials at Frisco remained 
mental objective of the study is to obtain a confident that the firm will be returned to 
better understanding of the capacity of the _ private ownership. 
country to produce the material inputs, Two major tax changes were made con- 
possibilities for substituting imports, estab- cerning the mineral industry and several 
lish quality standards, and form a data other legal and fiscal modifications. The 
bank for the use of the associated compa- mineral production tax was eliminated. It 
nies, With respect to the data bank, CAM- was substituted by a new “right-to-exploit” 
IMEX has received questionnaires from payment equal to 7% of the net smelter 
mining companies representing 80% of na-_ value for gold, silver, and sulfur (the previ- 
tional output. Survey forms have been ous production tax was 9%); 2% for iron 
received from 747 suppliers that have per- and manganese (previously 4%); and 5% for 
mitted the analysis of 137 inputs, especially all other minerals (previously 7%). The 2% 
regarding underground mining and benefi- subsidy allowed for exploration and mine 
ciation plants. CAMIMEX is also studying development work was also eliminated. The 
financial mechanisms to facilitate imports second tax change raised the dividend tax 

of items not produced in Mexico and the from 21% to 55%. Dividends must now be 
feasibility of promoting service stations to declared as income to the receiver, but 
repair imported capital equipment. Foreign 100% of the dividend tax paid can be claim- 
mining equipment was estimated by CA- ed as a tax credit on income taxes. Compa- 
MIMEX to comprise 40% to 45% of the total _nies currently declare dividend payments as 
used in Mexico. operating expenses. Effective in 1984, accel- 
Government Policies and Programs.— erated depreciation up to 75% of asset value 

Under the scope of the National Develop- can be taken for new plants or expansions. 
ment Plan (1983-88), the Secretary of Ener- 

PRODUCTION 

After reaching record-high levels in 1982, Output of gold rebounded in response to. 
production of crude oi] and natural gas improved world prices, while mine output of 
decreased moderately in response to lower _ silver continued its upward trend because of 
domestic and international demand. With new mine capacity as well as higher world 
respect to nonfuel minerals, production re- prices. The decline of steel production and 
sults were mixed. Of the 14 important related mineral inputs such as iron ore and 
mineral commodities that account for the manganese reflected the depressed activity 
major part of the value of Mexico's mining- in construction, automobile manufacture, 
metallurgical output, output of 6 was and metal fabrication. ‘The rise to historic 
higher—antimony, gold, lead, molybdenum, levels of coal production was due to expand- 
silver, and zinc—and 8 had lower output— ed demand for steam coal to feed new 
aluminum, barite, coke, mine copper, fluor- installations of thermal electric generating 
spar, iron ore, manganese, and sulfur. units.
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The changes in the relative importance of Mexico's total nonfuel mineral production 
the several mineral groups in the value of are shown below: 

pelea Persent ars 
ee 1982 1983 

Preciousmetals ==. 53S Nonferrousmetais=-"7272772222 1 BRL Ferrousmetsis<---72-222722 BBS Nonmealies------=~~----2>_—184__ OS 
Total o-oo 110008 

Precious metas: GUictionecs EB Sven 222222222222222 BTR Nonirro ta a 
nn ane! Teed CSEREEESTSNSENETE a3 aS Ferrous tals: 

Nonmetalies 77777777 Salus TT go Fluorpar22222z222zii222 

Considering Mexico's economic recession, Government's Direccién General de Minas. 
total employment increased surprisingly PEMEX was the most important employer 
from 206,000 in 1982 to 211,000 in 1983. in the mineral sector with over 150,000 
This, however, was in line with the total workers. Among the large private compa- 
volume of mine output that increased 6% nies, MEDIMSA employed 14,050 workers; 
during the year, according to data of the PENOLES, 11,700; and Frisco, 3,670. 

Table 1.—Mexico: Production of mineral commodities! 
(Metric tons unless otherwise specified) 

ema a 

METALS 
‘Aluminum metal: Brimarye ss. NaN BIT gna a.z08 an Seeman =e ee ise rin = Boat Bama mony’ 

‘Mine output, metal content®__ 2,872 2176 1,800 1,565, 2519 ‘Metal in mixed bars and refined). ~~~ ~~~ 331 i 5 253 irae 
Arsenic, white___________------------ 6,537 "6,932 6517 4,740 4,557 
Bunsen 00S SSCL SLEZECIESSISS 754 10 656 606 35 
‘Mine output, metal content === 1a waa as 138 Metalrefined === 7777222 7a2 580 8 00 ‘or 522 

Copper: 
‘Mine output, metal content*________-___ 100,809 184,123, 232,902 229,179 195,959 

Blister (primary only) -—— sgs7___85610__— 69199 T78T3__—_—9.gas 
Refined: — Primary. ---------------- TTL T4610 sgt ste Secondary? 27-TTTTIIITITTT tooo toon 0,000 34000 15,000 

ae Total® nn suet 8 S10— THA TARA «95,008 
‘Mine output, metal content troy ounces. 190,364 «19590108160 196243 2az.04 MetalyreRned son --~sn ve cdon-~= 187891886 TBABL «= TSARD TTT. Iron tne 

Gross weight”... thousand tons. _ 6,061 7,631 8,020 8,155 8,040 Motalcontent222-22isosswsdnn-- AOL BR8808 
Metal: Pigiron do. 3500 ggua,saey.agus ag Spongeiron -7=22722722274eL22 iso teas 686105 1s 

Total do Borat BASSO 5 

See fotnotes at end of table.
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‘Table 1—Mexico: Production of mineral commodities: Continued 
(Metric tons unless otherwise specified) 

Conmodig®= ——SSCSC~aTOSCSC~*SSC SCC 

METALS —Continued 
Trop and stee) —Continued ‘Metal Continued 

Ferroalloys: Ferromanganese —_ thousand tons_— 1B 1 181 135 43 Slicomanganese <~sn = -do at a 38 a a Forreslicon =~ -~-_~~~—Wdo---~ 2 a B Br a Ferrochromium --~~=~~~~do-——— 3 a 3 6 3 [a i i 2 i i 
‘Total souseragatcc 184 18 185 1g 216 Steel,erude === 2TLLT TdT 583.058 ga Semimanufacturea-=--—s77-d ~~ BMA Geo Gas ask Ste 

Lena ‘Mine output, metal content®...-.._158,786__—TITE__tag916__170,172_184,261, 
Metal: Smelter: Primary-—---------------- M72988 144.968.158.677 145,882 166,800 Secondary efined® -_22~27"~~7__s0000 “4000 38000_—34,000 35,000 

Total_-----------------_222.988 __ 188968 __194677__179882 201,800 
Refined: TO ‘Primary inluding lead content of ‘antimonjallead <= -———— T6149 140204150550 129.998 L626 Secondary = -~----~--=-__50,000__—44000__—=$8,000_— 34000 _—85,000 

Total----------------- TMS 184284 188,550 163288 «197.461 Manganese ore ‘Grogs weight?.._--------------- 492604 44712818300 509,000 350,000 Metal content =="2222DI277TLITTIIDHrHs9 Tess aog19s 2018008 “Mercury, mine output, metal conient pound flasks «978400669628. Ga Molybdenum, mine output, metal content. ~~~ — a 1 ai B80 Bi Nickel mine output, metal content. ~~~ 1 = ~ a ~ Selenivm elemental ===> ~~ === % % 8 8 wi Silver: 
‘Mine output, metal content® ‘thousand troy ounces «S260 «0052 SRNTG 50,175.07 Metallurgical products, metal content do. 46015410 5,56 SH Tin: ‘Mine output, metal content = 22 60 23 a 50 

Metal, smelter, primary =~ ———~ 1g tga 838 9 1218 ‘Tungsten, mine output, metal content ~~~ ps 68 263 198 86 Zine “Mine output, metal content*. _ ne ee Metal, smelter primary --~—~~—---~>- «MSY T2828? 8883 175,655 
NONMETALS 

AaB es rmeeinincnnnemsinntnn ss ss ait 200 Na Bante 722-27~oTTLDTTTTIITTITL tensa sag tas «sz 008 Geren, yds —"—"""— vhoand tons. TTB “1828018060 TTB TBS 
“Bentonite... ---------------- 6B 60S agIs aL a40 Fullerseartho2—~—7~~22777TTTITL “Wma asta abt “Angra Kaolins-s-=-22222222222222I22 TBH aHLONL att 12903621000 Common22222222222ITTIITTIIIIE doo) gaara rttes © 2aoesia 715 Diatomite--22=2222I27Z2ITTLIIII2 “es GR 852 “RGN Shake AS ar Feldspar-=222222222222222202220022__110.868_rit 2d BRS 115558 

Flocrapar* TT 
“Acid-grade —.... thousand tons. NA 492 508 409 407 Geramiegrade —— ~~ 2222 <M gg NA ptr ios EY 46 ‘Meigen gad 2-~ 22222. => NA 300 307 188 8 Submetallurgical grade. ~~~~77777de077 NA 210 isa 108 *® 
AON cegncacerrseiese adil 15106 116 785, 605, Graphite, nataral ‘Amorphous --——-—-.-.------------ 608804450642 4TO. 40,669 Grystalline (22222272 2TIIITIIIT oe Hs Tiss) Tao Tes Gypsim and anhydrite, crude Yess) ——~"""""" 2021008 2,70,880 2n00,481 a 0sB484 95a Ume(ead n-ne snes thousand ton ABTS 350500000 8.680 

Magnesium compounds* “fingnesiie e000 86 zT ads aa, 
‘See footnotes at end of table.
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‘Table 1.—Mexico: Production of mineral commodities: —Continued 
(Metric tons unless otherwise specified) 

Commodity? 1979 1980 1981 1982? 198" 
NONMETALS —Continued 

Magnesium compounds: Continued 
Magnesia ———-------------------- 63600 T2257 64.605 66,200 Mica all grades ~~~ 0777 227T2TTTIIIE a3 *3'800 2077 510 1,560 Nitrogen: N content of ammonia! ——""-_""__ 1,858,800 547,972 1,795,647 2.029.800 1,995,500 Purlligccocce ese cc lTeaetece diese "adgng 5e Tat seas aT arr Bhoephaie rock —"~"""_-"--_----"-* daa ste ss'252 65050 «ASS Salty all types — ~~~ >72—7 Uhousand? fons 6169 6575 71858 5.561 5,108 Sodium compounds: 
‘Soda ash (sodium carbonate), natural and ee 420 406 401 390 400 ium sulfate (bloedite) natural." """ 961,123 972,082 423,410—«128,079 150,000, Stone, sand and gravel Galette, common 109138 aaase2 © aG.o40 aot. 7983 Dolomite {2--="LTTIIITIII i= aes teak «=tkoey BBN ag at Limestone!®”""_—""— "thousand tons 24086 «81178 gods = s.8B) aS TG Marble. 2" ~-=-=27 > agois® «64382 TTT? 11978948 008 Quarts, quartzite glass sand/ilica) —“""""~ sara ava062 0083880 SUR 87 S058, and and gravel: Send" thousand cubic meters. NA 51039 «58.32 60.3990. 987 Gravel 27a o ee ee don NA -Balods SIS Soo7a BRON Strontium minerals (elestita)_ 2 sao19 4071 BLGTG 87.508 

Sulfur, elemental: TO Frasch process thousand tons 18 1,00 1,652 go 1,225 Byproduct: 
‘Of metallurgy® do 100 ns 100 100 100 Of natural gas_— ~~ >~=2I2ITaeL 2 252 402 26 425 3m 

Total do 2125 221 2178 1916 1102 ie. tues SCRE SEE Ty e353 10088 19783 azTO 10g Vermioaitay; aS 08S i 545, 596 52 399 Wollastonite “"=°2TTTTITTTTTTTT= nga 15,889 0a 
MINERAL FUELS AND RELATED MATERIALS 
Carbon black ---._-__------------.-_ 270,082 280089 _—sa5,906 828,763,405, 
Coal, run-of mine Metallurgical coal ______ thousand tons... 7,298 6.902 6.49 6.833 Tas Steam coal — =~ ~~~ 2227 -teen done 64 408 1257 786 B18 

Total do 7.851 7.010 8.086 7.619 8,909 
Coke: Metallurgical da 2974 2,845 3.031 2.488 2.425 Baperial: Soe SSNS SSS TREES ay aee 18 16 2 ° 3 Bitene cose SSERET SSE de 8 a 90 5 é 

ee 8,052 2,952 3,188 2,450 2d as, natul Gross ---_-...-million cubic feet. 1,064,559 1,298,581 1482196 1.549.971 1,479,560 Marketable ———""IITIT LTT “don = “9873 THasaes 11d Tro ges TS TaaeS Natural gas liquids: Field condensate thousand 42allon barrels. 3.597 139 309 654 8300 pe Ctheh panned = SRB TOMS NA NA 
Crude 2. esa -----do.--_ 588,329 108,454 848,983 002480 _ 92922 
Refinery products: ‘Gasoline: ‘Aviation ——— do 638 622 544 653 420 Other ZL IIIIIIIITTTdo-T== 102888118855 180,550 126,410 129.380 depen) sees eS ae Sisk 1008 «G08 TT ITT 9/998 Kerosine === —=--_-""~~~-do--- 168k AgodT TB aa 8 Distillate fuel ol eset) <—“—"“do---- Tye 8392 ORS) BTS Residual fuel oil —-—-_""_""go---- 86.684 112803126685 «TRL aT RI Lubricants 222—0 22222 ge0 TT E36 2.860 3312 254 2402 Liquefied petroieum gas ——~——“do---- 83.0583) «49'305 Bog? 880 Asphalt Sn > Lode 5.300 155 ‘8651 7288 685 Unspecified -——-2"2222227Tde0222 880 65656 T3i8 15H 91430 

See footnotes at end of table.
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Table 1.—Mexico: Production of mineral commodities’ —Continued 

Aiea megeaiualeroistenamal 
Pe ck amy a 

MINERAL FUBLE AND RELATED MATERIALS aoe Peeleaa —Crtineed 
afore 
Bil aaennecnnneenaattenns Se ruaco nash ner 

Tnioaiok Priming, Tevet. NA iorovlatia Peet eg utegh ag Tuan dla ele ath A021 3 at peo rue oman mater are prone t cee a ea gt cpr ea te ae aime ho whee See acme oeaatemnel ‘oeioe ee Meee eevee 
Copper mine output series revised beginning with 1979 to show actual mine output. Prior published data for mine PH ae re en ah Se ee od pelts cota 69% bon, Tl eanon coo om eres eo Bl ct gt he, oor ate a et mine pt pr iy 
‘SCalculated from reported Mn content of mine production on the basis of ore and nodules averaging 38% manganese. 
Tg ped Mart a ro as rea “Begining why ed a a cr” cng eye 17. The nal ocean Te ame 
Tee aid nogen, wich inthe er sued to angen hd ses ener Ste a 
‘3£xcluding that for cement production. 

‘M4 inat year of production registered for vermiculite by Consejo de Recursos Minerales was in 1980. 

TRADE 

Mexico's foreign exchange earnings from Mexico's major market, taking 53% of all 

exports of crude oil declined from that of crude oil exports. Spain, Mexico's second 

1982 because of weakness in world oil largest oil customer, was expected to in- 

prices. However, reduced domestic demand crease purchases of Mexican crude from 

made it possible to modestly increase the 160,000 barrels per day in 1983 to 180,000 

volume of crude oil exports to 561 million barrels per day in 1984. The dominance of 

parrels. Crude oil exports were 58% of total crude oil in Mexico's international trade is 

output. The United States continued as shown below: 

pe 
fe 
Joann elo om ISS uae SLED LAD Toll Maran prte <——-———n——nnnnnnnccttne milo EE SLE 
‘Crude oil share__ ~~~ Siecsss Daoeeane cee nee 617 68.7 744 9.3 ito tt pcg nee Sak Bh Bn Ming mtg pees ovo ming: Ma Ming etalon hres —=202=<TTSTIIITT Spent esos 

Natural gas exports to the United States mining-metallurgical sector became the 

were down 26% in value from $476 million third most important earner of foreign ex- 

in 1982 to $354 million in 1983. On the other change. During the year, the Government 

hand, Mexico had a significant favorable sought to alleviate its foreign debt crisis by 

balance in its trade of petroleum products. encouraging exports of manufactures and 

Lower domestic consumption resulting from _nonfuel mineral commodities. As a result of 

the economic recession made it possible to expanded output and higher prices, exports 

expand exports of petroleum products by of refined silver (the most important export 

143% to a value of $866 million. The exports item after crude oil) increased from $296 

consisted mostly of diesel oil, 33%; gasoline, million in 1982 to $395 million in 1983. 

259%; and fuel oil, 25%. Since most silver in Mexico is associated 

After hydrocarbons and tourism, the with lead and zinc, production of these
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items also rose, which created surpluses for drops. 
export. Although exports of lead and zine ‘Thus, as a result of expanded exports to 
concentrates fell, exports of refined lead more than $1 billion and curtailed imports 
increased by 30% and refined zinc by 470% _ to $400 million, Mexico had a very favorable 
in value, reflecting the new zinc refinery mineral trade balance. According to Consejo 
capacity in San Luis Potosi. The export de Recursos Minerales’ (CRM) report for 
value of processed copper was up more than 1982,* the United States, with 44%, had the 
100%, and of gypsum, up almost 300%. largest share of Mexico's nonfuel mineral 
Analysis of Mexico's large diversity of min- export market, followed by Japan, 21%, and 
eral exports reveals that the five leading the Federal Republic of Germany, 7%. As 
export commodities were, in terms of value, for suppliers of mineral imports, the United 
silver, 39% of the total; copper, 17%; sulfur, States accounted for 65% of the total, fol- 

10%; zine, 8%; and salt, 4%. Combined, they lowed by Canada, 99%, and Morocco, 6%. 
accounted for 81% of the total value of On July 17, 1983, Mexico and Venezuela 
nonfuel mineral exports. As for mineral signed an agreement to renew the San José 
imports, the most important in terms of oil supply agreement for a fourth year 
value were aluminum, copper, phosphate beginning August 4. Under the agreement, 
rock, asbestos, nickel, and barite. The eco- Belize was added for a total of 10 countries 
nomic recession caused a sharp reduction in in the Caribbean Basin. Each country was 
imports of practically all mineral commodi- to supply 80,000 barrels per day for a total 
ties except tin. Drastic reductions occurred of 160,000 barrels per day for the 10 partici- 
in bauxite, down 40%; other nonferrous pating countries. For 1983, actual ship- 
metals, down 52%; barite, down 61%; and ments to nine countries amounted to only 
phosphate, down 69%. Imports of refined 91,000 barrels per day, one-half of which 
copper and nickel also experienced sharp came from Mexico. 

‘Table 2.—Mexico: Exports of selected mineral commodities' 
(tric tons unles otherwise specified) 

ss eatnations 1982 
Commodi ost * ated Other (principal) 

METALS 
‘Aluminum: Metal including alloys all fata center aa 18 25723 West Germany 7; Belgium- Esembourg I 
Antimony, ‘Gres concentrate —— 802254 2128 United Kingdom 29 Mal ncladng alge all ins 78 SNS Beall. Arsmic:Onidesandacde ~~~ 84852820 ‘Bich: Metal neding alloys al forme eee Too) "6X7 841_—_—Belgium-Laxembourg 175 Cadi: Metal naling alloys al eu Scciesene eee as 5 351169 Brazl 103; Netherlands 21 copper . 

Jre and concentrate... .. ne 161,100 161,461 47,054 West Germany 41,476; Japan 26,848. Metal including alloys Sempeee 40g gon arog — ~~~ ois 120rS“T.8S8 Australia 2174 Japan 1.25 Somimanufaatares ~~ ~~>>~~~ a6 a2 Hk Conta Rica 4 Beandor 2 loon andstee! Tronoreand.conoentrate 2078 10 NANA Meta Serap scpg----- = MSTO——=«18TAL_ 19,570 France 168; Canada 18. Big iro east ion, rated terials enn a 4142 Guatemala 3; Vonezuela2 Rerroaliays_= === 5088 ats -NA NA Sennanutastos, 
Neon een nwee” 4588 T8288 NANA Univeral plata, as ‘Iba NANA Rallsand actanories ~~~ 23 a NA NA ‘abe pipen tines “==>~ | SLYRT «aga NA NA Castings and forgings, ough 2558 “S718 9 16t_Raderal Republic of Germany 75; Japan 34 Lend ‘Ore andconcentrate----------__64v ®  o Oniden eno 215th rgd 1202 Colgnbia 2174 Dominian Republi 

Metal ncluding alos: Unwroughts "7... TATT.——«L88S. 19,592 Healy 10948; Japan 9.247 Unapectied ==22222222222 ts tt °° Gila Kingdom 8 West Germany 

See fotnote at end of table
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‘Table 2.—Mexico: Exports of selected mineral commodities! —Continued 
(Metric tons unless otherwise specified) 

TTT pert 1882 
Commodi 198 a — «=e 7 Upited Other (principal) 

METALS —Continued 
Manganese: 
‘Ore and concentrate -__—-_----— 176,204 148,349 1,828 Tepe 66 TGV ctemacla 44188, 

Orides nan anh RIK aT8 ge TA Calombin 4707; Japan 
Mercury =. Tépound Masks. F6,988 T5408 251g 1.00; Argentina L688, Japan 

DER aaa ‘ jreand concentrate 2504 91 West Germany 1,866 United King ho SIE BalganLosembourg 
Oxide and hydronie 42 509879 Japan 76; West Germany 52. Silver Metal including alloys, anwrought 

and partly wrought ‘ousand troy ounces. 8TT_—« BAL 18714 Japan 5,916; United Kingdom 3729 ‘Tungsten: Ore and concentrate © == 01 05008 Zine Sreand concentrate ---—---- B60" "167,245 29.260 Bel Loxemboung 97,90; Bras 

Qe agcccoccccoriciet RAR TERRE aE Ulsan 10;Aretnn 10 Heian ne meas Arg . 

‘Unerought 22-2 0D222 7272 22155 «14,553 8.983 Guatemala 2.090; Braail 1,620. Semimanufactures -~~~77777 G15) 22968 14585 Brazil 217% Guatemala L071 
'NONMETALS 

Bariteandwitherite...--.-----.._128,183-—«128.672 128,070 Cuba 250, Clays, crude: Bentonite 2 82) 2) Costa Rica 800. Reon = SpeSs eaaoaa Sas 1408 33) Guatemala 25; Chile 2 Unmpedtied s2oce se strc ‘1 189-35 Colombia 54; Guatemala 20 Diatomite and ote infusorial earth -—— 156d, 6) TT Beall Oh Arpentina 007, Par 290, 
Feldspar, fluorspar, related materials — — 680,580 350,907 190,112 Canada 84,876; Netherlands 46,677. Graphite, naturals > 3.008 RARE BROTO Spain 162. Gyprum and plaster ~~ thousand tons. 50s “1899 “Nan Canada dt; Switzerland 40 Phosphates, crude =~ wns on S00 aff28 21965 Japan 12d, Precious and semipreciows stones other ‘han diamond: Natural Es 28 @ |) Frances, Saltandbrine-——--~ thousand tons" 46882249 Japan 2,116. Sodium compounds, ne Sulfate, "manufaclured "nnn. «1BT86—«MTBSA 42,927 Braeil 76,881; Japan 15,205 Veneniela 14450 Stone sand and gravel ‘Dimension stone: Crude and partly wets coe ess zach BNR Ra Dolomite, chisily refractorygrade —— ‘10 $80" Guatemala 190; Fl Salvador 120 
Limestone other than dimension —__ 2,697 1,769 1,768 United Kingdom (*). eave and quate. nn 23 "6 RIalvador’s and gravel = 727 7=27 === 5048504 Strontium minerais:lestite ~"""~"> 41,250 28.61 28.61 Sulfur: Elemental: Grade including ‘nativeand byproduct thousand tons. 1,200 "ego 516 __United Kingdom 101; Argentina 5, 

‘Tale, steatite, soapstone, pyrophyllite — — 10 © NA — West Germany (). Vermiaiite ote 638 8 *S 
MINERAL FUELS AND RELATED MATERIALS: 

Asphalt and bitumen, natural ——— $24 2548 22.289 Guatemala 186. Carbon: Carbon black === ~~~ a2 S15 "513 Colombin 78; Cuba 43. 
‘Coal: All grades including briquets ——_ _ 309 pry NA NA. eke andomizoken nnn m @ TS AtfteDominican Republi 

Grade” thousand A2galon bare. 400,777 44614 251105 Shin 6285; Japan 958; Bras 
Refinery products . jefe petroleum 

5 an a do____ 931, 431 NA NA. Gasoline, motor do === 356 156 NAL Kerosine and jet fuel ~~ ~do- ~~~ 8 m3 NA Diwillatefueloil--~~cdou--- lk ou art Brazil 16, Lubricants ">> Sdo- i ee Residual fuel oli~~"""do-"—~___ag0t8 12,981 11,854 Brasil 1,042; Japan2 
Revised. A soe niall i 
iTable prepared by John G. Panulas. 
Less than 1/2 unit.
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Table 3.—Mexico: Imports of selected mineral commodities' ‘tenn herve id 
OE 

Commodity 1981 1982 United inci ——) 
ETA — Semi, —————--- Tg “gap Shain enn Semen. TRAE SR RE SERS age RE RE se es taht Smaneaemecae lB pesmi 

Cobalt: Metal including alloys, all forms — 87 90. 53 Belgium Luxembourg 24; Canada 6 anal Teenie = unas) rl ae pc reercegg een BRON eter 1 
Pig iron, cast iron, related LEST a em sks tg) Ratt 
Borin EE GML EB vnansetmnmats nr ee Sm cn Section eevee hat gate ogrr Spain £25; Sapan 607 vcipicant = GG oR SE oe Eon RR 
a ee at lee a 

TOO roe ll 2 HL West Germany (). ie neil fata nena ee men 2883 26852405 Norway 255; Canada 16 cee ‘Gee acd concentrate 6428859420 29820 Congo 16,00; Panama 15,00. 
Pore eats me Sesion a ee a 4 veg antes 
Gemeente 

‘Selenium, elemental... __________ 31 21 20 West Germany (*). 

“Ore and concentrate... "2,147 "13 621 Malaysia 150; Singapore 114. Solana 
mae sc BES E tadtantns 
Senin. TR) lng A Peumtemeenscocooccre RAE aetna 

‘Tungsten: Metal including alloys, all Beleiuee aeons. fitter BS each us 5048 West Germany 3. YSkoomsmmae—- BO Reems is Become Auta a 
Blue powder —— = 188 21 206 West Germany @) ieytitioe 

seksi Aten od serge Cin, sagt) La Notte mn 
Asbestos, crude———-———"“"IIZIZ "15.263 55,782 16,598 Canada 30,587; West Germany 3,956, coaine, OR A ERS BEM: a A ieee “Bentonite == 9890 5480 5864 Switaerlana a. Pec RE a NE Wijaieisc RE Re stent
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Table 3.—Mexico: Imports of selected mineral commodities —Continued 
(Metric tons unless otherwise specified) 

SCs TR 
Commo 1981 i See ee Comal Gaited Other (principal 

NONMETALS —Continued 
Ceyolite and chilite eso mm 98 @) Denmark 85; West Germany 31 
Diamond: Gem, not set or alrung ‘value, thousands. 23 $62 $62 Belgium-Luxombourg $7. 
Diatomite and other infasorial earth =~ 3 26312 Spain 2: West Germany i Feldsper,fluorspar, related materials ~~ 10 amb 208 Fertilizer materials: Manufactured polgsscnss ane nev-wn--=-~-- 168852 117.981 SBT Spain 30400; Canada 2.09, Graphite, natural =77~~772222227 1013 ‘563 "201 Canada $4; West Germany 29. Spader OoTOTIOTATT aA nah nas) BT Eeleador 0 France United 
Magnets anne 2 $9 69_Netherlands 20, 
" Crude including splittings and waste — 152 128-110 West Germany 8; United Kingdom 6 Worked including agglomerated spit a ‘* eS asec (ryan pep peairasart 9 in 5; Belgium-Luxembour Phosphates, crude ~~~ thousand” tone 1B 108 sbi Hoven ead % 
Precious and semiprecious stones other ‘than diamond Natural ts 39 2 8 Salt and brine a222oot 2268 1,108 1108 West Germany 1 Sodium compounds 08: Carbonate, manufactured =" oeenene 141031 116,588 116582 West Germany ©. 
‘Stone, sand and gravel 

‘Dimension stone, crude and partly ‘worked seeder 5818 5284 190 aly 2,852; Guatemala 2.242 Dolomite, chiefly refraciony-grade —— Bios 2158 2000 Canada 185, Quartz and quartates Spit Tort EBM Sweden 25; Betgium-Laxembourg 
Sendand gravel _.....--- 85988 S5A6B_—«8985 Guatemala 91,228, Sultur lemental Crude including native and byproduct 20,199 siz Bz Colloidal, precipitated, sublimed. a8 SB | 382 West Germany 2 

‘Talc, steatite, soapstone, pyrophyllite —— ¥163,970 93,534 90,699 Italy 1,386. Veguemigt te td a) 
‘MINERAL FUELS AND RELATED MATERIALS 

Asphalt and bitumen, natural... 124084572 4.572 
Carbon Carbon black —--------- =~ 509 ata Gag carbon, - SpUU OPT Soe TSG m9 388108 Japan 15. Coal: All grades including brigicts -—~~ 675,801 644,751 420,452 ‘Canada 167,190; Colombia 54,651, Cokeandsemicoke=—. =~ Ths“ OL2BA “91284 Petroleum refinery products 

Tiquefied petroleum gas tMousand Agallon barrels 1910 1815 NANA. Gasoline: ‘Aviation do 51 45 NA NA. Motors -=222 2222 2de.2 22 aio a Mineral jelly and wax -—~ do" id i NANA Kerosing and jt fuel foo zai 433 NA NA Distillate fuel oil ~~~ dos >_> 105 ~ Lubricants ~~~ ~do ai ai? NA_NA 
‘Revised. NA Not available 
‘Table prepared by John G. Panulas. 
Less than 1/2 unit. 

COMMODITY REVIEW 

METALS trenchment was a consequence of the coun- 
* i _.,  try’s austerity program and the economic 

Aluminum.—According to data compiled recession.* INDAL is an association of 43 
by El Instituto del Aluminio A.C. INDAL), Mexican companies that are involved with 
Mexico's apparent consumption of alumi- aluminum from ingot form to finished prod- 
num dropped sharply from 200,000 tons in “ ycts and that operate 41 plants. 
1981 to 82,200 tons in 1983. Since Mexico is. Antimony.—Mexico ranked among the 
not self-sufficient in aluminum, imports fell major world producers of antimony, and in 
drastically from 141,700 tons to 23,700 tons the Latin American region ranked second 
in the same years, respectively. This re- in importance after Bolivia. Mine output of
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antimony in Mexico has been ina long-term Minera de Cananea was implementing its 
downward trend since World War Il when mine, mill, and smelter expansion program output peaked at 13,700 tons (1943). Output at Cananea at a reduced level because of the 
increased sharply by 61% from the de- deferment of the $450 million loan from the pressed level of 1982, especially in the form International Finance Corporation (FO) of 
of antimonial lead, refined antimony, and the World Bank Group. Although the IFC 
antimony shipped as concentrate. Some of decided to postpone its financial participa. 
the concentrate was smelted at a refinery in tion in the project, the Export-Import Bank 
San Luis Potosi. Practically all of the ore decided to go ahead with a $76 million 
and concentrate exported went to the Unit- credit package covering the sale of US. 

ed States. trucks and mining equipment valued at 
Copper.—Mine output of copper declined $117 million. 

to 196,000 tons, almost 15% below that of Before the startup of the La Caridad 
1982 after 4 years of remarkable growth Mine, Cananea was Mexico's largest copper 
when copper production expanded by 175% producer and had been in operation since 
from the level of 83,000 tons mined in 1978, 1899. Under Cananea’s expansion plans, 
In response to lower prices and less demand mine capacity is to be increased from 30,000 
for copper, production was curtailed at the to 90,000 tons of ore per day, and the smelt- 
major mines, La Caridad and Cananea, both _ er is to be expanded from 70,000 to 125,000 
in Sonora State. A 42-day strike at Cananea, tons of blister copper per year. In 1983, 
which ended in October, also contributed to Cananea’s blister output dropped to 27,000 
the decreased production. La Caridad Mine, tons compared with 53,000 tons in 1980. The 
Mexico’s largest copper producer, was op- smelter expansion, still to be initiated, was 
erating at the 60,000- to 65,000-ton-per-day scheduled for partial operation by mid-1986, 
range compared with the design capacity of The mine and concentrator expansion was 
72,000 tons of ore per day. MEDIMSA, planned for completion by mid-1985. Par- 
Mexico’s third largest copper producer, ex- sons Engineering Co. and Bechtel Inc. have 
perienced a 14% drop in copper output to been contracted for various parts of the 
14,200 tons. Copper was recovered at several expansion program. 
of MEDIMSA’s mining units, San Martin, _ Cobre de México S.A., Mexico's only pro- 
Santa Barbara, and Tecolote. The San ducer of refined copper, completed expan- 
Martin unit in Zacatecas was the most sion of its capacity from 120,000 to 150,000 
important copper source with 4,900 tons. tons per year. Mexico's refined copper con- 
Copper concentrate was processed at ME- sumption peaked at 135,000 tons in 1981, 
DIMSA’s 42,000-ton-per-year smelter at San falling to 88,000 tons in 1982 and decreased 
Luis Potosi where output of blister was further to about 79,000 tons in 1983. 
82,700 tons, a 10% increase over that of According to the latest available Govern- 
1982. La Caridad’s annual output of 140,000 ment report on mining, copper accounted 
tons, plus Cananea’s 30,000 tons, accounted for 12% of the total value of Mexico's 
for 88% of Mexico's total copper output. mining-metallurgical output, excluding oil 

Mexicana de Cobre, operator of La Cari- and gas, and 25% of the exports—exceeded 
dad, was completing the final phase of the only by exports of silver. 
$1 billion mine and metallurgical complex During the year, considerable concern 
at Nacozari, Sonora State. The mixed equity was expressed in the U.S. Congress and in 
company is owned 56% by private Mexican the Southwestern U.S. press about the lack interests and 44% by the Government. ME- of air pollution controls in the copper smelt- DIMSA was the largest private shareholder er projects of Cananea located near the with 15% of the equity. During the year, the Mexican-Arizona border. Cananea officials company authorized expansion of the La declared their intention to install modern 
Caridad Mine capacity from 72,000 to 90,000 emission control equipment and build a 
tons per day, which was to be completed in sulfuric acid plant as financing becomes early 1985. The investment program includ- available. It was agreed that the border 
ed construction of a $250 million smelter pollution problem could best be discussed 
with a capacity of 180,000 tons of blister and solved within the framework of the new copper per year that was rescheduled for U.S-Mexican agreement on the environ- 
startup in mid-1985. The copper refinery to ment of the border area signed on August 
be built by Mexicana de Cobre at the Port of 14, 1983. 
Guaymas was postponed because of Mexi-  Gold.—Relative to the last two decades, co's difficult foreign exchange situation and gold production reached a peak. This up- 
foreign debt problem, ward trend was expected to continue in
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1984 with the possible startup of the new Las Encinas S.A. was increasing pelletizing 
Barqueno project and the expanded output capacity at Alzada from 1.6 to 1.8 million 

of well-established copper-lead-zine-silver tons per year. Las Encinas shipped 1.5 
operations where gold is a byproduct. million tons of pellets to direct-reduetion 

‘One of the most interesting developments plants at Puebla and Monterrey. In neigh- 
in 1983 was the Mexican Government's new boring Michoacan State, pelletizing capaci- 
gold mining project, El Barqueno, in Ameca_ ty at the Lazaro-Cardenas steelworks was 

in the State of Jalisco located 100 kilome- undergoing expansion from 1.8 to 4.8 mil- 
ters due west of Guadalajara. CRM was lion tons per year. Mexico's pellet produc- 
conducting both exploration and heap- tion was 6.6 million tons in 1982, and in- 
Jeaching experiments during the year. It stalled pellet capacity was projected to ex- 
was not possible to determine if commercial and to 14.7 million tons by 1984.* 
operations would begin during 1984. Barly __ According to the 1983 annual report of 
press reports indicate possible ore reserves CAMIMEX, Mexico's run-ofmine iron ore 
of about 5 million tons with ore grades of 6 output by mine is shown below: 
to 8 grams per ton. The reserves are concen- 
trated into three major vein systems, which, ay 
are large enough to be mined by open pit Mine imetrie 
methods. The largest of these is reportedly § ————————_____‘n)_ 
10 meters wide, 60 meters deep, and 3,000 PehaColorado -.------------____ 4,880,000 

meters long. WiPeercoctecressczcoone Fae 
Important established private gold pro- Hlincng-----==-----222__ouo.o00 

ducers, PENOLES and MEDIMSA, reported (e1T0.de Mercado ~-—~--~-=-- 09 earns. 
lower gold output from their mines, con- Other estimated).—————~==722=—~ 100,000 
trary to the overall trend. PENOLES’ mine tuit______-...----------__18,952,900 
output fell 7% to 42,000 ounces and that of § = 
MEDIMSA fell 17% to 10,700 ounces. PE- . 
NOLES’ refined gold production, using out- _ Exploration for iron ore was centered 
put from other mine operators, also fell to mostly around the currently operating 
about 127,000 ounces, equal to 56% of na- mines. During the year, an additional 647 
tional output. million tons of measured reserves was add- 

Iron Ore.—The most salient event was @), which increased total reserves to 830 
the startup in June of the 882-kilometer, 14 ene poe Sap eles an oe ote 

‘peli : ex] r contract. wi 
ac ura, ine, The ney ng ll” SIBERMER that fd been nied 17. : i is program wil continued by the 
Pera Ming Cun Sate eet Inte Meneanodl Pete = inst . iron anc teel.— Because the economic 

to the Hercules Mine, operated by Fundi- recession reduced domestic demand, Mexico 
dora de Monterrey S.A. (FMSA). There it continued to seek overseas markets for its 
ras to be blended for transport to the new tee] output. Further devaluation of the 
$-million-ton-per-year pellet plant at Mon- Mexican peso also made the country’s steel 
clova, Coahuila, which was also completed products more competitive. It was esti- 
during the year. The slurry pipeline has 4 mated’ that Mexico exported steel valued at 
capacity of 4.5 million tons of concentrate $860 million, compared with the $67 million 
per year and is one of the longest con- value in 1980, of which $560 million was 
structed to date. Both AHMSA and FMSA marketed in the United States. At the same 
are subsidiary steel companies of the time, Mexico drastically reduced steel im- 
Government-owned firm, Siderargica Mexi- ports to $285 million compared with $3.1 
cana (SIDERMEX). The concentration plant illion in 1981. National production de- 
of FMSA at the Hercules Mine was 70% creased only slightly because the Govern- 
completed and is expected to be ready by ment decided to support production and 
the end of 1984. La Perla’s new concentra- employment through an aggressive export- 
tor was completed in 1982. < ing policy. Most of the exports were sup- 
FMSA reported in 1983 that it plans to plied by the three subsidiary companies of 

shut down its regular operations at the SIDERMEX. 
Cerro de Mercado Mine in Durango in 1984 ~ In November, United States Steel Corp. 
but continue with periodic production of accused Mexico of unfairly subsidizing steel 
fine ore for pellet production. Cerro de exports and asked the U.S. Department of 
Mercado’s run-of-mine output in 1983 was Commerce to impose a punitive tariff of 
458,200 tons of iron ore. In Colima State, 35% on seven Mexican steel products, rang-
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ing from galvanized sheet metal to heavy bringing output up to market quality. Be- 
pipe. Later that month, five other U.S. steel ginning in mid-1985, MEDIMSA’s Charcas 
companies also filed petitions backing Unit- Unit will supply additional zinc concentrate 
ed States Steel's position and additionally _ with low iron content to the new refinery. 
charging Mexico with illegal dumping of  Manganese—Production of manganese 
steel products. Mexican opinion indicated fell drastically by 27% below that of 1982 as 
that it was counterproductive to impose a consequence of lower demand for steel at 
countervailing duties on developing coun- home and overseas. Cia. Minera Autlan S.A. 
tries like Mexico with a foreign debt crisis. de C.V., the leading Mexican producer of 

Domestic demand for steel products both manganese ore and manganese fer- 
decreased by 23% in 1983; apparent con- roalloys, announced successful pilot produc- 
sumption was 4.8 million tons compared tion of electrolytic manganese dioxide and 
with 8.7 million tons in 1981. The SIDER- was reportedly planning a commercial diox- MEX parastate companies (AHMSA, ide plant with an annual capacity of 6,600 
FMSA, and Siderargica Lazaro-Cardenas tons. Autldn’s shipments of oxide nodules 
Las Truchas S.A.) had a surplus of 568,000 from its mining and calcining operations 
tons, mainly nonflat steel products. Redue- totaled 354,000 tons, of which about 235,000 
ed local demand included tubular goods, tons was for domestic consumption and 
which dropped from 1.4 million tons in 1981 about 119,000 tons was exported. In 1982, 
to 822,000 tons in 1982. PEMEX’s develop- Japan replaced the United States as the 
ment plans called for consumption of tubu- most important market for Mexico’s manga- 
lar goods to grow from 282,600 tons in 1983 nese concentrate. Brazil and Colombia were 

to 434,300 tons in 1984. z the leading markets for battery-grade ore. 
Lead and Zine.—Most of Mexico’s numer- ‘Total production of ferroalloys in 1983 rose 

ous silver mines produced lead and zinc as to 215,700 tons, up almost 10% from that of 
coproducts. The significant growth in lead 1982. This production comprised ferroman- and zinc mine output reflected the 7.5% ganese, 66%; silicomanganese, 21%; ferro- 
increase in mined silver. The MEDIMSA silicon, 12%; and special alloys, 1%, particu- 
mines continued as the leading leadzine arly ferrochrome and ferrosilicomagne. 
producers, followed in importance by the sium. Future domestic demand for manga- 
mining units of the PENOLES Group. Ac- nese ferroalloys was projected to reach 
cording to 1983 company reports, output for 94,000 tons in 1984 and 102,000 tons in 1986. 
the major companies is shown below, in Molybdenum.—Mexico made further 
metric tons: progress in the dramatic revitalization of its 

molybdenum output. The 13% increase over 
Trea it aie ‘that_ of 1982 in mine production was the 

—_——_——_—___*_— result of the third full year of operation of México Deprelo Instr 54,160 14599 the Cumobabi Mine in Sonora State and the 
Industries PenoieaSAcde first full year of operation of the molybde- 
MonaRedaeKngiasa” = 8° 49827 num byproduct plant at the La Caridad 
deCV-.---------- 21800 21,900 copper mine. Cumobabi’s output increased 
Cee ao, = 308 2%) by 20% over that of 1982 to 1,200 tons, and 
ao La Caridad’s output was estimated at 4,600 

iesadettet or 184,260 286,00 tons, By yearend, La Caridad was producing 
a high-quality 58% molybdenum concen- 

‘The decreased lead and zine output by trate. The Cumobabi Mine was operated by 
MEDIMSA and PENOLES was more than Minera Cumobabi S.A. de C.V.. a subsidiary 
compensated for by the new output as of Frisco. During the year, Cumobabi com- 
byproducts of the Real de Angeles silver pleted the installation of equipment and 

mine operations. mill tests needed to produce high-purity 
MEDIMSA’s new 113,000-ton-per-year molybdenum sulfide, which would increase 

electrolytic zinc refinery at San Luis Potosi the value added of the marketable product. 
had its first full year of operation. During The first sales of this improved product 
the first part of the year, the plant experi- were expected in early 1984. Cumobabi, in 
enced startup difficulties, but by Septem- 1983, increased its sales of molybdenum 
ber, the plant was operating at 70% to 75% trioxide by 50% over that of 1982. Because 
capacity. Refined zinc production increased of the surge in molybdenum output, Mexico 
110% to 76,740 tons from 36,400 tons in became the fifth most important world 
1982. The plant’s cadmium recovery circuit producer, replacing China. In the Western 
was started up and is in the process of Hemisphere, Mexico ranked after the Unit-
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ed States, Chile, and Canada. Tormex §.A., a wholly owned subsidiary of 
Silver Mexico regained its position as Lacana, while PENOLES managed. the 

the leading world producer of silver. The mines. Lacana reported that La Encantada 
7.5% increase in mine output over that of produced over 1.8 million ounces, while its 
1982 resulted chiefly from the first full year 30%-owned ‘Torres mining complex in 
of operation of the new open pit Real de Guanajuato produced 4.1 million ounces. 
‘Angeles Mine in Zacatecas State and from Mexico's second largest silver producer, 
expanded output by the traditional silver MEDIMSA, increased mine output by 5.3% 
mining companies. Real de Angeles mine _ over that of 1982 to 13.1 million troy ounces, 
output for the year was 3.7 million tons of while its refinery output at Monterrey in- 
ore. Silver content was almost 7.8 million creased almost 19% over that of 1982 to 21.5 
troy ounces, and significant quantities of million troy ounces. Silver sales by MEDIM- 
lead and zine were obtained. Minera Real de SA’s operating companies accounted for 
‘Angeles is owned by the state entity, Comi- 46% of the total. The completion of two new 
sion de Fomento Minero, 33%; Frisco, 88%; shafts in MEDIMSA’s Santa Barbara Unit 
and Placer Development Ltd. of Canada, Permitted it to operate at the full capacity 
349. Silver-lead and zinc concentrates were of 4,800 tons of ore per day as the largest 
shipped to the Torreon metallurgical com- underground mine in Mexico. Expansion 

plex. work of the second stage at the San Martin 
‘Although PENOLES’ output dropped Unit continued during the year to increase 

slightly, it continued as Mexico's major Productive capacity from 2,400 to 6,800 tons 
silver producer, accounting for 28% of the of ore per day. At yearend, the new benefi- 
country’s total. PENOLES’ output from its ciation plant was 80% completed and sched- 
own mines was almost 17 million troy  Uled for startup in July 1984 . 

ounces, while output from its refinery in Mexico succeeded in refining 82% of its 

Torreon, Coahuila, was 33.5 million troy total mine output, while only 5% or 2.89 
ounces, During the year, PENOLES com- million troy ounces of silver was shipped in 
pleted installation of new crushing plants at concentrates. Benefiting from increased 
its Fresnillo and Naica Mines. The Fresnillo output and higher world prices, Mexico's 
Mine in Zacatecas and the Naica Mine in foreign exchange earnings from silver ex- 
Chihuahua were operated by Cia. Minera Ports increased by 33% over those of 1982 to 
Fresnillo S.A. de CV, a joint venture of $395 million. Silver accounted for 39% of 
PESOLES, 60%, and AMAX Inc, 40%. At total nonfuel mineral exports. The average 
Fresnillo, silver output has been increasing, Price of silver rebounded to $11.44 per 
while that of zinc has been decreasing asa ounce, substantially above the $7.95 aver- 
result of exploitation of the silver-rich San- 98° Price in 1982. But at yearend, the price 
To Niko vein discovered a few years ago. fell, to $8.95 per ounce. Data available for 
MAX roported that the Ftesnillo-Zimapan 1982 from CRM show that the United States 
operations produced 9 million ounces of Was the most important market for Mexi- 
silver, a 5.5% increase over that of 1982. At a” silver bullion, receiving 52%, followed 
La Negra Mine in Guerétaro State, produc. >Y cepa. oe the United Paoasen, 10%; 
tion was increased 15% by more efficient and the Federal Republic of Germany, 8% 
use of installed equipment. New equipment During 197882, Mexico supplied 23% of 
planned for 1984 will further increase the U-S. silver imports, second in importance 
capacity by 11%. after Canada. 

Exploration work at La Encantada Mine 
at Piedras Negras, Coahuila State, was NONMETALS: 
successful in establishing 1.5 million tons of _ Barite—The Cobachi barite deposit, 80 
proven reserves, grading 7.2 ounces of silver _ kilometers east of Hermosillo, Sonora State, 
per ton with 3.5% lead, and 124,000 tons was under development by Minera Baucarit, 
grading 36 ounces of silver per ton with S.A. de C.V., owned 51% by Protexa S.A 
17.3% lead. Owing to lack of water in the and 49% by FMC Corp. of the United States. 
semiarid environment, the concentration A contract for detailed engineering was 
plant operated at less than full capacity.To awarded in late 1983. Construction was to 
compensate for this, high-grade ore with 39 begin in 1984 and startup in 1986, Annual 
ounces of silver per ton and 21% lead was output from the beneficiation facility will 
shipped directly to the smelter. La Encanta- be 237,000 tons of concentrate. Reserves in 
da is a joint venture of PENOLES, 60%, and the Cobachi deposit were estimated at 16.4 
Lacana Mining Corp. of Canada, 40%. Ex- million tons, of which 8 million tons is 
ploration was managed by Contratista proven, grading 75% barium sulfate. The
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$14 million project will employ 109 persons. Significant quantities of fluorspar are pro- 
‘Asa result of steady operations of its La duced by more than 100 small miners in 

Minita Mine in Coalcomén, Michoacan, PE- Coahuila. Four hydrofluoric acid plants 
NOLES’ output of barite increased sharply were operating in Mexico. The eight major 
from 23,000 tons in 1982 to 52,800 tons in companies had proven reserves of 87 million 
1983. La Minita’s design capacity is 150,000 tons with an average grade of 62% CaF. and 
tons per year. The additional output from an installed capacity of 1,360,000 tons. The 

La Minita added to that of Barita de Sonora largest proven reserves, estimated at 14.5 
in Villa Pesqueira, also 150,000 tons per million tons, were held by Mexico’s leading 
year, will meet all of PEMEX’s needs and producer, Cia. Minera Las Cuevas S.A. de 
provide a surplus for export. PEMEX con- C.V. Mexico has the fourth largest reserves 
sumption was less than 400,000 tons. after the U.S.SR., China, and Mongolia. 
Cement.—As a consequence of lower do- Mexican fluorspar producers began the 

mestic demand caused by a slump in con- year by reducing the price of acid-grade and 
struction, a surplus of cement became avail- metallurgical-grade fluorspar by 29% and 
able for export. Imports of Mexican hydrau- 23%, respectively. The average price fell 
lic cement and clinker by the United States from $123 per ton in 1982 to $87 per ton in 
increased from 120,000 tons in 1982 to 1983. The price reduction was the first since 
750,000 tons with a cif. value of $34 mil- formation of the Instituto Mexicano de la 
lion. Following a petition by the U.S. ce- Fluorita in 1974. To become more competi- 
ment industry and on the basis of a discov- tive, the members of this institute agreed to 
ery of subsidy practices, the International remove most restrictions and allow the 
Trade Administration of the U.S. Depart- price of fluorspar exported from Mexico to 
ment of Commerce imposed a countervail- float, effective January 1, 1984. This policy, 
ing duty on cement imports from Mexico part of an effort by Mexican producers to 
effective September 21, 1983, for 1 year. recapture market shares lost during 1982 

Fluorspar.—The Instituto Mexicano de la and 1983, will allow each producer to nego- 
Fluorita reported a modest increase over tiate its own price. The Mexican price had 
that of 1982 in fluorspar sales to 600,000 become an important standard worldwide. 
tons, while actual mine output decreased Floating the Mexican price, therefore, was 
significantly. Sales, which have been severe- expected to result in lower average prices 
ly depressed in recent years, were 261,000 and less stability in world fluorspar mar- 
tons for domestic markets and 839,000 tons kets 
for export. As a result of reduced export Magnesium  Compounds.—Although 
demand, especially by the United States, Mexico mined a modest amount of magne- 
which is Mexico's major market, Mexico site (magnesium carbonate) from natural 
was surpassed by Mongolia as the world’s sources, most of the magnesium compounds 
Jeading fluorspar producer. Mongolia pro- were produced at chemical plants in the 
duced 16% of the world output, while Mexi- form of magnesia (magnesium oxide). At 
co accounted for 14%. Mexican exports Laguna del Rey, Coahuila, Quimica del Rey 
accounted for about 17% of the total fluor-S.A., a PENOLES subsidiary, started up its 
spar entering world trade, which is estimat- plant that had been expanded from 40,000 
ed at 2 million tons. Mexico was the third to 100,000 tons per year of magnesia. 
most important trading country after Mon- Quimica del Mar .A., another subsidiary of 
golia and China. PENOLES, also completed expansion of its 

‘The United States imported 385,000 tons plant at Ciudad Madero, Tamaulipas, that 
of acid-grade fluorspar valued at $41 mil- makes magnesia from seawater. With these 
lion, of which 46% came from Mexico. two expansions, Mexico became self-suffi- 
Imports of metallurgical and ceramic cient in magnesia and gained a surplus for 
grades amounted to 68,000 tons valued at $6 export. PENOLES' two. plants increased 
million, of which 64% came from Mexico. production by 15% over that of 1982 to 
Hydrofluoric acid imports amounted to 66,300 tons of magnesia. 
92,000 tons valued at $83 million, of which _Nitrogen.—Mexico is self-sufficient in the 
61% came from Mexico. production of nitrogenous fertilizer with a 

Eight major companies operating in the surplus for export. Mexico has been increas- 
States of San Luis Potosi, Chihuahua, Coa- ing its capacity to produce ammonia from 
huila, and Durango accounted for most of its abundant natural gas resources since 
Mexico's production. Another major compa- 1962 when the first ammonia plant was 
ny, Cia. Minera Rio Colorado $.A., in San installed by PEMEX in Salamanca, Guana- 
Luis Potosi, closed for economic reasons. juato. By 1983, PEMEX had installed a
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capacity totaling 2.9 million tons of ammo- 200,000 tons per year. Mexico's apparent 
nia, or 2.4 million tons in nitrogen content. consumption of natural and synthetic soda 
Six of the nine ammonia plants with 82% of ash was 532,000 tons, of which 397,000 was 
national capacity have been installed by produced domestically and 135,000 tons was 
PEMEX in Cosoleacaque, Veracruz. Ammo- imported. Industria del Alcali supplied 
nia output decreased slightly from the 218,000 tons, or 41% of total consumption, 

| record-high level of 1982. During 1979-82, while Texcoco supplied 179,000 tons of natu- 
Mexico supplied 21% of U.S. needs. Exports ral soda ash. Since 1948, when demand was 
to the United States in 1983 totaled 430,000 60,000 tons, Mexican production and con- 
tons, or 58% of Mexico's total export of sumption of soda ash have grown dramat- 
743,800 tons, which earned $112 million in ically to meet the needs of the country’s 
foreign exchange. In 1981, PEMEX initiated expanding glass, paper, soap, and textile 
production of liquid nitrogen at the level of industries. Industria del Alcali was also the 
30,000 tons. Mexico was the largest produe- only producer of sodium bicarbonate, with 
er and joined Trinidad and Tobago as the an annual capacity of 34,000 tons. In 1983, 
major exporter of ammonia in Latin Ameri- 9,600 tons of bicarbonate was imported by 
ca. The fertilizer complex under construc- the United States. The company is owned 
tion at Lézaro-Cardenas Port will utilize by Vitro 8.A., which produces over 80% of 
150,000 tons per year of ammonia for the _ the flat and container glass in Mexico. 
ammonium nitrate plant. The two 445,000. Salt—Mexico continued as the world’s 
ton-per-year ammonia plants planned for leading exporter of salt. The country's ma- 
Salina Cruz and Camargo have been indef- jor salt producer and exporter, Exportadora 
initely postponed. de Sal S.A. (ESSA), exported 2.7 million tons 
Phosphate Rock.—Domestic demand for to Japan, the chief market, and increased 

inorganic fertilizer was depressed. There exports to the United States by 24% to 1.5 was, therefore, little change in production million tons. ESSA’s production from the 
by state-owned Roca Fosforica Mexicana world’s largest solar salt facilities at Guer- 
SA. de CV. (ROFOMEX), which supplies Tero Negro on the west coast of Baja Califor- 
primarily the inputs of Fertilizantes Mexi- ia was hampered by heavy rains in this 
canas S.A. ROFOMEX reportedly has indef- atid region, but overseas sales were main- {nitely postponed a $60 million project to tained from inventories. Mexico earned al- 
build a concentrator in Santo Domingo, ™ost $42 million from salt exports. These 
Baja California. This plant was to have a Séles ranked second in importance after Buy Oe 18 maillien sulfur among the nonmetallics. During 
Siephas rock ouenate 1979.82, Mexico accounted for 28% of US 

Sodium Compounds.—Mexico was the S@lt imports. é 
major producer of sodium carbonate and __Sulfur.—Within the Latin American re- 
sodium sulfate in Latin America. In the ion. Mexico was the leading producer and 
Western Hemisphere, Mexico is the only °*Porter of elemental sulfur. Although sul- 
source of natural sodium carbonate (soda fur output dropped 11%, sulfur exports 
ash), other than the dry lake brines of rebounded from the depressed level of 1982, 

California and the underground trona de- 24 accordingly, earnings increased 45% to posits of Green River, Wyoming. Sosa Tex. $107 million. Sulfur continued as Mexico's 
coco $.A. was the only Mexican producer of ™0st important nonmetallic mineral ex: 
natural soda ash from subsurface brine Port accounting for 11% of total mineral deposits at Ecatepec de Morelos at the edge ©xPOrts excluding mineral fuels. Mexico 
of ancient Lake Texcoco, 20 kilometers from had some success in diversifying its exports 
Mexico City. Texcoco reserves are estimated Way from the dominant U-S. market. The 
at 100 million tons. Texcoco was established Share of exports to the United States drop- 
in 1948 with an initial capacity of 30,000 Ped from 17% of the total in 1980 to G5 7% in 
tons per year. Since that time, the plant has, Te Unibea Stat ae: it ported OOS000 
been expanded in stages to the present {085 with a value of $67 million. During peert 1979-82, Mexico supplied 40% of U.S. sulfur capacity of about 200,000 tons per year. jyrery 
Future expansion of the well field will be "™P0': 
affected by local housing pressures and MINERAL FUELS 
possible expansion of the nearby interna- 
tional airport. Coal—Production of run-of:mine coal 

Synthetic soda ash was produced by In- reached almost 9 million tons, a historic 
dustria del Alcali 8.A. at its plant in Mon- high. The 18% increase over that of 1982 is 
terrey, Nuevo Leén, with a capacity of attributed to the Government’s new impe-
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tus given to steam coal production, which will be 480,000 tons per year, to be available 
also increased to a record-high level. Steam _in early 1985, 
coal output expanded to 18 million tons. Geothermal Energy.—The Government 
Practically all of Mexico's coal output came was engaged in exploiting its geothermal 
from Coahuila State in the northeast. Ex- resources as a viable energy alternative. 
ploration for coal in the northeast was Geothermal fields have been discovered in 
under the control of the Comision Federal eight States giving a geothermal potential 
de Electricidad (CFE), which has set up a of about 12,000 megawatts. The most prom- 
special department, Estudios Carboniferos _ ising reserves have been discovered in three 
del Noroeste, for this purpose, under the areas: Cerro Prieto, Baja California; Los 
National Coal Program. CFE also contin- Azufres, Michoacdn; and Los Humeros, 
ued coal studies in the Triassic region of Puebla. Electrical generating capacity has 
Colombia-Nuevo Laredo, as well as the sub- already been installed at Cerro Prieto in the 
bituminous coal of the Ojinaga Basin in Mexicali Valley totaling 180 megawatts and 
Chihuahua, which has a geology similar to at Los Azufres, 25 megawatts. The first unit 
that of Coahuila. Proven coal reserves in of 37.5 megawatts was installed at Cerro 
the Sabinas and Rio Escondido Basins in Prieto in 1973. Two new units of 230 mega- 
Coahuila are estimated at 2.2 billion tons, watts each were scheduled for startup in 
while total coal resources in Mexico are 1984-85. Under its short-term development 
estimated at 4.9 billion tons. plan, the Government proposes to add 740 

Minera Carbonifera Rio Escondido S.A. megawatts to installed capacity in the three 
(MICARE), a mixed company with the ma- main fields mentioned above, Geothermal 
jority of shares held by the Government, energy currently accounts for only 1% of 
was the largest producer of steam coal. Mexico's electric generating capacity. By 
MICARE supplied increased amounts of 1988, this share was expected to increase to 
steam coal from open pit and underground 2.6%. 
mines in Coahuila to the nearby Rio Es- Natural Gas.—Production of natural gas 
condido electric generating complex at Pie- was down 4.5% from the record-high level 
dras Negras, Coahuila. This complex was of 1982. Only 21% of total output was 
scheduled to complete installation of the unassociated with crude oil production. Of 
second 300-megawatt generating unit in the total of 48 hydrocarbon fields under 
1983. The other two units to complete the _ production and development by PEMEX, 18 
1,200-megawatt José Lopez Portillo complex fields were devoted to gas. ‘There was a 
were delayed because of budgetary reasons. sharp increase in condensate in the gas 

Mexico and Colombia were involved in operations from 654,000 barrels to 8.3 mil- 
negotiations concerning the shipment of 1.5 lion barrels in 1983 because of newly in- 
million tons per year of high-quality coking _ stalled separation equipment. 
coal. The coal would be shipped from Colom- Flared gas was 11% of total output com- 
bia’s Pacific ports to the SIDERMEX steel _ pared with 17% flared in 1981, PEMEX was 
complex of Lazaro-Cardenas that has expe- expanding its gas pipeline system to meet 
rienced delays in coal shipments by railroad increasing domestic industrial needs. Dur- 
from Mexico's northeast coalfields. Pre- ing the year, the 16-inch gas pipeline from 
viously, SIDERMEX imported coking coal Querétaro at the main trunkline to San 
from the United States and Canada, but Luis Potosi, an important mining and met- 
this was curtailed after the 1982 foreign allurgical center, was started. Also the 48- 
debt crisis. Mexico has had a significant inch extension of the main trunkline from 
trade surplus with Colombia, which in 1983 Salamanca, Guanajuato, to Guadalajara, 
was $59 million. The proposed coal ship- Jalisco, began operation. An important 24. 
ment would be in effect a barter arrange- inch gas pipeline was under construction 
ment covered by Mexico's surplus trade between Salamanca on the main line to 

position. Lézaro-Cardenas to supply gas for the 
MEDIMSA reported on the startup of a direct-reduction units of the SIDERMEX 

new open pit mine for metallurgical coal. steel complex. At yearend, PEMEX had 
However, company output dropped 11% to 12,370 kilometers of gas pipelines in oper- 
803,830 tons because of lower domestic steel ation in Mexico. Mexico's policy was to 
demand. In addition, MEDIMSA continued export only surplus amounts of available 
development of a new underground mine, gas. Because of lower demand in the US. 
Pasta de Conchos, in San Juan de Sabinas, market, PEMEX’s deliveries of natural gas 
Coahuila, to be operated under a subsidiary, for export decreased 20% below 1982 levels 
Carbonifera de Nueva Rosita S.A. Capacity to 79.4 billion .cubic feet valued at $354
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million. PEMEX’s gas sales in Mexico ac- produced from 30 well fields, 20%, or 
counted for 9% of its total product sales, 508,000 barrels per day, came from wells 
while gas sales abroad were 2.2% of the using water injection to maintain pressure 
total. In April, the consortium of U.S. gas and increase recovery of oil. In addition to 
importing companies notified PEMEX that oil production, PEMEX was responsible for 
it would reduce gas imports for the rest of oil processing and distribution. For this 
the year from 300 million cubic feet per day purpose, PEMEX operated a network of oil 
to the contract minimum of 180 million pipelines to nine refinery centers and proc- 
cubic feet per day. Effective May 1, PEMEX essing plants totaling 4,370 kilometers. The 
reduced gas prices from $4.94 to $4.40 per volume transported during the year was 
million British thermal units. This decrease 1.05 million barrels per day. Only 23,600 
followed the Canadian decision to adjust its barrels per day was transported by coastal 
gas export price.* shipping 

Petroleum.—After 6 years of impressive Contrary to the production trend, exports 
growth, output of crude oil by PEMEX of crude oil increased 3% over that of 1982 
decreased for the first time, by 3%, to a to a daily rate of 1.537 million barrels, 
daily rate of 2.67 million barrels. For the which approximated the limit of 1.5 million 
year, total production of liquid hydrocar- barrels per day set by PEMEX for 1983 to 
bons including the oil equivalent of natural maintain world price stability. PEMEX ex- 
gas was 1.34 billion barrels. The most im- ported crude oil to 23 countries, the 5 most 
portant producing zone was offshore in the important of which were the United States, 
Bay of Campeche, which provided 63% of 53.6%; Spain, 10.5%; Japan, 7.8%; the Unit- 
total output, followed by the Southeastern ed Kingdom, 5.6%; and France, 5.4%. These 
Zone, 28%, and the Southern, Central, and markets accounted for almost 83% of the 
Northern Zones, 9%. Of the total crude oil total. 

Table 4.—Mexico: Petroleum and natural gas production 

Nena ps Grea 
one and district (main cubiefet) gallon Bares 

a 
Marine Zone: Bay of Campeche =. 319,588 928.999 590,853 610,947 
Southeastern Zone: ‘Comalealco District: ‘Mesozoic? wo----------- 712598 785279 904588 258,228 Tertiary. =~ SOCITEINTSIOGGESESIGEDE oie km “ere MT Giudad Pemex Distria--2~2L22L22IIDIIIII To __assiea ails OG 

Tilistsnenccneueceteeseeens SOIR, BOLT BLL Beraere 
Central Zone: ise eg. occ see ee as 51809 41,289 42287 52,856 Cuenca Papaloapan ---------------- 2otot gars, Bisa “4219S 688 Nueva Fajade Oro --2222022220DICIIICIIISITIIIITD__isse_ teas 

Total 85400 80571 46586 6,544 
Southern Zone: "Aqua Dulee District gots 199427888) 17,782 Bilan District ----__=2 722 TITIITIOD — aolaag tetas teat 15 374 

Nanchital Distt, eee ee LL 
ola tee ean a ~__ 42267 40,858 935,824 84,784 

Northern Zone: ‘Northern District ---— 1958615281 7H 10.054 Southern District TIDLIGUIOOOLIOOOIION "xo Sidis “Togs TS Northeastern Frontier District -——7~~7727777277TTZT—7__ta6iaa6_ estes '260_ 29 
Mela ese awasuken penne anne __114 582 168,285 18981718 
Gee OA eect a -------- 1589921 1470,560 1,002,480 972,922 

{Does not include condensate 
2Referred to aa Cretaceous up to 1981 
"Data do not ada to total shown because of independent rounding. 
Source: Petréleos Mexicanos. Memoria de Labores, 1982 and 1988.
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Mexico is the United States’ most impor- tial rate at which crude oil might be pro- 
tant source of oil imports and has become duced and enter into world markets.* This 
increasingly important to the United study estimates that Mexico's total recover- 
States. Mexico provided 23% of US. oil able crude oil resources amount to 115 
import requirements followed by the United billion barrels including known oil re- 
Kingdom, Saudi Arabia, Nigeria, and Cana- sources and undiscovered oil resources. 
da. Mexico’s declared policy is not to allo- With Mexico's total known ultimately re- 
cate more than 50% of crude oil exports to coverable reserves of 89 billion barrels, and 

any country. The limit was exceeded in 1983 assuming Mexico's cumulative crude oi 
because of shipments to the U.S. Strategic production of about 9 billion barrels since 
Petroleum Reserve under the Lyear special oil was first discovered at Ebano in 1901, 
contract, the remaining recoverable oil amounts to 30 

Crude oil exports were composed of 44% _ billion barrels. . 
light Isthmus and 56% heavy Maya, which _ PEMEX reported that its accumulated 
increased from the 54% share in 1982 be- Production of hydrocarbons, including con- 

cause of heavy demand. Official export ‘densate and the oil equivalent of dry gas, 
prices were changed during the year in for 1901-83 inclusive was 15.3 billion bar- 

response to world markets. As of February ee? 53 Tastee OE MRS 
1, a barrel of Isthmus crude was priced at, i UEYeST: OF Mininidad and Tobe 
$29, a $3.50 decrease from March 1, 1982. la, A ‘The prive of Maya crude was changed three ™et in Caracas for an exchange of informa- 
times, first lowered to $23 per barrel, subse- 10m to strengthen the group's world mar- 
quently increased by $1.00, and finally in- Keung Position, Mexico reltersied is pose 
ee te er barrel in October TE of Petroleum Exporting Countries. MEX’s total overseas sales were divided as" Uranium and Nuclear | Energy.—Con- 

oe LIE eG ee oleur proc struction of Mexico's first 1,300-megawatt ucts, 5.4%; natural gas, 2.2%; and petro- Duclear powerplant, Laguna Verde 1 in 

chemicals, 0.1%. Veracruz State, was nearing completion. 
Tee eee Progreng Uranio Mexicano S.A., the state uranium 

peli fal exploration company, was struck by its 
een EE ernie rotentenn union in late May and appears to have 

ci dahaerd ‘ 2 spended its research and exploration ac- success rate of 36%. Of the 17 fields discov- tivities. » 
ered, 11 were oil, 5 were wet gas, and 1 was 
dry gas. The discovery of producing struc- —_*physical scientist, Division of Foreign Data. 
tures in the Chiapas-Tabasco Mesozoic, ,,"Where necasary, values have been converted from 
when added to others, enabled PEMEX to for bes oF Bigs izh USS The ee be average rete. 
compensate for the hydrocarbons extracted oe me te Laide 1.00, A Goal peccnanes rate 

during the year. Proven reserves of hydro- Tale tnean he yar aS ‘eos and endo af dd pees por 
carbons as of December 31, 1983, increased oll. 
to 72.5 billion barrels. On the basis of pro- gistce'iela Minera Meneans Woe Méxnn DE pe ae, 
ducing at a rate of 1.34 billion barrels of |, hnydrocarbon produced in 1983, Mexico's gif! Meveado de Valores Merico City). No. 16, Apr 16, 
present reserves would have a productive {Page 26otwork ited in footnote. 
life of more than 50 years. Mexico ranked sacs Latloonaeels ool rae Sipmre ALARA) 
fifth in world reserves after Saudi Arabia, | ’———. Siderargica Latinoamericano, No, 266, Apr. 
Tran, Kuwait, and the USSR. VERE mee Otsee igh Ania Roe, At yearend, the U.S. Department of Ener- Memoria de Labores~1089, P16. 
gy issued a study on Mexico’s recoverable __,,.,U-*-,pepaTtment of Energy, Energy Information, Ad- 
crude oil resources as part of its program to BOB/EIA-Oi2s, Oct 1983, p. 107, 
assess the future supply capabilities of vari- gi, pettelgas Mexicanos (Mexico City). Anuario Esta- 
ous oil-exporting countries, and the poten-
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‘Table 5.—Mexico: Salient crude oil statistics’ 
ivi 1880 188 1982 i988 

Froduion thousand s2galon barrels. 685,409 TORAH 4.008 100R480—sTBORE 
Guam ----_-----------o tgs aguas gages any gt. 00s fale = 27~=7 7277 2~T millones = BBBIL “88a «$18,803 «GIBB Sd 82T “Share of toial Mexican exporia percent. 8 6 «8 4 6 
‘To the United States™ ‘Total thousand 42-gallon barrels. 162,74 «194,172 «V77,510.—=—«264,988 279,708 Share of total US. imports ~ percent — 7 10 0 19 8 
$Based on annual reports of Petroleas Mexicanos (Memoria de Labores) "Based on US. Department of Commerce import data. 

Table 6.—Mexico: Proven hydrocarbon reserves 
(Million 42-gallon barrels unless otherwise specified) 

7 Liquid hydrocarbons 
natural Dey 

fom clifion Crude Condon» gas "Total Total 
cube, oll sate liquid 1988 1982 ‘eet) equiva. Tent 

1982total 75852 48,084 gos 15.010 XX 172,008 
1988, ‘Marine (Bay of Campeche) 1241. 28734 3.285 248 aaasT 404 Ghicontopes -——--- 26702 i090 sat B40 YTS] tar Southeastern -------------- Berm 182 2062 4950146841358 Northern --=27—-=-===-7=— Ssrr 400 258 Tne 2318 Bent Goetgals SSSR STEERS aE 3305 1.294 ist ns 294 2362 Southern_---~---~--------~ i182 “S01 72 238 1201 pe 

Total 76908 49911 718515404 72,500 xx 
XX Not applicable. §Data do not add to total shown because of independent rounding. 

‘Source: Petréleos Mexicanos. Memoria de Labores, 1982 and 1988



The Mineral Industry of 
Morocco 

By George A. Morgan’ 

The phosphate sector, which dominated Plans continued for further downstream 
the Moroccan mining industry, continued to processing of metal concentrates in Moroc- 
suffer from both low prices and low demand _co. The lead smelter and refinery at Oued el 
for phosphate rock. A large stockpile of Heimer was under study for expansion, and 
phosphate also existed. Increased produc- a copper smelter and refining complex was 
tion capacity for derivative fertilizer prod- planned at Agadir to handle both domestic 
ucts resulted in increased sulfur imports and foreign copper concentrates. 
valued at $132 million.? Phosphate rock The Government put heavy emphasis on 
exports were valued at $459 million, and conversion of oil-fired installations to coal 
phosphate derivatives, at $421 million. Ac- fired. Sugar refineries, cement plants, 
tivity continued strong in the copper, lead, powerplants, and foundries were affected. 
silver, and nonmetallic mineral sectors. Changes in the mining investment code by 

Emphasis was placed on materials with the Moroccan Department of Energy were 
high value of return. The Department of to give substantial advantages for the un- 
Mines and the Bureau de Recherches et de derground stockpiling of hydrocarbons. 
Participations Miniéres (BRPM) conducted In March 1983, the Government imposed 
extensive exploration and development import controls as part of austerity meas- 
studies for precious metals. Gold output ures to conserve foreign currency reserves. 
from a small gold, silver, and copper deposit ‘The budget was also revised in July, and a 
alone was valued at about $4 million. Prom- freeze was put on civil service employment, 
ising silver deposits, some in ancient mining reductions were made in Government bor- 
areas, were being explored for further re- rowing and spending, and personal taxes 
serves, and the existing silver operation at were increased. It also rescheduled some 
Imiter was under expansion. long- and medium-term debts. 

PRODUCTION AND TRADE 

Phosphate rock output increased, mainly for 1988, but sharp increases in imports of 
from Bou Craa and Ben Guerir. Output of sulfur and coal occurred. Phosphate rock 
coal, copper, fluorspar, iron ore, salt, and was the main export item in both volume 
silver also increased. Barite production was and value. Of about 14 million tons of 
down sharply, mainly owing to adecrease in phosphate rock exported, 66% went to 
demand for drilling muds in the United Western Europe, 16% to Eastern Europe, 
States. and 11% to Asia. 

Complete trade returns were unavailable 
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‘Table 1.—Morocco: Production of mineral commodities* 
(Metric tons unless otherwise specified) 

ee 
METALS 

Antimony concentrate: Grom weight 44 118 14020 1.008 Motal content 277722777777 2222202 1378 550 313 905 St Cobalt concentrate: (Grom weight 8008 60.285 88 . Metal content ~~~ 77222272777 77222 ‘Do 338 789 "2 = Copper concentra: Grosweight-------------------- "25628 A0BT BIOL 6350 gz Metaleontent927777T77777777TI=T rst “zm Sast sos aalato 
Iron and tel 

(Gross weight oa T6189 80ND TBI2 aga 25,475 smedfomomiane oO SSS 98ST TOS TGS 
Pigiron_—------------------ 1000100012000 1,000 15,000 

gj, Het oan cocecec cence 0006000000000 —,000 
“Concentrate: “Groce weight "Hesse TTL a7 6go7s— 17.959 145,000 iftatcontent=200TTTITITIIIIS age NAB ngera ads) 101500 

a Smelter, primary® .....---------__88,800___40,900__*50,100_"56,500_56,000 
Refined: Primary. ¢.2.2------------ 85215098180, 56.589 86,000 Semaine on 7500 100210021002. 000 

Total nn BOTT ABE] SRA RGB 58,000 Manganese ore, largely choniicabgrade "~~"""""gggg8 181,315 ope © 90,529 TSN 
Nickel, Nicontent of cobalt ore® == ~--——~ 160 138 130 12 a Silver, mine output, metal content thousand troy ounces «3.28320 "2,640 2850 
‘Tungsten, mine output, metal content 
q kilograms. — nist 8,165 — - - 
ine concentrate: Growwelght e.g aaa 14720 44? 14.000 
Metaleontent®=20-222==--22222222 F400 "om F290 ©1300 .000 

‘NONMETALS 
Borite RG GBT © FBSRAM «485600 SIST2 275,000 Gemeni gral ——2—> Tein fon RBS Sak S80 

“Bentonite nn 1015 328k 2008s 095 Pullers earth smectite) —777~7~-_72 SBE PD 18'750 gods Montinorillonite ghaasoul) ~~~ ==— Bois ‘Aart gem dark Bar Reldspares = oewe een 7722saaaaae ee eS 105 000 Fluorspar,acidigrads——-=—---2_2277--~ 683400700200, g00 Min eee sess obnesueneuauaeo 363 ‘1 1505 512 00 Mineral water -----__-_-—— cubic meters. 57883 "69424 T€4D.=—=70,575——70,000 
Phosphate rock Unalades Wesiern Sahar. . ‘thousand tons. 720,082 -—=««BS2K_«18882— TITS 20,108 Pigments, mineral: Natural iron oxide igoethite) — "ar 12 = ~ on 

Pyritesand pyrrhotite, gress weight 1971152478 T8888 = as Sieaiewes sree == INGLY gist 5B Sulfur, Seontentofpynites————~—~—---72. ‘ego = See © B.S eS ui 
MINERAL FUELS AND RELATED MATERIALS 
Goal, anthracite thousand tons no 630 103 735 ToL Ges natural: “Gross. ---------- millon cubic feet. 2666 $3000 £3,000 NA NA Marketed -—----==sss-s-ndo = 260.900 24D NA NA Petroleum: , Grade thousand 42,gallon barrels. uo 365 *300 NA, NA 

Refinery products: TT Buon do gato gan S000 NA NA 
deetaal STEERS a ORE 2s NA 100 NA NA Kerosine |~~~77777722777Taa2 22> 506 NA 500 NA NA 

Distllale Rilo —22222272Tdel722 geet 0300 NA NA Residual fueloil ——--------do.--- 1289012100 "12.400 NA NA 
Othere-nse--222ssaTTde22 hasan 000 Na NA Refinery fuel and losses —————-do-——_*1/650 NA___*1800 NA NA 

ee NA 32000 NA NA 
“Patimated. Preliminary. "Revised. NA Not available. 
cludes data available through June 18,1984 in addition to the commodities listed, a variety of crude construction materials is produced, but availabe information {is inadequate to make reliable estimates of output levels.
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COMMODITY REVIEW 

METALS: and 20 troy ounces of silver per ton. The 
gravity section of the plant at Touissit was Cobalt.—Closure of the cobalt mines at modified to improve separation between 

Bou Azzer by Compagnie de Tifnout Tirani- Jead and copper. About 67,000 tons of con- 
mine (CTT) in late 1982 was due to termina- centrate was shipped by CMT to FPZ for 
tion of the commercial agreement by smelting. The remainder, mainly mixed and 
‘Métaux Speciaux S.A. of France, which copper concentrates, was exported. CMT 
processed the high-arsenic concentrates continued exploration for new reserves 
purchased from CTT. High production costs, southeast of Beddiane, where 380,000 tons 
low grade of the remaining reserves, and of ore grading 14% lead was discovered. 
unprofitable treatment of cobalt salts also Exploration underway at Jbel Khetem 
contributed to its closure. Laboratory equip- resulted in an estimated reserve of 1,077,000 
ment and 94 personnel were transferred tons grading 3.3% lead and about 2 troy 
from Bou Azer to the nearby Bleida copper ounces of silver per ton. The result of a 
mine. drilling program at Tiouli estimated 

Copper.—Another contract was let on the _ reserves of 700,000 tons grading 6% zine. 
Proposed copper smelter at Agadir. The  Silver.—Société Metallurgique d'Imiter 
contract, between Fonderie Marocaine de completed installation of new agitators at 
Cuivre and a Belgian firm, was to study a the Imiter Mine. Trial runs and modifica- 
proposal to produce 50,000 tons of blister tions were underway to expand throughput 
copper per year, one-half for export and the to 200 tons per day from 150 tons per day. 
remainder to be refined at Agadir. Fonderie New mine equipment was also being in- 
Marocaine was a newly formed society with stalled. The total reserve at Imiter was 2.7 
responsibility for the planning and con- million tons containing about 45 million 
struction of the smelter. troy ounces. 
Gold.—The Tiouit Mine, a small mine _ BRPM conducted a number of explora- 

near Boumalne du Dades in Ouarzazate tion programs primarily aimed at expand- 
Province, commenced output in-1982 with ing discovery and development of precious 
1,572 tons of concentrate. Output in 1983 metals. At Kondiat el Blida, proved reserves 
was 1,517 tons of concentrate containing were 96,700 tons of ore grading 16 troy 
about 10,000 troy ounces of gold, 65,000 troy ounces of silver per ton, 0.8% lead, and 
ounces of silver, and 180 tons of copper. 1.1% zinc. Probable reserves were 50,000 

A vein deposit near Cheaba was reported tons grading 8.3 troy ounces of silver per 
to contain 0.305 troy ounce of gold and 3.6 ton. At Sidi Flah, site of ancient workings 
troy ounces of silver per ton. A drilling Similar to Imiter and Zgounder, a drilling 
program also revealed the presence of py- 2nd pitting program resulted in silver 
rite and chaleopyrite. grades ranging from 5 to 56 troy ounces per 

Lead and Zine.—The Société des Fonde- ton. A mapping program in a scale of 1:2000 
ries de Plomb de Zellidja (FPZ) launched a covering 22 square kilometers was also 
study to determine costs of treating 120,000 underway at Sidi Flah. Other exploration 
to 160,000 tons per year of concentrate if the _ Sites included Saghro, Siroua, and Ougnat. 
current facility was expanded. Throughput 
capacity was about 75,000 tons per year of NONMETALS 
locally produced concentrate. Cement.—Société Ciments Artificiels do 
Compagnie Miniére de Touissit (CMT) Meknes (Cadem) awarded a $3.4 million 

operated the Beddiane and Oued Mekta contract to Fives-Cail Babcock of the United 
Mines in northeast Morocco. Output from Kingdom for a 50% expansion of capacity 
Oued Mekta was being expanded as produc- and changeover to the dry cement manu- 
tion from Beddiane declined. Total mine facturing process. Production will increase 
output in 1981, the latest year available, from 1,000 tons per day to 1,500 tons per 
was 389,728 tons. Lead concentrate output day. Crushing and grinding equipment was 
was 68,124 tons grading 69% lead, 2% to be supplied by Loesche GmbH, of the 
copper, and 12 troy ounces of silver per ton. Federal Republic of Germany. Total cost to 
Copper concentrate was 2,549 tons grading Cadem for the conversion and expansion 
87% copper, 8% lead, and 32 troy ounces of was $20.4 million. 
silver per ton. Mixed concentrates totaled _ Magnesite—An agreement _ between 
7,051 tons grading 52% lead, 12% copper, BRPM and Geomin of Bulgaria involved the
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evaluation of magnesite samples from Jerada coal basin. The National Energy 
Boudkek. Reserves were increased to 1 mil- Commission had responsibility for decisions 
ion tons grading 44% MgO, with a poten- relating to coal research. 
tial for 9 million tons grading 41% MgO. The Jerada anthracite coal mine was the 
Laboratory tests have proved the magnesite only coal producing mine in Morocco and 
to be good quality. was operated by Charbonnages du Maroc. 

Perlite—A deposit of perlite at Tiedienit Qutput was up slightly in 1983 despite a 
was being evaluated following an agree- mine accident that killed nine workers and 
ment between BRPM and Czechoslovakia. injured eight others. Modernization of the 

Phosphate Rock.—Phosphate rock was mine continued. Increased demand for coal 
mined from four areas in Morocco by the and coke was being met by imports and slow 
Office Chérifien des Phosphates (OCP): expansion underway at Jerada. Higher use 
Khouribga, Youssoufia, Ben Guerir, and of coal in plants and utilities in Casablanca 
Bou Craa. Khouribga was the largest pro- was causing an air pollution problem. Re- 
ducer followed by Youssoufia. Bou Craa, in placement of oil by coal in sugar refineries, 
Western Sahara, recommenced output at cement plants, and other installations has 
33,734 tons in 1982. caused a large increase in imports. About 

Ambitious expansion plans realized for 280,000 tons was imported, compared with 
both rock and fertilizer production have about 26,000 tons in 1982. Increased quanti- 
resulted in unused capacity and large stocks ties of coke were also being imported. 
owing to weak world demand. About 14” Petrofeum.—The Société Marocaine des 
million tons was reportedly stockpiled. Industries de Raffinage continued construc- 

‘Tenders were let for the Maroc Phosphore tion of a lubrication unit at Mohammedia. 
3 and 4 fertilizer complexes at Jorf Lasfar. Qutput was to be 100,000 tons of lubricants, 
Design plans included two 100,000-ton-per- 190,000 tons of asphalt, and 25,000 tons of 
year superphosphate plants, a I-million-ton- paraffin. Morocco imported all its lubricant 
per-year diammonium phosphate unit, and Fequirements, about $60,000 barrels. 
one 400,000-ton-per-year triple superphos — Yranium.—Work continued on byproduct 
phate unit. The plants will consume 4 recovery of uranium from the phosphoric 
million tons per year of rock and an addi- cig plant at Maroc Chemie and Maroc 
tional 240,000 tons per year of ammonia. Phosphore 1. About 250 tons of UsOs per 
Products and additional phosphate rock year was planned for recovery 
reportedly were mainly destined for the *°A1°) Mining Co, suspended its involve- 
USSR. “a ment with BRPM in uranium exploration at Sulfur—The fertilizer complex at Jorf Jie] Waffaga in the Western High Atlas 
Lasfar was to have added a $200 million fojiowing poor exploration results. About sulfuric acid plant. A consortium of Japa- 5999 tone of uranium as carnotite ond 
nese and Spanish firms signed contracts Titcunlende in ore grading 0.15% to 0.20 
with OCP for its construction. In 1982, [}'6, had been recorded. 
Morocco imported 41,028,097 fone of sulfur Exploration for uranium in the western 
valued at $132 million to supply its sulfuric 416 of the Quarzazate Tertiary Basin was 
acid plants. Local supplies of sulfur were sbandoned, and focused on the eastern area 
negligible. where uranium vanadate was discovered. 

peeyer ity Geologic studies of the Jbel Istefan area 
indicated an unfavorable environment for 

Coal.—A $10 million exploration contract uranium concentration. 
was signed with Oceaneering International 9 ———__—_—— 
of the United Kingdom. The contract was 2Physical scientist, Division of Foreign Data. 

Part of a continuing program aimed at yjomctin Mien ipH ts US dallas at the roe of 
establishing the reserve base for coal in the _DH800=USS1 00 in 1963



The Mineral Industry of 
Namibia 

By Miller W. Ellis: 

Namibia continued to be the fourth larg- 1983 by purchasing 15.1% of TCL shares 
est producer of minerals on the African from AMAX Inc., of the United States, for 
continent in terms of total value. It declined $14.5 million. At yearend, TCL’s principal 
in rank to the world’s sixth largest producer shareholders were GFSA, 43%; Newmont, 

of gem diamonds, having lost its third-place 29.6%; and the British Petroleum Corp. 
standing because of increased production in Ltd.'s subsidiary, BP Minerals Internation- 
Botswana, Zaire, and Australia. Namibia’s al Ltd., 14.2%, with South African firms 
diamonds were produced by De Beers Con- holding most of the remaining shares. Na- 
solidated Mines Ltd.’s subsidiary, Consoli- mibia’s mining industry continued to em- 
dated Diamond Mines (Pty.) Lid. (CDM). ploy about 18,000 workers or nearly 5% of 
Uranium concentrate was produced by the country’s labor force. Skilled and expe- 
Rossing Uranium Ltd. (RUL), managed by rienced miners and technical workers re- 
the British firm Rio Tinto-Zinc Corp. Ltd. mained in short supply but were being 
(RTZ). Most of the base metals and silver trained from the small but increasing num- 
were products of Tsumeb Corp. Ltd. (TCL), _ ber of local apprentice candidates. Many of 
managed and partly owned by Newmont _ these obtained their academic qualifications 
Mining Corp. of the United States, but co- at the Valombola Technical Institute at 
owned by Gold Fields of South Africa Ltd. Owambo, established by CDM in 1979 at a 
(GFSA). The South African Iron and Steel cost of nearly $2 million. CDM in 1983 also 
Industrial Corp. Ltd. (Iscor) was the coun- donated $5.7 million to the construction of 
try's second largest producer of base metals Concordia College in Windhoek, the first 
destined for consumption in its galvanizing state-run school in the country for students 
and tinplate factories in Vanderbijlpark, of all races. At yearend, enrollment at 
Republic of South Africa. Valombola was about 100, and at Concordia, 

More than 65% of Namibia’s gross domes- 280. A technical training center operated by 
tic product of $1.35 billion? was accounted TCL handled 76 apprentice trainees of all 
for by its mineral industry. The gross value races during the year, and, of the 900 other 

of diamond output was estimated at $480 TCL employees attending other training 
million, and uranium at $260 million. TCL’s courses, 90% were black. Literacy classes at 
gross sales were valued at $109.5 million, TCL’s Adult Education Center were attend- 
and the zinc, lead, and tin produced by ed by more than 200 students. TCL awarded 
Iscor's Namibian mines had a value of scholarships to 14 new University and 
about $45 million. Virtually all the coun- Technikon students and announced that 7 
try’s mineral output was sold to consumers scholarship holders had completed their 
in the Republic of South Africa, the United studies during the year. TCL had 1,375 
States, and Western Europe, with a value skilled and 3,916 semi and unskilled em- 
amounting to more than 65% of the total _ ployees at yearend, 6% and 18%, respective- 
value of all exports. Mineral tax and income _ly, less than in 1982. 
tax on mineral profits supplied more than The Chamber of Mines of South West 
50% of public revenue. Africa/Namibia* reported 1983 as a year of 
GFSA continued to supplant U.S. invest- consolidation rather than progress. The 

ments in Namibian minerals in February mining industry's labor force diminished by 
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nearly 14% to 16,900 workers, largely be- levels with a high standard of work per- 
cause of the closure of the Matchless Mine, formance and a good safety record. Pro- 
which displaced more than 900 employees. _specting and exploratory drilling, as well as 
‘Taxes paid by the mining industry during _ employee education and training, were con- 
the fiscal year ended March 31, 1983, declin- tinued at high levels and were not adversely 
ed more than 40% in terms of local curren- affected by the continued low metal prices 
cy to about $18 million, exclusive of $3.6 in the world’s markets. 
million in diamond export tax. Revenue In 1983, the Bureau of Mines published a 
from RUL was expected to increase during report on Namibia that provides details of 
the remainder of the year. the production history, structure, and re- 

Production by the major companies was source position of Namibia's mineral in- 
maintained at nearly the previous years dustry.* 

PRODUCTION AND TRADE 

The average sales prices for TCL's copper Bay. Total sales of 38,752 tons of blister 
and silver were slightly improved over copper, 40,692 tons of refined lead, -and 
those of 1982, but the lead price averaged nearly 2.7 million troy ounces of silver were 
more than 20% below that of 1982. The consigned to overseas customers, mostly in 
value of local currency increased about 10% _ the United Kingdom, the United States, and 
in relation to the US. dollar, and the re- Western Europe. CDM’s diamonds were 
sulting increase in costs of equipment and marketed by the De Beers Central Selling 
supplies for mineral exploration and pro- Organization via the Republic of South 
duction caused a slight increase in TCL's Africa and the United Kingdom. RUL's 
overall net loss for 1983. Copper production uranium concentrate continued to be mar- 
and sales were up 11% and 6%, respective. keted through Walvis Bay to customers in 
ly, but smelter production of TCL's lead Western Europe and Japan. 
decreased 27%, although total sales of lead, _In September, the Botswana Government 
which included nearly 13,000 tons of lead invited eight overseas consulting firms to 
smelted by TCL from purchased concen- tender for conducting detailed feasibility 
trate, rose by nearly 8%. TCL’s sales of studies of a trans-Kalahari desert rail link 
nearly 27 million troy ounces of silver to “a new coal terminal on the Namibian 
included as much as 100 troy ounces of coast.” An offshore coal terminal at Walvis 
silver per ton in its blister copper and up to Bay and rerouting of the existing line west 
35 troy ounces per ton in the smelter lead. from Gobabis through Okahandja, 50 kilo- 
The smelter products were shipped via the meters north of Windhoek, were suggested 
South African Transport Services railroad possibilities 
to export facilities in the enclave of Walvis 

Table 1.—Namibia: Production of mineral commodities! 
(Metric tons unless otherwise specified) 

—______cammoaity ia C 

METALS 
Arsonie, white? ceceeenn- RRR TO gag Senin metal, aise 22222 2TTITIIII II 1 8 110 31 
"iline output, metal content of concentrate Tag00 "39200 4618549000447 Metalyblister= nse naa a od SOS ASer ba 

Gold metal content smelter paduete—="""-"""- 630 mo 5000 “T9060 
Mine output, metal content ofcocentrate 44900 go 89092000 a8 Metal, rebined = ceeeneeeazas2«aK695 «426M AND 40590 BG Silver Mine outpui, metal content of concentrate iousand troy ounces. «$5179.85 5G—mlz 355 ‘Tin, mine output, metal content of concentrate toe Tonos Tag Tt00 ‘Tungsten, mine output, metal content of concentrate® — 165 130 a a zs 
Uranium, U30s content of concentrate 4518476). gE 80 Zine, mine output, metal contant ofconcentrate—~~~ "28200 alos «20600 92.2009 6 

See footnotes at end of table
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Table 1.—Namibia: Production of mineral commodities: —Continued 
(Metric tons unless otherveise specified) 

7 Commodity a 

NONMETALS 
Diamond 

Gem® __________-~-_-- thousand carats__ 1,570 1,482 1,186 963 915 
Tndustriai® SI MoT 

Total do 1,653 1,560 1,248 1,014 963 Lime 5 a NA NA NA 1150 00 Limestone and marble ~~ ces NA Na Na 2800 2.800 
Lithium minerals: a i a ee Ambivgonie -oicsvescenseuabeseste NA NA NA 80 50 Lopidilie onset NA Na NA 60 50 
Reb - NA 

Total _----------------- == Na NA 1268 1,040 “80 Mica" 5 Zese NA NA NA 100 
Quaneso sonra Ere NA NA NA 3800 150 Salt 2222DLTLLITTIIIITIITTIIIII TZ eeso.00 "290,000 198,000 18000 196,900 Sulfur: Scontent of pyritie concentrate sso 3602 Bot B08 ROTI 

“Estimated. Preliminary. "Revised. NA Not available. 
Table includes data availabe through July 15, 1984 
Data are compiled from the Annual Report of the Chamber of Mines of South West Africa/Namibia and from operating company annual reporis as follows: Tauimeh Corp. Ltd. (TCL), South African Iron and Stel Industrial Corp. Ug decor, Falconbridge Nickel Mines Ltd, Rio Tinto-Zine Corp Lud. (EZ), and others as available 
‘White arsenic equivalent of all arsenic products reported as being produced. “Total ire reported by De Bera Contaidted Mine Ldn compnny annual reports for calendar years Details on 

‘gem and industrial diamonds are estimates, assuming output to be Bo% gem quality 

COMMODITY REVIEW 

METALS Kombat mill. The 3,078 tons of copper 
7 ; concentrate recovered contained 39% cop- 

Copper and Silver.—The country’s sec- per and more than 11 troy ounces of silver 
ond largest producer of copper and major per ton. TCL's Matchless Mine, located 32 
producer of silver, as well as lead, cadmium, kilometers southwest of Windhoek, pro- 
and arsenic, continued to be TCL's historic duced 107,602 tons of 1.84% copper pyritic 
‘Tsumeb Mine, where ore production was Gre from which its mill recovered 8,784 tons 
30% greater than that of 1982. The increase of concentrate containing 21% copper, 32% 
was due to a resumption of mining in the sulfur, and nearly 2.4 troy ounces of silver 
upper levels, pulling of crown and sill pil- per ton before it shut down in December. 
lars, and mining of lower levels after com- "The Otjihase Mine, 70% owned by TCL 
pletion of a waste and ore bypass system and located 27 kilometers northeast of 
above the 44 level. Additional ore was Windhoek, continued as TCL’s largest ore 
accessible from development of the 42 level and copper producer with 756,996 tons of 
main haulage and from stopes on the 39. and 1.93% copper ore. The Otjihase mill recov- 
40 levels after completion of the main 39-40 ered 53,328 tons of copper concentrate with 

ramp. 26% copper, 35% sulfur, and 2 troy ounces 
The Tsumeb mill treated 501,513 tons of of silver per ton, as well as pyritic concen- 

ore and produced 31,767 tons of copper trate with 0.3% copper and 50% sulfur, sold 
concentrate containing 28% copper and 26 to RUL for its sulfurie acid plant. TCL’s No. 
troy ounces of silver per ton. The nearby 1 copper smelter produced 25,988 tons of 
Kombat mill treated 282,540 tons of ore blister copper, all from TCL concentrate, 
containing 4.03% copper from the Kombat while the No. 2 copper smelter produced 
and Asis West Mines to recover 26,084 tons 28,250 tons of blister copper, only 2,235 tons 
of copper concentrate with 36% copper and _ of which was from TCL concentrate. Of the 
nearly 12 troy ounces of silver per ton. An 15,059 tons of blister from Otjihase concen- 
additional 27,854 tons of ore containing trate, 10,541 tons was for TCL’s 70% inter- 
4.72% copper from Asis West, produced on est and the remaining 4,518 tons was toll 
behalf of the part owner, Tsumeb Explora- smelted for the minority shareholders, 
tion Co. Ltd. (TECO), was also treated at the chiefly Johannesburg Consolidated Invest-
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ment Co, Ltd. The No. 2 smelter also pro- subsidiary of General Mining Union Corp. 
duced 9,555 tons of blister copper on toll for Ltd. of the Republic of South Africa, pro- 
other copper mines and purchased concen- duced 10,000 tons of copper concentrate at 
trate from which 1,401 tons of blister copper its mine and mill, 100 kilometers south of 
was smelted. TCL's copper concentrate con- Rehoboth. The concentrate was toll smelted 
tained a total of 1.3 million troy ounces of at Tsumeb and yielded 5,000 tons of blister 
silver recoverable in its blister copper, and copper containing 385,800 troy ounces of 
nearly 630,000 troy ounces of silver was silver. The Oamites Mine, 55 kilometers 
contained in TCL’s lead and zinc concen- south of Windhoek, operated by the South 
trate. Available data indicated that more African firm Metorex Mining Co., produced 
than 1 million troy ounces of silver was 13,000 tons of copper concentrate, also 
contained in Rosh Pinah’s lead and zinc smelted at Tsumeb to yield 4,000 tons of 

concentrates. copper and 192,900 troy ounces of silver. 
Klein Aub Koper Maatskappy Bpk., a 

‘Table 2.—Namibia: Gross weight and elemental content of ore and concentrate produced 
in 1983, by mine 

(Metre tons unless otherwise specified 
ee lemon content 

Mine Grose Silver “ weight Copper Lead Zine Sulfur (troy 
ounces) 

Asis West: Oren NANA 
Sonrsntete 3,078 1,186 175, NA 34,636 Dinero ome ie Ue a cl ONA OB Kiein Aub 
Ore? --------- 230,000 5,700 -- -- NA NA eocensnivte Goppae oT TTTa ToT AMA BHT z 28500 
pe nn BKB NANA, Concentrate: Copper nea eeeae-----  MRgee gle 2. NA aug Yaad 22777 corccccaiit "Boo ao gD Str Matches Geese Tele Gee ce | oe Si A Concentrate: Copper ~~~. 7722222222 tet 1860 LLL RTT an 8 Oamites 

On® secu esse | 4,400 Be pe ‘NA NA Concentrate: Copper 222277222222222222 “sow m2 SS yo28 
ovinase Ofer a goneeeneeenneeeeeeeeeeee 1669064610 BAT. NA 

Copper nnneeneenee- 588818618 = Rage n9-720 PyneccsscSUeStGCTEUeESCE owen “er | Eagar -E Roth Pina 
ee scawetse ee | i 17,000 34,000 NA NA Concent: ead an OOD, .600 Sag 514,000 

ni ene Sie S Cleo oes 55,000 ==  %4,400 29,000 —-  *508,000 

"Ginn 1500821906 TATE NANA centrale Copper eee SRT BOM Bast aan Yeog 22222TTTDILIIITITIITIIIT «weds NA oni 
ine SASS sO BA SNA 0) 

Total Gre eee BST HARE ALT? GLAST NA Goncenbfate 2LLLLL2TTTTTI XX at SRT Stses ‘EoD asasaan 
“Estimated. NA Notavailable. XX Not applicable. 

Lead and Zine.—TCL’s Tsumeb Mine was contained 4.38% lead and 1.43% zine, of 
the country's largest producer of lead. Its which the Tsumeb mill recovered 52,764 
neighbors, the Kombat and Asis West tons of lead concentrate with 30% lead and 
Mines, also exploited complex sulfide ore 11 troy ounces of silver per ton, and 90 tons 
deposits containing lead, zinc, copper, ar- of zinc concentrate with 47% zinc and 8 troy 
senic, cadmium, silver, and other valuable ounces of silver per ton. The Kombat and 
constituents. Tsumeb’s 501,518 tons of ore Asis West Mines’ production of 282,540 tons
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of 1.82% lead ore yielded 6,000 tons of lead 962,752 carats of diamonds was recovered concentrate with 30% lead and 3.7 troy Indurated overburden in the No. 2 plant ‘ounces of silver per ton. The Kombat mill area was stripped by a moving belt loader at also treated 27,854 tons of 1.13% lead ore an average rate of 1,550 tons per hour. The 
from the Asis West Mine, on behalf of No. 3 plant was closed throughout the year, ‘TECO, and recovered 132 tons of 36% lead and the small sampling plant was disman- concentrate with nearly 2.5 troy ounces of _tled and used for spare parts. The foreshore 
silver per ton. The TCL lead smelter output mining face at the No. 4 plant was extended 
included 22,491 tons of refined lead from 130 meters seawards of high water mark 
TCL concentrate and 12,925 tons of lead The National Occupational Safety Associa- 
from purchased concentrates. tion awarded CDM a five-star rating for the 

The Rosh Pinah open pit mine, 27 kilome- fifth consecutive year. 
ters north of the Orange River, was owned _ Lithium and Salt.—Metramco Ltd. of the 
and managed by Imcor Zinc (Pty.) Ltd., a Republic of South Africa continued as the 
subsidiary of Iscor. It continued to be Na- major shareholder of SWA Lithium Mines 
mibia’s top zinc producer and second largest (Pty.) Ltd., which extracted lithium miner- 
lead producer with 55,000 and 24,000 tons of als as well as quartz and mica from a num- 
zinc and lead concentrates, respectively, in ber of pegmatite deposits, including the 
1983. The concentrates were hauled 160 Helicon, in the Karibib area northwest of 
kilometers north to Aus, on the Liideritz- Windhoek. Glass and ceramic manufactur- 
Keetmanshoop railroad. The lead concen- ers in the United Kingdom and Western 
trate was shipped north to Tsumeb for toll Europe were the principal consumers 
smelting, and the zine concentrate was Rock salt recovered from recent and an- 
shipped to GFSA’s Zincor refinery at cient evaporite deposits along the coastal 
Springs in the Republic of South Africa. lagoons, or from seawater brines pumped 
‘The resulting zine metal was shipped to the into manmade pans, was harvested and 
galvanizing section of Iscor's Vanderbijl- marketed by SWA Salt Co. Koes Sout- 
park steel complex. werke, and other small firms, mostly South 
Tantalum and Tin.—Iscor's subsidiary, African managed. 

Industrial Minerals Mining Corp. (Pty.} 
Ltd., continued to operate the Uis tin mine, ‘MINERAL FUELS: 
Fea aometers. north of Swakopmund: ata: production’ ati R's Rosing* uranium reported an output of 1,179 tons of tin |} ee ot eee : if 
concentrate (cassiterite) during fiscal 1982 Mine northeast of Swal TOs COncalate, 
88. The concentrate was shipped to the Méted at 4,450 tons of UO. concentrate, 2 a ¢ bout the same as that of 1982. Operating tinplate section of Iscor's Vanderbijlpark 2°15, increased ‘and prcta ae ee 
steel complex. Some of the tantaliferous G?sts jnereased and pretax profits were lag reportedly produced by Iscor may have 40W2 40% to $94.8 million, largely owing to 
See Peported’) produced by: may the increased value of the dollar in which been derived from this concentrate. Reex- a oF fhe : amination and sampling of the Uis tin wraniuim prices are quoted: Net profit was 
deposit during the past 4 years has cost in Tea es oS i" $73 mh ‘lion Ke me ed 
excess of $1 million and indicated the pres- [084 of eed Leas tas ieee eee ence of 68 million tons of exploitable ore Uranivhs rainy, and ite teehee eet 
containing 0.186% tin and 24 million tonsof vamp Tine ane its Product sas toast 
possible ore with 0.127% tin. cutie ee largest uranium producer. 

NONMETALS Physical scientist, Division of Foreign Data. 
Diamond—CDM’s production of dia p,"Cemal Inteligence Agency. ‘World Factbook 198s 

monds declined 5% compared with the 20% Where iowsary, values have eon converted from 
production slump in both 1981 and 1982, R0"h, African rand 1) to US dollar at the rate of 
The Orangemund operation involved strip- Intemational Financial Statistics V.41,No. 6p. 400. 
ping more than 17 million tons of overbur- anneal Report WR poh neath West Aftica/Namibia, Sth 
den, in order to mine, crush, and treat 9.6 "Coakley, Go S “Ambrosio, P, Clarke, M. Bllis, E million tons of conglomeratic “ore” contain $hekirehi’ Namibia, ‘BuMines “Minerals Perspectives, 
ing 10.04 carats per 100 tons, from which





By George A. Rabchevsky' 

‘The Netherlands was one of the world’s with the Federal Republic of Germany and 
most affluent countries and was among the the United States. Nonfuel minerals con- 
top 10 in per capita income in 1983. Mineral tributed little to the Netherlands economy, 
processing, metal manufacturing, and min- but the output and export of iron, steel, and 
eral transportation through excellent port lead increased. Unemployment, at over 
facilities continued to play an important 800,000 workers, crept up to 17%, once 
role in the economy. The economy struggled again the highest in the European Econom- 
for a third year, however, with gross nation- ic Community (EEC), surpassing the former 
al produet (GNP), at $130 billion* at 1982 postwar record of 16% in 1982. In the 
prices, growing by less than 1%. All sectors mineral industry, steel led in the number of 
were stagnant, except the energy sector, layoffs, because of capacity reductions and 
which showed moderate gains. This slight reorganization. 
growth was attributed to improved trade 

PRODUCTION 

Industrial production rose only about 2% almost all other metal and nonmetal com- 
after 2 years of decline, most of it concen- modities were either stagnant or declined. 
trated in the energy sector, such as natural Overall consumption of commodities also 
gas, oil refining, and petrochemicals. Steel increased slightly. 
and lead production also rose slightly, while 

Table 1.—Netherlands: Production of mineral commodities* 
(Metre tons unless otherwise specified) 

= Commodity? ———~S~S~*~*~sTOSCSC*i SCC 

METALS 
‘Alumnus meta: Brimeryesn------------------- RTT Baggnt—BaL.g8s 250.995 M2a.650 

Secondary=~ 2-22 22 2= TIIIIIIZ Noes “trng3 “sz? “age 48000 Gadmium metal = 2-222 TOTTI T TTT ‘6 455 8 a Abe 
Sintered ore from imported ore) . thousand tons ne ee a) Bigin sss endo 48408 dtu Selatan 
Steel, erie — do-- = BaooBanshavs agar Semimanufaciures -——~777777TT7TTa 22 toes tts SRB 000 

See footnote at end of table 
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‘Table 1.—Netherlands: Production of mineral commodities! —Continued 
(Metric tons unless otherwise specified) 

Commodity™ 1979 3980 1981 1982? 1989 

‘METALS —Continued 

Lead metal, ‘Smelter? ———___-___-_-------------- 6800 ___-6.000__—2,500___—2,500__——2.500 
Refined. pean Primary -----------2---------- (16482 1.902015. 10821—10.900 

Secondary 22 22~2722 22222277 TTTT___igises 10816985279 2a.100 
Total __--------------------- "85000 "82,000 24,000 33,000 35,000 

‘Tin metal, refined* Primaryo == ———----- en F700 7,000 200700750 
Seeoodary! ©0225 CECE LEEDSOU Toe no oe 180 180 180 180 180 

Zine metal lab), primary ——-----~-_-------- 188982 169,589 «177,963 «186.022 187,519 
‘NONMETALS 

Cement hydraulic. —=—--<---- thousand tons $701 «S45 BIG 8 
Nitrogen: N content of ammonia -————-——-do—— 116 Lr re TY 

Salt alltypes--------------------do-—-- 395147 BIST 8.000 
Sind itil ggecSTSSTISISSooica itt 0882608 igo as 1800 

im compounds: ‘Sodium earbonatet dow 420 420 420. 420 420 ‘Sodium sulfate, synthetic — ~~ =~ ~~~ 7do"777 0. 50 0 50 50 

Sulfur: ‘Elemental byproduct: ‘Of metallurgy® —---_-------_-do-_.. 8 @ ey "100 100 Of petroleum —~ ~~~ ~~ TT TITT Iden 0 2 55 td 15 
Mitel csciesceeswepcsaetedee ce 158 142 145 165 15 

Sulfuric acid, 100% H;SO\--—----=--do-—- THA 178828, 809 1,580 
‘MINERAL FUELS AND RELATED MATERIALS 

Carbon black.---------------------- 98000-95800 97,800. 82,700 100,000 
Soke 22-2222 222I2IT hia on se 2455 az BABB 2120 

‘Manufactured al ypes'.. milion cubic feet. anso4 ea4am6an488 272,780 285.400 
Natural Gross eae nn-----do--—  BAOTADS 3.219023 2988,165 2.548.844 2,667,000 

Markéted —27277~~7=7=""-~""do-"—Sgzoists "Bat 0e7 © Basi 4ss © B548223 2,500,000 
Natural gas liquids ~~~ thousand dgalion barrels. “" "3,074 "3,841 2970 2981” 8,500 
eget oan thousand tos "400 "400 "400 "400 "400 
etroleumn: ‘Crude --------- thousand 42gallon barrels.___—8,970_—&724_— 94188188 17,600 

Refinery products: a a Gaoline sss —-—-—-----------do 65016 TeRTT 56740 gam 8,000 
Set fuel TITIIIII ode Z="gRloee "6408 «28,885 BHAOB 28.700 
Kerosine.__--------------do-~-- "4048015519 3.a62_ 3.500 
Distillate fuel oll -—~-----_-Tdo--7_ "199,748 "18883 85,603 100,658 108,000 

Residual fuel oil ----—--_~_~~do.-— "120188 "97.609 «7480576796. 83,000 
Lubricants ""-~7"L_—T"do = 8955 Fa850 a2 3.200 3,600 
Liquefied petroleum gas ---—-——~~do__ "19813 1T.342 1863411983 13,000 
Naphtha,------------------do.--- ‘15419. T1404 LIST B.S 28.000 

Bitumen /22222222222al2227den7~_ 3588 BRT BART STS 5.000 
Other--22-22~222~7=-7Tdo T= ea'961 7275162189186 10,000 

Refinery fuel and losses ——-——-~do.--—_F2Ta89__— "25542 _—09_—27,889 29.200 
Total _-.-.-------------do---_ "454045 "984,732 814,888 958.458 380,000 

“Bstimated. "Preliminary. "Revised. 
¥Table includes data available through May 1984 in addition to the commodities listed, a variety of crude construction materials (lays, stone, and gravel) ar also 

produced, but output is not reported and available information is inadequate to make reliable estimates of output levels. 
SReporied figure. 
“Coke oven and blast furnace gas only.
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TRADE 

Foreign trade accounted for nearly 60% months of 1983. 
of the Netherland’s GNP in 1983. Led by The Netherlands remained the third larg- 
fuels, trade improved markedly, by 4%, est market in Europe for U.S. exports, and 
with a surplus amounting to approximately was the second largest investor in the US. 
$4 billion. The most significant export in- economy. Imports from the United States 
creases were oil products, which rose by during the year amounted to about $8.5 
almost 14% following an increase of 5.5% in billion and exports to the United States 
1982, and chemical products, which increas- amounted to about 2.5 billion. In the min- 
ed more than 9% after no growth in 1982. erals industry, although U.S. coal exports to 
The Netherland’s gas exports, which provid- the Netherlands were relatively high in 
ed an important part of Europe’s gas sup- 1982, in 1983 the increases were in fuel oil, 
ply, also rose slightly. The success was tin, lead, and nickel. U.S. imports of prima- 
partially owing to the economic recovery of ry steel from the Netherlands in 1982 
the United States, with exports to the Unit- dropped by almost 50%. 
ed States rising 40% in value in the first 9 

‘Table 2.—Netherlands: Exports of selected mineral commodities* 
(Metric tons unles otherwise specified) 

Bestinations 188 
Commodi 1981 a wae Other prncipad 
METALS 

Aluminum: ‘Ore and concentrate ae et Wiest Germany 180 Sweden 2267 Grids a yards == Misa ato08 © T>—West Germany 15084 Ttaly #400. Adhandresiduecontainingaluminum “690 “8895 _—_West Germany fi; Prante Sou ‘Metal Including alle Scrap 74188 78.669 250 West Germany $0.10; Belgium 
Unwrought. 351995 950802 S18 Belgumusoaboug BSI sna : me rence 982 We net Germany fait Semimanufactures -...----- 98,617, 89744-2773 West Germany 40.219; France 12,606; Seliun-Laxomboure 1204 timo, Ones a3 331 NA West Germany 984, ‘Arsenic Metal nclading alleys all forms 3 430 TS West Germany 19; Prance 12 ‘Bimuth: Metal includnng alloy, all [eae 8 5 NA USSRGS (Cadmium: teil ineiading alloys all fone i 505 646 371 Frage 51; Belgum-Lanembourg 

Chron: Greand concentrate... 5ST AAR] West Germany 8748; France 5875 capi and hydrous —=~—77T a 8G United Kingdom 168; Ireland 68 
(Oxides and hydroxides <== 0 40. _Romanin 10; West Germany 9 Metal including alloys, ail forms ~~ e i) NA Unned Ringdom 61 Cottenbiom and taal (Oreand concentrate = 7 29 USSR.170;Belgium-Laxemboure 

‘Ash and residue containing colum ‘hum and/or tantalum Son 158. Alto West Germany. Metal including alloys, ll forms, tantalum ome 4 4 
°RRee and cmoenteae s 70 Belgium-Luxembourg 47; F Osides and hydronides === ~~ ——== a 1st NA BaplumLusembourg 8, Wat 
Bille cs csccestanececn us Tk 3.908 aight semboang 59; Ireland 
‘Ash and residue containing copper. «G320,«=«5801 West Germany 2.46; Belgium. ‘alning copper WEnrembouy 276 Metal including alloys: Scrape s BTR «SNGIG «25 West Germany 27,494; Belgium- Eeimembourg 11830 Vawrought BT 58689 Went Gorman 1814 italy 1.54. Semimanufactares -~~~2-2~- ORE ROT. 11842 West Germany 10.05 Ugiead Ring. dom 5:02; Prance 466 

See footnotes at end of table.
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‘Table 2.—Netherlands: Exports of selected mineral commodities —Continued 
(Metric tons unless otherwise specified) 

TTS —estinations, 1982 
Commodity 1981 @ IF 

METALS Continued 
Gallia: Metal inctuding alloy, al susie United Kingdom 80446 
Germanium: Metal including alloys, all — ne : ~~ * aur nn o. $88,112 $55,554 United Kingdom $51,682 

‘Waste and sweepings alue, thousands. $2406 ‘$18,909 West Germany $9,017; Spain $5,506. Metal including alloys, anweought ‘and partly wrought troy ounces. $80,798 894,036 ___—_Switeerland 698,567; Belgium ‘Luxembourg 86614; France 47.714 Tron and ste: Tron ore and concentrate excluding roasted pyrite =~ =~ -- = 989,702 «148,861. West Germany 148,578 
ep -—=--- thournd tone. - 11252 1180) West Germany 438; Belgium, Taxembourg 217; Spain 202 

Pigicon, cast iron related Toaterials : 5,516 5012 «2 enmark 3,258, Ferroalloys Ferrochromium 18243 13.990. West Germany 9,381; France 4.731. Ferromanganese=—~~=—— 2220 122 West Germany Ido, Ferromolybdenum=— ~~~ ~~ 03 iD eaytt Ferronickeln ~~~ 139 6 NA 
Ferroslicochromium ———— 4 sll NA Ferrosilicomanganese ~~~ ait 2964 > West Germany 2054 Ferrosiiion= === --==—— 2891 Tet <2 West Germany #2: Belgium. 
Silicon metal === 18272464. Went Gormang’ 2.395; Ttaly 6 
‘Unspecified "777°" 777 271 216 West Germany 108; France 40. 

Steel, primary forma ‘thousand tons. 2.075 1494 195, —_BelgiumLusembourg 28; West Ger ‘many 187, Spain I 
Somimanufactures: "Bars, rods, angles, shapes, . tection “ven aa0472 45,789 12063 BelgfumLasemourg 182,21; West 

Universal plates sheets 1.614472 1476258 151,250 West Germany 367 107; United King- 
den 3.25; Begum Lanemboorg 

Hoop and strip - é 118,542 110,897 83 West Germany (60,917; Switzerland 
Rails and accessories ——___ 37,355 30,296 = _ Italy 22,729; West Germany 4,146. Wires = -----~ 60064 59.040 1.988 West Germany 14,078; France 13 03, Tubes, pipes Gittings —-_ -«STL927 «428,476 1659 West Germany 11,254; Saudi Arabia 46213 Belgum-Laxembourg 

‘Castings and forgings, rough 28,204 25390228 Belgium Luxembourg 18,077; West Lead srmany 63319, 
Oxides === - - 6,635, 7,606 __ West Germany 8,737; Italy 2,791. ‘Aah and reside containing lead 2682 680 TT_—_‘Balghumoxemboury 12; West 
Meta including alloys: moe Serapnuee-—--------BRGDL 28885, West Germany 12,280; France 6977 Unwrought. 222222222222 18768 181485. Weat Germany 6325; Spain 1,540. Semimanufactares st TAL AT Norway 717; Hegiom-Luxemboure 

Lithium: Oxides and hydroxides. 70 188 NA. West Germany 82; France 76. 
Magnesia: Metal including ali soy pa eee te 1,058 1018 224 West Germany 51); Italy 183. Unwrought -=2222222I2IIIo apt 6957 “1 West Germany 4,802; United King. ‘dom 1882 Manganese: ‘Ore and concentrate, metallurgical eden ns enw se ea 4492 «42077 West Germany 11,184; Republic of South Africa 2,805, Nigeria 2.082. 
Stttesananncareaae <> aR ok REREERSR Poa including alloys, all forms ~~~ 885 fest Germany 1,329; United King 

Mereury pound me {um- Luxembourg 1,384; Uni = = ‘Eingdom 1:3, West Gerinany 39 Molybdenum: and concentrate. =. OKT Austria 4792; United Kingdom 2,862. Onides and ydronides ~~~ ==" 22 1586 Tesh NA Atria 1 Belg taembourg 

See footnotes at end of table.
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Table 2,Netherlands: Exports of selected mineral commodities —Continued 
(Metric tons unless otherwise specified) 

Commodi st 882 ¥ Usted Other (principal) 

METALS —Continued 
Molybdenum —Continued 

Meta including al Bete niin ¢ 305 Francedt Gowrougit: 2222722 2TTIT2 » 2 2 France 40; West Germany 2, Semiimanfactares -~~~7--= A 188 _Belplumtuembourg 6; West ‘Germany 2 Nickel Mteontopeit—_________. foe .15 al 2 Sizrand 2 unspesied 
Onis and hydroxides 254 915 NA Romania 39; Fong Kong 2; 
Ashand residuecontaining nickel 0041181 Sweden 658, West Germany 280 Metal including alloy: Serapcoennn---------- SRL .8082_‘inland 625; West Germany 495, Unwroughic="2777-7-—--= ims ts aly N6, Weot Germany Sa Semimanufactores-~7------ tes 8) West Germany 2280 Platinum group metals Waste and aweepings Value, thousands. $24 218 $25,794 ___Balgium-Laxembourg $17,157, West 

Germany $3,732; France $2,398. Metals including alloys, unwrought siyett® Pay wrought “troy ounce. L829 808 Woat Germany 2.018; France 1.67 
Waste and swoopings alue, thousands... $8085 $7,999 ___—_ West Germany $8,708; Spain $3.78 Metal ncading alloys, nro ad partly wo Peri Yhousand trey ounces. «7955735. 48_—_—BelglumLuxembourg 3.246; West 7 “Germany 38 
Ashandsiduecontainingtin T8248. Wes Germany 622 United Kingdom 
Metal including alloys Unwroughtew= === 28491458 West Germany 75; Belgium. Fremont; United Kingdom 

Semimanufactures —— = 28 ST 1 West Germany 4; Belgium. a Esxembourg 145. ‘tani Ore and concentrate 21745 BATT Pranco 8,206; West Germany 2818; Bulgaria Ses Orit net eR, Blsom Laxenboure 
Meta including alloys Bae cee ean 86 7] NA United Kingdom 7 Gawrought: 22TTTTTIIIZ 3 §  AlltoUnited Kington. Semimmanufactares ~~~" « a1 NA West Germany 1 Belgium. oxembourg 3 ‘Tungsten: fe and concentrate ms 188 USSR 618; East Germany 95 Ash and ysidue containing tngsian~ 8 65 TD West Germany a5 Metal including alloys Beep nen 38 168 105 France 14; West Germany 13. vine, einai ———=2T=> i TY Belglomdaxembourg 67 
Blue powder... 34.85 NANA Matter o222=TTTTTT. As Blot ME West Germany 1497; France 0 Ashandvesidce containingeinc——-- BIT. 38, BegumLatnenbourg 40h, Wes Germany 8 
Metal including alloys: ¥ Serpp nese 14840 10608. Weat Germany 6 05; Belgium Toxembourg 2354 Unwrought.—----...----— 162887 168202 9.287 Wet Gorman 2,485; United King doy 30,01 France 1916 Semimanufactures 46848187 Want Germany 88; Denmark 16, F France 5, 
Gre and concentrate... 24414 «28699 West Germany 12,251; France 4,688 git nciding alos all fos ==> } oN her Gres and concentrates. 16788 14047 __—_Auntrin 612% United Kingdom 2,86 Onideandyarondee -—2<OTZ BIG TEARS on Oita Reda 88 West Gormany 
Ashes and residues. 402126828 West Germany 218 Belgium oxembourg 613 
See fotnote at end of table
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Table 2.—Netherlands: Exports of selected mineral commoditiest —Continued 
(Metric tons unless otherwise specified) 

Destinations 1082 
Commodity 1981 mw Se nied Other (principal) 

NONMETALS 
Abrasives, nes ‘Natural: Carundum, emery, pumice, ete ise hae 6.588 5918 18 Thailand 2Z0: Unit Kingdom 726; 

Artificial: Corundum —— 79 139 __ West Germany 62; Belgiom- 
‘Guxembourg 81 Dust and powder of precious and semi- 

Drecioub sones including damond ilograms— 108 10918 Belgium-Laxembourg 21; aly 20. Grinding and polishing wheels and Monte oe cscaceteceeencs 4018 429120 West Germany 704; United Kingdom 769; France 124 
Bariteand witherite..-..-__B4IL_——80.06 143 United inom 29.499; Norway 
Boron materials: Grd nara borates 11059 SHR France 75.46; West Germany 67 88 Elemental === 22-22 == ‘04 i521 France 61; West Germany 8 ‘Oxides and acids ~~~ 72=22227 2 519 ‘815 <= West Germany 180; Brazil $0 Comentennnennn2222l2ZZLITLL 484d 445423 TH West Germany 104,370; Belgium 

Tugembourg 24804; Nigeria 
Ghana 30,897 27499 Belgium-Luxembourg 26,437. Clays. rude: ‘Andalusit, kyanite sillimanite——_ sat St NA United Kingdors 808; Belgium. 

ixemboure Bentonite --------------- 81619 22687NA__ United Kingdom 2.978; Belgium Luxembourg 2865; Egypt 2654 Ghamotte earth... = 1.853 815 NA. West Germany 53, Dinas earth --~-~>~2=-22=== 1 162 NA West Germany 138. Kaglinw-nonso2-nn-a-na== SBT NA Balghumeueambourg 74.97; West many Unspecified. 61882825288 West Germany’ 50,129; Belgium. ee Luxembourg 26966 
‘Gem, notsetor strung... carats. 965,219 428,506 12,762 Switzerland 126,804; United King- ‘dom 67-580, Industrial do 677,168 682,768. 105,891 —_Belgium-Luxembourg 158,505; Unita Kingdom E8858 

Diatomite and other infusorial earth 492 756 Nigeria 219; Japan 128, Feldsper, Suorspar, related material Feléspar = a 2791 L251. Nigeria 21; Greoce 348 Fluorspar © 2222222I22IIII2 T1t6 Viol > WestGermany 914; ltaly 96, Unepecified ---222TIILTT2 NBR 19009 West Germany 14387. Fertilizer materials righ NAS So ccencauaweanen 79985 TAM. Belgium-Lasxembourg 55,680; West ‘Germany 19,808. Manufactured: "Ammonia thousand tons. 408 aor Belgium Laszembourg 258; United 
ingdom 79 Nitrogenous do 2990 gay Franch 162; Woot Germany 828, Bhoophatie ~~-a 727 7dos === 05, 28¢ France 110; Belgium-Luxembourg 0. Potaasiew == 277 727 "dos 222 6 4 == Gran: Belgium aixenbourg Unspecified and mixed do. ——— 1.100 Laggan is, West Gegmany Grophite,natural =~ 83 5964 West Germany 20; Hast Germany 

Gypsum and plaster 1.500 2156 jm-Luxembourg 1,288; United ‘Kingdom S38 Todine -- = — a5 15 Iran 3 Canada 2; West Germany 2. 
TE ieee eee ene 3807 5470 <2 West Germany 3,834; Belgium. Luxembourg 719. Magnesium compounds: Sines an ----=- =~ 1561 20,268 NA Greece 9,025; Turkey 5,215. Oxides and hydroxides ——~-~~=—> 38 "18 NA Austria 800; Venezuela 200. Other cece en mmn ncn [26189 aR.001 10. Went Germany 14,801; France 4748, Mica: Crude including splittings and Wate oe ern an 8.082 B10. Norway 1,902; West Germany 365 Nitrates, grude === 7727777772777 255 228 West Germany 157 Phosphates, crude -~~~~77~~7-_ 28280 253.928. > West Germany 12,428; Belgium Taxembourg 9305. Pigments, mineral: Iron oxides and ‘hydroxides, processed © o-——— 6637 6.713 1,599 West Germany 2:82; France 1,085 Precious and semiprecious stones other than diamond, natural - kilograms. 6016 2482 ‘West Germany 1,418; Switzerland ‘000. 

‘See footnotes at end of table.
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‘Table 2.—Netherlands: Exports of selected mineral commodities’ —Continued 
(Metric tons unless otherwise specified) 

ee eee ec Destinations, 1982 
Commodity 1981 1982 “Gated ne plied Other (principad 

ge Le 
NONMETALS —Continued 

Salt and brine. thousand tons 2.298 2011. Belgium-Luxembourg 540; “specified 990. 
Sodium compounds, nes. 

Carbonate, manufactured. 14450182281 West Germany 58,856; Belgium Taixembourg 12.084 
Sulfete, manufactured. 4972—=«1OB11_—— West Germany 8,459; United Kingdom 

1,822 
‘Stone, sand and gravel: 
er en oso 

pay ousond tons. 6 6 —@)_ West Germany 8; Belgium. Taxembourg 2 
Worked _—---------do---- 35 29) West Germany 17; Belgium 
soe es axembourg 11: 

ae: aaa ae 1 14 __ West Germany 6; Belgium- 
Luxembourg 

Gravel and rushed rock do... 360 8182 @_—_Belgium-Luxembourg 2898, 
Quartz and quartzite. ~ do. ——— ef 15 (@)— West Germany 12 
Sand other than metal bearing 4 don 8,950 1851 @)_—_Belgium-Luxembourg 7,084 
lf: Hiimentlerudeiniingnativeand sys hn aeniie SET 
puobia nee Some EES gz Mist <>—_‘Belgtum-Laremboung 61; Nether- ‘and Antilles 925. 
Solficacid. 2. 20086194728 BD__—Belguptaxemboung 96667 Mexico 

Tale, steatite, soapstone, pyrophyllite —— 14,902 13,928 © __ West Germany 6,872; Norway 1,823. 
Yernialite peri, cote an sa Toes 77 Bagium-Lwrembourg 1056.” 

Gide -------—-- n= 8089 24,7 AT_—_—Belgium-Luxembourg 106,222; West 
“Germany 07.281 

Slogand dross, not metalbearing. «44822 —SSTTIB149T—_—Belglum-Loxernbourg 421.418; ‘United Kingdom 78,081 
MINERAL FUELS AND RELATED ‘MATERIALS 

‘Asphalt and bitumen, natural —————_— gus 3103. West Germany 3,017 
Garbon: Carbon black == ———~——— S8518 837TH France’d1 319% West Germany 11,288. 

"Anthracite thousand tons. 250 188 West Germany 58; Belgium 
Luxembourg 51 

Bituminous ..--- do. 660 481. Weat Germany 231; Belgium Taxembourg 189 
Coke and semicoke... do. 539 oma eg neta 285; West 

fermany V 
Gos, manufactured..----------- 202798 167,669 16880 Beigluxemboure 88.328 Finland 

Gas, natural_———_ million cubic feet 1,752,861 1,979,699 ___—_Wesl Germany 723,816; Belgium. 
Famgpoure 21488 Prahoe 

Peat including briquetsand liter 107,197 188,120 _—_—Belgtim-Luxerboara 70,567; West 
Pato many 93985. 
‘Grade thousand 42gallon barrels. — 340 604 = Begum usembourg 82 Portugal 
Refinery products: Liquefied petroleum gas do. 4901 5489 181 West Germany 1,803; Belgium- Taxembourg 1729, 
Gasoline, motor do... T0810 75.581 5823 West Germany 38.847 
‘Mineral jelly and wax ~—do——— a8 B03 °S Wage Germany 186 United Kingdom 

‘Kerosine and jet fuel __do_— 21298 24421 West Germany 9.918; Denmark 4,085. 
Disillste fueloll=-=~do-—- Bod 79897— BH Went Germany 41109; Belgium. 
Lubricants do sos «4.68758 Raglan 1051; United 

Residual fucloil_—---do--—T8981_—=«RTT_—«A18—_ United Kingdom, 14861; Weet Ger 
many 14,833; bunkers 93,587. 

Bitumen and other residues — 1761 2444 @)—_ West Germany 741; Norway 487 

‘See footnotes at end of table
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‘Table 2.Netherlands: Exports of selected mineral commodities Continued 
(Metric tons unles otherwise specified) 

Betinations, 1982 
Commodi 1961 ie Ga — aioe 

= ‘Yoltea ‘Other (principal) 

MINERAL FUELS AND RELATED MATERIALS Continued 
Petroleum —Continued finery products Continued 

Bituminous mixtures thousand 42gallon barrels. 22 386 @) West Germany 284 Sudan 28 Petroleum coke == do Sr 138023 West Germany 617; France 186, Unspecified “777 "do . Sel "5 Beigiomdbuxembourg 235 West ‘Germany 6 
NA Not avaliable 

able prepared by Joet Plachy. 
"Less than 1/2 unit. 

‘Table 3.—Netherlands: Imports of selected mineral commodities! 
(Metric tons unless otherwise specified) 

Sources, 1982 
Commodity wet 982 ge . Tae Other (principe 

METALS 
Aluminum: roand concentrate ...--------- 145082 2667318 Grence 110519 Durkey 7,990 

Giidesandbydroniies===2"77777~ 622.80 8RBEE 218 Suriname 533,92 France 156490, 
Achandresduecontainiogaluwinam— "8.778 482A_—-NA_— West Germany 8:0; Bast Germany 
“Metal including alloys SerapEPE _ saganaitae 107 Wat Garpany 15600 United ing 

Unwrought_------------- 164949195502 Norway 111.211, West Germany 26840. 
Bomimesttacares [72277777_~—«'S8T16 OTST soot West Cermany $9,127 Belgium Txembourg 21458 

Antimony’ Onder or 948 France 800; United Kingdom 249, 
pate aT ===> 8 35 NA Belgianloxembourg So; China 0 

‘Grides and acids <= 89 {United Kingdom 50, tal acluding slg lf fn 6 T= _‘Bweden 6h France $1 admire Neal incudingaors eine 188 TW Germany 2 China 
‘Greand concentrate _— 18188 51335 Republic of South Africa 24,846, Gnidesandlyydronides.-—~~"~~2~~ 8908-1285 BB_ West Germany 5; tay 250, conical lly alt= -—> “6 St NA. West Germany 17; France, Japan 8 
sides ond hyérondes 181889 Lngrboung 18; United inglom Metal including alloys, all forms. ———— 1408 West Germany 56; Belum- on Exembourg 1 
per Bre and concentrate ee 1 50 ____Belgium-Lisxembourg 50; West ‘Germany 8 Matte and speis including cement Spit igen OBS 19, Allfrom West Germany. onidutandhnydrosiden——--"77-- BSL 7 Healy 3, West Germany 9 
Site TONERS ToTcrt BRR TORR Ri Beltum-Laxemtourg 
Ashand residue containing copper -=«960,==610--NA__Belgiur-Lasembourg 847; West ‘Germany 6 
Metal including alloys Semp EMS a1746 R211 West Germany 11,866; France 825. 

Greroagie=—---77DTTTTT RAMEE BBL) PD SSTE Pian 800 West 
Semimanufactures =.=. T0549 92,522 «419 West Germany 3f 490; Belgium 

‘Luxembourg 36,420. 
Gallium: Metal including alloys al forms Midue howard == $USL_ =U ingdom $1; West Germany 
Germanium: Metal including alloys, all Forme. Metelincudingaliove;3 _gig7_—s202,-—« $10 Belgium-Luxembourg $80; China $51. 
See footnotes at end of table
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Table 3.—Netherlands: Imports of selected mineral commodities Continued 

(lev bar alo ary epson 
OO 

Coody we gq Geter Other principal 
METALS —Contnued 

Gola Wiese and sweerings Valu ttouands. #2780 $4807 __—_—Balgum-Lunegoug S82 West any Meta icing alloys vnarovpht and 
partly wrought Thousand toy ounces 5T-—=—«OL_—=L—_Unted Kingdom 706; France Tron and te: ead tmenatrata eth Peat pie 

‘thousand tons. _ 6,659 6,160 e Sweden 1,566; Brail 1,381; Canada 

eR road TOS Bam anon 
Soap BOF 2.8 9207 Wet expan 625 Und Rg 

Fig iron, cast iron, related materials 43,525 43,276 LL West Germany 8,812; Brazil 8,800. 

Ferrochromium -.------- 19,889 16.206. NA Republica South Ain 7.24 Albania 
Ferromanganese------- 1886518916. Norgay 9840 France 8,687, 
Perromolybdenum=—~=22—— 26 47 > Sweden 18; West Germany i6. Ferromelygden nono ea Semen meer Pemcieeiseaion ———- 383A Atm Ra Cerny 
Ferrosicon ss ---~> 884 G60)CNA Weet Germany 2007; Norway 1,086 
Slliconmetal---------- 3306 ©3816 = Republic of South Africa 2367 Ll nn Me ME tey rete 4 sue srgioras=-~—----~amatte abet Nata th it Wow Germany “athe —— Se owilvo: Salta. agggoh yoonas tegument 
Varese = ats sich 18 ge a . " ‘Germany 801380 Hoopandstrip_..-- 185622 1ma080 1 weet Bay ns Belgium 

Luxembourg 40,851. Rais andaccomorcs 65805800109 Wear Setar LT Prance 2.800, Bilgemdaccmoriee ~~ 65957 MESSY eigen ee Bate ee hate Tubes pipes Stings 786286 S042 4p Wear Seat 83) 480, France 104812 Cee ME oak’ «TBS SOME SE Wes eemany io iatisigin’ ee oat Lead Biidee BBO BIO Went Germany 1.88 Beate iosenour 1h Ach and vesiiuecontaininglead.._- 2068488405 WTEC in, sitaiand 8 sande cia Smiter gs TABLA 182 West Germany 6.154 Belgium. es coeany S35 Unwrought.------------ ASB 7060 19 Bay 008, West Ceemny OTe Brkgee nae Semimanufaures——_S6K2 480 kgm acount 
tun One tn ve me cuwtbusll ete Hei riage Gap Mealicedneales a) Wg Germany United Kino 
Unwrought AML RET Reee 2 Nora 26, Sonusnmnareseeenseeras, «Aber rt West Germany’ 11 Unie Kingdom 

Manganese: SeMEhd cmomtrte, metal ag igusipunionn ib 
z unspecified 57,592, Osos eA Bam 10, Wet 

Metal including alloys, all forms... sam 40277 Rapa South afin 25 eee Mercury _-—————— Topound fata. 4.958 8789 ‘Turkey 100 Hungary 841, 
SRE aie | nn Wak Cony Sar aah apart Seeger gt 2 West Germany 1; France 2 SomatBtciee ooo or Bieta Unita wine 
See fotnotes at end of tale
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Table 3.—Netherlands: Imports of selected mineral commodities: —Continued 

(Metic tons unlesethervise pied) 
FT TTT re 

Coma feed 1888 QF iy wae Other rnc 

METALS —Contnued 
Nicks Maite andgpets 268989 Oxides and hydroxides ——"——""--. Tots 1245 NA United Kingdom 190; Sweden 128. ‘Ath and residue containing nickel 29 "154A West Germany 488; Albania 165. Meiancluding aye 

Givboogkisc2cccc2c22cc22 SAE GOLAN On “Kingdom 621; Zimbabwe 02. Semimanufactures S12 «8489 T2_~Phippinoe 280 Wea eemany 372 Patsumgroup mete este fd Swscpogs Valu thowands.— $811 ASL ‘Balu Lax 80; Denmark 
‘Metals including alloys, unwrought and _ ordywroush=o "try encons—SLSI6 690481912 West Germany 1285; Strand 

Rhenium: Metal nein alloy al forme x ‘iue ousande— 61255, West Germany $802 France $28 
"Waste and sweeping... -do_— $685 $900 __ Denmark $507; Spain $183. Metal icing alleys unweighted faruy wrong “a ousand troy ounces... 4619 -—«4697 |—«48— France L615; West Germany 1200 
“Ore and concentrate. -----— 6,053 4,738 -- Zaire 1,320; Burma 1,001. Gauistemeeneasvanonconoo RAIS Bide ay 2 Riendyeiduecontaningin-—---— «486008 «SBT_—_‘France219¢Went Germany 123 Metal ncledngslove Sapa B15 22 Wet Germany 16%; Sweden 15, Geog TUTTI WBS WEL lpi ro, 

rem Semimanaicars =n 149 RT 6 Wes Germany; United Kingdom 1. ania Sroahd concentrate. 24286 pis Sr Lanka 7,796; Australia, Orgasms sococoost eRe as Ween SN Enel Kingdom 
Met inching alloys Scrap nee 156 98 50 United Kingdom 16. Gavtoagee cc caesiash 8 ; URS Riniaubicares -o-27s2-2 8B Went Ccrmany 25; pan 2, ‘Tungeet Wes concsntrate 22 nnn 12 1891 Autatin 16; Burma 148; Thailand 
Ash and resiue containing tungsten. 98 9 NA NAY 

Metal including alloys: ine tunesie See gt 58 eat Germany 2%, United Kingdom 2. Geode oTT AB At ema Soiminaseladivee -=-— sts 1 Bane Lisenboorg 8 Untied King 
Vanadium: Dreatdcomeentrae oe gee Alfa Mozambige Seateadipdeondces==22-227-> BN aw DANONE any a, % ‘Ash and residue containing vanadium — 308 1 NA NA 
"Oreand concentrate ..--------  S4B(718 452499 BIT Canada 188,176; Irvland 59,790. Sruggtememreescoccccorzes | MARE GRD BASE fet armani Beane Shepowdsr2TIITIIIIIII. «BE BIR tourp ots Wee: Cornany 83, Mattea---o---- n= 1698158 NA_ West Gertany i France 190, Ashadaaidaecoitaningaing=-—-> RAMS BHA West Garmany lala Cab Heal ncading toe Sep NEO R101 Wet Germany 484; Belgium. ‘oxemboury 88 Unwrought — 1971019456) Went German 8046; Belgium. oxemboury Semimanufactares 47004650) West Germany 3088, reo Greanconcentrate =. $408 ALAY—__—_—Austalia 15,470; Republic South ‘Aca 38 silage rap 9 668m France 
Ores and concentrates 21,501 19,677 9,021 Canada 4,944; Chile 4,223. Ortder and hydrondes. ~~~ Bin ity tern 2 San. Rehesandresidves "2 _772~-_ | B2STE BATT L2Camada 58,308; West Germany 1,527 

See footnotes at end of abe
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Table 3.—Netherlands: Imports of selected mineral commodities Continued 
(Metric tons unless otherwise specified) 

_——— Sources, 1982 
Commodi 1 “gaat eee smodity 1981 1982 “Goned Can ahaa 
i . 

NONMETALS 
Abrasives, nes Natural: Corundum, emery, pumice,ele 906,051 257,925 108 West Germany 250,805; Turkey 6550 

Gorandum -...-------.- 57485611105 Wet Germany 9.890; Crechoslovakia 
Silicon carbide 813 851 85. West Germany 600; Belgium- 

Thuxerbourg 90 Dust and powder of precious and semi- Precious stones including diamond 
kilograms. 159 205 Balgumtusembourg 117; Switeerland 

Grinding and polishing wheels and : Stones annem BRAS «B98 1 West Germany 1,129; Austria 401. Asbestos. crude ———<="7-=7777"T> eet So) 8 Canada ita0, UBS 1268, Barite and witherite-—~——7-7~—-2> 98.928 ra748 «Shima 30400; Morocco 33,504 Boron materials: Grade mature borates... 464480 994858 972082 They 9.56; BelgumLaxembours 
Oxides and acids _._....-.--- 2554 BN5_—«2_—_—Franco715; China 400, USSR, 397 Broming = 2222 S182 8296 rae 8,250; United Kingdom 39, Cement <<< hand «E964 S683 We ermany 1 Belgium 
halk gonnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnn= 85019 MIG. _France’ 4825; West Germany 28,456 

“Andalaite, kyanite silimanite-_ 19114024 NA._—_Republic of South Africa 2.970 Bentonite on" TNS TILI else «75843850 Greece 25,600, West Germany 6.692 Ghamottecarth———"7=777~7=T== ang ake “21865 West Germany 18°19 France #036. Dinasearth —-22=2T-7——-7=_ Vows "2628 Wost Germany 811; Prance 816, 
Kaolin ——OICCTICISIIIIIIT aa AST a. West Germany 158806 United King 

pialspeiied -—-------_______ T3818 480,222 7,517 West Germany 407,907. 
“Gem not setor strung. carats... 440278 402,614 55,759 United Kingdom 132.71; Belgium ™ Tembourg 71 sand a, Tduetral ----------do.--- 498.000 271885 61.100 Belgin Pxembgung 70408 Ireland 

z 52,016; United Kingdom 40,698. Diatomite and other infusorial earth 16,796 15,215 2,202- Denmark 10,822. Feldspar, luorepar, related materials: Ceddper see eae 14860 18.098 Norway 8,072; West Germany 2,116. Floorspar @22DTTITTIIITTTI2 age) ates TT Unie gdm ‘075; West Germany 
Unspecified _-_-------------- 41123 99,128 == Canada 22,787; Norway 16,342. Fertilizer materials 
Grude,mes - 0... $8,227 $9,466 West Germany 88,660. 
aed 202,626 4,067 Belgium-Luxembourg 2420; ren : © Sunspecified 43,3010" Nitrogenous -..--__._____ 805,594 460,168 =. _Belgium-Lunembourg 157,695; West ‘Germany 118,998. Prosi —o--o-.a.@BaI8 THOM 1761 Belgesuembn 8; Denmark 

Potassic.-_____-_..._ $81,894 8L114 | ____ West Germany 106,505; USSR. 64.953, Usepecicdwidimied=—"——-"- O88 4696 9. BelgumLanerbotig 1,085, West 
Graphite, natural —_- $9986 Weet Germany 546 China 240. Gypsum and plaster <TO=2"2LLSTTgong0d zag BF West Germang Jon rt; Prance 134282 
Ege 2TTTDTISTIIITITIIIT seals a7 Beamon oe dope 28 2C SESS RESUEESSOEL ; jum-Luxem! 1 West 

“Germany 257588 Maggesium compounds 
Magnesite ~~~ ____________ 18114 61,686 252 China 21,590; Greece 15,500. Oxides and hydroxides ~~7—72227 Sat 15 "West Germany bit; United Kingdom 

Other nn aimee BTR = . “Mica: Crude including splittings and waste oC OTT ---- 89158985 242——_India 1,804; United Kingdom 657. Nitrates, crude ——-"""-"—~~~777"" 24350 20,709 Chile 20,107. Phosphates, crude ~~ vhousand tons. 2188 1.849. Morocco 706; Israel 397; Togo 212 Phosphorus, elemental n= 254 9 7. West Germany 90. Pigments, mineral 
‘Natural crude == fo 88 NA Gyo za. Iron ondesand hydroxides, processed = 18.180 12958 63.—‘West Germany 10,687; France 1,80 Potassium salts,crude.- ss” 17472380) France 2036, Precious and semiprecioas stones other ‘than diamond! 
Natural... kilograms. 4284486896 19.000 West Germany 10,642 Synthetie= 2ITTIIIT OS “G5 “TSTT NA Japan 1.300; Belgttm-Laxembourg 87, 

‘See footnotes at end of table.
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Table 3.—Netherlands: Imports of selected mineral commodities! Continued 
(Metzie tons unless otherwise specified) 

Sources, 1982 
Commodity 1881198 aR Yates Other rincipa 

NONMETALS—Continued 
Pyrite, unroasted 16L «168. West Germany 187 Quarts crystal, plozoclectrie — Kilogram. 3 3 NA NA SivandGrine enn nn 667106 ‘West Germany 4900; Belgium. 
oa ; Euxembourg 15881 ium compounds, nes: Carbonate, manufactured... 4589862917 @)_—_ West Germany 24,285; Bulgaria 21,784 Silfte, manufactured ==2—==---— 20810 aT TBegiumctagemboure 14.285 West many 1119. 
Stone, sand and gravel Dimension stone: Crude and partly worked howsand tons. 24882148 ‘West Gormany 1,255; Finland 648. Worked ooo need 38 122 Italy 18; West Germany 6 

Dolomite, chiefly efractoryrade ‘do. Te = T16_—.—_Belgium-Lauyembourg 46; West ‘Germany 116. 
Graveland crushed rock 0. 1679116418) Wott Gerany 0818 Belgium. 
Limestone other than dimension S Mo WTB MTT, Belgtum-Lunemboure 966. ‘Quarts and quartzite. dou ‘3 38] Nomway 2 West Germany 11. 
Sendother than metal bearing-do---- 6415-6020, “1 West Germany 5,280, Belgium- 

Tinxembourg 63 
Sulfur: ‘Blemental: rude including native and Treinen sacaj-~ $8099 984A ZTE Wow Gormany 18440: Poland 62526, Colloidal, precipitated, adblimed —— Hts ae TE West Germany 18; United Kingdom 
Dioxide... ----------------- 5,530 7,638 =~ West Germany 7,355; France 282, 
Suifareacia”———~~"—W="=—"""~ ago nats 7 West Germany 158105 Norway 2816 

TTalesteatite, capstone pyrophvilie=——— “3T7T1 "3813-28 Norway 12161, Austria 6,595 eres porie, Cte” ---=-——RTEB— “GEN Groowe 218; West Germany 16, 
CGrade_-------- thousand tons. 1165145910 BelgumLusemoure 94; West : many 176 
Slag and dross, not metal-bearin fo. «1855-18 West Germany S46; Belgium. Taxemboury 318 
MINERAL FUELS AND RELATED ‘MATERIALS. 

Asphalt and bitumen, natural 205949161820 West Germany 3477 GeRein: Carbon black “sn =7T=-7_~— 13860158470 West Germany 12986; United King- ‘dom 1048 France 58 
‘Anthracite... thousand tons__ 49 329 1 United Kingdom 160; West Germany 
Bituminous —--=--—----do.--- 7.580——=«BSHB 4155 Australia 1.538; West Germany 376. Tignite including briquets -——do---_ "10? Add West Germany 149 CCoketndsemizakessnnnn == =—don=—~ MILE 480, 7 Went Germany 25; United Kingdom 

Gas, manufactured. ------n--- 189466 207K ___Weat Germany 51,565; France 90,060. Gosinatural = ~—‘milliog cubic feet «118413 119,445 West Germany 119 444 Pentiacudine igictanditver = 580249 4\Tah © “West Germany 477.901; Finland 1847 
‘Grade thousand 42-gallon barrels. 291,647 278,571 ___ United Kingdom 55,801; Iran 53.415; Saudi Arabia 38252 
Refinery products: ijquelied petroleum gas do. 17,849 16258114 Saudi Arabia 5,160; Algeria 2147, Gaoline Sree nndon =~ MGA? AS212 A) USSR 11,52 Algeria 7 352. Mineral jelly andwax ---do.--— 881,18 Austria 181; West Germany 122. Keronncandjecfucl=—=-do-—-~ 28RD SH _‘ulglttemboang 118 France 

Distillate fueloil -....-do.--- 29678. L882 CUSSR 24659, Exbricents s+ -2222ITéoc- 2 “RSIS "Bam 3_Belgum-Lazembourg 726, West 
Residual fueloil_.- do... 41879 «BLS18 «= 2USS I 1NSBR; Spain 5,156, 
Sere, 2422 1265723 Belgium-Luzembourg 251; West 

a = Germany 00. 
Btu eistpeeuczdecces) || T 65-2 West Germany 34; Belgium. 

Tixembourg 15 Petroleumeoke do. __&160.__—<8088-2.274 West Germany 615; Norway 125. 
NA Not available, Table prepared by Joo Plachy. 
Less than 1/2 unit
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COMMODITY REVIEW 

‘METALS blending plants. 
dium—A At the close of 1982, Amsterdam Fertiliz- 

Indium.—A ‘new indium plant, owned ey BY, a subsidiary of the Israel Chemicals and operated by Billiton International Met- Tq. Group, purchased a 115,000-ton P.O. 
als BV, atv ore in 1988. ~ ie triple superphosphate plant in Amsterdam 
was expected to produce several tons of from Unie van Kunstmestfabrieken BV indium per year, with a purity of 99.9999%. (KF), ‘The plant was to use phosphate 
Much of the capital cost of the new plant fined in Israel for the manufacture of was necessitated by adherence to strict fyipte superphosphate in Amsterdam. 
HE ae een one tf Also at the close of 1982, a new fertilizer 

ron and Steel—Almost 95% of the bulk blending plant was opened at Moer- Netherland’s crude steel was produced by Giie ‘The plant had facilities to produce 
the oxygen process, and the rest in electric about 200 specialized fertilizer mixtures, furnaces. Hoogovens IJmuiden BV produc- ‘vith a storage capacity of 20,000 tons. 
ed all of the oxygen steel, and Nedstaal BV") 1983, eonctruction was underway by 
es Hoechst AG from the Federal Republic of 

ss said with nraduction of fg Getmany, of a 40,000-ton-capacity ammonia ducer in the world, with production of 43 {Treat at “Vliseingen: Construction, we: 
million tons. Financial losses, however, de- imed after the company agreed to comply 
paige, increased production, were slightly with recommendations of the regional envi- 

| soa ant Gntraaer * ronmental directorate. 
an,the maior part of Hoogovens' restructur- “Two new ammonia plants were also near- 
ing plan was approved by the EEC which ing completion in the Netherlands. One was entitled the company to $684 million of {pe “Urdws ‘362.000 ton peryeor nitsonen 
So0O iia one eanment also granted @ content) ammonia plant at Geleen, based on 
Fe re atte the brek. Batural gas. The plant replaced an existing 

$175 million that remained after the break- f,-itity that was based on the more expen- 
ae cee AC ae eee eat pes sive manufactured gas, The other was being 
caer ie Cee ctan Aram ne Rederal Re built by Nederlandse Stickstoff Maatschap- 
e ye B Plan, ij BV, at Sluiskil, Zeeland, with a capacity loogovens was to cut its annual raw steel PU fv oh Sits Te an i Te 
capacity to between 5.0 and 3.5 million tons, Oo 00. 2 ia proces ee satin nutcase 
and hot-rolled product capacity to.8-5 mil. o09 calcium ammonium nitrate: at 2 com- lion tons. The company is also to close one Pr Seater of 800,000 tone 
of its four hotstrip mills at 1muiden by "Uy can cree quantities of byproduct 
1985 and modernize another strip mill. , G¥Psum-—Large quantities of byproduct 
Hoogovens’ total work force was also to be ae erplants Hutvukedveeel on low-grade, 
Se eee cee seeempany in Sulfur-containing oil as fuel. Under the 
and rebar mill at Utrecht, operated by its Netherlands’ environmental legislation, the 
subsidiary Demka BV, and transferred bar co™Panies had to desulfurize their waste 
production to Hoogovens’ own bar mill at 288s. One of the companies that developed iSmuiden. and utilized such a process was Norgips BV 

in Delzijl. A plant of Norgips’, Alpha Mont 
sonmEratS BY, at Veendam, wasbuilt at a cost of about 

$23 million, $16 million of which came 
Dolomite—Winterswijksche  Steen-en from the Netherlands Department of Eco- 

Kalkgroeve BV, a subsidiary of Ankersmit nomic Affairs as a grant for technical devel- 
Holding BV, was the only company in the opment. During the summer of 1983, the 
Netherlands that produced dolomite. The company also started building a pilot plant 
only quarry, in Winterswijk, produced at Magnesia International BV’s (MAGIN) 
about 200,000 tons of dolomite limestone for magnesia plant. The MAGIN plant is to 
use in the fertilizer industry. Ankersmit produce alpha-hemahydrate gypsum, a new 
also had a dolomite-producing subsidiary in _ type of superplaster of unique and favorable 
France and Belgium. properties compared with the more conven- 

Fertilizer Materials—Except for nitro- tional betaplaster. The plant will use 25,000 
gen, the Netherlands produced no fertilizer tons per year of byproduct gypsum from 
materials. The country, however, had excel- MAGIN’s magnesia sinter manufacturing 
lent port and storage facilities for mixed process. 
materials. There were also several bulk Sand (Silica).—The Netherlands utilized
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more silica sand than it produced domesti- and another at Borselle with a 450-mega- 
cally. Most of the sand was imported from watt capacity. 
neighboring Belgium, whose share was  il- and gas<drilling activity was at a 
about 72% of total Netherlands imports. peak in the North Sea, reaching 45 wells in 
The Netherlands was also a significant 1982, compared with 32 in 1981. These 
exporter of processed silica sand. resulted in the discovery of five new gas- 

There were two silica sand producers in fields and six new oilfields. Another three 
the Netherlands in 1983. BV Lieben in the oilfields and gasfields were found onshore. 
Heerlen area was the leading producer, at ‘Total Netherlands’ proven and unproven 
50,000-ton-per-year capacity; the other was crude oil reserves were estimated at about 
Filterzand Wessem BV, which produced 555 million barrels, up 50% from that of 
sand mostly for filtration. BV Lieben also 1982. 
operated two plants in Belgium. The annual ~—Coal.—A number of coal-burning projects 
production capacity of the company’s three were canceled in 1983 because of escalating 
plants amounted to more than 300,000 tons, construction and environmental costs, and 
in addition to about 50,000 tons of silica the diminished coal price advantage over 

flour. oil. These included a new 600-megawatt 
coal-fired power station at Dordrecht and a 

MINERAL FUELS 500-megawatt station at Hemweg, near Am- 
Energy production rose as a result of a sterdam. Three oil- and gas-fired power 

Government-approved increase in the out- Stations were to be converted to coal, includ- 
put of natural gas, increased exports of ing the 1,050-, 375-, and 225-megawatt 
natural gas, and production of crude oil Plants, at a total cost of almost $700 million 
from the Continental Shelf, which started Construction of the $175 million, 25-million- 
in the fall of 1982. Overall, the Netherlands _ton-per-year Maasvlakte coal storage termi- 
energy supply comprised about 8% nuclear, nal near Rotterdam was also rescheduled 
3% blast furnace gas, 22% coal, and 67% oi] | for completion in 1988." 
and natural gas. Natural Gas.—Gas was still the corner- 

‘New legislation introduced by the Gov- stone of the Netherlands’ economy, and the 
ernment in 1983 provided for the complete Netherlands remained Western Europe's 
restructuring of the electricity supply sys- largest producer and supplier of natural gas, 
tem by setting up a national production in 1983, Natural gas was equal in value to 
company with local and regional distribu- about 17% of the total GNP. About 17% of 
tion centers. Because of the complexity of the gas was obtained from the offshore 
the plan and strong opposition by the exist- fields. 
ing utilities, the Government decided on The domestic usage and export of natural 
gradual introduction of the various meas- gas, however, was declining and is expected 

ures. to decline in the future, as is partially 
There were two nuclear plants, one at illustrated in table 4.+ 

Dodewaard with a 50-megawatt capacity, 

‘Table 4.—Netherlands: Sales and exports of natural gas 
Gillion cubie feet and billion dollars) 

gS __1980 19811082 

Domestic sales: "Household and commercial... mT Industral ssc -c2222-v222zcszzazaassaaaa> BRR aa 
Powerplants —-—------nnanewacasnancensanene: oe IN 

Talo eeeeeeenneeeeenneeeeeeeeeeeeeee OSL 
ac gave ast 1.285 

Galugl —o>>>2-ooo ooo Hos aye saa 
‘Grand ota ——_ ee rT re my Ty 
ENE eter amesn apne acacia $3.92 $5.56, $7.60 *88.00 

“Estimated. < ; 
SR Stat tyr Men ot ad np
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In addition to its own natural gas, the Groningen onshore gasfield were 51,700 bil- 
Netherlands also imported 71 billion cubic _ lion cubic feet, or almost 65% of the total. 
feet of gas from Norway. Domestic reserves, A gasfield was discovered in the North 
however, were thought to be sufficient to Sea, about 30 miles northwest of Den Hel- 
last through the 1980's. der. During the first tests, the new wells 

The high level of exploration activity in produced 71 million cubic feet of gas per 
the Netherlands’ North Sea sector is ex- day. Another gasfield close by was brought 
pected to produce sufficient reserves to on-stream by the Mobil Corp. at an initial 
enable this area to supply 20% to 25% of rate of 50 million cubic feet per day. domestic demand by 1986, compared with 
the 17% supplied at present. In 1983, the ~ sphypical scientist, Divison of Foreign Data 
Netherlands had 88 onshore and 71 offshore Where pecemary value have nen converted frm 
gasfields. The Geological Survey of the Netherlands guilders () to US. dollars at the rate of 
Netherlands estimated total gas reserves to "“'Ninanial Time, Te Netherlands Fnancal Times 
be over 81,200 billion cubic feet, which Survey. Se. 3, Nov. 21,198, pp. 18 
represented less than 2% of the world’s yaa Gra Jaro aia bt Damestic Use, Export of 
total supplies. Proven reserves of the





By Charles L. Kimbell* 

New Zealand's mineral industry remain- tion of commercial production at the natu- 
ed only a modest contributor to the national ral gas-based ammonia-urea plant inaugu- 
economy; however, expansion and modern- rated in 1982; continued efforts to increase 
ization projects relating to the nation’s use of domestic natural gas for industry and 
largest and only integrated steel plant, its transport, thereby lessening dependence on 
single oil refinery, and its growing natural imported oil; successful efforts to increase 
gas-natural gas liquids industry provided domestic coal production and consumption 
employment for a considerable number of to the same end; and utilization of the 
persons not normally associated directly expanded capacity of the country's single 
with the mineral industry. aluminum smelter. 

‘Notable developments included the initia 

PRODUCTION 

Positive events related to mineral indus- production from the ammonia-urea plant of 
try production were (1) gains of output of Petrochem N.Z. Ltd. On the negative side, 
coal and natural gas in response to Govern- there was a reported downturn in cement 
ment efforts to increase proportional self- production, and clear indications that do- 
sufficiency in energy materials, (2) growth _mestic steel production and iron sand out- 
in aluminum production made possible by put, both for the domestic and the export 
completion of another potline in the latter market, were lower. 
part of 1982, and (8) first-year commercial 

Table 1.— New Zealand: Production of mineral comodities! 
(Metric tons unless otherwise specified) 

—__Commoaity—SS”S~S*~*~TS~*«aRSC~*it Cn 

METALS 
‘Aluminum metal, smelter: Prima ooo oe eee eee 154100 154740 159.979 166800 224,900 Secondary coccccccesescs__ Piso "gion "8000 "2.700 “#25800 

al case smmmce ee soccce 15500 156740 156979 160,500 227-700 Gold, mine oulpit; metal content ——~~~~ troy ounces A a08 e419 eles TTS oe Tron and ste 
Tron ore gross weight? = wr m1 166186 Tron sand (uianiferous magnetite Gros weight ~~ =~ thousand tons... «3527 «3.638=«9.258 3002.08 Iron content TIIITTTT SM aT Te 
Pig iron sponge iron) ————— DIDIge2 222 ze 150g Steed crude ne 00D STSDEEOTIS Sa 2 22 Leads refinery output, secondary 2-22-0000 7000.00 8,500 

Silver, mine output, metal content —— — — ‘troy ounces__ 1,639 47 a e& eo 

See footnotes at end of table 
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‘Table 1.— New Zealand: Production of mineral comoditiest —Continued 
(Metric tons unless otherwise specified) ee 

Commodity a 

METALS —Continued 
‘Tungsten, mine output (scheelite ioe Weigh eo eres eennincan 153 8 20 “4 n 

Munprica putea 22 oe oes Sae Se TSETS co 4 0 7 6 
NONMETALS, 

Cement, hydraulic _-.---------~ thousand tons. 752.7720 159 ‘aL 760 

Ore tonite nnn nnnn enn = ASH 8000 BBS 8.201.988 
Koln) -o2oLOTOTOTS ot sah ee gaat at 
BorbncRandiite )27777TIZZTIITTIIIOIIIID — ntoboet aon rsez25 gga BOM 

Line TELEEITIISELITITITE —ato}o00 —rro,000 170,000 170,000 165,000 
Meguedie £0 en te Rea y STE eee es ee Se 308 ® _ 

Nitrogen: N content of ammonia —————---—-—_——— x Ee ae 43.500 
Mik ee ee od 9 _21bs 08 

Puce <222222TTTTTTTTTIITIIISOILIOII «easy ass SRA ISB 8 799 
Buse -72TTTTTTTTITETTIITLIEIIIIT swoon 500 55.500 TOO 81,000 
Band and gravel: 
"Sites dina glass sand) ------------------- 196697 199809129248 160.009 148354 
Otherindusirialsand. 222 2772222a-2=-= 2s 2- ~—RMOD MNS 700 S8BHG BSBA HAO 
Peecadcundballast=/77T772_ ~~ thousand tone 3.189 18,558 TSAR LAS4 15.489 

suber balngcregie==<O“O=IITATTTCgorT=>apee tas OE 8 4350 
tone: 
Molomite enn ne nnn = 25180 TRB BHATZ— 14.900 17,088 
Groswiousco soo 2 2ekcai2 aE EEESOISSES 4 3 6 8 e 
Limestone and mari: oragrieaiure. thousand tons. «1613S, 1828 1.092180 

Forcemonte27oTT77TTTTT SMUG 6B] MRSS 
For other industrial uses -———-- =~ do. =~ 29 112 tis Iss 207 
Forwels Goce 8 ene ee aan 29 29 312 a5 En 

Serpentine -22222222lZTTTTTZTTLIID zoo 8d STA «ASG 6a,N55 
Unspecified: 

‘Pimenion. == nnn GS 1G.8HD TB BGR BS 
Rock forhasborwork 72227 thousand tons. 2428 B25 BABI Buz zo 

GHG ee eeercreneeees: «| AD. = 90 1561090 
‘MINERAL FUELS AND RELATED MATERIALS 

Carbon dioxide liquefied... .------------==-=- NA NA___6066 9.197 NA 

Coal: “Anthracite thousand tons 1 1 1 o 2 
Siciniapan ee SERS EEE Ua eee 33487 au a8 t510 
Subbitumingus -22222_2sz-ssc22—=— do 1858 TYAS] BIO 1,595 84,182 
Sigatie a oe SUIS eam re 200___#208 212 me S350 

Total een nn need FSM 263g 

Coke: 
‘Soke oven..---------a-eenen-na-=------ 80,000 9000004004263 $2,000 
Gashouse 772 222222 2TTTTTIT IIIT _s5i000__86.000__aaiess__ast_*7,000 

Total nn nnnnnnnnne------ 65,000 86,000 24957 9.300 *9,000, 
Fuel briquets_— TTLSEITTIIDIIELIDIIIII — stslooo— sirjo00 Bs Bas 6.000 
Gas, natural: ‘Gross’ million cubic feet.58,700 43.900 56,600 99,800 107,00 

Stomketed 27 22TTTTTTTITT Tm a> aT BEB aw BOBTS «9245 
Natural gas liquids: ‘Liquefied petroleum gas - thousand 42-gallon barrels. 120 we as S050 

Nacel geod! ee eee cae 4 5 a 60 0 
Petroleum 

Gude endo 8.000635 at 51802 

Refinery products: 
Galindo. 10888 toga 10 79e_ | «gND «TOT 
Distlintefuelo222227TTTTTTTTTTTdeTT “aed aTS 508g ag 
Residual fuclol ~_--_2_2=_7-~—don--> = BA Bzas Boks ga a8 

Others cno-22ovo2 sane ade ‘913, ‘30 ass $590 
Refinery fuel and losses ~~ ~~~ =~ “do. == "490, 555, 510 735794 

Total eee nnn nndonnn  PHRO BONG BONST TTT _—_18 900 
eee ETE 

“Eatimated. Preliminary. "Revised. NA Not available 
‘able includes dat valle through Joly 16984 a sok, 

ot ‘used for manufacture of iron; reportedly consumed for gas purification, preparation of stock licks, and 
manilactre ofbrck Becaus of thse uses won content isnot reported. meres 

. Teed oro 
“Although plant reportedly went into operation in 1982, sources now available indicate that output in that year was 
epi therfore,profuction extimate as ben rated 10 2. 

Less than 1/2 unit
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TRADE 

‘Trade data for calendar year 1982 did not able and for comments on these data, the 
become available in time for inclusion in reader is referred to the 1982 edition of this 
this edition. For the most recent data avail- chapter. 

COMMODITY REVIEW 

METALS central Otago. 
. . Although the overwhelming majority of Aluminum.—Increased production at New Zealand’s present meager gold produc- New Zealand's only aluminum smelter, the _ tion is derived from placer operations, there Tiwai Point plant of New Zealand Alumi- were indications of interest in reopening 

num Smelters Ltd., was possible because of some lode gold mines. Properties under the 1982 completion of a third potline, examination included the Martha Hill Mine ahead of schedule and under budget. This gt Waihi and the nearby Karangahake 
expansion raised annual primary alumi- Mine at Paetoa, both on North Island’s east 
num capacity to 245,000 tons, making the coast, and the Monowai Mine, some 70 facility the largest aluminum smelter inthe _kjlometers from Martha Hill. Reserves de- Southern Hemisphere, and the plant oper jineated at these properties were reported 
ated at 92% of rated capacity in 1983. as follows: Martha Hill, 14.6 million tons of Construction of a second aluminum smelter ore grading 3.2 grams of gold per ton and 32 in New Zealand remained in a deferred grams of silver per ton, plus low-grade status material totaling 8 to 10 million tons grad- 

Gold.—Official annual production re- ing 0.5 to 2.0 grams of gold per ton; Karan- turns released in late 1983 indicate that gahake, 700,000 tons of ore grading 15 
Ryan Mining Ltd. was New Zealand's lead- grams of gold per ton and 50 grams of silver 
ing 1982 gold producer, accounting for 27% per ton; and Monowai Mine, 197,000 tons of of national output from its operations in the _ ore grading 9.5 grams of gold per ton and 41 southern part of South Island. Thames Min- grams of silver per ton. erals Ltd.’s Greenstone Valley operations ~ fron Sands and Iron Ore.—Titaniferous ranked next with about 13% of the total, magnetite sands mined by two companies 
and Kanieri Gold Dredging Ltd.'s Tara from deposits along the southwest coast of Makau River operations ranked third with North Island remained New Zealand’s lead- 11%. The greatest amount of gold recovered ing and only significant nonfuel mineral from any single area, however, was the product from an international viewpoint. output from a variety of independent pro- From an economic viewpoint within New ducers in the Westland area of the Grey- Zealand, the value of iron sand production mouth Mine Inspectorate, West Coast Dis- was second to that of stone and sand and trict of South Island, accounting for 32% of gravel for roads, railroads, and construc- the total national production. tion 

The sharp decline in output by Kanieri’s Total iron sand output declined sharply, Tara Makau River operation, from 3,385 but shipments were up slightly as with. troy ounces in 1981 to 866 troy ounces in drawals from stocks totaled over 497,000 1982, was the result of the termination of tons. Exports, chiefly to Japan, increased by dredging on that stream early in 1982. The about 100,000 tons, and local sales fell by firm planned to continue operations at Nga- over 20,000 tons. Waipipi Ironsands Ltd’s here on the Grey River, where it had built a_ Waverley deposit, with a 1983 output of new dredge hull that was to be equipped 592,525 tons, and New Zealand Steel Mining with some machinery salvaged from the 26-  Ltd.’s Taharoa deposit, with an output of year old Tara Makau dredge, together with — 1,396,290 tons, were operated to meet export Some new machinery. However, in early demand; the latter firm's Waikato North 1988, construction of the new dredge was at Head Mine was exploited to supply 214,409 a standstill pending changes in the compa- tons of ore to meet domestic requirements ny's financial structure, of the Glenbrook steel plant. L&M Mining Ltd. reported gold sales The miniscule quantity of regular iron valued at over $820,000? for 1988, and indi- ore mined in New Zealand, entirely derived cated that it would add a second dredge from the Onekaka deposit of Golden Bay before mid-1983. Company operations are in Dolomite Ltd., was used wholly for nonme-
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tallic applications, including gas purifica- _ New Zealand’s second steel plant, that of 
tion, preparation of stock licks, and brick Pacific Steel Ltd., continued to use scrap 

manufacture. supplemented by billets purchased from 
Iron and Steel.—New Zealand Steel Ltd, New Zealand Steel, to produce wire rods, 

the nation’s principal steel producer, indi- reinforcing bars, flat bars, angles, and chan- 
cated that for the year ending March 31, nels. 
1983, there was a 17% increase in net profit Vanadium Slag.—The Chairman of Di- 
to about $15 million, on a record-high turn- rectors of New Zealand Steel indicated that 
over of $197 million. A slump in domestic with the completion of the first stage expan- 
demand at midyear was offset by increased _ sion of the firm’s Glenbrook Works in 1984, 
export sales, with the result that the value the firm will have the capability of produc- 
of billet exports exceeded domestic sales for ing byproduct vanadium-rich slag, and that 
the first time. Expansion of the Glenbrook production of this material should make a 
plant was reportedly well ahead of schedule “valuable contribution to the company’s 
in September, and completion of the proj- result.” 
ect’s first stage was targeted at yearend 
1984, raising annual capacity to 350,000 NONMETALS 
tons. However, in December 1983, it was , 
reported that delivery of some equipment _ Cement and Lime.—New Zealand's co- 
was behind schedule, and that commission- ment’ industry experienced difficulties in 
ing of new sponge iron capacity would be 1983 as demand fell somewhat in the last 
delayed until the first quarter of 1985, and half of the year, and profits declined as a 
of the corresponding steel capacity until the result of reduced sales and the Government- 
second quarter. ‘The expansion project's imposed price freeze. New Zealand Cement 
first stage reportedly includes four reduc- Holdings Ltd. reportedly suspended work on 
tion kilns, two electric pig iron furnaces, a its Oamar Cement Works project, which 
Q-Bop converter, and continuous-slab and would add significantly to the firm's capaci- 
billet casters. ty in its Westport and Burnside Works. The 

Tt was also reported that by early 1984, expansion of McDonalds Lime Ltd’s lime 
site preparation for the second stage of the works was continued; this plant's second 
plant expansion, aimed at raising annual kiln now under construction is scheduled to 
rolling capacity of 550,000 to 750,000 tons provide extra capacity to meet lime demand 
would be completed, with commissioning of at the Glenbrook steel mill. The new kiln is 
the hot and cold mills expected in late 1986. budgeted to cost $3 million. 
Company officials claim that completion of Fertilizer Materials—There has been a 
the second stage will enable the firm to continuing decline in sales of fertilizer ma- 
meet 80% of New Zealand’s demand for flat terials in New Zealand for the past 5 years, 

products. as shown in table 2. 

Table 2.—New Zealand: Consumption and sales of fertilizer materials 
(Thousand metric tons) 

Raw mate. Sales of fertilizers 
Year TE. WERE Grade Tol 

WI een oon 1921 zag 03521 
Aggy 22227 TES TOTS TSDEECEDIOT EEE Tees 2318 9 Bate 
1981 =~ wor aen nn ennnewse nets 1656 ist i 20st 
182 B AUDI IE ARRRERE See re 1880 1941 se 20a 
i eee aes ese reset Tae 1682 8 1800 

‘Data are for years ending Jane 80 of that stated 
Source: Ministry of Agriculture and Fisheries. New Zealand Fertilier Statistics 1982. Pp. 15, 9091; and New Zealand 

Fertilizer Statistica 1985, Pp. 15,303
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Materials included in table 2 include all awarded for a feasibility study for the 
types of soil nutrients and conditioners, not development of a 500,000-ton-per-year open 
only the standard crude fertilizers such as pit mine at Ohinewai, near Huntley, North 
phosphate rock, potassium chloride, and Island. The contract was given to a consor- 
potassium and ammonium sulfate, but also tium headed by Rheinbraun Consulting, of 
lime, serpentine rock, urea, sulfur, and a the Federal Republic of Germany. The de- 
‘ost of minor chemical additives as well as . 25 posit reportedly has reserves of 25 million 
products made from these materials. It tons. In December, it was announced that 
should further be noted that despite this the Ministry of Energy would fund a series 
genes ser lions ray maternal sons of feasibility and environmental studies by 
ion and in sales of products, there has been the Waikato Valley Authority relating to 

an almost continual, aoa ve maces the possibility of opening such a mine, with 
increase in the area of land under cultiva- these studies scheduled to continue through 
tion across the same time period. The re- 1934 
sulting decline in use of fertilizer materials “Tye Ohinewai project is but one element 
on a ton-per-unit-area basis was attributed of an overall coal production expansion 
Oo ores eiead ferkticer mrices snd a, Scheme projected for the Waikato Basin 

ad _ over the next decade, that in total could 
clining Feal farm income, The Ministry also involve the expenditure of over $560 million 
fertilizers, particularly phosphates, but that {2 boost, the region's outper from, 900,000 ¢ a fons to 8 million tons by 1990 and 4 million the quantity of fertilizer actually applied in {O"S #0 1.0m 
any year is influenced more by financial site “eit Genes 
considerations of the farmers than by tech- _ Natural Gas.—The continued increase in ical requirements, nataral yao production reflectad the Gow 

‘Nitrotons Although. th ernment's desire to increase energy self- 
plant of Petrochem was completed in 1982, Stfficiency to the maximum practical level 
its output in that year was negligible, and 8S FaPidly as possible. To increase natural 
production in 1983 at this, New Zealand's 88 consumption as a substitute for tradi- bnly ammonia-urea plant, was at only 28% tional fuels, it has been necessary to expand 
of the annual capacity of 155,000 tons. the gas transmission line network. A major 

step by New Zealand standards in this 
MINERAL FUELS direction has been the project to link West- 

SieiixcBioy ths Ehernnlemmand'e field, now essentially the northern terminus 
al.-Growth in internal demand stimu- of the natural gas system, from the Kaponi 

lated both public and private sector produc- and Maui Fields far to the south with 
ers to increase cob pentoaty In 1983, Whangarei, some 162 kilometers to the 
state: ee ee 68% of output, north, This line, 8 inches in diameter from 

ee eee in etry of Energy's Westfield through Auckland and 6 inches in 
Siines: Dividou ‘selessed papel ss “id a diameter beyond that point, follows the 
“New Zealand © 1 Re es Toss" that TOUte of the oil products line, for 146 kilome- 
caved reviouly Toned ‘neeies a. tore sharing a trench with tet tine He gas 

a a 5 will flow from south to north; the oil prod- 

Co ee re eT ets rom oth oth een » ‘The price freeze imposed by the Govern- 
ment had an adverse effect upon the natu- 
ral gas industry. Auckland Gas Co. Ltd. 

Meas Tndk Tr recorded a 19% increase in natural gas ‘Type of coal ‘Total & ned _coted_forred_T'""' sales in its fiscal year ending June 30, 1983, 
Bituminous... 358 307 917 1582-but pretax profit advanced only slightly 
Subbituminoas 20078190 MET 7214 over 4% in the same period. ia Bas 5.5101 i Se «To maximize use of natural gas, a pro- 
‘Total 296.1 57614 $412 63987 gram to convert motor vehicles on North 

Island to use compressed natural gas as fuel 
Of the total reserve, 620.5 million tons, all has resulted in the adaption of nearly 

subbituminous, is in North Island; the re- 17,500 vehicles by June 30, 1983. Conver- 
maining subbituminous, bituminous, and sions were averaging 1,800 per month in the 
lignite deposits are in South Island. last half of 1982, and although the monthly 

In mid-1983, a $1.7 million contract was number declined after that, the rate of
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conversions was still adequate to achieve McKee Field have been variously estimated 
the goal of 200,000 vehicles by the end of between 6 million and 11 million barrels. 

). This conversion scheme receives Gov- Although production from these fields, 
ernment assistance in two forms: (1) From coupled with condensate output from the 
January 1, 1983, low interest loans to mest country’s gasfields, falls far short of meet- 
the full cost of conversion were made avail- ing New Zealand’s crude liquid fuel require- 
able, and (2) motorists converting to com- ments, every barrel produced indigenously 
pressed natural gas were given vouchers contributes to saving foreign exchange. 
eet $300 by the compressed natural gas Expansion of the country’s only oil refin- 

industry. | ery, New Zealand Refining Co. Ltd.’s Mars- 
A decision to increase availability of liq- den Point plant near Whangarei, continued 

uefied petroleum gas (LPG) on South Island with completion rescheduled for mid-1985. 
was made ee bi year, and ee thisend, it This expansion project, which is to raise 

Tah oes a , er per day (not 700,000 barrels per day as 
1984. South Island demand for LPG increas- erroneously published in the 1982 edition of 
rosa ews) Mapes to Ae fe Se this chapter), will provide the refinery with 

n increase er the capability of using a wider variety of 
ene ee ct heed anticipated crude feedstock and the ability to produce a 
was reported that over 6,700 vehicles on More diverse range of products. The expan- South Than ai were'poren ed by LPG. sion project, one of the largest construction 

“Endowed with reserves of natural gas Pail ier gee sana amie ie 
oat ap fe those of crude mention thousands elsewhere in New Zea- 

New Zealand’s Government has placed con. !and and abroad, manufacturing the neces- 
siderable emphasis on maximizing develop. S@°¥_auipment. The $900 million main 

Trot nateral aoe ond artionarly ofa  coutract for the project was awarded in late 
me BE . 1981 to Badger-Chiyoda Joint Venture. natural gas liquids extraction program aim- z r ato ieee, Tn connection with the refinery expan- 
Petroleums—In Octeber, it was reported Sit, @ 10-inch, 162-kilometer products pipe- 

that both the McKee and Pouri Oilfields line linking the refinery with the Wiri would pay back exploratory and develop. St0Fage depot at Auckland has been under- 
ment costs within 1 year by oil sales. At the taken. This line over much of its length will 

end of that, year, the McKee Field was be buried in the same trench with a gas expected to be producing 1,200 barrels per Pieline that will carry gas north to the 
day from each of its three wells and the Whangarei area. 
Pouri Field would provide an additional —~———— 1.200 barrels per day; such a production Sev" en mineral spexalist, Divison of Foreign 
level is equal to 6% of New Zealand's oil "Where necessary, values have been converted from consumption, with a value of about $77 Ne “en dollars GNA) to US, dlls atthe rate ot 
million per year. Recoverable reserves at *



The Mineral Industry of 
Nigeria 

By Ben A. Kornhauser* 

The 22% drop in Nigeria’s crude oil equity owners of the Project. Natural gas 
revenues in 1983 sharply reduced its foreign _ also was to be the feedstock for a fertilizer 
exchange reserves available for imports complex that was being built near Port 
needed to keep the economy growing. The Harcourt. 
country’s economy was based on oil, which Although all five of Nigeria’s steel rolling 
accounted for more than 90% of its export mills had been commissioned and had the 

earnings. capability of rolling 1.4 million tons of steel 
Royal Dutch/Shell was chosen to develop per year, the Delta Steel Co. complex pro- 

a liquefied natural gas (LNG) project for duced only 140,000 tons of steel in 1983. The 
export to Europe. The reduced LNG pro- billets for those rolling mills were to be 
gram appeared likely to succeed; it could be supplied by Delta until the steel and blast 
a major contributor to Nigeria's economy furnaces of the Ajaokuta steel plant were in 
when completed, and it would eliminate operation. Delta’s reduced capacity utiliza- 
most of the wasteful gas flaring. The Nige- tion was due mainly to its erratic power 
rian National Petroleum Corp. (NNPC), the _ supply. 
majority owner, and Shell were the only 

PRODUCTION AND TRADE 

Nigeria's economy remained severely debt was estimated between $12 to $15 
strained owing to the world oil glut and the _ billion. The United States, which had Nige- 
Organization of Petroleum Exporting Coun- _ria’s largest deficit of $2,880 million, 
tries (OPEC) limiting production quotas for decreased that deficit slightly in 1983. Oil 
Nigeria, The country’s economic health production in 1983 averaged 1.238 million 
depended primarily on crude oil, which _ barrels per day, just below the 1.3 million 
accounted for more than 90% of its export barrels per day allotted by OPEC. Of this 
earnings, 83% of Government revenue, and production, exports averaged 1.059 million 
had a value equal to about 25% of the barrels per day and represented 86% of 
gross domestic product (GDP). Revenue production with the balance consumed 
from other mineral production was approx- domestically. Owing to the decline in export 
imately 2% of oil revenue. The decrease in _ and the reduced price for Bonny light crude 
oil income, resulting from the drop in oil oil, which sold for $30 per barrel in 1983, 
output and price, greatly contracted eco- Nigeria's estimated oil income amounted to 
nomic activity since mid-1981. The reduced only $10.2 billion compared with $13.1 bil- 
income created a shortfall in foreign re- lion in 1982. Domestic crude oil consump- 
serves for needed imports and increased tion included the oil used in domestic refin- 
arrears, in trade payments. The economic ing and crude processed abroad for domestic 
recession caused the Government to slow or use, and probably some oil in excess of the 
to stop most major projects that were plan- OPEC quota. 
ned to provide a more diversified economy. Nigerian imports of $5.26 billion dropped 

Nigeria's GDP was about $36.3 billion? in approximately 30% from that of 1982. Nige- 
1983, down 4.4% from that of 1982. Foreign ria imported $1.11 billion from the United 
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Kingdom, its largest trading partner, and eral Republic of Germany, 11%. 
only $856 million (16% of imports) from the Production of tin metal and columbite fell 
United States, its second largest trading approximately 10% and 40%, respectively, 
partner. Imports from the United States from 1982 output. The increase of 40% in 
were 33% less than that of 1982. Oil contin- steel production over that of 1982, although 
ued to be Nigeria's main export with the numerically large, was a great disappoint- 
United States remaining as the largest ment since the industry's production capaci- 
single purchaser of its crude oil. However, ty was 1 million tons of steel. Production in 
Nigeria's oil trade continued to shift toward the other commodities remained relatively 
Europe. Of Nigeria's crude oil exports, the unchanged from that of 1982. 
four largest importers received 66.7% of the _Nigeria’s trade with the United States 
total and were the United States, 22.3%; decreased considerably in 1983, dropping 
France, 20.8%; Italy, 12.6%; and the Fed- 45% in exports and 33% in imports. 

‘Table 1.—Nigeria: Production of mineral commodities 
‘(Metric tons unless otherwise specified) 

Commodity 1979) 1980 198 asa 

METALS 
Columbian and tantalum concentrates goss 
"alamblte 2 occa et 86 554 am 180 110 Tantalite. "~~~ 27272222222222oo 1 1 2 1 1 

Iron and eee Stal ede "7TTTTTTTTT= 150005000 AO 100,000 NO 
‘Mine output, metal cgntent®—————_——_- 10 368 20 250 260 

apybleta rein secondary ——W=====o o> 1,500 2,000 2000 2,000 2000 
‘Mine output, cassiterite concentrate: ‘Groce weight ---nnne = -e—— 324 3543 3172 T2355 2180 

fo cutent! oo c2ssgcoee se 2750 2509 23300 1708 bud 
Metal; smelter ~~ ~~~ ~~~ ~7777777=7=> 2858 2678 24851800 1600 

{Zing ore and concentrate, metal content= —————— S es #100 100 100 
NONMETALS 

Cement hydraulic. -—----— thousand tons. ano "2,400 200 3,600 3,600 
“olin =e 670 sit 635 100 100 
Anmpes lied UPTEPASEES TASS ST TN NA 56913893835 0.00 20,000 

a 5.000 5,000 5,000 5,000 5,000 
Limestone... thousand tons 2,006 2936 1535 * 1400 1400 
Marble. =~ ~27222222-o seen Yost Sts 833 33300 3000 
Shale = ~~~ 22727227 thousand tens 149 158 140 140 “40 

MINERAL FUELS AND RELATED MATERIALS 
Geel pacigen enna 12 16 116 NA NA 
as, natural Gros ==. million cubic feet 390,000 *750,000 700,000 685,000 655,000 
peMlgrigied “TOTTI Stor --Tagioo —fag000 an gato 8.0 

soleus Crude" _____ thousand 42-gallon barrels... 840,000__758,000___—625,000__472,000_452,000 

Refinery products: Gasoline don 8995 10,600 
deenuals CETTE TNT OED ane, 160 S200 
Kevosive <a s02snle2 222 tance 4585 5,800 
Distillate fuel oil ~~~ ~~~ do. 8760 "1000 NA NA NA 

Residual fueloil ——-"--—--do.-- 10320124800 
Other, unspecified —— ~~" ~~~ “do. > “30 #900 
[Refinery fuel and losies ~~~ ——€0-——— 1460 *1,800 

Total ————-----------do--- 8810 48,200 NA NA NA 
“Batimated. Preliminary. "Revised. NA Not available
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COMMODITY REVIEW 

METALS Nigerian Tin Mining Co. (NTMO), in order 
. to revive the industry. The Government- Columbium and Tantalum.—With the in- Gwned Nigerian Mining Corp. would own 

creased availability of columbium oxide 609 of NTMC. Implementation of the merg- 
from foreign pyrochlore sources, the impor- er appeared doubtful owing to factors such 
tance of Nigerian columbite production con- as opposition by the involved tin companies, 
tinued to decline as a source of columbium. Nigeria's low tin export quota, and large 
The columbite concentrate production, investments needed for the development of 
which was contained in the output from the _ deep mines since the easily minable alluvial 
Amalgamated Tin Mines of Nigeria (Hold- deposits were depleted 
ings) Ltd. and from BisichiJantar Nigeria 
Ltd., fell about 40% from that of 1982. NONMETALS 

Iron and Steel.—By yearend 1983, all five ani. ae meee pearens Fertilizers—A. fertilizer complex. that 
of the Nigerian rolling mills had been would use natural gas feedstock was being 
commissioned and were to be supplied by suite in Onne River State, near Port Har- stool from the Delta steel complex at Warri, out, to supply, 60% of Nigeria’ fertiliser 
which initially had the annual capacity t {ootvements ‘The plant, Situated on. the 
produce 960,000 tons of billets and to roll Oxrika Creek to permit water transport to 
820,000 tons. Each of the rolling mills at major distribution centers, would be oper- 
Jos, Oshogho, and Katsina had the initial ated by the National Fertilizer Co. of Nige- 
capacity to roll 210,000 tons per year. The ria. The complex was to include a 1,000-ton- 
first light section rolling mill at the Ajao- per-day ammonia plant designed by the 
kuta steel plant had the capacity to roll managing constructor M. W. Kellogg Co., a 
400,000 tons per year. These mills rolled 1,500.ton-per-day urea plant, and a 1,000- 
products for the construction industry such ton-per-day mixed fertilizer plant. 
as reinforcing bar (rebar), wire, angle irons, 
channels, light sections, flat strip, and MINERAL FUELS 
Fbeams. The integrated steel mill complex . 
at Ajaokuta was being constructed through _ Natural Gas.—In December 1983, the Ni- 
backward integration, that is, the rolling §eFian Government selected Royal Dutch/- 
mills were being built first, then the raw Shell as the leader in a ralect to expart 
steel plant, finally, the blast furnaces to LNG to Europe. One billion cubic feet of gas Gralues the cy tea per day was expected to be shipped in 

Going to rai powe supply and power Spel ult tankers The su sre failures, only 140,000 tons of steel were pred eS TEE ak lem, « With NNPC as the majority owner. The cost 
produced in 1983. To rectify the problem, @ oF the project was estimated at 86.6 billion 
contract for @ Separate 456megawatt with financing as follows: $4 billion in 
powerplant was let to Brown Boverie & Cie. sy pptier’s credits, $1.35 to $1.75 billion in 
in Mannheim but had not been executed by capital from the two equity owners, and $1 
yearend because of Nigeria’s economic diffi- billion from a syndicated European loan. culties. Other problems included poor trans- The tentative completion date was in the 
portation infrastructure to the four rolling early 1990's, ‘The critical issue was where 
mills, misfit between Delta's billet size and and at what price the daily gas output could 
Ajaokuta’s rolling mill, and the need for a be sold, Previously, Bonny LNG Ltd. was 
power substation (under construction) to abandoned for many reasons, including its 
supply the energy needs of Ajaokuta. Ham- estimated $14 billion cost, the dissolution of 
burger Stahlwerke AG of the Federal Re- the original venture by its participants, and 
public of Germany was selected to provide falling gas prices. 
technical assistance in operating Delta's Shell was chosen as the project leader 
direct-reduction plant more efficiently. By because of factors such as its expertise with 
yearend, Nigeria's economic difficulties and LNG, its position as the largest oil operator 
increased construction costs practically in the country, and its good contacts with 
stopped construction at Ajaokuta. the most likely European buyers of the 
Tin.—The Government was considering a_ LNG. Even with the military takeover at 

plan to merge the country’s five major tin yearend 1983, the project had a favorable 
producers into a new holding company, the prognosis since the new head of Govern-
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ment had favored LNG previously, and reported at a depth of 2,825 meters below 
other major capital projects by the Govern- sea level. NNPC had drilled a total of 25 
ment had been scrapped with the slump in successfull wells of which 20 were offshore. 
oil revenues. The LNG plant would reduce Azienda Generali Italiana Petroli S.p.A. 
the gas flaring, which at peak oil production (AGIP) confirmed the development of its 
of 2.1 million barrels per day produced small Beniboye offshore field for mid-1984 
around 3 billion cubic feet per day of asso- startup. Production was expected to be 
ciated gas. Of that amount, about 200 mil- 10,000 to 12,000 barrels per day. AGIP also 
lion cubic feet were consumed by the local was evaluating the Agbara Field with a 
economy, and the balance was flared. third well.» Marathon Oil, now owned by 

In 1982, the NNPC granted Saipem S.p.A. the United States Steel Corp., sold the 40% 

(the lead company) and Snamprogetti S.p.A. interest of its Pan Ocean subsidiary in the 

a contract for the Escravos-Lagos gas pipe. Pan Ocean-NNPC venture to Impex, an 
line, a 236-mile, 36-inch gas pipeline from Anguilla-based company. Pan Ocean-NNPC 

the Warri Gasfield to a new powerplant production had declined to about 5,000 bar- 

under construction by the National Electric rels per day.* 
Power Authority at Egbin near Lagos. Pipes —————— 
line construction was to start in January apie deletes Divito of Foreign: Data. ih 

1983 with estimated completion by October Nigerian nau GH) to US. dollacs atthe Tate of 1985 BHSDLSHTE ator spe te 
Petroleum.—The NNPC found oil off Hint Minerals (London, No-189 Sune 1983.91 

shore Cross River State with its Okono-l  j-—~ No. l94, Nov, 198%, p. 6. oe 
well, which flowed 2,500 barrels per day of — Spusuisum gnome V0, No 10, Oct 1988p 100. 
light gravity oil of 42° API. The strike was +. V. 50, No. 4, Apr. 1983, p. 148, m



The Mineral Industry of 
Norway 

By Joseph B. Huvos* 

In 1983, Norway remained one of the petroleum sector represented the most dy- 
world’s major producers of aluminum, mag- namic spending element during the year. 
nesium, and ferroalloys because of its siz- Total investment in this sector was about $3 
able hydroelectric resources. Development _ billion,? an increase of 63%. In the metals 
of North Sea oil has made the country industry investments fell by about 60%. 
Western Europe's second largest oil produe- Norway's gross national product was 
er and one of the largest natural gas produc- about $61 billion, 0.25% higher in real 
ers. Norway's most important mineral prod- terms than that of 1982. Oil, gas, and coal 
ucts and approximate percentages of world _ contributed about $10 billion, iron and steel 
output were ilmenite, 18%; magnesium, contributed $500 million, and nonferrous 
14%; aluminum, 5%; cobalt, 5%; and nickel, metals contributed $200 million. 
4%. Production of other metals, minerals, There were a number of significant devel- 
and fuels important to the national econo- opments during 1983, Year-round drilling 
my included copper, pig iron, steel, lead, activities started on the Continental Shelf 
zinc, vanadium, cement, feldspar, fertilizer north of the 62° parallel. Titania A/S certi- 
materials, nepheline syenite, quartzite, sul- fied its new titanium ore pelletizing plant 
furic acid, coal, and peat. for startup. The Government's A/S Norsk 

Economic activity including manufactur-  Jernverk iron and steelmaker applied to the 
ing was still lagging; however, exports grew Government for refinancing. Elkem A/S 
as market prices for major products such as_ decided to phase out its Skorovas Mine in 
petroleum and aluminum increased with 1984. The company’s Sulitjelma Mine re- 
the exchange rate of U.S. dollars. verted to the state. 

As reported, investments in the offshore 

PRODUCTION 

There was an unexpected increase in the for a decrease in Ekofisk and Frigg Fields 
production of North Sea oil compensating natural gas. 
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Table 1.—Production indexes, metal and mineral sector 
‘ast5=100 

—COCO--2OwOoOoOo 
RG Renee eee erent me Oilaod manage ot oe aac ae SERED TERTS TIT ET ETRE ESRGE SAT 381 435 

Gretninlag ene nc De coca oe Tee aE RRO SaaS eae ISSO 53 % ee ee eee 8 g ee ee woe 
eee ee 8 4 

Preliminary. 

Source: Monthly Bulletin of Saito of Norway V. 102,198, p. 1649. 

‘Table 2.—Norway: Production of mineral commodities 
Ceti ton an ctor eciod 

yee 
MEnALS tapas mnt a a a a Semaine gcc ERR canes Godin ooo ee Se ec wee 

ar coup metlconentofonmentet OMENS NN a tier, primary onl ncladeseletr- iprimersspeeniaclers ay anata 
Retned Bilnary(clecowon) 096k -%58H-«=« MOTT. agON aS Snipa glecronom nnn BSR" 

Tron and ste Tenet concentrate thousand tons. «4008-=sate«= «4.0488 Hicngreciceerate——- fhoweand omega 
Roasted pyrite _._____—_______do__-_ “110 150 "150 “150 415 a a a ae a ee 
Ferroalloys: TT 
INI een tcachy ns emrcsrsneinenmee 11,512 11,805, "11,437, 12,000 £8,000 

Ferrochromium silicon —...-------- Ut 424 985, 1,000 *900 Fereermomemlieon “-—"""""—--- gyrase asgog "258890 gabe a4 
Ferrosilicon (75% basis)... — psu 337,008 319,983 7313,763 296,071 345,846 Simeone) EBS "Faso “B2B000 —“ao00 —“aB00 Porcileemenganae 7-TT2T2> =e "Ner4@0 | "2iESoL cage aos Ghereemeneoneeevocvsccrcoat eases 80 Taoo kr 

ota) een nnnea-- "TLIO" R—"E.GGD— THOS —a,000 spect oraige 77a SRE SMR SeinaneSaee yee am wD 
Finished castings_____..-.--do...- 6 “10 6 6 6 ia 

‘Mine output, metal content _________..~ 3,596 2,600 3,600 *3,700 *4,100 Soo a CUM “a - ” a a a a 
‘CShcentratemetalcotent -.---------. "5002000000500 gn0 Nacionman mem —--n--nna> an ANS HRS RR RD Patsucpopndai® 2 “besser NaN NTN 

‘Titanium: limeniteconcentrate----------— «IETS SET,BLA 657,625.51 764,238 enamine tpt metal sven? === re ee er 
‘Mine output, metal content _____.-.---~ 29,592 28,670 £29,800, “31,900 ©32,300 Margoapmmetsteonent AS ERE RAS 

NONMETALS Cement, nydragiens thousand tons. 2008 atmo atta [at nn a a a CT 
See foctnots tendo table
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Table 2.—Norway: Production of mineral commodities: —Continued 
(Metric tons unless otherwise specified) 

Commodity 199 1980 1881 1982 1989? 
NONMETALS —Continued 

Graphite en -  88R_10.06, 8,665 1451 8,060 Lime, hydrated, and quisklime ““"-""""-"—- 1s0'000 130,000 *130,000 130,000 “190,000 Nitrogen: N content ofammonia-—-——---"~_4absz BITE Sia7g3 Saat B80 Qlivine sand ————-— T--- TTT > ar B88 1.108799 1.380°000 1,120,000 1,186,000 Pyzites and pyrrhotite, grose weight ~~~ ~~~ radios §— 42.367 "ai2.578 © 4a8020 415,105 Sédium and potassium compounds, ns Causticeoda TTT TST Mmg019 «183,554 sas 182765 205.581 xem carbonate <TTTITTITITITI 27.000 27,000 7000 ar.000 000, 
‘Dimension stone:Slate__-________. 50,000,685 NA NA NA Crushed and broken: ‘Dolomite: 

Ground -_—-__-_-------.... man s.944 NA NA NA Not further described -——--"""""tg'g50 BST NA NA NA Limestone == thousand tons Sat “146 NA NA NA Nepheline genite ——~~ =n 21181 281398 28,52 "220,000 225.095, Quartzandquartsie.--02-~__ BMT Baa Te NA NA NA 
Sulfur: 
Pyrites,S content thousand tons. uo 198 210 216 “220 Byproduet of Metallurgy —————-—. do. 40 “0 “0 “0 40 ae 6 *6 6 % "10 

a angele 165 239 "256 “252 “210 
Sulfurie acid 200%)~ = TTTLLII 386 359 NA NA NA 

‘Tale, soapstone, stestite: Unground—" "2... 842m B52) 88258 38,000 35.000 (Oday = OES STEER SERRE Soi 52.365 _——*521000_—*52,000 52,000, 
Total = en -wn---- BTMBS «8763585258 “85,000 87,000 

MINERAL FUELS AND RELATED MATERIALS 
Goal allgrades-—-—------------------ 80280 288A 812754 BSI aT TO Goke,aMgrades “TIOILIILICOSIIIIID Sao SANSA BBBL Salant 

Manufactured milion cubic feet__ 563, 458 410 284 170 tural: 
Gros __---.---.-.----de---- 790,000 960.000 958000 ‘oaz.838 491,581 ne A) eat 

For agricultural use_—-......-------- 60,000 60,000 60.900» 60,000 60,000 2 1,200 1,200 1,200 1200 1300 
Grade thousand 42gallon barrels ___140,111_181,602 75981 __—183.010__—_—214.495 
Refinery products: ee cam “away =O Mua dam Gasoline, motor do 0g 299 10080 10.284 10,005 En ame ee 1958 i321 4190 S513 S321 Kerosine <= ~~ =27222212222ael 222 8 3.548 3670 5131 Sst Distillate fuel ---""-""——Tgo."~= Tah BBs «hoa Residual fuel ol -———""7""Tgec2Z2 asl 8 8889 1313 348 Lubricants -722222222Zge2 222 30 31 NA NA NA 

Other == 97> ==" 522-2 2TToTTde 6381 6.545 102 1403 aus Refinery fuel and losses ~~~ ~~Tdo. 27 50018 82 *2684 228 2720 
Total _--------------do- 6949682570888 «BTR. AOT 

‘SBstimated. Preliminary. "Revised. NA Not available. 
“fable incides data available through June 28, 126 dota which at 
"Data represent exports, presented instead of actual production data, which are reported in official sources as not avalable or pblication. A part of thee exports may be derived rom imported material 
SBxcludes nepheline syenite, which i included under “Stone.” “Reported figure. 

TRADE 

An increase in offshore production and more than $40 million. Oil-drilling equip- 
the higher dollar exchange rate raised ex- ment also accounted for a significant por- 

port value of oil by about $1 billion, to about tion of the total. In August 1984, the US. 
$12 billion. The United States was Norway's Government was to again formally partici- 
fourth largest supplier with a share of $1.4 pate in the “Offshore Northern Seas” trade 
billion, or about 10% of total Norwegian show in Stavanger, offering for sale oil 
imports in 1982, of which coal accounted for industry equipment and know-how.
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Table 3.—Norway: Exports of selected mineral commodities 
(etric tons unless otherwise specified) 

Destinations 1982 
Commodt yest 1982 gq y pikes Other (princi 

METALS 
Aluminum: Meta including alos all forms. 611281 697,278 7,280 Wess Garmany 178,80; United Kingdom 
Cadmium: Metal including alloys, all forms. 94 199 NA NA. Cobaie ‘Metal including alloys, all forms -—— 16881007, NANA 

"Ore and concentrate. -------— 97887 82712 West Germany 97,078; Finland 29,711; Sweden 24,265, 
oltsl lading alloy alforms 987992582 1.469, West Germany 15.15; rence 8.25 
Waste and sweepings value, thousands. $1695 $1,252 NA United Kingdom $89; West Germany 
Metal including alloys, unwrought and s pariy wrought----- troy ounces. 14822 12603 NA West Germany 9581; Swoden 1.125; taly 

‘ron and ste: iron ore and concentrate including roasted 
pibpgienscnn=-r-~ thousand tone-— 5666 2.384... Weat Germany 9; United Kingdom 08, 

‘Scrap _----------------<-- 92,586 32,569 65 Sweden 12,181; West Germany 11,027, 
Pigiron,castiron related materials’ ~ | 70/502 6469” United Kingdom 3.229; Denmark 14,943. 
Feroallaye sens nnn-=-~ TTQRAOE T2152 6904 West Germany 212055; United Ki 

Sta primary forms. 22TST6 1927914089 Nahenands 4,56; United Kingdom 
Leag: Stmimanufectures..--------~ 458766. 302654 1,437 Sweden 103,698; United Kingdom 96,913. 
“Gre and concentrate_----------- 5161 7449 —_Allto West Germany. 
Nitalineluding alloy ila “~~~ B52 8g =. Danmark 4218 Swed 1458 

Magnesiu: Metafincading alloys, ailfonns 8181 <> Wet Germany 11 
“Ore and concentrate, metallurgicalgrade. 2561 += Alto Sweden. 
Metal including alloys allforms ~~~ 282 @ NANA. Mereieynennnnen” pound Sass 2002 858 Spin 3.88, West Germany 485. 

ee Gre and concentrate__.-..------ 4795 10824 |. Allto Finland. 
Metal including alloys ailforme -—~——_ 97/528 29,474 11,089 Netherlands 5,939; West Germany 4,208, 

Platinum group metals loa including srunwrought and partly wrought sn ove, MANION ANG PORUY roy ounces. 34080 $3212 27,685 Japan 2604; West Germany 1,511 
Waste and smeings* value, thousands... "490 $160 ___Untte Kingdom S58; West Germany 
‘Metal including alloys partly wrought, separ roy ounces. 796880 963,858 NA Sweden $12,636, West Germany 134,969; ‘Gnited Kingdom 50.880, 

‘Tin: Metal including alloys, all forms. — or a8 Denmark 82; West Germany 25. 
‘Bantu: Oreand éocentiate -"=-="-— 6193880 7022 NANA 

‘Gre and concentrate. 18849 28,627 Belgium Luxembourg 17,071; West 
Germany 5.8 

Blue powder === §T498TENA NA. Ashandresidie containingdine.------ S518 3.236, Weis Germany 1606, United Kingdom 
Metal including alloys, all forms... 68,245 64,088 9,147 Sweden 12,547; West Germany 12,462; ‘United Kingtom 10,431 

NONMETALS 
Abrasives, nes ‘Artificial Corundum and silicon carbide . 52058 50,554 NA NA. GFinding and polishing wheels and stones. "736 "Ted 3. “Finiand 249; Sweden 199, 
Bariteandwitheriiess cen ------- =. S612 1611 Finland 1.485; Sweden 176. 
Cement ---------_---=-22222--~ 808,264 49189 NA Liberia 48,832; United Kingdom 2,662. 
Glaysrcrade=222ZTTTTTTIITIIIIII TO a83—_Franve 100; Sweden 71; vory Coast 49. 
Reldspars<=222222TTTIIIIIIIIIID rma on002 > Unltedingdom 18,025; West Germany 
Fertilizer materials: Manufactured “ ‘value, thousands. . $257,238 $298.98 NANA. 
Graphite,natural owen nen BRE BRM NANA. Lime se" eNO TTIIOUIIIOUIIIOI. «Seas 73627 Ltberia 7,008; Sweden 234. 
Magnesite =27=7777T2I222III0LII2 wat weiss NANA 
Mica unspecified’ --277777777TTIIIZ "2501 Tad *_Netherlands 631; Portugal 208 
Pyrite, unonsted "—~~~7~__~~--2==> QU0MSD ATURRS > Tealy 104615, West Germany 50425. 
Skene, sand and gravel -==222222TTTTT aUN8R2 340.511 Heelan 81.968; France 718, unspecitiog 
‘Tale, steatite, soapstone, pyrophyllite $3,208 50,082 ____United Kingdom 15,227; Netherlands ee FIFO "2448; Sweden 1,197. 

See footnotes at end of table
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Table 3.—Norway: Exports of selected mineral commodities' —Continued 

(Metric tons unless atherwise specified) 
TTT ir 158 

Commodi 1 2 . S61 1882 “United Other (principal) 

MINERAL FUELS AND RELATED MATERIALS 
Cas natural: Gaseous milion cubic fect. $80,804 863894 ____ West Germany 87,217; United Kingdom nee Sein 

Eride"_—_ thousand 2pllon bare. 12255 15987 Unltd Kingdom 120420; Netherlands 
Refinery products, unspecified. do. 20,601 20477218. West Germany 5:85; Denmark 2.565; ae ne Tilted Kingdom 200. 

‘Revied. NA Not available. 
{Table prepared by Jozef Plachy. *May inelude other preious metals. 

Table 4.—Norway: Imports of selected mineral commodities’ 

(etri tons unless otherwise specified) 
TTT a 585 

Commodi 981982 y_Qq_—— 2 Ynited ‘Other (principal) 

METALS 
Aluminum: Gre concntrate. thousand fons. 1.288 1187 182 Supgame 2; Jamaica 1 Australi 

Meta ining allyl forme... 4B G@400 284 West Grmany 2842 eden 12.960 ‘Chroriua: Ore and concentrate =~ Bang 253° Aibania 3200, Gece 09. Cobalt Metal including alloys allfrma———— "508 "RAL NA Netherlands 268 Canada tis Copper: Metal including alloys allforms ~~~ 91,816 90419 “YR Went Germany 11,61 Sweden 7,502 Ireand steel: Meat Serpe nes apaaeaag——-- PASTE ABR; enmark 249% United Kingdom 1,02, Pigifon,casliton,relatodmaterals ~~~ 14849 10000 “I Baden 4040, Netherlands Sr Site pany or sown == =--~ BLAM HRB @) ‘Rearend 60 Went Gomany 
Semimanufactures.... thousand tons. 1024 1154 Swedeni96, West Germany 180; Belgium Tiuserboing Lea: Metal incuding loys allform.. 294214408101 Ula King 55; Denmark 335; en ad Magnesium: Motal including alloys, allforms $55. SL3_——AAT_—_ Went Germany i, Sweden 18 Manganese: Ore and concentcate, ticalrpestyrads. "=. 484640 764083 Republi South Arig 286255 Caton 450 Brac 108758 Mercury __________"6pound asks... 2946.29. Wet Germany $1 Netherlands 7 Nebiltsuis: Metal inating oyeatorms "2 “2 “Sif United lng 

Nate and spi= ------- 84252 6241935 Canada 4.990; Botewana 5.459, Metal includig slo ailforms -—---- “sgn “S06 BS West Germany Bb United Kingdom 72. save tal nk lo roan periy wrought.» thousind roy ounce "18052685 NA West Germany S5;Sytaeland 68 
Tin: Metal including alloys allforms 815685 United Kingdom 77; Denmark 108 in Me 
‘Gre and concentrate... 109986 98619 ___Smeden 9590; Canada 8:1 Ashand residue comiainingiie=---77_ "Best Baier NA Sweden 28.81: Denne 154 Metalncading alleys lt forme ~~~ “Rok "RSS Yami Seder £0; Fintan 

NONMETALS 
Abrasives, ne: Natural‘Corundum,omery,pumioe,ete. 18425 12206828 —_vland 11.97%; West Germany 98 Avil! Corundurs and sifeoncartide’ ~ "2389 "2710 «GT ‘United Kingdom 95, West Germany 95, Dust and powder of precious and sem Dreciou stones including diamond ‘alte, tbowwonds.. $6 $4—$1_—_‘Netherlands $2, United Kingdom Grindingand polishing wheels andstoes 1388 1016 Bt West Germany 2 Austria Sweden 
Boriteandwitherite.-----._._ 10090187886 118 Moot 92860; Ioeland 29,48; Nether Hands i780 
See footnotes at end af table
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Table 4—Norway: Imports of selected mineral commodities Continued 
(Metric tons unless otherwise specified) 

Commodity sie Ei janpol 

NONMETALS—Continued 
Boron materiale: ‘Crudenatural borates 5106218 6.218 Gridesandacide -—==2TTTITTT PBB ss Le rance Italy 4, West Germany 2, Ghalltwesescssnccsszazaczassol ,, 9884 8783 22 Denmark i466; Sweden 3.386, (Clays evade "2277 77TTTTTTTTTTTTT euatia6S 1283252 5958 United Kingdom 17895; Groace 19,98, 
ryote and chiaite— Socttcll Ait "Tig6 "all from Denmark Feiner meters Manocied. ~~~ as,60 aa817 1388 West Garman 60.058 Spain 9617; 
Fluorspar 22-22 ------------- 48819 85,846 8 realy aes ‘Bast Germany 7,998; Morocco 7 Gpprum and platen. aennnnn-= BATE BARD 5 Fras 100008; Soden 0734, Phoephates, crude =~ _27__T72TL I TT«HORONS ABT AAT 86.686 © USSR. 208,486; Sweden 181,021, Salknd bring = 2—2200TODTOIIIIIT anew SBT “G Nethrlands 85 35 Spain 78, 
PN Carbonate, manfactired 47.890 88542 «1_—_-Netherlands 16,128; United Kingdom 851; West Germany 3.391 

Sulfate, manufactured <-- 8656 8599 NA Sweden 9,008, USS 280. Stone sandand gravel "-=-===~-===>~ 84882 868002 8S Shetln 357 47, United Kingdom 198.84 ‘Bolgtum- Luxembourg 10452 
‘MINERAL FUELS AND RELATED MATERIALS 

Coal all grades including briquets 682,195 805218 5293560 Poland 88,690; France 63.590. Gokeandsemicokes Se "77> ogdds 468209 1120 United Kingdom 288,113; France 65,880; men ‘West Germany 64.47. 
etzoleum: Grade’. thousand 42-gallon barrels. 28475 21,857 ‘sited Kingdom 146% Saudi Arabia 2656) USS 1,128 
Rofinery products —— do 31,587 36409 2483 Rast Germany 451; Sweden 4609; USSR 4380 

"Revised. NA Not avalable. 
iTable prepared by Jozef Plachy. "Loss than 1/2 unit 

COMMODITY REVIEW 

‘METALS: 1985 to buy the mine. 
. In 1983, Norway had six mines and four 

Reserves of metals in ore at key Norwe- separate flotation plants producing various gian mines were reported during the year amounts of copper concentrates. Norway's 
by Bergwerks Nyt, a technical journal? reserves of copper ore in 1981 amounted to 

Copper.—In July 1983, the Sulitjelma 617,000 tons of copper metal content (dem- 
Mine, about 30 kilometers west of Fauske, onstrated) and 126,000 tons (inferred) for a 
reverted from Elkem to the state of Nor- total of 743,000 tons, sufficient for maintain- 
way, when the company's mining conces- jing production for 26 years at the pres- 
sion expired and mining operations ceased. ent level 
The Norwegian Parliament decided to con- Tron Ore.—Government-owned Norsk 
tinue operations at the mine through the Jernverk operated its Rana Gruber Mine 
state-owned company A/S Sulitjelma Gru- near the Arctic Circle at Mo i Rana. In 1983, 
ber, but the smelter operations were discon- 1.1 million tons of iron concentrate was 
tinued. No compensation for the mine was _ produced, of which 874,000 tons was used in 
given to Elkem, but compensation for other the steel plant at Mo and 315,000 tons was 
fixed assets such as a flotation plant, work- exported. During the year, the mine was 
shops, etc., was to be decided by independ- closed for 9 weeks. In August, the company 
ent appraisal. Elkem also decided to close started production of a special magnetite 
its Skorovas Gruber Mine near Namssko- concentrate containing 71.7% iron, compar- 
gan in May 1984. The mine has produced ed with other production containing 65% 
modest quantities of copper and zinc con- iron; recovery was 76.7%. New crushing 

centrates. equipment was also started up in the mine’s 
A/S Sydvaranger has signed an option Orttjell pit. 

and sales contract with Outokumpu Oy of In 1983, Norsk Jernverk requested $200 
Finland for its Bidjévagge copper mine million from the Norwegian Government to 
located in northern Norway near the Fin- refinance its debts. Simultaneously the 
nish border. Outokumpu has an option until company submitted a plan for rationalizing
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operations by retaining its present fune- steel plant, which was considering moving 
tions of iron ore mining, electric pig iron into the area. Demonstrated Norwegian 
production, oxygen steelmaking, and a sec- reserves of ilmenite ore in 1981 were 20.5 
tion mill. The company believes that this million tons of titanium metal content, 
will help it to become profitable by 1985. In sufficient to maintain production for the 
1988, Norsk Jernverk increased its sales to next 70 years at the present level. 
about $200 million, for an operating loss of  Zine.—Det Norske Zinkkompani A/S, 
about $50 million after depreciation, but wholly owned by Boliden AB of Sweden, 
before financial charges. The company pro- was assessing plans for modernizing its 
duced 1.1 million tons of iron ore, 556,000 electrolytic plant at Eitrheim-Odda, located 
tons of pig iron, 727,000 tons of crude steel, on the Hardanger-Sér Fjord. A decision to 
219,000 tons of heavy sections, 133,000 tons expand capacity of the smelter from 90,000 
of merchant mill products, and 117,000 tons to 200,000 tons per year was expected in of tin and electrical sheets. 1984, and the new capacity could be on- 

Elkem operated electric-furnace facilities stream in 1986. Zinc production was run- 
at seven locations producing ferrosilicon. ning near full capacity in 1983. Norwegian ‘The Sauda plant, west of Karmiy on the reserves of zinc ores in 1981 were reported, 
Sauda Fjord, had nine units with a total as follows: Demonstrated reserves of 546,000 
capacity of 125 megawatts and 800 employ- tons of zine metal in ore and inferred re- 
ees. Bremanger Smelterverk operated five Serves of 138,000 tons of zinc metal in ore 
units totaling 92 megawatts and 487 em- for a total of 684,000 tons, sufficient for 
ployees. Norwegian reserves of iron ore in maintaining production at present levels 

1981 were reported, as follows: Demonstrat- for 23 years. 
ed reserves of 154.9 million tons of iron 
content and inferred reserves of 5.1 million NONMETALS 
tons of iron content for a total of 160 million —_Cement.—A/S Norcem was the country's 
tons, sufficient to sustain present produc- only cement producer, formed by the merg. 
tion levels for 70 years. er of Norway’s three cement works. Norcem 

Lead.—In 1983, A/S Bleikvassli Gruber, was one of the largest industrial groups in 
near Hemnes, not far from Mo, and Berg- Norway. Its three cement plants, at Slem- 
verkselskapet Nord-Norge A/S’s Rana Mine mestad near Oslo, at Dalen farther south on produced modest amounts of lead concen- the coast, and at Kjepsvik on the north 
trates. Norwegian reserves of lead ores in coast, had a combined capacity of 2.1 mil- 
1981 were reported, as follows: Demonstrat-Jion tons per year. Slemmestad and Kjép- 
ed reserves of 29,000 tons of lead metal in svik each had a wet-process kiln, and Dalen 
ore and inferred reserves of 18,000 tons of had two dry-process kilns. At one time 
lead metal in ore for a total of 47,000 tons, Norcem was Norway's largest oil consumer, 
sufficient for maintaining present levels of but conversion to coal and waste petroleum 
production for 16 years. coke changed this position. 
Titanium.—The Norwegian Government Dolomite—In 1983, production of dolo- 

has ratified the startup of a new ilmenite mite was limited to two companies of impor- 
pelletizing facility at Tyssedal, east of Ber- tance: A/S Norwegian Talk produced about gen. The plant is to process 350,000 tons of 600,000 tons of dolomite from the Hammer- 
ilmenite concentrate per year supplied by fall Quarry near Bods. Most production was 
‘Titania A/S mines in the Dalane area of sold to Norsk Hydro A/S for the manufac- 
Rogaland County. The project is to provide ture of magnesium metal, or was used to 
employment for the former aluminum make filler-extender pigments. The other 
workers from the shutdown plant at the major producer, Franzefoss Bruk A/S, quar- 
same location. The former operator of the ried and processed dolomite at Ballangen, 
aluminum plant, the Government-owned south of Narvik. The deposit was essentially 
DNN Industries A/S, formerly known as  dolomitic marble, The plant produced fillers 
DNN Aluminium A/S, was to provide hy- down to 40 micrometers and glass grades up 
droelectric power to the new plant, which is to 120 millimeters for chemical and metal- 
to operate as K/S Ilmenittsmelterverket _lurgical uses. Granulated grades were also 
A/S. The plant is to produce about 200,000 produced for agricultural use in Denmark, 
tons per year of 75% TiOs titanium slag and Norway, and Sweden. The other main mar- 
108,000 tons per year of byproduct pig iron. kets were glass, mineral insulation, and 
‘The latter was being considered as raw custom grinders in Denmark, the Federal 
material for the Bergens Jernstoperi A/S Republic of Germany, and the Netherlands.
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‘MINERAL FUELS. censing round; they were nominated opera- 
F tors for 6 of the 14 licenses awarded, 4 of 

In 1983, about 88% of Norway's primary which covered technically demanding terri- 
euetyy outa of phot 2 ee os of tory north of latitude 62° N. Esso Explora- 
standard coal equivalent was petroleum tion and Production Co. was particular! 
and natural gas, 11.59% was hydroclectric favored, winning a 15% share in bloc 34-7, 
power, and about 0.5% was bituminous coal. the most attractive bloc on offer, as techni- 
All the natural gas and over three quarters cal assistant to the operator, Saga Petrole- 

of the oil produced were exported. um A/S, and also became operator for 
Coal.—Coal production at Government- another bloc. Other foreign operators were 

owned a Norske Spire ce Elf Aquitaine Norge A/S, Shell Oil Co., 
mani A/S’s Longyearbyn and Svea Mines Norvan, Conoco Inc., Total Cie. Frangaise 
increased substantially to 500,000 tons. des Pétroles, and Mobil Development Nor- 

Hydroelectric Power.—Production of hy- way A/S. The 14 licenses covered 16 blocs 
dropower reached a record 106.2 billion including: Troms Flaket (5 fields), Halten 
kilowatt hours, and a 5.8billion-kilowatt- Banken (4 fields), and in the North Sea, 
hour equivalent of surplus water was by- south of the 62d parallel the remainder. 
passed by the powerplants as lines were The Norwegian oil directorate decided to 
fully loaded for domestic consumption and conduct the first seismic studies on the 
exports to Denmark and Sweden across the Continental Shelf around Jan Mayen Is- 
Kattegatt. Construction of a second cable to land, at a cost of $13 million. Studies are to 
Denmark was being considered. cover 8,000 kilometers with seismic lines in 

Petroleum and Natural Gas.—Hydro- Icelandic and Norwegian territory. Accord- 
carbon production totaled a record of about _ ing to an agreement between the two coun- 
8385 million barrels of oil equivalent valued tries Ieeland has the right to a 25% share 
at about $10 billion, compared with $8 of any productive finds in this part of the 
billion in 1982. Oil production increased shelf without being required to share explo- 
16% to 614,000 barrels per day reflecting an ration expenses. ; 
increased Statfjord output. Gas production Shell confirmed Troll Field as one of the 
declined by 10% to 170 billion barrels of oi] largest offshore gas discoveries. Norsk Hy- 
equivalent; natural gas liquids production dro estimates that it contains 1,580 billion 

totaled 10 million barrels. Statoil and Norsk cubic meters of gas, making it larger than Hydro estimated that the pipeline to pump the Netherlands Groningen Field (about 1.5 
oil from Gullfaks and Oseberg Fields via Dillion cubic meters) hitherto the largest in 
@ygarden to Mongstad on the mainland Europe. It is now expected to be developed 
would cost more than $293 million, Given a only after Sleipner Field, and could supply 
Storting (Parliament) go-ahead, startup se mone ee Praiecte oe seltresies 
could be scheduled for 1989. (estern Europe, although at a much higher 

Drilling activity in the North Sea declin- Price. ater memgeea is located 60 kilome- 
ed in 1983 to 3,807 meters from 4,380 in ters west of M 
1982, Forty new boreholes were begun in _ BY yearend the Norwegian Government ees a A concluded a draft contract to supply to the 
1988 versus 49 in, 1982. Seven operators Ty ited Kingdom up to $30 billion worth of drilled the holes, of which three Norwegian oe ee a - 7 natural gas from the Sleipner Field; the gas companies drilled 33 holes. Thirty-three P 
holes were exploratory holes, seven were would make up for_a projected shortfall by a hina a ‘ ty roca Were British Gas Corp. after 1990. The deal, at an demarcation ‘holes. Hydrocarbons were unreported but estimated price of $4 to 
ware ise é ‘oles. In all, 16 drilling vessels $4115 per thousand cubic feet, seems to be 

: i ‘aiine ™OFe attractive to Norway than a sale to 
aoe mage pee aoe alin the Federal Republic of Germany who in- 
arose Uae oe Geet Vanguard rig. sisted on removal of the high carbon dioxide 
Te 1088 ae Halton Banken, ariing, lay Content of the gas at the offshore platform. 

started with Dyvi Delta. Only at Tromsé ~ sphysical scientist, Division of Foreign Data 
Flaket was drilling expected to be delayed _ *Where necessary, values have been converted from 
is frrommental reasons until 1985 or GPEC uso tie “es 

Vokes, server Ved de Norsk Bergverk (Re Forelgn oll corn ex seriesin Nerweigisn Sines), Bergrerks Nytt vondheim, ign panies were given UNeX- Norway), V.29, No. 11, Nov. 1983, pp. £5. 
pected prominence in Norway's eighth li-



The Mineral Industry of 
Pakistan 
By Kevin Connor 

In recent years the traditional view that Also during the year, the Ministry of 
Pakistan has held little potential for metal- Natural Resources, which is based in Islam- 
liferous mineral deposits has been some- abad, initiated the transfer of the Pakistan 
what modified. The Saindak copper deposits Mineral Development Corp. (PMDC) from 
discovered in the 1960’s have since been © Karachi to the nation’s new capital at 
recognized as a part of a much more exten- Islamabad. The PMDC, as an agency of the 
sive porphyry copper district. The increased Ministry, handled all mineral-related mat- 
pace of mineral exploration in the late ters in Pakistan except the Saindak copper 
1970's and early 1980's has also revealed deposit, which has been handled exclusively 
substantial deposits of antimony ores, iron, by the Resource Development Corp.; nucle- 
lead, and zine. Although the project eco- ar materials, which have been handled by 
nomics and securing of financing for the the Pakistan Atomic Energy Commission; 
development of the aforementioned miner- and oil and gas, which have come under the 
als remained a major problem in 1983, jurisdiction of the Oil and Gas Development 
positive progress was registered in plans for Corp. 
the inception of a metals mining and proc- The Geological Survey of Pakistan (GSP) 
essing industry within Pakistan during the announced a number of mineral finds dur- 
sixth 5-year plan (July 1983 to June 1988). ing the year. Four new copper deposits were 
As part of those plans, during 1983, the identified at Koh-e-Daleel, Dastaken, Dar- 
Government set up a mining-resource devel- bancha, and Ziarat Pir Sultan, all in Balu- 
opment bank. Initial funding for the bank chistan Province. Copper was also discover- 
was $3.8 million. The bank was expected to ed in Las Bela District, along with barite, 
extend credit to private companies for the chromite, and manganese. The GSP con- 
development of mineral deposits within the _ firmed during the year 6 million tons of 
country, A separate Government allocation lead and zinc reserves in the Khuzdar area 
of $16 million included in the sixth-devel- of Kalat, plus large deposits of barite, fluor- 
opment-plan period was targeted for infra- ite, and dolomite. Within Sibi District, gyp- 
structure development in mining areas. sum, coal, and silica sand were located. 

The Baluchistan Development Authority Outside of Quetta, chromite, magnesite, and 
(BDA) imitiated a minerals development limestone were discovered. ‘The survey com- 
program during the year for the southwest pleted the geological mapping of the entire 
Province. The program was to evaluate the Province of. Baluchistan, with some maps development potential for Provincial depos- and reports completed by yearend. The GSP 
its of barite, chromite, coal, fluorite, manga- undertook six special projects, four of which 
nese, and sulfur; along with the production were in Baluchistan, and five of which were 
of ferroalloys. The BDA mined barite, fluor- coal related. These were the Chagai mineral 
ite, and quartzite in Kalat, Khuzdar, and project, Dukki Barkhan Coalfield project in 
Las Bela Districts; sulfur in Chagai; and  Loralai District, the Sharigh-Khost-Khanai 
chromite in Zhob and Las Bela. The BDA Coalfield projects, and the Narwar Coalbelt 
was also constructing a 3,000-ton-per-year project around Quetta. 
sulfur refinery plant at Koh-e Sultan. 

579
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PRODUCTION AND TRADE 

‘The minerals industry in Pakistan re- Mineral exports from Pakistan remained 
mained limited during 1983, with its main an insignificant item of trade. India and the 
products being natural gas, oil, cement, United Arab Emirates were the major re- 
coal, and a variety of industrial minerals of cipients, with India receiving some crude 
low unit value. The country continued to petroleum and petroleum products, and the 
produce virtually no metalliferous ores; United Arab Emirates importing crude fer- 
only chromite and bauxite were mined in _ tilizer materials. Fuel needs remained Paki- 
quantities exceeding a few hundred tons _stan’s largest import item, with crude petro- 
total for the year. Among the industrial leum and petroleum products accounting 
minerals, barite, gypsum, limestone, salt, for $1.5 billion of the country’s total import 

and a variety of ornamental stones were the _ needs of $5.5 billion. Saudi Arabia was the 
dominant products. Of the major mineral major supplier of petroleum to Pakistan 
commodities produced, the most substantial and the country’s major import trading 
increases were registered in oil, natural gas, partner. China, the Federal Republic of 
and coal production. Crude oil production Germany, Japan, the United Arab Emir- 
increased 20% to approximately 13,000 bar- ates, and the United States also supplied 
rels per day.? This increase was attributed raw minerals, as well as semifinished and 
to the startup in production of Union Texas _ finished mineral products. 
Co.'s operation at Khaskheli near Karachi. Production of indigenous phosphate rock 
Natural gas production increased 8% over for fertilizer manufacture began in 1983 at 
the 1982 production. Pakistan was almost Kakul in the northeast. With installation of 
70% self-sufficient in energy requirements a crushing and grinding plant planned for 
during 1983. The 30% balance was met 1984-85, the import requirements of the 
through imports of 90,000 barrels per day of superphosphate plants at Faisalabad and 
crude oil and 30,000 barrels per day of Jaranwala for rock feedstock should be 
petroleum products. High petroleum import eliminated. The new cement manufacturing 
requirements continued to strain the coun- facilities at Dandot and Kohat were put on- 
try's trade balance of payments. Coal pro- line during March and June 1983, respec- 
duction increased 31% to slightly over 2 tively, and seven other cement manufac- 
million tons. There was also a registered turing facilities were in various stages of 
increase of approximately 4% in the cement construction. 
manufacturing industry, 

‘Table 1.—Pakistan: Production of mineral commodities! 
(Metric tons unless otherwise specified) 

Commodity Tos 1980 —=«S SCC 

METALS 
‘Aluminum: Bauxite, gross weight -.02------------ L640 ,618 0ST. NGT. 1,800 
Att righ casein eee ee a1 40 20 5 0 

Metal content? ~~ ~~~ es 6 0 2 20 13 
Comin Chronic waght <——"“T“TTTIL- gehts atm 0 
Pipi oo ——— thousand tons. = 883 550700 
Mild stee! products 2 ~~~~~777777 "SN go"=2 366, 40055700 
Manganese ore, gross weight -——__— ~~ —---——--—— ito 188 36 30 100 

NONMETALS 
‘Abrasives, natural: Emery.-------------------- A188 L805 862 TO 900 
Harte eetural mery-“"2cTITIIIGIISOTZI2—sezto 405d t.929 gas 28,000 
Cement, hydraalie ~~ ~—~~2== >> thdusand tons fais 3836 S5g8 BET 8.800 
Grane RvSreule Tocco occa art UTS Ss LST 6101700 
ep emtonite ceeeeeneee AA 2190 $21 1.000 
Peeeny CODDLI2IG2G2IITIIIISIIIIIE «68 sets. segs gz ea.000 
FullerSeorih 7222222222ZTTTTTTIIIITIII eae Boiss 314.000 

Kaolin china clay) ----=2=-2~—~---——- Isis Bites = 887 41279421000 
Gther MNeCMY) <aaaTTTTTTTTTIITIIIET—erm}o0o 66,900 86,000 105.000 105,000 
Feldspar —— Soccer neaseeeees 51 108981094125 10,000 

Fluorspar” == —~~=~>~2=> TlLDIoToce ‘1 392 19 a9 800 
See footnotes at end of table.
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Table 1.—Pakistan: Production of mineral commodities! —Continued 
(Metric tons uniess otherwise specified) 

Commodity ce 
NONMBTALS —Continued 

Gypoum crude, nnn. 349000 568,000" 293.990 809.000 325,000 fagmesite crude <== STIs ees Sa es Sco Nitrogen: N content of ammonia —-—~—~~~~~""77""~ $5,600 950,000 445083 64/895 5001000 Pigments, mineral, natural: Ocher=”~~~~~~~7~2227>_ 1028, soo “sso “tas i'S00 
Salt: 
Rock_—-------.--------- thousand tons. 512506, 562 st 500 i TET Bas so 495, Bi 
Total dO 8151057 18125 ‘Sand and gravel: Gravel" ____-_------ 8800026000 12,000 12.00 12.000 
‘Bajri andcommon---.-------------. 18086 46908-60494. 11.220 1,500 Glass. TTTSTTTTTITTTTATIIIIIIIIZ —anlo0d 98000824000 785000 ——8;000, Sodium compounds, ne 

Gausticsoda <7 — =n --------- T8BL 98] 38968 anges 41,000 geoSote ashy manuactared—““TTTTTTTITITITITT sas SRL OLB 107 180 110.000 
‘Aragonite and marble... 102,000 114,000 100,000 96,000 100,000 Dolomite "=" °27=-272=T- ooo TTT spo “atoge © "Setbad Bettis "Bo.000 Limestone ~~ == >"~ 77721227 Vhouisand tons Soy “2g “SIg2S*3.300 Strontium minerals: Celeste -~21_1_ [YET ors 350 288 ze 300 

Sulfur: re 
Nether at soccer 729 800 480 650 650 Bypreduc,alisources®=———~77"""7""""==""> 4,000 14,000 14,000 19,000 20,000 

Total =e _--------------- 472914800 «14.480 19,650 20,650 TTaleand related materials; Soapstone_———"~""""""" 37200 50}000 Bao 6S B00 
MINERAL FUELS AND RELATED MATERIALS 

Coal, all grades __------------.. thousand tons. 1,829 1695.54 1.602 2.100 Gas, natural (sles)——-—--~~~~~“mitlion eubic feet "201,081 "244190 285804 BO8T98 4480.315 Natural ga iquids® ~~~" thousand gallon barrels — 38 40 40 40 & troleom: Crude edo Ty 3566_—— 8596524, 768 
Refinery products: Gatlin nado 401588740 HOM 4m etfuel.-""TLITITIIITII TTI ogo ko8 8805004500500, Kerosine “270 77IITIIIITIIIT Tigo 72 aso 460 1700 17001700 Distillate fuel of -7“777TTIITII—ZLdo.--> ogo 839591000 291000 9.000 Residual fuel of -[7"TTTTIT7TT*TTTge-== ogo i490 000900081000 Tabeseante 22 SST SPIER Tage 365 780600 #800800 Other “TOTTI TT TTTT IIa ido => 219028556200 85,000 5,000 Refinery fuel andlosses—————2—>~T lide. 71_ 2190 2855340008000 8,000 

Total ------------~--------do.--- 9029588215 *37,000 37,000 37,000 
“Estimated. "Preliminary. "Revised ‘Table includes data available through Apr 1 984 
“Reported data represented production during the fiscal year, July 1 through June 30. 

Table 2.—Pakistan: Exports of selected mineral commodities 
(fetric tons unless otherwise specified) 

Destinations, 1982 Commodi 198t 198 “United Other guinea e Yael. Other (prineipa 

METALS 
Chromium: Ore and concentrate —_ 6,000 6,000 Tron and stet: Metal 
Reap oo OE ec rst 210 380 Alltoday Big on, cast iro, related materials — BST LL ndla TBO0; Bangladesh 3276. smimanifactores 

‘Bars, ods, angles, shapes, sections = 21S Sri Lanka 285; Afghanistan 19; Seta ‘United Arab Bmirates Io. Universals, plates, sheets -- 1 Yemen Aden 1; Republi of Korea 
‘Tubes, pipes, tings - 18 Allo Kenya 

See footnotes at end of table.
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‘Table 2.—Pakistan: Exports of selected mineral commodities —Continued 
(Metric tons unless otherwise specified) 

a al aan —etinatons, 1982 
Commodity 1981 1982 “nied other (principal) alied Other (principal 

‘METALS —Continued 
Silver: (Ore and concentrate? value, thousands. — $37 $184 ___ All to United Kingdom Meta ncioding alloys inwrought and pay wrought do $1. Kowait $6; Saudi Arabia $1 ‘in Metal neaing alloy, stra u bs LL SH Lanka’ 25. 
‘Oxides and hydroxides —.-——- 1381 = ‘Base metals including alloys, all orins = BI ___ France 10; aly 9; Saudi Arabia 7 

‘NONMETALS 
‘Abrasives, n.¢.s: Grinding and polish ‘wheels and stones nnn Pn 10 6 France Saud Arabia 2 Bangladesh 
Boron materials: Crude natural borates — ss 144 _____ Bangladesh 100; Japan 44. Glaye,enide ssn co 1272 Bangladesh 95; United Arab ‘Emirates 25, 
Fertilizer materials: Gradeymes nso STI 157,906 200 Unie Arab imirates 184.970 Qatar 
Mangfctret aon a itrogenous : - Phoephatic2-~=22=2222> 216 os Nitrates, enide ~~ ~~ ==722=== 2-7 = esti. Alitolran Bhoephaias, rude -——=23o> 2S 8 Ge clo and semipreciog stones other 
“han Glamend: Natalue,thowsand $1.70 $202 West Germany $574, Hoog Ko ‘alue, thousands. -- ; est Germany $574; Hong Kon $558; Thailand $160. Salt and brine. ————----- 6679 4929. Alghanistan 1:75; Burma 90; await 647, 

Stone, sand and gravel ‘Dimension stone: ‘Grade and partly worked — 17,989 7850 #9 Iealy 3,000; Japan 1.59; Singapore 
Worked —- === e M3 United Arab Emirates 100; Kuwait 2 Hong Kong. Gravel and erushed rock 67 345 Banglades 1 Somalia; Singa- 

Limestone other than dimension — 164 465 Kawa aby Sand other than metal-bearing ~~~ 140 1001-72 Allo United Arab Bmirates. Unepecified von am 
MINERAL FUELS AND RELATED ‘MATERIALS, 

Carbon: Carbon black === i $60 __ Tran 406; Sri Lanka 88. (Coal All grades excluding briguets ‘value, thousands... 329 = Soke and semicoke ee 25,858 Romania 25,088; Bangladesh 620. 
‘Grade thousand 42gallon barrels. 395 se Refinery products: Residual fuel oil done 6167 4.207 ‘United Arab Emirates 1185; Yemen (Sana) 880, 
‘able prepared by Virginia A. Woodson. 2May contain platinumgroup metals 
Unreported quantity valued at $3,270,000
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Table 3.—Pakistan: Imports of mineral commodities’ 

(Metric tons unless otherwise specified) 
Be 1082 Commodi wet 1888 “aed Gee * Gaited Other (principal) 

METALS 
Alumina: ‘Guides and hydroxides == PME 20 Wee Garman 298, Jaan 1305 

Metal including alloys: Serap sone — BBM yale Ua Ara eaten 
Uowonght. nnn ABT BL 81a ing EU SSH Ge 
Semimanfactures saz sseo sts capa Sterna 2408 span Chromium: Oxides and hydroxides ———_ _ 30. china't5; West Germany 13; Italy 2. 

"re snd cocentrate 38 12. Allfrom United Kingdom, fetal nehuding all Bera 448 ~ Unie Arab Emirates 35; Singapore 
‘Unwrought_——-—— 2 178 695. se sium-Luxembourg 425; United poe Pe ingdon HE: Netherlands Semimanufactures + gf 5n68 5 dapan 88 ited Kingdom 5; 

Trop anda, ron ore and concentrate: Bicadingroniedyrte...... 912960524927. 88 India 100,68 Canada 
Pyrite, roasted === ® We _.All Rom Australia, Metal Soap --a—a---n------ 84612 1STaRH 5865 Untet ppd 24 Sigrand 382; West Germany Ta Pigiron, cas iro, related materi geese ET 82182 United Ags Briats 159; Wast Gor tmany 16, Canada Ferroslloys: 

"Ferromanganese. 50591 8948. China 2432; Norway 957; Japan 206 Unspecified 
= value, thousands__ $2,720 $2,460 $13 re pe ae Germany $286; iorway Stel primary frms-.---- 164085 219848 26m ARN SIT Unies Kingtom 

Beenipinntifagtiores hha oe 

[i ac ey Japan 23.848; West Germany 5,246; sium Laemboung 2, Univrsls pats sheets 47.218 421.u0 45800 span Wen ernany 60.25 strain 39 
‘Hoop and strip - ---_-__ 4,890 3971 42 Japan 2,229, Regublie of aces 537; est Germany ff Rails and accesories 7,515 os Portal TBP Stton 18; West Ger 
Weewerses 198010238331 oun 5.18; pan 3,187; Republic of 
Tubes pipes fittings —-——- ss 4g0T_— 1.282 Jape TB West Germany 8279; 
(Castings and forgings, rough 1.800 158 apan' sh Spnin 198, West Germany " 

MetG re and consent = 22 205. Moraceo 195; Singapore 10, Guidance ene ae aT ze a3 West Germany 368, China 220; ‘eigium-Lxembourg 3 
ee ene 20 All from Yemen Sanaa} Brough” ="22TTTIIIEDS 20 arb ind Chinn isha #E Unites 

Semimanufactures ———__ 39 we angralinde ‘West Germany 9; Japan 
Manganese Ore and concentrate, metallurgical ou 
Grier 2 Sto aapereae ws" 468718 Singapore 675; China 272; Japan 60. Mercury ~772227 pound! flasks. <2 sh GER 288 est rman 

See footnotes at end of able.
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‘Table 3.—Pakistan: Imports of mineral commodities: Continued 
(Metric tons unless otherwise specified) 

Sources, 1982 
Commodity 1981 wee: ggg ee ried Other (principal) 

METALS Continued 
Molybdenum: Metal including alloys all forms nee value, Ehousands-— a $25 $1 Japan $6; Hungary 5; Netherlands 
Nickel ‘Ore and concentrate === 386 18. Allfrom Australia. Matte'and speiss a - a 7 United’ Kingdom 21; United Arab Emirates 6. 

Metal including alloys: 
Unwroughts 46 125. Capada 71 Upited Kingdom 21; West 
Semimanufactures 6 728 Cana ita Kingdom 18, Wet jermany 

‘Tin: Metal including alloys: 
‘Unwrought sn mm 16 Malaysia 9; West Germany 4; United Kingdom 2 
Semimanufactares.._------—- a 2. dapan'1; United Kingdom 1 

‘Btanlum: Oxides." ~~~ === == ZZ 10818 United Kingdom 639; Australia 516. 
Uranium and thorium: ‘Ore and concentrate value, thousands. — 315, $55 ___Allfrom Australia. 

‘Metal including alloys al forms 
a — = $58 ____ China $54; United Kingdom $3. 
‘Ore and concentrate _- 179259. from Australia 
Gpadew oe SEES EST = 47 Trance L12; China 62; Singapore 22. 
Metal including alloys: Scrap waren wo 552 Spain $28, Zaire 25, 
‘Unwrought” 7 2TTIIIIII IE 11,207 9,920 908 Spain 1,893; Zaire 1,497; Belgium- Tcenbourg 1462 
‘Semimanufactures ——-----~- 28 ut 3 Switzerland 81; China 60; United "Kingdom 7 

Other: 
‘Ores and concentrates 581 15 = Depa 5; West Germany 15; Jor 
‘Oxides and hydroxides 6.648 ss 
Base metals including aloysallforms 44468 BG Sweden 40; China 4 United King 

NONMETALS 
Abrasives, nes. ‘Natural: Corundum, emery, pumice, 

eo cee esate ° 512 Netherland 85; China 4: West Ger 
‘many, 

Artificial: Corundum —— - 20. France 1b; West Germany 
Grinding and polishing wheels and 
‘Monee enn 602 44 1 Oia 15; West Germany 8; Bast 

Asbestos, crude TTD 8 3 Canada ee ‘United Kingdom 30; 
Barite and witherite. =. as 69 — West Germany 618; China 6 
Boron materials “Grade natural borates ——————_—- 2 827, China 288; Turkey 37; Australia 1 
Oxides and acide ~~ s 1 WB Ghipa Ts rurkey 8; West Germany 

Cement ____ = thousand tons_— 1527 846 az Republic of Korea, 493; United King- 
3m 82; Romania 79. 

Clayserude--—------------- 80256 TH 89__Uhied Kingdom 4012; West Ger many #12; China 334, 
Diamond: Gem, not set or strung ‘value, thousands... $28 = Diatomite and other infusorial earth - ~ 5 -289_Netherlands 7; United Kingdom 3; ‘West Germany 
Feldspar, fluorspar, related materials —- == 15045 United Kingdom 15,095; China 9 
ae trot =A iglon 
Mn agi tea eqn ara i ftrogenous -...--------- B61 SS y Netherlands 1 

Phosphates ©2227 7772222 St at0'7S4 258,815 Peland’,600; Japan 4.709. Potsssies-"2-----"-7-22. 158 500 39 SR West Germany? 
Unspecified and mixed —2---- «SEND «27.908 —‘Netherlands 168,074; Bulgaria 98,420; 

Finland 85,774 
See footnotes at end of table.
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‘Table 3.—Pakistan: Imports of mineral commodities: Continued 
(fetric tons unless otherssise specified) 

Sources 192 
Commodi 1981 1982 “Yaned y sited Other (principal) 

NONMETALS —Continued 
Graphite, natural —— = -- 10 China 667; France 260; Sri Lanka 49. Gypwum and plaster - ~~ -=>~2 77 ag ‘34427 West Germany 60; United Kingdom Ez “Magnesium compounds: Magnesite == 19456 Ching 10,642; Japan 8548: Singmpore 
Nitrates, crude <n 36 China 2; West Germany 7 Phosphates, crude ——7—~>~"7777~~ nao aud © > Jordan 213,982; Norway’ 14. Penta, mineral: Tron oxides and wydroxides, processed Z 1819 4) China 900; West Germany 825 
Baars % ‘United Kingdom 53. ious and semiprecious stones other ‘han diamond: ‘Natural value, thousands. 7 356 ‘Switzerland $48; France 88 Synthetic 2222 MNGg u STI _Augtia 8; France $2 West Germany 

Pyrite, unroasted 8 _ Saltand brine. ----~2—=222~=2 27 ©2680 West Germany 2,002; Belgium ‘Luxembourg $5; China 3 Sodium compounds, n.es.: Carbonate, vmanufactured —-n een - ett 8 Romania 581; China 69; West Ger ‘many st. ‘Stone, sand and gravel: Dimension stone: ‘Grade and partly worked — 1,024 125 40 Italy 7 Netherlands 3 United King 
Worked... 2888 ut 7. Upled Kingdom 117; Canada 16; japan Dolomite, chiefly refractory-grade -— 48165 Norway 48,163; Thailand 2. Gravel and crushed rock ‘ale, thousands... $3 ____ France $2; Netherlands #1 

Limestone other than dimension ~~ 55 2 <_ All from United Arab Emirates. Sand other than metalsbearing ~~ nd a 7 Netherlands 25; Australia 18; United ‘Kingdom 8 Sulfur: Blemental: 
‘Grade including native and by product weeny 98.9650 24,888 Kuwait 19,604; Saudi Arabia 8,730; West Germany 422 Colloidal, precipitated, sublimed . 105. West Germany; Poland 15; United Kingdom ig Sulfuric acid. - 2 1 Upited Kingdom 24 Canad 3 ‘Tale, teatite, soapstone, pyrophyllive —— Tl ee 1 China 614; United Kingdom 506; “Afghanistan 263, Other: Gude nn S649 e110 18 hig TBH Singapore 79 Cypran 

MINERAL FUELS AND RELATED ‘MATERIALS 
Asphalt and bitumen, natural 21 12,586 ——45—_—Singapore 10,000; Hungary 2,399; ° ‘United Kingdom 65." Garon: Carbon blac —— -- 1808157 China 482; Romania 272; Japan 171. 
“Anthracite. okies _ 499,208 85,887 Australia 198,678; Canada 144,428; ‘Singapore 126. Briquets of anthracite and bituminous coal me szos28 4 All from United Kingdom. 

Petroleum: ‘Crude thousand 42gallon barrels«82,017 «9707 -—__—‘Saui Arabia 20,220; United Arab ‘Emirates 8,117; Iran 1,570 Refinery product: 
‘Liquefied petroleum gas value, thousands. ST 81h $8; West Germany 84 Japan 
Gasoline ‘thousand 42-galion barrels. ‘98 596 Kawai 03 tay 2: Slera Leone ‘Mineral jelly andwax do. sot ®0 J Ghina 58; West Germany 8 Japan 4 Kerosine and jet fuel ~~ do. ——— 198 BAB 1 Kuwait 250%; Saudi Arabia 3 Distillate fuel oll ~~ -——doo——— Slo TS Ao Ca ied Lubricants = "27790272 27 1 Singapore 124; Japan 49; Unit ‘Kingdom 6 Residual fuel oil. 3 2) china Bituminous mixtures. do. =~ = 164 66 United Kingdom 50; Italy 28, Petroleum coke ~ es 2 2” _Allifrom United Kingdom. 

Table prepared by Virginia A. Woodson. 
Unreported quantity valued at 8,000 Unreported quantity valid at $437,00, 
‘Less than 1/2 unit SUnreported quantity valued at $19,000. 
Excludes unreported quantity of lignite and lignite briquets
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COMMODITY REVIEW 

METALS the complex. In hopes of eliminating costly 
. ___ spare-part imports, the bureau had already 

Iron Ore.—In 1983, there were nine designed almost 500 replacement parts for 
known iron ore deposits in Pakistan with yarious pieces of equipment, and hoped to 
total measured and indicated reserves of je able to service the entire steel complex at 
almost 500 million tons. The iron content of its repair and fabrication shops by 1985-86 
these reserves was assessed as relatively A feasibility study was completed in 1983 by 
low, ranging from 31% to 48%. Exceptions Davy McKee Corp. of Sheffield, United 
to this range were the small deposits at Kingdom, on the construction of a tinning 
Chilgazi with an iron content of 52% and plant to be located near the steelworks. The 
Chitral with a content of 61%. Testing was Government forecast that domestic tinplate 
completed by the Pakistan Council of Scien-_ demand would rise sharply from 60,000 tons 
tific and Industrial Research during the per year in 1983 to over 400,000 tons per 
year on iron ore samples taken from the year by mid-1988, the end of the sixth-plan 
adjacent Pachinkoh and Chigendik deposits period. The study by Davy McKee suggested 
near the town of Nokundi in the District of a plant be built with a capacity of 120,000 to 
Chagai. The results of these tests and depos- 150,000 tons per year with all of the steel 
it survey work showed 30 million tons of backplate requirements for the tinning op- 
measured iron ore grading 45% to 50% eration supplied by the Pipri steelworks. A 
iron, which could be upgraded to 65% iron. decision on the project, estimated to take 33 
Indicated reserves at the Nokundi site were months to complete, was still pending at 
estimated at 100 million tons. Development yearend. In 1983, all of Pakistan's tinplate 
of the Nokundi deposits could meet up to requirements were imported. 
47% of the annual raw material needs of 
the Government's smelter and steel furnace NONMETALS 
Coappler near Karechy Cement—The State Cement Corp. Ltd. 

Tron and Steel—The last unit of the (Sccq), which controlled all cement plant 
originally planned steel complex located at Gperations in the country during the year, 
Karachi, Pakistan Steel Mill Corp. (PAS- brought on-line two new 300,000-ton-per- 
MIC), was nearing completion at, yearend. year facilities during March and June, at 
This unit, the cold-rolling mill, had all three }jandot and Kohat, respectively. ‘The SCCL. 
major sections, the hot-rolled coil conveyor, also increased the country’s white cement 
the silting and sharing section, and the production capacity 100% during the year 
profile bending section, test operational in with the addition of a 15,000-ton-per-year 
December. The mill was expected to be production line at its Daudkhel plant. The 
completed and totally operational by July SCCL cement plant at Thatta, which began 
1984, The mill will be capable of producing operations in December 1982, continued 
a variety of construction forms, such as with improvement plans during the year 
angles, girders, and conduits, utilizing both and in 1984 would have the option of pro- 
cold-rolled sheets and galvanized sheets. ducing portland blast furnace slag cement 
When completed, the estimated entire cost equivalent to approximately 10% of the 
of the steel complex, with a capacity of 1.1 plant’s annual capacity of 400,000 tons. 
million tons per year of crude steel, would CCL also planned to begin construction 

be just under $2 billion. The cost was higher early in 1984 on two new gray cement 
than expected because of unforeseen mate- plants at Daudkhel and D. G. Khan, with 
rial cost escalations during the approximate projected capacities of 170,000 and 600,000 
decade of its construction, and because of a tons per year, respectively. The plants 
heavy investment in infrastructural trans- would increase the country’s cement pro- 
port and communications links to Pipri, the duction by 15% if they went into production 
steel plant’s site. The steelworks was built on schedule in 1986. During 1983, the SCCL 
with Soviet assistance.* finished the installation of a 400,000-ton- 
PASMIC, in its efforts to have a self per-year clinker production line at its exist- 

sufficient steel plant complex, instructed its ing Mustehkam plant. 
Central Design Bureau to continue through- _Private sector participation in the cement 
out the year with its design and fabrication industry, as recently allowed by the Paki- 
work for spare parts for machinery within stani Government, continued throughout
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1988, and by yearend, several cement plant ment. Shortly after the announcement of 
projects were under different stages of plan- construction plans for the new fertilizer 
ning or construction with locations in Che- complex at Karachi, the Al-Ghurair Group 
rat, Karachi, Quetta, and Taxila, and capac- of Dubai was reported to have completed 
ities ranging from 75,000 to 600,000 tons per preliminary plans for construction of a 
year; these plants were all scheduled for 1,000-ton-per-day DAP plant at Thatta, with 
completion in either 1985 or 1986. In addi- the total project cost estimated at $180 mil- 
tion, two plants being constructed by Creu- lion. ‘This plant was also scheduled to be 
sot Loire Entreprises (CLE) of France were completed sometime in 1987, with produc- 
well underway at Dhabeji and Lakrai. The tion targeted for farmers of the Sind and 
Dhabeji plant near Karachi, owned by the southern Punjab Provinces. The Al-Ghurair 
Pak Land Cement Co., was to have a capaci- joint venture was to offer 49% of its approx- 
ty of 400,000 tons per year. The Lakrai imately $60 million equity to Pakistan citi- 
facility, owned by the Cherat Cement Co., zens as stock. The foreign cost component of 
was also to have a capacity of 400,000 tons _ the project was estimated at $92 million. 
per year and was intended to meet the At the new Kakul mines, a crushing and 
demands of the Peshawar-Islamabad Dis- grinding plant was scheduled for installa- 
trict. Both of these CLE projects were slated tion during 1984, for providing raw product 
for commissioning in the second half of suitable for use in the existing superphos- 
1984. Pak Land Cement also announced in phate plants at Faisalabad and Jaranwala. 
1983 that it would complete plans in 1984 ‘The plants consumed about 67,000 tons of 
for a white cement plant called Snow White imported phosphate rock for processing into 
Cement Ltd. fertilizers during 1983. The Kakul mining 

Because of the continued shortage of operation represents Pakistan's first indige- 
natural gas during the year, SCCL imple- nous production of mineral phosphate avail- 
mented a comprehensive plan of fuel substi- able for processing into phosphate fertiliz- 
tution. By yearend, 28 kilns of a total of 31, ers. Also, plans continued during the year 
representing over 95% of the installed ca- for the development of a 200,000-ton-per- 
pacity, were converted from natural gas to year phosphate mine in the Lagarban area. 
furnace oil for fuel. The rapid growth of ‘This, along with the Kakul Mine, comprise 
installed capacity, adoption of modern tech- the Hazara deposits, and represent Paki- 
nology, need for product diversification, and stan’s major phosphate reserves. Pakistan 
need for alternative fuels led to the estab- was self-sufficient in production of all its 
lishment of a Cement Research Institute in urea fertilizer needs in 1983. 
Lahore, in 1983. During the latter part of the year, the 

Fertilizer Materials.—During the second International Bank for Reconstruction and 
half of the year, the Pan-Islamic Chemical Development (World Bank) approved the 
Co. invited companies from the preselected financing for a 6-month study to examine 
countries of Austria, the Federal Republic Pakistan's requirements for additional fer- 
of Germany, the Republic of Korea, the _tilizer production to meet projected domes- 
Philippines, the United Kingdom, and the tic demands through the remainder of the 
United States to submit proposals for the 1980's. The investigation was to recommend 
construction of a fertilizer complex to be a development strategy with emphasis on 
located in Karachi. The cost to build the phosphate fertilizer. Alternative projects 
facility was estimated at approximately were to be delineated, and specific recom- 
$400 million. To be constructed were a mendations for replacement of the ammo- 
2,500-ton-per-day diammonium phosphate nium sulfate plant at Daud Khel were to be 
(DAP) plant and related units of sulfuric made. During 1983, the country’s raw phos- 
and phosphoric acid. Financial institutions phate and potash requirements had to be 
based in Kuwait and Saudi Arabia were imported. The World Bank study was to 
‘committed to supply 70% of the financing, examine the availability of domestic raw 
with U.S. banks providing the remainder. materials of gas, phosphate rock, potash, 
Construction work was expected to begin by _and sulfur from brines. 
the spring of 1984, with the completion date It was announced in November by the 
of the project tentatively set for the spring Government of Pakistan that the United 
of 1987. Initially, all ammonia and phos- Nations Development Program would pro- 
phate raw materials were to be supplied vide financial assistance worth approxi- 
from Jordan, and a majority of the facility's mately $1 million for the establishment 
DAP was to be sold to the Pakistani Govern- of a fertilizer research and development
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institute at Faisalabad. The Government of _ the country’s coal reserves. 
Pakistan was to supply $2 million in fund- Regarding the Government's exploration 
ing for the project, which was to start in efforts in 1983, the GSP announced the 
January 1984, The general mission of the finding of a large new field of high-grade 
institute was (1) to test domestic and im- coal in the Sari Sidhu, Jhang District, area 
ported raw fertilizer materials and to pro- of Punjab, A major drilling program began 
Pose ways and means of their economical _Jate in the year and was to continue in 1984, 
use, (2) to suggest technological improve- to delineate the field’s reserves. A number 
ments and assist in adopting advanced tech- of coal resource surveys were underway in 
nologies for production of fertilizers to suit Pakistan, with existing coal reserve figures 
conditions and specific requirements in at midyear estimated at 506 million tons; of 
Pakistan, and (3) to provide technical advi- which, 102 million tons was proven. Pro- 
sory services to the existing fertilizer pro- jected estimates were that these figures 
duction units of the National Fertilizer ‘could. double before the end of the sixth- 

Corp. (NFO. Of the nine fertilizer produc’ plan period. Promising areas of investiga- 
Plants Rone oe he G at E * tion during 1983 were the Sonda Thatta 

ONC, operated by the Government agen- ecion in Punjab, the Lahkra Coalfield of 
ay NES Sind, Loralai District in Baluchistan, and in 

the Mainwali District where the existing 
MINERAL FUELS Makerwall collieries operated throughout 

Coal.—Pakistan, like many other devel- the year. Most of the on-going investiga- 
oping countries, has remained dependent on _ tions were concerned not only with evaluat- 
imported oil and gas for much of its energy ing reserve tonnages and coal quality, but 
needs. During 1983, coal utilization only also to assess the optimum sites for mining 
accounted for 5% of the country’s energy operations and powerplant locations. A 
needs, with over 95% of this usage limited World Bank loan of $7 million was secured 
to fuel for brick kilns. To realize the coun- in May by the Government for the Loralai 
try’s sixth 5-year plan goal to reduce energy istrict survey project, which was to con- 
import costs, continued emphasis was plac- centrate on Duki Basin. The Pakistani Gov- 
ed during the year on developing the coun- ernment agency Water and Power Develop- 
try’s substantial indigenous coal resources. ment Authority (WAPDA) was carrying out 
The Government allocated almost $200 mil- the study. 
lion for the period to further delineate the "Natural Gas.—Natural gas production for 
country's coal resources, and to develop the country was estimated to have increas- additional coal infrastructure, improve 4 Sm over the 1982 level, to over 900 
marketing, increase utilization, improve ‘Shitlion cubié. feet per day, Seventy-five 
rail transportation, conduct coal gasifica- percent of the production came from the Sui 

tion studies, and encourage public mining Field, which increased its output slightly ve erative basis with the are : 
Government. During the 1980's, the Gov- 0V¢t the 1982 performance. The Mari Gas- o i field contributed 20% of the total with a ernment hoped to increase the use of the 14 © Bake oe country’s coal resources in both existing 10% increase in field production over its and planned electrical power generating contribution; 4% came from associated 
plants. Although coal production had stead- oil production at the Meyal and Dhulian 
ily increased in recent years, approximately ilfields and the remaining 1%, from the 
doubling between 1978 and 1983, the pro. T00t Oilfield and Sari-Hundi Gasfields, op- 
jected demand for 1988 was almost 250% of erated by the Government's Oil and Gas 
the 1983 total, which would require a con- Development Corp. (OGDC). The majority of 
tinued rapid expansion and mechanization the gas from the Sui Field was sold to Sui 
of the industry. The Government projected Northern Gas Pipelines Ltd. and the Sui 
that coal production would rise from 2.1 Gas Transmission Co. Ltd. (SGTC). Sui gas 
million tons in 1983, to 5.4 million tons in supplied 70 million cubic feet per day to 
1988. This projected tonnage would keep WAPDA for use at the Guddu thermal 
pace with the forecast demand and meet power station. All of the production from 
approximately 10% of the public's total the Mari Gasfield was supplied to three 
energy needs. To expedite these measures, fertilizer plants located at Daharki, Mirpur 
the Government planned to establish a Mathelo, and Goth Machhi. An additional 
National Coal Authority in 1984, which 27 development wells were proposed for the 
would manage and coordinate policies re- Mari Field to increase the daily production 
lated to prospecting and development of by a predicted 105 million cubic feet. The
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increased production was slated for fuel station's new 210-megawatt unit No. 4, 
consumption at the Guddu power station. which with Chinese assistance was being 
OGDC’s Sari-Hundi Gasfields suffered a constructed in 1983. Also underway by PPL 
50% decline during 1983. Efforts to revital- during the year were procurement oper- 
ize the two fields were planned for 1984, but ations for equipment to be installed at the 
OGDC predictions for future production new Sui Main limestone wellhead gas com- 
from the fields were not optimistic. The gas pression facilities at the Sui Field. Orders 
from the Sari-Hundi Fields was supplied to. were placed for six gas turbine compressor 
the Sui-Karachi gas transmission system. units, each capable of generating 14,500 

Gas production from the Meyal and Dhu- horsepower. The first phase of the compres- 
lian Oilfields decreased 20% from the 1982 sion facilities was expected to be commis- 
total figure, while OGDC’s Toot Oilfield sioned in 1985. 
produced twice as much gas in 1983 as it Petroleum.—Two new oilfields at Dakhni 
had the previous year. Gas production from and Laghari were discovered in Pakistan 
the Meyal, Dhulian, and Toot Oilfields was during 1983, The Dakhni Well No. 1 was 
supplied to the Sui Northern gas transmis- drilled by OGDC to the target depth of 4,950 
sion system. Substantial work was accom- meters. Production potential of the Dakhni 
plished during the year on the development well was reported at 600 barrels per day of 
of the Pirkoh Gasfield. The production from oil, and 8 million cubic feet of gas per day; of 
this field was to be fed into the Sui-Karachi which, 6% was hydrogen sulfide. Well oper- 
gas transmission system. In the first phase ations were shut down temporarily in 
of development of the gasfield, a total of six August until special equipment for dealing 
wells were proposed to be drilled; of this with the dangerous hydrogen sulfide could 
total, four of the wells were drilled to be installed. A comprehensive development 
completion, with the fifth well still being plan was being drawn up at yearend for 
drilled at the end of December. It was bringing the field into commercialization as 
planned that the field would initially pro- quickly as possible. As part of further delin- 
duce and supply about 40 million cubic feet _eation and development of the field, Dakhni 
of gas per day, rising to 70 million cubic feet Well No. 2 was being drilled at yearend and 
per day by yearend 1985. Simultaneous had reached a depth of over 3,200 meters. 
with the field’s development, work on a _ In the new Laghari Field, the petroleum 
46-centimeter-diameter, 74-kilometer-long firm Union Texas of Pakistan Inc. had 
transmission system continued throughout drilled two development wells to depths of 
1983 to connect the field with SGTC’s ex- 1,036 meters and 1,920 meters, discovering 
isting line. A compressor station with oil in both. The yield zone in the shallower 
gas-turbine-driven centrifugal compressor well, Laghari Well No. 1, was reported to be 
units, which would use gas from the field’s about 3.5 meters thick; whereas Laghari 
production, was also being installed at Sui. Well No, 2 had a reported yield zone thick- 
This work was part of SGTC’s Indus Right ness of almost 80 meters. As with the 
Bank Pipeline Compression Project, which Dakhni Field, rapid development of the 
was installing mainline compressor stations Laghari was a priority, and production was 
at Shikarpur and Dadu, along with a side- expected to begin as early as spring 1984. 
stream booster station at SariHundi. Upon Work continued throughout 1983 on the 
completion of the work, scheduled for early _ lubricant expansion project at the National 
1984, the capacity of Sui-Karachi Indus Refinery Ltd’s plant complex at Karachi. 
Right Bank Pipeline would increase from Expansion of the existing lubricant-asphalt 
140 to 265 million cubic feet per day. manufacturing facility at an estimated cost 

Following Government approval in 1983, of $150 million was scheduled for comple- 
Pakistan Petroleum Ltd. (PPL) began tion by June 1984. The improved plant was 
planning 1984 development work for the scheduled to produce 100,000 tons of lubri- 
Kandhkot Gasfield. Planning included the cant oil and 120 tons of asphalt per year 
drilling of producing wells and undertaking when completed, and was designed to con- 
workover operations of an existing well, the tinue to use furnace oil residue from the 
Kandhokt Well No. 2. A total of nine wells main refinery. Depending on the quality of 
to be drilled were planned for the field, all the imported oil refined at the National 
to be completed by yearend 1985. Projected Refinery, approximately 20% to 30% of the 
production from the new development is crude was converted to a residual byproduct 
almost 35 million cubic feet per day, all of furnace oil. The expansion work when com- 
which is slated for use in the Guddu power pleted would more than double the, present
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output capacity of the lubricant plant. studies showed uranium in eastern Potwar 
Uranium.—The Pakistan Atomic Energy on both sides of the Indus River, at Isa Khel, 

Commission announced during the year the Mir Ali Thal, Khisor Ranges, Shanwah, 
completion of a uranium exploration survey Karak, Taman, Mindi, Shariqi, Larimar, 
covering 60,000 square kilometers in the Kakhad, Pir Fatehal, Tabbiser, Massan, and 
Sind and North-West Frontier Provinces. the Soan River area. 
Particularly encouraging results were ~——___ 
found in the Tharparkar District in Sind ‘Physical scientist, Division of Foreign Data 
Province, and between Mansehra and Thar guar assur ray Jy Tech Jue kot in the North-West Frontier Province wsespecid 2 
where samples yielded values of 0.2% urani- _,,"US. Bmbascy, Islamabad, Pakistan, Foreign Beongmic 
um. Also, exploration efforts continued pep'AingramADI9 July 171983. 
around Karachi, at the coastal locations of “the Pakistan Tines (Lahore) Pakistan Stes! Mill To 
Gwadar, Ormara, Pasni, and Sonmiani “ype ccns Tatues have boon converted from 
where results indicated ‘the presence of Rakin! Ages “ae toUS. dollars at the rate. of 
about 4 million tons of heavy minerals, SMtcing Jour! Condom. Pakistan's Mining Plans including uranium. Other preliminary v.01, No, 7730, Oct. 14,3988, pp. 218-215



The Mineral Industry of Peru 
By Doris M. Hyde* 

The nonfuel minerals sector ended 1983 small and medium mining sectors. During 
with a mixed performance record. Despite 1983, the bank dispursed about $45 million 
the improvement over that of 1982 of some in loans, of which 60% went to the small 
commodities in production volume and mar- mining sector. Under a 1981 trade protocol, 
ket price, the erratic world markets caused the Government of France provided the 
producers to maintain a cautious approach Banco Minero a $7.5 million credit line for 
toward new capital investment other than _ the acquisition of three small hydroelectric 
those involving cost-cutting measures or plants and two furnaces for the removal of 
increased efficiency. mercury and arsenic from stored concen- 

Unusual and destructive weather pat- trates. The hydroelectric plants, one of 300 
terns caused by the “El Nifio” phenomenon _ kilowatts and two of 200 kilowatts each, will 
disrupted production from some sectors of be placed in Ancash, Cuzco, and Ayacucho. 
Peru’s mineral industries. Especially hard They were expected to substantially reduce 
hit by flooding and landslides were areas mine production costs. The furnaces were to 
along the northern coast and inland to the _ be placed at Pisco and Huacho, where about 
central highlands. Damages were suffered 60,000 tons of concentrates have been stored 
by the crude oil producers, the Talara because high mercury and arsenic contents 
petroleum refinery, the Chimbote steel made them unmarketable. The hydroelec- 
plant, and some of the facilities at the La _ tric plants and furnaces were expected to be 
Oroya metallurgical center. in operation by late 1984 and enable some 

Peru's attempts to recover from 1982's 200 inactive mines throughout these areas 
financial pressures were unsuccessful, and _ to reopen. 
the gross domestic product (GDP) fell to $16 ‘Changes were enacted in the tax struc- 
billion.* Using 1970 as a base year, in real ture that caused some protestations from 
terms, this represented an unprecedented the mining community because of the gen- 
12% decline from that of 1982. The mining _ erally depressed state of the industry. A 1% 
sector contributed almost 10% of the real tax was placed on all foreign exchange 
GDP in 1983. The average rate of inflation transactions. Effective January 1, 1984, the 
soared from 73% in 1982 to over 125% for 16% sales tax paid on Southern Peru Cop- 

1983. per Corp.’s (SPCC) Toquepala toll refining 
The year ended with a slight trade sur- charge at the Ilo refinery of Empresa Min- 

plus. Imports declined partly because of the era del Pera (Minero Pert) was to be in- 
general recession and currency devalu- creased to 18%. 
ations. The total value of exports also de- In 1981, a special 5% tax was placed on 
clined as a result of reduced volumes and mineral exports. This tax expired in June 
prices for most traditional products. Ex- 1983, and at the end of December, a new tax 
ports from the minerals sector were valued on mineral exports and domestic sales was 
at about $2.2 billion and represented a 74% enacted to be effective January 1, 1984. This 
share of total exports. Nonfuel mineral tax was to be paid in advance, in soles, 
products made up 55% of this share, and through customs upon presentation of the 
petroleum exports the remainder. export permit. The tax rate was to be either 
Government Policies and Programs.— 5% or 10% of export value and would be 

The Banco Minero del Pera (Banco Minero) triggered by the referenced value of the 
continued its financial assistance to the mineral. The 5% tax rate would be effective 

591
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when the reference values fell within the low level of exploratory drilling spurred 
following ranges: copper, from $0.75 to $0.90 some Government and industry officials in 
per pound; lead and zinc, from $0.35 to $0.40 1983 to press for modifications of existing 
per pound; silver, from $8.50 to $10.00 per legislation. Action was taken to eliminate 
troy ounce; gold, from $350 to $450 per troy the contract requirement to drill two wild- 
‘ounce; tin, from $5.00 to $6.25 per pound; cats within the first 2 years of exploration. 
and tungsten, from $115 to $140 per ton. Companies were also given the opportunity 
‘Any value exceeding the upper limit would _ to acquire additional acreage. 
be taxed at the 10% rate. Ifa company has _ Additional changes in petroleum legisla- 
three consecutive monthly balance sheets tion were sought in order to encourage 
indicating a net profit under 2.5% of the foreign companies to invest the necessary 
fob. value of sales after income tax, the capital to expand exploration activity. Low 
export tax would be suspended until the net market prices for petroleum prompted the 
profit condition improved. The new export private companies, as well as state-uwned 
tax payments were to be creditable against. Petréleos del Pera (Petroperd), to allocate 
the 1984 income tax. their limited funds in a prudent manner. 

Sharply falling crude oil reserves and a 

PRODUCTION 

Bad weather, labor problems, and poor net gains that surpassed the small gains, or 
world market prices all combined to cause reversed financial losses, suffered in 1982. 
problems in Peru’s mineral sector. Compa- Iron ore production fell by 25%. Mine 
nies continued to employ austerity meas- output was reduced to conform to lower 
ures in an effort to reduce unit costs and export requirements. The troubled state- 
meet financial obligations. owned steel company, Empresa Siderargica 

‘The volumes of copper mine output, blis- del Pera (Siderperd), was not helped by the 
ter, and refined copper were down substan- El Nifio weather conditions early in the 
tially because of an accumulated total of year, which caused an estimated $2.5 mil- 
107 days of strike activity at SPCC. The lion to the facility through flooding, mud- 
labor problems at SPCC were partly respon- slides, and downed electrical transmission 
sible for decreased production at Minero lines. The state steelmaker faced additional 
Perd’s Ilo copper refinery, which receives problems as a new private ministeelworks 
its blister feedstock from SPCC. In addition, in Pisco absorbed a significant part of the 
the Ilo refinery had its own labor problems national market. 
and endured 32 days of shutdown, all attrib- Peru's crude oil producers continued to 

utable to one strike action. struggle against a natural decline from 
‘The medium mining sector was primarily older producing fields. Secondary recovery 

responsible for the increased total silver methods, new equipment, and a few new 
production. Refined silver output declined producing wells were not enough to offset 
because of flooding and a 22-day strike at the disastrous effects of torrential rains and 
Empresa Minera del Centro del Perd’s mudslides during the first half of the year, 
(Centromin Pert) La Oroya metallurgical and output fell from 195,060 barrels per day 
complex. Silver, lead, and zinc were the (bbl/d) in 1982 to about 171,550 bbl/d in 
commodities that enabled many of the pri- 1983. 
vate mining companies to end the year with
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Table 1.—Peru: Production of mineral commodities! 
(Metric tons unless otherwise specified) 

Commodity 1970 1980 1981 1982? se 
METALS 

Antimony: Mine output, metal content ==. 546 au 35 738 23 Metal nnn nena am en as 42 2546 ‘Arsenig, white? ~~~ 22 2222222222272 12a. 1663110 Biomuth 
‘Mine output, metal content —— =. sar 491 69 oa 535 Metal oes coon cee nonienane ite Bat ‘or 639 oo 2528 Cadanium: ‘Mine output, metal content = === au 490 su 600 690 Melel crovecccocans Geeneenece 190 im 307 42 251 Copper: ‘Mine output, metal content 3907720386800 «842058956692 Paga.t69 Copper sulfate Cu content) "=~ 1890 FIST Bast 510.4 Meta Smelter. ._.-------------- "389,656 323083 gaz aa4ane—_2958.305, Refinedé —7"""7"TTTTTITTTTIID aga = ag7as i572 Taesn6 Ssh Blecttowon ---=-==7222IIITIT ag “aaT9 "38865 HaR SOT 

“ine output metacontant troy omoes.. "14.656 "yzoH TBST ask og18 Metal 7S SUSI doe. S68SR TIS SB TRL 6 6NG Tae Indium, —-—"2=277=IT TILT oT illograme = Saeko BoB “Bor Tron and seal Tron ore and concentrate: 
‘Gros weight ~~ thousand tons. 545705. .069, sr tage Toneontent 00-0277 Sted Se dour ST 2860 Metal: 
Pigiron? don 251 262 181 182 us a a 188 55 30 “ 2 ingots and east 

es MF thousand tons. 436 an 384 a 29 Lead: 
‘Mine output, metal content 174000 76955192667 1T5,771_—_=*212,600 

Metal 0 1 TT TTT ZTIUTUTTTTTL "sos «dasa th900 Far TBH Molyidenum, mine output, metal content — ~~~ Tiss 208 ‘bass ‘imag Sa enn Selenium meal, refined ———"——~lograms- 1838202008 BRATS | OLRST 18GB 
‘Mine output, metal content 

thousand troy ounces... «$9,248 T4419 A940 LBS Fa5aT8 Metal TET Ngo as ToT «Bass Bod Patra Tellurium metal ————"""7==~~Tiiograms. 21-283 bg20 BRIO OT aa Tin, mine output, metal content —— = ‘so em 15519 yer 2391 Tungrten, mine output, metal content == 5a 549 Bal 88 "20 
‘Mine output, metalcontent 432000» 487.595 498890 so7,—_558,070 Metal rane nen nc cnnasaaet RINSED BENG 60a |TKO 

NONMETALS 
Beribizsiicsg en 444500 414500 409100 875.000 180.000 Boron materials, erade boratesi -—~2=77--> “T2000 “2900 “Seeat “kom $8.00 Cement, hydraulic." thousand tons 23983169 o) 2502800 Ghali EAS SSIIIIILEEESUS —aot00 ast arb000—ar0'000——_aalooo 
“Bentonite ce HEBSL18200 80590 ,000 2,000 Pireclay 22722 722272222272272 ies 15258520 “Boo “8000 Koln << =< 2-5 Seamrneen nm: 6563 5500 6000 «a0 .000 Common clay ——"~="=====TTIITTT argo sna'800 54256 z50}000 7601000 Diatomite =~ ~==~ 222222 on 730300 asm Fobioper 502053077520 SSSSSETEIINT 2116 151800 21,600 *25,000 25,000, Gypstim, crude -=~—--~2727"77 77777 217490 280,000 350/000 *350}000 350,000 MG eecennncranenteuanedtes 16 30 ‘or #550 550 Nitrogen: Necontent ofammonia -—--""""" *en000 e170 7.500 470085000, Phosphates, rude: Guano ~~~ ~~ 5000 13900 $364 29'100 ae Saltvall types = 28 "LITTTITII aaa aB'9T 50600085000 490,600 Stone sand and gravel Dimension stone: Marble"... 2013050 3072 *8,000 3.000, Slate --"-------_--- > 8658 k'800 29.000 «18000 «18.000 Crushed and broken sone Deleniies Cote encom: 388 425043004200 4.000, Limestone ~~ ~~==— 272222227222 tm ars Sao 3599500 Quarts and guartaiée= -~2°>>722277T 1357 1800 200020002000 Slicasand "thousand tons 3 20 18 0 20 Sandandgravel "~~ _"""""ao = gtT 3588s 880 0 Sulfur Blemental: Nate 98 105 “100 “100 100 Byproduct metallurgy ———-—"""""- 29.000 20000-20000 58,000 65.000, Sulfuric acid, gross weight=——-—-~~--2. Bare Bulsh 7801 aaer60 20.000 

See footnotes at end of table
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Table 1.—Peru: Production of mineral commodities: —Continued 
(Metric tons unless otherwise specified) 

Commodity i979 1980 1981 a2? Toa 

NONMBTALS —Continued 
‘Taleand related materials: ITRG ee see 1,090 1095 *1,100 1100 1,300 

Pyrophylite — 586 7500 $8100 75300 1500 
MINERAL FUELS AND RELATED MATERIALS 

Carbon black «<n 3,182 5.457 4.200 6,200 5,000 
(Goal Anthracite, rin-afimine -—— ~~~ = arazy soar 1571000—120}000 120,000 Geko algpen TTS TITTTTTITTTT tan 10000 10.000 “.am0 “1,000 
“Gros =" million euble fest. «731865500 71,600 «89,800 ——80000 
Marketed ——~2222222EN02 Saas Bios 2,000 __—*21.000 214000 __—_— 224000 

Natural gas liquids ‘Natural gasoline and other* 5 thousand 42gallon barrels. 464 358 aut 320 259 
Propane -----snnnn nnn nen dO a7 6 86 38 % Butane. -----~ Trae 2 9 $ 3 3 %3 

Total ssewsacae: eaedocue= 520 437 439 338 762 
Petroleum: ae ee egsz 11,856 TOAST IST_—_*62 454 

Refinery products: Gasoline a 1 a _ _- a: Motor "222IIITIIZTdeTT2 goss 1B 9803089 *0.85 det fuel == ooode === 2651 "3018 3307 2s 22.718 
Kerosine_~222722222022222a00222 6156 Sri Tos = AL 28024 Distillate fuel oil -— ~~ “T@oo=7= nea) ae ok aT 29,501 

Residual fueloil —-~_—----adon—-- «1846266568 8OOT)FIA8GG 21,687 
Dubricants= === = -2 =o don iat 85 124 Aas 357 ‘Liquefied petroleum gas ———~ do. ~~ 1331 1148 14101525170 
Asphalt_s =~ isl 254 256 413 aia Refinery uel and lowes -———~~—do.——— 193 "259 199, 299 3596 
Unspecified === do. 104 156 sis gee #2000 

‘Total do. BT TSTHT «5.555 ASTARG 754,896 
‘Estimated. Preliminary. "Revised. MTable includes data available through July 15, 1984 
2Reported figure Output reported by Empresa Minera del Centro del Pert. 
Ancludes leached and electrowon copper cathode production by Empresa Minera del Peri, at Cerro Verde I as follows: 1919."85,111 tone 1980—35:279 tons, 1861—9,366 tne, 1982-98, 582 tons; and 196—32,307 tans. 
8Bycludes sponge iron production as follows: 1980—38,825 tons; 1981 58,704 tons; 1982—42,969 tons (revised); and 1988-28 400 tons “Includes hexane. 

TRADE 

Exported volumes of all major traditional Sales through the state marketing agen- 
nonfuel minerals except copper and iron ore cy, Minero Pera Comercial (Minpeco), 
concentrate increased. Copper prices, after amounted to over $1.1 billion, or about 69% 
showing slight gains by midyear, ended of total nonfuel mineral exports. Sales of 
1983 below the already low levels that silver by the Banco Central de Reserva del 
prevailed in January. Market prices for Pera and of silver and gold by the Banco 
iron ore concentrate fluctuated somewhat, Minero accounted for $187 million, or about 
but held a steady downward trend. Other 11% of nonfuel mineral exports. Sales by 
major metals gained in both volume and private concerns contributed the remain- 
price with the exception of silver; the price der. Discounting the bank precious metal 
for which began to fall during the latter sales, Minpeco accounted for 78% of the 
part of the year. The value of nonfuel nonfuel mineral export value, and private 
mineral exports amounted to $1.6 billion, or sales, 22% 
about 54% of total export earnings. This The following table shows approximate 
increase over the 41% contribution in 1982 values for the major mineral exports, in 
was partly because of a reduced level of millions of U.S. dollars: 
total export receipts in 1983,
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Commodity ‘Minpeco Private Total 
Copper: Refined = BRB Blister — >>> 1388 Ore and concentrate is 8 58 

‘Total® 401 243 
Lead Refined —— = u By 
Concentrate? seis 28 

Total ------ OSB Silver: Refined —~ 2880 
ine: Refined U8 Ore and concentrate 148 ise 

Total BR OT fron STS 8 78 old 22222272 =oT an) 
‘Other metals: Bismuth, ‘cadmium, indium, se fenium, and tellurium we 16 Other 4 Ed & 

Grandtotal === BO 
Mncludes silver content. 2ineludes concentrates of lead, lead-silver, and silver. 
Includes silver sales by the Banco Central de Reserva dat era (816 miton andthe Banco Miner del Pera 2 
pclae gold sales bythe Banco Minero del ent (869 

Source: Carta Minera (Lima, Peru). V. 8, No. 9, Mar. 6, 1984 

Minpeco’s share of mineral export sales valued at $715 million exported in 1982. 
was expected to decrease slightly in 1984 Other reports estimated 1983. petroleum 
because of SPCC’s September 1983 decision exports at 19 million barrels valued at $491 
to cancel the agreement for sales of Toque- million. Both of these estimates reflected 
pala output. A new limited agreement be- the problems caused by turbulent weather 
tween SPCC and Minpeco covered only during the first part of the year, which 
markets in China and South America, with disrupted crude oil production, pipeline 
the exception of Argentina. flow, and the Talara refinery operation. In 

Preliminary estimates indicated that Pe- June, Petropera invoked force majeure on 
ru’s crude oil and petroleum product ex- its crude oil export commitment to Japan. 
ports were less than 21 million barrels Belco Petroleum Corp. and Occidental 
valued at $545 million. This represented a Petroleum Corp. also exported reduced 
decline from the almost 23 million barrels amounts of crude oil. 

‘Table 2.—Peru: Exports of selected mineral commodities! 
(Metric tons unless otherwise specified) 

Destinations 1082 
Commodi me See e Upttaa Other (principal 

METALS 
‘Aluminum: Metal including alloys, semi: ‘manufactures - Eecheanese 6 —— Bolivia 41; Chile 21. Conger: 5 jeand concentrate 92,181 —— Japan 50,122; West Germany 1,000; 

Republic of Korea 18804 Metal including alloys: Unwrought nnn 282,797 11,786 Japan 60,451; United Kingdom 5901; Tealy $8,418, Semimanufactures 11892 5800 Colombia 2,584; Bouador 583; EL Salvador 547 
See footnotes at end of table
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Table 2.—Peru: Exports of selected mineral commodities: —Continued 
(Metre tons untess otherwise specified 

i aaa CTS 
Commodi ters SEE ee y Gite Other (rinipad) 

METALS —Continued 
Iron and stet: Tron ore and concentrate excluding roasted so 86 Japan',$17: Republic ot Koren 1568 fee cnedeneaonteemeencs : Japan 1517; Republic of Korea 1,568; ee "Pugoclavia 1070 Metal: ‘ig iron, cast iro, related materials a — West Germany 41; Prance 90 Seinimanufactures "Bars, rods, angles, shapes, sections. 264 ~~ Riyador 2514; Colombia 20; Bolivia 

Universal, plates sheets <= 1.881 Italy 1.284; China 149; Beuador als and acessories === 22 2 22 AiltoBotiva Wire ns ween ooo2tttioot fo 22 Gatombin 3; Bovador 0; Conta Rea i Tubes, pipes, fittings === oa = Mainly to Veneneta, Castings snd forging, rough ~~~ ~~~ 2585 5 Venedvela 988; Bolivia 792; Chile 27 
Greand concentrate. --------- «18598-—=«T,TT2.—_‘Belglum-Laxembourg 48028 Japan 

“850; Mexico 18.17 IS a eeresemreeeerieeersineis 1a12 Colombia 950, Venezucia 478; ‘Bouador 152 
we rege 66946 9192 Yugoslavia 8401; Republic of K RENE Se ekeacncesutnt § 8 win 491; Republic of Korea wrens Sau SSR Semimanufactures est 81 Venemuela 301; Chile 12, Nickel: Ore and concentrate === ===7>77—=7~ 158 3680 Pinland 2002; Japan 1200 Silver: Metal including slloys, unwrought hd pariy wrought value, thousands... $190,616 $122,195 Untied Kingdom $3830; ras ‘err; dapan $6,080 Tin ‘Ore and concentrate. ———- =. == ---- o0 820 West Germany 30, Metal including alloys aemimanufacharea ~~~ % ° Chile 46; Beundor 96 ‘Tungsten: Ore and concentrate wn =~ 170 it Netherlands 510; West Germany 356 dine ‘Sreand concentrate. 05518 64NO—_—Belginm-Luxembourg 11,715 Ja * ogia France 00896." Oxides ag 158 Colombia 82; Venentela 38; Japan 17 Mieteliaclading alloys amwrought===——=72 a7 77 45.288 Netherlands 119508; China 10a, on Colombia 9.838 
‘Gres and concentrates <= — = a0 = Mainly to Belgium-Luxembourg ‘Base metal including alloys; all formas ~~~ 1254 685 Netherlands Fil; West Germany 110 

NONMETALS 
Boriteandwitherite....------------.-- ‘18010586948 Veneauela 34785; Beuador 6084; ‘Colombia 238 Boron materials: rude natural borates -— 1873 = Colombia 865; Brazil £26 Oniges and seis 77772=222727227 200 Colombia 140; Bevador 100; Brazi 96 Gement = eeen222222222T22222 ag 22 Maly to Bouador Chalk os SaaS PUREE TERT Ge neane 1 = ope Gln Sie 239275200220 We Bente 75 Colombia 20, ertiliser materials: Crude,ne ~~~ ~~~ ~~~ 3 22 Mainty'to Belgium Luxembourg. gpm and planter nee 2a 2TTODTIT 280 == Allo Eouador ium compounds, nea Sulfate, ct 309 401 Baga 77 Reuador 624 Venema fi Stone, sand and gravel: ‘Dimension stone ‘Grade and parlly worked - === =~ 2560 aq - Mainly t Colombia. Woket nee econestarts ry Bi Veneruala 13; West Germany 6 Dolomite, chiefly reffactorygrade -——————~ 160 = Alte Ecuador ‘Tale, teat, soapstone, pyropilive © a= 2 Mainly to Betador 
MINERAL FUEIS AND RELATED MATERIALS 
Coa: All grades excluding briquets—————— 100 == Alltochite, 
Pere thousand 424gallon barrel udeh 610 Japan 4.792 ii gaaial™ in y 5810 Japan 4792, 

Gatoline motor do. 1298 All to Colombia, Distillate fuel of =~ ~~7>>> ago" 725 25 Netherlands Antilles Tabricants-.0.. 2222222 =2do- 9 w- Bolivia® Residvalfueloil ----_7--=--do---- m0 79 Canada 256, ‘Bituminous mixtures ~~~ ~~ ~=de.=~~ 139 __Beundor 105; Bolivia 24 Cite 12. 
‘Table prepared by John G. Panulas. Comparable 1981 data not available. ALissthant/Sunit
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‘Table 3.—Peru: Imports of selected mineral commodities’ 
(Ofetrc tons unles otherwise specified) 

Bg SE eae IgE 
Commodity im “Tea ae ™ Gaited Other (principal) 

METALS 
Aluminum: Gre and concentrate. == aa << Poland 2114; United Kingdom 1,550 Onides and hydronides ~~~~~~=22777777 or 5 West Germany 035 Metal including alloys: : Unwrought 858 40 Venezia 1.6; Canada 85 France 

Semimanufactures 1.60 388 Went Germany 241; Belgium- ie Taxemboury 256 
Greand concentrate ——— 550 = Piping 500; Republic of South 
Oxides and hydronides —__-.--------- 35 2 Wat emany 2; Japan 8, Nether 

Metal including alloys: 
Niner econ no =. West Germany 71; Netherlands 29. Semimantfaciutes ~~~~~7777277~7722 0 1 BSA ATER WS Sorany 3 Iron and sect : "ron ore and concentrate excluding woaned pyrite ne ees 6 8 Metal Berap nn 6Q8G 9.059 Che 77 ‘Big ton, ca iron, elated materials ~~~ Bo 458 Republica South africa 3.198; Braxt 

Pepe, 2,087 53 Republic of South Africa 1,952. Unopenified ~~ 2222772=a> 1558 5) Republic of South Africa 1:27 Steel, primary forms 2227777 a7 ene % Ghebes Semimanufactares: Barri agin shapes. sections. 4149857 Cana 8,18; Span 7869; Spin 
Universal plates, sheets... 78.089 Japan 34011; France 11.182 Hoqpantelipe coer coc eteege 260 SHE Sepan 28, Begum Lsemboure 

Rails and acessories 10,818. 215 Austria 8452; Japan 01. Waelcecc esses 2501 TB United ngdom Sh; Argentina an Belem banemboing 1. 
Castnjeed ongings wags <ao2>~S nets RIS Suan Beale ‘Lead: Metal including alloys. es ee Gnvwrougt Py 2 Bolivia Semimafufactures -~-~~7~2777777777 E 45 United Ringdom 4; Japan Magnes: etal inetd alloys wrought 2 2 Semimafufactures -=~ ~~~ ~~7~7777777 0 é Manganese: Ore and concentrate --— ~~~ ~~~ 14 <7 Mexico 1.91; Belgium-Laxembourg 

Nike: Metal including alloys: Unwrought on 18 8 Republic of South Africa 1, Somimatufacianes === ==72772227227 Ey 4 Wékt Germany 2; Canada io Platinumgroup meals: Metal including ey wrsght and party wo i a % a Valuer thousands... r Jest Germany 86; Japan $4 
Silver: Metal including alloys, unwrought ry am ‘and partly wrought. eon do. 815 $25 Sweden $2 Spain $2 ‘i tal cig slo wa Tbe 
Semimanutactures --—~>2=22 27772222 3 3 Bolivia5. ‘tania Oxides 7272272 IIDODEE 28 15 Prance 67; Belgium-Laxembourg 2 "West Germany 16 ‘upgaten: Metal including alloys, al forms. 7 1 Bolivia Brea. 
‘Gresand concentrates <== n-ne 594 =< Philippines 5,500; Australia 5 Base metals including alloys all forme” ~~~ 20 3 Italy Bolivia 

NONMETALS 
Abrasives, nes ‘Natural: Crundum, emery, pumice et. Value, thousands. 728 S241 Mexico 06; West Germany 8% 
‘Dust and powder of precious and semi- er Precious tones oxcding diamond, do. 1 $15 aly 1; Switzerland $1 
See footnotes atend of table,
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Table 3.—Peru: Imports of selected mineral commodities: —Continued 
(Metric tons unles otherwise specified) 

Sources RD 
Cee 98 Fite Other (principal) 

NONMETALS —Continued 
Asbestos crude === 3801 551 Canada 2.055; Republic of South “Africa 1195, Barite and witherite_——---—------------ 20 2 West Germany 10 Boron materials Oxides and acids ~———~—— 143 roe Whe" Challe : SSeeeT 3 19 Francesa Glays,erade= 7 -~7272222222222222I=T 6498 abt United Kingdom 1,154; France «76; Sapan 1a Diatomite and other infusoral earth 1358 488 Menlco 8; West Germany 18 Feldspar, uorspar, related materials ~~~ —~——— Be 18 France 65; tay 51 Fertihget materials: Manufactured, ammonia 2 ‘8 _ Netherlands 1; West Germany 9 Graphite natural cpa i 3 Japan’; West Germany I yp and plate 35 2 Tapani Gnesi os ooo SEER TOIS ET 2016 7 Brnall 2001 Nitrates, erade secseae 8 =! Ailvrom Chit Phosphates, ide ---_~~2222=22 2 722- a To Hepa atin 2; France 
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COMMODITY REVIEW 

METALS copper-cobalt concentrates, but all require a 
higher cobalt market price than that which 

Cobalt—The US. Trade and Develop- prevailed during the year. In addition to 
ment Program allocated $400,000 to help determining the most economic and techni- 
finance a study on recovering cobalt from cally sound process, the planned study was 
pyritic tailings at the Empresa Minera del to include projections of future markets for 
Hierro del Pera (Hierro Peri) pellet plant different processed forms of cobalt. 
near San Nicolas. Solicited bids from US. — Copper.—Peru’s total copper production 
engineering firms were received late in fell substantially from the 1982 level, pri- 
1983, and Bechtel Inc. was awarded the marily because of lengthy strikes at SPCC’s 
contract. Several processes have been devel- Toquepala (62 days) and Cuajone Mines (47 
oped for treating similar low-grade pyritic days), and at the Ilo copper smelter (65
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days). SPCC output fell 18% and represent- find investors to assume the 51% available 
ed one of its least productive years in the interest in La Empresa Mineral Especial 
last decade. Tintaya S.A. The International Monetary 

‘At yearend, ore reserves at Toquepala Fund has pushed for such action in order to 
were estimated at about 137 million tons reduce Peru’s financial obligations. The to- 
averaging 0.8% copper. At the 1983 level of tal cost for the Tintaya project was estimat- 
25 million tons of ore milled, projected mine ed at $327 million. The mine was expected 
life would be about 5 more years. Plans to to produce 160,000 tons per year of 33% 
expand and equip the mine and concentra- copper concentrate. Each ton of concentrate 
tor for increased amounts of lower grade ore also contains 4 troy ounces of silver, 0.14 
reserves were indefinitely postponed. At the troy ounce of gold, and quantities of seleni- 
Cuajone Mine, ore reserves were estimated um. Overlying the 2% copper sulfide ore 
at about 363 million tons averaging 0.9% — that is to be mined are the 11 million tons of 
copper. SPCC continued to evaluate a pro- 218% copper oxide ore that is probably 
posal to increase the Cuajone mill capacity destined for processing at Cerro Verde and 
tomake up for future ore grade declines. 7 million tons of overburden, Copper miner- 

Minero Perd failed to resolve the problem als in the sulfide ore zone are mainly 
of negotiating the necessary $130 million chalcopyrite and bornite extending 300 me- 
loan from Japanese lenders to complete the _ ters below the surface. In the oxide ore, the 
$298 million Cerro Verde II copper sulfide principal copper minerals are chrysocolla, 
mining project. The Japanese insisted that malachite, and azurite, ranging in depth 
the loan be guaranteed by the Peruvian from 20 to 80 meters and averaging about 
Government, and the Government, bound 40 meters. Proven sulfide ore reserves were 
by the financing limitations, refused. As a estimated at 34 million tons with a 2.12% 
result, in September, Minero Perd suspend- copper content and 9 million tons with a 
ed its engineering contract with Kaiser lower 0.53% copper content. The life of the 
Engineers International Inc. Kaiser's con- open pit mine was expected to be about 18 
tract to develop the mine was signed in May years at the mill feed rate of 8,000 tons per 
1982, but work could not proceed further day. 
without placing orders for needed equip- _ Minero Pera and Compagnie Francaise 
ment. Once Minero Pera obtains the neces- de Mines (Coframines), a subsidiary of 
sary financing, it would take almost 3 years France's Bureau de Recherches Géologiques 
to finish the project. Minero Perd continued et Miniéres, were unable to obtain approval 
to negotiate Cerro Verde Il financing with from the Peruvian Chamber of Deputies for 
the Japanese, as well as with prospective a joint development of the Tambo Grande 
lenders in Austria, Finland, and the Fed- polymetallic open pit project near the 
eral Republic of Germany. Ecuadorian border in northwestern Peru. It 

Meanwhile, a proposal was announced for was expected that approval for the estab- 
keeping the Cerro Verde electrowinning lishment of a special mining company 
copper cathode plant functioning after the would be forthcoming in 1984. Tambo 
oxide ore is depleted. This proposal involved Grande reserves were estimated at 42 mil- 
Processing the 11 million tons of 2% copper _ lion tons of ore with 2% copper, 1.4% zinc, 
oxide ore from the Tintaya deposit in the and 12 troy ounces of silver per ton. Initial 
Cerro Verde cathode plant. Production of concentrator capacity was to be 4,000 tons 
the underlying sulfide ore at Tintaya was of ore per day. 
scheduled to begin in late 1984 or early Ore grades at Centromin Perd’s Cobriza 
1985, a few months before the expected mid- copper mine in Huancavelica Department 
1985 depletion of Cerro Verde I oxide ore. It were revised downward from 1.8% to about 
was suggested that Tintaya oxide ore be 1.4%. Proven and probable ore reserves 
leached at Tintaya, subjected to an ion- were 32 million tons at a 0.9% cutoff grade. 
exchange process to produce a copper sul- Indicated reserves were estimated at 7 mil- 
fate solution, and then be shipped in a lion tons. As a result of the reduced ore 
crystalline form of 25% copper to the Cerro grade, the increased concentrator capacity 
Verde plant for redissolving and electrowin- of 9,000 tons per day was expected to pro- 
ning. This proposal could extend the plant’s duce about 152,800 tons of concentrate per 
operation by 4 years. year containing about 39,700 tons of copper. 

‘The Government in 1983 was unable to This is about 20% below the originally
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projected level. The break-even point in- within Peru for higher prices than those 
creased from $1.20 per pound of copper to paid by the Banco Minero. Legally, the 
$1.30, and the financial losses from this Banco Minero has a monopoly on the pur- 
project added to Centromin Perd's debt chase and marketing of precious metals. To 
burden. The estimated cost. of the Cobriza counter smuggling and blackmarketing, the 
project was reduced from $261 million to Banco Minero expected to initiate cost re- 
$250 million. According to some mining duction programs in order to offer miners 
analysts, Centromin Pera not only erred in _ better prices for their gold. 
its mid-1970’s projection of 1982 world cop- Estimated gold production by source, in 
per prices, but the company failed to verify _ troy ounces, is shown in the following table: 
preliminary test drilling assay results that 
indicated ore reserves grading over 2% —§ ———____ 
copper. When this failed to materialize, ore § —_____ 19821985 
grades of 1.76% copper were assumed. EX- tp oresandconcentrates-_-__ 884513378 
ploration for higher grade ore was delayed Refined - ———~——_--- eee 
and so was the project. Centromin Perd’s "Psst retes------------_TSS288__ S478 
eventual decision to proceed with develop- __Total...------- = "164547 110618 
ment resulted in the 1982 commissioning of “aagq 
the concentrator. 

‘A Centromin Pera subsidiary, Cia. Min- 
era Los Montes S.A., opened the Monterro- In 1983, the Banco Minero exported 
sas copper mine near Ica in 1982. Ore 166,829 troy ounces of gold valued at $71 
reserves were estimated at 1.3 million tons million. This represented a 9.6% increase in 
grading 1.4% copper plus 0.22 troy ounce of yolume and a 12% increase in troy ounce 
silver and 0.02 troy ounce of gold per ton. value over that of 1982. 
Ore has been mined at the rate of 1,000 tons. _Aurifera Sur Oriente S.A. (Ausorsa) holds 
per day and presented a serious reserve 16 concessions totaling more than 15,000 
depletion problem unless exploration found hectares in the Huaypetue and Puquibe 
new reserves. In 1983, promising mineral- regions, and controls a group of companies 
ization was found at the Sol Radiante vein owning over 36,000 hectares in the same 
in the neighboring Raquel concession. Los regions. In 1983, Ausorsa joined with South 
Montes may purchase this concession if American Placers Inc. (SAPI) to form Cia. 
further exploration proves the preliminary Aurifera Inambari S.A. and Cia. Aurifera 
estimate of 800,000 tons of ore grading 3% Puquibe S.A. The new companies initiated 
copper plus some silver and gold content. exploration over about 80% of the same 
The company also expected to prove about territory Ausorsa had explored in 1981 and 
700,000 tons of ore present in the Monterro- 1982 with a subsidiary of Rio Tinto Zinc 
sas East area. Future exploration was Corp. The Rio Tinto sampling program had 
planned for the north and south areas of the found deposits averaging 0.2 gram of gold 
Monterrosas concession per cubic meter. SAPI invested $1 million in 
Gold.—This precious metal remained a 1983 exploration work and planned a simi- 

prime exploration target for both local and Jar investment for 1984. SAPI is jointly 
foreign companies. The southeastern jungle owned by a private Bolivian group, Citicorp 
region, especially in the Madre de Dios Venture Capital Ltd., the Anschutz Corp., 
area, continued to attract miners. Most of and Adela Investment Co. 
the claims were worked by individual gold Texasgulf Per S.A. continued with the 
panners using artisan techniques, although exploration of its concessions on the Lower 
some organized mining company operations Inambari and the Madre de Dios Rivers. It 
employ more sophisticated exploration and invested $2 million during the first 2 years 
recovery techniques. Over 50% of Peru’s of exploration and planned to continue with 
alluvial gold output is from the Madre de drilling and sampling programs during 
Dios area. 1984. 

Gold production volumes are of question- Both Minero Pera, owner of the San 
able accuracy, especially those for alluvial Antonio de Poto gold deposits in Puno 
gold, which account for about one-half of Department, and Centromin Pera, holder of 
total known production. Mining officials, concessions in the Madre de Dios region, 
public and private, have estimated that at restricted their activities during 1983 be- 
least 40% of recovered placer gold is either Cause of company austerity measures. 
smuggled out of Peru or is sold illegally Iron Ore.—Hierro Perit was faced with
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declining sales, partly caused by the contin- estimated at $2.5 million, and the steel 
ued recession in the world steel industries. plant was practically inoperative for 2 
Hierro Peri also faced increasing competi- weeks. 
tion from producers in Brazil and Australia, ‘The Siderper plant operated at about 
high shipping costs because of the limited 41% capacity in 1983, and produced about 
San Nicolés facilities, and the declining 210,000 tons of steel, down from the 246,000 
quality of its iron ore concentrate and pellet tons produced in 1982. Peru’s total steel 

production. production increased because of the Janu- 
Beneficiated iron ore exports totaled al- ary initiation of production from the new 

most 4.2 million tons valued at $73 million. privately owned, 140,000-ton-per-year ca- 
This was a 23% decrease in volume and a pacity ministeelworks of Empresa Lamina- 
32% decrease in value from that of 1982. dora del Pacifico S.A., at Pisco, south of 
Sales to the Republic of Korea have increas- Lima. 
ed, and it replaced Japan as the primary The new steel plant produced far under 
importer of Peruvian iron ore concentrate. capacity as it faced the same weak market 
In 1983, the Republic of Korea accounted demand as Siderpera. It competed aggres- 
for 46% of Peru's iron ore concentrate sively for product sales and captured about 
exports, and Japan, 39%. The Netherlands one-third of the internal market. Only one 
was the third largest purchaser in 1983, of its two 40-ton electric furnaces operated, 
followed by Yugoslavia and Argentina. Iron and the company produced about 68,000 
exports to the United States have declined tons of steel in 1983. Output for 1984 was 
in recent years, and in 1983 there were projected at 100,000 tons. If operating at 

none. maximum efficiency, the company believed 
Hierro Pera sought $265 million in fi- it could easily reach or surpass capacity. 

nancing for a 10-year project that would However, given the serious fluctuations in 
expand mine production to 8 million tons electrical power available in the Pisco re- 
per year by 1992, lower the sulfur content of gion, the company probably could not pro- 
the concentrate and pellet output to a duce at capacity without some corrective 
maximum of 0.4%, develop a soft water measures. 
supply to reduce impurities in the concen- The Ministry of Economy and Finance 
trate and pellets, and increase the capacity assumed Siderperd’s $52 million debt with 
of port facilities to accommodate 250,000- the Banco de la Nacién. Siderpert was also 
deadweight-ton ships and load at the rate of authorized to capitalize its $8.5 million tax 
10,000 tons per hour. Almost 60% of the obligation to the treasury. In return, Sider- 
proposed investment would be for new pert was to issue stocks on behalf of the 
equipment. Ministry of Economy and Finance holding 

Production by category for 1982-83 is company, Corporacién Financiera de Desar- 
shown in the following table, in thousand _rollo (COFIDE). 
metric tons: ‘The Government allowed Siderpera funds 

to support a $50 million credit under negoti- 
ar i ation with the International Bank for Re- 

construction and Development (World 
Pellet 141,068 Bank). The loan was for modernization 
Highgradesinterecd --~"7~77"7 99832403 work, including an upgrading of the electric 

Pellet fwd in slury forms ~~~ ~~~ 17139 furnaces to allow the blast furnaces to be Pellet feed incakeform==~~—-7-~> 1193 TaL oe 
Oxideore -------_____ 35 33 shut down. Fifteen international firms were 
‘Total Sm aaa? invited to bid on the project. 
re Lead and Zine.—Minero Pert's Caja- 

marquilla zine refinery produced an esti- 
Iron and Steel.—The troubled state- mated 89,762 tons, down about 3% from 

owned company, Siderperi, restarted its that of 1982. Sabotage damage to the plant’s 
steelmaking operation on January 4, after electrical supply source during July caused 
127 days of shutdown owing to depressed some disruption in production and ship- 
market conditions and excess levels of in- ments but was of short duration. The refin- 
ventory stock. During the same month, ery also produced 293 tons of cadmium, 849 
Peru's coastal area, including Chimbote, tons of copper cement, 12,165 tons of lead- 
was hit by torrential rains and suffered silver residues, and 169,476 tons of sulfuric 
from power failures, flooding, and land- acid. 
slides. Damage to the Chimbote area was At its La Oroya metallurgical complex,
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Centromin Pera produced about 64,268 tons justify further concentrator expansion to 
of refined electrolytic zinc and 67,734 tons 2,200 tons per day from the present expan- 
of refined lead. In November, Centromin sion to 1,800 tons per day. The opening of a 
Pert brought its new $61 million lead sinter new zinc mine in the Santa Barbara area 
plant into production. The sinter is formed was under consideration. This mine would 
by heating lead concentrate, which in turn be adjacent to present operations. The ma- 
is used for smelting and then refining lead. jor part of Atacocha’s production has been 
‘The new plant is highly automated and sold through Mauricio Hochschild & Cia. 
equipped with pollution control devices. Sociedad Minera Gran Bretaha S.A. pro- 
Centromin Pert’s refined lead output had duced about 16,500 tons of zine contained in 
been declining in recent years because of concentrate from its Azulcocha Mine in 
the inefficiency of the old sinter plant. Junin Department. The company had 
Refined lead production was expected to planned to open its lead-zinc-silver Conton- 
return to the designed capacity of 95,000 ga Mine in Ancash Department during 
tons per year when the new sinter plant is 1983, but problems arose with financing the 
operating at capacity. An increased recov- $14 million project. Funding was finally 
ery of more than 2 million troy ounces of obtained from COFIDE, Banco Minero, and 
silver per year was expected because of the other local banks. The mine opening was 
greater roasting capacity of the new plant rescheduled for mid-1984. The Contonga 
and the new dust recycling system. concentrator capacity was planned for a 

Fundicién de Concentrados S.A. expected first stage level of 500 tons per day, increas- 
to bring its new lead refinery on-stream by _ing to 1,000 tons per day early in 1985, after 
the end of 1984. The plant was under con- an additional $1 million investment. Out- 
struction at Sayan, about 45 kilometers east put from Azulcocha continued to be sold 
of Huacho in Pasco Department. The pri- through Minpeco based on a contract that 
vately owned plant was designed somewhat expires at the end of 1985. Production from 
similar to Centromin Perd’s new plant, but the new Contonga Mine was expected to be 
on a smaller scale. The conceritrate treat- sold through the spot market until purchase 
ment capacity of 24,000 tons per year was agreements are made with one or more 
expected to produce 10,000 to 12,000 tons of buyers. 
refined lead and 40 to 42 tons of refined _ Cia. Minera San Ingacio de Morococha 
silver in bars. At first the plant was to treat S.A. (SIMSA) continued to make improve- 
concentrate from Cia. Minera Santa Rita ments at its San Vincente Mine at San 
S.A,, the major shareholder, but later on Ramén in Junin Department. SIMSA, with 
was expected to add concentrates from 1983 production at 60,338 tons of zinc con- 
small producers. Marketing negotiations tained in concentrates, was the largest pri- 
were underway with Minpeco. vate producer. The company projected 1984 

Cia. Minera Milpo S.A. became the larg- output to increase by 20% through the 
est private sector lead producer in 1983, completion of its Uncush tunnel for trans- 
overtaking Cia. Minera Atacocha S.A. Mil- porting ore from the mine to a remodeled 
po's lead concentrate output increased 30% concentrator. Concentrate grade was ex- 
over that of 1982 and contained an estimat- pected to increase from 58.8% to 62% zinc. 
ed 18,300 tons of lead. Zine concentrate A new primary grinding circuit was sched- 
production increased 24% and contained _uled for completion in 1984. The new mag- 

about 31,400 tons of zine. Silver contained in nesium leaching plant came on-stream in 
concentrates reached about 2.7 million troy September 1983 and should improve concen- 
ounces, more than a 107% gain over that of trate quality. SIMSA’s production costs 

1982, were about $16 per ton, not including fi- 
Atacocha was upgrading its mine, concen-_ nancing and selling costs. 

trate plant, and electrical power system ina _Silver.—Peru’s total silver production 
$5 million program expected to be complet- was placed at more than 55.8 million troy 
ed by mid-1984, The expansion project ounces, a 9% gain over the 51.3 million 
would increase aggregate output by 20%. troy ounces for 1982. The gain was attribut- 
In 1983, lead contained in concentrates ed to increases by medium-size mines. They 
amounted to about 13,500 tons, zine in accounted for 32.9 million troy ounces in 
concentrates was 18,800 tons, and silver in 1983, or 28% more than that of 1982. 
concentrates was slightly more than I mil- Cia. de Minas Buenaventura S.A. main- 
lion troy ounces. The company engaged in tained its position as the largest privately 
exploration to increase ore reserves and owned silver producer and increased output
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from 6 million troy ounces in 1982 to more which had lower silver output because of 
than 7 million troy ounces. In 1982, silver _ reduced copper mining at Cuajone. 
represented more than 93% of Buenaventu- _An upturn in the world market price for 
ra’s sales, but this fell to about 87% in 1983 silver began in mid-1982, but was not sus- 
because of the substantial increase in Buen- tained and began a steady decline in the 
aventura’s gold production. All three of third quarter of 1983, ending the year at 
Buenaventura’s mining units, Uchuc- less than $9 per troy ounce. Nevertheless, 
chacua, Julcani, and Orcopampa, increased _ many of Peru's producers were planning or 
silver output, but the latter mine made the _ completing expansions and other programs 
ee ena gain with an jereeee ot to increase output and decrease costs. Silver 

,000 troy ounces. The recent dis- exports accounted for more than 13% of covery of the Calera ore body at Orcopampa total export earnings and not only enabled 
has increased reserves at this mining unit most producers to end the year profitably, 

1.3 million tons containing 17 troy hut also lessened Peru’s balance-of-pay- ounces of silver per ton. In January 1984, ments problem 
the Orcopampa unit was scheduled to be ‘Tungsten.—Despite low market prices, 
formed into a separate company, Cia. dé output increased slightly over the record 

linas Orcopampa S.A. Buenaventura has high 1982 production. Peru’s largest tung- long-term contracts for direct sales to smelt- stem producer, Fermin Ma acta for le producer, Fermin Malaga Santolalla e ers of Centromin Pera, ASARCO Incorpo- #4; ‘icioa i ‘ Hijos Negociacion Minera S.A., began to 
tated of the United States, Noranda Mines stockpile concentrate rather than sell at 
Ltd. of Canada, Norddeutsche Affinerie AG in ‘ what, by December, was estimated to be the of the Federal Republic of Germany, and ee 4 me, Kedar i : nd jowest market price since 1965. Société Miniére et Métallurgique de Pen- a ae a ee rae. Malaga Santolalla’s Pasto Bueno Mine in 

Refined silver from Centromin Perd’s La {ncash Department had labor problems 
Oroya metallurgical center was 21.7 million @U"In& the year, but still produced 631 tons c of concentrate, containing almost 75.2% 
troy ounces, a 12% decrease from that of WO, Production fi Cer ‘ “4 
1982, This was attributed to production and WO». Production from Centromin Ferd, the 
transportation interruptions caused by Second largest producer in 1982, fell sub- 
flooding and a 22-day strike. The new lead stantially in 1983. This was because of 
sinter plant was expected to increase 1984 reduced output at both the Morococha unit 
silver recovery through its dust recycling 2d the Mahr Tunnel tungsten plant at the 
system. From its own mines, Centromin SanCristébal unit, 
Peri produced 11.7 million troy ounces of , fa. Minera Puguio Cocha S.A. continued 
silver in concentrates, a 4% increase over 0 Tecover 69% tungsten concentrate from that of 1982. its mine tailings in the central highlands. 

Minas de Arcata S.A., the second largest _, Tungsten production by company was as private silver producer, increased produc. follows, in metric tons of WO, content: 
tion by almost 3%, to 3.1 million troy 
ounces. Arcata reduced total direct costs by | sugasm? 
209%, to $6 per troy ounce of silver produced, §<——“?>_1#8_1sth_stst 
because of austerity measures and the oper- MélagaSentolalla____ 29658 gg a15 
ation of the new 3.8-megawatt Misapuquio CentrominPerd >= 8) 2B 
hydroelectric plant. A $6 million expansion Other ee e's 
to 800 tons per day ore capacity was sched- tual. 700 7386 
uled for completion in September 1984... ———————"__"__~ 
Proved and probable ore reserves in Arca- “Estimated. 
ta's Cayarani-Arequipa deposits were esti- 
mated at just over 2 million tons grading AWNERAL FUELS, 
15.2 troy ounces of silver per ton. 
“In 1983, Arcata obtained exploration _ Coal—Empresa Promotora de Carbon 

rights to 250,000 hectares of mining claims S.A. (Procarbén), through its evaluation 
in the Departments of Arequipa, Apurimac, studies of existing coal deposits, estimated 
and Cuzco. Arcata, with an option for as Peru has more than 914 million tons of coal 
much as 85% participation in any resultant reserves. The estimate was based on tenta- 
mining venture, planned to invest $3 mil- tive evaluations of 39 deposits located in the 
lion in this project, named “Huanzo.” Departments of Tumbres, Cajamarca, La 

Other major silver producers also record- Libertad, Ancash, Huanuco, Pasco, Lima, 
ed increases in production, except SPCC, Junin, Arequipa, and Moquegua.
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The Inter-American Development Bank Some Government officials have acknowl- 
agreed to finance a three-stage development edged that Peru is faced with the prospect 
of Peru’s coal industry: (1) estimate Pro- of becoming a net importer of crude oil by 
carb6n's financial needs, (2) provide non- 1986 or 1987. In an effort to encourage 
reimbursable funding for the coal studies, exploration, the Government in 1983 eased 
and (3) finance specific coal projects. The new contract terms to allow a company to 
first stage was undertaken in 1983. Pro- take a seismic option, whereby it would not 
carbon estimated the cost for each coal be required to drill two wildcats during the 
basin preliminary study at $425,000. Also in first 2 years of exploration if the seismic 
1983, Procarbén contacted several foreign survey was unfavorable. The exploration 
governments for technical cooperation companies had complained that contract 
agreements to develop projects such as Ca- requirements did not allow sufficient time 
rumas in Moquegua and Jatunhuasi near to study seismic data, and this inflexibility 
Huancayo. increased the probability of dry holes. In 
Work continued on the Alto Chicama other action, the Government extended the 

deposit, in northern Peru’s Trujillo Prov- acreage open to companies already explor- 
ince, La Libertad Department. This coal ing in Peru. Occidental and the Royal 
deposit was expected to fuel a 300-megawatt Dutch/Shell Group began negotiations to 
electric powerplant and augment present acquire additional blocks. 
electrical capacity in the area. The plant The two Government conciliatory ges- 
would serve as a pilot or model for planning tures mentioned above were generally not 
similar projects in other areas containing considered sufficient by the concerned in- 
coal deposits. This project was to be financ- ternational oil firms operating in Peru, and 
ed by a private consortium selected by they continued to push for modifications to 

bidding. present oil legislation. They wished to ease 
The Oyén coal deposit was assigned to the process of approving exploration con- 

Siderperd for development and company tracts. A contract negotiated with Petro- 
use. Exploration and analytical studies pera must subsequently be approved by 
have been carried out by Siderpera since seven Government entities: the Consejo de 
1977, and by 1983, about 2 million tons of Ministros, the Ministerio de Energia y Mi- 
reserves were identified. Study results have nas, the hydrocarbons office, the customs 
so far determined that in addition to the office, the joint command of the armed 
deposits of coking coal, the area contains a _ forces, the Banco Central, and the tax office. 
large volume of noncoking coal that may be The latter two entities have reportedly 
developed by Procarbén with private fi- required the most time for contract review. 

nancing. ‘The companies also wanted to obtain more 
‘The Oyén coal has a low volatile content flexible exploration scheduling, improved 

and was determined to be more reactive and contract terms, and a restructuring of the 
a better reducer than anthracite. This en- various tax systems. The Government 
hances its application in the direct-reduc- issued new regulations on December 31, 
tion process. The coal is friable and a special 1983, which authorized the oil companies to 
process is used that decreases fine particu- revalue assets in line with devaluation. This 
late loss during mining and hauling. An was expected to help the companies in cost 
initial test of 200 tons was shipped to the recovery. 
pilot sponge iron plant in Chimbote. If the _ Petropera negotiated with Union Texas 
test proved favorable, additional shipments Petroleum Corp. and Texaco Inc. for acre- 
were to be scheduled. Siderperd’s direct- age in Block 6, with Royal Dutch/Shell for a 
reduction plant requires about 72,000 tons seismic option in Block 49 near the Bolivian 

of coal per year. border, and with Occidental for acreage in 
Petroleum and Natural Gas.—Petro- the Huallaga Basin area of Blocks 29 and 

perd’s repeated warnings that some stimu- 30. Final agreements on the new contract 
lus was needed to attract increased foreign areas may depend on incentives offered by 
investment became more urgent as the the Government. Petroper received a $20 
crude oil reserves estimate for the end of million loan from the Inter-American De- 
1983 fell by 8% to 716 million barrels. A velopment Bank to help finance a $50 mil- 
further 6% decline was projected for 1984, lion seismic and geochemical study of Block 
Drilling activity included 15 wildeats in 8 in the northern jungle and Blocks 31 and 
1983, and only 13 exploratory wells were 35 in the central jungle area. Negotiations 
planned for 1984. continued vith Hispanica de Petréleos S.A.
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(HISPANOIL) for Block 50 in the northern _ Occidental was faced with declining pro- 
jungle. duction from its northern jungle fields. Well 

Torrential rains along the northwestern workovers and improved pumps were in- 
coast from midJanuary through May stalled to increase recovery rates. Output 
caused flooding and mudslides that damag- during the year averaged 89,000 bbl/d, in- 
ed Petroperi's north coastal Talara oper- cluding that from two newly developed 
ations. Not only was there severe infra- fields, the Jibaro and the Jibarito. Develop- 
structural damage to buildings, roads, wa- ment work on the Shiviyacu Field was also 
ter supply systems, electrical systems, pipe- completed. The company’s new exploration 
lines, and the 65,000-bbl/d Talara refinery, efforts were limited in scope and reportedly 
but the weather also prevented well work- unsuccessful. Occidental applied for conces- 
overs and maintenance activities. The sions in Blocks 29 and 30 in the Huallaga 
transandean pipeline was inoperative for 14 _ River Basin of the central jungle area, west 
days and caused production from the north- of Petroperdi’s concession area. Occidental 
ern jungle fields to be curtailed. The Occi- was also studying various engineering tech- 
dental-Bridas secondary recovery water- niques to develop 1.5 billion barrels of 
flood project at Los Organos in the Talara heavy oil in its Block 1-B northern jungle 
area was also disrupted by the weather and concession. The company estimated about a 
suffered major damage. Production from 10% recovery rate. 
the field averaged 14,000 bbl/d compared Hamilton International Oil Co. del Pera 
with almost 19,000 bbi/d in 1982. The dam- and Petroinca S.A. drilled a wildcat at 
age was not permanent, and Occidental Pastococha on their Block 7 concession. The 
expected production to return to past levels. 14,160-foot well flowed at about 600 bbl/d of 

Petroperd planned a $241 million explo- 26° API crude oil. Hamilton considered the 
ration and development program for the well to be subcommercial. Petroinca, a 10% 
Laguna-Zapotal secondary recovery project partner in the venture, decided to continue 
in the Talara area. The project was to be testing the well at its own expense. It 
partly funded by an $82 million loan from expected to bring the well into production 
the World Bank and a $25 million credit and ship the oil by barge to Petropert’s 
line from Argentina. A $20 million, 4-year refinery at Iquitos. A second well drilled by 
contract was awarded to the Argentine firm the partnership at Viracocha was dry, and 
Cia. Naviera Perez Companc S.A. for project Hamilton, after spending $33 million in a 2- 
management and included a production bo- year exploration program, was considering 
nus. Project plans included 159 new wells to withdrawing from Peru. 

be drilled and 177 wells to be worked over. In the southern jungle area, Royal 
Belco offshore operations also suffered Dutch/Shell drilled a dry hole near the 

from the poor weather that prevailed dur- Urubamba River in Block 38. A second well 
ing the first half of 1983. The company was spudded 100 kilometers to the south in 
continued exploration drilling in Blocks Z-1 Block 42. This well produced at the rate of 
and Z-2. 18 million cubic feet of gas and about 560 

Superior Oil Co. drilled a second dry hole bbl/d of oil. Shell Oil Co. considered the 
in its Block 2 northeastern jungle conces- discovery encouraging and was reviewing 
sion. Both this well and the one drilled in alternatives for future action. Phillips Pe- 
1982 reached depths approaching or exceed- troleum Corp. finally obtained Government 
ing 17,000 feet. Superior spent about $70 approval of its 1982 agreement with Shell 
million in its 2-year exploration effort. By for a 30% partnership in the venture. 
midyear 1983, the company decided to leave. —__—_— 
Peru despite a 6-month contract extension _*Physical scientist, Division of Foreign Data 
granted by the Government to allow time peruvian sles Gi) is US dllare af the 188) average for an evaluation of data. exchange rate of 8/1,882.05=US$1 00
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The Mineral Industry of the 
Philippines 

By John C. Wu' 

The Philippines remained one of the top (NDC), extended its copper subsidy program 
10 world producers of copper and gold and _ to copper producers from February to April 
an important producer of chromium, nickel, 1983. 

and cobalt in 1983. As a result of the Government assistance 
Because of the slow recovery in the world and slight recovery of copper and gold 

metal market and the financial difficulties prices, the performance in copper and gold 
in the Philippine economy, the activities of _ mining industries improved slightly. How- 
the mining industry remained dull. Many _ ever, mining activities in chromium, nickel, 
idle mines in the 1981-82 period remained cobalt, molybdenum, lead, and zinc remain- 
closed or did not resume operations because ed stagnant. 
of a shortage in capital and foreign ex- After the completion of eight coal conver- 
change to import essential equipment and sion projects in the Philippine cement in- 
spare parts. dustry, the output of cement rose by 12% in 

Projects for expansion and new mine the first quarter of the year and was ex- 
developments were carried out only by At- pected to reach 5 million tons for the year. 
las Consolidated Mining and Development Because of a lack of financing, the first 1- 
Corp. for the Second Lift copper project at | million-ton-per-year cement plant to be 
its Lutopan deposit near Toledo in Cebu and _ built at Basay in Negros Oriental by Negros 
by Benguet Corp. for development of new Cement Corp. was canceled. 
refractory-grade chromite ore bodies near In the mineral fuel sector, progress was 
its Coto deposit at the Masinloc Mine in made in coal mining and offshore petroleum 
Zambales. production. A record-high coal production of 

In early 1983, the Construction and De- 1 million tons was expected in 1983 as a 
velopment Corp. of the Philippines (CDCP) result of increased demand from cement, 
was taken over by the Government to pre- mining, and mineral processing industries. 
vent the company from bankruptcy, while a Crude petroleum output from offshore oil- 
financial rescue operation for Marinduque _ fields reached 5 million barrels because two 
Mining and Industrial Corp. (MMIC) was additional oilfields came on-stream in late 
under serious consideration throughout 1982. 
the year. The Government reportedly has _ In the mineral processing sector, the Phil- 
granted an exemption of all taxes, fees, and _ippines’ first copper refinery was officially 
charges to MMIC until 1988. inaugurated in Leyte in June. The first year 

The financial status of the Philippine output of refined copper was successfully 
mineral industry was still far from com- marketed in Japan. In January, the Philip- 
plete recovery in 1983. Among the major _ pines also officially commenced operations 
mining companies, only Philex Mining of its second ferrochromium plant on Min- 
Corp. and Benguet were strong and profit- danao Island. The high-carbon ferrochro- 
able, while several major mining companies mium produced by the plant was exported 
have gone further into heavy debt. Because to Japan. 
of the importance of the mining industry in The Philippine copper refinery uses geo- 
the Philippine economy, the Government, thermal energy, and the ferrochromium 
through the National Development Co. plant uses hydroelectric power. The use of 

607
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cheap energy made these two processed earned and on the net local content of 
minerals competitive in the world market. export values. The law lays emphasis on 

In an effort to go downstream further in increased productivity of the land, such as 
copper, the Philippines established ASEAN minerals and aquatic and other resources. 
Copper Products Inc. to build a 100,000-ton- ‘To discourage imports in 1983, the Gov- 
per-year copper fabricator adjacent to the ernment imposed an additional 3% ad va- 
new copper refinery in Leyte. The fabrica- lorem tax on all imports. In addition, impor- 
tor was scheduled for completion in 1987. _ tation of capital goods, including machin- 

Despite the slow recovery of the mining ery, equipment, and spare parts, was re- 
and quarrying industry, the industry be- stricted with an aggregate value of $50,000 
came more important to the Philippine or more within any one calendar month 
economy because of its increasing contribu- _ providing the proposed imports are covered 
tion to the country's export earnings as well by suppliers’ credit or financed by the Asian 
as employment. Development Bank and/or the Internation- 

According to the Philippines National al Bank for Reconstruction and Develop- 
Economic Development Authority, the real ment (World Bank). 
gross domestic product grew only 1.4% in In December, a new law was signed and 
1983 compared with 2.8% (revised) in 1982. _ put into effect by the President, concerning 
‘The severe drought in many parts of the foreign investments in the Philippines. The 
country and the unfavorable financial de- President's Decree No. 1892 authorized for- 
velopments in the latter part of the year eign businessmen to invest up to 100% in 
prevented the country from achieving the the so-called nonpioneer enterprises. For- 
target of 6.5% growth in the economy.? eigners may increase their equity under the 

During the year, private consumption old 60-40 (60% domestic and 40% foreign 
grew by 3.1%. However, this growth was equity) provision up to 100%. However, they 
offset largely by a 0.7% negative growth in may not engage in activities reserved by the 
Government expenditures and a 4.4% nega- Constitution and existing laws for local 
tive growth in gross domestic capital forma- citizens and juridical entities owned by 
tion. Because of the Government budgetary Filipinos. 
cutback, public construction projects declin- Because of Philippine financial difficulty 
ed 21.5%. Philippine exports dropped 3.2%, in foreign exchange, the Central Bank en- 
and imports declined 2%. couraged vital industries to accept foreign 

As a result of the continued high level of equity investments in the form of raw ma- 
imports and a drop in exports, the Philip- terial, supplies, and capital goods needed 
pine overall balance-of-payment deficit rose to sustain their operations, The guideline, 
to $2.9 billion in 1983 from $1.1 billion in known as the CB No. 4, was issued in No- 
1982. The balance of merchandise deficit vember by the Central Bank 
remained at about $2.6 billion To correct Despite all the efforts by the Government 
the imbalance of the balance of payment, in dealing with the country’s financial cri- 
the Central Bank of the Philippines an- sis, the Philippines’ external debts contin- 
nounced further devaluation of the Phil- ued to increase. In 1983, the total external 
ippine peso ®) by 21.4% against the United debt was estimated at $24.6 billion by the 
States dollar from P11 to $1.00 to Pld to Central Bank. In addition to this total 
$1.00 in October. The Central Bank also outstanding foreign debt, there were $1.6 
presented a seven-point package, which in- billion of contingent and other liabilities in 
cluded a renewed export effort, energy con- guarantees and foreign banks’ standby line 
servation, domestic substitution of imports, of credits extended mostly to Philippine 
continued review of capital-intensive invest- construction projects overseas in uncon- 
ments, austerity programs in the public firmed regular line of credits, and in lever- 
and private sectors, and police action age lease by Philippine Airlines. By year- 
against smuggling. end, negotiations on the restructuring of 

To encourage exports, a new investment some external debt and a new commercial 
incentive law, known as the Investment loan of $1.65 billion were conducted be- 
Incentive Policy Act of 1983, was signed by tween the Philippine Government and the 
the President of the Philippines in April. International Monetary Fund, the World 
‘The law was to grant more incentive to Bank, the Asian Development Bank, and a 
local and foreign firms that are export- 12bank advisory committee representing 
oriented. The new incentive included grant- about 350 commercial bank creditors. 
ing up to a 10% tax credit on the net value
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PRODUCTION 

Philippine mineral production recovered _ the metals. 
moderately as the metal prices in the world ‘The Philippines took a major step in 
market improved in 1983. In 1982, the value downstream mineral processing, Ferro- 
of metallic mineral production dropped chrome Philippines Inc. started production 
15.5% while the value of nonmetallic pro- of its 50,000-ton-per-year_ferrochromium 
duction rose by 26.8%. Asa result, the value plant on Mindanao Island in April while 
of overall mineral production declined only the Philippines Associated Smelting and 
by 8%. Copper, gold, and cement alone Refining Corp. (PASAR) began production 
contributed 29.2%, 21.5%, and 21.4%, re-_at its 138,000-ton-per-year copper refinery in 
spectively, to the total value of Philippine southern Leyte in July. Operations of both 
mineral production in 1982. plants were expected to reach near capacity 

Despite additional shutdowns of copper in 1984. 
mines in 1983, mine production of copper, In the mineral fuel sector, the output of 
and gold increased. Higher prices of copper’ coal continued to increase and reached 1 
and gold and devaluation of the Philippine _ million tons in 1983. The output of crude oil 
peso were the main factors cited by the from Nido Oilfield continued to drop. How- 
industry for the increase in production. ever, because two additional oilfields— 
Other mine production of metallic minerals Panadan and Libro, near Matinloc—were 
such as chromium, nickel, cobalt, lead, and put into production, the overall crude pro- 
zine remained stagnant because of the re- duction jumped by over 60% 
structuring of operations and low prices of 

Table 1.—Philippines: Production of mineral commodities! 
(etre tons unless otherwise specified) 

Commodity? 1979 1980 1981 1982? 1983 

METALS 
Chromium: Chromite, gross weight Metalluyicergrades---..__.. AST TRS.—60961 aga 14.186 119.200 Rofractorygrade=- ~~ 222222222227 88525 asg.089 —DaNON—TTRSS 160200 

Total =e 5560 «96080 «89255 —«BeIABA 284.400 Gobate, nine cpl metalcontent== > 22722 1370 fet ‘oo 486 ‘500 
"Hine output, metal content... 298800 80450490228 292085 °—_a08,g00 Mota primsrge cece eae - ae - 40000 Gold enna anna aT They ances 585,185 T5n5T 84.489 OL 00 {ron and seat Tyon oreand concentrate. thousand tons. 6 _ 6 ‘ 2 Forroalioys 

Blectricfurnaceforosiicon® --...-.. ‘18,000 «26,000» 2400» 2.500 20,000, Bloctricurnaceferrochromium® ~~~ 10900 101000 10,000» 1200021500 Steel erude sos thousand tons ‘1 30 380 350 "30 ‘Lead, mine output, metal content nn 1849 11066, = - Manganese ore and concentrate, roa welght ~~~ aro Yee D Mobyiemun, mine output, metafcontent ~~ 1a a 4 = 70 
‘Mine output, metal content so ars apa gaa 19,000 Metal,smelter =~ ~~---7~77> BATES Bast aS ito "S00 Silver, mine output, metal content Stousand troy ounces. L858 952 198i 2.000, ine, mine output, metal contant = On sem Gis Sze) Sons 0 'NONMETALS 

Aaeatpeccncos US ao 6 a= a: BE renga eeu EET $07 sass wD Gement bydraie= “—2ILI~Tthotand Goa S80 sooo 350 S000 
Bentonite 318 5058 ase7 dom 00 Bele ORGeESCSSRTSCESSUGTS in «= ate ees “00 Too White TTTT22TTTTIIIITTTTTTTSLD ates gae 1 000 Rock ee aoe ee ree Tao 18 20 so Other <Z2LIZIITTTTIIIIITTTIEIITapwlsss asad orgs ras sto.000 Belle cicaie TRIS TT80 

ONeturat oS eacamw nose aos: ss = ang 202 200 Synthetig®—2""OTTTTTTITTTTITTELT sos n10.900— 1,000 110,000 10,000 
See footnotes at end of table
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Table 1.—Philippines: Production of mineral commodities: Continued 
(Metric tons unless otherwise specified) 

Commnoaity® ee) B80 co 198? 

NONMETALS—Continued 
Lime nnn ennne=  SBBST BTS BABST 6849 70,000 
Nitrogen: N content of ammonia —— ~~ -—-—-_ "40,400 39,100 32,400 *14,800 20,300 Peltges orn nee een ono na nase sao “rera “smn 80000 
Phosphate: Giang coxseouautueirumemmnen S158 248852055 as 3.00 a 2aos fons BIB "Bad 1,000 rite and pyrrhotite (inching cuprousl rose weigher new wseeee nn 8.4085 ZBL T8255 6,000 Saltymnarine =—~~~~~a===t~=aTT=T>~ RAST. MOBT—BH2HD BBL 8T-00 
Sand and gravel "Aluminasand 0000.0. 0--- 5ST BT] BRBIB65.BIS——_—60,000 Sila sand." ~~>2=777~ thousand tone “01 ate ‘a “0 0 
a" ‘oasand cubic meters. «12082 «1381018819 14.902 ——5,000 tone ‘Andesite __-___---_-----_---_--- 701 BALSTZ ads asks. 200,000 aie -777TTTTIII TT eae meters ‘21 n —602'5a8Tgra6s | * TOO;DD0 Dace 222722722TTTTISPE MES yates “anon “30583 “Aoco00 Diorite-==——-7=22=27TTTTTTLT ang asoo Tete 30313000 Delocnig SoSSSUERES REIS =z tot MSs goto 858.342 so,000 Limestone? "——""722--""Whousand tons. «10158100008» ToTé «28 10,000 
Marble (dimension, unfinished cubic meters. 5985 «9.288 TSS TT 7,000 Voleaniccinder —__ = Sn "doe = se 2651 os 100 1000 Sandstone 2-22 22-=_ soos ,008 SBT ©8598 RIEIB 85.000 Serpentine 22T72TIODIIOIIIIIIEII "m9 Bast a0 315 00 Dupeee 2222TTDIITTTIIITIIII «6a? Ta a,008 100,000 Guan penee sous '6Ysss «45282868 40,000, 

Crushed, broken, otker® ‘Thousand cubic meters... 10081687 14891081 1500 Sulfur: Scontentof pyrite ns 40a 5Sbx8 ASSL. BOOIRa.000 aioe een ee ar 3510 863 ase 00s 000 
MINERAL FUELS AND RELATED MATERIALS 
Coplalarades 268m 5a BIT S56 1.140.000 etroleums Gride thousand 42gallon barrele.__—510_—=620 38003000 .800, 

Refinery products: Gasoline = -—-----------do.--- M4682 gest gee NA Sects 22TTTTTTIIIIITa 2S" NA Werosne -=72—"772222Iicdos222 bane NA Distillate fuelofl----_.--s-do---- == H082 ToBI Na Residual fuslol --2222l221zdo2. == BRT PTS BRO ae Na Gthereecs ce tlszccalaada eB Ba 325 a9 NA Refinery fuel and losses ~~~ =~ —€o. ~~ i ana ast NA 
ee ee ae ed NA 

‘Estimated. Preliminary. NA Not available. ‘ble nce data avaiable through Jane 121884. ao in 
In addition to the commodities listed, the Philippines produces platinum-group metals as lucts of other metal buf output nt reported guantiaivly and no bate wavelele wo ake rouble coizostar of ape eels 
“Includes “pebbles” and “soil” not further described. 
“Excludes limestone for road construction. Reported figures are as follows, in cubic meters: 1979—9,687 (revised); 1980=9yt4%; 1981-21082; 1982—90,697; and 1989 not avaiable, 

ultlies materials described as rock, crushed oF broken; stone, cobbles, and boulders; rock aggregates and broken 

TRADE 

Philippine total export earnings dropped _ major buyers of Philippine copper and gold, 
to $4.8 billion in 1983 from $5 billion in followed by the Republic of Korea and 
1982. Decline in export earnings was re- Taiwan. The Philippines reportedly also 
ported not only in mineral commodities but exported: about 50,000 tons of refined copper 
also in most of the major commodities such opens 
as electronics (semiconductors), garments, Philippine total imports also dropped a eee aarivents, _ slightly to 87.5 billion. Imports of petroleum 
Sugar, coconut ov, and wood Products: and petroleum products accounted for 30% Among the mineral commodity exports, of the total imports, and base metals, 6%. 
copper and gold contributed about 6.5% and Other major imports were nonelectrical ma- 
4%, respectively, to total export earnings. chinery, electrical machinery, and trans- 
Japan and the United States were the port equipment.
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Among the Philippine trade partners, the Community (EEC) improved owing to the 
United States accounted for 23% of Philip- EEC's increased imports from the Philip- 
pine imports and 34% of the total exports; pines while Saudi Arabia and Kuwait con- 
Japan accounted for 18% of Philippine tinued to be the major suppliers of Philip- 
imports and 21% of the total exports. Phil- pine petroleum and petroleum products. 
ippine trade with the European Economic 

Table 2.—Philippines: Exports and reexports of mineral commodities* 
(Metric tons unless otherwise specified) 

tiation 1882 
Commodity 198 iM a ee y Gaer Other (rine 
METALS 

Aluminum: Metal including alloys ‘Gnwrought sna 0 18 _ Alto Hong Kong Semimanufaciures=————~~~ "~~~ 2s18 4.0) => Indonena 0 CCwromiun Oreand contre -———~ avai? a.659 dpa HBA; Chi 526, Sweden cw male, 
"Bre and concentrate houtand tone. 08D AB Japan TY; Republic of Korea 10, 
Matte and speiss including cement copper eee cancer tense ° 20 __ All United Kingdom. Meta including alloys Bera Secs ascecnes 1207 €21 Japan 561; India 37. Unerought -~ 22277722222 7 ae Semimasufacwures ~~~ ~~~ "35 & —__Singnpore Gag Concentrate, gross weight ————--- 120. Alltodapan. Waste andsweopings stray ounces 1,088 ad 

Mists ce eee 41585 STOAUT. 53982 Japan 247521; Republic of Ke Wales eee don. 45805 53.982 Japan 347,521; Republic of Korea "Pie China 22887 Iron and stet: Tron ore and concentrate: Pyrite, ousted soreness ne 8540818422 Alto Taiwan, Metal Serepwiegeunesmene sy nant 1582 2 Japan 840; Taiwan 717 Porrealioys errosiicon... 5882 apan 25.980; Indonesia 184 Unspecified 77272222 Sse 4219. apan 3.806; Indonesia 313. Steel primary forms ——————-- 18250 aa 
Sonera ro aegis sha finteceeeere ees 1800 8682 _Slngapore 954 Matysin 174, ‘Universal plates, sheets —— aa 292 Ailfo'fong Kong Hoop andsttip 7 a a eee al a Be De. ‘Tubes, pipasfitings == === 218 S112 Brunei Hong Kong 38 Singapore 

Castings and forgings, rou ais 79h 980 Australia 248; Saudi Arabia 114, Lead: Ore and contetrate eee Yeon fe Manganese! Ore and concentrate ~~~ 2300 S Mercury sos pound asks — eS Si Nelpinin: Ofc sna cneentate 18 1542 Chile 12 
“Ore andeconcentrate...-___ 587,588 «408712. «=. —_Alltodapan. ‘Mota including alloys crude: Meee 2 61 Japan 4; United Kingdom 15, Gawrought——--7L2LTTTT> ga] 5888 1400 Japan 2.15, Netherland 2000, iver, animate 2-2 2560 «Blage sen Netherlands 33 

Waste and sweeping troy ounces. 8762 — Meta including alls unvrought nd party wrought do. 3805 124408 Hogg Kong 65,700; United Kingdom 
‘i Metal nlng allay al forms. 252 6 © 19 dapand, 

"Greandconcentrae——--c---- UBT «989. _—lltodapan Metal including alloys all ormas ~~ 15 149 22 Sapa 18, China 2 
See footnotes at end of table
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Table 2.—Philippines: Exports and reexports of mineral commodities —Continued 
(Metre tone une otherwise specified) 
a Commedit we - ’ ‘ated Other principal 

METALS—Continuod 
other: ‘Sresandeoncentates—.----- 40408 =A todapan iberandvendoes'=-"-~--"-> ANB 8.052 Japan 8440 Tainan a Aachwawinckdagaloy ators “ar 388— 5 Jaan Bi Hong Rong 0; Taiwan 15 

NONMETALS arte and wither. =n == ag itl —- Alto Brune, Beene MEME so scnaTTot goad 2 Mdonann 185.02; Bangtadesh 114450; India 101372. Ferlioer materials: Manufactured: "Anions on henaesteres 2 : Nisogeneed 202° OSU SS020 8 = Pracourtndsemiprecios saves other Than among aise curate <5 000 allt Switartana stone end ana gre 
Dimension stone = --------=- 6116 8714 585 ‘Tajoran 2,798; Japan 2,500; Hong 

Dolomite, chiefly refrctorygrade 29487 BIR S3T— == ll dap Gravel and crushed rock n= este 6423 B Japan 3846: Hong Kong 443. Cinestonectherthan dimendion 210020084. AUbtralln 00 oxner "Sade na -eeecvnnnon--- «SMG 0RH Tawa 2706; Aural 16 Slaganddroacnoteialbcaring=-- Migs S00 <>—_Sapum i West Germany on 
MINERAL FUELS AND RELATED ‘MATER Asphate and bivumen, natural. 6.00 Fe ePhon: Gatbon back wee 2 2TTID ‘fa © —__AlltoHfong Kone GcatRnthraeandbiininoas “—-—> 680082 Alt Tawa Petroleum refinery product ‘gute petrcieom ga, ae thes ‘Wilton barcela.— 980798 «S897 __ Japan. Australia 1.716 Tha 08. Gwotng onan TESGOT bast ‘Rat Raven 1426 pan 

Kerosine andjet fuel --40.——- <= 4890 AlN Paein aands Trust Territory. Bisse fat oh 27 TTC son AS Bibrcannnso==-n=a=ade---- 20788188 TT__Repalont Koren 48 Singapore ethos 208 
"Reed ‘able Prepared by Audrey D. Wilkes, 

Table 3.—Philippines: Imports of mineral commodities’ 

(Metre tone unl otherwie specified) 
Br Commneaity wwe EG = Eo Other principal 

METALS al andattatineearth nts —— 3 136 Avotratia 
“Oreand concentrate 128982 8182 Malaysia 2548; China 1200. Oren andiydontien =~--=72= Ne ARE 0G Sapa Mettinctadag ays ge creel 39 2B HongKong st Unwrought:-——-2n22-n22> 040639) Franco 2.75; Now “ealand {98 Semimanufatures ------— 44H6 1860814 Jagan 4ST West Germany 117% way L104 ‘Arsenic: Oxides and acids 362 218 18 United Kingdom 82; Belgium. . isenbourg frane3e 
‘rear concentrate. ilograma ag Mg Allfrom Japan Oxides and hydroxides == 70 SLB dapan 2 West Germany 12. coal Sides ahd Wydrondes =~ ~~~ 3 Bo} Ahlan 
See footnote at end of table.
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‘Table 3.—Philippines: Imports of mineral commodities' —Continued 

(Metric tons unless otherwie specified) . 
BB 

Commit 1981 Ga a 2 "Se Otter (rncipa 
METALS Continued 

Copy PBilfate 115 344-30. West Germany 186; Belgium: Sinem our 1 Austen 0 Metal including alloys: 
Gieboaghic==2222T22222 88] apa 508, Simimantacire=-—--—~-> BBS BSR hn 18, nea 28 New ex Pano. Tropand tek: Metal Bape Matar geo 250k. Auraig 2428, 

Pigiren, cast iron, related meloyials 2,140 4,097 ‘37 China 2,999; Japan 666; Sweden 368, Sroalage Fernangnnese Lg IST = China 80; Norway 45; India 208 Unspecified =~ -~=22222222 1135 1302 China 147; Japan 138; Sweden 121. Stoel privat forms==-~~---=> «= UBB GT8B8O S810 Republieof Rores 19549 dapan ane ‘Eihe taen ek 
a Ti ahape sections 62127 T4055 THE Sag 8.04; Chin 15.36; Taan 
‘Universals, plates, sheets... 291,006 842,953 33,707 ‘Japan 206,884; Taiwan 22461; Repub- 

Hoop and strip... 6074 7005191, Japan 6216; Hong Kong 196; West Eereany Ranandaccemoriea BMT Japan Belgium Lozembourg 6p Wireimiccemmoren BROT HEE SRESR Sua pubic of Koren Ba Ce ee en 
seag, (ostnes an fnegsrgh ——— 7 306 West Germany 16; Japan 6. 
Biden 8 $5 11 Australia $;China20. tal lading loys anne Tols 632349 Ausra 48; Jpn 78; Taian 
Sémimanotactares === ou 21830 West Germany 112 Belgium. ieriboury 6; Neterlands Magnesium: Metal neludng alloy all Poe me nealing sgh et "38 45 BL Norway24 Manganese eatT concentrate ----------Y#B4_—==«RL_ = Singapore 2676, Japan 248 Oraateemeentrte=---—------ TR bg Sanu Mercury’ 722-7 —7eppand fas ~ is tt YSaban He astrati Msiyboun ial indy alone a Se "e 10) Mainly rom Netheriands Nik il aig love be rn mak ee 8 ong Kong 2; Japan 28; Canada 1. Semnimanufadturee_ ~~ ~~~ ~~7 =" a ROSSA GrGanbde apart Plotnureroup metals: Metal inctading ste eordapte aniariy ecco value, thousands. 319 310 West Germany $5. Silver Meal nehding lj, serous od pasty arouse ON aarg 8 BL West Germany $8 Unig King 

“Tin Metal including alloys erage TENE gay 429,—«28 Indes 124; Mays 82 Sings rete ay Semimanstcares. = 6 5 URRCE Kingdom 3 Taiwan 
Bre thd concentrate ——————--—- 61.098 train 1.080, Sramtemermmtennnocooret STR ae AMMET Se Sapam sss United ‘Ringo 27 “Tungsten: Metal including loys, ll fee aes 4 8 @) Begum asemboar Netbeans 

‘Uranium and/or thorium: Meal includ pingelogmallfrms =" grams we 183186 Japan dt 
rides Gop 118 Tajyan Chinn 4, Wet Germany 

Metal including alloys: Timea gato at08 685 8.04; Canada 6859; Arla 
‘Semimanufactures —________ at 392-288 Japan 36; China 30. Biconi Ore and concaniaa ~~~ iB Mia 

"Ghosand reidues..-----.--- «549662982 rom Japan SustwelSincdig age atoms = Yas 5318 Shinn 10'SPaapores 
Seo feotnotes at end of table
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Table 3.—Philippines: Imports of mineral commodities’ —Continued 

(Metric tons unles otherwise specified) 
5 Commodity wea 82 By aed Other (principal) 

NONMETALS 
Abrasives ne: ‘Artie Corundum —— = 2 78 @) Japan Dust and powder of precious and smi. ‘Drocious somes value, thouronds.. "S181 Grinding and polishing wheels and ones 27 Posh wheels ane 00 $08 65 Sagan 116, Wea Germany 115; China 
Atbtocride none 8095S Ag 5, Canad 9; Mom 

Boron materials (rude natural borates we 6 9 Singapore Oxides and seis 8° 2777T7222 91g SEPRIEE lng Kon 855; Taiwan 
pride “TTI ABEND eH ApuRC Ronee 20m span 3860 

Indonesia 1,200. oe) Diamond: Industrial... carata-—78950«=—«22.900==_—_“BalgueeLassmbourg 1,850; Aus ‘alia 300 Piiomiteand other infusornlearthL4TR1.88 Bayan Feller fuorperatodmaterais -— 561888350 0; China 00; Tay 198, Fortilse: materials: Manufactured ‘Ammonia ssn nsnoews.85451 30467 18817 Indonesia 6717 Japan 469 Nitrogenous=_2-722777777772 528/868 460'900 70.975 Indonesia 115,843; Republic of Korea SGM USSR oi Phosphatic —------.------ 16006958208 54554 Republic of Rares 8,600 Pormmie | 27277277T777777 ERSTE tat SSS SER SRS GR Went Germany 7,721 Unspecisad andmized “~~~ GLsok©—«T1TIg «42 ‘Republic of Korea 16/51 Graphite natural 777777777 i Soe 13 Gina West Germany 2; Nor “y Grypmumand plaster 15596 68965280 Japan 1650; Republic of Korea 
. Pods; Australia 14,039. Magnes o-oo BM BOE Japan ADL Ch 8 

‘Grade including splittings and waste " M1816 China 8; India 5 Wonted including agglomerated spit ings one emeera a 5 121 India Hong Kong 4 Phosphates eride === ~ 2277772227 5 BL) anil Piggents mineral Naturalerude 191805. @)_—_“India 2618, United Kingdom 608, Iron ores and ipdrovides, procs ‘83 te“ West ermany 88; Spain 2 China 
Precious and semiprecious stones other ‘han diamond Netiral'o" value, thousands sai = Synthetic ~~~ es Mongar 1 gS 38 Belgium-Lurembourg $978 Saltandbrines2o=7=~~—==S Twat adks8e 63 —Ruinla 189TH Medico 28,076, hina 3 Sodium compounds, no Catone aniictired 981199242 Kenya 17,50 Japan 1,05 Hast rua te Sulfate, manufactured 7298 as? Cofag T;Tvan 4006 Jpn 
Stone,sondandgravel ....------- «SLSHT—«4L,S42.—282—Malaysia 1.852; Japan 9806; Aus- ‘tralia 008. Sulfur: ElSmental: rude including native and by- peace 4911884 25 Singapore 04 Taiwan 188, Australia 

Colloidal precipitated sublimed. 1800722618 1X Canada 17000, Biaenn renee 31 21 30 Netherlands. Suifuncsc==2~722-—-=77> gh tags 4017 dapen 78088 alata saponins —~ BAR) TRRSS SE Robt Kore 62; chin 192 & jong Kong 
Crude ee eu Sa TL_—_Ansralin20 Singapore 62; Finland 
‘Slag and dross, not metal-bearing . -— 90,707 231,760 @) Japan 178,886; India 52,765. 
MINERAL FUELS AND RELATED MATERALS 

Carbon: Carbonblack ===... 198914188840. "Thailand 206 Japan 258, China 122. Goal ali grades including briqueis -—"~ 13840 adds) 92 Autralia 119990. Gokcandsemicoke---f- Ss "77> tts ress = Sapan 270,68. 
Seo footnotes at end of table
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‘Table 3.—Philippines: Imports of mineral commodities! —Continued 
(Metric tons unless otherwise specified) 

arc 182 
Cet test teste Other principal 

MINERAL FUELS AND RELATED ; ‘MATERIALS Continued 
Petroleum: Grade thousand 42allon barrels "51,378 ©5400. —_‘Saudi Arabia 26,921; Kuwait 6,482; ‘Abu Dhabi 5,102 Refinery products 

Eatafied petroleum gee do. 1127 1,882 @) Saudi Arabia 1,207; Indonesia 663. Gasoline dono 40 “NA Mineral jelly and wax "do ~~ 104 $4 China 4; Hong Kong 21; Japan 7, Distillate uel oil" ~ao- walt 8408 187 Singapore’; Kuwait 2.960 Lubricants =~ 777"dos== 35 10d "TA Netherlands 7, Singapore 6, Japan 6 
“Revised. NA Not available 
‘Table prepared by Audrey D. Wilkes Les than 1/2 unit 

COMMODITY REVIEW 

METALS, reserves of the two underground ore bodies 
A were estimated at 2.7 million tons, aver- 

Chromium.—Mine production of both aging 31.2% to 34.5% CrO; and 51% to metallurgical- and refractory-grade chro- 5 307 Si0,. 
mite ore decreased. Despite an increase in ""Philchrome Mining Corp, which com- 
milled ore and a higher recovery rate by menced refractory-grade chromite min- 
Acoje Mining Co. Inc., the overall output of ing operations in 1981, concluded a joint metallurgical-grade chromite ore and con- venture contract with AMAX Ine. of the centrate declined because of reduced ore United States and Kawasaki Steel Corp. of 
production by other small producers. On the Japan in 1983 to market its product in the other hand, the continuing decline in the United States and Japan. Production of 
output of refractory-grade chromite ore and chromite sand was by hydraulicking in the concentrate was attributable to a restruc- Narra and Teresa areas on Palawan Island 
turing of operations at the Masinloc Mine The concentration plant has an annual 
by Benguet and lower demand from the capacity of 20,000 tons of concentrate. The 
United States and Japan. ore reserves of the company were estimated 

‘The Masinloc Mine in Zambales, owned at 2.6 million tons, averaging 44.3% Cr.Os. 
by Consolidated Mines Inc. and operated by Acoje remained the dominant producer of Benguet, remained the major source of metallurgical-grade chromite ore and con- 
quality refractory-grade chromite. The out- centrate. The Acoje Mine at Santa Cruz in 
put of refractory-grade chromite concen- Zambales produced about 75% of metal- 
trate dropped to 151,000 tons in 1982 from _Jurgical-grade chromite ore and concentrate 400,000 tons in 1979. The estimated output from underground operations and 25% for 1983 was about 100,000 tons. The main from three open pit operations. The compa. ore body at the Coto deposit was dwindling. ny also produced lumpy ore from its newly The major mining operations were at the developed open pit operation on Dinagat open pit ore bodies, G-Layer/CLL, 909, Island in Surigao del Norte. Hayden-Lenses, 587, and 787. The combined The output of metallurgical-grade chro- reserves of the five ore bodies were esti- mite concentrate and direct shipping lumpy mated at about 1.4 million tons, averaging ore was 103,761 tons and 7,000 tons, respec- 29.4% to 33.1% Cr.03 and 5% to 8% SiOs* _ tively, in 1982. The 1983 estimated output ‘The restructuring of the chromite oper- was slightly higher than that of 1982 be- ations, including development of two under- cause of the productivity increase. However, ground ore bodies 1111 and Lower Western, _Acoje reportedly suffered financial difficul- was carried out by Benguet and scheduled ties from its heavy debt servicing problem. for production by 1985 at an annual rate of ‘The proven ore reserves for the Acoje Mine 200,000 to 250,000 tons of refractory-grade were estimated at 4.6 million tons, aver- chromite concentrate. The combined ore aging 19.64% Cr.O3, and for the Dinagat
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deposit, were estimated at 4.3 million toms, — 

averaging 45% Cr.0s Company sn —_2ments 
Ferrochrome Philippines, a joint ven- SY 19821083, 

ture of Austria's Voest-Alpine AG (80%) JinqmonuiMuigaa 
and the Herdis Group of Manila 20%), “WevcopmentGnpo "= ___ 1044 998 988 
commenced operations in January to pro- MarinduqueMiningand Industrial 
duce high-carbon ferrochromium at Tago- MarcopperMiningGorp-——---_ i BIZ 258 
Joan in Misamis Oriental on Mindanao Betguet Corp ------------ 350 ing IBS 
Island. However, because of the power sup- lapanto Comolsied Mining Co, > 
ply problem, the actual commercial produc- gl" sisters. itormeriveber 2S 
tion was delayed until April witha monthly "“MinineCorp) 1s 48 54 
production of 3,000 tons and reached 3,800 North Davao Mining Corp! —~-- TJ >= 126 
tons in November. The estimated output of BlackMountainIne®-- =~ M2 
ferrochromium was 20,000 tons in 1983 Western Minoloo Corp? —7>""- = 
compared with the design capacity of 50,000 Rama telNininece Ime! ———— = 
tons per year. Of the 130,000 tons of ore Sabena Mining Corps ~~~ 2 
requirements, about 80% was supplied by Benguet Exploration Inc ;----- 
Acoje and 20% by minor local mines. The F000 et 
company reportedly has purchased about A conrn scpocos 228 BUS: aes 
15,000 tons of chromium ore from India and ~s¢ymmonced production in August 1982 ~ 
New Caledonia to supplement its raw mate- 2Shut down pedution since July 182 
rial requirements in 1984. Ferrochrome _{Sht dows production since June 1982 
Philippines exported all of its 1983 pro- ‘Shutdown mtn since dpaary 1982 
duction of high-carbon ferrochromium to ‘Shut down production since 1981 
Japan* 7 ‘ ‘i 

Export earnings of Philippine chromite , Black Mountain Inc. which shut Gown its 
ore and concentrate dropped from $44.3 operations in June TORD, was, sequined DY 
million in 1980 to $22.8 million in 1982 asa Benguet Exploration Inc. for $2.7 million in 
result of the reduction in export quantity ‘The Amacan copper-gold project of North and unit value owing to the weak demand py, i Sea i i avao Mining Corp. came on-stream in 
from the United States and dapan: ‘August 1982. An estimated $76 million of 
Copper.—The financial situation of the Services and equipment was reportedly sup- 

Pnilonite copes sae nee eee plied by three Finnish companies, Kone Oy, 

3 the orld Cores TREY remained. compet seniNE snd milling operation Wat 
cautious ‘about increased production and Naa pone ee 
new development work. Some small produe- $v Mabini areas in Davao del Norte on 
ers refused to resume operations of closed Mindanao Island. The ore reserves of the 
mines and facilities because of high produe- {hree areas were estimated at 161 million 
tion costs and a lack of operational funds. tong. averaging 0.37% copper and 0.17 gram 

Despite the most adverse conditions, the of weld per ton of ore. 
copper industry continued to contribute “pc Mining Corp., the country’s sev- 
about 30% to the total value of the Philip- enth largest copper producer, changed its 
pine nonfuel mineral production, which was name to Basay Mining Corp. in May to 
estimated at $1.3 billion for 1982. The ex avoid confusion with its parent company, 
port value of copper concentrate also con- CCP. In March, the Government had tak- 
tributed about 6% to the country’s total en control of CDCP through conversion of 
export earnings in 1982 orthe  aiyetimated $400 million in loans into 902% 

.ecording to the Chamber of Mines of the holding of the company’s equity.* 
Philippines, mine production of copper met. Basay Mining, which operated its mining 
al declined only 26% in 1982 from that of and: milling complex at Basay on Negros 

. Copper production was up 1.2% for Island, was hit har y high production, 
the first 9 months in 1988 from that of the costs and the low copper prices. As a result, 
same period, in 1982 with © out, of, 14 the output of copper metal dropped from 
primary producers not operating. Produe- 20,400 tons in 1980 to 7,500 tons in 1982. 
tion of copper, by company, during 1982-83 During 1983, Basay Mining suspended oper- 
‘was as follows, in thousand tons of copper ations in February and was operating way 
metal: below capacity. The ore reserves at the
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Basay Mine were estimated at 236 million ity of 100,000 tons of copper products and 
tons, averaging 0.44% copper and 0.284 was scheduled to be completed in 1987. NDC 
gram of gold and 56.133 grams of silver per will hold 60% of the company’s equity, and 
ton of ore. the remaining 40% was to be equally dis- 

Atlas, the Philippines’ largest copper pro- tributed among Indonesia, Malaysia, Singa- 
ducer, started an expansion program called pore, and Thailand? 
the Second Lift project of its Lutopan un- ~ Gold.—The Philippines was the world’s 
derground copper deposit at Toledo in Mid- eighth largest gold producer, accounting for 
western Cebu and was 90% completed by about 2% in 1982. Gold mining contributed 
yearend. The project was to develop and about 22% to the total value of the Phillip- 
mine the deeper level of the Lutopan under- pine nonfuel mineral production in 1982, In 
ground ore body for production by April early 1983, mine output of gold improved 

1984. Atlee also operated two open pit slightly despite the four idle copper-gold 
ee net and es ae mining operations of Acoje, Baguio Gold 
capacity of 110, O00 oes per “ley iD the Mining Co. Inc., Black Mountain, and West- 

Toledo area. The latest ore reserves in the ©" Minoleo Corp. . 
area were estimated at 942 million tons _, SuTiga0 Consolidated Mining Co, which averaging 0.45% copper. To save energy ‘tated its open pit mine at Barrio Siana in 
costs, Atlas reportedly completed its coal Surigao del Norte in July 1982 with a 
conversion project in March, which will - ™illing capacity of 1,000 tons per day, reduce its power cost by 259%. Joined the list of leading primary producers. 

Tn April Philex, the most profitable cop- North Davao Mining, which’ started its 
per producer, approved a $33 million expan. C0PPer-gold project at Amacan in Davao del Zion program to increase its copper milling Norte in August 1982, joined the list of 
capacity in Baguio, Benguet, from 27,000 to leading byproduct producers. The opening 
37,000 tons per day by 1987. of these two mines and continued improve- 
NDC extended its copper subsidy pro- ments in mill recovery rates of Benguet and 

gram, a 76-cent-per-pound guarantee to cop. Philex contributed to the increase in overall 
per producers, for 3 months from February g0ld production for the first 9 months of 
T to April 30, 1983, 1983. As a result of increased gold produc- 
PASAR completed its smelter at Isabel in tion, Benguet reportedly has reduced its 

southern Leyte in March and officially in- cost of production from $365 per ounce in 
augurated it on June 29. The copper smelt- the third quarter of 1982 to $351 per ounce 
ing and refining complex began production _ in the first quarter of 1983.* 

of copper cathodes in July. According to the Chamber of Mines of the 
Because of an unstable power supply, Philippines, gold production of the top 10 

mechanical adjustments to the plant, and companies during 1982-83 was as follows, in 
shortage of concentrate, production of re- thousand troy ounces of gold: 
fined copper was below the planned output 
of 60,000 tons for July to December. Despite § —£ ________ 
the higher treatment and refining charges, Company 198g ——2 months _ 
most copper producers shipped about 30% 1882198 
of the copper concentrate to PASAR, except Benguet Corp (primary and 
Benguet, because the copper concentrate ee a aa —---- 2858 1642 162.9 
produced by Benguet reportedly has a high “‘sna Development Corp. 
mercury content, which PASAR cannot ,,(primaryandbyproduct 2035 M41 1975 
process. By yearend, the Japanese consor- PMexMiningCop, yay yp tium, which was expected to distribute LapinioConsdidéted Mining 
105,000 tons per year of the smelter output, apex MiningCo Inc. -— 
reportedly has successfully concluded a sale /iprimery)="-"---- 4723440 
of 50,000 tons to Japanese copper fabrica- Ciypeadc 958 
tors with shipments to begin in February North Davao Mining Corp 
1984 for 1 year. Bepickwponiening SS 

In May, ASEAN Copper was established, (orimany) = M4 or at 
by state-owned NDC and its counterparts in “(gcraao°MinesIne 1802103 
other ASEAN (Association of Southeast  Sures Consolidated Mining sa 
Asian Nations) countries to build a $300 ogheriprimary and — 
million copper fabrication plant adjacent to bypreduct.-""-___._ a9 188 21.0 
the PASAR smelter at Isabel in Leyte. The total __ Bila 5127 5092 
fabrication plant will have an annual capac)_§
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Other gold producers in 1983 were MMIC, cause of the financial crisis in the Philip- 
(byproduct), Vulean Industrial and Mining pine economy.” 
Corp. (primary), Manila Mining Corp. (pri- The Philippine ferroalloy industry has 
mary), and Basay Mining (byproduct). grown substantially over the past years in 

Of the total gold produced in 1982, 37% the Tligan City and Cagayan areas of north- 
was by primary producers and 68% was by ern Mindanao owing to the availability of 
copper producers as byproduct. For the first. cheap hydroelectric power in the areas 
9 months of 1983, primary producers ac- (about 2 cents per kilowatt hour). In addi- 
counted for 42% of the total gold production tion to the newly established Ferrochrome 
and copper producers accounted for 58%. Philippines, three small ferroalloy pro- 

In April, an agreement was signed be- ducers were operating in the area in 1983. 
tween Tirad Minerals Inc. and Gold Fields Ferro-Chemicals Inc. at Manticao in Misa- 
Asia Ltd. of Australia to explore and devel mis Oriental produced high-carbon ferro- 
op a rich gold and copper deposit in Man- chromium with an annual capacity of 8,000 
kayan, Benguet. Based on the initial drill- tons. Electro Alloys Corp. and Maria Cristi- 
ing by Gold Fields, the deposit has estimat- na Chemical Industries (MCCI) in Tligan 
ed ore reserves of 100 million tons, grading City, produced ferrosilicon with an annual 
0.4% copper and 0.4 gram of gold per ton of capacity of 10,000 tons and 17,000 tons, 
ore. Gold Fields was committed to spend _ respectively. 
$1.5 million for the first year in the initial __In September, MCCI and Nippon Kokan 
evaluation phase and an additional $4.5 K.K. and Marubeni of Japan jointly estab- 
million in the second phase of exploration lished Mindanao Ferroalloys Co. to build a 
in the next 30 months” ferrosilicon plant in Iigan City. The $12 

Basay Mining and Baton Development million ferrosilicon plant will have an an- 
Ine. reportedly were exploring a gold depos- nual capacity of 15,000 tons and was sched- 
it at Hinobann in Negros Occidental. The uled for production in October 1984. ‘The 
exploration project was funded by Eaton equity capital of $5 million was owned 60% 
Development. A feasibility study was to by MCI, 17.5% by Nippon Kokan, 17.5% 
follow in 1984, by Marubeni, and 5% by International Fi- 

‘The Batong Buhay Gold Mines Inc. post- nance Corp. (IFC), a subsidiary of the World 
poned operations again in mid-1983 because Bank. The remaining $7 million was fi- 
of the company’s failure to resolve the nanced by loans from IFC, the Government 
right-of-way problem for the transmission of the Philippines, and local banks." 
line of the National Power Corp. to the Nickel.—Surigao nickel refinery on No- 

minesite noe Island was shut down from December 
Iron and Steel.—Mine production of iron 1982 to April 1983 for converting its energy 

ore remained small. The total output of source from oil to coal. The $130 million 
lump ore and magnetite sand was 6,826 tons conversion project was completed in April 
in 1982. San Pio Quinto Mining Corp. and Asa result of the coal conversion, the cost of 
Construction Aggregate Producers Co. re- refined nickel production reportedly would 
mained the major producers. The output of be reduced by 40% to about $1.80 per pound. 
iron ore for the first quarter of 1983 was MMIC reopened and started nickel produc- 
only 1,372 tons compared with 2,220 tons for tion in May. The company planned to pro- 
the same period of 1982. duce 2,000 tons of nickel per month for the 

In August, the Philippine state-owned second half of 1983; however, the output of 
National Steel Corp. (NSC) and a Japanese nickel was about '1,600 tons per month 
consortium led by Marubeni Corp. formally during June and September. By yearend, 
signed a $383 million contract to build the MMIC was forced to shut down its nickel 
first stage ironmaking facilities of NSC’s refinery again because of a shortage in 
14-million-ton-per-year integrated steel _ operational funds. 
complex in Iigan City of northern Minda- _ MMIC produced 13,495 tons of nickel and 
nao. The turnkey contract calls for con- 571 tons of cobalt in 1982. Because of the 
struction of six direct-reduction furnaces, a low nickel price and heavy burden of fi- 
raw material processing plant, and a lime- nancing charges, the company incurred a 
stone mill by the fall of 1987, However, loss of $227 million in 1982 and about $150 
before the final negotiations on the financ- million in 1983. MMIC’s total outstanding 
ing of the project were reached, the Govern- debts reportedly were over $1 billion with 
ment decided to defer the construction of an accumulated loss of about $570 million 
the ironmaking facilities in December be- during the past 10 years of operations. In
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October, MMIC was granted an exemption pyrite, to be retrieved from mine tailings of 
from all taxes, fees, and other official Basay Mining’s copper operations on Ne- 
charges by the Government until the end of gros Island, will be used by Philphos for 

1988." production of fertilizer when the phosphate- 
In June 1982, Hinatuan Mining Corp. a fertilizer complex at Isabel on Leyte Island 

new nickel ore producer, began nickel ore is completed at the end of 1984. 
mining operations on Hinatuan Island in Construction work on the phosphoric acid 
Surigao del Norte. The company produced plant of the Polyphosphates Inc., a joint 
48,292 tons of nickel ore from June to venture of Chemical Industries Corp. and 
December 1982 and 50,141 tons of ore for Albright & Wilson Ltd. of the United King- 
the first 9 months of 1983. The laterite ore dom, was moving according to schedule. A 
reserves of the Hinatuan’s mining area phosphorus burning unit was purchased 
were estimated at 1.5 million tons, aver- and shipped from Industrias Resistol S.A. of 

aging 2.25% nickel and 0.09% cobalt. Mexico to the construction site of the 
Rio Tuba Nickel Mining Corp. produced _50,000-ton-per-year phosphoric acid plant at 

825,000 tons of ore at Bataraza on Palawan Pasig near Manila. The phosphoric acid 
Island in 1982. For the first 9 months of _ plant was scheduled for completion by year- 
1983, the output of ore was 298,850 tons end 1983." 
compared with 294,900 tons for the same 
period in 1982. Rio Tuba reportedly asked MINERAL FUELS: 
Mineral Processing Research Institute of «o_o, ; ¥ 
Sweden and Pacific Metal Co. Ltd. of Japan, C0@l—Coal production continued to in- 
to conduct the feasibility studies on ore Crease as demand for coal rose. In 1988, i domestic demand for coal was expected to segregation and processing. The company ‘ i sane, - reach 1 million tons owing to completion of was planning to smelt its nickel ore in the ; jaan Philippines = various coal conversion programs in the 

utility, cement, and mining industries. In 
NONNETALS 1982, domestic demand was only 354,000 

tons because of delays in completion of 
Cement.—As part of the nationwide coal _ several coal conversion projects in cement, 

conversion program, the cement industry mining, and metal refining sectors. 
continued its effort to cut the energy costs Coal development activities continued in 
of cement production. Two cement plants Cebu, Zamboanga del Sur, Semirara Island, 
started production with the coal-fired kilns and Batan Island. In 1982, 75% of coal 
in northern Mindanao. These two plants output was from the Cebu and Zamboanga 
were Floro Cement Corp. in Lugait, Misa- del Sur areas. However, the coal output 
mis Oriental, and Iligan Cement Corp. in from Semirara Island and Batan Island was 
lligan City, Lanao del Norte. After comple- expected to grow as the two newly devel- 
tion of coal conversion, Tligan Cement re- oped open pit mines reach full capacity in 
portedly has reduced its fuel costs by 25%. 1984 or 1985. 

By mid-1983, two additional coal conver-  Semirara Coal Corp., which operated an 
sion projects were completed by Krupp open pit mine in the Unong area with an 
Polysius AG of the Federal Republic of annual capacity of 360,000 tons, was ex- 
Germany for Northern Cement Corp. and pected to produce 1.3 million tons per year 
CDCP Midland Cement Corp. in Pangasi- when development is completed in i984. 
nan. According to industry sources, a total Voest-Alpine of Austria was to supply four 
of eight plants, including Island Cement bucket-wheel excavators, a stacker, a re- 
operation of MMIC in Antipolo, Rizal, have claimer, a coal conveyor system, and to 
more or less completed the coal conversion. construct a pier, a 15-megawatt powerplant, 
Republic Cement Corp. reportedly was ex- dewatering wells, and maintenance and op- 
panding its grinding facilities by adding a eration facilities, 
coal grinding plant in Norzagaray, Bulacan, Coalfields Mining and Industrial Corp. 
during the year. The equipment was provid- began production at 500 tons per day in 
ed by Polysius Ltd. of the United Kingdom, Eastern Batan in 1982, The open pit mine 
a subsidiary of Krupp Polysius AG. reportedly can be expanded to a 1,000-ton- 

Fertilizer Materials—The Philippines _per-day capacity. 
Phosphate Fertilizer Corp. (Philphos), a Another open pit coal mine that began 
Joint venture of NDC and Nauru Phosphate production in mid-1983 was owned and op- 
Corp., started construction of a pyrite recov- erated by MMIC at Bagacay in Samar. The 
ery plant at Basay in Negros Oriental. The initial production was about 1,000 tons per
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month of coal. A coal washing plant was were conducting exploratory drilling in the 
under construction near the mine. The coal Central Luzon area. 
produced from the Bagacay area was In October, Mobil Corp. sold its 40% 
shipped to the company's Surigao nickel interest in the Bataan Refining Corp. to 
refinery for use in its coal boilers. Philippines National Oil Co., which already 

Petroleum.—Philippine crude oil produc- owned 60% of the refinery. Mobil also sold 
tion from the five existing offshore oilfields _its retail outlets and distribution system for 
increased about 60% and reached 5 million industrial customers to Caltex Petroleum 
barrels in 1983. During the year, two new Corp. of the United States. The pullout of 
offshore oilfields—Panadan and Libro— Mobil from the Philippines was the third 
came on-stream. The output of crude oj] multinational oil company pullout in the 
increased from 13,800 barrels per day in the Past 10 years, following Exxon Corp. in 1973 
first quarter to 16,700 barrels per day in the 2nd Getty Oil Co. in 1980.1" 
second quarter, then began to fall in the 
third quarter to 13,000 barrels per day.  zputletin Tolay (Manila) Jase 24, 1084, p. 9. 
According to the Philippines Bureau of Where mcacary, values have ten conterid fom the 
Energy Development, unless new oil finds P245?U85, BU, igez, snd Pli~—USsl d0% 1a, 
are made, crude oil output will continue to aw RA, and, Dela Cru, Masinloe Chromite 
decline because of the dwindling output  Qveration Today ‘ture, Masinloc Chromite 
from Nido Oilfield. bere "The Chait Pree Definition Mision tothe 

By yearend, a new oil well was discovered Philippines Fet 
by the PhilippinesCities Service Inc., a soot, Nov2 [053.10 Too) De Telenor V1S.N 
wholly owned subsidiary of Occidental’ Pe- sp... ahe Fox Report. V 15, No. 4610, Dec. 26, 1055 3 Asian Wall Strest Journal. V.7, No. 122, Feb. 24 troleum Corp. of the United States, offshore 198i bt” Wal Steet Journal Ue 6 
northwest of Palawan. The new oil well, ,Philippines Daily Express (Manila), May 7, 1983, p. 8 
Galoc 2, is about 2 kilometers north of aloe spritntrne’Biilp Bapcoce Manila) Abr, 36,1989, p10. 
1 discovered in 1981. Galoc 2, the first {Metal Bulletin Landon) No 8811, Au, 9.18 5 38 
deepwater oil well, reportedly is capable of —itn!'fox neport (Tokyo) 1, No, da81, Sop 86,1983, 
producing 1,700 to 2,000 barrels of light Pig sony to e54n, et 38, 1989.12, 
crude per day.* ——— No. 6857, Jan. 27, O88, * 

Because of limited success in locating ,,The,Asan Wall Stet Journal. V8, No. 102, Jan. 25, 
large oilfields, the reduction in the world’s °F. 1%, « 10,109, Jan 26,1984, p.1 
oil prices, and tight company budgets, oil ‘The Tex Report Tokyo) V. 15, No. 3590, Now. 14, 1968, 
exploration activity in the Philippines con- ®-Mnamber of Mines of the Philippines. Newsletter. V. 8, 
tinued to decline. During the year, only Noi Apr ios. p it" 
Oriental Petroleum Corp. of the Philippines _;¢Bulletin Today (Manila) Dec. 17, 198, p. 
and Chinese Petroleum Corp. of Taiwan SEEM



The Mineral Industry of 
Poland 

By Tatiana Karpinsky? 

In 1983, Poland continued to be a large ditionally, liabilities to the Council for 
producer of coal, lignite, sulfur, and copper. Mutual Economic Assistance (CMEA) coun- 
Other minerals produced in Poland includ- tries, in particular the Soviet Union, 
ed lead, zinc, aluminum, nickel, silver, cad- amounted to 3.8 billion rubles. 
mium, natural gas, and crude oil. Iron ore Government Policies and Programs.—In 
was extracted on a small scale. Shortage of April 1983, the Sejm (Parliament) adopted 
coking coal remained a problem; the use of the 1983-85 Socioeconomic Plan. The main 
coking coal did not increase, and demand goal stipulated by the plan was to restore 
exceeded production. the economy and ensure development. In- 

After 4 years of depression, starting in dustrial production was planned to increase 
1979, the Polish economy showed slow over- by 4.5% to 5.5% over that of 1983. The 
all growth in 1983.* Gross industry produc- supply of fertilizers, lignite, oil, soda ash, 
tion increased by 6.7% compared with that and sulfur was planned to increase over 5%. 
of 1982; production of the manufacturing The production of electric energy, cold- 
industry increased by 7.1%; and production _ rolled metal sheets, aluminum, and cement 
of the mining industry increased by 2.3%. was to increase moderately, up to 5%. The 
However, total industry production was still production of bituminous coal, natural gas, 
10.3% below that of 1979. coke, rolled products, piping, zinc sheets, 

At the end of 1983 the national debt to rods, copper, zinc, lead, and tin was to be 
Western creditors totaled $26.4 billion. Ad- _ stabilized, or to continue at the 1983 level. 

PRODUCTION 

Reportedly, the basic tasks of the 1983 mands. Polish aluminum production fell by 
economic plan for the mineral industry 35% in 1982 and remained at that low level. 
were fulfilled, and were exceeded in lignite, The fuel and power industries contributed 
copper, sulfur, and electric energy produc- 14.7% to Poland's total industrial output; 
tion. Production of petroleum products, ferrous industry, 5.6%; nonferrous industry, 
crude steel, steel rolled products, zinc, and 3.2%; and nonmetallic mineral industry, 
lead slightly increased, but production of 3.6%.° 
many minerals was less than that of 1982. Total population of the country was 36.6 
Coke from bituminous coal, crude oil, and million. Employment in industry was about. 
natural gas production decreased slightly. 5 million, of which 4.6 million were in large 
The amount of bituminous coal and lignite socialized enterprises, including 11.7% in 
extracted and the production of electric mining. 
energy fully met domestic and export de- 

621
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Table 1.—Poland: Production of mineral commodities' 
(Metric tons unless otherwise specified) 

go CII eee 
METALS 

‘Aluminum metal, primary-----..-------- 9600-95100» 66,900 427700 *44,400 Gadi meta, primary —————=22-ooTT ‘3 us 580 500 510 
"Mine output, metal content, recoverable $25,000 «$46,125 15250 876,000 387,000 

Metal: ‘Smelter including secondary-...---- 341,000 363,500 «290,770 351,000 362,000 Fein incudingscondry —--—---- S500 S300 HET SAKpoo “B60. 
Iron and steel Tron ore and concentrate, gross weight ‘howsand tons 249 104 105 49 ao 

Pigiron —_----22-----sn do 10868 11,600 ee 
Forroalloys: Blast furnace do. 138 125 128 128 128 Electric furnace. ===> 777777 Tde02 16 0 10 v0 i0 
Stee! Grade. --—------------do--- 921818 TI 14795 816,286 

Semimanafactares: Rolled excluding pipe-—---do.--- 1887718851084 NTT 1 
Pipe === 22 SSDS ial Se 3161 112 1048 340, 4995, 

Tesfime output, metal content, recoverable 61,900,040 34 S95 s0.200 Metal, smelter === 84200 82000 69,000 78,800 ——581,000, 
Nickel “Mine output, metal content, recoverable ———— 2100 2100 2.100 2100 2,100 Metalysmeller © even e nn nnn nana Zio0 2000 2100 2100 Bio Silver, mine output, metal content, recoverable a ‘thousand trey ounces. £2,600«--24665, | OSTG BABS, 798 

‘Mine output, metal content ————- = ---- 182700 187,800 146484 "145,000 149,000 Metal, refined, incloding secondary ------- 209,000 2153300 367,100 165400 *170,00 
NONMETALS. 

Bailie se cce cso caeectamae 96000 96300 85,300 90.600 00,000 Gemeng LITT Wins ions geass za5 61008200 
“Grade: Bentonite®__ do 50 50 50 0 70 

Fire clay --77~2==-7~=7~- do. 1251 1200 1200 “1.300 1.200 Keolin 2-22 -2-—--- do 2 31 43 45 5 
Products ~~ 2 =-~==--~-~ #0 er 600 600 “600 600 Feldsper’ ---_~-- 11, s==a2do-a == 0 ‘10 2 30 30 

‘Gypsum and anhydrite, crude® © ~~~ ——do-——— 1,380 130 181 1,400 1,300 
ithe, hydrated, nd quicklime -----—dow--- = "4782 ASD 419 so 54209 Magnesite,crade = ToT anooo——ast600 1130016 10016000 Nitrogen: N content of ammonia wa thousand tons... 1,585 1548 1.389 1423 1400 

Mt: Boda seceneenctenencdaeae 1438 1.485 1318 13381181 Other 22 =o 222 go 088 23358 2518 2500 
Sodium and potas compounds, nes: Sodium carbonate oda wsh)-— do eet 162 01 *r00 700 unto soda 98% NaOH ~~ 454 433 at m8 2408 

Dolowiys svsesersycumeunwacdhem 326 84s7 gov “3200 3300 Limestone === -do- NA gowtT_ 50.000 NA NA Other ne 2TTLTTTTTTIITII Tae S_aato___16.000_ 16,000 Na. NA 
Sulfur: Sewmanmie Native Frasch do 4g 4681 425 4884.60 

‘Other than Frasck® =~" >~~~— Tao "20 518 8 492 500 
POE nena 4300 586 4m 4920 94.960 

Byproduct® From metallurgy do. 810 300 300 300 300 From petroleum ©” > 227222 — da 3 ‘9 30 30 30 
Tal <nci<cnaieteueaceaaas 345 380 330 330 330 Fromgypitim® |__1 222222 aa 22 adon 20 20 20 20 20 
‘Total sulfur do BASE 5 520 5310 

‘MINERAL FUELS AND RELATED MATERIALS 
Coal: Bituminous. ------do---- BOLO 198,121——«163,022 189.800 191,100 
Ligniteand brown -—-----------do--——_S8088__— 36806 __—35,800__—7.600_—_—*42.500 

Total _----------------do.-.-_ 289087 __2ay987 ___198,622___—226,900 283,600 

See footnotes at end of table.
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‘Table 1.<Poland: Production of mineral commodities Continued 
(Metric tons untess otherwise specified) 

MINERAL FUBIS AND RELATED MATERIALS 

Coke: Cokeoven.-_-------- thousand tons. 198242 TT MET 800,917,000 
Gashouse pane 50 40 503 00 600 

Total nnd OTB. 900—— 600 uel briquts al grades ~~—"7T 722° Tago 1800 1700 15 15 1500 
Manufactured: "Town gas million cubic feet. 14,288 14,000 11,763 11,500 11,500 Cokeaven gas————— "Gon 61015 © 250)000—2aal58 200,000 200,000, 
Natural, marketed ————--------do.-- 25972. owas 8195370 © 8193.200 "Natural gas liquids: 

‘Natural gasoline® ‘thousand «2,gallon barrels. 85 80 80 0 80 
Propane and butane® ——~——-do-- 58 53 53 33 53 eat: Fuel and agricultural Sooo 200,000 202,700 201,645 "200,000 200,000 Petroleum: Grade “As reported =. thousand tons 331 329 315 2a 20 Converted — thousand’ @¢alion barrels — 2.456 24a 2337 1789 1558 Refinery products? ----.-----do---- 10465-10578 | tol_o7s 100.910 101,200 

“Estimated. Preliminary. "Revised. NA Not available. "Table includes data available through July 15, 1984, 2in addition to the comnnaites liste, sntiony, cobalt germanium, golds variety of crude nonmetallic contruction materials, and carbon black are also produced, but available information is inadequate to make reliable estimates of output etele Poland may alo produce aluming in small quantities, but deals of such an operation, fens, are not 
“Reported figure. 
“Includes building gypsum, as well at an estimate for eypsum used in production of coment. "Includes virtually all major products, bt not some minor products, or refinery fuel or losses, 

TRADE 

Exports were valued at 1,057 billion zloty about 15 million tons of crude oil and 
(2) and imports at 2961 billion. More than petroleum products, 6 billion cubic meters 
one-half of Poland’s foreign trade was trans- of natural gas, 7.7 million tons of iron ore, 
acted with the centrally planned economy 1.35 million tons of pig iron, 53,000 tons of 
countries, primarily the U.S.S.R. Exports by aluminum, and 120,000 tons of ammonia. 
the fuel and electric power industries con- Poland will supply the USS.R. with coal, 
tributed about 17% of Poland's total export sulfur, copper, and metallurgical products. 
value; ferrous and nonferrous industries, _ The Polish balance-of-payments situation 
about 10%; and chemical industry, 9%. in 1983 was precarious. Western govern- 
Imports by the fuel and electric power ment and private creditors agreed to re- 
industry accounted for about 26% of total schedule Polish obligations due in 1981. In 
imports; chemical industry, 14%; and fer- 1982, however, Western governments balk- 
rous and nonferrous industries, 10%. ed in response to the imposition of martial 

Coal exports were traditionally Poland’s law. These governments insisted that Po- 
principal hard currency earner. Exports of land meet its obligations as they became 
coal increased substantially in 1983 but due. Poland failed to do so. Western bankers 
they have not returned to the precrisis, 1979 did agree to reschedule Poland's 1982 obli- 

level gations due them and, additionally, agreed 
On the import side, Poland maintained a _to extend short-term, renewable trade cred- 

steady or slightly increased level of crude _ its to Poland in an amount equal to one-half 
oil, petroleum products, iron ore and con- the interest Poland paid to the bankers. In 
centrates, aluminum, manganese, chromi- any case, Poland maintained that, absent a 
um, magnesite, and other commodities comprehensive rescheduling of debt coupled 
mainly imported from the USS.R. with the extension of new credits, it will 

According to a bilateral agreement, Po- remain deeply in debt without any chance 
land will purchase from the U.S.S.R. in 1984 _ of meeting its financial obligations.
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Table 2.—Poland: Apparent exports of selected mineral commodities' 

(Metric tons ules otherwise specified) 

con wag SQ " Gait Other principal 
MerAts ‘Alupinuny Gweamfconcentrate=-——- nee ne BBD == Baru San ner ainigalaminimc=. «| «43 BE 2_‘Rifto Went Germany. Ron eric f Sinpetnealow gage gana tin Waterman 78 Ghee coccccccciscccs tet dane Seat satay Be Sommaghtacares ~~ a ® Kaly , Sweden I. Cadmiuen Meal neadiegalgg alterna RIN West Germany ee races gg ait Btedon 8, United Ringdom 8, 

ORB andconcentrale_——----------- 40085997 = AlltoFinand Seat srasea tie qnutinealons att 481, Austin 1.081; West Germany 75 wba oToTITTTTITITET aaah abt nat NEGany 987 Ute Kingdom 
‘Semimanufactures* _________ 45,827 47,071 143 Czechoslovakia 17,116; U.S.S.R. 10,129. ronan seal at gan gteck Meta TOMS BTBIZ Atria 85,90; Yugosavi 4,380 it citron riadmaienas—-> a) 7s. 

“Tferrochromium.------------- ==, All to Sweden, Forde ikcarecreoess «MUG see er ase —— thousand ann 16 “AS Pigtauol Atria 2 Semimanufactures------ do «1801184 8D USE; West Germany 250 godin 16 ead: Metal including allows, unwrought = 91M = alles Belt dsnembourg Niche Mowalincungatloye iors ~~ 8ST 2 ance 6 Vugealnin 2 Hatumeroupmcls ei indung ir oreabkt and party ue ie my Oa, ge alte lio Wnt Germany. 
Ore and concentrate_------ do... $39 $12B Do Waal acai alloys anwraaght ond erly wr! Thoin toy ounos.. 1216 11505 504d Kingdom 7.208 West Germany 

‘Tin: Metal including alloys: = eee tunaelore i Bb Ato Ualtea ington, Satlagke aoe metmeeerccmacsaccotecaa gM ce Renae ‘Rng Met caine Tomas 19 NA 
“handresdduecontiningsinc..-._--_«S40.—=—__Allto West Germany. 

wea ee 2161 22519 416 United Kingdom 10,89; Hungary 5856. 
ous Semimanufactares cocccce 7a PER “3 URIS SNGDPeacahaatalie hak ther "Stes andhydrordes —---) Allt Acari Rihewurdeesacg ss —o2=nTan> ahh tae 12 Sree BE Rta, Been alitorme7 «| “See Steiiovekts MSA! NONMETALS 
Abrasives, ne: RatgeiCarandum,emery,pumicete.. 161085 "Thalland 18 Yugstavia 1 pore Gomindum RR West Germany 422 Sgamlamsges-aa-co----- ame of) oz RSS Gringingend plchiog wiveisand tones! Hes "Hts Wageelavin 0 Baksian 37, comes DEANE Paihing wheels and tones’ 9 TG garoon 5 Wet Germany 21854 Seden 11408 Epes ‘Kodali kyapitesilimenite 6417 NA Geamceatne te timanite-—----- $33} Yugonavia 4628 Hungary 1.96, Spemamgeeenb! -n--on----2"""" aga gas Ragary ta Fertile pategals Manataatred ‘Mirena Manus _.. REST 82219 West Germany 14687; Pakistan 8,00 Restee cecccrccscoccenone UME Soo a ypemand pier =~ ag => Bag Rn Qygeimand plaster -"“NTTSIITIITD gat HO => Dene WO Sctany a4 Mimacnssiscaicnccse: Moe een Bheies ae =-=-—-2-—77n7--= og) 22 ANB RRNA Pipmeni nora eg een ae Alta salad SESW“ ama sense = nk olen 2886; Mongary 
‘Sodium compounds, n.e.s.: Carbonate, “ Tnanuaceara ESCA  y5.84 12TT00 2000 USSR. .976; China 35.208 Seas Se 
See footnote ated of table
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Table 2.—Poland: Apparent exports of selected mineral commodities —Continued 
(Metric tons unless otherwise specified) 

vores Destinations, 1982 
Commodity 19811982” “Ganed Gate Other princpad 

NONMETALS —Continued 
‘tone, sand and gravel Dimension stone Grade and paitly worked 12,72 18725. West Germany 6,128; Belgium- 

Luxembourg 4447 Worked__-__________, 18628 14.286 West Germany 10.283; Sweden 1,222 Dolomite, chiefly refracigrygrade?_--- |" 8918.« West Germany 5,941. Gravel and crushed rock 902,547 251967 Alto West Germany. 
Limestone other than dimension —-—-— 636 "832i __ West Germany 5,841: Sweden 2870. ssupandether than metabbearing’~<-<~~> 168948 125818 =_ West Germany 125,726, 
‘Blemental: 

Crude including native and byproduet® . ‘howsand wns. 88178973 USSR 818; Cechoslovakia 4; Moroeso 361 Colloidal, precipitated, sublimed. 4719322, Yugoslavia 207; Singapore 75 oases? ets Tol sss 93462 USSR eG 269 
Grude 48788271 West Germany 2159, Slagand dross, not metal-bearing=-———- 18.801 08 West Germany T45; Austria 218. 
MINERAL FUBLS AND RBLATED ‘MATERIALS 

Coal? “Anthracite and bituminous Thousand tons 15169 28462 USSR. Finland 2.130 France 
ite including briquets — do. 138941 ~~ Bast Germany 938. Coteand semicoke = 2"7"$0 7 Ts 188) USSR 29; Austria 16 Peat including briquets and tier "8695 53880 West Germany 2,260; Austria 1,687 

Petroleum refinery products? ‘thousand 42galion barrels. 6.115 4.684 «8 West Germany 1,815; Belgium 
Luxembourg 422; Switzerland 422. 

"Preliminary. | NA Not availabe, 
‘Table prepared by Jozet Plachy. Owing to lack of official trade data published by Poland, this table should not be taken ag compete presentation of this country's mineral (rade. Uniew otherwise specie, these data have been compiled from United Nations information and data published by the partner trade countries, 
2Otfiial Trade Statistics of Poland. Shes than 1/2 nie _ 

otals exclude unreported quantities valued at $108,000 in 1981 and $186,000 in 1982, of which $69,000 was imported in 1982}y the United Staten, i eect 

‘Table 3.—Poland: Apparent imports of selected mineral commodities! 
(Metric tons unless otherwise specified) 

Sources, 1982 
Commodi ie MeO i Gale Other iprincipa 

METALS 
Aluminum: 
Oreand concentrate? ._________ 39436841015 Hungary 22.269; Australia 18,746, 

Oxides and hydroxides? ——"~_—2__ 240,400 206716 85_—Hungary 100,028; United Kingdom 42,006. Metal including alloys: ‘Unwrought R98 789,825. USSR. 34,449; Romania 31,451 
Semimamufactures? ———~—_"~-__ 4141 20,188) USSR. 4,128; West Germany 3,942 Bismuth: Metal including allays, sil forms’ ~~ SL. Allfrom Japan, Chromium: Ore and concentrate’... 181,902 208,885 —_ USSR 161 977; Albania 31,022 Cobalt: Metal including alloys, ll Forms — 2% 10) France 5; West Germany 5. 

Copper Meal nea alle: inwrought ——— ~~~ 9609 4.205 USSR 1204 Semimanufactures® 02 2LLLLLLLL 78081816 West Germany 869; USSR. 152 Iron and stet Tron ore and congentrate excluding roasted pyrite! thousand tons... 15870 18498 USS.R 11,515; Brasil 1,652 Metal: Pig iron, cast iron, related materials 
don 44491273 Mainly from USSR. Ferroalloys: Ferrochromium 1450, NAL Ferromanganese --——----~~ 25000 35,000. NA. 

See footnotes at end of table.
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Table 3.—Poland: Apparent imports of selected mineral commodities’ —Continued lca tear te 
| ae ee 

nea Gales Other (rincipa) 

METALS nin toggatc a naan a 

Bree A RL AAR cartes sual tsa teomdjome SIR Sule ene Semimanufactures = do. 1883180) UBSIR'TIs:Grechoslovakia 29, ta 
teeter 

‘Semimanufactures _______.-_-- a 1 <= Allrom West Germany. mae tt a 
sis St cxeraneloengaé? 3 HIT) __ USS E56. Bea 
yeep Neer AER 
Wiican & @ g Rieti, sa 

7 Palue, thousands. $470 §3.090 $42 United Kingdom $2,785, ie Meni tog ce ae Nina eh. Het em Fat 

Seacsniaiioas | LS Mnatee net 

Gteacamancatt: uy gs = Hepes ‘Metal including alloys, unwrought® —___ e 5 ie USS Zacoium: Oreandconentrate 6 “G00 = Netherlands 700 

Rawoeeeay og Sr som 
Nonferrous alloys?___——— Vie 3.095 <= Allfrom USSR. Base metals including alloys ll forms "2281391 Went Germany 2 Austria soe soins EE etnammnirmimen- 0) a at 

(ei masca ERR 
Sipe 

cence ee ee Inn EMS gl 32 AM Rn an 
Depaieminter riick. PE 68 tt Ba 

Fertilizer materials: Manufactured:? 

Potassie TTT do 288 BATT L_USS'R1 TBI; Bast Germany 554, 

Gotoimin tend
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Table 3.—Poland: Apparent imports of selected mineral commodities ~Continued 
(Metric tons unless otherwise specified) 

Sources, 1982 — 
Commodity Be Jee ge . ag Yastes Other (principal) 

NONMETALS ~Continued 
Magnesium compounds 

Magnesite’ _____________ 228004 208,455 North Korea 9.968; Brazil 68,37; ‘Corchoulovalia 64,850 Oxidosand hydroxides 85a Raance 100 Ot enenneneeTTTTTT abt ILA Mstria 
Crude including splittings and waste? 1442 1,086 India 959; France 100. Wenkedincludg agglomerated spins. 9514 rin? United Kingdom 

Phosphates, crude "= thousand tons-- 2938 3280432 Moroceo 1800; USSIK-644; Jordan $72 Phosphorus.elemental ——— = 10360 11.659, Allfrom USSR Pigments, mineral ron oxides and 
Rydroxides, processed === ———---. 890 «483—«= West Germany 356, Stone, sand and gravel: ‘irmension stone: Crude and partly worked ._____ "2118 181 ___Allfrom Hungary. Worked ort Po TD Alltrom Italy Dolomite, chiefly refractory.grade?_—_— => 15090 > Allfrom Hungary. 
Gravelanderushed rock* =~ 10,81 71928 Norway 6253 
Quartz and quartile “——"—""ULILS lane 1852 TBD West Germany 1.850, 

Talesteate woprionesryrophplich ~~ 12818 15a EES Tovakin670; North Koren 4818, Othererude’ enone OPIN Too=>a5aud 16088 «NA Hungary 190180 
MINERAL FUELS AND RELATED ‘MATERIALS, 

Asphaltandbitmenntural—_____ 55185 =a King 10, 
‘Carbon: Carbon black? ______________ 21,469 15,601 = Romania 8,001; U.SS.R. 4,617. Coal? 

‘Anthracite thousand tons $1.0 llfrom USSR. Bituminous ————=——— UNM 072 ot > USS 611; Czechoslovakia 301. Gas, natural: Gaseous? 
ode ee million cubic feet__ 185,791 198,503 -- Allfrom USSR. Peat including briquetsand teres BBL” Al rom Sweden, 

rroleum:? 
Grude'___ thousand 42gallon barrels. 98299 97196 __ USSR. 95,154 Refinery products = "ST gp" alskS 28608 NA USSR ISI Romania 129; Hungary 

*Proliminary. NA Not available 
‘Table prepared by Jozef Plachy. Qwing to a lack of official trade data published by Poland, this table should not be taken a 8 complete presentation of this county's mineral trade. Unies otherwise specie, these data have been compiled from United Nations information and data published by the partner trade countries Official Trade Statistics of Poland Less than 1/2 unit. 
“Totals exclude quantities valued at $186,000 in 198] and $117,000 in 1982, of which $2000 was exported in 1982 by the United States 

COMMODITY REVIEW 

METALS and Metallurgical complex at Lubin. The 
a Legnica, Glogow I, and Glogow II copper Copper.—Copper production increased in plants (melters) were also included in the 

1983. Copper ore was extracted from five complex. Target capacity of Glogow I was mines: Lubin, Polkowice, Rudna, Konrad, 160,000 tons of electrolytic copper per year, 
and Sieroszowice (under development) in and of Glogow II 150,000 tons per year. 
the Legnica-Glogow region. Ore was ex- Iron and Steel—There were 27. steel 
tracted from depths of 600 to 1,100 meters. plants in Poland, with employment of about The underground output, all by full mech- 170,000, Crude steel production increased by anized methods, amounted to 9.2 tons of ore 1.4 million tons in 1983 over that of 1982, per work day in 1982; total production was and production of rolled steel increased by 2,250 tons per day at the Rudna Mine. 1.3 million tons. Crude steel output in 1982 
‘These mines and beneficiation plants were _ was composed of 5.5 million tons of oxygen 
under management of the Copper Mining steel, 2.0 million tons of electric-furnace
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steel, and 6.9 million tons of open-hearth manufacture of a special water-resistant 
steel. Domestic iron ore production was cement. Fluorspar was also mined, and was 
insignificant, since only one small mine was to be recovered from waste sludge, increas- 
producing 10,000 tons of low-grade siderite _ ing total output to more than 3,000 tons per 
ore. Imports of iron ore and concentrates day. 
were about 13.8 million tons, of which over Sulfur—Production of sulfur in the 
80% came from the U.SS.R. Imports of pig Tarnobrzeg area slightly increased, com- 
iron were 1.2 million tons. The Katowice pared with that of 1982. Production includ- 
steel plant, which has been in operation for ed extraction of sulfur ore at the Machow 
7 years, was operating profitably. The opencast mine, amounting to 1.7 million 
plant’s two 300-ton converters accounted for tons, from which about 400,000 tons of 
30% of Polish production of steel. refined sulfur was obtained; the extraction 

‘The Polish Steamship Co. was to develop of about 1.2 million tons by the Frasch 
a new iron ore handling terminal in Swin- process at the Jezierko Mine; about 1 mil- 
oujscie at a cost of $2.3 million lion tons at Grzybow; and about 10,000 tons 

‘A major investment in coking coal pro- at the Bazina experimental mine. The ex- 
duction was to increase capacity at the port outlet was through the port of Gdansk, 
Katowice steel plant by 3.3 million tons per _ with crushed sulfur shipped to Morocco and 
year, but a reported lack of equipment at Brazil, and liquid sulfur, to the United 
the construction site significantly delayed Kingdom, France, and the Netherlands. 
completion. The first two coke oven batter- Delay in investment in the long-awaited 
ies were to start in 1986. Another coking Bazina Mine made it likely that Polish 
plant of 1.1-million-ton-capacity was under sulfur exports will drop substantially be- 
construction at Krakow, near Katowice. tween 1985 and 1988. Exports to the West- 
‘Two smaller coking coal installations were ern World will suffer most of the decline. 
scheduled to be built also at Krakow. All Reserves at Grzybow, 25 kilometers west 
three plants were to serve the Lenin steel of Tarnobrzeg and the oldest producing 
plant at Krakow. mine, were approaching exhaustion and 

Lead and Zine.—Deposits of lead-zinc ore production was declining. Total remaining 
occur in several regions, but main lead and reserves at Graybow were estimated at less 
zinc production came from the Olkusz re- than 10 million tons of sulfur. A decision 
gion, which has the largest reserves. Ore was taken to prolong the life of the mine by 
was obtained from the large Boleslaw, reducing production to below 0.5 million 
Olkusz, and Pomorzany underground mines tons per year from 1985. Jezierko was the 
and four smaller mines. Zinc metal and zinc largest Frasch operation mine and had 
products were exported. Of total exports of sufficient reserves to produce about 3.5 
28,000 tons of zinc, about 8,000 tons was million tons per year for the next 60 years. 
purchased by centrally planned economy —_A further Frasch-minable sulfur deposit, 
countries and 20,000 tons by market econo- comparable in size and quality with the 
my countries. Prospecting in the region at Jezierko Mine, was found at Osiek, about 20 
Zawiercie and Tarnowskie Gory revealed kilometers to the south of Tarnobrzeg. A 
new zinc and lead deposits. project at this mine was approved and was 

Silver.—Silver, a byproduct of copper pro- awaiting an investment of about $200 mil- 
duction, continued to be one of Poland’s lion. Output at Osiek was projected at 1.2 to 
major hard currency earners. The value of _ 1.5 million tons per year. 
silver exports amounted to 213,601 million 
in 1983 compared with 28,012 in 1982. ‘MINERAL FUELS 
However, production of silver increased : only by 21 tons Coal.—Domestic consumption of coal and 

the requirements of stockpiling were met in 
full. About 35 million tons of coal were 

NONMETALS exported of 191 million tons of bituminous 
Barite—Poland’s only barite mine, lo- coal produced in 1983. In 1982, Poland had 

cated at Boguszow in Walbrzych Province, exported a total of 28 million tons of bitumi- 
increased its output and now fully meets nous coal, including 20 million to the West, 
domestic demand. The mine, which is self- and earned $749 million from CMEA coun- 
financing, has also begun to utilize its waste tries and the West. In the next few years, a 
products. A waste compound is extracted at stabilization of coal production was envis- 
the sediment ponds and sold to the Chelm aged at 190 million tons per year, with 
cement works in Lubin Province for the lignite production at 60 million tons per
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year, to be maintained by substantial capi-_ ture at a total cost of $237 million. 
tal investment. Petroleum—Production of crude oil in 

The official price of coal was lower than Poland was relatively insignificant, less 
the cost of extraction. Subsidies therefore than 2% of consumption, and continued to 
amounted to about Z66 billion in 1982 and decrease. Prospecting was also reduced. 
about 288 billion in 1983 and were to go up About 100 million barrels of crude oil was 

to Z187 billion in 1984. In 1983, there were imported, mainly from the USSR. an 
67 bituminous mines in operation. Six new increase of almost 10 million barrels com- 
mines were under development, and the pared with 1982 imports. About 3.7 million 
extension of three existing mines was un- barrels was imported from Iran. In 1983, 
derway. A new coal mine in Rybnic, the Poland exported 10 million barrels of petro- 
ninth in the Rybnic Coalfield, was put into leum products and synthetic fuels, which 
preliminary operation in December. Re- was 50% more than that of 1982. There 
serves amounted to 240 million tons of were seven refineries in Poland with total 
bituminous and coking coal, enough for 60 capacity of about 140 million barrels per 
years of exploitation. year. 

Natural Gas.—Production of natural gas, A Polish, Soviet, and East German con- 
mostly from the Lubaszow Field, was ap. sortium continued the exploration of the 
proximately the same as in 1982 and Baltic Sea. Three wells were drilled into a 
amounted to about 200 billion cubic feet. mid-Cambrian sandstone. One of the wells 
Several gas wells started production in the Was completed in 1982 as a gas discovery. In 
Zelona Gova area, including the Jorocin 1983, another well was reported to have 
well. Oil and gas prospecting continued in found promising shows of oil after reaching 
this area. Poland will obtain a sharp in- bout 10,000 feet. Some new fields were 
crease of 2.5 trillion cubic feet per year in discovered in the Carpathian piedmont. 
Soviet natural gas deliveries, now about 160 ——————— 
billion cubic feet per year, in payment for 2yeypimm mineral pecialst, Division of Foreign Data 
Polish labor on the U.SS.R’s gas pipeline *Moly Hoan Statguvcny (Conie Satisticl Year 
network. During 1983-85, Polish workers  bepkof Poland) (Warsaw) 1984p. 140 5 Fr “ 3 Polish soty (2) is not convertible, and the oficial Will lay 265 miles of gas pipeline in the exchange rate cannot be tod av 4 ease of aie 
Soviet Union, build compressor stations, yalue, Values given, in this chapter re therefore. not 
and provide housing and other infrastruc. SRITSUieo nage ae il och rxen





The Mineral Industry of 
Portugal 

By Roman V. Sondermayer? 

During 1983, Portugal was a modest pro- iron ore; and modernization of the stone 
ducer of a number of minerals and related industry. However, these ambitious devel- 
products. Except for tungsten, which shared opment plans for the country’s mineral 
3% of total world production, output of industry were again revised and develop- 
other minerals was of only domestic signifi ment slowed down during the year. The 
cance. The share of the mineral industry in depression in the world, with consequent 
the gross national product was insignifi- difficulties in obtaining capital, were the 
cant. Employment was near 45,000 persons _ limiting factors in development of the coun- 
or about 3% of the total labor force. try’s resources. 

The development of mineral resources The principal events related to the miner- 
was an important concern of the Govern- al industry included continuation of devel- 
ment. Major long-range plans for the miner- opment of the Moncorvo iron ore deposit, 
al industry called for development of sulfide but at a slower pace, development of the 
deposits in the south; utilization of pyrite Neves-Corvo copper mine, and purchasing 
with recovery of sulfur, nonferrous metals, of equipment for expansion of the steel 
and precious metals; production of iron plant near Seixal. . 
pellets from pyrite cinders; development of 

PRODUCTION 

Minerals and related products were pro- _leos de Portugal was the producer of petro- 
duced by both private and Government- leum refined products; Piritas Alentejanas 
owned companies. Most of the large compa-_S.A.R.L. was the largest producer of pyrite; 
nies were owned or controlled by the Gov- Siderurgia Nacional S.A.R.L. produced iron 
ernment. Cimentos de Portugal E.P. was and steel; Beralt Tin & Wolfram Ltd. was 
the largest producer of cement; Empresa the major producer of tungsten; the Portu- 
Carbonifera do Douro S.A.R.L. was the only guese Atomic Energy Commission produced 
producer of coal; Electrominas, Electromet- uranium concentrates; and electrolytic zinc 
alurgia S.A.R.L. produced ferroalloys; Fer- was produced by Quimigel E.P.A., a Govern- 
rominas S.A.R.L. produced iron ore; Petro- ment company. 

631
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Table 1.—Portugal: Production of mineral commodities: 
‘Mette unl erst special 

Se 
METALS 

Arsenic, white® _______________.------.- 345 200 257 200 180 (peel rae ce rom pguesn cee: TOTES . Re aetna scala, arcs wight i b 5 fl Sheer a a a a a 
‘Smelter, primary and secondary® — . ~~ 5,500 13,200 73,200 1,500 71,500 
Refined, primary and secondary... --_-- 3,873 4,480, 4,800 4,600 4,600 604k ee ccr caccae gis gate easy 

Iran and tee: a RS canta! groan ae Tire andmagnette Sms mm Mangeniamameenesie---—------— BRED. ansivo___ as. 603 
Total. nnn S09 —5668 LOGO —_zTI0O BD 

Tron content: —_ tt andmagneite. SRO Mangigendmemetie---——-——-o- BM 188 saat 
Tots BOSON‘. Mea) 

Pigiron _____________ thousand tons. 366 349 410 215 7355, 

Ferroaloys: SS Perromanganese!.-------------7$000- 74000-65000 2r400 98.000 Siomengeree "7727777 BOG Heh SBto Thame TE Foemtmee oToTaTaT Bm zs000 bem = zto00 8.0m 
Gites seal sn os ee 32,000 83,000 32,000 732,000 32,000 Silememmsocoa—oaaaaa- Sa 

Te occ s aie a 147,200 149,200 139,200 96,312, 98,210 POO aeeseceseen ry eis a ee ae ORR eee: epeamamuiagames = osc-na-n—-" EY agh gk gh Sferminocmpt mel canent——eoy omnes Sins Rss) ASE 
"Mine output, metal content i crema eueesstnemsa hin: 225 ae 351 400 200 Meee cccnaact mB . Fe ccewight = on tS 

Tungsten, mine output, metal content__—________ 1377 "1,467 1,395 1,360 1,300 Ce eee | 
Zine: Smelter, primary... ae *2,000 4,600 4,200 4,000 NONMETALS Bart ccence nen eeenpeeecpeee- TMS gts 2st ag Siete Ryan TOT acer lB EBB aS Molin ABR DKS JON 05 000 100,000 

Mefteteey: o.oo *100,000 202,899 250,852 250,000 200,000 pier ae ER RRS PR hs 
Wit. eae 331808 "40,802 44007 43,000 42,000 Cypeltandaydte=—-----2-n-a----ao> oes alse gam atom 
Lime, hydrated and quicklime .... thousand tons. 261 ‘270 260 "250 240 Eman amtaugatme -——~ Sourand tome et Aiton N cnet fama —— hgsnd os a a a a) ed pe ela cai Pamtegamgyrebotitemcladingcuprous) 4, wast ta) 

‘Salt: 
FU sce asm tarts peas = tomo Ra 408 401 408 406 400 
Spi cco cece celina "140 130 120 #100 110 

SO esas ere ci es a AE: ‘MB 531 528 $506, 510 Sang and eravel: Sees eae BM NA 
seshie aeieds aa Sonim’ ampatoanga00 tomo 70.000 160.0 
Sekula oo oslo Sec 44,881, 52,200 50,000 *60,000 50,000 

See oinctes tend of abe
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‘Table 1.—Portugal: Production of mineral commodities: —Continued 
(Metric tons unless otherwise specified) 

Commodity 1919 1980S RC 
NONMETALS —Continued 

Stone: Bosalt thousand tons. NA 56 124 NA NA 
Dali ae cerned NA ‘on 98 NA NA Limestone, mati, calcite -—~""l~Tdo.7> nal 9788 12,508 NA NA Marbles ona 7 noosa ‘so 310 383, NA NA 

Diente. 2-2-2222 SSTTIIISSESI Tae Toe NA "1246 58 NA NA Gabbro === LE LLLDLLIIILL aoe. NA 0s 3 NA NA 
Gronite “"7TTTITTTIITIIIIIT Tae greats 008 Na NA 
Graywacke ~~~ => >>" 27777T TTT Tge. 222 NA "3 1% NA NA ‘Ophlin oes SGT EEIECINOTER gene NA 4 Es NA NA icecream ee 12 135 116 NA NA [i eee seen Sobler == 2S STSSSCIONIEOT TS ane NA 2 131 NA NA 
Serpentine ~~ >222227T2T2IIIIIT aL 222 NA 4 - NA NA Slates 2-22 DDoo TLL TI IIo Na 4% NA NA NA Djembe SSS “TTT SERRE TE ae Na. 3 4 NA NA 

Sulfur nna: Content of pyrites ——— don 151 155185 16 9 
Byproduct, all sources ~~~ --do. ~~ i 2 2 2 5 

Metal cree iat 152 15 131 n18 115 NN nemnnn ne ne eee ye Biz 250863884840 5,000 
‘MINERAL FUELS AND RELATED MATERIALS 

Goal, anthracite... thousand tons. 179 mm 184 119 180 Coke, metallurgical -~ ~~ ~>77 ~~~ SUM yg ip 140 a8 59 160 Fuel briqueta all grades ~~ 2722277 72227gq0722 2 200 NA NA NA Gas, manufactured ~--~— 27 Tmillion eabie feet 49005000 NA NA NA 
Petroleum refinery products: i a Gasoline. thousand 42gallon barrels. -§/100, 740. «9,656 7.965 27,260 

etfuel -7D~TTT LTT Td 769600040888 Kerodng = o-p<ancce-nann-=--0e—-- ‘a7 ‘900 584 395, ea 
Distillate fuel of —"77TT= TTI TTITdoTZ=eg02 18,500 15.285 13.800 16,118 Residual fuel oi! —7T"7TTTTTTTTT Tea 7=2sig69 Raa 28.598 8 8aT Vabricants = 92> 222 o77T TTT Tge ai 500 34 S07 00 
Liquefied petroleum gas -——~—~-"~--“do--=- 204520003152 280 2,016 Naphthas =e —_— odo. ° @ 1300 Bago #2848 Unspecified -———"77TTTTTTT TTT Mge 2 ya? teo00 elas 21S 
Refinery fuel andlosses ——~-———--———do.——-__®3.100__—_ 8,000 "69 ‘410 ‘08 
ee ee ee ee) 

‘Estimated. PPreliminary. "Revised. NA Not available. 
‘Table includes data available through duly 12, 1984 
2Reported figure. Singluded with "Unspecified." 

TRADE 

Portugal remained a net importer of min- were minerals. The trade in minerals be- 
erals, with fuels topping the list of mineral tween the United States and Portugal was 
imports in value. Roughly about 33% of modest, representing less than 1% of the 
total imports and about 15% of total exports _ total trade value of the United States.
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Table 2.—Portugal: Exports of selected mineral commodities* 

(Metric tons unles otherwise specified) 
TTS Detain 18 

Commodi m0 we ee y pied Other (principal 

METALS 
Alugninum: Metal ineloding alloys: Soaps 6425 4ST. Spin 3,073; Netherlands 547 Unwrought 2--7777777722772 ato “age Phamce 808 Netherlands 100 Somimagufactures--------7"--_ «886172 Japan 12L; Poland Wt; France 22 es Mal ning alla al re af ne) Copper lta inclading alloy ee u 8 __ Netherlands 40; West Germany 2. Unwrougit 2222-2T2TTTTTTTTD geht TD Netherlands 141; Bolgtom= Luxembourg 1221. Semimanufactres...0 nnn ARP AN6B T-Ball tio 260, Netherlands 
Iron and steel Tronreandeconcentrate:Pyriteronsed 14935 12040 Alta Wert Germany 

Serap 881M)‘ Spain 6591; Netherlands 2.261. Pi ont on, vlad materials a1 30) 22 Netherlands 92 Morocco Soo 
Rerromanganese__ 2661713890425. ealy 2562; Greece 1240 Unspecified Isso 3390 542 West Germany 17316, Greece 7,586 en, Semimanufacares 2222722 Hand RBAT TBH Yugstavia SBA; Romani st 

‘Greand concentrate. Allto Belgium Luxembourg Metal including alloy: fen Sate nec 8 == Alto Umitea Kingtom inwroight=———~~ === i So Mardnique 20. 
Manganese’ Ore and concentrate, tnetallurgicalgrade = "™™™"" gar. llto West Germany. Silver: Metal including alloys; anwrovght ‘and pasly wrought, 

value, thousands _ $132 ‘$807 $15 West Germany $764. ‘Tin: Metal ineluding alloys Bee rae mannan os 2% Denmark 16; United Kingdom 6 Unwrougit’ 277 7272TTITTITII 3 102 United kingdom 9 Semimanifactures ---~-------- i ¢ [Angola 3. uneten Ore and Sncinrate ——7"~~ aaah ata? S80 FA Mb; West Germany 0, 
Owides 8 TART Kel 718, United Kingdom 426 Metal inciuing alia Romp oe ene =z 9 Retherland Spain 32 Semimanufactures ~~~ Wald => Netherlands 180; Frory Coast 30, Other: Ores and concentrates === 8 25 ©. AlltoJapan Onides and hydrondes--—~222-22 he 2S Span 20 ‘thes and residues ~~~777777 12582 T>_—_Spain 2180, Netherlands 800. 

NONMETALS 
Abrasives, nes: NacraGorandom, emery pum ee 16487 7712 AU ington 40; West Germany a Grinding and polishing wheels ana sone eee ts 38 14 France; Netherlands Bavite and witherite 2 = 77777772277 gs lft Spain Cement NANOS STSITLTITL. ag an = Si VER a7 Guns ean 4026, Goats SDSS 2782 2‘ SabTomeand Principe Martinique 5 Diamond: ‘Gem, not set or strung Walue, thousands. $101,086 $60,985 $159 Switzerland $50,826, Industria ______“Sus SUG Gt Bn 
Feldspar, uvespat: related materials ——— 11,801 4,398 —- France 1,998; United Kingdom 1,300. ertiieet materials Crude, nes o-oo 70. AlltoSpain, 

Manufactured, ammonia _~_~7777 215 1 22 Allte Guinea-Bissau Graphite, naturales =~ 7aaa aa Me 452 Spain tat ype and pastas -=—2TTITTITI % 43 D> apeVerde 17 
‘Grade including splitings and waste 189M United Kingdom 198, Worked ncludlg agglomerated e anew, ma spltings <-Seeomereee _ == Allto United Kingdom. Phowfhatscfedeoom==TTTTTTTD aA Pigents ninoral Kon oxides and ~ oe aon 

Beamibaee enc oceans an wok) Felon 8; West Germany 82 Sodium compounds, nea: Carbonate, vmanufuclired nnn 0554012. Martinique 9,899, 
See footnotes at end of table
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‘Table 2.—Portugal: Exports of selected mineral commodities' —Continued 
(Metre tons unless otherwise specified) 

Destinations, 1982 
Commodi 2 “nll Omen y e188 Yaa Other rnc 

NONMETALS —Continued 
Stone, dimension rude and partly worked 116625 115901199 aly 5.891; Spain 32,590, Worked nene = 7 == ~~ 1B8AB2 188.422 3110 West Germany 131,85. Sulfur, elomental Grade including native ‘and byproduct eevee o nen 20 ot Spain 0, alate, nope, pyropylie= > " Bt => Angola 8; Martinique 1 

Ghd ceases cosas: 2 151. .__Spain 126; Cape Verde 12 Slag and dross, not metalbearing ———- 3800 «1018 >.‘ France 370 
‘MINERAL FUELS AND RELATED MATERIALS 

Asphalt and bitumen, natural —————___ — 25. SFo"Tomé and Principe 40, Petroleum refinery products ‘housand d2galon barrels. 688 _—9,981_—_~288_‘France SOG; bunkers 2,025. 
‘Table prepared by Jozef Plachy. 

Table 3.—Portugal: Imports of selected mineral commodities! 
(Metric tons unless otherwise specified) 

SSS na ET TT 
modi eo Seis ysl 1882 Yaad Other (rineipa 

METALS 
Aluminum: ‘Sede and yaronies 88851825 Unled Kingdom 418; West Germany * Metal including al Rep ee, TL == Spain B2 United Kingdom 20 Gnwrought --------------- © 4284849407 Spain 31.648 Prance 4,045, Semimanufadiaress=0"T221L- 8H TSRO TD Shin 2886 BelgtumLoxembourg 
Chromlum: Ore and concentrate — 352, SIT Republic of South Africa 383. CColarabium and tantalum: Meta including lage forms, tanta =n 1 1. Allfrom France. 
"Ore and concentrate. «<== ~~ 14075218 Canada 7.499, Matte and speie including eoment coppers nese 2.565483 hile 408, 
Mota inclading alloys Bonple secre awe 2 2 B_ United Kingdom 81; Belgium- [Luxembourg 92 Unwrought ae saesss. | T2T5T18TY 1 _BalglLaxetbour 6.56; Zaire 

Semimanufactures____-______ 18.945 16782104 France 6699; tay 1822. Iron and steel Tron ore and concentrate excluding fumagedpyiiecnnnncennn-- S24212 2864 Mauritania 1,50; Venenel 8478, 
Berape eee MIT LATIT. 18580 Unled Kingdom 70790; USSR. 
Pig iron, cast iron, related materials 74,681—48,585 - Spain 33,509; West Germany 6,618. Ferrealloys: Ferromanganese 111160. West Germany 96; Belgium- fstxembourg 48 Unspecified 1259158 «United Kingdom 896; Spain 335. Stel pear foris=—==2TT222 abd 488862 LZ Wet Germany Iai: Baesum- sixemboury 48¢ Semimanufactures..------. 516418514849 2440 West Germany 164,870, France 59,101 

‘Ore and concentrate... -----~ 1,500 240 _. Suriname 180; Spain 60. Mia including alloys Serapeene nse -——-- === 242.5 United Kingdom 125 Senegal 2 Unwroughe 22227TT22IT77> roe 008 © AD. Pera 7.919, United Kingdom 7,674. Semimanufactures~~~~~~7 ~~ 7 31°) United Kingdom 37; West Germany 9, 
weegfetand concentrate, metallurgicalgrade 100916 122071 Republic of South Africa $8,117; Brant ‘and concentrate, metallurgical gras Ns . ~— Regie of Sout afin 58207, 

Oxides S17 gat ____ Netherlands 521; reece 286 
See fotnotes at end of table
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Table 3.—Portugal: Imports of selected mineral commodities! —Continued 
(Gfetric tons unless otherwise specified) 

are 1982 
Commodity Fo pita Other (principal) 

METALS —Continued 
Mewouey pound fas 84-2080 Turkey 1,894; Spain 377, 
"Matte and spre === 39 2% Finland 10; Norway 8 “Metal including alloys a" Berapen nena 2 25. Finland 25, wrought -22D222TIDIII00 455-207 <> Canada Ti; Switzerland 69; United ‘Kingdom 68 arn, Semimanufactres — 3506291 West Germany 455; Finland 80, 
Ore and concentrate. <a 68 87. All from Thailand Metal including alloys: Berepannnscr ose 20 20. All from Bolivia. ‘Unwrought - ~~ 7777722227 422 408 >= _Botivia 161 Malaysia 90. ‘Semimanufactures.-~~__7 ~~ 36 43 United Kingdom 29; West Germany 6. 

itanium:Onides _—_""""_-_"-"""_ 37 98160. United Kingdom 1,842; Spain 1,190, ‘angsten: Metal including allan, al fms 2 3 O West Germany’ 
"Ore and concentrate. === 2 50 All from Republic of South Africa, Metal including alloys: 
Borage ccecewuens at 14 -_ Angola 161; Belgium-Luxembourg 21 Unwroughi S<——2--—=TI===anebt 10685 T= Cada 98 elu Loxemboarg 
Semimamufactures...- 88-2228) Weat Germany 844; Belgium. one Luxembourg 626: ther: 

Gres andconcentens oo gaar~ BY «MMP Wate Kingdom 6 Spain 63 Base metals including alays, ll forms’ ~ 353 40 “Asana China 8; Unltd tngdom 
NONMETALS 

Abrasives, ne. 
Natural: Gorundum, emery, pumice, ete soo a8 Spain 187; Gres 16 aly 196 Artifical: Corundum =< -'- news 15611682 West Germany 1,079; Braz! 500 Dust and powder of precious and sem: Preciout stones including diamond 

value, thousands.«$367 «$1,050 $18._reland $467; West Germany 8442. Grinding and polishing wheels and Sonesses teens nes 642 5007 Ktaly 216; Frances, Asbestos, crade_—"~""""7—TTLLIIIT—aggt 148986 CCannda'5. 870; Zimbabwe 2991 Barite and witherite ———-~"------> “353, “03S Spain 334, Wet Germany 26, Boron materials: Crude natural boraies——— 10,618 5,410 2610 ‘Turkey 2:244 Netherland a6 Cement nnn nnn nnn 15882 6BHRRE ATS Spain bel oe Ghali = =7==TTTITTTTTTTIIII “Ios Osos Panes 5,176; Spain 5,026 es 4780 45.815 E_—_Spuln 25,688; United Kingdom 12,829, 
‘Gem, not set or strung 

Value, thousands. $10.84 $2679 $8 Swern 612,648 unapciied 
Industrial do $53 $60 §2_—_—Belgim-Luxembourg $18; West Gene aie Pigtmitand other infuoriaearth----— $38 3.60888 Spin HE France 78; aly 20, Feldeparfuorspar related materials -—-- 2429 Bal ce 2253. Graphite,natural nena i 248 8 West Germany 76; Republic of South ‘Afriea 18 United logo Gypoum and plaster--..---------- #8958 998g Bp gE Movers Dk iagnesite n= ~~ >> naa tees “Sais 9 United Kington 30h Aura 48, Mica: Grude including splittings and waste - ‘4 315 Norway 216; United Kingdom 80 Nitrates,crude on eens ORT 20008 hte 1022 Phosphates, crude————~—"""-"""7Z_ 942,560 $96,955 4,485 Morocco 886,950; Senegal 6,100, Pigments, mineral ron oxides and 

‘fdeosides processed s-- == 200818. West Germany 87 Spain 212, Precious and semiprecious stones other than 
iamond, synthetic - value, thousands. ~ $9 Austria g15. Pyrite untoasted 72.205 3; Allfrom West Germany. Saltandbrine =———""7"""7LIITII SY BBL anon «aly. 975600; Spain 8.200. Stone, sand and gravel 
omens and partly worked 2600 1a Brazil 756; France 359 ride and partly worked 145. —_Braail 786; France 359, Mabel vce ore norcross WM L2_Belgumgemboung 12; teal Dolomite, chiety efractoryagrade ---_ 7,588 «aH T_CMaly 210; France av. Gravel and crushed rock ~~ ea M4251 Brance 108; Spain 161 Limestone other than dimension ~~~ 1,300 3000 «>All from France. Quarteandquartsite = ‘63 "B53 T__‘Belgium-Ltxemboure 160; Spain 159, 

See footnotes at end of table.
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‘Table 3.—Portugal: Imports of selected mineral commodities —Continued 
(Metric tons unless otherwise specified) 

a Sees 1982 
‘Commodit 1981, i Yaad  o.;. CW a Galea Other (principal 

NONMETALS—Continved 
Sulfa: Elemental, crude including native and byproducts n-ne LIT STG SISMBL 4 France 104,466; Poland 9012. sulleaed <<222TITIITIT to TST and Frans 2686, Belgt Lxenibourg 
Tale sett, sonpstone, yropbsite .... 40768485 Uta Kingdom 5,80; West Gormany 

Other: = Crile = 2sacuateoneeses Sit S27) China 199;Spain 172, 
Slag and dross, not metalbearing-——-- $5002 228,008 |) France 187,898 Spain 35,402 
MINERAL FUELS AND RELATED MATERIALS, 

Asphalt and bitumen, natural... 1767—«2814_——84_—_—Spain 2.178; West Germany 83 Gethin: Casbonblack=nn sn =22a==== ES, 10880 TTT Spain 6H, France Sai 
“Anthracite and bituminous. S4T,952_S62,726 284,094 United Kingdom 60,851. ‘Briquets of anthracite and bitominoas fe emirate cae te 9220 6,500 United Kingdom 2:76 Lignite including briquets -~2~—2227 Se eo UE All rom West Germany. Gokeind emake TUS IITTIIITT ambi t8aT8 TU Ringdom S444; Netherlands 

Peat inciuding briquetsand liter 4422417 Germany 1.12; Nethertands 
Petroleum: ‘Grade’ thousand 42allon barrels. 55,224 55908 _- Saudi Arabia 14,568; Iran 7.999. Refinery producte se dow-- 917 «6257 _—*14B_—_‘Netherlands 2,108; France 2317 

‘Table prepared by Jozef Plachy. Less than 1/2 unit. 

COMMODITY REVIEW 

METALS ation were underway during 1983, but re- 
z 4 sults were not available at yearend. 

Chromite —Exploration for chromite was “Tron and Steel.—Ferrominas 8A. contin- 
cargied out in Vinhais in the north of ed to explore and perform preliminary 
Portugal by an unnamed British company, work for production and processing of iron 
and Rio Tinto Zinc Corp. Ltd., United King- ore from the Moncorvo deposit in northern 
dom, also showed some interest in the area Portugal but at a lower rate than in 1982. 
by conducting preliminary prospecting. A The slowdown was attributed to shortage of 
significant discovery would be unique in funds. A 15-ton-per-hour pilot plant for 
Portugal and Western Europe. upgrading Moncorvo ore was commissioned 

Copper.—Exploration continued at the jn late 1982 and started operation in 1983. 
Neves-Corvo copper mine near Castro The milling is in autogenous mills. Separa- 
Verde in southern Portugal. Approximately tion is magnetic. A detailed description of 
20,000 meters of exploratory drilling was the new facility was published? 
completed. With this additional drilling, Plans for expansion of the Seixal steel 
reserves at Neves-Corvo reportedly reached _ plant of the Government steelmaker Sider- 
27.5 million tons of copper ore with 8.66% urgia Nacional was delayed because of fi- 
copper and 7.2 million tons of complex ore nancial problems. Funding for the civil 
with 4.5% copper and 2.8% zine. In addi- engineering part of the work, to be carried 
tion, 82.9 million tons of lead-zinc ore with out by domestic firms, was in the process of 
5.11% zine, 1.48% lead, and 0.48% copper _ being arranged by the Government. Orders 
was blocked out. Sinking of a S-meter- were placed with Italimpianti, Italy, for a 1- 
diameter shaft apparently reached a depth million-ton-per-year blast furnace, with 
of close to 360 meters, out of an ultimate 700 Voest-Alpine AG, Austria, for two 120-ton 
meters. A 1T-square-meter ramp at an 18% LD converters, and a 570,000-ton-per-year 
incline was down to over 874 meters. The Morgan rod mill. 
studies of the economic aspects of the oper- The management of Siderurgia Nacional
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expected that completion of construction pecting for tin was conducted at Almendra 
could be expected in 1988. near Vila Nova de Foscoa. The Spanish 
Pyrite—Expansion of the Aljustrel py- company Cavaso S.A. was the principal 

rite mine and related facilities continued. prospector. 
‘The new pilot plant, commissioned in 1982, 
operated properly during 1983. Total invest- NONMETALS 
ment for the pilot plant was close to $2 Companhia Anglo Portuguesa de Caolin- 
million and capacity was 2 tons of ore per gs, affiliated with the British company Chi. 
hour. Sulfide deposits in Portugal from na Clays Ltd., started production of kaolin 
which pyrite is recovered contains signifi in the area near Viana do Castelo. In addi- 
cant quantities of nonferrous metals. The tion, a new installation for production of 
ore is extremely fine grained and excessive coatings operated by the same company 
fine grinding would be necessary. The metal started production. 
content of ore is low, varying from deposit 
to deposit and from locality to locality in MINERAL FUELS 
the same deposit. The pilot plant is basical- 

lya flotation plant obtaining a bulk concen- ,, Exploration for coal was conducted by 
trate of nonferrous metals, followed by dif- Ferrominas in the area of the Pajao Mine. A 
ferential concentration of various minerals Program was also started to drill 12,000 
present in the deposit. After crushing and Meters. of exploratory holes in the Douro 
screening, ore is milled in five mills, one of C@mponiferous, region, in. north Portugal. 
which is autogenous. The mills operate in Preparation (or. Pr ee int ated 
closed circuit with hydrocyclones. There are F708 O° tO eet ea a ney dpotoa 
61 flotation cells, from Sala of Sweden, and #0, expected to start in 1989, would go to a 
five cells from Outokumpu Oy of Finland. A 2%3"by powerplant. This activity of Ferro- 
detailed description of the pilot plant was ™inas was additional to the work on devel- published pt Pp opment of the Moncorvo iron ore deposit. 

Société Nationale Elf Aquitaine, France; ~yprycjaiscentst, Division of Foreign Data. 
British Petroleum Ltd., United Kingdom; Tavares, G, C. Lourenco, L, Santos, and A. Costa. A 
and Billiton Ltd. have acquired large areas Lavaria Filoto da Fertominas, Ex em Moncouryo (Ferra. 
in Alentejo Province in southern Portugal T38pp.2'5 dl. sum. : se 
for prospecting for pyrite. Pile Plant of EDSEA) Bol Minas #28, No.1 1080 Tin—Near the Spanish border, pros- yp-2-81 Engl. sum) "



The Mineral Industry of 
Romania 

By Walter G. Steblez' 

The downward trend of Romania's econo- of new ones, New facilities in the coal and 
my continued into 1983. Centrally planned copper mining industries were put on- 
production goals for a wide range of indus- stream during the year. 
trial products were not met, and significant Government Policies and Programs.— 
plant shortfalls by yearend were reported The main aim of the Romanian Govern- 
for coal, steel, crude oil, and natural gas ment was to increase the domestic produc- 
production. Overall net marketable indus- tion base for raw materials and fuels. To 
trial production reportedly grew 4.8%, and this end, the country’s geologists were ex- 
national income increased 3.4%, but the pected to add 100 new deposits for potential 
latter was 1.6% below the plan target. The exploitation by the end of the 1981-85 5-year 
inefficient use of labor reportedly continued plan period. These would include coal, 
during the year in the mining sector with _ polymetallics, copper, and iron ore, as well 
general labor skills and qualifications not _as nonmetallic industrial minerals. 
on par with the technical level of new The Government's plan for 1984 called for 
machinery at the mine workface. The min- about a 17% increase in steel production, 
ing labor force itself was unstable with which would allow the industry to work at 
many new workers reportedly leaving for about full capacity, a 39% increase in coal 
other employment. There were reported production, a 12% increase in petroleum 
discipline problems in the Jiu Valley area, extraction, and a 25% increase in the pro- 
improper training, and poor equipment re- duction of copper concentrates. These goals, 
pair and maintenance that resulted in sub- if measured by past performance, were 
stantial losses. again unrealistic and would be achieved 

Investment policy stressed completion of only at great cost. 
ongoing projects rather than development 

PRODUCTION 

Romania produced a wide variety of me- sectors, especially that of coal, copper, and 
tallic and nonmetallic industrial minerals lead. Electric power generated at coal-fired 
and fossil fuels but, in most cases, in quanti- electric power stations increased by 14.4% 
ties that were insufficient to meet domestic compared with that of 1982. The production 
needs. Although in many cases planned of mining and oil drilling equipment in- 
Production increases were not met, the creased by 43% and 66%, respectively, com- 
mineral industry’s production growth ap- pared with that of 1982. 
peared to exceed that of other industrial 

639
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‘Table 1.—Romania: Production of mineral commodities! 
(Metric tons unless otherwise specified) 

Commodity? 1978 1980 1981 Te? 188 

MBTALS 
‘Aluminum: Bauxite, gross weight ..--..-------- 108,000 *710,000 712,000 "680,000 650,000 
Alumina, caleined, gross weight. _502,000__5844000_ 540,000 514,000 __—500,000 

Ingot including all me omen) owe aaa eoun primary sews -—awo---------- 24700242000 242,000 ang.000 210,000 Secondary =22—2=22272222222222_“19}000 “8000 “18000 “eoo0 “23,000 
Total — <ang-------- 286,000 259,000 260,000 226,000 289,000 

Bismuth, mine output, metal content® 80 #0 80 50 ®0 Cadmium metal, smelter® === 0 55 Eo 80 80 Copper: 
‘Mine output, metal content... 28000-28000 27,002.00 27,000 
Smelter: 2 an Primary === 4200875 39,450 «35,000 84,000 

Seomlaryo os OO SSE EEE NE IEE 000 4,000 4,000 4000 6,000 
Total_—__- A520 akTS 48.450 99,000 40,000 Refined, primary and econdary*—-------- 42000 «42000421000» $0,000» 40,000, 

Gold, mine output, metal content’ tray ounces «65,000» 65000 © 65,000 65,000 65,000 Tron and steel Trongre—-.—---- thouand tons 2528 2.388 2.904 26 2,000 fetal Pig ita Set Stora gre gore 8.857 8.637 8,700 Steclcrude_2-2277222--~daw--- = 12909 BITS. «13.085 18,085 12,600 
‘Gating and forgings, nished aa Fe ae 1176 120 © $1,200 $1,200 1,100 Pipes and tubes... do2 = 11500 146s 1,300 81,500 41400 
Rolled products ~——— ~~~ da 982 sis19 i600 °3,600 9.400 Lead 

Mine output, metal content _-___-----__ $300 83500 *33,500 © "33.500 90,000, ‘Metal, smelter, primary and secondary --—-- 40.900 4091403665 45875 «49,800 
Megganere Grose weight —.-..------------- 80.000 80.900 g0.000 80,000 80,000 Metal content=22222222222222222 tooo = Tr000 = r000—Yt.000 17000 Concentrate, gross weight ==—~2=~7227> OO B00 28000 B000——28,000, Silver mine output, metal content i thousand troy ounces 965, 900 "350 350 900 

‘Mine output, metal content ——___________ 60,000 60,000 *55,000 $55,000 50,000 
Metal, smelter, primary and secondary ~~~ ~ 46488 4590645217 8445000424000 

NONMBTALS 
Barite -_-____-___________________ 81,900 80000 "79.000 "78000-3000 Geren fydaule “<2 houmand tons T8598 GOTL TAG BGG 

“Bentonite 2. = ------------ 1194000 176500176000 125,000 177, 000 Kaoling 22-2222 2222272272222“ 8N00—"80}000 "804000 “So4000 "80-000 
Diatomite® 2222TDIITTLLIIIIIIIIIIZ apo 000 40}000 40,900,000 
Feldspar’-_-__-----------=------ 69,000 60,000 60,000 «60.000 »—6o,.000 Fluorgpar® 22222222T7227TTTIITITIZI~——aojo00 2000 2ol000 20,000 —20,000 Graphite 22722TLIIITTLIIITIII tego «lsat 150012500 Gypsum ~~~ 222 2ssssncpenesen nee a7 Yen 1630 1630 1.680 Lime =~" 227 72722727 thousand tons 329 gsis°S800 31500 3.400 
Nitrogen’ N content ofammonia—----do--—— 2385 Boas 2381 Barr 22200 
Pyrites, gross weight™ 2-40 330, ‘930 930 ‘30 ‘930 
Salt: Rock ale ossesenpeeenencwactnceu 1,850 am 1700 S1.200 1100 

Other 202722 TTT TTT ae oo soto 3286 _——*3.300__—$3;800 83300 
otal oe ouee Sates 4720 5055 $5,000 $5,000 5,000 Sond 0-22 2388 2116 = *2800 2900 2.500 

Sodium compounds, nes: ‘Caustic soda da 04 28 15 “720 no Sodium carbonate, manufactured, 100% 
‘NayCOp basi nnn do 503 987 soto +360 920 

Sulfor® ON Scontent of pyrites __ do. 400 350 "300 200 200 
Byproduct, all sources. — Saacee 130, 140 4150, 450 150 

TOE nsec 530 "490 450 360 350 Sulfuric acid ~~~ ~~~ 277TT— T4022 780 1,850 1.950 "2,000 2,000 
Tale LLL xiao 0006000 0,000 60,000 

‘See footnotes at end of table.
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Table 1—Romania: Production of mineral commodities: —Continued 
(Metric tons unless otherwise specified) 

Commodity 1979 1980 1981 19821088 

MINERAL FUELS AND RELATED MATERIALS 
Carbon black -.------------------___ 95122101849 "102,000 £108,000 *103,300 
Coa ‘Run-ofmine: ‘Anthracite and bituminous 

thousand tons. 9,299 9686 900,100 10.618, Brown = Stoendone 633 ‘680 +700 "00 850 
Lignite ~~~ TTieoc2== 24956 ards 27,000__—*27,500__——_—85,800 

The secs reeds 348883784 ——°37,400__—*37,900__——47.268 
‘Washed (produced from above) “Anthracite and bituminous: For coke and semicoke production 

ao. 2205 2st £2,800 2224 2.700 Forother uses 802-2 5303 5m 5700 *5,700 000 Brown ~ 40. ‘01 ‘48 600 ou 300 
Lignite <777IT7TTTTIT a do-2=___ 2405526456 £26,000 2,896 ———29.900 

Total ----------do.---__8,764 35,164 #34600 «3.504 _—_—3,400 
Coke: 

Metallurgical 2 do = 8,066 8033 *3,000 aos 54,268 
Other Se SERGE EEL EETEN gE 385, 470 450 #450 "650 

Total — do 3451 3508 °3,450 3968 a8 Fuel briquets from brown coal) ~~ do 720 "730, ‘80 "730 "750 
Ges, natural: Grose 

‘Associated... million cubic feet. 242,540 247,782 250,000 £250,000 _ 250,000, Nonassociated=““7 "7°" "do "~ 960,166 __ 994/427 __*995,000__*1,100,000 1,100,000 
Total .---A.------do--- 1202706 1,242,159 $1,245.00 4,850,000 1,850,000 

Marketed .-.2777TIZI=TZITTeo.22 ter o0 —1/198,683 *1/200,000*1°100;000 1,100,000 Petroleum: ‘Grade: 
As reported —___.. thousand tons. 1283 gl 11,600 11,700,600, Converted thousand @eallon barrels 91.843 S5"T9_—*8AB5 BRAS BESS 

Refinery products 
Gasoline" .-..----do..-- 4114 40.502 40,500 "40,000 25,000 ‘Jet fuel and kerosine= ~~~ ~~“do 222 1463 or $6700 5,500 6,000 Distillate fuel of -77~""—Tdo-7"-5aBo1 5764 —85}500 8555000 50,000 Residual fuel ofl “""7—""_"7“do""—gr'398 «6858000 "55,000 ——_—60,000, Lubricants. 2>7 72> oTae. 2 103 ais 4500 000, 4,000 Liquefied petroleum gas —_—— do —— 22285 2515 2500 *2.000 2000 ‘Bapslis ees ae 218 4056 _%44000__—_*3,500 8,000 

Total do 182277 182,420 181,700 176,000 160,000 
©Bstimated. Preliminary. _ "Revised 
Uncludes data available through Sept, 14, 1984 In addition to the commodities listed, antimony, asbestos, and a variety of crude construction materials are produced, but output isnot reported quantitatively, and available information i inadequate to make reliable eatinates of output 
“Reported figure, 
“Romanian sources do not indicate whether refinery fuel is reported as a part of the listed product yields. Moreover, ‘additional minor products may be produced but are not listed in official sources. 

TRADE 

Romania's planned 13.5% growth in an important source of iron ore, coal, petro- 
trade turnover for 1983 was not realized. eum, and natural gas. Romania continued 
The actual increase of 14% did little to foreign commercial mineral activity with 
raise the country’s hard currency earnings developing countries of Africa, Asia, and 
for the year. Romania continued to rely on Latin America to diversify its sources of 
imports to meet many fuel and raw materi- fuels and raw materials. In these areas 
al requirements. Romania provided technical assistance as 

‘The Soviet Union remained Romania's well as plants and equipment and was paid 
chief trading partner and continued to be back in mineral products.
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Table 2.—Romania: Apparent exports of selécted mineral commodities: 
(Metric tons unles otherwise specified) 
a SR 

Commodity Mm a — 7 wae Other principal) 
METALS 

Aluminum: Metal including alloys: Saupe sgn erases 4s) 1320. utria 1002 
Unerough@——-------- = =~ 98 2079800 Poland 81481; France 4.572 
Scmimasufacturcs—-~—"-----_ 11888 BIS. TH Japan 5,244; Poland 1379. CChromiutn: Oxides and hydroxides ~~~ " oo Tht Sordan te Ginger Heating alloy . ‘pen caei ce 1245 104 West Germany $54; France 930, ‘Unwrought -=——— ~~ 400) ag > West Germany 3.865. Sempimanufactures———— ~~ = =~ *9 2 2 Allto United Kingdom. Gold ital icading lips, irate 2 a tia toe ‘and partly wrought roy ounces. : jest Germany. Iromand stock: Metal Beet oe seine: 04 1 = alltttaly igo cat iron, lated tails 10. Bt TD Sheden 
SefFerrechromium <= sa 40. Sweden 46;Finland 24 Forrociion 27722722277 iS gg0s West Germany 3050. Steel primary fornia =——o——=o> aD AEG TT Yugpla TBS; West Gormany 

‘Semimanufactures: ° "Bars, rods, angies, shapes, sections thousand tons 86 45) West Germany 114; Fayrt 
Universals plats, sheets 

e iii 45 121 3 West Germany 75; France 41. 

Tubes pipes fits ~~ dn i G3 Poland ung 2 in — Hungary Silver: Metal including alloy, anwrought ‘nd partly wrought. - a value, thousands. $2518 $51 France $47 
‘Oxides and hydroxides —____ 42 4231 Alito Austria, ‘Ashes and residues ~~ ~~~ == 189 102. Raye Base metals including alloys ll forms "0 a Sweden 16; Austria 

NONMETALS 
Abrasives, ne ‘Bast and powder of precious and semi- precio sones including diamond value, thousands $455 $81 ___Belgium-Luxembourg $72. Grinding and polishing wheels and stones ae 52 2 NA Austria Barite and witherita--~~———727=— 20 as NS Ae France Boron: Oxides and acds===22=~=777 80 Bi TD eat Genmany 172 tayo, 
‘Cement... thousand tons. _ $3,136 93,083 —- Egypt 1,253; Pakistan 79. Gaynerie == 2 a Ait West Germany. 
Diamond: ont set or strung wale, thousands. 3206 NA Industrial ona $59. Allto Belgium-Lxembourg Fertilizer materials Manutactured: ‘Ammonia ggerz 4.02 Philippines 15,631; Greece 9871 Nitrogenows==22—22277722222 qaz3o00 1291800 Poland i donee 85825 

Phoophatic oe IBBBB RBG Inde 50,00 Poms sce asic sar yaaa a We 1. Mea 
‘Unspecified and mixed*_________ 1,584,900 1,428,200 te "Dasilend 22290; undetermined 

Gypsum and plaster - 19905 ll to Blngar ‘Pheephorus, lemental -—~~~~~~~~~ iv 2a 2 Allto Switzerland ~ Pigments neal row a sd wrdrorides, processed owen 2 25 __ All toGreeee. Salvendbrine °°" thousand tons 1,001, oe Biungary #15; Ygoslavia 17. 
Sodium compounds es: 

‘Carbonate, manufactured... - 566,000, 443,400 ae Hungary 59,009; Czechoslovakia E000 Voposlavie 45,081 Sulfate, manufsetured —————_ 18488. ape. 088 ‘Stone sand and gravel: Dimension stone! rade and partly worked 13522535 Alto Hungary Worked ene’ ones -7~7777> 851128 NA West Germany 9642 Sulfur: Sulturie acid -~—~~~~~~—=—= at NS XilteWugertavia 
MINERAL FUELS AND RELATED MATERIALS. 

Asphalt and bitumen, natural 804 4 Alltottah Carbon: Carbon black? ===. «2000 ——21,500- Poland 8.00; Ceechoslovakia 8084, ‘Gan, natural Gaseous ‘illo cubic fot. 7.068-—«= 7.088 Alto Hungary. Peat including briquets and Uitte - 1948 3. Alle Austria 
See footnotes at end of able.
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‘Table 2.—Romania: Apparent exports of selected mineral commodities! —Continued 
(Metre tons unles otherwise specified 

- ss 
Commodity 1981 ie? “Gage ae " Ga Other (rincipa) 

MINERAL FUELS AND RELATED ‘MATERIALS —Continved 
Petroleum: Grude~ thousand 42gellon barrels. 182 NA Refinery products Tiguetied petroleum gas_do.——— © 6 | __—_ aly 5; Netherlands 12. 

Gasoline _-_. do. _ $29,895, 723,588 2,817 ~~ West Germany 1,795; France 1,437. Mineral jelly and wax ~ do. ~~~ t NA Kerosine and jet fuel do. ~~~ 6 2% => Tiungary 18, West Germany 9. 
Distillate fuel oil do. ——— $16,173 710,562 —— Italy 5,871; Yugoslavia 214. Unbricants = "7" "Way = Hs F816 © T_—_ Austria 261; undetermined 1467 
Residual fuel oil __ _ _ __do____ "13,460 12,707 —- France 4,249; Italy 8,397. Bitumen and other residues Bee 133 2 Austria 16. Petroleum coke? dou === 850 583 > Yugoslavia 56; undetermined 526 

"Preliminary. NA Not available. Vigble prepared by Jozef Plachy. Owing to a lack of official trade data published by Romania, this table should not be taken at complete presentation ofthis countrys mineral rade, Unie sternite speed, these dala have een compiled from United Nations information and data published by the partner trade counties ZOrfcial Trade Statistis of Romania, Sloss than 1/2 unit 
‘Statistical Yearbook of Members of the Council for Mutual Economic Assistance, Moscow, USSR. 

‘Table 3.—Romania: Apparent imports of selected mineral commodities! 
(Metric tons unless otherwise specified) 
ei arp 

Commodity, 1981, 1982” Tait 7 Gated Other (principal 
METALS 

Aluginum: ‘Oreand concentrate _— 495595 580502 © Greece 510,671. Oxiden and hydroxides ———~—~~--“Iaas TNs Hungary S861; Netherlands 444 ‘Metal including alloys: Unwrought- wn 139 «1902. Bungary 1890, Semimanufactures —~~~~~~ Now 2100] Hungary 867; West Germany 606 hromiom Ore and eoncentvate == ~~ tist = Taoe 22 lnland'860, West Germany 642. r ‘Oxides and hydroxides ———_ 0 8. France 28 Metal including alloys, al forms ~~~ B 2 "3 Franeell: Copper tal inching alleys nvrought 889 OTD Poland 17,509, Semimanutactures"—"—~~""7-" yo}ea2 “8X Boland 6686; West Germany 1,199 Gold: Metal including alioya, unverought ‘and parly wrought =~ troy ounces. — a. 451. All from West Germany. Iron and tec Tron ore and concentrate: Pyrite, ousted’ thousand tons. «1518 414,098 «USSR. 7.780 Metal ‘ig iron, cat iron related fmateriaiy nen R000 485,400 NA. Ferrosiloys: Ferrodhomium =. ARE gg ME <= Yipee 
Ferreeicomangancse --7_ 18899 NA Ferresilicon= = ->~ fal <All from West Germany. Silicon metal ~~~ ~~" rr Na Unspecified? -------2-- = TBAB 90788 NA. Steel primary forma —--"~~-- 168.000 171.0007. ONA. Semimanufactures: Bar, oie, shapes Sechons "thousand tone. — 356 304. Hungary 31; undetermined 228, Universal plates, sheets ase 23 233 .__ West Germany 21; undetermined 142. Hoop and strip ____do-- 2 18 LL West Germany 16 Halle and accesories do. & 105 Yugoslavia 4; undetermined 91 Wie agent 3 2 > WestGermany 3 undetermined 15. 

‘Tut i fittings? 
bes: pipes, fittings do... 96 60 NA West Germany 10; Czechoslovakia 8. 

Castings and forgings, rough ‘ioe a woo NA 
See fotnotes at end of table,
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‘Table 3.—Romania: Apparent imports of selected mineral commodities! —Continued le re ther sn 
a ae ne ae 

‘Commodits 1981 1982? it ¥ ‘Talat Other (principal) 

PAG 
oa 
Sithniaiaigasangeaie:: «EBS =: soca ioe 
Chee STR Watcemare dees canas age age aye ener sac MMR = Mat Mean souand ae 
‘Semimanufactures— =~ > ~~~ 7 wt 191 => France 79; West Germany 71. 

Platinum-group metals: Metals including . 
alleys, unwrought end partly wrought a ee fir ovancnons Weat=- MSP YRS cs AMIRI me Betnmonine ggg Hath gn tet Sieitemee ooo ggg =e yet oaicsarwinnas = TR RAE 
‘Ore and concentrate -—_-------- 20,000 gist 9,184 Saptemeitescccoccoccs EME Mat 3 

aiuto nd a oat ie Geese: «|Meat en a ee age Sette s-nsnooe HAMEL na Geass «= Mo RENE sons 
SS Sinan ne We waroorsies nee 164 BO = llfeom tay siiagicogeiyecccnnnnnn> EE = ESE a1 

Dust and powder of precious and semi- . ve Nneary oni aie igs Nore stk Ohne naan aa la 
Bariteand witherie———""7777"""> 385803300 7A from Thallana ReeonoweiSag A ea 
ce 
ou Bat mora ‘alue, thousands. $8109 llfrom Belgium-Laxembourg. Iodustrial = TSENG = guard 8895S apn Lona Be Ont 

Roarcigtrekersterss- ah cE rg Na Smee x SS A agg Alten Wet my Phosphatie = ~~~" 77>772777> 2 3 
Potamic? 2.2 -2----- 223 549,991 754,808 -- East Germany 453,125; USSR. sis Uppecicagsmcns ame egitim Scene 
Geena “coooon we en Get 
Setpoint eniey, ALU ingen 1a Worked including agglomerated spi dom Hay ientateiicl eg sag ler Comey. 

Phosphates, crude*___ thousand tons. _ 241d 2,083 125 Jordan 810, emma Gila ay wa panera meet i Wotan oa 
‘Stone, sand and gravel: ¥ ‘ean SE att Gael connotea itis | MRE ccmnan 
Seto sce
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Table 3.—Romania: Apparent imports of selected mineral commodities —Continued 
(Metric tons unles otherwise specified) 

Sen 
modi 1981 we oa moa SSR is x alted ‘Other (principal 

NONMBTALS —Continued 
Sulfur: Elemental, crude including native and 

Bypraducy o2 SETI TTS —15g41 ara 967 49628 Poland 221,000. 

Other Grade! snes PuToPhyilte ~~ rm 2211 LL Greece 1,000; Healy 674 
MINERAL FUBLS AND RELATED ‘MATERIALS 

Asphalt and bitumen, natural ———___ 40 2. Kaly 26 Gerbon: Carton black nos === ==> 282 4 LL West Germany 17 
Anthracite and bituminous? 

Serie ee Mi ‘thousand tons__ 3,769 3,631 359, ilend 3 atti Caschestovabia 3. ite including briquets ~ do. 2 2 rom Yugoslavia, coneSndsemone’ 8 agals td > sap as, 
‘aly 250. Petroleum: 

‘Crude- thousand 424allon barrels "93.912 *80888 «== Kuwait 4.899; undetermined 71,582 Refinery products TLigtefed petroleum gas 
2galion barrels. 62.211 82-2 United Kingdom 80 Gasoline endo NT 8 1905 = West Germany 3179; ltaly 2210 Mineral jelly and wax ~—do_——— dso Mast Hungary 8:38; West Germany 205. Kerosine and jet fuel ~~~ do. ~~ 114 Azre —<> Went Germany 2465; Hungary 613. Dimtlate fuel of ~~ doo ~~~ ai24 S15 =~ West Germany 314 Lubricants Tdoo-22 2860 9,801,608 West Germany 26,46, aly 2,045 Residual fuel ol — ~~~. 140°098 1938 EP Ailfrom Greece. Bituminous mixtures” — da ~~ 2 oe LL Raly 28 

?Preliminary. NA Not available 
‘Table prepared by Jozef Plachy. Owing to lack of oficial trade data published by Romania, this table should not be taken ag a complete presentation of this country's mineral trade. Unless otherwise specified, these data have been ‘compiled érom United Nations information and data published By the partner trade Countries “Official Trade Statistics of Romania, 
World Metal Statistics, World Bureau of Metal Statistics, London, United Kingdom. ‘Bxcludes exports from Norway valued at $508 00 
Lead and Zine Statistics, International Lead and Zine Study Group, London, United Kingdom, ‘Bxcludes quantity valued at $995,000 
"Statistical Yearbook of Members of the Council for Mutual Economie Assistance, Moscow, USS.R. 

COMMODITY REVIEW 

METALS Iron and Steel—With decreasing re- 
; “ serves of iron ore, which supplied only a 

Copper.—The major event in the copper fraction of domestic needs, Romania had to industry was the operational startup of the rely on imports to supply its 14-million-ton. 
Rosia Poieni copper concentrator, with a per-year steel industry. Most of the im- 
daily throughput of 1,000 tons. The concen- ported ore came from the Soviet Union with 
trator would apparently process 12 million additional supplies coming from Brazil, In- tons of very low-grade ore to produce 20,000 dia, and other developing countries. Al- 
tons per year of concentrate with about though a net exporter of steel in tons, 
1,600 tons of metal content, To date, Rosia paradoxically, Romania was a net importer Poieni, Romania's largest and newest cop- in value. This was due to the industry's 
per mining facility in the Apuseni Moun- inability to produce special grades of steel 
tains, excavated 34 million tons of rock to satisfy domestic users. Low productivity 

overburden. and dated technology were among the rea- The poor grade ore was reported to con- sons given for this condition. 
tain sufficient molybdenum to warrant ex- During the year, Romania and Brazil held 
traction. A new electrochemical procedure discussions over a possible joint venture 
developed by the Deva Ore Research, Tech- to construct an iron ore port at Constanza 
nological Engineering and Design Institute at the mouth of the Danube. If built, the 
claimed a 90% extraction efficiency without port would accommodate carriers of up to 
affecting other components in the ore. 150,000 tons deadweight capacity and would
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transship Brazilian iron ore by barge to Tahomir Mine in the Motru Coalfield by 
East European users along the Danube. In 250,000 tons per year was completed. In 
turn, Romania would provide equipment addition, the new Rosia-Pesteana Mine 
and technical assistance for coal develop- would produce 200,000 tons per year at full 
ment in Brazil. capacity. The industry continued to experi- 

Lead and Zinc.—Local mining satisfied ence difficulties with obtaining spare parts, 
about 75% of domestic lead and 70% of equipment, and skilled labor, as well as 
domestic zinc requirements. Mining and with rising production costs. 
beneficiation was centered at the Baia Mare _‘ Petroleum and Natural Gas.—The pro- 
mining complex and the smelter was at duction plan for petroleum and natural gas 
Copsa Mica in central Romania, The pro. Was not met and production remained at 
duction of lead increased by 7.9% and about the level of 1982. Plans for 1984 were 
reportedly, that of zinc decreased in 1982. to increase petroleum output by 19 million 

barrels and that of natural gas by 11.82 
NONMETALS million cubic feet. 

New discoveries of petroleum were re- 
Romania mined and processed a wide ported at Stoina Ciumeghiu, Mihai Bravu, 

variety of nonmetallic industrial minerals Yeana, and Vilcele; also, a small offshore 
mainly for domestic use. These included Black Sea petroleum operation was planned 
barite, bentonite, feldspar, graphite, and for 1984. Imports of petroleum were mainly 
sulfur. from the Soviet Union at hard currency 

prices. 
(MINERAL FUELS —_—_———_ 

Coal,—Reportedly, the expansion of the ‘Twenminers! sscialtt Division of Foreign Data



The Mineral Industry of 
Saudi Arabia 

By John R. Lewis' 

Reduced petroleum demand, created by a the gross domestic product (GDP), 90% of 
steady decline in international petroleum all Government revenue, and practically all 
consumption, sharply depressed Saudi of the kingdom's export earnings. A cutback 
Arabia's export earnings in 1983 and forced from 9.8 million barrels per day in 1981 to 
the kingdom to call upon its huge financial 3.5 million barrels per day in the spring of 
reserve to meet its Government expense 1983 had a very perceptible impact. Howev- 
requirements. The kingdom’s budget was er, owing to a sound financial base, econom- 
down from a projected $90.8 billion? for the ic growth continued. Some development 
year and was finally approved at $75.4 projects, such as a $344 million water desal- 
billion, Revenue was projected to be $65.2 inization plant, were canceled while a relat- 
billion with a remaining $10.2 billion to ed $437 million powerplant was placed on 
come from reserves. hold. There was also some reluctance to 

Crude petroleum export was Saudi Ara- complete a $2.6 billion export oil refinery at 
bia’s only major source of income. To bal- Rabigh on the Red Sea. 
ance expenses, oil had to be produced at Meanwhile, pilot plant work on the iron 
between 5 and 6 million barrels per day. For ores of Wadi Sawawin continued; the an- 
the first quarter of the year, average daily cient gold workings at Mahd adh Dhahab 
oil production was 4.1 million barrels; near moved closer to reopening and commercial 
the end of March, there were days when exploitation; and the kingdom's integrated 
production was down to 3.5 million barrels. steelworks (Hadeed) in the industrial city of 
Thus, the kingdom drew heavily upon its Jubail started production during the year 
financial reserves to keep its economy via- and had an annual capacity of 800,000 tons 

ble. of finished steel. 
The oil sector generated about one-half of 

PRODUCTION AND TRADE 

The production and export of crude oil Lower demand for Saudi Arabia's crude 
and some of its products provided 51% of oil during the year resulted from factors 
the Saudi Arabian GDP in 1983, compared such as reduced drawdown of petroleum 
with 65% of the GDP in 1982 and 70% in stocks by major oil-importing countries, 
1981. Industry and agriculture steadily in- continued sluggishness in worldwide eco- 
creased contributions to the GDP owing to nomic activity, and energy conservation 
the Government's emphasis on nonoil sec- measures in oil-consuming countries. The 
tor development. Oil earnings funded the kingdom's position as the swing producer 
extensive expansion of the nonoil economy, among the Organization of Petroleum Ex- 
including development of the steel indvgtry, porting Countries (OPEC) members also 
some mine development, and considerable reduced crude production down to about 5 
mineral exploration work. million barrels per day in 1988 from 6.5 
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million barrels per day in 1982 and 9.8 Saudi Arabia's foreign exchange, continued 
million barrels per day in 1981. These to diminish while imports of foodstuffs, 
drastic cutbacks resulted in the disappear- textiles, building materials, motor vehicles, 
ance of the kingdom's trade surpluses and machinery, appliances, and miscellaneous 
created rising trade deficits that were not a items rose markedly. The resulting trade 
problem because of the country’s tremen- deficit of $15 billion, up from $1 billion in 
dous financial reserves. 1982, was covered by drawing on the coun- 

Oil exports, which provided about 90% of _try’s extensive monetary reserves. 

‘Table 1.—Saudi Arabia: Production of mineral commodities' 
Commodity 1979 1980 1981 198 1985" 

METALS 
Tron and steel: Steel, crude ‘thousand metric tons. 6 50 72 0 2016 

‘NONMETALS 
Cement, hydraulic? do "548 "2811 4.185 1188 78,198 
Gynt 0 os ER SES ERE TEST ogee 5 80 95 391 3 Lng cop Se ee gee age a 156 150 15 310 39 
‘Nitrogen N content of ammonia ~—~-~-don——— 155 167 110 2207 225 
Sulfur: ‘Native _______________metrie tons 1100 1.000 NA NA NA Byproduci, alisoarcea==_7~_"=~-do---__125,000_460,000__600,000_900,000_ 800,000 

Total 2. -do---- 126,100 «461,000 600,000 900,000 800,000 
MINERAL FUELS AND RELATED MATERIALS* 
Gas, natural: Gross. million cubie feet. 1,8887752 1.985.407 1,880.071 1,200,000 1,000,000 

Marketed® 7271 -MT’"Go "400,000 450,000 "500,000 "400,000 "389,500 ‘Natural gas liquids: All forms Petr ‘thousand 42gallon barrels "112,900 "185,189 «168,582 ——159,769——125,000, 
Crude ____-_-___----------do_--___ 3,479,389 3,613,683 _ 3,579,920 2,309,428 71,894,100 

Refinery products: Gabline do. NS 8 ON 28.000 000.000 Jet fuel CIITIIII See == aasorg00 = s'300 16.700 17,000 Kerosing === 7222 222Lo oa. Sais 121526 1500 1500 1/500 
Distillate fael oil --22T—IT—Tae-=-= sen) 470 846.000 68975 284800 Residual fueloil —--"--"_"""do 91997 89}048 90,000 8748 90,000 
Liquefied petroleum gas_—— ~~~ ~do-— 7ais28 97,880 £100,000 7243 ——_—50,000 
Naphtha----------------do--- 51,250 «45.560 "47,000 «36850 32.000 Appbalk. ©2725 TSESSESEATT gece 7981 8268 «8.300 4125 —16,000 
Unspecified -— ~~~ >~>TT¢o-= == 1,560 1460 *1:700 2.000 3.000 Refinery fuel and iosses® ~~~" ""do.—~_10:200__—30200__—30,500___10,000 3,000 

Total. ceneonedt-- "SIT I6T "350.0847 9947,500 988,141 958,400 
“Estimated. "Preliminary. "Revised. NANot available 
Table includes data available through Aug. 24, 1984 
2Reported figure. Data are for the Hejira calendar year, which corresponds closely to the Gregorian calendar year. ‘Includes Saudi one-half share of production in the KuwaitSaudi Arabia Partitioned Zone.
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Table 2.—Saudi Arabia: Exports of selected mineral commodities! 
(Metric tons unless otherwise specified) 

Destinations, 1082 
Commodity 1981 198 “Tae np ye Other (principal) 

METALS 
Aluminum: ‘Oxides and hydroxides 124 2. Bahrain 1; Yemen (Sanaa) 
Metal including alioys: Serb ie necscnnn ange 6946 Kuwait 3395; Pakistan 1,044, Unwrought—= 2222227222 ‘28 2 LL Netherlands 22 Italy 20 Semimanufactares — ~~~ ~~~~> 882 244 Yemen (Sanaa) 154; Greece 86 Copper: ‘Mate and speiss including cement Copp cen 50 10. Kuwait 88; West Germany 22, Metal inchiding alloys Borap ose cece eer S018 Spain 2228; Kuwait 2148, Wert Ger ‘many Li Unwrought..- = 283 2. AallteYemen Sanaa) Semimantfactures ~~~ 22 =—~ 3 182 22 Netherlands 40; West Germany 30, Gold: Metal including alloys, unwrought ‘and partly wrought - troy ounces. — 5851 . Iron and steal Tron ore and concentrate: Pyrite woatted onsen een 2000 __ Alto United Arab Emirates. Metal: Scrap —---------------- 5218888) Qatar 18,080; Lebanon 2,768; Pakistan 15, Pig iron, cast iron, related Thaterials =e "196 289 Pakistan 145; Republic of Korea 40; ‘Kuwait I? Steel, primary forms 129 98 Yemen Sansa) 91; United Arab ‘Emirates 

Semimanufactures: ‘Bars, rods, angles, shapes, . ‘sections nnn 8,586 2561 Qatar 15 ban 534; Yemen 
Universals plates, sheets "2,562 2452. Yemen Sanaa) 2,284 
Hoop and strip =~ 3 ML Alltotr alls and accessories ~~ ~~~ 3 45552 Trag $92: Qatar 28. Wires wanes n nena a 30 17 drag 32; Jordan 9 
‘Tubes pipes fittings ——""> 7,878 488 V1 United Arab Emirates 1455; Yemen (Sanaa) 1,058. Castings and forgings, rough sr - ‘Lead: Metal including alloy Bonpaascssecee anaautcs 2 1092 Lebanon 120; Republic of Korea 17 wait Semimanufactures. == 0 4. Brag 2 Beypt “Magnesium: Metal inchiding alloys, Tonwrought sewn 41. Allto West Germany. ‘Pungo Metal ochding alos, all GOS noc ae ee es 54 2 Bin: "Ore and concentrate - LT. Republic of Korea 102; Yemen ‘Banaa's, Metal including alloys: Beep ee emcees 8 BO dapan 100; Syria 5 Unwrought. 2222722222222 ae 183 2 __Republicof Rorea 136, Somalia 48 Semimanufactaves ~~~ ~~=—— 502 fot ZZ Yep naa) 4; Reebok orea | 

NONMBTALS 
Abrasives, nes: Natural Carundum, emery, pumice, 0 cove tee ne eeaate n Grinding and polishing wheels and elon so eee 2 2%. Yemen Sanaa) 15; Kuwait 6. Asbestos, crue -= 2222222220022 ai to LL Sudan 460: Traq 220. Gement on 22222 qs sangot ero 4871 frag 52,189; Brain i Clays, crude: Unspecified — = 51 $8 United Arab Emirates 40; Jordan 30, Diatomite and other infusorial earth ——— 163 81 <2 Qatar a3; Bahrain 28 Fertilizer material: ‘Grudenes 1120 58 Iraq S97; Jordan 116 Manulactured ‘Animonia.———---------=~ 92 2 Bahrain t; Yemen (Sanaa) 

Sitrojenous “—=22—=27“S= aed oredr 82th Chinn 4,70; Bangladesh 
Phosphate geen 3680 4,473. _Yernen Sanaa) 2,726; Jordan 1,458, ‘Unapecified and mined” ~~~ "167 ‘3812 United Arab Emirates 32; Yemen ‘Sanaa’. Grophite, natural a 2% lito Yemen Sanaa 

See footnotes at end of table
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Table 2.—Saudi Arabia: Exports of selected mineral commodities Continued 
(Metric tons unless otherwise specified) 

ett 
Commodi 1081 392 IR y United Other (rnp 

NONMETALS —Continued 
Gypoum and plaster =.=. -20806 891 Kyat 36,12; Qatar 695; Baran 

errs 2859 ago. Yemen Sanam 3.481 Nitrates, erage -7777722777-7777 Baas 7 22 Ailtolrag Prigtgnt neal Tom es and wdrorides, proceed nse a United Arab Emirates 17 Baypt 4 Precious and semiprecious Stones other ‘han diamond Natural’. value, thousands. %3 - Syuthetig = Soci ec edocs 5S aa Pyrite unroasted——~~~~> oI 8 3 Alto Yemen (Sana). Siltand brine. =~ =2222722222777 soi 2000 > Allto United Arab Emirates Sodium compounds, 528 Garbonate, natural and manufactured — 8. Allto Yemen Sanaa} Stone, sand and gravel ‘Bimension stone ‘Grae and partly worked ————— 42 N16. France 1034; Yemen Ganaa) 7. Worked oon meestens i ANB. © 2 United Arab Emirates 111; Yemen ‘Sanaa 10 Gravel and crushed rock 128285182051. Kuwait 181.3, Limestone other han dimension ——— 30 Allo Qatar, usando than metabeacing” => 1,658 36 >United Arab Bmicates 240 
Elemental: ‘Crude including native and Be ay sana” 230 1. Yemen Sanaa) 124 colloidal, precipitated, sublimed 41596 «=> India 214580; Puna 64,898. oS 18 Be Qatar 124; West Germany 24 
[ih rere 2s 3.600, «Qatar 194; rag 190; unspecified 3.273 Slag and dross, not metal-bearing ——— 1810 os 
MINERAL FUELS AND RELATED MATERIALS: 

Asphalt and bitumen natoral=----- "2410616760 Ui Arab irate 1928; Qatar 
Sten: Carbon black .---.------- 6 B _- Alto Yemen (Sanaa). 

‘Anthracite 354 T —. Bahrain 4; Qatar I; Yemen (Sanaa) Briquets of anthracite and Bituminous ele cee ero - ang Alto Yemen Sana. Lignite including briguets ~~~ ~~ 3% Bo Be Gas, natural Gaseous Million cubic fect. 650968 STRAW 4.9 gpa 35.535; Kuwait 4.078 sa Netherlands 35,059 
‘Crude. thousand 42gallon barrels 3,298,163 2,024,172 161,114 Japan 455,875; France 188,762; Singa- pore 108317 Refinery products 

Liquefied petroleum gas 
do__-— 123,401 127,286 90 Japan Tae: Kuwait 9,060; Nether- nda 7731 Gili: Motor. do... "45696 1.992571 Jag HTT France 2988 Bros 

Minera jelly and wax - do. a @) Allo Yemen Sanas). Kerosine and fel -— do a6 S3 > Yemen Sanaa) 32 BislteWtelot = ——~Go.—-~3aat 8TH gagore A snp 2918 Bri 
Lubricants -.,------ do... 130 506 20 United Arab Emirates 163; Sudan 46; 
Residual Fuel it o i922 188161277 Singapore Of: Japan 2016 ee : mS ‘Netherlands 1130. Bitumen and other residues do "08 T= Yemen Sanaayé. 

Revised ‘Table prepared by Virginia A. Woodson, 
. Less than 1/2 unit.
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Table 3.—Saudi Arabia: Imports of selected mineral commodities 

i nent td en AM aaa 
Ged ‘Other (rincpa) 

—. °° _ 
gene i steam ap mtn em 
St nonay, AROS, te 

Unwrought. = 2222T0DI0oT 1852 eas 8 Babin 664 Canada 1258, United 

Semimanufatores 4044444 4M— 4.892 Grant 180; Repbticof Koren 

ancitnteseta igniter met fsmsulgdntanme ste ay EM RRLSETRRS onde 

contac si 
‘Kingdom 3,832. Seer nan aaanduageatop sere sng gas NA Sead EG Ba LEA veggie ner adore ee 

Metal: 
, eee ee 

Peg 
Ferroalloys.-----------~ 346 356061 Norway 100; Japan 69; West Ger- 

many 35. Seoaytaed same sash aca alin Jn 
aoe ‘Rinfand 26340. sestseteee ce et beste ype, 2) dau Rito a 

compan ce ha a7 sage a Ua 
minty sa : cement ath eh WEE 20 at ements 

Wire nae 08S-—=«55ABR_—« Rap TEST, Repac of Koren 
nti sie tama 76 OREN 

FN eo orceaa _ . Tzeisyindiass 2h. 
suicaiea vk Biemdoocmite Mgt ea St 

Be an nny tg rsa sera pti lo 
‘Unwrought__-~------~--- 929 892, 32 Kuwait 811; United Kingdom 200; acer moment aan aha WARE nn Pe ssn orn 

‘Gre and concentrate —————---= 9 2605 Norway 2,098; India 500; United 

cite oc iaaaraaac aol ae NEUES Gia 
‘Ore and concentrate* — ...-~-- ~~~ ~ 189 155 Belgium-Luxembourg 207; Nether- 

Jands 88; United Kingdom 74. amen | | Ble OO 
sn tuted
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Table 3.—Saudi Arabia: Imports of selected mineral commodities! —Continued 
(Metric tons unless otherwise specified) 

TT Soarecs, 1982 
Commodi 1981 a a 7 Valtes Other (principal) 

METALS —Continued 
Nickel: Meta including alloys, sem: ‘manufactures Senne m 258 L_ Maly 114, pan 4; West Germany 
Paina group metas: Metals including ‘alloys, unwrought and partly wrought ™ ‘valle, thousands 389 819 ~ $8 West Germany $10 aly 8; Unita ingdom Silver Metal including alloys, unwrought ‘ond partly wrought! troy ounces. «480,787 —«*10468--«NNA._—_ Switzerland 49,866; Austria 82,151, 

‘Tin; Metal inching alloy Bewpgec sce cse ctcawsmeus 16 5g dapan 3: Singapore. Unwrought ==" "22222222222 % 5S Singapore ils India 10; Malaysia 10, 
Semimanufaetures_-__~~077777 21H 1828S _Japan 8, Begum Latembours 6; Singapore ‘Titanium: Oxides_____--—------- 2816 886g Lertourg 788, United ngdom Bs West Germany 423 ‘Uranium and/or thorium: Metal including alloys, ll forms i valve, thousands. $5 $81 $20 Turkey $29; Japan $24; India $10. 
Gre and concentrate =~ 428 242 101 Cuechoslovakia 90; Singapore 50; 
Oxia 815, 685 10 Went German 17% Coechoslovak ides woos LcwuoeseRcemeas fet Germany lovakia 

127; Thailand 103, 
Met roaght 1008 «186118 apan 4.28; Belgium Laxembou JnwrDUghtsn = ! : Japan 3,282; Belgium-Luxer T00; West Germany 100. Semimanufactares MSA TIS 9 Japan 110; Beat Luxembourg 8s; West Germany 994 

Other: ‘Ores and concentrates ===. - 1022 188 8B ance 18; Netherlands 16, United ngdore Base metals including alloys, all forms 134 29 Republic of Korea 107; Italy 56. 
‘NONMETALS 

Abrasives, nes. "Natural Corundum, emery, pumice, Beene, STN 12 NA West Germany 2; India 1. “AreificialsGorandumm ~~~~>72—7~ 9 2 "@ dapan 
Grinding and polishing wheels and eng eee 990 9882208 Haly 1582, West Germany 382 Japan 2 Asbenog crude = N02 R185 Cae 8 Botan 3.8 

Bariteandwitherte=-..--..--.. 2657 astm a.607—-Tallnd TRASH india 5,94; Sweden 
Boron materials: Crude natural borates. se 2g Mainly fom Japan Oxides and ocide == ~~ ==> ai 8 TWest Germany trance 1; United ngdiom Cement ...0- thousand tonk. 945561215 FB apa 2,805; Greece 02. Gi cecereeeeneenes 8406 84H A4—_Balfti-Lnembourg 386 France ‘351; Coechostovalda 251 Clays, crude "Andalusite, kyanitesillimanite——— 1579 8582482 Bulgari 2505, Wet Germany 90; 
Firecay o-oo eee BRK OTL 8TH Ind Bulgaria 2500 United ‘Kingdom Il Cryolite and chiolte === a 88. Natherlands 20; Belgium- Tuxembourg 18 Diaznond Gem, notset or strung Walle, thousands “$10,288 —=«§1,914—«$19—_—~Belghum-Luxemboury $809; India $595; Lebanon #340 Industrial == do 200 $45 BeghsLanemboure 55 Seite. 

Diatomiteandotherinfusovatearth $7,207 49.75 24705 Chiga Thies Greece 7. Finland 
Feldspar,fluorspar, related materials -— oo 965. West Germany 901 Fortibzer materials Crudenes = S078 8665499 West Germany 21,550; France 237%; Netherlands 43 Manufactured ‘Ammonia ———— === 691 721 188 Netherlands 191; Kuwait 125; United ‘Kingdom 94, 
‘See footnotes at end of table.
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Table 3.—Saudi Arabia: Imports of selected mineral commodities' —Continued 

tenis ervte pained 
rr diinily a was the rica 

NONMBTALS —Cutinue rege eon imi 
Nrge nanan TEAS AEM ly a 
‘Phosphatic ___ fii 82,965 47,575 1,000 Lebanon 11,319; West Germany os rie, Roh aay ER se sand 20 Pans Cnpesfelandnind eRe) ERENT, ne 

gta e-coccccaoc2 aaa al noth SRR 
Pent ccaictecowensicasseccmaiase 13,338 30,658 910 pace 12800; Turkey 4705; Lebanon 

Meguiars ce mt st Cosenvtaoltingendrary. =O Gece tigen ante, ; igh mse yas Uae Ring Wat Gorman 
Niners eee B68) a en 1 Wet Og aise |OUR Float a, nase 08 Weng Und ign 

teneaeandhdmsiiyacacd Seth am) nen 
euesiineis «SA «S«*C. «| men A RD RReuesen, Pe acca 
Ra ue aman. BST een 

‘Thailand 346. prime coscumnnac , Aue Gun Be Gate e eCemmsien 
Salad betes eee eee 14639 18,049 9,850.-Netherlands 3108; China 1,362; ceri Ea cessependinss Sn aitatued "A —«ARASD-«2489_‘elnrLoxombous 8 Wet 

Soi elie soled aes TL Ee sulfate, natural and manufactured . m0 107 5S Spain 8, Wet rena 
e ‘Canada 529. " seins manson’ 

‘Dimension stone: See tiy wkd = nde oe ° Wik ncveeennnnns aaa nyt GI talon A Sn 
Duo ey etacanee Mask PEST IB Se Ney 
Grawlanderuhdvok =. wo0eh shez 1808 Ua Arb Bama tts aly aisle nis 
Limestone other than dimension —__ 46,127 ‘31,789 36 Gresce $1,409; United Kingdom 143; 

urejutgurcie gsc. «HRR «AR glt Meee gi Fame <> BE ARP aod REE Sart ug een eee 
a MEE ing ntne and enatnenatesnt ee ua et can aca oe of Ff eee pexGieialesiaindesined. aR Ee Bical Bn arpag 

‘Luxembourg 420; algaria 210 Taiseatesmpacn proto atat8.E 
i de cc eeceenecneeneen= ROM GQUS RR Wet Cemay 14 Unie a Cer Eoclicnlclliniscs (a Gil inn worms See ee EVEL AND Avtaen nce -eaee 2188S LD gery 4 Nad 
init edith
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Table 3.—Saudi Arabia: Imports of selected mineral commodities: —Continued 

(Metric tons unless otherwise specified) 
Sr 

Commodity 1981 vee “Gaal ane 

MINERAL FUELS AND RELATED ‘MATERIALS Continued 
Carbon: Carbon black ee 168 10326 Netherlands 30; West Germany 13. Goat Ail grades including briguets ~~~ aint 1313551 West Germany 302 Spain Is? Goke andsemicoke sos Sue = 116 ist 312 Japan 90 Beat cluding gata ai ier >>> 489 {29 NA Canada 694; West Germany 188 
“Crude A2gallon barrels 5.300 5.714 2381 West Germany 968; Belgium. Crees ‘Paslion barre 4 288) Wet cenmbourg S12 Netherlands 588 Renpery product 

auetied petroleum gas do____ 1,499 3,851 151 United Kingdom 893; France 882; West Germany 88. Gasoline —— do. a8 S51 191 taly 3,732; United Kingdom 459, Mineral jelly and wax do. ~~ 1805 TAG) 142 West Germany 207, France 23, 
Kerosine and et fuel do. 9.283 9742 2817 Weel Germany 2,829; Belgium- 

Taxembour 806 aly 9 Distillate fuel ol do 1019 5,095 828 Belglurm-Luxembourg 207; Canada (94; Swituorland 31S Lubricants do. 1 1 & NA Nonlubrleating ois —da_—— 13 116 8 United Arab Emirates 52; United Kingdom 6, taly 9 Residual fuel ol. do. 1 3 @) Mealy Netherlands 
Bitumen and other residues ea "a1 12 @) France 4; West Germany 2; United ‘Arab Emirates 2 Bituminous mixtures_—_do- 50 416 Uplad Ringo 1; France 5 Spain 

“Revised. NA Not available. 
Table prepared by Virginia A. Woodson. Less than 1/2 unit 
°*May contain vanadium and tantalum ores. 
“May include platinum-group metals, 

COMMODITY REVIEW 

METALS was formed in 1983. The commission, head- 
« . quartered in Jidda, Saudi Arabia, intended After 60 years of modern mineral explo- fo conduct a L-year test during 1985 to 

ration, which contended with large and determine the feasibility of commercially sometimes inhospitable terrain, no major mining these minerals. In 1983, a proposal 
nonfuel mineral deposits were found and for a pilot plant to investigate ways to mine, 
thus did not impact on Saudi development. —_eneficiate, and process the metalliferous 
Commercial gold mining was to com- ores was under study, but owing to budget- 

mence about 1985 at the ancient Mahd adh ary constraints, there was little likelihood 
Dhahab Mine, with production of varying that a plant would be started in under 2 
amounts of copper, silver, and zinc also years. Meanwhile, the commission's efforts 
expected, Another mine, Al-Masane, in far were focused on determining the environ- 
southern Saudi Arabia, had potential for mental impact of the new mining process. 
copper, gold, silver, and zinc recovery. Com-  Copper.—At the Al-Masane mining proj- 
mercial exploitation at various sites in the ect in southern Saudi Arabia, the Arabian 
country was possible for iron ore, nickel, Shield Development Co. and Saudi Arabia's 
tungsten, bauxite, and phosphate. Undersea General Petroleum and Mineral Organiza- 
exploration in 1983 showed commercial pos- tion (Petromin) were arranging financing 
sibilities for cadmium, copper, gold, lead, for a 1,500-ton-per-day milling complex to 
silver, and zinc. be ready by the end of 1983 to permit 

Following an agreement signed in 1982to mining the copper, zine, gold, and silver 
jointly develop the minerals cadmium, co- ores in the deposit. A’ feasibility study 
balt, copper, gold, lead, and zine that were concluded that the massive sulfide deposits 
found on the Red Sea floor during explora- contained 4.5 million tons of ore grading 
tion and preliminary sea mining tests, a 1.6% copper, 4.8% zinc, L& grams of silver 
Saudi-Sudanese Red Sea Joint Commission per ton, and 35 grams of gold per ton.
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‘These reserves were considered sufficient to duct a.more detailed feasibility study in- 
support a 1,500-ton-per-day underground volving an 18-month drilling program to 
mining operation for 9 years with reason- outline the ore body. Arabian Shield Co., a 
able expectations of finding additional re- U.S. registered company, was owned 65% 
serves within the immediate area that by Saudi interests and held exploration 
might extend the mine's life to 15 years. licenses from the Saudi Deputy Ministry for 
Exploratory drilling was continuing in 1988 Mineral Resources in Jidda. 
along the Moyeath ore zone discovered in Construction of the large-scale pilot 
1982. Tests of the drill cores indicated an- plant, which would concentrate low-grade 
other 3 million tons of ore containing all the | Wadi Sawawin iron ore to 65% iron content 
above metals, but with zine being about continued at Al Muhwaylib. The plant's 
three times richer. startup, which was delayed in 1983, was 

Gold.—Production of gold from the expected in 1984. Located on the Red Sea 
centuries-old Mahd adh Dhahab gold depos- coast about 60 kilometers west of Wadi 
it moved closer to realization. Under the Sawawin, the plant was to fine grind the ore 
sole ownership of Petromin, development of and then, using a flotation process devised 
a 400-ton-per-day mine about 170 miles by the U.S. Bureau of Mines Research 
northeast of Jidda was begun. Detailed Center at Minneapolis, Minnesota, increase 
design work was undertaken for Petromin the iron content to 63% to 65% in pellets. 
by Gold Fields Mahd adh Dhahab Ltd. Between 145 and 150 technicians and other 
During the first half of 1983, considerable workers were engaged in conducting the 
site preparation was undertaken for the tests. Mining, drilling, and bulk sampling 
inauguration ceremonies on April 30, which had, by 1983, identified proven reserves of 
was viewed as a firm commitment by the 350 million tons of 42% iron taconite ore 
Government to reestablish gold mining at that could be open pit mined. The gravel 
this historic site. In addition to enlarging road between the mine and the coast was 
the mine's airstrip, an ore separation plant improved during the year in anticipation of 

+ was to be constructed. Mine production, at considerable heavy truck traffic. Prepara- 
400 tons per day, was planned for 1986. Life tion for mining of Wadi Sawawin was also 
of the mine was anticipated to be 10 years going forward, but actual quarrying was 
during which production was estimated at delayed pending the grant of a license to 
30 tons of gold, 90 tons of silver, 8,000 tons purchase explosives. If the Wadi Sawawin 
of copper, and 27,000 tons of zinc. For the _ project, into which the kingdom had invest- 
project to be economically viable, world gold ed $100 million, proves to be viable, a 
prices must remain at least at $350 to $400, beneficiating plant capable of producing 
supported by silver at least at $11 per about 2 million tons per year of 65% iron 

ounce. pellets will be built nearby. The pellets 
Similar promising finds of copper, gold, would be shipped to the newly completed 

silver, and zinc in 1983 were at Al-Masane steelworks at Jubail. Pilot plant testing of 
in southwestern Saudi Arabia. Many other _ seven different multiton samples of ore was 
mineral localities were being studied; most _ to continue until September 1985. 
were promising but small and not econom- Saudi Arabia entered the ranks of the 
ically viable unless multimine development world’s steel producers during the first 
was possible. quarter of 1983 with the opening of the 

Iron and Steel.—Arabian Shield Develop- integrated steelworks of the Saudi Iron and 
ment continued its interest in the nickel- Steel Co. (Hadeed) at the industrial city of 
iron deposit at Wadi Qatan in southwestern Jubail on the Persian Gulf. The works’ 
Saudi Arabia. A preliminary study was annual capacity was 850,000 tons of raw 
started during 1983 by Kléckner Werke AG, steel and 800,000 tons of finished steel. 
of the Federal Republic of Germany, on the During the first year’s operation, a total of 
feasibility of opening a 2,000-ton-per-day 275,000 tons of reinforcing bar and wire rod 
mine with a normal yield of enough ore for was made. Estimates of Saudi Arabian de- 
200,000 tons of sponge iron, 32,000 tons of mand for rebar ranged from 2 to 2.5 billion 
ferronickel, and a small amount of cobalt. tons per year, mostly imported from Japan. 
The study also was to evaluate the possibili- The Hadeed complex consisted of three 
ty of a 200,000-ton-per-year steel mill to computerized production plants: (1) a direct- 
serve southern Saudi Arabia and Yemen reduction plant consisting of two Midrex 
(Sanaa). If results of the investigation were _units to produce sponge iron; (2) a steelmak- 
positive, Arabian Shield intended to con- ing plant consisting of three 125-ton electrie
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are furnaces; and (3) a two-unit rolling mill, do exploratory drilling of the Red Sea evap- 
of which one produced 530,000 tons per year rites, including salt. Work began in Octo- 

of rebar while the second unit made 270,000 ber and was to go forward for at least 1 
tons per year of wire rod. All energy came year. 
from natural gas. The Hadeed works requir- ~_Sulfur.—Construction of two new petrole- 
ed $1.2 million tons per year of iron ore, of um refinery sulfur facilities continued es- 
which more than one-haif would come from sentially on schedule in 1983. The Petro- 
foreign sources even if the Wadi Sawawin min-Shell Saudi Arabia Refining Ltd. plant 
and other iron ore sources were to prove at Al Jubail was on schedule with comple- 
viable. Additional annual local require- tion set for 1984. The three units in the 
ments were 100,000 tons of scrap, 50,000 refinery would furnish 150,000 tons of sul- 
tons of lime, 7 billion cubic feet of natural fur per year. The Petromin-Mobil Oil Corp. 
gas, and 1 billion kilowatt hours of electrici- plant at Yanbu, which was to be completed 
ty. At the outset, iron ore was imported in 1984, would be capable of producing 
mainly from Brazil with one Swedish com- about 300 tons of sulfur per day from 
pany shipping hematite pellets to Hadeed. refinery gas. The Arabian-American Oil Co. 
At yearend 1983, Hadeed employed 650 (Araméo) contracted for a sulfur recovery 
Saudis and 1,457 expatriate persons, down unit to be added to its Ras Tanura refinery 
from a peak of 2,300. Hadeed was 86% for operation by 1986, at a cost of an esti- 
owned by Saudi Arabian Basic Industries mated $8.5 million. 
Corp. (SABIC) and the balance was owned 
by two West German firms.‘ MINERAL FUELS 

NoweTAAE Coal.—Early in 1983, the Coal Ministry 
announced the discovery of coal underlying 

Cement.—Cement production from seven a 450-square-kilometer area around Mujam- 
operating plants was 8.1 million tons, about ma in the northern part of Saudi Arabia 
14% more than that of 1982 but only 35% of The deposit was described as substantial, 
demand. The balance was imported from with beds of coal ranging from 10 to 15 
Bulgaria, Japan, Portugal, Romania, Spain, meters thick, extending a distance of 30 
and Yugoslavia. Producing capacity was 9.2 kilometers at widths ranging from 60 to 70 
million tons, and another 4.8 million tons of meters. The deposit’s potential remained to 
new capacity was to come from three new _ be fully evaluated at yearend. 
plants under construction: the Saudi Ku- Natural Gas—Proven recoverable re- 
wait Cement Manufacturing Co. plant at serves of natural gas rose slightly from 117 
Ras al Khafji close to the Kuwait border trillion to 118 trillion cubic feet. In the 
adding 2.1 million tons of clinker and period 1980 through 1983, even in the face 
900,000 tons of finished cement; expansion of tremendous gas withdrawals, gas re- 
of the Arabian Cement Co.'s plant at Ra- serves increased about 10%. Although 
bigh providing an additional 1.4 million much Saudi gas was associated with crude 
tons; and the Saudi White Cement Co. plant oil, increasing amounts were to begin flow- 
at Riyadh adding 400,000 tons. Between ing from nonassociated reservoirs tapped to 
increasing producing capacity and the level- meet the kingdom's gas delivery commit- 
ing off of construction activity in Saudi ments for desalinization plants, electrical 
Arabia, the need for imported cement generation, and a growing number of petro- 
should fall and imports should be at a much chemical facilities. 
lower rate in the second half of the decade. By 1983, Saudi Arabia, already a key 

Salt.—In its development of a petrochem- member of OPEC, had become the so-called 
ical industry, SABIC required large vol- swing member of OPEC because it could 
umes of salt ‘to make chlorine. Extensive best adjust its crude oil production to rectify 
salt deposits were delineated at Jizan near imbalances created by the output of some of 
the border with Yemen (Sanaa), the Red Sea the other OPEC members. As the kingdom's 
Basin, and southwest of Dharam. sales of crude oil were reduced to keep 

Several desalinization plants were addi- OPEC allocations in balance, associated gas 
tional sources of salt. SABIC planned a produced with the oil was insufficient to 
830,000-ton-per-year chlorine plant at Al satisfy all gas sales contracts, which includ- 
Jubail, which was scheduled for completion ed about 45 separate customers planning to 
in 1985, In 1983, Seltrust Engineering Ltd. buy liquefied petroleum gas. All contracts 
of London was awarded a contract by the were adversely affected by the cutbacks. 
Deputy Ministry for Mineral Resources to During the hottest summer months, in-
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sufficient associated gas was produced to kingdom began curtailing production in an 
fuel the Eastern Province’s electric power _ attempt to prop up sagging oil prices, In the 
generation plants and about 30 desalini- early months of 1983, the level of produc- 
zation plants with combined output of 557 tion was down sharply from an average of 
million gallons of fresh water daily. Such 9.8 million barrels per day in 1981 and 6.5 
shortfall eventually caused a total shut- million barrels per day in 1982. By March 
down of the electrical supply network. To 1983, production was, for a few days, only 
get enough gas from its oil wells, the Gov- 3.5 million barrels per day. For the first ‘ 
ernment increased oil production, which quarter, production averaged 4.1 million 
was stored in huge tankers that were sent barrels per day; in the second quarter, it 
out of the Persian Gulf. An emergency oil averaged 4.6 million barrels per day; by the 
marketing company, Norbec of Switzerland, third quarter, production had increased to 
was created to handle spot sales, mostly to 5.8 million barrels per day to ensure ade- 
major oil buyers in Europe, Japan, and the quate supplies of associated gas for the 
United States. Prices were at official Gov- master gas system; and in the final quarter, 
ernment prices but on spot market terms. production leveled off at 5.5 million barrels 
Companies bought on a cargo-by-cargo basis per day. The leveling-off was due to the 30- 
with no other commitment on either side. day closure of the Marjan and Zaluf off- 

Gas shortages were causing concern shore fields beginning in mid-December in 
among foreign companies having heavy in- order to connect the two fields’ associated 
vestments in petrochemical operations at gas production with the new Safaniyah gas 
Jubail and Yanbu. Saudi Arabia was under- gathering complex. Average production for 
lain by the deep Khuff Zone, into which the full year was 5 million barrels per day, a 
drilling was beginning. Production in need- drop of 28% from the daily production 
ed quantities would be unavailable until averaged in 1982. The kingdom's oil reve- 
sometime in 1984. The kingdom also consid- _nues were $37.1 billion compared with $70.5 
ered temporarily importing gas from neigh- billion in 1982. 
boring Persian Gulf countries via a pipeline Aramco produced 98% of Saudi Arabia's 
that would have to be laid from nearby oil, a total of 1.75 billion barrels of oil in 
Qatar and the United Arab Emirates. 1988, or 4.8 million barrels per day. The 
Petroleum.—Exploration.—The combina- Getty Oil Co. and Arabian Oil Co. produced 

tion of active onshore and offshore drilling 54,794 and 147,950 barrels per day, respec- 
programs, together with sharply reduced tively. 
production of crude throughout the year, During 1983, Aramco drilled 160 develop- 
resulted in an increase in 1983 crude oil ment wells, both onshore and offshore. Ex- 
reserves to 166 billion barrels, up from 162.4 _ploratory wells totaled 25. At yearend, six 
billion barrels in 1982, additional wells were drilled, tested, or 

In January 1983, Aramco began a major _ waiting on testing equipment. 
land survey in the Eastern Province, ex- Early in 1985, Aramco, through Aramco 
tending south from Khafji along the gulf Overseas Co., contracted for facility expan- 
coast (including the offshore areas), west to sion in three huge reservoirs in the Persian 
Khurais, and north to the Hafar al Batin Gulf off Saudi Arabia. Halcrow-Ewbank 
region bordering Iraq. The purpose of the Petroleum & Offshore Engineering Co. of 
survey was to establish geodetic control; London was to provide engineering, project 
mark concession boundaries; make topo- management, and construction manage- 
graphic maps; perform engineering studies ment services. In the Safaniya Field, 
for planning, design, and construction; and Halcrow-Ewbank was to perform conceptn- 
prepare charts of the offshore area. The al design, project engineering management, 
164,000-square-kilometer area contained fabrication, and construction management 
many crude oil and natural gas reservoirs. for a major new platform, which was to 
By early 1983, Aramco operated a total of 46 support oil and gas processing and well-test 
drilling rigs in the kingdom, both onshore facilities. Also, a new living quarters mod- 
and offshore. Twenty-five of these rigs were ule and support utilities were to be provid- 
used for exploration and development drill- ed. Submarine power cables were to be laid 
ing while 21 were engaged in well work- to the new complex as well as to satellite 

overs. tie-in and production platforms. In the near- 
Production.—Saudi Arabia's crude oil by Marjan and Zuluf Fields, the contractor 

production continued to decline sharply. was to provide detailed engineering, fab- 
The decline started in late 1981 when the ication, and construction management;
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material procurement assistance; and in- The Petromin-Mobil export refinery at Yan- 
spection for two accommodation platforms bu was begun in 1982 with completion 
under construction. planned for yearend 1984. Throughput ca- 

Refining.—Three operating refineries, pacity was to be 250,000 barrels per day. 
with combined daily throughput capacity of ‘The third new export refinery, by Petromin 
705,000 barrels, served Saudi Arabia's do- and Petrola International of Greece, was to 
mestic market’ as 1983 began. Aramco's be located at Rabigh, was the largest of the 

, giant Ras Tanura refinery was the oldest three with throughput capacity of 325,000 
and the largest with a capacity of 470,000 barrels per day, was to cost $3 billion, and 
barrels per day of crude oil plus 190,000 was scheduled to commence operation in 
barrels per day of natural gas liquids. Petro- 1986. 
min’s Riyadh Oil Refinery Co. at Riyadh A number of lubricating oil refineries, 
had a capacity of 130,000 barrels per day; designed to satisfy domestic demand, were 
another Petromin subsidiary, the Jidda Oil in various stages of development during 
Refinery Co. at Jidda, only had a capacity of 1983. Petromin’s subsidiary company, Pe- 
105,000 barrels per day. In July, a fourth trolube, was a partner with primarily U.S. 
domestic refinery with a capacity to handle oil companies in these ventures. At Jidda, 
155,000 to 170,000 barrels per day was put Petrolube and Mobil were completing work 
into operation on the Red Sea coast of Saudi to double the lube plant's output to 5,000 
Arabia at Yanbu. Wholly owned by Petro barrels per day at a cost of $9 million. The 
min, the refinery received its crude from combine’s updated plant at Riyadh was also 
eastern Saudi Arabia via the Abgaig-Yanbu nearing completion and also was to double 
Pipeline (Petroline). This added refined output to 2,740 barrels per day at a cost of 
product capacity obviated custom refining $7 million. 
in Greece and Italy. Petromin did not renew Across the Arabian Peninsula at the new 
contracts with foreign refiners expiring in industrial city of Yanbu, a lube-oil base- 
April 1983 for 130,000 barrels per day stock plant was in advanced stages of plan- 

Construction of the 150,000-barrel-per- ning and design. Petrolube and Ashland Oil 
day Buraydah domestic refinery, located in Inc. of the United States announced in the 
the Central Province, was expected to begin summer of 1983 that negotiations to proceed 
during 1984. Saudi’ Arabian Bechtel Co. with the work were almost complete. 
completed a feasibility study for the project. ~ Meanwhile, plans for a $1 million, 12,000- 
late in 1983, and a number of companies barrel-per-day blending plant at Jubail, to 
and consortia were lined up to work on the be built by Petrolube with Chevron Re- 
project. Construction was to be supervised search and Texaco Inc., appeared to be 
by Aramco on behalf of Petromin. shelved for the present. 

Construction of a second 150,000-barrel- Petrochemicals—Early in 1983, and 
per-day domestic refinery at Shugaiq (also within a month of the decision by The Dow 
called Gahama), about 100 kilometers north Chemical Co. of the United States to with- 

of Jizan on the Red Sea coast in southwest- draw from a joint venture with SABIC to 
ern Saudi Arabia, was deferred indefinitely. build a 500,000-ton-per-year, $727 million 

Three joint-venture export refineries, ethylene complex at Jubail, a contract was 
with a total capacity of 825,000 barrels per signed between SABIC and a joint Saudi- 
day, were in advanced stages of construc- Japanese venture, identified as Chiyoda- 
tion. The refined product output of these Petrostar, for design, engineering, and con- 
refineries, owned by Petromin in partner- struction of an ethylene plant. The plant 
ships with foreign oil companies, was to be will be operated by the Arabian Petrochem- 
exported. Work on the Petromin-Shell Sau- _ ical Co. (Petrokemya), a 100% owned subsid- 
di Arabia Refining 250,000-barrel-per-day iary of SABIC. Chiyoda-Petrostar was part 
refinery at Jubayl was begun in February of the Chiyoda Chemical Engineering & 
1981 and was more than one-half completed Construction Co. Ltd. of Japan. Previous 
by 1983, Cost was expected to be $1.4 billion plans for a 180,000-ton-per-year high- and 
with a 1985 completion. One of the major low-density polyethylene unit were drop- 
construction partners, Parsons Internation- ped. By midyear, Petrokemya also awarded 
al Ltd., claimed the refinery's centralized Union Carbide Corp. a management serv- 
management and control instrumentation ices and training agreement for assistance 
system to be the most advanced ever design- in design, construction, startup, and initial 
‘ed, equal to 10 control rooms and more than operation of the new plant. The plant was 
100 meters of manually controlled panels. scheduled for completion in 1985.
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In 1983, SABIC was involved in 11 proj- zation job Bechtel had ever undertaken. 
ects in various stages of construction. Of the One hundred and twenty-one separate mod- 
four projects at Jubail, three were petro- ules were involved 
chemical, including Petrokemya, while the The Yanbu petrochemical complex will 
fourth was a $100 million oxygen and nitro- have a capacity of 455,000 tons per year of 
gen plant. ethylene, 200,000 tons per year of mono- 

Meanwhile, across Saudi Arabia to the ethylene’ glycol, 91,000 tons per year of 
west, the kingdom’s huge grassroots petro- high-density polyethylene, and 205,000 tons 
chemical complex at Yanbu was nearing per year of low-density polyethylene. It will 

completion he $2.4 billion ethylene) {gut use the ethane feed from the Yanbu gas- 
plex, scheduled for startup early in 1985, i ‘i 
was within budget and on schedule. ‘The Processing facilities operated by Aramco 
plant was being built for Mobil Saudi Yan-~ sphyaicai scientist Division of Foreign Date. 
bu Petrochemical Co., a joint venture of _ *Where necessary, values have, been converted from Mobil Yanbu Petrochemigal Inc. and SA- $qutizvat Skis «US. dat at he eof ls 
BIC. The builder, Bechtel Petroleum Inc's "bens Minty for Mint esr Kingdom o 
Houston Div., credited modular design with Saudi Arabia, Saudi Arabia Mineral Resources Report 
keeping the plant's construction on sched- “U;g nunc: Readh Seach arabe’ Gea Dep. Tele 
ule. The plant was the largest modulari- gram 03541, July 1984 pp. 12





The Mineral Industry of 
Sierra Leone 

By Ben A. Kornhauser* 

Sierra Leone’s economy was affected se- sential commodities, imports associated 
riously by the greatly reduced income from with loans and grants, payments of official 
the export of diamonds, which normally debts, and previously approved foreign ex- 
accounted for more than one-half of its change transactions. Other foreign ex- 
export earnings. In other areas of the min- change items required a higher commercial 
eral industry, which was the main earner of market rate based on biweekly foreign ex- 
foreign exchange, iron ore and rutile ex- change allocations from the Bank of Sierra 
ports were increased greatly. The rehabili- Leone. Economic recovery and the viability 
tated Marampa Iron Ore Mining Co. Ltd. of Sierra Leone’s economy in the near term 
made its first iron ore shipment in Febru- depended on continued financial assistance 

ary. from the International Development Agen- 
To strengthen its economy, Sierra Leone cy of the International Bank for Recon- 

developed a more stringent fiscal year 1983 struction and Development, the European 
budget and instituted, with the help of the Economic Community, the African Develop- 
International Monetary Fund, a system of ment Bank, the Islamic Bank, and directly 
two-tier exchange rates. The lower “official from Western countries. 

market” rate was used to purchase es- 

PRODUCTION AND TRADE 

In 1983, the production of iron ore, rutile, development. Mineral exports were the 

and diamond increased approximately _ principal earners of foreign exchange. Dia- 
536%, 50%, and 27%, respectively, while monds consistently accounted for more than 
bauxite production decreased 17%. The one-half of the export earnings. According- 
huge increase in iron ore production re- ly, the decline in recorded diamond produc- 
sulted from the resumption of mining in the tion, coupled with low prices, had a debili- 
Marampa Range. Rutile concentrate ship- tating effect on the economy and trade, 
ments of 69,475 tons were up from the causing a decline in real gross domestic 
previous 1982 record. In 1982, the value of product. 
all exports to the United States was esti- The new investment code became opera- 
mated at $17 million? while all imports _ tive following the enactment of the Develop- 
from the United States were only $12 mil- ment of Industries Bill, 1983, by Parlia- 
lion. The major export markets were the ment. The act was designed to encourage 
United Kingdom, the United States, andthe the development of industries by creating 
Federal Republic of Germany. Its major certain incentives and guarantees to attract 
import suppliers were the United Kingdom, local, expatriate, and foreign investments, 
France, the United States, Nigeria, and and to guide and regulate their activities. 
Japan. Among the incentives were the following: 

The scarcity of foreign exchange contin- 1. Preferential treatment in granting and 
ued to be a problem for Sierra Leone and _ processing of import licenses. 
was a major reason for the lack of industrial 2. Partial or total exemption from cus- 

661
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toms duty on capital equipment, raw mate- sion that the relief shall not exceed the 
rials, and intermediate goods for approved original invested capital by 150% per year. 
projects that would not otherwise be viable 4. Relief from income tax in a manner, 

financially. and for a period not exceeding 5 years, as 
3. Relief from surtax for a period not the Project Approval Committee may 

exceeding 5 years, as the Project Approval determine 
Committee may determine, with the provi- 

Table 1.Sierra Leone: Production of mineral commodities! 
_ Commodity? SSSCSCS~C~S C—O 

‘Aluminum: Bauaite, gross weight. thousand metric tons... 012_—766_—610_—«G6_—506 
Diamond: Gene __----------- <----thowsand carats. 41917208 mg Industrial -=— Sas ey 

ee een a ee ee ey Gog NTTITTIIIIIIIIIITIIIIIIIII I Tieey oimeec= «NA HoT 88529 900 Tronare Snes uae metic tons ee @8,000_ 4191500 

Peemcalne ney POA thousand 424allon barrels. 42115 MB RBA feaeecorccccrarerscccn Cs ane i, NR 
eo Oe aah 2 2 ee M 

co ene am a a: a ary 
Sigusted petroleum gas-——-"--"------vovnncodet BANA Refinery fue and losses ~~~77777 TICCIODTGCIIT__ 86h" 

‘Total. ee do. 1887191511517 NA. Sant VS = 2227 TTTIDIIIIIIII Tas thousand meine tons. "200 "200 "200200200 Tania’ Ratio and conenrao, 090 7H0, gr wen on sana5anz00 11800 

‘“Batimated. Preliminary. NA Not available 
Table includes data available through June 30, 1984. 2In addition to the commodities listed, a variety of erude construction materials (clays, sand and gravel, and stone) is produced, but output is not reported; and availzble general information i nadequate'to make reliable estimates of Butput levels: Sierra Leone annally refines 400 to 10,000 metrie Uns of salt from imported erade marine salt, but this {Snot included in the body of the table because it would represent double counting of materials credited tothe country ‘there the salt was orginally eolecte. This output would be in addition to that reported inthis table 

COMMODITY REVIEW 

METALS Ohio, produced a record tonnage of rutile 
i concentrate (96% TiO.) for the country but 

Iron Ore—The rehabilitated Govern- only shipped 69,475 tons. Nord was able to ment-owned Marampa iron ore mines made gain 100% ownership of SRL through favor. 
its first shipment of 70,000 tons of iron ore, able agreements with the Bethlehem Steel 
valued at $800,000 to Austria in February Corp. and the Export-Import Bank (Exim- 
1983. The mines had been reactivated and bank). Except for $5.25 million of the ap- 
operated by Austromineral GmbH, a subsid- proximate $30 million debt to Bethlehem 
iary of the Austrian state-owned firm of and Eximbank, the loan was noninterest 
Voest-Alpine AG. The ore was transported bearing. The interest-bearing portion was 
48 miles by Government-owned rail to a only at a 7.5% rate. Bethlehem decided to 
shiploading facility at Pepel. The trains sell its equity in SRL owing to the recession 
consisted of 40 bottom-discharge cars, each of 1982 and other economic factors. The 
of 40-ton capacity, and hauled by a 2,000- Government of Sierra Leone has an option 
horsepower, diesel-electric locomotive. The through November 1986 to acquire 47% of 
ore stockpile at Pepel could hold 120,000 SRL. 
tons. The dredged channel allowed vessels. Because, in Sierra Leone, the rutile and 
up to 100,000 deadweight tonnage to be mineral beach sands were associated with a 
berthed in the harbor. thick red lateritic mud, a bucketline dredge 
Titanium.—The Sierra Rutile Ltd. (SRL), was employed in mining the deposit in 

wholly owned by Nord Resources Corp. of conjunction with a wet concentration and
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dry separation plant. million kimberlite project for the under- 
ground mining of diamonds.* 

NONMETALS 

‘MINERAL FUELS ‘The Mining and Investment Co. Interna- 
tional S.L.) Ltd.,a private mining company, The Richolson Oil and Gas Co, was au- 
had two mining sites for gold and diamond thorized to search for oil on the island of 
deposits. The company was financed by the _Sherbro. The Trans Sierra Oil Co. was to 
Burkman family of California. The gold start drilling in the northern interior of the 
would be mined in the Bo Distriet and the country.’ 
diamonds at Ghahama ——_ ‘in July 1983, an agreement was signed {Physical scents, Division of Foreign Data, 
between the National Diamond Mining Co. agnesle)io tS dilareat therate fa!“ USHi 10 (200% Government-owned), which will own “Wat Airc non! No. #85 01h 198, p 204 
60%, and BP Minerals International Ltd, SWE YONE\Freetowm) July 26 985,52. 
which will own 40%, concerning a $140 _p so 0tis & Travaux DOvtre Mer. No. 859, Jan. 1989,





The Mineral Industry of the 
Republic of South Africa 

By Miller W. Ellis 

The mineral industry of the Republic of quarries for raw material for its three iron 
South Africa continued to provide the basis and steel plants. The Industrial Develop- 
of the country's widely diversified economy, ment Corp. of South Africa Ltd. (IDC) par- 
to produce a number of mineral commodi- ticipated directly in the production of fertil- 
ties vital to the world’s major industrial izers and other commodities needed for the 
countries, and to realize approximately 50% development of the country, and the South 
of South Africa’s foreign exchange from African Coal, Oil and Gas Corp. Ltd. (Sasol) 
mineral exports. The gross domestic prod- continued to increase public participation 
uct of $79 billion? was 8% greater than that in its oil-from-coal operations by sale of 
for 1982. This was equivalent to a 12% shares. The State Alluvial Diamond Dig- 
increase in terms of local currency, which gings of Alexander Bay near the mouth of 
had depreciated in terms of the U.S. dollar the Orange River in northwestern Cape 
during the year. Devaluation of the rand Province was managed by the Department 
again tended to neutralize the effects of the of Mineral and Energy Affairs. 
world’s generally depressed mineral prices | Approximately 350 U.S. companies or 
‘on the local economy. The total value of _ their affiliates had direct investments total- 
domestic and export sales of raw mineral ing $2.5 billion in the Republic of South 
products, including cement, was $14.9 bil- Africa at the beginning of 1983, and many 
lion, an increase of 8% over sales for 1982. appeared to be interested in expanding that 
This was substantially augmented by sales position by retention of local earnings and 
of mineral-related manufactures such as _ by the infusion of new capital. Most of these 
coke, refined and fabricated metal products, companies had a record of voluntary adher- 
fertilizer materials, and cut gem stones. ence to principles of improved treatment 

‘Most of the mineral-related activity was and training, and an enhanced quality of 
managed by the six major multinational life for employees of all races. Following the 
mining corporations responsible for the de- official recognition of black workers as 
velopment of much of the mineral indus- members of nonwhite trade unions in 1982, 
tries in the southern part of the continent: their membership increased to an estimated 
Anglovaal Ltd. (AVL), Anglo American 500,000 workers, and black unions were 
Corp. of South Africa Ltd. (AAC) with its officially recognized by mid-1983. In the 
subsidiary De Beers Consolidated Mines mineral industries, with a total of 750,000 
Ltd., Barlow Rand Ltd. (BRL), General workers, the number of strikes and work 
Mining Union Corp. Ltd. (Gencor), Gold stoppages actually declined because differ- 
Fields of South Africa Ltd. (GFSA), and ences were settled by conciliatory discus- 
Johannesburg Consolidated Investment Co. sions and negotiations. Fewer than 65,000 
Ltd. (JCD. Certain aspects of the mineral workers participated in 336 strikes and 
industry were participated in or controlled _ stoppages involving the loss of fewer than 1 
by Government companies such as the million worker hours, compared with more 
South African Iron and Steel Industrial than 14,000 workers losing nearly 3 million 
Corp. Ltd. (Iscor), which operated mines and _ worker hours in 394 strikes during 1982. 
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PRODUCTION AND TRADE 

‘The Republic of South Africa maintained 25% below that of 1982. 
its position as the world’s leading producer _ Outputs of lead, tin, and vermiculite were 
of gem diamonds, gold, platinum, and vana- 11%, 12%, and 16%, respectively, below 
dium and was one of the world’s top three those of 1982. ‘The prolonged drought had a 
producers of asbestos, chromite, manganese minimal effect on mineral production from 
ore, uranium, and vermiculite. Production the country’s larger producers, but it did 
of gold increased slightly as did that of increase the need for imported maize and 
asbestos, chromite, phosphate rock, and other foodstuff, and caused a major upsurge 
uranium oxides. Copper production was up, in trade. The United States regained its 
largely because of a record high 138,738 status as the top source of materials im- 
tons of cathode from Palabora Mining Co. ported by the Republic of South Africa, fol- 
Ltd. (PMC), one of the world’s lowest cost lowed closely by the Federal Republic of 
mines, with a profit of nearly $29 million Germany, Japan, and the United Kingdom, 
for the year, or more than $0.09 per pound each of which provided goods valued at 
of refined metal. The working cost was $0.62 about $2 billion during the year. Switzer- 
per pound. Production of bituminous coal land, Japan, and the United Kingdom rank- 
increased nearly 5% above that of 1982, toa ed second, third, and fourth, after the Unit- 
record 148.5 million tons; of which, more ed ‘Stikes as importers of South African 
than 28 million tons was exported for anoth- goods. The $9.15 billion value of gold sales, 
er record of 10% more than that of 1982. was an increase of 13% in dollar terms and 
Diamond output increased 12.6% to 10.3 16% in terms of local currency and indicat- 
million carats, and export sales were a ed an average value of $419 per troy ounce. 
record high 11.3 million carats valued at The export values of silver and diamonds 
more than $472 million, Production of zine increased more than 50% each in terms of 
in concentrate increased more than 20%, local currency, with an average value of $14 
but less than 50% as much was exported as per troy ounce for the silver and $46.55 per 
in 1982. On the negative side, manganese carat of rough diamond. Apart from grain 
ore output plummeted 45%, and export for stock feed, crude petroleum, nitrate 
sales value was 36% below that of 1982; fertilizer material, sulfur, and soda ash 
hematitic iron ore production was down were the country’s principal imports. 
35%, and the value of export sales dropped 

‘Table 1.—Republic of South Africa: Production of mineral commodities! 
(Metric tons unless otherwise specified) 

Commodity 1919 1980 Tes ise? sa 

METALS 
‘Aluminum metal 02---------------- 88800-86800» 87.000 87,000 —363,600, ‘Antimony concentrate: (Grostwewhte =... 2088 BagTe B50 ARIA nO Metal content TaSSTLILICOD «= Mest Boe S10 Ras 8 
Beryl concentrate (11% to 12% BeO)_———_—___ 1 @ 122 58 19 

nore than 18% GrsOs.-—- thousand tons 33 20 36 3 25 4a to48% COs enn 1,989, 1.381 1488 1070 
Less than 4456 C03 ~~ 2 don 531 1405 iz 399 i123 

Total... meee nenndonn- ST aan asm yoda % otumb ain conta ora — "65 1912 xeis 800 408 
"Wine utputmetalcotent ...-----_mys8t_——-BNBKB_——28E.TOD BTID 220,00 

O'Smelter.—.------------------~ 178,000 180,819 199,424 194,000, 204,984 Rotined=227T72TTTTTTTTTTTTIT ag Mblge = Lacon = Tae's00saa8 
Gold, primary’ ~~~ ~~~ thousand trey ounces met 266) 2a 21a AEBIT 
Tron and seek Tron ore and concentrate: Grossweight "thousand tons. «31585 «512. BSIO 2A. 18,605 nn i 

Pig ironstone waa roa Toi Tae 5218 

See footnotes at end of table
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Table 1.—Republie of South Africa: Production of mineral commodities Continued 
(Metric tons unles otherwise specified) 

Commodity 199 1980 1981 ia 188 

METALS —Continued 
Tron and steel —Continued Metal Continued 

Ferroalloys, blast furnace and electric ‘rnace® Ferrochromium thousand tons. ‘180 800 150 600 580 Ferromanganese = don 580 520 450 40 350 Ferroslicochrome. ~~~ _~—do.——— 28 ‘8 20 2 18 Ferrosilicomanganese ~~~ do. ~~~ 6 70 50 40 50 Ferrosilion === ~~~ "doo 22 148 162 110 100 300 Ferrovanadium -—-——-~--do-- ~~ a @ e @ @ Silicon metal. ~~ ~~~~~~ dow 35, bo 80 50 22 
Total..----------do--- AS71600 "Lalo Tha 1,100 Steel, erude ~~ 2222222 ge 8368 8008 91004 sz 004 

Semimanufactures: For immediate sale do. 200 2 93 NA NA Hootrolled products ~~ ~~~ —do- ~~~ 6.395 6.588 gt NA NA Iron castings == ==> ~ dow ~~ 1338 2336 2.092 NA NA Steel castings and forgings ——do-——— 189 ia 6 NA NA 
= ‘Total ___---------- do 8,662 9,088 8.968 NA NA 

‘Mine output, metal content ——___ ms 186,059 98,901 90,288 20,200 Smelter nnn “I= ____ ess 38400263300 So400 39,800 
‘ore and concentrate, gross weight: Moxgnoaen ora ross weig 

‘Over 489% Mo thousand tons 296 290 388 422 eu 45% to 48% Mn don 598 ba 1226 14 368 40¢ to 5% Mn ===> Lae => ‘63 27 ‘616 is a5, 80% to 40% Mn === 2722224022 2391 3,009 2429 23301 120 
Total do 4.954 5,328 4.699 4g79 2.62 

Chemical: —e— Sea 
‘Over 85% Maz do @ @ e @ ® 89% to 65% MnOg ===> do 153 166 45 39 98 ‘Less than $596MnOs =~ ~~~ ~~ —d0-——— 76 201 296 295, 161 

Total do 229 361 3a 584 259 
‘Total® manganese... do. 5188 5.695 5,040 5.207 2.886 

Manganiferous iron ore (15% to 80% Mn, 20% to Ne Pore nennnneen - _ « NA NA 
‘Mine output, metal content 30290 2570025400 *20,600 20,500 Metal, electrolytic. ~~~ 22=2= 7-22 aae ‘8000 ieoo == 17860 gaz 7}000 Paknum group metals, mncal content of, 

‘concentrate, matte, refinery products® ¢ sn ‘iccdned troy ounces aor 3,100 ato 2,600 2,600 
‘Mine output, metal content®. do. 3.240 Tas 1,568 6.948 559 apybtinutyennnnennenn nnn anda 5236 3125 3050 3080 200 
‘Concentrate: ‘Gress weight =e 5106 “6160 "5.950 *7.500, 6,700 Metal content= —~-~--~-2_-222-2> Boor 2513 oan 3088 2608 

Metal primary® ~~~ ~77722ITTTIII2 ‘819 1100 2.602 2384 2.686 ‘Titanium: Rutile concentrate”... 44740 48.000 49.900 47,000 50,000 Slag ccnnssse-c22zss2zss 2722272288700 844.000 ST0,000 S800 400,000 
rani onde (0g) ——~>77o7 oo 5.637 7.295 1235 6333 7128 

Vanadiferous slag, gross weight -____ 55.000 __*60,000___62.000__—*62,000__—_—a5,825 
V content: OT ‘Of vanadiferous slag? ——— 8,400 8.620 8,980 8540 4,500 

(Of Va0s and vanadate products® ~~~ ~~ 3.900 4,080 3,820 3.460 2000 
1s Total ----------ee-------- 12,800 «12700-12800 12,000 6.500 

‘Concentrate: ‘Gross weight _-.---___--_---- 107,648 158187 17437188000 200,000 Metaleontent=——=--2—--~~2---=> “8808 “Tbs shire “Si a6 Toa. gs Metal, smelter - == 2222222227727 75400 814007200 79,700 88300 
Zirconium concentrate (baddeleyite and zirconi*--__&2,000__—80,000__—+100,000_—_—125,000 S 

‘See footnotes at ond of table.
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Table 1.—Republic of South Africa: Production of mineral commodities! —Continued 
(Metric tons unless otherwise specified) 

Commodity 199 1080 i9aI 198” 1983" 

NONMETALS 
Asbestos: 

Aimagitg ao ocewewece sees naan 39058 51,646 «5883844857 40,658 
Apthophglite————W ooo Oooo o ooo = ai = = gg.ol6 Gussie... cona= sooo eet e te o1se8 106881018. 
Grocidolite —7—"""TTTTTTTTTTTTITIT__unggo— agian 37 aT2as =< 

Total ---------------------- 91ST BTTBA 285.936 
Harite 202287 ET CSTD eacan cae 2404 2635 2247 amt 6,683, 
Cement, bjdrale=-—————*~ thousind tons — 6900 = *7.200 8095, 8010 7891 
Avamigie a ccsscucscssuncueuee 40s 3684 5az1 gus aan Bentonite -———~-~27 27272227222 463944981542 solgzt ag. 
Bireclay---2~277T7TTTTTTTITITI—aaolera.—aga'ge7 © mazes © kale? © TROT 
Flintclay ~~~ SITIIDIT ——woovo—— 1901888 = 71,500 163075 aga Fuller's earth” =~" 77777777 o Too 318 ‘130 "434 ‘311 ‘312 

Kaolin — 027 "TTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTT agg 107,500 155,008 127,891 129,605 
‘Montmorillonite - ~~~ >~>777—2~2IZ== 1.267 115 354 ae ae Corundum, natural ~~ —~~>">7777 7727227 4 ra 31 8 8 

Diamond: 
Gem*_____________ thousand carats__ 3,589 3,403, 3,429 gaz 3760 
Industrials ~~~ >TTTTT TT do => 4845, Bunt 6097 Sale 6.551 

Well wacenwnce nae snanndeene: 8.334 8520 9.526 9454 1081 Digtomite . = TSTIIZIIIISIS IS 1/058 ‘584 615 ‘596 1/088 
Feldspar--~ ~~~ ~—7"7"7 2727722 2°272> Tai 52247870527 MASI 
Fluorspar: eee meme | moe «(eka faces 

‘Aciégrade _____________________ 989,305 “44878951614. «208821 232,750 
Ceramicgrade >> 222 2TTLTIIIT Sam? #93828 6118 9.628 6,406 
‘Metallurgical_grade ~~~" 7" >7777777> 5580 64112 gs789 786A. 
Total —— nn 451112 52718 «496,521 880,885 27,602 

Gem stones, semiprecious 
‘Emerald crystals _______ kilograms__ 1,381 482 502 S547 315 
Tiger'seye ———-~-—~-_=L TT -do > anaiaT ©3187 20034 112,000 120,000, 

Graphites s 2 sus nao. SST ‘304 a we 
Gypsum, erude "=" "—“"TITTTTTTTTTTIT argo s2400 554.887 saonl 8,858 Kybnite elated materials: Andalusite——--—--_-______________ 184177 gg.51agig72 155708 6.gT6 Silimanits -2==-2--22---2-c--a20= 19.314 Te1s¢ 15,504 10/060 ‘815 
Lime? <->" 77777777" thousand tone L121 2184 2.251 2.150 1892 Magnesia, erade_—7>722222_T°NT SES ease = 5o.975 565 = aT Bab BO 
"Shoot. - kilograms 64 252 cs NA NA Wane = ooo ecccc ssn EES 3617 5,086 2.508 1762 2er2 

Nitrogen: N content of ammonia 
thousand tons _ 568 59 552 mm 515 Phosphate rock, gross weight — "=" “dou 3221 3.185, 2617 2815 2887 

nts, mineral, natural: rs reece zie no “2 age 1319 (Qeldes = 2 SS SECEIESSSSESSSICTE ‘our 660 555 32a ‘369 
pitas gagaetictccicccccc 1,370 Loot dim 1,688 tes, gross weight ~~ ~~~ ~~~7~7777TTIT 07728 1,450,000 1,475,000 *1,5004 1,500,000 

‘Quartz, quartzite, glass sand Giliea) 
thousand tons__ 1376 1,629 1387 1.260 1135 Salt ------------------ 508785507270 sa0'801 86.210 TaeAT 

Bilge; o-oo ocosacoaadauecwsesan ts 5.783 5,490 9248 3382 1889 ‘Stone, nes: 
Dimension: 

Granites 
Sawn slabs 2071 28,910.55 12595 11,000 Rough blocks=——"""""""""""7"a98'563 181.250 18770804000 150,000 

Marble — 2-7" TTTTTTTTTI TE 382 5965, 321 6725 4,986 (Crushed and broken: 
Timestone----—-__ thousand tons. 17,406 ==19,869 2107. 2,79 19,874 Shale ——— ~~ >">~777_ go 25 604 600 "t82 "$54 

Sulfur: TO Scontent of pyrites do. 19 493 503 4500 aTe 
Byproduct 

‘Of metallurgy® ———___- do. 100 100 100 105 125 
Of petroteum*_— ~~ >>> do 25 25 Ri 30 2 

‘otal ————_— do 444 618 630 600 ea 
Sulfuric acid, gross weight ~~" "~~ "do_ ~~~ 317 3616 3677 3,195 3.201 

See footnotes at end of table.
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Table 1.—Republic of South Africa: Production of mineral commodities! —Continued 
ete toa usa beri pect 

egy rn a a ae Senet nig 080 ea a 
NONMETALS —Continued 

‘alg pd related materials: [ee oust ose gases 017 Broriglte(oadenaaiay -~7~~77777~ oda Sn Verticdvan  TOTSRT#RO) <—---------- hE aK ID ohh? RE MINERAL FUELS AND RELATED MATERINIS 
Cortona eens 80000045000 NANA om _s5000 NANA 
Mntracte ..-_—---—thowand fone 82148 go? gona Bituminowe”22TTTII NMSSM 

Tou. een endo. 10388 —“1GB0 OAR AMO4B) as 8 Coke allpes 2O2TTIIITICITooTa aA ERD M0ga MOMS 
Petroleum refinery products: nino Gasoline” PEousend ADgalion barrels. 50660-81900 gas ago Jecfuel 2227 Shetewnd Gein bap Sages aS a i i a BiUleeanc OTR abaya BR 

Resiualfueloll—-----..---do---- 226908980 ago ato Eipreanes soe 27277722coz2ccc> BRR BB a RTD Ger coco RES Retteryfiddasdiosecss2s=22-8o-7 tae 
Total —— a n-a=--do____ “8485040116705 “eaae0 NA 

“Estimated, "Preliminary. "Revoed, NA Not valle ane chade ante saleble egg 1a 
Less than 1/2 unit. ein may 204 edo totals shown because of independent rounding “Tnltden sium fom ai ores timated of E900 ay one or yea 
Domestic sales plus exports. 
Sulfuric acid was produced rink pate derived from local smelting operations and from burning imported elemental sullen Bulent ope a ci Ae thecaad cba anon bern poe ents TE Ba Bae a Pa 

Table 2.—Republic of South Africa: Apparent exports of selected mineral commodities’ 
(Metitons ules otherwise specified) ey Deatnations TE Commeaity we 8 gq . Gated ‘Other principe po re ee ea Rerglncege 

METALS Alico Sreand concentrate 2 2 Ordesand arses "~~~ ah = Rokend adhere aig saan o 7 ‘ainldig aoe “ow sapan 1 Helgumtoneno ean Japan 186 Belgium-Laeemboure 6; ‘Retherlandeie Unwrought. = wre naan 1486 wee so: taiwan 277% Sepa Saat nmmpSemimanutactars nT 81 weePSlrieny 1 Sei Lanka iment Qreatdconcentraa-—.-.----- «288 «2.85 99 Japan 912 Belgium Luxembourg 124 FINE once earn ik ae 4175 2903 2,908 ae AE Bele e mele Oldua sl acigss === 7=e t = Srp Ott and contra =—— ~~ Ss Cad ‘Metal including alloys, all - 
‘Chromium: Ore and concentrate Zi oan ome 33m 251_ Sapa Wt Geran Au ae Cabal: Metal inlding alloys, al forms ne tak sepa Golumblur and vatalioy Ore and once ioerams. 4406 the 800 NA 
See fotnaes at ond of able
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‘Table 2.—Republic of South Africa: Apparent exports of selected mineral commodities" 
—Continued 

(Metric tons unless otherwise specified) 
Destinations, 1982 

Commodi 1981 1982 “Ga nt Gaited Other (principal) 

METALS —Continued 

cong 5 ‘and concentrate_-.-.----- 79,778 «78,115. West Germany 41.518; Japan 31,054 
Matte and speiss inelading cement CME ere en ceeeen 13 222 West Germany 140; Greece 82. ‘Ash and residue containing copper ~~ 25 589 1B West Germany 418, 
Metal including alloys: Scrap nen 2,888 8729 ____Belgum-Lagerbourg 3.206; United ‘Kingdom 3108; West Germany 

‘Unwrought___-_--_--.--- 144,956 189588 ____ West Germany 72,604; Belgium. xembourg 2 304 Japan 15952. 
cag, Semimaneteetures --——----- 1,985 2064 1491 Hong Kong 249; United Kingdom 181. 
Waste and sweepings —troy ounces. #1061 a4 __ Alto West Germany. 
Metal including allay, unwrought ‘and partly wrought Par thousand troy ounces. — 963 680) Was Germany 300 Japan 181; Hong 

ong, 
Iron and ste: Tron ore and concentrate: ‘ineluding roasted pyrite ———___ 5917 —__ Alto Switeerland, 

Excluding roasted pyrite fs 
, ‘Mousend tons. «12,995 LSIG——«B_—Japan 6,528; West Germany 3,088 

Ba ioinecnccmmenne: 1,746 3,519 18 Japan 1,664; Taiwan 664; Nether- 
° ands 597 

Pig iron, cast iron, related materi- Sigs senseenewnnnn=n=— *UNA00 T0886 ITE Japan 18,61; West Germany 8.175; ronan aly 6,085. 
‘“"fRerrochromium 469,067 840,516 42,641 Japan 190,307; West Germany 12> 188; Sweden 22,724 Ferromanganese...----- 8A 295908. 210914 aly 3855 West Germany 7.884; 

Ferromolybdenum. 135 as . Ferroniekel =~ ——— 12 16 6 West Germany 10 Fervosiicochromiuim ~~~ ~ 5218 1608 © Japan 1.168; West Germany 500 Fevroalimanganese --~- 46610 T2GRD 11.001 Jpn 8.8; West Crmany 1508 
Perrosilicon,---------— 12378 17,480 . _ Japan 14.880; West Germany 1,684 
Silicon metal ~~" "77> 9,728 iiss BO apan 6,065; West Germany 5,522. Unspectied -=222TTTTL eB ROT“) aly $2785; United Kingdom 30,201; 

Stel, prsury fo 43202391787 105790 Grocer 84341 United King tel ms : a. 5 reece 24,341; Unit 0 ” Sted fealy 1.308 
Semipanofagtres 

Jars, rode, angles, shapes, fecliong nen 351,987 827,227 116227 West Germany 82,873; United King. dom 627, Belgium-Luxomboury, 
‘Universals, plates, sheets $447,500 421,780 207,982 ‘Taiwan 84,797; West Germany 15,140; Hong Kong 28,187 Hoopandstrip-.------  *501] «12 Tuan ble Greece 16, Ratleand accessories -———— 151 205 = Taiwan 198 Wires nee S103R8 7281 2690 Sei Lanka $827; Portugal 673. 
Tubes pipes fittings == 958.759 THAST 47.815. Hong Kong 14782; United Kingdom 
Castings and forgings, rough 23 ST Hong Kong 60. Unspecified. e778 a 

UG eand concentrate -------- MBM West Germany 31,87 Japan 16207 Oxides seen ial 9 12 United Kingdom 6; West Germany 3 
Metal including alloys: erap sce eect 268 151. Denmark 98; Italy 58, Unwroughi — ~~~ 7>LI2 o> 18160 10840 > aly 10,587; Taiwan 258, Semirmanufactares = ——~ ~~~ 80 58 > Hong Kong’s8; United Kingdom 3. Magaesii: Metal including alls DE Se 152 x» Unwrought 2 — ~~ 16 57-31 Sweden 36. Semimanufactures ~~~ ~~ ——— NA 4 2. Alto United Kingdom. Manganese: 
‘Ore and concentrate Battery-grade ———-——---—- - 18 Alto Austria, 

Metallurgical grade ‘thousand tons. 2912 270 120 Japan 1; Norway 286; West Ger ‘many 
See footnotes at end of table.
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‘Table 2.—Republic of South Africa: Apparent exports of selected mineral commodities 
—Continued 

(Metric tons unles otherwise specified) 

‘Commodit; 1981 we ag ee y Ged (Other (principal 

METALS —Continued 
Manganese —Continued 

Oxlles coreacuerscers amet 202 S21 gusta 10 aly 6 Finland 9 ein isha allajsiforms <-~ 4815 BAT Wet Germany 30; Sweden 904 
‘Oreand concentrate 14.095 ax Matto and spews == 7=7 777777 SBI 10685 Norway 9.88; aly 175, ‘Ash and residue containing nickel ~~ Ss 5,608 Metal including alloys Sep 1.989 151 = Une ingdom 0; West Germany 

Unwrought.----------- "5,566 «12081 3826—_taly 2.779; West Germany 2316, a U8 38 'e8) Maly 5 latinumgroup meta ‘Oreand concentrate 
asin and ovponinfa eee 22 sa$B8 sot Wost Germany $10 Metals inciading alfa, unwrought ad arly wren ‘Palladium = troy ounces. 765461675425 458028 Japan 200,960; Weat Germany 9,49 Platinum” --—-—-”docs-— 1001891177986 588-164 Japan 880,300; West Germany 23836, Rhodium <22=--—-2cdas-— "80388 LIB L607 Japan 9,525 Iridium, catnum, ruthenium 

Unspecified value, thousands SST sSNA anata Uted Stam $197,528; Si nepecified value, = $8515 babs gti United ingdom on Shee Tand 8809; West Germany S02 
‘Greandconcentrate® do... —SL614 $111. Mainly to United Kingdom, Wastoand sweepings ~_~~—do_7~~ 31 S317 10 West Germany $244; Belgium itxembourg $63. “Metal including alloys, unwrought and partly woul” de 24898 $21,710 United Kingdom $19.58; West Ger 

many $1,547. Tin ‘Ore and concentrate =e 21 gat United Kingdomn 1,746, Onidon ones s ooo a Te ia ‘hah and rede containing tin’ _—~~ 8 2 Alto West Germany. 
Aiea Inding ale _ 

Unwroaght= 222222 222III2 159 1188 -§8_—_United Kingdom 668; Italy 825 Semimanufactares -27777777 3 1 SS Ailte United Kingdom 
Titanium: Breand concentrate. 1996112642 10260 —Belgiom-Laxembourg 10,718, West ‘Germany 8118. Onides 15 Metal including alloys, slifrms --- 86,680 aE Tungsten: Breaiconenrne 5. Allto West Germany. 
‘Uraniaes and thodum? ‘ ~ Greand concentrate Walue, thousands... $52,307 Orides and other compounds =~ Tes asi a1 Vanaiions 
‘Oxides and hydroxides —__...___ 3,995, 4,469 136 ‘Japan 3,59; Belgium-Luxembourg 

gt and resi containing vanadium 1340 _ 
Gre and concentrate. ATRL .50T West Germany 50,845; Nethertands oa Ditleg caer ence 1 ae Matte. © 2222222222222 2 I] __ Alle West Germany. ‘Ash and residue containingzine— BD ANS ‘Metal including alloys: ap __ eg alltotay Unwrougits =~ 22772777222 i ci Mian Hl indonesia 150; Hong 

Semimanufactures —— = 4 24 United Kingdom 17; Taiwan 7 Zirconium: Ore and conceniraie—————- «85059» 72,934 10,528 West Germany 25,484, Japan 33 996, Netherlands 7.365. Other: ‘Oresand concentrates... 81027 787161_-—=«___—_Weat Germany 28,761; Netherlands Tad Fealy 10051. Onides and hydroxides _ foram Lagmbourg 69; United Engdom 22 
See footnotes at end of table
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Table 2.Republic of South Africa: Apparent exports of selected mineral commodities’ 
—Continued 

(Metric tons une otherwise spied) 
oO TT ito 

Commodity sae Gps (Other principal 
METALS —Contnoed 

ther —Contined 
Ashe nd cis = sca 190MM «AREDS ast Germany 88981 aly 144, Bacemetasincludig aioyaiTorme "9 357 "4109-363 Heng Rong BR, pan 1208 Netherlands 2582 

NoNMETALS 
AP Satara Corina 

Tee eee ee 1516 86 1 Austria 85 Dat and powder of proious and semi precious snes nefuing diamond 
value, thousands. _ $6,869 $549 ee ‘Week Germany S592; Italy SiS; taper 

Grinding and polishing wheels and - won ns cose cae seats NA 62 ____ Netherlands 587; Belgium. 
Asbestos, crude NA 120996 1192 Japan 38 Tealy 17512, Bae Beriteandwitherte 8.208 ; Cements nS =TITIITIITIL seta en88 Reunion 86,758; aly 760 Cha, ude: “Bentonite 0 2095 4 Taiwan 8, hametecarih-—=77272222227 Ra ange AilteWet Germany. Rieclay: n= ==-==22a2a Me AR Finlay 2222222222222 age Keon’ 2277227227222 HS NA ON Unepeied “——22TT222222222watat atts SS Dapan eto: aly 12.588 Diamond om not sto trang 

value, thousands. _ $574,887 $392,203 $275,499 Belgium Luxembourg $52,861; ‘United Kingda 35 8 Industrial do. $5898 «A549. BZIO_ West Germany Soh Japan $5.94; Belgium Luxembourg #25 Ditomite and other nfsora earth 
Feldsparf ated materials: 5z eS © Fildopers sane 20181389 West Germany 848. Fluoropar “= ==227=27TTTT2tgagioge 218988 148217 Japan 6,628 Went Germany 91,191 needed <<TITOTTSTITD RAT TNT UES eindom ,00; Steel 

Fertilizer materia 
Manaiacared= “Ammonig= ag 2. AlltoSci Lanka Nitogenous -~"227222702 i 368 == __Benmark 50: Wert Germany 6, Phoephatics ---~"--~----~ 10624108) Cermany Tos ec e 5) Beyehele United Kingdom 23 Geaphive natal so oa 6S iy Geed ingdomr 1S; Pordgal Gypmim and plese ~~~ 380 aR) yanite and related maternix ndafister ss. tagaut 614. West Gexmany 29825, Japan 21.15% ay i282 Sillimanite #8080 tga NANA YR assign MEME THM Seon 140 wares 8.700 iu compnaind: Masta < ~~ <= asta nay3 Mice: Grade including splittings and . waste een nen 9731212 Unltd Kingdom 621; West Gemany 

Phosphates, crude -———---------- NA 124tB4 Dagar 0 pan 2,90, wan Phosphorus, elemental = wo 296. Talgan fi Belgium Laxemboury 
ents mineral Ree mM Tron oxides and ironies, processed %8 3 Alto United Kingdom Preioug and semprecious stoner oer han diamond Natta" value, hounds. $11,500 —SAOGL_ $2161 Wet Garmany $0 Stead 

Synthetic don 7 $3. Alto Nonwa Saltand brine ————7TTTTTT TD aggtos —tenast 2 Colombia 2882; Reunion 824 Stone, sand und geal Bimenson spe" ‘Grade and partly worked Srousand tone. 153 15 NA aly West Germany 36 Japan 5, Workea._ameandtomt= atsy 88 NA United ing ray West Cor ‘many a” 
See footnote at end of table.
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‘Table 2.—Republic of South Africa: Apparent exports of selected mineral commodities' 
—Continued 

(etre tons unless otherwise specified) 
tan ep NTS TTT AE EE 

Commodit 1981 iM "Tel "a " Beles Other (rineipa) 
NONMETALS ~Continued 

Stone, sand and gravel —Continued 
Gravel and erushed roek = 6912227 All to United Kingdom. Limestone other than dimension --— 689085490 NA NA. Quarerand quartzite SO BEET 20080 West Germany 495; Japan 624; 

au Sant ter than metalbaring 9601 7548. _—Belgium-Luxembourg 7.546. 
‘Blemental,allforms_.--------- %66091 81867 ««NA NA. 

Tale tet, sapsione ovopbye” NA a Alto Wat Ge ol stentite, capstone, pyrophylite —_ s Bal ext Germans Vermiclite PONS PIT a> tgs Mago TT Healy 8 elu Luxembourg 
Other: Crude == 3 22 as sacse 73,114 64,859 NA Italy 21,353; United Kingdom 18,591; "ilest Gerinany 80088 

MINERAL FUELS AND RELATED MATERIALS 
Garon: Carbon lac =a 2485 «4582. All to United Kingdom, 

“Anthracite and bituminous ‘howsand tons. "28801 727,605 «512_—_ Japan S86 Belgtum-Laxembourg 238s; naly a0 Briquets of anthracive and bituminous Cdl ncnwenessnrssnnes 86088-10651 10,847 —_Belgium-Luxembourg 4 ignite incfuding briguets ~~ 7777 7 te OT Belg: kembourg 64 West ex ‘many 
Petron refinery pause Gasoline “housand 42-gallon barrels. NA 18821130 _United Kingdom 254 car ee AB etal 

Lubricants —----------do.--- 8006 9) Reunions Residual fuel ol --~>~_~~do-~ 1283 8!) Mainly to Japan. Bitumen and other residues do =~ 0 oT _ AlltoReunton 
‘Revised. NA Not available. 
“Table prepared by Virginia A. Woodson. Because official South African trade statistics provide data only on the value ‘of total expors of each catnmodity else rth no data on destinations) and not on quantity of material exported, this table has been compiled from a variety of sources Including the quarterly publication “Minerale” inoued by the Republic of South Africa Department of Mines ag well as official trade returns ff ating partner coutrin, Data from Minerale Footnoted other figures are compiled from a variety of sources with specfice on destination obtained from the import ‘aisles of the countries listed. Data prescoted are exports by the common customs areas of Botswana, Lesotho, the Republicot South Africa, and Swaziland Minerale” quarterly ofthe Department of Mines, Oct-Dec. 1962. Figures are shipments by producers for export and arg not necessarily actual exports 
Incomplete total. Excludes imports expressed only in value. tess than 1/2 unit May include plavinum-group metals, 

‘Table 3.—Republic of South Africa: Imports of selected mineral commodities 
(Metric tons unless otherwise specified) 
Br 18 oe 

‘Commodits 1982 mm ae "oe 7 Caled (Other (rincipad 
METALS 

Aluminum: ‘Oreand concentrate ..------ 1580498968. Denmark 12,850; Australia 9,661 Orde andhydroniies “2°°"07"7 aoa TT Atel i nied Kingdom ‘ Metal including alloys: Beny scesc outer 9.160 2678282 Unlted Kingdom 986, West Germany 315, Australia 7 Unwrought..----------- 2a 653 Unltd Kingdom 2, West Gerinany 
Semimanufactures «SST ERD_—1,889. West Germany 4,719; United King- é dom 1822 Japan 38 raenie: Oxides and acids 19 1 2 NA Metal including slays ail forme ~~ 2 Sweden a, 

See footnote at end of table
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‘Table 3.—Republic of South Africa: Imports of selected mineral commodities 
—Continued 

(Metric tons unless otherwise specie) 
Sr 18 

Commodity 1981 1) Gael " ‘Yeates Other (principal 

METALS —Continued 
Beryllium: Metal including alloy, all Fore eee te $487 $110 NA NA, chromiu: ‘Greand concentrate an aust wONA NA. Grades andlhydronides == ==22 22 586 485 “SB West Germany 29; tay 1 cba sides and hydroxides 6 92 United Kingom 

‘Metal including alloys, all forms ——— 82 7 15 Canada 17; Belgium-Luxembourg 12; United Kingdom? CColumbjum and tantalum: Metal cluding alloy all forme tantalum 
ae kilograms... 1,200 100 100 

ore fandconcentrate 2040 - Oxides and hygromides == —7——~ BRL. Norway 
‘Metal including alloys: Soap ee 6 Mr 5 United Kingtom Unwrougit == ——7 77777272 51803044 TT_—_Atratta TE: United Kingdom 62 ‘west Germany 4 Semimanufactures 14878 «388296 Went Germany 618: United King- dom 978 Jopaa 356 ol snd vec ase " 

‘Sweepirvalue, thousands. 3988 $454 $50.—_United Kingdom $836; Australia $64, Metal including alloys inwrought nd portly wrought! 
anti fea ounces... 8,798 3,196 NA — West Germany 1,228; France 574; Switertand 108. Tron and ste! "ion tre and concentrate including fecal pe 38 10,0 NA. West Germany 10,400 ee Serap = te 22 NA Unltd igom 58 need 

ig iron, cast iron, related materi- “i Gace een resists goaté 9948206 Sweden 1755; Switzerland 55; iopecified 128 Ferroatloys: Perrochromium 607-7625. Sweden 12 unspecified 7.508 Forromanganese====2227 ‘0 GANSU neds, Wet Germany 
Ferolicon.--------- 261.955 84 Franc TE, Wost Ger many 2t Silicon metal A {8-5 ERB: Untoa Kingdom Unspecified 200222222 968 si) "3 United Kingdom te: Belg Taxembourg 194; Brant 122 Steel primary forms W4688—«42,787 «NA. Weat Germany 365; France 22; nopeced 8.397 Semimanufactures: "Bars, rods angles, shapes, Sections ne 4887 90071959. United Kingdom 5252, Wet Ger ‘many 3480 Japan 3tt 
Universals, plates, sheets __ 59,416 55,900 632 Mapas Ee, West Germany 11,242, ‘: Hoopandstip-.-- 1801847188858 West Germany 2.825 France 1808 
‘Rails and accessories —__—_ 1788 1,086 120 West Gersaany 217; Switzerland 90; aspect Wire 0-2... 85,882 —=—« 2810176 —_United Ringdom 828; Belgium Tuermbourg 3685 aly b82T 
‘Tubes, pipes, fittings 79.872 -—«6.631-—«1,610 Japan 8.458; West Germany 11,216; ‘Gnited Kingdom 391 
‘Castings and forgings, rough 615 509 6 — West Germany 195; United Kingdom i Lead, ‘Ore and concentrate. n 13. Allfrom Argentina Oridan Someone noo a 8d WestGormany 10. Metal including aos: Sorap onsen TS 127848089 aiwan 3.785; United Kingdom 291 Unwrought:2--2TTTTTTTT2 SOS" 8S Gaited Kingdom or; Canada 9; ‘inspeced 2018. Lithium: Oreand concentrate e018 NANA eS : ONS 

‘Gnwrought nnn 500 408 889 Norway 19, Bocbaenatharg iS SEITE 2 in) Seftetana a, 
See footnotes at end of table
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Table 3.—Republic of South Africa: Imports of selected mineral commodities* 
—Continued 

(Metric tons unless otherwise specified) 
‘Sources, 198 

Commodity 1981 1 he nae " ake Other (principal) 

METALS —Continued 
Manganese: ‘Ore and concentrate, metallurgical grades 71052 4351 ____ United Kingdom 2.769; Belgium. Luxembourg 200. ides is nee 621819089 BelgmLurembourg 8364 Greece 
‘Mercury ________ 76-pound flasks. 2.735, 1828 174 Spain 1,189; Turkey 261, ‘Molybdenum: ‘Oxides and hydroxides -- 110 188 __ Chile 01; Canada 2. iia neluding alloys, aiforms—— 10 1B Austria 5 

Matte and speiss < 150 560 128 Canada 436 Mota including alloy Unvrought- 0 522 103 NANA Semimanufactures ---—~~==~ iis Sat 119 West Germany 164; United Kingdom 188; Japan 7 Platinum group metals: Metals including ‘Alloys, unwrought and partly wrought . Troy ounces «28,058 =—«BL,098 15,898 United Kingdom 6,368; West Ger- many 4209 Selenium, elemental 8 138 Unlted Kingdom 10, 
‘Ore and concentrate? alu, thousands $45,580 «$4,908 © A from Norway. Waste and sweopings® = -d0-——— $184 $585 NA United Kingdom 3596. 
Metal including alloys, unwrought fod partly wrought “troy ounces 834458 G926501 4.555 United Kingdom 475610; West Ger- many 392165, Tellurium, elemental 4 value, thousands. oy 31ONA NA 

"Ore ana concent 89 5 NA NA 
Renny eee Cee erences 352 NA Unvrought_.-- ~~~ 26 a ONA NA. annette > 2 23 NA United Kingdom 9; unspecified 10. ‘tanium: ‘Ore and concentrate. 43 54 NA West Germany 52 Orley ere ee STI TP SSIES 431 1082 SL West Germany 161. ‘Tungten re and concentrate 490 888 18 Canada 162; Brazil 192 petal inetading alloys ali forms ——~ 30 383 West Germany 1; United Kingdom 1. 

“Oxides —___- 808, TT. West Germany 825; Belgium. Euxembours 65, Blue powder —_ ccm “ #1 United ingdom Sat; West Germany 
Metal including alloys: Berep eee cae ocnecac 1160 320 NA United Kingdom 56; unspecified 464 Unwrought ~~ 7~77777> ast 3851 2488 NA. 

‘Semimanufactares ---~~———— “09 105 West Germany 8; United Kingdom 
Zirconium: Ore and concentrate 140 75. Allfrom Australia Other: ‘Gres and concentrates... at 10598 NA. ‘Oxides und hydroxides ~~~ ~~~ 102t 510 61_Ualted Kingdom 211; West Germany 

‘Ashes and residues. 8.455 221516 West Germany 1,505 Nethertande 
Base metals including alloys, all forms 437 321 100 _United Kingdom 117; France 36. 

NONMETALS 
Abrasives, ne: 
Me sens eee 3at LTT 1ST taly 47; United Kingdom 38; ep enon’ Suave 8815 a7 ly 47; United Kingdom 39; unspoc fied 1485. ee Artificial: 

Gorundum —— = 5285 4200 1987 West Germany 1.17; United King- 
Siligon carbide —— = 3.088 2251 180 Norway 1,470; West Germany 260 Dust and powder of precfous andsemi 
precious ones including diamond value, thousands. — 3348 $167 United Kingdom $152 Grinding and polishing wheels and ‘stones 6s 105129 Wert Germany 11; Spain 11; Unit 

Asbestos,crude--- 2B TB canada 0, ‘Sweden $8; unspecified 

See footnotes at end of table
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Table 3.—Republic of South Africa: Imports of selected mineral commodities* 
—Continued 

(etic tons unless tberwiaespciied 
a TE 

Commodi wet 982 RQ ___ s: ‘Gai Other (principal 

NONMETALS ~Continued 
Bariteandwitherite.._________ 3698-178 United Kingdom 476; West Germany es; Australi 24 Bonde materiale Grade tarel borates 4250-598 S__Netherlands 2608; Turkey 2080, Elemental =. vale; Thocaandic ry NANA Grides and acids "==" esend~ a2 shy "3 Bren 68; Argentina 76; Brazil 76 ipoming ee as CRETE a 6 Allnom mal Cement 222T2S22TTTTTZ aaah sgn) Branco EP West Gormany 2.17 Ghaiess2c222Tctcccccccc 8b GSS 85 Flanoe 520 Smedon haTe, Giga ede OTTTOTIIITIIT ahs ADR? OARS Rlagom West Ger- 

Cryolite and chiolite == 160 15 Denmarie Ti; West Germany 44 Diamond Gam, not vet or strung ‘SE usnnd caraia_ 166 259 14_—_Belgium-Laxemboury 3 Isael 12; Ciseriand 8 
Industrial _—__.-—-.---d0---~ 2144 1884 140 United Kingdom 1,033; Ireland 146. Dintomiteand otberinfusorialearth--~ old 09 NAL Portier materia Manufactured. ‘Ammonis enone angd 79.524 SRG Bracil 32,115; France 1, legen = 2O0TIITITITIT SAUTE lOO ISAS Wt eetany he Nthertanas 
Ebplatls couuwcswncane 620 141 =, Balghtm Luxembourg 72 araet 69 FOGRIC'S CCCCICSICIISIIE aon aah 77 EET Sea iin Wt many UUnspciodandmited 75968 SRSRD_ 8780 Relemeemboure 68; Nether 

Graphite natural <== 18g A an 17 Repl of 
Gypsum and plaster -.----------- «8019102848 Went Germany 4696; Spain 1.254 
aN ‘United Kingdom 1012. Kyanite and related materials. as omg Wet Germany 18 Japan Eine ccna feistedmateriss---on2> BB) 9838 France SUIS unepectied 8,080 isa compat rr 2% West Germany 2184 
Oi rcerrsececocsrerccnsceme 12d 620886 Repub Koren 8657; aly 8:2, 

- Inited Kingdom 6,471. 

‘Crude including splittings and waste ous 5 TNA Worked including agglomerated spi= tage ne aeeoneie *8 659 Bap Lnetoing 2; United 
Phosphates,crude <== 20 MONA Phosphras, lemefial =>2~772-== 3 63S Aitfrom United Kingdom, Pigments, hiner aturaljerude, 54 512. Atria 300; United Kingdom $5. Nononiesandigdrondes prawoed 04th) Nek ermday 8804 Una ine 

Potassium saligerude.-..-. 75548 —«GASHA—_—_—Pranca 22698 West Germany 18,897; Ganada 18483, Precious and semiprecious stones other Than diamond 
‘Natural _____ value, thousands _ $1,529 ‘$1,071 $68 Hong Koog $125; Switzerland $188, 

Brazil $102; West Germany $62. 
Synthetic ..----------do.--— $4,593 96,896 © $346 Ireland $3,178; Canada $223; Switzer- 

Pyrite unrossted------------ 5080 11042 Weat Germany 69; France 5 SoRtmig brie —220TToTITToTT aera “TW rn Bes Ue Rindom 
Sodium compounds, nes: Catbonatemmfacired...... 215258 54,214 186481 United Kinglom 81,911; Wet Ger 

Sulfate, manufactured 24692 «AT TG.«-5TS—_ West Certnany 8,190; Belgium. Etembourg 5180; Spain 6581 Stone, sand and gravel: 
emerge and partly worked 1,802 1.688 Italy 114%; Portugal 192. Worle es Soa0e 1580 Tall LL aly 11175; Portugal 106; Taiwan 60. Gravelanderishadreck 222277728 1) Australia; West Germany oo me 40 42 NA sus ether Shan meta earng ===> it ‘58 “122 West Germany 107 rae 9, 
‘lemental: rude including native and by- Welton crscecanmeac T4885 S004NL 14001 Canada 575307, colloidal precipitated sained “2014 fa T Sfee many 18, United Kingdom 

Sulfuric acid..___-____-_---- 158,036 130,574 oe ‘Japan 77.889; Belgium-Luxembourg 

See footnotes at end of abe.
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‘Table 3.—Republie of South Africa: Imports of selected mineral commodities 
—Continued 

(Metric tons unless otherwise specified) 
TS Sources, 1982 

Commodi 1981 a TRO he ’ Gited Other (rinipa 

NONMETALS —Continued 
‘Tale, steatite, soapstone, pyrophyllite —— 2676 2508 839 Republic of Korea 847; Belgium- come Taxembourg 951; Norway 342 Other: Geile na ast 9897 —10-—Greece 8,461; Australia 678 Slag and dross, not metal bearing ——— 2626 Ba2h 110 Taiwan $75; France 221. 

MINERAL FUELS AND RELATED MATERIALS 
‘Asphalt and bitumen, natural ————— 555 gz ak NA aton: Carton black and gas carbon —— 4854 S416 789 Canada 1,186; West Germany 852 
Bituminous —————----- BL BIB, 795 NANA ignite including briquets ~~~ ~~ - 23,008 28,008 Peat including briquets and litier ~~ ~~~ 68 65 Finland 816; Canada 218; Ireland 98. Petroleum relinery products 
Tigustied petroleum eas ‘igallon barrels. — 921 185685 West Germany 1; United Kingdom 
‘Mineral jelly and wax ~~ .do...- 406,192 444,143 51,297 Japan 188,352; West Germany 9.184. Tnbricaniss wees =" 7DTganT2> “Ded? “18858 "3485 West Germany 4835; United King. on S80; Holgiom-Lxemboury 
Bitumen and other residues —do-— ae 1Be TM OBA ie ii lene Bituminous mixtures — do _—— : 158; United Kingdom 844; ‘Netherlands 555 Petroleumcoke--------do.---_§1,616 __505,818 41,171 __Japan Sf 148; West Germany 76,967. 

"Revised. NA Not available, “Table prepared by Virginia A. Woodson: Data presented are imports by the common customs areas of Botswana Lesotho, the Republic of South Africa, and Swasiland released by the Commissioner for Customs and Excise of the Hepubit of South Africa. 
May include platinum-plated gold SMay inclide platinum group metals 

Table 4.—Republic of South Africa: Value of domestic sales and exports of major mineral 
commodities 

(Thousand US. dollars) 
Beate sales Exports _ 

SS, 198 1982 1983 198 1982 1089 

METALS 
Antimony —— = 10.490 1o97s 16381 1158 810 1137 Chromite ~~ 38357 25,200 4796 60807 42,408 36082 
Gopper-- === === 1657705 "126.449, 1a 163,288 "151,700 1323896 Gdae ee ceoe ° ° C) 9881548 8,101.56 9,158,025, 
Iron ore ---———- ists "122,080 129,788 248,588 B16 68 158,860 Lead concentrate — ae es 49,146 "35,16 25,582 
Manganese. ——— 55,605 seat 22,080 1343701 1eaaae ot Nickel = === 12084 "9079 31,061 66,194 sai 36,848 Silver --7=7>~> 4080 1.236 30) 60,059 "aq 84) 58235 
Mia 20 SEaeeE 19,089 14.989 9370 16042 2012 21,805 ‘Ntanfum, ~~~ 5216 4498 5337 iauit 11/968 9,646 

Uranium* == _—— NA NA NA 300,000 300/000 250,000 
Vanadium? -———~ 50 50 50, 165,000 65,000 60,000 Bin 26,968 23,027 36,988 6973 12392 4621 Zirconia. ~~~ a ai ‘8 1444 Tela? 22.551 
NONMETALS 

Asbestos... 11489 8.159 5.924 125,890 "90,654 95,925 Coment® == 280,000 300,000 300,000 85,000 35,000 35,000 a Fine 02 "2.968 2sa0 684 "3550 2391 Other 22222 91859 rea, Toa 1 60 2 
Diamond —— ~~~ © 3 @ 390,562 "315,237 112,208 Feldspar_——— => 3638 8.056 3.088 219 tad 54 Fluorspar-————— Soot ee Bae 2.007 24.431 25,000 Granite = =~ 2300 1763 1sa9 21528 vie 23612 Gypsum 2=>== 77 516 88 51810 ‘ Es 40 

See footnotes at end of table
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Table 4.—Republic of South Africa: Value of domestic sales and exports of major mineral 
commodities —Continued 

(Thousand US. dollars) 
a Expors 

See 1981 1982, 1983" 1981 1982 1983? 

NONMETALS — 
Continued 

Kyanitereated 
"Andalusive —__ 11,585 5850 a0 1100 "ean 7081 Sillimanite “sh 510 9 Bent 1205 ‘20 Lime products ——~ 9am s3.512 87,000 2108 van vine 

Limestone... 64,584 *56,875 55,336 11 18 107 Magnesite ~~~ 2154 249 1185 28 BH (pa ee 06 308 ‘18 395 Fc 38 Phosphate rock 73,009 63,707 5.8 184 588 114196 Pyritewulfur ~~~ 88.098 31588 ‘23 258 ist 526 
Bae see iran F115 18887 245 1720 3448 Sand, silica -———— 20173 nea 18951 351 333 70 
cre anes 2500 "1959 2131 2858 2091 218 Stone, other 1507 1582 Us ‘9 30 240 Vermiulite= ~~~ at "6 ‘ 14318 11882 9.338 Wonderstone ~~~ 195 254 28 1090 rd 3 Miscellaneous ~~ raan7a8 "am RO 236.408 "505300378013 sag.572 
MINERAL FUELS 
Coal: 

Anthracite — 31,517 15,559 12,301 194,312, 77,602 56,747 
‘Bituminous — —— 1,274,886 1,289,066 1,258,096, 928,430, 71,084,257, 961,418 

Total 72,694,910 2,515,768. 2,510,151 13,830,006 "11,197,374 12,367,310 

“Estimated. "Preliminary. "Revised. NA Not available. 
2Value if any, is included under exports, 
Sources: Republic of South Africa Department of Mines. Quarterly Information Cireular, Minerals, Oct-Dec. 1981-82; ompsity Slmnaries for Monthy ond Anmual Period 1988 1688 and Anmual Report ot the Bepertinco Mineral Sand Energy Affairs, 1982, 1983 

COMMODITY REVIEW 

METALS increased slightly in 1983, but exports were 
. i on _ 1% below the record low of 1982 as ferro- 

aanttimony-—AVL's subsidiary, Conseli- chromium producers began depletion of 
ee ) © accumulated chromite stocks in response to 

world’s largest and the country's only anti’ the demand for chromium alloys. Gencor's 
in a nparly castwesttrending zone in the Subsidiary, Transvaal Mining and Finance 

y ng ‘ Co. Ltd., closed its Milsell Mine. eastern part of the Transvaal Province. 1! a maaan i 4 
From the 426,258 tons of ore mined and ne Ge Ee one geL its of calles cetal 
6,542 tons from the mill bins, 432,800 tons Peary 67% to BUAUS4 tons of smelter mesa. 
was milled yielding 10,670 tons of stibnite [cal Consumption was down nearly 99%, 
concentrate containing 59% antimony. The but, the volume of export sales increased Concentrate was converted to rude antimo. 165% to 134,902 tons, and its value rose 
ny oxide fire retardant in a thermal plant 27% to nearly $193 million. The continuing 
operated on CML property by Antimony Profitability of PMC, a subsidiary of Rio- 
Products Ltd., which was jointly owned by Tinto Zinc Corp. Ltd., was a tribute to the 
CML and the U.S. consumers of the product. long-range planning and continued applica- 
Of the 18,683 troy ounces of byproduct gold, tion of a number of cost-cutting measures 
13,570 troy ounces was recovered on cordu- introduced into all stages of shipping, min- 
roy tables in the concentrator, 3,663 ounces ing, concentrating, smelting, and refining. 
came from cyanidation and recovery in the Its pretax profits increased nearly 18% to 
new pipe reactor, and 1,450 troy ounces was $56.3 million. The PMC operation mined 
in thermal plant slag, Gross mining income and treated 28.9 million tons of ore at a 
reported by CML was $24 million including grade of 0.51% copper and produced 832,453 
$7.5 million for gold sales, which resulted in tons of 36.5% concentrate. The smelter 
an aftertax net profit of $5.3 million. produced 120,679 tons of anode copper from 
Chromite—The production of chromite PMC’s concentrate and 14,274 tons of anode
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smelted on toll or from purchased material. skip that damaged the headgear and all 
Total cathode from the refinery was 138,738 installations along the 1,690-meter shaft. 
tons including a record high’ 124,852 tons Fortunately, none of the miners were injur- 
from PMC’s sources and 13,886 tons from ed. The underground crusher was commis- 
other producers. Byproducts included _sioned at the Spiktakel Mine, and ore hoist- 
48,787 tons of magnetite concentrate, ing replaced trucking in August. Pillar 
127,855 tons of sulfuric acid, 219 tons of recovery accounted for most of the ore at 
uranium oxide concentrate, 5,531 tons of the Hoits Mine. Ore reserves at yearend 
zirconium dioxide chemicals produced from included 19.8 million tons of sulfite ore 
baddeleyite concentrate, 139,292 tons of ver- containing 1.87% copper and nearly 1 mil- 
miculite, and nearly 20 tons of precious lion tons of oxide ore with 1.13% copper. 
mae in reine’, slimes. ite: About 1.1 million tons of 1.36% copper ore 

‘Messina 's mine, near the Limpopo was removed from previous reserves as 
River, northwest ofthe PMC structure, being uneconomic or unrecoverable. 
mined and treated 719,000 tons of 1.59% Prieska Copper Mines (Pty.) Ltd., 52% 
copper ore. Messina’s smelter produced owned and managed by AVL, with United 
11,296 tons of copper ingots including 2,586 States Steel Corp. as a minority partner, 
tons of blister copper. For the 15-month had a gross turnover of nearly $70.8 million, 

period ‘tet Upcoiaber et mcr Coune. slightly lower than that of 1982. The net 
ny reported a working loss , S profit from its zinc-copper-pyrite mine near 
working costs were nearly $0.82 per pound; Copperton, west of Prieska, increased 670% 
its average sale price was $0.68 per pound. {5 yearly $10 million, chiefly because of a 
Most of the ore came from the No. 8 shaft, drastic reduction in the cost of sales of its 
as operations at the Artonvilla Section copper, zinc, and pyrite concentrates. AVL 
pease a jaa Fueure conte ina anticipated mining the last of the Prieska 
tncludeess ee So ee cence rom tho fe body during the latter half of 1985. In 
ae Bt eects ig! ea Gintiowe in June 1983, the Black Mountain Mineral Develop- 
neve age, Une Saeeeo wae ment Co. (Pty.) Ltd., 51% owned by GFSA 1984 and from the No. 5 shaft until shut- and 49% by the Phelps Dodge Corp. of the down in September 1984. The final install. 974 Sond 7 United States, produced 1.2 million tons of ment of $1.17 million of a state loan was % pre ! ; toe ore, from which its concentrator recovered received during 1983, but the availability of 3 A ¢ pu substantial quantities of lead, silver, and further interestree assistance from the eee aie ey 86 tena ot 
Government will determine whether the (on ener ne atrate. The concentrate: 
Messina operation can continue without a COPS! It Ce ne hen Saldenhe Rail, 
substantial increase in the price of copper eee ae ne ee deaha Bays 
With the exclusion of the Artonvilla Sec- me a «Galt ean ae aa 23 
tion, ore reserves were reported at 2.9 , Gold— Gold production increa: et million tons of 1,59% copper ore. 21,847,310 troy ounces, with sales of $9.15 

The O'okiep Copper Co. Ltd. produced billion. The average price realized was $419 
nearly 1.6 million tons of 1.49% copper ore PeF troy ounce. Most of the gold output 
at its Carolusberg and Spiktakel concentra- Came from 34 mining and 2 tailings retreat- 
tors from the Carolusberg, Hoits, and Spik- ent operations; of which, all but 1 were 
takel Mines in the small high-grade de- managed or partly owned by 1 or more of 6 
posit near Schaaprivier. The Koperberg ore multinational mining corporations. The 34 
vwas depleted early in the year. Approxi- mining operations milled nearly 100 million 
mately 63,000 tons of concentrate contain. tons of gold ore at an average grade o! 
ing 34% copper was smelted to produce nearly 0.211 troy ounce of gold per ton or 
21,164 tons of blister copper. An additional 96% of the country’s production. Their col- 
14543 tons of blister ingot was produced lective working oven yas nearly $9 bik 
from concentrates smelted on toll. Sales lion or an average of $90 per ton of ore 
of 18,245 tons of blister copper at an aver- milled. Each of the major operations pro- 
age price of $0.81 per pound produced a duced gold bullion in ingots containing 
total revenue of nearly $32.5 million, about 88% gold, 10% silver, and 2% impuri- 
$1.76 million less than production costs of ties. The ingots were delivered to the Rand 
$33.7 million or $0.84 per pound. The verti Refinery Ltd. at Germiston where they 
cal crater retreat mining method was were assayed and purchased on behalf of 
commenced at the Carolusberg Deep ore the Reserve Bank of South Africa. Payment 
body in mid-1983, but operations were dis- to the producing mine was generally made 
rupted for 2 months in July by a runaway within 5 days. Asan alternative to the rapid
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Table 5.—Republic of South Africa: Gold production and ore reserves, by producer 
TTT Rcdcion SSC oe ees Developed ore 

Producer Thos Troy 
vos 1881 sae agggh sadn 

tons fon 
AACsJoint Metallurgical Scheme. 78824112405 «114981 same=—NA UNA Barberton os o> aR Ttwooe "S160 nase NANA Blyvooraiwighi”~"7"""77~7===77T>san'g0a aba aguguaist © sta'tos «gut Bracken s-- 22222 TTTTTITTTTT Rossa Sisos = tao “St Bulflsontein’ ~~ ~~ =~ ~~ Sbksot 004508 © «ASNT eR IM ess Consolidated Murchison tid =~"7""->27-“TBe0 “reo “ioss1 “ies “NANA Deeliraals ssn =222222227~ ETSI) zit aoe att A Doornfontein ~~~ =>=-— = >>> Sougie Saves Gasa4o Sisal Drlefontein Consolidated Lid BastDrefoniein == 1.288886 AGB SBT BLASS LoS 1267 aR Went Driefontern Yao 952 1275883 138809 Tyo © 'T5e8 aD Durban Deepen 7777 n an > gaan “angina “angi9 = "bh gos = Ko18 | Ie Bast Rand Gold and Uranium Ga 1d ras) Savane Bass Tabet Tat © “NANA East Hand Proprietary Mine. --- =~ «Stadon Sra Gus’sld Seog «gauss Elandsrand roe 7 o> NaOL erga © bane 310955 © 608 FreeState Geduld“"222222222222277ossek © aNSS Sloot = rvs0s «eae ia Free State Saaipaas nice 154,058 “ i) om Grootvieh "=== TT BEST atoate © aaaget anh azad ad Harmony *~>>"07 2227 TID yoodste —.02r-087 1.081885 1,042'205 aat550 ae Hartebecstfontein --"""77>7~2===T TT Tgzierg"eieor © S5aiar6 —"Ses'66s =a Bap Kinsey n= 22222884 Sido Sen eee So as Kloot "TTLIIIITIIIIIIIIIIIID ~— snesooasromaaaia = grees pe) ba Veslie® UTTTTTIITITTTTTIIITTT—Hisog8 © alee) apre9§ ey 08 tag Viganon 22222222222222222TTIII | MMNBD BRT Saab) Rose BB Toraine ~~ eioeneeaeae Wis aia bana Zro960 «Tess Marievato99="7272777777I=IIITI Nae Sate SSoate “ise aso Ta President Brand ———"7777777"777777gidessue'ats «= sorais =e gant eT President Stayn ©22222272722272222 Stee Tanat aoe uae at 318 Randfontein = ""777"TTTTLIIIIITT anata Teyoon = sepisse © savo0s “mse St'Helenas "—""~TTTIITTTTT TTT BSS SOUISSS Gems aeons amo Bt Helena Belen ~~ 227222222222222 = moos “tabs ‘1300 ta Biloatein oc Soe ees owes 559.08 a7g/766 401.100 aohask «Hout Ba Unison TTT TTILIT TL Tedto aaost arrimm —bagaoe a0) Val Reef CITTIDIIIIIIIIT apieies aead a5hises © roe ato Ventermpost ~~ -~~7227227 Tsosod “Hsieh “Boeags “N85 © “sts tat 
Welkom ——____________7- 7 a 365,004 ay io) C) Cy Gy West Rand Gonsolidatad <—~~7-777717> “R02 gogsT © azar t980 eae Western Areas == ""7~~7-7772.gpwore = gn026)Sasoer = gare © Sau Bas Western DeepLavelo 7777777777777 adores 12ou208 1300179 1 2eRs1 S814 ST Western Beidings CITITIIIIOOD "gidlora Uses © sn905 | 1er'206 sate 10 Winkelhaaks 82 >=>>>27° aoa) “aaras «Weis “Gers 1200s Witwatersrand Nigel -—~7777"""777=> "awn “Sotss «= “Soaos | “areas ‘318 ite Otherwene=—e-22TTTTTTTTTTTT__ranwtear —taaaionevaratsog 6684 NANA 
‘Total or average —_______-____-_ 21,689,408 21,121,197 2185501 21847810 2971 —_—T 

*Preliminary. _ NANot avaiable. 
‘Free State Saaiplaas and Welkom production and reserves included with Western Holdings after merger during 1981. 

Sources: Chamber of Mines of South Africa. Quarterly Analysis of Working Results, Oct-Dec. 1980-9; supplement to 
the Mining Journal (London), 1980-84. . a * 

renumeration system, the gold producers the 1/2-ounce coins, 1,300,000 of the 1/4- 
were allowed the option of hedging against ounce coins, and 1,100,000 of the 1/10-ounce 
currency fluctuations by committing their coins, as well as 12,000 each of I-rand and 2- 
production to a gold price fixed in South rand denominations. The total weight of 
‘African rand for 1 year or more in advance, gold coins minted was 3,500,000 troy ounces. 
thus allowing marginal mines to arrange ‘The average production cost per ton of 
their capital expenditures more advanta- gold ore mined and milled increased nearly 

geously. 7% to $46.64, equivalent to nearly $215 per 
More than 100 tons of the gold was troy ounce of gold produced. The mines’ 

delivered to the South African mint at working revenue averaged nearly $93 per 
Pretoria, to be minted into coins and sold by ton of ore milled, equivalent to $427 per 
the International Gold Corp. on behalf of troy ounce of gold recovered, leaving an 
the Chamber of Mines of South Africa. In average working profit of more than $46 per 
1983, the mint reported striking 2,700,000 of metric ton of ore treated or nearly $213 per 
the l-ounce Krugerrand coins, 450,000 of troy ounce of gold recovered. Maximum
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profitability was reported from GFSA’s only major producer of primary lead and 
Kloof Mine at nearly $148 per ton of ore silver from its mining complex near Agge- 
milled or $302 per troy ounce of gold recov- neys in northwestern Cape Province. De- 
ered. GFSA’s Dreifontein East and Dreifon- spite continued low prices for lead and 
tein West Mines reported profits of $120 _ silver, the company’s 1983 profit of $900,000 
and nearly $134 per ton of ore treated or was an increase over that for 1982. The 1.2 
$309 and $303 per troy ounce of gold recov- million tons of ore milled yielded 81,067 
ered, respectively. Despite the increase in tons of lead in argentiferous galena concen- 
averene gol peice and the reduced value of trate, which, along with argentiferous cop- 
the South African rand, operating costs per concentrate, was hauled by rail to 
increased slightly and there was little in- Saldanha Bay for export. The 20,461 tons of 
crease in the expenditure of capital for zinc in argentiferous sphalerite concentrate 
major expansion programs except in the was railed to GFSA’s Zine Corp. of South 
form of surface and underground drilling to Africa Ltd.'s (Zincor) refinery at Springs, 
develop extensions or new ore that could be east of Johannesburg. The silver content of 

handled, at least partially, through existing the three Black Mountain concentrates to- 
facilities. ___ taled 3,343,677 troy ounces. Black Moun- 

Iron Ore and Concentrate—Production _ tain’s sales revenue was $46 million, a drop 
at Iscor’s Sishen Mine in northern Cape of 34% below 1982 revenue, and the net Province decreased 44% to 10.9 million tons Profit “of $900,000 was only 6% of that 
of beneficiated hematite ore, but output at Peported for 1982, At yearend 1983, the 
fhe Thabazimbi Mine in western Transvaal Black Mountain ore reserves included 37 
Province decreased only 4% to 2.2 million ainiion tons of complex. sulfite ore con- tons in 1983. AAC’s Highveld Steel and {Mining 6 ‘ine, 0.1 aining 6% lead, 2.9% zinc, 0.4% copper, 
Vanadium Corp. Ltd. produced more than and 2.1 troy ounces of silver per ton. Two 
Reece he country’s magmetive ore from itS other deposits of similar mineralization 
Complex northeast of Pretoria, The export WeP® present on the Black Mountain prop- 
sales value of hematite ore decreased 27%  $%" ihe Rand Refinery: recovered nearly bf Hematite ore. de .2 million troy ounces from gold bullion, 
to nearly $159 million, increasing substan- 34 more than 300,000 troy ounces of silver 
aly ie less mcr the Se yas recovered fom copper vefning. 
mine at Sishen to the loading facilities at ,,The Pruska copperzinepyrite mine at Saldanha Bay, Copperton, 65 kilometers southwest of 

Iron, Steel, and Ferroalloys.—More than Pruska in north-central Cape Province, pro- 
60% of Iscor’s Sishen Mine ore and virtual- duced nearly 70,000 tons of zinc metal in ly all of Thabazimbi Mine output was con- concentrate, which was shipped to Zincor's sumed in Iscor’s iron and steel plants at Plant at Springs for refining. The capacity 
Vanderbijlpark and Pretoria in Transvaal °f ‘Zincor's primary zinc smelter was in- 
Province and the Newcastle Works in Natal creased by 24% to meet domestic require- 
Province. Consumption at the Pretoria ments including handling of the zinc con- 
Works was below normal because of the centrate from Iscor’s Rosh Pinah Mine in 
rationalization program there. In Iscor’s Namibia. Zincor’s total output increased 
1982-83 fiscal year ended June 30, 1983, Slightly to 84,384 tons of refined zinc. 
production of liquid iron decreased 27% Smelting operations were reduced because 
from fiscal year 1981-82 output to 4.7 mil. of the declining demand for sulfuric acid. 
lion tons. At the Vanderbijlpark Works, the Net profits dropped 44% below that of 1982 
decrease was only 14% to 2.5 million tons. to $3.6 million. 
At Newcastle, the drop was 33% to 14 _ Manganese.—The delayed effects of the 
million tons, and at Pretoria, the drop was depressed world steel industry was most 
46% to 0.8 million tons. Similarly, total strongly felt by the Republic of South Afri- 
liquid steel output decreased 21.5% to 5.6 ca’s manganese producers. Manganese ore 
million tons; of which, the decrease at production was down 45% to 2.9 million 
Vanderbijlpark was down 12% to 3.5 mil- tons, the value of manganese ore exports 
lion tons, Newcastle dropped 26% to 1.4 dropped 38% to $77 million, and the value 
million tons, and Pretoria was down 45% to of domestic sales decreased 58% to $22 
0.7 million tons. million. By yearend, many of the country’s 

Lead, Silver, and Zine—The Black manganese producers had closed; among 
Mountain Mineral Development Co., jointly them was South African Manganese Amcor 
owned by GFSA and Phelps Dodge, was the Ltd. and Associated Manganese Mines of
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South Africa Ltd, which had decreased um, plus other metals extracted from 2.4 
costs by closing its facility million tons of ore per year. 

Nickel and Platinum-Group Metals. Tin.—Output of tin concentrate was 12% 
‘The Republic of South Africa produced 40% lower than that of 1982, and local sales were 
of the world’s platinum and substantial down 38% in both volume and value. Ex- 
proportions of palladium, rhodium, and the port sales increased nearly 7% in volume 
other platinum-group metals from a num- and nearly 9% in value. Most of the tin 
ber of mines operated by three companies production came from GFSA’s Rooiberg Tin 
along the Merensky Reef of the Bushveld Ltd. plant, which had an output of 2,355 
Igneous Complex. Rustenburg Platinum tons of cassiterite concentrate containing 
Mines Ltd. operated four mines to supply its 2,000 tons of tin metal. GFSA’s Rooiberg 
associated Matthey Rustenburg Refiners Mine produced 2,355 tons of tin, slightly 
(Pty.) Ltd. plant at Wadesville and the new lower than the 1982 output. Revenue in- 
hace metal refinery operated by the affil. creased marginally to nearly $27 million 
ated Matthey Nickel Ltd. Rustenburg's While costs increased nearly 15% to almost 
capacity was 13 million troy ounces of $18 million. Taxes declined 27% to $2.7 Cintintmgroup metals, 18,000 tons of Million, leaving a net profit of $7.2 million, 
nickel, 12,000 tons of copper, and 200 17% lower than that of 1982. GFSA’s fading 
tons of cobalt salts. Its production of plati- Union Tin Mines Ltd. continued to main ee croup itetals wes $50,000 troy ounces, ‘#if 8 small production by retreatment of 
Portions of the four mines were in the ld tailings. The ore grade at GFSA’s Union 
Bophuthatswana Homeland, and all of its Tit continued to decline and production 
properties were owned by Rustenburg Plati- Topped to 850 tons of tin in concentrates 
hum Holdings Ltd, which was managed Yielding a net, profit, of nearly $100,000, 
and 82.9% owned by JCI, with AAC owning bout 12% of the 1982 figure. AC's Zaai- 
23.8% and GFSA about 30%. The country's Plaats Tin Mining Co. Ltd. completed reju- 
second largest producer, Impala Platinum ee ce tae ean ba ae 
Holdings (Pty.) Led. had the capacity \ Additional underground and surface devel- 
Pistinumegroup.metald; Most of ita amines, ‘Chmene end exploration was aimed at in 
Eoncentratora, and amelters were within the Teasing the availability of eufficient ore to 
Bophuthatswana Homeland, but the refin- Gaineain i a a et re ealling in 
yee o Springs: saat of: olsgnnes bore: in the vicinity indicated the absence of alluvial 

Trane Pony Ampang eraten™ canteen te ann isa Zn “ar rr - ‘itanium, Vanadium, and Zirconium.— 

ee ray Eee eee y . and Titanii ‘anada, 
Palo eee a concentrator managed dredging operations in a self made 

aby Dee commenced te cane ead, proces: Cuyyy bene sane dunes slong ihe shore = 5 Ba 
platinum-chromite ores from the UG2 Chro- freon, and monazite were the chief heavy 
matite Reef. An experimental plasma tech- minerals recovered from preliminary wash- 
nique was developed to handle the plati- ing operations aboard the dredges. The 
num-chromite concentrate. Platinum capac- concentrate was pumped ashore and sepa- 
ory doubled to ane — in rated into the four chief constituents by 

33. Wesplat’s matte had been shipped to electrostatic and electromagnetic equi] 
Faloonbridge’s Norway refinery where the ment, Another aulsidiary of OIF, Richards 
base metals were refined and the precious Bay Iron and Titanium Ltd. (RBIT), smelted 
metal residue returned to the Republic of the ilmenite fraction in an electric furnace 
South Africa, Wesplat was considering an to produce about 390,000 tons of 85% tita- 
alternative recovery method for a new nium dioxide slag and 390,000 tons of low- 
matte treatment plant within the country. manganese pig iron. RBIT also purified and 
GFSA was considering opening a new plati- packaged approximately 45,000 tons of ru- 
num mine on the UG2 Chromatite Reef tile, 100,000 tons of zircon, and 30,000 tons 
near the Amandebult Section of Rusten- of rare-earth-bearing monazite for the ex- 
burg. The proposed plant was to have an port market. The 100% zircon dioxide 
annual capacity of 250,000 troy ounces of mined as baddeleyite commanded a higher 
platinum and 100,000 troy ounces of palladi- unit price than the zircon concentrate and
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about 6,000 tons was produced by PMC and legislation in several Western industrial 
its neighbor, IDC’s Phosphate Development _ nations. The value of export sales increased 
Corp. Ltd. 8.6% to $96 million. The development of two 

‘Most of the country’s vanadium produc- tertiary shafts opened up deeper ore at 
tion came from AAC’s subsidiary, Highveld Msauli, which allowed a 10% increase in 
Steel and Vanadium Corp. Ltd. from the chrysotile production. Msauli also contin- 
Mapoch Mine in the Bushveld Igneous Com- ued surface exploration in the vicinity for 
plex northeast. of Pretoria, exploiting the additional ore. Gencor's Cape Blue crocido- 
world's largest deposit of vanadiferous, tita- }jte production in the Kuraman area declin- 
niferous magnesite. .. ed 20% when several mines were closed, 

‘The Mapoch Mine produced 1.47 million and the work force was reduced by 12% toa 
tons of magnetite ore and the submerged total staff of 7,400. Gencor was engaged in 
are smelting furnaces produced 35,525 tone an educational marketing campaign to dem- 
of vanadium-rich slag, and 548,810 tons of nstrate how the long spinning fiber grades steel subsequently fabricated into sections, Can be worked and used without producing 
plates, and coils, The vanadium output was the extremely fine particles that are the 

approxima ly 55% of the world’s produc- yea) hazard to health. Production of the 
chemically resistant amosite asbestos from 
Gencor’s Egnep Mine near Penge, 170 kilo- 

NONMETALS meters northwest of Swaziland, also declin- 
Andalusite and Related Minerals— ed by 20%. 

Prolonged drought was a major cause of Cement, Lime, and Limestone—Pro- 
additional decline in the country’s output of duction of limestone declined 11% to under 
andalusite and sillimanite of 23% and 92%, 20 million tons, from which 1 million tons 
respectively. The country maintained its of burnt lime products and 8 million tons of 
position as the world’s leading producer of cement were manufactured. BRL’s subsid- 
andalusite and exported 55% of its produe- ary, Pretoria Portland Cement Ltd. (PPC), 
tion. Domestic consumption was chiefly by accounted for more than one-half of the 
AAC's Vereeniging Refractories Ltd. Anda- country’s raw limestone, nearly one-half 
lusite deposits occur in the metamorphosed of its cement, and 65% of its lime. PPC oper- 
contact zone around the Bushveld Igneous ated limestone quarries at Loerie near 
Complex and are generally recovered by Port Elizabeth, at Pienaars River, and at 
washing the clay from eluvial concentra- Reestekraal, north and northwest of Preto- 
ad in Teenerenl Pee er in pone of ria, respectively. At Lime Acres northwest 

e neighboring homelands. Many of the of Kimberley and at Marble Hall northeast larger deposits were operated by one of Sr Pretoria’ PPC operated lange quarri 
several mines operated by Cullinan Miner- ot aan ee eee a Ricbeoske 
als (Pty,) Ltd. of Lydenburg; by subsidiaries Wor coment factories are north of Cay 

of ACC and BRL companies; or by Weedon's West cement factories are north of Cape 
Minerals (Pty.) Ltd. from its Timeball anda- Town. Another is at Port Elizabeth. The 
lusite mine near Thabazimbi. Sillimanite Jupiter and Hercules cement factories of 
was recovered from a number of deposits of PPC are near Johannesburg and Pretoria, 
nearly pure sillimanite rock mined by Pella Tespectively, and a factory named “Slurry Refractory Ores S.A. (Pty,) Ltd. and by R.G, 18 located east of the railroad junction at 
Niemoller (Pty.) Ltd. near Pofadder in Mafeking. Gypsum was quarried at Wind- orth westein Cane Provinces sorton Road north of Kimberley, at Copper- 

‘Asbestos.—Gencor's subsidiary, Griqua- ton southwest of Prieska, and at Baroe 
land Exploration and Finance Co. Ltd. South of Bloemfontein. Anglo-Alpha Ltd., 
(Gefco), controlled virtually all of the coun- 48% owned by Swiss interests and managed 
try’s output of erocidolite and amosite as- by AVL, had two cement factories in west- 
estos, and Gencor was 40% owner and ern Transvaal Province and another near 
manager of the Msauli Mine near the Swa- Kimberley in Cape Province. The 55% 
ziland border, which produced chrysotile British-owned Blue Circle Cement Co. Ltd 
asbestos. Total asbestos output increased operated two limestone quarries and ce- 
4% but was still far below the production ment factories in Orange Free State Prov- 
levels enjoyed in the early 1970's before ince. All three companies shared in the 
adverse publicity about the carcinogenic ownership of the new 500,000-ton-per-year 
effects of microscopic asbestos particles cement clinker factory at Simana near Port 
caused the banning of the mineral in most Shipstone and in the Slagment factory near 
insulating applications and to restrictive Durban,
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Diamond.—Production of natural dia- diamond output increased more than 30% 
monds was 12.6% greater than in 1982, and to 5,042,105 carats. Kimberlite ore produc. 
the volume of export sales increased 33% tion, at 5.019 million tons, was nearly 20% 

including nearly 1 million carats from De greater than in 1982; the ore grade of 
Beers diamond stocks. The dollar value of slightly more than 1 carat per ton was 10% 
export sales increased 50% over that of higher than in 1982. All ore was mined 
1952, owing in part to a 12.5% increase in between the 184- and 256-meter levels of the 
the average price to $41.85 per carat. By open pit. Development in preparation for 
yearend, the value of De Beers’ remaining underground mining of the Finsch Kimber- 
stocks had increased by $163 million to lite pipe included access to the pipe from 
$1,852.8 million and profits had increased the main shaft between the 59 and 68 levels 
16% to $476.7 million, partly the result of (the level number multiplied by 10 is its 
unusually good holiday sales in the United depth in meters) and preparation of a site 
States. Total output from De Beers’ South for an underground crushing station. An 

African Mines increased nearly 10% to east ventilation shaft was completed as was 
9,655,605 carats of diamonds, which com- a crosscut to the main shaft at the 29 level. 
prised nearly 94% of the country’s total ‘The north spiral ramp reached the 40 level 
output. The largest producer continued to with access completed to the pipe between 
be the Finsch Mine, 150 kilometers north- the 29 and 37 levels. 
west of Kimberley in Cape Province, where 

Table 6.—Republic of South Africa: Marketed diamond output, by Province 

—s a a 
Province ie Ee Ga RE ee 

are er, art per, SEAS per 
Mize diamond: TRanyad_.___-__--.----JST1doT sggopagsuasa sinse —20m3.209 se2g7 ope Brpvingg 777722 cot Miwon, SHS GRE SS BRS Sher 

Orange Free State———-—-----—------ $58,082 _98.0T_219,088_ 9287 _ "99,188 74.21 
Total or average — 6917260 91.00 228761 wot __a96667 2651 

Alluvial diamond ee Mrenevadio™___________.... 98902 aao00 6690 asreo angst 200.79 Cape Brovings 277TTT72222TTTTTT art slh TRB Sringe Free Stata _~ eoeeanes iat tee Sei Saat oo" tues 
Totaloraverage 4195129 14738 1252907 11875 1889.66 _T6T.60 
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Preliminary, "Revised 
Mincinay Oo Bee 10.85 p Sand Mesiy Comnod\ty Summer tr SS RIL UBT Se Bh SE for SEE and ES UBS0 001 For ioe 

The Kimberley Pool Mines included sev- Duboitspan Mine, 612,000 tons of ore from 
eral underground operations on Kimberlite the 760-meter-level block cave contained 
pipes originally worked from the surface in 17.82 carats per 100 tons and yielded 
the vicinity of Kimberley in northeastern 105,940 carats of diamonds. Drainage of 
Cape Province. Total production from the water from the surrounding strata contin- 
Kimberley Pool was 1,085,242 carats of ued, but minor mud advances were noted in 
diamonds, 10% less than in 1982 because of abandoned workings on the 575-meter level. 
a 12% drop in the ore grade to 24.04 carats The Bultfontein operations recovered 
per 100 tons and despite a slight increase in 244,181 carats of diamonds from 671,000 
ore output. The old De Beers Mine produced tons of 36.36-carat-per-100-ton ore from the 
127,285 carats of diamonds from 647,000 underground mine, and 390,388 carats of 
tons of ore at a grade of 19.6 carats per 100 diamonds from 1.18 million tons of 28-carat- 
tons. More than 60% of the ore came from per-100-ton ore from the old Bultfontein 
the 620-meter-level sublevel cave and the Floors dump; more than 50% of the under- 
east core remnant, and nearly 40% from ground ore came from the 700-meter-level 
the 745-meter-level block cave area. At the block cave and rim loading sections. Crush-
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ed drawpoints were rehabilitated in the mines increased 6% to 14.363 million tons. 
southeast section of the 700-meter level, and ‘The Tweepad plant and the bulk sampling 
plans for sublevel development below the plant at Dreyers Pan had a combined out- 
700-meter level were completed. put of 220,629 carats of diamonds from 3.380 

‘At the Wesselton Mine, a drop of nearly million tons of terrace at a grade of 6.53 
18% below the ore grade in 1982 was carats per 100 tons. The Dreyers Pan plant 
responsible for the output of 277,498 carats was on singleshift operation, and the 
of diamonds from 1.404 million tons of ore Annex Kleinzee plant remained closed 
containing 19.76 carats per 100 tons. Nearly through the year. The Koingnass treat- 
60% of the ore came from the remnant ment plant handled 174,000 tons of washed 
mining section where additional ore re- gravel from Mitchells Bay and 1.352 million 
serves were located by diamond drilling. tons 41.52-carat-per-100-ton ore from the 
‘The remainder of the ore was from the 785-  Koingnass open pit mine to recover 633,656 
meter-level block cave area where little ore carats of diamonds. Operations at the Lang- 
remains. An additional ventilation pass was hoogte Mine were reduced from double to 
excavated, and remnant blocks were estab- single shift, and diamond output dropped 
lished on the 615- and 625-meter levels 35% to 28,975 carats from 152,000 tons of 
where pillar extraction operations were ore at a grade of 19.06 carats per 100 tons. 
planned. At the Kimberley Mine, monito- _ Fluorspar.—Production of fluorspar de- 
ring of the drainage tunnel to detect move- clined 19% to nearly 268,000 tons, but the 
ment in the walls of the “Big Hole” was country maintained its position as the sec- 
continued. The Koffiefontein Mine in the ond largest producer among market. econo- 
Orange Free State, 80 kilometers south of my countries. The volume of export sales 
Kimberley, remained on a care-and-mainte- increased nearly 6% to 246,462 tons to 
nance basis, but the water level in the satisfy the growing demand from aluminum 
nearby Kalkfontein storage dam had risen and fluorocarbon industries overseas. Iscor 
slightly after the prolonged drought was was the largest consumer of the 36,000 tons 
broken by rains. of fluorspar sold locally, but most of the 

Recovery of diamonds of De Beers Pre- production, nearly 250,000 tons worth 
mier Mine, 40 kilometers east of Pretoria in $25 million, was exported, chiefly to the 
‘Transvaal Province, increased 7% owing to United States. Phelps Dodge produced 
combination of higher grade underground 45,000 tons of acid-grade fluorspar from the 
ore and the treatment of 32% more fine small Rheunosterfontein fluorspar mine 
dump material than in 1982. Output of near Zeerust. Gencor's Buffalo Mine near 
underground ore was delayed by the col- the center of the Bushveld Igneous Complex 
lapse of doleritic rock from the barren sill was the country's largest producer with a 
into an ore slot. Capital expenditure on capacity of 240,000 tons per year. BRL’s 
development below the sill was held to the 180,000-ton-per-year_Marico | Fluorspar 
minimum required for continued operation (Pty.) Ltd. and the 115,000-ton-per-year 
of the mine. Underground ore output to- Vergenoeg Mining Co. (Pty.) Ltd., affiliated 
taled 5.484 million tons at a grade of 36.56 with Bayer AG of the Federal Republic of 
carats per 100 tons and yielded 2,000,818 Germany, both operated well below rated 
carats of diamonds. In addition, 1.585 mil- capacity. 
lion tons of fine-grain dump material con- Phosphate Rock.—IDC’s Foskor Mine 
taining 40.35 carats per 100 tons was treat- and mill at the PMC carbonatite deposit 
ed to yield 639,580 carats of diamonds, an accounted for virtually all the 2.9 million 
increase of nearly 6% more than 1982 tons and 30% P.O; apatite concentrate ex- 
output. Premier's accident frequency rate tracted from its own ores and from tailings 
had been reduced 67% since 1979 to 34 pumped from the nearby PMC copper mine. 
accidents per million worker hours. Concentrate production was up slightly, but 

Production of beach terrace alluvial dia- local sales were down 26% to less than 2 
monds from the Namaqualand areas along million tons, which were purchased by Fed- 
the northwest coast of the country declined _erale Kunsmis Ltd., Triomf Fertilizer (Pty.) 
7% below the output of 1982. The overall Ltd., and others. Export sales volume more 
grade of Namaqualand ore or “terrace” than doubled to 251,214 tons. Local demand 
gravels declined 18% to 17.46 carats per 100 for all types of fertilizers slumped when 
tons, but the quantity of material treated large areas of farmland remained unculti- 
increased 13% to 5.058 million tons. Over- vated because of the prolonged drought, the 
burden stripping at the Namaqualand worst since the 1930's.
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MINERAL FUELS Fourteen offshore test wells were complet- 
ed; meters drilled totaled 45,780. Coal—Despite the worldwide depressed “phe results of testing four of the holes are 

state of the steel and most base metal as follows: 
industries, there was continued demand for" }. Hole E-G 3, 138 kilometers southeast of 
coal in both the domestic and export mar- Mossel Bay, had an inferred maximum gas 
kets although dollar values declined slight- flow rate of less than 42,500 cubic meters of 
ly. Total coal production increased 4% to a gas per day from 8 meters of the 44 meters 
record high 145.8 million tons including an of pay formation tested. 
increase of nearly 5% in bituminous coal to 2. Hole E-S1, 83 kilometers south-south- 
143.5 million tons. Anthracite output de- west of Mossel Bay, tested two zones having 
clined 28% to 2.4 million tons. Local sales of a total of 80 meters of permeable sandstone, 
bituminous coal increased nearly 6% in which produced 856 barrels of condensate 
volume to more than 112 million tons; and 1.63 million cubic meters of gas. This 
export sales rose nearly 10% to more than _ was the best “show” to yearend, but offset- 
28 million tons. The dollar value of local ting holes drilled 1 and 2 kilometers nearer 
sales was down 2.8% and that of export the bay failed to intersect the gas-bearing 
sales was nearly 7% below the 1982 value. sandstone. 
Local sales of anthracite decreased 6% by 3. Hole Ga-Ql, 70 kilometers south- 
volume and 21% in value, but more than southeast of Plettenburg Bay, flowed at a 
67% of the anthracite was exported with a maximum rate of 320,000 cubic meters of 
drop in volume of 17% to 1.6 million tons gas and 5 barrels of oil per day from a total 
and a 27% drop in value to $56.75 million. of 11 feet of permeable sandstone. 
Domestic sales of coal for electricity genera- 4. Hole F-A10, 87 kilometers south of 
tion were lower because of a depressed Mossel Bay, had a maximum flow rate of 
economy and weakened industrial activity. 580,000 cubic meters of gas with 564 barrels, 
‘There was also a drop in sales of metallurgi- of light oil per day. 
cal coal to local industries. The amount of _ Four other holes were drilled in the 
coal consumed for synfuels, plastics, and Mossel Bay area; one was 75 kilometers 
chemicals by the Sasol complex increased east-southeast of Plettenburg Bay, and an- 
substantially. Seven high-cost collieries other was 37 kilometers southwest of Port 
closed during the year, but the AAC’s Elizabeth, while two were northeast of Dur- 
Goudehoop, BRL’s Middleburg, and the Op- ban, one each at 28 and 80 kilometers. In 
timum Collieries substantially increased addition, Soekor sublessees drilled 11 
their output for the export market, while onshore tests to evaluate oil shows in Karo 
BRL's Purha and the Government-operated sandstones, with indifferent results. Soek- 
Electricity Supply Commission’s Matla Col- or’s total expenses for the year equaled 
lieries expanded their output to the power $74.8 million. 
stations, Uranium.—Production of uranium oxide 

‘The Sasol oil-from-coal organization re- (U:Os) concentrate increased about 4% to 
ported a group turnover of $1,350 billion for 7,128 tons in 1983, and spot prices increased 
the fiscal year ended June 25, 1983. The stadually throughout the year. Increased 
pretax profit was nearly $350 million, and Production was reported from the Beisa 
net profit was nearly $209 million. Coal Section of the St. Helena Mine, but U,O, 
production at Sasolburg’s Sigma Colliery output from BRL’s Blyvooruitzicht and Har- 
was 5.7 million tons, a slight increase over ™ony Mines declined. Surface exploration 
that of 1982. At the Secunda Colliery, in- for uranium deposits, particularly in the 
cluding four mine units, coal production Karroo formations, was disappointing, and 
nearly doubled to 22.2 million tons, setting had virtually ceased. 
several production records in the process. § ——————— . 

Petroleum.—Offshore drilling by the _ sypoc* scientist Division of Foreign Dat. cd from 
state-owned Southern Oil Exploration Corp. South African rande (R) to US. dollars at the rate of 
(Pty.) Ltd, (Soekor) continued to explore oi! BystS80320s for sez and et = US08801 fo 88h international Financial Statistic. V. 37, No. 7, July shows off the south coast of the country.  1984,p. 40, line 9b
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Table 7.—Republie of South Africa: Production of U,O., by producer 
(Kilogram) 

—_ Producer SC~STSCSSCSCC 
AAC Joint Metallurgical Scheme’ ..--«§76.262—«STT.NG | das.1g Bag TAR SR Biwooruiticht Scene -7-- 27> Sain Sean "Sine basen bao Baflebfontein > ----"-----— => ao.aooibs00aat'50 © Sasoo GL O00 East and Gold and Uranium Co.tid (Brgo)-——~—Saw'tad—Dagang—Sviokaaalg ala Harmony ccccnecre es ncc seu R-77>Banges nage Saos = SaL-oo0 Ga) Hartebeesfontcin =" """772222ITIITTI Hawa aga isoas ato ar as Palabora Copper -----=22222222222222 «= TRBBTanooo = Baa'a0p = 2arera SIs en a a mend St Helena Beisa ——~ ~~ ~=77772722222aa . 28s12 Asi ee Vaal Reefs cee =2222-ZTTTTTTTTTTTTTD gra dS 150.886 gang) atTee Lariat West Drefontaingo9--TTTTTTTTTTTTToot gawd "Bares Baten Macon M66 West Rand Consoiiated -=22222222222272 Garside T9058 a e Western Aress woe) 2 777777720222227 ~ a we road Western Deep avels ------------------ ogg aig. giao TTaeAT Miscellaneous n= 77a aaa “oa asad rooeta) sree bun te0 

nn On 
Preliminary. "Revised cludes resovery of UsOg from concentrates and tailings produced by the Fre State Geduld, Free State Saaiplans, President Brand, President Steyn, Welkom, and Western Holdings mines, ll subsidiaries of Angio American Corp. Lid inthe Orange Free State Prove. 
Sources: Chamber of Mines of South Afric. Quarterly Analysis of Working Results, Oct-Dec. 197969; Republic of South Africa, Department of Mineral and Energy Affairs. Quarterly Statistical and Other Data on Minerals, Oct-Dec STORE Rep f South Ate, Department of Mineral and nergy Alar. Anu Report M8, Palsora Mining Co. 18a" Antal Report 19795 and bast Rand Gold nd Uranium Ca, 14, Annual and Quarterly Reports, 191583





By Roman V. Sondermayer' 

During 1983, Spain remained an impor- product; however, the share of the extrac- 
tant producer of minerals and metals and a tive industry was approximately 19%. The 
significant processor of imported bauxite industry, including mining and processing, 
and crude petroleum in Europe. The more employed about 610,000 persons. 
prominent minerals, with production ex- ‘The new Government, elected in 1982, 
pressed as approximate percentages of accepted the Plan Nacional de Abasteci- 
world output, were as follows: strontium, miento de Materias Primas y Minerales 
80%; mercury, 25%; pyrite, 19%; gypsum, (PNAMP) (National Minerals and Raw Ma- 
6%; magnesite, 5%; smelter zinc, 3%; mine _ terials Supply Plan) as it was prepared by 
zine, 3%; refined lead, 2%; potash, 2%; the previous administration. However, this 
mine lead, 2%; and refined copper, 1.6%. plan will be revised every 3 years, and in 
Production of other minerals and fuels was revisions, the local governments will be 
only of domestic importance. Value of pro- involved. In addition, the Government has 
duction of the mineral industry of Spain, revised the energy plan, which is known as including processing, was equal to about Plan Energético National III (National En- 10% of the value of the gross national ergy Plan-Third Version). Emphasis was on 

‘Table 1.—Spain: Prineipal mineral industry companies and locations, by commodity 
“Commodity ___—~—=~S~S~S*«M jor companies ——~—~S~S*~S*S*«waeaton oF principal faclitiew ———_fenmolity____ Majorcomponies ""__Lacation of principal facilites 

‘Alumina... Aldminade Bspana S.A ——_—— Plant at San Ciprién, Aluminum ——~"—7"—~ Aluminio Espanol S.A -—~——~~~~= =~ pyr San Ci Down --2777-7> Ss Bndasa SACs ---==--=---- Planet Avilés and Valladolid Dp22="7""2-II=2_lminie de Galicia SA722277—= Plant at La Coruna and Sebiiénigo Bituminouscoal2==2-7. unos 8A TICCIIDE Mines tn Asturias Gementoween=-22222 sland. --7227"""72277777 Pplentrat various locations Gopper ore ~"°""""2L2 Rle'Tnto Minero SA ~——~~>-= Minos at Rio Tinto. Gopper refined —~——"7~ jg STS Tana anna ==* Refinery at Huelva Ferroalloys---"~—~~"" Se Bepafoia deGarhuros Metdlicos S.A, ‘Plantal Berga, Hiro Nitro Bspafolas SA c=" Plant at Motabn Ferroaleaciones HepartolasSA---~_-~ Plant at Medina del Campo. Ion ore_----------- Gia, Andalusade Minas SA~-"------ Mine at Marquesade, Lead ores == =277 Sogiodnd Minera y Metalngea do Mines at Mantas de los Azales and Unién 
Lend smelter... deen neer =n 2 Smelter Santa Lucia Mereury -"<=--"--" Cigale de Adis de Minas do” Minesand smelter at Almadén 

Petroleum, refined Empresa Nacional del Petréleo SA Refineries at Valle de Escombreras, ‘Puertollano, and Tarragona, Donnas Gla BipatoladePetdlee SA... Renee at 8 Crude feneie 
Potash --.-------.PotasandeNavarra S.A ______--__Mine nea Pamplona Do -222227TTIITT Mise de Potasas de Suria SA ---777_ Mine near Sure DoW=-222-TIIT77_Unlén Bgplonivos Rio TintoS.A—----— Mines at Balsarney Salient and Cardona Byrites --77-=7-"—-2 Tharsis Sulfur and Copper Co. Lti-~_~ Mines at Tharsis and La Zasea Sei". SSTCIIIIIIIS _BrpretaNalonal iderangica A “—~~ Work Ae: Feuer, Cin Mord, 
Do... Alls Hornos de VireayaS.A Work at BaracaldoSestao Yineore—=2227~TLTTT eal Cia" Aaturiana de MinasSA =-2"— — Minesat Reosin and Nubiles. Zine.emelier-2==2I2T BGS A SENSIS Bltrlyiesne pant a San Juande 
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coal, and the nuclear sector was cut. fide ores of lead, zine, and copper; beginning 
‘The general economic situation was char- of construction of an iron ore pelletizing 

acterized by unemployment averaging 17% plant in Badajoz Province; reopening of the 
and by an increase in the cost of living of Aznalc6llar copper-lead-zine mine in south- 
about 12% ern Spain; discovery of a tungsten deposit in 

‘The major events in the mineral industry Salamanca Province; and the start of pro- 
included, among others: startup of a new duction at a natural sodium sulfate mine 
mine at Sotiel that produced complex sul- south of Madrid. 

‘Table 2.—Spain: Production of mineral commodities! 
(Metric tons unless otherwise specified) 

Commodity asia 1980 1981 a 

METALS 
Aluminum: ausite -——— ee 1,500 ‘ming. “OTIO2SoT STITT silo00 —695]000 613/000-6000 

etal 
Primary —_---~_- Ripiasaera is 259,511 386,492 396,600, 366,500, 735,614 Secondary ----------2--===a-- 42000 43000 40,000 "35,000 30/000 

‘Antimony, mine output, metal content ———— ~~ ‘n 25 18 39 ‘500 Cadmium metal “sewn nsen nn be 300 310 300 20 
Copper ? Mine output, metal content ..----_s1 8% __—a24se——50ge3dT.614——_—9964 

Metal: Blister: ‘Primary.---------------- 99.900 85100 87,800 105,000 110,000 Secondary =277==== 222100 18000 ——2o/a00_——“so00 “30,000 
ne 10300 108,100 107,800 __—185,000___140,000, 

Refined Primary <= 125400158700 187,100 152800 149,600 Secondary SSSSSSELELIT___ Aigo “as.000——“asio00 “20/600 “15,000 
Total ..--.--.--------- "49400 "158700 152,100 —«171.900 158,600 

Gold mingoutpt metal contnt— try oonees ADM ORISA RABY 10880 110.00 
ron and sed ‘ron ore and concentrate (including byproduct, ‘concentrate ‘Grom weight thousand tons. 8279.22 ass ago 27.409 

aeaoneoment OTITIS Syne areas goa 
Metal Pigiron cewenedou--- O45 6D ag 398 lectrie arnaceferoailoya. ~~ “do ~~ Br 383 8 0 2 

Ste: — Grade = do 120516621 (Castings and forgings — ~~~ da ~~ 246 28 250 NA NA 
Total 40. Bam 12585 ga NA NA vag, Setimanataune<—TITITCae 22 “gape “sae NA NA NA 

aie ‘output, metal content _____....~ 12,262 87,105. 80,200 73,271 982,458 
etal Primary _-------------------_ 87,200 84800-88000 99.500 190,000 serous ==-o2TTTTIITTIET aio too noo sato8, sano 

‘Mine output, metal content TGpound flasks. «S27 4B A9SKS TST 150,000 
Mola secs pond > Seats asoas ©6008 a8'808 48,000 Silver mine output, metal content 

‘thousand troy ounces. 3,160 4,526 5347 3,187 4,000 
‘Tantalum minerals (tin byproduct): Grossweight sos ss kilograms.4d00—«=«T50790 «5890.60 54.000 aptintnlumenniant “OTTOTITIT TM S> Hom gas gas gaz 400 

‘Mine output, metal content == ---—— 496 4 a5 563 2305 Metal, primary. == =====-= === 4a 4100340030020 
Titanium deride === TTT 40,000 dono 40000 0}000 «85,000 ‘Tungsten, mine ouput, metal content ~~~ ‘04 ‘6 “st 0 “450 
‘Uranium, min opt UsOx content ~~ 349 4 290 280 28 

‘Mine output, metal content ...--------- M3745 1812018045 167.000 *BT.115 
Metal, primary and secondary” ~~~ ie2700 151800 179,300 187,000 190,000 

‘NONMETALS 
Barite 9 eee eeeeeeneneeee= TATOOS. 5695 © SOR 60,000 

Bromine? TIDISEEDIIEIIT “00 ‘00 ‘00 ‘50 390 
See footnotes a end of table
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Table 2.—Spain: Production of mineral commoditiest —Continued ue rari ete 
aia a a 

SOTA 
roe rs tt 

‘thousand tons__ 2912 23,010 28,751. 29,569 230,682 
‘Clays: 
Attapulgite nen ee nen en nnnn=== 62,428 48,020 42,227 42,926 43,000 Eettccccemc SS 22 Oe Oe Se 
Whew: «GOR BOB Bs ee ee Bieteradiiieiemac “ih a Big TAD a a 

ue ina nye ame oan 
Metallurgical-grade --_-_--_-----~ 37,620 40,153 43,511 31,075 741,461 

Well soe eeee ee 192,898 244,749 257,127 194,280 232,280 

cafe 
“‘Acid-grade____________--....~ 150,827 198,152 (259,500 197,550 7185,403 
‘Metallurgical-grade ——-~.---_-____ 28,600 29,631 31,500 29,247 933,322 

Me ee a ee cratic maa “HE I MR guesimieck a HP Ne eaeenio ea OOO 

Mibecwaioa dansal wont Thm Peps nnn 
Gees: SS 2S Ee Be Bs paca OE Ga Bes ppc Resa ser 

sat Fears Bs wtpotsand tons 2.966 2.994 2400 "22002201 : ining pt on pata a ee ee emu | BRB 
gee Eo alll ll Ei cpa SE mca a a ee ayaa saat a ee ee a Gewese Neen ons eae ect eon RRS HAR 
SRS Sone ema Gece: OU Pee a Ra 

gett = 2 2 sf eH 
Gece aR 
See ll OR 
eR OR Oe OM 

antansoas 
ONG emer nn. 18,000 19,000 36,000 34,900 35,000 Se cccoooo_B RB Bs 
tea tt
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Table 2.—Spain: Production of mineral commodities Continued 
(Metric tons unless otherwise specified) 

~~ Commoaiy a 1s 

NONMETALS —Continued 
Sulfur: ‘Scontentof pyrites thousand tons. 1.09 1096 1B m9 00 Byprodict: Ofmetallurgy = -----do-- = 120 125 185 130 15 Orpetroleum © 727777777 TTga0222 io 12 7 10 3 Of Goal lignite) gasification” ~~" da" ~~ > 3 fl 3 2 3 

Total do. 1224 ee ee ee Taleandsteative.22222TITLIIIIITE Eo iain aoe a6 ——a000 
‘MINERAL FUELS AND RELATED MATERIALS 
Coal marketable 

“Anthracite «thousand tons. 3794074803505 574 Bituminous ~~~ 2772772 ya So gm) Sas) 0-a40 
Lignite == TTITT ae to606 18.90 aaggs mae 224088 
ne ae et eT art Coke, metallurgical —=~7"7==77T7Tg “Ror “000 NA NA “Size Gas, natural: Marketed ~~ lion able feet ‘3 ‘0 Na Na NA Best Mooeenereeeccorewenennnnen= ABET AREY 91h. 

‘Grude-——___ thousand 42,allon barrels. 838373289551 T 608 
Refinery products Taguatied petroleum gases do... “ ngs toga ag Naphtha sess se 27a o doo ° Serge 88 

Gasoline, motor = 2222222Tdel222 apg aaah Rusa TT Setfud’ eee -22TTTTTTdan222 gan Ttgon Ra Ablg Teg Kerogine === ~722222=oode2 22 43 1961 ‘Bl ear 11s Distillate fel aif "—>>222 27774022 sayie 8021912107505 TaTTL Residual fueloll “-"777"""""do77~ ase Blas ART. «Te? «—L0RBHT 
Lubricants includinggrease -———do.——- 1657 2886 } 3 “) Others nee do SasO00 adn 9806.45.27 
Refinery fuelandlosses———~"—"da--~_taroo0 __—ak700__—6as1_—B08_—=10 405 
ee ee ae ee ee ee 

‘Estimated. Preliminary. "Revised. NA Not available. Mable includes data available through Aug. 2, 1984 
Reported figure. Includes sand sbtained asa byproduct of feldspar and kaolin production. 
‘Included in other refinery products. 

TRADE 

During 1982, the latest year for which ed 39% of the value of the country’s total 
complete data were available, Spain had a imports and 79% of the value of mineral 
negative trade balance of about $8.6 billion imports. 
and a deficit in minerals trade of about $5.4 The value of exports of minerals was 30% 
billion; imported fuels were a significant of the total value of Spain’s exports; exports 
component of the overall negative balance. _of metals topped the list of values of export- 

The value of imports of minerals was ed mineral commodities and shared 15% in 
about 50% of the total value of country the total country exports and 51% in miner- 
imports. Fuel, the most valued import, shar- al exports.
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‘Table 3.—Spain: Exports of selected mineral commodities! 
(Metric tons unless otherwise specified) 

ee Destinations, 1082 
Commodity 1981 2 "nea cua 7 Be Other (principal) 

METALS 
Aluminum: 

(Ore and concentrate 1449 Haat Bortug 14; Tunis 25 
Oxides and hydroxides -=2222222 BOT T3T7 — __United Kingdom 7.312 Metal including alloys: 

ita a seas 101 3 =. AlltoPeru ‘Unweoughi= = 22222D2=2T weese2 sat > Netherlands 46,285; Japan 36.982; Portugal 3.510. Semimanufactures ‘1888418182851 France 3864; Japan 395. Antimony: Metal ineloding ailoa, al forms one ne 568 508 49.—_-Netherlands 157; Beype 122. ‘Arsene: Oxides and acide —=7"~>777 bo 10 22 Belgiam Luxembourg. Cadmium: Metal including alloy, all forms ae ne nn 204 209 4—_‘Netherlands 160. Chromium’ Ore and concentrate ~~~ al 3 “Tunisia: Portugal 3 Cobalt: Metal including alloys, all forms 3 8 <2 United Kingdom 23. Columbium and tantalum: re and concentrate = oe 6 6 ‘Ash and residue containing calm: 
bium and/or tantalum = one 30 81 IL Netherlands 20, ‘Metal including alloys, al forms, tantalum one 1 1. Mainly to France. 0 

"Gre and concentrate. SBATL_—=— 96,383 __—_Peru 16,202; West Germany 10,48. Metal including alloys 
‘Serap 28 801 -_ Portugal 156; France 62 
Unwrought=--==2=TITTT tage 73822 TT France 26/741; aly 2025, Belgium. 

uxembourg 13,588 Semimanufacures ..------- 2048014905176 ran ETH Moreen 34; Syria 
Gold: Metal including alloys, unwerought 

‘nd partly wrought troy ounces "S077 382K3—_.—_‘Switerland 30,385 Iron and steel: ‘ron ore and concentrate: ‘Breluding roasted pyrite 
thousand tons. Agar 1809 Netherlands 816; West Germany 547 ep tossed NS ‘89 84 = West Germany 808; France 27 etal 

eee 502 146 Belgium-Luxembourg 487 Pigiron, cast iron, elaied penmtatials noe a2 17887110 Taly 6842; United Kingdom 2,16 oalloys: 
Ferraaluminum —— 1.788 43603 529 Mexico 769; Belgiom-Lnembourg 
Ferrochromium goat 8179 __ United Kingdom 3278; France 2464 Ferromanganese= ~~ =~ seg, 22st al 8 Romani oi Ferromolybdenum= => 231 259 Netherlands 218; Sweden 34, Ferrosiicomanganese ~~~ S588 10.28 BR Prance 2145; Japan 1000 Ferrosilicon---------- 42884 16.534 = West Germany 011; United King. ‘dom 4731; Japan 4004 
Silicon metal _—-- 2. 5,914 1.987 ~~ Japan 994; France 943, Sel primary forné ““=2T<"~ 688068." Frgey 19610 Bra 6,588; Algeria 1,05 Sempanufagtres 

7, rods, angles, shapes, sec un thewsand tobe” 83619888 190 MoroscoB12 ean 20; Algeria 124 Universal plates, sheets 865'719 863.491 122,015 Iran T71,498; West Germany 59,501. Hoopand strip °° ""."~ “gz08) 175369 "7810 West Germany 2,004 France 2617 Railsand acessories -""> gat Yish ‘Nicaragua 1240; Venezuela 241. Wire noo ane a2048 AT Algenia 8375, Portugal 1-200, Tubes pipes fittings ~~~" 215517 88.708 TSO fram 89.944, Algeria SLT. 
Castings and forgings, rough 11219 91125 "863 Traq 4,622; France 1,442, 

veGreandooncenirate——--------- «$2188 BL Mexip 19,00; United Kingdom 
Metal including alloys: Berap ne nn 66 181. Allto United Kingdom. Unwrought——=""7"""7=> ag) 388k 8 USSR28 070, France 2.023 Semimanufactares ~~~ ~~777~ 7300 125 18 United Kingdom 48; Portugal 28, 

Oe an concentrate, metallurgical 
Beale een es a 2 -- Portugal 69; Italy 28 Mela including alloys, all Yorms ~~ 59 @ => NA Mercury =" 6-pound flasks «21,518 17,880 2.495 India 5,134; Netherlands 2,727 

‘See footnotes at end of table.
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‘Table 3.—Spain: Exports of selected mineral commoditiest —Continued 
(Metric tons unless otherwise specified) 

Destinations 1882 
Commodity 1981 ima eae if Gaited Other (principal) 

METALS —Continued 

Nate and 20 6 Allto Netherlans, tte and speiss - eran 
Metal including allo: Bray Saeco 9 24 Alto United Kingdom. Unwrought- == 272222 22=> i 40 Bo. Semimanufactares ——7 ~~~ ~7— 18 2 YF Angola 1 Taly 1. 

Platinum group metals: Metals including ‘loys, unwrought and partly wrought Troy ounces «19,066—«10,861 «3898 Switzerland 3,518; West Germany 2805, 
Silver: ‘Ore and concentrate® ‘value, thousands. — siz $197. AlltoUnited Kingdom, 

‘Metal including alloys, unwrought ‘and partly wrought thousand troy ounces. ¥3800 8293 @) United Kingdom 1.787; West i ‘Germany 421 
"Ore and concentrate o 12. Allto Netherlands. 

Metal including alloys: Scrap nee 91 = Alto Uited Kingdom, Unwroaght—_ 22 =2>> 28 #1 >United Kingdom 62; France 12. stanaseanutadtars 020222 i 6 22 Nicaragua's France 
Ore and concentrate 25, 3. Colombia 2; Portugal 1 
Grids Sener ee Sgn aSaS ES v0 19,454 1,905 France $712; United Kingdom 1,549, spate cg lan rms ——— iW 32 Tealy 2: Belgium-Luxembourg 1 

"Ore and conesntrate ——— == 621 685. West Germany 50; Netherlands 141 Metal including alloys all forms ——— B 4012 Netherlands 18; United Kingdom 11. 
Uranium and/or thorium: Ore and pimneanteteer nnn enn = 18. Alto United Kingdom. 

‘Ore and concentrate ———————- 1497627085 _Franee 12618 Belgiam-Laxembourg 
Blue powder... ---------- 898 1 France 85 Mattes o> =2—2>DoTToTo 582 11s > West Germany 783. 
Metal including alloys: Borap nen atnae se = 1,069 Netherlands 1.088 Unwrought=-—--22222222> BRAD 9ELO8— 9B Netherlands 26,196; India 22,252. Semimanufactires =~ 72222 “tou as West Germany 112; Eauatoral 

Zirconium: Ore and concentrate ——___ 6 2% © __ Alto Portugal 
NONMETALS 

Abrasives, nes: Natural: Corundum, emery, pumice, guieteeuemar eer re 1,582 2091 —@)_—_- West Germany 859; Portugal 276. 
Artifical: orundum = 4.025 gfa West Germany 2.858 aly 368, Sicon carbide. -—~>>=2227 2415 2996 <> Frapee 158 BelgtumLuxembourg 

Dust and powder of precious and semi- ‘precious stones including diamond ‘ilograms.— aT 44 4 Mozambique 20; Mexico 6. 
Grinding and polishing wheels and fe poe cad ea 3.838 8,280 165 West Germany 1,110; France 856, Asbestos, erude =~ ~20 222222222 12 41 Mexico io; Morocco. Barite and witherite =~ — = =~ > ~~ e5gz; sera) BA Webt ermany 21410 avg 76 Boron materials: Crude natural borates — 319 ‘508 Portugal 386; Tunisia 120; France 46. Cement thousand tons. 9308 18 HE_—_Saudi Arabia 4.605, Nigeria 1,602, Challe =2 72272 OE aed bas Algeria 027 aby 8,000 

Clays, erude: “Andalusite, kyante,sllimanite———_ 122 150. Netherlands 86; France 24 Bentonite enn’ = ns 7== 29689 «80,554 380 Portugal 16,082; Tunisia 3,060. 
Chamotte earth. - -- == 22===== 2.916 232 Saudi Arabia 127; Morocco 45, Kool sce -222ZZDIITTTT SIRO) sdBBB West Germany 18,116; Treland 8,076, 

pabespgeiiod = >——- : S227 4451 Netherlands 15,749; France 9,154 
‘Gem, not set or strung____ carats__ 7,680 20,040 _-  Belgium-Luxembourg 10,385; United "Arab Emirates 405, Industrial do. 41840 «99,920 ___ France 35,970; Mexico 3350, Distomite and other infisorial earth 2505 Has < West Germany 446 United Kingdom 

Pildapar sn ancencnnweneeceens 1.838 1846 United Kingdom 1,105; France 42 
See footnotes at end of table.
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Table 3.—Spain: Exports of selected mineral commodities Continued 
(Metric tons unless otherwise specified) 

TT ———____ Bastinations, 1982 
Commodity 1981 1982 “Gated Gated Other (principal) 

NONMETALS —Continued 
Fertilizer materials: Crude, nes 5,268 3198 soap France 15; United Kingdom 1.20, Eluorspar = =~ «6828 HTO 47.852 Canada 49,27; ely 17,480 Graphite, natural’ ~~ ~~>722272727 197 G90 "France 685 ‘Gypsum and plaster —~ thousand toma. 1.083 3120-981 Sweden 176; Denmark 163, oline === tennis enn nnn = 1S Rito Portugal: Le 002 OS Spas Tone ae 597 3974 Guinea 2000; Portugal 1,007, Magnesite -<277-7772TTIIIITID raga 08a = Uied Kingdom 2; France 
Mecrochaum, amber, jet 1,208 10574 ©. West Germany 98,602; France 97,088, 
‘Grade including splittings and waste - 2,688 20% — ____ United Kingdom 1,880; Algeria 100. Worked including agglomerated spit= 
Gage ence cecene= 202 140. West Germany 42; Italy 39 Nitatereragg —5===o2 ToT TooT 100 561 2 Portugal 32 

Tiara Se sees cc 306 255 Francs Ol: Porsugal 24 Iron oxides and hydroxides, processed 10731 8489 GAD West Germany 206 United Kingdom 
Precious and semiprecious stones ather ‘than diamond! 

Natural value, thousands. $324 BHT ggg Ragland 12, Switzetang ss, Synthetic ooo go 3558 SL $10Switzerland Silo: aly $45, ynileunreaiod=—O"“S“O TT grgs audition 28 
Saltand brine... 886,257 580,702 295,452 Norway 62,689; ioeland 58,370. Sodium compounds, nes: Carbonate, ‘manufactured "8308728128. Tran 15,600; Argentina 12,516, Stops sand and gavel imension stone ‘Gradeand partly worked 18879217537 OR _—taly 127.67; France 12,122. Worked STTIEDBonHOr RRS 4.368 Praha 148; West Germany 

Dolomite, chiefly refractory.grade ._ 83,810 19,557 __ United Kingdom 65,994; West 
Germany 10,342. Limestone other than dimension Bg gad Alo Belgum Laxembour. sutggandguartaie TT" “"-aprstt —arisne <> Andoren S18235, Seen fa, sulfur: Elemental 

Grade including native and byproduct 245 1476. France 1465. Colloidal precipitated sublised Wiss? got I igri db Tale, stetite,soapetone, Pyrophyllite —— THO Stes 52 _Belghan Laxempoure 3.040; United 
Vermiculite--------=--------~ 386 2804. _Belgium-Luxembourg 2,500. 
MINERAL FUELS AND RELATED ‘MATERIALS 

Asphalt and bitumen,natural 12842 71852. Nigeria 2.800; Senegal 2464 Garhon: Carbon black n= =o T2197 006) => oral 14 Monoco Sto 
‘Anthraciteand bituminous. "9.558 «12,610 Belgium-Luxerabourg 12,277 Briquets of anthracite and bituminous 

pundit IB 4612 United Kingdom 4,000 troleum: 
‘Crude thousand 42,gatlon barrels. 530 1243 Libya 1,198; Saul Arabia 4, Refinery products 

Liquefied petroleum gas ee u $]  —— Sweden 48; Netherlands 2, Gasoline ———— dona sto 12 =~ “Andorra 94; Bquatorial Guinea 26. Mineral jelly and wax — do. 4 14 Mexico 2 Kerosine and jet fuel ~~ —do- ~~ ci Lh <> Belgtumstsxembourg 310 ype #04 Distillate fuel oi! ~~~ —do. =~ 2819 $560 5 Maly 7 rane O05 punkers’ Lubricants = >> Tdos 222 20 S22 7B France 1,2 al esidal fel oll--—-—"de=>" HP ash 6L2_—_Nethenands 60, United Kingdom 

semnevlng, ate. AN fo amt Nigeria Bituminous mistures..dou a= cd ‘oo > Libya 842; Nigeria 118. Petroleum coke —-—~~ doo == 3 5 2 Portugal &: Benin’. Unspecified ----——~~ "dona a NA oes <> Netherlands 0; United Kingdom 

"Revised. NA Not available. 
able prepared by Tracy A. Leffingwell Less than 1/2 unit. 
May include other precious metals.
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Table 4.—Spain: Imports of selected mineral commodities' 

(Metric tons unlesitherwiseepeciid) 
OT a 8 

Comedi i meaty Ya ‘Other (principal) 

METALS Aarts us 116) West Germany 98; France 1. ‘turing Greaniconcentrate $2545 $19062—__ Guinea 816 40, Guyana 9.18 Sener convo7> «BREADS aa Sance Datos Weel trnany ne Metal including alloys Soap emesis gam g.909 aT France 286; Portugal 2.84 awtoaght co SRE ER Sotceraa t 
Semimanufactures 14067 18454 1,018 West Germany 5,406; France 3,786. Astioont ‘Gre aid concentrate 480 49, Thailand 178; Moroeo 162 tal incloding alloys all fas ~~~ ‘t 3) Hong ong 14 Japan 6 Bismuth: Metal indudiag alloys all ems en elndingelloys all 3 es 9 Pega: BeiumLoxemboure 2; 

Cadmium: Metal including alloys, all eee forma ens nating Sere at 0 1 @ Mainly fom BelgiumLuxembourg. Chremiaas ‘Gre and concentrate Tosco e280 ____‘Rapbloof South frien 9020; raga “Metal including alloy al forms — 8 2 @)_Unied Ringom 14; West Germany 
Cobalt: Metal inctuing alloys, al form: ne 27 & West Germany 8; Finland 56 GGktnblum and tastalons Stal Tncluding alloys al forms alumi tobi)" kilograms. 5,520 Sf Allffom West Germany Tanai em -—Mlegioms~ Bt 848 iB West Germany 10h 
Buena. BTBL TIE = Mn. C24: Pap Sew Guinea 93610. Matte and opeis including cement ; sopra 860018185 Israel 5518; Chile 4499, Metal cluding ays Samp ENE gaan a2? 9995 France 9.52%; West Germany 2,071 Dawroughic===22222222 SBMS OND GRAB Cen aegumsEacembourg 

Semimanufactures 48728 «7.068 «569. Prance 15197; West Germany 4,409, Germania: Metal Inludag atop all femee eeee 0 2 Allfrm Japan. Gold Meal including alloys, unwrouaht ‘andartiywrought "troy ounces, —«T6,441—==—«9,600 West Germany 04 Switzerland 
Iron and steel: " Tron ore and encentrate including Too pyic "tuna tabs. 40984500 ‘Bru 2260; Venere 629; Liberia 

Metal Srop ao ----- do "4687 ©4598 861 United Kingdom 2054; France 691 Pig iron cia ron, relaiod Gimiale TOM asosir 2058081. West Germany 8,085; Brac 9,90. Ferwloye Ferechomium —--..--- @442_——« 298M‘ South Aria 12216 “ aire S608 Fecromnanganess == mp 14h Bra MODE Branco 17, Forromoienaai--—=== 8 fit << HepneLaerboune Went 
Rerronickel___________ 3,568 4296 45.—_‘France 2388; New Caledonia 1,126. Ferrodicechroniam----- RnB Tinbebee 1 Forredomenngranes 2227 ih 52 BigalB Repat of South afin 
errsicon---------- «9259-=«=« 65D. = France 194; ulgaria sto, BSleon metal 2222777272 iso Sis >> ‘public or South Africa 20, 

Steel pronary forms ~~_~--_ «SOMME OOBHS «201 France 25006 West Germany primary frm ~~ ~~~~—- : i ance 258008 West German ae 21 100; Netherlands 10408 Semimanufactares: 
Bars, rods, angles, shapes, econ TP ag god—a.918 558 West Germany 6,990 France 40,295, Universals plates shacls -- «Saba AB) 982 France 9080, West Germany 7798 Hoopandaitoces -- "EBS STSet TH25 Weit Germany 28004 France 20840. Estbandscccanrics—---- “gap "Bip "United ingdom d77 Panos 47 Wecintersnozs 182 RTL 58 Balgumtatemboury 8008 France 
‘Tubes, pipes, fittings _____ 56,355, 79336 5,168‘ France 27,658; West Germany 22,670. Castings and forgings, rough a2 Se bt France 274, 

Seo fotnotes at end of table.
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‘Table 4.—Spain: Imports of selected mineral commodities Continued 
(Metric tons unloss otherwise specified) 

Bren 
Commodits 1981 ie “Dae ee ? Tt onergrnaan 

METALS —Continued 
Lead 

‘Oreandconcentrate..----_ 2RJ90_——«BGAIS 5000 Morocco 24,079; Greenland 15,528. ‘Ash and residue containing lead ~~ S250 lost OE BilgmeLaxemboury 958 Portal 
‘Metal including alloys: . re Baap oo eens 1.920 819 161 "France 189; United Kingdom 36, 

PUNTeMghE. oo ols ocak. TAT 6496 38 West Germany 2,342; France 2,011. vente Semmaniltane == 2—OT 155 14379 West Germany 38; Ttaly 13. 
(Ore and concentrate. == 433 283 A__Netherlands 186; Belgium. 

Thuxembourg 48 Metal including alloys, all forms ——_ 6 nou 
Mafpesium: Metal including alloys agi 909424 France 278; Norway 79 Semimanufactures_ ~~~ -~>27 227 "5a 60 “Tt WestGermany 21; France 17. Manganese: 

‘Ore and concentrate, metallurgical: a ee Cae 58801 Y ie of South Africa 191,449; ‘Gabon 73,600. ‘Metal including alloys, all forms ste 454 G4 Republic of South Ati 11 France 
Mercury... 76pound flasks. 18 18 1 West Germany 9 Austria 8. Mol nin = = eand concentrate 1817 228 261 United Kingdom 1,165, Chile 257 

Metal ncading alloys 3 Sb United Kingdon a 
wegen =inamiackres 120022207 1,098 2% 12 West Germany 6; Austria 3 
‘Ore and concentrate. NA 10 =. AllfromSweden, Matieand spin —— 007732 2d 2888 WB Cuba 884; Australia 200, Metal including alloys 

Berap een 2 28 West Germany 21 Gnwroaght]2222222IIIIT 3670 5038918 Canada Hs Repubc ot South Africa 
Semimanufactures —--———-—— 1332 419.25 West Germany 185; France 108, Platinum-group metals 

‘Waste and sweepings 
value, thousands _ $5,905 $10,620 —- France $9,469; West Germany $733. ‘Metals including alloys, unwrought. 

‘and partly wrought troy ounces. "270,128 «43/226 2,169 ‘Switzerland 5,718; France 4985. 
Rareearth metals =n ra 12 ""@) Austria West Germany 6 Siem high puity == LOTTI 161 35) Mainly from France 

‘Ore and concentrate? 
te value, thousands__ $7,804 ‘$11,975 $459 ‘Miseoats $3,513; Papau New Guinea 

Waste and sweepings?.do_--- "$25,604 $07,792 $418 France $2841; Switzerland $3,512 Metal including alloys, anwrought ‘and partly wrought 
thousand troy ounces 554 9X11 Unlted Kingdom «7; West Germany 

Tin: 
(Ore and concentrate. aon 2884 Thailand 1,052; United Kingdom 787 Metal including alloys ‘Unvrought---——— 38 326 ©) United Kingdom 191; Malaysia 70. 

Semimanufactures ~~~ __ s 4) WextGermany 14; United Kingdom 
‘Titanium: 

Ore andconcentrate-......- MB,798—«138,558 Norway 72342; Australia 65,968. Order cone o oo etoaaat 2919 6m alglum-Lanenbourg Ba West 
“Metal including alloys, all forms. —— 280 a9 259 France SE aly 6, ‘Tungsten: Metal including alloys, al fora Sorter sane Sees hg 2% @) Netherlands 1; taly 3 ‘Uranium and/or thorium Greandeoncentrate 275088 «388.974 __ Guinea 285,968, Metal including alloys all rms 

‘eilograms— am 418. Wt Germany 886; United Kingdom 
Zine: - ‘Greandconcentrate_----__-- 542166449. __—_eland 38,227; Peru 2,601, Blucpowders === 7777 ~= aa cf ‘30> Netherlands 2 Belgium 

‘Luxembourg 1 Matiescocssucesusuasuuece 3.969 43852 106 West Germany 1804; France 637 
See footnotes at end of able.
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‘Table 4—Spain: Imports of selected mineral commodities! —Continued 
(Metric tons unles otherwine specified) 

en Brees 8 Commodity 1981 198 RQ Ged Other prinepa 
METALS ~Continued 

Zine —Continued 
Metal including alloys: 

Ghwrsgits 2222277022200 408 296, -- Algeria 130; France 121. 
eee ee 758 3810 1_—_‘Belgium-Luxembourg 2.505; West ‘Germany 669 Semimanufactures 268 S09 @) Pegg 38 Blgiam-Laxembourg 

Zirconium: Greand concentrate.....------ #7585 —«YTRD._—__—_Republie of South Attica 8740; ‘Rustralia 504, Metal including lloys__ kilograms. «1,042 «082—«§14._— Went Germany 1,000; Sweden 272 
NONMETALS 

Abalone tural Corundum, emery, pumics pe rieeaecora Rese 1208-28591 Grence 1815; Italy 408, Antica ‘Corundum —— = 419844 West Germany 1.557; France L484 Silicon carbide === —~ 22-22 1016 tT West Germany 225; Norwey 26. Dust and powder of precious and semi ‘precious stones ineluding diamond Walue, thousands... $3,605.--«§3865 $1,896 ‘Treland $1,829, Grinding and polishing wheels and Sones anne nee Lage gata 77 Frage Asbestos erude=———77227~~--=> RS 8324180 Zimbabwe 17.190; Canada 12,291, Barve and witherite-722~~>7~~~~ Ser Staza 7° Moroceo 020; France 308 Boron materials\Crude natural borates — «86,428 «««THYO0. 43,712 ‘Turkey 20.687; France 2873 Bruuings oreo once Ho ap" farael 160; France 115 Gemente22222222222T2TT227Z2— 50799 TS BS elglumLuxembourg 129.927; ‘Hance 96508. Sierra eaceanen ems 6286 Francegaay Shays erate “Aidalusie,kyanitesillimanite———_ 2099 BBE BNE Rapublicaf South Africa L194; 
Bentonite ..0-------------- MIST «ARTZ 9046 Morocco 18,96, Grewoe 6085, Ghamotte earth = ~7~777227== dose “Tet 1988 France 5060; West Germany 97 Redline TTTTZTTTTITTZ18NRB TOOL ABA United Ringdom 148080; Brea 13 88 ryote gd chit 11152128. fom Denmark 

"Gem, not et orstrung...... carats. 264,160 119987 ‘Belgium Luxembourg 67,360; India eae Tse 
Natural do 95360 92974 ——___ Netherlands 16218; Republic of South Africa 14,083 Synthetic. do. 42250201865 158,515 Ireland 28 50; aly 15,000, iatomite and other infasorial earth ——- Zaps abt" 8sd France 1407; West Germany 56 Peldgpar, luorspar related materia Feldspare sree T5668 S28 20 Framce 14.282 Flureper co ccScuscsGlsscc tase Tit Sealy 848; Prance 156 Unspecified -==~""" "222222 ager “Tas > Nowway i, Canada 234, Fertiliser materials Grade, me's ~~~ Bao 4410 @_—_CNetnerdands 2600; France 1.386, Graphite, natural n= 27a a> Taos 2at China 820; Madagascar 129, ype and plaster ~~ ~TT>TTTTTT 2525 Tet ~_—_“France a Morocco im fresco teen eDCCCECEEESS 175 138 Sapan 15k Lime ene TESS SORES 20 182 12 France St; Morocco 54 Maga oon fagnediie one nw------- B42 617580 Greece 21.88; Italy 5.7 Gen enDTTTETTITIITT RRO TRANS G rete Hv iay 

" Grade including splittings and waste - 138846421 France 34 India 298, Worked including agglomerated split- i" on ccrteang 8; ¥rance 18 tap ee 1 Belg Luxembourg 39; France 
Nitrates, crude ——— 17047 43,750 =~ Allfrom Chile. * Phosphates, crude ~~ thovsand tons «2800,» “2.801 > Morowuo 2,240; Togo 0, Pigents, mineral: ‘Naturalycrude === 01 26 United Kingdom 1; West Germany 

Tron oxides and hydroxides, processed 6908 «GARB West Germany 5,651; Prance 45. Prac and ampreioun sone other 
‘Natural... value, thousands... 37321 6.824 38 Thailand $3,690; India $1,029. Synthetic 2227 1M housed RT one «EL tes 983. Auatite $404: Seatverland 8004 

Pyrite, unroasted 772227228 OTT 05 113. Mealy 107; West Germany 5 
See footnotes at end of table.
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Table 4.—Spain: Imports of selected mineral commoditiest —Continued 
(Metric tons unless otherwise specified) 

Sources, 1982 
Commodity 1981 ee TE nied Other (principe 

NONMETALS ~Continued 
Quartz crystal, piezoelectric bilograms. 2 180 80—_—Brazil 100; Madagascar 50, Salt and brine ________ SEM 1585 15820 Uniteg Kingdom 5; Netherlands 

a Sodium compounds, nes. Carbonate, manufactured. 1730 8926 @)_—-Romania 2,000; Bulgaria 1,528 Sulfate, manufactured ~~~ 4608 889 ‘France 375; West Germany 257, 
Stone, sand and grave mension stone: ‘Crude and partly worked... 109,859 3.718—%)_—_taly 45,234; Portugal 35,287. 

Worked weno nn nnn 6194 ‘To90 ‘1 —“Italy 5216; Portugal 2035, 
Dolomite, ehiefy refractory grade ~~ 4.376, £644 France 2,601; Norway 1,784. Gravel anderushed rock = 2- BB T4d 7032 > Morocco 39,889: France 6,567 Guns and quartaten === 2>o2 2.922 TB YT Yugoslavia 4,205; Sweden 1689 ugandetherthan metaibearing ——~~ 2087S 25734 Maronoo 2,855; France 28, 
Blemental: ‘Grude including native and prada coiimed” 286 «MMAR AB Franca 74856; Mexico 16,100, Colloidal, precipitated, sublimed — 588 S81) West Germany 518 

Bliss 0 ooo 0 18°) Mainly from France Suifuricacid=——-7222>~=->>agpghh 4.506 4——_France 20,982: Netherlands 11,007 ‘Tale steatite, soapstone, pyrophyliite -- 1031 ‘S11 184 France 6,403; Norway 1,702 Serie ee eens joo ake UBS Zan. 
‘Grude-—-------_----------_"3973_—«(N6AB4_——«125— Morocco 7,345; Norway 3,085. Slag and dross, not metal-bearing ——— 8.052 4390 880 France 1,452; United Kingdom 1,327. 
MINERAL FUELS AND RELATED MATERIALS, 

Carbon: Carbon black —— = 16333 15,008.64.“ Prance 11,874; West Germany 1.428. Coat ‘Bituminous ineluding anthracite ‘thousand tons, 7085 11165161 Repablicof South Africa 71; Poland 5; Australia 387 Briquets of anthracite and biturninous coal do. = 19 United Kingdom Lignite including briquets ~~~ sant 4512 | _ France 4. 
Coke and semicoke ~~ > TTT 420,254 286.541 35,985 Poland 68,457; France 54,204. Gee natural Liquefied thousand tons 158 Tent? Algeria 990; Libya 751 etroleum Grude” thousand 42galion barrels. 296974 810,808 -—«172_—‘Sauaii Arabia 81,116; Mexico 61,286. Refinery products ‘Lighefed petroleum gas do. MLBT9_—15.98Z_——BBB_— Saud Arabia 5,500; France 8,165, Gasoline do 6.430 408 “G)— Romania 2,181 italy 809. Naphtha and white epirit do. NA 6490. USSR. 1,780; aly 990, 

Mineral jelly and wax —-do_ 28 2 J Netherlands 8; West Germany 4. Kerosine and jt fuel -— do ~ 68 881) Healy db; Sweden 124 Distillate fuel oi) do. === 2851 7416 821 USSR, 4.883; Algeria 572 Lubricants ~~~" “do-~=~ 336 Bit G5 Brance 196 United Kingdom 64 Residual fuel ofl 2 7de. =~ 8850 T9611 Bast Germany 995, USSR 125. Petroleum coke ~~~ ~do. ~~ 3260 8885 SABE Usted Kingdom sr West Germany t 
Revised. NA Not available 
Mable prepared by Tracy A. Leffingwell Less than 1/2 unit 
May contain other precious metals, 

COMMODITY REVIEW 

METALS problems with two foreign shareholders, 
; Pechiney S.A. and Alean Aluminium Ltd., 

Aluminum.—The financial situation of regarding the price of electricity and the 
the aluminum sector in Spain remained price of alumina from the San Cipridn 
difficult. The Government, through the In- plant, which supplied alumina to all alumi- 
stituto Nacional de Industria (IND, had num plants in the country. The foreign
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partners considered both prices too high. copper content of 20%. At the La Berrona 
During the summer, Empresa Nacional Mine, production of 700,000 tons per year of 

del Alaminio S.A. restarted one potline at iron concentrate was planned. Iron concen- 
Avilés. It will reportedly increase the oper- trates from both mines will be shipped to a 
ating capacity by an additional 2,000 tons pelletizing plant at Fregenal de la Sierra. 
per year to 45,000 tons per year. These After removing potash present in the con- 
moves were due to increased prices for centrates, about 1 million tons of pellets for 
aluminum on the international market. use in the steel plants of Ensidesa should be 
Copper.—The Aznalcéllar Mine, which produced. Work on mines started in the 

produced copper, lead, and zine concen- summer and reduction of pellets was sched- 
trates with recovery of gold from complex _uled to start in 1985. 
sulfide ore, started production again. This Cia. Andalusa de Minas S.A., which oper- 
mine had been closed in 1982 because of ates the Marquesado iron ore mine near 
financial difficulties caused by a severe Alquife, Granada Province, ordered two 

drought. Jones-type high-intensity, | wet-magnetic 
The Sotiel Mine at Sotiel-Coronada, near separators, model DP 317 from Humbolt 

Huelva in southern Spain, also rated at Wedag AG of the Federal Republic of Ger- 
500,000 tons of complex sulfide ore per year, many. The ore in Marquesado is very soft 
started production for the first time. Con- and breaks easily. Presently only lump ore 
centrates of copper, lead, and zinc were between 6 and 40 millimeters has been 

produced. concentrated in the heavy-media plant and 
The Spanish Government's Executive the fines were shipped without benefi- 

Commission for Planning approved only ciation. To meet the demand for sintered 
partially a plan for restructuring the copper _feed with a higher iron content and reduced 
semimanufactures and alloys industry. The alkali content, a 200-ton-per-hour-capacity 
plan that originally assigned about $32 iron ore plant was planned for the fines. 
million? was cut back to about $14 million. The ore (4 to 6 millimeter fraction) will be 
Cuts in the labor force were also part of the crushed to less than 1 millimeter and then 

plan. concentrated by the two magnetic separa- 
Iron and Steel.—Under political pres- tors. Installation was planned for produc- 

sures from the labor union, the Government tion in 1984. 
of Spain authorized $150 million for the The growing indebtedness of the Spanish 
development of two mines and construction steel industry made the need for reorganiza- 
of a pelletizing installation. The Govern- tion even more urgent. The Government 
ment of Spain, through INI, holds 24% of plan provided for closure of plants and 
the capital of the Prereducidos Integrales concentration of production of some prod- 
del Suroeste de Espafia S.A. (Presur) and an ucts in one single facility. Most of the 
additional 28% is held by the domestic steel changes were planned for the period start- 
industry and domestic banks. The rest is ing in 1987 and ending in 1990. Owing to 
held by two companies from the Federal fast changing conditions in the sector, and 
Republic of Germany and one from Kuwait. in the world economy, the present plant 
At yearend, Kuwait and domestic steel may be modified in the future 
companies reportedly opted to withdraw After a long negotiation between the 
from the venture and INI would presuma- unions, steel companies, and the Govern- 
bly replace them. Presur was planning to ment of Spain, which ended in discord, the 
develop iron mines at Calva in the Province Government ruled that the steel plant at 
of Huelva and at La Berrona and built a 1- Sagunto would be closed. The Government 
million-ton-per-year pellet plant at Frege- planned to bring new industry to Sagunto to. 
nal de la Sierra in Badajoz Province. Ore at provide employment for former steel work- 
Cala and La Berrona had an average iron ers. 
content of 30% and a copper content rang- _ During the summer, severe floods in the 
ing between 0.15% and 0.50%. The capacity Basque country severely damaged a number 
of the mines was reported at 3 million tons of steelworks in the area. The Altos Hornos 
per year of ore and reserves were set at 54 de Vizcaya S.A. plants suffered most of the 
million tons. At the Calva Mine, production damage and among them the Echevarri 
with upgrading was planned to yield about plant was severely damaged. During the 
630,000 tons of iron concentrate with an repair of electric installations the 2,600 
average iron content of 60% and 10,000 tons workers of the plant were laid off for 3 
of copper concentrate with an average months.
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Lead and Zine—By world standards, average content of 8 kilograms of wolfram 
Spain remained a modest producer of lead _ per ton of ore. During 1984, after all results 
and zine ore and metals. Demand, far lower of exploration and economic studies are 
than in previous years, forced some oper- assessed, a decision will be made on future 
ations to lower their production; however, actions on the deposit. The domestic part- 
exploration continued. Most important, ex- ner, Promotora de Recursos Naturales, 
ploratory work was conducted on two lead holds 51% interest in the venture and 
and zine deposits, one in the Toral de los Billiton Espafola controls the rest. 
Vades area of Ponferrada, Province of Leén, 
and the other at Navalmedio near Al- WONMETALS 
madén. At yearend, both properties were Granite.—A new granite quarry started 
Preparing for final decisions on develop- production at Barcarota and Savalleen in 
ment. The Toral deposit was explored by a Badajoz Province. The owner was Granitos 
geologist from Pefiarroya and the Govern- ge Barcarota S.A. INI, through Enadimsa ment-owned Empresa Nacional Adaro de ‘and Sodiex 8.A., holds 67% of the capital 
Investigaciones Mineras S.A. (Enadimsa), ~ Sodium Sulfate (Natural)—In a joint 
under the auspicies of the PNAMP. The venture Minerales y Productos Derivados 
Navalmedio deposit was explored by a geol- S.A. (Minersa) of Spain and Industrias 
ogist from the Almadén Mine and in its Pefoles S.A. de C.V. (PENOLES) of Mexico 
initial stage was financed by the Almadén discovered a deposit of natural sodium sul- 
Mine, which is Government-owned. fate north of the Tajo River between the 
Mercury.—The Almadén region remain- villages of Villaconejos and Titulcia, north- 

ed the only producer of mercury in Spain; it east of Aranjuez. The deposit consists of 
was among the largest world producers horizontal 25-meter-thick beds. They were 
during 1983. Three mines were in operation; made up predominately of glauberite and 
two were in full production and one at Las the content of sodium sulfate (Na.SO.) was 
Cuevas, about 8 kilometers north of Al- consistent at 40% to 42% throughout the 
madén, was still under development. ore body. Proven reserves were reported at 

‘The world situation on the mercury mar- 5.2 million tons of Na,SO,. The ore body was 
ket has affected Almadén's operations. Be- covered with overburden 20 to 21 meters 
cause of low prices and the worldwide use of thick. The new mine was a solution open- 
reclaimed mercury, the Almadén Mine cast mine, in which water was added to the 
started negotiations with the Government broken ore in the pit, and a 90,000-ton-per- 
to soften the impact of low prices on its year crystalization processing plant was 
operations. Reportedly, as a relief measure, built at the minesite. The operating compa- 
the Government agreed to start stockpiling ny was Silquisa, in which Minersa held 54% 
mercury by purchasing, at an undisclosed and PENOLES held 46% interest. 
price, the difference between the production _ Even before startup of the new mine 
and sales of mercury by Almadén. Spain was the only established producer of 

Silicon.—Silicén de Sabn S.A., the Span- natural sodium sulfate in Western Europe. 
ish silicon metal producer, a subsidiary of The principal producer was, and remained 
Carburos Metélicos S.A., restarted produc- in 1983, Minerales y Productos Derivados 
tion of a 5,000-ton-per-year furnace. The S.A., which operated facilities at Cerezo in 
startup of production was made possible by Burgos Province and Villarrubia de Santia- 
better prices on the silicon market and by 80 in Toledo Province. 
an agreement with the Spanish Govern- , Other Nonmetals—Spain produced a ment on a reduced rate for electricity. large variety of nonmetallic minerals dur- 

"Tungsten.—Joint exploration by the Pro- ing the year. However, the production rates 
motora de Recursos Naturales S.A., owned Teflected the country's sluggish economy 
by the Banco de Bilbao, and Billiton Es- nd the year was uneventful 
paola S.A., owned by the Shell Co., result- 
ed in the discovery of a wolfram deposit IANERAL EUELS: 
southeast of Guijuelo in Salamanca Prov- ‘The energy position of Spain remained 
ince. The discovery was made in a reported- unchanged. Imports of liquid and gaseous 
ly virgin region after geological and geo- hydrocarbons severely burdened the foreign 
physical exploration, drilling of 600 meters trade balance of the country. Domestic coal 
of hole, and digging of 1,500 meters of and nuclear power were developed with an 
exploratory trenches. Reportedly, reserves aim to lower energy imports in the future. 
amounted to 100 million tons of ore with an Recently discovered gasfields in Spain,
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including offshore fields, have raised high Exploratory drilling activities for liquid 
hopes that domestic production of natural and gaseous hydrocarbons continued, but 
gas may significantly decrease import de- reportedly most of the wells drilled were 
pendency. Development of the El Serrablo dry. The modest domestic production of 
onshore field was underway. Reportedly, crude oil is obtained from four offshore 
commercial production was slated for 1984. fields, all in the Mediterranean, and one 
Development of the Gaviota offshore field in onshore field. Aposta offshore field was 
the Atlantic started, and first commercial owned by Shell Espafia N.V. (operator), 
production was planned for 1986. However, 51.7%; Empresa Nacional de Investigacion 
after initial optimism the state-owned ¥ Exploracion de Petréleos S.A. (Eniepsa), 
Empresa Nacional del Gas S.A. (ENAGAS) 24%; and Coparex Espafola S.A., 16%. 
published estimated reserves of natural gas Casablanca Field, at the Ebro River estu- 
in Spain that were lower than reported in @xY, was owned by Eniepsa Noperator)s 
preliminary reports. ENAGAS estimates to. 37-77%; Chevron Oil Co. of Spain, 19.25%; 

as at 2250 billion Canada North West Land Ltd., 12.45%; tal reserves of natural gas at 2,250 billion a ° i 2. cable Test. Denison Mines Ltd., 12.45%; Compaiia Es- 
Although domestic natural gas resources Pafiola de Petroleos S.A., 7.29%; Petrocana- are inadequate, Spain continued to build 42 Ltd,, 7.58%; and Amoco Espafia Explora- 

gas pipelines for imported gas, ENAGAS tion Co., 8.11%. Dorado offshore field was 
started on construction of pipelines that gwned by Eniepsa (operator) 57%: Mnicn 
will make gas available in the southeastern of Spain SA. 32.3%. The Tarraco offshore 
and central regions of Spain. Cost of the eid, southwest of Casablanca Field, was 
eee ens atin inten re owned by Shell (operator), 75%, and Com- 
$100 million, and its completion is expected pasig Arrendataria del Monopolio de Pe- in 1986 instead of 1988 a8 previously plan- frtege B.A, 25% 

Negotiations for a new natural gas pur- G Ayoluengo sashore) Held seat oper ied oy = : r “  Government-owned Eniepsa. Shell returnec 
chase contrat wi n Algeria wate peapaneed to the ‘Maz, Contabricn Perait area; wibero. 

A 108 VINE one well tested heavy crude oil in 1980. Two 
Algerian deliveries from the quantities wells were planned for 1983 and reportedly 

Se aren mance ince Bey pee oni ae reread eh the Government of Spain was involved in 
demand, particularly in powerplants. Re- the energy sector, the Government recog: 
portedly, the new quantities should be be- nized the need for private investment in 

ee ene Cen a eee 8 , financial terms were set at fairly attrac- 
million British thermal units, which is simi- tive levels. There was no royalty, and tax 
lar to the price paid by France and Italy for was levied at 40% on profits. 
natural gas purchased in Algeria. This 
should alleviate the financial losses of $83 \Physical scientist, Division of Foreign Data. 
million suffered by ENAGAS in recent <,,Wiere necessary values have, been converted. from 

years. Phasit5 = USS100,



The Mineral Industry of 
Sudan 

By Kevin Connor? 

‘The mineral industry continued to be of test was scheduled for 1985 to further exam- 
minor significance to the economy of Sudan _ ine the commercial feasibility of extracting 
in 1983. Exploration and development work minerals from the sea’s bottom. One of the 
in the gold and petroleum sectors highlight- 18 trenches studied by the commission was 
ed an otherwise uneventful year for the estimated to contain $5 billion in precious 
industry. Five ancient gold mining locations _ metals. Mineral tonnage estimates given for 
were evaluated during the year with prom. the trench were 2,000,000 tons of zine, 
ising results at all of them. Commercial gold 500,000 tons of copper, 4,000 tons of silver, 
production operations were scheduled to and 80 tons of gold. _ 
commence at one of these sites early in _ During the year, the Ministry of Energy 
1984. Chevron Oil Co. of Sudan and the @nd Mining in Khartoum announced a new 
White Nile Petroleum Co. (WNPC) con. mineral development strategy for a variety 
tinued with exploration and development of newly discovered small mineral deposits 
projects in south-central and eastern Sudan, throughout the country. Small portable ore 
and finalized construction plans for the prcceesing camp exes road be ue (2 est 
Unity Oilfield to Red Sea crude petroleum material from several different: minesites 
pipeline system, with construction work to The portable mills would make ore trans- 
bes ly in 1984. port distances shorter and many smaller, 

Raecae low-gradi 1 deposits more econom- low-grade mineral dep. Negotiations continued throughout 1983 [OW -Brade mine 
without finalization between the Govern TT ¥ SURO” os onoy, Bureau de Re 
ent en Mining Corp: cherches Géologiques et Miniéres (BRGM), 
and the Arab Mining Co. over a partial in conjunction with Sudan's Geologi- takeover by the Jordan-based mining firm (a1 and. Mineral Resources Department 

of the chromite ore mining operation in the (GMRD) and the Government of Saudi 
deposits of Ingessana Hills. The chromite Arabia, continued with geologic studies in 
operation was marked by continued seriois several parts of Sudan throughout the year. 
Roemer i BRGM announced late in 1983 that the 

Government operated the high-grade depos. exploration program had uncovered pre- 
it with antiquated equipment, a lack of cious and base metals massive sulfide depos- 
spare parts and adequate repair facilities, its. In the Red Sea Hills area at Jebel 
aoe ered ore transportation sys- Ayoub, BRGM and GMRD further delineat- 

m to the Red Sea. ed tungsten deposits that could yield 
Since the formation of the Saudi Arabia- 150,000 tons of tungeten trioxide concen- 

Sudan Red Sea Joint Commission in 1974, trate economically. In the Nuba Mountains 
18 Red Sea bottom trenches had been eval- area of central Sudan, a team of scientists 
uated for their mineral potential by year- from the Federal Republic of Germany 
end 1983, An estimated $58 million had discovered several uranium occurrences. 
been spent on the Red Sea exploration The team completed detailed geologic map- 
efforts of the 10-year-old commission, based ping of a 4,000-square-kilometer area. Ex- 
out of the Saudi Arabian capital of Jidda. poration in the Nuba region was scheduled 
Preliminary seabed mining tests were con- to continue in 1984. Greenwich Resources 
ducted in 1979, and a L-year pilot operation Inc., a Canadian mining firm out of Van- 
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couver, which was the principal gold explo- areas to the north of Khartoum, and for 
ration and development concern in Sudan uranium in the northern Kordofan Prov- 
during 1983, was also carrying out explo- ince. Detailed fieldwork was expected to 
ration surveys for tin and tungsten in begin at these sites early in 1984, 

PRODUCTION AND TRADE 

‘The mining industry produced on a limit- scrap, locally mined chromite, gold, and a 
ed scale chromite, gold, gypsum, manga- small amount of mica, Sudan's mineral 
nese, mica, and salt. Cement production imports were modest, with petroleum ac- 
represented almost 60% of the estimated counting for well over one-half of the coun- 
$17 million worth of nonfuel minerals pro-_try’s imports. Other dominant mineral im- 
duced and processed in Sudan in 1983. The _ ports were iron and steel products, cement, 
country continued to export small quanti- and fertilizer materials. Major import trad- 
ties of unprocessed raw minerals or concen- ing partners were Japan, the Republic of 
trates and internally generated scrap mate- Korea, Kuwait, Saudi Arabia, the United 
rials. These exports, mostly to Western Kingdom, and other Western European 
Europe, consisted of ferrous and nonferrous countries. 

Table 1.—Sudan: Production of mineral commodities! 
(Metric tons unless otherwise specified 

commodity? SS~S~TSSCRSC SCC 

Cement, hydraulic ____________ thousand tons. 182185150183 200 
Chromium: Chromite concentrate, gross weight" 28176 2540025313 19,000 90000 
Gold, mine output, metal cntent®-—-—---troy ounces 30D 30D a0 OS 

Gypsum and anhydrite, crude® _________.-----~.- 10,000 10,000 "15,000 15,000 15,000, Mangancse ores snes 77 : oes 00 oa 
‘Miba, all eredes COTS O PDT ooessaaesse— SS 2o5 aoe; Beno _.2000 _igs;_ ae 

Petroleum refinery product: es ‘Gasoline === thousand 42-gallon barrels 1908199914900 1,000 Sev tuel 222222 o RUE ERO mo S99 ge '308 3) 80 Kerosine -=~7"72 Spots ie NANA ONAN Distillate fueloil 2222L2222I2IILILIINGLII ato asks ad 2002000 Residual fuel 7777777777777 7 TdT 80 “24192002000 Other sa Seee 25 0 5 a an oe Refinery fuel andiosses -———--==2 2222 Tde TL sso 
Total nnn nen nnne-do-- 760) 4286 «G20 00.600, Salt JV TTDITTLIIIEDLIEIET IEE staan sooo aes atoet 75.000 

“Estimated. Preliminary. ‘Revised. NA Not available. ‘Table includes data available through July 6 1984 
in addition tothe commodities listed, modest quantities of a variety of crude construction material including clays, stone, and sand and gravel) presumably were ‘produced, but eutput is not feported quantitatively, and. available {Information is inadequate to make reliable estimates of output levels. Crade ofl was produced from several wells on 8 testing basis but was hot beng produced for domestic use or export through yearend 198 

COMMODITY REVIEW 

METALS ing the old mining area for further exploita- 
y tion. The Gebeit gold deposit was originally 

Greenwich Resources, of Canada an- discovered and worked during 1910-29. The nounced in late 1983 plans to begin the ©" ‘ ; e ¢ mine location produced approximately 100 underground development of it’s Gebeit [| ead acriag 19es 
gold mine concession in early 1984. The oy ee ine of tilings piles 
proposed mining project, located in the Red ftom the heap leaching of tailings piles. 
Sea Hills area, would exploit one of a _ By yearend, 41 diamond drill holes com- 
number of promising gold finds discovered rising 2,500 meters of drilling and coring 
by the Vancouver-based firm during a 6- had been completed at Gebeit, outlining 
year, $6 million exploration program. An stratabound gold mineralization over an 
additional $6 million was projected for reha- area of 800 by 200 meters. The drilling 
bilitation costs, to be spent in 1984 prepar- program and analyses were conducted by
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Robertson Research International Ltd., a cement plant, located north of Khartoum, 
London petroleum and mineral consultant was separated from the limestone quarry by 
group, which owned 15% of Greenwich over 20 kilometers of hills, flat lying desert 
Resources. Based on the analysis of the’ terrain, and thé Nile River. The previous 
Gebeit cores, there was every indication transportation system consisted of 24 kilo- 
that Gebeit would prove to be a valuable meters of railroad from the quarry to the 
commercial operation, larger and more west bank of the Nile River, and then a 2.5- 
profitable than originally contemplated. kilometer ropeway, also built by BRECO, Specifically the coring at west Gebeit out- carrying the limestone across the river and 
lined two flat lying lodes, the deeper of to the Atbara cement plant. This system which did not outcrop on the surface but rad only a capacity of 60 tons per hour. The 
was delineated at depths of 15 to 65 meters. limestone capacity requirement for the 
‘The mineralization was 1 to 3 meters thick plant in 1983 was 2,400 tons per day. BRE- ana rosaries 4 of yearend were ceamaied CO was awarded the contract for the new 
Fare ore rg O80 trey ounce of gold Per higher capacity ropeway by Sudan's Build- 

n Of ore rade, and 100,000 tons of higher ing Materials and Refractories Corp. in grade 0.9 troy ounce of gold per ton of ore: 96). 
Werlying the deeper lode was a secon: : 

mineralization intersected with both drill ,/1hie,t¥Pe of ropeway was considered par- 
holes and surface trenching. Sampling anal- ‘larly suitable to flat terrain and uses a a‘ Je endless driving rope on which the yses of this structure showed average values “!8! ee 
of 0.27 troy ounce of gold per ton of ore, but Tnsport buckets are both supported and 
as of yearend not enough information had ™oved throughout a closed system. The 
been gathered to estimate the lode’s re- ToPeway was designed for 215 tons per hour 
serves, Initial underground development With 450 bottom-discharge buckets. Upon 
plans called for intersecting the top lode to commencing operations, scheduled for mid. 
gather bulk ore samples for further detailed 1984, the major 20-kilometer ropeway will 
geological information and estimating the Fransport limerione = se qaery across 
lode'avecseves, Nile River to a stockpile on the river's 

‘Another very promising gold deposit in- east bank. From there the limestone was to 
vestigation in 1983 by Greenwich Resources be transported as necessary to the cement 
was at Jebel Negim on the banks of the Nile Plant. When completed, the direct-current, 
River, approximately 500 kilometers north motor-driven ropeway would be the longest 
of Khartoum. The site had been mined in single section of its type in the world. 
ancient times and the early 1900's, Other Nonmetals.—Johns-Mansville Can- 
Greenwich Resources reported two gold ada Inc. concluded that the large asbestos 
reefs in the area with a combined potential deposits of the Ingessana Hills were uneco- 
of 5,000 tons of gold ore per vertical meter of _nomical to develop considering the assessed 
vein over a strike distance of 1.55 kilome- low grade of the deposits, lack of infrastruc- 
ters. A third gold exploration project by ture in the area, and 1983 market condi- 
Greenwich Resources was underway late in tions for asbestos. Maspio was scheduled to 1983 at Shanobkwan, about 80 kilometers complete expansion and modernization northwest of Port Sudan, where excellent work at its Atbara plant sometime during 
gold values were encountered in samplings the fall. However, equipment installation 
over a strike length of approximately 350 delays and pacisted coneruction prob- 

ane eee eye pele lems pushed back the completion date for 51% interest in all of the Greenwic i progest witil: bow 4 
sources gold projects, which were being paler tes production Safa Ra Go 
totally funded initially by Greenwich Re- completed the construction on its ammonia 
sources. Exploration drilling, sampling, and and urea facility just south of Khartoum in 
analyses were expected to continue at all rmid-1983. Initial naphtha feedstock for the 
Hire ietted in 1084. plant was to come through the petroleum 

wonmeras eee es 
Limestone.—The British Ropeway Engi- planning to replace naphtha imports with 

neering Co. (BRECO) continued with con- indigenous supplies from the newly devel- 
struction work throughout the year on the oped oilfields of the country’s central plains 
20-kilometer aerial transport system to car- as soon as possible. The plant's capacity was 
ry limestone requirements for Maspio Ce- 109,000 tons per year of N-ammonia and 
ment Corp.’s Atbara cement plant. The 46,000 tons per year of N-urea.
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MINERAL FUELS rescheduling by Western creditors. Finally, 
. a commercial bank loan for $380 million 

In October, WNPC and Chevron signed was to be negotiated, $100 million of this 
contracts worth over $380 million for the coming from the International Finance 
first phase of construction work on a 1,400- Corp. of the International Bank for Recon- 
kilometer crude oil dual pipeline system struction and Development and the re- 
linking the Heglig and Unity Oilfields in maining $280 million through commercial 
south-central Sudan to an export terminal banks. 
near Port Sudan on the Red Sea. The — Negotiations were almost complete at 
contractor for both efforts, a consortium yearend for the transfer of 25% of Chev- 
group led by Snam Progetti 8.p.A. of Italy, ron’s major interests in Sudan, including 
an Ente Nazionale Idrocarburi subsidiary, the petroleum export pipeline and their 
was scheduled to begin work early in 1984. exploration and production rights covering 
Other members of the consortium were approximately 250,000 square kilometers of 
Chiyoda Co. of Japan and Trafeb Corp, a onshore concessions, to Shell Internationale pan P, si i 
joint U.S.Saudi construction firm. The first Petroleum Maatschappij BV, an affiliate of 
contract, with WNPC, valued at approxi the Royal Dutch/Shell Group. Shell's pro- 
mately $800 million, was for the major posed participation had received approval 
construction work of the dual pipeline itself. from the Sudanese Government during the 
‘The second contract, with Chevron, was for latter part of the year. The capital invest- 
the construction of the necessary input- ments by Shell expected from the arrange- 
output oil preparation facilities for both ment were to include both past and future 
pipelines in the oilfields of Heglig and Chevron expenditures. Finalization of the 
Unity. The dual pipeline system as designed contract between the two international pe- 
was to comprise a 22-inch crude oil line with Toleum companies was expected early in 
an upper end capacity of 200,000 barrels per 1984. . 
day carrying capability, and a parallel & _ Chevron’s exploration. and evaluation 
inch products line to supply batched, clean, Program in 10H} utilized four seismic crews 
refined products for local consumption )P a nail a di aes a for field 
within Sudan's interior, and also to supply a evn uo Se ae etalon 
dilutant for mixing with the 85° to 38° APT. development work in ioe elem 
ee ee ee fields to facilitate poic1, Bamboo-1, Toma-l, Hamra-l, 

: scat. Kanga-l, and Laloba-l, all in the Heglig Well-pumping tests near yearend indicat- an . 
ed that crude oil production from the two resi and the Ele end Unity ls wells 
fields could be as high as 100,000 barrels per yy faults during appraisal drilling in the 
day initially in 1985 when the pipeline is Bentiu area. Twelve delineation or develop- 
slated for completion and ready for oper- ment wells and 2 high-volume water source 
ation. The total cost of the pipeline system wells were drilled within the Unity and was estimated at $960 million, $200 million Heglig Oilfields, bringing the total of wells 
of which was to cover the cost of con- drilled for initial petroleum development to 
structing the export terminal. Financing for 29. Project plans called for an additional 36 
the project, as of late in the year, was as wells to be drilled, which were required for 
follows: Advanced capital of $230 million the initial development program for the 2 
was required from the four partners of fields. The fields were scheduled to begin 
WNPC. Export credits of $350 milion from production i late 1985, 
future crude production was to be given 
special exemption from future Sudan debt "Physical scientist, Division of Foreign Data



By Joseph B. Huvos' 

In 1983, Sweden's mineral industry re- improvement in saving oil, and the con- 
mained small but technologically advanced. struction of the Danish-Swedish natural gas 
The country was one of the world’s largest pipeline. 
iron ore producers and a significant produc- _ Exploration.—The level of prospecting at 
cr of nonferrous metals and industrial min- Boliden AB, Sweden's major privately own- 
erals. Hydroelectric and nuclear power ed metal producer, remained high. The were abundant, but fossil fuels had to be company invested about $8 million in pros- 
imported. Sweden’s economy was riding the pecting and related activities. Exploratory wave of an exported upswing, the fruit of Work and test mining was begun at the 

ie krona sevelustions an ct and 1982. Holmtjarn deposit about 50 kilometers west 
Ted ee anctivity was further buttressed in of Boliden, and was to continue through 

3 by | economic recovery. Swe- 1984. An agreement was reached between 
den’s gross. national product. (GNP) was Boliden and the Swedish Board for Minin, about $91 billion,? an increase in real terms Properties covering a joint effort to inerence, 
of 1.99%. Despite the improvement in trade the" ore ‘base at, the Stekenjolle Mine an performance, a heavy debt burden amount- Gute a more extended operation Eerlae 
ing to 18% of the GNP and a budget deficit, $5" work was to teke Stel nee 
of similar magnitude and a high level of “"Q¥ Worl Was ta take Bo d years F 
unemployment remained problems to be _,, PxPlorations of the Dammsjé deposit in ee the Garpenberg atea were completed. Dec 

‘The Swedish National Board of Economic Sin on the deposit may be taken in 1984, 
Defense, which is said to administer the 2"4 Would be subject to terms imposed by 
Swedish strategic stockpile of certain met. the Svedish Franchise Board for Environ- 
als, minerals, and raw materials, has ental Protection. A comprehensive pro- 
purchased 40 tons of nickel. Sweden’s de- &ram of depth prospecting was begun in 
fense stockpile, initiated in 1930, was believ- 1983 in the Skelleftea Field to ensure the 
ed to include about 1 year’s supply of Hong arm supply: one fo thesore dressing 
chrome ore, cobalt, manganese ore, vana- Plants in iden and Kristineberg. dium, and other unspecified mineral raw Attractive mineralizations containing 

materials. copper, silver, and zine were discovered in 
Significant developments in Sweden's Junsele in northwestern Angermanland 

mineral industry included a merger agree- The Skelleftea-type mineralization makes it 
ment in the stainless stel industry, the very likely that mining operations are to 
first year with a profit at Luossavaara establis here. Boliden concluded 
Kiirunavaara AB (LKAB), termination of an agreement with Norsk Hydro A/S cov- 
the first 5-year phase of rationalizing ering prospecting in the Lumsvik area of 
Svenskt Stal AB (SSAB), the discovery of Giivleborg County. Interest in the area was uranium and nonferrous metal deposits, due to the presence of apatite deposits, 

PRODUCTION 

Indices of Swedish mineral industry pro- following tabulation (1980 ~100): 
duction in 1982 and 1983 are shown in the 707
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To ndustey sector 19821985" 
Tronoremining.------------- 648 Nonmetallieminerals—--------- BBS Tronandsteel and othermetals———-- $810 Mining, quarrying, manufacturing 9 _—_—(102 

Preliminary. 
Source: Monthly Digest of Swedish Statistics, No. 3, 

1984, p13. 

‘Table 1.—Sweden: Production of mineral commodities* 
(Metric tons unless otherwise specified) 

Commodity? 1979 1980 19819 

METALS 
Aluminum, unalloyed: Primarye ss 2-898 SS TIT TRB aL Secondarys-2272y722222272TTIIITIS2 ert aga aitg0 8908 27.000 frmenie White, eine? ——~o2—O 0ST 50s) = dso 000.000 000 

Mine output, metal content -------------_ 4577342785 __—50700__—s4gon__—*64,478 
Metal: Smelter: Primary .....--------------- 81,655 45749076. TeBOk 8.756 

Secondary --__--~--~---=----~__ 1288010692125) IT89T_— 828.076 
Total. eee _—_—56441 7.885 89,.901_ 101,882 

Refined: Primary = 22 -------- 48783464502 08M SL.aBT Secondary ..2----------------__ 1524312549 ——11.750_—*12,000__—_—12,000 
a Total--- =n --------- 89TH TIB.—6189Z_ ROA 868,857 

“Mine output, metal content troy ounces. *70,000 £70,000 *70,000 77.160 $102,880 
Metal including alloys -.-----—----do---—__ 149,629 143424 __181,143__144676 __#205,765 

Tron and steal: Tron ore and concentrate, gross weight: Directshippingore thousand tons... 1569614800 "14,800 $9,000 7,000 
Concentrate. ~~ na -nnn~-don--—___—*1ATB_— 1B 8921S NIE 

Total do 2669 BA B.DH_ GABE *NB.BI 
es Meth comtentoFioial <27-—- odo a8gse BTSs 

Pig iron and sponge iron... --do--——, 3,083, 2436 1,720 1,877 32,010 

Electric furnace ferroelloys: Ferrochromium—---—--------_ 189,29 144089145716 116,684 120,000 Ferrosiicochromiam=———=--——----- 28825 880 BsBp 8061 900 Ferromolybdenum ~~ --~---~--— 1,065 805, "125 352 00 Ferresilicon © == 7 27777777 2IT a =e = Witt 14,000 Ferrotungsien——--——- ~~~ 500 a a 365 300 Ferrovanadium --------------- 500 38 123 3 10 Siligon metal. -—---2--=LZi=_2___age9__ 18.457 14.840 *16,000_16,000 
Total _ _----- 2834182576313 Ma,642 152,810 Steel,erade ==" 22=27— thousand tons ages dane 165 3.900210 

‘Semimanufactures: Bars, rods, sections do 12429021068 .00 Plates and sheets --—--—--- do. vos = Tames zB Singers re Cuneta Bat 14 34 685, "82 "700 Rails and accessories --——— do. 2 tr 8 s ae Pipe and tobe stock ———— >= a 10 1 150 a % 
Other Including castings and forgings Lr 615, 216 2 168, 200 

Lend Total. edo 888858982 TL 28D 
“Mine output, metal content ...--.------ 81,626. 72,200 84,100 «80,800 *65,800 
See footnotes at end of table.
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Table 1—Sweden: Production of mineral commodities' —Continued Clem nar pn, 
——ig§ an a a ee 

METALS conned seat Coin 
ea 

‘Smelter, primary______-_..-..--.--- 22,675, 20,300 7,000 29,600 935,200 

ms ——— re 
IE once erent: *24,000_ 22,000 22,000 19,900. 16,600 

‘Total... _________--------- "46,675, 42,300 29,000 49,500 952,800 

Sie ramet . 
thousand troy ounces. _ 5,649 52 5,337 5,626 $5,491 

‘Tungsten, mine output, metal content... -_ 371 327 371 275 330 EESSERCce cre! ek wil aid ghd eat semen 
‘Cement, hydraulict ___________ thousand tons... 2,387 Ads 2,318 2,302 22,200 

Rieshnesadpem cc: | xt ne okt oS oath Tua EA asa sae tee ge Repti | EU Sioa epigectng Soh | te fae: «6 fll Cece tadadav aaa asta 
Pre pm ngcure do_—__ 448 396 419 426 3430 snout Se atm me aa 00 ae 
osstanlated 

rents a a a ee 

online 
ae 
Gig EE! all eet seta mane 
Farum oe OOM i atitita nants 
gage: OR 

‘Sulfur: TT Pitt cccnncnneaeectee | |S at 
Pecccucticn Re 

Othe INT nsw eon emn eae ene 4811 9,069 5,289 7,657 7,000 ISGRAL FOR AND LAD MATRA 
Coal, all grades® —_________ ‘thousand tons__ a 9 Se he = 

srt edt
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‘Table 1.—Sweden: Production of mineral commodities: —Continued 
(Metric tons unless otherwise specified) 

Commodity® 1979 1980 1981, 1982? 1983¢ 

MINERAL FUELS AND RELATED MATERIALS — Continued 
atroleum refinery products: Gasoline. = "== thousand ¢2gallon barrels. 20944 «23,140,025 821,850 

Safed == vsel Scuresse ceascondspec yaa) Md V89 1820 ge Kerosine 9777777777 7777722o Lae 3 39 116 io G3 
Distillate fuel fl -222-2—222LLTZTide => aaa) aa77 85a s0T a4 5, Residual fueloll ~~~_"~~~~-~~~~- sda #BABS BRB BRTIS. «BUTI RRBOL 
Iobefeanta 27 SEDC IS USE S TOT age as 168 286 29 eo 8500 
Other: Tiquefied petroleum gas ------do---- 4,601,102 sm Layo 21,288 

Neghtlie. 25000 i 113 1,003 1,802 1,360 71,666 White spirit—~___ ~~~ -2 dona ‘07 5r8 88 ae 
Asphalt and bitumen ————_—— ~~ —do. ~~ ao 34008189080 85a 
Unspecified --- ooo Tael ooo 182 1s ig Refineryfuel andlosses 2 2- ~~ ~~~ do-—_——ITI_—BRBa8BS 

Total. -------do-_«WRRTST «AR SOT «100.25 —94859_—_— 104904 
“Estimated. Preliminary. "Revised. NA Not available. 
{neludes data avalable through Aug. 3, 1984 
In addition to the commodities listed, cobalt, nickel (as nickel sulfate), and metallic titanium are also produced, but ‘output is not reported, and available information is adequate to make reliable estimates of output levels, 
“eported figure. includes clinker as follows, in thousand tons: 1979-1; 1980—nil;1981—nil;1982—nil and 1988—nil, 
Represents material forsale, not that produced 
“Includes strontium minerals, unspecified minerals, and fragments of ceramic materials. 

TRADE 

Oil price hikes and energy conservation strength of the dollar. U.S. mineral exports 
measures had a great effect on decreasing to Sweden included mainly phosphates and 
oil consumption, and the volume index petrol coke. U.S. mineral imports from Swe- 
(1980=100) fell from 112 in 1974 to 70 in den included some steel and nonferrous 
1983. The United States was Sweden's metals. 
fourth largest export market owing to the . 

Table 2.—Sweden: Exports of selected mineral commodities! 
(Metric tons unless otherwise specified) 

SS ae me Destinations, 1082 
Commodity 1981 i [= Weil Other principal 
METALS 

Aluminum: Meta including alloys: Scrapecnn nnn TRB B44G West Germany 906; France 466, Unwrought -—2277722227T212 ated apa Netherlands 16,410; Norway 6,518. Semimansisgine’=—27TTITITT ARAL ARDS United Rudo 7.2 Denmark 7102; Norway 5 Gobate: Metal ncing alloys all forms ane 65 6 India 14; United Kingdom 6 
per: ‘Ore and concentrate. 2.025199 Finland 39 94% USSR. 5.250. Ashand residue containing copper —— AAT 0,853 Belgitim- Luxembourg 808 ‘Metal inclading alloys: Scrap nen 101, 2222 Finland 957; Denmark 668, Unwtougit——TOIITIS ares 0g anembourg 2.870; United ingdom 1 Semimanufactures 73379 10822 9.986 Denmark 095; Weat Germany 8,87 

Norway 193 Gold: 
Waste and sweepings Walue, thousands... $14,000 «$7,080. West Germany $5,686. ‘Metal including alloys, inweought ‘and partly wrought do $68,234 «$88,448 ___—_United Kingdom $740, unspecified 

$37,180. 

See footnotes at end of table
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Table 2.—Sweden: Exports of selected mineral commodities: —Continued 
(Metric tons unles otherwise specified) 

Destinations, 1982 
Commodity 1981 we ae Hue aed Other (principe) 

METALS —Continued 
Iron and steel: Tron and concentrate fading roasted pyrite 

‘Mousand tons. —«17,709—=«12587 © GL_—Wext Germany 286%; Prance 2.475; BeglumLaxembourg 282 moni FON 805688 56549 West Germany 42,691 
Serap o-oo. MBG TRI 5 West Garmany 10057; Denmark uy Pig iron, cast iron, related materials "TT" ____ 148,868 126,889—«802—_-West Germany 18,183; United King- dom 15.214. Ferroalloys: Ferrochromium ......_ Flas 76=80851-NA NA. 

Ferromanganose_ ~~ ~~ ‘0 Si Finland 298; Turkey 168, 
Ferromolybdenum= ~~~ 74 S13 Ug Kingdom 15; Netherlands 
Ferrositicochromium ———__ 182 1037. West Germany 854 Rerroslicomanganese ———— 30 16 22 AlltoFinlan Ferrosilicon= = --——-- 15 60, 6333 -N& NA 
i 2155 639 19 Finiand 157; Czechoslovakia 127 

Sch primary forma <—“TILT.anesa5 8088 146496 Wet Germany a5 Portage 
Semimanufactures . 

‘Bars, rods, angles, shapes, sections SS STOTTTI..HagTan 112515 28.799 West Garmany 187,082 United King 
Universals, plates, sheets —_ 608,571 746,234 75,985 ‘West Germany 141,404; Denmark 

a 90,467 100,482 4,845 ‘West Germany 20,764; Finland 
Rails and accessories ___ 2,689 41am Norway 17,245; Italy 12,588. Wires von > B88) GB NT 5,518 Went Germany 12,086, Pinland 6,411 Tus is ings “—=———zagg3G © ziz vat 201K Wert Germany SRK, Franco 318 Leng, Coane and orgs righ 2388 Bis 3 Norway 522: Berw f8. 

‘Oreand concentrate... "1258 «49248. West Germany 33,997; Belgium- Luxembourg 12,568 Metal including alloys, unvrought "25375. BAAIS. =. Wet Germany 24/605; Finland 9,508, Manganese: Metal including alloys, all fort cence ne 19 68 ___ Finland 35; Norway 15. Mereury ~~~" "72> ¥6pound fase — 261 230 West Germany 14; United Kingdom 
Moyen , 

eand concentrate 1691 1910 West Germany 1160; Netherlands 
Metal including alloys, all forms: 38 7 NA NA Nickel: Metal including ailoys: Becan See ears 505 518 West Germany 285; India 131. Unwrought —===—222L 22D 139 Sh <__ Netherlands 660; United Kingdom 
Semimanufactures—— AI 14195205 Italy 288; France 218 Silicon, high purity 

value, thousands "$16,206. $14,259 NANA. Silver: Metal including alloys, unverought ‘and partly wrought 
‘thousand troy ounces. 6a 5gl9 NANA Tungsten: Oreand concentrate === ‘a1 ‘04 India 171; Netherlands 110, 

Oreand concentrate... "369841. «862276 «= __—_Finland $7,818; Norway 79,199. Ash and residue containing zine ~~ 28965 "30,007 Norway 28/848, Metal including alloys Beeb neces || ARTO 3519 Norway 2.276; West Germany 386. other, UMPouat. 2 STITT ing 900 LL Norway 682;"tanzania 12. 
‘Oxides and hydroxides 95, 58 ____ Finland 26; Netherlands 16, Ashes and residues "~~~ ~~~ 4916 955 =" West Germany 455, Base metals including alloys al forme 90 612 02 United Kingdom 253. 

NONMETALS 
Abrasives, ne ‘Artifical Gorundum — 113 50 17 Austria 27 Silicon carbide” ~ "777722222 a6 eT Norway 434; West Germany 228, 

See footnotes at end of table.
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Table 2.—Sweden: Exports of selected mineral commodities' —Continued 

(Metric tons unless othervite specie) 
Destinations, 1082 

Commodi ws 882 3 Bue Other prin 
NONMBTALS ~Continaed Abrasiven. nea —Continued 

Grinding and polishing whels and cae ee ee ee a gghld— gf Rinena ama USSR-50 Gee, 318 Nipele gost bevoe 233018, Geapstcc—ca=s-ssenccooooe Ege SRD Nay aes Hnfona abn ects meio: Nanafadtord 
memes Coe kam mame #390 ae -- ese es ymmonla g<""TTTTTTTTTTTTT npg TTBS TT_—_‘Balgug aeembourg 8.206; Fra os 0.0 ma rg 8.206 France 
Phophatic 5K. NANA okt a =a2azavciat BBS RNA Uilaea Ringdom a; teat 25, Phegphetmrcrede 22222. La Norway S20 

Pyrite, unroasted____-_--.-..-.- 60,571 81177 —- Egypt 31,000; Denmark 177. EXpandbre es 27o72o77777T ARR TT Ditmar 2280; Noray 50, 
Sodium compounds aa: Tene tired, 12808859 _United Kingdom 165; Finland 3,06 Suaeamineened n27772 ates ON Suope, sad and rave 

SET panty worked 190408 1S8ABD_—«6 Wet Germany 58; Denar 
Worked, IBIBG=—«1985«— = anima 6.896; Norway 1987 okie chy sciaiegade "Uni? ——«SSabS «Raut Arabia Nethrinds 

Limestone other than dimension 786180 882817 Flan 691,07 Denmark 124.208, 
‘Quartz and quartzite... -------_ 792,423 169,764 63 Norway 161,550. qugamitberhanmetabenring "~~ MRT BABS SS Ravn 3.8 Dena ser 
Elemental: Crude including native metamrae metingnative gags and intand 1.904, panipywreiuet -—---vo--n--> Sati => Flan Bt, Norway 028, Bante gc -—-c-------- Bt SSSR Norway i, ale eltestapion, ynpbiae -~ "RMB Bats =>_‘Netnlands 6, United Ringo 

Other: " Made nance en HHO STE. Norway 6.5652; Unite Kingdom 2.261, Sagan dios neisbbocina™=” «URS 0M => Ugh ngiom 0974 Patna 
MINERAL FUELS AND RELATED ” AINTERIALS Capbon:Carbon black ==, TLI25 102 nland 3.558 Norway 2464, ComemSaimk no-no ggg abN GTZ land S05 Torey Festung andiier=--—- “gn “ahtnt <> murk 1 8, Seay 0 
"SIE wougand 42¢allon barrels gj. ga ned idan 78 fcattpadacs Penton Means ah G35 Baga BAHT United Kingdom 

"Revised. NA Notavallabl 
‘Table prepared by Vanessa Paytes.
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Table 3.—Sweden: Imports of selected mineral commodities' tnt pid 
—_WwdJdSs 

4 Yaad Other (principal) 

a atin et a ee SEARS cococooo: ARREARS wet coms 
‘Metal including allos * Berge coe cscs 2960 ete ST Norway 1209 

Semimanufactures -— ~~~ ~~ 60268 «GST 4.517 West Germany 19,804; Norway 6,714 con RAS gan sega Wea Te sag Ein Nong TS cites Gaieacaiacan, will «lt ng SENET: RPE BR tannin 
"Gre andconcentrate $9,062 «9844 Chile, 825; Norway 25,282. Tcrdsrstaaa ana pareremcnlaeet say gate emt ni, 
‘gb tnd restin containing coppar —— 5194 1218 7 West. Germany 8,261; Italy 2,000, 

Bethea cocoa SRT ER ‘ Rae je toot 
‘Semimanufactures ...--..~ 90,466 28483275 ‘West Gormany 8.110; United Hing: 

Gold: 4 . asco Swespialue, thousand 3808 $923 ____ Finland $198; Denmark $11 
caries" gory $80 Utd go 5.56 Ws Gar mee vot 1ST ceeiea ta 
a Bap MRM RITE FURR HU on 

Pig iron, cast iron, related 
vii Tiichn BME a]. Hale unata a Kemet rn a ee en 

recent. GRE = MSR 
Ferrosilicon..... "24,186 21,782 9 Norway 17,843; USSR. 1,174. 
Unspecified ——-__- 730047 3,668 152 USSR. 1,266; West Germany 515. sud Miaieaa = EEE tb a GRRE Neg egy 

‘Semimanufactures: ” i SSC anne ret att meng 00st ig 
Unies lates shes S1R0K2 800550425 _-WA Rory 8475 Dagon crc Upenisee Sagas WRT EE pt es 

‘Rails and accessories ~~ ~~~ 4143 3,105, ie ‘United Kingdom 1,818; West Ger- 

Wh nssceccesmsemsammt 25,920 25,517 122 Belgium-Luxembourg 5,922; West 
‘Germany 4,984. a Teooeiting Rete aaah tame WEEDS Har oman 

Lead ‘Castings and forgings, rough — 10,447 8,862 1 Poland 2,486; Norway 1,723. 

Bay TET nash ats) eagoermny 18 Ba Geman 
eating 
Goths | we |OUR 7 See sagt canon 

‘Molybdenum: Ore and concentrate —~—— 5648 6397 2,503 Chile 1,225; United Kingdom 907, 

Setter sent
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‘Table 3.—Sweden: Imports of selected mineral commoditiest —Continued 
(Metric tons unless otherwise specified) 
Oo Sore IE 

Commodi 1981 1982 “Yated one ganaen y Ga Other rindi 
METALS —Continued 

Nickel: Nive and apa === 8.18 2.608. Australia 2,268; USSR. 435 
Metal including alloys Beep con sa teacs 2.092 290g 381 United Kingdom 1138, Unwrought—— 22222222227 5031 101862 3,887 Canada 1471; United Kingdom 1,428, ‘Semimanutactares — ~~~" "=" > 1252 1289 "149 United Kingdom 388; Australia 150, 

Patinum-group metal: Moisi inclading ‘alloys, unwrought a wrought SpNNEN alte, thousands. $9848 —*$3HOOR$T.2TO_Switzeland 811.855; United King 
Silver: ' Waste andswoepings?do... $6,505 $7,692 $8,220 Finland $2091. 

Meial including alloys, unwroupht ‘and partly wrought Thousand troy ounces. 13,958 8998 1,768 West Germany 8,408; France 2.847, 
‘Titanium: “Ore and concentrate. 2.050 3790 Australia 3.121, eas So ere oT SOT ETE Boa 2973 BA Norway 1,025; Finland 487. Tungsten: Ore and concentrate —~ >>> Bat roo "Australia 463: China 384 
GRi8 ware was eeyecsennee 1.209 1334 Netherlands 881; Norway 277. Blue pomdet”~==~777=7-72222 5a? Gs Norway 638 Ash and residue containing’2ine— ~~~ 6485 1215 West Germany 6,889; Italy 3,854, Metal including alloys, unwroughi -— «30,300 © $5,792 > Finland 14,691; Norway 12,916; arco France 5.392 
Ore and concentrate... —------— 1st 888 - Republic of South Africa 719. Metal including alloy, al forms ——— 116 Ye 4) France 120, 

NONMETALS 
Ae Satural Gorund fatural Corundum, emery, pumice, En cnnnnenetcanzes 473 1515 18 Teeland 1.196, Anita: ‘orundum 6.07 4959-211 West Germany 5,089, Silicon earbide==2—27722-27 "675 425212 Norway 158 

Grinding and polishing wheels and ones coon 2985 2821 185 Austria 886; West Germany 419. Asbestos, enue ">22—772=T 7 Lior ros "Canada 1,087, Bari andwitherito = =2o°°2222> 67 5AM SBT West Gormany 4408. 
‘uderatura borates. .---- "IGOS7 «TSS M1947 —_Netheriands 300; Turkey 2,028, Oxides and acids = === 356 Bis 102 Bronce 28 

Gementen nn nse =o nana saa BATON BEBE «BAT_——Poland 97,89; East Germany 88,786. hal S SSSI Uahs09USR8s TO West Germany 158 Denmark 3 Clays, crude: Bentonite —— 3339 5546 1620 Italy L717; West Germany 1.215. Kaolin © 27222222LITIIIIII—raggte1 © 29747629901 United Kingdom 248101 Unspecified —— ~~ 272IT2ITIIT BOSE = BAAS 77865 United Kingdom 16,03. ella ciate == == 22222 522 ahs" Denmark 288; Ceechoslovakia 200 
“Gem, not set or stun alu, thousands. «$15,199 $21,176 $961 Belgy Laeembourg 812526; rel a Industrial do sos, $635 ___Neleand 186, Republic of South ‘Africa $161 Diatomite and other infusorial earth 3.368 3089 S61_—Denmark 1,351; Ieland 442 Feldspar, fuorspar, related materials: Muorspar seen n nnn 12822 12887. Mexico 9,15; Hast Germany 2.004. Unspecified © ~~ — 22222222022 608 S791 > Norway 8.918 Fertiliser materials: Manufactured: ‘Ammonia --~-nnnnn ~~ 162789186188. US SR 50,08; Tindad and Tobago a Nitrogenous =. 400A3—ABLBIZ--LABT_—_ Norway 382,019; Netherlands 8925. Poti’ —-—~"vahietoasands.——fang9 BEN TaT $141 West Germany 89,58 Bast Germany 816 Unspecified and mixed --------- "99,618 21818681 Norway 169,282. 

Graphite, natural === 504 ‘584-22 West Germany 864; Norway 4, Gypsum and plaster “~7—77777777> NSA 80KHHT 106 Spain 188,800" Bast Germany’ 120,227 ee nenigManaicn-- UAE REEL ag Nest egrgny ibis: Beaman Lato lagnesium compounds: Magnesite 21,767 213 lorway 81625; Greece 3,435. “Mica: Crude including splittings and “ waste owen eee 335 422 «5 Norway 184; France 78 Nitrates crude = 72-222222222I02 041 12300? All from Chile Phosphates, crude ——~"__~22l222_ «GIMME —«STR9SZ 124814 Morocco 267,806; USSR. 264,272 Phosphorus, elemental ~~~ ~_>_— 4 45 All rom West Germany. 
See footnotes at end of table.
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‘Table 3.—Sweden: Imports of selected mineral commodities: —Continued 
(Matric tons unles otherwise specified) 

es 1 
Commodi wet 882 QQ y Get Other pineal 

NONMETALS Continued 

basrpe pes Reenlaat 6.156 621047 West Germany 5,58 ides eas : " many potusiumesigerudess=--==o-=> eR 128; ast Gomany 
Pyrite uprated BST 5520 Wes Germany 6, Elandbrine<"7~ thowsand tone. “UBM get) Netherlands 28; West Germany 218. Bodiam conpernds Bee: arbonate,mantfactired 142372184272 RGUT_—_ East Germany 38,100; France 25,917 Stliaemanufectured “-~~=22-- ‘gig ake ST Bo ttetaaaourg 9581; Unied Pfam te Stone sand and gravel isnension snes Grideand partly worked --_-_GQ44-—=«G69E_—= = Finland 2.960; Norway 1801 le leased $8 Gs = RaW Soo; Pentugal se 

Dolomite, chiefly refractory-grade —_ ‘115,933 125,900 1 United Kingdom 56,895; Norway 

Gravelanderushed rock ..---- ‘B6M 10519071 Norway 7,69; ely 247 Eimestoncotherthen dimension ~-- “abst “B80 > Denmark Tada 
‘Quartz and quartzite... _ aoe 34,420 45,231 19 Spain 43,534. Sindcher than nclalbearing -2-2 SLABS. SOFAS 2 Banmark 182816; Retgium- 

‘Luxembourg 143,174. Sutter: Blementa: ‘Grade including native and . 
calla recipiated, sabe “tis BOT West Germany 011 Diosidess sense nne nnn 6335 Sali Tl NorwaySz01 Sica ==-————-—----- Bima * Nay Bt Bast Germany 1.158, ‘alten pst propia’ -— ASS a8 HG_Pnland 11 Norway 

Crude S645 SSD 12 Nava 126,85; West Germany 
Slagand dross,not metalbearing_—«SBATG_—=«HIA_—«10_—_—Denimark 11499; Netherlands 8027 
MINERAL FUELS AND RELATED MATERIALS 

Asphalt and bitumen, natural .— = 2S GAS rind and Tobago sr a a a 
Coal: “ ‘Anthracite... "Iggy 26440 United Kingdom 23041 Bituminous "~~" thousand tons "Bos BASS ah] Poland TSFUUSSR 196 Briquts of athracve and bituminous es ” $6 — ___Allfrom West Germany. Lignisinchudingrigacts ---"-_ gs) get) 27 Rant Germany 280 coldseisee SoS aASS EE gaa TREND ie wat co 

Peat including briquets and iter 4513975681 Finland T1087, USSR. 2,782. 
‘Crude thousand 42gallon barrels... "107,200 98206 _United Kingdom 2548; Norway tree SSbd Saud Arabia iOS 

Liquefied petroleum gas can do. «1189148889. Unlted Kingdom 910, 
Aiton do 2 62 United Kingdom 24, Netherlands 6 tor"-ooocccic > aah aot a Ugg Rnguom 82 Netherianas 

Mineral jelly and wax —-do--— Lz 156 1 West Germany 7; China 28 
Kerosine and jet fuel ___do____ 3,366 4,025, 163 Netherlands 2,368; Algeria 523. Boilies o> aS ohh adie US SRYES00: Unie Kingdom 
Labia = dD 68258 ile Kingdom 28; Netherlands 
Residual fuel oil. do 1601768257 USSR1958, United Kingdom asi Stumen and other residues “altethonds 519215 IRA $R009 Filan Ts Wet Germany 
Bituminous mixtures " ‘2gulon barrela. 2450164 2.045 France 10.060; West Germany 2562 Petroloumcoke no" Gan ~ phos «aT 88S We Gerinany Sout United Ringe dove 95000 

"Revised. NA Notavallable. “Table prepared by Vanesa Pays. 
*May include other precious metals. 
Less than 1/2 unit.
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COMMODITY REVIEW 

METALS years’ reserves were at the four existing 
5 ; mines. The Kristineberg mill supported five 

6 ene Alain: ees Teehtabis mines: Kristineberg, Nasliden, Horntrisk, 
again, and in the first half of 1983, showed a bet rsa a —e eserves. Wore 
profit of $10, million. On the Baltic coast, ‘Roliden’s amelter ai Récneldir had two 

EcomanySundall oominam ameter ope thes teal se poe 
eee ee nee sins ok Grantee Engi, that had a Kaido smelting furnace. Blister 
neering AB, itself a subsidiary of the C#Pacity emeceaed refining capacity, ac: 
Gringes-Electrolux Group since 1980. In Oypting for blister exports. 
addition tothe smelter, Gréinges Aluminium si la, ne 
included the Avesta Jernverks AB remel- COmPany operated fi F kilometers copper 
ting plant; an extrusion producer; the Kor- ining; % located _only Ki tome ters from sae Pe Gtaum which produced roofing UNAB's head office at Kiruna, at the mine's 
sheets; GA Packaging, which produced foils, 4@Sig0 rate of 1 million tons of ore produc- 
and a forging factory. Griinges was in the i6 £5.00 tons of 25% copper concentrate procs of orechasing from Norway's Ardai Work started also on rebuilding the mine's 
og Sunndal Verk A/S, a foil plant in Den- concentrator in order to increase its capaci- 
trark, formerly known as ASV Flexible, to ‘Y.% 1.2 million tons of ore and 90,000 tons 
be called Odense Flexible. of contentrate, : 

Investments planned for the future in- _ Gold.—Boliden decided to develop the 
cluded a new secondary smelter for remelt-  Endsen gold deposit in the municipality of 
ing beer cans at its “Finspang remelting Ljusdal in Hiilsingland. The open pit mine 
plant, Plans to expand primary capacity of 2% dressing plant were to begin operations 
Sundsvall faced opposition from the local in the autumn of 1984, at a rate of 200,000 community, as the Séderberg electrodes, tS of ore per year. Annual production 
used because they were 30% less costly than Would be approximately 13,000 troy ounces 
the prebaked ones, were thought to contrib- of gold. 
ute to environmental problems. Iron Ore.—LKAB returned a profit in 

Copper.-Boliden, Sweden's largest com- 1983. This resulted from a vigorous rational- 
plex sulfide ore producer, and Scandinavia’s ization campaign that slashed capacity al- 
Targest copper’ producer, received one. ™ost in half, to 15 million tons per year. 
quarter of its revenues from copper and set Stocks of iron ore of 9.5 million tons were 
a number of new production records. The drawn down to 6 million tons. The work 
total ore mined amounted to 14.6 million force was cut by 2,000; the Swedish Govern- 
tons, and production of copper at the ment gave a debt writeoff; the company’s 
Skelleftehamn smelter exceeded 100,000 headquarters was moved to Lulea in north: 
tons, of which 64,000 tons was anodes for ern Sweden; and a new rail contract was 
the refinery and 40,000 was blister. Oper- negotiated, cutting rail freight costs by up 
ations in the Svardsjé Mine, about 20 kilo- to two-thirds. Links with the Griinges iron 
meters northeast of Falun in Dalecarlia ore mining company were severed, and 
were resumed. The ore from this mine was LKAB withdrew from the joint sales organi- 
treated in the Saxberget ore-dressing plant. zation, Malmexport. 
Boliden's largest mine was the Aitik open- LKAB has regained its previous 11% to 
cast mine located near Kiruna in the far 12% share of the European Economic Com- 
north. The 11 million tons of ore treated munity (EEC) iron ore market ‘with about 
there yearly contained less than 0.4% cop- 56% of deliveries going to Usinor, Peine- 
per. Stekenjokk, Boliden’s second largest Salzgitter AG, British Steel Corp. (BSC), 
mine, located near the Norwegian border, and other EEC steelmakers, 
mined a copper-zinc-silver ore with 0.3 gram _Sales of high-phosphorus iron ore decreas- 
per ton of gold and 40 grams of silver. ed because of a shift in steelmaking technol: 
Remaining reserves were only for 8 years. ogy. However, the low-phosphorus pellets 
Ores from this area were treated at Boliden made from high-phosphorus ore have offer- 
and Kristineberg. Several small mines, ed LKAB an alternative sales outlet. Re- 
Langdal Langsele, Udden, and Renstrim, cently, pellet sales rose to 5.4 million tons 
fed the Boliden processing plant. About 15 mainly to the Far East, to Indonesia's Krak
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atau plant, the Qatar Steel Co., Saudi Ara- and Sandvik AB announced that most of 
bia's new Hadeed plant, and Malaysia's their raw stainless steel production would 
Sabah and Kuala Trengganu plants. Sales be amalgamated, and that their welded 
of olivine pellets were also on the increase. stainless tube operations were to be combin- 
BSC bought shipments for its Redcar and ed. Avesta and its parent companies of the 
Ravenscraig blast furnaces, and Sweden’s Axel Johnson Group, Sweden’s and one of 
SSAB used 2 million tons. the world’s largest privately owned compa- 

In Swedish Lappland, LKAB operated the nies, was to become the dominant partner 
Kiruna and Malmberget Mines and pellet and to become one of the world’s largest 
plants, but Svappavaara was mothballed. stainless steel producers. 
SSAB operated the Gringesberg and Raw stainless steel production was to be 
Dannemora iron ore mines in central concentrated at two companies, Avesta and 
Sweden, after the closure of its mines in Sandvik. The latter was to retain its exist- 
Blotberg, Haksberg, and Strassa. Granges- ing melting shop and continuous-casting 
berg’s capacity was 2 million tons of iron mill. Avesta was to acquire 93% of the 
ore and 100,000 tons of apatite concentrate. Uddeholm plant of Nyby Uddeholm as well 
Dannemora’s capacity was 600,000 tons of as Fagersta’s cold-rolling strip mills at 
iron ore. Langshyttan. Avesta and Sandvik were to 

Iron and Steel—On January 1, 1978, set up two new joint companies. One was to 
SSAB was formed from the Domnarvet take over Fagersta’s raw steel and hot- 
works of Stora Kopparbergs Bergslags AB, rolling operations, while the other, owned 
Norrbottens Jernverk AB, and Grénges Ox- 75% by Avesta and 25% Sandvik, was to 
eldsund Jernverk with the aim of creating a take over all their Swedish stainless welded 
framework within which the companies tube operations, as well as the West Ger- 
could be restructured to restore profitabili- man Fagesta-Sandvik Rohr operations and 
ty. In 197, these companies had recorded _ the Netherland’s Johnson Tube Co. 
losses of about $100 million before deprecia- The new Avesta Group was to be owned 
tion and interest. The period of restructur- 60% by its present owners, the Nordstjer- 
ing was set for 5 years, and at its end, nan AB, and 17% by A. Johnson & Co. The 
following investment of about $400 million remaining 23% of the share capital of $40 

and a reduction in the number of employees million was to be marketed through the 
from 16,000 to 12,500, losses had been turn- Scandinaviska Enskildabenken. Payment 
ed into a net gain. Current raw steel capaci- to Uddeholm Fagersta was to be by convert- 
ty was 3.1 million tons per year, most of the _ ible loan stock worth about $50 million. 
production going to SSAB's own rolling The Government was to participate by 

mills. writing down the value of loans by about 
Domnarvet was founded 100 years ago for $50 million, $25 million of which was on the 

consolidating small central Swedish iron- basis of earlier agreements. The appearance 
works and has become a large integrated of state subsidies caused problems because 
works with four blast furnaces and raw it could invite action by importing coun- 
steel capacity of 1 million tons. In 1983, the tries. 
blast furnaces had been closed down and Extensive rationalization by the new 
the Kaldo steelmaking and ingot rolling management, the objective of the stainless 
had ceased. The medium section mill had steel merger, was to follow the restruc- 
also been closed down. After 1981, steclma- turing of the industry. Fagersta would 
king was from scrap only and steel was cast probably be the first melting shop to 
continuously. Total investment for re- close, followed by either Degerfors (Nyby 
structuring was at this point $200 million; Uddeholm) or Avesta. Cold-strip cuts would 
this included refurbishing of the electrie affect a narrow mill at Avesta and at its 
furnaces and bar and rod mills. The largest IngersollJohnson Group subsidiary in the 
investment was in hot and cold rolling. United States. The enlarged Avesta is to 
Reduced raw steel capacity became 450,000 produce steel at nine sites in Sweden and at 
tons per year. The hotstrip mill had 2- three sites abroad before any potential cut- 
million-ton-per-year capacity; therefore, backs, Swedish stainless steel production in 
slabs were brought in from Luleé and Ox- 1982 was 328,000 tons of raw steel and 
elésund in addition to materials from the 261,000 tons in the first three-quarters of 
Domnarvet electric steelworks. 1983, compared with 1974 output of 518,500 

Stainless Steel—After months of negotia- tons. The new Avesta company was to 
tions, Avesta, Uddeholm AB, Fagersta AB, retain the name of Avesta Jernverks AB,
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while the tube company was to be called million tons of oil equivalent, and nuclear 
Avesta Sandvik Tube AB. power, 9 million tons. 
Kockums Gjuteri of Kallinge in Blekinge — Coal.—A coal-fired energy complex was 

installed two additional production fur- in the planning stage at Nynashamn out- 
naces in addition to the existing five. The side Stockholm, with construction to begin 
new units were of the Presspour type, with in 1985. One and one-half million tons of 
a 5-ton capacity, and were powered by 200- imported coal was to be converted to 700,000 
kilowatt inductors, tons per year of fuel-grade methanol, 2.5 

Zinc.—Boliden has won an order to sup- illion kilowatt hours of fuel gas and hot 
ply 5,000 to 10,000 tons of zinc clinker dust water for district heating. The Texaco Oil 
to the world’s first plasma recycling plant AB gasification process was to be used in 
being built for Scandust AB in Landskrona, the plant. 
southern Sweden, where SKF Steel/s Natural Gas.—Agreement was reached in 
Plasmadust process was to be used. The 1983 that Sweden’s west coast would receive 
plant was designed to recover 35,000 tons of Danish natural gas, supplied through 
chrome, lead, molybdenum, nickel, zinc, Halmstad, Skane, in 1986 and 1987. The and other metals from 70,000 tons per year cost for laying the pipeline was put at $200 
of iron and steel baghouse dust and other nition. Capacity of the undersea line was 
raw materials to be supplied from the Fede- 79 pittion cubic feet per year. The gas was to 
ral Republic of Germany, Sweden, and the 6 transmitted also to Trollhattan and 
United Kingdom where negotiations were  Vanersborg through Géteborg. Extension of 
currently underway. SKF has invested $4 the U.SS.R.-Finland natural gas pipeline to million in the plant, and full operation Was S¥-.4cn was at the present doubtful 
echosuled Tec early 1980. Petroleum.—Only insignificant quanti- 

ties of crude oil were produced on Sweden’s 
NORMETAES Gotland Island. Sweden remained an impor- 

Apatite.—Norsk Hydro and Boliden have tant consumer of petroleum products with 
formed a partnership to prospect for phos- six refineries operated by four companies, 
phate deposits in the Sundsvall District of mostly on the west coast, in Géteborg and 
central Sweden. Norsk Hydro has a 40% Nynashamn. New construction included a 
share in the venture. Foster Wheeler, —20,000-barrel-per-day 
Chalk.—Sweden’s only producer of chalk _ catalytic-cracking unit, and a Merox treater 

whiting was the Swedish Whiting Co. Ltd., at Scandinaviska Raffinaderi AB's Lysekil 
which has a pit at Kvarnby 7 kilometers refinery; energy conservation was also 
east of Malmé. Capacity was 50,000 tons per _ peing studied at the same plant. 
year, and mining was in a conventional — Yranium.—The Swedish Nuclear Fuel 
open pit. Processing was by the wet method, Supply Co. Ltd., Svensk Karnbrinslefér- 

and a 70% slurry was transported to paper sorjning AB (SKBF), has prospected for 
mills uranium in Sweden for many years. A 

deposit at Lilljuthitten in Jiamtland has 
MINERAL FUELS been discovered where at least 2,300 tons of 

Sweden made further progress in lower- ore with over 1,000 grams per ton of urani- 
ing energy consumption and promoting um was found. Another promising mineral- 
switching away from oil. Oil consumption ized area was found at Kvarnan, Boden 
decreased further by 10% community, Norrbotten. SKBF now holds 

Total energy demand was about 47 mil- 37 exploration concessions. 
lion tons of oil equivalent. About 18 million ———— 
tons of oil equivalent was imported. Coal _!Physicalecentst, Division of Foreign Data 
imports amounted to 2 million tons of oil g, here, nevessary, values, have been converted from 
equivalent. Hydropower generated was 13 Skr?.6?=US81.00 for 1983



By Roman V. Sondermayer' 

During 1983, Switzerland continued to Approximately 2% of the gross national 
have few active mineral deposits. Domestic product could be attributed to the mineral 
mineral production was limited to construc- economy and about 1.5% of the total labor 
tion materials and salt. In addition, Switzer- force was employed in the mineral industry 
land processed imported crude oil, alumina, and its processing sector. Except for some 
and raw materials for production of steel. exploratory drilling for hydrocarbons, re- 
Importance of the mineral industry to the ports indicated a quiet year for the mineral 
domestic and world economy was modest. industry. 

PRODUCTION 

Except for a Government monopoly that ment Ltd.; for petroleum refinery products, 
produced salt, the mineral industry of La Raffinerie du Sud S.A. and La Raffinerie 
Switzerland was privately owned. The ma- de Cressier S.A; and for steel, Ferrowohlen 
Jor producers of minerals and related prod- A.G; Monteforno, Acciaierie Laminatoi 
ucts were for aluminum, Schweizerisches S.A.; and Von Roll Ltd. 
Aluminium A.G.; for cement, Vigier Ce- 

Table 1.—Switzerland: Production of mineral commodities* 

(Thousand metric tons unless otherwise specified) 
(Commodity® 1979) 1980 1981 1982 198" 

METALS 
Aluminum metal, smelter, primary tons 2974s 802_—=««g.BO2_—=S SDB OTA Irom and stee! metal: ‘big ron and blast furnace fervoalioys ———_ a0 “29 0 35 0 Electric farmace ferroalloys*-— == ~~~ 5 5 5 3 4 Steel crude = ee 72a 296 “200 966 950 00 

‘Semimanufactures® ___ a 720 750 700 720 700 
NONMETALS 

Cement, rydraulie 39 4252 as gn 0 Groen c= OTe REL EET 70 oH 3% "5 % Leesa cece cote : 0 ot a 6 8 Nitrogen’ N content ofammonia -—~~>22777 “45 “45 x 33 2 Sue eee SUE 385 a8 a 362 2306 Sodium compaunds: Sodium carbonate® -——— ~~~ 5 6 6 5 1 Solfar byproduct allsources~-----~~-tond- “9000-8282 86k .088 aT MINERAL FUELS AND RELATED MATERIALS 
Gas, manufactured million eubie feet 1855 sot) .864 1.000 
See footnotes at end of table, 
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Table 1.—Switzerland: Production of mineral commodities! —Continued 
(Thousand metric tons unless otherwise specified) 

Commodity? 1979) 1980 198 Tes asa 
‘MINERAL FUELS AND RELATED MATERIALS “Continued 
Petroleum refinery products: Liquefied petroleum gas ‘thousand 42-gallon barrels. 1.220 1199 1,092 127 31,180 Gasoline, all kinds == dO 8381 sez 10att gost 86a 

dei fiale SSUES ORE eB a 1.64 1998 1851 1s #2080 Neneigene oon eee ene 39 4 46 4 oa 
Distillatefuelofl-—--——---=~—~“do-"=2 14665587) 1800 81479 Residual fuel ol -—~~~ ~~~ =~ doo == 680 4331 3515 as MibaT 

Other refinery products ——=—— ~~~ do ‘08 “98 "68 756 S02 Refinery fuel and loses ~~~ ~~~ do. 2081 1,896 1,766 1692 ,285 
Total .--.------------do---- 85886 «85215108, 

“Estimated. "Preliminary. "Revised. 
fable inclides data available through June 5, 1984 
In addition to the commodities listed, a variety of crude construction materials (common clay, sand and gravel, and stone) is undoubtedly produced, but output is not reported, and available general information is inadequate to make Feliable estimates of output levels. 
"Reported figure. 

TRADE 

Switzerland remained a net importer of among imported minerals. 
minerals. Values of fuels were the highest 

‘Table 2.—Switzerland: Exports of selected mineral commodities’ 
(Metric tons unless otherwise specified) 

TTT Destinations 1982 
Commodity 1981 1982 Yael Gaited Other (principal) 

METALS 
‘Alkali metals kilograms. 684 2190 2 Bulgaria 0; West Ger ‘many 211 Aluminum Onides and hydroxides 301 320 10 Wt Germany 188; France 

Metal including alloys: Unwrought a8 8,881 1268 aly 24510; West Germany 
Semimanufactures...--------~~ 68953 75.988 997 France 14647; West Ger ‘many 11,995, United Kingdom 7.488, Antimony: Metal including alloy, all forms ‘kilograms. — 1548 19917 NA West Germany 10,716 Berylium: Metal including alloy, all forms do 2% 170 81 West Germany 64 Chromium: Oxides and hydroxides -- ~~ i 9 2 West Germany 4; Austria 1 CColumbium and tantalum: Metal including alloys all forms, tantalum. kilograms — 585 568 110 West Germany 192; France 

Ota ee anne a 2 NA France 18 Metal including alloys Scrape en 18,888 38 West Germany 461; Hun- ‘gary 107 Spain 1782, Unwrought nnn 4459 528 =~ WE Germany 3866 aly a Semimanufactures.---,--- 18807-22836 1,868 Wet Germany 8:87; : Brance 3.198 Waly 1,79. Gold: Metal including alloys, unwrought and partly wrought. thousand troy ounces. 248432517, NA NA. Iron and eel Tron ore and concentrate excluding saad pe 222 arm =— West Germany 2,741. etal Serap —— nn 128834 105,415 —— aly 88/126; West Germany 9.230 Pig iron cast iron, related materials — 2281 1,262 West Germany 1,158. 
See footnotes at end of table.
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Table 2.—Switzerland: Exports of selected mineral commodities' —Continued eine tte id 
OT etinations 1982 comme =e gE 7 Beet otherprincipad 

MEALS Cone voit vite 
Penge 
giknnent ate aame |) WC apes Reker ond teas a RE f 
mri aire 88h MW Grmny a sepemins HID es any 248 

resies Italy 46,015. 
Universals, plates, sheets... 86,217 36,095 100 West Germany 46,704; Aus 

Voge Tah A eo 
i rn AaB OE tay 

he reeves an were ra in seen a 
ee ee oe Lee et tigate 

ay 
‘Semimanufactures———— 55 62 ® ‘Austria 42; France 9; Italy 

“Einwrought nnn 8 198 ~ West Germany 148; Austria 
Semimanufactures——_—--------~- 283 316 14 Yugoslavia 88; France 78. 
weg arma tt RES a ae 

ybdenum: Metal including alloys: ° 
Inwrought —...-..--.... kilograms. 4,261 162 NA France 296; Austria 149. Ea a ON RRR ene 

ao 
Semimanufactures—----—------—— a ste 1 Argentina 253; West Ger- Toasts Paints Met ce eae ee aa eos 8 aga cat, acest sin roe ander vas und STEN) Wace 

‘Metal including all yrought and Sa SE age run sole Choc tyes. 
Unoth) ooo a cating 2 3 petrei ccc RSE Ris atts 

_gbepiolbncssoncas oy WARREN 
Bag coocccoscooco 28 wetness 

Setter eet
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Table 2.—Switzerland: Exports of selected mineral commodities’ —Continued 
(Metric tons unless otherwise specified) 

Destinations 1982 
Commodi 1981 we “Janel " Gated Other (rincipal) 

METALS ~Continued 
Zine —Continued 

‘Metal including alloys: BOSD None erence 1.264 983 NA tay 85 West Germany 
Vnwroughe 9 2 way in ween nee —- aly Semmimanufactuves -~ ~~~" 77777 0 8 To Austria 4; France 4 

on Sre and 562 809 Belgium-Luxembo and concentrates. = jum-Luxembourg 125; Wet Germany Port. 
sal Oxides and hydroxides 369 230 1 West Germany 101; Italy 2, Achesand residues —-———~~~——=77> = YT058 15,888 <= West Germany 5084; Belgium-Luxembourg 41086; aly 2833, 

Base metals including alloys all forms 184 182 49 Wet Germany’TS; France 
NONMETALS 

Abrasives, nes: Natural: Corundum,emery, pumice to — 8 108 ©) Hong Kong 48. Artificial: Corundum nnn 146 1s 4 Wee Germany 12; Algeria 
Silicon carbide 6,665 6.189 NA NA 

Dust and powder af precious and semipre 
Sn aa) re lograms.— : italy 916; France 372; 

eee Bolan Lxembore 
Grinding and polishing wheels and stones. 1.808 1,396 5 United Kingdom 521; West ‘Germany 200, ‘Asbestos, crude 164 348 <= Turkey 308; Austria 17 Barite and witherite. - ~~~ 2222222227 2 2 2a West Germany 4: Mexico 3. Boron materials ‘Grade natural borates. = 4 u <— Alto West Germany. 

Gmmcetceemomectrrss «ae | AR => WeatGerinaty 1 953, jan ee oe TOOT SRERE ST EETE il West Ger Goat SS ES 2859 264 Tl France 8b West Gen 
Chip tile eee eesenen 2.501 360 == West Germany 3257, 
Gepeltegnd chive 28 8 =- India Philippines 2 
“Gem, not set or strung value, thousands. $838,854 $689,258 $67,987 United Kingdom §167,69, Teel $10 8; Belgium 

Luxembourg $922. Industrial 000 20--- onda $48,895 $42,113 SLL Netherlands $14,417, Belge Lorenours $4,516; France $4,809, Distomite and other nfusrial earth —————_ 2 8 == Yoalaia Aust, 5 fluorspar, related materials ~~~ i> Spain 38; Port Fertiizer materials "= ‘ssl Grudeynes-— =a 2,082 — Austria 1,461; Prance 250, Manufactured "Ammonia 150 85 @) Austria. Nitrogenous —————— ~~~ ooo 1 870 <2 West Germany 8 ay 
Phosphatic 18 2 --  AlltoSaudi Arabia Polamae 2 OSTDESDERTE ITS SNS a a Sp Healy’ @;tran3 Unspecified and mixed” 222222222 2876 2887 West Germany 848; France ‘71; Beuador 338, Graphite, natural ——- eee % 9 =~ Reputlicof Korea 4; West rmany 3 Gypsum and plaster 5647 18.992 —— France 1365. Lge wo ce see sg oe SS aRS RIES SATA 3583 $206 22 West Germany 3,538; Mt wie France 23. 

Neen sec eeeeege 8 Py ~— Wat Germany 14; United 
gs 2uides and ydroxides 1 4 -— unital ngiom s 
‘Crude including splittings and waste. a 15 ~— WestGermany 95; Austria 
‘Worked including agglomerated splittings 561 466 1. India 65; Prance 61; Sweden ‘tf Hungary 42 Phosphorus, elemental 2. -- 19 a -— Spain 20; France. 

See footnotes at end of table.
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‘Table 2,—Switzerland: Exports of selected mineral commodities! —Continued 
(Metric tons unless otherwise specified) 
TT eat 

Commit 1961 12 Waid wet Other princi 
NONMETALS ~Continued 

Pigments, mineral: i ——— ae ” == Aira wep 2 ron oxides and hydroxides, proceaed ~~~ # 1 Tl Pranoe 1 Aumela Presous and setnipacioes ponte one than 
Natural... value thousands. $285886 §248219 $9724 Figo $5408 United 

Gorey setts Synthetic ..______ thousand carats. 242685296290 9,860 India 84.680, West Germany 91090; France 45485 Soltand brine - =.= 28 698 — rage Se; Wet ormany 
Sodium compounds, nes: Carbonate, manufactured 2.878.821 ©) West Germany 1416 aly 

Sulfate, manufactured —____ 8,004 10% NA Italy 899; West Germany 63. 
‘Stone, sand and gravel: ans ‘imension stone ‘Grudeand partly worked 82504 80,455, == Wert Germany 600; taly 

DIR sisscssriseeanrctsenass 13,077 10,15 e West German y 8.8745 
Dolomite, chiefly refractory grade ———— n a —— West Germany 7 
Gravel and crushed rock ee eases: 26,532 16,365, ae Wet Ger any 8,543; 
Quartz and quartzite 33.877 82107 6 Italy 30,817; West Germany 

gafStnd other than metal-bearing ‘ees 1544 M411 = France 7,349; Italy 4,804 
Elemental: ‘Crude including native and byproduct 1 849 == lalyg265; Yoga 

Colloidal, precipitated, sublimed 8 5 <5 Brace 1; West Germany 1 Dieddeo see teense 454 358 7 HungaryshUSSR 60, Ttaly 85, Netherlands 84 Salfuricacid Te 8 1 wast bern 16h 
Bal stent soaston,yrophyite 152 48 <= Austria 50 France 2, her Gaile ace 3884246 =~ West Germany 2124 Aus- ria 1,600, Slagand dross, not metal-bearing..« 11,2620, <= We Germany 2896; taly 

MINERAL FUELS AND RELATED . MATERIALS 
Asphalt and bitumen, natural 4 1 -- AlltoFrance, GaPbon: Carbon black "es =2 777 - 20 1 = Geahonovia 65; Rrane 7 Goal: Bituminous 2 2» <— Iraq; West Germany 5 ake and semicoke= ~~~ --~-~~-~-7--7 1,008 58 il Miksa Gas; manafsctared:=222 202077777777 {05 = Alto France est cluding briquis anditiar=—~—~~—~ 14881885 22 Rusti 8s Franc 416 

‘Grade ~_________42-gallon barrels. ° 58 Libya 
Refinery products: * Liguelied petroleum gas____do.-.. 124770 172,99 12 aly 127414; Franco 24908. Gasoline motor n==oadon==. kere <Asti 07 West Ger 
Mineral jelly and wax do. 1362 590 8 oreo 2; West Germany 
erosine and jet fuel do. 528 m8 8 West Germany 9%, USSR, 
Distilatefuelol don sgn 16 << Austria 95,301, Lubricants 272227 ""Go22 oT SiS Wee Germany 1584; aly 
Residual fuel oil_———___.do____ 122,844 212,267 ~~ Austria 221978; West Ger- 
Bitumen and other residues _do____ 640813428 France 1196; West Ger- 
Bituminous mixtures ___-do_—- 4a -— Went Germany 1308; Stredon fa Petroleum coke .--——--- dou *” 82 55 _ aly 10; France 12 at ee O_O ee 

Borie NA Not: eral. Table prepared by Joe! Plashy. 
"Less than 1/2 unit. m May include other precious metals
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Table 3.—Switzerland: Imports of selected mineral commodities’ eraiaineapreareeat 
aie oom =e 7 Gated Other princes 

unas nate a gma iu 
ee eee ‘ing 40, Cuttin Ms AR sae, oe 

a ae a a 
Semimanufactures —--—--—----- 47,482 41123 405 West Germany 30,437; Senin, hemos bein ng a ee Crate: | BO NESE hee gi tants cag TS ie Laake Una ng 

on "Ore and concentrate... === “ ‘ =~ Allfrom Belgium. sabe Gite NE 
Peer ene eesumcamras 3,762 3,695 61 Wess Germany 1.5% 

moe von oath EE a Belgum-Laxembourg Scary ee 
Gold: Metal including alloys, unwrought and France 1.08 linda pre Benlystought=-thoumand toy ounems— 28892 SBS NA NA 

ate meni ee Saeco nes ony. Werte cages 
917; Italy 5,109. ini 

Piiacniccanacac: | HRM Miami naa reuing Pine renee Bacco: «a Reena 
ca 

Steel primaryforms...-------- 18004 118,459 8 West ermany 45102 But more enigma 
‘Bars, rods, angles, shapes, sections 593,527 481,498 400 ‘West Germany 189,189; ee 
Universalsplates,sheets 613 688——_—578,570 119 West Germany 190,437; seco aa 
sent not mse ewe tan 

? 2 ‘France 39,7¢ faerie a ake Nc 
Wire---nne-nnnnne= BB 8S 5 west Gergany 12015; Aus 
cpt nn aet sata Wet na 
Cutneenttroosragh State WT ss a 

Bae ncn gra Tn 
Me mate Berne ocnnnnlinenn a1 39 =. France 26; West Germany 4 Wag edt Se TREN 

many 2,841. crime cena undue wetted 
tam nts
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Table 3.—Switzerland: Imports of selected mineral commodities' —Continued 

Beale imaivoke gat 
ee amily a ee 7 Gale Other (principal) 

cea 
pri alienate: 
Semimanufacturen. = -~ 7777777777 aT 44 3 Uae ing 8 France - 
nee ‘Luxembourg 176. decays Weed ate WARES ae 
peor lange seagate gaan at er 

i gepimamufactres 16 n @) Austria 8; France 2, a BR cn. | a, a ea ola Reig sete nang 
UA mame een ae 
Galiwlibdliwascoococcoe. OSCR 

Platiz ils: Metals including no sisi gaia ata jury ete Mel nan Te iE A keand troy suncos_— air 980 184 United Kingdom 223; Ne nicl gaat : regi dain log Bereta as yah tains 
‘Waste and sweepings* a ee ee in BE Sea rb 
‘Metal includi ull sht and wt ou sn 
partly wrought Ghomsnd toy mee. wEROaRAO)ONA NA spl ang ea kes) ne Taps sees Ti Senin Hw WC 

inion Onine ssn) Maran 8 Une Fars Tape: Mel cage pi Melindingse gg Beatty 
i Bale a eeeeeecccennnne MG gt Wet era 
Bhepogaet apt Baten oat 

‘Metherlands 18 Hance 
niin oh 

= eeeneenee ae ir War 
‘Netherlands 2.646; Nor- a Binnie ccs aw Eo, ag oe 

a a ra ee spina Citaoatiyiwcin sam weg 
Aatcotneiiog no BNA We eran Prt 
Devmincndigsiguaiom.. SSN mene 

ofSoutk Anca tis NONMETALS finned TEUAESRiatimenen negate. S88 ag. Gemy fy 
at am een ES eae 

sess acoacn
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Table 3.—Switzerland: Imports of selected mineral commodities —Continued 
(Metric tons unless otherwise specified) 

TT Boreas 1 
Commodity 1981 182 gg Geer Other (prnepa 

NONMETALS—Continued 
Abrasives, nes, ~Continued ‘Artificial Continued 

Silicon carbide _____--_-. 863 1,100 @) West Germany 759; Norwe 8; aly 4 ” Dust and powder of precious and semi- 
‘precious stones including diamond ‘ilggrams «3950 -==«5963=«,818—_‘Tesland 2.902; France 70, 

Grinding and polishing wheels and stones ine Tas 78 West Germany 97; ely 
TITIAN or cyee erprreompeenrmrra erase: 16, 5455 2 Canada 2,584; Republic of 

a ‘Bouth Africa 1,173; Italy 

Bariteand witherite 20021795 —— West Germany 1,052; ‘France 650 Boron materials: Crudenaturalborates___________ 1029 10757. «103824 Netherlands 492. Oxides and acids «= ~~~ =~~~~ === 385 ‘a0 2 France 206, USSR. 100, Cements see 2ZZZZZTZZZZITTIZ agama 66 Mealy 10.84% Went Ger- ‘many 45,465; Austria Sebo, Gikccieccumuecue sere | LB 18 Fran 9,57; West Ger ‘many Clays, crude: Unspecified... 18816178824 1120 West Germany 79,557; * “ ‘United Kingdoms 54.908 Ceyolite and chiolite == 292 180 _-allfrom Denmark Diamond: ‘Gem, not et or strung value thousands... $T982H8 STRLST SHOE United Kingdom $6806 
Erna aval 0, 

Industrial. -_______ do. $37,689 $33,999 $4,523 Ireland $59,855, Diatomite and oiherinfisoriaiearth=—~---- “Integer 185 Denmark 7.318; Spain 2942, Feldspar, uorspar related materials ~~ ~~~ Oios | T888 Se West renny 280 aly 
Fertiliser materials: ‘Grude,nessnn == 5619 1 France 12,828; West Ger- ‘many 2407. Manufactured: ‘Ammonia 186615815 ©) Astra 10198; France 

Nitrogenous n= srsss T1646 1,882 utr 27749; West Ger many 20,588 Phosphatic === 125954 AB 26 rgnce TAF Helga Laxembourg 36801 Potassic. 85900 86,856 -— France 6 West Ger. 
many 20,715, UUnepeiid ond mixed... 8ATBA 18466915146 France 51,10; West Ger- 

Gopbemand plaster TTT {we demees tle sum and plaster ---2-77772222222 2 : 11 West Germany 39,485, 
ime -_ == cee ‘ @)Tealy S682T; West German Bi * “Magnesium compounds: Gagne en 4958 4g <z Austria 2929; Spain 1,055. Oxides and iydroxides ~~~~~777==== 24 80 6 Weg Germany 6 France 
‘Meerschaum, amber, jet Me value, thousands — $35 0 - NA 

‘Crude including splittings and waste 655, co 1 ge 410; West Germany 
Worked including agglomerated splitti ar 392, @) France 261; Belgium- ae ee © Sisembourg 132. Phosphates, crude <<. ---enee-----= gm gue -. Morocco 216 lerae 1,095 Phosphorus, elemenial ~~~ ~"7777~~=7= sist ste ae UBER ee aly; 

Pigments, mineral: Neturaicrude = 416 436 -- Weg Germany 94 France 
Ion oxides and hydroxides, processed —__ ast a8 3 West Germany 2375 Prgous and senpreios sone other tha " 

Natural value, thousands. $929,145 $271,494 $90,985 Unitod Kingdom $28,040; 
Hort Germany SOF 
Hungary $22; 152. Synthetic thousand carats 128225-«128,805-«—=—«17,080—_Franoe 67890; West Ger ‘many 30850 

See footnotes at end of table.
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Table 3.—Switzerland: Imports of selected mineral commodities' —Continued 

ei jeuche dieobs astied 
a 

‘Commodity 1981 1982 “United Opher(principad Gael Other rinspad 

joni 
frlbemmeatdecccenarcraees wm cays Weare Spgmmmnd soonest emg em ee snc St sem sega tt Germany 

Sulfate, manufactured —..-.- 16,886 15,515 —— West Germany 7,281; Aus- ci Bisel pres aniantgee cy worked nn ee Mg Cemay Fae 
fei | Teen road eae 

ae do____ 27 20 —~ Italy 16; France 2. Grinder 82: RRB. 
aaaneniitiont i. % i —. ark Wiwe 

‘Quartz and quartzite _______—do_-_— 37 aT @ _ Italy 20; West Germany 7. 
‘Sand other than metal-bearing — do. .- 1,202, 1,209 @) Italy 491; France 927. ae et SUtlndudngnamoanirat REHM ma a Cepeirinlngeantimsncs = maha og, Hat ama a ER RRR ane 
Galwiewid ak gah ema at i 

‘Talc, steatite, sospetone, pyrophyllite 13,255 12,684 ©) Austria 7,937; Italy 1,986. Bee te teak «50088 Wes Comany 1. 
Seni via iva ode am es rng cera MINERAL FUELS aND RELATED Tae ee ame aa gts magetan sbeciitereg loos Baten 
akin. same gi Gm) Veomcr men eer 
Coke and semivnke =e 1oaie2 T9206 <= West Germany 50001; cores daplacdineli: tw ay 2 wemMes Semen aaa amtlen oe ee en en a are 

Sn acacia wal) ma , lageramemectaans ‘ apache i An mrt cass mi ane TE cc ii, | os weremaaean 
ia Pet ae . Netherlands 4,821. 
Gasoline, motor _________do__. 17,902 A187 @) ~~ Belgium-Luxembourg 4,609; spare Miweivendwar WS 
Kerogsine and jet fuel _ _ - ___do____ 435, 307 @) Italy 164; France 96. See ee Me sone ‘itt a Ee cement Teton asm WERE 
Sac el hes ouinetous ne 
fineness | LE Weemeny tamed Rimnowitwe nie gdh Webel 

‘Table prepared by Jozef Plachy. sfebl pearly 
May include other precious metals.
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COMMODITY REVIEW 

METALS MINERAL FUELS 

Imported alumina and domestic electrici- ‘The Federal Government takes care of 
ty produced in hydropower plants were uc2d energy supply, information, research and 
for production of aluminum in Switzerland. development, and Canton coordination, and 
Smelters at Chippis, Steg, and Martigny Cantons enact and implement laws. In 
were in production in 1983. Switzerland most of the electricity was 

generated by hydropower plants, roughly 
NONMETALS 10% of the total; and nuclear powerplants 

Cement.—During 1983, 12 cement plants Produced 29%. The use of fossil fuels was 
produced cement in the country. During ™inimal. Pollution from power generation 
1982, the latest year for which complete Was nonexistent, which was important in a 
data were available, the industry employed _!and with highly developed tourism. 
1,480 persons; utilization of available capac- __ Development of the small Finsterwald 
ity was only 77%. The energy consumption Gasfield, the first in Switzerland, contin- 
totaled 15,645 terajoules, coal accounted for ued; production is expected to start in 1984. 
‘79.2%, fuel oil was 9.2%, natural gas was The exploration program continued in 1983, 
only 0.3%, electric power used was 9.8%, with Swiss Petrol S.A. and Brigitta Elwer- 
and other fuels were 1.5% of the total. ater A.G. as the operators. The exploration 
Gypsum.—The production and marketing was concentrated in the Swiss plateau and 

of gypsum, as well as fabrication of gypsum Alpine Ridge, which is similar geologically 
products, was dominated by Gips-Union and tectonically to the region of southern 
AG. in 1983. Gips-Union commissioned a Germany where oil and gas fields were 
mortar production plant in Holderbank, found. 
claiming it was the most modern installa- —_____ 
tion in the world. "Physical scientist, Division of Foreign Data



The Mineral Industry of 
Taiwan 

By E. Chin’ 

Domestic mine output in Taiwan is limit- As part of Taiwan’s current economic 
ed to small quantities of fuels (coal, petrole- plan (1982-85), the Council for Economic 
um, and natural gas); industrial minerals Planning and Development issued basic pol- 
(principally limestone, marble, dolomite, jicies for the industrial sector. Included in 
salt, and serpentine); and sporadically, some the policies and measures were the follow- 
metallic ores of copper and iron. Except for ing: 
construction aggregates, Taiwan is depend- 1. Restraining the expansion of energy- 
ent on foreign raw materials; i.e., minerals intensive industries, such as aluminum, 
and fuels. The value of Taiwan's mine lead, and zinc refining, and encouraging 
production represents less than 1% of the joint ventures overseas; coordinating the 
value of the nation’s industrial output. development of the steel and copper indus- 

Production of metal ingot from foreign tries with user industries; and promoting 
ores is also parochial, and largely limited to the development of downstream facilities 
iron and steel, ferroalloys, and copper. Most _ for the petrochemical industry. 
of the metal output is consumed locally for 2. Consolidating planning in the explora- 
the production of manufactures for the tion and development of mineral resources 
export market. Only a small fraction of the and assigning highest priority to minerals 
country’s metal production is exported as used as raw materials in basic industries. 
ingot, which is about 1% of the total value 3. Expanding economic cooperation with 
of exports, most of which is iron and steel. other countries and encouraging invest- 

Monthly employment in the mining and ment in the development of offshore re- 
quarrying sector averaged 44,500 in 1983 sources to secure stable and long-term sup- 
compared with 32,900 for utilities; 378,900 plies of minerals and other raw materials. 
for construction; and 1,840,000 for manu- 4. Intensifying efforts to improve manu- 
facturing. Monthly average working hours facturing equipment and energy-use tech- 
in the mining sector were 180 in 1983,down _ nology. 
from 186 in 1982 and 190 in 1981. The 5. Reviewing the effects of incentives, 
average monthly earnings in the mining taxation, and credit opportunities to im- 
sector in 1983 were $367,? down from $398 prove the climate for investment in indus- 
in 1982. Monthly earnings in other sectors _ trial development. 
were utilities, $491; manufacturing, $317; 6. Encouraging the development of verti- 
and construction, $311. cally allied industries to enhance adaptabil- 

Taiwan's gross national product (GNP) in _ ity and international competitiveness. 
1983 was $49.8 billion at current prices. In 7. Encouraging the merger of construc- 
constant 1976 prices, GNP was $29.3 billion tion firms to achieve greater economies of 
compared with $28.0 billion in 1982, a real scale, and the development of overseas con- 
growth rate of 5%. Annual per capita GNP struction projects by the larger firms and 
reached $2,673, one of the highest in Asia. directing the industry to be more responsive 
Prices were stable throughout the year with to the needs of national economic develop- 
no growth in the wholesale price index. ment. 

Inflation in the consumer price index was The Mining Research Center of the Indus- 
less than 1% for the year.* trial Technology and Research Institute 
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cooperates with domestic companies in pro- high-technology items grew by 20% to 40%, 
viding technical services and investment manufactures of other articles and goods 
capital for the development of mineral de- had only very slight gains or serious de- 
posits in Southeast Asia, Central and South clines. Mining continued its perennial 
America, North America, the Middle East, slump and construction remained weak. 
and Australia. Government assistance was Environmental protection has become a 
designed to stimulate exports of mining major issue in Taiwan's economy. The im- 
technology and provide Taiwan with more port of pollution control equipment is duty- 
direct access to strategic mineral resources free and qualifies for tax deductions. Impo- 
such as iron, coal, oil, natural gas, and sition of restraints on industry have been 
uranium. Since 1973, Taiwan has provided issued and polluters may be subject to 
technical or financial assistance for the severe penalties. Notably, two plants that 
development of 45 mineral deposits in Aus- have consistently violated air and water 
tralia, Canada, Colombia, Honduras, In- standards were forced to close—one was 
donesia, Malaysia, Oman, Paraguay, the Taiwan's only copper smelting plant, which 
Philippines, Thailand, the United Arab Em- was state owned, and the other, a plant of a 
irates, and the United States. leading petrochemical firm. In addition, 

Although Taiwan's economy grew in 1983 approval was denied for a proposed hydro- 
by close to 5%, fixed investment dropped electric facility and a cement factory in 
nearly 4%. Eleven major companies experi- eastern Taiwan because of potential envi- 
enced financial difficulties. Although manu- ronmental harm.* 
factures of some consumer products and 

PRODUCTION 

Domestic mine production in Taiwan is of mining sector was distributed as follows, in 
little consequence by. world standards. In million dollars: crude petroleum and natu- 
terms of output quantity, carbonate min- ral gas, 227; coal, 143; and miscellaneous 
erals—limestone, marble, and dolomite, in mining and quarrying, 64. 
that order—dominate the mining sector. ‘The bulk of Taiwan's industrial output of 
Production of metallic minerals is sporadic mineral-derived products is from imported 
and include only small quantities of copper materials. Domestic production of finished 
and iron. The bulk of mine output, in articles and semimanufactures is primarily 
addition to carbonates and aggregates, are for export markets, Metal production in- 
industrial minerals—asbestos, chiolite, cludes ingots and manufactures of alumi- 
clays, feldspar, gem stones, gypsum, mica, num, copper, and iron and steel. The value 
salt, serpentine, sulfur, and tale, of total output by secondary and tertiary 

Because of high world prices, the value of industries related to minerals and metals in 
mineral fuels output dominate Taiwan's 1983 was as follows, in million dollars: 
small mining sector. There are small quan- petroleum and coal products, 4,758; basic 
tities of crude petroleum and natural gas metals, 2,648; nonmetallic mineral prod- 
produced from indigenous wells. After oil ucts, 1,366; chemical materials and prod- 
and gas, coal was the second most impor- ucts, 1,243; and metal products, 610. 
tant mineral mined in 1983. The principal _ ‘The total value of mining and manufac- 
significance of domestic mineral fuels pro- turing in Taiwan was estimated to be $51.9 
duction was as a very small supplement to billion. Input of the mining sector was only 
‘Taiwan's energy requirements, $482 million compared with $51.478 billion 

‘The total value of production by the for manufacturing.*
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Table 1.—Taiwan: Production of mineral commodities! 
(Metric tons unless otherwise specified) 

Commodity eis ——«*T Co 
METALS 

Aluminum: ‘Alumina, gross weight®_.________ "113000 "128000 —'63000-—2,000 Metal primary ce 27ovo7ssssa22 | Ra ORNS. = Comper : 
Mine output, metal content™.--------- "B00 "1.900 500 @ . Metanselingd soe =nnnnnnnnn-> Badass angrt | 160 Gold, primary = TTT Tey since M423 18RTR 36885 TLTTO 52361 Iron and sec: Meta Pigiron sn thousand tons a60 18516106500 Ferroaitoys: Ferromanganese 248 «BLOIo.=«178481T0B40080 Ferromlicomanganes tabs butane sty 508 Ferroslicon = sD ORSOD ARR RTST 14866 Steel,crude--==— 2-7 thousand tons = S188 NTS aT grr 

Lead, refinery, secondary? = OOD «BBND 30000 ©8000 83,000, Sven primey 7 """" "Tray saneea «NSS. TOLaBT —s0uges——géRITD 
‘NONMETALS 

Asbestos oo nnn 88ST cs ag] game ae Geren jie OOo Tein fon IRR 
OMRireclay ABB ABONR HTN ETT 88.908 Kaolin’ 2222222220222 ESS SR a5 Reldspareo2222222vvvvvvTTTTTTTTTTD sD NIST 

Precipitated 2,585 8.364 1985 1,320 1,522 Other ees SSeS SSIS LESIS oe dt 1500 Rimes 22ST nag lng 615 tons otis Higcresssscrsccssrsessiecs | Fie ‘8 35 rf an Nitrogen: N content ofammonia---------- s00883 41430 «= woeget arn? © .384 Byte proseweight son TTTTo 398 13 a ©) ~ Silgimarine Swsll27-7DTTTTTTTTTTT> 68S T22BE SSID RIN. Sodium compounds, ne Cautcssia sazagsy—at0g00— g898 58195 ea gee uatlumcarfosate boieaa=——2777—77> SOS“ gaa “SS 
‘Belomite thousand tons a0 a9 x8 281 238 Limestone: 272TTTTTTSM AE giant LTRS Marble -22222222ss2222-de--> = 182s) 8260 BSS a Eegpenting CSSD STRICT de a 108 is 18 16 

sslfurs Scontent of pyrite 236 0 "1 @ ca Byprodc all sures. 2-7 8815003840) a 
ry are iT ae eT Tale ented lB] 2008 

MINERAL FUELS AND RELATED MATERIALS 
Carbon: Carbon black. SOT BOGS nS Goal bituminous thousand ona" Boo “Dard Ba Eka Gig See eres ccc aee 0 Ea 20 19 150 Ges, natgral Grom®= million cob feet. 6500069000500 48000 ——«48,000 pele SITTIN SSS Gh BRB 

(Grade'= thousand 42-allon barrels. 146118801, 180 4 at 
Refinery products: re Gadling do 3580 180861800817 42 Kersine 222920000 SoooTge st "0 a se 35 3% Dwullatefuel oil. ---~do-=> «20643 IB 07S] Residual uel 227777277Tde-22 Ses OBGuB beg Sas = BROND Lobricantss = ~~77772777-doo2 = 368 51 02 “oe ca Kophuis==22222acs222sdo2> HS] Other TTT Tae BBR THR BAD 
‘efinery fuel, loses and not reported * Goto a5 aaa 000 2.000 

ee en ae ee a ee) 
“Estimated. "Preliminary. "Revised ‘Table includes data avaiable through June 1, 1984, 2Revised to zero. Sincorectly reported as thousand cube meters in previous editions ‘Naphtha slvent ol and base Sinchases liquefied petroleum gas and et fuel
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TRADE 

Taiwan's major trading partners in 1983 Kuwait, $1.1 billion; Australia and the 
were Australia, Canada, the Federal Repub- Federal Republic of Germany, each with 
lic of Germany, Hong Kong, Japan, Kuwait, $0.7 billion. 
Malaysia, Saudi Arabia, and the United The value of imports of crude petroleum 
States. The volume of two-way trade totaled was estimated at $3.9 billion; followed by 
$45.4 billion—exports, $25.1 billion, and im- coal, $0.4 billion; metallic ores, $0.2 billion; 
ports, $20.3 billion. The value of exports to and other minerals, $0.1 billion. Manufac- 
the United States was $11.3 billion, followed _ tures continued to dominate exports. The 
by Japan, $2.5 billion; Hong Kong, $1.6 largest class was electrical machinery and 
billion; the Federal Republic of Germany, appliances, accounting for 17.6% of the 
$0.9 billion; Saudi Arabia, $0.8 billion; and total value of exports, followed by clothing 
Canada, $0.7 billion. Japan was Taiwan’s and footwear, 1.5%; textiles, 7.0%; plastics, 
major supplier of imports, providing $5.6 6.8%; transportation equipment, 4.9%; met- 
billion. Receipts from the United States al products, 4.6%; and basic metals, 3.0%.* 
were $4.7 billion; Saudi Arabia, $1.9 billion; 

Table 2.—Taiwan: Exports and reexports of selected mineral commodities* 
(Metric tons unless otherwise specified) 

TTT nto 18 
Commodity 1961 8 he OF ee 7 Gatet Other (principad 

METALS 
Alun ‘Oxides and hydroxides —— aie 4488 Republica Korea 90; Indonesia 

Metal including alloys ll forms 6983 8008 Hong Kong 347; Japan 2268 
Columbia and tantalum: Metal in- ‘cluding alloys al forms, tantalum 45 116 Austria 2; Japan 2 Comper ve and apeiss including cement ‘ ies 8 Sapama¥:¥long Koma 14 

Bilin eR RETA a 862 Malai; Singapore 3 Pip. 
Metal including alloys ae Beep ee erento 2800-8911) Japan 8820, Unwrougit == _=-77 77722 218 1 3 Sayan 125 Semimanufactures ----227 Boll 4B) 250 Hae Kong 2 54; Singapore 60; 

Gold: Metal including alloys, unwrough 
‘and partly wrought troy ounces — 82 ae Irom and steel Metal Bernp ne eenn ene 128251 «402215 © __ Thailand 194,668; Republic of Korea 

‘96,101; Indonesia 40,240, Pig ion, cast iron, related materi Sse eee ee aes eer 498 202 Hades; Australia; Hong 
Rerroalioys —-------.----- 8512 67.200 Indometia 3786; Japan 1.392 Steal, primary forme = 20u56s 208.215 12 Bhlippines 8,481 Malaysia 72,409; 

indonesia 44256 Semigansfgtes, 
tion s-nenenevnn. S51,282 829,888 7,685 Saul Auphia 21619 long Kong 183,485; Malayan 117,626. Univeral plates sheets BOTH ATASTS.—4T62 pan 5 A, gare 48,0 ong Kong Hoop and strip_—_-—-----— Lee ames 18 Indonesia AE Hong Kong 78 Rails and accessories ~~~ ~7~~ Tae T2601? Malaysia 6, Indonesia 305, ‘Thailand 2 Wire. 06158248 Indomentn 1.085, Sud Arabin 1,048; : ong Rone 7 ‘Tubes poe fitings Hina 89 106994 Saul Arabi 9; Hong Kong 
Castings and forgings, rough —__ 7,600 603 -3,778 Indonesia 9 Japan 281; Hong Kong. 

See footnotes at end of table
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Table 2.—Taiwan: Exports and reexports of selected mineral commodities —Continued ison nat arp 
Destinations, 1982 

Commodi 1981 MM aa J aie Other (rincipad) 

TTA 
Lea tintgslinifnme.- 18688 Raea a 8m “ee “Phalland 1,280. yn as sees ti st 
Chaginimegesag = “SME Rema 
eee | SOGS ttt ten Sion ohpay a 
‘Ore and concentrate®, _____ value... $81,354 ae 
Waste and sweepings* SER cy gee LPR) sa nance i leery aa. tau iiaeedens- Ee RAR an palkelegtiaSlon aim” OE, RNS 

forms ceecasoae ree neous 6 1 @dapan 5; Mexioo venir him oi 
Oxides ___---------------- Lut 1,809 18 Japan 1,167- 

‘Metal including alloys all formas ~~~ 181 10K 12 Sagan 482; Australia 25; Indonesia 

xonmtas 
erage eens 25 sf ©) Hone Kone: Prine 

‘Dust and powder of precious and semi- va nga Saaraa e ne cpg hig wen Sian Tey aah ip See te : 
Simin ccccwnmiaraac: 1h and HE nes 

a ee er ® indonesia. oie 
mang SE gee EHR igte ta sentido eit tage Rl slit ataianaaae Bons i) S888 Une en Se 

10,640; Canada 5,820, Deumtemscoenucnient gS Ha Pomme NE ee Soe tia Sears eae Tg Vana 
panei Be ca genital Rs 
Ecaoraaaan sina gga 
wettemaaese SR abe a noe oar Mien allforiss | =---~-======~ 18 SH 2 Sapan 18; Australia 1 oe ne 
tetas
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Table 2.—Taiwan: Exports and reexports of selected mineral commodities! Continued 
‘(Metric tons unless atherwise specified) 
ee 

Commodity 1981 e eS Y Gees Other (rincipal) 

NONMETALS —Continued 
Piggents, mineral: Naturalycrude ——_—__________ cae 26) Maimly toHong Kong. 

Tron oxides and hydroxides, processed 108 2035 Sigapore 72 Hhaland 6; Malaysia 
Prgsoug and seiprcious tone ther 
Natural tllograma. 9501998985 867 Tey 1,401; Japan 4198, Venezuela 

Synthetic do... 16,746 28,927 20,149 Italy 8.746; Saudi Arabia 990 
Bek bd igs 3,085 1,000 ~~ Alto Nigeria. 

Carbonate, manfactured, 12 FL == Talla 40 Hone Kong Silfste,manufaetured “"-"~"~-- 98015213 Japan 9,600 Indonesia 6380, Singn- 
pore 3100, Stone, sand and gravel: ‘Dimension stone: ride and partly worked —— 7958 TAM) S87 Japan 5.2 Hong Kone 73, 

pati longreraorsca | Be fal A ESTA a ite chiely refract me i et Gapan 12,800; Philippines 1, Gravelanderushed rock r----- 965089088 > Japan aogane. 
Limestone other than dimension — —— ‘17 ‘664 a Malaysia 180; Hong Kong 200; Phitip- Pines Quarts and quate = 29 Jaan 0, ugansotber Man etticaring <—>> ean r08 Sap ao 
Blemental: ‘Crude including native and by- ar ss) 18. tednei Pipe 

ae ete ! Indonesia 98; Philippines 285; 
ees ‘Thailand 250.0 Colloidal, precipitated, sublimed 4 49 —-_nlonaa 10 Matai 50, Sulfunieacid: Ps Pene enn a0 86912 Home Rong 102 Palins 4 

‘Tale, steatite, soapstone, pyrophyllite —_ 1708 M45 Republic of Karen 500; Indonesia 265; on icons *Fralland te 
Crude. 2207 221 69 —_Ingopeia 77; Hong Kong 68 Japan 

Slag and dross not metal-besring —__ 40616891 apan 16,410, 
MINERAL FUELS AND RELATED MATERIALS: 

Carbon: Carbon black =. <= -—---—- 722 2487 Indonesia 1425; Thailand 850 Goal Ail grades including briqueta ~——— 30 40 <> Allto Philippines: Gokeandsemicoken=-" == ---~~~—=«OZBL_—— 0485. Indonesia 3608 Singapore 1,250; ‘Thailand 1,000 Petroleum refinery products ‘Liquefied petroleum gas ‘Mousand d2allon barrels. 1 Gasoline nnn a ne de 0 ® . AllwoBrunei. 
Keveineandiet fa —"—"Zaa°“=~ rah aatd178B dtl 97; Pitipines 196; dapan 
Distillatefueloil..-----do---- S08 TDN 
Usbricanta-- 777777 doc222 62 4 —99-—_-Republic of Korea 9 Pakistan 32 ‘Bieumen and other residues —do_ ~~~ 3 = 
Tepes: NA Not avalible = Mable prepared by Audrey D. Wilkes, 
Less than 1/2 unit. 2May include other precious metals, 
‘Revised to zero. Unreported quantity valued at $776
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‘Table 3.—Taiwan: Imports of selected mineral commodities! 
(Metric tons unless otherwise specified) 

_ Br 8 
Commodity 1981 << Unites ‘Other (principal) 
METALS 

Aluminum: Greandconcentrate 106754 0TY_ All from Malaysia, Oxides and pydrorides <°"2TTT. “30,823 RSSS TBH Australia 18,81; Japan 4.368 Metal including alloys 
Serap ——— 0 16,847 15,775 12,188 Australia 1,054; Japan 1,014. UnwfoughcSSSIISITTIITT foe aR TABLA Baran 3464; Chad 6,21 

“arwonicSemimanufactures ———— 9,694 14.955 1,284 Japan 8,998; Australia 2,127, 
‘Oreand concentrate 2 7 __ All from Hong Ke 
‘Oxides and acids ===> ===> 220 12, 12 France 90; Belgium: Luxembourg 51; Pe ‘Republic of Korea 81 lium: Metal including alloys, al forms nnn ogres. 12.961 @).- Allfrom Japan. Chromium: ‘Oreand concentrate... 1210 1855. Philppings 1154; Republic of South 

Oxides and hydroxides ==. 1248 5s 429 dapan TH ay 82. Cobalt Oxides and hydroxides ———~ 3 22 Bdgkim Luxembourg 18. CColarbium and tartalun: Meal in ‘cluding alloys all forms, tantalum ‘elograms. ist 3518 Japan. 
CTR and concentrate 215968 «$5427 Canada 4,45; Philipines 22325, Papiia New Guinea 10600 Matte and speiss including cement “ ‘ saa wee 

Sulitle ceca wcnpssenconsae 300 at Japan Metal including alayar Serap STESIST wun. 92084 29,967. IT469—_ Japan 2258 Hong Kong 1,795 Sings 
ore Unwrought. 01ST AOL 10T—_ Zaire 11,489; Japan 8088; Chile 581. cco, Semimatufacares -<~"--=*~ bt OK. 838 pan sa 

‘Bullion.--------troy ounces. 444676 «897,692 United Kingdom 305,544; Switzer. iad nd so ‘Metal including alloys, unwrought ‘and partly wrought Thousand troy ounces. 722 119846 Japan g82, Iron and steel ‘ron ore and concentrate: Excluding roasted pyrite ‘Mousand tons. 2413 4049 @)_—_Austraia 2.266; Bran 1589; Repub- lie of South Africa 186. mebytetasted 580k ipa 1 fet Berap --___---.___..-. SBOTS9 650.988 822555 Hong Kong 196,01; Australia 89,320, Pigiron, cast iron, related mater Bienen wenws =~ 188,129 148,395 899. Braail 125,002; Australia 15,007 Forroalloye= = 2272272127 Bad 568 "RZ Japan 5.188; Republic of South Africa ‘Piso, Stool primary forms... TART ATW «Brg i 06, Republic of Koren ‘F267; Japan 13,931 Semimanufactures: ‘Bars, rods, angles, shapes, se. Yonsessnee a 2280 14702211 Japan 139,981 Universal lates, sheets —~ 1,781,779 1,240,528 28793 apan 196,797; Republic of Korea ‘Ys0,06T; Republic of South Attica sign Hoopandstrip 57 25.082 1881 Japan 20818 Rai andaccesories ——""~ 8TH ASRTT_— THM Japan 1018; Republic of Koren 
& Site eure ceases 10601 «11684454 Japan S671; Republic of Korea 1,889 ‘Tube, pipes tings --—-~ 5808089852839 aan S61. ecg Castine and forging, roach 2582 13s TT Sapan 1,608. 

‘Oxides 2.905 L887 Australia 994; Mexico 705; Belgium Tuxembourg 122 
Metal including alloys: Scapeee cn ---------S8T95-——«HMZ_ 13,246 Jordan 7.817; United Arab Emirates “2a; Kuwait 2/22. Unwrought. Tai 88065 Aran $580 pan 2.055; Pera 

Semimanufactures 136 418 Japan 20; West Germany 8; Hong. Kong 
See fotnotes at end of table
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Table 3.—Taiwan: Imports of selected mineral commodities! —Continued 
(Metric tons unless otherwise specified) 

er RE 
Commodity 1981 @ i= ee " Geet Other principe 

METALS Continued 
Magnesium: Metal including alloys, ll cor eseumpacnammdye 261 801120 Prance 192; Norway 170, 

gfe concentrate == O42 SSS Republica South Africa. 09955 bon 42,284; Australia 16,036, Oxides 1408 1,504) apan TH Singapore 360, Spain it Metal chiding ali al rm 2 31 Untea Kingdom 1 Mercy ee AS pound asks ry 4882 Japan 18 Bagh Lanemboorg pain 100 “Molybdenum: Metal including alloys, a Nine ee eeereeenern een 0 4588 Japan. Nickel ‘Maite and speias == 8 488) Mainly from Canada, ‘Metal including all Beep eee eeu 19 15S Singapore 78 Hong Kong 1 Uaebouget 277777777772 odio RR GRAROTRL Repu South > ria 282: Japan 115. Semimanufactures -___----- 110 15422 Auntraita 6h Japan 20 Plgnaimroup metals ‘Oreand concentrate value. $34510.—$18465 Al rom Japan Meat including aay anwrought ‘and partly wrought * fhousand troy ounces. — nut 96 2 Japan 70; West Germany 21. ‘Rareearth metals including alloys, al ‘ome 2s 15 128 Jagan 55 West Germany; Frano 
Selenium, elemental... ------- 6 6 = Mainly from Japan, Silicon highepurty == =2272227227 1065 92 WE Norway 422; Canada 198 France 10 

"Waste and sweepings* 
eand ee troy ounces. _ 3,762, 4,598 257 ‘Weet Germany 2261; Hong Kong 

Metal inciding alloys, unwrovght ‘and parly wrought ” howeand troy ounces. 208 5088 Japan 46 West Germany 105 Hon 
ong Tn: Oxides 16 2 1 Mainly rom Japan. 

Mista ocliding alloys aiftocme 222 18d a9 Malaga 38; ong Kong 268; Sing 
‘Titanium: Onides 2 == 14627 16494 1.852 Japan 8413; West Germany 2.52; m ‘Rastralia 2201 ‘Tungsten: Metal including alloys, all Weta oo ac tee cee Cee dean 6 w Sapan 36 ‘Uranium aid/or thorium: Oxides aad eerste 2 11167 Japan 2 
Oiiiiew eee cvovcesaumueces ma 2852 Japan 90; Wet Germany 58; Repub feof Korea 1? Blue powder. u3 144 apan' Norway 5; Netherlands 
Metal including alloys: Scrap snscenn ===. S87 BEDL 25,278 Japan 1 $28; Canad 50; Auaraia 

Unwrought------------ 4830445 ADA Austrain 21,605; Japan 9,042 ‘Canada 5143 her, Semimsenafactares 135 TH 11 dapan 68 her: "Stes and concentrates.--------- ‘1808619202 69.—-Malaysin 10,396; Australia 8,59. Shectndetdaes-o207T2T> TASS TRY 0nd Att Mt Magna Bb tm 
Base metals including alloys all forms 331 #71 Japa 221; Republic of South Africa West Germany 22, 

NONMETALS 
Abrasives, nes: tural Gorandum, emery, pumice ie; wid “Wi eens 

‘Artificial Corinda’ -~~>>>722 53a 6Set TR Tapan 4; natin 14; Hong Bong 
Dust and powder of previous and semi- : rediout sons ineiing diamond . 
Grinding and pollhing whesiSsnd~ ee SS) Unite ingom ee ot 818 49. Japan 282 aly 174 Wot Germany 

See footnotes at end of table
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Table 3.—Taiwan: Imports of selected mineral commodities! —Continued 
(Metric tons unless otherwise specified) 

z Sourees, 1982 
Commodity 1981 8 Fs Gael Other vinci 

NONMETALS ~Continued 
Asbestos crude ao3at 0202892 Canada 14029; Ruble of South ca 1, Boriteand witherite 000088 00. ll from Thailand Boron materials ‘Crudenatural borates. 145102852 Japan 56; Netherlands 413 

Oxides and acids =~ =~ —~—=— = vs Tiss 900 italy 126 Cement SSS SOSITTUIIIIT MTR BBE TE dpa Na; aitan 00, Gath 2EaGE STRESS SEE ET *0 100 <2 “Alffrom Spain Giga i jentonite —— _ 728 «GATE 4955 Japan 828; Australia 160, Bir cy (27S EaTEE aa tee Bat 4°85 sehen ab3 Keon [222ov2z22222T2222 SABRI 585792822 Malayein 046; Hong Kong 5,20, ‘Republic of Korea 4,000; Unspecified - 2-2-2 100852 101,699 2.619 Hong Rong 18881; Japan 34,34; 
die 11,700 Coyote and chiotite 5 2. Denmark 6 Diamond ‘Natural ‘Gem, not set or strung housed carats. 5645 285) Japan 266 Indostriat TTT dona = T4080 1,980 Republicor south Aiea 5; Site finds. Synthetic: (Gem, not set or strung —-do_——— 10 10. Allfrom France Industrel<o see Todo == 9850 si 73 Japan 95, Diatomite and other infixaral earth ~~~ is. 97431993 Japan 13% Fldspariuorspar elated materia -- «9,608 69.2 “Bn Sapa B.; Republic of Korea 1260; Thailand 10,510. Fertilizer materials: Manufactured ‘Ammonia cee 16 222 Japan Wat Germany? Nittopenous.2222=2=22227722 «126207 381601000 Republic of Korea 1816; Japan To; Austria 5,000, Potasic TBA 198206 14818 Canada 8,050 Israel 25,384, Unepeiedidwined <27O77707 “TNS TTBS UA) Sagan; United Kingdom st; Rerwey Grophite, natural 10408421 Republle of Korea 6024; Japan 1,028. 

Gypsum and plaster 227277777777 6N6G = «BTBAOS 51 Australia 98,114; Japan 72,600, "Toalland 40,24 Iodine 2-2-2 6 Sn. aapand es a i 72 Aifffom Japan am compoain “Giiderandhyerosdes 4465885 apn 00, Otherness oovnTtt> BRE 2S NR Bt atnysin 9.00. Moers abet 2TIIDTIID 8 12 > Gagan’ Hong Kong 
‘Crude including splittings and waste ae 251 Japan 125 Republic of Koren 50 ncia Worked including agglomerated split [sr peeanst adnate us wt. Japan 120, Phogpifes 6d ““—TTITIIIIZ 14016 at ng Jon 1 20 era 4.15 foropso 14 Phosphorus elemental 5a 521 210._Republcof South Africa 199, Pigments, mineral avural crude == 58 16 15 Hong Kong Iron oxides and hydroxides, processed 9282 972A Japan 1 28b, West Germany 1,098, Precious and semiprecious stones other ‘an diamond: Natarad 1187 18-6 Republic of South Africa 207; Brazil 

Hid: Canada 211 
‘Synthetic _.______.- kilograms. 24,226 15,642 1,954 Italy 8,590; Japan 2,502, felkandbring= 522 OI EIN aonert aber 19 ‘Australia 882010. 

‘Carbonate, manufactured... W772 88879 32.7388 Japan 1,128. Sulfate, manufactured =~ ~~~ ~~~ i 05°) Sepa Hoe Stone sand and gravel Sinenaion sn ode and pariy worked 5780 28,600 “ly 4; nda 88 Ptpine 
Worked 255 258 «8a 152; Philippines 68. en ee ee 

Gravel and crushed rock 3,362 2921 39 France 2,502, Limestoneother han dimension -—— aad BB All from Japan. eager en o> 316 25 B_—_‘Belelum-Luxerbourg 206, Japan 178. nndother than metalbearing ~~-- ‘10819-5070 808 Australia 3581; Japan 1,008 
See footnotes at end of table
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Table 3.—Taiwan: Imports of selected mineral commodities! —Continued 

(Metric tons unless otherwise specified) 
Br 108 

ommadit 1981 0 —_—___ Sommadiy iad Other (principal 

NONMETALS—Continued 
Sulfur: 
sere ludi ti id by- 

product. nian 75,887 25358 = __ All from Canada. cioidal precipitated, aublimed. «268015 «150287 BS Canada 99,130, Japan 56,902 Diotidessnhenrnnes enna 2 2% 0) All from Japan Sulfuric aa TDSLIID aga 286 BB Tapa 212 ‘Tal, steatite, soapstone, pyrophyliite —— “604 6888688 Republica Koren 242; India 1.50 
Vermiculite - 605 Sa. Repileof South Atte 22; India 
Other: ° Crude "omame 112651252 Republic of Kora 5417; Japan 

Slag and dross, not metal-bearing ——— 12,088 16,088 370 Japan 15,293. 
‘MINERAL FUELS AND RELATED ‘MATERIALS, 

‘Asphalt and bitumen, natural ——————_ 101 3184 Japan3. Gatbon Carbon black "=== =a a—2 aon sons TAL‘ 332, Japan 47; Wort Ger 
Coal, all grades including briquets ney Thousand tons 51st 55802180 Australia 2180; Republic of South “Africa 7%; Canada 482. Coke and semicoke. ———__ 99g sags Al rom Jagan Peat including bigots ad ita 0 SI LZ Finland 19 New Zealand 12 etroleum: rude thousand «2gallon barrele 125808 126,580 __ Saudi Arabia 59,047; Kuwait 36,695. Refinery product: 

pire Retone eae do. 2T78 3,018 @) Saudi Arabia 2,192; Australia 696. 
Mineral jelly and wax do. =~ kd 751 Japan 45; Indonesia 17 Distiiatefucloll ~~ ---do==- 15,641 4783 gark Kiaie 1105 Sau Arabi 7 
Lubricants do. "4a 481 140 Japan 23; Singapore 0. 
Nonlubricating ais do. ~~~ 6 ‘S80 Japan a0. Bitumen and other resides — By 3 2 Japan Petroleum coke 0.22 20 1st 143 Sapand) 

Revised Table prepared by Audrey D. Wilkes. 
Unreported quantity valued at $3,829. 
Less than 1/3 unit 
‘fay include other precious metals 
*Unreported quantity valued at $76,176. 

COMMODITY REVIEW 

METALS down because of its inefficiency and lack of 
ae 2 pollution control. During 1981, Kao-Hsiung 

Metal ore mining in Taiwan is sporadic as _{] operated at about 60% of installed capaci- 
well as insignificant for domestic require- ty, and in 1982, at about 20% of capacity. 
ments or by world standards. Output of During 1983, the smelter was idle through- 
primary metal is largely limited to copper out the year except for the production of 440 
and iron and steel, all of which require pounds in June. The high cost of energy was 
imported ore raw materials. Taiwan's large cited as the cause for closure of the plant, 
shipbreaking industry generates scrap met- which was slated for sale. However, on 
al supplementing the supply from primary October 13, a memorandum of understand- 
metal production and imports of primary ing was reached between Talco and the 
and secondary metal. Aluminum Co. of America (Alcoa), whereby 
Aluminum.—Taiwan Aluminium Corp. the latter would lease Talco’s facilities. The 

(alco) commissioned its 50,000-ton-per-year joint venture, approved by the Ministry of 
aluminum smelter (Kao-Hsiung Il) in June Economic Affairs, will produce aluminum 
1980. In early 1981, Kao-Hsiung II was shut ingot from imported Australian raw materi-
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al. Within 5 years after production, Alcoa steel production was to reach 50,000 tons 
was to invest $50 million in a second joint per year and to be eventually increased to 
venture, to be split 49% by Alcoa and 51% 100,000 tons per year. 
by local investors, which will assume Tal- Other Metals.—Taiwan recovers small 
co's processing operations. Alcoa was to quantities of gold and silver as byproducts 
provide management and technical exper- in copper refining. Production of ferro- 
tise in the processing and manufacture of alloys—ferromanganese, ferrosilicomanga- 
aluminum semimanufactures. Talco’s fabri- nese, and ferrosilicon—totaled about 58,000 
cation plant was being expanded to an tons. Domestic requirements for lead and 
annual capacity of 83,000 tons of high-grade zine are supplied by imports of primary and 
sheet, foil, and can stock. secondary metal. 
Copper.—Taiwan Metal Mining Corp. 

(TMMCO) was also experiencing financial NONMETALS 
difficulties in the production of copper at its Cement.—Taiwan’s cement industry is 
50,000-ton-per-year smelter near Keelung. comprised of 17 plants operated by 11 com- 
In 1982, output was at 95% of installed panies. Throughout 1983, the industry op- 
capacity, and by 1983, operating capacity grated at about 95% of rated capacity. was further decreased to 80%. The smelter, Cement is produced primarily for domestic 
which uses imported concentrate, was re- requirements. However, production capaci- 
portedly losing $950 per ton of metal sold. ty exceeds domestic demand. The Council 
TMMCO offered its smelter for sale, and for Economic Planning and Development 
three bids were reportedly tendered by @ proposed that future development of the 
Japanese concern and by two U.S. compa- industry include (1) improving storage and 

nies. transportation facilities to streamline do- 
Iron and Steel.—China Steel Corp. (CSC) mestic supply and demand, (2) locating new 

operates the only integrated iron and steel cement plants in the eastern part of Tai- 
facility in Taiwan. Completion of its 3.25- wan, the source of abundant reserves of 
million-ton Kao-Hsiung complex was com- _}imestone, (3) encouraging export of clinker 
pleted in early 1982. The remainder of as well as grinding operations in coopera- 
‘Taiwan's annual steel capacity (4.25 million tion with overseas firms, and (4) replacing 
tons) is spread among some 200 mills. About the use of oil with coal as fuel in kilns and 
30 or 40 have equipment such as arc fur- raising energy efficiency. 
naces and rolling mills, but most simply Fertilizer Materials.—Taiwan’s fertilizer 
melt scrap and produce bars and small steel industry is dominated by large Govern- 
sections at a rate of a few thousand tons per ment-owned companies. The output value of 

year. ___ fertilizers in 1983 was estimated at $252 
CSC plans a second-stage expansion, in- million. Because fertilizer output was suffi- 

creasing its capacity to 5.65 million tons per cient to meet domestic demand, fertilizer 
year. Invitation for bidding was expected to. producers were to increase the production 
be issued in mid-1984 for a new integrated of ammonia and urea to meet the needs of 
mill at Kao-Hsiung with a steel capacity of other industries. In addition, depressed de- 
2.4 million tons. The new mill plans call for mand and excess capacity in the Far East 
a blast furnace, coking furnaces, sintering dampened the export market for the indus- 
furnaces, converters, continuous-casting try. 
and hot-rolling equipment, power genera- Other Nonmetals.—Mine production of 
tors, and other facilities representing a other minerals in Taiwan included lime- 
contract value of $1.2 billion. CSC has set an stone, principally for the cement industry; 
eventual production capacity limit of 8 mil- dolomite for iron and steel; and marble for 
lion tons per year, the maximum allowed by decorative use. Mine output of clays and 
its space limitation at its compound in one _ serpentine was each about 120,000 tons per 
corner of Kao-Hsiung Harbor. year. Lesser quantities of tale, feldspar, and 

Tang Eng Iron Works Co. Ltd. in 1983 asbestos were produced. Salt was produced 
commissioned its facilities at Kao-Hsiung by evaporation ponds, and output varied 
for cold-rolled stainless steel coil. Slabs with climatic conditions. Output of gem 
produced by Tang Eng are hot rolled by CSC_ stones and mica was limited in quantity and 
and returned for cold rolling. Stainless quality.
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MINERAL FUELS fuels. Currently, there are four nuclear 
; power units in commercial operation. Tai- ‘Taiwan produced only small quantities of Wwan’s first nuclear generating facility, the coal, petroleum, and natural gas in 1983. two-unit, 1,200-megawatt Chinshan power- 

Domestic energy output from these sources plant, began commercial service in 1978. and from hydroelectric generation provided The “‘two-unit, 2,000-megawatt, Kuosheng 
less than 14% of the country’s total energy power station began commercial operations 
supply. The bulk of the nation’s energy in 1982. A two-unit, 1,900-megawatt station source was from imports of crude oil, which was under construction at Maanshan, In 
constituted 60% of total supply followed by addition, preliminary engineering work was 
imports of coal, 13%. Petroleum refining in progress for a two-unit, 1,000-megawatt accounted for about 42% of the commercial power station at Yanliao? 
energy consumption, followed by electric ~ The Ministry of Economic Affairs pro- 
power generation, 31%. Consumption by vides funding for domestic geologic survey- 
various industrial sectors were as follows, in ing for uranium. In Sanhsia, Hsinshih, and percent: nonmetallic mineral products and ‘Tahsi, uranium occurrences have been dis- 
metallic products, each 10; chemicals, 9; covered in shale adjacent to coal seams. energy, 7; and mining, 1. Further studies were planned to obtain a 

Because of Taiwan's dependence on for- thorough evaluation to determine the eco- 
eign energy sources, the Government pro- nomic value of uranium in these areas. motes energy conservation and develop» 
ment of new energy sources. These meas- __!Physical scientist, Division of Foreign Data. 
ures include waste heat recovery; improved gy/nur acinar: quiet buns hotn converted from energy-use efficiency; formulating efficien- Ni¥s.13-US$LO0 in 1980. and NTSIU10-US8: 00 in 
Gy ‘standards; promoting and. developing "5 cn seus Tames Us Sac op Aton nuclear energy, solar systems, and biomass; a.ooi"Jan 11/1984 
and utilizing thermal-energy conversion ‘Industy of Frog Ching, Coun fx Remnonie Planning 

from tides and waves. de. uRgag Free China V"B Ne Jan. 196 In the early 1970's, the Government de- pp, 1121 7 . te 
cided to turn to nuclear energy to alleviate 7 lgsrecorate Gengral of Gastoms Monthly Statistics of Taiwan's heavy dependence on imported “Taiwan Power Co, 1989 Annual Report (Taipe 40 pp.



The Mineral Industry of 
Thailand 
By Gordon L. Kinney* 

Despite an improving international eco- The mining sector was being looked on as 
nomic environment, the sharp downward one of the best areas for potential expansion 
trend in Thai minerals production, first in the Thai economy. The fifth national 
established in 1981, continued in 1983. Asa economic and social development plan set 
result of both falling levels of production an annual growth rate for the mining sector 
and stagnant commodity prices, the value of of 13% over the 5-year period April 1981 
output (excluding gas and oil) fell 18.7% to through March 1986. This was to be double 
$359 million from $442 million (revised) in the planned growth rate of the economy as 
1982.7 a whole. To back up the planned growth, a 
Thailand was a major world producer of number of mineral survey and development 

several minerals irrespective of the drop in _ programs were underway or planned. 
overall production. It was the market econo- A survey of the tin resources in the 
my countries’ leading producer of tantalum, offshore areas has been underway for sever- 
fourth in tin and fluorite, eighth in barite, al years and was progressing according to 
and ninth in tungsten. Important amounts schedule. Major discoveries here would 
of antimony, cement, gypsum, limestone, mean hundreds of millions of dollars to the 
lignite, manganese, marl, natural gas, and sagging tin industry. 
petroleum were also produced, mostly for The Department of Mineral Resources 
domestic consumption. A total of 37 miner- (DMR) has been conducting a systematic 
als were produced in commercial quantity, onshore search for the nonmetallic industri- 
and 17 of these were exported during the al minerals with emphasis on bauxite, 
year. Employment in the mineral sector clays, feldspar, marble, phosphate rock, and 
totaled about 170,000 people in the mines pyrrhotite. 
and processing plants. Alternate energy sources were being 

The startup of crude oil production and searched for throughout the country. Radio- 
the gradual increase in natural gas output active minerals were being sought but the 
were highlights in the mineral fuel sector of director of DMR was not too optimistic on 
the economy. Pessimism over the original the prospects. Lignite, on the other hand, 
shortfall of natural gas production in 1982 was found in several new locations. A total 
was being replaced with a gradual realiza- of 82 million tons of proved new lignite 
tion that despite a downward revision of reserves were announced, most of which 
reserves figures, there was still a substan- were in Chiang Mai and Lamphun Prov- 
tial source of domestic energy available and _ inces. 
that only the timetable for the gas-based Geological surveying and mapping were 
industrial development was really affected being conducted over those areas with the 
by the natural gas reserves controversy. highest mineral potential, supplementing 

The current gas flow, even though less the above three projects. The DMR was 
than originally planned, still replaced 30% beginning an experimental potash mine 
of the demand for imported fuel oil or 8% of _ with the help of British and French techni- 
total energy demand. It amounted to a cal consultants. The deposit has 240 million 
reported saving of $247 million in foreign tons® of carnallite, a low-grade potassium 
exchange for the year. mineral not normally considered an ore for 

741
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potash. netic instrumentation. Fixed-wing aircraft 
By far, DMR’s most ambitious plan was were to cover 382,500 square kilometers at 

an airborne geophysical survey of the en- 1-kilometer and 2kilometer line spacing. 
tire country in order to develop a compre- Helicopters were to be used to cover the 
hensive mineral resource data base that remaining 131,500 square kilometers of 
would be available to domestic and foreign mountainous terrain, and to do followup 
mining concerns. The $64 million survey work on an extra 20,000 square kilometers 
would take 5 years to complete and include on 400-meter line spacing. Six companies 
airborne magnitometer, high-sensitivity representing five different countries sub- 
gamma-ray spectrometer, and two-fre- mitted bids for this project in 1983. 
quency, very low-frequency, electromag- 

PRODUCTION 

Overall nonfuel mineral production was stood at 159 million cubic feet per day from 
down again. Production of tin, which ac- Erawan Gasfield at yearend. A second gas- 
counts for about 75% of the country's min- field, Baanpot, came on-line during the year 
eral output value, fell by 24.7% in value. Of at 15 million cubic feet per day. Condensate 
the other 14 minerals, which together with from the two fields totaled about 8,000 
tin accounted for approximately 99% of the barrels per day, contributing an additional 
country's mineral output value, six—wolf- $88 million to the value of the natural gas 
ramite, scheelite, metallurgical- and acid- production. Thailand's first commercial 
grade fluorite, barite, and lead—also crude oil production began at Sirkit Oilfield 
decreased in value. The major minerals in January and closed the year at a produc- 
showing increased production included gyp- tion rate of 10,500 barrels per day. At the 
sum, limestone, antimony, lead concentrate, current rate, the small oilfield will replace 
feldspar, kaolin, and columbite-tantalite. about $100 million worth of imported crude 

In the fuels sector, natural gas production oil in 1984. 

Table 1.—Thailand: Production of mineral commodities! 
(Metric tons unless otherwise specified) 

Commodity 1979 1980 1981 ia 1988 
METALS 

Antimony: ‘Ore and concentrate: 
‘Grose weight senses 6.905 6862 2,820 1,367 2.808 Metal content” === 22 = 2885 2516 13198 86 Tiss Metal, smelter «== 22222222222222007 01 2 36 8 fe Chromium: Chromite, gross weight. ~~ ~~~ "~~ e = = a 

Columbia an tantalum oes and concentrates, 
SColumblles 82 213, } % 510 Tantalite = Bia 25 143, 
FRE vo rete rmewenmeeennn 47 356 @ 39 539 Staverite (ied solimbitetantalite) ~~~ Bat Bot a 0 a trop adie 
Gross weight —-----.----------_ 10801-84966. gaaTz sg 50«go.ang Tromeontent .-—-7727"777--777-> “pee 6Ts | B4360 saath Metal 
Pigiron atk 7381010 6.838 189 Ferroallo 

"Ferrosilicon 300 60 230 - = Ferromanganiese ~~ ~~~ 7777777 zit 1B 369 a x 
Sa ni rude —_ seca, Ml 3 2 ‘Semimanifactares (elected ee 

TBO nen NA 821517 0971129208 —_385,000 Galvanizediron sheets "~~" shoo) 13934251620 ama90 Laser ‘Tinned plates 5 ao "Toss "Tas “Gzar "8 
See footnotes at end of table
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‘Table 1.—Thailand: Production of mineral commodities! —Continued 
(Metric tons unless athersese specified) 

a OR en I NIP 
METALS —Continued 

Lend “Mine output, metal content of 42.5% Ph concen- 5 trig nvauetece sce ese cee e719 10560 aTgas 18589 LOIS Metal: ingot, secondary” ~~~ 7277772277 "158 1,687 Ba 29 2.552 
Manganese ore: a a ae ‘Chemical grade, over 759% MnOz —— = 2 0 5 2 Ee Battery grade and chemical-grade, 5% MnOs_ "7168 *8.996, 5.205 3.998 4.804 

Metallurgical grade, 46% to0% MnOs_---_—F28.186_ 50,308, S701 4348 1,906 
Total nnn ------ «5866S. «1.917 758 6m10 

peace concentrate, gros 152 107 162 a nazite concentrate, gross weight 32 2 sg foun cocnecnece see ROOTES 6 a2 45 46 8 
‘Mine output, metal content <= soe wags Lae Og. Metal: Smelter,primary -"~"~~~~-"-7_ 8s Sea} aT RB ‘Titanium; Iimenite concentrate, geass weight ——— "730 = 3 18 05 ‘Tungsten concentrate: ‘Gross weight one 3543 gis 2348 1881 1.0982 Muni conent 2-22-22 2922 222755 182 1615 109 855 582 

ine: Smelter production = ~~~ ~~27=7>>>= 27 10 30 a ae 7 Zirconium ore and concentrate, gross weight —— He a iva 186 1 
NONMETALS 

Barite BR 5 8U5OBT BUT ONG UNAS TAT AST {Gemeni hydraulic ~~ ~>>>>— hava tons — 5.355 5881 203 08 7268 
“Ball clay 1,166 1357 1856 2.200 4.960 Kolin’ ="""-7772TTTTITTTTIITL ae) 1984s TMG 88,850 Reoliniteickite) ~~ ~~~ 2220202222222 1820 5020 7430 ae es Diatomite =e 2222 S418 982 128 0 5 Poldspors222222222222222TTIITTIIIT__ 6a agate 908 

Fluorspar: ‘Crude mine output: Wighgrade TT 30. RTS STB 1T.084—sR.959 Lowgrade ~~~ ~~~ zie isasa7_—3.667|__—doeso9 TTI 
Total 2 250,852 806831 BTOBTS 280,693 87.675 

Salable product: Acid rade heneiitedlowgrade)———_ sogt4 601085181 Loe 48.689 Metallurgicalgrade == 2227 ___—«YTTTBO—TBTBA—NTBII_—YT6ORA__—_—150.959 
Total AOA BHRNR I OD_—HTIION 28648 Granite. 20S Saacme cs ease ies ott 1800 ‘30 86 Gypsum 222222 STITT ase gan TT suoigS 153.483 160 361 Bhoephaie rock rade ~~ 27222222722202 a5 510 2610 4.255 558 r Rock - 000 oeene eee TO 16T44 1.000.100 5619 

Other? =227LTTTIITTTIITIIIIII IZ aso00 185.000 659000165000 365,000 Sand,siliea=22—22LDIIDIITTIITID tions ooo “T8300 ead 
ee Caleite a 4,860 360 2325 1,020 1st Tolomigg 22 Snr ra tae Saeanne TS 030 8,130 F510 3.682 aaet 

Limestone forcement manafacture only thousand tons. — 2.968 3.958 5.486 sam 8.938 Methledanacssanurerane aed 4396 Bio Bion6 S31 28,038 ‘Marl for cement manufacture only thousand tons. 2.262 1.939 er 458 a Quarts not further deseribed ——“—"" STS 240 T88 20 1581 15,158 
‘Hodsand tons. us 801 112 1.248 1.200 ‘Tale and related materials: Byrophyllite nen 11191 10850 t0 TO ag ges agg. elem ceiceemericces 2351 1306 1665 2009 1208 

MINERAL FUELS AND RELATED MATERIALS 
Goal Lgmite gay ~thoaand tons 1.856 142 1.886 1,964 1.888 ‘Natural gas (gross production) ‘million standard cubie fet. a a 4705850702 
See footnotes at end of table
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Table 1.—Thailand: Production of mineral commodities‘ —Continued 

(Metric tons unless otherwise specified) 
taney —SS~S~—sTO sn 198" 

MINERAL FUELS AND RELATED MATERIALS “Continued 
Petroleum: 

Gride” thousand 42gallon barrels. 109 110 199 ane 24.780 
Refinery products EO Gasoline = -------------do--. 4585S Beggs Seefacts oc 5000S IDI=o ode Stoo ‘4548 'ggn "Bets Bt Kerosing 2272222 77LI2TTDodeo22 soa oo amas Distllatefuel of 2-27~TZTLde==T2 sho ESL aaa] Residual ful ot do. iss 16180 Toe Tam Tata Ligueied petroleim gas. ~~~ do. ~~ Taso 388 La) 1285 134 

Nophthares-snne 777g 77D 0 1715 "p00 1300 Asphalt. 7227 do. ma Pg ‘4 200 300 
‘Unspecified*__ __ _-_-------do____ = 1670 1010 1.700 Refinery fuel and losses” —___ do. 1.300 

Total — ee ee ee ee 
“Estimated. Preliminary. "Revised. NA Not available. 
{Includes data available through July 16, 1984. 

«gi Belides columbium and tantalum-bearing in slags, which make Thailand the works legs ource of newly mined tantalum includes natural gas condensate 

TRADE 

The value of exports of minerals and passed by textiles and sugar. 
mineral-based commodities, which account- _ ‘Minerals reflected the generally poor per- 
ed for 81% of production, fell to $291 mil- formance of the country’s trade sector in 
lion from the 1982 exports of $423 million 1983. Exports were valued at $6.35 billion, a 
(revised). Exports of tin accounted for about decline of 7.1%, the first decline since 1975. 
80% of Thailand's mineral exports. There Imports increased 21.6% to $10.22 billion, 
was, however, a decline in tin tonnage of yielding a record trade deficit of $3.87 bil- 
32% to 17,600 tons and in value by 34.3% to lion. 
$228 million. Other leading mineral ex- Mineral imports were dominated by 
ports, tantalum-bearing tin slag, barite, crude oil and refined petroleum products. 
acid-grade fluorite, and tungsten concen- Heavy fuel oil imports were slowly being 
trates also decreased substantially in value. replaced by natural gas as production from 
Running counter to the downward trend the offshore fields rose steadily. Fertilizers 
and increasing in value were gypsum, lead, continued to be a major import item as no 
tin-lead alloys, antimony, and metallur- primary producers operated in Thailand. 

gical-grade fluorite. Aluminum, copper, steel, and zine were 
As a result of the drop in mineral export imported in considerable quantities as there 

values, the mineral sector dropped to fifth was no production of primary aluminum, 
place among Thai trade commodities. Min- copper, or zinc in the country and only a 
erals occupied third place after rice and token amount of steel was produced from 
cassava as recently as 1979, but were sur- iron ore.
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Table 2.—Thailand: Exports of selected mineral commodities* (ers ether 
TTT ti comay we United ‘Other principal) 

vrais Apiaceae ga seensn nage 
; “ 
a a ee ocean am dspincndngsio shim colginttgal ra senate wat carmany vst Na ee name ster dam Ute ign ant aes Sah ND ESL Bn 4; cm eget Unpeied ange en Ra vss oN age coo o RRR RES oom ‘yas Macs Oran nett cszuee arenes aggontgon aan spe oc aor an oe Tern wey amen. 1610 «2007-16 Dalaman Pace 

Tin: * a ee magna Te nen ass arts Ngucnt gran sheet Seimesiina towne gg oes Brtaee ate saa ASHE cn, wn crm 4 " Src 
Sepotemmtnte- a k= emt ann Baygtomeine ot Meare Gite | OAR Hips hua SBhanieiaee o.oo Aaa one Seandemapie Nga Reenter ——---=-> adh aS aut Met cumay Seep Siege «RM ME Natura Seer 

wosneeats hina Stn ti mguneangccmincntraihing ae cand Pans paimisdeetigsconosasunaa> aul oll wach BRE ios eats Cent eeeenneeeennneeee Rta ERE Rta a 
Cake a a 2 Teme tgant Serr ta 
pialneiifed ---------------- 90 53) ‘Singapore 36; Malaysia 12 
Tklomasorarog. cara "296) HAASE 465 Hog Kong gee bia) ple ooccscocccoihs-: gg «ws RSE pee RR ER am ieee Forget ee aR, test UR ae er np inne Gpemendpater ew araah METER ace 

Precious and semiprecious stones other i aaetas ea Bon tnd cre. 482A AS WGA pnd samen Senipait ogame. OL 9H GEE rc 
Syne een RARRTE Eg ut ego’ 
Sennett
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‘Table 2.—Thailand: Exports of selected mineral commodities Continued 
(Metric tons unless otherwise specified) 

Destinations, 1962 
Commodity 1981 182) ae y deste Other (principal) 

NONMETALS —Continued 
Soltand brine ue= OIA 65109 Malaysia 47,202; Singapore 17,748. Stone, sand and gravel 

emerge an party worked 0 Taiwan 15; $5 30, nati aaciaeccense ahh gf 4 BARRE L010 Taran ite, chieilyrefractoryarade —— i to Singapore Limestone other than dimension ~~ 266 Bria) Singapore 2020; Malaysia 660, Quartzand quartzite. Bass 12.759 Japan 10.70 Singapore 2.058 ‘Tale, steaite, soapstone, ryrophyllite — 24 Bit _ Bef anka 2,500; Indonesia 1,010 
Gnubesccece poses: 6 237 ~~ Malaysia 70; West Germany 50; Laos 

Slag and dross, not metal-bearing ——— 2.880 292 apa 1,706; India 6213 Taiwan 352. 
MINERAL FUELS AND RELATED MATERIALS, 

Asphalt and bitumen, natural ——————— 150 480. AlltoSingapore Carbon: Carbon black "~~ === 6.084 4915 Tadoesia 0; Si Lanka 1.08; 
Coal “Anthracite and bituminous including briquets nn 14s 1288 Sri Lanka 432; Philippines 824 

, 9,601 0 United Kingdom 20 Japan 10 Lignite including briquets —— r —— United Kingdom 20; Japan Petroleum refinery products: ‘Kerosine and jet fue, 
“eallon barola. 1104554 42881 14, Pippin 4,69; fapan 39,835. Yabriants--—---------do.--— 4607440790 8nd TR pan 14,55 Phi. 

Unspecified do. 506910747 __—_‘Singapore’8828; Indonesia 1,210 ‘Malaysia 644 
‘Revie sy audrey Mable prepared by Audrey D, Wilkes 
Less than 1/2 unit 

‘Table 3.—Thailand: Imports of selected mineral commodities! 
(Metric tons unless otherwise specified) 

Soares, 1982 
Commodity 1981 we ge Oe iat Other (principal) 

METALS 
Aluminum: 

‘Ore and concentrate 8.964 285 Allfrom China ‘Oxides and hydroxides <= ~~~ 77> $960 LBL 52—-China 6/021; Japan 5,241; Ireland 242 Metal including alloys, al forms” ~~ 54901 aH 6.208 Canada 17.59 Rata 18 Fain 54 ‘Asenie Oxides and acids 6 289 Poland 200; Japan 33, 
(re and concentrate. 1337 47 ___ Netherlands 90; Belgium: ‘Luxembourg 1 Oxides and hydroxides = 530 384 50. West Germany 223; Japan 21; 

Belgium Luxembourg 1 ‘Copper: Metal including alloys, all forms Wires 2472215 Japan 0G ambin 4 aan 
164 Gola: Metal including alloys, unwrought ‘and partly wrought - troy ounces «12,028 «425,288 $7,887 Singapore 264 519; Japan 37,270; Philippines 25588 Troy and stel: Metal: 

Serap-n——-— = 4183 989.928 34631 Taiwan 200,127; Canada 31,962; Re 
‘publi of Korea 25,500. ig iron, cast iron, related materials a0 479410 China 14058, Japan 379, Ferroalloys 

Ferromanganese <= -— 2a 2gis India 842: Nogway 74: China 58, errosiicomanganese ~~~ ~~ Y fawan 317; Norway Ti Ferrosilicon ~~~ ~~ 3308 8008 Noga 1854; hina 8; Taiwan 1 Unspecified sr 26 12 China 50, Japan 50; Taiwan 60 Steel, primary forins="—=272222_ RABI 457,587 9,267 ‘Republic of Rorea 131,Te9;Japan 
. “Ti6A2: Australia 81,688 Semimanufactures. thousand tons 1.040 1185-25 dJapan $78; Raly 6; Taiwan 18, 

See footnotes at end of table
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Table 3.—Thailand: Imports of selected mineral commodities! —Continued 
(Metre tons unless otherwise specified) 
Ta S18 Commodi 18 19820 eile st Tnitad Other (principal) es es CE 

METALS ~Continued 
Lend Onides a6 489) —_Anstralg 88; Wost Germany 5: 

Metaincudingallonllforms 854198 .125 Tawa 146; Burma 
Manganese: " "Oe and concentrate, chemical-grade 229m Alt From China Onider “onoenirate, chemieal-grade- sf 18 Japen Chan so Mercury ------~~"T6 pound faa 50 315 “TChinn 350; Japan 8; Netherlands 17 Molybdenum: Motal including allo al forma none llogeains— 3.488 1.697 654 United Kingdom 879; Japan 68; 

Nickel: M SI 21 24d) dapan 1B Republic of Korea 10; che: Metal including alloys all forms 2,148 .t44——)—_ Sapam 2: Republic of Koren 10, a aes ‘Ganada ia tinum group metal 
Metals including alloys, unwrought and parely wreughie 

et troy ounces. _ 6,938 1,291 5 Japan 982; United Kingdom 322, Silver ‘Ore and concentrate? 1220 st All fr United Kingdom Meta including alloys anwrought and partly wrought Thosand troy ounces. 6,188 418 210 Japan 159; United Kingdom 3 ‘ieaniom: Greand concentrate. 955 125 Ausralin 1205; Japan 20, Daas ee nears one Tot 1 Bin emote 8; dpan 26 
‘Tungsten: Metal including alloys, all fms Seles. 9246 LG6T 268 Jaan 15; ita Kingdom 15% i ent Germany 33. 
"Oxides —_ iste eit ti 489 581 4 Japan 241; China 190; Taiwan 85. Blue powder _77~77772222222 0 50} Naivay 28 hind Kingdom 5 neapore Metal inadingleym all forms -.- "upon 341086) Pru 3.6; Canada 

‘Other: Ores and concentrates —______ 4751 749 ae ‘China 615; Australia 71; Netherlands 

NONMETALS 
Abrasives, 2 Natural Corundum, emery, pumice, Ciewennnene nme BAAS «36 —_‘Netherlands 1.666; India 872 ania {Corundum 295 2 Tapa 259, Sion erbide_~~7772777—~ bi S18 BERN G8 stzrtnd st Norway 3 (Grinding and polishing wheels and Sone nwnnne nnn 202416878 Japan 716; Taiwan 425; China 18 spo ade =I ST oth oR aust Cia LEA ran Zimbabvee Boron material: Oxides and acids ——__ 199 12 154 China Si Japan 6; Australia 3. Comentnn nner WoW ag fet Sapun 600; France 18" Glaysrerude=TT722DIIIIIIIITT MR att gtd RRR SS oo ated aa ‘Ringdom 116i 
Gente orstrung...— carat TRS 1402611487 din 642 Began Seis feral 6! i ee 
Unsorted ----------- do... 12860 $18,056 300. India 718050; Ghana 51,967, ielgn-laixemboury 4.45, Feligpart n= RKB 2052 Inala RCO SHCIMEP TE SLS. Fertilizer materials Manafactared ‘Ammonia n-ne 19 1845) Japan 821 Pawan 208 Nitrogenous=—<27222TTTIT72 att ates Jaan Tae out Belo Luxembourg ado, USSR Hi 08 Phoopbatie = 5125 69085598 Netherland 704 Potassie = 2TTTTDDITITTITT2 ass ot] USERS Mot btgium. Lnemboury 1088 West Ger 
Unspecified and mixed -..____ 478,125 550821 45,608 West Gerfmany 170,482; Republic of ores 163,600, Norway 788 Fluowpar 408 681 inland 12: Indin 156 Japan 138 (Graphite, natural’ = 7777227777777 6 309 Bi Sela Th; Chin i; Hepubicot 

Magnsmcompounds: Magnesite S120) Chat; Japan SH Neterands 
Mica, allforms =. Py 121 9 Japan 52; China 20; India 20 
See footnotes at end of table.
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Table 3.—Thailand: Imports of selected mineral commoditiest —Continued 
(Metric tons unles otherwise specified) 

—_ Sources 1982 
Commodity 1981 92 Gane Other (principal) 

NONMETALS —Continued 

"piven pocuel e 2501 ahh 20 West Germany 97; Japan 296; india 
Precious and semipreciou stones other 
‘than diamond aa 

Netifocious ——— thousand carats. "76400 65,88 980 Mozambique 27,042; Australia 23,973 
Semiprecouy =" Thilgrams. "AR 811 2559402950 Burma 1487; Bra 9.250; Hong 

Synthetic -. thousnnd carta. 49488 T0406 27,227 Swtaeland 6014; Taiwan 7.20%, 
Saltand brine =.= MS 45168 5_—_—Ausaia 44800; United Kingdom 
Stone, sand and gravel: Dimension stone: Crude a ‘worked nnn 125 oayT) aly a5. Wort ne eee aos oe no Tray 55; China 52 

Ss Meentl all forms. 24220 L942 8518 Canada 1961; Singapore 8828, Saline site ee oo oes Gs Japan gas Tale, steatite, soapstone, pyTophylie —— —«ARMBE- «18.991 «12 China. 770; Republic of Korea 6,017 
‘MINERAL FUELS AND RELATED ‘MATERIALS, 

Carbon: Carbon black 22 6908 49088 Ching 258; Taiwan 1,060; Australia 
Coal, all grades including briquets — 92605 OTA 1.181 —_Auaralia 0: Indonesin 777 
Goke andsemicoke_____---------  S2RGB RIS China 34481; Japan 16680 Petroleum ‘Grade thousand 42-gallon barrels 0.002 46,789 Saudi Arabia 27,28; Malaysia 9,219; a gallon bar 5 a Mein Maes 

finery products ~ to i sis Ingapore 10,169; China 1,175; Saudi Hefintry producis Arabia 1,084 
"Revised Table prepared by Audrey D. Wilkes. 
Les than 1/2 unit May include other precious metals. 
“Ineludes 18 tons of nephelinesyenite in 1981 and 78 tons in 1982. 

COMMODITY REVIEW 

METALS before the concentrate was exported. Pro- 
. , duction at Song Toh Mine continued to Lead.—Mine production of lead has in- increase during the year but was to stabilize 

creased steadily during the last 5 years, and _a¢ 400,000 tons per year from 1984 onward. 
the five operating mines accounted for 0.5% ‘Tantalum and Columbium.—The Thai- 
of world output. Thailand’s lead output in Jand Tantalum Industry Co. Ltd's (TTIC) 
1983 ranked third in Asia after Japan and tantalum processing plant held a formal 
Tran. groundbreaking ceremony in June after 

By far the largest producer, accounting several reported false starts and a consider- 
for over 75% of production, was the Song able amount of site preparation conducted 
‘Toh Mine, currently owned and operated by during 1982. The plant, only the second of 
Kanchanaburi Exploration and Mining Co. its kind in the world, will process up to 
Ltd., a joint venture company of the Federal 2,000 tons per year of tin smelter slags and 
Republic of Germany and private Thai fam- tantalite and columbite concentrate into 
ily ownership. The mine is about 300 kilo- ferrotantalum, ferrocolumbium, tantalum 
meters northwest of Bangkok and 80 kilo- oxide, and columbium oxide. Construction 

meters from the Burmese border. was apparently progressing quickly, and 
Ore reserves of 4.5 million tons were the scheduled completion date was moved 

| proved after detailed exploration in 1974. forward into 1984. 
High and low silver-content concentrates of Tin slag production, and hence its tanta- 
lead were produced in 1988. Byproduct zinc lum and columbium content, was down with 
was also present in the concentrate, but it the corresponding drop in tin production in 
was undetermined if the zinc was separated 1983. All slag was exported, primarily to the
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United States. Columbite-tantalite concen- and publicized as the volume and signifi- 
trate and tantalum-bearing struverite out- cance affected the whole ITC buffer stock 
put increased spectacularly from the price and export control concept. In July, ITC 
induced slump of 1981 and 1982, The Thai increased the already high export quotas on 
Government was to prohibit slag exports its producing members to 39.6% in an effort, 
once the plant nears completion and pre- to reduce the large tin stock surplus, which 
sumably would license no other tantalum was having a depressing effect on prices. 
plants in order that TTIC can operate at full ‘The effect in Southeast Asia was to stimu- 
capacity. Despite the lower slag output, late an increase in the smuggling activity as 
‘Thailand remained the world’s largest pro. miners sought a market for their tin con- 
ducer of primary tantalum materials, ac- centrates. 
counting for nearly 25% of world output.* The volume of smuggled tin was in itself a 

Tin.—In response to continued low prices highly debated issue as a wide range of 
in the tin market and quotas imposed by the estimates was available depending on the 
International ‘Tin Council (ITC), Thailand's _ interests of the estimating party. For exam- 
production of tin fell significantly in ton- ple, DMR estimated 5,700 tons of tin worth 
nage, and in value, from $346 million in at least $55 million was smuggled out of 
1982 to $260 million in 1983. The biggest Thailand between October 1982 and April 
change came from the suction boats, from 1983. Considering the Southeast Asia area, 
which production has gone steadily down- it was clear that the smuggling problem had 
ward from 22,200 tons and 48% of concen- reached a volume that endangered the 
trate output in 1980 to 4,200 tons and 15% — smooth operations of the International Tin 
of output in 1983. The tonnage produced by Agreement, threatened to nullify the objec- 
the large offshore dredges has remained tives of the export controls, and certainly 
roughly constant since 1980, but its propor- prolonged the need for the expensive and 
tional share has climbed from 10.8% to disrupting controls. 
20.29% in the same period. Several attempts were made during the 

World tin industry prices remained low year to cut the illicit trade. Malaysia pro- 
because of the general economic recession posed greatly increased fines and jail sen- 
and heavy competitive pressure from alumi- tences. Requests to the Singapore Govern- 
num in the canning industry, which ac- ment to control imports of tin concentrate 
counted for nearly one-half of world tin were ineffective. Its only tin smelter was 
consumption. This lack of demand, even as privately owned and free to operate as long 
economic conditions began to improve, led as it continued to comply with existing 
to a surplus in available tin and hence the regulations. 
continuing price problems that are particu- Thailand, however, remained the main 

larly hurting the Thai mining industry. problem area with the police having a 
In April 1982, ITC instituted export con- difficult time controlling the offshore dredg- 

trols for tin producers that affected the ing operations in the Andaman Sea. Al- 
‘Thai industry in 1983 and were expected to though the number of suction boats operat- 
continue through 1984. The quotas imposed ing offshore dropped from 4,000 in 1979 to 
have been substantially lower than quarter- less than 800 in 1983, those that remained 
ly production, forcing the Ministry of Indus- were more sophisticated and efficient. 
try to create a stockpile fund to buy the ‘These technically unlicensed boats were 
surplus. Financing came from local banks given areas where they may operate, out of 
with interest being paid by the tin miners, the way of the big Government-sanctioned 
and the Offshore Mining Organization bear- seagoing dredges. They are required to sell 
ing the stockpiling costs. Initial purchases their output to a representative of the 
of $7.9 million rose to $30.4 million during Government and thereby pay the very high 
the first quarter of 1983 when Thailand’s royalty. The royalty is by far the highest in 
export quota was 4,774 tons. Despite the -Southeast Asia and therefore fostered a 
quotas, restrictions, and stockpiles, the strong incentive to the miners to move the 
world surplus was reportedly over 80,000 concentrate down the coast to Malaysia or 
tons in 1983. A major reason for the differ- Singapore and keep the increased profits 
ence between the planned production and themselves. Articles in the Thai press have 
actual production was the tin smuggled and _ stated that some of the smuggling was done 
sold outside of export quotas. with collusion of Government officials or 

‘The tin smuggling in Thailand, long a _police.* 
local issue, has become far more important Despite the allegations of corruption and
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political favoritism, the Thai law enforce- deposits was continuing. Begun late in 1982, 
ment officials have made progress in curb- the survey was testing the 30- to 45-meter- 
ing the illicit trade. In the first 7 months of deep waters between Phuket and the Bur- 
1983, over 400 tons of concentrate was ma border. A 1980-82 reconnaissance of the 
seized, compared with 323 tons in 1982. A area revealed tin values ranging from 0.19 
major crackdown on smuggling was sched- to 2.0 kilograms per cubic meter of allu- 
uled for November 1983 when the monsoon _vium. Values averaging over 0.30 kilogram, 
season ends and offshore dredging begins if in sufficient tonnage, would probably be 
again. In addition to the increased enforce- economically exploitable in that depth of 
ment efforts, several changes in the tin water. 
mining regulations were proposed or adopt- _Zine.—Construction of the 60,000-ton-per- 
ed to help discourage smuggling. One major year zinc smelter at Tak continued smooth- 
proposal was to allow miners to store up to ly. The plant was begun in 1982 and sched- 
twice their tin quotas as opposed to the uled for completion in October 1984. High- 

current law, which prohibited any stockpile grade zinc silicate ores were to be mined 
in excess of the legal quota. The Ministry of and concentrated at Mae Sot, 80 kilometers 
Industry announced that royalties now west of Tak. a ys 
would be collected when ore is exported or Other Metals.—The DMR has identified a 
sold, not while it was in storage. Previously, Significant amount of monazite in a survey 
the royalty had to be paid as the concen- Of tin tailing dumps in Phuket and Phang- 
trate was transported from the mine work- nga in the south. The tailing dumps in the ings. In what was a vigorously debated central and northern Provinces were to be 
Political issue, the Government cut the tin Surveyed during 1984. A pilot plant for the royalty rate by about 25%. The new sliding extraction of thorium from monazite was 
scale rate per kilogram of tin was reduced Planned by the Government." 
to $2.47 to $2.63 from the previous rate of 
$3.25 to $3.40. The reduction, while substan- WONMETALS: 
tial, still leaves Thailand with the highest Cement.—Siam Cement Co. completed 
royalty rate in Southeast Asia.” construction of its 180-kilometer-long gas 

In an effort to help stabilize the industry pipeline early in the year, but, except for 
and develop new markets, Thailand, Malay- testing of the line, no gas was available 
sia, and Indonesia signed an agreement until late in the year. After gas output from 
organizing the Association of Tin Producing Erawan Gasfield increased, and Baanpot 
Countries (ATPC) on June 17. The agree- Gasfield came on-line, Siam Cement was 
ment came after 18 months of discussion on allocated 20 million cubic feet per day, 
the voting procedures and price influencing about one-half of its initial needs. Plans 
mechanisms. In July, Bolivia, Nigeria, and were to eventually use 90 million cubic feet 
Zaire also joined ATPC. The six members per day in the operation of its two cement 
account for over 92% of world tin produc- plants and ancillary equipment. The compa- 
tion. The first meeting was held in Bangkok ny will realize very little saving on the $56 
in August. It was decided that the perma- million cost of the pipeline until a substan- 
nent headquarters of ATPC would be hous- tially larger gas flow is allowed. Production 
ed in the new Kuala Lumpur Commodity of cement in Thailand continued to climb 
Exchange in Malaysia. for the fifth consecutive year as market 

The search for additional reserves of tin conditions improved and all of the new 
continued during the year. The Thai Cabi- capacity was available for production. 
net approved a proposal for the DMR to Fertilizer _ Materials.—Nitrogenous.—A 
begin an offshore survey in the eastern Gulf _ prequalification tender for the construction 
of Thailand. The program was to cover an of a $770 million fertilizer complex was 
8,110-square-kilometer area off the coast of issued by the National Fertilizer Corp. 
Chanthaburi, Rayong, and Trat Provinces (NFC) in September, with an October 31 
southeast of Bangkok. Traces of tin and closing date. Over 90 companies reportedly 
sapphire were reported from parts of the showed interest in the project. Foster 
area. When the survey is completed, the Wheeler International Corp. had already 
Government will ask the private sector to been appointed by NFC as management 
do the detailed evaluation and development consultant for the project, and was initially 

of any commercial deposits. to be responsible for screening prequalifica- 
On the west coast, the detailed survey of tion bids. The original intention was to 

the 2,200 square kilometers of deepwater award the contracts in three individual
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packages of roughly comparable value. potential developers. 
However, since some of the contractors  Gypsum.—Gypsum production leveled 
formed consortia to bid on the entire com- out after rising more than 2-1/2 times 
plex, it is possible that the contract would _ between 1978 and #982. Exports continued a 
go as one package, NFC requested an attrac- dramatic climb and increased more than 
tive financial arrangement to back the proj- threefold from 1980 through 1983 when 
ect, and the bidder offering the best terms shipments reached 470,000 tons. Since 1976, 
would have a distinct advantage.” the number of mines has nearly doubled to 

The long-delayed construction of the 13 and installed capacity rose to 1.5 million 
plant was planned to start in late 1984. The tons. DMR was forecasting greatly increas- 
project would require the largest invest- ed exports to Indonesia as Thai export 
ment in Thailand to date in a single indus- prices and quality were considered very 
trial complex. It would consist of a complex competitive. 
capable of producing ammonia, urea, sul- _ The Government was actively encourag- 
furic and phosphoric acids, and monoammo- ing the private sector producers to open 
nium phosphate, diammonium phosphate, new mines, and to expand and improve 
and nitrogen-phosphate-potassium fertiliz. their existing capacities. Shachart Setha- 
ers. Domestic natural gas and imported kit Co. Ltd., which mines gypsum in Na- 
potash and phosphate rock would be used as. khon Sawan Province, planned to install 
feedstock. Thai authorities hoped that do- improved equipment to increase production 
mestic potash would be able to replace the from 20,000 tons per month to 30,000 to 
imported material within a few years of 40,000 tons per month. The company’s eight 
startup. Thai phosphate rock reserves are mining leases cover 897 acres with a report- 
not large, but DMR was searching for re- 4 100 million tons of reserves. Compa- 
serves suitable for at least part of the nies were striving to control prices by lower- 
phosphate requirement. The plant will be ing mining costs through the introduction 
designed to furnish about 80% of the coun- fmodernminingequipment. 
try’s projected fertilizer demand for 1992. Salt.—The long-planned Association of 
‘Potash. -Late in 1982, a consortium of Southeast Asian Nations (ASEAN) rock salt 
AngloFrench companies chosen by DMR and soda ash project was indefinitely sus- 
began to conduct a feasibility study for Pended by Thailand, the host country for 
carnallite (KMgCl*6H,0) exploitation at the ASEAN-approved industry. The halt 
Bamnet Narong in Chaiyaphum Province. ame after 6 years of planning, negotia- 
‘The study involved sinking a 750-meter tions, and compromises among the ASEAN 
inclined shaft and a small pilot plant benefi- members. The stoppage came ostensibly Ciation operation of 76,000 tons per year because its foreign partners had not shown 

capacity. any real intention of helping to implement 
Construction of the shaft had progressed the project. 7 for 285 meters when a heavy inflow of water. © more realistic appraisal indicated that 

was struck at the 60-meter level. An at- there ‘were just too: many problems involved Tompt was underway to seal off and grout i the $370 million project for it to be a 
the water, horison. ‘Hydrologists ‘were S¥Cce88. For the mine to be economically 
searching for the source and extent of the Viable, it would have to have an annual water at yearend. Trial production was to Production of about three times the soda 
begin in late 1983 but was rescheduled &h plant requirement. There was no ready 
tentatively for late 1984. market for that much excess salt, and 

‘The trial mining was to test a 1Smeter 'Ansportation costs would make it non- 
thick horizon containing reserves of 240 Competitive on the export market. The pos- Rillon tone of cornellite seeresing Lage sibility of linking salt extraction with devel- 
K.0 equivalent. The pilot plant operation 9Pment of a potash mine has not been dis 
was to determine the technical and econom-  ™S°*- 
ic feasibility of extracting potash from car- 
nallite. If successful, this would be the only MINERAL FUELS 
active carnallite exploitation in a market Coal and Lignite—The Electricity Gen- 
economy country. erating Authority of Thailand (EGAT), the 

Mining of the higher grade but less exten- Government-owned power company, has 
sive deposits of sylvite on the Khorat Pla- been studying ways that the country can 
teau remained in the planning stage after reduce its dependency on imported petrole- 
years of negotiations with several groups of um to generate electric power. One of the
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most promising methods currently under or systems totaling 5,500 meters, and a 
development was a massive program to in- crawler-mounted spreader with a length of 
crease the use of domestic lignite resources 95 meters. Commissioning of the new equip- 
to the maximum extent possible. ment was scheduled for yearend 1984. 

Several projects were underway during EGAT planned to spend over $190 million 
the year. The most basic was a nationwide on the current Mae Moh expansion project. 
evaluation of lignite reserves begun in 1982 Petroleum and Natural Gas.—Explora- 
and continuing through 1983. Preliminary tion activity continued in Thailand de- 
reports indicate mixed results of the explo- spite disputes between the foreign oil com- 
ration effort. New reserves were reported in panies and the Thai Government. Eleven 
Lamphun, Lampang, Phetburi, Chiang Mai, wells were drilled offshore during the year, 
Loei, and Krabi Provinces. At least 38 bringing the overall offshore count to 118 
million tons of new reserves were estimated wells. Of these, 59 struck natural gas and 
in Krabi Province to a depth not exceeding condensate, 5 produced natural gas and 
250 meters. Additional resources below that crude oil, and 2 produced crude oil alone. 
depth were also indicated. A second stage of The only company drilling offshore at year- 
exploration was begun late in the year with end was Union Oil Co. of Thailand working 
financial assistance of the Australian Gov- in its block 12 concession in the Gulf of 
ernment. Considerable reserves of minable ‘Thailand. 
lignite would be necessary at a new site to _ Exploration on the part of Texas Pacific 
Justify construction of a large-scale mine (Thailand) Inc. (TP) was hampered by a 
and power generating facilities. dispute over sale of its large reserve in 

One of the new small deposits will proba- B-structure Gasfield. TP claimed it had the 
bly be developed for nonpower use, howev- right to export the gas if no price agreement 
er. The Board of Investment (BOI) has could be reached on the domestic sale of its 
granted approval for the Asia Lignite Co. gas. After protracted negotiations, the Pe- 
Ltd. to mine lignite and subbituminous coal troleum Authority of Thailand (PTT) re- 
at Nongyaplong, Phetburi Province, about portedly offered TP two options. It would 
120 kilometers southwest of Bangkok, The purchase the natural gas from TP at the 
1.4million-ton reserve would be used as fuel same price paid to Union, or set up a joint 
in nearby cement production. Approval by _ venture in TP concessions. PTT, in addition, 
BOI does not necessarily assure that the was also considering the outright purchase 
mine will be built or the financing arrange- of the field if the price was right. 
ments for the investment are completed.'? Another factor that held up additional 

The Mae Moh complex in Lampang Prov- exploration was the territorial disputes be- 
ince was the largest lignite mine in the _ tween Malaysia and Thailand, and Vietnam 
country. Currently producing more than 1.2 and Thailand. A 1.4-million-acre section of 
million tons per year, the mine supplies a blocks 16, 17, and 18 was claimed by both 
pithead thermal plant containing three Thailand and Malaysia. The two countries 
75,000-kilowatt turbogenerators. have been trying to work out an agreement 

A large expansion was underway in since April 1980. Negotiations have pro- 
which four 150,000-kilowatt units were gressed with glacial slowness, However, a 
being added. Unit No. 4, the first 150,000- draft agreement for the joint development 
kilowatt turbogenerator, was nearing com- of this highly promising area was believed 
pletion and may have been tested by year- to be ready for submission to the legislation 
end. Units No. 5 through 7 were scheduled of each country in early 1984. 
for completion in 1984 but their completion Compounding the joint-area border de- 
may have slipped somewhat. marcation was a claim by Vietnam that the 

Lignite mining was being expanded in eastern edge of some of the Thai blocks 
support of the new demands. Over 12 mil- encroach on its territorial waters. Vietnam 
lion cubic meters of overburden were re- was reported to be willing to settle the 
moved last fiscal year, and a large increase dispute through negotiations and in con- was scheduled for fiscal year 1983. Lignite formity with international law. Triton En- 
Production was to increase to more than 2.3. ergy Corp. and TP, which hold the conces- 
million tons in 1984 to feed the new power _ sions in those blocks, cannot do exploration 
units. Reportedly, a contract for new over- work there until at least the Malaysian 
burden stripping equipment was awarded to _ problem is settled. 
a West German firm at yearend. Included Natural gas production from the offshore 
in the contract were five movable convey- Erawan Gasfield continued to be a very
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controversial issue. Gas in the field turned _if no new discoveries are made, production 
out to occur in small pockets rather than in is scheduled to increase by about 100 mil- 
a continuous reservoir. As a result, produc- lion cubic feet per day each year for 5 or 6 
tion has never been what was originally more years. Production will be sufficient to 
planned, and Union already has had to drill substitute for a sizable quantity of expen- 
60% more wells than expected to maintain sive imported petroleum, and support a 
a lower level of production than planned. —_ planned fertilizer and petrochemical com- 

By yearend, production from Erawan plex in Rayong Province. 
reached 159 million cubic feet per day, well Onshore activity in 1983 was highlighted 
short of the guaranteed 250 million cubic by Shell Exploration and Production Co. 
feet per day. The shortfall caused disputes Ltd.'s startup of crude oil production at the 
between the company and Thai Govern- Sirikit Oilfield in Kamphaeng Phet Prov- 
ment agencies. First, PTT applied a 20% ince. Initial flow from this, Thailand’s first 
penalty on the purchase price paid to Union commercial oilfield, was 5,000 barrels per 
for not delivering the contracted amount of day. Production increased to over 9,000 
gas. The 250-million-cubic-feet-per-day pro- barrels per day at yearend as additional 
duction contract was based on a formula wells were completed. 
dependent on the proved reserves in the The $320 million gas separation plant 
gasfield. In an effort to resolve the matter, being built southeast of Bangkok where the 
Union commissioned a new study by a offshore pipeline comes ashore was behind 
consultant that showed reserves at only 628 schedule and was expected to be completed 
billion cubic feet, compared with the origi- in 1985 instead of early 1984 as originally 
nal estimate of 1,580 billion cubic feet. The planned. The first-stage construction was to 
lower estimate would lower Union's con- separate 350 million cubic feet per day of 
tract obligation to 130 million cubic feet per natural gas into ethane, propane, and the 
day. In December, the Thai Government heavier hydrocarbons. These were to be 
accepted the new estimate, retroactive to used as feedstock for downstream petro- 
July 23, 1988, the day the new estimate was chemical projects. One of these, the low- 
received. Penalties assessed to that date density polyethylene plant, was reportedly 
were not reimbursed. completed and operating on imported feed- 

In an effort to increase production as stock until the olefin plant comes on- 
quickly as possible, Union initiated develop- stream." 
ment of its second gasfield well ahead of its Onshore exploration continued at a rela- 
original plans. Named the Baanpot Gasfield tively brisk pace. Thai Shell spudded at 
(also spelled Banphot), it is 24 kilometers least 21 wells and completed 9,400 line- 
southeast of Erawan Gasfield, and has re- kilometers of seismic survey. Esso Explora- 
serves of 470 billion cubic feet. Production tion and Production Khorat Inc. spudded 
began on October 31 at 14 million cubic feet two wells and conducted nearly 7,800 line- 
per day of gas and 400 barrels per day of kilometers of seismic survey. Esso Udon 
condensate. This was to be increased to over Corp. also drilled two wells and ran 3,325 
30 million cubic feet per day by mid-1984. line-kilometers of seismic survey. Phillips 
Development of two more fields was pro- Petroleum International completed 4,046 

gressing well. Satun Gasfield, with reserves _line-kilometers of seismic work but had not 
of 658 billion cubic feet is just east of begun its drilling program at yearend. 
Erawan. Platong Gasfield, with reserves of Several of the new wells were believed to 
376 billion cubic feet, is north of Erawan have struck oil or natural gas but more 
and 40 kilometers from the main pipeline. work would be needed to determine if any of 
Eight of eleven production platforms for the wells were commercially viable. Much 
these two fields were in place by yearend. of the exploration was in remote and formi- 
Production from them was scheduled to be- dable terrain. As such, a fairly large flow of 
gin in early 1985, oil would be needed to justify development 

As events now stand, the offshore natural of any discoveries in northeast concession 
gas situation is not as pessimistic as some blocks. Large reserves of natural gas would 
‘Thai press reports would have it. Some form be necessary to justify development. 
of agreement will probably be reached with ‘The Thai Oil Refinery Co. Ltd. planned to 
TP. Despite the revised reserves situation expand its Sri Racha refinery for the past 
and pricing negotiations, Thailand has be- several years. In the 1983 plan, the expan- 
gun to feel the economic benefits of the sion was to consist of a new high-vacuum 
offshore exploration and development. Even distillation unit, a hydrocracker and ancil-
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lary units, and comprehensive environ-  sortia were standing by to make counter 
mental control equipment. The project offers if the British-French group's new 
would rearrange the refinery product mix offers were unacceptable to the Ministry of 
and increase the overall throughput capaci- Industry. 
ty from 65,000 to 100,000 barrels per day at 
a cost of over $600 million. ‘Physical scientist, Division of Foreign Data 
Negotiations were underway all year, yarbahiqh to Us dallarsat the ate of 1510~ USS1 0. 

with the total cost and financing arrange: "Mire tons 22046 pound are aod throughout thi 
ments being the major problem. Engineer- °° eee Fae eae eee gra tbe bya British. yqeeanQlping Industry Association, Bll No, 82, Nox 
French consortium of Davy Internation- "US. Embassy, Bangkok, Thailand State Dep, Telegram 
al Projects Ltd., Compagnie Francaise “{' Bilas, Manila, Philippines. State De. Telegram 
@'Etudes et de Construction Technip, and 17769, Ape i964 : Prchane SA. “Bangkok MATICHON in Thai. Dee. 8, 1988, p.4 

a : *Metal Bulletin, No 6319, Sept 9, 1985p. 
In December, in an effort to gain more ‘Mining Magazine. V. 150, No. 2, Feb. 1984, p. 127. 

favorable financing and an overall reduc- ‘Chemical Industry News. V. 18, No. 11, Nov. 1989, 
tion of the price, a Thai official stated that” iofnqustrial Minerals, No. 198, Oct. 1988, p. 58. 
new bids would be called for the expansion "Business Times (Kuala Lumpur) Feb. 11, 1984 pp. 1, 
project. At yearend, the issues were far “ne pangkok Post. Feb. 19, 1984, p.7. 
from settled. French and British financial "Mining Journal (London). V: 802, No, 7742 Jan. 6 
organizations were revising their old pro- "i iness Times (Kuala Lumpur) uly 16,1983, 20. 
posals and several other international con- .



The Mineral Industry of 
Tunisia 

By Kevin Connor* 

The most pronounced change in the Tuni- insure Tunisia’s energy self-sufficiency and 
sian mineral industry for 1983 was the 41% _ role as a net exporter of petroleum through- 
increase in phosphate rock production, a out the remainder of the decade. Because of 
result of modernization and expansion work _ the recessional conditions in the petroleum 

carried out in the phosphate mining and sector over the past 3 years, the $500 mil- 
fertilizer processing industries. Subsequent lion expansion project at the Bizerte oil 
fertilizer output increased a substantial refinery was postponed. However, comple- 
18%, as Industries Chimiques Maghrebines _ tion of the Transmediterranean (Transmed) 
started up its third manufacturing plant at _ gas pipeline carrying natural gas from Alge- 
Gabés in December 1982. The crude petrole- ria to Italy across northern Tunisia and 
um sector, with a registered increase in initiation of a petroleum products storage 

production of 8.6% over 1982 figures,? also and blending facility at La Skhira were just 
exhibited signs of growth during the year. two of a number of projects for the year that 
Owing to intensification of exploration ef- reflected a continuing strong Government 
forts over the previous few years, as wit- commitment to the country’s oil and gas 
nessed by over two dozen companies active- industry. As in previous recent years, crude 
ly drilling onshore and offshore during petroleum export trade was Tunisia’s larg- 
1983, new modest size oil and gas fields est foreign exchange earner with a total net 
continue to be discovered, which should revenue of $940 million for 1983. 

PRODUCTION AND TRADE 

Mineral production and trade volumes _ in production and export levels. Stockpiling 
increased overall for the year, and net of phosphate rock also increased dramati- 
revenues from the export trade improved cally. 
12% over those of 1982. The crude petrole- As in previous years, Tunisia’s major 
um and phosphate industries, which repre- export was petroleum; principal recipients 
sented over 95% of Tunisia’s mineral export were the United States and Italy. Tourism 
trade, were the major reasons for improve- receipts was a strong second, textile manu- 
ment in the sector, not only because of facturing was third, and phosphate rock, 
increased volumes traded but also owing to chemical fertilizers, and other minerals 
the increased strength of the dollar, the were fourth with receipts of approximately 
currency in which both Tunisian petroleum $250 million. Fertilizer products were trad- 
and phosphate products are traded. Crude ed to traditional markets in Western Eu- 
petroleum export volumes increased by rope, the Middle East, and northern Africa. 
approximately 10%. Exports of rock phos- Even though mineral commodity prices 
phate were up 6% and chemical fertilizer were depressed throughout the year, there 
exports increased 16% over 1982 figures. was a general upswing in the volumes 
Domestic use of fertilizer by Tunisian farm- traded and some improvement in prices the 
ers increased 19% over the year, making up _ second half of the year. 
some of the difference between the growth Except for crude oil and phosphates, the 
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other mineral sectors experienced a third slightly, 2.4% to 34,013 tons. Production of 
year of declining production and trade. Iron lead concentrate at 7,990 tons and zine 
ore production was up 14.9%, but 1982 concentrate at 13,700 tons was down 11.2% 
production had been artificially depressed and 8.7%, respectively. Output of barite and 
because the steel plant at Bizerte was shut sea salt was also down 34% and 29%, re- 
down 3 months for maintenance, so that the spectively. Depletion of economical deposits 
1983 production level was still 20% less and antiquated equipment were cited as the 
than 1981 output. Fluorspar output was up major reasons for the decline. 

Table 1.—Tunisia: Production of mineral commodities! 
(Miri tons unless otherwise specified) 

Commodi? ivi 1980 188 13a 1088 

METALS 
Iron and stec Tron ore and concentrate, gross weight vhousand tons. 94 389 396 26 one 

Metal: Pigiron 0... do 150 181 10 T8100 150 
Lead ‘Steel, crude -_--___-------do_--- 176, 18 118 Feo 165, 

“fine output, metal content 10,021 8310 5,661 4,988 4.700 

Metal: 
Prine wists veenn esse 16,163 19,195 17,530 15,820 710,398 Seoondary® =~ ~277 77772222 =2e ‘00 ‘00 ‘500 500 500 

Total ---.--------------16763.~=~=«OT9S_—=SC«*OD.SSNS BDL 
Silver, primary__~~~ thousand troy ounces. 21 235 34 15 300 
Zine, mine oulpud,meial content === 806787) TABOR 88 

NONMETALS 
Barite 908K] RRRT. aA aN HO 
Cement, hydraulic. ‘thousand tons. 1,383 1,780 2,020 2,000 2,500 Gays, construction ——~~~—~7 sven do. 90 ‘00 ‘52 #350 1350 
Fluorspar, chemical- and metallurgical-grade_ 33,808 39,451 34,844 33,209 934,013 Gypum cnn neneens eee enon «6ON—THOOD = TROND = THON) BLOOD 
Lime _ ______________~- thousand tons__ “430 529, “466 F465, 3580 Phosphate rock;grosswelghi-_--—- do IBA 488244103 5.924 Salemarine owned 400 “37 61 21 ‘300 
MINERAL FUELS AND RELATED MATERIALS 
Gas, natural: 

Gros” _________milon cubic feet. 28.000 28000-28000» 28000 30,000, pligeketed -2202TIITIEIE aa ives’ = atop Tages 1,000 
Crude. thousand 42gallon barrels. 42.679 __—48,100__—4.600_—a9.aM_——a2.10 
Refinery product: Gasding n= -------eaa--donn. 12 1085 1301 1498 1.500 Kerosine -===-~ 777222777 Tae. i 158d Taster 2300 Disiliatefieiafi --722-—~7“do-- 66 Sought S00 Residual fueloll -—-~~7~~--—do=7- zoe gg) Ss BB 200 Others a5. 9-22 saad 58 328 ‘aud is 500 ‘Refinery fuel end losses ~~~ ~“do-~ 150 52 1396 it 20 

Whe ess Stas 1037108611251 ——«0887 «12,800 
‘Estimated. "Preliminary. "Revised. fable includes data available through June 14,1964 
In addition to the commodities listed, a variety of crude construction materials (common slays, sand and gravel, and stone) le produced, but output isnot reported, ad avalabie Information inadequate to rake reliable estimates of ‘output level. 
“Reported figure. 
‘From domestic and imported ores. 

COMMODITY REVIEW 

METALS nance shutdown at the Fouladh steel plant 
___ near Bizerte. Production of crude steel was 

Iron and Steel.—The steel sector regis- up 50%, with wire rod up 13% to 24,800 tons. 
tered a substantial increase in 1983 over the and rolled steel down 1% to 161,400 tons. 
previous year’s production, but only owing When compared with 1981’s uninterrupted 
to the previous year’s artificially depressed production figures, the 1983 results were 
conditions caused by the 3 month mainte- down 7.3% for steel, up 2.5% for wire rod,
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and down 1% for rolled steel. turnkey contract, was done by Kawasaki 
‘The World Bank approved a $16.8 million Heavy Industries of Japan. Polysius Ltd 

Joan agreement in June with the Tunisian finalized a contract late in the year with 
Government for expanding and moderniz- Société des Ciments de Jebel Oust for in- 
ing the iron and steel foundry at Megrine stalling a cement production line at the 
Raidh, just outside the capital city of Tunis. existing Bir M’Cherga plant. The work for 
Completion of the project as planned would the 3,300-ton-per-day line was to include a 
approximately double the foundry's casting _precalciner kiln, raw material ball mill, two 
‘capacity to 7,500 tons per year. The planned closed-circuit finishing mills, and a labora- 
expansion reflected the Government's con- tory automation unit. 
tinuing commitment to industrialize the Fertilizer Materials.—In spite of the con- 
economy to meet domestic demand, as well tinued depressed state of the world fertilizer 
as developing an iron and steel products industry during the year, Tunisia increased 
exporting capacity. Kléckner-Humboldt- phosphate production substantially. The 
Deutz AG of the Federal Republic of Ger- downstream conversion fertilizer industries 
PAA: re selected to provide technical utilized the majority of the increased pro- 
assistance and training for the project. Fi- duction, with only a slight increase in phos- 
nancing was to be provided by three joint phate rock exports registered. As in previ- 
venture banks, TunisoSaudi Investment ous years, two major government parastat- 
and Development Corp., Tuniso-Kuwaiti De- als were in charge of the phosphate sector: 
velopment Bank, and by the Arab Min- Le Groupe Chimique Tunisien controlled 
ing Co./Arab Industrial Development and coordinated a string of companies op- 
Co./Islamic Development Bank, which to- erating at Sfax and Gabés that chemically 
gether were expected to contribute $12.1 transform the phosphate rock into various 
million in share capital. Total financial grades of fertilizer; and Compagnie des 
commitments to the project were $54.1 mil- Phosphates de Gafsa (CPG), the agency 

lion. responsible for all mining related activities, 
continued with plans to develop open pit 

NONMETALS operations in both the Gafsa Basin and Sra 
Cement.—The cement industry realized Quertane in northwest Tunisia. During the 

considerable growth during the year as year, CPG moved its headquarters office 
technical problems were solved at two from Tunis to Metlaoui. CPG has been 
plants, and the country’s fifth portland allocated $125 million’ in the Sixth Develop- 
cement plant came on-stream. Output of ment Plan period to modernize old mines 
calcined lime was up 25%. Production of and develop new ones. In 1983, there were 
portland cement was up 25%, and the eight phosphate mines operational in Tuni- 
portland cement capacity of the country sia, with seven of these mines located in the 
was increased to 3.73 million tons with the Gafsa Basin. Le Groupe Chimique Tunisien 
fifth plant startup. The projection for 1984 was to expend $380 million for constructing 
cement production was over 3 million tons, new chemical conversion plants and sup- 
while the projected domestic consumption Port facilities during the current 5-year 
was just under 3 million tons. Subject tothe Plan, and $75 million for maintenance of 
validity of these predictions, 1984 may be existing fertilizer plants.* 
‘Tunisia’s first year without cement imports _In February, Engrais de Gabés, one of the 
and a surplus of cement stocks for possible _ five fertilizer companies of Le Groupe Chi- 
export. mique Tunisien, selected Tecplant Ingest of 

Work continued throughout 1983 on So- Spain and Technipetrol of Italy to build its 
ciété Tunisienne de Ciment Blanc’s 100,000. new diammonium phosphate (DAP), nitro- 
ton-per-year white cement plant. No major _gen-phosphorous-potassium (NPK) complex. 
delays were encountered in the construc- ‘The contract, which was valued at $35 
tion schedule, and startup of the facility million, was signed by the involved parties 
was still planned for the spring of 1984. on March 4, 1983. Construction on the 
Société des Ciments Tunisiens’ I-million- project began before the end of March with 
ton-per-year cement plant at Jebel Oust work on chemicel conversion units to pro- 
near Aghovan: started limited production duce 1,200 tons per day of DAP or 1,500 tons 
operations late in 1988. Société de Indus- per day of NPK. The ammonium nitrate 
tries Cimentieres du Centre began trial _ unit was to be built utilizing the Espindesa 
operations during midyear at its new 1- process. Other new facilities were to in- 
million-ton-per-year plant at Enfida. The clude a 25,000-ton ammonia and 40,000-ton 
construction of this plant, which was a finished-product storage building. Con-
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struction of the complex, which was near quadrupling to almost 200 million cubic feet 
the existing monoammonium phosphate per day by 1990. If the development of the 
unit at Gabés, was scheduled to take 27 to new Franig Oil and Gas Field goes accord- 
30 months to complete. ing to plan, natural gas available for con- 

In September, the Tunisian Government sumption could double by mid-1985, This 
and CPG secured a $14 million World Bank would keep pace with the projected de- 
loan for a technical assistance project val- mands. 
ued at $21.5 million. The project was de- —_In May 1983, the Governments of Tunisia, signed to evaluate a number of areas in- Algeria, and Italy officially inaugurated the cluding the following: consultant services to ‘Transmed gas pipeline linking Algeria and 
review CPG’s organization and manage- Italy. Transit fees payable to the Tunisian ment and establish a better cost control Government, in natural gas or monetary system, review the agency's existing under- exchange, were set at 5.25% for volumes 
ground mining operations, review spare- under 700 billion cubic feet per year, in- parts and personnel administration systems creasing to 6.75% for any additional vol. 
and introduce computer processing to both, umes over that figure. Gas quotas deliver- train maintenance staff, carry out feasibili- able to Tunisia agreed upon were 4.9 billion 
ty studies on new mines and the rehabili- cubic feet in 1983, 12.7 billion cubic feet in 
tation of existing beneficiation plants, and 1984, 16.7 billion cubic feet in 1985, and 23.3. 
carry out studies and implement plans for billion cubic feet in 1986. At 1983 gas prices, 
expansion of the Ker Eschfair Mine. Also to these volumes represented transit fees of 
be included were consultant services and 21.4 million in 1983, rising to $102 million laboratory equipment for evaluating three in 1986. 
potash deposits in the country. Also during —_Petroleum.—In 1983, Tunisia was able 
the year, Jacobs Engineering Co. of the to export approximately one-half of its 
United States began the first phase of a 115,000-barrel-per-day oil production. De- multimillion-dollar project to evaluate the spite lower oil prices, the commodity re. 
development potential of phosphate re- mained the country’s principal source of 
serves of the Sra Quertane area. foreign exchange. Total crude oil production 

In November, it was announced that So- volume for 1983 was 8.6% above the 1982 ciété Industrielle d’Acide Phosphorique otal. ‘The increase was mainly due to mod- 
et d'Engrais (SIAPE) had invited three est production increases in the El Borma 
companiesSpie Batignolles/Heurtey of Field production, and the new Tazarka 

+ France, Sim-Chem of the United Kingdom, offshore field, which went into production 
and Hitachi/Mitsubishi of Japan—to com- tate in 1982. El Borma, the oldest producing 
pete for a contract to build the sulfuric and field in Tunisia, continued to surprise the phosphoric acid facilities planned for Le Gxperts with its increasing yields, and 
Skhira. The plants, which would utilize accounted for two-thirds of the country’s 
Gafsa Basin phosphate rock as feedstock, total production for the year. Tazarka was 
were planned as two 1,750-ton-per-day sul- responsible for over 4 million barrels of the 
furic acid units, two 550-ton-per-day Phos country’s petroleum production in 1983, 
POO on bette cd 2 unit to Produce which more than accounted for the year's imo tons per day of superphosphoric ae leq Tesistered increase. In 1982, petroleum pro- 

we conbesct ‘eae expected. fo be: aural duction from the Ashtart offshore facilities, 
sarly in 1984 Tunisia’s second largest field, declined 18% 

below that of 1981, to approximately 12 
SONERALPUELS million barrels. There was a further 10% 

Natural Gas.—Marketed natural gas pro- decline in 1983, which reduced the yearly 
duction in 1983 was approximately equal to total production for the field to under 11 
that of 1982 at about 43 million cubic feet million barrels. Technical problems have 
per day. Along with the royalty gas from been the principal factors causing the de- 
the Transmed pipeline, the consumptive cline in production, with difficult operating 
needs of the country were satisfied by the conditions having caused high failure rates 
nation’s domestic production. The Trans- for pumping equipment. Also, faulty equip- 
med pipeline, which was constructed over ment delayed the initiation of gas-ifting 
the past 4 years, runs through the northern and collecting operations that were origi- 
part of Tunisia connecting the gasfields of nally scheduled to begin early in the year. 
Algeria with Italy. Government officials New and improved equipment replace- 
expected domestic demand to continue to ments, along with the installation of a 
increase rapidly, with consumption of gas second production platform during 1983,
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were expected to increase the field’s output state oil company Enterprise Tunisienne 
almost 20% by 1985. Production from Tuni- des Activities Petroliers (ETAP) with 55% 
sia’s other mature fields, El Italyem, El interest, KUFPEC with 30% interest, and 
Douleb Tamesmida, and Chouech Fields, France's Elf Aquitaine with the remaining 
fluctuated throughout 1983 but in general 15%. The second area, South Kairouan, has 
declined. These three fields combined only an area of almost 4,000 square kilometers, 
accounted for roughly 5% of the country’s and the venture participants are ETAP 
total production. (55%) and KUFPEC (45%). KUFPEC was to 

Tt was forecast that domestic petroleum _ be the operator for both permits. This would 
demand levels would equal crude produc- be the first time the company, which is a tion rates sometime carly in the 1990's. The subsidiary of the Kuwait Petroleum Corp, forecast was based on 1983 petroleum pro- had undertaken an operator role in its duction and domestic consumption levels; history of exploration ventures. The agree- the Government's projected growth rates ment provided for an initial period of explo- 
for these two sectors—a leveling off in ration of 4 years; renewable for two further 

annual production and a 10% annual in- periods of 4 years each. Contract obligations 
conn a carga and the eee called = a si of foe wilde cals 

r finding and developing new fields. In in each area during the initial lease period. 
light of this forecast, an ambitious program Jn the event of a commercial find, there was 

of indigena peeoienm Svlostin sae a provision for a 15% royalty and a sliding- 
ued in 1983, with several exploration and scale tax rate ranging from a minimum of 
ane pene pens serge to va 60% and a maximum oe depending on 
e , European, and Persian Gulf the production rate. Besides these latest petroleum firms. In the first half of the aquisitions in Tunisia, KUFPEC olso hed 

year, oe hed Golateten Thefeueis exploration ventures in Angola, Australia, Sarg. Awarded, all to U.S. firms. The Franig Congo, Egypt, Indonesia, Italy, ‘Oman, Su- ilfield was awarded to moco Oil Co, dan, Tanzania, and Turkey. the Hajeb-Guebiba Field to Houston Oil and “In December, the US. firm Pennzoil Co. ane outlast mem, ho Sr . e ti ee vith t) fields looked promising and should have a ‘Tunisian Government fee the Didon and 
significant impact on the nation’s oil pro- lyssa concessions in the southern part of 
duction by 1985. In September 1983, the the Gulf of Gabas. The agreement called for 
Srpneh company Gciete Nationale Ef Aa- the drilling of three exploratory wells with- 
Uutaine announced an oil discovery in the in the 1984-86 period. Seismic survey work Gulf of Hammamet southeast of Nabeul. ‘vas also a requirement of the contract 
cee eng OF the well Showed Subsequent to the accord, Pennzoil Tunisia, 
sulfureve, light erate from thee daaice 2 Subsidiary of Pennzoil, was formed with 
Srodvicine Zones Parton amaa ge tinct offices to be set up in Tunis and Sfax. Seis- 

eduled fee definive ite cmuling .W8S mic work was scheduled to begin early in scheduled for defining the extent of the Tog4” sith’ arin Satine watd ie 
field. In September, the Natomas Co. of the STORE Deteleceak Gonival (at iad Bo, a ‘fehorg eatly 1985. Development control of any 

ree es mas awarded an offshore commercially exploitable deposits found exploration permit in the Gulf of Gabés, a8 {a5 to be divided 1 ove Tonuion Gacene was also Marathon Oil of the United States, TO f°.e.c0 pon vy any a ote We Rae 
(hope errors, sgneession was reported therford, As a standard practice, the foreign 

OTe Coen ot Lares: 5 <n Partners would be reimbursed for explora- Late in the year, the Kuwait Foreign ‘ : explox ‘ ‘ea. _ tion costs in the event of commercialization Petroleum Exploration Co. (KUFPEO) sign- Go” soste in the 
ed two agreements for joint venture conces- ‘Post ‘ 
sions covering 10,000 square kilometers of =>. —— sais, biisionof Foreign Data 
exploration acreage in Tunisia. The agree- 21,8 Embassy, Tunis, Tunisia Tunisia: Mixed Beonomie ments covered two areas in the Kairouan Performance in 193, State Dep, Telogram 270, Mar. 28, 
region of northeast Tunisia, 100 kilometers iP." necesary, values have been converted from 
west of Sfax. The first area, North Kair- Tunisian dinars @) to US. dollars atthe rate, of 
ouan, has an area of about 6,000 kilometers. a. ondon), See , Mar 16, 198, pp. 16 
‘The venture participants included Tunisia’s ane!





The Mineral Industry of 
Turkey 
By Peter J. Clarke" 

The growth in Turkey’s mining sector did In conjunction with the economic reform 
not keep pace with the overall expansion in _ program, the Government was taking sever- . 
the economy in 1983, although several fa- al steps to encourage investment and 
vorable developments pointed toward fu- growth in the mining and industrial sector. 
ture growth of the industry. Turkey was in In May, the Government published a decree 
the fourth year of a stringent economic reorganizing the SEEs into two categories. 
stabilization program designed to reduce Those that provided essential services, such 
inflation; improve the trade balance; and as postal services, rail, and air transport, 
develop a more free market, profit-oriented _ were to be known as Public Economic Cor- 
industrial organization, which up through _porations and were to be closely regulated 
the current year was dominated by large, by the Government. The SEEs were to begin 
state-owned firms called State Economic operating for profit in direct competition 

Enterprises (SEE). The mineral industry with the private sector, although still own- 
was to play an important part in this ed by the Government. Among the latter 
program by developing the country’s natu- group were Etibank, the SEE responsible 
ral resources to provide domestic employ- for mining, and Turkiye Petrolleri Anonim 
ment, domestic energy sources, and foreign Ortakliki (TPAO), the state oil company. As 
exchange from mineral exports. part of Etibank’s trimming for competition, 

Turkey remained an important supplier the Government authorized the return of 
of minerals to world markets, holding its most iron ore and lignite mines that were 
position as the world’s second largest pro- nationalized under Law 2172 of 1978 to 

ducer of boron minerals, but dropping their former private owners. Etibank was 
slightly in chromite production to about also strongly encouraging foreign invest- 
eighth position in the world. Turkey was ment in the mining industry, as direct 
also a large producer of copper, coal, magne- investment by a foreign company, or as a 
site, barite, and iron and steel, which were joint venture with Etibank or a private 
mostly of domestic significance. Turkish company. The largest example of 

Turkey's economy continued to grow, al- this new commitment was a $150 million? 
though at a somewhat slower pace of 3.2% joint venture between Etibank and Phelps 
per year, compared with 4.4% and 4.6% in Dodge Corp. of the United States to develop 
1982 and 1981, respectively. Inflation, while the Cayeli copper deposit in northeastern 
still high, at 30% per year, has been reduc- Turkey. 
ed from over 100% in the early 1980's. The Government also passed a new petro- 
There was no growth in the mineral sector, leum law designed to encourage new invest- 
with gains in some areas, notably coal and ment in oil production. The law provided for 
iron and steel, more than offset by produc- the export of 35% of oil produced onshore or 
tion decreases in other areas, such as alu- 45% of oil produced offshore from wells 
minum, copper, chromite, zinc, and petro- drilled after January 1, 1980. New resolu- 
leum. tions were also passed allowing repatriation 
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of profits to banks outside Turkey and oth- of Turkey's mineral industries. With these 
er incentives to attract foreign capital. new regulations in place, the Government 
‘The lack of domestic capital for the SEEs has taken a major step toward increasing 
and even private Turkish companies has productivity and raising the mineral sec- 
been a major cause of the chronically low _ tor’s contribution to economic growth. 
capacity utilization and efficiency in many 

PRODUCTION 

Mineral production generally declined to below 2% in 1983. The Government was 
from the 1982 level, with a few notable attempting to revitalize the industry by 
exceptions. The largest declines were regis- encouraging new investment by private and 
tered in aluminum, boron, chromite, blister foreign companies, and by investing directly 
copper, manganese, petroleum, and zinc. in modernization and expansion projects. 
Production increases occurred in coal, fertil- ‘The copper industry was undergoing such a 
izer, iron ore, and steel. Capacity utilization program under the auspices of Etibank, 
in most mineral industries remained low, other private producers, and foreign compa- 
averaging 62% in 1983, owing to the weak nies. Fertilizer production was already be- 
level of domestic demand, low prices for ginning to show the benefits of such an 
mineral exports, and shortages of energy for investment program begun in 1981. Several 
mining and processing. Overall, the mineral _ modernization projects were also underway 
sector's contribution to the gross national at the Government's large steel mills at 
product fell from a high of over 3% in 1981 Karabuk and Iskenderun. 

‘Table 1.—Turkey: Production of mineral commodities! 
(Metric tons unless otherwise specified) 

Commodity igi i980 wea 
METALS 

Aluminum: Bauxite S560 TBAB AGE 589.008 50802204, 280 
Alumina ——-777TDTTTTITTTTTITT oases iati@0 © aro “vane “Stan Metal - mio ‘asad "algun Bsa 50 

Antimony: ‘Ore, mine output: (Gros weight Tan) rua 982 35.000, Metal content == 222222222 222202 "80 “69 38 nore 050, 
Reguls = === nnnn sn 30 ts 6 M8 eo Chromite 
Gross weight (34% to 43% CrzOs}_ _ — = 586,057 £550,719 574474 616,539 481,620 Salable produce “> Tanta "Bs1'808 22550 aaT.6sT 830,000 Conger: ine output, metal content 3140026400, 18242085, Metal: Smelter kT gr] ee ron and steel Troma; grow weight... thon tons. 4000 2519 2995 2855 st 

‘Pig iron and ferroalloys: 
ervechromium 30,000 3000-4075 sanz goats 

Fervosilion 0222 ~o1a sa 22o= se = ue 4300 “4300 ig iron and other Terroaliays Thousand tons 2.938 2040 1954 2929 2958 Leas, Seb stile includingeastings don BG 3538 2308 95 Sie 
‘Mine output, metal content 7.500 6.700 802 6408 6.300 Metal, smelter, primary -222222=2-22= "4000 6.500 2300 2500, 1500 Manganese ore, gross weight ~~~ 7_ alsst a6 143708 S204 Mercury= nee en 2 Tepodnd asics $86 483 So Ta 850 

Silver, mine output, metal content® ‘Housand troy ounces... 250 200 200 200 220 
‘Tungsten, metal content of concentrate — ——- —-- 56 96 153 150 "170 ine 
Mine output, metal content... "2480023800 «Ba BSD 11 00 

Metal, smelter, primary —________--_--_ 17,200 12,600 18,100 14,900 8,800 
NONMETALS 

Abrasives, natural: Emery... ..--~-~---- 47,914 39,940 45,824 35,164 22,846 Aeestes ccccen cee TSSEESTESeS %600Figie2 8.880 ‘58 ‘315 
Barite ___... ea 100,005 128,852 185,555 107,393, 76,457 Boron materials -_____ ~~~ thousand tons “708 S01 83 “st 662 Cement, hydraulic. nn ndon = 18,TBS BTS BOM STB 13,586 
See footnotes at end of table
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Table 1.—Turkey: Production of mineral commodities Continued 
(Metric ton unlesotbervive spied) 

NONMETALS —Continued 
ings 
OI scnorcnamisi sans aii ois "14,000 ©20,000 30,687 *31,000 £31,000 Keon 2 2272TIDITOITIOITIIITT«Manoo Moots “Ekooo 8008 Other 2-=2TSITISETIITIIIIID gan titan soe bases 

Olea See aaenacnaes 9,000 9,500, 10,000 10,000 49,600 Felis 2277227777777TTTTTT ae] too0o ooo) Bate 
Wie oe ace 6,200 *6,000 1,986 £2,000 2,000, Graphite 2-222 22222222222 222272 NA SA NA 3300S Gyekome=COTTIITTITTILIIIIEITT negra) mat agoo. thar 
Lim... me .~ thousand tons__ 1,000, 1,000 900 900 1,000 Minmaiiachideorg -=22222 24 OO - —ah MM rotlg—ragsee—s0g.88 tat ale Mesrchain Seon c222-----~Mogama- aod “ame “Treoo Bago Tat Nivrger Neostant ofsnimdnia =~" "9S" ag8'099iggagy —susso0 90636020, Penigescrenecuonn ToTTcTTct 798088 SEB00 ater ae Phowphaierai22TUC2TTTITIIIIITID«—eoto0o ia goo Hasaoo baer 

Pyrites, cuprous, gross weight —_—__________ 36,855 ‘T2712 67,682 * *50,000 36,400 Eiivalltypers on ve thowand toon us") ats Ln Sodium compounds na 
‘Sodium carbonate® _________________ 70,000 60,000 60,000 60,000 $38,835, 
Sodium sulfate... oie 95,079 "88,021, 65,822 65,188 53,337 Stone sand and pravel nea sete eS gaoumnd tome. 100 0 ‘1 8 ua Marlen ~~~ meee OS sasoo) Lass age zat sa.t0 Qearisie 2222272TTETIOTIOTITT plo eldand ass spbolbon oa atT Sinialcoous2=--7--2---as----=-- Sanam "*90000—T1s2B— So.0m ——_Lo.900 

Sood panos cole aus 18,000 16,000 15,000 15,000 438,835 ata my Aun fas ‘aluniee hes: Aluminumenliete _____eea00 5000 antago 14.682 
salt Se Native othr than rusch =.= === 21001 2305128270 aastn San. 000 

‘Scontent of pyrites —----_----------- 15,921 33,82 29,217 30,100 $25,000 Byprotace, MS UTTTTTITT TTT loo Boob BRET 
‘Total ____-_-~-~------------- 106,925 126,433 117,487 185,044 *180,089 

MINERAL FUBLS AND RELATED MATERIALS 
‘phallyoabteal ca n-——.- thot fone 1.058 ss0 s6o0 sa, M50 
CE enn eee 16,000 15,900 18,108 19,922 20,000 Cont ituminous thousand tons 40513780978 gg00 uae Tignes co-star aor hob _aate0 neat vetbo Santon 
‘Coke and semicoke: rs Metalgica = dome ngage a80 

ete nl 300 300 250, ‘300 ‘121 
‘Brome? == 2 oe 125 125, 100 125, 260 

DE cc ceessen nineteen. 3,050, 2,853 2,225 2,627 2,761 Gas, natra: ‘Glou" million cubic feet. 98090-50000 “zpa00 26050000 peatareied TTT SNS Sh mo S800 S90 FE 
Crude —_____ thousand 42-gallon barrels__ 20,276 16,682, 16,918 16,697 $15,768 

Refinery products: TO Gasdlne do aga neae egg aggs7 Seetuele==22-22Tooaacao TRH “TS8 
Keresine -...-.. -. -- --=--- da... 3,429, 3,682 2,386 2,085 $4,567 Distllte feel ==-—~"-~=-“doc 2am bh ae aan eat 
Residual fuel oil _-____~----de_--— 30,295, 20,682 3,431 26,490 $30,512 Tnprcantss222-no-- vgs tn toes 
Liquefied petroleum gas... . do... 4,229 4824 ‘8742 3,480, £4,865 
Negiithé . 222-2 139 4 210 210 $8,156 Aepialt=-"-~~~--na do aa ais Sate 
Dempeiiiel es aa 3,500 3,547 3814 4,480 £6,226 

‘Refinery fuel and losses. _ do. - 1,203 1,200 $1,200 3,200 £1,200 

‘Total ..-_______-----do____ 80,889 90,551 94,574 101,900 *126,507 

“Estimated. Preliminary. "Revised. NA Not available. 
‘Table includes data available through June 30, 1984. 
Includes Pb content of lead-zinc ores but excludes Pb content of zinc ore. 
Includes Zn content of zinc and lead-zine ores but excludes Zn content of lead ore. ‘tapered fire ‘Rutt minor contains 21% PaO,
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TRADE 

Mineral exports earned approximately Government. Total imports reached $8.7 
$200 million in 1988, down more than 3% _ billion, about the same as in 1982, leaving a 
from those of 1982. These exports contribut- trade deficit of nearly $3 billion. U.S. ex- 
ed roughly 3.5% to the total exports, down ports to Turkey were $783 million, and 
from a high of 4.5% in 1981. Total exports imports from Turkey were $320 million, 
increased less than 1%, to about $5.8 bil The U.S. Export-Import Bank (Eximbank) 
lion. Exports, especially to Turkey's prima- agreed to guarantee the sale of $217 million 
ry Middle Eastern trading partners, Iran, worth of U.S. mining equipment to Turkey, 
Iraq, and Libya, were adversely affected by mostly for use in coal mining. The Exim- 
the conflict between the former two. Aftera bank action typified the Western nations’ 
22% rise in exports from 1981 to 1982, and a_ renewed confidence in Turkey's economy, 
predicted 10% rise for 1983, the actual despite the sluggish performance in 1983. 
performance was less than hoped for by the 

COMMODITY REVIEW 

(METALS: grading the Kefdag concentrator. Outokum- 

Chromite—Production of chromite ore vey Acasa ee 
declined 22% owing to weak demand world. services under a $9 million contract award- 
Wide for chromite ore and the continuing ¢q by Etibank. The expansion was expected closure of chromite mines by several of the {> bY completed in 1980 The perooec ot the 
Turkish private sector producers. Turkey ot ee SS the cae ead 
slipped to about the eighth largest produc- Project was to increase the supply an 
er of chromite in the world from its fifth- ality of concentrate feed to the Elazig place position im 1982 Measived minable Ferrochrome Works, where production has 
ore reserves in the country were placed at 2¥eraged about 55% of capacity for the past. 
128 million tons, with another 5 million Several years. In conjunction with the proj- 
tons of indicated reserves, mostly grading °t, Elkem AS of Norway was providing 
40% to 45% CraOs. The total reserve base °8ineering services, and Outokumpu was 
was estimated at 36.2 million tons.* providing the process technology to increase ‘Although chromite deposits have been high-carbon ferrochrome production capaci- 
located in 40 of the country's 67 Provinces ‘Y from 50,000 to 150,000 tons per year in 640 chromite occurrences, there were Under a $33 million expansion project. Bti- 
only 5 main chromite mining areas In bank and Outokumpu were also cooperating 
order of relative importance, these were the" marketing chromite, ferrochrome, and 
Guleman-Elazig area in eastern Turkey, the ther Etibank products through a joint 
Fethiye-Koycegiz area in southwestern Tur- Marketing company, AB Etiproducts Oy, 
kkey between Antalya and Izmir, the Bursa- Which was to service mainly the Nordic 
Orhaneli region in northwestern Turkey, Countries. . . 
the Pozanti-Karsanti region in south. _ Meanwhile, private sector chromite pro- 
central Turkey, and the Kopdag area in ducers continued to experience difficulties 
north-central Turkey. The primary produc- brought on by weak demand and low prices 
er of chromite was Etibank, which operated for chrome ore and concentrate. Although 
three concentrators: at Karagedik, in the Etibank had the considerable advantage of 
Fethiye region, with an annual capacity of being able to produce ferrochrome with its 
30,000 tons of concentrate per year; Sori, in mine output, which maintained a higher 
the Guleman region, with an annual capaci- export value, many of the private sector 
ty of 30,000 tons of ore, and the Kefdag producers were forced to close down in 1982 
concentrator, also located in Guleman, Bla- and 1983 when the price for chrome concen- 
zig Province, with an annual capacity of trate slipped below their minimum oper- 
75,000 tons per year. Etibank also operated ating cost. Several of the private sector 
the country’s two ferrochrome smelters, at operators were considering cooperating on a 
Antalya, where production capacity was joint venture concentrator or ferrochrome 
20,000 tons per year of low-carbon ferro- smelter, possibly with a U.S. company, in 
chrome, and Elazig, where capacity was order to allow them to maintain production 
50,000 tons per year of high-carbon ferro- and improve the economics of their mines. 

chrome. Still, the strength of Turkey's chromite 
Etibank was expanding its chromite pro- industry remained the private sector's abili- 

duction capacity by modernizing and up- ty to rapidly increase production by reopen-
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ing their mines when the price for ore and ter copper. All smelter production was sold 
concentrate rises. to private sector copper refineries in and 

Copper.—Turkey’s copper industry was around Ankara and Istanbul. Only one of 
undergoing a large-scale expansion and four copper refineries was owned by the 
modernization program to improve both the Government. Copper production was cen- 
quantity and quality of ore feed to the tered around Ergani in east-central Turkey, 
country’s smelters. Problems in mining and Murgul in central Turkey, Kure on the 
milling have kept capacity utilization below Black Sea coast in central Turkey, and at 
50% for the pact several years, and in 1983, Samsun-Ceyeli in northeastern Turkey. The 
mine output represented 45% of total capac- country possessed approximately 125 mil- 
ity, and smelter production, less than 30% lion tons of measured plus indicated re- 
of capacity. Etibank and Karadeniz Bakir serves of copper ore containing an average 
Isletmeleri (KBD), owned 49% by Etibank, of 1.7% copper. Reserves at Turkey's oper- 
were the main producers of copper ore and ating copper mines were 65 million tons 
concentrate, and the only producers of blis- containing 1.5% copper. 

Table 2.—Turkey: Copper industry in 1983 
ame Date ing MN Sielir Refinery Copa 

Operating company — Orig" tion $88 “erie! “metric! “metre Gnetrie.—_zation® 
- tons) tons) tons) tons) (percent) 

Mining and smelt TEebenk "= Govern. Exgnni_-.. 18891050000 90.000 16,000 “ 30 
Do. ido. Mungul 1951 487,000 6500012000 so Keronigieki — Goicine” SITES ——- AMR leon i000 oe a 5 
(en private Do-------  — Peder Samsun 1973 40,300 oe 25 Dolll22T2 © TITweL Kure 22> 12 94000 = 8 Refining Baltrson Private - Dusce 1981 2 = -- 20.000 2% srl 

MEER Machin. Govern. Ankara 1928 ws a —- 3.000 30 
Chemicals ment Rabake Private. Istanbul 19st se es 40,000 2» Hlectrotyie 

Serkugsan wets wade sc, ee ss 40,000 30 

ta 
Total wnnennnnennena-----~ 4 601,000 268,000 68800 108,000 XX 

“Bxtimated. XX Not applicable 

Several projects were underway in 1983 the underutilized Samsun smelter, was 
to improve the performance of the industry. attempting to increase the feed to the 
KBI was in the process of expanding the smelter by constructing a new concentrator 
open pit Murgul copper mine from 2.97 to at the smelter site to handle ore produced 
3.85 million tons per year of ore, under a from KBI’s Bakibaba Mine at Kure, which 
$60 million contract awarded to Boliden had been the main source of ore for the 
Contech, which also includes modernization smelter. The addition of Etibank’s ore from 
of the concentrator to handle the increased the new mine at Kure was also expected to 
ore feed. Capacity expansion of this mine provide feed for the Samsun smelter. At 
and mill was to be completed by 1985. Kutlular, near Trabzon, KBI was commenc- 
Etibank, with assistance from Outokumpu, ing copper mining and building a 16,000- 
was expanding the open pit mine and com- ton-per-year concentrator capable of pro- 
mencing underground mining at Kure ducing 16% copper concentrate, all of which 
where ore production was expected to reach was to be shipped to Samsun for smelting, 
1.1 million tons per year by 1986. A new ‘This project was to be completed in 1984 
concentrator was also being built with a KBI was also attempting to improve the 
capacity of 105,000 tons per year of 14% efficiency of the Samsun smelter through 
copper concentrate. KBI, which operates another modernization project, which was
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expected to raise its blister production from venture with Etibank to study mining cop- 
the current level of just over 10,000 tons per per in Siirt in southwestern Turkey, where 
‘year to 33,000 tons per year by 1986, reserves were estimated at 20 million tons 

The showpiece in Etibank’s attempts to of copper ore of unspecified grade. 
encourage foreign investment in the mining _Tron Ore.—Iron ore production began to 
industry was its joint venture with Phelps recover in 1983, reaching its highest level 
Dodge Corp. of the United States to develop since nationalization of the industry in 
the Cayeli copper deposit in northeastern 1978. In 1983, the Government passed legis- 
Turkey. Diamond drilling and sampling by lation returning most of the country's iron 
Phelps Dodge has established measured re-__ ore mines to their former private owners in 
serves of nearly 30 million tons containing an attempt to stimulate production. With 
2.8% copper, 4.3% zinc, 0.038 troy ounce of more of its capital and work force concen- 
gold per ton, and 1.83 troy ounces of silver trated on its largest mines at Divrigi, Eti- 
per ton. Phelps Dodge has allocated another bank was able to substantially increase 
$3 million for exploration in 1984, A decline _ production of iron ore. Output was expected 
has already been completed, giving access to to increase further as the private sector 
the deposit, and samples were being taken mines renew their operations and com- 
for metallurgical pilot plant studies. A fea- mence production. Because of the 45% in- 
sibility study and cost estimate was in crease in iron ore production from the 
progress with an expected minimum mining domestic mines, Turkey was able to sub- 
rate of 2,000 tons of ore per day. The stantially reduce its imports of iron ore, 
production goal for the operation was 62,000 which were over 1 million tons in 1982. 
tons per year of copper concentrate, 41,000 Iron and Steel—Turkish steelmakers al- 
tons per year of zine concentrate, and so made a substantial recovery in 1983, led 
206,000 tons per year of pyrite concentrate. by robust growth in the private sector, 
The copper was to be smelted at existing while capacity utilization in the state- 
facilities with the pyrite roasted for sulfuric owned mills remained low. Steel production 
acid production. Phelps Dodge holds 49% of was divided roughly 70% by the Govern- 
the equity of the project, with Etibank ment and 30% by the private sector, but 
holding 45% and Gama Industries TAS, a rapid growth of the private sector and the 
private Turkish company, holding the re- construction of new minimills and metal- 
mainder. Preussag AG of the Federal Re- working plants was likely to shift that ratio 
public of Germany has also formed a joint more in favor of the private companies. 

‘Table 3.—Turkey: Primary steel producers in 1983 
Daw Annual 

Operating company Ownership Location asta SPRCHY Product ‘Process Hished —_metri 

Turkiye Demir ve Clik Government. Karabuk 1939 1,600,000 Rawsteel ‘Blast LD Isletineler (DCH foonvert- 
Whemcrmcmenmewernn: mane Iasi 1989 1,100,000 ~~-do._ "De. 

MelgimirMtloniFabrikasi DCLprivale emir =— 105898000. De 
reg Demir ve Cet do... Bregli.. 19601800000 do... Do Teletmeler, Kroman Calle AS... do... Gebee____ 1966 50,000 do. Do Colakogiu MetalugiAS—~-"_ Private ""_ amit 1868 400.000 "7 dao Do. Ingnbal Cave Bei abe do =~ Tetambut’ = 19ta— Too) >To Do 
asi Cali SenaysiTAS Paya Bursa. 1804 210.00 Spcitty De. jovern- "ied 
Culurova Coli Endustris AS. "ido. Aliaga 1981 _ 50,000 Rawstec! Do 

Total =e nnn enennnnnnn ne 890,000 
Source Iron and Steel Works of the World. Metal Bulletin (London), th ed, 1984
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In addition to the primary steel produe- and wet grinding and magnetic separation 
ers, there are approximately 15 private for wolframite, was modified after a few 
sector merchant mills, rerollers, tube and years of poor operation to an all wet- 
pipe mills, and other fabricating operations grinding circuit, which has been modified 
that supplied the domestic market. Among further to mostly gravity separation by 
these, Izmir Demir Celik Sanayi AS (DC) tabling. The feed to the concentrator was 
was to become the newest producer of raw reduced to accommodate this process from a 
steel when its electric arc furnace minimill planned 550,000 tons of ore per year to 
and rolling mill commence operating some- below 200,000 tons per year. Etibank was 
time in 1985. IDC was already one of the _ experimenting with a flotation process pilot 
larger producers of bars and rods in the plant to improve ore feed rates and quality 
private sector. The Government sector, af- of the concentrate, but the flotation flow- 
ter delaying expansion projects for several sheet has yet to be adopted to the main con- 
years, renewed its efforts to bring its three _centrating plant. Etibank was considering 
large steel plants up to capacity. At the forming a joint venture with a foreign 
Karabuk works, where capacity utilization company in order to bring the plant up to 
averaged 91% in 1983, a modernization capacity. 
program was undertaken to upgrade the 
coking, sinter, and powerplant. The largest NONMETALS 
expansion project was taking place at Tur- i CR d., § 
kiye Demir ve Celik Isletmeleri’s (Turkish _Barite—Turkey's barite industry con- 
Iron and Steel Works) Iskenderun works, tinued to expand, led by an increase in 
where annual crude steelmaking capacity Production capacity by the country’s lead- 
was to double to 2.2 million tons by 1985.In ing producer and exporter, Bastas Barytes 
addition, Eregli was also raising capacity Industry and Trading Co. Inc., located at 
from 1.8 to 2 million tons per year. Antalya on the Mediterranean coast. Bastas 

Turkey's domestic steel industry was pro- brought its first grinding plant on-stream in 
tected through most of 1983 by a 15% 1976.and quickly became the country’s most 
import tax levied on European Economic Prominent producer. Raw barite was sup- 
Community steel in retaliation for its duties lied to the plant from Bastas’ own mines 
on Turkish textiles. Exports of iron and on the Black Sea coast near Trabzon, where 
steel rose 11% to $365 million compared reserves were estimated at 2 million tons; 
with those of 1982. The rise was due largely near Kutahya, where reserves were 400,000 
to a 200,000-ton sale of steel products to tons; and also along the Mediterranean 
Iran for the first time. However, while coast in scattered deposits between Alanya 
Turkish imports of iron ore went down and Iskenderun, where about 1 million tons 
because of the surge in domestic output, of barite reserves have been established. 
imports of scrap for the smaller private Bastas was able to supply 60,000 tons of 
melting shops rose strongly, which resulted lump barite from its own mines to the 
in an overall deficit in Turkey’s iron and grinding plant, while another 50,000 tons 
steel trade. was purchased from Etibank, which was 

Tungsten.—Etibank’s Wolfram Mine at one of the largest mine producers of lump 
Uludag continued to operate below capacity barite. Another 30,000 tons of raw barite 
owing to problems with the concentrating was supplied by other private local pro- 
process and the quality of ore feed. The ducers.* 
mine produced mostly scheelite, but some _ Bastas was in the process of doubling its 
wolframite was produced from an under- barite grinding capacity to 240,000 tons per 
ground mine located at the summit of Ulu- year, while Etibank was constructing its 
dag Mountain, 42 kilometers south of Bur- own grinding plant, also at Antalya, with 
sa. An open pit mine on the deposit has an annual capacity of 50,000 tons. Several 
been closed since 1980 after enough ore was smaller scale private companies produced 
stockpiled at the concentrator. When it did barite in Turkey, which they ground in 
operate, the pit was shut down for over one- their own plants or sold to one of the larger 
half year owing to the heavy snowfalls at its companies for grinding. Since 1976, when 
2,500-meter elevation. Tungsten reserves the Government prohibited the export of 
were placed at 9.4 million tons measured raw barite in order to force producers to 
grading 0.35% WO, and another 4.9 million _ install grinding equipment, grinding capaci- 
tons indicated. The concentrator, initially a ty in Turkey has increased to over 700,000 
combination of dry crushing and grinding tons per year. ‘Total barite reserves in the 
and magnetic separation for scheelite, country were estimated at 10 million tons.
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Boron.—The rapid growth of boron out- sector producers have until January 1, 1985, 
put in Turkey between 1978 and 1981 began to sell whatever output or stocks of boron 
to taper off in 1982 and 1983, owing primari- they possess, after which time Etibank was 
ly to weak demand worldwide and the to be the sole supplier of boron minerals. 
generally low level of domestic consump- Etibank, which nationalized all the mines 
tion. Some expansion programs from this in 1978, produced 98% of the country’s total 
earlier period had yet to be completed in output in 1983, so the law was basically 
1983, especially production facilities for bo- designed to ensure Etibank marketing con- 
ron chemicals, which should increase the trol over all production. 
overall value of boron exports in the future. Boron was mined from five separate de- 
Boron was already the country's leading posits in Turkey, while refined products 
mineral export, and priority was being giv- were produced at two locations, Bandirma, 
en to developing export markets for refined and Kirka, which was still under construc- 
boron chemicals. As part of Turkey's new tion. 
mining ownership law, all former private 

Table 4.—Turkey: Boron mining industry in 1983 
“Average Production Ore 

Mine location nea BOs, (Ghowsand hound omen, “metric “metric (percent) “tons tons). 
Bigadic —---——- 2. .----------------- Colemanite 2 250 200,000 

My SERS TSUOTTESSSORESSTERERGCEG) Khuen? 2227 a 3) 50,000 Emet Sas Colemsnite ~~~ a 460800000 Espey — ===> : coed a 60 50,000 Keel SSTEREOETIONOOTITSETERARSETS, | SEEN OTSITT at 106 300/000 Boke LOUSer nO nUSeSTGEEnaeRN EES, Ainaleo ence 8 300___$00,000 
alse emer ee mcm XX 1.240 1,000,000 

Estimated. XX Not applicable 

Turkey possessed the world’s largest re. Cement—Cement production capacity 
serves of boron minerals, about 60% of the was rising rapidly in Turkey, as two of 
world total, and was second only to the seven new plants being built by the state- 
United States in production capacity, out- owned Turkiye Cimento Sanayii TAS (Ci- 
put, and exports. Etibank was planning to san) came on-stream in 1983. At Ladik, near 
expand boron chemical exports through Samsun on the Black Sea coast in north- 
construction of a new chemical plant and eastern Turkey, a 580,000-ton-per-year 
transportation facility at Kirka, and expan- clinker plant commenced production, as did 
sion of its existing facilities at Bandirma. a 595,000-ton-per-year clinker plant at Adi- 
‘The Kirka plant was to be capable of yaman. Cisan’s five other plants under con- 
producing annually 160,000 tons of borax struction were a 580,000-ton-per-year ce- 
pentahydrate, 60,000 tons of anhydrous bo- ment plant at Diyarbakir and a 590,000-ton- 
rax, and 17,000 tons of borax decahydrate. _per-year cement plant at Siirt, both schedul- 
Construction of the facility was completed ed for completion in 1984; a 552,000-ton-per- 
in 1983, and production was scheduled to year plant at Urfa expected on-stream in 
start early in 1984. The Bandirma plant's 1985; and a 550,000-ton-per-year facility at 
annual production capacity of 35,000 tons of Edirne and a 600,000-ton-per-year plant at 
boric acid, 35,000 tons of borax pentahy- . Denizli, both scheduled for completion in 
drate, 55,000 tons of borax decahydrate, 1986. Completion of these facilities would 
20,000 tons of sodium perborate, and raise Cisan’s total number of cement plants 
120,000 tons of sulfuric acid was to be to 26, almost all of which have a production 
augmented by a new 100,000-ton-per-year capacity of about 400,000 to 600,000 tons per 
boric acid plant to be completed by 1985. A year. In addition to these new plants, Cisan 
high-capacity wharf was also built at Ban- in 1983 expanded the capacity of its Erzu- 
dirma to load ships directly from railway rum plant by 170,000 tons per year and 
cars for export installed a new 175,000-ton-per-year cement
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mill at its plant in Gaziantep. tion capacity from 72,000 to 140,000 tons per 
‘There were approximately 20 privately year of dead-burned magnesite in 1983. 

owned cement plants in Turkey, and these Most of Kumas’ sales from its operation in 
remained responsible for about 60% of the Kutahya were to the Soviet Union. Sumer- 

country’s total output. These plants were bank, which operates out of Konya, pro- 
generally larger than the public sector oper- duced magnesite for its own refractory pro- 
ations, and capacity utilization also tended duction. Production of crude magnesite ore 
to be higher. Total production capacity in in Turkey peaked in 1982 at 905,000 tons, 
Turkey was to reach 24.5 million tons when but declined to below 740,000 tons in 1983. 
these plants were completed, which would 
provide a large exportable surplus. Cement MINERAL FUELS 
consumption in Turkey was estimated at 13 Increasing production of primary energy 
million tons per year in 1983. was a top priority of Turkey's new Govern- 

Fertilizer Materials.—The modernization ment. Domestic energy production fulfilled 
of Turkey’s fertilizer plants was continuing only 60% of the country's requirements, 
under the second phase of the Govern- with the remainder being made up for by 
ment's fertilizer energy saving and rational- imports of oil, natural gas, and electricity. 
ization project, assisted by a $44 million Turkey imported 84% of its crude oil needs 
loan from the International Bank for Re- and 8% of its total electricity consumption. 
construction and Development (World Of the total energy produced in Turkey,  * 
Bank) granted in 1982, Akdeniz Gubre San- hard coal and lignite-fired powerplants pro- 
ayii AS was using a major portion of the vided 32%, petroleum and liquid fuels sup- 
Joan to upgrade and modernize its sulfuric plied approximately 25%, and hydropower 
acid, phosphoric acid, and diammonium provided the largest share, about 43%. Pe- 
phosphate (DAP) plant at Mersin. Other troleum’s share continued its decline, while 
recipients of the loan were Ege Gubre, lignite and hydropower were expanding 
which was upgrading its ammonium sulfate rapidly. 
facility at Foca, and Gubre Fabrikalari, _ Most of the country’s energy sector was 
which was installing a new 600-ton-per-day controlled by a number of Government- 
DAP plant at its sulfuric and phosphoric Owned SEEs, among them Turkiye Komule- 
atid facility in Iskénderun. ri Isletmeri, the Turkish coal company re- 

Istanbul Gubre Sanayi awarded a con- sponsible for hard coal and lignite produc- 
tract to Uhde GmbH of the Federal Repub- ton; Turkish Electricity Authority, respon- lic of Germany to increase ammonia pro. ‘ible for constructing thermal power sta- 
duction to 1,100 tons per day while reducing tions at the lignite mines; TPAO, the state 
energy consumption 26% at its Istanbul i! company; and the State Hydraulic 
ammonia plant. Azot Sanayii TAS, the Works (DSD, which constructs hydropower 
Government-owned fertilizer producer, was Plants. DSI was in the process of con- ne E : tructing 14 dams and hydroelectric receiving World Bank assistance for the . _ i aoe vorid Ban powerplants that were to add 14.5 billion 
rehabilitation of its 92,000-ton-per-year am- kik tt hi to the nation’s t elec- 
monia plant at Kutahya. This project was to faowatt hours to the nation’s current elec: also result in expansion of veracity ang ‘ticity production of 28 billion kilowatt 
a Pauses co oe hours. In addition to these, the Attaturk 
Teduchon of enerey consiunption: Dam, being planned as one of the country’s Magnesite-—Turkey was one of the top alitime largest construction and energy five producers of magnesium compounds in projects, was expected to produce, at full 
the world. Most of the country’s magnesite capacity with eight generating units operat- 
was produced from deposits in central ing, 8.1 billion kilowatt hours of electricity and western Anatolia, around Kutahya, per year by 1984. In December 1988, Turkey 
Eskisehir, Konya, and Kumbet. The largest announced a $2.9 billion program to develop producer of magnesite was Continental Ma- its nuclear power generating capacity and 
dencelik Sanayi ve Ticaret (Comag), which was evaluating proposals by United States, 
specialized in producing caustie-calcined West German, and Canadian companies to 
magnesia from its own mines in Kumbet. provide the country with its first nuclear 
Comag has recently expanded its produc- reactor 
tion of high-purity, fusing-grade magnesia. Coal.—Production of hard coal and lig- 
The three leading producers of dead-burned nite continued to grow at a rapid rate, magnesite were Kutahya Manyezit Is- boosted by the Government’s policy of en- 
letmeleri (Kumas), Manyezit AS, and Su- couraging the use of coal and lignite for 
merbank. Kumas was doubling its produc- both home heating and industrial use de-
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spite the pollution problems it creates, es- Total gas production from the region aver- 
pecially in urban areas. Of the total coal aged only about 4 million cubic feet per day, 
produced, 12% of the hard coal was consum- but the World Bank and TPAO both ex- 
ed in thermal power stations, while 53% of _ pressed optimism about finding as much as 
lignite production was consumed for this 1 trillion cubic feet of gas in the Thrace 
purpose. About 50% of bituminous coal Basin. Turkey was negotiating with the 
production was consumed in coking plants Soviet Union to import Soviet natural gas 
for use in the steel industry, with the re- through a planned pipeline through Bul- 
mainder used for heating and industrial garia at the rate of 141 billion cubic feet per 
fuel. Turkey continued to import hard coal year. The project remained in the planning 
for coking, although imports have declined stage. Turkey was also planning to import 
considerably as domestic output rises. natural gas liquids (NGL) from Iraq via a 

The Government was strongly behind the planned 3-million-ton-per-year _ pipeline 
effort to develop energy produced from from Kirkuk, Iraq, to Yumurtalik. Snam- 
lignite-fired thermal powerplants. Turkey's _progetti S.p.A. of Italy was awarded the $1.2 
reserves of lignite were conservatively esti- million contract for a feasibility study, de- 
mated at 8 billion tons, and the Government sign, and engineering of the pipeline. Con- 
was planning to construct 15 new lignite- struction was expected to begin in 1984. 
fired thermal powerplants, raising lignite Petroleum.—Production.—Production of 
consumption from 11 million tons per year crude oil continued to decline to an average 
to nearly 46 million tons per year by 1988. _of 43,200 barrels per day from nearly 46,000 

Coal mining began at the first and largest barrels per day in 1982. The Turkish Gov- 
of these new projects in 1983, when coal was ernment was attempting to reverse this 
exposed at 60 meters depth in the Afsin- trend by encouraging oil exploration by its 
Elbistan Coalfield in eastern Turkey. The own company, TPAO, as well as foreign 
opencast mine was expected to produce 20 companies. In March 1983, Law 2808 was 
million tons of lignite per year, which was passed, containing substantial new incen- 
to be supplied to a 1,200-megawatt power tives for production and exploration. Oil 
station at the minesite, scheduled to begin producers were allowed to export 35% of all 
producing electricity in early 1985. Also in oil and gas produced onshore and 45% of oil 
1983, the U.S. Eximbank approved a guar- and gas produced offshore from areas dis- 
antee on the sale of $217 million worth of covered after January 1, 1980. In addition, 
U.S-made mining equipment to the Govern- crude oil and refined product exports were 

ment of Turkey. free of export duties and taxes, and foreign 
Natural Gas.—Natural gas was also gain- exchange earnings from exports could be 

ing in importance in Turkey's overall ener- held outside the country. The royalty on oil 
gy picture. Nonassociated gas production production by foreign companies was 12.5%, 
was increasing from the Thrace region, that and in joint ventures, the production split 
part of Turkey on the European side of the with TPAO for the foreign company could 
Bosporus. Gas was being produced at Deve- range from 30% to 49%. 
catagi, Eskitasli, Hamitabat, Kepirtepe, The oil producing companies in Turkey 
Turgutbey, Umurca, Vakiflar, and Yesigol, were NV Turkse Shell, a subsidiary of 
all located in ‘Thrace. In the Hamitabat Royal Dutch/Shell of the Netherlands, 
region, 18 gas wells were being connected to which produced the largest share of the 
a distribution station, from which pipelines output estimated at 47% of the total; TPAO, 
were being laid to local industries. Gas from which produced about 42% of the total; 
the area already powers the Pinarhisar Mobil Exploration Mediterranean, a subsid- 
cement plant and was soon to be used in the _iary of Mobil Oil Corp. of the United States, 
Thrace glass factory. Commercial quantities which produced 10% of Turkey's crude; and 
of gas were also found in six of seven wells Ersan Petroleum Corp. of Turkey, which 
drilled in the Umurea region. Studies were operated a single field and was responsible 
underway to link all the Hamitabat gas- for the remaining 1%. Total recoverable oil 
fields to the Anbarli thermal power station, reserves were placed at 370 million barrels 
which currently consumes imported fuel oil, in 1983. 
and then extending the pipeline through Exploration. Exploration activity _re- 
Istanbul to the Ismit industrial zone and mained fairly stable in 1983, with TPAO 
then to Gemlik. The World Bank was assist- leading the foreign companies in acreage 
ing TPAO in the gas exploration and devel- and well activity. Foreign companies active 
opment project with a $55 million loan. in exploration included Huffco Turkey Inc.,
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a subsidiary of Roy M. Huffington Co. of the was brought on-stream in 1970. The new 
United States, which drilled its first well plant, located at Aliaga, near TPAO’s refin- 
on a 1.6million-acre concession shared ery, was to produce annually 105,000 tons of 
with Pogo Turkey Inc. and Hispénica de vinyl chloride monomer, 100,000 tons of 
Petroleos S.A. of Spain, Wintershall AG of polyvinyl chloride, 500,000 tons of ethylene, 
the Federal Republic of Germany and its 150,000 tons of polyethylene, 124,000 tons of 
partner Aladdin Middle East, and several benzene, 70,000 tons of terephthalic acid, 
smaller companies, including Barrick Pe- 60,000 tons of polypropylene, 40,000 tons of 
troleum Corp., Seahawk Oil Co, and Len- polyethylene, 54,000 tons of ethylene oxide, 
nox Oil Co., which began seismic work in and 30,000 tons of phthalic anhydride, along 
1983, NV Turkse Shell made a significant with other chemicals. Approximately 10 
strike in 1983 in the Keryan Field near Turkish and foreign companies were involv- 
Diyarbakir. The test well reportedly flowed ed in the design, engineering, and construc- 
at 1,000 barrels per day, and the field tion of the plant, which was scheduled for 
contained an estimated 1 million barrels of completion in 1984. 
recoverable reserves. Pipelines —The first stage of the expan- 
Refining. —Total existing petroleum re- sion of the crude oil pipeline from the 

fining capacity in Turkey was 170 million Kirkuk oilfields in Iraq to Yumurtalik in 
barrels of crude oil input from four refin- the Gulf of Iskenderun on the Turkish Med- 
cries. TPAO owned and operated two of the iterranean coast was completed, raising 
refineries, the 90,000-barrel-per-day Aliaga throughput capacity from 700,000 to 900,000 
refinery near Izmit, and the 20,000-barrel- barrels per day. This was Turkey's main 
per-day facility at Batman. The 90,000- source of imported crude oil and Iraq’s only 
barrel-per-day Anadolu Tasfiyehanesi AS remaining export terminal. The line was to 
refinery was also owned by TPAO after be expanded further to over 1 million bar- 
being nationalized in 1978, but operation of els per day. A 450-kilometer pipeline was 
the plant was conducted by former owner being constructed from the Yumurtalik 
Mobil on behalf of TPAO. The fourth and tank farm to Kirikkale, to supply TPAO’s 
largest refinery was the Istanbul Petrol new refinery with Iraqi oil. Snamprogetti 
Rafinerisi Anomin Sirketi facility at Izmit, was designing another pipeline from 
which was capable of handling 270,000 bar- Kirkuk to Yumutalik, this one to carry 3 
rels per day of crude oil. Total refined million tons per year of NGL to Turkey and 
product output in Turkey averaged 346,600 for export. Turkey and the Soviet Union 
barrels per day in 1983, nearly 75% of total were also considering construction of a 141- 
capacity, a significant improvement from _billion-cubic-feet-per-year pipeline from the 
that of previous years. Soviet Union through Bulgaria to Thrace 
'TPAO was in the process of constructing and Istanbul to supply Turkey's gas needs, 

a new refinery at Kirikkale in central but no decision on building the pipeline had 
Anatolia with a capacity of 60,000 barrels been made at yearend. 
per day. Industrialexport of Romania was ———— 
responsible for construction of the plant, Physical scientist, Division of orelen Data cg 
which was to process crude oil from Iraq Tessie (US. dollar at the rate of 
ifted from the Yumurtalik terminal of the — TL2027=US$1.00. 
Kirkuk to the Iskenderun (Botas) pipeline. sionfieltare “heat Suanars of 'Tarkiat exramce Completion was scheduled for 1986. ‘Agkara, Turkey, dune i984 " 

Petrochemicals.—Construction of the ing shiner: Landon), Noss, May Laat eae An ‘Turkish Petrochemical Corp.'s second petro-, *Diekson, T. Boraies in Turkey. Ind’ Miner. (London), chemical complex was nearing completion gl Bet 108 pp Gos °Y 1°" TS 
in 1983. The first plant, located at Yarimea, — *Nitrogen London! No. 148, Mar-Apr 84, p12





The Mineral Industry of 
the U.S.S.R.! 

By Richard M. Levine? 

The U.S.S.R. occupies approximately one- operating units and that prices should be 
sixth of the world’s land surface and accord- set to make byproduct recovery more prof- 
ingly, contains large resources and reserves _itable.* 
of most materials. In 1983, it was also one of Mineral Industry Technology.—The So- 

the largest mineral producing and consum- iets were engaged in drilling the world’s 
ing countries in the world. The U.S.S.R. was deepest hole in the Kola Peninsula 9 miles 
self-sufficient in minerals except for asmall north of Zapolyarnyy near the coast of the 
number of commodities and was a large Barents Sea. The hole was to reach a depth 
exporter of minerals. It was one of the of 15,000 meters and in 1983 was near 
world’s largest producers of mineral com- 12,000 meters. Twenty more extra-deep 
modities including aluminum, asbestos, ce- holes were planned. Those planned in West 
ment, chrome ore, coal, copper, diamonds, Siberia, the Pechora and Caspian Sea Ba- 
gold, iron ore, lead, manganese ore, natural sins, and the Krasnodar and Poltava re- 
gas, nickel, petroleum and petroleum prod- _ gions were intended for oil and gas explora- 
ucts, phosphate rock, platinum-group met- tion. 
als, potash, steel, sulfur, tin, and zinc. The concern was expressed that it was 

In the iron and steel sector, production necessary to organize research within the 
increased, following production decreases in _U.S.S.R. Academy of Sciences on the prob- 
1982; increases were reported for the pro- lems of seabed mining. Research was being 
duction of crude steel, iron ore, finished conducted by small groups in industrial 
rolled steel, and steel pipe. Natural gas research institutes and technical schools 
production continued to increase at a rapid that, it was stated, were not keeping pace 
rate, and oil production continued to slowly with new technology.‘ It was reported that 
increase. Coal production decreased for the the Soviet research ship Morskoy Geolog 
fourth time in the last 5 years. Cement would prospect for commercially viable off- 
production rose, after falling in 1982, and shore deposits of iron and manganese. 
mineral fertilizer production registered a The Soviet mining industry had to deal 
sharp increase, but still fell short of the with continually decreasing ore grades. In 
plan. It was reported that production in- iron ore mining, the average iron content of 
creased for a number of nonferrous metals, ore decreased during the last 30 years from 
but actual figures were not reported. The over 50% to between 30% and 35% and was 
1983 plan for the extraction of antimony, continuing to decrease. In addition, during 
bauxite, lead, mercury, molybdenum, nick- the last 30 years the average tin content of 
el, rare-earth metals, tin, and zinc was ore decreased by two-thirds, and the aver- 
reported fulfilled. age copper, lead-zinc, molybdenum, and 

In the nonferrous sector, it was calculated tungsten content of ore decreased by one- 
that about 50% of the useful ore compo- half. Insufficient production of flotation re- 
nents were not recovered and that about agents caused slowdowns in concentration 

one-half of this loss was economically unjus- of nonferrous ores including lead-zinc and 
tified. To ensure a more complete utiliza- tungsten-molybdenum ores. There was a 
tion of ore components, it was recommend- general shortage of flotation reagents such 
ed that equipment should be added to the as sodium sulfide, sodium cyanide, butyl 

773
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xanthate, activated coke, and thiourea? difficulties had been encountered with 
‘A major way of reducing raw material these smelters in moving from experimen- 

expenditures would be to economize on the _ tal to production units.* 
use of steel in machine manufacturing. In The Soviets intended during the 11th 5- 
the 18 machine-building ministries, during year plan, 1981-85, to introduce 600 robots 
1970-82, the average amount of steel wasted into the iron and steel industry in blast 
was 28% of the total steel allocated. The furnace, steel smelting, and rolling oper- 
amount of steel wasted during this time ations. However, little had been done to 
increased from 13.8 million tons per year to build these automated devices. Iron and 
20.7 million tons per year* steel metallurgy enterprises were accused 

A lack of state-of-the-art equipment was of not being prepared to introduce such 
said to be hampering exploration; there was innovations, and the Ministry of Ferrous 
a shortage of high-quality drilling equip- Metallurgy, the Ministry of Heavy and 
ment and drive pipes and also transport for Transport Machine Building, and the Min- 
workers to reach remote areas. Renovation istry of the Machine Tool and Tool Building 
of the Barnaul geological equipment plant Industry were faulted for not engaging in 
was said to be lagging.” the necessary research for creating such 

‘The Soviet Union was developing autoge- robots. The use of robots, it was stated, 
nous smelters for use in nonferrous metal- would help, in part, to alleviate the coun- 
lurgy, including the Kivcet CS smelter and _ try’s labor shortage.” 
the PZhV or fluidized bed smelter. Many 

PRODUCTION 

Statistics on output, enterprise capacity, recovered, and the quality of processed 
and production plans in physical units of scrap was declared to be low. The 1983 plans 
output for nonferrous, precious, and rare for the collection and processing of second- 
metals and some nonmetallics were classi ary nonferrous metals and for secondary 
fied as state secrets. Soviet trade data on steel collection were reported fulfilled. Still 
precious metals have not been available for the complaint was raised that ferrous and 
decades, and in 1976, the Soviets stopped nonferrous scrap was not being steadily 
publishing trade statistics for nonferrous provided to metallurgical facilities, ena- 
metals, Production and trade data were bling them to engage in uninterrupted pro- 
available for some ferrous metals and some duction, but rather that scrap was all sent 

nonmetallies. at the end of the month or plan period, in a 
Still, some information was available practice referred to as “storming” the 

on most mineral commodities that could plan.** 
be used to determine the relative size or Production Plans.—In 1984, oil and gas. 
growth of the mineral industry. However, condensate production was planned to in- 
Soviet information had to be carefully qual- crease 1.3% to almost 4.6 billion barrels per 
ified. Making comparisons with Western year, and natural gas production was to 
countries regarding production, consump- increase 7.8% to about 20.4 trillion cubic 
tion, production costs, labor productivity, feet per year. Oil and gas condensate pro- 
etc., would be difficult owing to the great duction from West Siberia was planned to 
difference in economic systems. reach almost 2.9 billion barrels per year or 

Secondary Production.—About 50% of 62% of the national output, and natural gas 
the steel and over 20% of nonferrous metals production in West Siberia was planned to 
were produced from secondary materials. reach 2.3 trillion cubic feet or 54% of the 
During the past 10 years, the procurement national output. Coal production was plan- 
of scrap for nonferrous metal production ned to increase 1% to 723 million tons, and 
increased 51%, including a 77% increase for rolled ferrous metals and steel pipe produc- 
aluminum, 77% for copper and its alloys, _ tion were to increase only slightly. The plan 
43% for lead, 131% for titanium, and 33% called for an increase in copper, nickel, 
for zinc."® Production of alloys based on aluminum, and other nonferrous metals 
secondary materials increased 60% during production and an increase in the use of 
the 1970-82 period." Still, many nonferrous secondary raw materials. 
constituents in processed scrap were not
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Table 1.—U.S.S.R.: Estimated! production of mineral commodities? 
(Thousand metric tons unless otherwise specified) 

‘Commodity 199 1380 188 Tee 1085 
METALS 

Aluminum: ‘Ore and concentrate: 
Bauxite, 209% to 81% alumina —— == 4900 40046004600 4.600, Nepheline concentrate, 25% to 90% alumina —— 2500 25002500 5002500, ‘Altnite ore, 16% to 18% alumina =~ 00 600 00 ‘oo a5 Riataina, oon acs eee So S7S NS 2600 2,700 2.800 3,000,200, 

Metal, smelter: ae Papaya 10° 1760800880000 
Seearaiarg entre ees SESE Rae 160, ito 180 190 200 

Total wanna 910 72,980— 1,980 2040 = 2.200 ‘Antimony, mine outpat, recoverable metal content 
fons «200-8200 «8.600 «9.000.200 Arsenic, white (As:Os) = do = 7007007150800 .800 Beryllium: Beryl, cobbed, 10% to 20% BeO__“do-- 80018001800 '850 1,900 Bismuth, mine output, recoverable metal content — 2 2 15 78 80 Cadmium metal, smelter__-----------do."-_ 285028502900 2.850 8,000, Chromium: Chromecre,crade =—"TT==——-ST—Z 33200400 23.300 3300 —3.400 I: 

‘Mine output, recoverable metal content. tons. 2.000 "2100 "2.200 © "2.900400 Metal,smelter——-——-------------do---- $3800 4200 © "43300 "4304500, Conger: 
"Grose weight, 0.5% to 2% Cu_--------- 125000 127,900 128900 181,000 135,000 assets Content, recoverable —=>22TTIIITS 885 300 340 ‘510 1,000 feta Blister Pelioary. Saeed ewaueemae 930 sm 80 oro a,100 Seooamey oe SCT SESCESSeeS 90 95, *100 0 5 Refined Prbibery corre aun eaeESEtN 810 910 960 1,000 1,030 Secondary -~==~27~72=2222aLt 110 10 110 170 170 Gold, mine output, metal content 

Thousand troy ounces. 816089008425 8.550600 Tron and sted: 
‘ron ore, 59% to 699% Fe? cannee-= MALTS ATI. BaRAIT aa 245;000 Ironore, metal content? ~~~ --~-"""""> snags Taaigas—istoT 182055 182,400 jlomerated products 

ee AAT RRL TBAT IBLE 1pL.000 Pellets <22222222222022222222I222_“wWowe__"bolsoa "30s "as 'Sa'800 : ——— 
Pig iron and blast furnace ferroalloys: Pigiron forstecimaking” 101,255 99.958 100,576 99,700 109,000 

Foundry pigiron’= = 7000 660066004008. 700 Spiegeleisen? ~~~ _ ~~~ 27 =o> 50 30 30 50 50 Ferromanganese®= 1 550 550 550 350 650 
Other blast furnace ferroalioys® — ~~~ 300 100, a = me 

Tota 108998107 283107766. 106,728 110,400 
Electric furnace ferroalloye ~~~" 727777 2400 72/500 «6002700 «800 
Steel,crude? 5-020 TTTTTTTITTDag}o Tiga 4845 148,185 153,000 Semimanufactures* Sections" ---_--__--___-... 8871688483 a8.285 BT T00, NA Wire rods -2=2TTITTITITIIIITT “Tp “Soest Taw NA Pemod ©0570" 077 eroana 040600 2a NA ‘Tubes from ingois” = ~~~ ~~~ -=~=>==> 18801976 gt TBAB NA 

Plates and sheots: OT ‘More than Smillimetersthick 18582 13,700 NA NA NA Other--n-n--nen nnn ___—(185682_—_—184700 NA NA NA 
Total Bazt4 83,400 NA NA NA Strip. -=T TTT TTTI TTT nts Holes .010 a0. NA Railroad track material ~~ 7~~~77~> som 4st 900 “4ST NA Wheels tires, axles ~~ SESSOS ioe Sosa NA Unspecified shapes forsale ~~~ ~~""7=7 838 "15 NA NA NA Other and unspecified ------~----—- iit 0 8 6 NA 
‘Total semimanufactures® _____-__" 105,17 104878 104880 —-108,51—=—==NA Selected end products: 

‘Total pipesand tubes? -____..-..-. 1818518169 182684 18,700 Cold-rolled sheer ===> 77" T>T> qos gs8T T3518 NA 
Electrical sheet* SSISESEEDS Mise LNB se NA 

Cold-reduced strip® ~~~" 7°"TIIT7 ‘7 500 NA NA NA 
‘See footnotes at end of table.
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‘Table 1.—U.S.S.R.: Estimated! production of mineral commodities? Continued 
(Thousand metric tons unless otherwise specified) 

Commodity 1wi)—ise)—~—~«aSR~S~*CRSC« 

METALS —Continved 
Lead: “Mine output, recoverable metal content. - 415 20 225 430 495 Metal smelter . Primary ©. --------------- a5 a5 480 485 490 Becoadary 222 250 0 DTa SETS SSTES Te 25 MS 255 Magnesium metal including secondary —————————— 2 % 8 a 3 

Manganese concentrate? Groseweghte = ------------------ 12750850 get 10400 Matal content 5202 2252<CTTITTIT ghee Bio Brat Mercury metal including secon Ben epound flasks. 61,000 62000-63000 64.000 64,000, Molybdenum, mine output, metal content tons 10200» T0400 T0700 114000100 Nickel “Mine output, metal content ---.----------~ 181 154 1865 110 Metal, smelter === 185 te 8 180 188 Platinum group metals, miné output, metal content ‘thousand troy ounces. «3.200 82503880 8.500 8.600 Silvermetalincludingsecondary.------ do 48000 48,000 48,500 "45.900 7,100, 
Tin ‘Mine output, recoverable metal content_tons._$5,000__96,000_96,000_—87,000__—_87,000 
Metal, smelter: Primary -——----------------do---- 37,000 98.000 "37.000 "38000 38,000 Secondary ___2-_-2222s22adon=2=___12)000 121000121000 12000 124000 

Total ----------------do---- 49,000-——50,000— 49,000 "50,000 50,000, 
‘Titanium: ‘Concentrates: imenite ..____________-_-do._.. 410000 420900425000 430.00 435,000 Rutile s222277TTITITTIIITTIaecl22 “ooo © “Tojo00—“F6}000“Toi000—“Fo,000 Metal w--22222222777227TTII Tae == 800000038500 40.000 41000 ‘Tungsten concentrate, metal content ——————do---- 8700 "R700 *R'700—F9,900 31100, Vanadium nnn nen nsanasdn——- «9.000 835008500 80S 
Zine: ‘Mine output, recoverable metal content. m0 785 790 800 805 

Metal. Primary nnn 800 a5, §20 $80 885 Boonndicy 72 TS OCTEO TT SSPE SIESS 30 50 55 "30 9 
Zirconium metal. - = ~----~----—---——— 5 6 % 80 80 

NONMETALS 
Asbestos nee nnnneeenneeennennen n= 0D 07D 208 BB] BBs Sarite 222 ST LEAT SSEIEASISSIS 500 510 510 520 ‘20 

Boron minerals and compounds (Gross weight sone 200 200 200 200 200 
Byyeontent (222 eo 2 TCLILIIIDISES 40 40 40 40 40 Bromine) 7~2222-77 === 66 61 3 6s 68 Cement raed === 222 TT TTTTTTITTT agg 125049 ag fgg) 12300 Glays: Kaolin including china clay ——--—————-=-- 2500500500 5002800 Corundum, natural ------~----—--tone—_—8500___—8'600 600 «860000 

Diamond: Gem? .......------- thousand carats. “73700 875036003600. 800 ndustriai2227222IITTIIIEUAIS Go Zoo 7100000 F000 7200 
Total. e-------ado-- 1070010850100 10G00 11,000 Diatomite- = 222222222222222222II 225 280 230 235 235 Ruldepar’ "235505 500200 Soe sesgeeenec ss a0 S10 520 530 530 Florepar == 12222 =22 SSSI 50 0 520 50 560 

Graphite == 22227772277 2222T TTT 20 30 0 "5 30 
Gypsum ——22=7=TTTTTTTTTTTIIITIITT 4900 "4.900 "4.900 "49004900 Iodine | -_.~=_~=27~202222222a2ao 2 2 2 2 2 Lime, dead'burned “"72777TTT7TTTTTTTTTZ "a0 *52m,490 *92R400 T%28,700 © %29,500 

Lithium minerals, not further specified ~~ 30 55 35 80 60 
ea Grade... "46004700 f4800 T4800 5,000 

Marketable produet——""——""""-""""__ "2800250200 2a 250 Hikes eve ornare 8 8 a 3 “8 Nitrogen: Neontant ofammonia——--""""""""" 12900 12400-12600 128001300 
Perlite se -ens nnn enn 360, 360 360 380 ‘360 

See footnotes at end of table
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Table 1.U.$.8.R.: Estimated’ production of mineral commodities Continued 
(Thousand metric tons unleas otherwise specified) 

ee oie) ——CR Cn 
NONMETALS ~Continued 

Phosphate rock: oor ‘Apatite, 15% F205... 44700 248.500 46400 "48.000 49,000 SSlimentary rock =—2222TTTTIIIIIITT_ 3s aetoo 284002600000 
Tol en aa 118001800 14,000 T5800 

Concentrate ‘Aatite 304% PO, t.g00 90018000 13.300 18500 Sedimentary rock, 19% 25H P.0-————-- "a0 Ta00 "008400 
Total nee 2AAOD~—«5Q00—~—« BBD —~BERO0— 000 Potash ‘re gross wight... 50000 Fang 6,000 66,000 r6000 KyOeguivalen"~77~--~- aaa aeus gone "Sp Pyriten gross weight 2TTTTIITTTTTTTTTTII ODT S000 St St Steal tgpet ce 220222TOTTTTTITTT ato 6o0 B00 BADD 2E0 um compound nea oe a a a a iar sulfate: Natural a a ee ee) Mipubedassd Uereeressasiseest Bo 

Sulfur ae (ee ao 00 og Gthermatieg -=22722TTIIITIOIIIIIIII = goo 2000 Fa000 800.0 Scontentf pyres 2222277T“T“I22TTTT goo Boo eo S800 a0 Byproduet je ee 0 40 © 10 0 Otmetaiurgyoo22TT22TTTTTIIIIIII2 tebe tano Ofnatural gan 22777TTTTTTTTTTTTTT aoe eam ago 200 ae Of petrolnun SETEETGRITGERRET EAT Ee ae ie 
Tou) —_-------------------- 9209500380 F610 00 Sulfuricaci=222222-avaasssal22222 =O aon gona TOD aig ene oes Tener ‘0 ae 
MINERAL FUELS AND RELATED ‘MATERIALS Coat Hard coal (anthracite apd bituminous... 553960 S82954 544218555400 sgo00 ignite andbrowncoais === ->7~2~~~__—earou__Seart’_—AS0801_—ento0__Le2o00 

Toe * nnn une BOR TAGS TO4OMA 118100 714.000 Coke: Coke oven beshive, reeks eux coke:——~"---=__“agooo “ano “aon00“aeovo_ “sooo 
Fuel briquets nl rom anthracite and bituminous coal —_______- e060 on te00 ao Fromlignteandbrown coal--=-"-==-=-----__ 677 _— 185620058005 700 

Tota? eee METS «GBD ~« AOD Gas, natural, pie “Aereportad! million cubic meters, 406597 gah2n7 | 465982 500,700 585000 Gonvarted=—~777721TT lion euble feet_— "430.000 "15.68.00 "1g.490000 "17-00.000 15,000 000, gibsbaen ISITE ES ato00 Mraw 'asane TF Eapogs a6 at ‘Agricultural we-———---------.------- 225000 "245.000 280,000 90.000 soo000 Fieluse---2-------- noon “0.000 homo —“ofo60 “805808 “Soon Patraou 
ae ts? 585571 608207 R20 612,600 ‘As reported, gravimetric units? S85TL—_ ns ; 1 «6000 Soavbedamchse wie ‘housand 42gallon berrela.. "4304000 "4488600 "4475800 "4.500000 4,590,000 Refinery productst® “nnn neers ens aBe0T "4B s90 "as8300  "Gedo00 

"Preliminary. "Revised. NA Not available. :Broducton estimated unless otherwise pecfed. includes data avalable through Oct, 106 Reported in Soviet sources ‘Reported in United Nations sources ‘Estimate based on total of splogleisen and blast furnace ferromanganese reported by United Nations sources. ‘Data may nots to totals shown because of independent rounding "Series changed to include near gem and cheap gem qualty 'Runamin con average ach content of cal tipped from mines ma 029%, and te average calorie value was sul re Ot lease program 0 Buch thermal unt per pein nT) ot distributed by type and, therefore, not stable for conversion to volumetric units Data include all energy psolieandwme nomen rodcl an well as finery ful and exclude petrochemical Teese paratitla Eke, white spirit, unepeified minor nonenergy product, and refinery lesee
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TRADE 

Foreign trade was administered accord- ery, twice what they had previously agreed 
ing to the national plan by the Ministry of to take. The Soviets would continue to take 
Foreign Trade and its subordinate foreign 600,000 tons per year until a proposed 
trade organizations. Enterprises were not associated smelter was completed. 
allowed to engage in foreign trade except The Soviet Union and China signed an 
through foreign trade organizations. Laws agreement stipulating a large increase in 
of comparative advantage played less of a trade. Regarding minerals, the Soviet 
role in foreign trade than did Government Union was to supply China with steel prod- 
objectives. Two major Soviet objectives were ucts, nonferrous metals, and cement and 
to integrate the economies of Eastern Eu- was to receive unspecified minerals from 
rope with the Soviet economy and to earn China. The U.S.S.R. was to export ferroal- 
sufficient hard currency to purchase essen- loys to China as part of this agreement. 
tial commodities such as grain and ad- North Korea was increasing its exports to 
vanced technology and equipment. Mineral the U.SS.R. of nonferrous metals, magne- 
exports were used to meet both objectives. site, and cement. According to a 1983-85 
‘The Soviet Union was the chief supplier of _ trade agreement, the U.S.S.R. was to supply 
fuel and other raw materials to Eastern Laos with petroleum products and rolled 
Europe, and mineral exports provided the ferrous metals. 
majority of Soviet hard currency earnings. In Africa, the U.S.S.R. purchased manga- 

Regarding major hard-currency-earning nese concentrates from Gabon despite the 
mineral exports, in 1983 the Soviet Union fact that the U.S.S.R. was the world’s larg- 
maintained its high 1982 level of petroleum est producer of manganese and a leading 
exports to the West. This was partially manganese exporter. Imported concentrates 
achieved through increased reexport of were reported to have a high manganese 
Middle East and North African crude ob- content. 
tained in barter exchanges. Soviet gold In the Middle East, the U.S.S.R. signed an 
exports, however, fell to about 60 tons, their agreement to assist Iraq in developing hy- 
lowest ‘level since the 1971 demonetiza- droelectric power and in exploiting Iraq's 
tion of gold. oil and gas reserves. The Soviet Union was 

‘The Soviet Union signed contracts with also assisting Libya in developing its oil and 
Japanese firms to import high-carbon and gas reserves and was providing technical 
alloy steel products including boiler tubes assistance and equipment for the construc- 
and stainless steel seamless pipes. Four _ tion of a 570-kilometer gas pipeline. 
Japanese firms signed an agreement to ship _The past 2 years witnessed big increases 
1 million tons of large-diameter steel pipe to in Soviet imports of Middle Bast and North 
the USSR. in 1984. The Soviet Union also African crude oil, most of which was reex- 
ordered 500 sideboom tractors from Komat- ported. The Soviets exchanged armaments 
su Ltd. for use on the trans-Siberian gas and other goods in barter arrangements for 
export pipeline. Although Japan was to the crude oil. Imports from Libya during 
import over 3 million tons per year of the first half of 1983 jumped to 140,000 
coking coal from the Neryungri complex in barrels per day from 60,000 barrels per day 
Yakutia starting in 1983, the Soviets were for the corresponding period in 1982. Iran 
not able to deliver this amount. The Soviets and Iraq supplied the U.SS.R. with a fur- 
also reduced the price of all coking coal sold ther 90,000 barrels per day, and Syria sup- 
to Japan by over 18%, in accord with world plied the U.S.S.R. with 14,000 barrels per 
prices. Despite reported reductions in palla- day. 
dium sales to Europe and the United States, _ In October, it was announced that the 
there was no decrease in palladium sales to. European Economic Community (EEC) had 

Japan. rescinded the provisional 7% antidumping 
India and the USSR. signed a protocol duty imposed in June on Soviet nickel 

for the U.S.SR. to provide technical and imports, and that the antidumping duty 
financial assistance for the development of collected since June was to be refunded. The 
several Indian coalfields and an agreement Soviet state trade organization Raznoim- 
to cooperate in gold mining and other min- port had challenged the EEC’s duty, which 
eral development in India. The U.S.S.R. also was imposed after complaints by European 
agreed to take all 600,000 tons of alumina nickel producers. The Soviet case was 
from the proposed Andhra Pradesh refin- strengthened when it appeared that the
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Soviet price was being undercut by other had been dependent on coal and oil for the 
producers. The EEC complaint also gave majority of its energy needs. Although ship- 
rise to a controversy during this period ments to West Berlin would only slightly 
concerning the proper method for evaluat- help the Soviets achieve their gas export 
ing Soviet nickel imports, a large percent- goal, it would be significant for Berlin's 
age of which was shipped as uncut cathodes. energy supply. Total West German imports 

In other actions, in June the EEC im- of Soviet oil and natural gas increased in 
posed an antidumping duty on copper sul- 1983. 
fate originating in the Soviet Union. The _ The Federal Republic of Germany's 
EEC also confirmed a provisional antidump- ‘Thyssen Rheinstah! Technik GmbH receiv- 
ing duty imposed in November 1982 on soda ed an order for a rolling mill for the Krivoy 
ash imported from the Council for Mutual Rog steelworks in the Ukraine. The mill, 
Economic Assistance (CMEA)" Eastern Eu- scheduled for completion in 1985, would 
ropean countries and the Soviet Union and make seamless steel rings for use in the 
extended its antidumping procedure regard- manufacture of turbines. The Federal Re- 
ing imports of nonalloy crude aluminum public of Germany's Mannesmann Demag 
from the Soviet Union, while a final ruling AG signed a contract to construct two pipe 
regarding Soviet aluminum dumping was plants in the Soviet Union; one would be in 

awaited, Baku on the Caspian Sea and the other in 
The Federal Republic of Germany's Taganrog on the Sea of Azov. 

Mannesmann AG stated it was holding Austria signed a protocol for the receipt 
talks with the Soviet Union on the sale of of Soviet gas from the trans-Siberian pipe- 
surface mining and coal processing equip- line beginning in 1984. It would be in ad- 
ment to develop Siberia’s vast lignite re- dition to the large amount Austria was 
serves. The project, if agreed upon, would be already importing from the Soviet Union, 
the largest East-West business transaction _ Italy's state-run contracting and engi- 
since the agreement to build the trans- neering group, Italimpianti, a subsidiary of 
Siberian gas pipeline. The proposed project Finsider S.p.A., the state-controlled steel 
called for transforming the lignite into syn- holding company, was awarded a contract 
thetic liquid fuels for shipment to the west- by the Soviet Union to build five coal proc- 
ern industrialized region of the Soviet essing plants, each with a capacity of 15 
Union. By gaining access to Siberia’s vast million tons per year, at the Ekibastuz 
lignite reserves, the Soviet Union would be Coalfields in Kazakhstan. The Soviets 
able to achieve its goal of greater substitu- planned eventually to construct 10 coal 
tion of coal for oil, freeing petroleum for processing plants at Ekibastuz. Finsider 
export and petrochemical use. Other pro- received orders from the Soviet Union for 
posals for gaining access to Siberia’s low- 800,000 tons of steel pipe. The contract was 
quality coal reserves included construction to be filled by the end of 1984. 
of trans-Siberian coal slurry pipelines and ‘France signed a 5-year trade agreement 
construction of large thermal electric with the Soviet Union that, among other 
powerplants near the deposits connected to provisions, would triple Soviet imports of 
long-distance electricity transmission net- French steel products. The new agreement 
works. It was not certain yet which project would help reduce France's trade deficit 
or combination of projects would be under- with the Soviet Union, caused, in part, by 
taken because the decision rested on a increased purchase of Soviet natural gas. 
number of factors, including cost, technolog- _In Soviet trade with other Western Euro- 
ical feasibility, access to Western technolo- pean countries, the Belgian seamless and 
gy, equipment, credits, etc. specialized tube maker, Tubemeuse, won an 

‘The Soviet Union signed an agreement extension of its current major export con- 
with Ruhrgas AG of the Federal Republic of tract with the USSR. The USSR. and 
Germany to supply West Berlin with natu- Norway signed an agreement for planning 
ral gas from the trans-Siberian export pipe- exploration of oilfields in the Barents Sea 
line, Deliveries were scheduled to begin in The Soviet Union agreed to provide 50% of 
1985 and were to increase over a period of the cost of constructing a 600,000-ton-per- 
several years to 23 to 25 billion cubic feet year alumina refinery in Greece with the 
per year. The contract was to run until the Soviets tentatively scheduled to purchase 
year 2008. The agreement involved con- 380,000 tons per year of alumina for a 10- 
Struction of a 285-kilometer spur pipeline _ year period. 
from the Czechoslovak border through the " In an effort to reduce its trade surplus 
German Democratic Republic. West Berlin _ with the Soviet Union, Finland increased its
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oil imports from the Soviet Union by 3.3. of Soviet 50% ferrosilicon arrived in the 
million barrels above its originally agreed Port of New Orleans; these were the first 
upon purchase of 58.8 million barrels per Soviet ferrosilicon shipments in 9 years. 
year. Finland also agreed to import an US. ferrosilicon producers were concerned 
additional 9.6 million barrels of Soviet that these imports severely threatened the 
crude oil for resale on the world market. domestic market because the 50% grade 

Yugoslavia signed an agreement to pur- was their main product. The U.S. Interna- 
chase an additional 7.4 million barrels of _ tional Trade Commission decided to conduct 
Soviet oil, raising Yugoslavia's imports of an investigation to determine whether the 
crude oil from the Soviet Union to 47.8 Soviet ferrosilicon imports caused market 
million barrels per year. The Soviet Union disruptions. 
signed an agreement to supply Yugoslavia In December, the U.S. Government issued 
with mining and other equipment for reno- a ban on all imports from the U.S.S.R. of 
vation of lead-zinc mining and metallurgi- unfabricated nickel and nickel-bearing 
cal enterprises. materials containing Cuban nickel. The 

United States-Soviet trade comprised a U.S.S.R. would have to follow procedures 
small percentage of the total trade turnover already in effect for other countries certify- 
of both countries. In United States-Soviet ing that nickel-bearing exports contained 
trade, mineral commodities comprised a no Cuban material. This ruling could result 
small percentage of U.S. exports anda large _ in a ban of all Soviet nickel imports because 
percentage of U.S. imports. Certain com- it could be assumed that nickel from the 
modities traded were of significance to the _U.S.S.R. had some Cuban nickel in it unless 
economies of the importing countries such the U.S.S.R. made satisfactory certification 
as palladium from the Soviet Union and to the contrary. The U.S. Customs Service 
phosphoric acid from the United States. The would detain any nickel-bearing material 
level of trade in certain important mineral imported either directly or indirectly from 
commodities, such as chrome ore, gold, mo- the U.S.S.R. until its country of origin was 
lybdenum, titanium, etc., had varied consid- ascertained. The ban on Soviet nickel im- 
erably over the years. In August 1983, the ports did not affect stainless steel or other 
United States removed all licensing require- fabricated products containing Soviet nickel 
ments for exports of heavy pipelaying such as flatware, pots, and pans from out- 
equipment to the Soviet Union. This opened _ side the Soviet Union. U.S. imports of Sovi- 
the way for the U.S. Caterpillar Tractor Co., et nickel during the first 9 months of 1983 
which had lost much of its Soviet business had risen 84% in comparison to the same 
to Japan’s Komatsu Ltd., to try to resume _ period in 1982 partly because, it was specu- 
this trade. Complaints were raised by U.S. _ lated, of the EEC’s 7% duty on Soviet nickel 
producers that the Soviet Union was export- that was imposed from June through Octo- 
ing large quantities of urea to the United ber 1983. In 1982, Soviet nickel imports 
States at prices below U.S. production costs. accounted for 3% of total U.S. nickel im- 

In November, the third shipment in 1983 _ ports. 

Table 2.—U.S.S.R.: Mineral trade with the United States in 1983 
(Metric tons unless otherwise specified) 

oS 09 TTT emg 
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‘The USSR. and Mexico agreed to under- currency situation deteriorated. 
take joint research in petroleum production One alternative to Soviet supplies that 
and exploration. Research would be con- was being pursued by the Eastern European 
ducted in areas such as the development of countries was to assist mineral development 
drilling technology, oil and gas transport, in developing countries in exchange for 
and exploration techniques. Upon selecting minerals. This policy would serve the addi- 

. concrete programs, an exchange of techni- tional purpose of extending Soviet bloc in- 
cal information was to commence in the last fluence in different parts of the world while 
quarter of 1983. Although apparently not also freeing Soviet mineral production for 
part of the agreement, the Soviets reported- domestic use or for sale in the West for hard 
ly discussed publicly the possibility of Mexi- currency. 
co supplying part of Cuba's oil needs in Still, the overwhelming majority of East- 
exchange for the U.S.S.R. supplying an ern European mineral import requirements 
equivalent amount to Mexico's clients else-_ were met by the Soviet Union. Conversely, 
where in the world. the Soviet Union did not depend to any 

‘The Soviet Union announced the comple- appreciable extent on Eastern Europe for 
tion of economic negotiations in Moscow minerals. Some of the surplus raw materi- 
with the Nicaraguan Government concern- als produced by Eastern Europe, such as 
ing, in part, the development of Nicara- potash from the German Democratic Re- 
gua’s mining industry and mineral explora- public and copper from Poland, were ex- 
tion. These negotiations were in pursuance _ ported to the West for hard currency. 
of a bilateral agreement signed in 1982 in ‘The Soviet Union did import some raw 
Moscow to provide Soviet help for develop- materials from Eastern Europe, such as 
ing Nicaragua’s mineral industry. Such as- coal and sulfur from Poland, alumina from 
sistance was in keeping with the Soviet Hungary, and possibly some lead from Bul- 
pattern of providing aid for mineral devel- garia, but these imports did not comprise a 
opment to friendly and developing countries significant percentage of Soviet consump- 
to promote closer political and economic tion. Furthermore, the Soviets exported to 
ties and to secure needed raw materials. Eastern European countries commodities 
‘The mining industry in Nicaragua was that they imported from other countries in 
comprised essentially of gold and silver the same area. Thus, the Soviets also ex- 

mining. ported coal, lead, and sulfur to Eastern 
One of the U.SS.R.’s main political objee- Europe, and exported aluminum back to 

tives was to integrate the economies of the Hungary in exchange for the alumina as 
Eastern European CMEA countries (Bulgar- well as exporting aluminum to othér East- 
ia, Czechoslovakia, the German Democratic ern European countries. 
Republic, Hungary, Poland, and Romania) —_It was not. possible to specify the exact 
with that of the Soviet Union, and Soviet amount of Eastern European dependency 
mineral trade played a major role in fulfill- for many Soviet minerals because Soviet 
ing this objective. Eastern Europe was defi- trade statistics for nonferrous and precious 
cient in most minerals while the Soviet metals, steel, ferroalloys, and some fuel and 
Union was one of the world’s largest miner- nonmetallic minerals were a state secret. 
al producers Occasionally an Eastern European country 

The Soviet Union provided the Eastern would publish figures on trade with the 
European countries with the majority of Soviet Union in a mineral that the Soviet, 
their raw material import requirements in Union did not report, but in general, both 
nonhard currency transactions; the Soviet sides maintained the rule of secrecy. How- 
Union received in exchange manufactured ever, prior to 1976, the Soviets did publish 
and other goods. Only Romania of the six more information on mineral trade includ- 
Eastern European countries did not obtain ing trade in a number of nonferrous metals, 
the majority of its raw material imports and these figures from earlier years could 
from the Soviet Union. Given the shortage be used to gauge the degree of Eastern 
of hard currency in the Eastern European European dependency. The fact that this 
countries, it would be difficult for these dependency did not change could be con- 
countries to purchase minerals on the world firmed by observing the trading patterns of 
market if Soviet supplies were curtailed. the Eastern European countries with the 
Even Romania, which was the only Eastern countries of the Western world from which 
European country with substantial oil pro- _ trade information always was available. 
duction, had been turning more toward _ To present an idea of the scope of Eastern 
trade with the Soviet Union as its hard- European mineral dependence on the Soviet
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Union, trade for a certain number of repre- 1981, the Soviets planned on maintaining 
sentative minerals is presented in the fol- this 1981 level of exports to Eastern Europe- 
lowing tables. Similar relationships held an CMEA countries through the 1981-85 
true for many other minerals not included period with only minor variations, particu- 
in the following tables. Although the data larly regarding oil and natural gas. 
in the tables are listed as being for the year 

Table 3.—U.S.S.R.: Selected raw materials exports to Eastern European 
CMEA countries in 1981 

TT Barcel 
Seay uss oe eurepe Pane Ee exports ‘animpors ‘sumption 

‘Aluminum, oo cones 3 8 0 
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Table 4.—U.S.S.R.: Selected raw materials imports from Eastern European 
CMEA countries in 1981 

SS eee 
Commodity Tol Eat Total USSR. =— ciEurope USSR. consump ‘anexpors imports “tom 
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In 1983, the Soviet Union agreed to main- per year of aluminum semimanufactured 
tain oil exports to CMEA countries at the goods. Hungary was also to receive in ex- 
1982 level. Shipments of chrome ore to change 205,000 tons per year of aluminum 
Czechoslovakia and Poland were reduced. instead of the former 165,000 tons. Else- 
Hungary and the U.S.S.R. renewed and where, the U.S.S.R. shipped to Bulgaria a 1- 
expanded their aluminum cooperation million-kilowatt atomic reactor from the 
agreement until 1990. The earlier Soviet- Izhora works in Leningrad. This was the 
Hungarian aluminum agreement, conclud- first of several units of this type that were 
ed in 1962, was due to expire in December to be shipped to the CMEA countries. The 
1985, when the new agreement would take U.S.S.R. assisted Romania in putting into 
effect. According to the terms of the new operation two caustic soda plants and was 
agreement, Hungary was to increase its assisting Bulgaria in the development of the 
annual supply of alumina to the Soviet Asarel copper and molybdenum complex 
Union from 330,000 to 530,000 tons per year and the Yrma-reka lead and zinc mining 
and to ship to the Soviet Union 5,000 tons _ and beneficiation complex.
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‘Table 5.—U.S.S.R.: Estimated production, trade, and consumption of mineral 
commodities in 1983 

(Thousand metric tons unless otherwise specified 
‘Apparent Commodity Production Imports Exports sump 
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See footnotes at end of table.
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Table 5.—U.S.S.R.: Estimated production, trade, and consumption of mineral 
commodities in 1983 —Continued 

(Thousand metric tons unless otherwise specified) 
Apparent 

Commodity Production Imports Exports consump: ‘ton 

NONMETALS—Continued 
Tale wmarbennases 510 15 “ 525 

MINERAL FUELS AND RELATED MATERIALS 
Coal “Anthracite and bituminous ..------------------ 854,000 9.000 7,000 536,000 Ligite and brown coal. ~~~ ~~~== 27222 62000 20,000 )——is2.000 
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Refinery producte= 222 2222222IITTTTTITTTI 0000 000 45,000 46,000 
ese than 1/2 unit 
Reported in Soviet sources. 
Includes concentrates 

Table 6.—U.S.S.R.: Net import reliance of selected minerals and metals as a percent of 
consumption in 1983 
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Table 7.—U.S.S.R: Net exports of selected 
minerals and metals as a percent of 

consumption in 1983 
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‘Selection made from commodities for which exports comprise 10% or more of consumption
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Table 8.—U.S.S.R.: Apparent exports of selected mineral commodities 
(Metric tons unless otherwise specified) 

Destinations, 1982 
Commodity 1981 ie hee “yack Dale Other (principal) 
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‘Excluding roasted pyrit Srossqrousand tons... 54429 42,896 - Czechoslovakia 9,878; Poland 8,995; ‘Romania 7,180, Pyrite, roasted_____ do. 106 NA Metal 
SEEBE —ci emer SBR nen 2,681 2,859 Italy 872; Spain 400; Japan 369, 

Pig iron, cast iron, related Materials do. 3,105 1985 __ Czechoslovakia 900; Bulgaria $99. Ferroalloys: 
Ferrochromium —— do. 2 21 __ Hungary 6; Austria 5. 
Ferromanganese_— do — ~~ 24 6 Allto Hungary. Ferrosilicochromium 

do. — 1 __ AlltoSweden, Ferrosilicomanganese 
do. 2 7 __ Alto Finland. Ferrosilicon_— do = "= 1 Pt = West Germany 8; Hungary 8 Unspecified ~~ do. — 8 14 TL Hlungary 10; Sweden 3 

Steet, primary Torma - “ao. ~ 736 665 > Hungary 857; Yugoslavia 183, smimanufactures: 
Bars ods angles, shapes, sections do 1,166 1468 ~ Poland 673; Bast Germany 524 Universais, plates, sheets 

Bade 1033 974 ___ Bast Germany 475; Hungary 241 Hoop and strip ____do-——~ 20 u Yugoslavia 10, Rails and accessories 
ee 2 2 __ Mainly to Yugoslavia. 

Wire do. =2 3 3 West Germany 1; Jordan 1 ‘Tubes, pipes, fittings « " oninas ak” 40 51 _____ West Germany 15; Poland 10 ‘stings and forgings, rough 
“ do... i 10 __ Poland. Lea Willies oe omnes sce 2 = Alltolaly. Metal including alloys: 

‘Unwrought 2s 27059 24,168 Geechoslovakia 15,000; Finland 7,010 Semimanufactures — 8 > Allto Yugoslavia. 
[ithium: Oxides and hydroxides ~~ 43 38012 Japan 296: ‘Magnesium: Metal including alloys, 

Unwrought ee ar 528 __ West Germany 211; France 199, Manganese: Ore and concentrate, 
metallurgical-grade® 

MeN e AE thousand tons. 1.194 1144 ____ Poland 585; Czechoslovakia 246. 
Mercury 78-pound Masks ~ ‘464 1044 Ethiopia 561; West Germany 406 

‘Matte and speiss == 804 481. Sweden 485. Metal including alloys: 
Serap eoc enue ntact 4 140 Sweden 117, Unwrought_- ~~ "77"77777> 29245 © -93ST8__ 1,908 West Germany 12,996; France 6,003 ‘Semimanufactures ~~~ ~~ 228 381 "__ Yugoslavia 26 

See footnotes at end of table.
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‘Table 8.—U.S.S.R.: Apparent exports of selected mineral commodities: Continued 
(Metric tons unless otherwise specified) 

Destinations, 1082 
Commodi 1981 i "hee gaa "y Dieited Other (principal) 

METALS —Continued 
Platinum group metals: Metals including ‘alloys, unverought and partly wrought Valle, thousands $12518 $9911 $57,961 West Germany 80:48 Switzertand 
‘Tin: Metal including allo ee ‘Unwrought seen -- 2 __ Alto Poland. Somimanufactures.~7~227=277 = 50 T> Alito Malaysia. 
‘Titanium: ‘Ore and concentrate —----- <5 409 Alto Polana. Oren sen eee een i NA Metal including alia, all forms ~~~ 1,504 11S 806 West Germany 812. 

ten: Gre and concentrate = 61 United Kingdom 38, ‘Metal including alloy, all forms ——— 2 1 12 Alltottaty. Yanuitums Orden fand hydrosides — ~~~ Ea 40 12 West Germany 20; taly 20, 
hah and residue containing zine 21 Alto West Germany. 

‘Metal including alloys: Brapene oesseasee 2 NA ‘Unwrought= ---_72-2222- 88814818 ___Crechostovakia 9,000; Poland 5,417 ‘Semimanufactares ~~~ ~==~ 35 Tl 22 Greece 0 
NONMETALS 

Abrasives, nes: ‘Natural: Corundum, emery, pumice, ca ae RT cg 63. AlltoFinland. 
Artificial: (Corundum 145 LgT1 Alto West German; Silicon carbide ~~~ ~~=7_7~ 22a ob) > West Germany 5183, 

Dust and powder of precious and semi precious stones including diamond alu, thousands $1,110 3949 $106 Yugoslavia $949; Italy $260, 
Grinding and polishing wheels and 
tinea coronene te 1 50 Yugoslavia 21; Bthiopia 10. 

Asbestos, orude === = 272222 206803 264031. Poland 85.865; Japan 38204; 
“Caochosiovakia 35448, 

Borgn materials: ‘Grade natsral borates 3621 1.805 All to Japan. Elemental <== -22 == 10. NA Oxides and acide -2=77~7—-~77> 714558 40,148 Japan 6652; Hungary 2065. Cement? ~~ thousand tons 2185 2221 = Eegp 5: Hungary 405; Afghanistan 
Clays, crude: - “Ghamotte earth. 1498 NA Fire clay ~~~7~22222222 61 NA 
Gilneas scoccoccca Rx gears inspecified ~~~ === === ‘ ns Slavia 10 873 Diamond: = 
‘Geo, nt set or strung Wife, thousands... $225,860 SSBB $410 Belgium Luxemboure $291,978 West 
Industrial do 191 gos __ alto Belglumetuxcmbourg. 

Fertliaer materials: Grade nes = 158 NA Manufactured: "Ammonia... thousand tons 1,889 142 548 Finland 196; Italy 149, Nitrogenoug? do. S401 ott 12 Cuba 378; Hungary 484; Vietnam 445, 
Phosphatie! >> oTde-——— "758 690 Cuba 885; Bulgaria 160 Potassiet === 7 "go 5.245 4956 G1 Poland 1.799; Hungary 608, 
Unepecified and mixed —do. ~~ 44 fs stra St Haypt 9 Graphite natural ~~~ aia 819 Poland 826; Japan 132. mand pase? 92—02-==2T=> aan 3000 To Fnland 

Stgaestam tn nnd Vagpeste eg 7ooooo- 7.505 635 Alito Poland, 
QO ca canecaneee ge 8,648. 19,740 Finland 8,296. Phosphates, crude ~~~ thousand tons. B92 S58 Bulggra is Poland 644; Hungary “ 

Phosphorus, elemental... 47885. «S1,864 = Poland 11,659, Potassium salts, crude ———— =o 1,608 2083 __ Alto Hungary. Precious and seiniprecious stones other ‘han diamond Naturals vale, thousands. $1,808 «$0,153 —“18_—_ Starland 85085 West Germany i Synthetic __----______do..- 381 $800 $6 Austria $845; Switzerland $184. 
Pyrite, unroasted? ——~ thousand tons_— 536 359 © Bulgaria 257; Hungary bl 
Seltandbrine® = —2270= = TTT 450848 480815 Hungary 150,00; Cuehostovaia 160.0 
See footnotes at end of table
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Table 8.—U.S.S.R.: Apparent exports of selected mineral commodities: —Continued 
(Metiton unless otherwise specifi) 

Tt 
Commodi Ff a a 

° =e ee Other principe 

NONMETALS —Contnued 
aii paana Creme taftired. game tae Boland 16185 Yop 50, 
‘Sulfate, manufactured? —________ 51,305 46,053 —— Yugoslavia 17,151; Italy 7,894. 

eed paler 15401163872 Italy 7043; West Germany 7,00: ee gal 104; West Germany 7.003 
caNt™t Se eae 5 3 1 Sweden S;France a. 

Hlmental: Crude ineuding native smstygegc’ matinee egsogzaamn Hangar 25, 
ile ono 179,912 197,060 ~ ‘Czechoslovakia 158,894. vote chit ano. “SAGA “Begum 6.50 France a 
MINERAL FUELS AND RELATED SMTA Carton: Carbon blak? --------~ —TOUSBL— OSES Bagi 0.8 at Germany as on 
Antioste tel Hains jusand 17,878 14,149 Bul 5,330; East Ge 2,897; casi. Cn 149 __ Bulgarian 89; Eat Germany 2.91; ‘Yegodana doa." Liguite including brguets do 66 8 vegies coldgligindaine mriauets -—do---- arf gal == ERSPSTONDY 1055 rntand or, Getomiral Sassous failion cubic feet. 1465121851218 aly 82,756 Coehlovaia 818586, at Garg os Reppin iguandintar TTL AaDaIS_—.. France SO Wan Urey 2228 on EEA oouand s2gtontorvek.— 140561 SIBTOL Bass Germany 10382 Poland SEP He Refgery products Tighten gasdo---- 8B 1BND Wan Germany 645 Fran Gases rime en ag hill ad Wet Germany 18888 Neterings 
‘Mineral jelly and wax ..do-——_ 23 25 Finland 20. Bineralilyandege <-de——- ard anh => BENE Lang Netherand 8, Sommmasi 8 sot 188s > Nein br Strand 
Lubricants do Taher ass 
‘Residual fuel oil __ ~ do. — 44,644 82,453 1 Netherlands 18,392; Italy 11,486. Beate cre. | te Unspeciied “77 -"do---- 21808158992 lfto Poland. 

Preliminary. Net eestieble — USSRSUs Rabi aed by Dosa Bech Owing to a lack of oficial trade data published by the USSR this able should not be taken go's complete presotation of this country s mineral trade. Uniess otherwise specified, these dats have heen teeta Be CN Rc ec a dnt pele by fhe pata tote or 
2Official Trade Statistics of the USSR. 2Brluger uantty value at $5500 in 1981 and $1,858 000 in 1982 Cop thant Sunk 

Table 9.—U.S.S.R.: Apparent imports of selected mineral commodities’ 

(Metre tons unles otherwise specified) 
TT Be 

immo wr 1k Ey Gale Other rinipad 
METALS 

ibupae Se a awente tous tons. «28GB, _Groen 56; Yugolaia 54 ite an ydreni oa ae Mm Magee SOS tr Metal incu alos Se cscs a err 
sy ‘Semimanufactures _——_____- 10,180 7,823 @) Austria 3,035, West Germany 1,405. ie one 22 B All from West Germany. Sa tala ios, alana ——— a Nk pignetl Hatley digger po reece es a ae $0181 dapan Netherlands 5 

See footnotes at end of table
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Table 9.—U.S.S.R.: Apparent imports of selected mineral commodities' —Continued 
(Metric tons unless otherwise spcifiod) 
1 

Commodity ween 2982 q@ er Other (rien) 
METALS —Continued 

(Cadmium: Metal including alloys all . forme nee mesiove a 515. apan dt; Italy 60. 
rides and hydrosides ki 0 » All from J Metal including alloys al forms = * { oc: Saasee CColumbium and tantalum (Greand ceenirttes = === 1817) Allfrom Netherlands. Metal inching alloys, ai orms, copgitat NRcerams.— - 40. Allfrom Japan 
Gre and concentrate. ST SIG—,659 8,548 Sweden 5.250. Mater and speis including consent Cite eee sean = 1826 ll from Cyprus. Metal including alo Scape son apy. apn Le Unwrought2-2-222222222 —stse Tees >All rom Poland, Somimanuiactires --"--""- 1928008 3 Boland 0,238 Yopostavia 5,843 Tron.and sel Metal Serapens een n- == «PLASM «RAAB TAR Mongolia 22,700, 
i op Sat ion, ead materials — aol 85M Sweden 9,272 
“"Rerromolybdenum 38, 63 —- All from Sweden, Porrediicon 777777777 2689 2700 => Allftom North Korea. Siiconmetain--————-=-=-- aU Norway ng. Unspecified === === er 5 Anna (ot Steel primary forms=---~---77_ = 94 10S Went Germany 008 
Semper angles sh ‘sections thousand tons. — 1101115 -— Poland 818; Japan 210. Universal, plates, sheets fo. 2m 240 1 West Germany 24 Japan 5 Aus had Hoop and strip. ____ do. 5B -_ West Germany 177; Japan 39. Rails and accessories ~~ do. ~~ 8 @ <2 Mainly from United Kingdom, Wire won en donna n fH talyS.Japan 

‘Tubes: pipes Aitings do = «308443, Japan ats West Germany 1,076; ‘i ie en ige Y 
Castings and forgings, * pc ° 4 West Germany 1; aly Lead ‘Oreand concentrate 949414800 =A from Greece. Onabegte oe ee sccm nce ae EBT] <2 Went Germany 2400; France 2,171 Metal including alloys Trogon 98688 BRIB] alg Lanemboare 1285 Peru 

Semimanufactures —_—______ 4,957 2 -- Yugoslavia 28. Magnesiwm: Metal including alla somimanvfactares 400 ONA Manganose Bred concentrate metallurgical waeies Year a 
he are Ne lan reury ~~~ ~~~ pound Anak a <= Allfrom Japan, Maiden Gres consent 8 0B =A fom Netherlands, ‘al inetd alloys, al forma ——— 5 x pa Nickel: Metal nclading alaye Unwrought ene 1 NA sgn Senonbfatnes = 2TT0TIT aR 4 Japan 241 

‘Ste and concentrate Walue, thousands. SLST $50,862 West Gormany $27,797; United King 
‘Metal including all at son peat Metal including alloys, uno ss a priywroug sdn sONA 

‘Ore and concentrate == 5962281 Allfrom Singapore ‘Metal including alloys Unwrought no 5795 8709 Malaysia 700. Seminmasufactares -=7=77727 3 Tl Allffom Yagotavin Titanium Oriieg ss rere rues 2am 209 — West Germany 1988 Metal iichuding alloys al forms” =~ e 3 ll Maly Tungsten: ‘Greand concentrate === 651 a0 Nahr 68; United Kingdom 
‘Metal including alloys, all forms —__ 62 56 4 Japan 52. 

See footnotes at end of table
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Table 9.—U.S.S.R.: Apparent imports of selected mineral commodities’ —Continued Metric tons ule teri pci 
a es wee Commodit 1981 1082. “Ose SSC " wae Other rina BE itt 

METALS Continued 
Vanadium: Oxides and hydonides © llfom Fintan ae Greandconentate....-----.TRASB_—«B5614 «Stn 12814 Grew 12.70, Geibg omemenienssanoan--~ TORRE SY =. tan Me citi io Gael ag aus agate Netheriande 12,068; Fintan 8.90 Somimasefactves=—~—-7--> "BRR SBP => Satta NONMETALS asia ioe "RAS Csrundam ——— 101m Hangney 17, a co nteh gaksivaad Tose Tene wiht ass beak eT Nay Bert andwitherie=7—77T77w222 | BBP umn tty Glmentes PS TI TOTTI lo estan o> AMOR Loos. Sea Bor stor sang thee, hounds $24 ll om lg Laceour Ipduateiat en MOU Bx Alfom Beem Laren ret a ianacare “anette Manuictared: § kL Allfrom Unita Kingdom Siogenes=22222T2TCITIT tue easo«—2z Aelia Bioepiaie=22—o2coToccores | amg (GRE == ARM IOs Unopetiedand mcd ~~~" "REG “HRMS == Mann pooper ramen “orc HBR Pila ga Ertl oearel Poa PR Gg Alton Semi aieel agree sagnis Toni. North Korea 4718 Selena njdroidee -——2—=a2= RR TURE 77 ghar geo cae: OR 
"Srueincudingspitingsandwase- = fom United Kingdom Wonkette ene ne ee, <oNa Praga cia oar RAED sue eA End to a ar value, howands- <= United Syntinc > "MM Suge SSE => Rte nom getbtedtrine= 22a RE aueSh I. Alam Ae Sedan pesponna gaasGctace: maniac NCO asst GSDSSR Buena BSH se ral ee ong and partly worked 6 2180 Hangary as Wmoncermeperivwerked <--> UMD Hanan that, so@ttveland crashed rk “T77—“> aS aot T> van 3S aE setak 

‘Crude including native and by- cena ene ans 54602 28002 Poland S180, Ri eat, able 5 easogf TBR Palen 800, Diogtgnnne Preseiated shld” eg 2 lem Frag Bithricac’=~2—2-=2—o--77- gg dll gga «== Stead Tales tapions provi SSB = PMR MINERAL FUELS AND RELATED oe Gurdon Caron acess A092 Ent Kingdom 200 & he ond btuninonn ceerciteareseteerago- 48S dg including bien n= zr Ramee gpteandsemrntee NS Goon TS A aay Serena iss cans a= OU Ges natural Caasoug nee Se agh om ngary Pestintudig bctcandiier®” SH => om Hungan Fo acatag oot i ‘ehetpee erm ce en bare , 4 Frances ng ee Seen Iaith a en Seated waa "~~ 32 NES se Germany. Kemneqyctice = ge gk = om Dalit ooo Tangy 2 ie oS attr PR RSENS as nn ise Nonlubraing oils. edon asa 
aia ot nda
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Table 9.—U.S.S.R.: Apparent imports of selected mineral commodities! —Continued 
(Metric tons unless otherwise specified) 
ae Sources, 1982 

Some st 1982" United Other (principal) 

MINERAL FUELS AND RELATED "MATERIALS “Continued 
Petroleum refinery products —Continued 

Reiley equa te wh) tt 
Biubos re ta aE is o> Binland Petroleum coke ~"--~~~~do.=~ 100k 1182080 Japan 92. 
Preliminary. _ NA Not available 
Mable prepared by Jozef Plachy. Owing to a lack of official trade data published by the U-SS.R this table should not be taken fn 8 complete presentation of this country's mineral trade. Unless otherwise specified, these data have been ‘compiled from United Nations information and data published bythe partner trade counties. 
Less than 1/2 unit 
1981 imports valued at 8,541,000. “Official Trade Statistics of the USSR. 

. 
COMMODITY REVIEW 

METALS Pavlodar aluminum plant and would aug- 
ent depleted reserves from the Turga Aluminum.—In 1983, the plan for bauxite Steppe. ed Revervas o Raeey 

extraction and aluminum production was” ‘The USS.R. had to import almost 50% of 
reported fulfilled. The new rolling mill at its aluminum raw material requirements. 
the Kanaker aluminum plant in Armenia Domestic reserves were being depleted, and 
was reported working at full capacity, in- new sources of domestic supply were of low- 
creasing plant output by 25%. At the Regar grade ore. Efforts to use nepheline syenite 
(Tadzhik) aluminum plant, potlines Nos. 11 and alunite for aluminum production had 

and 12 were officially declared in operation, ot achieved wide success in application 
and the first output was reported from owing to technological problems. During the 
potline No. 11 in December. The new Soviet- past 10 years, the procurement of scrap for 
developed potlines were declared to have aluminum production had increased 77%. 
50% more capacity than the existing pot- At the Pavlodar aluminum plant in Ka- 
lines. However, the complaint was raised zakhstan, which was one of the country's 
that the new potlines, which were said to be largest alumina producers, it was discover- 
state of the art, were being installed with- ed about a decade ago that reserves from 
out sufficient testing or training of person- the Turgay deposit, which supplied Pavlo- 
nel. It was planned to put a line for rolled dar, were less than originally estimated. 
output into operation at Regar during the Production at Pavlodar had decreased ow- 
first quarter of 1984; the plant was schedul- ing to the depletion of these reserves and 
ed to reach its design capacity during the would decrease sharply in the future unless 
12th 5-year plan (1986-90), but serious con- alternative supplies were forthcoming. 
struction delays were reported.'* Output at Bauxite from the Kustanay deposit, which 
the Regar aluminum plant was reported to was being used to augment supplies from 
have increased.400% over the past 8 years. Turgay, had a high carbonate content and 
‘The Kirovabad plant in Azerbaidzhan, the was one of the USS.R’s lowest quality 
only plant producing alumina from alunite, hauxites. One part of Kustanay low-grade 
reported increasing production 2%. bauxite was being mixed with two parts of 

Completion of the second stage of the Turgay bauxite. To make further use of low- 
Sverdlovsk aluminum alloy plant in Voro- grade bauxite, major renovation at Pavlo- 
shilovgrad was announced in December; dar was initiated in 1981, the first phase of 
this would increase enterprise capacity by which was completed in July 1983; this 
25%. The first bauxite shipment was report- amounted, however, to only one-fourth of 
ed dispatched from the Belinskiy open pit the planned renovation for this period. Ren- 
of the Krasnooktyabr'skiy mining enter- ovation was being hampered by a decrease 
prise in Kustanay Oblast’, Kazakhstan; the _ in the allocation of investment funds for the 
bauxite would be used to supply the plant. It was estimated that the plant would
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need an annual investment of 7 million doubling output. Along with increasing out- 
rubles to prevent a decrease in alumina put, the Kadamzhay plant was commended 
output, but the plant was currently receiv- for having sucessfully fulfilled its delivery 
ing only 1.5 million rubles per year.” plans over the course of many years. New 

‘The new Sayansk aluminum plant in capacity was reported put into operation at 
Sayanogorsk, East Siberia, was scheduled to the Azncb (Dzhidzhikrutskiy) complex in 
produce its first metal in 1984. Equipment Tadzhikistan. Rumors were circulating that 
was being supplied by French and West Bolivia, in an apparent shift in its trading 
German companies. Plant capacity was re- position, would begin exporting a large 
ported by Western sources to be 500,000 amount of its antimony production to the 
tons per year, and the plant was reported to USSR. 
contain a 300,000-ton-per-year-capacity an- _Bismuth.—Bismuth was recovered as a 
ode plant, a fluoride plant, and a semifabri- byproduct of lead-zinc smelting in Kazakh- 
cating plant producing 100,000 tons per stan and other areas of the Soviet Union 
year of sheet, strip, and shapes; 50,000 tons from dust and crude metal at the Balkhash 
per year of can strip; 50,000 tons per year of and Mednogorsk copper complexes and 
foil blanks; 25,000 tons per year of plastic from tungsten and molybdenum ores. The 
coated metal; and 25,000 tons per year of Ust’-Kamenogorsk lead-zine complex in Ka- 
foil. Energy was to be supplied from the zakhstan reported increasing byproduct 
Sayansk hydroelectric powerplant with alu- Sroduction of bismuth. 
mina supplies coming from the Nikola- “ Chromium.—In 1983, the Soviets reduced 
yevsl, Kamensk, and other plants, ‘Con’ exports of chrome ore 17%, primarily by 
SRE OF PARR WP Pe retuclag exports to Czechoslovakia and Po- 

In foreign trade, Hungary and the “Cohait—During the past decade, there USSR. renewed and expanded their alu- 4.4’ been a significant increase in’ cobalt. 
minum production cooperation agreement. >"°auction coupled with a significant in- 
The current agreement, concluded in 1962, ee eee eae ee production of co. 
would expire in December 1985 when the Port oione with rickel, during 1981.85 we 
new agreement would take effect and would ae ee ae i planned to increase by more than 30% continue until 1990. Under the new agree. FUN 0° Or aon tiy output depended 
ment, Hungary would increase its supply of EXPansion of domestic output depen 
alumina to the U.SS.R. from 330,000 to reatly on the rate of development at the 
530,000 tons per year and would supply an Noril’sk complex. In 1983, the 1,500-meter- 
additional 5,000 tons of semimanufactured deep Taymyr Mine in the Talnakh area of 
aluminum goods. Hungary would receive in the Noril’sk complex began operation. At exchange 205,000 tons of aluminum instead the Nadezhda plant at Noril'sk between 
of its former 165,000 tons. In 1984, the first 1981 and 1982, the rate of recovery of cobalt stage of a large port complex was scheduled from mixed sulfide concentrate increased 
to be commissioried near Odessa on the from 70.5% to 80.6%. Difficulties were re- 
Black Sea, and it would handle a significant Ported in fulfilling the plan for powdered 
part of the bauxite ore imported from Guin- cobalt production. 

ee Copper.—During the past 30 years, the 
The Soviet Union agreed to provide 50% average copper content of ore decreased 

of the cost of constructing a 600,000-ton-per- 50%. During the past 10 years, the procure- 
year alumina refinery in Greece, and the ment of copper scrap increased 43%. During 
Soviets would purchase about 400,000 tons 1982 and the first quarter of 1983, there was 
per year from the plant for a 10-year period. 4 reported significant increase in the pro- 
The Soviet Union agreed to take all duction of copper and copper alloys from 

600,000 tons per year of alumina from the secondary material. 
proposed Andhra Pradesh alumina refinery __In Kazakhstan, which contains about one- 
in India. The Soviets had previously agreed half of the total copper reserves and pro- 
to take 300,000 tons per year. The Soviets duced about 30% of the country’s total 
would continue taking 600,000 tons per year output, the following developments were 
until a proposed associated smelter was reported in 1983: Kazakhstan's 1983 plan 

completed. for copper ore production was reported 
‘Antimony.—The 1983 plan for antimony fulfilled. The Dzhezkazgan complex report- 

extraction was reported fulfilled. Renova- ed fulfilling its 1983 plan for copper pro- 
tion of the Kadamzhay antimony complex duction. The second stage of the Akchiy- 
in Kirgiziya had resulted in more than Spasskiy open pit of the Severnyy (North-
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ern) mining enterprise of Dzhezkazgan was from 1981 to 1988 the production capacity at 
put into operation. Problems were reported Almalyk increased 15% through expansion 
in increasing production to the desired level and renovation, problems existed in utiliz~ 
at the Yuzhnyy (Southern) mining enter- ing this increased capacity. There were long 
prise of the complex. The No. 3 concentra- delays in putting capacity into operation 
tion plant at Dzhezkazgan was scheduled to at the Altyn-Topkan ore directorate, the 
go into operation in 1984, At the Balkhash Uchkulach and Kalmakyr Mines, the cop- 
complex, the rolling mill put into operation per concentration plant, and the copper 
(8 years ago) was planned to be working at smelting shop. At the end of 1988, the 
design capacity, but was actually producing second stage of the plant for continuous 
at only one-half of that. The problem was casting and rolling was officially declared in 
attributed to the slow pace of renovation of operation at the Almalyk complex. The 
facilities, which affected the tempo of work second stage of the copper concentration 
at the rolling mill At the copper smelting plant at Almalyk was scheduled to begin 
plant at Balkhash, the reverberatory fur- operation by the end of 1984; it would help 
naces were being replaced by Soviet-devel- process the additional raw material re- 
oped autogenous smelters. At the Irtysh quired to supply the new rolling mill. It was 
copper complex, a new copper smelting also planned to start construction of the 
shop, which was put into operation on the second stage of the flash smelter and to 
site of a dismantled shop, was reported expand the sulfuric acid plants, 
working at design capacity and would in- The Erdenet copper and molybdenum 
crease output of blister copper at Irtysh. complex in Mongolia, which was being de- 

In the Urals, the Uchaly mining and veloped by the Soviet Union, in November 
beneficiation complex reported fulfilling was officially declared working at its full 
ahead of schedule its 1981 and 1982 plans projected capacity. Erdenet had ‘a design 
for ore extraction and the production of capacity of 118,000 to 125,000 tons per year 
copper concentrates and reported exceeding of contained copper in ore. All output from 
its 1983 plan for processing copper-zinc ore. Erdenet was sent to the Soviet Union for 
At the Sredneural’sk copper smelting plant, processing. 
it was planned to install Soviet-developed _—Ferroalloys.—At the Chelyabinsk elec- 
autogenous smelters during 1981-85. In tric-furnace plant, the first output of ferro- 
1983, no success was made in expanding the chrome silicon was reported from the No. 53 
copper ore base in the central Urals. furnace complex. The Soviet Union was also 

At Noril’sk in East Siberia, the Nadezhda expanding its ferromanganese capacity, 
plant's Finnish-built flash smelter, which having ordered six 120,000-ton-capacity 
was put into operation in 1981, reportedly electric furnaces from Japan for installa- 
achieved its design capacity to process tion between 1980 and 1983. The Zestafoni 
650,000 tons per year of copper concentrate. _ferroalloy plant in Georgia reported exceed- 
Also, at Noril’sk, production reportedly be- ing its 1983 production plan. In 1984, the 
gan from the new Taymyr Mine in the Zestafoni plant planned to put into oper- 
‘Talnakh area. ation a new section for ferromanganese 

In Armenia, new copper mining was re- production with a capacity of 10,000 tons 
ported in the Akhtala region. The ore was _ per year. 
said to be richer in copper and easier to _ In late 1983, the US. International Trade 
concentrate than ore currently exploited Commission began an investigation into 
and would extend mining in the Akhtala whether shipments of 50% ferrosilicon from 
region. The ore was sent to the Akhtala the U.S.S.R. caused a market disruption or 
beneficiation plant and then to the Alaverdi posed a threat to domestic industry. Since 

smelter. June, three shipments of Soviet 50% ferro- 
In the Georgian SS.R, the Madneuli silicon totaling 16,647 short tons in gross 

mining and beneficiation complex reported weight entered the United States; these 
fulfilling its 1983 production plan. The Mad- were the first such shipments in 9 years. 
neuli complex reported increasing produc- _ Gold.—It was announced in July that the 
tion 6% during 1981-83, fulfilling its produc- head of the All-Union gold industry associa- 
tion goal for this 3-year period. Plans called tion, Soyuzzoloto, which administered the 
for tripling output at Madneuli by 1990. national production of gold, silver, and 

In Uzbekistan, the Almalyk complex did _platinum-group metals, was relieved of his 
not fulfill its 1983 production plan, and duties “for serious shortcomings in his 
there was a decrease in labor productivity work." Soviet gold sales fell from 200 tons 
compared with that of 1982 Although in 1982 to 60 tons in 1983, the lowest level of
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sales since the demonetization of gold in reserves. During the past 5 years, the 
1971. In 1981 and 1982, the rate of recovery amount of ore extracted underground had 
for gold in mixed sulfide ores averaged 70%. decreased.®® A study was commissioned to 
However, at several metallurgical plants compare the economics of deeper high-grade 
including the Zolotushinskaya, Blago- ore extraction with that of intensified min- 
datskaya, Kadainskaya, and Klichinskaya, ing of the overlaying taconite-type ores that 
the rate of recovery for gold was only 25% could be concentrated to 68% to 70% iron. 
to 30%. In contrast, at the Leninogorskaya Total reserves of iron ore averaging 58% 
plant it was 76% to 83%. iron down to 2,500 meters were estimated at 

The Yuzhno-Zaozerskiy placer mine in 273 million tons while reserves of taconite- 
the Urals reported fulfilling its gold produc- type ores with an average grade of 25% iron 
tion plan for the past three 5-year plans and were estimated at about 400 million tons in 
fulfilled its plan for ore extraction for the the 300 to 700 meters stratum. 
first 3 years, 1981-83, of the current 5-year ‘The Kursk Magnetic Anomaly (KMA), 
plan, Construction of a gold mining complex which produced 16% of the country’s iron 
in Kirgiziya was planned to start in 1984. A ore, occupied first place in iron ore reserves 
previous reference to the development of a and second place in iron ore production. At 
gold mining complex in the Toguz-To- the Lebedi mining and beneficiation com- 
rouzkiy region of Kirgiziya apparently re- plex in the KMA, capacity was increased by 
ferred to the same complex. 1 million tons per year of iron ore and 

‘During 1983 at the Kommunarskiy min- 870,000 tons per year of concentrate. The 
ing directorate of the Yeniseyzoloto associa- pelletizing plant at the Mikhaylovsk com- 
tion, the gold extraction plant was being plex in the KMA achieved its design capaci- 
renovated and a tailings pond was con- ty of 6.2 million tons per year of iron ore. At 
structed and put into operation. The com- the Stoylensk complex, an open pit with a 
plaint was raised that owing to insufficient capacity of 4 million tons per year of ore 
exploration of deposits, the Kommunarskiy, and a concentration plant with a capacity of 
Saralinskiy, and Artemovskiy mining direc- 1.7 million tons per year of concentrate 
torates of the Yeniseyzoloto association were put into operation. 
were being developed without adequate in- ‘There was a shortage of iron ore in the 
formation, thus limiting the association's Urals, and 12 million tons of iron ore con- 
ability to plan equipment, ventilation, centrates was being shipped to the Urals 
drainage, worker's housing, etc.” As a gen- annually from other regions of the coun- 
eral measure to increase the volume of try. At the Kachkanar mining and benefi- 
Siberian gold exploration, the Ministry of ciation complex in the Urals, the 1983 plan 
Nonferrous Metallurgy created the special called for commissioning 1.5 million tons of 
Siberian gold prospecting organization iron ore extraction capacity. 
“$ibzolotorazvedka,” but this new organiza- At the Kostamush complex in Karelia, 
tion was still not functioning effectively." which was being built with Finnish assist- 

Tron Ore.—During the past 30 years, the ance, the second stage of the complex was 
average iron content of ore decreased from put into operation with capacity for ex- 
over 50% to between 30% to 35% and was tracting 8 million tons per year of ore to 
continuing to decrease. Approximately 84% produce 3.25 million tons per year of con- 
of iron ore was surface mined, and 80% was centrate and 2.84 million tons per year of 
beneficiated. Iron ore production had been pellets; this was the same capacity as the 
growing much slower than planned. Some _ first stage put into operation in 1982, which 
problems of the industry were attributed to achieved its design capacity in 1988. A third 
the failure of the manufacturing industry to stage was scheduled to go into operation in 
provide equipment for concentration plants. 1984 
‘The dispersal of the production of this Iron and Steel—Despite improved per- 
equipment among 35 plants under the man- formance in the iron and steel industry, 
agement of 8 ministries was said to be there was still overproduction of certain 
hindering needed standardization.” types of rolled metal and underproduction 

The Krivoy Rog Basin in the Ukraine, the _of high-quality special steels. The U.S.SR. 
largest iron ore producing area, accounted produced fewer shape sizes than the num- 
for about 40% of iron ore extraction and ber produced in leading Western coun- 
about 60% of the underground mining. tries Measuring output only in tons 
Underground mining had reached depths of remained an inhibiting factor in produc- 
700 to 1,000 meters, with concommitant ing the needed assortment and quality of 
problems’ of rising costs and depleted steel products. Although during the first 6
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months of 1983 the production plan for gy were faulted for not engaging in neces- 
finished rolled metal was exceeded by sary research and for being resistant to 
200,000 tons, production fell short for 44 out technological innovation.®" 
of the 48 basic product types." To rectify In 1983, the following developments were 
this problem, a standard ton indicator was reported in the iron and steel industry. The 

devised to account for the difference in Oskol electric-furnace plant near Kursk 
inputs required to make various products. started up its 2.5-million-ton-per-year iron 
By 1984, it was intended to switch all enter- ore pelletizing plant built by the Federal 
prises in the iron and steel sector to the Republic of Germany's Salzgitter AG, and 
standard ton indicator. Nevertheless, this the plant achieved its full operational ca- 
experiment was faltering as higher admin- pacity. The Oskol plant included direct 
istrative levels continued to disregard the eduction. Four Midrex modules were being 
standard ton indicator in favor of gross built there by Lurgi, a subsidiary of the 
output in tons.* Federal Republic of Germany's Metall- 

Tn 1984, output of rolled products was  gesellschaft AG. The first went on-stream in 
planned to increase slightly while low alloy December, and the second was projected to 
seal eueent was to increase 18% and coated 9 on-stream in mid-1984. The Oskol com- sheet and tin plate was to increase 13% in plex was planned to eventually have a total 
one oe 1983 levels. Of total steel of 12 Midrex modules, making it the world’s production in 1988, open-hearth production Jargest direct-reduction-based_ steelworks, 
accounted for 57%, oxygen converter steel, ‘An electric furnace shop, being built by the 
31.6%; electric steel, 11.29%; and Bessemer Federal Republic of Germany's Fricavich 
steel, 0.2%. Continuous casting amounted to oeral Républic of Germany's Friedrich Tete of elec) predection eareanciaiy Krupp GmbH, was scheduled to be commis- 
pees » ” ately sioned by 1985. Construction at the Oskol 50% of steel output was produced from : Mu ms plant was 2 years behind schedule. The secondary materials. About 65% of second-rate aie 
ary materials was used in open-hearth fury TopY Tho fort io ee 
naces, 15% in oxygen converter furnaces, ter (n4n foreign suppliers, 
and 20% in electrie furnaces. se lary prendre nape Setaed 

The steel industry was hampered by a Pet ear second stage of the shop for pro- 
shortage of coke, attributed to a decrease in Wing multilayered pipe for the gas export 
output of suitable coal grades, inefficient Dipeline was put into operation. Serious 
utilization of coke in blast furnaces, and an delays were reported in bringing capacity 
improper use of coke as a fuel in other On-stream at the Vyksa plant At the 
branches of industry. During 1981-85, it was Zhdanov “Il’ich” steel plant, the first stage 
planned to lower the amount of coke needed f @ Plate-rolling mill was put into oper- to smelt 1 ton of pig iron 33% to 500 kilo- ation. The mill, the largest in the USSR, 
grams* would supply plates to the Vyksa pipe 

‘A shortage of refractory materials was Plant. hampering steel production, and the low _ Atthe Orsko-Khalilovo complex, a second 
quality of refractories was also a problem. 100-ton electric arc furnace with a capacity 
Although the Ministry of Ferrous Metallur- f 300,000 tons per year and a continuous 
gy passed a resolution in 1978 to raise the caster to replace the blooming mills were 
level of monolithic refractory use to 25% of put into operation. At the Zhdanov “Azoy- 
the total, in 1983 the level was only 4.6%. Stal” plant, a new oxygen converter shop 
Brick continued to be widely used, but the With a capacity of 3.5 million tons per year 
brick quality was said to be declining. The Was put into operation. 
average duration of furnace roofs had Other new facilities included a rod and 
decreased from 9.6 to 6.7 melts, and walls, bar mill at the Moscow “Hammer and 
from 165 to 156 melts. A large amount of Sickle” works,a seamless pipe plant at the 
material was lost or damaged in transport Dnepropetrovsk “Karl Liebknecht” steel- 
to metallurgical plants; losses averaged works, and a powder metallurgy plant in 
about one-half million tons per year.* Siberia, built by the United Kingdom's 

Although during the 1981-85 period the Davy McKee Corp. Ltd., designed to process 
Soviets intended to introduce 600 robots 60-kilogram batches of powder. First output 
into the iron and steel industry for blast was reported from the No. 4 coking battery 
furnace, steel converting, and rolling oper- at the Chelyabinsk steelworks. 
ations, little progress was made in this area. _ Lead-Zine—The 1983 plan for the extrac- 
The responsible machine-building minis- tion of lead-zine ore was reported fulfilled. 
tries and the Ministry of Ferrous Metallur- During the past 30 years, the average lead
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and zinc content in ore has decreased by production. Work was reported behind 
50%. Between 1965 and 1980, there was a schedule in equipping the new Goryevskiy 
33% increase in lead consumption while the _lead-zine complex in Krasnoyarsk Kray in 
use of lead in batteries doubled. During the _ the Soviet Far East.* 
past 10 years, lead scrap collection in- Magnesium.—Expansion of capacity was 
creased 43%, and zinc scrap, 33%. In 1980, reported at the Ust’-Kamenogorsk complex 
battery lead accounted for 69% of secondary in Kazakhstan, where titanium and magne- 
lead production. Owing to a growing scarci- sium metals were produced. During the 
ty of zinc, it was declared necessary to find 1971-80 period, production at the Berezniki 
suitable zinc substitutes and other ways to titanium and magnesium plant in the Urals 
economize on zinc usage.” Shortage of flota- increased by 50% while the number of 
tion reagents hampered lead-zine concen- workers decreased by 10%. During 1981-82, 
trate production.” the Berezniki plant reported fulfilling all 

Kazakhstan produced over 70% of Soviet major plan targets, and the Zaporozh'ye 
lead and 50% of Soviet zinc. The 1981-85 titanium-magnesium complex reported in- 
plan for Kazakhstan called for lead produc- creased production. The Volgograd bischof- 
tion to increase 12% and zinc production to ite deposit, discovered in 1969, was still 
increase 12.7%. The 1988 plan for the ex- awaiting development. It was considered a 
traction and processing of lead and zinc ore potentially rich source of magnesium chlo- 
in Kazakhstan was reported fulfilled. ride, magnesium metal, magnesium oxide, 

The Ust’-Kamenogorsk lead-zinc mining and bromine. 
and metallurgical complex in Kazakhstan  Manganese.—In 1983, Soviet manganese 
reported exceeding its production goals for concentrate production increased by more 
the first 3 years of the 1981-85 5-year plan. than 550,000 tons. In the Ukraine, where 
An experimental Kivcet CS shop was being manganese was produced at the Marganets 
installed in 1983 at Ust’Kamenogorsk. The and Ordzhonikidze complexes in the Niko- 
Kiveet CS flash process, which was devel- pol Basin, concentrate production increased 
oped in the U.S.S.R. in conjunction with the 2% to 7.2 million tons. Production at the 
Federal Republic of Germany, combined the Chiatura complex in Georgia, however, 
functions of sintering, blast furnacing, and decreased 3% to 2.6 million tons. Reserves 
slag fuming in one autogenous smelting of high-grade manganese ore at Chiatura 
unit and offered the possibility of recover- were decreasing, and in 1983, the USSR. 
ing along with lead either zinc metal or zinc purchased high-grade concentrates from 

oxide. Gabon and Australia. 
Elsewhere in Kazakhstan, an experimen- _In the Nikopol Basin, ore was mined both 

tal Kiveet CS smelter was in operation at underground and from open pits. There 
the Irtysh complex and it was planned to were 10 open pits in operation; there were 
expand production using the same process. the Basanskiy and Gushevskiy pits at the 
At the Leninogorsk complex, a Waelz kiln Marganets complex, and the Aleksan- 
was put into operation for recovering zinc drovskiy, Alekseevskiy, — Bogdanovskiy, 
from slag. Work was reported behind sched- Chkalovskiy No. 1, Chkalovskiy No. 2, Sev- 
ule in the construction of the Zhayremsk ernyy, Shevchenkovskiy, and Zaporozhnyy 
lead-zine complex." At the Tekeli lead-zinc _ pits at the Ordzhonikidze complex. Capacity 
complex, production was being hampered at open pits such as the Severnyy and 
by depleted reserves, and exploration was Shevchenkovskiy had been raised to be- 
not meeting with success. Renovation of tween 300,000 and 500,000 tons per year of 
facilities was also needed at Tekeli; it had concentrate from crude ore. 
not been basically modernized since its At the Marganets complex, the Eastern 
construction during World War II"? (Vostochnyy) sector of Mine No. 9-10 was 

‘The Madneuli complex in Georgia, which put into operation in December, and it was 
processed copper-lead-zine ore, as well as planned to extract 50,000 tons by the end of 
barite, reported increasing production 6% 1983. This sector would increase mine ca- 
during the first 3 years, 1981-83, of the 11th pacity by one-third to 1.5 million tons per 
5-year plan, fulfilling its production goal for _ year of run-of-mine ore. 
the 3-year period. Plans called for a tripling __ Development of the Tavricheskiy complex 
of output at Madneuli by 1990. in the Nikopol Basin had been planned. It 

In the Urals, the Uchaly complex, which would comprise five underground mines, 
processed copperzinc ore, reported fulfill each with a capacity of 1.5 to 2 million tons 
ing its 1981 and 1982 plan and exceeding its per year of run-of-mine ore. The first under- 
1983 plan for ore and zine concentrate ground mine, with a capacity of 2 million
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tons per year, was under development. concentrate. In addition, first output was 
The US.S.R., the world’s leading produc- reported from the 1,500-meter-deep Taymyr 

er of ferromanganese, completed its pro- Mine in the Talnakh region of the Noril’sk 
gram for expanding ferromanganese pro- complex. 
duction capacity with the installment of the On the Kola Peninsula, the second major 
last of six Japanese-made submerged arc nickel mining and production center, the 
furnaces. Each furnace had a capacity of rich ore deposits of the Monchegorsk and 
120,000 tons per year of ferromanganese. Allarechenskiy regions were practically de- 
The German Democratic Republic helped pleted, and the Soviets had been unsuccess- 
finance these furnaces and was to be paid ful at expanding reserves.“* Basic reserves 
back with part of the output. and all extraction were situated at the 
Mercury.—The 1983 plan for mercury remaining Pechenga Field, which extends 

production was reported fulfilled. The up to 35 kilometers in width and 70 kilome- 
Khaydarkan complex in Kirgiziya, one of ters in length. The Pechenga deposits are 
the chief mercury producers, reported concentrated at two centers, the western 
successfully completing its 1983 production Kaula-Ortoayvi and the eastern Kier- 
plan and was said to have fulfilled all its dzhipor-Severnoye Onki. The Pechenga 
obligations for the past 10 years. Field was considered the most promising 

Nevertheless, at Khaydarkan the ore area for new reserves.” 
body was being depleted, causing a shortage Expansion of production capacity was 
of ore at the complex. However, two new ore underway at the refinery of the Severonikel 
bodies were discovered, and development complex on the Kola Peninsula. A primary 
had begun of the new Vostochnyy Mine, crusher was put into operation at Severo- 
which would ensure the future operation of _nikel with a capacity declared to be four 
the Khaydarkan complex. New capacity _ times greater than that of existing units. 
was also reported put into operation at the © The U.S.S.R. was assisting in the rapid 
Aznob (Dzhidzhikrutskiy) complex in Ta- expansion of Cuba's nickel mining industry 

dzhikistan. and was being paid in exchange with Cuban 
‘Molybdenum.—The 1983 plan for molyb- nickel. An increase in the supply of nickel 

denum mining was reported fulfilled. Nev- from Cuba, along with increased domestic 
ertheless, during the past 30 years, the production, could free additional Soviet 
average molybdenum content of ore had nickel for export to the West. 
decreased 50%. This, combined with insuffi- In October, it was announced that the 
cient production of flotation reagents, had EEC had rescinded the provisional 7% anti- 
been causing slowdowns in molybdenum dumping duty imposed in June 1983 on 
production.** It was reported that in 1983 Soviet nickel imports, and the antidumping 
the Soviets were seeking to purchase sub- duty collected since June was to be refund- 
stantial amounts of molybdenum concen- ed. The Soviets had challenged the EEC 

trate. duty, which was imposed after a complaint 
‘The fourth and final stage of the Erdenet by European nickel producers. The Soviet 

copper-molybdenum complex in Mongolia case was strengthened when it appeared 
was put into operation, and Erdenet was that the Soviet price was being undercut by 
reported producing at its design capacity of other producers. The EEC complaint also 
1,000 tons of molybdenum metal in concen- gave rise to an unresolved controversy dur- 
trate. The entire output of Erdenet was ing this period as to the proper method for 
shipped to the U.S.S.R. for processing. At valuing Soviet nickel exports, a large per- 
the Uzbek refractory and heat-resistant ma- centage of which, unlike Western exports, 
terials complex, the second stage of a rolling _ was shipped as uncut cathodes. 
mill for processing molybdenum alloys for Platinum-Group Metals.—The USSR. 
fine molybdenum wire production was put _ was one of the world’s largest producers and 
into operation. exporters of platinum-group metals. In So- 
Nickel.—The 1983 plan for nickel mining viet platinum-group metals production, the 

was reported fulfilled. During 1981-85, pro- ratio of palladium to platinum was 2.7 to 1. 
duction of nickel was planned to increase Virtually all platinum-group metals were 
not less than 30%, with much of this in- produced as a byproduct with approximate- 
crease to come from Noril’sk in East Siber- ly 75% as a byproduct of Noril’sk nickel- 
ia. The Nadezhda flash smelter at Noril’sk, copper production. A major increase in 
which was put into operation in 1981, re- platinum-group metals production was to 
ported reaching its design capacity for take place at Noril’sk; electrolytic slimes 
smelting 550,000 tons per year of nickel from Noril’sk were sent for treatment to
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Krasnoyarsk, the world’s largest platinum- _plaint was raised that plans for this devel- 
group metals refinery. The Nadezhda flash _ opment were being mismanaged. The depos- 
smelter at Noril'sk, which was put into it was under the jurisdiction of the Ministry 
operation in 1981, reported achieving its of the Petroleum Industry, which, it was 
design capacity. In addition, first output stated, was not interested in its develop- 
was reported from the new 1,500-meter-deep _ment..*? 
Taymyr Mine in the Talnakh area of the ‘There are 4.2 billion tons of explored 
Noril’sk complex. reserves of apatite-nepheline syenite ore at 

The head of the All-Union gold extraction the Khibiny deposit on the Kola Peninsula, 
association, Soyuzzoloto, which adminis- which contain 1% to 2% titaniferous mag- 
tered the production of platinum-group netite. During the 1981-85 period, the Apa- 
metals, was relieved of his duties for serious tit Association began experimental process- 
shortcomings in his work. In 1983, the ing of this mineral into titanium pigments. 
Soviet Union changed its contractual ar- Another prospective source of titanium on 
rangements to sell palladium through the Kola Peninsula was the complex apa- 
frame contracts and was able to obtain a tite-ilmenite-magnetite ore of the Gre- 
higher price for its palladium. myakha-Vyrrmes massif located not far 
Silver—Almost all silver was produced from Murmansk along the railroad line; 

as a byproduct of nonferrous operations, high-quality ilmenite concentrate had been 
including gold treatment plants. Recovery obtained from this ore. 
of silver in polymetallic ores averaged 76%  Tungsten.—During the past 30 years, the 
at metallurgical plants. However, silver average tungsten content of mined ore had 
recovery ranged at individual plants from decreased 50%. In addition, a shortage of 
23% at the Koksuyskaya plant to 89% to flotation reagents used for removal of ac- 
92% at the Belousovskaya, Zyryanovskaya, companying sulfides was causing decreased 
and Tsentral’naya plants. The Soviets production.** Difficulties were also reported 
were again reported buying silver in 1983. in fulfilling the plan for the production of 
Tin—The 1983 plan for tin mining was tungsten wire In 1983, tungsten concen- 

reported fulfilled. During the past 30 years, trate production was reported from the 
the average tin content of ore had decreased opening of the second stage of the Orlovskiy 
by two-thirds, and tin was one of the few complex in Chita Oblast’ in the Soviet Far 
commodities for which the U.S.S.R. was East. China was reported to be increasing 
dependent on imports. Work was reported its supply of tungsten to CMEA countries, 
behind schedule in equipping the new Sary- decreasing the need for these countries to 
Dhar tin complex in Kirgiziya and the purchase tungsten in the West. 
Deputatskiy tin complex in Yakutia. At " Minor Metals.—The 1983 plan for rare 
the Ryazan tin smelter, where approximate- metal production was reported fulfilled. In 
ly 6% of the tin in the concentrate was Kazakhstan, the Ust’-Kamenogorsk lead- 
being lost in the slag, a new process was zinc complex reported exceeding its produc- 
introduced for recovering tin from slag. | __tion goals for rare metals for 1981, 1982, and 

Titanium.—During 1981-85, the Ust’- the first half of 1983; byproduct production 
Kamenogorsk titanium-magnesium com- of indium, thallium, selenium, and tellu- 
plex in Kazakhstan planned to increase yinm increased. In 1983, the Soviet Union 
titanium production 27.1%. In 1983, expan- was reportedly seeking to purchase as much 
sion of capacity was reported at Ust’Ka- 45 2 tons of 99.999% gallium in the West. 
menogorsk, and a new shop for titanium ‘The Soviet Union customarily imported gal- 
sponge production was put into operation. ium from Czechoslovakia and Hungary. 
At the Berezniki titanium-magnesium plant 
in the Urals, production increased 50% NONMETALS 
between 1971 and 1980 while the number of 
workers decreased by 10%. During the 1981. __ Barite—The Madneuli complex in Geor- 
82 period, the Berezniki plant reported gia, which processed complex ore contain- 
fulfilling all major plan indicators, and ing copper, lead, zinc, and barite, reported 
during this period, production also increas- increasing production 6% during the first 3 
ed at the Zaporozh’ye titanium-magnesium years, 1981-83, of the 11th 5-year plan and 

complex, fulfilling its production goals for this 3-year 
There was a reported shortage of tita- period. Plans called for tripling output at 

nium dioxide. The Yagerskoye deposit in Madneuli by 1990. The complaint was rais- 
the Komi ASS.R, one of the country’s ed that the barite concentrate used in the 
largest potential sources for pigment tita- oil and gas industries had a number of 
nium, was awaiting development; the com- deficiencies, and it was recommended that a
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more granular product be produced.** owing to difficulties at the Venstpils port in 
Bentonite.—At the Oglanliskoye deposit Latvia and the explosion of an ammonia 

in Turkmenistan, which had been in oper- terminal at Yuzhnyy on the Black Sea. 
ation for over 50 years, bentonite produe- Occidental Petroleum Corp. of the United 
tion increased to 98,000 tons in 1983. By States contracted with the Soviet Union to 
1990, it was planned to increase bentonite receive 500,000 tons of Soviet ammonia with 
production from this deposit seven times to an option for a further 200,000 tons. Com- 
700,000 tons per year. plaints were raised by US. producers that 
Diamond.—The Yakutia diamond associ- the Soviet Union was exporting large quan- 

ation, Yakutalmaz, reported successfully _ tities of urea to the United States at prices 
fulfilling its plan for the first 3 years, 1981- below U.S. production costs. 
83, of the 11th 5-year plan. In 1983, the new Phosphate Rock.—The main centers for 
Anabar diamond placer mine in Yakutia phosphate rock production were the Apatit 
was reported put into operation. This placer Association on the Kola Peninsula and the 
on the Ebelyakh River was discovered in phosphorite deposits at Karatau in Kazakh- 
the mid-1960's, but development was de- stan. Another source of phosphates on the 
layed because of its remote location at the Kola Peninsula was the Kovdor iron ore 
Arctic Circle to the north of the Udachnyy complex; an apatite concentration plant 

pipe. processed tailings from the main iron ore 
Fluorspar.—The U.SS.R. imported over beneficiation operations of the complex. 

509% of its fluorspar consumption with the Plans for 1983 at Kovdor called for produc- 
major part coming from Mongolia. Mongo- ing 744,000 tons of apatite concentrate, 
lian fluorspar production was administered although it was not certain whether output 
by the joint Soviet-Mongolian company from Kovdor was suitable for fertilizer use. 
Mongolsovtsvetmet in which the Soviets The largest single phosphate source was 
had a declared 92% interest. All Mongolian the Khibiny deposit on the Kola Peninsula. 
fluorspar was exported to the U.S.S.R. From Mined ore averaging about 15% was up- 
1980 to 1982, fluorspar production in Mon- graded to 39.4% to 39.6% P.O. The Apatit 
golia increased 13%. During 1981-85, the Association extracted almost 50 million 
USSR, in conjunction with other CMEA tons of ore in 1983, and by 1990, it was 
countries, planned to assist in the develop- planned to extract 60 to 64 million tons per 
ment of a new large fluorspar mining and year. The Apatit Association employed 
beneficiation complex in the Boro-ondor approximately 20,000 persons. Delays were 
region of Mongolia. reported in achieving capacity at the No. 3 
Graphite—An area of crystalline graph- concentration plant at the Apatit Associa- 

ite was reported discovered by geologists in tion. The plant was scheduled to produce 1 
the central part of the Ukraine on the left million tons of concentrate in 1983 and 1.3 
bank of the Yuzhnyy Bug River. Reserves million tons in 1984. Also, backups were 
were estimated at 100 million tons. The reported in concentrate shipments because 
Ukraine accounted for 80% of the country's of a lack of freight cars. 
graphite production. At Karatau in Kazakhstan, the other 

Nitrogen.—First output was reported major source of phosphates, there are 46 
from the No. 6 ammonia facility at the deposits, only 5 of which were being worked. 
Toliatti nitrogen association, raising the Four deposits were being surface mined, 
capacity of the association to 2.7 million and at one, the Chulaktauskoye, there was 
tons per year of ammonia and 900,000 tons underground mining; in the future, the role 
per year of urea. At Angarsk in Irkutsk of underground mining was planned to 
Oblast’, a 450,000-ton-per-year_ ammonia increase. At the end of 1983, the Tsen- 
complex reported producing its first output _ tral'naya Mine at the Karatau complex was 
on September 5. A new 330,000-ton-per-year reported to have been brought to its design 
facility for the production of granulated capacity of 1.7 million tons per year of ore. 
urea was scheduled to go into operation late The Chilisay phosphorite basin in Aktyu- 
in the year at the Nitrogen Association binsk Oblast’, Kazakhstan, was under devel- 
in Nevinnomyssk in Stavropol’ Kray. A opment and was to be a major center of 
450,000-ton-per-year ammonia complex was phosphorite production. Generally low- 
reported to have been put into operation at grade deposits of phosphorites also occur in 
the Chirchik electrical-chemical production Verkhnekamsk in the Urals, at Yegor’- 
association in Uzbek S.S.R. yevsk and Lopatino in Moscow Oblast’, Pol- 

Soviet supplies of ammonia to Western pinskoye in Bryansk Oblast’, Maardu in 
Europe were reported reduced in late 1983 Estonia, and in other regions. The Chilisay
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the fertilizer plant. The new system reduced million barrels per year of oil, 71 billion 
the need to employ rail transport and ena- cubic feet per year of sour gas, and 500,000 
bled more than 100 workers to be freed from tons per year of sulfur. The Soviets were 
previous tasks, Also, at the Stebnik complex taking bids from Western firms to build the 
an accident occurred causing serious envi- desulfurization plant. During the 1981-85 
ronmental damage when concentrated period, production of sulfur from natural 
saline brine from a tailings pond broke gas was planned to increase 25%. 
through an earth-retaining dam, polluting 
the Dniester River. The water supply from MINERAL FUELS 
the Dniester River, which supplied several gay qn 1983 z . 
large cities including Odessa and Kishinev, ,,C0*! Muh tee ee ean 
was disrupted. Those responsible for this Production was far short of the planned 
accident were reportedly put on trial. target and still less than the peak produc- At the Karlyuk site of the Gaurdak com- fio" Sohteved in 1978, 
plex in Turkmenistan, development began ‘On September 8, Pravda carried an arti- 

on a 700,000-ton-per-year potash solution oie qeclaring that coal mines were not 
mine with solar evaporation. However, com meeting their targets, that stockpiling of 

plaints arose that work was progressing coq) at powerplants was behind schedule, 
slowly in applying this technology for un- and that deliveries from the Kuznetsk Ba” 
derground leaching of the sylvanite.* sin (Kuzbas) were particularly in arrears 
Salt—A new crushing and sorting plant owing to transport problems. Inadequate 

was put into operation at the Khodzhaikan performance in the coal industry was blam- rock salt complex in Uzbekistan; the capaci- Gq in part on the poor work of mining 
ty of the plant was 1 million tons per year, engineers and other technical personnel. 
which would enable the Khodzhaikan This criticism was lodged despite the fact 
complex to triple its output. Reserves at that the coal industry employed about one- 
Khodzhaikan are estimated at 1,500 million aif million specialists with diplomas certi- 
tons of salt. The Mozyr table salt plant, fying high- and mid-level education. Re- 
which was commissioned in 1982, achieved search institutes were criticized for not 
its first-stage design capacity of 180,000 tons addressing the practical problems of the per year. Final capacity was planned to be industry. 
360,000 tons per year. Mozyr was one of Problems in introducing new technology, 
three Soviet table salt producing plants. along with faulty planning, had hindered 
‘The other two were the Slavyansk plant in production, For example, the Dolzhanskaya 
the Donets Basin (Donbas) and the Usol'ye Kapital’naya Mine in Voroshilovgrad 
plant in Irkutsk Oblast’, Siberia. Oblast’ was planned to have labor produc- 
Sulfur.—The principal producers of na- tivity 10 times higher than underground 

tive sulfur were Rozdol and Yavorov (West mines in the Ukraine. The mine was plan- 
Ukraine), Gaurdak (Turkmen S.S.R), and ned to produce 14,000 tons of coal per day 
the Volga group of the Kuybyshev sulfur and to employ 858 workers. Technology 
complex. Open pit mining was used to a developed for this mine was to serve as a 
depth of 100 meters, and the Frasch process, model for the industry. However, the mine 
at greater depths. In 1983, the Soviets took 10 years to develop, and the intended 
imported 863,000 tons of sulfur from Po- equipment was obsolete by the time the 
land mine was in operation. The specialized At Yavorov, a new mining section for equipment that was designed specifically 
extracting 250,000 tons per year of sulfur for the mine either was not produced or 
using the Frasch process was put into oper- failed to meet design standards Other 
ation in late 1983. A similar 250,000-ton-per- failures also occurred. The mine finally 
year section had been put into operation at employed several thousand workers instead 
the end of 1982. At Gaurdak, development of the original 800 and was being operated 
began of the South-East open pit. Reserves as an ordinary mine but with even greater 
were said to be adequate for supplying the problems, Many of the original features of 
Gaurdak sulfur complex well into the fu- the mine that called for advanced equip- 
ture and would compensate for other open ment were still present but were ill suited 
pits where reserves were almost depleted. for the equipment that was in use. 

Plans were being made to develop the During the past decade, the average 
‘Tengiz oil and associated gas field in Ka- depth of Soviet underground coal mining 
zakhstan near the east coast of the Caspian had increased by 100 meters, averaging 470 
Sea. Tengiz was projected to produce 22 meters nationally and 620 meters in the
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Donbas. A Soviet evaluation of equipment were worked in 1970 and 13 in 1975, work 
used in underground coal mining concluded _ was conducted on 43 Sundays in 1983. Sun- 
that 16.4% of the equipment was outdated day work was criticized as being responsible 
and should be removed from production, for problems with repair and maintenance 
23.2% needed modernization, and 60.3% and labor discipline and efficiency. 
was state of the art.‘ Despite the fact that The Kuzbas, the second largest. produc- 
increases in production were planned to tion region, was producing about 150 mil- 
come from Siberian fields, five of the six lion tons per year, but it was stated that it 
new plants planned to produce coal mining might be possible to double this amount. 
machinery were to be built in the European The high-quality coal from the Kuzbas was 
part of the country in the Donbas region a suitable substitute for Donbas coal, while 

‘There were 163 coal beneficiation plants the large Siberian lignite reserves were not 
operating in 1983. Coal quality had been suitable owing to their low calorific value. 
decreasing; during the 1976-80 period, There were 25 coal beneficiation plants in 
the calorific value of coal used at electric the Kuzbas that processed about. 45% of the 
powerplants decreased 6.4% while coal de- coal extracted, including all of the coking 
liveries remained at the same level." Com- coal. The Raspadskaya beneficiation plant 
plaints were raised that coal from the Eki- was commissioned in 1983. 
bastuz Basin in Kazakhstan delivered to _ In the past 20 years, no new mines were 
power stations had an ash content over developed in the Kuzbas, and renovation 
50%." plans had continually fallen short of their 

Soviet-explored coal reserves in 1980 in target. Mine renovation in the Kuzbas av- 
categories A-+-B+C, were 285 billion tons, ‘eraged 16 to 17 years per mine, and one 

of which 174 billion tons was hard coal and mine, the Krasnyy Uglekop, had been un- 
111 billion tons was lignite. There was an dergoing renovation since 1959. The ma- 
additional 49 billion tons of lignite in cate- jority of capital investment in the coal 
gory Cs, Lignite from open pit mines was to mining industry was still directed to the 
play an increasing role in fueling power- Donbas. Labor productivity in the Kuzbas 
plants. Of the total lignite reserves suitable was said to be much higher than in the 
for open pit mining, 98% is in the eastern Donbas. One-third of the coal production in 
part of the country. The largest reserves are the Kuzbas was from open pits, and in- 
in the Kansk-Achinsk Field in East Siberia _ creases in production were planned through 
with reserves estimated at 75 billion tons. __ development of open pit production. 

Despite Siberia’s vast quantities of low- _ It was planned to increase coal produc- 
quality reserves, railroad facilities were in- tion in Kazakhstan to 134 million tons per 
adequate for shipping this coal to the west- year with practically the entire increase in 
ern part of the country. Proposed solutions production to come from the Vostochnyy 
for utilizing this coal included constructing open pit in the Ekibastuz Basin, which had 
large thermal powerplants near the depos- a capacity of 80 million tons per year. 
its connected to long-distance electricity Development of this open pit, however, was 
networks, constructing long-distance coal lagging,” and the 1983 plan for production 
slurry pipelines, and transforming the coal from Ekibastuz was not being met.” The 
into liquid fuels. It was not certain which Bogatyr open pit in the Ekibastuz Basin had 
project or combination of projects would be achieved capacity output of 50 million tons 
undertaken as the decision rested on a per year. It was the largest coal producing 
number of factors including cost, technolog- open pit in the USSR. 
ical feasibility, and access to Western tech- Experimental work was underway to 
nology, equipment, and credits. transform lignite from the Kansk-Achinsk 

‘Owing to falling production in the Don- Basin into liquid fuel. Work was reported 
bas, the country’s largest coal producing behind schedule on the construction of the 
region, it was recommended that priority be experimental coal liquefaction plant that 
given to developing the Kuzbas. In the was scheduled to begin operation in 1983. 
Donbas, it was necessary to exploit deeper, In addition, construction was occurring of 
thinner seams. Production in the Donbas thermal electric powerplants in the Kansk- 
had fallen from a high of 223 to 200 million Achinsk Basin near the deposits to make 
tons per year, and it would require a huge _ use of this coal. To move coal from the open 
investment to check the downward slide. pits to the Berezovskaya I powerplant at 
With declining production in the Donbas, Kansk-Achinsk, a 15-kilometer conveyor 
the mines were put on virtually a T-day belt system was being constructed. Also, in 
work schedule. Although only 9 Sundays 1984 it was planned to put into operation an
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experimental coal liquefaction plant for originally was to import over 3 million tons 

lignite mined at the Bel’kovskiy Mine in per year of coking coal from Neryungri 
‘Tula Oblast’ in the Central European part starting in 1983, but the Soviets were not 

of the country. able to ship this amount. In 1983, the price 
The Neryungri coking coal complex in of coking coal sent to Japan was reduced 

southern Yakutia was being developed 18% in line with world prices 
jointly by the USSR. and Japan. Japan 

Table 10.—U.S.S.R: Estimated primary energy balance in 1983 
(ilion tons of standard coal equivalent) 

Production Imports Exports, Apparent 

Coal dignte, anthracite, bituminous, coke) ——————————— 8 9 0 “1 Seu GR aed perclews peoducts ats 2 ig a Nattral and abocated gs apenas ae 3 8 se 
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Natural Gas.—In 1983, natural gas pro- at one of the smallest and least important 
duction continued to increase at a rapid compressor stations, but no explosion, and 
rate based on development of the Urengoi that the damaged equipment would soon be 
Field in West Siberia. The center of gas replaced. 
production had shifted dramatically to Si _ ‘The U.SS.R’s largest Central Asian gas- 
beria. Although 40% of the natural gas in field, the Dauletabad Field in the Karakum 
1975 was extracted from deposits in the Desert of southeast Turkmenistan, was put 
western part of the country in the Ukraine, on-stream. The gas was piped into the 
North Caucasus, and Komi A.SS.R., in 1980 network supplying Leningrad, Moscow, and 
it was 19%, and by 1985, it was planned to other large European population and indus- 
be 10%, trial centers. Production from the first 

By the end of 1983, three of the five major stage was to be 177 billion cubic feet per 
domestic gas pipelines planned during 1981- year and was to reach 777 billion cubic feet 
85 for transporting gas from the Urengoi per year by 1985. Turkmenistan was second 
Field in West Siberia were in operation. only to West Siberia in gas production. In 
These were the Urengoi-Ukhta-Gryazovets- 1980, total production in Turkmenistan was 
Moscow, the Urengoi-Petrovsk, and the 22 trillion cubic feet and was targeted to 
Urengoi-Novopskov pipelines, with the last reach 2.9 trillion cubie feet in 1985, equaling 
put into operation in 1983. In addition, 13% of the U.SS.R’s total output. Turkme- 
construction of the line portion of the nistan’s second largest Shatlyk Field was 
Urengoi-Uzhgorod gas export pipeline was declining in production. 
completed, and the Soviets reported that Production at the Yamburg Field north of 
the first gas shipments through the export Urengoi in West Siberia, the country's sec- 
pipeline began several weeks ahead of ond largest after Urengoi, was scheduled to 
schedule at the end of 1983. Work had not begin in 1986. Yamburg was expected to 
been completed on the compressor stations provide much of the increase in gas produc- 
for the line. All of the pipelines were being tion during 1986-90. Maximum production 
built with 1,420-millimeter pipes, and gas at Yamburg was projected at about 7 tril- 
traveled through the pipe under a pressure lion cubic feet per year in comparison with 
of 75 atmospheres. a projected maximum at Urengoi of 88 

Speculation arose in the Western press in trillion cubic feet per year. Plans for Yam- 
late 1983 that a fire and explosion had burg called for the construction of at least 
caused serious damage to the trans-Siberian three long-distance pipelines. The gas would 
gas export pipeline and would delay the be cooled to permafrost temperature before 
opening of the pipeline by 1 year to 1985. transmission to protect the tundra and to 
However, the Soviet Minister of the Gas increase pipeline throughput. Also, develop- 
Industry replied that these were false ru- ment of the railroad and river infrastruc- 
mors. He stated that there had been a fire ture was needed to supply Yamburg.
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‘At the Astrakhan sour gas deposit, which Expenditures per ton of oil recovered 
was under development, construction of a more than doubled in the past decade and 
gas treatment facility to recover the sulfur would continue to increase. In West Siber- 
was planned; the gas contains up to 25% ia, where almost 60% of Soviet oil produc- 
hydrogen sulfide. The Soviets were purchas- tion was concentrated, it was planned to put 
ing Western equipment and technology for seven to eight new fields per year into 
treating this gas. production. The cost of energy and labor for 

Plans were being made to develop the developing West Siberian fields was increas- 
‘Tengiz oil and associated gas field in Ka- ing, and problems existed in supplying high- 
zakhstan near the east coast of the Caspian quality equipment, including drill pipe, 
Sea. Tengiz was projected to produce 22 pipeline pipe, drilling rigs, and bits. In 1983, 
million barrels per year of oil, 71 billion for the first time, oil production goals for 
cubic feet per year of sour gas, and 500,000 West Siberia were not met.7* 
tons per year of sulfur. The Soviets were Oil reserves were not increasing at the 
taking bids from Western firms to build a rate planned. A major problem facing the 
desulfurization plant at Tengiz; the startup oil industry was increasing the rate of 

of the field was planned for 1988. recovery from wells; approximately 60% to 
The USSR. and Poland signed an agree- 70% of the oil reserves remained in fields 

ment for Polish workers to help construct considered depleted.” Approximately 80% 
compressor stations, lay gas pipelines, and of oil in the U.SS.R. was recovered by water 
erect associated housing and services in flooding, which was used practically from 
return for Soviet gas. The Soviet Union and the moment of development. 
Czechoslovakia agreed to construct a fourth _In 1983, the 1,642-kilometer Chimkent oil 
pipeline across Czechoslovakia to supply pipeline was completed; the line went from 
additional Soviet gas to West European Surgut in West Siberia through Omsk and 

consumers. Pavlodar to Chimkent in Kazakhstan. The 
‘The U.SS.R. and Austria signed a proto- completion of the pipeline was said to be of 

col to their previous agreement about deliv- great importance for reducing the load on 
ery of gas through the trans-Siberian pipe- the railroads™ and would also facilitate 
line concerning the quantity of shipments of development of the Chimkent petrochemi- 

Soviet natural gas. cal complex consisting of a refinery and 
For 1984, the Soviet Union executed or- rubber tire plant. 

ders for the purchase of 1 million tons of Plans for 1984 called for oil and gas 
large-diameter pipe from Japan, 800,000 condensate production to increase to 4.6 
tons from Italy, 350,000 tons from the Fed- billion barrels, with 4.4 billion barrels of 
eral Republic of Germany, and 250,000 tons this amount being produced by the Ministry 
from France. Talks with firms were contin- of the Petroleum Industry. Increased petro- 
uing about additional sales. leum production was planned from West 

Nuclear Power.—The Soviet nuclear de- Siberia, the Komi ASSR., and western 
velopment programs suffered a setback Kazakhstan. 
when an accident occurred at the Atom- A mobile rig for work in the Caspian Sea 
mash plant in Vologdonsk, which built reac- was commissioned. During the first 10 
tors and nuclear powerplant equipment. months of 1983, the Caspian rigs drilled less 
‘The Atommash plant started production in than 40% of their assigned footage. Approx- 
1981 and was to play a key role in nuclear imately 70% of oil production in Azerbai- 
power development. Work on completion of dzhan was from offshore production in the 
the plant was considerably delayed. Possi- Caspian Sea. Development of the 28h of 
bly prompted by this accident, it was an- April Field in the Caspian Sea was under- 
nounced that a State Committee for Safety way. Eight wells were being worked from 
in the Nuclear Power Industry was estab- two platforms at this field, five of which 

lished. were put into operation in 1983. 
Petroleum.—Petroleum production con- Plans called for the startup of commercial 

tinued to slowly increase. The Soviets main- production of condensate in 1984 from the 
tained their high level of oil exports to the Urengoi gas-condensate field, with output 
‘West, and there was no decrease in exports the first year projected at 15 million barrels 
to the CMEA. The Soviets were able to and the second year at 30 million barrels. 
maintain their level of oil exports, in part, Urengoi, it was claimed, has massive con- 
by reexporting Middle Eastern and North densate reserves. After initial treatment, 
African oil received in exchange for arma- the condensate would be sent to a newly 
ments and other assistance. built fractionation unit at Surgut through a
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350-mile condensate line, yet to be built. nov deposits. At the Volga Field, however, 
Plans called for developing the Tengiz oil less than 1 million tons per year was being 

and associated gas field in Kazakhstan near mined by the single Kashpir Mine, which 
the east coast of the Caspian Sea. Tengiz supplied the Syzran thermal electric power- 
was projected to produce 22 million barrels plant. The Volga shales differ from the 
per year of oil, 71 billion cubic feet per year Baltic shales by their higher ash and sulfur 
of sour gas, and 500,000 tons per year of content. Burning shales from the Volga 
sulfur. The startup of the project was plan- Field in the Syzran powerplant were said to 
ned for 1988. have an undesirable environmental impact 

The USSR. and Norway signed an_ that was inhibiting their wider use. A rec- 
agreement for oil development in the Ba- ommendation was made for greater use of 
rents Sea. The countries had a longstanding Volga Field shales as fuel for thermal elec- 
unresolved border dispute over 60,000 tric powerplants and for simultaneously 
square miles of the Arctic Continental Shelf developing the technology for eliminating 
in the Barents Sea claimed by both coun- the pollution. 
tries as part of their 200-mile economic ———— 
zone; the area has a high probability of oil ,iNs_ publication Js based on a review of sources 
and gas reserves. Discussions held during *¥¥orcign mineral spacial, Division of Foreign Data 
1983 did not resolve the dispute, and the _, *Vopresy ekonomikt (Probiems in Beonomics), Moscow. 
Soviets, in what was viewed as an attempt NSjot i e  ce 
to pressure for a settlement, moved a drill- cheskaya (Reports of the USSR Academy of Sciences, 
ing ship to the edge of the disputed waters. Tppensciectaya gama (onomic Gazete), Moscow Oil Shale—In 1983, national oil shale No.3, Sept 1989, .2 
production decreased 6% to 33 million tons. y,"i#Zovovs jhomjaystvo (Planned Eeonomy), Moscow 
‘Approximately 97% of the country’s oil» #Pravda(Moscow), Mar. 19, 1984, p.1 
shale production came from the Baltic oil _,,."vetnye metally (Nonferrous Metals), Moscow. No. 1, s oil Jan. 1984 pp. 3. shale field. Oil shale reserves are located in Sotaliishenaya_ndostriya, Govilist_ Industry 
the northwest regions of the country, and in Mow. Feb. 1,198, p. 
the Volga region, Siberia, and Kazakhstan, aug iishr pea? onerous Metle, Moscow No.5, 
Reserves in categories A+B4+Ci total 6.7 [i-——".No.9, Sept. 1988, pp. 14. 
billion tons with an additional 5.7 billion ;gaj/gri* “ON Dawn of the East) Tbilisi, Feb, 24, 
tons in category Cs. The majority of reserves Council for Mutual Economic Assistance (CMEA) was 
are in the Baltic shale-bearing field with 5.1 {oydedjn Jan 1048, The founding members were Bulgar 
billion tons in categories A+B+C,. This USSR. Albania joined in Feb. 1849 but ceased to take 
area includes the Estonian, Leningrad, and fiat" meetings in 1961; The German Democratic Repu: 
Tapa deposits, the first two of which were apd Viinam in'lgis. Yugoavia tai. permanent 
being exploited. The Estonian deposit con- °"S,italisticheskaya industria Gocialist Industry, 
tains 80% of the country’s reserves and Moscow. Dec. 4, 988 pe 
produced over 80% of Soviet oil shale. 2 a noe Taal 

In Estonia, the shale was being produced “Work cited in footnote 10 
from seven underground mines and four ,"Kevathetanskaya, pravda (Kazakhstan Truth), Alma 
open pits. The largest enterprises were the ““Styvetaye meually (Nonferrous Metals), Moscow. No. 9, 
Estonia Mine and the October open pit, Sept 198) pp 0%. 
with respective production of 5 million tons _*sfaterialsoetheickecieye. snabsheniye (Material 
and 4 million tons per year. Two electric Teshnical Supply, Moscow. No.6, June 1989, p15. 
powerplants, the Baltic and the Estonian, au tees} aon ayg raves (Razakhstan Truth), Alma, 
with a total capacity of over 3 million watts, “Pravda (Moscow). Oct. 5, 1983, p. 1. 
worked on the basis of this oil shale. Ash ign 'ey Mineral Resurces, Mostow. No. Mar ish from the combustion of oil shale was being _pp,28 
used for the production of portland cement, _j9f'%yi# Vostoka (astern Truth), Tashkent, Mar. 7, 
conerete, and silica bricks as well as in "*Sobraniye postanovleniy Pravitelswva, Soyusa_ So- 
agriculture to neutralize acid soils. Oil shale _Ylskith Sotsialisticheskih Respubick (Collection of De 
was processed at two plants in the city of — Republics, Moscow: No.2, July 1, 188 
Kohtla Jarve in Estonia. The main products 4, Nysinye metally (Nonferrous Metals, Moscow. No.2, 
were shale tar, natural gasoline, water- Paepaost trade vyooyslenont Labor Safty in 
soluble phenols, solvents, antierosive agents Ingustry Moscow. No. 8, Mar. 1984, pp. 2-4 
Torso ete OR esie The Volga shale field contains 0.7 billion, *Gornyy srnal Mining Journ, Moncow. No.8, Av. 
tons of reserves in categories A+B+C, MSP. sss SSAC RRS TUBS BE 
located ih the Kashpic,Dergunov, and Ulya-. 1002" Smee Seve Remsiah Mowcow. dan, 6
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Planer Front Planned Boom Moscow. int Ne Sune inh ppt, a” Idan 
No.7, July 1983, pp. 26-37. 60, i 1p. n i 
“Pravda (Moscow). Oct. 29, 1983, p. 2. *Sotsialisticheskaya industriya (Socialist Industry), 

2Work ited in footnote 32. Magee Mees 16 1088 
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The Mineral Industry of the 
United Arab Emirates 

By John R. Lewis' 

Expansion of its crude oil reserves and tion, storage, repressuring, and living quar- tremendous nonassociated natural gas de- ters, was moving ahead in several places. Posits, both onshore and offshore, continued Onshore oil- and gas-related construction unabated in the United Arab Emirates in was also very busy. Dubai’s aluminum plant 1983. There were indications, however, that operated at well above rated capacity, and the pace of drilling activity was slackening construction of new cement plants begun in at yearend and that emphasis was turning previous years was progressing. The fertiliz- more and more toward well workovers. er plant of the Abu Dhabi National Oil Co. 
Construction of ancillary facilities, such as (ADNOC) at Ruwais went on-stream in 
offshore platforms for petroleum produc- November. 

PRODUCTION AND TRADE 

Crude petroleum production and export more than 70 years at 1983 producing rates continued to dominate the economy of the and a sustainable production rate five times United Arab Emirates. Exports and reex- that of 1983 gave the United Arab Emirates Ports of all nonpetroleum items amounted a strong economic base. Despite a tempo- to roughly one-seventh of the value of petro- rary world oversupply and reduced demand leum exports. Crude oil production was for petroleum, the United Arab Emirates down 10% from that of 1982, owing to was proceeding energetically to develop hy- reduced consumption of energy among the drocarbon reserves in order to have them United Arab Emirates’ major customers, ready when required. Several oil reservoirs primarily Japan, the European Economic were capped. Development of nonassociated Community, and the United States. In addi- natural gas was particularly active as with- tion, because of lower prices agreed upon by drawals from associated oil-gas reservoirs Organization of Petroleum Exporting Coun- were reduced even as demand for gas to fill tries (OPEC) members, the income from oil liquefied natural gas (LNG) commitments sales by the United Arab Emirates dropped remained strong. 
28% during the first half of 1988. The peak Three Emirates, Abu Dhabi, Dubai, and crude oil producing year for the United Sharjah, commercially produced petroleum, Arab Emirates was 1977, when annual. pro- and production from the recently discover- duction topped 735 million barrels. Reduced ed Saleh Field off Ras al-Khaimah would be demand in each succeeding year thereafter joining the export flow early in 1984. It had brought the Emirian annual production appeared possible that Ajman, with a prom- to about 409 million barrels in 1983. ising wildcat well, would not be far behind. Proved crude reserves sufficient to last 
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Table 1—United Arab Emirates:' Production of mineral commodities? 
Comite igs 

ABU DHABI 
‘Cement, hydraulic®..._..... thousand metric tons_ _ 200 500 700 780 4300 
Gas.natural “Gross production _____________ million cubic feet." 488809 508,445 472808 410.000 NA Marketed production=222-c22222aneve7s-ndore- 40100 T1500 fan-t2 S000 NA 
‘Natural gas liquids ...._-__ thousand 42gallon barrels- 15,000 32,200 °35,000 38,000 NA Petroleum (Crude =e neeeeeneeen------ do __589.905 492154 413.910 _*519400_4289,000 

Refinery product: Gaelic nda. 45004900 S000 1900020000 Kerosine =272727777TTTTIIITTIIITTae222 too oo 1000 000 10;000 
Distillate faghof2--727777TT7TTTTTTaa 77216001600 8.500000 25,000 
Residual fuel ol _-—__-~-~---~---~-- do. e400 140) £5,600 7.000 10,000 
Nephtbe. oa £100 100 1,000 5,000 10,000 Refinery fuel and losses <2—222~~7772TTTde-222_ “500600500 .000 

Petal ose RRO 5,500 *20,600 43,000 80,000 Sulfur: Byproduct from peiroieum refining ~~~ meirle tons. . 000 1000018000 
DUBAI 

‘Aluminum, primary ingot <---____-do_- 25,000 "105,000 149,139 151,270 Cement, ydraulie’--" ~~~ thousand meirle tons. ra i 
Gas, natural” ‘Grow production... million cubic feet. 144000 142,000 146,000 140,000 150,000 Marketed production” =7722772222" wider =— ‘Baad “2880038000 "70,000 120,000 
Natural gas liquids: Propane. =... thousand 42gallon barrel. =.-—=«1,600 $2500 5000 10,000 

Butane -2222227TTTTTTLUEITSE Moss T2000 11003000 “000 Natural gasoline -----~~~~----~ de> 0001700 | 000 9,000, 
Petroleum, crude --—-__—---~~-=----~=--do.=-- 12016127 SLB 130,88 "188,850 “221,880 

FUJARAH 
Cement, hydraulic... thovsand metric tons -- ‘880 

RAS AL-KHAIMAH 
Cement, hydraulic _______--------- do. 450 500 "300 4750 1,200 

SHARJAH 
Cement, hydraulic’ nado Daa 
Gas natural Gross production’... million cubic feet. 700 6,600 20,000 30000 40,000 Gondensete< = -~~~7777 thousand 42-gallon barrels mS 8500 8,000 
Petroleumerude ---22sszzs-neens dT 9B HRSG HD 

Estimated. Preliminary. NA Not available. Mp addition to the Emirates listed, Ajman and Umm alQuawain record no mineral production but presumably 
‘produce small quantities of erude construction materials “Table includes data available through July 27, 1984. 2in addition to the commodities listed, crude construction materials such as common clays, sand and gravel, and stone presumably are produced, but output i» not recorded quantitatively, and general information is inafequate to male Feliable eetmates of output levels. 

Reported figure 

COMMODITY REVIEW 

METALS output of extrusion billet, standard ingot, 
‘ . tee ingot, and secondary’ aluminum sow. 

The relatively new aluminum smelter at Other markets were Iran, the Republic of Jebel Ali, Dubai, which is operated by the 4 ere Ah ee se Onerae Korea, the United Arab Emirates, and the 
bai Aluminium Co. Ltd. (DUBAL), con- United States. Sales to the United States tinued producing metal at levels above rat- amounted to 16000 tons, about 11% of 

d capacity during 1983. When the plant ", " es a eo ted late in 1979, DUBAL’s total production. The smelter 
Se mae ccnte placed full output at used natural gas to fuel its electrical gen- 
386,000 tons of fal Lane ou i at erating facilities, and employed the prebak- 
a secording to DUBAL's eT ara dee Bae ‘ed method to win its metal. Alumina feed- 

7 ks were imported from ia. 1983, more than 151,000 tons of metal was St20ks were imported from Australia. 
produced during the year, about 16% above NONMETALS 
rated capacity. Japan remained DUBAL's 
best customer, buying 48% of the plant’s  Cement.—Construction of a 300,000-ton-
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per-year white cement plant, the first such cap of the Umm Shaif oil reservour, which 
large plant in the Persian Gulf States, had been overproduced to cover gas require- 
moved forward during the year. Construe- ments at ADGAS. Oil production rates in 
tion of the integrated plant, to be located in both the Upper and Lower Zakum Reser- 
the Khor Khwair District of Ras al-Khai- voirs were also increased in order to aug- 
mah, was arranged between the Ras al- ment associated gas supplies to the Das 
Khaimah Co. for White Cement and Con- Island LNG plant. 
struction Materials and the Japanese firm, _ ADGAS owned and operated the Das 
Hitachi Zosen Engineering and Construc- Island LNG plant, where it produced LNG 
tion Co. Ltd., assisted by expertise from and liquefied petroleum gas (LPG). The 
Japan's Onoda Cement Co. Ltd. and the entire output was sold, under a long-term 
Onoda Engineering & Consulting Co. Ltd. It contract, to Tokyo Electric Co. of Japan. 
was anticipated by the United Arab Emir- ‘The plant's annual capacity was 17.5 mil- 
ates that Ras al-Khaimah and nearby Per- lion barrels of LNG and 9.2 million barrels 
sian Gulf States would consume the plant’s of LPG, plus some pentane. The ADGAS 
entire output. storage facilities at Das Island were to be 

The 500,000-ton-per-year clinker grinding increased during the year. Funding came 
plant of the Ajman Cement Co. at Hamid- from a $500 million loan from the National 
iyyah was nearing completion and schedul- Bank of Abu Dhabi at the head of a consor- 
ed for startup during 1984. tium of Arabian, Japanese, and United 

Reflecting the pace of many types of States banks. Completion of the project was 
construction throughout the Persian Gulf slated for 1985. 

States, average per capita consumption of The onshore gas reservoir, Thamama C in 
cement in 1982 in the Emirates was report- the Habshan District, was being developed 
ed to be 3.9 tons Consumption in the by ADNOC in a $379 million project that 
United States was about 325 pounds per would ensure sufficient gas for the Abu 
person during the same year. Dhabi Water and Electricity Department 
Stone—Limestone for the northern and for the Ruwais industrial zone and its 

Emirates was to be used in a joint venture petrochemical and other operations. A gas- 
plant to make calcium carbide, which was Gathering system and a processing plant 
to be built in Dubai. The $2.2 million plant ere being designed to handle 450 million 
was contracted for in October 1983 by a cubic feet per day of sour wet gas collected 
Dubai firm, Issa Omar ibn Haydar General from 19 wells being drilled to about 9,185 
‘Trading Establishment, with a Yugoslav feet in the Thamama C Formation. The firm, SZP Zavarivac, which was involved in project's daily output design was 375 mil- 
the welding industry. Operation was €x- ion cubic feet of sweet gas, 4,500 barrels of pected to begin during the summer of 1984. 5 liquids, 26,000 barrels of condensate, 
‘The products were to be consumed in the and 800 tons of granular sulfur. Trial oper- 
Emirates, and excesses would be exported. ations lasting 8 months were scheduled for 

early 1984, 
SUMERAL FURS: Another massive expansion project was 

Natural Gas.—ADNOC was proceeding undertaken during 1983 by the Dubai Natu- 
with its plan to develop the 14,000- to ral Gas Co. DUGAS) at a cost of about $100 
15,000-foot-deep Khuff Zone at Abu Dhabi’s million. Involved was the drilling of a num- 
offshore Umm Shaif Field. Drilling was ber of offshore gas wells, a gathering system 
begun in the spring of 1983, and all neces- terminating at Jabal 'Ali, and new onshore 
sary wells were scheduled for completion by facilities. The expansion was necessary in 
yearend: The Khuff Formation lies beneath order to meet demand for gas, LPG, and 
a shallower oil zone and will produce non- condensate. Prior to the expansion, DUGAS 
associated gas. Initial production was to be was operating at 98% of capacity. 
at a rate of about 250 million cubic feet of _ In Sharjah, production from the onshore 
gas per day. The gas was to be channeled to Saja gas and gas condensate field operated 
the LNG plant of the Abu Dhabi Gas Co. by Amoco Sharjah Oil Co., a subsidiary of 
(ADGAS) on nearby Das Island to augment Standard Oil Co. (Indiana), averaged 31,300 
the shortfall in gas supplies to the plant barrels per day, an increase of more than 
from offshore associated gas reservoirs 6,000 barrels over daily production rates 
created when there was reduced demand for _ toward the end of 1982. Yearend 1983 pro- 
crude oil. Any gas not needed at the AD- duction from the Sajaa Field was running at 
GAS plant was to be injected into the gas 40,000 barrels per day. Natural gas deliver-
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ies began during the year to the Emirates marketed in Southeast Asia and Africa. 
General Petroleum Corp. under a 20-year Ras al-Khaimah immediately made plans 
contract for 1.5 trillion cubic feet of gas to to use the natural gas that was to be pro- 
be furnished to utilities and industry in the duced from the Emirates’ new offshore oil- 
area. Further drilling and development, gas discovery, the Saleh 1-X well. Wheela- 
begun in 1983 by Amoco, was to increase brator Technologies, a subsidiary of Signal 
production to about 55,000 barrels of liquids Co. Ine. of the United States, was awarded a 
per day and boost the gas output to 500 contract to design, build, and operate a 
million cubic feet per day. Amoco was also 2,500-ton-per-day methanol. plant using gas 
proceeding with its three-dimensional seis- produced from the Saleh 1-X offshore dis- 
mic evaluation of its 590,000-acre concession covery well and others to be drilled and 
to define further drillable prospects. operated by Gulf Oil Corp. of the United 

‘The Sajaa gas discovery sparked explora- States. The Ras al-Khaimah government 
tion in neighboring Dubai, and in May 1982, retained a majority interest in the joint, 
ARCO-Dubai, a subsidiary of Atlantic Rich- venture. The plant was scheduled to be 
field Co., discovered gas and condensate operational by the mid-1980's. 
from a heavily overthrust section of the _Petroleum.—Exploration —The _ search 
Lower Cretaceous Thamama Formation. for additional reserves of both oil and gas 
British National Oil Corp. held a one-third continued active and successful both on- 
interest in the concession. The discovery shore and offshore of several Emirates, 
well, Margham No. 1, tested at 2,330 barrels including two that until 1983 had not shown 
of 50° API condensate and 34.4 million cubic any potential. In Ajman, a firm identified 
feet of gas per day. By mid-1983, three more only as Reynolds Diversified was reported 
wells had been drilled and two were prepar- to have made a promising light oil and gas 
ing to spud. ARCO-Dubai planned to devel- discovery in its onshore wildcat, Ajman No. 
op the fields with a total of 25 wells. The 1. Testing was underway early in 1983, and 
Fluor Corp. of the United States received a _ two step-out wells were planned for later in 
$200 million contract for construction of the the year. In Ras al-Khaimah, Gulf Marine 
first phase of an oil- and gas-processing Ras al-Khaimah Ltd. completed its discov- 
plant at Margham during the year. ery well, Saleh 1-X, in the Persian Gulf 

Petrochemicals.—Continued curtailment about 50 kilometers northwest of Ras al- 
of the production of crude oil and associated Khaimah. The well tested at more than 
natural gas, in accordance with OPEC pro- 5,800 barrels of 45.5° API oil and 27.5 
duction quotas, was forcing a slowdown in million cubic feet per day of gas. Gulf 
Abu Dhabi’s expansion plans for extensive Marine set a production target for the Saleh 
petrochemical facilities at the Ruwais com- Field of 23,000 to 26,000 barrels per day by 
plex. In addition to a reduction in annual mid-1984. The concession was operated by 
export earnings between 1979 and 1983 of Gulf Oil of the United States. Other part- 
about 43%, the curtailed crude production ners were International Petroleum Corp. of 
rate was creating acute shortages in asso- Canada; a subsidiary of the Chinese Petrole- 
ciated natural gas for use at many existing um Corp. (Taiwan); and a group of Europe- 
facilities including petrochemical plants. an companies called Petrokal. Gulf Oil 
Nevertheless, the new plant of the Ruwais planned to drill at least two more wells on 
Fertilizer Industries Co. Ltd. (FERTIL) at the structure during 1983. 
Ruwais was completed in November 1983. _ Six oil exploration and production conces- 
Startup was dependent upon completion of sions on large blocks of onshore and off- 
‘the Thamama C offshore nonassociated gas shore Dubai were awarded to various inter- 
project, because onshore associated gas was national oil exploration consortia during 
too scarce. the year, foretelling considerable added 
FERTIL was a joint venture with 67% of seismic activity. The seventh and final par- 

the participation held by ADNOC and 33% cel of open acreage in Dubai was awarded 
by Compagnie Francaise des Patroles of late in 1983 to the Dubai Petroleum Co. 
France. Cumulative construction costs were Dubai Marine Areas Group (DPC-DUMA). 
up to $374 million by completion, well above ‘The operator for DPC-DUMA was the Conti- 
the $200 million originally estimated. Daily _nental Oil Co. of the United States, holding 
output was to be 1,000 tons of ammonia and a 30% interest in the group. Other interests 
1,500 tons of urea. Much of this output was included Compagnie Francaise des Pétroles, 
already contracted for with Indian and Hispnica de Petréleos S.A., Deutsche Texa- 
Japanese customers. The balance was tobe co AG, Dubai Sun Oil Co., and Delfzee
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Dubai Petroleum Co. DPC-DUMA perform- lion dollar contracts were awarded during | 
ed more than 370 line miles of seismic work _ the year for the hookup and pipeline trans- 
in offshore Dubai in 1988. Also, there was a__ port of oil between the many offshore Zak- 
great deal of exploratory drilling activity on um producing and utility platforms. 
both sides of Dubai's shoreline. Eight to ten From Newbury, United Kingdom, a 200- 
wildcat wells were being drilled during the ton separator package, mounted on special 

year. framework, was shipped via water for in- 
Production.—The United Arab Emirates stallation on the west satellite platform at 

produced a daily average of 1,119,000 bar- Upper Zakum. Costing $1.7 million, the 
rels of crude oil, compared with a 1982 separator could process 170,000 barrels per 
average of 1,247,000 barrels. In 1981, daily day of fluids. 
average production was 1,502,000 barrels. The westernmost oil reservoir in the off- 
The 2-year drop of slightly more than 25% shore cluster was the Bundug. The field 
could be traced to cutbacks in world de- straddles the offshore border between Abu 
mand. The United Arab Emirates in 1983 Dhabi and Qatar and is shared between the 
continued to be the Middle East’s third two countries on a 50-50 basis. The field is 
largest crude producer behind Saudi Arabia operated by the Bundug Oil Co., which is 
and Iran. Among the 14 OPEC member owned equally by three companies: United 
nations, the United Arab Emirates was the Petroleum Development Co. of Japan, Brit- 
sixth largest producer. Production ceilings ish Petroleum Ltd. of the United Kingdom, 
set by OPEC continued to give the United and Compagnie Francaise des Pétroles. Af- 
Arab Emirates, among others, a problem in _ ter a 4-year shut-in to install a $330 million 
obtaining enough associated gas to meet water injection system for secondary recov- 
contractual commitments. Fortunately, the ery of large volumes of crude remaining in 
country had large reserves of nonassociated the reservoir, production was begun very 
gas it could call upon, and their develop- _ late in 1983. Starting with withdrawal rates 
ment was well underway. of about 6,000 to 10,000 barrels per day, the 

Three huge oil reservoirs lie offshore Abu operator planned to increase production by 
Dhabi about 70 to 90 kilometers northwest 1985 to about 25,000 barrels per day. 
of Abu Dhabi City. This cluster was the In the far northern reaches of the United 
location of much development and redevel- Arab Emirates, production of crude oil was 
opment activity. The Zakum, Umm Shaif, scheduled to begin early in 1984 from the 
and the much older El Bundugq Fields were 421-square-kilometer Ras al-Khaimah off- 
producing large volumes of oil, and as shore concession. In 1983, Gulf Offshore Ras 
development progressed, much greater pro- al-Khaimah Ltd. drilled its Saleh 1-X dis- 
duction was anticipated in the immediately covery well, which tested at 5,852 barrels of 
forthcoming years. 45° API oil and 27,510 million cubic feet of 

Production of crude oil from the Upper gas per day from a depth of 15,880 feet. The 
Zakum Reservoir began, as scheduled, dur- discovery well was drilled from a removable 
ing the first half of 1983 at an initial rate of rig in 320 feet of water about 26 miles 
25,000 barrels per day. By yearend, produc- seaward of the Emirates’ coast. The Gulf 
tion from the field, operated by ADNOC, Offshore Group included Gulf Oil, Interna- 
was running between 70,000 and 80,000 tional Petroleum, Overseas Petroleum & 
barrels per day. Eventually, the field was Investment Corp., and Petrokal. Gulf Oil 
expected by ADNOC to be capable of pro- was the operator and held a 50.46% inter- 
ducing 500,000 barrels per day. After the est. A step-out well, Saleh 2-X, was spudded 
first year’s testing, the field was to produce, on August 24, 1983, from a Zapata Offshore 
in accordance with OPEC production quo- Co. Bonito II jack-up drilling rig. Saleh gas 
tas, about 30,000 to 50,000 barrels per day. was to go to a 2,500-ton-per-day methanol 

Late in 1988, the Abu Dhabi Marine plant in onshore Ras al-Khaimah. 
Operating Co. brought new operating facili- Refining.—Abu Dhabi’s first oil refinery, 
ties at its Lower Zakum and Umm Shaif a 15,000-barrel-per-day plant at Umm al- 
Fields on-stream. Included were three 13- Nar, was shut down on April 15, 1983, owing 

megawatt powerplants, a 220,000-barrel- to inadequate capacity and obsolescence. In 
per-day water injection facility and plat- June, ADNOC commissioned its new 60,000- 
form, and an accommodation platform barrel-per-day Umm al-Nar refinery, and 
where operating personnel were quartered. full operation began in July. The plant 
At Umm Shaif, another accommodation incorporated advanced technology, which at 
platform was dedicated. Several multimil- the time of its startup was present in only
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five other refineries in the world. This soliciting greater usage, especially by off- 
included a catalytic reforming unit with shore oil operators and their service con- 
continuous-catalyst regeneration. Designed tractors. The port consisted of 15 kilometers 
by the French Institute Francais du Pétrole, of paved quays, some of which could handle 
the new refinery will require about one-half vessels, including tankers, of up to 400,000 
the customary downtime for annual mainte- tons. Quayside water depths ranged from 11 
nance. Refined products were to go from the _ to 14 meters. Tugs, mooring boats, an exten- 
refinery via pipeline to the Al Ain and Abu sive communications facility, and ancillary 
Dhabi International Airport, while other service were available. The port also provid- 
customers were to be served by highway ed covered, open air, and refrigerated stor- 
tank trucks. Nearby, a jetty capable of age facilities, and was a major offshore 
taking small tankers will ensure supplies to _ petroleum operations base. 
the northern Emirates. The first tankers The Emirian Government resumed plans 
departed from the marine terminal in early to study the construction of a pipeline that 

September. would bypass the Strait of Hormuz, the 
Across Abu Dhabi, at Ruwais, ADNOC narrow body of water at the extreme south 

was proceeding with plans to increase the end of the Persian Gulf, which Iran had at 
capacity of its 120,000-barrel-per-day Ru- one time threatened to block, thus stopping 
wais refinery by adding a 46,000-barrel-per- all petroleum shipments from the gulf. If 
day vacuum distillation unit and upgrading constructed, the new line would serve the 
hydrocracking to provide 27,000 additional oilfields of Abu Dhabi and Dubai and would 
barrels per day of high-grade gasoline. Pre- terminate at the new port under construc- 
liminary work on a hydrogen plant and $13 _ tion by Fujairah on its Indian Ocean coast. 
million worth of storage tanks was also About 810,000 barrels per day of production 
underway. in the two Emirates would be involved. 
Transportation. —Dubai’s Port Jebel Ali, —————_ 

at the south end of the Persian Gulf, was *Physical scientist, Division of Foreign Data, 
the largest and most modern manmade port —yq\\fUstigs oh praygux djOutremer (Paris, France). No. 
in the world. It was actively engaged in“ _



The Mineral Industry of the 
United Kingdom 

By Tatiana Karpinsky* 

The United Kingdom’s nonferrous metal worth of aid for 17 exploration projects or 
processing and manufacturing industry con- further stages of existing projects. Of these 
tinued to be one of the largest in Europe. Its projects, 15 were for ores of nonferrous 
major products were aluminum, both pri- metals and 2 for barium minerals. 
mary and secondary, secondary refined cop- March oil tax cuts boosted oil and gas 
per and lead, and primary zinc. Tin mining exploration to record levels. The British 
in Cornwall supplied about 30% of the Government was trying to give oil compa- 
United Kingdom's tin requirements. Pros- nies a preview of the territories that will be 
pecting for a broad range of minerals con- offered in early 1985 with the ninth round 
tinued throughout the country. of exploration and production licenses. Oil 

Assistance totaling $13 million* was ap- and gas investment accounted for about. 
proved by the Department of Industry for one-quarter of the total industrial invest- 
mineral exploration projects in Great Brit- ment in the United Kingdom. Oil produc- 
ain between February 24, 1972, when the tion taxes provided the Government with 
Mineral Exploration and Investment about $12 billion per year or 6% of its 
Grants Act came into force, and March 81, revenue. Coal production from high-cost, 
1983. The 11th annual report on the act, low-productivity mines continued to be a 
published by the Department of Industry on crucial problem. The United Kingdom pro- 
June 2, stated that 62 companies involved in duced 20% more fuel than it used, as a 
mineral exploration in 219 projects have result of increased production and lower 
applied for assistance totaling $13 million. demand, and the State-owned National Coal 
Of these projects, 110 were in England; 87, Board (NCB) announced a reduction of 4 
in Scotland; and 22, in Wales. In the year million tons in the 1983-84 year rate of 
ended March 31, 1988, 11 companies (6 output compared with that of 1982, in order 
wholly British and 5 British subsidiaries of _ to bring coal production nearer to demand. 
overseas companies) applied for $2 million 

PRODUCTION 

Output of aluminum, copper, lead, nickel, to 15 million tons. In 1983, deep-mined coal 
and zinc were all higher, but production of production decreased by 4.2% compared 
tin from domestic ore and production of with the 1982 level, and opencast coal pro- 
silver remained almost unchanged. Devel- duction decreased 3.7%. Crude oil produc- 
opment of the tungsten mine at Hemerdon, tion increased considerably, by 8%, com- 
however, continued to await an improve- pared with that of 1982. The United King- 
ment in the market conditions. Production dom was a net exporter of crude oil and 
of nonmetals remained almost unchanged, produced about 80% of its natural gas 
but the labor force at several plants was needs. Much of the development of North 
reduced severely. Sea hydrocarbon resources was by foreign 

Steel production increased about 10% companies, primarily from the United 
compared with that of 1982 and amounted _ States, under license. 
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Table 1—United Kingdom: Production of mineral commodities* 

(etrc tons unless otherwise specified) 
a a na 

METALS 
Alursinum: Flim nee nnnn= BOM 102800 98000 HRN 990 ca Primary nen nnnnnnn = S5Q4TL THM S089 248M 250,000 Seeeihegicciipvvivcec2ccc2cccc22t RTRs Rw N00 Tatoo Gein Rgvemiapserenccetcoceas, OR em A RS Conger: Bes andconcntete,metalcontent ===. 1100200700 ad 

‘Metal, refined: ns reine: Bee zDD 5089 REID 67500 Bima occvccTTTTTTcccccccccccc__ Ra 
otal eee HRLSOT 16198186168 184200 144,800 trogand tet 

Sig woight --a---------- thousand tons. 4268 «9G TH] TOL frowsyelght -—----on--roonn- thowandiome Tt Meu Vigiron nnn nde. RBM CGAIZ« OAT” BT (9500 Pe Ma tarace Foromangancas “vases. 88 RA SA OS Siocon aw fermace: Ferromanganese “---702rguast ‘ugg "igi gabe 15000 sag, Semimanlcts —oovvooaasocacd ca "Ts "HRD RIB 80h 
Mine output, metal content - __ .---__-_....~-~~~ 4,701 3,600, 77,000, 3,993 74,000 

Metal: ea Sietter: 
PAN aoc ne nmnnmnenniginnmnemigne: 32,314 30,039 26,556 34,079 40,740 

‘Secondary (refined)*_—__—____ ~~ LI III IL__ 2da92 211,385 197,992 175,210 185,288 

Total eee nen ene BSG BARAK 226548 200050 7206028 
‘Refined: ee eee gee es Winery jo eeeeeeeenn-ee---s-e- YABB 118405 185369 190984 ZIBG908 

Secondary® = -----—__ 244,192 211,385 197,992 175,210 7185,288 

cat tanagwecndary <=TTTa. SG ER ORS Neketrmeeleine uanesecondary==-—------------ Bae S'gon eat «8900 Am Skeramag ooo aaiaae toy sane NAMA iG 
Mine output metal content 2a nena 20D 2082 8860 4.008 4,00 Meh Primary eee BOBS «58D GND. —_—G.900 eee ME MC) 

Tungnten mine outpt meta conta ———>o“OTTITTII 66 0 NA NA NA 
‘Sreandconcentrate,metalcontent---------------- $12 440010900 10,86 9,000 Segandeoneantrate,metalcontent -------n---nn72 gages alee B80 TNO or t8 

NONMETALS 
Barteandwitherte nen nnnneeene-= $5900 54000 3000 81.000 5.000 Bromine wither “-v-vsosoooccoccaazzccccizt Stn BRNO) SBm Sako 0.880, Bromine w-ennvelarccssrccciaicisc22ca222tamw 38600 hoo Tko0o 8000 Geek igareaie -——-—- no ania thowantion Ten game Hes etme 88 Ghats Teese STTISTTTTT SRR "eH Hon 

"Fireclay —_—------nnnneeene-nee--do-- atte 5850 GMa civics: OB Kisetcinecg)<oo2o2-ovv-cvso-v--aseo-== AA SHR a8) Saiervandbalgaj—-—- nae Sekar tinge Gale -==s-v~na2a7casdes=~ AH agplt ete za 22,000 Fm le " PadyeripsdgePll22Uiicac2 wt Pooerchiemgel csc nae a Gyoaimandeshydtig® “-_772Tallasvcasscdessl. ga gt abut gra am 
‘Lime: Quicklime and hydrated lime - -—---- do... 3,310, 3,980 *3,000 °3,000, 3,000, Kime Quicklime and hydrated me—nvvvvwnav-ag > Tesh Eto 
Pome ieocaialgn a 2co22TTTiiicdcs2 Mm Sat sae Refractory product” acy Predicted TAA Geeacssrcicnsmsmsescgerse Me NA Gempntccccccseccccstccccccccccciicscs ots NANA OMA 
Si fe other than ing Gn brine for 7 
patlimaking) “vasesvcncrcccoccccococrdeco> TEE HB be Bitpccsrcccsstcccccssccciccccccdcc: Sa S50 

‘Sodium compounds: Sodium carbonate® ______... do. 1,400 1,360 1,800, 1,300 1,300 

See fotnotes at end of table
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Table 1.—United Kingdom: Production of mineral commodities! —Continued 
(Metric tons unless otherwise specified) 

NONMETALS —Continved 
‘tong, sand and gravel Chert and fing. thousand tons. 4 14 w 10 10 Tgueous rock <9=—== 77a MGT ag rth auets © s0772 35.158 39,000 Limestone and dolomite _—--~_2--222-22—do==_ "W218 BRITS «7967 —BSAB0 92000 Sandstone including ganister—-_--_------do.--. S544. «12S9T—«12ZBR_ 18336 14,000 5 met (Grushed rock, not further described ———~——2722—ao277 102,881 102,588 92,000 102848 111,000 Sand and gravel ‘Common sand and gravel -------do---— 11,500 106.487 "87,000 97,758 106.000 Specialsands == --~ 2-222 2 2l2_ dow =.= BB TOR 4MBL A188 4.150 Strontiumminerals |--=_2222_2222222222--~ 600 6700_*14.500_*181000_ 18,000 

Sulfer, byproduct an Of meaty’ a toad fone 36 50 80 0 0 Otspentonides ~~ ~~ 27 2ITLIITTTL> EAS 4 4 4 ey ‘ 
Ofppetroleum refinery -——----------=--- 40-80 0 % 38 6 

Total 2 nd Ra 
‘Tale, soapstone, pyrophylite | ----_—-----=--------16,800—17.800— 18,000 19,000 19,000, 

MINERAL FUELS AND RELATED MATERIALS 
Garton back" thousand tons. 2001215 

"Authradile cece xpeuusavecwwuns socal $930 | 2902 | "2909 asst 2700 Bitumincusand other ~--~_~-~~~---_—---ado.-—— "119370 "127198 "128591121816 125,800 
Coke: Metallurgical —..--2-----------ee-e---do---— 102507829 TTT T.20B 7.000 
Broeze all types ~~~ ~---s222sszzsedon=-- 88S ORS uel briqiela bgrades=2TO0DTISITOSIIIDTTCaSrToS awk aah bE 

‘Natural Grogs___ million eubie feet. "1,868,669 1,287,899 1,284,141 1.263882 1,480,000 Marketed -——----------_ don 2820285 2IOBTS L202 NANA [Natural gas liquids _-_~_7~—7 thousand Gallon barrels. "75406 "7865 "18700-27840 37,400, 
Petroleum Crude including field condensate... -do---—_*364,755 "981,758 "646,800 _ 140,644 798,000 

Refinery products: TT Saline wanna ne do-- TT SMO TALTOA NMBOT 16R08L "ITO SRA Jetfuel -------_-- 22 - ss do =~ F4NSH THUS BOETZ 35850 287TH 
Keresine —-_~_...2..2..2--------do-~-- 20.995 15764 | 14756 14g45 718.718 

Distillate fuel oll .--_--_--_--------do.--- 189,850 165,261 "152.250 158.584 156,876 Residual fucloil-_____------2----do.--- 190476151842 127.000 105,981 759,797 
Lubricants === CILIIEIIiiwelTi2 Tobio "e750 Tag S30 86552 
Other ~ === nO reolaat T6598 es.1T8 6805 oL.en2 Refinery fuel and losses == =~—~— 77 — do" S5nz15 5.288 HAL aT a99 244009 

Total ------------------------do.--- "781241 "647191 "501,744 590,201 *598,712 
“Estimated. Preliminary. "Revised. NA Not avalable. 
AIncludes data available through June 5, 1984 
"Reported figure, ‘Bullion produced entirely from imported ore. 
‘Includes a small quantity of primary lead from domestic ore. SProduced entirely from imported bullion and includes antimonial lead product, 
‘Excludes plasters. Consist at rick, tors, molds, and other refractory produce made from lays, silica, siliceous materials, magnesite 

alumina, and chrome materials 

TRADE 

‘Total exports reached $85 billion in 1983. European Economic Community (EEC). 
‘The main products exported including al- _In 1982, exports of petroleum, petroleum 
loys and semifinished products were copper, products, and related materials reached $16 
nickel, aluminum, lead, tin, and zinc. Ex- billion or 19% of total exports; exports of 
ports of aluminum and aluminum alloys coal, coke, gas, and electric energy reached 
reached $413 million, while exports of cop- $845 million or 1% of the total. In 1983, 
per, brass, and other copper alloys reached exports of mineral fuels and related materi- 
$306 million. Exports of silver, platinum, als were approximately the same as in 1982. 
and other metals of the platinum group Overseas trade figures for 1983 indicated 
totaled over $1,423 million. The major ex- that there was a surplus in the balance of 
port markets for the whole metal industry payments. 
were the United States and the rest of the
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‘Table 2.—United Kingdom: Exports of selected mineral commodities! 
(Metric tons unless otherwise specified) 

Bastiaans 1988 
Commedit wg Y pied Other (principal) 
METALS 

Aluminum: Greand concentrate — = oo 885 1495 Sweden 559; Bra 0 Onides end hydroxides "~7""7"""777 99,662 97.018 G98 Rapublieof South Aftica 4655; Portu- gal 3618; Norway 3.488 fuhandesitue containing luminum.... 17461873. Netherlands 385, Went Germany 485. etal including alloys" Serapen nen. BROS 60,351 898 West Germany 34,804; Netherlands 
bi 5,981; France 5,807. Unwrought 168587 119.517 418 West Germany 31,996; Netherlands Shes BeglntLaneninare 

Semimanufactures_________ 81,895 98,675 6,694 West Germany 14,724; France 11,247; Ireland 8.21 ‘Antimony: Metal including alloys all forms — 50 BNA Biliary 24 West 
‘Arsenic: Oxides andacids 86082468459 Now Zealand 1,872; Malaysia 221. ‘Beryl; Metal including alloys al forms — a1 1“) Mainly to France Biamuth: Metal including alloy ll forme sr 520k Gana; France 46; Wost Germany 
‘Cadmium: Metal including alloys all forms. 16 T sn-Luxembourg 88; West on aida omy 
‘Gre and concentrate...---------- ‘MI92_—=«98D.—= Sweden 282; Netherlands 232; 

Spain. 180 Oxides and hydroxides 4.778245 185 France 890; Canada 214 Motalincluding alloys, allforms~""""" 2121943 "SMO West Germany 20 Switzerland 88; Netherlands 2 Cobalt rides and byrondes <---—------- HB 900 BT_—_Balgum Leroy 10; Prange 1. Metal including alloys al orme ~~———— Sik _Nefherlande i, Were Germany 88 
Columbium and tantalum: Metal including ‘alloys all forma ‘Colambiute (niobium) m0 ONAN. Tantalenn oo cs 2 oE2TEDTEDIOZ 2 6 8 France 1; West Germany 1. Copper "Ore and concentrate === 432. West Germany 29; Sweden 10 Matte and speise including cement copper © 8 > Netherlands 3; Ireland 19. Qxidesandlydroxides ssn" 5G 4G 4B_Austraig IIT; Netherland 50, 

Ashandiailaccalaining capper —--- tata ‘Sgg 1 RRA Guinea te og ‘and residue containing copper ----- 88 West Germany 5,629; Spain 1 ‘Metal including alloys: — mae . Bempacwenennnnnnnnnnnn=  GB62 SOB 69 West Germany 7.929 aly 1880; eign Lanemboury 1795, Unwrought ---------------- 43085 92,643 462 West Germany dadT aly 6981; Sweden 3:02, Semimanutatures —.—-------- SRT 100408 5802 Ireland TO Switerand 9.8% walt Germanium: Metal including alloy al forms 1 402 NA 
"Waste and sweepings 

value, thousands $28,480 $35,078 NA Spain $29,158, Metal oclug alo unwrougt and 
ee thousand troy ounces. _ 22,218 (19,137 NA NA. Tron and ste: Tron ore and concentrate, excluding Miutedpyries nn snes BRORR «6 Cuba B16 United Arab Emirates 150 eta Scrap _______ thousand tons 3987 3052-1. Spuin 2.199; Sweden 191 Parton cstv, roatedmeterais — —oA156 E589 19d Bela Lemmur 5, Sweden ronan B80; France 4360 

‘Perromanganese ——___ 24588 23902 15221 West Germany 2807; Canada 2088. Ferrosion'=<--2------> “Beg “Tats “NA West Germany 208, Silicon metal 22222222722 vs S50 TE West Gernany 3; Netneriands 45; 
Unspecified, ams 11s 298 Weel Gormany 288: tly 1505 Steel, primaryforms---7~~=--- =n T1.98 West Germany 6 0h aly Bn, 

ae Tica shape vind 18% 000 LAILOL TORTES Woe Gemany 195004 Te eerseeee 108,288 Ireland 64.915, Univers pats sheets -—-— 124,000 804 40417 Inia, Wat Germany 9.485 
Hoopandstrip....-...--- 98579 1069708692 Ireland 12-13% France 1,780; USSR 11608 Ralls and accesories 125781 120869 1640 ttaly 17819; New Zealand 11,898, Taia'7.91 

See footnotes at end of table
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Tabie 2.—United Kingdom: Exports of selected mineral commodities: —Continued 

(Metric tons unless otherwise specifiod) 
TTT estate 208 Commodi ws 1982 * waited Other (principal) 

METALS —Continued 
Tron and stel —Continued iMetal™Continsed ‘Smimantfactures ~Continued 

Wire oan 9872799478 12,884 Ireland 1048; Wont Germany 4.86; 
Tubes, soae2 649 eee at, bes pips, tings 795,920 4.981 Tena a 18s Nether 

pps = Jands 45,704; Denmark 42,901. 
‘Castings and forgings, rough — 82,342 52,643 9,978 Sweden 8,179; France 6,145; West Germany 4.98 

web and ams 2408 Belgium Lusembourg 2808 re and concentrate anne = Belgiup-Luzembou Omen omens cos-cannirtit Rise elemd BID, Ripert sa. Ashand esidueconiaininglecd -—~--- S400 «B37 Denmark 3610, nde 451 Metal including loys: Romp TENT ager 22607 = Wat Gorany 624 ean 608 aly 479, Unwroupht —onn-nannnann-n= 90429 125008 1085 West ermany 46050; France 10946; 
‘Semimanufactures -____---~--- 2,063 2.218 8 Tealans 411; Saudi Arabia 313; Italy 

Lithium: Onis and hydroxides 7 NA Netherlands 54 Meal ined alloy alm >> a MA Sptonand Magnes: Meta iclding alloys apecyeenneneweeneen-n---- «SDL k_Nethelande 58 aly 92 Unwrought=2-—TTTTTTTTTTTTTI Tan France T8L Canada 5. Semimagufsctures---22~22----- Bab «haul Armbin 188; roland 312; United “Arab Emirates 74 Manganese: ‘Greandconcentrate,metallurpcalgrade. «GIST 6659 -—«§—_—Repubicof South Afticn 2162; aly Pitt; Nigeria 1418 Oxide non a 100 aly 26 Treland 108 Mela iaclading alloys all foans <——72> at "R818 Wat Germany a France at 
Mercury----------~ Tépound flasks. 2080-6177 «NA. Netherlands 4.379; Belgium. 

af i ot Luxembourg 435. i 

Greandconcentrate aan 4858 969. Naenands 2.2; Spin 131% Ane ‘ce Onidesand hydroxides ===. 1086 1 8SLNA._ West Germany 758; Austria 386, 
venga kt EE acme including alloys all forms ------ Netherlands 19; West Germany 4 

ng anos ‘Sweden 39. ” Nickel: ‘Ore and concentrate. 61 15. MA Matteandapeim ss =="2~~TTTTT77> Ag 2010 1B Norway 1.825; Prance 56 Grider hydrsieg ————o—== oR BT Reta Wt Germany 2 Ashand esiduecontainingnickel ———-- 84024818 NA Australia Y7; Canada 20 ‘Metal incloding slo: Semper gt05 5186188 Spain 2.264 Sweden 1,246; West Ger any 438 Unwrought nwa NBTD 11426253 Went Germany 3.212; Belgium. axerbourg 133 Swen 00. Semimanufactures—___----- 97857842 «GLA France I dapan 994, Belgium ‘isenboure a6 Platioumgroup metals: Metals including alloys tought and party wrovehy Snwpetied=—- thotaend toy ounces. 1821415 $50 Switerand 225, Wet Germany 195 Japan Selenium, elemental 1st 1? Spain 2; France 19 
(Ore and concentrate? value thowands. $414 “$127 Tn tsar 634; Nathoranda 
Waste and sweep = 8.158 $1040 $205 West Germany 85,022; Belgium pings ac 2 # $ eat Germany $5.00 igiv 

Meta nluing altos, onwrought and partly wrought ‘housnnd troy ounces. 61812 BAST 25940 Switzerland 25,48; West Germany 8! Canada 7.286 Tellurium and arvenie n= 58 NANA 
See footnotes at endo abe.
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Table 2.—United Kingdom: Exports of selected mineral commodities! —Continued 

(Metietons unless ctbervise epecibd) 
TTT Commodity we Gq " nited Other (principad 

METALS Continued 
in ‘reandemecnete—_-_----- 488081154 Nether Malin 
Oeil oe ccs cuneesceseee 481 385 82 Spain 184: Netherlands 63, Shsincdiccnianingtis 2 fk aaa, Siandciiy cle Spee Wet Germany 28; Netiartande tn Gipmugie ————=o=oa oR 6B) Meir pee EAS ony ST NatRriaishs muamsSeminenutictares maa RS shia ee Maconcenrate. MD _Nethrlan 2 Bega 

Luxembourg 222. Ores Tae 108k 1 Sap ey 992 Wat Gor 
‘Metal including alloys, all forms ¥ SIM ousande._ $0405 $8800 NA NA 

TBieandconcentrate-..----.--- 6&2 «186-9 West Germany 665, USSR sat Cudcestiaense Mk Rear Ghoieiaccchea | ONE Ra Sioattingaiyearms a8 E NR cnpanysngpre 
‘ragium and/or thorium Crema Ceccnicie” vue thousands... «2H =. —_‘ranco 9, Geass woe ne I nes vent Geiend tyson gM ae apemics. «|| liealindadise Sapam => HERR want Germany 
Sreandconeentrte. n= BRAT RITE ggg 05a anemone 
CaaS 9.912 8179 93 Belgium Luxembourg 1,591; Ireland fo Bhueponder agate oto Bagger nono nanan BE eemany 68 Sein 356 Mivandvesidacconlaningsine=——---- 8 26a “NEM SGU SS sain de Sap anes. Bak 14008 West Germany 670; ance 1.88 seernea fie Unwrouht SBT 506 38:8 rae EEL ands 2375 Wel Sera Semimanufactares-_--------- 8098 -4QR®_ONA. NaN io He | ES Dictate eli aes re ere a Sa 
Stes andconcentrats Malu turembourg 4 Onieranghydroniee ~~~" Aone a8 Well Cena 38 Feros, Secunda == —o— ooo bdne oR Rage Sten 
‘Base metals including alloys, all forms_ ay Pry 8 West Germany 13; France 10. NONMETALS Abrasives ns. REUGEEESindum, emery, pmiete. «OLN NA SESE Comtadmarmess amine E480 NS San gp; Wet Germany 51; etnade i Thi a Noe pe i ak monte thee ees lle Worands_ $4.90 582898103. India $504 Ireland $86 Japon S86, Grindngandpolihingmcoasisones- “asset ML ansaid ee Set 

abet rues N88 8H We Bemeny mPalan 86 Ray 
Bertesndwitherte. == 4208 THAT. Notay 41 West Germany 2211 eon Bargains Grdststtalporaes ade) eland Scieemdeate coccccaat Hae RMD dpan 8 Bomineencneesoscoccoscocsos ER ast 7 Rage eer me Cement nen ROOD ROSA 66 NRRL Bean 8660 Gin —nvwnasennnnsnnnnna--= SGU MBIA GG Nees nt Ie 50 Giri Vspeied=—thasand es “Sai BST GNC Fn a Grylteand chilean 1 esr: tretana 
Se footnotes tend of able
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Table 2.—United Kingdom: Exports of selected mineral commodities: —Continued 

(Metric tons unles otherwise specified 
ee 

Commit m, wy ee Gaited Other (principal) 
NONMETALS —Continued 

Diagon my not se or stn 
* value, thousands $1,700,000 $1,605,261 $186,153, Belgium Luneraboung $614,993; 

SMS Indu —-—-------_-do____ M8810 $8505 $8101 Bel Loxton 8048 land 
Pitomitcandotherinfworateath 2.96 art 24 Denmark land Bt Felipe torpor, related materia ----_ abd aed Nehtlnde 18 6t West Cormany 

Fertilizer material’. ' Gianna 801 —BABL——-900—Trland 8279, West Germany 1128, faslacts ammonia. 24094) 8988 1 Spin 119187; Danmar 4.02 
ju Lakemboure Nitrogenous 206899 147.984 100 Nephi 1 Wet Gorany a9; Belt Luverboure 19.08 Phosphatie 10251 2170 roland 1,008; New Zealand 558, Potmiess<DTCTTOTTTIITIITE aaa AM sot bpway SO Sedrtanas 1258 

Unspecified and mixed -.----.- S211 98,784 1.788 Tesla 0; Wost Germany 
Gropheatural ana 0R8 AGED Page it West Germany 6 
Gypsum and plaster. 848 Irland 3.3; Auten 212 
Time _92-22222222222222TTTIIIT apse gauss SS Negara 1,08 Ireland 4450, Magnani compoande Oiber -—-~-"7-= Aigo Rote NK 

‘Grade including splittings and waste.«2926.«« 3448. «—_West Germany 869: Netherlands 608 Worked including agglomerated splitings eSB West Gernany Ht Paand 7 Ser 
Nitratesorude 208 1382 raland 62, Tanzania 25, Promenade —O27O2TTITTToT R860 retana Canada 
Piggents, mineral: 
“Naturalorude -—---—---------. 1450160218 Libya doo, Tronowiesanatsdionde,prceiced ~ BSBA) Repah'r Soh frien; Sua 

Potassium salts, erude === 2% ms Sah Arabia 146 TreBand 8 Presi ad smpeious lanes ther than 
Natural, value, thousands. $199,899 $92894 $15,468 Switzerland $99,042: France $9515 Synthetic 277 Mota erisr 8a SiS France sit Spain 88 Pyrite unroasted <2227222-77-"" 77> Shape SSS Tera terrae Slt brme = —222-22<2-CIIIIT anid aod a0 Ngee BEBE Sede 22,6 

‘Sodium compounds, n.e.s.: Carbonate, wee ” Manofacared --nn=--nnv=n™----. 185482 16200918 Republi uth Afin 680 Su 
Shope, sand did eral: u " 

‘Grudeand partly worked... 6448—=«BABL_—_ 35 rance 614; Treland 458 Workede TTT STITT RFID TRESS Bea aemboorr i France’ Dolomite, chityrfractorygrado 1858014616. Norway 80; Sweden 4.58 
708k thousand tons... 3,208 3,628 a Belaturcnemnboing 1647; Prmuce 

Limestone other than dimension _____ 547,907 625647 Belg Laeeeboun 191.8: Nor. ‘way i851; West Germany 96,71 Quartz and quartzite oo 0m Singapore ‘United Arab Binirates 
guSamtther than metabbearing $8026 53514544 Ireland 28,27; Sweden 14045, 

Blemental Grade incodingnativeandbyoreduet_ 1.095 1.201. Soth Ate i Teland 
Colloidal, precipitated, sublimed. 128 2958 reland 196, Australia 64 figs cee ne eee fit oNA NS Sulfur sei’ "~"""--7-2-—--->ggena rag NE Roland on 149 ‘ale seat soapstoneyronkoias ——""- “Se "HB*Neglnands 88, wigeria 6; reland 

Vermioulite TNA NK 
See footnotes at end of table
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Table 2.—-United Kingdom: Exports of selected mineral commodities: —Continued 
(Metcic tons unless otherwise specified) 

SET Te = ar a 
Commodi tet de Gee y Grier Other (principal 

NONMETALS —Continued 
Other: Glade oon AGT 2AHLD_— 168 West Gormany 6665; Netherlands 

Slag and dross, not metal-bearing-----. 91,311 68,674 158. West Germany 45,809; Finland 9,174, 
MINERAL FUELS AND RELATED MATERIALS. 

Asphalt and bitumen, natural-..------- 3865 SITE 15-__reland 707; Netherlands 508, Gatbon: Carbon back nn -n===a===2= BNA STATS TT West Germany 5880; Nigeria 489; ea Treland 3584. 
‘huchrocite thousand tons. "893352, Netherlands 195; France 193 
Bituminous -=—-~"~~_ "do. "8,620 «6897 «= Denmark 2057;Prance 1,718. 
[Briquets of anthracite and Bituminous Goal wo enennn ene don 10f 128. Norway 86; Venezuela 14 Coke tnd semiedke™"7——TTTTTTTSITTT HTT Romana 45: Belgum Luxembourg Tek Norway 18 Peat including briquetsand iter... 41887282 = France BBL Beype 1.357. 
‘Crude. thousand 42gallon barrels. 994,096 458,518 160.876 Netherlands 98,074; West Germany 57,882; France 80/627. 
Refinery products: ged petroleum ga—--do.-.. 12602 16789 850._Ntherland 790; France 1468 

“Aviation.______do.... 11889 17.929 168—_Iroland7;746, France 2175, Motor 2227zsss22doc22= «59817 163.—_‘Netherlands 2,908; Sweden 2428, Mineral jelly and wax ~~~ ~~do.——— e290 West Germany 96; Nigeria Keroanéandjecfucl.-----do---— 42083002 (Ireland 2.375 Denmark 213. Distillatefueloil..-----do---- 38147 35.450 1,998 Ireland 7,977; France 6951 Lubricants =~ "7~—7~~doo~- «30614804120 Nigeria 563; West Germany 286, Residual fueloll22—~—~~7de---- «258082718 ««592—Netherlands 7,775; Ireland 5,492. Bitumen and other residues —do--—— 02 "552. reland 478; Iceland 64 Bituminous mixtures ~~ do. Bai Bk] Ireland 89; Greece 20. Petroleumeoke-----2222den=~- 2,054,798 NANA. 
"Revised. NA Not available 
“Table prepared by Joua! Plachy. Less than 1/2 unit. May include other precious metals. 

‘Table 3—United Kingdom: Imports of selected mineral commodities! 
(Metric tons unless otherwise specified) 

‘Sources, 1988 
Commodi 1981 i Eo cee ¥ Yo: Other (principal) 

METALS 
Alkali and alkaline-earth metals: ‘adlialine metal 58 296 ‘West Germany 290. 
‘Ore and concentrate... 240,687 310,130 80 Ghana 92.060; Brazil 79,508; Guinea a Quidon and hydronides GASB ATS 6.8 macy STO: aly $2.05 ‘Aah and residue containing aluminum 658 ‘304 Bwitaeeland 119; West Germany 54 Metal including alloys: ‘Serap one 4.040 4.085 43. Ireland 3.097; France 296, Unwrougit.--—27—722~7_— «= «RBAT_ SARS 652 Norway $9,308; France 14615. Senetfadares ——------ «e004 NNRIT 158 ~ WeotCormany SS 064 Belgor, Luxembourg 38,016; France 23.424 

‘Antimony: Metal including alloys, sll Oe 253 2m China 181; Belgium Luxembourg 44 
“Brides and hydroxides = 3 6 6 Metal including alloys, li forms’ ——— 3 toa 
See foctnotes at end of table.
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‘Table 3.—United Kingdom: Imports of selected mineral commoditiest Continued 
(Metric tons unles otherwise specified) 

SNE aes | CE 
Commodi 1961 we RQ is pees Other (principal) 

METALS —Continued 
Bismuth: Metal including alloys, all fame Sooo cee ncaa 202 S51 =a een: Pert 
Cadmium: Metal including alloys, al far eee eaec as 82 846 Canada 258, Japan 222 Finland 16 Cesium and rubidium: Metal including pilevgallfoms "= ogame. 8 NA 

‘Greandconcentrate...--.-- 16495 -—«G45AT_——__—_—Regublic of South Africa 52.465; Srprue 5.400. Qxides and hydroxides «28098054100 Went Germany 2055; USSR. 4 Metal including alloys, liom ~~ 1 38 NANA Cobalt Oxides and hydroxides <= 1 3681 Canada 331 Metaincdlngatio.siforma -°~ 148911 Zabie 5; elgam-Lasembours 
‘Columbium and tantalum: Metal includ- ~ ing alloys, al forme: "Golumbtar riobium) ® 128 West Germany 9 cgolatialn wnnennnn2an=aaaa 88 32 4 West Germany 14; France 2 
"Gre and concentrate 561 685 2 Caechoslovakia 517; Canada 55. 

Matte and speiss including cement coppers nen 9 4 = Allfom Piigins. guidebandpavenaae ““--——--- gam ash 5 Aula 78 Norway fahandesiluecontainigcopper Ashe SS —Sedan a, 945, Nether 2.082 
igi 7p 8M 10.021 $81 Republcof South Africa 8018; Poland 1.342, Ghana 63 UUnwroupht. onan 289800 24880 SL cade ED, Se FA era 
Semimanufactores 88494 —«98,82T 2001 West Germany 7,068; France 18,512 Germanium: Metal including alloy all ferme ene een 1 6... France2; Bulgaria 1 Gold ‘Waste and sweeping Walue, thousands. $148,751 $128,984 $106,418 Sweden $8,188 Metal including alloys, inwrought 
oe 20643 «1749545 Switzerland 188; Si 182 ema rey oanenee " ° ‘unspecified 1674100 Iron and ste ‘ron ore and concentrate: ‘reliding roasted preite athe tone. ASR «10ST Canad 9.87 Bra 1.90; Auten 

eR ronsed 265905 0.85. 86, Mets Berap 20.760, NBAT_— 188 Canada 17,510 Ireland 10,766 
Pig iron, cast iron, related imate son enns 2... YBRTIG 6,840 168 ral 4811; West Germany 88483, rroalloye Ferromanganese......88,412,-—«58081—__—_Republic of South Africa 20500; : Rorway 16208. Ferrsiion. 754431584 NANA Unspecified 2722222208828 Repubic of South Africa 30207; ‘Norway 25089 Seo, primary forms... THQIT8——BTS068 924 Wan ayany 449; Netherlands 
‘Semimanufactures: " ‘Bars, rods, angie, shapes, ectons enn =" 69479958255 3090 West Germany 195,287; France 

$85,025; BelgiumeLuxembourg 

Universi plates, sheets "1311.65 1,497,259 19.955 West Germany 30,476; Belgium. ii Epembourg 29000; Netherlands Baise Hoopandstrip-------.- 198645 184,182 1542 West Germany 65 $08 Belgium. Taxembourg 21839; France 14396 Ralleandaccemories 980120882 Germany 8105 Neterlande vais. Wire ae ABB 5636 442—_—alf-Lasembour 1898 France 
Tubes, pipes ft Gsi,610 40428469722 Haly Beh West Gorany 15897 ee Dane Be OES es ‘Netherlands 46280. Castings and forgings rough —«IKBAS_—=—=—«18861_——822_—_West Germany 8675: France 2218 

See footnotes at end of table
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‘Table 3.—United Kingdom: Imports of selected mineral commodities: —Continued 
(fetric tons unless otherwise specified) 

‘Sources, 1982 
Commodi 1981 1982 “Tnited other principal " Gaited Other (principad 

METALS —Continued 
Lead: ‘Ore and concentrate... 598B2_—=« BBLS Canada 20,697; Netherlands 6,450; "Australia 5,568 Oxides 738 155 1 West Germany 854 Netherlands $50. ‘Ashand residue containing lead. ——— esi 8880 1,863 Canada 1869; West Germany 1,187 ‘Metal including alloys: . Scrap aes e 138 953 288 West Germany 120, Ireland 105, Unwrought=—-—~77TTTTZ ted 173.6498 Anstralig 121,195; Canada 38,268 Semimanutactares - ~~~ 22_—— 2135 Bole 4 Teeland 380; Wort Germany’ 1.008, 
Lithium: Oxides and hydroxides ~~ ~~~ ‘340 1,046 268 China 139; West Germany 101, 
‘Magnesium! Metal including alloys Soran nee 39 16 Netherlands 10; Ghana 5. Unwroughe =2222TLTIIIIIOI 4900 4988 GiB Netherlands 138; Norway 1,546. Semimanifactures~=7—~_2=2 27 8 50980 Canada 182 
Manganese: ‘Ore and concentrate, metallurgical- fades nse nna ne = 218055 —«1TR945-—__—_-Republicof South Africa 96721; ‘Brant 4,818; Congo 23,800, Oxides —— = 8.924 454 284 Ireland 1885; Belptum-Loxembourg 

Metal including alloys, all forms — 1.962 214. 121 Republicof South Afri 1408; ee etheslands 57; Movambigoe 217 
Mercury ------- Tépound flasks 6,008 1569 T8_—_Ntherlands 451 Spain 1.385; West Germany Molybdenum: Greand concentrate... 15148 «17,788. “7.218 Chile 4.166; Canada 2.688. ‘Oxides and hydroxides ~~~ === 82 195 "__ Netherlands 97, Belgium- Tusembourg 19, ha! inlading alo al forms ——— v8 319 82 Austria 68; China 26; France 14, 
‘Ore and concentrate. 1g -- Matteandspeiss--~~7~—77_ 41.288 «1561820 Camada 12,011; Australia 2.687 Oxide and hydroxide So aeeeeee 35T B16 41 Canada 61; Nethertands 58 ‘Ath and residue containing nickel’ ~~ 529 BIS 188 Belg Laxembourg 184 Nether 
Metal including alloys: Besa COS nc 2432 3850 1.210 West Germany 409; Netherlands 386, Unwrought= 2-22 222222222 W160 15382" 40—_Netherlands (901; Canada 8711 

‘Semimanufactures ——— ~~~ ~~~ 2570 2527 621 West Germany 963; Prance 437. Platinum group metals: Metals including alloys, unwrought and partly wrought Troy ounces. 885812 643,020 92,151 Republic of South Africa 358,61 
Rare-earth metals including alloys, ail Get <rocwennncrecee == 38 12. West Germany 10. Silver 

(Ore and concentrate? Walue, thousands... $954,886 © $170.445. «NANA. 
‘Waste and swoepings®.- da. $834,099 $1756 NANA. ‘Metal including alloys, unwrought ‘and partly wrought. thousand troy ounces.. 63241 46940 92L_—_ Bast Germany 10,449; Mexico 5,659; 7 “Australia 5,580 
‘Ore and concentrate... 9840T —20,886.-««115—_—Bolivia 14,992; Republic of South "Africa 1,746. Ashand residue containing tin ‘18,180 «12,072,464 West Germany 2,782; Belgium- Tuxembourg 1798 
Metal including alloys: Serap cosa esssucest 1,005 2588 582 Roland 288 Japan 145 Unwroughi-~22222IIIIE at 7850 167 Nigeria 1,586; Indonesia 1451; Netherlands 1.213. sreaniyStmimanufactares 102 9¢ 8 West Germany 29; France 14 
tanium ‘Oreand concentrate... 288,700 «S54RTS | __— Australia 281.777; Canada 64,888. Onldas <oecccnecenae === 9.636 ‘8304 8,777 West Germany 2,i84; Belgium Luxembourg 78. sqyeta inlading alloys al forms — 2088 4564 505 Japan 658; West Germany 136, 
ingsten: ‘Gre and concentrate = 3,808 1,768 -21-—_~Bolivia 717; West Germany 808, 
Qnides and hydronides oo 1 ‘244 China 150; Republie of Korea 64. ‘Ash and residue containing tungsten — 188 41 > Sweden 23. ndigalinlading alleys tilforme == 162 245 -2B._—_Austria 6; Republic of Korea 22. 

/ranium and/or thorium: ‘Ore and concentrate —— 2492 1826 Australia 1,584; Netherlands 292 
‘Oxides and other compounds valu, thousands. 385 sid NA NA. 

See footnotes at end of table.
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Table 3.—United Kingdom: Imports of selected mineral commodities Continued 
(Metric tons unless otherwise specified) 

TT << Bourse 18 — 
Commodi 1981 a a Reet Other (principal 

METALS —Continued 
Vanadium: ‘Oxides and hydroxides <= 1075 14. Finland 709. hte inludng eo, ers ~~ cd 4122 Allfrom West Germany. 
‘Ore and concentrate ——_______ 131,808 166,084 Peru 64,041; Australia 50,848; Ireland 
Oxides —— 3,015, 4514 8 West Germany 2,252; Italy 587. Bluc powder —~ vale; thousands. «$1588 «$2922 NA. Belgium Luxembourg $2,357. been ie ee 165 aN. Nigeria 18, Ash and residue containing zine ——— BAS) attri Canada 518; West Germany 287 
Metal Including alloys: Serepo onsen cece 9% 2089 _—Balglunasembourg 05; Finland a Unwrought. MMT 12R6H_—=1——Canada 98,741; Netherlands 32,867; Finland 24,529. Semimanutactures 5 Walue, thousands. $6,142, «$5845 ‘$422 West Germany $3,857 
‘Gresnd concentrate... YSIS TMDL Aghralin 2477; Republic of South 

yetsl including alloys all forms uz 81 55 West Germany 11 
(Ores and concentrates. 305 308 Republic of South Africa 284, Ocidecandhydrondes =-~~~—=> tase NANA Athesandresidues--_"-——--"" "a= 685 NANA | ‘Base metal including alloys, al forms 605 199 S__ Sweden ST; Belgium-Luxembourg 2. 

NONMETALS 
Abrasives, nes. ‘Natural: Corundum, emery, pumice, ee nemerysPime™_—eaugos 183468 NANA. Amtifciai’ Corundum -~~"7~7"-- “tober “TTE TNT Canada 12.282; Netherlands 2.897, Dust and power of precious and sein 

Presowsstones Malue, thousands. $1895 $18269 NANA. Grinding and polishing wheels and Sones nnn 4944 50288 _‘rance i; Netherland 52; Wost 
Asbestos crude. BEART 52380 $8). Canada 40,658 Zimbabwe 4198, Barteandwitherite=---.2222--2_ © SOT 116385.“ Treland 59,328, Moroeco 96199. 
Boron materials rude natural borates. 2907 . Onides and neds === 77 =~==> p06 2TS8Tukey 1,29; Begium-Laxemboure 
Boothe tsesetrsurecr ans 502 491,184 Iorael 3.360. Gement=2—2222222TTITTIIL wR e770 "Breland! 108,196; Netherlands 55,180, 
hays ride Vnwpoctea=—-=27——onssh EIB hand Pranc 40 Republic of South feride: Unepocified ==. an 161816 56205 France 43740; Republie ae "Anca 3,005 Crees (0.097 Cryoite and chilite—-----.----- 1651 481. allfrom Denmark Diamond: ‘Germ, not set or strun Value, thousands... $1,872,199 $1,658,785 $76,022 Switzerland $1,104,976, Belgium- "puxerbourg $300,428 Industrial do... $83,185 S41299 NANA Diatomite and other infisorialearth ~~ “1229814352 3,1 Denmark 8.848; France 1734, eldgpar repo, eated materials —— IRD NST ML Norway 06 Finland 227, Fertiliser materials: oe 1204 152218 Ireland 1,225; France 192 Manufactured: ‘Nitrogenous 827,066 -——606.657 =< 84_—_—Netherlands 198,875; Belgium. Titxembourg 127 81 Phoophatic .---------- 818968 NB2T8_— Netherland $6044; Beigium- Tiaxembourg 25,125 Potion oon AMBRA dO 6N Tat Serna 284,09, West Ger ‘many 124, Unspecified and mixed... 407,770 4357181 0074 Netherlands 100,577 Belgium. ‘neroorg 1; Denmark 
Graphite, natural ——.------ = 15,529 17862 562 Madagascar 5,706; China 4,980. Gypoumand plaster =-2~22-272222 «ARG TRAIS BRT Hreland 4217; Prance 90,006, 
Yolee Gon tocs nee eereanaae Tass "ERT “ig dapan a Chet fee ceenen yo Bed rvland N94; France 216, Magnesium compounds: Gagner een —— $499 «21040 3.——Greece 14,198 Ireland 2.107. Oxides and hydroxides "777777 Bek 4398190 eland 1,834; Japan 233, Obhersessteesse- nono Ta7> | MRBBL BAS] TS Spin 26496; China 12,05, 

See footnotes at end of table
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Table 3.—United Kingdom: Imports of selected mineral commoditiest —Continued 
(Metric tons unless otherwise specified) 

Sources, 1882 
Commodity 1981 2 ta = Goa Gate! Other principal 

NONMETALS —Continued 
Mice: ‘Grade including splittings and waste — 13.895 14073—«50—China 8513; France 1,665 ‘Worked including agglomerated splitings eee ree es 456 480 125 _Belgium,Laxembourg 110; West Ger 

Nitrates, erude ———--------- 6.928 arm alt Laxembourg 2,988; Chile 
‘Phosphates, crude - _ thousand tons__ 1,486 1812 52 Morocco 794; Senegal 330. Pigments, mineral Natural, crude 547 167 = Cyprus 16 West Germany 76, Fron ondes and ipdrovides,procesed pools 2859185 West Germany 18,734 Potassium sats, crude. Sa Bor use West Germany 18,480; Rast Germany 06 Precious. and semiprecious stones other ‘than diamond: Natural!“ valoe, thousands. $172,646 $117,904 $19,172 Swiaeland $67,282; West Germany 288 Synthetic do Be $810 $687 Belgiurm-Luxembourg 864 Switaer- "and $58. Pyrite, unroasted <q; 196% NA NA. Salt and brine. =~ ~~~" 777777 919% — SGOT 288-—_taly 90,245; Ireland 23,268 Sodium compounds, n.e: Carbonate, ‘manufactured "nese e 70892 120.481 100.050 USSR. 8,926; Bulgaria 3,787. ‘Stone, sand and gravel Dimension stone: ‘Grude and partly worked ————- 26345 «25.688 101_—_taly 7,682; Finland 9.082 Worked co nen 222 oe 40208 © «40,164 186 Healy 18,558; Portugal 10,006 Dolomite, chiely refraciory-grade”—— S512 9078 569 Spain G2: Norway 23,504 Gravelanderushed rock ~~ -— S760) Togaed "30 ‘France 395,514 Ireland 191/108, Limestone other than dimension ~~ 255 Zist “France 1914; Ireland $6. 

Quartz and quartzite 376 TST Tab Went Germany 65 Netherands 
suiGand ober than metab bearing 56095 «61,611—«676_—_—Belgium-Luxembourg 49,138. 

Elemental: ‘Crude including native and byproducts 898,291——849,549 255 Poland 308,254; France 213,709; ‘Belgium Luxembourg 104,58 Colloidal, precipitated, sublimed — 636 812-25 West Germany 419; France 913, Sulfuricecid’’ sent BRATB ses 
Tale, steatite, soapstone, pyrophyllite -- 55.845 5808.44 Norway 17,424; France’7866. Nepmiclte ARIE SS aghtst 12105 NA NK 
rode... 261,908 PALER 5261 Netherlands 76852; Norway 61.216, Slag and dross not melal-bearing ~~ S761 105,504 "357 France 33818; Netherlands 33,058, 
MINERAL FUELS AND RELATED ‘MATERIALS 

Asphalt end bitumen, natural... 2gTT—tRA12 2928 Tend andTobago 4216; France 
Garbon: Carbon black... 65880 -«79,809-«-«NA__France 11,249; Norway 6,95, 
OR hreitas thom toe 330 61T 108 West Germany 06; Republic of South Africa 63 Bituminous... do.--- "8,961 8.445 1,886 Australia 1.182; Poland $19, Briquets of anthracite and bituminous Fede a 132 89 ___ West Germany 55; France 22. (Goke and semicoke = =222~ Tae 27 3 48122 Japan 397 Belglum-Luxembourg 17 
Gas,natural_—__ million cubic feet «400,785 «381,065 NA Norway 381.047. Best incudingbriguetsandiiter—"—" gel MASS ireland 190847; USSR. 8,66 etroleum: ‘Grude” thousand 42-gallon barrels. 241,148 206808 ~=«___—_—Sauai Arabia 61,289; Norway 22.886, 

‘Bayne 18,57. Refinery products: ‘Tiguefied petroleum gas do 880 5586 102 Saudi Arabia 163 Netherlands set Gasoline: ‘Aviation.-__do.-_ 21.707 7,205 NA Netherlands 2553; Italy 2.526 Motor "~—7——-~“do--- Baa agh 28K Netherlands 5480 Algeria 5.102 Mineral jolly and wax = do-— ~~ 206 18° Netherlands 8; Brazil 32 Keresine and jet fuel -”~do- ~~~ 6st 5169 195 Netherlands 2,119; Ttaly 1,072 Distllatefuclol“-7~Wdoo=— get ata, «13 USSR S12 Netherlands 2346, Lutbricants.-----d0---- ‘103581 Tet 902 Belgium. Luxembourg 2.598; Nether. ‘ands Antilles 124 Residual fueloil_..-do.--__ 29,798-=«61,545 8,963 Netherlands 17.316; Belgium- 
Luxembourg 5,002. 

See footnotes at end of table.
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Table 3.—United Kingdom: Imports of selected mineral commodities! —Continued 
(Metric tons unless otherwise specified) 

EE ee 
Commodity 1981 we Gaias een 

MINERAL FUELS AND RELATED MATERIALS Continued 
Petroleum —Continued ‘Refinery producis Continued 

Bitumen and other residues . . stem 
‘thousand 42-gallon barrels__ 376 584 @ Belgiitm Lemberg 9 \6; Nether- 

Bituminous mixtures... do 40 725 France 21; Netherlands 14 Petroleum coke =~ ~=d0_ ~~~ 1687 1735 843. Netherlands 694; Belgium: ‘Luxembourg 201 
‘Revised NA Not available 
‘Table prepared by Jozef Plachy. 
Less than 1/2 unit. 2Mfay include other precious metals 
“Excludes quantity valued at $46,045,497 

COMMODITY REVIEW 

METALS Gold.—The Birmingham-based_ bullion 
dealer, snielter, and refiner, John Betts Aluminum.—After completion of the Refiners Ltd, part of the W. Canning 

merger between Alcan Aluminum (United Group, made a $765,000 investment in a 
Kingdom) Ltd. and The British Aluminium new gold refinery at its Oldbury plant near 
Co, Ltd. (BACO) in December 1982, operat- West Bromwich, The company planned to 
ing costs were cut by about $61 million per refine gold waste from the electronic, den- 
year, and the combined company, British tal, and jewelry industries and to recover 
Alcan Aluminium, reported a net profit gold from the byproducts of its smelting 
for the first 6 months of the year of $2.3 processes. 
million. This compared with Alcan United ~ The Carnarvon Mining Co. completed the 
Kingdom's first half loss of $21.3 million in first stage of its bulk sampling program at 
1982 and a loss for the whole year of $46 the Clogau St. Davids gold mine in North 
million. The cutbacks included ‘the closure Wales. Samples from the dumps of waste 
of two cold-rolling mills, one hot-rolling rock left by previous operators of the mine 
mill, and the foundry at the old BACO plant assayed from 0.7 gram to 5 grams per ton. 
in Falkirk; closure of the foil plants at Kitts The mine was also under renovation. A 
Green and Wembley; transfer of some of the shaft was being sunk below the old work- 
Wembley plant to Scotland; and closure of ings, and samples were taken to be assessed 
the Skelmersdale extrusion plant, together at AMAX Inc.'s Hemerdon property in Dev- 
with cutbacks in the distribution network. on. 

Because of a rise in aluminum prices, the —_Tron and Steel.—The British Steel Corp. 
reopening of the Invergordon aluminum (BSC) suffered a loss of $591 million in the 
smelter in Scotland was under consider- financial year 1982-88, compared with a loss 
ation, although a decision was said to be a of $519 million in the 1981-82 year. The 
long way off. The smelter was closed down production level of 11.7 million tons for the 
in 1981 with the loss of 900 jobs. year was 19% below the level forecast in the 

Anglesey Aluminium Ltd., which is a corporate plan and was the lowest in many 
joint venture between The Rio Tinto Zine years, BSC estimated its raw steel output in 
Corp. Ltd. (RTZ) and Kaiser Aluminium’ 1983-84 would be 12.6 million tons, cutting 
(UK) Ltd., was to modernize its Holyhead the loss to $277 million. BSC’s continuation 
smelter in Wales, at a cost of $10 to $15 of steelmaking at the five major BSC inte- 
million. The plan, which needs parent com- grated plants remained Government policy. 
pany approval, would introduce a large type Home market deliveries in 1982-83 fell to 
of anode into the electrolysis of alumina 68 million tons, compared with 8 million 
into aluminum metal, thereby saving ener- tons in the 1981-82 year. Exports decreased 

gy and increasing efficiency. from 2.7 million tons in the 1981-82 year to
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2.5 million tons in 1982-83. As a part of a refinery to 574, almost one-half the 1,022 
campaign to reduce costs of steel produe- employed in 1980. In addition to the job 
tion, the policy was to change to cheaper cuts, other measures were taken to improve 
fuels, relying more on coal and less on oil _ the plant's efficiency, including the installa- 
and gas, tion of a new $700,000 residue handling 

The United Kingdom's Government ap- facility, which will be commissioned in 
proved BSC’s plan and set an external 1984. A plan to modernize facilities for the 
financing limit for 1983-84 of $497 million production of nickel chemicals was also 
and specifically approved the major project. under consideration. 
at Port Talbot on the basis that, as agreed ‘Tin.—Production at 4,208 tons in 1982 
with BSC, it should at this stage include one was the highest for 66 years and repre- 
new reheating furnace. The plan put for- sented about 40% of the United Kingdom's 
ward by the Chairman of BSC proposed needs. South Crofty PLC, which operated 
capital spending amounting to $1,017 mil- the South Crofty and Pendarves Mines near 
lion over the 3-year period 1983-84 to 1985-_ Camborne, Cornwall, treated 253,059 tons of 
86, of which $393 million worth of major ore from the South Crofty Mine and 29,932 
schemes were due to start in 1983. These tons of ore from Pendarves. The latter 
included $262 million for the modernization figure included 2,500 tons of dump material 
of the Port Talbot hot-strip mill, $55 million ‘The company is Cornwall's largest tin pro- 
for the provision of a continuous-casting ducer. The modifications to the mill circuit 
plant for medium-range seamless tubes at_ were commissioned in March and mill oper- 
Clydesdale, $20 million for the renovation of ations were put on a seven day a week basis. 
the large-diameter seamless tube plant at At South Crofty, ore reserves were esti- 
Bromford, and $20 million for a new slab mated at 870,000 tons, and at Pendarves, 
reheating furnace at the Lackenby beam ore reserves were estimated at 77,000 tons. 

mill In August 1982, South Crofty became a 
BSC won a $28 million contract from subsidiary of Charter Consolidated Ltd., 

Shell Ltd. to supply 40,000 tons of steel pipe which took a 60% interest. RTZ held 40%. 
for a pipeline to bring gas onshore in In January 1983, a rockfall in the main 
Scotland from Shell’s North Sea Fulmar mine shaft caused major damage to the 
Oilfield. BSC also won a contract worth shaft, drastically reducing production for 
about $15.3 million to supply high-strength several weeks while repairs took place. In 
steel plate for use in a production platform the first half of 1983, the mine lost some 
for the Clyde Field, some 180 miles south- $1.1 million as a result of the accident. 
east of Aberdeen. Steel for the order will be Great Western Ore Ltd., a subsidiary of 
made at BSC’s Ravenscraig and Scunthorpe South Crofty, applied for planning permis- 
works and rolled into plate at the Scun- sion to carry out surface exploratory drill- 
thorpe and Dalzell plate mills. Delivery of _ ing in an area 600 to 800 meters to the north 
the plates started in October. of Pendarves. The company planned to drill 

Lead and Zinc—AM&S Europe Ltd. six holes to depths of 250 to 400 meters to 
succeeded in its efforts to save the United investigate the possible western extension 
Kingdom's Avonmouth zinc smelter from of the Stray Park and Dolcoath lodes. 
closure. Productivity was reported to have _Geevor Tin Mines Ltd. in Cornwall turn- 
improved because of a reduction in work ed a loss of $373,320 in the first half of 1983 
force from 700 to 300, and costs at Avon- into a second half pretax profit of $920,000. 
mouth were also reduced by a change inthe The profitability was tied to the high price 
type of zinc and lead concentrate feed; the of tin; it averaged $13,162 per ton in the 
smelter was operating on a profitable basis. latest period, well above Geevor's break- 

AA series of financial losses over recent years even level of $12,240 per ton. The United 
had led to the smelter being regarded as a Kingdom was not affected by production 
candidate for closure under the zinc smelter quotas imposed by the International Tin 
closure plan approved by the Commission of Council because as it was not exporting tin. 
the EEC. Geevor made the most of this, maintaining 

Nickel.—A further 97 jobs were to be cut production at full capacity and maximizing 
at Inco Europe Ltd.’s Clydach, Wales, nickel mining grades. In the year ending March 
refinery over a 10-month period, with 26 31, Geevor produced 879 tons of tin in 
going by yearend and the rest by August concentrate, up from 842 in the previous 12 
1984. This latest reduction in employment months, with the increase attributed to the 
levels will bring the work force at the treatment of greater amounts of dump ma-
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terial. The company was installing new head grade. 
concentrating equipment at its minesite in Medway Tin Ltd.—The company was 
Cornwall, which was expected to increase formed on April 16, 1982, with the objective 
capacity by 25% to 250,000 tons of ore per of acquiring the assets at the Brea plant 
year. The company has received a grant of belonging to Whear (Transport and Ballast) 
$536,000 from the Department of Trade and Ltd. and refurbishing them with a view to 
Industry toward the total cost of $3.4 mil- operating the plant to produce tin from old 
lion for the deepening of the subincline mine waste material. Government assist- 
shaft at the mine to give access to lower ance was received in the form of a Regional 
levels. Work will begin in early 1984. A Selective Assistance Grant and a guaran- 
total of 341 persons were employed in 1982. teed bank loan under the Small Firms 

Carnon Consolidated Tin Mines Ltd. Guaranteed Loan Scheme. Work started on 
eee the Wheal Heng S mie the site on April 20, 1983, and the first 
near Truro and was a sul uary of és juction test runs were carried out by the treated 289,000 tons of ore yielding 1,664 POTUGtOn tes rn van eae ariel ‘on 
tons of tin concentrate for 1982 and pro- September 7, and operations were continu- 
duced 10,190 tons of zinc and 636 tons of us for the rest of the year. Total production 
copper the second year of full production ¢f tin in concentrate was 82 tons. 
since operations were resumed. A marginal" RTZ Metals Ltd. was formed to replace 
increase in production was a result of op- RTZ Bristol Ltd. from December 1, 1983. It 
timizing mill throughput and improving ij) hold and manage RTZ’s directly owned 

metallurgical efficiency. There were three exploration, mining, and metallurgical op- 
by celonments durin ti Jor 0) ate the United Kington Bros 4 and the Middle East. The new company’s 

pleted and commissioned in the final quart rajor subsidiaries in the United Kingdom er and by yearend was producing at full "Capper Pass Ltd, Carnon, Imperial 
capatity; (2) The underground development Setting Ltd, RTZ Aluminium Ltd., Angle- 
on the 600 level west intersected a new ore Sey" and a few others 8 
body that gave encouragement for major Plans for a $4.6 million investment in a 
ihe cosas pohoos! the net assets of Re offshore tin mining industry will go 
Billiton (United Kingdom) Ltd. in Septem- @nead if, 98 exvecied: the Con ee 
ber. These assets included 1.6 million tons Commissioners issue a icense for the 
of low-grade ore reserves, 160 acres of free- Operation to a mining company based. at 
hold, two treatment plants, and a major Redruth, Cornwall. The company, Marine 
tailings disposal area. In the beginning of Mining (Cornwall) Ltd., which is independ- 
1983, Carnon had 888 employees. In August nt but largely financed by U.S. investors, 
1983, at the Wheal Jane Mine, a Diamec 260 intends to use new technology to pump 
all-hydraulic core drill, operated under- Seabed deposits through a pipeline to a 
ground, completed a 514-meter (1,686-foot) Processing plant on the shore of St: Ives 
drill hole. This was claimed to be a record Bay. Seabed deposits were expected to yield 
hole length for Cornish tin exploration un- 925 tons of metal per year, representing detereand. 20% of the year’s tin production in Corn- 

‘Wheal Concord Ltd., a Cornish tin mine Wall. aa 
reopened in 1980, went into receivership in _ Tungsten.—Billiton, a subsidiary of the 
mid-March of 1982 apparently as a result of Royal Dutch/Shell Group, extended to the 
declining ore grades that made the mine’s end of 1984 its option to purchase a 50% 
‘ore unacceptable to the Wheal Jane concen- stake of the Hemerdon Ball tungsten-tin 
trator. Wheal Concord produced 21,000 tons property near Plymouth, United Kingdom, 
of ore between 1980 and November 1982. from Hemerdon Mining and Smelting Ltd. 
Wheal Concord was reported to be interest- Billiton paid the $1 million required under 
ed in raising funds to erect its own mill. the terms of the original agreement and 

Redmoor Prospect.—Further drilling at will be obliged to pay a further $14 million 
the Redmoor Prospect of Southwest Consoli- if it decides to exercise the option. The other 
dated Resources PLC showed the grades of 50% of the Hemerdon property is owned by 
tin and tungsten within the vein structure AMAX. 
to be higher than originally thought. Ore Hemerdon was the largest known tung- 
reserves were estimated at 44 million tons _sten deposit in the United Kingdom. Miner- 
with an additional 800,000 tons in rich, alization at Hemerdon was largely contain- 
narrow lodes that will enhance the average _ ed within a dike-like body of granite approx-
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imately 650 meters long, 150 meters wide, ground mines, company controlled surface 
and 200 meters deep. Extensive drilling dump operations and open pits, and inde- 
established a resource of 56 million tons pendent producers (tributers). In 1982, of 
averaging 0.16% WO; and 0.025% tin. Fol- the total production of CaF: milled, 37% 
lowing the submission of a planning appli-_ was drawn from mines; 25%, from company 
cation to develop a 2.5-million-ton-per-year dumps and open pits; and 38%, from free 
open pit and concentrator complex at the tributers. The company’s Cavendish Mill 
Hemerdon tungsten-tin site in late 1981, the near Stoney Middleton in Derbyshire oper- 
Department of the Environment called a ated on a 5-day week, producing some 
public inquiry into the application that 70,000 tons per year of acid-grade fluorspar, 
lasted for 7 weeks during September and 12,000 tons per year of filler-grade barite. 
October 1982. The inquiry was held in 2,300 tons per year of lead concentrate and 

Plymouth. 180,000 tons per year of limestone. 
Gypsum.—The United Kingdom’s largest 

WONMETALS: gypsum producer was British Gypsum Ltd. 
Cement.—The United Kingdom's largest Production levels dropped slightly in the 

cement manufacturer, Blue Circle Indus- 1982-83 year, reflecting the general slow- 
tries PLC, made a profit of $88.9 million in6 down in the construction industry. Less 
months, from January to June 1983, com- than 1% of production was exported. Brit- 
pared with $85.4 million profit in 1982 for ish Gypsum had three quarries, with a the same period. Turnover in the first 6 fourth expected to come on-stream in the 
months of 1983 was $625 million, and in ear future, and nine deep mines. All of 
1982 for the same period was $575 million. British Gypsum’s mines employed conven- Blue Circle recently announced plans to tional room-and-pillar mining techniques 
build a new 650,000-ton-per-year cement- and extracted seam heights varying be- making plant on the site of its existing tween 18 and 9 meters, The rate of extrac- 
works at Shipton-on-Cherwell, Oxfordshire. tion ranged from 56% to 79%, depending on The new plant is to be the most advanced of Mine depth and seam strength characteris- 
its kind in the United Kingdom and is ts. 
expected to achieve higher standards in Potash.—Cleveland Potash Ltd. (CPL), 
operating efficiency, design, and environ- which operated the United Kingdom's only 
mental control than any existing works. potash mine, at Boulby in the northeast of 

Blue Circle Leasing Ltd. was carrying out England, produced about 1.7 million tons of 
a $44.4 million modernization program at ore. In the first 6 months of the year, the 
Blue Circle's Couldon cement works, Water- company achieved its first trading profit. 
house near Stoke on Trent. Henry Boot Marketing efforts were successfully increas- 
Civil Engineering Ltd. started work on part ed, and an important factor was the mine’s 
of the program with a contract valued at recent ability to offer specific potash grades 
$5.7 million. The contract is expected to last and sizes to its customer. Ore was mined 
for 65 weeks and will involve the construc- both from under the land and under the sea tion of three 5,000-ton cement silos. at depths of between 1,100 and 1,200 meters. 
Fluorspar.—Aberdeen Barytes Co. Ltd. Special room-and-pillar mining methods 

(Dresser Minerals) shut down fluorspar pro- were used to produce ore. The surface in- 
ducing operations at the 80,000-ton-per-year _stallations were located on an 80-acre site 
acidspar flotation plant at Ryder Point near and included shafts, an ore treatment plant, 
Wirksworth in Derbyshire. The company and a rail loading facility. Most of the 
ceased flotation of fluorspar concentrates Potash was sent by rail to Teesdock where 
on dune 8 and started land restoration work CPL had storage and port facilities. Since that was required by the local planning 1981, the mine has also become a substan- 
authorities. The disappearance of Dresser tial producer of salt, most of which was used 
Minerals from the United Kingdom fluor- by local authorities. 
spar industry provided a further step ina _Salt.—There were the following four pro- 
rapidly evolving industry in which Laporte _ ducers of white salt in the United Kingdom, 
Industries Ltd. appeared to be the sole all located in Cheshire: Imperial Chemical 
stable representative. Industries Ltd. (ICD, British Salt Ltd., In- 

Laporte Industries, with mines in Derby- gram and Thompson and Sons Ltd., and the 
shire, was the largest producer of fluorspar. New Cheshire Salt Works Ltd, at Win- 
All fluorspar was sold in the home market. cham. ICI and British Salt had a combined 
Ore was obtained from three sources: under- white salt market share of about 95% of the
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total. ICI’s rock salt capacity was 1.8 million flooding. The second face reached an output 
tons per year, and its potential white salt of 4,000 tons per day and had a capacity of 
production was 1.3 million tons per year. 5,000 tons per day. Wistow was developed 
The company’s white salt operations were from an open field to the biggest coal mine 
based at Western Point in Cheshire where in the United Kingdom in a little over 8 
the salt was extracted from brine cavities at years. Total cost of the Selby development 
a modern vacuum evaporation plant. Brit- was estimated at more than $1.5 billion, and 
ish Salt, owned by Stavely Industries Ltd, with Wistow, the project was halfway to 
had its vacuum salt operations at Middle- completion. By 1987, it was estimated, the 
wich. The capacity at the Middlewich plant development cost will have been recouped. 
was 825,000 tons per year, and brine salt The most advanced equipment and tech- 
contained 311 grams per liter of salt. Pro- niques were applied to development and 
duction of salt in brine, used for purposes operation. A contract worth $8.7 million for 
other than saltmaking, was nearly 3.9 mil- the next phase of the two underground 
lion tons. tunnels in the Selby Coalfield was awarded 

by the NCB to Amalgamated Construction 
‘MINERAL FUELS Co. Ltd. of Barnsley. This phase will take 

. ; the South tunnel from its present length of 
Total primary energy consumption from almost 6.5 kilometers to its completion 

fossil fuels and hydroelectric and nuclear jength of 15 kilometers 
generation in the United Kingdom was $12 “Natural Gas.—Indigenous natural gas 
million tons of standard coal equivalent, production accounted for about 78% of total 
including coal, 112 million tons; petroleum, natural gas supplies; the remainder came 
106 million tons; gas, 74 million tons; nucle- from Norway and Algeria. Production came 
ar energy, 18 million tons; and hydroelec- mainly from the Leman Bank, Indefati- 
tric energy, 2 million tons, gable, Rough, Hewett, Viking, Frigg, and 

The United Kingdom used approximately West Sole Fields. In addition, a growing 
the same amount of energy as in 1982. amount of gas produced in association with 
However, consumption of gas and nuclear jl in oilfields was brought onshore, particu- 
energy slightly increased and consumption arly from the Piper Field. The British Gas 
of petroleum decreased compared with Corp. (BGC) was undertaking a major in- 

_ those of 1982. vestment program to develop the More- 
Coal—The United Kingdom’s economi- cambe Field in the Irish Sea and expected 

cally recoverable coal reserves were esti- the first supplies to be brought onshore in 
mated at 45 billion tons, equal to over 300 1984 
years of consumption at current rates. Vir- Total proven and probable gas reserves 
tually all coal reserves were owned and remaining in known discoveries in the 
exploited by NCB. United Kingdom’s Continental Shelf 

Total Government grants to NCB were amounted to 33,236 billion cubic feet at the 
$796 million in the 1982-83 year, including end of 1982. 
Government deficit grants, coke stocking Gas gathering systems for bringing 
aids, social costs, and others. Government onshore associated gas from the northern 
grants to NCB were expected to be $965 North Sea oilfields made good progress. The 
million in the 1983-84 year. The NCB was Far North Liquid and Associated Gas Sys- 
following a major program of capital invest- tem (FLAGS) together with its Western Leg 
ment to improve existing mines and to open came on-stream in May 1982 by bring- 
new, efficient ones. Capital spending in ing onshore associated gas from the Brent, 
1982-83 was $1.1 billion. North and South Cormorant, and Ninian 
Two mines, Cardowan in Scotland and Fields. In addition, the delivery of associ- 

Brynlliw in South Wales, were slated to ated gas from Murchison commenced in the 
close. Brynlliw Mine suffered heavy losses, summer of 1983 via the Northern Leg of 
$38 million in the last 5 years, and it was FLAGS, There also were plans to lay a 
projected to lose $9.9 million in the 1983-84 pipeline to take gas from the Fulmar Field 
year, a loss of $80 per ton. to St. Fergus in Scotland. During the year 

A second coal face was commissioned at ending March 31, 1983, BGC’s operating 
the NCB's new Wistow coal mine at Selby, profits amounted to $1.0 billion on turnover 
Yorkshire, despite the problems encoun- of $9.2 billion. 
tered at the first face. No production was Work on conversion of the partially de- 
possible at the first face after October 1983 pleted Rough Gasfield into a seasonal stor- 
when operations were halted because of age facility was continuing. The Secretary
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of State for Energy gave formal approval of age during 1983. Crude oil production by 
the plans for this project in July. Good fields was as follows: 
progress was made on the construction of 
extra storage facilities for liquefied natural § —_____ 
gas. It was also planned to increase the — 
number of salt cavity storage areas from six Fietd Operator production 
to seven. Three cavities were completed, coats 
and two more were under construction. The per day) 
measures taken in the Oil and Gas (Enter. 7) HanikonBrw. 20000 
prise) Act of 1982 increased the competitive Auk -~-~~ Shell-B880. 12.000 
pressures under which BGS was operating. Pestrice------__Biitish National Oil Mt 
A wider market was created for the sale and Beryl. Mobil 89,000 
purchase of gas, and the Government ex- Rett >------ SRL ESSO "= -- S1B0ue 
pected this to contribute to a more efficient Ciaymore--_-~ Occidental Petro- 97,000 
development of British resources. During cormorant, North SUSESSO.-----—->8.000 
1982, 17 exploration and appraisal wells Cormorant South ao is 00 
were started in the southern North Sea, Peja ------ $tlien Betoun mn compared with only 2 in the previous 4 Fulmar ~~~ Shell BSSO..- 58.000 
years. The eighth round of licensing on the {jeather—-----__Unotal Exploration — aes, 
United Kingdom's Continental Shelf was Murchison — Conoco te in Bre 389,000 
completed and will give a further accelera- yician eet e008: 
tion to gas exploration; 24 of the 70 blocks Piper------_ Oeeidental' -----_ 199.000 
licensed in the round were in the already- Tavan------—  Tesaco----—===— | 1000 
proven area of the southern North Sea. eeancae BG 
Petroleum.—The British National Oi § —<—2-—-—_———— 

Corp. (BNOC) was a public corporation set “Pea 
up under the Petroleum and Submarine First of the new British producing fields, 
Pipelines Act of 1975 as a producer and a Northwest Hutton, was placed in produc. 

major oil trader. On August 1, 1982, under tion by Amoco (United Kingdom) Explora- 
the Oil and Gas (Enterprise) Act of 1982, tion Ltd. in April. It is expected to reach 
BNOC's oil-producing business was trans- peak production of 100,000 barrels per day 
ferred to a new company, Britol Ltd., which and 35 million cubic feet per day of gas by 
became an independent private sector com- yearend. Production moved through the 
pany by a public sale of shares. In 1983, Brent oil pipeline system and the western BNOC continued in existence, wholly with- Jeg of ShelK ESO's FLAGS gas gathering 
in the public sector, as an oil trader with system from Brent to the Scottish main: 
rights through agreements with other oil jung, 
companies to purchase up to 51% of oil ~ The United Kingdom North Sea petrole- 
currently produced, and as an agent for the um tax and duty regime was fundamentally 
Government in marketing oil received as relaxed to encourage more exploration and 
royalty for payments in kind. BNOC will development programs. Already companies 
thus remain the largest single trader in oil operating in the United Kingdom North 
from the United Kingdom's Continental Sea sector were reappraising known fields 

Shelf. where development was not previously con- 
The United Kingdom was self-sufficient sidered economically viable. 

in petroleum production, reaching a rate of Oil and gas exploration in the British 
2.8 million barrels per day. January produe- North Sea increased to a record 128 wells 
tion was expected to be about 2.7 million drilled. Some 21 new oil and gas discoveries 
barrels per day as output built from the. were made. After March, the Government 
four new fields that went on-stream during approved applications for the development 
the summer. The new fields will help re- of nine new oil and gas fields. In the year 
place production declines in a number of before March, it had agreed to only three 
older fields, notably British Petroleum Co. applications for development. 
PLC's Forties Field. Forties was due to In 1982, the remaining recoverable prov- 
decrease to a 380,000-barrel-per-day average en reserves of oil in the United Kingdom's 
for 1984 from a 454,000-barrel-per-day aver- Continental Shelf amounted to about 11
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billion barrels, and total recoverable re- barrels per day; 2 refineries had a crude 
serves, proven plus possible, were estimated distillation capacity of over 200,000 barrels 
at 14 billion barrels. Onshore production of per day. 
crude oil in the United Kingdom was much Uranium.—Britain was to cut its urani- 
less significant than offshore production. um stockpile by one-half by 1990 according 
The United Kingdom's largest onshore field to the British Civil Uranium Procurement 
at Wytch Farm (Dorset), which started pro- Organization chief. At present, a 4-year 
duction in 1979, was producing about 2,800 supply of uranium is stockpiled in the 
barrels per day. United Kingdom. The move will coincide 

Other onshore fields in operation includ- with the ending of a contract for uranium 
ed Bothamsall and Egmanton in Notting- from the Rossing Mine in Namibia. Britain 
hamshire, Gainsborough in Lincolnshire, will then be supplied solely by Canada 
and Kimmeridge in Dorset. =e 

Capacity of the United Kingdom’s oil _ ‘Foreign mineral seca Division of Foreign Data, 
refineries was 2.5 million barrels per day at ¢,,c20ttl Statistical Office (London), Annual Abstract of 
the beginning of 1982. All but 4 of the 18 "ihe nesacny values have, boon converted from 
refineries in operation in September 1982 yun sterling (2) to US. dolars at the rate o 
had a distillation capacity of over 100,000“ USS! theaverage ateduring 388





The Mineral Industry of 
Venezuela 

By H. Robert Ensminger’ 

‘The most important event for Venezue- nomic recession of the past 30 years. The 
la’s mineral industry was the favorable severe downturn was reflected in a 4% 
performance of the aluminum industry. decline in the economy. This negative effect 
Production increased substantially over was apparent in many segments of the 
that of 1982, and the new alumina-pro- mineral industry. 
ducing company, Interamericana de Ali- The major factor that affected the econo- 
mina C.A. (INTERALUMINA), unexpected- my was the decreased petroleum export 
ly showed a profit, despite an earlier pro- earnings. In 1983, Venezuela's petroleum 
jection of a $13.6 million? deficit. Iron ore export earnings declined approximately 
exports also increased compared with those 17% from the 1982 figure, which in turn 
of 1982. Engineering agreements were sign- was down from that of 1981, The oil indus- 
ed to develop a bauxite deposit (Cerro Paez) try’s expenditures for oil and gas explora- 
to be opened in 1985 and produce 3 million tion, production, etc., for 1983 were approx- 
tons annually. C.V.G. Ferrominera Orinoco imately $3.6 billion, which was somewhat 
C.A. announced plans to develop a new $40 _ below the figure for 1982. 
million iron ore open pit project, which is According to C.V.G. Bauxita Venezolana 
expected to produce 6 million tons annually C.A. (BAUXIVEN), the Los Pijiguaos baux- 
by 1985. ite mining project has slipped 5 years be- 

On the overall economic picture, Vene- hind schedule. The delay was principally 
zuela suffered possibly the most serious eco- due to economic austerity moves. 

PRODUCTION 

Petroleum continued to be the major duction was 343,000 tons, which was 25% 
component of Venezuela's mineral produc- above the 1982 figure. Aluminio del Caroni 
tion and contributed to approximately 95% S.A. (ALCASA) produced 113,000 tons of 

of the total export earnings in 1983. Petrole- aluminum, up 17% from that of 1982. In- 
um production was about 5% below the dustria Venezolana de Aluminio C.A. (VEN- 
level for 1982. Venezuela was limited to ALUM) produced 230,000 tons of aluminum, 
production of 1.675 million barrels per day 35% above the 1982 figure. The infant 
by the Organization of Petroleum Exporting alumina industry in its first year of oper- 
Countries’ 1983 agreement. Gross natural ation produced 550,000 tons of alumina, 
gas production increased approximately 3% which translated into a profit of approxi- 
above the 1982 figure. Petrochemical pro- mately $5 million. Iron ore production was 
duction for the year reached approximately 9.715 million tons, down 13% from that of 
1.9 million tons. 1982. Steel production showed a decrease of 

The aluminum industry's production 2% compared with the 1982 figure, while 
showed surprising strength compared with pig iron showed a decrease of 5%. The 
the other major segments of the country’s estimated diamond production was about 
mineral industry, The total aluminum pro- the same as that for 1982. 

833
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Table 1.—Venezuela: Production of mineral commodities’ 
(Metric tos unless others specied 
a 

METALS 
Aluminum, unalloyed ingot ______________ 227,44d 327,900 318,523 7273,633 343,000, 
oe aioe outpaty: metal content... troy ounces.— 14,989 713,565 27,810 27,993 25,000 

Tron ore ‘and concentrate -_- thousand tons... 15260 16,108 15,558—11,200 ams. om Vigizn? dengan 
a —e ee oe 1 2 2 2 2 oe ! 3 2 3 ; 

Ferrosilicon ——_________do____ 35 a #22, aT 46 

Potala a na 1 0 soctingsandeasings “72a aaa lt Seimei iad 2 ne ead scemsmanamarare bovrlied -~—80-——~ fea 10,000 «10000. 
NONMETALS Comey draicnsann=-- thud tne) 8B homo BT 

Molin apnea MNO. —85HK_——GON0——SOND OMEN CTTTITIITTE TT Whaat AAPG BRS SB SS 
Diamond: TT Wont arnt agc0s»—aansz0 T9nsc0 99000 109000 

TREE mon emrereenmer renee Mit rane: 566,040. 455,336 "400,000 * *394,000 400,000 

THY enema ekee esse 802,646, 665,856 ©" 490,500 * *493,000 500,000, Reiger ccc RSE SRE St TRG Sa Eeipers-coccscoScceaccnvoooo SRT nolL ao888 a1 808 GIRO seied nena a mate ie a HU Sieiaranacas hound tons 88g] Saigatltypes_—___---- POUsema ME aass im) aaa as aga.000 aan t60 aa 000 Sela oeeds ee in a ee sengage and donno tone 16100 Tata 8 pasar ocococas ftoweand tome TH aS al Polmbessccicccccscsaa-nn- MR [tine ----———thowand’ams«=sasete «agendas te Kamegens ————-——-— Mundo ao gpg send tact oo wean =a aaa luk eee oe ? ge ha Set ise on 
Sulfur, byproduct of petroleum and natural gas —_ 85,201 85,000, 85,000 84,000 85,000 
MINERAL FUELS AND RELATED MATERIALS 

Carbon back® thousand tone 6 2 » 8 8 Sees ooo MMM asta seca acta lin cubic feet 190460 Lasnged 14886 1asyeTs 1.g09000 Seas cca iMG MESREERNMREESMRRERSTh0 
Natural gn ign? OY aun dt gc rel: % a 2 0 x0 Scleteeding Mt Cm es -  gibh gh aattgek_ Nee Ntaagas occas BR 
ec clon Se ao aanra__tasgor__ tess songs 005 

eigery produce Oe 
a re ae ae ne a) fain -nnncavwsvwodoenn- gg an IP gg BE gna george A FERRERS Hehe RR 8 BOS icclat=------- i=. gtd htus go pauegigl ae abeSk abate altar Sos 80 008 Eepguelieelol -o—oocdea ae MS He rciammaac de = Bah Bhs 28 Kapetsiames “de FERRE ates 888 Be Raman biomen voodoo gos rntse TESS aD 000 

Se tuo.
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Table 1.—Venezuela: Production of mineral commodities! —Continued 
(Metric tons unless otherwise specified) 

MINERAL FUELS AND RELATED MATERIALS “Continued 
Petroleum —Continued Refinery producls Continued 

Refinery gas” ‘thousand 42gallon barrels. «660207, BSIR RETR 800 
Unspecified --------------de----_ 3988 2,292 187179, 400 

Total do 268570 BALAST «IOLA —SITN2_—15,100, 
“Estimated. Preliminary. "Revised. NA Not available. ‘Table includes data available through July 1, 1984 
"Reported figure. 
*Total includes sponge iron. “Dat prior to 191 was aed on Dgure taken from the Memoria y Cuenta poblnhed annually bythe Ministre de erga floes, Some of he information i nt compatible with 181 Figures, ut wil be adjusted when more elabe 

data become availabe, SProm nonassociated natural gas ony. 
“Includes associated natural gas lease condensate and natural gasoline. Lease condensate is included as follows, in thousand 42-galion barrels: 1979¢=1,803; 1980—1,227; 1981-—1,661; 1682-1 771; and 1983—net available, Natural gasoline italia a ollown in thowand Hin bare repored 1919-265, 160-08 198-00 862-285 and 1488 
"Liquid equivalent. 

TRADE 

Petréleos de Venezuela S.A. (PDVSA) _ Iron ore exports were 4.7% greater than 
reported the value of exported crude petro- in 1982; Siderdrgica del Orinoco C.A. (SI- 
leum and refined petroleum products after DOR) exported 781,000 tons of steel in 1983. 
foreign exchange was $13 billion compared Fior de Venezuela S.A. exported 348,300 
with $15.6 billion in 1982, In 1983, Venezue- tons of direct-reduced iron briquets from its 
la exported approximately 56 million bar- plant in Ciudad Guayana during the year. 
rels of crude petroleum to the United Aluminum exports increased approxi- 
States, comprising about 8.5% of Venezue- mately 24% over those of 1982. INTERALU- 
a's total petroleum production. MINA exported 132,000 tons of alumina, 

‘The lapsed oil agreement between Vene- most of it going to Norway and the United 
zuela and the U.SS.R. was renewed. Under States. The Aluminum Company of Ameri- 
the agreement, Venezuela was to export ca (Alcoa) began supplying bauxite to IN- 
20,000 barrels of oil to Cuba while the TERALUMINA. The agreement called for 
U.SSR. was to export a like amount to a Alcoa to supply 1.2 million tons of bauxite 
refinery jointly owned by PDVSA and Veba over 8 years from operations in Brazil and 
Oel AGin the Federal Republic of Ger- Suriname. 
many. 

COMMODITY REVIEW 

METALS num companies received Bs6 per U.S. dollar 
. for export receipts rather than Bs4.3. 

Aluminum.—VENALUM showed a profit “From 1983 production and previously 
of $109 million on total sales of about $365 accumulated stocks, ALCASA sold 40,900 
million in 1983, a sharp contrast to the tons on the domestic market and 77,500 tons 
large loss in 1982. By yearend, only 33 of the on the international market and VENA- 
250 pots damaged in 1981 remained inac- LUM sold 12,000 tons domestically and 
tive. ALCASA showed a profit of $18 million 237,000 tons abroad. VENALUM exported 
in 1983 compared with a loss of $43 million the bulk of its production to five Japanese 
in 1982. Total sales were $173 million. companies. 

‘The Venezuelan aluminum industry ben- — ALCASA reopened a 26,000-ton-per-year 
efited not only from the improvement in production line that closed in 1982, expand- 
world demand and prices, but also from the ed capacity at its carbon plant from 5,500 to 
country’s new exchange rate system intro- 9,500 tons per year, and completed a 2,500- 
duced in February, under which the alumi- meter-long transport belt to carry alumina
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from INTERALUMINA to ALCASA’s Ciu- as well as continued improvement in SI- 
dad Guayana plant. The aluminum indus- DOR’s operating efficiency. One of the pri- 
try expects primary aluminum metal pro- mary reasons why the steel industry lost 
duction to jump to 500,000 tons per year by money was the 40% drop in domestic sales 
1987. The increase will mainly result from compared with those in 1982. The decrease 
100,000 tons of additional capacity planned in domestic sales was the result of the 
for ALCASA. severe domestic economic downturn, es- 
Alumina.—In_ 1983, INTERALUMINA pecially in construction and the automobile 

earned about $5 million. Total sales were industry. In September, SIDOR produced a 
about $105 million, of which debt servicing record high 204,000 tons, the first time ever 
consumed $21.3 million of the total. The $5 that monthly steel output exceeded 200,000 
million profit contrasted sharply with the tons. 
original projection of Fondo de Inversiones _ Navales Venezolanos S.A. (ASTINAVE), 
(FIV), the state investment company, of a the new Venezuelan shipbreaking and con- 
deficit of $13.6 million. struction yard, was formally inaugurated 
Bauxite—BAUXIVEN and Ferrominera in November. ASTINAVE is jointly owned 

Orinoco signed an agreement to jointly by FIV and Spain’s Astilleros Espafoles 
perform basic detailed engineering for the S.A. The yard has the capacity to produce 
Cerro Paez bauxite deposit in the Los 100,000 tons of scrap per year and will 
Pijiguaos Project. The two companies will engage in shipbuilding and repair. 
also examine alternatives to shipping the _ Ferroalloys.—Ferrosilicio de Venezolana 
bauxite down the Orinoco River. The.mine S.A., the state ferrosilicon company, regis- 
is expected to begin production in 1985 at a tered a loss of about $4 million, an amount 
rate of B million tous per Year. somewhat greater than the 1982 figure. 

Iron Ore.—Ferrominera Orinoco regis- 
tered an estimated profit of $18 million in (MINERAL FUELS 
1983, an increase of about $13 million over Coal—The Paso Diablo Mine, located 
that of 1982, The increased profit follows approximately 100 kilometers northwest of 
the liquidation and transfer of unprofitable Maracaibo in the State of Zulia, is sched- 
ventures including the 1981 shutdown of  uled to begin coal production in 1987. The 
the high-iron briquet plant, which resulted mine will be operated by Carbones del Zulia 
in annual losses of $12 million. C.A,, the state coal-producing company. The Ferrominera Orinoco exported 3 million great preponderance of the production will 
tons of iron ore to the United States Steel be used to generate electricity at the new 
Corp. through an 11-year contract signed in thermal-electric powerplant near Maracai- 
1982. Another 4.5 million tons was sold to bo, The mine region was found to contain 
European companies through medium-term proven reserves of 350 million tons with 
contracts of up to 5 years’ duration. potential reserve estimates as high as 4 

The company began an estimated $40 pillion tons. The coal is of superior quality, 
million project in 1983 to develop its high- running 12,000 to 13,000 British thermal 
quality San Isidro reserve by 1985.The open units per pound with a low ash and sulfur 
pit mine, with a proposed production capaci- content. 
ty of 6 million tons per year, will allow Petroleum and Natural Gas.—Venezue- 
Ferrominera Orinoco to reduce output at a's proven oil reserves for 1983 were 24.8 
lower grade sites. billion barrels, up 3.2 billion barrels from 

Iron and Steel.—Venezuela vowed to re- that of 1982. Crude oil production for the 
taliate against any protectionist measures year was 656 million barrels. Daily produc- 
taken by the European Economic Communi- tion was 1.8 million barrels, approximately 
ty (EEC) based on the charges lodged in 7,000 barrels per day below the figure for 
1982 against the Venezuelan steel industry. 1982. The $8 billion project to develop the 
The president of SIDOR stated that Vene- Orinoco heavy oil belt was delayed several 
zuela would not accept any reduction in its years owing to severe economic problems. 
exports to the EEC. Steel production in 1983 Other projects being delayed included the 
was approximately 2.25 million tons, slight- Maraven S.A. refinery at Cardon and the 
ly below the 1982 figure. SIDOR exported Meneven S.A. refinery at Puerto la Cruz. 
781,000 tons of steel. ‘The total value of the postponed projects 
SIDOR reduced its losses 43% from the was approximately $10 billion, Approxi- 

figure for 1982. The improved financial mately 80% of the industry's investments 
results were largely attributed to the ex- was allocated to maintain and increase 
change rate profits earned on export sales, production potential to 28 million barrels
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per day by 1988 compared with the current which was an increase of 200 billion cubic 
potential of 2.5 million barrels per day. meters over the 1982 figure. 
Corpoven S.A., a subsidiary of PDVSA, — Corpoven proceeded with the Nurgas 
reported an important high-gravity oil dis- Project, a 780-kilometer gas pipeline. Corpo- 
covery in Lake Maracaibo in 1983. The area ven planners estimated the industry could 
was accorded top priority by PDVSA as a save 200,000 barrels of fuel oil per day by 
prospective site of large light crude oil utilizing natural gas to fuel operations of 
reserves. PDVSA let a $150 million contract _ several oil refineries such as Puerto la Cruz, 
to Dresser Industries Inc., Dallas, Texas, for El Palito, Cardén, and Amuay, and by 
10 compressor packages. The packages will substituting gas for fuel oil at the Tacoa and 
be installed on production platforms in Planta Centro thermoelectric facilities. This 
Lake Maracaibo. Completion is set for 1985 savings in fuel oil translates into $1.46 
with Venezuelan firms having major shares _ billion in additional export revenue. 
in management, engineering, and construc- —_____ 

tion. ‘Physical scientist, Division of Foreign Data, 
Venezuela's 1983 proven natural gas Te- ave been converted irom Veneruelan olvare is) 0 US, serves were put at 1.53 trillion cubic meters, dollarvat the rae of Bot} USE100.





By Roman V. Sondermayer* 

‘The mineral industry of Yugoslavia faced By world standards the mineral industry 
difficulties in 1983. Shortages of energy and remained modest. Production of alumina, 
of foreign currency for spare parts slowed antimony, bauxite, lead (mine), and magne- 
down exploration for and production of ite contributed between 3% and 5% of the 
major mineral commodities. In particular, world totals, the highest shares among min- 
energy shortages affected electrolytic and _erals produced in the country. 
ferroalloying plants. Lack of spare parts ‘The mineral industry employed about 
created difficulties in operation of opencast 6.0% of the total labor force and its share in 
mines, drilling for oil and gas, and crude the gross social product was 7.5%. Details 
petroleum production. are shown in the following tabulation: 

Prd 
Branch trilin ‘heasanas) 
ee 

Coat Production -------- 31,687 555. Processing ~~~ ~~~ 46 34 rade oi Production ------. 22014 42 Processing "77772 T58 ar Iron and sect Tron ore production — 1944 46 Steel production ———- 37,085 52 Nonferrous metal Production of ores 15035 ns Metal production ~--~ 1380 iss Metal processing ~~ 0,4 ne Nonmetalics: Production 5598 wa Processing 7 220s 515 Sand and gravel =~ S16 34 Gonstraction materials 0,768 Tad 
Total 217,795 350.5 

The major events in the mineral industry missioning of a new ferronickel plant at 
included the completion of a new lead and Glogovac, startup of a new lignite mine at 
zine mill at the Trepca Mine, development Drmno, and a decision to start production 
of the Sastavci-Krizevak lead and zinc mine, and processing of oil shales in Serbia. 
reopening of the Idrija mercury mine, com- 

PRODUCTION 

Production facilities in the mineral indus- prohibited. However, to acquire modern 
try belong to the ‘ate. Private activities are technology and get access to capital from 

839
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abroad, investment of foreign capital is _ The largest enterprises of the mineral 
permitted with the stipulation that the industry include, among others: Rudarsko 
domestic partner retains 51% ownership in Topionicarski Bazen Bor (RTB Bor) for cop- 
the joint venture. per; Energoinvest for bauxite, alumina, and 

Mineral producing and processing compa- aluminum; Zajaca, Rudarsko Topionicki Ba- 
nies operate at different technical levels. zen for antimony; Titovi Rudnici Uglja for 
Aluminum, alumina, petroleum and copper- brown coal and lignite; and Industrija Nafte 
producing facilities are modern; but coal, (INA) for petroleum. 
lead, and zine facilities are obsolete. 

Table 1.—Yugoslavia: Production of mineral commodities! 
(Metric tons unless otherwise specified) 

amiga 
METALS 

Aluminum: Baurie thousand tons. 3012, gs ages 83.500 Alumina 77TTTTIIITNUNN SET sees asthe oa? aeT 1,017,056 1,018,000 
Metal ingot rs Primary; rege 61966 72.688 a000 250,000 Remelted® 2007777TDTIITTT77222_"aig_— "ous "aoan “aes “aa 

‘he TD rem nennnernee 189,522 184,760 196,767 246,363 °289,559 timony: 
Mise comet ot 91535 Toe a7 wg. 000 re, gross weight P= s : 66.51 aig Metal content of ore =~ ~~22277 7222 vot "nes Tass Tr 0 Concentrate gross weight == iss) Sm 330000 Metal regulua)<e nee -7227TIIT 2a Beat Bos 3805 Bismuth, smelter output ---~--77 7 2 3 ia 48 35 Gadiiuty moter ouput 2—~2722TTII2 20 at 208 m4 15 
‘Chromite ore (domestic production) ==. 168 — _ CChromive concentrate produce largely coppttmimpertedoresnen=n-===—-.. 90800 SOT 105 195 —.6K8 80.000 
"ine and concentrator output: ‘Ore,gross weight" thousand tons.16446 «19.559 assa7n97ag tangs GUcontentofores anos TNNARL1TattBS 110961118399 140,000 Concentrate, gross weight thousand tons a8 496 48 i 600 Metal: Blister and anodes: Primaryee ss ——------------- 0B 2 TAS 50S gHOS_——_185,000 Remelted® --_~--------- 7125) TR6IT RGIS Rs 9,000 

Refined re Primary. =. 9824S G0 HD 84H 91.000 Remeltad’ 272777777727777__aaaao alas anne daaid B08 
PRM ccrecmiecwremgmenainicn 187,504 181,288 132,603 126,870, 9423,708 Gold, refined 07777777 Tirey ances RABY 106328 RNed Tae? 120,000, Iron and set 

Gross weight ...____ thousand tons__ 4,617 4478 4,794 5,106 35,018 Booman? 2 Space et rag es vse tas, 510 Tips 0 Tron concentrate grow weight ~~~ Keke BBA See 200 fa 
TABOR oi cnmcmaranirncnas alias 2,360, 2,425 2817 2,703 32,845 

Ferroalloys a Ferrachromium---.-.-.----- 6522 6864s sagan 6000 Ferromanganese ---~--------- 48801-—=SRTSB STUDS SL000 Ferrenlicon'=--72=cl2z--2s RM BRIT. «ROM Togas BLOOD 
i i a ey Ferrosiicochromium ---7=2227—7 é7es 10326 EIS 6129 800 Bee eee get to tore Beth 

Total 2 nnn ne 249,787 242,620 264,424 220,604 251,000 

Crude steel: FS es ‘From oxygen converters 
thousand tons__ 1,071 149 1424 1,349 31,598 

See footnotes at end of table
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‘Table 1.—Yugoslavia: Production of mineral commodities’ —Continued 

(Metric tons unless otherwise specified) 
Commodity? 1979 1980 1981, 1982” 1983° 

METALS —Continued 
Iron and stel —Continued Bieta “Continued Grade seal Continued 

From Siemens Martin furnaces doused tons. nae sakes te 
‘From electric furnaces _ — — — do. -—— 990 1,026 1,048 1,087 31,105 

Total... ----------de-.-- 3,537 3,634 3,976 3,850 84,135 

Semimanufacturce_2v-vvvvvvdo- ada] KD 
Lead “line and concentrator output: Grecgrecsweideadancore)-do.-- 415 4.38k agg kas 8 

Poceenoferes seme —#--- SHE aataes © tastes 81S 110,000 
Caer eight TTT—TT_Weaot_Aswist_Isproi_1s10_ 140,000 

Meta: Bineler: Wary ---------------- «9200050 T400D-—=——T4.008-——— T5000 
Becomdaeys 22TTTTTTITTTTT__ tems ase 486 s00___ 3.000 
Total. 188608 ——*124,064 ——*120456 108,008 110,000 

Refined 
Priten® ccs cantsesweeco 92,040 84,751 78,901 72,000 77,581 

| ee 
Total HiT HAO] BBE TERT 

rr of mi 60 S3tB 000 
on Grean weight = 22 aosos-o oat 30150 © sn.g50 Lado 7404 25,000 

Gosmeight --------on-nwnnnnnne YBa “Bs “m0 
Meret nt 22222221 Wea aa = a = e800 

Niet 
Mine re pros weight thousand to 452 500 

Metal content of re =~ new nnn a "2600400 3.00 
Nickel content of ferronicke === =~~-_—~ 2 o eo tSoo 500 

Patina group metal mimgreupmetals: troy ounces 4DL BNR S000 
Platine 2 SoTUTSneesce es ee a5 is 482 ny ‘2 
Sem ci stined =~ Wilograme:. «= 4625745180502 34,000 Stier rtined including sasondary 
i ‘Hamann troy ounces. zl ADAM BBA BNHT 
“Gn content oflead andzincore __-------- 101,699 95258 «$8640 S313, 85,000 
Fire eaters weight 222__~—«sSEQOT = BRAS BOAT 150,000 
‘Smelter including secondary ~~ -—-----. 98,906 84,537 96,370 86,767 986,049 

NONMBTALS 
Asbestos allkinds «OOK RNOBSSB]MBSTg00 

| Sa, Gementipaaie==——-— Tamara “EO “Sais “kobe 
Geranie clay, crude == sar amie a2r09 122,000, 

recy OMe ne Os OTIS ET] OTR B40 00 
Galtined 7-22 222222222222222 ose “aiden == “sot © “e009 “o.n00 

wacked snnnnnTTTTTTITTTTIL ESS pera aaa aio 
et em St RE i 7 
ONG Me = thousand toms se8 ag 0 eo 00 
genes SITTIN Taal wait tants 

a 
peeeed Cuca aae ea 6 ‘0 ‘a a0 ‘eo 

Merce Gen 08S MUTE IETS RAS #4000 
Shered2270000TTTTTTTTTTTTTT Rags Tits aS) Tat g0,000 
Sater cged v7. aE "om 

flicral gdes SSCP RARESER ESTEE TT a8 pt Seats 1400 
MittguntN conto of ammonia thousand tons. a8 it a 2 oH 
luni and elated voleanc materiais:Voleane 

unype and related volcanic maternls'Volsanic 170.504 ___60458_ 583.679 _51614_s00,000 

See fotnotes at end of table
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‘Table 1.—Yugoslavia: Production of mineral commodities! Continued 
(Metric tons unless otherwise specified) 

Commoaity® eC 1 
NONMETALS —Continued 

Quarts, quartite,glas sand: 
Quartz and quartzite =. thousand tons. 239 200 az 205 200 Giaseeand. 0 n--22sseeee doen 152s ato dats 2200 

‘Total - ca nene enn ndon 2622800082683 2400 
Salt 
Marines tomes set ace 27500 081685 a.g80 NA Frombrines-—-77777277OTTTTIETT e188 Basa TS Tan NA Rock sweeclsocl22loc2cc222l22__1tadl_—teset ger 98500 NA 
Total. Sages 317s algT40 «428028 9495,000 Sand and gravel exci ae sand 

‘housand cubic meters... 22645 2,029 8589.12.00 Sodium compounds: Sodium carbonate" T6EIS2— 129.0894 SG ASSO 100°000 Stone excluding quartzand quaraite: Dimension Grade ‘Ornamental ‘thousand cubie meters 69 n 8 R NA Ollér -aawccnnnnonaesioesee 3 2 1 B NA Partly worked facing thousand square meters. ait 1.944 2oss ase NA (Cobblestones, curbatones, other 
thousand cubic meters 10 a 38 29 Na Dolomite. nousand tons ots 668 oe $30 NA Limestone: 22222277224 4s, 4gr NA Shale "= Joos occa scccnasadoc las i reo NA Crushed and broken, nes Titousand cubic meters... «S103. *9}000 4.562 agra NA Milled marbleandother === s--- d0e-> BANS 18239 TAR NA NA Sulfur, pyrite, pyerhotte Pyrite, gross welght--____ thousand tons. _ 452 607 652 810 850 Pyrsholite, gross weight 222 do ss 2 2 2 3 

Sulfur ee 
Sulfur contentof pyrite? do 190 252 4 a0 381 Sal content of pyrehotite® ~~ do —— z 9 2 18 1 Byproduct: 

Ofmetallurgy* do. 200 200 200 a0 180 Of petroleum? ~~ don 5 3 4 4 3 
ee 395 165 490 "551 568 

MINERAL FUELS AND RELATED MATERIALS 
Carbon black ——<o HBIS—_—LETO_—_—_—85.000 

Coal 
Bituminous. thousand tons__ 434 83 8 9 s992 Brown 0s SESGSCOST De tet cans 9351 9685s] a. g08 Lignite==22IITIIIITTTITTTo Tae Too aegis anata San 9 

Total eee --do-- ARAM sT002_——SRE KOT SRA 
Coke: 

Metallurgical =e eedo- BB 2.285 zee ar NA Broo 22-22 2EDTSCSSCE Lge coe 115 7 im 183 Na Foundry. 7222-222 222277 - dona i 165, Ma 10 NA 
gan, TA anand BART 20 260s ane 3,440 

Manufactured (excluding petroleum relinery gas) 
Fromeoke plants million cubie feet..-«18,808= gs, a69—a.g04 NA From ligniegasiicaion plants dow--- 43398 NA From other gas generators dow 7 258 -- : “ Natural gross production" —-—do.-""_ 5,57) RR BTS 

‘Natural gas plant liguids ‘Natural gasoline and pentane 
thousand 42galion barrels. 9 NA Na Na NA Propane and butane don Ea 388 at NA NA 

Total -_— edo 680 NA NA NA NA 
See footnotes at end of table.
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Table 1.—Yugoslavia: Production of mineral commodities! —Continued 

(Metric tons unles otherwive specified) 
‘Commoaity™ 1979 1980 1981 198" 1988 

MINERAL FUELS AND RELATED MATERIALS “Continued 
Petroleum: Grade ‘Asreported ______ thousand tons. 4194220454045 Converted thousand Wallon barrels. —___s0ee7 Stag S208 SDs 

Refinery products: OT 
RENE Cased pean ncamiae: 22,177 21,930 20,119 23,042 922,283, Viquefied petroleum gas. =---~_doos=. = Babe Basie “B99 NA delice recwensee-c7TTTTdocli> Beas Biss Ban Ba NA Wovmtng oo 2-222 ode ao os ib ‘os iio NA 
Distillate fuel oil: Diesel___- - do. ___ 29,214 24,790 22,924 24,546 325,856 
Residual fuel oil __________ _do.___ 43,217 33,373 21,672 35,990 736,203 
Lubricants— do 2,898 9,925 3,352 3,045, 38,227 
PRN co Ske ae AR a ‘125 142 133. 235 NA Vik cores Bi at 2 351 NA Aaphaltand bitumen ~7~~7~TTdov=7>~S aT et NA Befroeum coke === 27 do S00 oar i oF NA Ole cose gg ee ee ath nt NA 

ee en ee et) NA 
‘Estimated. Preliminary. "Revised. NA Not available. 3Table includes data avaiable through June 10,1984 4in addition to the commoditis listed, bentonite, common clay, diatomite, and germanium are also produced, and telluriam may be recovered an copper rehnery byproduct, but svasable information i inadequate to make reliable Sctunstan of cktpat vel Reported figure. “ncades an undetermined quantity of secondary raw material SCaiclated a the difference between reported fatal and reported primary figure. 
Calculated as the difference between reported total and reported secondary figure. “Revised to vero, Sincladed with “Fire clay: Crude.” Calculated from pyrite and pyrrhotite concentrate using 2% as average sulfur content. 

TRADE 

Yugoslavia had a negative trade balance industry comprised the bulk by value. Ex- 
in minerals. Foreign trade in minerals ports of alumina, bauxite, and ferroalloys 
represented a significant part of total for- accounted for most mineral exports. Trade 
eign trade. Imports of high-rank coal, crude in minerals with the United States was 
oil, and products of the iron and steel insignificant.
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Table 2.—Yugoslavia: Exports of mineral commodities! 
(Metric tons unless otherwise specified) 

Destinations, 1081 
Commit 180188 y aited Other principal) 

METALS 
Aluminum Greandconcentrate 2821 55OSS— Canada 125,258; Romania 76,7215 USSR 64057 Oxides and hydroxides 658424 687 USSR 921887; Poland 94424. Metal including alloys: Bein Go eee nnstos 26 VT. West Germany 9; France 6 Cipwroaght® 222g 81284 Bast Cormany’ 34035 Carchostovakia "S500; France 4300 Semimanufactures 5789548210 -KEIT__Curdhoslovaia 14088; Bast Germany 53 Wes Germany 2976, ‘Antimony: Metal including alloys TOGU ee ae 1085107 USSR.820; Bulgaria 400 Ccadtniom: Stal including alloys al ie cpetere nt ser 106 35. Crechoslovakia 90; Hungary 4 
‘Greand concentrate... ALSST—2MGB L.A to Cpechoslovakia, Oniden nd hygronides =~ 77> 4 To <2 Allto West Germany cong reandconcentrate. ==. 8,8 ss Matte and spots melading cement Se - 22. Allto Bulgaria. Bile ne nese ene 10881 LY REAR ethane “t 
ee ees 8128 35, Italy 2.130; West Germany 1,088 i : 4 == Italy 2199, West Germany 1,088; ° “Albania 38 Unerought..0-0.---- M488 18.80T B07 Hal 8 B94; United Kingdom 3.257; East Germany 2200. Semimanofactures oo S468 S21 4.22 aly BOAE; USS 6368; West Ger. smeny 525. Iron and ste! iron ore and concentrate: ‘Beclading easted pyrite. gouge alle unger ite roasted ~~~ 746810887 ungary 6 31, West Germany » 35,500; Austria 14.518 Metal Sorop KIS 5RRF_ aly 5,957; Wet Germany 3,052 Big roncat iron. related peimfiie wT ees... B51. Hungary 17,68; arin 08 errolioys Ferrochromiam . 50,200 6087 448 taly 6525: Austria 4.002 Ferromanganese =" =~~ “049213041725 taly S78; Austria 1981 Ferrociicomanganese———— 232408716269 aly 1300: Albumin 8 Ferromiicon 22 e035 "S757 aly 16.883 West Germany 9,665 Siiconmetal222-"~-2- = hast «BaD Bg] USSR 9900 Poland 2111 Unspeciied----------- Base Tar 800 Maly ast Steel,primary forms -~—~---_ 208A eT Solan 15,998; Hungary 7428 Semimanufactores Bars, rds, angles, shapes, Sections enn 93.694 na. Romania 22,346; West Germany Tet84 rag 659, Universal plates sheets «98592464546 Bulgarin 49h; Boland 4.897; West ‘Germany 440 Hoopandstrip.......- B11 Poland 1 356, Conchoslovakin 4504; ‘Bulgaria 35, ails and acessories 4217210129 Romania 2a: Albania 4391 Wire ccosreeeececce Saad "Sse Canchaslovakia 280; Poland 2.308. ‘Tubes, pipes fittings ———~" 11321 TOKPG 1,108 Beat Germany 20 108; Libya da sean, mun ed orgs, ough Mose "R105 "0? Geechostovakte 18 Austria 348 

‘Greand concentrate... ‘100712864. Turkey 7895; Bulgarin 4.125. Cae ean eEETTTT 2 Tot = Waly 50; Weat Germany’ Metal including alloy: Unwrowghe | RTSBL «156M Cagchoslovakin 7.895; USSR. 8.278 Rusiia 28h Semimanufactures 16 169 ‘astra Ta ely 8 Mages: etal ishing alo Se ee 3 3 Allto West Ge Unwrought =~=~~~~72 27222 180) BEI BT West Germany 95 Poland 09, Somimesufactuyes= 22277277772 cy feo 2} KSStan ae aly 00 Manganese: Ore and concentrate imetallurgcargrade nse s ane Allto aly. Mercury ee” pound fans — <2 Ban 2805 NA Nickel. ‘Maite and speiss = *® =a Metal incioding slog [or er 238 168. Switeeland 114; West Germany 24 Gietogac 2 Ta 2 Hs 12 ay 100"Austla 86 Semimanufactares ~~ =~ ~~>>> =o 12 22 West Germany aly 2 
See footnotes a end of table
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Table 2.—Yugoslavia: Exports of mineral commodities' —Continued 

(Metric tons unless others specified 
—_—_--— aati 

Commodi x ee " ‘Waited ‘Other (principal 

METALS Continued 
Platinum group metale Waste and Pee eT NMR srinstss168302 Alito Wet Germany 

‘Waste andsweepings ——-- do... 02718259 Mistletoe anwzocshi 
and partly wrought Treaets toy ounces. —«1.848-—=«A.STS_—«—189-—_Cuehoslovahia 49; Wet Germany spas aS “i Metal inhading alloys: ert En ® B —— Westerman 8 unten 16 aneee carg case Ice Te =: MeGerep dus take ee ee a ge tading aos al cea ‘ 198 West Germany 14 

Gre and concentrate 8,831 6047 —— Bulgaria 5,518; Austria 529. as ace ome ] $OH a. Balac 5B Aao Me neal alte 
Gieloagic oO TTITTITTT ans antTsntcaetnain12 3 Hungary 

Semimanufactures ..-.----— 9,105 9,501 -~  Ceechoslovakia 6,322; Hungary 1,010. Other Thea andrsidues. «31088880 aly 2.005; Ausra Sean gag alto ‘ Sor WOOTEN 
NONMBTALS nies eet Carundum «58ST. ‘Romania 3890; Ialy 2191 Ree eee was and nding and polishing wheels thd "ayy 778 «1S Raman 2; West Germany 247. 

Asbestos, crude. -.—-=-===-=---- 2506 21988 =— Albania 2,568; Iran 300. Se ec Barun hutch Oxides and acids ~~~ Tae oe Le Ltn co, tzerland 80 Boren materi: Oxides and cis -—~~ gg ft 68a ata. emerge ay sia ee s i MO ARR GSS and fan St: eo angie. at nina 4. Bomgne -nnavnssnsvooss AMR => RRS 
Pag TS «85 Went Germany S88 Greece 0. clita cite 0 eatin Sagas nas au08 >Buy cocaine Fon pies Manaactred fae ee % @-= Mainly toBurma, Mlecpenss "~~ atta > AGE Wi Germany 0.08. Rogge nooo oR SG, oo DRESS Nn ceratn teppei Pe er ae eee 3 ol RAWer tay Greed canna ast OCTET 

He par esngman a 102 2 Altea Gages nnn ag gal o> ORR UE tay asta 
Pe peeeea 1 6 Hungary 1, precisa ——TnT get ges =o BRR ren Geman 

Salt and brine______-__________ 2812 1,642 _. Hungary 1,604; Canada 36. Solittetmpeands na Carbonate; 
sopra era 
rer ely worked «5654 —=««ABGET_—=««=_—_—Maly 27.942: Cnchslovaia 114 Siegane parity worked ----- GSR ABRs YANBU Concoetin Grawlasierashedeck "== Sank Matar BOR Tay St Gesreendgueses So BBE bso MRE ST qagimioteriianeaiteaiag ~~ "Bibs "BME = Gree 2A 23 

TS ental Ce ier oivouad euctmenstren agg angen 20: naar 28 cal sciatic 1 ne Rileegageatse ae ee Hee RAMS Tale alent Soapstone prhgiie —~ a B= RRREe Rao 
See footnotes at endo abe.
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‘Table 2.—Yugoslavia: Exports of mineral commodities' —Continued 
(Metric tons unless otherwise specified) 

‘Destinations, 1981 
Commodi 1980 i, "sae 7 Gued Other rinsipad 

NONMETALS —Continved 
Other: 
Gruden 4518 655 Rakdntan 200; Austria 28 
Slag and dross, not metal-boaring - —— 38 124 > Austria 911; France 158 
MINERAL FUELS AND RELATED ‘MATERIALS. 

Asphalt and bitumen, natural ———— 13 43. Traq22;Bast Germany 9. 
Seep CaO AER igicia= === —«S0440S «500d Tina S08 41, Unto Kingdon ignite including briquets —————— i 52th 22 Auger 469,210, Unit om 

a nae 39,884; Tealy 19,927 
Goke and semicoke --------- 205.89 HOOD. Bngary 43h: Romania 10,698. 
Peat including brights and ter ~~~ 81 Word tealy 749; Atetria 67. 
Petroleum refinery prodects 

pousand 42-allon barrels — 8.60. 2655 @)_—_ Netherlands 2,873; Switzerland 172. 
Mineral jelly and wax -————d0-——— 30 19) West Germany 14: Italy 3 
Kerosine and jet fuel- ~~~ —d0- ~~ 2 S18 United Kingdom 33; France 51 

Distillate fuel oll -- ~~~ —do-——— 405, 265-2 Austria 175, West Germany 44 
Liubricants--- 222772 =d0-—— 39 510-2 Wost Germany ot, Crchosiovakia 

Residual fuel oil ——____ do. a 26 Malta 10, USSR.5. 
Bitumen and other residues —do-——— a &{ LZ Lieehtenstein 44; Switzerland 18, 

Bituminous mixtures ———-—do.——— 3 3 12 Allto Libya, 
Petroleum coke ~~~ ~d0-——— 24 4322 _Allto West Germany. 

_ ae LU OL EO ee 
NA Not available Mable prepared by Jozef Plachy. 
Less than 1/2 unit. 

‘Table 3.—Yugoslavia: Imports of mineral commodities" 
(Metric tons unless otherwise specified) 

a Sources, 1981 
Commodi 1980 1981 Gai iy Bae Other rica 

METALS 
Aluminum: 

‘Greand concentrate... 287,595 894180 Guinea 323,146; Greece 2.878 
Oxides and hydroxides ——— ~~~ 1285 “60,6234 Guinea 87,429; France 1,961 
Metal including alloys Unwroughin-.------ 58698 LABZ «USSR, 42,902; Netherlands 2495, 

Semimanufactares ~~~" "~~~ S502 1619 «United Kingdom 5,18; France 3,394 
_Agsimony Ore and concentrate ~~~ 4201 as 
‘Ore and concentrate _—-_____- 278,799 «825,498 «= Albania 223,498; USSR. 88,988. 
Oxides and hydroxides ~~ ———— "84 tes 1] USSR 550; West Germany 115, 

Ct Oxides ad hydroxide —————- WT 533. West Germany 88} Netherlands 6. 
rc andconcentrate----------- ATSIT.-—LSBL_— Peru 10755; Tealy £06. 
Sulfate ss ~ 7s aa 1030 Toes 11_UUSSR' 118; Switeorland 6 
Metal including alloys Serap core etter 2 8 All from Nigeria, 

Unwrougit= === 77--22> SOAR T08T © BZambia 31,025, Chile 16,048. 
Semimanutactares ~~ ~~~ ~~~ 2308 55d 8 West Germany 2,698; Italy 1,263 

Ion and stee: Tron ore and concentrate excluding nained pyrite = thowmand tos 1,640 1,860 Peru 757; India 281; Mauritania 174 
Scrap ----------------- 805759479827 ©) USSR 928.607; Bulgarin 7.510. 
Pig iron, cast iron, related 

‘haterisis n=... ARBTT—«87,888_—— Veena 25,108; West Germany 
21,836; Brazil 20,355. 

Ferroaloys: Ferrochromium ——- 130 118 ____ West Germany 85; Sweden 20 
Ferromanganese= ~~~ ~~ 03 539 T1_ West Germany 420; France 7, 
Ferromolybdenum=— ~~~ ~~ 140 Se <2 Rsteia 48 Sweden 114 
Ferroslicomanganese ———— 2 15 22 Allfrom France 
Ferrasilicon=- === ————~ 1.518 1558 > West Germany 1,385; France 141, 

Slicon metal "== ~——— ~~ 22 400) France a0, 
Unspecified =~ === == 3.592 3235 <7 West Germany 1561 France 180, 

Steel, primary toring -=_27_2_~—=«908'908 «925.956 «HT Capehoslovakia 313,770; USS. 
‘201,086. 

See footnotes at end of table
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Table 3.—Yugoslavia: Imports of mineral commodities —Continued 

ane a a Gaited Other (prneipa 

spine pea vss eae mang cma 
i 

sections en pees 2nt,284 3. Cuochoslovakia 64,469; Poland 33,218; 

‘West Germany 73,282 
Hoop and strip... 129,432 111,982 5 Poland 35,659; West Germany 35,382. 
‘Rails and accessories _____ 28,499, ‘5,795, _. West Germany 2,276; Austria 1,840; 

Tuesoetine | a kano EER 
Tae tro) ROI weet feikneltiendie, ss tio CREME wax oma 
= fongings, roug! 451; Spain 407. sia 

Rene nea 863 35 = Norway 24; France 10, 
nena nena nag 

succtanrecne 
= se 85; Netherlands 261. 
pero e creme der 6 15. Austria 13, 

‘Platina <value, thouganda— 1.329 $1164 =<. USSR. $364; West Germany $308. 
Silver: Metal inclading alls, anwrought ne Rens 
mieaaa anes 
nee 

Wawronght no-one enna 2 5 == Austria 4; Poland 1 

Semimanufactures 0... 45, 115, -- Italy 148; France 18, 

Suen 
eee 304 198. Denmark 92; Italy 5.
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Table 3.—Yugoslavia: Imports of mineral commodities! —Continued 
(etre tons unless otherwise specified) 

Soares 58 
Commodi 1980 CC tm. y Gued Other principal) 

NONMETALS—Continued 
Abrasives, nes. —Continued 

Artificial: Corundum === 14601610 Weat Germany 1,208; Austria 205 Dust and powder of precious and semi ‘precious stones including diamond 
Value. $572580 $08,499 $5809 USSR 8945725 Switerand 

Grinding and polishing wheels and . tonal onc oeeeeacce rast 656 66] 15 Austria 264 aly 120, Asbestos, erude ==" ""7""""7"~7> gona} s,t6z2 2) USSR. 98,186; Canada 10,265, Barive and witherite --~~_77772272 148 90“ Gigchosiovali 2; West Germany 
Boron materials: ‘Crude natural borates. 82,717,401 21,547 Turkey 17,527; Italy 987, Oxides and acide =~ 222222 a =o cy ry USSR 55; Brance 285, Bromine --s-s- 227-222 6 3 Japan‘, Cement=22222TTTTTTIITTTTTT—tag.0007 sort 2 UBER 901996; Hungary 184,781; Geachoslovakin 103,050, Ghalk jenna we nnn ene 1.108 915 France 3; United Kingdom 231. 
“Game oath... 2018208) Cechoslovakia 2.085 France 750, Bireclay-— 7777222258] 484—Caechoslovalia 35986; Austria 820. Kaolin =2277TTTTTTTTTTTTT OBES THN G10 Geechoolovakia 38084; Bast Germany 15,098; Greece 9.13 Unspecified 1080 T8BT— «Poland 8086; Ceechosiovakia 2.246, 
yall and chit >2T2TTIT> T13 200 5? Denmark 198. 
Gem,notsetorstrung-.value.. $533,982 $514616 —___Belgium-Luxembourg $738,409; 

* ‘Switzerland 815869; West Germany 912218 Industrial _-__ value, thousands. $2988.«=—=«$1481 United Kinglom $007; Italy 8511 Diatomite and otierinfusoial earth =~ 2 Si ia} Mealy 179, Austria 12, Fedapar,urspa, related materia 
Foyer co Steere 1354 Lom France 1,088 Unepectfied == ~~" 7=>="227777 Site Gstd_=— China 3.488, France 1462. Fertilizer materials: Manufactured: 
‘Ammonia =~ nese 93.562 96,142) Hlungary 60,850; Romania 16098 Nitrogenous"—"-"-""-----*agso) sist 1000 Hungary 198458 USS a 253 Phosphatie -—--2222722222. “ages “ages Lundin 35,208; Romania 468 Potanale 22S TSCIGSTIIES sis de ZT Bia Germany 260008, USS 
Unspecified and mixed -.____... 101,955 9447458480 Romania 15781; Canada 9,985; Hungary 7326, Graphite, nara 1843 1.601 2—Caechoslovakia 885; Austria 995 
Meet sconce. G07 586E4 Greece 23.210; Turkey 16,46 Other 222TTTTITITIITTT Bao B506 Greece 11880: North Korea $00. Mica 
‘Crude including splittings and waste 68 589. West Germany #18; India 70. Worked includ agglosercied oT wplitings co ee sac 132 129) Caechoslovakia 49; Austria 95. Bhosphates, crude ~~ thousand tons 183 1058S” Togo 471; Morocco 25%; USSR. 108, Pigments, mineral: Tron oxides and 
fiydroxides processed Sos 2154 3261. USSR.1,147; Spain 698, Pregious and semiprecious stones ather ‘than diamond: 

Natural'=-—----- value. $108,902 $165,981 ____ West Germany $184,026 Si Lanka 
Gise21 Bettium-Loxemboury 

Synthetic —.------.--do._-_ $858,420 $144,615 $6,199 Switzerland $51,876; Austria $31,148, Bye uprowed==2——=2 gga ERR SSNS USER ed opr , Saltandbrine2"~~7~7"""7""7> aga «> Romamia 204,244 Ramista 88760 Sodium compounds 8 Carbonate, manufactured =e ns 75891 T8ITA_—__—_ Romania 28,078; Bulgaria 21,926 Stone, sand and gravel 
ome. and partly worked Sots ar Italy 404; Austria 363 and partly worked —__ a - Austria palit pe ereenmeden= ite Al roms *o lomite, chiefly refractory grade ~~ Py 5 LL West Germany 1 Gravel anderushed rock ~~ aaah ae Mangas Te Limestone other than dimension —- 28182-7680 B Hungary 14900; Italy 2.688, Quartz and guarete. -"""""~-*Thtsp TE n West Germany 1,690, Greece 4698 Stedciher han metaltearng -—"~ 6am GRT_ ih West Germany 281 Hngary 7086; Bast Germany 18.824 

‘See footnotes at end of table.
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‘Table 3.—Yugoslavia: Imports of mineral commodities! —Continued 
(Metric tons unless otherwise specified) 

| 
Commodity 1980 ee Er eee Ypited Other principab 

NONMETALS —Continued 
Sulfur ‘Blemental ‘Crude including native and Typrodictcnnpaaacaz- ANT —«GRSTB_«=- ‘Foland 48107; Mexico 72 colloidal, precipitated, sabiimed 06 1) LL Weat Germany 255; Poland 160. Diondes 2 Pent enn envimel 523 at All from Italy oan TILLIIIDI 8818 no815 TH Hungary 70,021; Greece 10,874, 
Grade 14728 19821 Hungary 10296, USSR. 4.200, Slag and dross, not metal bearing. «489,950 «255244 «| Htaly 244,841; Canada 61 
MINERAL FUELS AND RELATED 

MATERIALS 
Asphalt and bitumen, natural ——— 2615 1418 $07 Albania 600. aren: Garton black "ST OSIIIT ass Hay Sas USSR 9891 

Anthracite. ——~ thousand tons__ 1387 208 -. USSR. 207. Bituminous -—-—= SN 36 1443 USSR 1658; Ceechostovakia 48 ignite including briguets— do. ~2— tie 1st > East Germany 97, USSR. 58. Goxendsemiokes econ noes ty Tal A071 Went Germany 0, Gas natural<—-~ million sable feet 3 i Allfrom USSR. Beat ineuding brigiets and iter ~~ 9722 8198. Hungary $419; Poland 2.95. 
"Gri thowsand d2gallon barre. S1215 69964. USSR. 89,087; rag 408; Libya 
Refinery products: . ‘Tiquatied petroleum gas do oa 1122) Hungary 467; West Germany 322, ‘Bulgaria 28 Gasoline --- 40. a BiG) Italy 1: Netherlands 6 

Mineral jelly and wax ——do.——— 2 21 @)_ West Germany 10; East Germany 3 
Kerosine and jet fuel ~ -—do. Bt 16") Caeehoslovakia 57; Greece 56 Disillatefueloll---~-do-==> L812 G5 5 USSR 956 Homania 61 Uubricania ==> 7777 doo 22 x9 73 7 Bulgaria 170: Tealy 11 Residual fuel oi &. sso sdb 7 Bulgari 1482 Greece 1411; USSR 

Bitumen and other residues ~ Sasi 2 8 Austria? Bituminous mixtures. do. ——— 4 2 Netherlands 
Petroleum coke === 20. 2— = 208 S40 2X7 USSRR52; Norway 42 

NA Not available. 
STable prepared by Jozef Plachy 
Les than 1/2 unit 

COMMODITY REVIEW 

METALS tion of coal for fuel oil, increased automa- 
. | . tion, and extensive exploration for new Aluminum.—During 1983, major alumi-  auxite reserves in the area 

num producers operated their facilities at “"Copper.—At. the Majdanpek opencast 
25% to 40% of capacity because of electric mine, located near Bor, northwest of Zaje- 
power shortages. . car, Serbia, and also operated by RTB Bor, a 

Energoinvest of Sarajevo, one of the larg- new installation for crushing in closed cir- 
est industrial concerns in the country, re- cuit was commissioned. Reportedly, recov- 
ported on the future of the Obrovac alumi- ery of copper should increase by 2,000 tons 
na plant located near Zadar, Croatia, which per year. The new mine at Krivelj, near 
had been closed because of financial difficul- Bor, another part of the RTB Bor complex, 
ties. Energoinvest believed the Obrovac had problems in meeting its planned tar: 
plant may become profitable by substitu. gets. Additional funds, which were neces-
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sary to complete some of the installations in started to fall behind demand, and lead and 
the project, were not available. The man- zinc concentrates had to be imported, add- 
agement hoped to receive additional fund- ing to Yugoslavia’s _balance-of-payment 
ing from the central Government because problems. The new mill at Trepea should 
full operation of the Krivelj Mine should eliminate imports of concentrates in the 
end imports of copper concentrates. future, 

‘At Bor, exploration continued on a deep _ Development of the Sastavei-Kizevak lead 
deposit, Borska Reka, which in the future and zine mine at Kopaonik Mountain, in 
should replace the mines presently in pro- Serbia, was underway in 1983. When com- 

duction, pleted’ sometime in 1985, the new mine 
Iron and Steel.—The iron and steel in- should produce yearly about 200,000 tons of 

dustry had a very difficult year and econom. ore and yield 8,000 tons of zinc concentrates 
ic results in all steel plants were disappoint- and 4,800 tons of lead concentrates. In 
ing. Lack of foreign currency, high indebt- addition, 4 tons of silver and 10,000 tons of 
edness, and shortages of energy in all forms Pyrite may be recovered. — 
resulted in lower production. In addition, At the Rudnik Mine near Gornji Milano- 
difficulties with foreign currencies lowered V8, Serbia, new underground equipment, 
the imports of materials used in rolling mostly nonrail, was introduced in 1983. In 

mills by 33% when compared with imports 8ddition, a recently discovered ore body was in 1982. prepared for introduction of the room-and- 
Development continued of the Omarska Pillar mining method. The aim is to in: 

iron ore mine, located 20 kilometers south- Crease the Rudnik Mine output to 400,000 
west of Prijedor in BiH. Some delays were ‘0S or reps eae ii Pcl 
experienced because funds from the Central 44 a ee et toc beige ck 
Bank were not available on time. The Montenegro, bids were ase ot and ill 
Omarska Mine was expected to be on. 0 9pencast mine and a crushing and mi 
stream sometime in 1985, s0 that imports of 478 Nhgtoncorore pee 
dron ore would no longer be necessary... Ih May, a zine oxide plant rated at 10,000 ‘A. 30,000-ton-per-year tin plate rolling i Ce ee eer Chantal Cone, tons per year went on-stream at the Zletovo mull, operated by the Zorka Chemica “on™ lead and zinc smelter near Titov Veles, bine, went on-stream in 1983 at Sabac, \ocedonia 
Srerbesce oan eden gn, imported "“Modernizations and expansions of the 
Dine Beaune fhe eel vient @t lead smelter and refinery at Zvecan, con- 

ee sonar) Pee struction of a secondary lead plant for 
ed Senet OF the: oni steel recovery of lead from batteries, and expan- 

plant in Slovenia has decided to replace its sion of the zinc electrolytic plant at Titova 
old Siemens Martin steel shop with an Mitrovica were delayed because of lack of 
oan funn ee ee fhe new’ funds. Representatives of banks and Trepea 

sh ee report 210, steel concluded financial arrangements for fi- 
ye . nancing Trepca’ cts. Reports indi- Natural gas arrived at the Zenica steel Gated that when all planned work is com. 

complex in oe In en os an pleted, the lead smelter refinery should 
panier uee (ue n enica sl ould, save double the present capacity and that the 
200,000 tons of fuel oil annually by using Titova Mitrovica zinc electrolytic plant 
natural gas. should be capable of producing four times 

Lead and Zine.—Efforts continued to in- more zinc than at present. 
crease mine production of lead and zinc ores. — Mercury.—The Idrija Mine in Slovenia 
in the country. A new flotation plant was resumed production in April after a 6-year 
commissioned at Trepea, the largest lead. closure. Initially, output should come from 
zine mine in Yugoslavia. Capacity of the the old pit. Later a new pit was planned to 
new plant was 1 million tons of ore per year start production and plans called for pro- 

that could be expanded by an additional duction of about 9,000 flasks of mereury per 
500,000 tons per year. Equipment for the year. 
flotation plant was mostly imported from ” Nickel—During August 1983, the new 
the USS.R. and the United Kingdom. In nickel mines and a new smelter became 
recent years, the grade of ore has declined operational in the _Cikatovo-Glavica- 
in Trepca, while at the same time Yugoslav Glogovac area west of Pristina in Kosovo, 
lead and zinc smelting capacities were being Serbia. Two mines, Glavica and Cikatovo, 
increased, Mine output of concentrates should deliver about 1 million tons per year
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of ore to the smelter at Glogovac. The Energetsko Industrijski Kombinat Koluba- 
Glogovac smelter was planned to produce ra. 
60,000 tons of ferronickel per year contain- _ Cement.—The cement industry suffered 
ing 12,000 tons of nickel. Ore reserves in the from shortages of heavy fuel oil. Several 
Cikatovo-Glavica area were reported to cement plants had to stop production for 
range between 12 and 27 million tons aver- several days because of lack of fuel. The 
aging 1.032% nickel and 0.07% cobalt. The 500,000-ton-per-year cement plant at Kosje- 
operation is part of the Rudarsko En- ric, near Gornji Milanovac, Serbia, lost 1 
ergetsko Metalurski Hemijski Kombinat month's production owing to a lack of fuel 
Kososvo of Pristina in Kosovo, Serbia, and oil. 
operates under the name of Rudnik i Topio- ‘To ensure uninterrupted production of 
nica Feronikl. Approximately 1,800 persons cement, the Dalmacija Cement Enterprise, 
are employed in the mining and smelting which operates several cement plants near 
facilities. The basic design for the smelter Split, Croatia, started to switch its energy 
was prepared in the U.S.S.R., and the mine sources from fuel oil to coal. Reports indi- 
project was prepared by the Rudarski Insti- cated that the changeover should be com- 
tute in Beograd. Equipment for the smelter _leted by the end of 1984. Although coal for 
was purchased in Denmark, the Federal use in cement plants has to be imported 
Republic of Germany, Norway, and the from the U.SSR., the advantage should be 
U.SS.R. Most of the nickel produced by the in saving hard currency needed for imports 
new plant was to be exported. of fuel oil, but not needed for imports of coal 

‘The commissioning of the Kosovo nickel from the U.S.S.R. 
complex brings the total ferronickel capaci- Gypsum.—The Japra Enterprise, one of 
ty of the country to 120,000 tons with 28,000 the largest producers of gypsum and dolo- 
tons of contained nickel. The other ferro- mite in the country, has announced an 
nickel producer was the Kavadarci smelter, agreement for joint financing of the expan- 
with a mine at Rzanovo in Macedonia, sion of Japra’s facilities at Blagaj near 
operated by Feni, Bosanki Novi, BiH. Reserves of gypsum at 

Both the Kavadarci Mine and the ferro- Blagjaj were reported at 100 million tons of 
nickel plant failed to produce at design gypsum and more than 1 billion tons of 
capacities. Consumption of electric power dolomite. . - 
was higher than anticipated, ore grade was Magnesite—A new magnesite mine lo- 
lower than previous reports indicated, and cated on the slopes of the Konjuh Mountain, 
the supply of electric power was irregular near Kladanj in BiH, went on-stream at 
leading to huge financial losses equivalent Yearend. The mine was operated by Vatro- 
to about US864 million? Documentation Stalna, of Zenica, which is part of RMK 
was prepared to prove that the Kavadarci Zenica. The mine was rated at 72,000 tons 
Mine and the ferronickel plant should be Per year of magnesite. In addition, near the 
closed because losses cannot be avoided in ™inesite, construction continued on a bene- the future. A report was prepared and  ficiation plant and a sintering installation. 
distributed to the members of the state ‘The mine is reportedly hased on reserves of 
Parliament (Sobranje) urging closure of the 25 million tons of magnesite. Vatrostalna 
mine and smelter. The Parliament has plans to use magnesite from the Kladanj 
scheduled a meeting to examine the Kava- Mine for production of refractories. A possi- darci situation in early 1984. ble decline of 29% of imports of refractories 

was estimated after the Kladanj Mine starts 
NONMETALS production at full capacity. 

Phosphate—Exploration of the deposit 
Asbestos—At yearend 1983, a new com- and laboratory tests on use of ore from the 

plex for production of asbestos and its only large phosphate deposit in the country, 
products at Stragari near Kragujevac was the Lisina deposit located near Bosilegrad 
near completion. Annual capacity was rated _ in Serbia, continued. Two enterprises, RTB 
at 50,000 tons of asbestos fiber, 13,000 tons Bor and Zorka-Sabac, conducted tests with 
of asbestos paper, and 6,500 tons of asbestos the ores from Lisina. During the year, both 
panels. The nearby opencast asbestos mine, organizations submitted preliminary re- 
Stragari, with an annual capacity of 500,000 ports indicating that a possibility exists for 
tons, should provide raw materials for the use of ores from Lisina in fertilizers. Lisina 
new complex. The complex and the new ore contains large quantities of iron, which 
mine were operated by Asbestos Kolubara, is undesirable in production of phosphoric 
an enterprise that is part of Rudarsko acid and which must be eliminated by
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flotation. In the past, the need for flotation Exploration for coal was intensive and 
has made ores from the Lisina deposit some discoveries resulted. At Miljevina, 
uneconomic compared with imported ores. BiH, a new brown coal deposit was delin- 
However, the difficult economic situation of _eated and proven reserves were reported at 
the country and lack of foreign currency 6 million tons. At Vrdnik, west of Novi Sad, 
may make Lisina ores more attractive in Serbia, and in the general area of the closed 
the future. Vrdnik coal mine, exploration discovered 
Salt—A new plant for production of sea an additional 30 million tons of coal. A new 

salt near the town of Ulcinj, Montenegro, mine was planned with an annual capacity 
started production in 1983. Capacity was of 340,000 tons of coal. 
reported at 75,000 tons of salt per year. The During the year two accidents, one in the 
installation was built under license from Aleksinac Mine and the other in the Mra- 
Lurgi GmbH, the Federal Republic of Ger- mor Mine near Tuzla, killed several miners 

many. and some equipment was lost. 
Oil Shale.—The high price of imported 

‘MINERAL FUELS crude oil, coupled with the lack of foreign 

Shortages of electric power, liquid fuels, xchange, made the 10,000 million tons of and coals severely affected production of oi! shale reserves in Serbia more attractive 
minerals and all other industrial goods, 8 4 potential domestic source of synthetic Rationing of gasoline was imposed as one of crude oil. About 3,000 million tons of the 
the conservation measures. Electric power Shale is located near Aleksinac, Serbia, with 
was cut to households in large cities for as 2" average oil content of 10 liters per ton. 
Jong as 8 to 12 hours per day. Financial Bnergoprojekt of Beograd received an order 
losses throughout the mineral industry ‘0 design an installation that would mine were extremely high. and process Aleksinac oil shales. 
Coal.—In September, the 2-million-ton- _ Petroleum and Natural Gas.—Despite fi- per-year Drmno opencast lignite mine near Tancial difficulties and a lack of spare 

Kostolac in Serbia started production, de- Parts, the petroleum industry recorded 
livering to the nearby powerplant. Mine Some significant discoveries of oil and gas 
design allowed increased output of up to 6 offshore and onshore. Offshore Adriatic ex- zaillion fons of lignite per year: ploration was being conducted by the Yu- 

In the Kolubara coal basin, located near _g0slav enterprise INA, by three internation- 
Lazarevac, Serbia, work continued on de- al consortia formed with INA, and by a joint 
sign and construction of facilities for up- Venture between Kotor-Yugopetrol and 
grading the low-calories lignite mined in Buttes Gas and Oil; together these covered 
the basin. Construction began on a lignite almost all offshore exploration in the Yu- 
drying plant at Vreoci near Lazarevac, goslav Adriatic. Reports indicated discovery 
Serbia. In addition, plans were made to of oil in the Jadran-13 well, located about 10 
build a lignite gasification plant and a miles southwest of Dugi Otok Island in the 
lignite briqueting plant, both near the other Adriatic. The semisubmersible rig, Zagreb I, 
lignite-processing installations at Vreoci. reportedly struck oil at a depth of about 

At the Zenica brown coal mine, near 4,500 meters. The pay zone was reported to 
Zenica, BiH development of the Moscanica be 104 meters thick. After inital euphoria, 
Mine was underway. After completing drill- later reports were more cautious about the 
ing of 20 exploratory wells with a total significance of the discovery 
length of 6,000 meters and completing fol- _ Onshore discoveries of a gasfield near 
lowup work, recoverable and proven re- Kalinovac, Slovenia, and an oilfield near 
serves were reported at 60 million tons of Deletovei and Ilaca were made in spite of 
coal. Coal resources in the area were esti- reduced exploratory activities. Because of 
mated at 150 million tons. The quality of difficulties in purchasing equipment from 
the brown coal is reportedly the best in the abroad, owing to the lack of foreign ex- 
country, and in part, suitable for household change, Kalinovac and other fields will not 
fuel. Development of an opencast and an be immediately developed. In Semeberia, 
underground mine started during the year, Naftagas of Novi Sad started an explora- 
with an aggregate capacity of 3 million tons tory program involving eight wells, the first 
per year. A new and modern separation located outside of Bijeejina, on the road to 
plant would also recover fines for use in Brcko in Bil 
cement plants.
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The refinery at Lendava, Slovenia, receiv- firmed existance of additional reserves, ap- 
ed all equipment from abroad for expansion parently large enough to produce fuel for 
of capacity to 2 million tons per year. With two nuclear powerplants of the same size as 
present market conditions, existing refinery _ the Krsko plant in Slovenia. Construction of 
capacity was more than enough, and anew the mine and yellow cake plant at Zirovski 
refinery appeared not to be needed. The Vrh was behind schedule during 1983 be- 
equipment probably would be sold and the cause of late receipt of financing from the 
spur of the trunk pipeline will remain in- utilities. 
ground but wll not be used. ae 

Uranium.—At the Zirovski Vrh uranium Physical seientist Divison of Foreign Dota 
mine near Skofja Loka, Slovenia, explora conwenionto US curensy ik pracial At yearend the 
tion in the vicinity of the mine has con-  Sificial exchange rate was 110din—US81.00. .





The Mineral Industry of Zaire 
By George A. Morgan' 

The mining industry dominated Zaire’s current power line, operational for about 1 
economy in 1983, despite depressed markets year with a power transmission of 100 to 
for major mineral commodities and finan- 125 megawatts, was connected to the Kol- 
cial difficulties for nearly all operating wezi converter station for inversion to alter- 
companies. Zaire was estimated to be the nating current and integration into the 
leading world producer of cobalt and dia- local power network. The maximum power 
mond, and it was among the top six world _ level attainable was 560 megawatts, and the 
producers of copper. La Générale des Car- line provided about 20% to 25% of the 
tiéres et des Mines du Zaire (Gécamines), a power demands of the Province. 
state-controlled company, accounted for The country’s total external debt was put 
most of the mining activity in the nonfuel at about $5 billion. Zaire devalued its cur- 
minerals sector of the country and produced _rency in September from Z6.06=US$1.00 to 
copper, cobalt, zinc, cadmium, germanium, 229.90=U8$1.00. The black market level 
sulfuric acid, lime, and cement. was estimated at Z30 to Z235=US$1.002 In 

Gécamines experienced cash flow prob- December, the leading creditor nations 
Jems. It was permitted to retain only 45% of agreed to reschedule $1 billion in debt 
the foreign currency generated from the falling due in 1988 and 1984. The Interna- 
sale of its products. The remaining 55% was tional Monetary Fund provided standby 
paid to the Bank of Zaire, to be drawn on in credit of $350 million. The standby credit 
zaires (Z), the national currency. was for a period of 8 years with a 5-year 

Production and consumption of electricity grace period. Funds were also extended by 
from hydroelectric plants in Shaba Prov- the International Bank for Reconstruction 
ince was by and for the use of Gécamines. and Development (World Bank) and other 
The availability of electric power from the organizations directly aimed at upgrading 
Inga power station on the Zaire River per- the transportation sector and Gécamines’ 
mitted the refurbishing of the older power- open pit mining operations. 
plants in Shaba Province. The Inga direct- 

PRODUCTION AND TRADE 

The Government became the sole produc- and replacement problems adversely affect- 
er of copper with its purchase of the Muso- ed tin output and byproduct recovery of 
shi and Kinsenda Mines in southern Shaba _columbite, tantalite, and tantaliferous slag 
Province. The mines had been owned by a from tin smelting. Recovery of gold from the 
Japanese mining consortium. Zinc recovery Kilo-Moto areas of northeastern Zaire de- 
was near the 1982 high owing to higher zinc _ clined owing to lack of organization, loss of 
grades with depth in the Kipushi Mine. personnel, and equipment problems. 
Cadmium output also improved. Cobalt was Exploration continued for crude petrole- 
stockpiled as an intermediate product for um, and reports of new oil discoveries off- 
future recovery owing to depressed market shore brought forward proposals to redesign 
conditions. Cobalt metal output was down the Moanda refinery, the country’s sole 
‘to about 5,300 tons, well below the estimat- petroleum refinery. The plant, which 
ed capacity of 18,000 tons per year. commenced operation in 1969 and reached 

Fuel shortages and equipment servicing about 5.4 million barrels of refined product 

855
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production in 1973, has been operating at _ The International Development Associa- 
well below capacity for several years. Local tion (IDA) loaned $26 million for a $73.3 
requirements for diesel fuel, gasoline, kero- million railroad project to be undertaken by 
sine, and lubricants, mainly for the mining the Société Nationale des Chemins de Fer 
sector, have been met by imports. Imports Zairoise (SNCZ). The project was to include 
of these products were well over twice the _ renewal of 128 kilometers of track, rehabil- 
amount supplied by the Moanda refinery. _itation of 850 railcars, and purchase of 200 

Matadi was the main port of shipment for railears, equipment, and spare parts for 
copper with 231,000 tons exported in 1983, track, engine, and railear maintenance, as 
followed by about 197,000 tons from South well as training and consulting services 
African ports and 50,000 tons from Dar es Other contributors to the project included 
Salaam. Cobalt amounting to 1,200 tons was SNCZ, $10.7 million; the Belgium Govern- 
shipped through South African ports with ment, $5.85 million; Caisse Centrale de 
690 tons sent through Dar es Salaam. South Cooperation Economique of France, $6.25 
African ports also handled 40,000 tons of million; the African Development Bank, 
zine ingot compared with 26,000 tons at $14.1 million; and others, $10.4 million. 
‘Matadi and 15,000 tons at Dar es Salaam, 

Table 1.—Zaire: Production of mineral commodities! 
(etric tons unless otherwise specified) 

Commodity SSCiTSC~*~“~*iaRSSC*CSSC SC 

METALS 
Cadmium, smelter 212 168 230 230 308 Cobalt: Mine output, metal content®. "1500 "15400 "15400«—«11.800 1.300 

Refined © voe= wn =n—ao TISl dos dasa 12 5513 5300 Columbitim-tantaluim concentrate: Grom weight; --__ kllograms..-«$2000 «$2000» 75,000 »—80,000-—_—80,000 
Columbium conten? © ~ 227 doe 000 25800 2000-22000 22,000 coast sontent® 02227 o ayo 680019500. 203800 © 22900-22800 
"Mine output, metal content? #480400 "589.500 555,100 518.000 535,000, Blisterandleach eathodes-——~-~—------ "¥e2,400 "4a7's00 480400 ——«473.500 486,500 
Refined ene s77722> Pingo © 14d000—51'300 75000 228-700, 

Gold? T= Loo Stroy ounces. 78308 ARGA BAAS]. 2283 60,000 Mangas oe and coneniaie® “7 SONS ag OLA = es 
Biker ONSTENS Shows Gay ounces Bata 

‘Mine output, metal content —————------— ago "3,159 3321 ads 3,000 Smelter, primary —- ~~ a= == ‘58 28 50 388 150 
‘unghen sane output eal stent =~ ~>>— 20 1s 29 ct 5 

"Mine output, metal content 73.000 700-00» s2,400 74700 Metal, primary, electrolytic —----~~-~==> 48-700 «481800 = «ST6OD GED 6400 
NONMETALS 

Cement, hydraulic... thousand tons. 450 443 408 “100 400 
Diamond: Gem"-_—-- =. thousand carats. 204 345 450 40 are 
Tea eR BM a a IB BIN 

Total .—- do S78 102859000 9.000 age Kipe AR LCSITICIIIIIIIICNTID —si00us'eab—asaB00 0 
‘Byproduct of metallurgy, S content of sulfuric ‘cid from sphaleriet—------------ 25700-24800 2500025000 —_38,000 Salfurie acd, gross weight =~~~~~-"-- 18800 142700»142900 148,400 150,000 

MINERAL FUELS AND RELATED MATERIALS 
Goal bituminous. housed tons. 225 2st 240 229 390 

‘Gride” thousand 42galon barrels.___°7.595___—76,666 69 8270 9.289 
Refinery products: ‘Gasoline do 488 530 NA ut 120 Kerosine and et fuel. ~=~— Tao. a9 6 NA i 0 Distillate fuel oft ~~ ~~ => ~~ don ise 708 NA 18 130 Residual fuel ol! ~=2277722— Tae. 227 1282 1283 NA 261 280 

See footnotes at end of able.
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‘Table 1.—Zaire: Production of mineral commodities! Continued 
(Metric tons unless otherwise specified 

Commodity 1m TCC 
MINERAL FUELS AND RELATED MATERIALS aEntinued 

Petroleum —Continved Refinery products ~Continued 
iquetied petroleum Lani et ese 2 gallon barrels. 21 6 NA 1 1 Refinery fueland lowes edo 3 154 NA 60 80 
ee ee NA 055 1 

“Estimated. Preliminary. "Revised. NA Not available 3Table includes data avalable through July 23,1984, 2Content of concentrate produced Excludes gold covered fom blister copper ‘Reportely includes 75,000 barrels of unfinished oil shipped elsewhere fr future refining 

Table 2.—Zaire: Apparent exports of selected mineral commodities! 
(Metric tons unless otherwise specified) 

Destinations IZ 
Commodi 1881 a ’ Ga Othe nega) 
METALS 

CCadinium: Metal including alloys, al [eine eatoraa ae 1st 248. Belgium Lsemboung 21; West Ger may Cobalt: Metal includngalloys all forms 2580 ETA 1,819 France Taiwan 461; West Gor many CColumbium and tantalum: Ore and ‘uocentiate nn 2 2 8 
oe fandconcentrate------- 1028488 Japan 83,076; United Kingdom 17 Matte and spose including coment capper cee oce sce cetera mma 408. Allto Greece ‘Aantal raids containing Gpper —— 26 “ Metal incuding alloys: Beta oe cssaenan 1,086 S04 West Germany 2; Belgium 

Unwrought._-----------. $06,819 390,755 94530 ‘Belglum Luxembourg 281,982; West ‘Germany 26361 Geol ‘Waste and sweopings value == $109,700 $209,700 Metal including alloys bullion 
Thin: Metal inctoing alloys, ll ocak” ig TOE Toman stec: Metal 1 0rm™ ~ Beep ween 8960 Feobchiouiims 2777777777777 i BL. Alito Sweden Load: Ore and concentiate === ~~ 777 ai 1587 Allto France Manganese’ Ore and concentrate, Tealgiatgrede= ===. 12858—— 16957 BalgumLaxombourg 16748; rance 

Silver: * ‘Gre and concentrate? walue, thousands. —«#21—= $8,189. —Allto United Kingdom Metal including alles, emwrought 
ii ‘and partly wrought = don 348 $39 Alto Belgium-Luxembourg. 

‘Qresndconcentrate....------- BIOS Netherlands 1,820; Malaysia 01 Orie Soe SEITE is “ Metal including alloys, anweroaghi —— = 218. BelgiumLuxembourg 155; West Ger 
‘Tungsten: Ore and concentrate, 6 63 France. ‘Uranium and thorium: Ore and concen: trate sn value, thousands — se BS. Allto France ine Hota inlay alo, unwroughi 60) 22.408 Geng BE Taiwan 1980; Pakistan 
Other: ae ‘Gres and concentrates 6 us France 106; Austria 18; Belgium. Tasembourg 15 Ashes and residues. = 215188. West Germany 818; Belgium. Suembourg 127 Base metals including alloys, al forms aa riggs Lanemboung i 

See footnotes at end of table
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‘Table 2.—Zaire: Apparent exports of selected mineral commodities! —Continued 
(Metric tons unless otherwise epi) 

e-e_e_—r—a———————— portions a 
Commit wwe ° Gaited Other (principal) 

NONMETALS 
Abrasives ne Dart and powder of pe ious and whipreiou lone ele Gin ae Memiprecion tones cree ggs9—se5a05 © _alltodapan, Dintnond Gant sto st Value, thousands. $36,547 $31,549 $9425 Belgium-Luxemboury $28,063; Aus- “gia Seteriatd 8 Industrial do. "Bans 92919 Went Germany $158; Switerland Soin; Austra S35, Dust and powder <= 2 ~ d= ~~ : 09 $08 Prag nei tot er 
Regret do 97788 SBN8 Switzerland $55; Went Germany $77 Bear sceearana sic st Rotten, Stone sand and gravel Dinenon stone, Sroked ns Srvel Dimension one 52 _ 
MINERAL FUBLS AND RELATED MATERIALS 

Petroleum: ‘Grade 
thousand 42-gallon barrels_— 5,907 5,886 NA NA Refinery profes: Residual fea ot a 258 NANA _NA 

“Revised, _ NA Notavalable 
‘Tabie prepared by Virginia A. Woodson. Owing to the lack of available official trade data published by Zaire, this table should nd beter’ sample preston sf this couniy's mineral exports "These daca have een comple tom ‘plats Sources wih include Unita Nations information tad data pobishes bythe trading partner counts Unies ‘eric Specie, dats re computed rom trade statisti of inde rading partners Biay inclotewasteand sweupins 2May include platinumgrop metas “Unreported quantity export tothe United State valued at $225 254 Excludes 198 carats exported fo Canada ‘Excludes 90 carats exported fo Japan and 2700 carat to haiand. 
‘TExcludes 12,690,000 carats exported to Japan and 7,650,000 carats to Taiwan. *Pheray Balances of Developing Countrie 1971/82, International Bnengy Agency, OBCD, Pri, France, 1984, 

‘Table 3.—Zaire: Apparent imports of selected mineral commodities* 

(Metric tons unless ctherwie specified) 
TTT Br TR 

Commodity 1981 1982 United other principal) Sites ther pineal 

METALS Atuninum: agi ee & 88. All from United Kingdom, 
‘Metal including alloys, semimanu- ng area sms nen a1 819. Belgium Larombourg 8; Hong ‘King ibn France Conper: et icading ys Se en - #1 Begum Lasemboury 8; West Ger 
Semimanufactures.. 188 82 ___Belglummiuxembourg 21; Japan 6 Trop and sek tat See ane 6 3 --_Allfom Begum tarembo 

Sel pitas forms oor 268 1s47 Japan 1,628; West Germany $b rettantiacten ‘Bane Yolsangiesshapes.setions «1149910659 —_—Belguraanembourg 7.89; France 
ae ee pe Wet Germany 358 Universi plates shests RBM Belgiunorembourg 12188 Jopan Shas France 1358 Hoop and strip =~ 128 Lanmbour West Gor 

Ralleandacorig 9971S agutacenoare F 
See footnotes at endo table
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‘Table 3.—Zaire: Apparent imports of selected mineral commodities Continued 
(Metric tons unless otherwise specified) 

Ts Sor 182 
Commodi 1981 182 “Yaied —ommgaaaep z ied Other (principal) 

METALS —Continved 
Iron and steel: Metal —Coptinued ‘Somimanufactures Continued 

Whos -savesottoueriess ore 1286 Belgium Lembourg 25, West Ger 
‘Tubes, pipes itings ———————— Sse Tate an _‘rane 13; BegiumLaxembours 1,979; Japan 1292, Castings and forgings, rough ——— Te a8 aly 2,806; Belgium-Luxembourg 4, 

Gin cmc 103 22 Franco 12; West Germany 10. ‘Metal including alloys; unwrough 2 161 12 West Germany 85; Belgium. ESixembourg 7 Nickel: Metal including alloys, semi 
‘manufactures value, thousands__ s12 - latinumgroup mitals Metals including alloys unwrought and partly wrought ‘don 2 $8 ___Belgium-Laxembourg $6; France 82 Silver: Metal including alloys, unwrought and partly wrought <= don 3329 9199 Bagi Lunemboury $1; Site 

ani: Ones 2 8... Allfrom United Kingdom. 
NN ogre esereosnccesien 4 3 2. Italy 2; France 1. Blue powdse=———~~~=77== 272 2 & Metal including alloy, semiman: Tessie conn a 4. Allfrom Belgium-Luxembourg. (Other: Oxides and hyeiroxides ~—~~77> = 202 Allfrom United Kingdom 

‘NONMETALS 
Abrasives, ne.s: Grinding and polishing Wwheelsand stones ses 0 40 @) Baum Laembourg 25; Wet Ger 

Asbestos, crude 185 116 -Francet arte and witherite_ 27222222722 is wt 1! Allfrom Netherlands, [oot wahiaetareoea re a8 485 Lalu Laxembotrg 1856; rence 
I creer eee 61 34. All from France. Gara eis STII IETS 239 ‘SLL Allfrom Belglum-Laxembourg 
"Gem, not set or atrang ‘valve, thousands. sud $i48___Allfrom Switzerland. Industrial Gg 8 sll De Diatomite and ote nso earth ~~ & 116 > France 98; Belgium-Luxembourg 18 

Fertilzer materials’ Manufactareds ~~ — niente oe ace us 61 ___ Netherlands 55; West Germany 5. Nitrogenous 2272222222200 15h 18748 France 11925; dapan 148; West ‘Germany 300. Phosphatie ____--—--------- 105 " Petes c cogos oteanoalant 1591 19 ___Allfrom West German; a ee 
Gypmum and plaster === 1512 16 Belgium. Laxombourg 11; Wost Ger ‘many: Fite ccna ute 551 21780 Belgtum-L.oxembourg 21,697; United . 6 ‘Kingdom 
Mice Crude icivding wliingv nd ™ ee waste me nnsue eeruse 13 2. All rom Belgium-Luxembourg. howd —~ OTOL 460 me 

igments, mineral 
Ton ceiies und Ryivases, rocemod EH aa West Germany 43; F ron ox ioxides, -- France 5. Saltand brine theo rene 508 883 TD Bolum embourg 0, Went Ger- 

‘Sodium compounds, nes. y Carbonate, mantfactired 2481 Teh 18 Wast Germany 725, United Kingdom 
Sulfate, manufactured =. 6 - 

‘Stone, sand and gravel: ee ‘Dimension stone: ‘Crude and partly worked ——_ 50 34 Allfromttaly. Worked neers 2 159 LL rance Sls Italy 4; Belgium ‘Luxembourg 45. Dolomite, chiefly refractory grade 50 1. All from West Germa Gravel aid crushed rock = % 171168 Belglum-Loxembourg eo 7 4th 82 Wed Germany 4204 aly 4 
Sind other chan metal bearing ~~ ~~ 148 140186 West Germany & 
See footnotes at end of table
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Table 3.—Zaire: Apparent imports of selected mineral commodities: Continued 
(Metric tons unless otherwise specified) 

—_ Sources 82 
Commodi 1981 880 << y Galed Other (rineipad 

NONMETALS ~Continued 
Sulfur: Elemental ‘Crude including native and WR ener eaticed” 1 18. France®; West Germany 5. ii Presta, siblimed— se 2 Belghum-Lasembourg@Iealy 2 

Sulfur aeial -222TT2IIIIIIII ee 17 _Balghum-Lnembours 8 Nether 
‘Tae, steativ, soapstone, pyrophyllite —_ 138 235 ____Franoe 113; Republic of Korea 87 Shen Grade en 206 ai " 
MINERAL FUELS AND RELATED MATERIALS 

Asphalt and bitumen, natural 392 40 __ All from Belgium-Luxembourg. Gerbon: Carbon Back wns == a= 04 451 "1 Weat Germany 434 tly 14 
“Anthracite and bituminous. —___ 150 Briquets of anthracite and bituminous ales yeeceeea eee ee 21 - Goke and senieoke~=7727772227 25 

Petroleum 
Si: ls. 102 5494 NA NA. thousand 42-gallon barrels _ 50 i 
Refinery products: en Liquefied petroleum gas ‘qegalion barrels 23 ee Gasoline, motor = do-- 184902 15969 __—_ Netherlands 81,541; France 67,142, Minerafjeliyand wax -~do-~-— ""Sisnd “2BG6 147 West Germany Ha Netherand 370; 

Kerosine andjetfuel__-do..-- 199.208 -—«170585.«=«___—_Netherlands 104,072; Prance 65867 Doslote Reto = o2do---> RTE “TLE 11 Prange 446; elgim-Easemboarg 
Lubricants----__--do.--- -HT21_—=—=«B856 1,515 France 6661; Netherlands 12,789; Belgium Luxembourg 1,248. 
Nonlubricatingoils___do.. 2084 Residual fuel --————do- ~~ : 1587 ___ Netherlands 15,104 aly 188. Resinel fort ooeen tna ee 7s TB ‘Bitumen and oiber residues . 545 903 Belgium-Luxembourg 818. Bituminous mixtures..do-——- 78 265 __—_-Belgium-Luxembourg 2589; Tealy 40. 
Petroleumeoke “"--—de--- AB Unspecified =~ ~~ ~~~ —vale.~ $602 ___ All from Japan, 

"Revised. NA Not available. Mable prepared by Virginia A. Woodson, Owing tothe lack of available official trae data published by Zaire, this table should nat be taken a3 a Somplete presentation of mineral importa ofthis country. "These data have been compiled from ‘Various sources, which include United Nations information and data published by the trading partner countries. Unless ‘there specie Gtr compel fro rade statist oan trading partner 
Less than 1/2 unit. 2Bnergy Balances of Developing Countries, 1971/1982, International Energy Agency, OBCD, Paris, France, 1984 

COMMODITY REVIEW 

METALS leachate was then purified further, and 
cobalt was deposited as cathodes. Copper- 

Cobalt“Cobalt was produced as @ PY’ cobalt dolomite concentrates and copper- 
Be eer AS ° cobalt oxide concentrates generally went Metal output was again reduced owing to G?Dalt omids Concentrates eet oathede 
poor market conditions. Plants located at ©" af ed a me oi : 
Likasi and Luilu produced electrowon co- WS refined and processed to granules a 
balt from copper leach solutions. Copper Likasi and then shipped to Luilu for de- 
ores from the western and central mining 8@ssing along with cobalt flakes produced at 
districts in Shaba Province were the feed Luilu. In 1983, most cobalt was shipped 
materials and were all concentrated prior to from Luilu through ports in the Republic of 
leaching. Copper-cobalt sulfide concen- South Africa. The remainder was shipped 
trates, mainly from the Kambove and Ka- through Matadi in Zaire on the Atlantic 
moto concentrators, were roasted and ini- coast and Dar es Salaam in Tanzania on the 
tially leached for copper. A portion of the Indian Ocean.
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Gécamines marketed cobalt through the ince. The Kipushi Mine, west of Lubum- 
state-owned Société Zairoise de Commer- ashi, was the source for zinc, cadmium, 
cialisation de Minerais (Sozacom). Sozacom and germanium, as well as copper sulfides. 
used Afrimet Indussa Corp. as its sales  Gécamines’ ore production from under- 
agent in the United States. During the year, ground mines at Kamoto, Kambove, and 
Sozacom contracted to sell the General Kipushi was over 6 million tons, about 
Services Administration of. the United 280,000 tons greater than in 1982. A new 
States 4 million pounds of cobalt at $5.50 gyratory crusher with 1,000 tons per hour 
Per pound. Shipments were to commence capacity was installed at Kamoto. Copper 
January 1, 1984. ore grades were lower at Kambove and 
Columbium-Tantalum.—Output of co- Kipushi, owing to deepening of the work- 

lumbite-tantalite was as a byproduct of ings. Open pit mining operations continued 
tin mining by Société Miniére et Industri- to suffer from low utilization of earth- 
ae ae Keeea Bente Ee Sonvte | Zaire- moving machinery, owing to parts short- 
(gin, the latter a subsidiary of Geomines ages, diesel fuel supply interruptions, and 

Output by Sominki, 80% controlled by jana mating: Combined ore oredue. 
Cogemines of the Empain-Schneider Group, noters below the tarset of 37.5 million cubie ib i get of 37.5 million cubic 
Ke Conant wet ancien Ror: Waste ping ates contin 
boats via Kindu. A reassessment of reserves EOTeTOmovalrates. 
was underway for possible expansion of inctuded blister copper, black sopper, leach 
Pe sean operation at Manono in Shaba Cathodes, refined cathodes, and wire bar 
Province produced tantalite mainly from Other products produced as byproducts of 
underground mining in hard rock. Output C0PPer mining were cobalt cathode, cobalt 
was reduced in the past few years owing to flakes and granules, copper-germanium low tin prices, increased costs of under. concentrate, zine concentrate, zine ingots, 
ground mining, and poor infrastructure. 8°14; silver, baghouse dusts from the Lu- 
Mining had been from opencast mines in >umbashi smelter containing lead, zinc, 
eluvial and alluvial deposits. Reserves were Cadmium, and germanium, and cadmium 
reported as large, and the tantalum content 4s. Blister copper was exported to Société 
of previous tin mine wastes was believed Générale du Miniére for refining by Métal- 
recoverable, Tantalum-bearing slag from !urgie Hoboken-Overpelt SA (MHO), both of 
‘the Manono tin smelter was also exported. Belgium. MHO contracted to refine a mini- 
‘Output was 93 tons in 1982 and 105 tons in ™um of 125,000 tons per year of blister 
1981. Compagnie Francaise de Mines (Cofra- Copper for a 3-year period, with an option on 
mines) of France expected to mine small additional blister copper over that amount. 
quantities of tantalite as a byproduct of Gécamines retained the right to market 
alluvial tin operations in Kania, south- ©Xcess blister to other refiners. 
southwest of Manono. Output was entirely __The consortium of eight Japanese compa- 
dependent upon the market for tin. Cofra- nies involved with Sodimiza in mining and 
mines was 64% controlled by the Bureau concentrating copper ore at the Musoshi 
de Recherches Géologiques et Miniéres and Kinsenda Mines, about 85 kilometers 
(BRGM) of France southeast of Lubumbashi, withdrew from 
Copper—Output of copper was by two the venture and sold its 80% share to the 

companies: the state-owned Gécamines and Government. The consortium was one of 
the Société de Development Industriel et only three concessions granted by the Gov- 
Miniére du Zaire (Sodimiza), Gécamines ernment for development of copper and 
was the major producer and also accounted cobalt in Zaire. Output was about 35,000 
for the country’s entire output of cobalt, tons per year of copper contained in concen- 
zine, cadmium, and germanium. Its princi- trates. Japan continued to purchase the 
pal facilities were located at Lubumbashi, concentrates produced, which were shipped 
Likasi, Kolwezi, and Luilu in Shaba Prov- through South African ports.
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Table 4—Zaire: Details of 1982 copper NONMETALS 
production, by area . ‘ 
‘Cihoacaad Giese Bye Diamond.—Zaire was estimated to have 

____ been the world’s largest producer of dia- 
Ane Oat Consen Copper mond in 1983. Output was from two areas, 

trate content Mbuji-Mayi and Tshikapa. Mbuji-Mayi was 
sane the main producing area, and mines were 

weescagraiy operated by the Société Miniére de Bakwan- 
‘Open pits 7st «830 ga (MIBA). MIBA was 80% Government 

ltecenmbewoant ETE. - 422° Controlled and was managed by Société 
‘Open pits. 582 208 d’Entreprise et d’Investissements SA (SIBE- 
Kemer gs agg KAD of Belgium, 

Kia underground’ 1.385 465 MIBA’s production amounted to 5,656,096 
imiza underground.-_140__- _889 carats in 1982 compared with 5,758,568 

Total —_5.401 6229 carats in 1981. Ore grade declined mainly 
concenreaton TT Cing to the exhaustion of detrital deposits, 
ie and the company sought to resort to kim- 
Mutoh. 2086 49 184 berlite mining and to the exploitation of the 
Kamoto_"""----- 517849188 -Mbuji-Mayi riverbed. MIBA financed a $10 

cubelvedi-=<-"-=7. at 6h 1585 million, 6-cubie-foot bucket ladder dredge, 
Central group: aa which it inaugurated in 1983. A second 
Remmie-----7-> "83 BB dredge was also planned. De Beers Consoli- 

Kigushi-—------. #8 141393 dated Mines Ltd. of the Republic of South 
~—aonnnnnn EO _t_5"' Africa, which had a 19% interest in SIBE- 

Total_-------_ Vit 16578190 KA, and SIBEKA each made $3 million 
Euan to MIBA for improved power and 
{Grom Weg, sine 10,400 ton ofsingana Production facilities 4 
2the Kipusbi ore also contained 108.400 tons ofzincand Zaire recommenced marketing diamond 

Soa eae Beostan, "production by MIBA through the Central 
init {al copper recovered by La Générale des Car. Selling Organization (CSO) of De Beers 

" . Consolidated Mines. Zaire had withdrawn 
9 SUeE La Generale des Carrtres et des Mines tu Zsire from the CSO in May 1981. In the interim, 

gem prices had declined and reportedly 
Iron and Steel—A financial plan for affected the operational level of the mines. 

upgrading the Entreprise Siderurgique de Other buyers of mainly gem diamond who 
Maluku was proposed. The action was con- were permitted to set up buying offices in 
sidered premature and an external audit of _ the vicinity of Tshikapa included the Inter- 
the society was to be undertaken. Built in national Diamond Co. of the United King- 
1972, the plant’s capacity of 250,000 tons per dom and Harry Winston Inc. 
year of crude steel has not been attained. Sulfur (Sulfuric Acid).—Gécamines _pro- 
‘Output reached about 25,000 tons per year duced sulfuric acid for its copper leaching 
in 1977, but the plant was believed to have operations from its acid plant at Shituru, 
been inoperative in rent years near Likasi, Feed material to the plant was 

Tin.—Société Miniére de Kania (Somika), byproduct sulfur from the roasting of zine 
formed in 1981 as a subsidiary of Cofra- concentrates derived from the Kipushi 
mines (80%) and the Government of Zaire fine and imported sulfur. A new hot gas 
(20%), was to commence output shortly at flue was installed and a 5-kilometer-long 
Kania in Shaba Province. Exploratory drill- pipeline was imported to supply water to 
ing commenced in 1955, and in 1974, BRGM_ the zinc’ plant. at Kolwezi. Gécamines 
completed a study of the deposit. Reserves warded a turnkey contract to Sim-Chem 
were 5,000 tons of cassiterite. Somika was to Ltd. of the United Kingdom for a new 

produce 800 tons per year of cassiterite sulfuric acid plant to replace the existing yielding about 500 tons of metal, as well a8 Plant. Design capacity was to be 200 tons 
byproduct columbite and tantalite concen- Per day. Financing amounting to $4.5 mil- 
trates. Smelting was to be done in Europe. tion was funded by the European Economic 
Capital investment in Somika by Cofra- Community. 
mines and Caisse Centrale de Cooperation 
Economique of France was $12 million. A 
mobile jig valued at $1.5 million was or- MINERAL FUELS 
dered from Boxmag-Rapid of the United The World Bank, through the IDA, loan- 

Kingdom. ed $4.5 million of a $5.3 million exploration
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and technical assistance project to be im- ‘The Société Zairo-Italienne de Raffinage 
plemented by the Zairian Department des (SOZIR) operated the country’s sole petrole- 
Mines et de "Energie (DME). Part of the um refinery at Moanda using primarily 
project included an airborne magnetic sur- imported crude oil. Domestically produced 
vey awarded to Exploration and Data Con- oil, all from offshore wells, had a high pour 
sultants Inc. and Kenting Barth Sciences point, paraffin, and salt, and was nearly all 
Ltd. of Canada. The IDA credit to DME was exported for refining. SOZIR was consider- 
for 50 years, with 10 years of grace and no ing possible modifications in the refinery to 
interest charged, except for an annual treat new domestic crude of acceptable 
charge of 0.5% on the undistributed balance quality. A $40 million loan request to the 
and 0.75% on the distributed balance. World Bank was planned for construction of 

The Moanda Oil Co, a subsidiary of a pipeline to carry oil produced by the Zaire 
Cometra Oil Co. of Belgium, reported an Gulf Oil Co. to the refinery and to build an 
average output of 21,412 barrels per day for asphalt plant in Bas-Zaire. 
the first half of 1983, compared with 21,498 —_—___ 
barrels per day in the first half of 1983. A ‘Phyl intst Don Foreign Dat, 
production loss of 240,000 barrels occurred — g,"inancial Times (London’ Zaire Devalues Curzen 
ini Marchewingtoanunspotified accident. °° NOAA OES Se





The Mineral Industry of 
Zambia 

By Thomas O. Glover! 

The mineral industry of Zambia provided country’s currency (kwacha) was devalued 
just under 95% of the country’s foreign by 35% against the U.S. dollar. Debt service 
exchange earnings while maintaining its as a percentage of total exports rose to 
position as the world’s fifth largest producer above 45%. The International Monetary 
of copper after Chile, the United States, the Fund approved assistance to Zambia of $324 
U.SS.R., and Canada. Zambia also was the million.? Zambia also benefited from a Eu- 
world’s second largest cobalt producer, ex- ropean Economic Community loan of $51.2 

ceeded only by Zaire, its neighbor to the million for the rehabilitation of Zambia's 

north. Transportation costs for delivering mining industry. The African Development 
copper and cobalt metals to world markets Bank loaned Zambia $26.65 million to im- 
continued to be a large part of the total cost prove the operating efficiencies of Zambia 
for Zambian copper and cobalt. Rail trans- Consolidated Copper Mines Ltd. (ZCCM). 
portation was the only means to transport Much needed improvements to the Tan- 
bulk products in this landlocked country. zania-Zambia Railway (Tazara) were plan- 
Rail transportation goes through the Re- ned after China decided to extend the grace 

public of South Africa and other East Afri- period for repayment of the Tazara debt. 
can countries. Zambia utilizes two primary Funds in Tanzanian and Zambian budgets 
ports for exports of copper and cobalt, Dar slated for earlier repayment of the loan 

es Salaam in Tanzania and Richards Bay in were freed for repair work on the line. 
the Republic of South Africa. Production of China also agreed to suspend repayment 
refined copper fell 1.6% from that produced obligations on a $5.6 million loan used to 
in 1982. A prolonged period of low copper purchase locomotives for the Tazara and 
prices adversely affected the mining indus- further pledged an additional $15 million to 
try. Export earnings stagnated, and because purchase spare parts and other needed 
of this, maintenance and modernization of supplies. New and improved rolling stock 
plants and mines were virtually terminat- and rehabilitation of the track are key 
ed. Falling ore grades and a lack of skilled objectives in the modernization program. 
personnel are also adding to the difficulties Zambia, in recent years, has directed up to 
of the mining industry. one-half of its copper exports through South 

‘The serious foreign exchange problem African ports, but after the modernization 
experienced this year was expected to carry program, it plans to redirect more ship- 
over to next year. Much of Zambia's $2.5 ments over the Tazara to the port at Dar es 
billion debt had to be rescheduled. The Salaam. 

PRODUCTION AND TRADE 

Zambia's production of metallic copper below that of 1982; however, the grade of 
(blister and anodes) decreased less than 1% the ore increased from 1.83% in 1982 to 
during 1983 while the production of refined 1.91% in 1983. ZCCM production came from 
cobalt metal decreased approximately 2%. 10 underground and 7 open pit mines at the 
Copper ore milled in 1988 decreased 5% company’s 7 producing divisions. Construc- 
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tion of the 1.9-kilometer trolley line out of Zambia, little or no work occurred on the 
the Nehanga open pit operation was com- Chambishi leach plant expansion phase two 
pleted and partly operational. Owing to or on the Chambishi sulfuric acid plant. 
financial constraints, work on the Nchanga ‘The major countries receiving copper ex- 
cobalt ore concentrator project was restrict- ports from Zambia, in order of decreasing 
ed to the crusher area. The treatment of tonnage, were Japan, France, Italy, the 
refractory copper ores (TORCO) plant, at Federal Republic of Germany, India, and 
the Nkana division, ceased operation in the United Kingdom. The value of exported 
March, having reached the end of its eco- electrolytic copper in 1983 was $848 million 
nomic life and having exhausted ore stocks. compared with $757 million in 1982. 
Owing to the adverse financial situation in 

‘Table 1.—Zambia: Production of mineral commoditiest 
(Metz tons unless otherwise specified) 

oa SC 

METALS 
Cadmium metal ___ === --------= === 1 - - — Cobalt: Mine output, metal content ofconcentrate 4280.40 4000 T3251 gag Metal meeccsses AaB BNO Bano Bak 
Conger ine output, “Total eontent of ore —— —__—___- Teg7 T0200 Tess T0280 sa.gsn Recoverable content ofeoncentrate=—-—---_ amass 598737588000 SOTA AZAD {Leaching (electrowon inclading that in recoverable content) n= raga 124768 12am tan gt 118.95 Metal 

Blister and anodes,Cucontent? 82082 69985560865 R408 *581,200 Rellngde eran ar Sti © Gorse © See Gael 8754B9 
Gold? __________"_______.__trey ounces__ 7,983 10,576 10,545 13,439 10,160 Fon ore Magneiig == 7222221277 NE Ey Se aa om td 

‘Mine output, metal content of ore .--.------~ 17,640 *13,900 W152 21,240 25,865 
Metal, smelter and refined* ————- iiss toga eas LAST Selenium, recoverable content of Refinery muds—- ~~ kilograms. "45.000 “45000 "48708, S430084g752 Elemental, refined ically ~ pe ee i 

Silver®_____.________ thousand troy ounces__ od 65 ies ‘887 933, ‘Tinconcenirale gross weight "vss o> 1 ° o 10 2 
Zine ‘Mine output, metal content ofore -.--------- 4600 91985 angst—si9sT 55168 Metsl smelter plus electrolytic. "~~~ —7~~=7_ == «S813 UBS SNORING BT'S 

NONMETALS 
Cement, hydraulic... ~~ thousand tons 200 160 ut 134 155 lays, building, unapesifiad ~~~~77 “YONG.” re nae 35 a A ee en 00 5 ae a 28 

“Amethyst--..__----------hilograms.. 4860386045202 aaTB TO Bmeeicccorcescessrrneics Ss «= Sap “ " 1 
Gypoum 72 T TTT 1s - = ia a Lime, hydraulic and quickiime ~~~ thousand tona.— 250 is Bi is i Nitrogen: Neontentofammonia "77" ~-= "~~ 200001800 17,800 272002 80 
Byritegrose weight ven --lll227Zzzcslon 80022600 a a ve Send Sonstrecuon ——2“NTTTTTATTITTLTTnadassmaoret rg ans dita f80 

Tamestone..__---------~ thousand tons. 41g a5 499 aa an Bnyllte sclee ccs ceeee ethan oae " 3 4 3 10 Miscellancousibuliding) “——"777777“"ET7__ sevens aasa47__aneaol 36653 198625 
Sulfur, elemental basis produced as sulfuric acid) eo From pyrite- 12 ae 5 tay ass From QQpper ores -—7-077=77DSTTTTT=2__nalana_—ot'zna oases 75e5 

Total souseran 751 92.355 OSG 85,100 “105.008 
Tale oe 338 a mm 1SI8 

‘MINERAL FUELS AND RELATED MATERIALS 
Coal, bituminous = thousand tons 00 369 321 04 453 

See footnotes at end of table
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Table 1.—Zambia: Production of mineral commodities Continued 
(Metric tons unless otherwise specified) 

a 
MINERAL FUELS AND RELATED MATERIALS — Continued 

Petroleum refinery products:* 
Gasoline. == thousand 42 gallon barrels. 1700 1.095 NA NA NA et fuel ~~ ~~~ USS En oe 00 ‘363 NA NA NA Kaneing’ Soo0702ccccascagacecdecs ce 20 365 NA NA NA Distillate fue of > >>22D2L2I 222 ooaes 2 2530-2180 NA NA Na Residual fuelol-————--2-2---=adon TO 2D Na NA NA Other ete 2 STDS TREES E Lae 10 — NA Na NA [Refinery fuel and esses =~~~>>>~~— Tae 1s 585 NA NA NA 
ee ee NA NA NA 

‘Estimated. Preliminary. "Revised. NA Not available. 
Table includes data available through July 23, 1984. 
Includes leach cathodes. 
‘Bemarly captained in ster copper nd refiners muds ded ancqut ve 
‘or all practical purposes, Zambian output of crade lead and refined lend are regarded as equal; the latter is reported, and inasmuch as no impure lead it marketable, no attempt had been made to estimate the trivial difference betwen ths {ito stages of processing 
‘Selenium output for fiscal year ending on March $1, includes elemental selenium recovered from exported refiner ‘mus by oversea refiners amounting to 26174 kilograms in 1981, 20219 kilograms n 198, and 20/01 hitograms 0 1088. 
“Refined silver and silver contained in blister copper and refinery muds, Less than 1/2 unit. 
‘Converted from figure reported in cubic meters; believed to represent only a small part of total output !Figure for 1019 reported a cule meter, but that for 1080 reported as metric tons es believed that both Figures actually represent metric tons 

Table 2.—Zambia: Copper production and ore reserves of Zambia Consolidated Copper 
Mines Ltd. in 1983, by mine 

OTT 0 ined and treated Ore reserves 

Gros reper Gree 
Mine weight Copper ‘able’ weight . dhousand “ade. opper (thousand ‘Grade Cobalt, 

metric (percent) —_concen- metric (percent) {Percent tons) trate “tons (percent) 
Baluba! 16r sg 58,754 2550 oT 

‘Bwana Mkubwa? 0 ___ 420 2.26 70.20 53 353 o- Ghambishit =~ 22ITTTITTTT as 159618 am.2t0 2m = 
Chibuluma’ —______-__-_ ad 671 3.19 96.36 1,222 3.64 22 Kansanshit_0___—22_ 0-2 _ . grat 2a = 
Ronbola? 2s oe a. a 1,922 294 85.93 55,361 397 08 Uganshyg! 0022s ssoasaas 8B 13 9200 44270, 2 - 
Matlin 8 oS 5612 196 92.97 95,089 3.06 oe Nehanga #200 777TTTTT2IT Saat 2B 64381285 318 73 
Mhanel. 0 SSCSCECRISTENET «= Rawr Ts stl BLRAB 239 13 Nisoe* 000200070 Tococ aos, 56 154 orgs = a 

Grand totalor average... 81000212 «TBD 10 16 
Wnderground 20pen pi 
Source: Zambia Consolidated Copper Mines Ltd. 1983 Annual Report. 

COMMODITY REVIEW 

METALS 1983, were estimated at. 15,414,000 tons of 
| contained copper and 795,560 tons of con- Copper, Cobalt, Byproduct Gold, Seleni- tained cobalt, 

um, and Silver.—ZCCM treated approxi- ‘The Nchanga division was ZCCM’s big- 
mately 30.4 million tons of ore yielding gest copper producer and has operated the 
about 575,400 tons of electrolytic copper. largest open pit copper mine in Zambia 
Ore reserves as published in the ZCCM since 1939, Construction of a 1.9-kilometer 
annual report for the year ending March 31, trolley line out of this open pit operation
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was completed, and test runs were used to Chibuluma and Chambishi Mines. Oper- 
power haulage trucks out of the pit. Work ation at Kalengwa, which commenced in 
on the cobalt ore concentrator was restrict- 1969, ceased during the year. At Chibulu- 
ed to the crusher area owing to financial ma, the deteriorating state of the old filter 
constraints. A horizontal belt filter at the plant was a constraint on production. A new 
tailings leach plant was installed filter plant was built with three new filters 

‘The Mufulira division’s production comes installed. A third ball mill was installed at 
from one of the world’s largest underground the Chibuluma concentrator to enable high- 
copper mines. Its metallurgical operations er production schedules. The Chambishi 
span concentrating, smelting, and refining. Underground expansion, involving off shaft 
‘At the Ndola copper refinery, which was development below the 500-meter level, was 
administered by the Mufulira division, Teactivated. 
there was also a precious metals plant. The __ Lead, Zine, and Byproduct Cadmium.— 
plant recovers gold, silver, and seleni. Ore hoisted at the Kabwe Mine totaled 
um from anode slimes recovered at all of 228,892 tons at grades of 11.3% lead and 
ZCCM's refineries. The Mufulira Mine has 24-1% zine. Byproduct cadmium was pro- 
been in production since 1988. In 1983, ore duced in very small amounts. The Kabwe 
production was below the scheduled rate Mine first produced zinc in 1906. Its other 
because of insufficient drilled reserves, poor Product was lead, with silver as a byprod- 
loader availability because of spare parts Uct The Kabwe division includes the 
shortages, and intermittent problems with Nampundwe Mine and concentrator near the uiderground plant. Lusaka, where copper and pyrite concen- 

Operations at the precious metals plant ‘ates are produced. Ore hoisted at, the 
were satisfactory, and all recovered slimes Nampundwe Mine in panera 
were accepted for treatment. The selenium tonsa grades: dong mulfur: and: 110% 

removal process continued to be a con- ©oPPer. Work on the Nampundwe expan. 
straint, and a significant proportion of the S108 Project, which included replacement of eee ee mF ion of the the ore hoist and upgrading the concentra- put was exported as decopperized 5. was completed 
slimes. Total production from slimes was ‘°"’ . 
42,800 kilograms of selenium, 1,151,208 troy NONMETALS 
ounces of silver, and 17,366 troy ounces of 
gold. Minor quantities of platinum and Fertilizer Materials.—A new 60,000-ton- 
palladium were also recovered. In addition, per-year sulfuric acid plant was completed 
102,958 troy ounces of silver was recovered in Kafue, 60 kilometers south of the capital 
from Kabwe lead-zinc ore. city of Lusaka. The product was used to 

‘The Nkana division commenced produc- turn out ammonium sulfate fertilizer. An 
tion in 1932. The Nkana underground cop- operational ammonium nitrate fertilizer 
per mine was the deepest of ZCCM mines plant built in 1970 is adjacent to the new 
with two shafts extending to 1,200 meters. acid plant. 
‘There are three open pit operations in the , Gem Stones (Amethyst, Emerald, and 
division, which includes the Bwana Mkub- Tourmaline).—Two mines produced emer- 
wa Mine. Nkana’s 1983 cobalt production lds during the year, privately owned Nku- 
capacity was increased with the construe- alu and Co’s Kamakanga Mine and the 
tion of a new plant. The older cobalt plant State-owned Fwayafwaya Mine owned by 
at Nkana was shut down after the new one the Reserve Minerals Corp. Only 17 kilo- 
commenced operations. Total production ca- &tams of emeralds valued at $204,785 was 
pacity of ZCCM’s two remaining cobalt Produced legally in Zambia. Only an esti- Plants is 5,000 tons. mated 10% of Zambia's emeralds is legally 

‘The Luanshya division has the oldest and "ined. Amethyst and tourmaline are also 
newest operating underground mines on ™ined in Zambia. Value of amethyst and 
the Copperbelt. Luanshya was the oldest; ‘0urmaline production for the year exceed- 
Baluba, the newest. At Luanshya, under. °4 $184 million 
ground exploration drilling continued in 
two areas to establish the structural config- MINERAL FUELS 
uration of the ore body in complex geologic _ Coal.—Production of coal at the Maamba 
areas. At Baluba, underground exploration Collieries decreased 25% from that of 1982 
drilling was confined to drilling into the to 452,867 tons. The International Bank for 
north limb. During the year, the equipping Reconstruction and Development's (World 
of the Baluba No. 2 shaft was completed. Bank) International Development Associa- 

The Kalulushi division comprises the tion loaned Zambia $4.3 million for Maam-
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ba Collieries. The loan was used for techni- en by two international companies at a cost 
cal and economic feasibility studies, pro- of $5.3 million. An initial aerial photogeo- 
curement of spare parts, and training. Total logical interpretation survey was conducted 
cost of the program was $6.1 million. For- as part of the feasibility studies. The Zam- 
eign exchange was unavailable to purchase _bian Geological Survey supervised the oper- 
much needed larger new equipment or ations. 
spare parts for the larger old equipment. = —_____ 

Petroleum.—A multimillion dollar oil ‘Physica scientist Division of Foreign Data. 
Prospecting operation in the Western Prov- gnyariaito Us dullasat the vate of Rim OSS0 TSE ince and the Luangwa Valley was undertak-





The Mineral Industry of 
Zimbabwe 

By George A. Morgan’ 

The mineral industry experienced mixed late 1982, and the Shackleton and Angwa 

results in 1983, reflecting both changing copper mines were under study for possible 
world demand for minerals produced in closure. 

Zimbabwe and local industry mining condi- Exploration for new copper and nickel ore 

tions. The value of all minerals produced bodies in 1983 was virtually nil, although 

was $423.4 million compared with $413.7 uranium exploration was underway in the 

million in 1982 and $548.7 million in 1981.2 northwest. Active gold mining companies 

The weakness of the Zimbabwe dollar was continued to search for nearby reserves in 

reflected in the exchange rate and was well-established gold mining areas. Gold 

partly a result of a 20% devaluation that mining remained the most active sector in 
occurred in late 1982. Contraction of the the industry. 

domestic mining industry continued with Government Policy and Programs.—The 

closure of several mines, including the Em- Government established the Zimbabwe 

press nickel mine, Mitmar (Pvt.) Ltd.’s mica Mining Development Corp. to provide finan- 

mines, and several chromite mines on the cial support both for exploration and mine 

Great Dyke. High operating costs, mainly development. The Minerals Marketing 

from wages and utilities, and low metal Corp. functioned as the Government's mar- 

prices were the contributing factors to these keting agency for all minerals and mineral 

closures. Exhaustion of reserves forced the products produced in Zimbabwe, excluding 
closure of the Perserverance nickel mine in gold. 

PRODUCTION 

The index of volume of crude mineral mineral products, and 285.6 in 1983 compar- 

production for 1983 was 163.2, compared ed with 280.8 in 1982 for metals and metal 

with 168.1 in 1982 (1964=100). The volume products. Output of gold, silver, coal, and 

of processing of mineral products in the iron ore increased, and output of asbestos, 

manufacturing sector in the 11-month peri- cobalt, copper, and nickel declined. Chro- 

od ending November 1983 was 239.0 com- mite output was relatively unchanged. 
pared with 252.0 in 1982 for nonmetallic 
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Table 1.—Zimbabwe: Production of mineral commodities* 

(Metric tons unlees otherwise specified) 
‘Commodity 1979 1980 1981 1982? 1983° 

METALS ‘Aluminum: Bauxite gros weight —----------- 8016428598970 
Antimony, mine output, metal content®__-_ aT 83 145 206 220 

‘Bctyi Beri canaaisaia qr weleht === =— % 5 2 Ea w iim Berl ogee patna Geclam minerals Foluciie "fen ~ 77a = 88 300 “80 50 Gomlum Comite rom weight —thawoind one 2k r 
Mine output, recoverable metal content® —._ .. - - 210 120 100 100 B Mels\incutisgconentcfsehnenysiaagea=—2-- bay Hy 8 8 Colum and tecture Tantaits coca Grom reat so atm: Tantalia conceit ams.- 3000 44,000 «4500098000000 

Columbium content® —_____-__...- do... 3175 4,500 6,800 5,400 5,400, Tantelumeonant® -22zvllalidea22 == wooo— 189008600. 
“Mine output, metal content ....---~------~ 29,600 "26,901 24,583 (24.698 20,900 
Metal:? 

‘Smelter, primary® _____-.----------- 28,500 26,100 23,000 23,200 19,600 eaaglelnprmargzse == =o Samo} neon mine oatpae meal coatant “pe thousand troy ounces... 885 "867 m 426 453 Iron and tet: 
a Moaleowen® 2222-222 at Mtg Mm BBS Mota Pigiront enna nnndo dw 

Ferroalloys: ana 
Ferromanganese . ~~ ~—~--~-~~-~~--- *2,400 2,400 2,000, 2,123 1,500 Ferrechromtum-277222272222727_ 200000 __‘eon'o00 aogier? eisnao0 140000 

OTE werccnenpeoneemienrininemrnsuasoasins 202,400 *262,400, 211,072 7 *192,123 141,500, enn S0Cbsrode TOTO ows toad” MARGARETTA ES 
Mine output, mela content ===. 149L «1801-3018 kw agp Meaiencter @eo'*"*oooccororrzor7 Taboo 100 8ano gin B38 

Platinum roup mete: SS Paine Te troy ounces 880g aoe 100 Polieng 7oo>tnooeresace By ogee 2 
ee ey Silver, mine ip val Son 

tim ‘thousand troy ounces__ "977 949 857 918 985 

Mine output, metalootent® === «18401800. 600 "860.200 qitiimtpescenenecococcccsecs tT tT HBS Soentisiog Cele Siete =| iy So 8 % B 
NoNMETALS 

Abrasives Naturalcorundim=—-------------- 1428 ”—«18ABL new Apgier Netwelowsnien-----ifaamd Goa BT BOR Bente o-oo ee s moe ne a ae a a 
“Bentonite montmorllonte)....-------- 64890 6QS_—=« 7840885490 «85.000 Bireclays montmorionit)--—-----nsnooo> SRR See TEER SB Resin’ soo2c22oc2coczcco2coc2zc “Bom Eelyrsscoiolosococsgcspssosoas Na Es hes BD sn, prio asd eomlpectiona® “Amethyotcs-nssee nnn kilograms. 82284001 NA NA NA 
utes see Sates eseeee Se ga te "31 "25 ee ue uA 

gatas SSOSSISIISIISIIISD eM RR RA 
aa a | Mi Me Lithium minerals, groseweight-—------------- 18497 Y4gga2ag.ada 7875000 Magnesite ueromweiht-------vossvon> HUM OH AMSE cde tou Mime ccocccccscocccaccacoat A Me Tb SRR EGS Nitrogen Ncortent of ammonia ==> thowsand-fooe "460 et 2 st t Phoophatevock auketableconsitrlee nase -- 88h 

Pigments iron oxide’ 500 1,000 1,200 1,000 14,000 or pos weght=—-—---~>- than ion — te ce ts 8 % Queen Bem ea gh} me Linedione Tw2z22vvtvozTavaeia__at sata 
See featntes tend of table,
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Table 1.—Zimbabwe: Production of mineral commodities Continued 
(Metric tons unles otherwise specified) 

Commodity 1979 1980 1981 1982 1983 

NONMETALS —Continued 
Salter Scontentof pri. thousand tons. Py 2 %5 5 % Byproduct of tol and metallurgy? sn don 5 5 5 3 3 
er 8 4 0 30 30 tae AN scccccccccccccccc ae ‘MINERAL FUELS AND RELATED MATERIALS Coal bituminous... thousand tons. «888= MKS eT Coke, metallrgtal® ———227-= My 

‘Estimated, Preliminary. "Revised. _NA Not available. able includes deta avalabie through May 15,1980 
Soule cope feud ves by seco el Output of frerefined *Smelter er includes impure cath wroduced by el inning in nick i it of fire-r copper by Mentina (Transvaal) Development Corp, ‘apparently wos eriaaied in 1912 fined copper ouput frm tat 

date to 1980 includes only electrolytic copper output by Corsyn Consolidated Mines Ltd. at the Inyati Mine. Output in ‘subsequent years includes electrolytic copper from the new refinery at Mangula, 
‘includes Ni content of nickel oxide and nickel fonte. ithe er stone produced ree fllows in kograms: 881—bery, 827, an cryoberyl 2 and 1982—bery, 1.080, 

terials rough and ground quart aswell as lice and. Quartz crytal wa sls produced in the mount of 8 metre 
"Data represent output by the Wankie Colliery for years ending Aug. 31 of that stated; additional output by the Radcliff plant of Rinco Lik ny total 280 00 mete tne per Sar of metlionlcal ake and coke can PY 

TRADE 

Trade data for only the first 6 months of total imports. Over $70 million in petrole- 1983 were available. Total mineral exports um products was shipped via the Republic in that period were $244 million, about 49% of South Africa. 
of all exports. Gold sales comprised $57 The major export and import trading million of the total. Exports of coal, cement, partners were the Republic of South Africa, gem stones, lithium, copper, and nickel the United Kingdom, the Federal Republic were up, but exports of iron and steel of Germany, and the United States. Rail- products, the largest metal industry in the road transport for landlocked Zimbabwe country, declined. was the principal means of mineral convey- Total’ mineral-related imports in the ance. Turnaround time for a railcar travel- same 6month period were valued at $158 ing between Bulawayo and Maputo aver- million, including nearly $11 million for aged 45 days, and turnaround time between electricity, or about 30% of all imports. the Zimbabwe border and Beira took up to Mineral fuels accounted for $113 million of 30 days. 

Table 2.—Zimbabwe: Apparent exports of mineral commodities! * 
(Metric tons unles otherwise specified) a 
Conamolty aE Oe 
eras Antimony: Ore and concentrate ge Py NA 

‘Columbium and tantalum: Metal including alloys, all forms: Tantalum? value, thouends.. $2081 gant 
CE Til nluting ny comrcag esd pany wad aiac—wvaie aia «| RREL Metal including lays, nerought an 32222702 Tae fa ‘ron and steol Metals 17 “™WTought and party = Pig on cast on, relate material e180 Retrolloye Unopodied® nn ~~~nvvvavvsaiavvasazssaasaas. MNT Slee primary format= 0777TTTTTTTIIITIIIITIIIIITITIITcaer te 
eee shay 118,402 86,791 Deere pice sige ee sccssor sae assessor ee NR Ralsand sceworie’ =~ =1--~v2--wsvawvnsasa22 Wiel cccose rs ISDETERICTISTEEEIES ak Ra 

See footnotes at end of table
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Table 2.—Zimbabwe: Apparent exports of mineral commodities‘ * Continued 

(Metric tons unless otherwise specified) 
Comey 88 

METALS —Continved 
Lum: Ore and omeentratt <n nn 16NR 8BB 
Ce 159 NA using alloy al foie ob att num grout neu ‘tawrought and partly wrought, puted renee nnnnnennne en eee yale, thousands. 8 NA 
Greaid Concetta! ene gL ORR 252 Wasmel reepian( “TODUESERCSCIDEREDESS CSTE Te SOS" can | rae NA ‘Tin: Metal including alloys ail ormi®_ ~~ ~~~ 77727777TTTTIIIIIIIITT 9501080, ‘Ringen: Or and coneniate noo 2a22aannnannonovasaneeaaeaaa 130 2 
‘Ores and concentrates!__.-___-_-_..---------------eeeeeneeeeeee 1.968 382 ‘Rates and reste 2 STS Te De TDI 351 NA Bane etals including elioye all forme -=-=222—7~7777777777TTIII 4 ee 

‘NONMETALS 
Abrasives, nea: ‘Natural: Copundum, emery, pumice, ste ---aaaa------ onan 8 NA Asbostog crude? on ene enna azzzzonsnoveva TTI Goemart On SuaPecSencTna SSICeeEanECerSER eRe RT Dignan Gain, oko ring = 272 2TO2TLTLLL oS val ads 3 NA 
Grophlte naturel nes cece ecner ten Dk EPC IISOSOTSoTe ene 0 NA Magncsiim compounds: Magnesia ---~---_---_----~ value) omand «SLM 13 
‘Previous and sumpreciows clones other than diamond: Nebirai_-—_7.".---do--- «$2800 ‘$8210 Stone, send and gravel: 
ema de ad Partly worked 9 NA Wechad en en ances ego eT Sacassseeeetcs a NA ‘Grew endesuaad pk 2I==2==-2S ane A NA 

‘Tal wtentite slapetone, yrophylite ~~ ~~7772 777777722772 — Value, thowwand # MA Genes Oru ee eee narnnae npeenn 12 NA 
: ‘MINERAL FUELS AND RELATED MATERIALS 

Coal: Al grades nclading briqutt#? _—---eaaowee nee NRT BRIT ite cnttemtehe! cece conan anneeneenecceereeseeeee, BSL aR 
Revised. NA Not available. ‘Table prepared by Virginin A. Woodson. 
"Owing to a lack of official trade data published by Zimbabwe, this table should not be taken as a complete presentation of hoe’ mineral experi Thwe data have ber cmp fro argu pura, wich include Ud Nations {nformation, data published by the partner trade countries, and portal official trade data of Zimbabwe. Unless otherwise Specified, data are compiled from otal trade statistic of individual trading partners SMonthly Digest of Statistics, Jan, 1984, Central Statistical Office, Harare, Zimbabwe. 

‘hay include other precious metals
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‘Table 3.—Zimbabwe: Apparent imports of mineral commodities: * * 

(Metric tons unles otherwise specified) 
ant oe 
METALS 

lal and skalinecrth metal: Une nn 2 ms 

Metal including alloys: 7777777777777 oom omsemmnnnee " NA Unwroegh nnn nnnnnnnneeeeeeerne— enn ior NA 
Semimanufactures’ -_~___10—..222222—-2 aaa aaa values thousands $8880 $4,850, limits: Grids and fydrosidca ~~ 7~77777777~27722217 SLSR “0 NA oppor Mea ining alloy a By 

Seminanufachures ~~~ 221222222222222227777272222o it NA ‘ronand stel Metal 
‘Pe tony eae te, ealatat matatsgle S822 eee eee nn anne n-a----5- $ ote os orronlioys unspecified! ----~-----2-~~_~~~2~~~ wale, thousands 
Steel, NY REND conocer ene ee 10,808 NA Semnintanutaceares ‘Bars, rods angles shapes,sections?______ value, thousands $695 $5195, Univerasla pate, sheets! =~ TNE Redo S289 BTS Hoop andstip 2s ~=~222222227 7272222222 100 NA Ralls and accessrieg! 2777772777777 TT TTTT valiey Hoosen gig 8185 L-finesse ed ae we geht ‘Tubes, pipes fitings? ---__--22777777777TTTTTTT Values Tousen 85.4 x 

Mneanoe’ Ore and coset lallgicalge~—~*20722202277727T- % NA 
‘Ore and concentrate including matte?_______.-------- value, thousands. sm srs9 Metal including alloys, semimanufactireg ~~ ~~~==>7777~=7_ ST in NA sper tal ncang lay woah and pry wroughe —— ~~~", fips — # Mi 

‘ratio and/or thoriams Ore and concentrate -~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ vale, thousands sudo NA Zine 
‘Metal including alloys, all forms* —____..._______-___ value, thousands. $2,217 $2,160 (ther: Base metals incleding alloys, il forma ~~~ ~~~ ~~ 77777777" SONGS > 8 NA 

NONMETALS 
Abrasives n.e8: Grinding and polishing whoels and stones. ------------- 28 NA rable oc ail ‘Crude natural borates <= waz NA 

‘Diamond: Gem, not set oF srung ~~ ~~~ ~~~ 7777TTTTTTIIII Value! thousands 0 NA Ferthior materia "Manutactured 
Ammonia? ..._.....-.-------------+-------~ value, thousands... $6,755 $9,827 
‘Mibegene! oon onnnosrorensee hiccaniinn— cere aes $13,928, ‘$8,157 

Potasie «2222222 222222222 22222277 Wale hogan 912589 NA Unopeified and axed -~~~~~~~11222.222222sswo end aga 

Hie Werks uvtutng ppiemecnsd gigs 2222-727 = TT TTITTTIESTIIIIL a Precious and semiprecious stones ather han diamond’ — Sere eee eee oa ----- = value, thousands 15 NA 
Salt and brine®= ==> 222 o TT TITTT Taegan st 

‘Sodium compounds, n.e.s.: Sulfate, natural and/or manufactured — ......----do____ 992,504 NA Sulfur Hlemental, crude including native and bypreduct™----------_--do-_ $2194 $2416 (Odea Grids see eee ee onc sre 3 NA 
MINERAL FUELS AND RELATED MATERIALS 

Catton: Carbon black <== aa aon eap nen 58 Na Gin Aired insng igus ad eako? —~"OTOTTTTTTIT valerian e888 sat 
aan ™ - a oe $273,470 $154,755, ery product Tiguehed petroleum gas —__________-__-.--------ARgallon = m4 NA et ee at NA Meiners ar 0S 52S ESTE ESS ge aig NA Diatlata facies! = ~~~ Tagen 22> a2 NA Ubricants-- © 2=2222222s222222v2vvvswsnnn deat NA 

Revised. NA Notavailable 
Table prepared by Virginia A. Woodson. Owing to lack of oficial race data published by Zimbabwe histable should not be taken a a complete presctation of la cunty’ ral port hse dla hve Boe comp rm varus purr wich none Unig Nations Enlomaton dat babe fy tpi ade cues a partial ficial ade data of Zimbabwe. Unis oherwise Shells dete are Compiled from otal trade statistics of indvtual trading partners {MontiySuplement othe Digest of Saints Jan. 1364, Cntal tata Otice Harare, Zimbabwe 
4 ian 1/2 unit.
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COMMODITY REVIEW 

METALS at the Rhonda Prospect was completed and 
. reported as not promising. In the year Chromite—Depressed world steel con- ending March 31, 1983, Zimalloys total 

sumption and increased local costs for elec- work force was cut by 775, including 636 in 
tricity and labor caused reductions in the the mining division and 139 at the refinery. 
production of chromite and ferrochrome by —_Cobalt.—Byproduct cobalt production by Zimbabwe's two chromium producers. Rio Tinto Zimbabwe) Ltd. ceased with clo- 
Zimbabwe Mining and Smelting Co. (ZI- sure of both the Empress Mine, a primary MASCO), a Union Carbide Corp. subsidiary, nickel producer, and the company's smelter 

operated only four of six electric furnaces and refinery at Eiffel Flats. The closure left 
for production of mainly high-carbon ferro. Bindura Nickel Corp. Ltd. (BNO) as the sole 
chrome. Despite the lowered operational producer of cobalt at less than 100 tons per evel, stockpiles of chromite and ferro- year, 
chrome reportedly created liquidity prob- ~ Copper.—M.T.D. (Mangula) Ltd., which 
lems early in the year. ZIMASCO expected incorporated Mangula Mines and Lomagun- 
to reactivate a 18-megavolt-ampere fur- di Smelting and Mining Co., accounted for nace, idled for nearly 2 years, to increase about 90% of the copper and 70% of the 
capacity for production of high-carbon fer- silver produced in Zimbabwe. The compa- 
rochrome to 150,000 tons per year from ny’s cathode production was 18,699 tons in 
120,000 tons. 1983 compared with 17,571 tons in 1982. 
Zimbabwe Alloys Ltd. (Zimalloys), an An- Production of anode slimes was 41.5 tons. 

glo American Corp. Ltd. subsidiary, reduced The slimes, containing 772,000 troy ounces 
both mine and mill operations. Total power of silver and 9,000 troy ounces of gold, were 
consumption to the Gweru refinery was exported. Continued increases in electric 
halved, mainly in response to poor market rates were making mining operations un- 
conditions and increased costs. In the past 2 profitable, and high interest rates and lack 
years, Zimalloys electricity costs were rais- of access to foreign exchange prevented 
ed 88%, or $4.5 million. The latest increase replacement of parts and equipment. Start- 
by the Electric Supply Commission would up of the Copper Queen Mine was postpon- 
add an additional $5 million to the cost of ed because of uneconomic conditions mainly 
power. High interest rates also severely owing to the low price of copper and high 
impacted Zimalloys, which was financing a electric costs. The mine, in which Mangula 
$56.6 million stockpile. It was granted a $12 had already invested over $1 million, would 
million Government loan for 5 years, with require installation of powerlines and was 
the Government having the right to convert to have produced lead and zinc as the main 
debt to equity to a maximum of 19.35% of _ byproducts. 
Zimalloys. No dividend payments were per- The ‘principal copper mine in Zimbabwe 
mitted until repayment of the loan. The was the Mangula Mine, which remained 
company reported a loss of $10 million in profitable. Mine output by the Miriam and 

the 6-month period ending September 30. Norah Mines was 1,749,000 tons with a 
Zimalloys shut down its 28-megawatt combined grade of 0.93% copper. The Mi- 

high-carbon ferrochrome furnace in its riam concentrator had a throughput of 
plant at Gweru. It closed the Caesar Mine, 1,257,000 tons grading 0.96% copper. Merits 
completing removal of all underground Ltd., which operated the Shackleton and 
equipment at the end of March. Operations Angwa Mines, was 25% held by Mangula. A 
at the No. 4 complex of the Sutton Mine loss of $2 million was declared on the two 
were put on care and maintenance while mines, and they were being considered for 
production continued in the No. 1 complex. possible closure. 
Output at the Vanad Mine was reported Corsyn Consolidated Mines Ltd., a wholly 
down owing to labor inefficiencies as well as owned subsidiary of Coronation Syndicate 
power failure and a mine accident. The Ltd., reported improved output for the year 
Netherburn Mine improved in terms of ending September 30, 1983. Total copper 
tonnage and grade, and the concentrator output was 2,970 tons compared with 2,453 
was contributing 450 tons per month to the tons in 1982. Total throughput at the com- 
refinery. Two new shafts were being sunk pany’s four mines declined by 10,000 tons 
and housing improvements were being but ore grades were higher. A small work- 
made. The phase-one exploration program ing profit was reported at the Inyati Mine,
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the company's primary copper producer, Zimbabwe approved a $180 million program 
compared with a loss in 1982 of $2.9 million. of revitalization for the country’s sole iron 
Efforts were underway at Inyati to establish and steel producer, the Zimbabwe Iron and 
a plant for silver recovery from tankhouse Steel Co. (ZISCO), in which it had about 

slimes. 50% control. The Government also intended 
Gold.—Falcon Mines PLC had a total to make up any cash shortfalls for ZISCO 

output of 47,834 troy ounces of gold at during the 3-to 5-year life of the program. 
yearend 1988, down from that of 1982. The _ Expenditures included $95 million for a 
main cause of the reduction was a mainte- _long-planned sintering plant to treat Ripple 
nance shutdown in October. Problems were Creek Mine ore at Redcliff, $50 million for 
also experienced in the roaster and cyanide _ two continuous casters, $17 million for qual- 
circuits, leading to a higher than expected ity control systems and specialty steel prod- 
concentrate stockpile. The Dalny Mine had ucts, and $6 million for modernization of 
a mill throughput of 169,271 tons yielding _ light section plants. 
0.207 troy ounce per ton. Mill throughput at_ZISCO temporarily shut down its only 
the Venice Mine was 91,386 tons, and gold operational furnace in April for emergency 
yield was 0.1395 troy ounce per ton. Olym- repairs. The furnace had 2,000 tons per day 
pus Consolidated Mines Ltd., a subsidiary of _of pig iron capacity. The No. 3 furnace was 
Falcon, continued development of the Dawn down for several months owing to the un- 
and Commoner Mines. Financing for the availability of imported refractory brick for 
development was from the Old Nic Mine. _relining, and had a capacity of 800 tons per 
‘The Golden Oriole Mine experienced mill day. By yearend, ZISCO had both furnaces 
problems as well as poor feed grade, but on-line and producing 80,000 tons per 
secondary development on levels 2 and 5 month of pig iron. Voest-Alpine AG, Aus- 
was producing increased tonnages of pay- tria, provided about 25 technicians to 
able ore. ZISCO following the loss of experienced 

Falconbridge Investments (Zimbabwe) staff owing to reorganization and wage 
Pvt.) Ltd., formerly Blanket Mine (Pvt.) freezes. 
Ltd., recommenced production at the Gold- Lancashire Steel (Pvt.) Ltd., a subsidiary 
en Kopje Mine on December | after a l-year of British Steel Corp., continued to have 
postponement owing to low gold prices and severe financial difficulties and reportedly 
technical difficulties. The mine was 22 kilo- was losing $180,000 per month, owing to 
meters southwest of Chinhoyi and had a high costs and declining markets. The com- 
mill rate of 6,000 tons per month. Employ- pany produced rod and wire from billets 
ment at the new mine was 214 people. The _ purchased from ZISCO. 
ore bodies at the Golden Kopje Mine were Nickel.—Consolidation of nickel mining 
lenticular sulfide zones in an iron formation and processing facilities in Zimbabwe oc- 
20 to 50 meters wide. The country rock curred with the closure of the Fiffel Flats 
footwall was composed of talc, chlorite, and _ nickel smelter and refinery of Rio Tinto in 
sericite schists, and chlorite schist predom- August 1983, with a capacity of 9,000 tons 
inated in the hanging wall. Mine production per year of refined metal. The closure left 
was via a 165-meter-deep vertical shaft operational a single refinery at Bindura 
using 1-ton skips on twin hoists. Mining was with a capacity of 15,000 tons per year of 
by underhand stoping with handheld rock refined metal. Prior to closure, feed to the 
drills. A three-stage crushing plant reduced plant was limited quantities of imported 
ore to 92% minus 200 mesh and was follow- nickel-copper matte from Botswana. The 
ed by flotation, amalgamation, cyanidation, company's domestic nickel mining oper- 
and zinc precipitation. The company also ations and smelter feed ceased with the 
produced about 20,000 troy ounces of gold closure of the Empress Mine at yearend 
from the Blanket Mine. 1982 owing to high operating costs. It had 

Corsyn Consolidated produced 51,087 troy closed the Perserverance Mine in 1980 fol- 
ounces of gold in the year ending September lowing exhaustion of ore reserves. 
30, 1983, compared with 50,155 troy ounces BNC took over the financially weak Shan- 
in 1982. Output was mainly from the Are- gani Mining Corp. Ltd. by exchanging one 
turus, Mazowe, and Muriel Mines. Produc- BNC share for five Shangani shares. A 
tion at Arcturus Mine included 9,000 tons of wholly owned subsidiary of BNC purchased 
tailings from the Mashona Kop Mine as the mine assets of Shangani for $20 million. 
well as ore mined from the newly commis- BNC thus became the sole primary nickel 
sioned Viceroy Mine. producer in Zimbabwe, operating four 

Iron and Steel—The Government of ‘mines: the Shangani Mine at Insiza, the
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Trojan Mine at Bindura, the Epoch Mine at Output had been as high as 7,000 tons per oc! 
Filabusi, and the Madziwa Mine north of year in 1971, but had declined to less than 
Shawa. Concentrates were sent to Bindura 1,000 tons in 1983. 
Smelting and Refining Ltd., Bindura. BNC Stone.—Building.—The IDC__ owned 
had a net loss of $9 million in 1983. Sales 47.5% of Quarrying Enterprises (Pvt.) Ltd., 
were higher at 12,400 tons mainly owing to. which mined small quantities of black gran- 
a 30% depreciation of the currency. ite from the Mutako area. Transport diffi- 
Johannesburg Consolidated Investments culties were being overcome to boost pro- 
Co, Ltd. had 8.7% equity in BNC and Anglo duction for the export market. 
American had about 40% equity in BNC. 
Tin.—Kamativi Mine, operated by Kama- ‘MINERAL FUELS: 

tivi Tin Mines Ltd., which was 91% owned i 7 itd, Coal.—Hwange colliery expansion was by the Industrial Development Corp. IDC) completed by Wankie Colliery Co, Ltd. 
of Zimbabwe, reported losses in the year which was 40% owned by the Zimbabwean 
ending June 30, 1983. IDC granted the Government. Utilization of the new coal 
company a loan of $6 million to cover losses output was dependent upon full startup of 

and expenditures for capital improvements. the thermal power station recently complet 
Production costs reportedly exceeded the eq at Hwange. Scheduled startup was De- market price for tin, The implementation of Comber 1982, but was postponed owing to 
new drilling and ore loading technology unspecified reasons. Coal output averaged 
improved ore extraction, reduced time 230,000 tons per month, of which 180,000 
spent on stoping preparation, and reduced tons was from opencast mines. The new labor requirements and mining costs. powerplant was to eoumi:ne 80,000 tans per 

month from opencast operations. Coal re- 
NONMETALS portedly was exported to Zaire, Zambia, 

Asbestos.—The IDC reported the ck ‘Mozambique, and Tanzania. 
of the DSO Mine near Mashaba owing to Coke output by Wankie was limited to 19 
ezhanation of dump material that was being oe rene owing Coes oa 

ee Oe ian Cement Co. ZISCO, the main user of coke for the reduc- 
(vt, Ltd, a locally owned firm, continued tion: of iron - consumed $5,000 tons a 
to operate its limestone kilns at Coleen coal per month for production of coke at i 
Bawn and Bulawayo at 50% capacity, or own PlantinQueQue 10% in 
about 200,000 tons per year. Hxport sales qo, and a further increase for cake was 
pres enema. Sein ta ees irae ceca a 
were 56,000 tons for the 8-month period a Sonia Gane 

sear fue Te cen sis reo acy a Henge Ae Sort the 
i . . zt yt to pay its annua which supplied prestressed concrete sleep- omPany Ceciced not Brest dividend in order to help finance loan pay- ers to the Zambian Railway and the Nation- ‘ P al Railway of Zimbabwe. ai seni and interest coming due in 1984 of 

Fertilizer Materials—Local consumption *" 5°" oieum—Zimbabwe piomisea: te 
Seannoten fertilizer was estimated at about rude oil or natural gas, nor did it refine 
Gustries at Que Que was the sole proaucen, imported crude oil. All liquid fuel imports 

ty eee an tec Wa Were in the form of refined products ship- 
supplying about 200,000 tons per year; the 24 by pipeline via Beira in Mozambique to 
remainder was imported. A barter transac. {7 tali in Zimbabwe, or by tanker via the tion with Romania involved the exchange of nie ot goth Avion 
about 1,000 tons of ferrochrome for 25,000 ee ed rine were the Lonrho 
tons of urea. Sable Chemical Industries’ ja vestment Group, Da Cunha Co,, and the 
Power requirement for hydrogen generation yiozambique Government. A new company, 
and ammonia production were severely im- the “National Oil Co. of Zimbabwe, was 
pacted by increased electricity rates. Price formed to take over operation of importing 
increases of 15% for phosphate fertilizer and storing petroleum products, functions ani 2 for nitrogen fertilizers were ex- Sitvently performed by private companion 

Mica.—Mitmar (Pvt.) Ltd., the country’s ~pyyzicalscontst Division of Foreign Data 
sole producer of flake and scrap mica, re- Aire necenay values have been convered from 
portedly ceased production owing to rising Zimbabwean, dollars 29) to US, dollars at tmeagate of 
labor costs in the labor-intensive industry. — 2$1.00=US§0.90 in 1983.
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CAMEROON 

The mining industry of Cameroon contin- in the private sector for building such a 

ued to be dominated by crude petroleum. facility unless the long-term demand situa- 

Crude petroleum production has become _ tion for LNG improves. 

the most important facet of Cameroon's Cameroon was one of four countries on 

economic development. Oil production was the African Continent that produced prima- 

estimated to be 6.3 million tons in 1983 ry aluminum. Compagnie Camerounaise de 

compared with 5.2 million tons in 1982 and __!’Aluminium (Alucam) increased the capaci- 

4.3 million tons in 1981. Over two-thirds of ty of its aluminum works at Edea from 

its export income was attributed to crude 50,000 to 84,000 tons annually. Permission 

oil. The country’s only refinery, dedicated to expand capacity of the plant to 160,000 

in 1981, has a production capacity of 2 tons per year was expected soon. Alucam 
million tons. Cameroon has become self- also has plans to construct a plant for 

sufficient in petroleum products since com- producing alumina. Cameroon has signifi- 
missioning the refinery. cant bauxite reserves at Minim-Martrap in 

The oil sector contributed approximately the north, and the Société d’Etudes des 

13.5% to Cameroon’s gross domestic prod- Bauxites du Cameroon (SEBACAM) was 

‘uct in 1982-83. Oil production was expected _ interested in developing them. 

to rise from 125,000 barrels per day in 1983 Deposits of bauxite have been located at 

to 156,000 barrels per day in 1985 when Adamaoua and Dschang estimated at 800 

output peaks. Cameroon's ultimate recover- million tons and 80 million tons, respective- 

able reserves have been calculated at 100 ly. The joint venture company, SEBACAM, 

million tons, or 750 million barrels of oil. was set up between the Cameroonian Gov- 

An estimated 100 billion cubic meters of ernment and Western aluminum concerns 

natural gas reserves have been discovered, to exploit these reserves. 
but owing to the lack of demand, it was not Another deep sea harbor was planned for 

being exploited. Plans for a large liquefied _ the Kribi area of south Cameroon in connec- 

natural gas (LNG) plant near Kribi have tion with the use of natural gas reserves. 

been shelved, owing to the lack of interest Iron and steel products and cement clink- 

879
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er will also be loaded and unloaded at this Lokele areas off Cameroon. The company 
harbor. According to preliminary studies was 80% indirectly owned by Shell Oil Co. 
the harbor project will require an invest- and 20% by Société National des Hydrocar- 
ment of approximately $315 million? bures, Cameroon's state oil company. 

In 1983, the United States exported ap- _Credit Lyonnais S.A. Bank of Paris and 
proximately $93 million of oil well equip- Bankers Trust Co. of New York were the 
ment to Cameroon while importing approx- major banks involved. Compagnie Fran- 
imately $515 million of Cameroonian oil. caise des Pétroles (TOTAL) and Mobil Oil 
France is Cameroon's principal trading Co’s Victoria Field came on-stream at an 

partner. initial 15,000 barrels per day. Output was 
Pecten Cameroon Co. received a $350 scheduled to attain 30,000 barrels per day 

million financing agreement that will pay by yearend. Reserves were put at 30 million 
for development of the Rio del Rey and barrels recoverable. 

Table 1.—Other countries of Central Africa: Production of mineral commodities 
Country? and commodity? i879 1980 1981 198? _—_—sas 

CAMEROON 
‘Aluminum metal, primary. metric tons. 43200 | 43160 | 36.756 85,958 | #77849 Cement, hydraulic -___~~"-_-do_--- 489,360 508,000 **516,000  *530,000 «610,000 Gold, mine output, metal content troy ounces. iat 2 Bt 138 ‘261 

Petroleum, crode thousand 42gallon barrels «12482, «20.045 «32,000 "35,000 «42,000 Borzlana wen emetic tons NA NA 58025028 NA 
Timestone...-----------do.--- 60000-99626 agT ana 
iter Scans! 665, NA NA NA NA 
"Gro weight =~ -——-----—-—-do--- 2 19 6 5 NA 
Metal content — ao. 3 38 10 "10, NA 

CENTRAL AFRICAN REPUBLIC 
Diamond: 
Gem ----- carats. 220,500 227,000 208.903, “186,573 #209,681 
Industrial’ —~--"—"---"""" Go" "= “001155000 08}000__— 0,000 __—_Sa.6r7 

Metal scx cecemneaane nde 815.000 942,000 11908673 _295.358 Gold 212277777777" Thrwy ounces — 2181 2.000 1386 100 “2.492 
Uranium ore, metal content ~~~ kilograms. — 1500 1500 = Be pea 

CHAD 
Sodium carbonate, natural (natron), slabs. 

“plaques), broken metric tons... *11,000 8,000 5.000 *5,000 NA 
‘coco 

Cement, hydraulic —-—_--__------do.--.*50.000 34,000 49,208» a9.zuz “15,034 Gopper mine output rsa canient ~~ Ao. ——— 1,000 1300 a5, 149 $35 Gas, natural 
Gross" _____.__million cubie feet. 9,000 10,000 18,900 18,000» 13,000, Marketed ~~=777777=™ ao. 350 ‘350 ‘350 ‘50 350 Gold, mine output, metal content® — troy ounces — © a Fag 53 “26 Lead, mine output, metel eontent.._ metric tons — 7000 7,000 19682 4,085 4,000 Petroleum, crude "thousand 42gallon barrels 19546 is61_——— 8086088000 4az71 

‘“Bstimated. "Preliminary. "Revised. NA Not available. ‘Includes data available through Aug. 1, 1984, 
in addition to the countries listed, Equatorial Guinea and Sto Tomé e Principe, covered textually in this chapter, presumably produce modest quantities ofa variety of crude construction materials clays, stone, and eand and gravel) and Shay product miner amount of other mineral commodities (mont notably gypaum, ine and alt) but output is not reported quantitatively, and available information is inadequate to make reliable estimates of output levels. gin ain othe omnes lstd, modest quantities of united vrei of crude contraction material ayy 

Information i adequate to make eiabe estimate of output levels "POTS ee ‘Reported figure. 
Includes imported clinker. "Revised to zero, j
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CENTRAL AFRICAN REPUBLIC 

Reported mineral production of diamonds _ by countries, which have lower or no export 
and gold was valued at approximately $24 tax. Both diamonds and gold are exploited 
million. Total production of diamonds and by individual prospectors, as the deposits 
gold increased approximately 7% and are alluvial and modern mining techniques 
149%, respectively. Consequently, the min- are not in use. Existing uranium deposits 
eral sector's contribution to the national have not been exploited owing to excessive 
economy rose from that of 1982 by approx- startup costs and transportation difficulties. 
imately 15%. ‘The potential for petroleum reserves was 

Mineral activity centers almost entirely being investigated by the Exxon Corp., and 
in the diamond sector, where diamonds Continental Oil Co. Exxon Oil Co. conducted 
account for 23% of the total export earn- oil exploration tests on the border near 
ings. Diamond smuggling increased to near-_ Chad. 

CHAD 

For the first time since 1979, Chad issued major northern city of Faya-Largeau on 
‘a national budget amounting to approxi- June 23, 1983. The country was embroiled 
mately $95 million. Of this budget, Chad in an armed conflict with no end in sight. 
contributed approximately $21 million, Financial arrangements to resume activi- 
with the remaining deficit being made up _ ty at the Mani stone quarry were negotiated 
with foreign aid. with the Development Bank of the Central 

For 17 of its 22 years of independence, African States. The action to open the 
Chad has been embroiled in internal strife. quarry was vitally important for the recon- 
Rebel forces hostile to the incumbent Gov- struction of Ndjamena. 
ernment began an open attack on Chad’s 

CONGO 

Although the People’s Republic of the contain 71 wells and will be drilled off 4 
Congo has several deposits of minerals con- drilling platforms. 
sisting of potash, phosphate, lead, zinc, cop- The Emeraude Oilfield, just 12 miles off- 
per, gold, and hydrocarbons, only petroleum shore, began production in 1972. With an 
has been commercially exploited the past estimated 600,000 tons of oil reserves at 
few years. The value of crude oil exports Emeraude, only 17,000 tons has been re- 
during 1983 was $984 million. Crude oil covered to date. Because the oil is very 
exports amounted to approximately 35 mil- thick, and given the current technology, the 
lion barrels. Oil production was up 22% field may not yield more than 5% of the oil 
compared with that of 1982. Estimated in the reservoir. In midyear 1983, work on a 
proven reserves as of yearend were 400 new experiment to improve recovery of the 
million barrels. The capacity of the refinery _ oil by steam injection was begun. The exper- 
that opened on December 11, 1982, at Pointe iment was scheduled to last 3 years. 
Noire was 21,000 barrels per day.'The refin- The future of mining in the Congo was 
ery, owned by Hydro-Congolaise de Raffi- promising as a result of the Congo mining 
nage, 51%; and Société Nationale Elf Aqui- plan developed by France's Bureau de Re- 
taine, 49%, runs on indigenous crude and cherches Géologiques et Miniéres (BRGM). 
produces products for the local market and +BRGM secured an exploration license in the 
export. Over 2 million barrels of fuel oil was Mindouli-Boko-Songho region, where it will 
exported in 1983. Oil revenue meets two- be looking for copper, lead, and zine depos- 
thirds of the budget needs. its. Exploration and mining studies are 

Yanga Field, the sixth deposit discovered planned in the near future for the iron 
in the Congo, was the second largest, small- deposits at Mount Nebemaba in northwest- 
er only than Emeraude. Yanga Field, pro- ern Congo. 
ducing since June 1981, has produced over The public cement rompany at Loutete 
12 million barrels. The reserves at Yanga was undergoing renovation without inter- 
are estimated to be 486 million barrels, of _rupting factory operations; however, in Sep- 
which 28% is regarded as recoverable. tember 1983, a major fire took place in the 
Yanga Field is located approximately 30 factory that shut it down. The plant was 
miles off Pointe-Noire in the Gulf of Guinea scheduled to resume full production in mid- 
at a water depth of 828 feet. The deposit will 1984.
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EQUATORIAL GUINEA 

In early 1983, the Government issued a Muni Province. The work was to be com- 
call for bids from international oil and gas _ pleted in 2 years. 
companies interested in exploring the coun- TOTAL and Shell completed the first 
try. TOTAL and the Government of Equato- _ phase of seismic work in the onshore coastal 
rial Guinea signed a contract in November concession area in Rio Muni in 1983. 
to provide for $1.3 to $1.7 million in seismic Hispanica de Petréleos S.A. of Spain 
work covering 1,300 square kilometers of found natural gas in Equatorial Guinea 
concession area in offshore water of the Rio _ near yearend. 

SAO TOME E PRINCIPE 

A brick factory able to produce 19 tons ucts in the future. 
per year of manufactured clay articles open-_ = —___ 
ed May 1, 1983. The new industrial unit eel scientist, Division of Foreign Data. 
manufactures plates, cups, earthenware yhere necessary, values have been converted from 
vessels, bottles, and other similar products. (ommunauté Financieré, African francs (CFAP) to US. 
The new factory intends to export its prod-
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BURUNDI 

‘There was little change during 1983 in tons of ore identified with better than 2% 

the production of minerals in Burundi. The nickel content proven. Investigations also 

Government of Burundi, which banned all continued during the year regarding the 

commercial mining operations in the coun- centrally located deposits of vanadium- 
try in 1979, lifted the ban on mining of bearing titaniferous magnetite. A Norwe- 
alluvial gold deposits and started a program _gian company contracted to prepare a pre- 
of small-scale artisan gold mining in Octo- feasibility study for developing the deposit. 
ber. Along with the legal mining of gold, The British Sulphur Corp. Ltd. was nearing 

licensed gold trading counters were estab- completion of its $1.2 million? study of the 

lished. Other mineral commodities produc- phosphatic limestone deposit at Matongo- 

ed were kaolin clay, lime, and peat. In Bandaga at yearend. Ore reserves of about 

compliance with the Government ban, the 17 million tons grading 11% phosphorus 

only mineral wealth exploited for commer- pentoxide (P,0;) had been identified. The 

cial sale and export was alluvial gold. phosphate zone overlies a carbonatite rock, 

Through financial assistance from the In- which could provide the basis for a cement 

ternational Bank for Reconstruction and industry. Additional drilling was planned 

Development (World Bank) and the United _ for 1984. Exploration for gold was underway 

Nations Development Program (UNDP), a in 1983 in northern Burundi through 

study to inventory the country's mineral UNDP funding. Several primary deposits of 

resources continued throughout the year. _ shallow semimassive sulfides with gold val- 
‘As part of this study, during the year, a ues ranging from traces to 11 grams per ton 

West German company undertook a drilling had been discovered. With assistance from 

program to further outline the nickel re- the Federal Republic of Germany, bastna- 

serves of the Musongati area in central site reserves of 5,400 tons, with associated 

Burundi. Results of the work as of yearend high europium oxide and cerium content, 
were disappointing, with only 12 million were verified, and the prospects for finding 
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additional reserves were promising. Second- _ The hydrocarbon potential for Lake Tan- 
ary cassiterite deposits of as much as 5,000 ganyika and the onshore Ruzizi Plain con- 
tons of ore were also identified in the study. tinued to look promising. Aeromagnetic sur- 

Econo Oy of Finland and the Irish Peat vey work was conducted by the Kenting Co. 
Board continued to survey the peat deposits of Canada, and a team of geophysicists from 
of Burundi during the year and evaluate Duke University, North Carolina, neared 
the fuel potential of the deposits. Approxi- completion of seismic survey work and pre- 
mately 40% of an estimated 13,000 hectares liminary data analysis on the lake bottom 
of peatland had been surveyed as of year- by yearend. Based on the Duke study re- 
end, with approximately 65% of these peat sults, four major potential oil-bearing ba- 
bogs considered suitable for development. sins under the lake were identified. The 
‘The peat was ranked as godd quality despite aeromagnetic survey work identified the 
a high ash content of 11% and was consid- possibilities of oil in the Ruzizi Plain, where 
ered similar to European industrial peat. the deposits would probably be smaller, yet 
Econo continued to conduct production and cheaper to develop. At yearend, the Gov- 
Processing experiments and utility tests ernment of Burundi was negotiating with 
with peat air dried to 30% moisture con- the Amoco Oil Co. of the United States and 
tent. In addition to the fuel potential, other the Société Nationale Elf Aquitaine (SNEA) 
possible uses of the peat in Burundi might of France over possible oi] exploration and 
be soil conditioning, manufacture of ammo- development contracts. 
nia, and in nickel processing. 

Table 1—Other countries of East Africa: Production of mineral commodities! 
(Metric tons untess otherwise specified) 
i 

Country and commodity 1979 1980 1981, 1982? 1983¢ 

BURUNDI? 
Clays:Kaolin = 0002000 2000 "200 4,058 CColumbium and tanialuma ores and concen ‘yatese nen een klograms.- 2,100, - -- - -- Gold = --"7-7TLIIIETT Tiny Sanees 133 i36 ino 100 m2 umes SSDEESTOST SS eee 200 200 233 302 300 Peat 7 = 22222 22o TTT 9000 9.000, 9,500 1490 13,293 are rth metas Bsinasite concentrate, 0 

‘Whore andsoncentiate: = ~ ~ “Grow weights = " © —- - - Metal content —— ~~ "7722222222222 3 ° a = ETHIOPIA? 
Cement, hydraulic -----____------_ gest "110,000 130,000 1400001500000 Clays: Kaolin. ep peancnnst cient ae 30,000 55,235, 9,000 *9,000 9,000 Gold, mine output metal content 

troy ounces. 7.970———9,000 11930 "12000 14,00 Gypoum and anhydrite, crude "0% SUNS = 225, 200 4200 40004000 
Petroleum refinery products ‘Gasoline thousand 42gallon barrels. 683 106 198 201 855 Koresine and jet fuel === dow 20 ou 230 68 465 Distillate fuel ol ~~ -_~~~777 “do. 10951106, 1344 14931514 Residual fuel! "~"77777777ael722 bat 1598 222 2 ons (Ole ss one RUE gc 14 25 Ed 129 ina8 Refinery fuel and iomes ~~~” “don ~~> 285 813 696 8 “506 

Blot ae cas orecr casas 498 are 5229 50 $5488 Platinum, mine oulput, metal content a Troy ounces... 108 us Fes 125 1s Bumice Wee miles. 4.590 wrt 30300 9,005,608, 
Bod reece scuuES. 15,000 15,000 15,000 15,000 15,000 Maring <=—72-"CTTIIIIIIIITT2 aia 100,000- aon, 110.000 10,000 Stone, sand and gravel: Titmestone wn 11308 1,800 5500 sm 5000 Sand..." 777T— Table meters 9200 autazt~——_gss000—_*650.000-—_gs0c0n0 Ome SIGE OTe oe rae s83is40 402,085 1,870,000 £2,000,000 2,000,000 KENYA 

Borite—-- eese e300 647 000 : 800 
See fotnotes at end of table
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‘Table 1.—Other countries of East Africa: Production of mineral commodities! 
—Continued 

(Metric tons unless otherwise specified) 
Country and commodity cy 7980 198 198 1983" 
KENYA —Continued 

Beryllium: Beryl concentrate, gross weight. ® « , , = 
Carbon dioxide, natural —~ <n n NA 3014 3,000 2,700 NA Cement, hydraulic ~~” ~ thousand tons.— 851 1212 1,300 «1/300 1,800 Clays: Kaotin= =o TT TAIT 500 1481 1400 xo 1400 Gorundum 222 22222272222222222 %) o a © NA Diatomite.- ~~ —-~227 22222220222 1.266 agit 1700 1.188 1510 Feldsper =-2TITIZIITIITTIIITIS 00 381 ‘400 ze "700 
Bluorspar_—2— 277 222OTTTTITTTD ato T8 90,000 89708 59,084 Gem stones, precious and semiprecious: “Amethyst Rllograms.— ws 3g we 3 5 ‘Aquamarine ~~~ ~~~—7222STNo™ NA 35 NA 6 4 Garnet... = 22222227 7T¥e2 2 NA 23 NA 63 % Reape CosE Sas ooe Sea gee NA aid NA se 98 Sapphire ~~ ~~27722T7227Tae02 2 NA as NA 8 ae ‘Tourmaline ~~~" 77727227 Tae222 NA 3 NA n a Gold, mine outpat, metal content 

‘roy ounces. "200 125 100 2 100 CB ai cere NA se 50 e Be 
Gypsum and anhydrite, rade —— => NA = = 300 508 Iron and ste: 

Gross weight enn n-= 2900014867 14,000 4310 14,000 
Tron comtent® ——""22LIIIIIITZ 000 9.469 9,000 NA 9,000 Steel,erude®—— 2" 777TTTTTTTTTTZa}900 10,000 10,000 NA 10/00 Limes rns -2cc2zs22soosattat> OO 28.005 21000 zig 34869 

Magnesite —~"777772722777772==22__ 000 1 10 me Z 
Petroleum refinery products: 

Gasoline, motor thousand 42allon barrels. 4,060 3.629 NA NA NA eit... EE es 4208 Base NA NA NA Distillate fuel oi ~~~ 7=~7 7" Tdol 27 Yan a0 NA NA NA ‘Residual fuel oil ——~~~7>22— Ton 2=2 Ts sis NA NA NA Bipdaale es os PERE IOTESE geo 24 188 NA NA NA Liquefied petzoleum gaa —— ~~~ 2don 2 186 280 NA NA NA Unspecified =~ ~~ 2dona=— 481 93, NA NA NA Refinery fuel and losses’ ~~~ ~~~" d0.2 27 932 ca NA NA NA 
ne 2,000 2,000 22,000 r 

Grade casita. | BUSS 8808 27,000 NA NA Refined —— SiTTIITTTIIID sazo00 20,050, 21,000 Beall 83,427 Sodium compounds, nes. 
‘Soda, crushed, aw == NA 1,530 1,600 2412 4.260 Sodaash 00 =~ ---~--~ 7 RMB BORER 50,000 1e0:440 198680 Stone, sand and gravel: ‘Caiesreous Galete NA -- NA ss we 

Coral (for cement manufacture)® ~~~ NA "NA 1,000,000 1,442,998, NA Kunkur for cement manufacture) ~~ NA 121460 135,000 ‘NA NA Limestone (for cement manifacture)— NA 540,77 500,000 ze a Bone nee pean NA INA 25,000 NA NA Shale == 22 2LDDTLTTITIIIIE NA 295.183 900}000 250,428 NA Vermieutite = >=2222IIIIIIIIIII 2.260 2558 2.800 11588 NA Wollasioaite 220555505500 ipae= = NA oa 50 ~ - 
LESOTHO? 

Diamond: 
Ge ig nme ne gare 41937 aagTt 42,000 83.19 s Industria? —=""—TLT IIIT Ge TS toass 10748 gat 9,000 = 

Total nde. RAR 52.921 42.19 = 
Stone®_---22=T=T TTT aie mete = 25000 25,000 25,000 25,000 25,000 

MALAWF 
Cement, hydraulic -____. thousand tons... 108 92 8 58 7 Gem stones, precious and semiprecious: Agate® 6 7 1 7 1 Stone: Limestone ----- nn 168604 12RBIA GS, cy 109 

MAURITIUS? 
Lie eee aeneeeee, | SND 7,000 71900 7,000 7,000 Sale 2028 2oS oe oS £6,000 6:00 6,000 6,000 6000 Stone: Basalt, not further described ~~~ 970,000 1,400,000 1,088,500 9422000 1,100:000 
See footnotes at end of table.
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Table 1.—Other countries of East Africa: Production of mineral commodities! 
—Continued 

(Metric tons unles otherwise specified) 
~Gauntry and commodity —————~S—*T isa 

MOZAMBIQUE* 
Beryllium: Beryl concentrate, gross weight_ 2s 2 20 “20 20 Cement, hydraulic ~~ thousand tons m3 "236 22 26 300 
Clays: Bentonite... .--------- 1,656 *1,500 1,500 1,500 500, (Goal: Bituminous ~~~” ~~~ thousand tons. "20 “408 550 500 500 Colum and anism ors and concen: trates, gross weight: 

Golumtite ==. kilograms... 2800 NA NA NA Na 
Micralite. 22 222II22III MTZ ea z50 NA NA NA NA 
Tantalite® ~~~ do 31,780 NA NA NA NA Copper in opi alae red conen- 
Gross weight _ -__---_-------.... 1,125 *1,000 *1,000 1,000 1,000 
Me ie nnn no: 225, *200 200 200 200 Gem stones, precious and semiprecious 
Beryl crystals ........... kilograms. _ 1,920 2,000 £2,000 £2,000 2,000 Gamet TTDI ato ooo 123000 13,000 12.000 

Lime, bydraulie® == oo 10000010000 10,000 10,000 10,000, 
Petroleum refinery product: me gee ‘Gasoline thousand 42allon barrels. 336 510 sao NA NA 
Kerosine andjet uel =~ === do 2s 330 e510 NA NA 
Distillate fuel oil ~~~ =— = do. 1.668 18 “670 NA NA 
‘Residual fuel oil do _- 236 1,382 *1,200 NA ‘NA Other noe oon don 2a 8 0 NA NA 
‘Refinery fuel and losses ~~~ —~~do_——— 28 130, 100 NA NA 

Total dea 2.850 NA NA 
Salt,marin™= = 22-0008 000 28,000 2000 28,000 

RWANDA? 
Beryllium: Beryl concentrate, gross weight. 46 108 50 6 +99 ‘Columbiugs and tantalum ores and concen- ‘ates: Columbitetantalite, gros weight —— a Cy at e “0 Gold, mine output, metal content 

‘roy ounces. a2 94 1.200 236 023 
Lttim minerals: Amblygonite*_________ 2B 20, NA pase ae 

‘Mine output, metal content 1951 1464 1.256 Lan 1068, 
Smelter output, metal content ——————— oe z _ os 10 Tungsten, mine output, metal content ————— 8 Bi a 09 “oe 

‘SEYCHELLES? * 
Guano / ~~ -____-__-_~----~------~ 6,583 4,285, *4,500 "4,500 4,500 

‘SOMALIA? 
Salt, marine*__________-..----.--- 30,000 30,000 30,000 30,000 30,000 Sepilite, meerachaun—~_~=~ ~~~ =~ : a a 3 0 

‘SWAZILAND? 
Asbestos: Chrysotile 34,204 32,883, 35,800 30,100 $31,275, Goal: Anthracite"~ 7777" agente oat rT) 115000 “100,158 
‘Stone: Quarry product _ . ___ cubic meters. _ 247,090, 14,045 82,053 90,763 145,485 ‘Tinsmine output, metal content = es ea zd sat ai 

"TANZANIA 
Cement, hydraulic... thousand tons 230 300 380 400 500 

ele cncascpn 0 © so so 15 
Kaolin® 1,100 1,100 750 750, 41276 

Coal: Bituminous*__—————--_ 900 1,000 1,000 1,000 $9,996 Diamond? -2222s2lllao_ Gerais 319,851 __—-278-103_—FaaN-000 alu) __*ae0.sT4 
Gem stones, precious and semiprecious other — ‘han diamong* 

Amethyst kilograms. 28 48 *30 NA NA ‘Aquamarine — 77777777 SG" > NA 5B 580 NA NA Beryl igem only) =~7 > ~~ TT ona 2 o 5 NA NA CChrysoprase and opal” ~~~ ~~~ ~do~ 2 ° 2 2 NA 
CGorundum (gem only]. ~~~ "do. = 5 i a NA NA Garnet and rhodolite-—— ~~~ do a $ 18 13 NA Ruby and sapphite <= -~_22 ~~ da 20 0 an NA NA 
Seapilibe fo SCS TUEES Sada EE 9 10 10 Na NA Tourmaline ---~~~7~7727 odo 5 2 8 NA NA 
Pleven = SSCS eaDen Sage SE 5 3 4 NA Na 

Zoisite tanzanite). ~~ do. 0 2 3 NA NA Unspecified ~~~ ~doo x 8 10 0 NA 
Total do NA 623 “ese NA 648 

See footnotes at end of table
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Table 1.—Other countries of East Africa: Production of mineral commodities' 
—Continued 

(Metre tons unless otherwise specified) 
— eee | 

TANZANIA —Continued 
Gold, refined ~~ --troy ounces. 32 216 #400 eon 00 
Gypeum and anhydrite, crade === 9430 "11800 "12,000 12,000 1.000, 
Lime, hydrated and quicklime _. - ~ 611 *6,500 £6,800 *6,800 $3,006, 
Mica, sheet... __ % sac 6 *10 5 5 eo 
Nitrogen: N content of ammonia ————_——__ 5,000 7 *5,500 6,000 6,000. 8,000 

Petroleum refinery products: TT ‘Gasoline thousand #2allon barrels. aL e730 S300 300) 00 Kerosine ao 22 200 #300 300 300 
OSD rt 244 240, 220 220 220 Distillate fuel olf ---~_~~~77=do-==- one 1,000 £1,050 21050 1050, 
‘Residual fuel oil. meee L710 *1,700 1,750 1,750 1,750 
Liquefied petroleum gas — _ _ _ - _do_. 18 "80 "80 "80, 80, 
Refinery fuel and losses... do. ——— 300 "300 £300 =300 300 

‘Total ____________....do. 4,381 4,400 $4,500 "4,500 4,500 Phosphate minerals’ Apatite ---~~~~~ ~~ S " 165.00 
Salt, all types —-__-_-___-~-----_-_ 37,078 40,000 "41,000 ¥€37,000 $28,297 

‘Tin, mine output, metal content : 10 “0 ° 9 6 
UGANDA 

Bismuth, mine output, metal content® ‘lograms. 5,000 NA NA Na Na Cement, hydraulic ___------- 5.000 «10000 #20,000 90,000 40,000 
Cabin and tana oe and en ‘tates, gross weight? = Kilograms.— 2.280 - __ Copper, tne output, mela content «=~ = 1001000 
Lime, hydrated and quicklime®. 1 28,000 15,000 15,000 15,000 15,000 Sais oroperamed® oo eee nen ATENS 500 500 5000 500 ‘5000 
‘Tn, mine cutput, metal conieni®_—_— 60 2 30 20 2 ‘Tungsten, mine output, metal content ~~~ ~~ 2 Ey 20 E 2 

“Extimated. Preliminary. "Revised. NA Not available 
includes data available through Sep. 8, 1984 
in addition to the commodities listed, modest quantities of unlisted varieties of crude construction materials (clays, stone, and sand and gravel) presumably are produced, but output is not reported. quantitatively, and available inforinaton is inadequate to make reliable estimates of output level, 
Limited quantities of other pegmatite minerals may also be produced, but output is not reported. 
‘Reported figure 
Seas than 1/2 unit 
‘Data represent sales; actual production is not reported. Diamond figures are estimated wo represent 50% gem-quaity and 50% industrial quality stones. 
Exports 

COMOROS 

‘The Federal Islamic Republic of Comoros known commercially exploitable minerals 
was one of the least developed countries in on the islands in 1983. Only small sand and 
the world in 1983, with a per capita income gravel excavations were operated during 
of slightly over $300. The country consists of the year to supply local construction needs. 
four main islands in the Mozambique Chan- All other mineral-related requirements 
nel west of the northern end of the island _ were imported. 
nation of Madagascar. There were no 

DJIBOUTI 

Mineral production in Djibouti during the Design capacity of the proposed coal-fired 
year was limited to small sand and gravel _ plant was 60,000 tons per year, with approx- 
operations for domestic construction proj- imately one-half of the production slated for 
ects. A final feasibility study on the planned export. Also at the November donor confer- 
cement production works at Ali Sabieh was ence, the World Bank agreed to cofinance, 
scheduled for completion in February 1984. with the Organization of Petroleum Export- 
Austrian authorities pledged financial aid ing Countries and the Italian Government, 
during a donor conference held in Djibouti $5 million for a second-phase geothermal 
during Novembe: 1983. Plant cost was esti- exploration program for Djibouti. 
mated at between $15 and $20 million.
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ETHIOPIA 

‘There was little change within the miner- the Ogaden region. The Soviets were ex- 
al industry of Ethiopia, which continued to pected to drill at least three wildcat wells 
be a minor sector of the national economy under the contract. 
during 1983. Petroleum products, cement, At yearend, the Ethiopia Petroleum Corp. 
salt, and gold were the most important had nearly completed a 120,000-barrel oil 
mineral commodities produced during the storage depot in Assab, built with assistance 
year. In January, the Government of from the Soviet Union. The Government's 
Ethiopia issued a joint venture proclama- petroleum agency had also completed ex- 
tion that stipulated a 51% minimum Gov- pansion work on the Assab refinery during 
ernment share in joint ventures between it the year, raising the plant’s refining capaci- 
and foreign investors. A section of the new ty from 5.3 to 6.5 million barrels per year. 
law allowed the Government to nationalize Late in the year, work began at the refinery 
a joint venture in the event the Govern- on the construction of four large storage 
ment deemed it necessary in the national _ tanks for naphtha. 
interest. This stipulation continued to cloud _In June, the International Development 
Prospects for foreign investment through- Agency (IDA) approved a $7 million loan for 
out the year. The Ethiopian Building Mate- petroleum exploration and geothermal re- 
rials Corp. was reported to have finished the connaissance in Ethiopia. The project was 
construction of its 1,100-ton-per-day-ca- to assist the Government in promoting 
pacity, dry-process cement plant at Mugher. Ethiopia's petroleum potential and, in nego- 
Improvements were completed at yearend _tiating contracts with international petrole- 
on the cement kiln and power supply sys- um firms, collect new'seismic data on 800 
tem at the Massawa cement plant. Produc- line kilometers of offshore territory, re- 
tion at the plant in 1984 was expected to evaluate existing seismic data on 3000 line 
increase by 60%, to 55,000 tons. kilometers of territory, conduct a feasibility 

Petroleum exploration efforts progressed _ study of geothermal sites northeast of Addis 
during 1983, with Chevron Overseas Petro- Ababa, continue natural gas study work, 
leum Inc. continuing geophysical studies of and supply all equipment and training for 
a 16,000-square-kilometer area in the Gam- office personnel involved in the project 
bela region in the southwestern part of the work. The UNDP was committed to provide 
country across from the Sudan border. Un- $1.8 million for the project, and the Govern- 
der an aid agreement between Ethiopia and ment of Ethiopia was to contribute $1.15 
the Soviet Union, the Soviets continued to million,* for a total project cost of $9.45 
explore for petroleum and natural gas in million. 

Table 2.—Ethiopia: Exports of selected mineral commodities! 
(Metric tons unless otherwise specified) 

_ —— —___ Destinations, 1982 
Commits we Ute Other (rineipad 

Aluminum: Metal including alloys, scrap — 22 -- Alto Djibouti Petroleum refinery products: Residual fuel oi 
‘2gallon barrel 10352 =~ Yemen (Aden) 5,886; Diibouti 3,267 Soltandbrine -----vnneeeneenne L000 France 5,500; Malaysia 3,300 Stone, sand and gravel: Limestone other than dimension. sree -e sence ween 05 <= Yemen (Aden) 700 

‘Table prepared by Virginia A. Woodson, Data for 1961 were not availabe atthe time of publication.
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‘Table 3.—Ethiopia: Imports of selected mineral commodities’ 
ete thrid 

a aaa anal coma 2 aR ” Gaited Other (principal) 

eras Mstnearth en cccaagage |= = AMOUR Alea onan Ear MPeIneRSACSTOS ORS gs gy nega tatoo Wat sane sauna 
Cape eliniingaersvminen: gag; api inane 
Bw | Ee See | A 
ie int soe Reps ore 155 cr or <-_Rapsestce 6 Cumany os gt Univ pegs nanan aa 0 agg EI a ara 

Hoop and strip -------------- 307 - Italy 180; East Germany 31 Wepre snc 2 RRO EN a Bip ngs 6 UREN FE may 
casinrentiignndh gS Unt ng 2 yea ntaiicentiatsemtcaes: ot in eam geal gmc "ST Wana TPR etm Hieiigctp meat: eiichas 

alloys, unwrought and partly wrought uth gar FocMincnig aren = ARE ants 
Oxides <== n= 6 =~ Belgium-Luxembourg 13. Season Sage cermany ne) Atma oxi Ati Sling dig rlcianggscanteeemtonihne asym tt aceiemaire ao 
SSeS RRR rata a = Weg Reet 68 ons nom 
Fai al antic cae Btw en oman Degetiaainied novos = HARRIE Rana 
ple mang aie ace Garay; Und Kina oalereeeptens GGietittiea =D = Reming SSIES cocccoocct BARR Rls. gettnts Saeed Shope tnd so rae BinNSTE Se naganywoied B= rnp one qapeomesegcmmememirroe oo ARM 
gral ail recta, ie Ce ited, a= gape cen SMW RoR ER etm Reena AMisemitewnpsons propio UNE Hino RS Ng REL AED aaah dept anion mtral-—--n----- Sgt Rit ie Germ. etbatenabmey mono aa eats Somer GemantCate sie wcme. = SR 
GREE" wand dagen tare.——«5889 lm USSR igi Sle aera Giese arco: HA EB sienna nee cara Keorandji———--dp—- 2a Semen B oR agg GMS raat ge emai cccooo: RE SH URS Rio St Nera 

Tansee THASSVSIGS, vine A. Wonton. Di 18 wee nt valet eine abet
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KENYA 

‘Throughout 1983, the Government of geothermal powerplants. The World Bank 
Kenya was faced with a budget crisis. Ken- loaned the Government $12 million to ex- 
ya’s debt service ratio as a percentage of pand the new Olkaria Geothermal Power 
export goods and services continued to rise, Project. Total cost of the project was $41.6 
from 17.3% in 1981 to 24.4% in 1983. Ex-  million.* Hydropower supplied 20% of the 
ternal aid donors were essential to the total energy needs, New Kiambere Hydro- 
resolution of Kenya's trade and budget electric Power Project loans were approved 
imbalances. Under three standby arrange- in December. Cost of the project was esti- 
ments beginning in October 1980, the Inter- mated at $353.8 million. The World Bank 
national Monetary Fund and the World approved $95 million of this total. 
Bank had provided Kenya with $690 million Kenya cut import duties by 14.7% and 
in credits. New structural changes and abolished the duty on raw materials for its 
reforms in Kenya in 1983 were beginning to iron and steel industries in an effort to 
restore equilibrium in the budget and bal- provide relief for the country’s lagging in- 
ance of payments. Foreign exchange re- dustrial sector. The Ganjiyan Group of steel 
serves registered some improvement. The products manufacturing companies was in 
Government presented a new 5-year plan the process of establishing a steel-rolling 
(1984-88) in December 1983, placing greater mill at Ruirv, with capacity to roll 60,000 
emphasis on decentralization in Govern- tons of imported billets per year. Billet 
ment policies and attainment of self-suf- imports will be drastically reduced when 
ficiency for the country's internal needs and _Ruirv expands to recycle 30,000 tons of local 
growth sectors. Major donors of credit en- scrap metal per year. 
couraged the Kenyan Government to initi- The Government shelved plans for its 
ate liberalized policies that would provide first nitrogen fertilizer complex. The plant 
stimulus to the private sector. was to have been situated in Mombasa and 

Kenya’s largest cement producer, Bambu- had been scheduled for completion in 1983. 
ri Portland Cement Co. Ltd., experienced a The decision to shelve the project was based 
decline in production, reporting 970,000 on financial considerations, and because 
tons of cement products produced, 75% of project management felt that the domestic 
which was exported. The company contin- demand, the only expected market, would 
ued to suffer from shortages of raw materi- not absorb all the output from the plant. 
als and spare machinery parts. These prob- Kenya has few mineral deposits other 
lems, along with frequent power interrup- than soda ash, gem stones, limestone, and 
tions, were the contributing factors to the fluorspar. Soda ash remained Kenya's prin- lower production. Conversion of the compa- cipal foreign exchange earner in the miner- 
ny’s cement kilns to coal firing was com- als sector in 1983. Magadi Soda Co. an- 
pleted, which is expected to result in energy nounced a plant expansion program that 
savings and improved reliability of fuel was completed during the year at its com- 

supplies. plex south of Nairobi, increasing the capaci- 
The extremely poor world market for ty of the operation to 300,000 tons per year. 

acid-grade fluorspar was the major reason Production at the plant complex was slight- 
for the low production of approximately ly under 200,000 tons. Early in the year, 
60,000 tons from the Kenya Fluorspar Co. Magadi entered into a trade agreement 
Ltd. operation, Kenya's only fluorspar pro- with China for the sale of 40,000 tons of soda 
ducer. The plant shut down several times ash valued at approximately $40 million 
during the year, allowing the company to The first shipment of 10,000 tons took place 
complete needed major maintenance work in July 1983. The remaining 30,000 tons was 
on two of the plant’s mills and also to build shipped in three 10,000-ton lots in August, 
an expanded storage area at Mombasa. September, and October. Kenya's soda ash 
Kenya moved ahead in diversifying its was exported to Asia, the Middle East, 

energy sources by shifting much of its Burope, and the Republic of South Africa. 
electricity production to hydroelectric and
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LESOTHO 

During 1983, there were no commercial to the production of sand and gravel for 
mining operations in Lesotho. With the local construction purposes. Lesotho contin- 
closure of Lesotho's only commercial miner- ued, however, to export mine labor to the 
al venture, the Letseng-la‘Terai diamond Republic of South Africa, which in 1983 
operation in late 1982, the country's domes- employed about 54,000 citizens of Lesotho as 
tic mineral-related activities were reduced _ mine workers. 

MALAWI 

‘The Malawian economy grew at a rate of the Government enacted the Petroleum Ex- 
nearly 8% during 1983, The country's con- ploration and Production Act of 1983. Un- 
struction industry revived somewhat, which der the new law, a commission was to be 
was reflected in a 82% increase in cement formed to regulate licensing of petroleum 
output by the Portland Cement Co. Malawi exploration and production activities, levy- 
Ltd. Mineral deposits exploited during the ing and collecting petroleum taxes and 
year included limestone, agate, and gold. royalties, ownership and control of reserves, 
Reported gold production was very insignifi- and protection of the environment. Hunting 
cant. A small amount of lime for agricultur- Geology and Geophysics Ltd. carried out an 
al purposes was also processed from the aeromagnetic survey for Shell Oil Co. of the 
limestone. The UNDP and the Malawian United States in 1982. Three basins with oil 
Government were, at yearend, close to final- deposit potential were discovered by the 
izing plans for a $5 million mineral explora-_ survey, although their locations, under 500 
tion project. Aerial surveys for petroleum meters of water in upper Lake Malawi, led 
and other minerals were to be carried out in Shell Oil to relinquish its option to continue 
1984 by consultant services. On March 30, further exploratory work. 

Table 4.—Malawi: Exports and reexports of selected mineral commodities! 
(Metric tons unless otherwise specified) 

tS 
Commodity we Gael Other principal 

Aluuinum: Metal including alloys: 
Berapace eon - 1st = Tipbabwe 105; Republic of South Africa 

Semimanufactures pees a NA NA 
Copper: Metal including alloys, serap ————— % wD Republic of South Africa 24; Zimbabwe 12 

Irom and steo: Metal: ‘Big ron, cast iron related materials ‘value 38,000 ~Allto Republic of South Africa 
Semimanufactures ‘Bars, ods, angle, shapes, sections do $25,000 NA NA 

Universuls, plates, sheets __do—-"— $216,000 * Alto Mozambique 
Rails and accessories ———— 6 NA NA ‘Tubes, pipes, fittings ————————— 8 NA NA 

Lead: Metal including alloys, serap——— = —— 8 Sitio Zimbabwe Petroleum: Crude = gallon barrel 4,087 58 Zimbabwe 3,856. 
NA Not available. 
Mable prepared by Virginia A. Woodson.
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Table 5.—Malawi: Imports of selected mineral commodities' 
(Metric tons unles otherwise specified) 

Br 88 
Comment i: 9 tea Other erincpay 
METALS 

‘Augninum: Meta including alloys 4 Beil 
Semlmanufactures. ~~~ 772777222 258 5 Higpabwe' 7 Reps o South Afric 8; crn Copper: Metal including alloys, semimanu- 
Tee eminent. 46 -- Republic o South Africa 28 United King: 

Tropandsteck Meta ig ron, cat iron, related materials 
= value_— $14,000 - United Kingdom $12,000. Semimanufactures: Bars, rods, angles, shapes, ections ae =~ Hibabwe 2614; Republic of South Africa 
Universal, plates, sheets = 4996 ~ _Rébubloot South Afsin 2,6 Japan Pras 
Hts and sccbedce= 2222777222 “2 fapubticefBouth Aineg a 
Witt os ene 1147 — Peoebres E Utiod Kings 119, ‘Tubes, pipes, tings === ast = Repair South Anes SRE Uaiea 
Castings and forgings, rough ———— 3 --  Allfrom Zimbabwe Lands Metal inching loge i - NOUN On aac 5 ei 

Semimanufactures_~—_~~7~ 777777 3 <2 Republic af South afen “ine! Metal Including alicya ail forme ~~ =~ 3 <= Alfrom Republic of South Africa. 
NONMETALS 

Abrasives, nea: Grinding and plishin wheelsandstones eo DOANE 20 —- Republi of South Aiea 9; United King 
Cimento eee BR == Fimbebrwe 11,079; Zambia 9,727 Fertilizer material Ghideymes ee a0 <= ambia 15,120. Manufactured 

Witrogenous 08 -— West Germany a6 aly 19919 etherlands 17) Phoophatic 22-8 <- Allfrom Republic of South Africa. Potamies © 272ovssvoo oo eet <= Sauter 3, Wet Gommany 18 
Unspecified and mixed ==. 18 ~All from Republic of South Africa Lime _SDreeietandmised Socsccont 288 22 Zambia FR Repubica South Aca 

Saltandbrine ....-----eeeeee nee 18689 —-_ Mbiaue 42: Repu of South rica 3976; Cyprus 2: Stone sand and grave: ‘ hopes jmencion stone: Worked <== <= Fimbabwe Sand other than metal hearing =~ ~~" ~~ 108 22 Republic of South Attia 108 ing 
pe iesenaeelceeer 5 All fom Republic of South Afri albsed Coco eres r cle <5 Allfrm Republi of South Africa. other Grae == 77TTTTTT TITS as 9 Republic of Both Ac 219 Zambia pas. MINERAL FUELS AND RELATED ‘MATERIALS 
Coat: Anthracite and bituminous aur -— Mozambique 26984; Republic of South Pon ‘Atrca 30017 troleum: Ginde—--- A@gulln bores, u <= Alltrom Republic of South Africa. einer products Gaaohine edo Bag S21 Repco Sth fr 1968; San 

Mineraljellyand wax do... 4216 —-2961—_-Reptble of Bout fic 0; France 
Kerosine andjetfuel_—..do... 82048 —— Republic of South Africa so a3 Distlatefucloi ==" "doo > bata == Repu oe South Altea 20; Susi abla 72,480; Tran #11 Lubricants do 8s 140 nebo oth As Nether ones an Residual fuetoll. don 18806 Rape South atric 1,02; rance 

“Table prepared by Virginia A. Woodson.
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MAURITIUS 

The mineral industry of Mauritius re- ued at approximately $50 million. Con- 
mained insignificant in 1983, with only struction work was virtually completed on a 
small amounts of salt and lime produced, new hydroelectric dam on the Champagne 
along with some sand, gravel, and stone for _ River. The total power capacity of the dam’s 
local building needs. Retail value of the two turbine generators was reported to be 
minerals produced was estimated at $5 30 megawatts, and the dam was expected to 
million. All other mineral needs for the generate 40 million kilowatt hours of elec- | 
year were imported, which included 1.4 tricity per year. 
million barrels of petroleum products val- 

MOZAMBIQUE 

‘The mineral industry of Mozambique re- considered an attractive petroleum pros- 
mained in a depressed state in 1983. Small pect, and in July of 1983, ENH completed 
quantities of various minerals were ex- negotiations on this area for a production 
tracted from several different districts with- sharing contract with Esso Exploration Oce- 
in the country. Marble was mined in Cabo _anic and Shell Petroleum Development Mo- 
Delgado District; tantalum, columbium, and zambique. 
beryllium were mined in Zambezia District; ‘The geological surveys completed in mid- 
copper and asbestos, in Manica District; 1982 by the Geophysical Co. of Norway and 
garnet, in Niassa District; kaolin and feld- Western Geophysical Co. of the United 
spar, in Nampula District; and bentonite, States provided 25,000 square kilometers of 
near the city of Maputo. Sea salt was also new seismic data, which for the first time 
extracted in the Maputo area. All of the provided a complete geological profile of 
metalliferous ore was exported, because Mo- Mozambique’s sedimentary basins. Subse- 
zambique had no processing capability for quent analysis of 12,800 square kilometers 
these raw mineral commodities. The semi- of new seismic data encompassing the 
precious stones produced were cut and pol- southern half of the Mozambique Basin and 
ished within the country and exported, combined with old well logs, revealed prom- 
mostly to Europe. Most of the bentonite and ising petroleum potential according to in- 
kaolin clay produced was used domestically terpretation geologists from Western Geo- 
for a wide variety of purposes. physical 

For the second time during the year, — The Government of Mozambique contin- 
Empresa Nacional de Hidrocarbonetos de ued with plans to exploit the Pande Island 
Mocambique (ENH), the Mozambican Gov- natural gasfield for ammonia production. 
ernment agency that handles hydrocarbon Owing to financial constraints, plans for 
fuel-related matters in the country, post- a large-scale ammonia plant with down- 
poned the bidding deadline for offshore stream conversion to urea were abandoned 
petroleum exploration concessions in Mo- at the beginning of the year. In midyear, 
zambican waters. Initially, the deadline for the Quimigal Co. of Portugal proposed a 
the bid submissions had been September 30. small plant complex for producing 360 tons 
However, in July, the deadline was extend- per day of ammonia. The possibility of using 
ed to December 10. Then, in December, the existing mobile skid-mounted plant equip- 
deadline was again extended to March 31, ment from the Cargill Corp. of the United 
1984. This was in response to requests from States was looked into as part of the study 
several international oil companies that by Quimigal. The equipment had been put 
were preparing bids during late 1983 but in storage in 1976, was in good condition, 
needed additional preparation time. Of the and was considered a viable alternative to 
offshore blocks designated for bidding, the purchasing new equipment. The proposed 
most promising were reported to be in the market for the ammonia was Swaziland 
Zambesi Basin off Beira. Mozambique’s Chemical Industries Co., which owned and 
onshore portion of the Rovuma Basin in the operated an ammonia terminal at Maputo. 
northeast corner of Mozambique was also
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REUNION 

Reported mineral activity on the island of als. Reunion, a 2,500-square-kilometer is- 
Reunion was limited to the operation of a land, had slightly over 0.5 million inhabit- 
200,000-ton-per-year cement clinker grind- ants in 1983 and remained an overseas 
ing facility at Saint Denis, which manu- department of France. 
factured cement mix from imported materi- 

Table 6.—Reunion: Exports of selected mineral commodities‘ 

(Metric tons unles otherwise specified) 
SS ea Commodi we Eq Tate Other principe) 

‘Aluminum: Metal including alloy sap ® 2 Alto Prance, Cement ea nein erase gala To Ns Comoran Cope Neil inching ally crop eee le 8A tg France Betlssontspang: 27077227207 ai iH ‘be Perlluer mutes Monuiadared=~—— 8 B22 aneSamore Irom and deel tat Semimanetatares Bary ran angle apes 1S _ Comores 0; Madagascar 56 Daberb nise aaear et =~ 3 M22 Gemowe ee aaa ot ‘Ribserpee Auingres==777=- 3 tc Gomarss Lea eid cic x . 
Unwrought ----~7~777 777772 as 2 =~ Allto France. Patrelcin Stnary produ guefed purcktan at Titlon bare 87 Alltg Comoro, Horio misc oS ‘BS tence Ms sgre Si 882 TE cote: France 2: Mater 
Bitumen andother residues do. _—@12_—_—A0T2—_—___Madagasear 10.064; Comores 18, 
"able prepared by Viegnia A Woodson 

Table 7.—Reunion: Imports of selected mineral commodities" 

(Metric tons unles otherwise specified) 
oo Commit we gq y Baer Other principal 

METALS ‘Aluminum: Metal including aloe semi 
manufactures nn ne sen 254 254 France 27; Belgium-Laxembours 20; a Copper: Metal inluding alloys, seri SMU a) ik) gut cite 

rand sta: Nea e i a 
Semana ha 1391 ange France 9482; Republic of South Afri ae rola angles shapes sections «18970. Prance®A8: Republi of South At 

4a olga axemboung 
Univeral pate sets... 1270218622. FeRAde 1.617; Republc of South "Africa 256; Belgium-Luxembourg hes Hoop andstrip-— === % st. Allo France ag s a oc Ale ts 1B) Fea aa§: Repulicof South Africa Tstag Tubes ives, Sting = sme 600) ragetiopbicor south 
Castings and forgings, rough ——— si9 355 _ France 343; Belgium-Luxembourg 10 Platinurgroup metals: Metals including ™ tloys osordaght eaaary woo mn done # - 

See footnote at end fable
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‘Table 7.—Reunion: Imports of selected mineral commodities! —Continued 
(Metric tons unles otherwise specified) 

Sources, 1982 
Commodity 1981 Mi ys Gael Other rinse 

METALS —Continued 
Silver: Metal including alloys, unwrought and party wrought " value, thousands. 4 $1. Allfrom France. 
‘Titanium: Oxides" Nonsan’s- iso nn trated gd 185 France 1; 

ain Tine: Oxides 8 All rom France Other Base metals ching alloys, all forms nn value thon. $24 _ 
NONMETALS 

Abrasives, ne: Grinding and polishing wihecls and tonto "nese 2 2 France 23; Japan 
Bariteandwithenie |= 222227 ===~ 20 3) 2 Allftom trance 
Bement SERENE ===27777777> gape anaaBt—T>_Republe of South Afrin 86,758 ‘Renya Si; Prance 275 
Gilkisstotsetecsssscesi || er 20 =. allfrom France, 
lays eruide 2222222202 2020770 1 3 > France, Republic South aon 7 
Diamond: Gem, not set or strung Yaluc, thousands. $110 $2. France $36; India $6 
Dintomite and other infusoval earth % GT Franee 0: West Germany 6. 

Fertiuer material: Mamutactred sul aerials Manofactured: a5 162k France 118; Italy 208, 
Phosphate -~22227222—22—=> 8 {2 <2 Alltromrance 
Preis 9 one acnoen ee = Se => Bethune Laemboung 5: France 2 
Ulpetied adamed “—"""—> make ana 7 eghee TT ely Boot, Mauris 

Gypoum and plaster === 4600 B= lftora France 
Le en ucernnsoneneeeee 11608 145) 2 ‘France 1178 Republic of South "Africa 40; Mauritius 86 
Migs 2 saanagemecess 208 109. Allfrom Netherlands: 
gents, mineral: Tron oxides and ydroxden processed. nono 38 28 —___Allfrom West Germany: 
Predious and semprecioas stones other Than diamond: Cem material ‘ale, thousands 05 $59 .__France $58: Madagascar 8. 

Sattand brine. 2 MPM = Babin West Germany hs; Madagascar G20, Ropublte of South Aften 25 
Sodium compounds, nes: (Carbonate, manafactured.——————- = 18. Bulgaria 7 France 6 

Seifatermanufectured ~~~ ~~~ 8 V8 12 rance if; Belglum-Laxerboure 25; "West Germany 6 
Stone, sand and gravel Diinension stone, worked 206 243. Franoe 19%; aly 90: Mauritius 14 

Dolomite chief refractory-grade” ~~ = B12 All rom France Gravel and crushed rock = ae Do 
Quarts and quarto = o=~~ jo 2 be 
Sind other than metalbearing ———— ra wD De 

salfar Sulfuric ee TOoT 2 31 77 France 46; Blgium-Laxembourg 8; e ‘Netherland. 
“ale, steatite, soapstone, psrophyllite —— zn = Allfrom France 
Other Grade wee nr 3 341] France 83; West Germany 1 

‘MINERAL FUELS AND RELATED MATERIALS 
Petroleum: rade ______42allon barrels. <= B51 Al from Mexico 

re tasted retro Saulied petroleum gas * do.--- 127890150189. Australia 71,728; Bahrain 11,073; Singapore 28 
Gasoline do 587952643, 585 Bahrain 11284; Femen (Aden) “2 28 Singapore 1.650, Kerosine and jet fuel do.. 251480 $12,887. Bahrain 195,00, Yemen (Adem) E1700; Singapore 24,558 
Distillate fuel oil do 416193 49061. —_Banraim 345886; Yemen (Aden) sts Italy 28,734 
Lubricants odo. 2470757208] T_—_Yenezucla $4062, France 13,368 Keedval uated 2727740027. «238 “Gata! All rom Madagascar. 
Bitumen and other raves Go 5875254813 <All rom Republic of South Africa. 
Bituminous mixtures. 0. —— Sis“ T>_ All rom Reance 

“Table prepared by Virginia A. Woodson "Lowe than 1/2 unit
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RWANDA 

Although its contribution to the economy tional Finance Corp. to support a $20 mil- 
was less that 2% in 1983, the mining sector lion’ investment program in the mining 
was the country’s second leading source of sector for making necessary improvements 
export earnings, accounting for nearly 20% in the mineral exploration, mining, and 
of total export receipts. The industry pro- processing sectors. Negotiations for the loan 
vided employment for approximately 8,500 were underway as of yearend. Also pending 
salaried workers and 12,000 artisan miners further negotiations at yearend was a loan 
during the year. Rwanda’s exploited min- from the UNDP for conducting a large-scale 
eral resources were beryl, cassiterite, mineral exploration project using modern 
colombo-tantalite, gold, and wolfram. The prospecting techniques. In May, IDA ap- 
cassiterite ore was processed at the Kururu- proved a $45 million credit for the Ruzizi IT 
ma smelter. An estimated 90,000 tons of Regional Hydroelectric Power Project. 
cassiterite ore provided the reserve base for A cement plant at Mashyuza in the south- 
exploitation and tin production at the western part of the country was nearing 
foundry. Owing to a decline in export prices, completion at yearend and was due to be on- 
a rise in production costs, mining equip- stream by mid-1984. The plant was being 
ment obsolescence, and effects of apprecia- built with Chinese technical and financial 
tion of the Rwandan franc, the Government _ assistance and had a proposed initial capaci- 
mining parastatal Société Miniére du ty of 50,000 tons per year of cement and 
Rwanda (SOMIRWA) continued to experi- 10,000 tons per year of quicklime. The plant 
ence severe financial difficulties. SOMIR- should make Rwanda self-sufficient in ce- 
WA was 49% owned by the Rwandan Gov- ment, which formerly had to import all of 
ernment and 51% owned by the Belgian its cement requirements. The plant was 
Compagnie Geologique et Miniére des In- designed so that it can be expanded to 
genicurs et Industriels Belges. SOMIRWA 100,000 tons per day at a later date without 
requested financial assistance from the Eu- major alterations. 
ropean Investment Bank and the Interna- 

SEYCHELLES 

During 1983, Amoco Seychelles Co. con- Amoco Seychelles was pending, based on 
ducted seismic testing in its search for the results of the data evaluation. The only 
petroleum reserves in Seychelles’ waters. other mineral-related activities on Seychel- Evaluation of the seismic data along with les’ numerous islands were small sand and 
aeromagnetic data gathered in 1982 was gravel operations for local building needs 
underway at yearend and was the only and the collection and processing of guano 
activity planned for the first half of 1984. for domestic use as fertilizer. 
Further geophysical work or drilling by 

Table 8.—Seychelles: Exports of mineral commodities! 
(Metric tons unles otherwise specified) 

Commadity 1981 vee es eiergemegan 
pa ct ee 

(Copper: Metal including alloys, serap_—_ 2 _ Petroleum refinery products Gasoline = d2gallon barrels —- 1618 All forbunkers Distillate fuel off "= edo > Tl ousgee TANG Tubricantas 0 = =o" 7" 7 ap-2=7 = eo F De, Stone, sand and gravel Dimension stone, ‘rude and partly worked nnn 180 - oe ess I 
*Table prepared by Virginia A. Woodson,
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Table 9.—Seychelles: Imports of selected mineral commodities’ 
(Metre tons unleas otherwise specified) 

— TTT 8 
Commodity veer mee aa Gn 

Merais 
‘Aluminum: Metal including alloy al fee re actin dipw a 106 189. United Kingdom 78; Belgium. 
Copper: Metal includi Me taemnoere tt. ‘manufactures = esse e 23. United Kingdom 8; Italy 7; France’5. Iron and sie! Maal semimanulacares adsl ——.s0812_Repblc af euth Aca 6, Sopan Uitiad Ringe 186 Other: Base metals including alloys, all eee ° 12 1 Unjted Kingdom 9; Republic of Booth Alsen To 

NONMETALS Cement 2018 G SIG Kenya 12.064; North Koren 2,500, Perlis materials Manatactore Nitrogear an Manefactoreds 4009 North Korea 4000 Unepetited and ized -—=7=7727 5 id 2 Weert epubie of outh 
Lime --------------- u BeVaadbiees 2270022 Fr] G5 __ Republish Ata 26 China 

‘Sodium compounds, n.e.s.: Sulfate, manu- ” taste eaten a 1. Allffom United Kingdom. Stone sand and gravel 
emeide and partly worked 3 n All from Republic of South Africa Recaceeecetcs a 1 o> MISE! Gayl and srashed rock ->_7W=> 38 SLL Allon United Kingdom, suites Safer aed a 3 152 Netherlands apa Und King 
MINBRAL FUELS AND RELATED MATERIALS 

Petzleum: Code" ______ADgalln bartels. a8 ws Refinery products 
‘Liquefied petroleum gas do ASRB= 885 «12—_—Republic of South Africa 162 Gasoline, motor... 8 as ist 9 Yeon @anaay vie United Arab 
Mineral jelly and wax — do. 6 16 sit otSouth Aftica 8; United erally and aos -- Riess : 
Kerosine and jetfuel do 16062121512 Bahrain 90,84; Dibout 26.140 Distilatefucloil-~~~da--~~ 298067 «247/600 > Bahrain 129,468; Dytbouti 50.189 Pibrcans —~~-wde > RESET] Siar 2058 France 80. Reese! foool= =~ 774 ee eect 

“Table prepared by Virginia A. Woodson 
?Unreported quantity valued at $75,000. SUnreported euantity valued at $1400 “Unreported quantity valued at $23,00 

SOMALIA 

‘There was little change within the miner- 1988, and equipment for the plant bought 
al industry of Somalia during 1988. Mineral with the funding was delivered to Berbera 
developments were limited to small sand, late in the year. Creusot-Loire Entreprise, 
gravel, and stone operations for domestic the prime contractor of the cement plant 
construction, production of some sea salt for contract, estimated that 1,800 cubic meters 
domestic use, and limited sepiolite produc- of equipment and supplies was shipped to 
tion for commercial export, Financial prob- the plantsite during the last 2 months of 
lems continued to plague attempts to com- 1983, Total financial assistance from France 
plete the cement plant facility at Berbera in on the plant project was estimated at $22.5 
northern Somalia. Originally scheduled by million. 
the French Government for completion in _ Late in the year, Somalia’s Ministry of 
1982, the plant was expected to be complet- Mineral and Water Resources concluded 

ed in mid-1984, Additional financing of $3.5 negotiations with Esso Exploration Juba 
million’ was allocated by France's Central S.A. for a new concessional agreement on 
Fund for Economic Cooperation early in 205,000 square kilometers in southwestern
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Somalia along the borders of Kenya and Service Oil & Gas Co.'s operation in Soma- 
Ethiopia. Under the terms of the agree- lia, advised the Somali Government that it 
ment, Esso Exploration Juba was obliged to would be pulling out at yearend 1983. The 
drill three wells over a period of 6 years. Atlantic Richfield Co. announced in late 
SNEA of France also finalized negotiations 1988 that it would be drilling two explorato- 
late in the year and was expected to sign ary wells during 1984 in the central range- 
formal agreement with the Somali Govern- lands area. Shell Oil also indicated to the 
ment in January 1984. The concession was Government that it would be drilling two 
of unspecified size and was offshore in the wells in 1984, off the north coast near Las 
‘Mogadishu area. The Quintana Oil Co. of Qoray. Loan negotiations were also com- 
the United States asked for and received pleted in 1983 between the Government of 
from the Somali Government a l-year ex- Somalia and the World Bank for the first 
tension on its concession, which was due to phase of an estimated $42 million project to 
run out during 1984, on the agreed condi- develop the Afgooye Gasfield. The project 
tion that Quintana drill two exploration entailed drilling two development wells and 
wells within the alloted time frame. Occi- constructing a pipeline to Mogadishu’s elec- 
dental Oil Co., which had absorbed Cities _ tric power generating plant at Gezira. 

SWAZILAND 

Mineral production in Swaziland overall Japan agreed in December to continue 
increased modestly during 1983. Asbestos funding the coal exploration work ongoing 
production increased 4% over that of 1982, since 1980 in the Lubhuku Coalfield area. 
coal output decreased slightly, construction As of yearend 1983, approximately 200 mil- 
stone volume increased 60%, and cassiterite lion tons of anthracite coal had been proved 
exploitation and production of concentrates out within the field, with the quality assess- 
increased. Value of all mineral production ed as similar to the Mpaka coal mine 
increased approximately 25% over that of reserves. The Japanese International Coop- 
1982. Negotiations were underway during eration Agency and the Geological Survey 
the second half of the year between Turner _and Mines Department of Swaziland signed 
and Newall (T&N) and the Swazi Govern- the agreement, which was to extend the 
ment for the sale of the former's 60% drilling exploration program to 1985. A 
interest in the Havelock asbestos mines. major boost to exporting would be provided 
T&N had operated the mine beginning in by a proposed 800,000-ton-per-year anthra- 
1933, and it was consistently one of the cite mine financed by Shell Coal Swaziland. 
country’s major foreign exchange earn- The location of the operation would be in 
ers since that time. The existing mining the northeast Mhlume area where over 100 
lease was due to run out in 1986, and million tons of semianthracite reserves had 
asbestos reserves within the lease area were been identified. The poor coal market in 
almost depleted. These facts, coupled with 1983, and prospects for the near future, will 
the depressed condition of the international _ probably continue to influence an abeyance 
asbestos market, were cited as reasons for _of the project. Another company evaluating 
the impending pullout by T&N. The most coal deposits in the Mhlume Coalfield dur- 
likely purchaser of the mining operation ing 1983 was the Intercoal Mining & Trad- 
will be the Swazi Government's investment ing Co., of Switzerland, The possibility of 
fund’ agency, Tibyo Taka Ngwane (TTN), any expansion of the existing Mpaka coal 
which already held the remaining 40% mine in Swaziland, or any new coal develop- 
interest in the operation in 1983. Another ments, would depend heavily on improve- 
pullout being negotiated during the year ments in rail transport within the country 
was the Anglo American Corp.'s interest in Rehabilitation of the Machava-Matsapa sec- 
Swaziland Collieries Ltd., which operated tion of the Swaziland Railroad continued 
the Mpaka coal mine. Anglo’s mining lease with the total project cost of $67 million* 
expired in July 1983, and plans were to sell being funded by the Italian Government. 
the company’s 48.3% interest to the Swazi Also during the year, the Swazi Govern- 
Government, also via the TTN funding ment began a project to build a new 60- 

agency. kilometer railroad section to the Republic of
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South Africa that would allow coal trans- the second largest supplier of bricks to 
port directly to Richards Bay for export. concerns within the Republic of South Afri- 
Total cost of the project was estimated at ca. Built to utilize the high-quality clay 
$51 million. deposits within an area approximately 80 

In September, the Swazi Government kilometers southeast of Manzini, the plant 
issued a diamond exploration mining li- could both supply the small local demand in 
cense to the Trans-Hex Co. of Cape Town, Swaziland and alleviate what has been a 
Republic of South Africa. The license was chronic shortage of bricks in the Republic of 
for the continued survey and exploitation of South Africa. Clay reserve estimates at the 
diamonds and other precious stones in an _plantsite were estimated to be adequate for 
area near the industrial center of Manzini. 50 years. The plant was 51% owned by 
Work continued throughout the year and Swaziland’s TTN agency, 17.5% owned by 
was nearing completion on the Langa Na- the Roberts Construction Co., 7% by the 
tional Brickworks near Mpaka. Upon com- German Development Corp., and 12.5% by 
pletion, scheduled for spring of 1984, the the Commonwealth Development Corp. of 
brick plant was to have production capacity _ the Republic of South Africa 
of 65 million bricks per year and to become 

TANZANIA 

New developments in the minerals sector gold. 
within Tanzania for 1983 centered around _ A feasibility study was undertaken by the 
the Minjingu phosphate operation, which Lurgi Co. of the Federal Republic of Ger- 
completed its first full year of production, many, to evaluate the iron deposits at 
having started up in December of 1982, and Liganga and Mchuchume for the Tanzanian 
the implementation of new mineral policies Government agency, the National Develop- 
for large- and small-scale mineral develop- ment Corp. Preliminary results of the study 
ments within the country. To attract for- estimated 45 million tons of iron ore re- 
eign investment in the mineral sector, a serves at the two deposit sites, capable of 
considered necessity for large-scale develop- supplying a proposed 1.56 million tons of 
ments, a number of new incentives by the ore annually to a beneficiation and iron 
‘Tanzanian Government were delineated in pelletizing complex at Liganga with an 
a new mining code announced in July. annual capacity of 500,000 tons of pellets. A 
‘Among the new incentives were suspension considerable amount of supporting infra- 
of customs duty and sales tax on all equip- structure would also have to be built, in- 
ment used for prospecting, mining, and cluding a 300-megawatt coal-fired power 
mineral processing plants, All taxes charge- station at the Mchuchume coal mine. The 
able to mining operations would be applied Chinese Government was conducting a 
to the Government's share of capital contri- study during the year on large-scale devel- 
bution to any joint venture. Corporation opment of the coal deposits at nearby 
taxes would be fixed at 50%, with allowance Songwe-Kimira, which would be essential 
for accelerated depreciation, and mining to the iron ore project. The existing Mchu- 
companies would be allowed to open special chume Mine is too small an operation to 
bank accounts through which to import supply the proposed powerplant’s feedstock 
spare parts and pay for other services with- needs. The cost of the proposed iron ore 
‘out exchange restrictions. In the area of project, including infrastructural construc- 
small-scale mining, the Government began tion, was estimated at approximately $2 
setting up centers in different parts of the billion. The cost of the Lurgi feasibility 
country late in the year for assisting small- study, scheduled for completion in late 
scale mining operations in acquiring equip- spring 1984, was $280,000. 
ment, training of new mining personneland —_In June 1983, the United Nations Indus- 
special instruction in handling of explo- trial Development Organization completed 
sives, selling of minerals exploited, and a study for development of soda ash deposits 
assistance in loan application preparation, at Lake Natron in north-central Tanzania. 
‘The State Mining Corp. (STAMICO) was to Study results recommended the construc- 
operate the centers to be located in Morogo- tion of a small plant at an estimated initial 
ro, Karagwe, Mpanda, Chunya, Tarime, and capital cost of $17 million,? with an annual 
Geita. Under the new system, the Govern- capacity of 60,000 tons of product. Infra- 
ment expected to deter illegal mining of structural costs for necessary road construc-
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tion were not considered in the study to the beneficiation plant feed station, 
The Minjingu phosphate project operated where it was stockpiled and blended. Ore 

near design capacity during the year, pro- processing included crushing, hand picking, 
ducing approximately 165,000 tons of ore screening, grinding, drying, and various 
grading 24.6% P.0,. The ore-to-waste-rock classifying stages. Two cyclone and two bag 
ratio at the mine, operated two shifts per filter units recovered fines from the dryer 
day, 7 days per week by the Government exhaust gas. Filter bag fines were fed to the 
agency STAMICO, averaged 1 to 1.6 during product bin or to the waste rock stockpile, 
1983. Using dry-processing technology, the depending on the P.O, content. Automatic 
ore was upgraded to a minimum concentra- loading devices on the product bin fed the 
tion of 30% POs. Because the ore was phosphate concentrate to a fleet of eight 
assessed as soft during exploration work Sisu R-142 DET truck-trailer units for 
and pilot testing in the late 1970's, the transport to the city of Arusha for storage, 
excavation operations at the mine infre- approximately 100 kilometers from the 
quently used blasting during the year. Indi- minesite. The product was then reclaimed 
cated reserves at Minjingu were 10 million by Valmet wheel loaders and conveyed to 
tons of ore within 60 meters of the surface. railroad cars for shipment to the Tanga 
Rear dump trucks were used to transport fertilizer plant. 
the broken ore approximately 1 kilometer 

UGANDA 

Uganda’s mineral production in 1983 re- completed in June 1983. The phase-two 
mained stagnant, with modest amounts of rated capacity for the plant was 600 tons 
lime, cement, and salt produced, along with _ per day, but as of yearend only 300 tons per 
small amounts of tin and tungsten from day had been attained. The phase-one sec- 
placer deposits, and copper leached from tion of the plant remained completely shut 
tailings piles at the Kilembe minesite. The down for the fourth year in a row. Reha- 
Kilembe Mine continued to operate on a bilitation work at the Tororo cement plant 
minimal care-and-maintenance basis. Sel- was nearing completion, and plans for a 
trust Engineering, a subsidiary of British third cement production facility located in 
Petroleum Corp, finished a feasibility study the Kasese District were well underway as 
during the year for a project to rehabilitate _ of yearend. 
the Kilembe Mine, mill, and smelter near 
the Owen Falls powerplant. The estimated ‘Physical scientist, Division of Foreign Data 
cost of the rehabilitation project was $100 panini rane iff) te US dali Sethe ea at million. Another feasibility study concluded Fauids-—tistiay. 9 0° O° “ST a 
during the year was for a proposed phos- ,y,fVhere, necessary, values have been converted from 
phate fertilizer industry utilizing the phos- BRUSH 0. : - ‘ a ei “ e 
phate deposits at Sukulv. The study was  ,,,Where necessary. values have been converted from 
done by the Florida-based Bearden Potter Eqogitusiioo™” ° US etiam st the rate of 
Corp., under a $4 million credit from IDA. .'Where, necessary, values have been converted from 
The first phase of geophysical surveys for K@yarfiliggs jC Sh) to US. dollars at the rate of 
petroleum oil exploration in the Western ‘Where necessary, values have beon converted from Rift Valley of Uganda was completed in Ryapain fiance (Re) to U8" doll af the vate ot 
1983. Further geophysical work and evalua- _ ‘Where necessary, values have been converted from 
tion was planned for 1984, along with devel S"! shillings ($2, Sh) to US. dollars at the rate of 
opment of a petroleum code for negotiating ‘Where necessary, values have been converted from 
exploration and development contracts with — BySh_qiuglangent (B) to US. dollars at the rate of 
interested international companies. The re- | *Where necessary, values have been converted from 
habilitation of phase two of the Hima Ce. [uyinan (iusings (T Sh) to US. dollars at the rate of 
ment Co. plant in western Uganda was -
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BENIN 

Output of mineral products was estimat- ma by the U.S.S.R. as part of the United 
ed to be unchanged in 1983 from that of Nations development program. Gold had 
1982 with the exception of petroleum. The been produced previously at Perma, where 
country began production of crude oil from a grade of 0.289 troy ounce of gold per ton 
the Seme Oilfield, and all output was ex- was reported. An exploitation program for 
ported. Wood and charcoal constituted 72% the deposit was to employ about 100 people, 
of Benin’s total energy consumption, and and output was targeted to reach 1,600 troy 
imported petroleum products and electric ounces per year. Recoverable reserves were 
power accounted for the remainder. Cement put at 96,000 troy ounces. 
was produced from imported clinker. The "petroleum.—Output of crude oil com- 
Bross domestic product (GDP) was $1.06! menced from the Seme Oilfield and all 
million in 1982, the latest year for which production was exported. Associated natu- 
information was available: ral gas, currently flared, may be piped from 

COMMODITY REVIEW the offshore field for local industry use, 
eliminating the need for certain imported 

Gold.—Exploration was underway at Per- refined product requirements. 

Table 1.—Other countries of West Africa: Production of mineral commodities’ 

BENIN 
Cement, hydraulic! metric tons. 250,000 284580 297,000 S142 815,000 Petroleum, crude — thousand’ @gallon barrels. ~ oe 000 Salt, marine 22 = metric tone wo 0 08 ito 100 
Stone: Gravel® SIIIIIIREN MS 21,000 22,000 22,000 NA NA 

Seo footnotes at end of table 
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‘Table 1.—Other countries of West Africa: Production of mineral commodities 
—Continued 

Country? and commodity? 1919 1980 1981 To 1983" 

CAPE VERDE ISLANDS 
Pumice and related voleanie materials® ‘metric tons. 15,000 15,000 10,000 NA 10.000 
Solt__—_---- eee 6445 6,500 6.500 

IVORY COAST 
Coment® ¢_____-_— thousand metric tons. 1,300 1,300 1,200 1,100 1,000 
Diamond: 

‘Gem* thousand carats 5 - _ — . 
Industrial — =~ >> 2= 7 do 32 EE = a a2 

Total. ------do---- 3 _- - — _ 
Petroleum: 

‘Crude’. thousand 42gallon barrels — = $200) 2,200 3.a78 8,760 
Refinery products: OO 
Gaklne de 2091 1982 1,898 
Kerosine and jet fuel. ---——~_Tdo.--- 1,100 1248 ‘399 305 
Distillate fuel oil —"""""""""do"">_s3'600 2768 3710 3,586 NA 
Residual fuel oil ____----~ do. ~~ ©4300 4995, 8.996 4.029 

Liquefied petroleum gas —— do — 130 98 % 81 
Refinery fuel and losses ——— ~~ do. 2500 482 100 803 

Total —___________-_-do_-- 1188067 lore2 1,240 NA 
‘MALI 

Cement, hydraulic... metric tons. 26758 20,000 20,000» 27,000-———20.000 
Gold, mine output, metal content® —troy ounces. — ‘5100 "10,000 36.000 13,000 18,000 
Phosphate rock® ~~ —.----—metric tons_— 2.000 2.000 5000 10,000 10,000 
BOM ean ee ergs Man 4500 4500 43500 4,500 4.500 Stone: 

Granite do 415 _- _- - -- 
Marble_—~~~—""7" 777 square meters — "324 500 500, NA NA 
Limestone. ~~~ ~~~ ~-~metrie tons. 500 4600 "4,600 NA NA 

NIGER 
Cement, hydraulic._-_-___----.--do.--_ 38000 41,000 37,000 38.000 40,000 Goals essen eeeacussascsecocdaos= s —. T2800 75.000 L18,609 
Gypeua ~~ => go 22 = 202,790 3.000 3,000 
‘Molybdenum concentrate, metal content do. —— 100 92 1s 42 0 

Phosphate rock--—-——-==--—-==~-d0-——— 1,000 1,000 6,000 1,000 1000 
BRM nactmopinwnccevenceca+ sane ‘900 8.000 3.000 3.000 3,000 Stone, sand and gravel: 

Gravel_—------------ cubie meters... 180,000 180,000 180,000, NA NA 
Band cco no sconce net eS cee 6,000, 6,000 6,000 NA NA ‘Tin, mine output, metal content —— metric tone. — 98 64 55 at 20 

Uranium concentrate, UaOs content ————do——— 440 4,869) aust 5014 4041 
‘SENEGAL 

Cement, hydraulic... ..---do.--- 980,688 «886,284 871,600 363,470 394,916 
Clays: Fuller's earth (attapulgite)_—~""do."-~ “13,000 3978 82973 98.999 100,375 

Petroleum refinery products: OT 
Gasoline. thousand 42gallon barrels__ as 1,057 1a 138 484 

Jet fuel and kerosine = =d0-— =~ 1095 L101 42 651 ae 
Distilate fuel o--—— ==> go = 1319 1s 996 825 538 

Residual fuel ofl ~~~ ~"""77777""go.7=7 2121 1985 1,593 1,200 566 Othervcs a onnecana-aenccoscdoina< 02 87 15 40 20 
Refinery fuel and losses ~~~ ~~ =~ “ao == 235 188 156 ut 1st 

Total occu nccewaegsscudeces 6018 5,596 4,986 3,602 2187 Phogphate rock and related products: 
Crude: 

‘Aluminum phosphate 
‘thousand metric tons. _ 184 24 199 219 1187 

Calcium phosphate. == -don 1,651 1,408 1,500 902 1,254 
Manactared hate, at 

ENE TS 8 182 106 136 us 
Other? —___________-- de> 10 8 5 3 % 

Salt®_-22.2TTTLLIT TT “Timetrie tons” 140,000 140,000 140,000 160,000 *170,000, 
‘Toco 

Cement products: 
‘Clinker. thousand metrie tons _ °70 468 602 868 693 
Cements = ao 295 303 285 219 a2 

‘See footnotes at end of table.
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Table 1.—Other countries of West Africa: Production of mineral commodities! 
—Continued 

Country? and commodity? 1979 1980 1981, 1982? 1983" 

TOGO —Continued 
Ion and steot* 

‘Gride = ---———— thousand metric tons 3 5 5 5 % Semimanufactures send. ® Fd 0 0 = 
Petroleum refi ets ‘Gusoltnes  PEheusand 42 gallon barrels a3 5a - Kerosine and jet fuel == do. i aa = a = Distillate fuel ofl ~~ 777 >>" "do-= == 1a oa = = Residual fuel oll ~~ Sian ois ‘i 15 BE Minor product, refinery fuel and loses 

do. 200 99 _ - 
He eros oranda 312 (a ss ue ~~ Phosphate rock, beneliciated product ‘thousand metric tons 2920 2988 ats 8002081 

Solo mettle tons ‘50 00 00 *00 ue Stone: Marble; dimension ~~~ square meters. NA NA NA 15087 NA 
UPPER VOLTA 

Phosphate rock? =~ thousand tons__ es 3 a 3 3 
“Estimated. Preliminary. "Revised. NA Not available. 
{includes data available through Aug. 22, 1984. 
2th addon ig the county ted. The Canbia and Guipee Bsa, hich are covered nthe tnt ofthis hate, 

Eppoutn Line and sal but sutput i not reported quantitatively and avaiable informatica te insdequats © mike alable estimates of output levels 
3in addition to the commodities listed, a variety of crude construction materials (lays, stone, and sand and gravel) Bresumably is produced, but output is not reported quantitatively, and available information is inadequate to make Felnble eatimates of output levels “Output based entirely on imported clinker. 
‘Data are for years ending Sept. 90 ofthat stated 
‘Reported figure ‘Protas masked under the ade names “Bali” “Poop and P 
“One-third of domestically produced clinker from limestone mined at Tabligh, Togo, is used domestically for cement predation Chan an te fry Cot sah sve oe hal of he rmatning Sit ent Tog aso mors ies for the production of cement by Clment du Togo, 

CAPE VERDE ISLANDS 

Mineral production was confined to small Island of Maio was postponed. Output 
quantities of building materials and salt. would be 60,000 tons per year during the 
All fuel and mineral-related products were first phase of plant design. Pozzolana from 
imported, and salt was the only product deposits on the Island of Santo Antao would 
known to be exported. be the source material. 

Construction of a cement plant on the 

THE GAMBIA 

Excluding output of unknown quantities All requirements for petroleum products 
of crude construction materials, mineral were met through imports. A small deposit 
industry activity was insignificant in 1983. of ilmenite was reportedly discovered. 

GUINEA-BISSAU, * 

Excluding production of unknown quanti-_ lion tons and total reserves were estimated 
ties of crude construction materials, there at 110 million tons. If exploited, mine prod- 
was no mineral production in 1983, uct would be treated elsewhere. 
Technoexport of the USSR. signed a Studies were completed on phosphate 

contract in 1977 for prospecting of bauxite mineralization at Farim in the northeast. 
mineralization in the southeast near Boe. Plans for development were terminated ow- 
Good-quality bauxite amounted to 71 mil- ing to its lower quality in comparison with
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other West African deposits. minos) to explore 4,500 square kilometers. 
Despite a maritime boundary dispute Partners include Elf Aquitaine, 22.5%; Pe- 

with Guinea, petroleum exploration was trominos, 25%; British Petroleum Develop- 
proceeding offshore. Société Nationale Elf ment Ltd. 18.75%; Texaco Canada Re- 
Aquitaine signed a joint venture agreement sources Ltd., 16.87%; Wintershall Aktien- 
with Empresa Nacionale de Pesquisa e Ex- gesellschaft, 11.25%; and Texaco Bissau 
ploragio Petroliferas e Mineiras EP (Petro- _Inc., 5.63%, 

IVORY COAST 

Mineral exploration and pilot plant devel- export of 18,182 carats valued at $2.4 mil- 
‘opment were the main mineral industry lion? 
activities in 1983. Preparations were under- Gold.—SODEMI, a state organization for 
way for a pilot plant to recover alluvial gold mineral exploration and development creat- 
in the region of Issia. Exploitation of dia- ed in 1962, began finalization of technical 
monds reportedly was planned in the region and economic studies for the installation of 
of Seguela on former mining sites. a pilot plant at Issia. A mobile washer of 10- 

Exploration continued in many areas, cubic-meter-per-hour capacity was put into 
particularly for gold at Benou, Bandama- operation, and the extraction and stockpil- 
Marahoué, Tabou, Aboisso, and Seguela; for ing of gold-bearing gravels commenced. 
polymetallic sulfide mineralization at San An agreement between SODEMI and 
Pedro, Boudoukou, and Odienné; and for Compagnie Francaise de Mines (Cofra- 
uranium near Odienne and Katiola. mines) of France led to the creation of the 

Société de Mines d'Ity (SMD). Technical and 
COMMODITY REVIEW engineering studies were completed by 

Diamond.—The Société pour le Devel. Fives-Cail Babcock and Krebs of France on 
oppement Miniére de la Cote d'Ivoire the Ity gold deposit. Final decision on com- 
(SODEMI recommenced control of the mencing output was expected in early 1984. 
diamond-producing area at Bobi in July. It  Petroleum.—Heurtey Industries complet- 
outlined new zones of interest and establish. ed expansion of the Abidjan refinery of 
ed control of clandestine artisanal worker Société Ivoirenne de Raffinage, including an 
sites. A series of pits were dug to evaluate atmospheric distillation unit with 41,100 

different structural levels with the objective barrels per day of capacity; a distillate 
of restarting production at a modest level. _hydrodesulfurization unit with a capacity of 

‘The Government created the Bureau 5,000 barrels per day; and a sulfur recovery 
d’Achat, d’Importation et Exportation unit capable of 40 tons per day. 
(BAIE) in January 1983. BAIE approved the 

Table 2.—Ivory Coast: Exports of selected mineral commodities? 
(Metric tons unless otherwise specified) 

_—_—_Drrtnation 182 
Commodity 1981 seo er eee 

METALS 
Aluminum: Metal including alloys, ‘emimancfactares — 184 818. Upper Vola 8; Niger 245; Songa 
Copper: Metal including alloys, serap.. 12 1200 Spal at Hngaey 25 Beam 
Tron and steel: Metal: Berepic aac sc SoUSL eau 16494 16025 Spain 6,588; Yugoslavia 5,747; Sene- Bal 227. 
Semin rls gies, shapes sections 52 50 Niger 251; Mali 181; Upper Vola 84 Universal plates, sheets 12052885 > Mall .908; Niger ate, "VO" Hoopandsirip. === 3 el Rall and acosmorieg "7227 4g Nigeria 50; Niger 3. 
Rpemee |e ET en Castings and forgings, rough =~ 3 it _S Gunes 3; Benin; Senegal 

See footnotes at end of table.
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Table 2.—Ivory Coast: Exports of selected mineral commodities Continued 
(Metric tons unless otherwise specified) 

Commodi 1981 1982 QQ y ited Other (prineipad 

METALS —Continued 
‘Lead: Metal incuding all Serapeeoe nee eee 82 -_ France 60; Belgium-Lauxembourg 22 Uawroughg -=— 22 6 veo NNSRepais ait ren [Nickel Metal naiudng alloys sorap ——— ‘a 3 Alo Belgum-Lusemboure ‘Nanium: Onidess esses 2 i. here Rigerd ine Metal including alos Scrap ~~~ 188 shi T>__Prance 94 Spain 9, 

NONMETALS 
Cement nn BG OOT—«1BRSAT_— Upper Volta 120,854; Mali 57,79. Fertliver materials: Manafactared: ‘Aun nn 528 “ Upper Volta 10, Nitrogenous— ~~~ see = 15 2 ARNO Upper Vote Bota soos = 2312 Niger 20 Upper Voltas. Unopeciiod andiminad -~--~~~—~ a Qypstinand paige =a 02> its Ti Niger 98; Gabon 12. 

Carbonate, maniactured. “4 au - Ghana 153; Togo 24; Upper Volta 14 Sulfate, manufactured ———~————— B Sl 02> Ghana drt: Niger 65. sulfor Salant weil n anna a a ee io) 2 Malsd1; Upper Volta 49 
‘MINERAL FUELS AND RELATED ‘MATERIALS 

Petroleum . Glade" thousand 42,gallon barrels. @ "ums 142 aly 294 
Refinery products: Tiguelied petroleum gas eo 8 2 Mainly to other Africa Gasoline don 730 set > Mail slip Upper Volta 27. 

Kerosine and jet fuel —~ “do ~~ 118 79 ~~ Mall. 10; Upper Volta 85; unspecified 
Distillate fuel oil do. -_ 935 108810 ‘Spain 218; France 198; Mali 131. Pabricants >>> doo iss Bo 13a G0: Unper Volta 23; Niger 11 Resdialfesroi—————"di-“—= 8H aah Tego Upper Vota Dt Panama 
Bitumen and other residues do 428 625 Nigeria $90; Cameroon 4, Bituminous mixtures. do ~~~ 7% TL 22 Nigeria 4; Upper Vole 20 

“Table prepared by Virginia A. Woodson 
Less than 1/2 unit. 

Table 3.—Ivory Coast: Imports of selected mineral commodities* 
(Metric tons unless otherwise specified) 

TT aren 
Commodi 1981 1. aa ¥ yas Other (principal) 

METALS 
Aluminum: 

‘Oxides and hydroxides —_ a2 52. France 42; Republic of Korea 10. ‘otal including slow Baap ae 65 20 Gabon 44; unspecitie 76. Semimanufactares——----""- 5244288 Cameroon 2a; France 76, Conger ta including al Bao ce 1 3. Allfrom Gabon Unwroughe ~~~ 2>22TTTTTIT 24 21 il fom Francs. Semimanufaccures. TID al 100 France HS Bolgium-Loxembours a Iron and see: Metal Semimanufactures: Bars rods angles shapes ections 30200696 Begun Lemboug 20488; Spain 
Universite showin... 59589 RAO 7; Belgtum Lanemboure 
Hogpandetriy <== --n--- 98 MER. race 68, Wert Germany (95, Has and accesories =-~=72227 530 Gs > France 3; Belgion:Luxernboarg 16 Wire Se SeSOPS coocccrntt Yaga > France, West Germany 301 ‘Tubes pipes fitingso=————77TT> RBA BT Netherland 5.90, Prance 952, West Germany 8.79. Castings and forgings, rough aa grt ____ France 168; Begum Luxembourg 9 

See footnotes at end of table
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‘Table 3.—Ivory Coast: Imports of selected mineral commodities: Continued 
(Metric tons unless otherwise specified) 

Sources, 1982 
Commodi 1981 ie’ Sa —— >, ae " pied Other principal 

METALS —Continued 
Lead: Dilla 2 cso Saami nes 8 19 __ All fom France. 

Metal including alloys Serap none 9 aa Unwrought === 277222== % 9 __ France 15, 
Semimanufactires - ~~ —————— a 2417 —_-Belglum-Ltixembourg 16; France 8. 

‘Nickel: Metal including alloys, semimanufactures. === ~~ 508 58-13 France 825; taly 9; Belgium. ‘Duxembourg 46 
‘Titanium: Oxides 392 228. rance 100; West Germany 40, 
NOsides pecan eee 40 34. West Germany 12; France 9. 

Metal including alloys Bray ee cree 197 na Unwroughi. === =~ 5137 468 NA Belgum-Laxembourg 8.22; France 
NONMETALS , 

Abrasives, nes: ‘Natural: Corundum, emery, pumice, Woes, |S eaNeS wr __ France 106. 
Antificisl Corundum ~~~ —~-=~=> a 2% I. Allfrom France. 

Barite and witherite- ~~ ——~————— wait 15859 Spaip Gl Trland 4.801; Moroceo 
Boron materials: Crude natural borates — 381 tm NA. Cements nnn nnn nen 12 reg Toga 208 654: France 218,584, igiumm- Luxembourg 133,000. 
Chiles icone 3,865 4854 France 4240; Spain 288 
‘Diatoraite and other infisorial earth ——— 258 183 France 158 
Fertilizer materials: Manufactured 

‘Arnmodin once genee ten enaes 2.938 4988 Ireland 1,499; United Kingdom 1,349 "Trinidad 1.194 
Nitrogenous-------------- 1620819221 France 3808 West Germany 5250; 
Phosphatic ________..------ 3,065 1,000 sa Belgium-Luxembou rg 600; Senegal 

Potassig ——-----—---------- $3,669 440TO 2.000 Spain 2,520; Netherlands 10,050, 
Unopeedandmixed 2722---- Ts Baety aban West Germany 6 Gypsumandplaser eT -TTTTW> aga Bhs Morocen 42819; France 12.565. 

Bi ics cade "-—---------. «0308 RTMRT=_—_‘Benogen 6h Niger tas, crude ~—~~~~-2=72-- me 980, Ni ; 
Sa tnd brine Sa Senegal 4,088; West Germany 2.957 

‘Carbonate, manufactured. ——————— 2.267 2269 $3—‘France 785; Romania 400; Italy 338. 
Sulfate, manufactured -———--~-- 1145 STB_—"B_France 6,672; West Germany 8,014; uth ‘United Kingdom 2,050. 
‘Elemental: Crude including native ‘and bypreduct == ist 4028 France 4011 Sulfuric acid. ~ = 3358 Bog Urled Kingdom 108 ‘Tale, steatite, soapstone, pyrophylite ~~ 4315 Viel > France 1,025; Norway 190. 
MINERAL FUELS AND RELATED ‘MATERIALS 

Carbon: Carbon black ———————--- =~ 299 551 Franee 198; Spain 100; unspecified 
Coke and semicoke 129 122. France $7; Belgium-Luxembourg 25. Beat including bn and ite ———~ 6 31 1 France 28; Belgium-Luxembourg 3. 

Grade" thousand d2gallon barrels. 109591082540 Nigeria 17 Sadi Arabin 1914 
Refinery products: 

‘Liquefied petroleum gas ‘gallon barrels. -109469««127.611— Nigeria 60,910; France 25,706, Gasoline —— = “don Sersss 66874 FOr 40,410, Netheriands T3778; 
Mefinendwar von a--aamh ms eRe oias 

ee Netherlands ist 
Kerosine and jet fuel__do.. 208180 «211,784 T_—_—~Brasil 164,541; Netherlands 90,674 
Disllatefuefott do. -—~ gate 01S Bra 85354 Netherlands 2.82; 
Lubricants. ..-----do--__ 275,968 860,284 38,066 France 189,000; Trinidad 124,712. ‘Residual fuel ofl” -—_~~do. ~~~ ms 3808 Brasil 2,177; France 4216. 
Bitumen and other residues do 5.830 8945 | ___BelgiymLyxemboure 8746; Nether 
‘Bituminous mixtures___-do_——- 2,660 3922 1,098 France 772 

NA Not available Mable prepared by Virginia A. Woodson.
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MALI 

The mineral industry in 1983 was un- and mining. 
changed from that of 1982. Cement, gold, Mali received about $7 million from 
salt, and small quantities of phosphate rock France for upgrading the country’s railroad 
for local consumption were the main prod- system.‘ The country has had a negative 
ucts produced. Exploratory research contin- trade balance for a number of years, and in 
ued for diamond, gold, iron ore, phosphate, 1983, imports exceeded exports by more 
and petroleum. A geological research center than $145 million. Current mineral trade 
was set up in Bamako. The center provided data, if any, was unavailable and exports 
computerized documentation for planning were for the most part agricultural in na- 
and support of Mali’s geological exploration _ ture. 

Table 4.—Mali: Imports of selected mineral commodities" 

(Metric tons unless otherwise specified) 
2 

Commodi 18 a oo J Gaited Other (principe 

METALS 
Aluminum: Metal including allo Geno sgeeeeee ee 14 2 All from Nigeria Setmlaunafactures~——-~----—— 2 18 Nigetat Fo an rence 0, coin Sie yode—-— = 18.2 Alffrom Pranee 
Oe ae n 5053 __ France 8,002; China 5t Iron and sel Metal Senimanifactares ars rod5 angles shapes sions 452,505 Prin 2688, West Germany 2 

‘Universals plates, sheets. 2954 BBT France 1278; Belgium Luxembour Pitas, ‘ois Poland oa. eee Hoop anditrip ------------- a 1 __Allfrom France Wie ceo 3 3 oth 2 France bt Netheands 17; Senegal 
‘Tubes, pipes fittings 1390 581 France 2; Japan 99; Thailand 40, Castings and forgings rough =~ ° 2.1 Chins21; france Zing Metal neladingaioye seam annonce 
Sembmanufacturea_——=7~— "> B 22 Allfrom France. 

‘NONMETALS 
Abrasives, nea: “hriiieal Corundam —— 2. De finding and polishing wheels and [a a 5. Branco Cements TZZZTTTIIZIIITTIIZ aos ‘Belgium Luxembourg 6620; Spain “0g, Bast Germany 2 14D, Clays, crude wa 45 43 __ West Germany 30, France 12 United ‘Kingdom 1 Fertilizer materials: Manufactured, trogenoas. nnn 44143620 rane 4600; West Germany 20. Lame Sore SUSTECES ISTE re 8 Sot > Franve 148 Salvendbrine=----77——77222T2 an) TL__‘ Senegal 8377; Algeria 919; ory ‘Coast 841; Beype 313. Sodium compounds, nes ‘Carbonate, manufactured. — 89 23. West Germany 15; Bast Germany 5. suis manvfacered : 2681 08-2 Weat Germany 890, Netherlands 165 

‘Blomental Crude including native : ‘and byproduct =n 8 3 __ All from West Germany sulfuric acd 22222222222 a 2) All from Belgium-Luxerbourg 
‘MINERAL FUBLS AND RELATED ‘MATERIALS 

Asphalt and bitumen, natural ——————— 42. France 41; West Germany 1 Petal einery prods: 
‘housand 42gallon barrels. 409 582) Iwory Coast 73. Kerosine and jet fuel doe 6 nh 57 ary Coat 6 Senege4;Venenla 

Distillate fue ot do 153 448. Senegal 228; Ivory Coast 185; Italy 16. 
‘Lubrieants________~—~"do--_— uz 13 @)__Wwory Coast 7; France 2. iy Residual fui oii ~~~~~~~~dow=2 134 wel £7 Senogal 12; Ivory Coast 58 

‘Table prepared by Virginia A. Woodson. 
Less than 1/2 unit.
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NIGER 

‘The mineral industry, with its emphasis coal mine continued to increase. Output 
on uranium production, declined in 1983 was shipped to a thermal powerplant at 
with reduced output of that product. Re- Arlit, and electric energy produced was 
duced worldwide demand for uranium nega- mainly consumed by the uranium industry. 
tively impacted Niger's economy. Overall, The plant's output was the equivalent of 
minerals made up an estimated 84% of the about 225,000 barrels of diesel fuel in 1981 
value of all exports, and reduced uranium and 1982, and was part of the Government's 
sales caused a cutback in the Government’s plan to become more energy self-sufficient. 
budget and its ability to reduce foreign debt." Uranium.—Despite earlier investor inter- 

‘The GDP was estimated at $1,692 million, est in expanding uranium production, Niger 
compared with $1,997 million in 19825 To continued to have only two uranium- 
tal export value was estimated at $332 producing companies in 1983, Société des 
million, and total import value was estimat- Mines de T'Air and Compagnie Miniere 
ed at $383 million, Uranium exports in d’Akouta, Three other mining concerns had rms of metal equivalent were estimated a ‘i 
3,600 tons compared with 3,780 tons in 1982 Fa an a rome suing: 
and 457 tone in 1981. Uranium prices were reported at $68.75 

An agreement for a turnkey thermal per kilogram of uranate in 1983, and were 
power station to be built in Goudel was t increase 6.4% in 1984. France was the 
signed with a French company. Total cost principal recipient, although Niger was free 
Was $20 million, and the plant was to con- to sell excess uranium to any buyer. Urani- sist of two diesel units of 2 megawatts each. {0 "16s alone made up 80% of total export 

COMMODITY.REVIEW. receipts in 1982, and over 12% of budget 
receipts. 

Coal.—Production from the Anou Araren 

SENEGAL 

‘The mineral industry experienced gener- Compagnie des Produits Chimiques et Mate- 
al improvement in 1983 with attapulgite, riaux (Prochimat). Prochimat exports in 
cement, phosphate rock, and salt produc- 1983 totaled 20,385 tons of both treated and 
tion up. Output of refined petroleum prod- powder forms. Most was consumed locally. 
ucts declined owing to expansion work on —_ Gold.—Studies completed by the Bureau 
Senegal’s only refinery. The country’s first de Recherches Géologiques et Miniéres 
plant for producing manufactured fertilizer, (BRGM), since it commenced exploration for 
along with an associated sulfuric acid and gold in 1979, indicated an estimated reserve 
phosphoric acid plant, was completed. Mix- of 370,000 troy ounces in the vicinity of 
ed results were obtained in petroleum ex- Sabodalo and Kerekounda. Gold content 
ploration, and a frontier boundary dispute was 0.15 troy ounce per ton of ore treated. 
with Guinea-Bissau caused delays in pro- The Government and BRGM formed the 

duction. . Société Miniére de Sabodalo to oversee ex- 
Senegal obtained a rescheduling of $100 pjoration of the deposit. The Government's million of debt over a period of 7 years. The Participation commenced at 41.42% and 

overall external debt was put at $1.2 bil- Was to rise to 51% shortly thereafter. 
lion.‘ The Government commenced austeri- BRGM controlled. the remainder. First. 
ty measures and cut back in spending. A l- stage output from an oxidized zone was to 
year, $66 million loan was obtained by yield 10,000 troy ounces of gold per year Senegal from the International Monetary fer 3 years, The second stage would ex- 
Fund for support of economic and financial Pyoit the sulfide zone at 25,700 troy ounces 
recovery: per year after 14 years, Startup was plan- 

ned for yearend 1984, 
SOMMODITY REVIEN Peat.—The Compagnie des Tourbieres du 

Clays.—In addition to byproduct produc- Senegal (CTS) was formed to develop peat 
tion of attapulgite by the phosphate indus- deposits located at Niayes, Delta, Sine- 
try, attapulgite was also produced at Pout Saloum, and Casamance. The initial CTS 
and Nianing and treated in Dakar by project was reviewed, and reserves were
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reported at 23 million cubic meters compar- _ phosphate. 
ed with the 39 million cubic meters pre- _ A phosphate deposit in Matain, eastern 
viously estimated Senegal, had 40 million tons of reserves at 

Peat production would allow the con- an average depth of 10 meters. Funding for 
struction of two groups of electrical genera- study of the deposit was obtained from 
tors at 15 megawatts each. The peat would Fonds d’Aide et de Cooperation of France. 
be briqueted for use as feed material. Cost for construction of a 1.5-million-ton- 

Petroleum and Natural Gas.—There was _per-year facility, including extension of the 
no production of crude oil in Senegal, al- existing railroad, was put at $140 million. 
though petroleum has been found at Dome A 640,000-ton-per-year sulfuric acid plant 
Flore offshore Casamance, and a small de- and a 264,000-ton-per-year phosphoric acid 
posit existed about 40 kilometers offshore plant were completed at Taiba for the 
Dakar. Two exploration companies ceased Société des Industries Chimiques du Sene- 
activities owing to a disagreement between gal. A fertilizer plant was also completed at 
Senegal and Guinea-Bissau over offshore M’Bao to produce 165,000 tons per year of 
frontier demarcation. diammomium phosphate and 45,000 tons 

Refined output by Société Africaine de per year of triple superphosphate. Phos- 
Raffinage-M’Bao declined sharply owing to phoric acid content was expected to be 54% 
expansion of the refinery to a capacity of PO. Feed material would be supplied by 
25,700 barrels per day from 18,500 barrels Compagnie Sénégalaise des Phosphates de 
per day. Total value of refined products Taiba based on a 15-year contract. Port 
output was $72 million compared with facilities were completed at Dakar for im- 
$131.4 million in 1982. Crude oil feedstock portation of sulfur and export of products. 
was from Algeria, Nigeria, and Saudi Ara- About one-half of the phosphorie acid pro- 
bia. Exports were mainly to Mali and the duction would be purchased by a consor- 
Ivory Coast. tium of Indian companies; the remainder 

Exploitation of a natural gas deposit would be used for fertilizer production at 
commenced in 1982 and 312 million cubic M’Bao. Total labor for the entire project 
feet was produced for generation of electric was over 400 people. 
power. Originally estimated to have a total _Salt.—Exports of marine salt by Société 
reserve of about 1.8 billion cubic feet and to des Salins du Sine Saloum were 140,000 
last 5 years, the deposit was exhausted tons valued at $10.6 million in 1983 compar- 

prematurely. ed with 148,400 tons valued at $13.1 million 
Phosphate Rock.—Overall improvement _ in 1982. Local sales were 21,175 tons in 1983, 

was experienced in the phosphate sector in __ Uranium.—Indications of uranium were 
terms of production, exports, and value found in eastern Senegal. A convention was 
despite a labor strike at the Compagnie approved between the Government and 
Sénégalaise des Phosphates de Taiba in Compagnie Générale des Matiére Nuclé- 
June. Total exports were 1.4 million tons, aires (COGEMA) of France. COGEMA had 
and the value per ton ranged from $22 for exploration rights to 19,300 square kilome- 
aluminum phosphate to $35 for calcium ters. 

TOGO 

The mineral industry experienced a gen- the most promising ones. 
eral decline in 1983 as output of the major 
products, cement and phosphate, fell. The COMMODITY REVIEW 

Government sought private investors to Cement.—Sales of cement were estimated 
either buy or lease its salt company oper- 9 be valued at $16 million in 1983. Exports ations, which were closed in December. wore 40,772 tons and local sales “were 
Foreign equity was also encouraged for a 199.536 tons. Cement prices were increased proposed phosphoric acid project. 7.5% by Government decree. 

The Government relaxed control in a Ciment de l'Afrique de l'Ouest (CIMAO), 
number of mineral product areas in order to which operated a cement clinker plant at 
improve their financial and competitive Tabligho using domestically produced lime- 
position. It also planned to undertake an stone, received a $34.8 million loan from the 
inventory of mineral prospects with the International Bank for Reconstruction and 
intent of encouraging the development of Development (World Bank), Caisse Centrale
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de Cooperation Economique, and the Euro- _ Marble.—The Société Togolaise de Mar- 
pean Investment Bank to finance technical _brerie et de Materiaux (SOTOMA), created 
and managerial reforms.’ Drought condi- in 1968, was 64% Government owned. An- 
tions forced Ghana to cut electricity sup- nual production capacity from two deposits 
plies to CIMAO at yearend, and cuts in at Guaoulou and Pagola was 3,000 tons, but 
production were expected. 1983 output was only 1,290 tons. Exports 

Iron and Steel.—The Société Nationale were to Benin, Gabon, and Niger. World 
de la Sidérurgie (SNS), formed as a Gov- Bank funds were being used to review 
ernment-owned company in 1977 with a SOTOMA operations for possible reform or 
capacity of 20,000 tons of reinforcing rod, even closure. 
was leased to a foreign entrepreneur with Phosphate Rock.—Exports of phosphate 
responsibility for all operations. SNS pro- rock were about 2 million tons in 1983, 
duced only 1,905 tons of crude steel and valued at $72 million. Output was down 
1,869 tons of semimanufactured products about 26% owing to lack of demand. The 
and exported 693 tons of finished products World Bank financed a feasibility study for 
in 1983. Shortages of local scrap were re- construction of a $400 million phosphoric 
ported. The Government was to receive a acid plant to produce 1,000 tons per day. 
fixed fee and a percentage of the profits Throughput would be about 1 million tons 
from the new operator. per year of phosphate rock. 

‘Table 5.—Togo: Exports of mineral commodities 
(Metric tons unless otherwise specified) 

is __Destinations 981 
Commodi 1980 > ae y nied Other iprneipad 

METALS 
erage eee =. Allto France 

Iron and steel Metal: Serap nn . 5B Do. 
eae eee 20 3518 Upper Volta 1,715; Benin 947 ‘shapes, sections nn , —— Upper Vota 715: Benin Bt; 

Silver: Metal including alloys, unwrought 
and partly wroO™ yalue, thousands — $21 $838 __ Alto Switzerland. 

NONMETALS 
Chalk. cennennne= RBM TAB. Ghana 172.245 Ivory Coast 64,758 lays, erade => 7727 TIT @ ‘MTL Allo Senegal Gryolite and ehialite =~ 7—~~>77=~ 30 = 
Diamond: Gem, not set or strung value, thousands 3166 $13, All to Switzerland. Phosphates, crude —“= thousand tons 2318 2218 Yugoslavia 622; France 642, 
Precious and semipresious stones other ‘han diamond: Natural walue, thousands — $24 $164 $28 Switzerland $102; Guinea #26. 
Stone, sand and gravel 
ede ana partly worked 6 9% 8 Nigersi. Worked oe eee S ooo & 20 = Alftolvory Coast. Limestone other than dimension ——— iB 5004 >‘ Rrance'000; Niger 4 Sand other than metal-bearing, ~~~ 2 30 All to Ghana, Other: Crude -nn ne nnn 3 262 12 Allto Upper Votta. 
‘MINERAL FUELS AND RELATED ‘MATERIALS 

Petroleum refinery products Herasine and jet fuel ‘2gallon barrels. 672,762 <- Distillate fueloil do TORGI 61.60 NA Spin 6811; Tay 2,626; unspecified 
Lubricanta__.--.------do._-_ 712,992 1 -- Alto Benin. 

Table prepared by Virginia A. Woodson, 
Lesa than 1/2 unit
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‘Table 6.—Togo: Imports of mineral commodities: 
(Metric tons unless otherwise specified) 

a 
Commo 1880 in Yaa Fee a: $61 Gite’ ‘Other (principal) 

METALS 
Aluminum: Metal including al semimancfactaren 216 M5 Cameroon 5; France 0 ory Cont 
Iron and steel Metal: Bop ee occ ea we 65 France 60;Ceechoslovakia 4. Pig iron eat iron related materials — i $2. Allftom Brance. Sie primary or. ae uo 1000 Mainly from Spain, 

"Bars rods, angles, shapes, sections 4,329 2659 ____ France 2,265; Belgium-Luxemboung 100; Japan 14. ‘Universals, plates, sheets __ 56n1 669530, Japan ser France 1,514; West Ger- 
Hoop and strip. % 9. Weal ermeny 28, HME tnd eters === 22 i HS => Branco Upper vou ioe cee nas 2c Pens Bt Bein dhtoure 

“Tubes, pipes, fittings — 2 6 ___- Maly bom Belgium Lasembourg 
‘Lead: Metal including alloys: Unwrought one as 2. Allfrom Belgium-Lauxembourg. Semimapufacturea = -—~~— 777277 2 7 Il West Germany 5 Franco 

Zine Meal including lls anol * si 2 _Belgun-Lnortbourg 867; United ine: Metal including alloys, anwrought a == Bap eminars 60; Uni 
NONMETALS 

Barite and witherite 2 2 2 __Allfrom France. Goneutn cane cUDCESEazESE oasth —analt 22 On ReT Rigdon France 
Chat 1 64 <_All fom France. Slavs, cnide ASSAOSnaEES . aoocp ANBo Diatomive and other infusorial earth ~~~ 2 18 "3 rance 0 Fertilizer materiale Manufactured, ritrogenous. = 185 1g Mainly rom France fies eee sete Sune cacee a 586 TT ‘Prance 56h; West Germany 26 Magnesite -——-~—~——-777772722 . 71 <2 _Allfrom West Germany. Phorphate, rude =~ ~~ 227222227 “25200 All from Spain. Pigott nora: i os ad wrdroxides, processed as 45 <_Alldrom France. Selfand brings sae 4998 319812 Ghana 2615, West Germany 250, Ivory Coat 138 
See ad aii ronel cn 2g ne Italy 111, China 60 Worked -rnasenew2nn-2=o= 2 B83 China 382. 
‘ale ete, soepeton,praphpiite ~~ Bs ge Lo Aileen eo Posies eatite, soapetone, ite = <2 kilflom France Other Crude wee enn = 73 16108, => Greece 16000; France 99 
MINERAL FUELS AND RELATED ‘MATERIALS 

(oa: grads inclndngbriquts 108 10 _-_Allfrom France. 
Grade thousand 42gallon barrela.— 2,592 219 NANA. Refinery products: Tiguelied petroleum gas do 4088 894 Ivy Cont 17; Ghana 162 France 

Gasoline do... -12681=——«51,060-__ All from Saudi Arabia. ‘Mineral ely and wax” "ao" 519 08 > West Germany S04, Netherlands 94. Kereanandjettiel—“ao--"— engin oak 780 Vege HIF Netherlands oat Distllatefueloll do... 251,215 «200,788 Venenueia 71,924; Saudi Arabia ‘30912; Netherlands 35228 Lubricants... do. 888215 «811501 2—_Sandh Arabia I6GUL Ghana 4,859; ‘Netherlands 88738 Bitumen and other residues Go 19805 HD NA Nesta Anti 8157; France 

NA Not available Pable prepared by Virginia A. Woodson
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UPPER VOLTA 

Mining industry activity continued to be year. However, the deposit is near the 
confined to output of small quantities of Malian border in the remote northeast of 
construction materials and about 3,000 tons the country and would require major infra- 
per year of phosphate rock for local con- structure for exploitation, 
sumption. Manganese.—A project to exploit the 

‘Tambao deposit remained on hold owing to COMMODITY REVIEW lack of transportation. Another deposit, lo- 
cated at Kiere, was to commence output in The World Bank was financing several y: 4 

mineral-related studies. One was a feasibili- {284 with @ production capacity of 25,000 
ty study on small-scale exploitation of a : 
Bold discovery at Dari-Yalogo. An economic ~piyaial scientist, Division of Foreign Data evaluation of zinc and silver mineralization Where necestry, values have’ been, converted from Communauté Financiere Afticaine france (CFA) to US at Feckoa was to last 3 years followed by tite ate stCERST CSM ri c ere necessary, values have been converted from ‘Antimony.—Data were not available on Communauté Financigre Afvicaine france (GFAB) to U8 
artisanal production of small quantities of “Wine neceueay< valuss have. boas Coovesied from 
antimony at Marfoulou by the Société Vol- Mali francs (MP) to U.S. dotiars st the rate of MFTS0~ 
taique d’Intervention Miniére a Petite Ech- “Swin"etsary, values have been converted from 
elle (SOVIMPEC). Quantity and value of Communauté Finaacicre Aftcsine francs (PAR) to US 
exports also were not available from SO- Gg Figh Sst so gage ee USEEOO for 1982 and 
VIMPEC. Where necessary, values have been converted from its di Communauté Financiere Aficaine francs (CPAP) to Limestone —Deposts discovered at Tin. Saprne acia asi Fae TS Hrassan were estimated at 6 million tons. CRAFLT a= {8 nfor Ibe. 
Production capacity for a new quarry oper- ¢,,Where necessary, values have been converted from 
ation was estimated at 200,000 tons per  dollersatthe rate! CHAP = USE O for asd.
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BAHAMAS 

In the past, mining has represented be- cial consideration was granted to foreign 
tween 11% and 12% of the gross domestic _ investors seeking to promote industries ben- 

product (GDP). In 1982, mining contributed _ eficial to the economy. 
over $150 million to the estimated $1.4 The Continental Grain Co. announced it 
billion GDP.* Overall economic growth for plans to construct a coal transshipment 
1983 was projected at about 2%, primarily terminal off Grand Bahama Island. The 
as a result of increased tourism. The infla- facility, to be operated by Continental’s 
tion rate remained at or fell below the 1982 ContiShipping Div., would have the capabil- 
level of almost 4%. ity of transferring almost 3 million tons of 

The Government continued its efforts to coal per year. Plans included the accommo- 
strengthen the industrial base by improving dation of bulk carriers up to 200,000 dead- 
infrastructural systems and the establish- weight tons. The transfer terminal would 
ment of a free trade zone. Laws against primarily be used to ship U.S. coal to Far 
property ownership by foreigners or for- East markets. 
eign-owned companies were strengthened, The possibility of building a coal-to- 
but the prohibition was softened to allow for methanol production plant, which could 
close family inheritance. Otherwise, Gov- also use the coal transshipment facilities, 
ernment approval must be obtained to re- was suggested and has been placed under 
tain property acquired through inheritance, consideration by the Government. 
court order, mortgage, or other means. Spe- 

913
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‘Table 1.—Islands of the Caribbean: Production of mineral commodities! 
(Metric tons unless otherwise specified) 

Country? and commodity 1979 1980 1881 1982088 

BAHAMAS? 
Cement, hydraulic thousand tons. 450 sre 29 "64 
Petroleum refinery products® ‘thousand 42gallon barrels. -—«69490-=«6T.880 B50. «6.9001, 000, Salt ——-—-—__ SE Thousand fons ‘40 a4 ‘70 16 “362 ne “Aragonite don 3629 8.266 3428 3049 3,00 Limestone, for cement manifacture ~ do. —— 508 380 5a Be ‘Sulfur, byproduct of petroleurs® dou 5 3 5 5 3 

BARBADOS* 
Gas, natural Gross million eubie feet. os 584 450 550 570 
peated “<=22o==S TT or 286 ail 2 "350 360 etroleum: ‘Crude. thousand 42-allon barrels. 234 805 au 265 260 Refinery products do 1295 1.384 aos 455 1.480 

cuba 
Cement, hydraulic... thousand, tons. - 2618 281 3.292 8.163 3,400 Chromite wong 28 2 a a 3 
Gobalt® 22a 1.230 1913 1715 "1,500, 1,650 ‘Copper, mine aupat, metal content ~-~~~~~~~ 203,805 2908 2645 3.000 
‘Gas, natural: Gross million cubic feet. 1,500 1.380 1.450 2,000 2,800 Marketed 22272222727 Moe ‘60 630 ‘470, 378 00 
Gypsim "~~ 2722 ==> oa Yhouisand tone — 91 1 130 shat 130 Tron and steel: Steel, crude. don 328 04 330 301 53 Ling hee caraeeeeatecceee eda 182 a6 140 16 18 
OMe output, Ni-Co content of oxide and sulfide gaged 98.207 40.260 37,600 99,000 

“Metallurgical products, Nicontent’* Granular oxide and powder — 8095 7,926 8.487 8,900 9,000 Oxidesiner ns TDs Lae .350 
Salfides--222222-TTTIITLIL__teeeisi2_——T 9s 15850181000 

Wlal secccwncncammun aman 3109 "6594 88545 36,100 87.850, Nitrogen: N content of ammonia ‘thousand tons. 155 136 167 98 % Petroleum: 
Crude". thousand 42gallon barrels — git 1919 1,684 8,600 5,000 
Refinery produets: ae ‘Motor gasoline don qa 4936 8.410 7310 11500 Kerorine =. ~- ~~~ ~~~ =~ don S31 aie 31330 550 300 Distillate fel oil -~>~72~>2— 7402222 ron 7389 84 35350 S200 Residual fueloil —=—=----2——do--- 2a) agIO ah 8a) 000 Lubricating oll. - > ==~~~~~——den ~~ ‘30 ‘50 ‘922 2000 1000 Eigueied petroleum gas ~~~" “go. 1074 1258 1,206 4300 1300 jer Saget wes ere SONAR EB ae ES 2780 3940 sagt 8x20 4.300 

Total do, 600—= ASST] 8,000 
Byrite, gross weight --—-- ~~ thousand tons. — 2 i 38 8 50 Babee ee ee eed 12 381 ri 198 201 
Sulfur® TO ‘Seontent of pyrite do. 2 2 14 2 20 

Byproduct of petroleum =~~~~~~~—da- 3 3 3 3 3 
Total ___---------------do-- 2 30 2 2 2 

DOMINICAN REPUBLIC? 
Aluminum: Bauxite, dry equivalent, gross weight ee on 635 608 451 ut -- Cement, hydraulic... do ==> 886 4015 a1 F810 300 Copper, mine outpat ——_———-~- ~~~ don 3 3 3 3 3 
Gold ~~ thousand tray ounces — 358 370 4088380 24s Gypsum "For cement manufacture... thousand tons 18 185 180 “180 180 Otis cheat Secs cornea cedda soe % 50 24 "50 30 
Iron and steel Ferroalloys,ferronickel® "65445 45.614 49007314161 4,000 Limenwss-- eens a> BBS 40,000 © 40,000 = 40,000 40,000 
Meroury=------------- Wepound flasks ai 159 1 8 0 
Nickel! “Mine output, metal content —--__-_____ 511471889 5296 20,200 

Metal, smelter, Ni content of ferronickel ship: meni sooo ecuea se 24558 1885218679 sage 20,200 
See footnotes at end of table.
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Table 1.—Islands of the Caribbean: Production of mineral commodities —Continued 
(Metric tons unless otherwise specified) 

‘Country? and commodity 1979 1980 198 1a ‘19a 
DOMINICAN REPUBLIC? —Continued 

Petroleum refinery products 
"Fipand s2allon barrels. 92 ggi 10529 10.250 10.000 Salt_—__-2 EE TET TIN 3800055586 *60,000 60000 60.000 Silver 2222227 thowsaad fry canes 2278 1623 204 2,200 1,850 
GUADELOUPE? 

Abrasives, natural: Pumice —_. thousand tons. 200 250 240 240 240 Goment ooo oo ee ediccce 3 83 160 “160 160 
AIT? 

‘Aluminum: Bauxite, dry equivalent, gross weight ‘ven oe ean m a Cement, hydraulic ——— 02 a 28 2 2a 2 
JAMAICA? 

Aluminum: Baurite, dry equivalent, gross weight do. 1161812054 682 361 7.300 Alun 22 Cone evan ee deco 2098 2456 2556 Ls 41807 Cement, hydraulic ~~~ ~~~" 7227p 226 14a 165 ‘ait tere Gypoum 20-222 UTLLIITITa.600 105,300 186,158 180,000 108,000 Lead, refined aecondary)® ~~-~_~~--_~—~ 2000 1,000 11000 1,000 1900 Lime oo SO ooo Vhosand tons 204 159 133, 14 iat Petroieum refinery products 
‘thousand 42-galon barrels. — 9.922 8201 5158 6,100 48,866 

MARTINIQUE? 
Coment, hydraulic... thousand tons. ua 180 180 “200 200 Petroleum refinery products 

thousand 42,gallon barrels. 4on 3.990 4gsT 4320 4.300 Pumice, converted from cubic meters 
‘thousand tons. 168 158 156 "156 150 

NETHERLANDS ANTILLES? 
Petroleum refinery products ‘thousand 42alion barrels... 209,880 214,950 «217,700 «207,200 200,000, Phogphate rock. oS Thousand tons. 2 oa ae a a SaltY enn 400 00 400 400 400 Sulfur, byproduct of potroleuim® ~~ ~_— do. 227 91 31 90 90 90 

Sf. VINCENT? 
Salt. == don 0 20 50 "50 50 

‘TRINIDAD AND TOBAGO® 
Asphalt, natural don 36 4a 2 30 30 Geren: hydreuie= = 2°22 oda ais 186 189 189 190 jas, nalural Gross!" ._______ million cubic feet 169,740 197.860 195,99 206237 220.460, oMlathsied ====-—IIT go soo asso 600 tanano 163.900, ion and steel iron, sponge... thousand tons. 2 180 a8 304 Sted crude === 7772 > MON a 3 33 in 29 Semnimmanufactures (wire rod) ~~~ Td00 7 a - 2 ib 160 Lead, refined (secondary!" =~ 2,000 2,000 2,000 2000 2000 Natural gas liquids 

thousand 42,galion barrels. 39 40 “40 35 40 Nitrogen: Neontentofammonia “ST aged 459235 8.840 704,600 981,400 
Grade’... thousand 42gallon barrels.__78249_—TT616_—62_—4ELB__—_—58.300 
Refinery products: Gasoline: 

ee, mm a5 234 200 NA Other 22 TIITTIT Ti Tae abet ng 12,000 NA Kerosine—— ~~ 222 222II Tae 8245 ‘2A 2145 2.000 NA Bet Rel 5 oo SSS TERETE ga SET 2521 Sane 1264 1100 NA Distilatefuel off <"7""-2——Tao2> AML oon 10279 91000 NA Residual fuel ol 7>~2777772“do22= ass21 42.288 28I3«25,000 NA Eubrcants=—2°22DTITTIIgec 22 86 O12 "ist "100 NA 
“Liquefied petroleum gas da. 159 859 01 900 NA Agha ere ent ioae oS 216 23 303 400 NA Unepecfied -°722 2222 igo0727 2.490 2a 2.150 2,000 NA Refinery fuel and loses ~~~ “do —— 3528 1680 2696 307 NA 

Total_._-.--------do. 8,868 —=—«B4.600 BECO «(000 
See footnotes at end of able
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Table 1.—Islands of the Caribbean: Production of mineral commoditiest —Continued 
(Metric tons unless otherwise specified) 

Country? and commodity isi 1980 1981 Tea ——«as 

‘TRINIDAD AND TOBAGO" —Continued 

Sulfur, byproduct of petroleum® seen thousand tons. _ n a “4 40 20 
“Estimated. "Preliminary. "Revised. NA Not available. 
Table includes date available through June 1, 1984. 
ln addition to the countries listed, Antigua, Bermuda, Dominica, Grenada, Montserrat, and St, Lucia presumabl 

profuced cide construction matonals (lays, sand and ‘gravel, and stone), but output ie not always reported and tRlormation is inadegate to make reliable eatimates of oftput levels, Antigua sso has a petroleum refinery that was 
‘loged in 1976 but became operational again for a short period in 1982. 

5in addition to the commodities listed, crude construction materials ime, salt stone, sand and grave, etc.) may also be produced, but data on such production sre not always available and information is sometimes inadequate to make 
Fellablo eatimates of output levels 

‘Reported figure 
Sin addition to the commodities listed, iron ore and manganese ore presumably were produced during the period 

covered by tis table, ut available information is inadequate to make rellable estimates of output levels. 
Annario Estadistico de Cuba provides figures on nickel-cobalt content of granular and powder oxide, oxide sinter, and 

sulfide production. Using an average cobalt content in these individual products of 099 in total granular and powder Guide, Lin olal gnice sinter and 4.5% in total slfide the cobalt content of reported Nico, production was, 
Setermined as being 1.165% of granilar and powder oxide, 1.21% of oxide sinter, and 7.50% of sulfide. The remainder of 
‘oported figuees would represent the nickel content. 

‘Cuba reports erude oil production in metric tons. A conversion to barrels was made using a factor of 6.652. Some 
published production figures indjcate a need to use a conversion factor of 7.3 to balance the units of measurement However, ponding more accurate information, the original factor will continue to be used inthis publication 

the Dominican Republic reports gross weight of ferronickel production, When official data are not available, figures 
for nickel content of mine production is determined from an average of #7 4% Ni contained in ferronickel production. Nickel content of ferronickel shipments is obtained from Falconbridge Dorainicana C, por A. annual reports. 

‘Limited quantities of sulfur asa byproduct of natural gas may also be produced 

BARBADOS 

‘The mining sector has traditionally made additional $4 million grant to finance the 
a negligible contribution to the estimated drilling of up to 10 shallow wildcats. Petro- 
$955 million’ GDP. The Barbadian economy Canada has assisted NOC in operating the 
is sensitive to world economic fluctuations, Woodbourne Oilfield since its acquisition 
which have been recessionary during the from Mobil Oil Exploration Barbados Ltd. 
past few years. Competition from neighbor- in late 1982. A $9 million long-term line of 
ing countries for foreign exchange earnings credit from the Venezuelan Investment 
intensified and receipts from exports and Fund was obtained to upgrade facilities at 
tourism diminished. In real terms, the 1982 Woodbourne. Crude oil production from the 
GDP declined by almost 4%. During 1983, a  Woodbourne Field, the sole producing field, 
gradual but uneven economic improvement did not increase to the 1,200-barrel-per-day 
in some Western industrialized nations be- rate projected for 1983. Instead, it actually 
gan to slowly be reflected in Barbados. averaged about 1,100 barrels per day. 
Overall, the economy showed no growth. A _Cluff Oil Ltd., a British company, obtain- 
2% growth was projected for 1984, partly ed an offshore seismic survey license cover- 
because of trade opportunities and financial ing 468 square miles. The company plan- 
benefits derived from the United States ned a 2-year program for the area, which 
Caribbean Basin Initiative (CBD). has been identified as containing a promis- 

‘The Arawak Cement Co., a joint Barba- ing hydrocarbon structure. Favorable re- 
dos-Trinidad and Tobago cement project in sults could open the possibility of granting 
northern Barbados, was preparing to pass exploration rights to other companies. 
from the construction phase to the oper- ‘The 8,000-barrel-per-day Mobil oil refin- 
ation phase in mid-1984. The $100 million ery continued to operate. Assessment 
plant was designed to produce 300,000 tons studies were reportedly made on the cost 
of cement per year, two-thirds of which had effectiveness of closing the refinery and 
been allocated for export markets. transporting Barbadian crude oil produc- 

Petro-Canada International Assistance tion to Trinidad and Tobago for processing. 
Corp. extended its oil exploration assistance Additional petroleum product needs were 
program with the Barbados National Oil thought to be more economically obtainable 
Co. (NOC). The agreement provided for an by their direct purchase from Trinidad and
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‘Tobago instead of refining imported crude _ tion of the additiénal financial burdens that 
oil in Barbados. However, assurances as to would be imposed on the Government by 
price and continuity of supply appeared to the purchase of the Mobil refinery itself. 
be stumbling blocks, as well as the assump- 

CUBA 

Cuba's primary mineral product, nickel- foreign investors. An analysis of the appar- 
cobalt in oxide and sulfide forms, became ently negative investor response to Cuba’s 
the focus of some international discussions overture appeared in The Latin American 
during 1983. In 1962, the United States Times in 1983.5 
imposed a trade embargo against the import Cuba's need for about 120,000 barrels per 
of Cuban raw materials, either directly or day of imported crude oil was the basis for 
as components of products manufactured in the reactivation of an exchange agreement 
other countries. In 1983, a new certification between Venezuela and the Soviet Union. 
process was established with some foreign The agreement was designed to mutually 
industries exporting products to the United reduce oil transportation costs. The U.S.S.R. 
States that might contain nickel imported would supply 20,000 barrels per day to a 
from Cuba. The United States has imported Gelsenkirchen, Federal Republic of Ger- 
steel and nickel metal and alloy products many, refinery owned jointly by Petroleos 
from several countries, including the Feder- de Venezuela S.A. and Veba AG, and Ven- 
al Republic of Germany, France, Italy, Ja- ezuela would provide a reciprocal amount of 
pan, the Netherlands, and the USSR, all crude oil to Cuba. 
of which have been direct importers of Spain indicated an interest in participat- 
Cuban nickel. Most of the required certifica- ing in a Cuban-based crude oil terminal, 
tion agreements were concluded in 1983, storage, and distribution center project un- 
but the import ban remained in effect der preliminary development study by Sovi- 
against the U.S.S.R. pending an acceptable et technicians. A Spanish trade mission was 
conclusion to the certification discussions. expected to begin discussions regarding this 
This recent, more tightly controlled certifi- and other projects during 1984. The Spanish 
cation process was reportedly motivated by interest was alleged to be directed toward 
a Western nickel producer's report that providing technical assistance and equip- 
brought possible infractions of the Cuban ment rather than possible financial involve- 
trade embargo to the attention of the U.S. ment. The crude oil terminal project report- 

Government. edly would include the construction of a 3- 
The petroleum, mining, and metallurgi- dock port to accommodate tankers over 

cal industries contribute about 3% to Cu- 100,000 deadweight tons, handling equip- 
ba's global social product (GSP), an econom- ment, 20 storage tanks, and distribution 
ic measurement roughly equivalent to the pipelines to Havana and Cienfuegos. 
gross national product. In 1983, the GSP ‘The Council for Mutual Economic Assist- 
reached over $28 billion‘ and represented ance reported that scientists from Czecho- 
an estimated 5% real growth over that of slovakia, the German Democratic Republic, 
1982. This was double the rate projected and the U.S.SR. discovered Cuban mineral 
early in the year. deposits containing lead, zinc, copper, and 

Cuban authorities were negotiating with molybdenum. The report also mentioned 
foreign creditor lending institutions to the discoveries of chromite and phosphoritic 
reschedule payment of about $810 million ores, although specifics as to locations and 
in short- and medium-term loans. Although deposit sizes were not provided. 
the rescheduling was expected to occur, _ The Matahambre Mines in Pinar del Rio 
probably early in 1984, certain economic Province have produced copper from chalco- 
disciplines or performance standards were pyrite ore for 70 years. Cable cars are used 
also expected to be imposed on Cuba by the to move ore to the concentration plant and 
creditors, perhaps reminiscent of guidelines from there to the shipping port of Santa 
normally imposed by the International Lucia. In 1983, the mines reached the 1,500-" 
Monetary Fund (IMF). meter level, designated “Level 45.” ‘The 

In 1982, Cuba passed Legislative Decree mines were reported to contain more than 
No. 50, known as the Joint Venture Law, 100 kilometers of galleries. Preliminary in- 
that established a basis for the formation of formation indicated that the production of 
commercial ventures in partnership with 189% copper concentrate doubled that of
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1982, while the output of 30% copper con- production increase was shown beginning 
centrate remained about the same. late in 1981.° The new production was 

Nickel sulfide production was reported to thought to be primarily from northern 
have resumed at normal rates in 1983 after coastal fields east of Havana. 
rehabilitation work on two existing acid The arrival of Soviet-manufactured drill- 
production lines and the construction of a ing rigs capable of drilling to depths of 
third line at the Comandante Pedro Sotto 16,000 feet was reported. Offshore activity 
Alba plant at Moa. was indicated by the presence of a large 

During 1983, Cuba invested more than drilling platform to the west of Havana. 
$54 million toward the construction of its A trade journal’ reported that Cuba’s 
two new nickel plants and associated sup- increased production resulted from success- 
port facilities. More than $33 million of this ful directional turbodrilling to various off- 
investment went to the Combinado Ni- shore targets along the northern coast, 
quelifero de Punta Gorda, the new nickel especially east of Santa Cruz del Norte, but 
oxide plant 4 kilometers from the town of also at Guanabo. In these two areas, maxi- 
‘Moa. The plant was scheduled to begin tests mum well depth was reported as frequently 
by yearend 1984, perhaps as early as Octo- between 6,500 and 9,800 feet, although some 
ber, and was expected to initiate regular pay zones were found as shallow as 459 feet. 
production in early 1985. ‘The directional drilling has evidently al- 

In May 1983, trade journals reported that. lowed new discoveries to be brought on- 
because Cuba was concentrating its re- stream at an average time lapse of 6 months 
sources on Punta Gorda, construction had from the date of rigging 
been halted on the Las Camariocas nickel _Drilling has also accelerated at Varadero, 
oxide plant (CAME 1), 11 kilometers from where some production wells have been 
‘Moa on the Moa-Baracoa Highway. The shut in because of inadequate means to 
Cuban newspaper, Granma, reported that transport the crude oil to the Havana refin- 
site preparation was underway and cover ery. Future plans call for a pipeline to 
was being installed to protect the delivered _ connect the north coastal fields to the refin- 
supplies and equipment needed for infra- ery. 
structural development. Crude oil reserve figures have not been 

Published reports indicate that signifi- made available, but Varadero is reportedly 
cant new crude oil reserves have been the largest field in the North Cuban Basin. 
discovered in Cuba, and that additional Oil-bearing structures in the Varadero and 
production increases can be expected in the _ two other nearby fields extend offshore. The 
near future as a result of an intensified North Cuban Basin extends along the coast 
exploration and drilling program. Evidence for at least 620 miles and ranges in width 
for this first appeared in Cuba’s published from 60 to 90 miles, with only 6 to 37 miles 
monthly statistical reviews when a sharp of this width onshore. 

DOMINICAN REPUBLIC 

The Dominican Republic continued its area's exploration and study to a particular 
efforts to expand the role of the minerals Government entity. Nonreserved areas 
sector in the national economy. Because of were declared open for private exploration 
weak world market conditions, bauxite was concessions in accordance with the 1971 
not mined during the year, and the nickel mining code. The new policy defined the 
mine and ferronickel plant produced at objective of the Government in any mineral 
depressed levels. Deposits of gold, base met- resource development project as one pro- 
als, and nonmetallic minerals have been moting mutual benefit through participa- 
located and may represent distant future tion between the public and private sector, 
mining opportunities. ‘a merging of resource ownership with tech- 

In an effort to revitalize investment and nical experience and capital investment. 
promote development in the minerals sec- However, the new policy failed to stimulate 
tor, the Government instituted a new min- private investment during 1983. The United 
ing policy. A 1973 Presidential decree has Nations and the U.S. Geological Survey 
essentially restricted all mineral explora- offered some recommendations for modify- 
tion efforts to the state. The 1983 decree ing the policy, such as eliminating the 
identified specific areas as reserved for the concept of special mining areas reserved for 
state and assigned responsibility for each the state, reducing royalty payments, and
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revising the tax structure to permit increas- gold-producing areas, all known amber and 
ed investor profit. larimar deposits, the Sanchez lignite depos- 

Midyear projections on economic per- its, certain base metal deposits, and major 
formance fell short of earlier Government salt, gypsum, and marble deposits. 
growth expectations. Low world prices for The decree divided the exploration re- 
traditional exports continued to outweigh sponsibility for FMR among four agencies 
increased import restrictions, and a $317 Areas not included in the FMR were opened 
million balance-of-trade deficit was ex- for private sector participation by means of 
pected. The GDP was projected at just concessions granted in accordance with 
under $8 billion,* with real growth held to Mining Law 146 of June 4, 1971. Objectives 
1% or less. of the new mining policy included new 

The export values of the major mineral employment opportunities through small 
products are shown in the following table, nonmetallic mining operations and artisan 
in million dollars: activities, the provision of raw materials for 

small industries, increased export opportu- 
SO TI nities, and decreased raw material import 
—Sommodity 1979 _1980_1081_1982_1988°  equirements. All exports of marbles, lari- 
Bauxite... $21. $19 $16.5. mar, and amber were prohibited unless the 
Dore---5-- «HOSA BIEL crude product was further —_proc- 
a exsed locally. 

snvtthaar «880-835 188 2M The role of the National Commission of 
exports". 81% 40% 28% 25 28% Mining Policy was defined as that of a 
Gamay T= consultation agency to the Executive Power 

imate to oversee and advise on mining policy. 
a US. Department of State Airgram A-6, Mar. 22, Another commission function was the eval- 

uation of proposals for exploration and 
Petroleum import costs dropped to about exploitation agreements between the Do- 

$420 million from the 1982 level of $460 ™inican Republic and public or private 
million. Lower petroleum prices and reduc- entities. The establishment of a Secretariat 
ed needs for the ferronickel plant were of Mines and Energy was proposed to pro- 
responsible for the 9% decline in cost. mote the profitable and rational develop- 
Petroleum accounted for more than 35% of ment of mineral and fuel resources. The total import costs. Secretariat would merge the responsibili- 

The Government intensified its campaign ties of the Directorate General of. Mining 
to attract foreign investors by officially and Hydrocarbons and the National Com- 
initiating a new mining policy, issued as mission of Mining Policy. Also proposed was 
Presidential Decree 900 on March 19, 1983. the creation of a state-owned mining corpo- 
‘The decree sought to broaden the role of ration, the Corporacién Minera Estatal, 
private sector investment in mineral explo- that would own the state's share of stock in 
ration and exploitation and to redefine the mining ventures and be responsible for 
role of the state. All previous decrees con- implementing the industrial and commer. 
cerning mining were derogated. This includ- cial operations of the state in mineral and 
ed a 1973 decree (Decree 3528) that re- petroleum operations. 
stricted all mineral exploration activity to The Government began to expand its 
state entities. A joint English-Spanish pub- exploration efforts in the FMR areas as 
lication was issued that detailed guidelines outlined in Decree 900. An exploration 
for mining investment in the Dominican agreement was concluded with the Japan 
Republic and included a leaflet describing International Cooperation Agency. The two 
the new mining policy.* Governments planned to jointly evaluate 

Decree 900 reaffirmed the state's absolute 2,000 square kilometers in the Cordillera 
ownership of all subsoil mineral resources. Central, particularly the three FMR areas 
It redefined and identified certain areas of known as Yataco, Mata Grande, and Las 
the country as Fiscal Mining Reserves Caflitas where base metals are known to 
(FMR), where national interest dictates that occur. Decree 900 assigned the General 
any minerals should be developed directly Mining Directorate responsibility for these 
by the state, or through special contracts areas. The work was expected to proceed for 
with international agencies, friendly for- 3 years at a total cost of $1.5 million. 
eign nations, or private companies. The ‘The Federal Republic of Germany, 
FMR included all known and potential through its State of Lower Saxony Geologi-
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cal Survey and the West German Federal Processing the sulfide ore would also entail 
bureau, Bundesanstalt fir Grund und disposing of 1,500 to 2,000 tons per day of 
Rohrstoffe (BGR), agreed to begin a pro- sulfuric acid byproduct. The sulfuric acid 
gram of geological mapping and prelimi- could be exported, but could also be used as 
nary evaluation of metallic and nonmetallic feedstock for the local production of super- 
prospects of the San Juan de la Maguana _ phosphate fertilizer. 
area in the Cordillera Central. The 3-year Rosario continued its efforts to locate 
program was expected to cost $1.5 million. _ additional precious metal deposits. Explora- 

The U.S. Geological Survey began an tion and evaluation work was underway on 
offshore gold placer exploration program in three prospects. In cooperation with the 
the northeastern coastal areas of Cape United Nations Development Program 
Francés Viejo and Cape Rafael. This pro- (UNDP), Rosario continued an evaluation of 
gram was part of an initial 3-year coopera- the placer gold deposits and potential for 
tive effort to define areas with economic vein-type gold occurrences in the Miches 
mineral potential and was to include geolog- area of the eastern Cordillera. UNDP was 
ic mapping and geochemical sampling. The also cooperating in a placer gold project in 
program may be extended for an additional Mao-Bulla-Moncién areas of central Val- 
2 years. verde and eastern Santiago Rodriguez Prov- 

‘The Aluminum Co. of America (Alcoa) did _inces where terraced structures were under 
not mine bauxite from its concession at study. At Villa Altagracia, in the Madrigal 
Pedernales and indicated that production region of San Cristobal Province, the poten- 

. Would not resume in the near future. Al- tial of gold placer deposits continued to be 
coa’s limestone production was 262,588 tons, evaluated. The area would be inundated 
a 14% increase over that of 1982. Export when the proposed Madrigal Dam is built. 
sales declined from 231,560 tons valued at Falconbridge Dominicana C. por A. (Fal- 
$1.5 million in 1982 to 168,044 tons valued condo) confirmed that the Cerro de Maimon 
at about $1 million in 1983. Prospect in its Quisqueya No. 1 concession 

Rosario Dominicana S.A., which operates contains over 3 million tons of ore averag- 
the Pueblo Viejo gold and silver mine at ing 4% copper, almost 2% zinc, 1.3 ounces of 
Cotui, had its new $5 million refinery ready silver, and 0.014 troy ounce of gold per ton. 
to go on-stream in March and produce gold Metallurgical and  prefeasibility studies 
and silver bullion to London Metal Ex- were to be undertaken. Exploration was 
change specifications. The refinery, located continued because development would prob- 
in Santo Domingo, can process about 75 ably require additional reserves. The 
tons of doré ingots per year. It was not Quisqueya concession area includes Falcon- 
activated during 1983 because it was more do's nickel mine and ferronickel plant. The 
economical to continue sending doré to copper mineralization adjoins and may ex- 
Switzerland and the United States for refin- tend into Rosario’s Pueblo Viejo concession 
ing. The doré feedstock averages 80% silver area. 
and 20% gold. The refinery was expected to _Falcondo operated its Bonao ferronickel 
produce 0,999 quality gold and 99.5 quality plant at about 60% of capacity during 1983, 
silver bullion with traces of platinum, sele- but low nickel market prices continued and 
nium, and tellurium reportedly present in this subsidiary of the Canadian firm Fal- 
the bullion. conbridge Ltd. remained unprofitable. The 

The oxide ore reserves at the Pueblo Viejo metal transfer price to the parent firm was 
Mine were expected to be exhausted by $1.99 per pound, up from $1.49 in 1982. 
1989. A sulfide ore body underlies the oxide, Although operating costs were estimated at 
but an economical metallurgical process to $1.90 per pound, servicing a long-term debt 
extract the precious metals has not yet been of $200 million increased overall cost to 
proven. To this end, Rosario engaged Fluor about $2.70 per pound. Nickel laterite oc- 
Mining and Metals Co. to conduct a feasibil- currences have been noted elsewhere in the 
ity study. Study results were reported as Dominican Republic. 
favorable, and funding was approved for the __Carbones S.A. continued with its prefeasi- 
construction of a pilot plant to test the bility studies on the Sanchez lignite depos- 
metallurgical process. The cost of develop- its. Recoverable reserves were tentatively 
ing the sulfide reserves was tentatively placed at 46 million tons. However, some 
placed as high as $300 million. Production formidable problems need to be dealt with 
costs per ounce of gold would be well over prior to exploitation. Carbones planned to 
double the present cost for the oxide ore. seek assistance from foreign consultants.
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‘The Sanchez area is complex geologically Open pit techniques would require exten- 
and highly faulted. Both of these conditions sive stripping and reduce the volume of 
inhibit an accurate measurement of re- recoverable lignite. The inflow of water into 
serves and complicate mining techniques. an open pit mine, particularly if mining is 
‘The lignite beds are capped by unstable extended below sea level, could be another 
water-saturated overburden, which would obstacle. 
probably eliminate underground mining. 

HAITI 

Reported mineral production in Haiti was the Maissade lignite deposits and was evi- 
limited to construction-oriented materials. dently part of a $70 million agreement 

Over the years, the UNDP has undertak- whereby Brazil would assist Haiti in devel- 
en several mineral exploration projects in oping a national energy plan. 
Haiti. One on-going program scheduled for Included in the Brazilian study was an 
completion in 1983 involved an evaluation evaluation of the prospects for reopening a 
of three volcanic gold-bearing zones in closed gold mine at Milot, south of Cap- 
northern Haiti. The latest UNDP project Haitien in northern Haiti. The Milot area 
recommendation was for exploration and was part of the UNDP evaluation mention- 
evaluation of the precious and base metal ed above as scheduled to terminate in 
potential of four selected zones in the Gros March 1983. 
Morne and Perches areas of northern Haiti. __Tt has been generally acknowledged that 
Preliminary work would require about 2 Haiti may have the mineral resources nec- 
years and cost $1 million. essary to establish viable mining oper- 

Lignite deposits were again reported tobe ations. The considerable amount of explora- 
the subject of a feasibility study, this time tion work and feasibility studies necessary 
by a Brazilian technical mission. The last _ to develop this potential preclude any short- 
reported study was in 1980 by the Federal term expectations of new contributions to 
Republic of Germany when BGR planned athe national economy from the mining sec- 
1981-82 study of lignite in the Maissade tor. 
region. The Brazilian study was to include 

JAMAICA 

A healthy mineral sector, represented by _ production capability. 
bauxite and alumina, has been central to Preliminary information indicated Ja- 
Jamaica's economic growth prospects. A maica’s GDP reached over $3 billion'® and 
declining world demand for aluminum, es- grew by 1% in real terms, only a slight 
pecially during the past 2 years, has caused improvement over that of 1982. Unemploy- 
producers to cut back their Jamaican baux- ment was 26%, and the rate of inflation 
ite production and placed severe strains on more than doubled to over 18%. Deval- 
Jamaica's economy through reduced reve- uation of the parallel market exchange rate 
nue earnings, the availability of foreign and the formal recognition and shift of most 
exchange, and all the related consequences consumer items (except essential food, fer- 
of increased unemployment, currency de-  tilizer, and certain Government payments) 
valuation, and increased borrowing to ac- to this rate were expected to temporarily 
commodate budget demands and import slow economic growth but prove attractive 

payments, to new investment. In November, the offi- 
During the latter part of 1983, the world cial exchange rate was devalued by 43% to 

aluminum industry began to respond posi- comply with IMF conditions for credits. 
tively to prior production cutbacks and The Government expected that the trade 
stockpiled inventory reductions. Although advantages offered through the CBI would 
total Jamaican bauxite production fell be a positive factor in attracting new invest- 
again, the year ended with positive expecta- ment to Jamaica. Countertrade and barter 
tions for 1984 as a result of improved agreements were being negotiated more 
market projections, an anticipated new frequently to provide expanded market op- 
bauxite production levy agreement, new portunities and protect against further cut- 
trade agreements, and an alumina compa- backs of bauxite and alumina production. 
ny’s announced intention to reopen closed The agreements also relieve the Govern-
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ment of the necessity of using scarce foreign sistance of a $70 million loan from the 
exchange to pay for imports, thus providing Inter-American Development Bank. Ja- 
the opportunity to acquire needed equip: maican plans included increased hydroelec- 
ment and supplies that otherwise might be tric power, the use of domestic peat re- 
foregone completely or increase borrowing sources, and imported coal as alternative 

requirements. fuels to petroleum. The Government pro- 
In December, the Government began new jected a cost of $320 million to develop the 

levy negotiations with the five companies _ first phase of its conversion program. 
engaged in bauxite mining and alumina _Jamalco, majority owned by Alcoa Miner- 
production. The old levy agreement expired als of Jamaica Inc., announced that it would 
bt yearend 1983. The Government was ex- Teopen the second unit of its Clarendon 
pected to offer incentives for production alumina refinery in mid-1984, The unit was 
above base levels and for additional invest- deactivated in late 1981 and alumina output 
ment but still assure a fair and predictable teduced to about 365,000 tons per year. 
minimum level of revenue to the state. The Reactivation was expected to bring the 
producing companies would prefer the abol. Plant back to its full capacity of 550,000 tons 
Rhment of the levy, which they consider PeF year. Alcoa Minerals also announced it 
cost inflating and a prime reason for mak- Would spend almost $15 million on modifica 
ing Jamaican bauxite and alumina non- {ions to improve plant efficiency. These 
competitive with that available in other improvements were expected to increase 

eis. capacity to about 800,000 tons per year. 
‘Jamaica hes recognized the precarious , Both Alcoa Minerals and Alcan Jamaica 

ness of its economic dependence on a single ©®- expected the conversion of their alumi- 
mineral resouree. The prominence of baux- 14 Plants from fuel oil to coal to be complet- 
ite has overshadowed exploration for other 4 by 1987, F 
mineral resources, and production has been 12, May, after losing ‘ts bid to supply a 
limited to the quarrying of industrial min POON 98 @ vem Dm jensen Pauute sale 
erals for the domestic construction industry $0 the US Governnlent, san vynolds 
and some export to neighboring countries. 5 se, ibe ao tc ae juced its work 

Genlopienlly; datinles hes anvonvicoament force 12) employees, It continued mining: 
favorable to the occurrence of base metals 44 mace rring ae Oe taser a 
and precious metals. There has been very Another sale to the U.S. Government for 1 

ee on metallic miner jnittion tons of bauxite brought total U.S, 
The high coat Of tinporti a’panreleanst6r purchases of Jamaican bauxite during the 

the domestic economy prompted price in- {Mft.,2 Jeers to 30 milion tone me 

crests dese o encourage reduced com 3 are enchanges for gral ro 
avehazed by the bauxite and alumina soo. UR early 1" the year, Jeaneles fins zea 
fon enn OF en, a cueletene 50,000 tons of oni for 
r , an_amount es. 
equivalent to about 22% of total import ea of data gathered during the 
costs and nearly 41% of total export earn- nshore petroleum exploration program 
ings. Consuraption in ~ ee stout ig funded by an Inter-American Development 
same. Effective the end of December 1983, Bank loan was completed. The loan was 
petroleum product costs were increased reformulated to continue exploration that 
fo ae oe seve) the June Fes. included the drilling of three stratigraphic 

Tee tad'at Seueery 96h The, Jamaica. fant cest at Newel a eeloce orogmen wed an of Negril. A seismic program was 
Public Service Co, must now pay for its fuel planned for these locations ea well os @ 
oil at the new floating exchange rate, in- geologic mapping program that would also 
stead of at the official rate. | include the Duckenfield Hall and Moneague 

‘A feasibility study for converting the oil- areas. The onshore prospect areas have 
fired power system to coal suggested a proved to be geologically complex and re- 
phased approach that would be better suit- quire additional investigative work. This 
ed to Jamaica's ability to cope with the high second exploratory phase and subsequent 
cost of whole system conversion. The local evaluation was expected to continue 
cement plant had undertaken an expansion through 1985. 
and coal conversion program with the as- Union Texas Petroleum Co. and Azienda
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Generali Italiana Petroli S.p.A. (AGIP) re- AGIP well and from seismic lines run by 
linquished their concessions on the Pedro the Petroleum Corp. of Jamaica with the 
Banks, and Jamaica sought to interest oth- assistance of Petro-Canada was studied to 
er companies in offshore exploration. Infor- determine the most promising areas for 
mation from the unsuccessful Union Texas- future drilling. 

Table 2,—Jamaica: Exports of selected mineral commodities' 

(Metric tons unles otherwise specified) 
ooo Dat 

Commodi we 98 Ge ea ° Gated Other (principal 

METALS 
Aina ‘Bre and concentrate thousand tons BTls 4089 Ones and hydrorides "do" 5451S “HRD Capada 42; United Kingdom 402 ‘Rowway 2 Metal including alleys: Bp eae se pwen 526 See 2 Canada 18; Vite Kingda 36, Sotlanstaaiacea 227202222 be Gh tegen tata oe Sia 
Copper: Metal inching alloy, scrap 165 28 «6 Wert Germany 75 United Kingdom 

PP eas ° ‘58; Netherlands 23, a Gold: Waste andeweepings..-value.— $69,800 - Fomand see Meta i » 8 GT West Germany 19 
Som rot angie ah 19 20 Allto Tenidad and Toh Universal plates, sheets = 3.988 4980 TT hintad and Tage 5; Grenada 

‘Tubes, pines, tings = 2 7. tepid nd Tobago 4; Dominic 
Cestings and forgings rough ——— 9 29 Mainly to Trinidad and Tobag, Sliver: Wastsndowospings = 9al00- $508 NA 

‘Ting Metal including alloys [pla a aus Scimaniacsures-———==7-—~ ‘s 3 BS ine Metal cloting alge aap 222 3 18 aM to United Kingdom, 
NONMETALS Gypsumand plaster === «199496 TRA 12282 Colombia 47 947; Trinidad and 

‘Tobago 15,294; Haiti 2,097. * Seltandbrine=—-___ thousand tons 101582 ‘vin and Tobago a Hai 20 
MINERAL FUELS AND RELATED MATERIALS 

Petroleum Ede” ______42gatlon barrel << 180960 _allto French Guiana Retigery products Revtinedndet fuel do 496 1052027094 Netherlands 98.79, Beclitefuersi'7-cgec-7> dain TS NON age 
‘Lubricants - —__-~__"do_-—~ ‘111,860 796,622 184 Paraguay 14,879; Guyana 13,292; ‘Sufinme 31 Residual fuel. -do.-- 164 - Bitten snd other resdiee Gorn T= _AlltoBarbados 

Revised. NA Not available. 
‘Table prepared by John G. Panulas. 
*Excludes unreported quantity valued at $12,825.
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Table 3.—Jamaica: Imports of selected mineral commodities: 
(Metric tons unless otherwise specified) 

Sources, 1982 
Commodity 1981 je gg ee aed ‘Other (principal) 

METALS 
Aluminum: ‘Oxides and hydroxides =.= 47182794447 West Germany 8750; United King. dom Metal including alloys: ‘Unwrought 2 = 1289 L510 1 Canada 1517; United Kingdom 52 Semimanufactures -~————2 ~~ 2205 2098 117 United Kingviom 868; Canada 805; % Switzerland 96 

reper: Piles ero M 88 
fetal inching alloys ‘Unwrought= == e Is 
Semimanufactures -————— ~~~ ran 2148 89 United Kingdom 750; Hong Kong 267; Spain 20 

of faste and swoepings -———_ value 3992 $4169 $4,169 Metal including allay, unwrought 
‘and partly wrought tray ounces. $23,210 2829 Canada 2411; West Germany 225; “Wnited Kingdom 128 Tron and steel: Metal Berep nen enna value 2; $21.784 $5,088 United Kingdom $16,098, Pig iron cast iron, related materials — @ os 

Ferroalloys nen 38 © NA NA. Steel, primary forms. - ~~ 8,082 14355893 North Koren 158; United Kingdom ccs 429; Trinidad and Tobago 301. smimanufactures Bare, 0d3, angles, shapes, sections «10369-15122 902 ‘Trinidad and Tobago 1,582; Belgium 
Be ne ‘Luxembourg 841; North Korea 32°. Universal, plates, sheets thousand tons. - 15 85 $5.United Kingdom? Hoop and strips nnn 288 600-118 United Kingdom 290; Belgium Yaxembourg 175. Rails and accessories. - 1 426287 Maly 100; France 3, Wiesvorneeeecooo- = 8887 8775 T8K_—_Beyium Lasemioane 499; United ingdom O43; Barbados 382 ‘Tubes pipes, fitings 8.529 3025 2,78 Japan Sid; Canada 165; United King- 

‘dom 160 Lead: ‘Oxides —__.- thousand tons NA 403121 Mauritius 187; Mexico'138; Nether Tands 10. Metal including alloys: Unwroughten == a 55 All from United Kingdom, Semimanufactares -——~—— = 16 3-9 Ganada United lngdom 1, ‘Manganese: Ore and concentrate ~~~ ~~ 358 167 “United Kingdom 118; Spain 54 ‘Molybdenum: Metal including alloys, ‘unwrought -<----~-- kilograms. 1 @ NANA ‘Nickel: Metal including alloys, semi- ‘manufactures ween nnn 5005 15,855 1,146 United Kingdom 14,208; Canada 1 Platinumgroup metals: Metals inclading ‘lloys, unverought and partly wrought ‘roy ounces. 9,259 1447 ___Allfrom United Kingdom. Silver: Metal including alloys, unwroughé Andparlywroughts— tay ounces. 4898 1779 1.882 United Kingdom 8841; West Ger 
‘Tin; Metal including alloys: ‘Unwrought se @ 2 __ All from Denmark Semimanufactures_—————~——— ~~ 13,138 8152 1,588 United Kingdom 4732; Japan 895; ‘Netherlands 123 Titanium: Ones an m2 660229 United Kingdom do 

neers 306 114 92—_-Venezuela 49; United Kingdom 30. Blue mdr o-oo 3 6 ZS Allfrom Onited Kingdom. 
Metal including alive Unwroughte.- == a3 $85 Canada 94; United Kingdom 1. otner, Semumanufactares == TOTST 1 Na 

‘Ores and concentrates Na fgg filo United Kingdom, Oxides and hydroxides ~~~ =~ 109 290 519 Japan; Foland 38 Untied King. 

See footnotes at end of table
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Table 3.—Jamaica: Imports of selected mineral commodities —Continued ar herp 
TTT em conma om y Gaia Other (principe 

sows 
SP Steno: i, C paaleinse enee n 16 10__United Kingdom 6. Dibadon aaa gai: 
Presi ane alu, thousands — 8 $2 _.Allfrom United Kingdom. 

Grinding and polishing wheels and jets: at ud BE me pean ate 
‘Diamond: Industrial _— ~~ ~~ —value~— $8,348 $1411 United Kingdom $1,007; Italy $410. 
iceman A RE Fertilizer materials: Manufactured: (eta: nA Seca ose Frame oon aM aan gam NR cr Regie cocci: «AR RIN tee 
ey re ar 
Werke nti elon 820 m4 m3 sig igh 1 Nitrates crude ==272227 enn 2 da sets Safed wake HR] AYU 
Iron oxides and hydroxides, processed 19 a ‘9 United Kingdom 37; West Germany Sees Prarie SURAT ES woes ages gy demi eme see REESE RU 

Sudamsznppis nent hanuadiured s-veenennne--- «49608555 8B5__ Netherlands 19; United Kingdom 10, 
Sa Sl nine nreny igen nae ak clititpecnsancsaiaaa: ER dtl tnt pee incnssatiaaia: ate 

aaa aaa B) Neri Other Grate whee Pens 500 hf y: vane Fa LAD EAE ateavneneecan’ fh adnan fete wt Eat 
reintig bie ar a re rer a ‘SE ant cg wre ——«S8 =D hn ice aan Lilien 8 nen 

Mier: gt Matten nents 
yomioeiee ER EE ianeoe = ft EE eee hae 

‘Residual fuel odo. 9 1. Netherlands Asie Trinidad and a Dane eter ng ot 
Revised. NA Not available. 
“Table prepared by John G. Panulas. hort eet nnet nue 
“Unreported quantity valued at $553.
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TRINIDAD AND TOBAGO 

Petroleum production continued to domi- contributing to ISCOTT’s poor performance. 
nate the mineral industries of Trinidad and _In October 1982, five U.S. steel companies 
‘Tobago and represented the major source of (Atlantic Steel Co. of Georgia, Continental 
Government revenue and export earnings. Steel Corp. of Indiana, Georgetown Steel 
However, further declines in refined and Corp. of South Carolina, Georgetown Texas 
crude oil production and prices placed addi- Steel Corp., and Raritan River Steel Co. of 
tional strains on the Government's finan- New Jersey) filed an antidumping petition 
cial resources and necessitated increased against ISCOTT with the U.S. Department 
external borrowing and the imposition of of Commerce and the International Trade 
controlling economic measures. Expected Commission. The petition charged that 
gains from the relatively new industrial ISCOTT steel rods were being sold in the 
complex of the Iron and Steel Co. of Trini- United States at lesser prices than they sold 
dad and Tobago (ISCOTT) were not forth- for on the Trinidad and Tobago market. A 
coming because of weak world demand and preliminary ruling was made in May 1983 
prices. The fertilizer and other petrochemi- by Commerce that ISCOTT has a 14.2% 
cal industries have exhibited considerable dumping margin. Two weeks after this rul- 
growth, and new plants are under consider- ing, the same U.S. companies filed a coun- 
ation. In 1983, Trinidad and Tobago was tervailing duty petition (CVD) against 
expected to rank second only to the Soviet ISCOTT, alleging that Government subsi- 
Union in world export of ammonia. dies to the company in 1982 amounted to 

The iron and steel, fertilizer, and petro- $200 million. The petitioners sought coun- 
chemical industries at Point Lisas represent _ tervailing duties of 402% on ISCOTT’s wire 
a deliberate attempt by the Government to _rod sales in the United States. This was to 
establish energy-based and export-oriented _ be in addition to any other duty imposed. In 
projects that use natural gas as feedstock 1982, ISCOTT shipments of wire rod to the 
and/or fuel. United States totaled 56,340 tons, which the 

The Government expressed confidence petitioners claimed made it one of the 
that the trade advantages offered by the larger foreign suppliers of wire rod. The 
CBI will bring new investors into Trinidad petitioners claimed that ISCOTT’s exports 
and Tobago, expand the industrial base, and were subsidized by a variety of schemes, 
provide the future export diversification such as loans at preferential terms, subsi- 
necessary to establish a well-balanced econ- dized fuel rates, and import duty relief on 
omy not overly dependent on one sector. machinery and equipment purchases. 
‘The CBI also held promise to benefit exist- _In the first petition, there was a ruling for 
ing industries that have had difficulty a 14.2% dumping margin on ISCOTT’s wire 
competing in the international export mar- rod. In the CVD petition, imports of steel 
kets. Petroleum products are excluded from wire rod from ISCOTT were found to be 
duty-free CBI treatment. subsidized by 6.74%. The total duty to be 

‘The ISCOTT iron and steel complex has levied against imports of ISCOTT wire rod 
been unable to fulfill its production capabil- was about 21%. This was considered a 
ity because of several unfortunate circum- separate issue from any tariff relief afford- 
stances. Prominent among these has been ed to Trinidad and Tobago by the late 1983 
that ISCOTT’s inauguration came at a time _ passage of the CBI 
of increasing world economic recession Passage of the CBI opened up serious 
when the need for raw material feedstock questions involving a potential for down- 
and semimanufactured steel products was stream dumping and other steel trade is- 
declining. The weak market condition has sues. Although some products were exempt- 
persisted and caused considerable problems ed from the CBI tax and trade incentives, 
and rivalry among the world’s iron and steel was not. This presented possibilities 
steel producers. ISCOTT attributed low whereby steel products from outside the 
sales as partly due to increased protection- CBI sphere could be shipped to one of these 
ist attitudes in the United States and oth- countries, fabricated (to comply with the 
er countries as local producers agitated requirement that 35% of value be added in 
against a rising share of low-cost imports in the Basin), and then shipped to U.S. mar- 
declining domestic markets. Managerial kets duty free. This situation caused the 
and technical problems were also cited as U.S. iron and steel companies to protest.
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Decreased crude oil production in 1983 revenue. A $400 million revenue decrease 
reflected the natural decline of producing was expected for 1983. The daily average 
wells and a low level of new discoveries. The production, by company, is shown in the 
fiscal impact was a $300 million” drop in following table: 
the Government's 1982 petroleum-derived 

‘Averagebarrels per day gareent 
Company 1981 —-1982—«188G OF produce 
pa 
[Amoco Trinkdad OM Co.Ltd === eee ee UO 902 81788 az 

‘Minded Northern Areas Lid 1-7__22222222z222_2az2s22-==BESST 37968 SRO 21 
Teakisd Tenens OUOs 2-177 TST egg eo Tae 24209 b2ips0 31.405 is 
Tesoigand neces cobra ng een 222 16380 ian iat 1 
‘Trinidad and Tobago Ol Go 7_~7_777__222azzasiszaecnaaa TBE T68R 89 a 
Premier Consolidated Ollfelds id ~~ --~77772222222227777 e133 Set 2 

otal nnn OH ITT ORS 159576 1000 
Source: The Wall Street Journal, Feb. 10,1984, . 10 

As an incentive to increase oil explora- nonassociated gas wells brought in off Gal- 
tion, the Government reduced the Supple- cota Point in 1982 each produced at the rate 
mental Petroleum Tax (SPT), a levy on of 50 million cubic feet per day, report- 
gross revenues, from 35% onshore to 15% edly one of the highest rates in the West- 
onshore, retroactive to January 1, 1983. ern Hemisphere. Offshore reserves of natu- 
‘New incentives were also provided for uti- ral gas were placed at 18 trillion cubic feet. 
lizing enhanced recovery techniques and for Trinidad and Tobago negotiated a $50 
initiating well workovers. A reduction of million loan from a consortium of banks 
the 65% SPT on marine production was headed by Orion Royal Bank to construct 40 

under study. miles of natural gas pipeline from the 
Texaco Trinidad Inc. (Textrin), which was offshore Amoco gasfields west to the Point 

coincidentally trying to divest itself of the Lisas industrial park. The $140. million 
refinery operation, announced a $20 million project, with a capacity of 1 billion cubic 
investment to restart a suspended drilling feet per day, was to supply fuel and feed- 
and steam injection project. State-owned stock to existing and planned industrial 
Trinidad and Tobago Oil Co. (Trintoc) plants at Point Lisas. 
announced it would start an $11 million —_Recoverable crude oil reserves were 
drilling program. placed at 580 million barrels, sufficient for 

Premier Consolidated Oilfields Ltd., the about 10 years of production at the 1983 
smallest crude oil producer, announced a level. The Government believed that at 
steam injection program to boost production least 1 billion barrels of heavy oil reserves is 
from the Fyzabad Field. Premier drilled two _also recoverable. 
shallow wells into the upper Cruse Forma- The contracting export market for petro- 
tion in the San Francique region of south- leum products reduced sales by the 350,000- 
ern Trinidad. One well produced 30 barrels barrel-per-day refinery owned by ‘Textrin. 
of oil per day at horizons between 60 and Capacity was downgraded to 220,000 barrels 
200 feet, and the other well produced from per day. About 45% of the refinery's output 
sands at the 200-foot level, The company was fuel oil, and the principal export mar- 
planned to drill three additional wells, esti- ket was traditionally the United States. The 
mated to cost about $21,000 for each comple-_refinery’s product is no longer competitive 
tion. Eventually, 20 wells were expected to. in the U.S. market. The refinery also lost its 
be drilled in this upthrown block area. A major processing agreement customer for 
similar structure to the west had produced —reexport to the United States. 
a total of 400,000 barrels of oil from 10 _ ‘The Textrin refinery operated at about 
wells, and Premier expected the new area to 23% of rated capacity, and only reached 
contain 800,000 barrels of recoverable re- that level because state-owned Trintoc 

serves. agreed to supply 37,000 barrels of crude oil 
‘Amoco Trinidad Oil Co. Ltd., the largest per day from its own production. For the 

crude oil producer, also produced 80% of first time in decades, no crude oil was 
the natural gas production. The two new imported for local refining. The cost of
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justis ‘Cuba reports crude oil production in metric tons. When adjusting the (product mix to produce a Sosis mnie wis ol yeoduetiin ts cit ‘appears that greater proportion of middle distillates re- fhe'tame® conversion factor hes nor tees sees ty a 
quired a higher expenditure than Textrin various analysts. For the purpose ofthis report, a factor of 
wanted to make. Negotiations were under- 852 has been used until more reliable information 
way between the Government and Textrin “oj svi Ges Journal, Feb. 19,1984, p. 5051 
for the sale of the refinery. Textrin indi- Where necessary, values have been converted from cated it might be willing to retain a 25% Dominican Republic pesos (RDB) to US. dollars atthe rate 
minority interest. ote SUSE 08 ‘y a Secretaria de Estado de Industria y Comercio, Direccién —_ General de Minerié. Dominican Republic, Guidelines for ’Physical scientist, Division of Foreign Data, Investment in Mining. 1988, 45 pp; available upon request 

2Where necessary, values have been converted from from Office of the Direccién General de Minerid, Edificio Bahamian dollars (B$) to US. dollars at the rate ot de Oficinas Gubernamentales, ‘Avenida México, Santo BEL.00-Usbi.00 Domingo, Repibliea Dominicana “Where necessary, values have been converted from eye ee etal from 
Bachadian dlls (hdd 10 US. dolar at the vale jynuyear gainr OS WUS daheevee hea Tat ‘Basse 00- USS 00, Sepaieee celles 

‘Where necessary, values have been converted from Whe sry, Valade bavve bal aia se upan je jollars at the rate of CP3120— ere necessary, values have been converted from 
USS1. 20) 22 UB dolls ab the rate of CPs ‘Trinidad and Tobago dollars (TT$) to U.S. doliars at the 

The Latin American Times. No. 57, Feb. 28, 1984, rate of TT$2.40=US$1.00. pp. 1830 

Table 4.—Trinidad and Tobago: Exports of selected mineral commodities! 
(Metric tons unless otherwise specified) 

_____ Destinations, 1982 
Commodi 1981 ee Oe " we Other (principe) UE TO 
METALS 

Aluminum: Metal including alloys all 
Forni soc crn ace Na 4 NA NA 

Copper: Metal including alloys, all forms. 69 59 -- Mainly to United Kingdom. ron and steel: Metal: 
‘Scrap nn 56 m3 38 NA. Pig ton, sponge ion, related mate: 
fig sewesee 87200 _ Steel, primary forms. 22 __ = NA 1085 NANA. 
ae tao tat A gta ars, rods, angles, shapes, sections : cia Lag, THB Pies ings enn NA MONA NA. 
‘Oxides ——— "4 - ‘Metal including alive, ali forms ——— NA YONA NA. ‘Tin: Metal including alloy all forms @ “ Zine: Metal including alloys all forms —— 3 B  __ United Kingdom 1 Other: Oxides and hydroxides 

kilograms. NA 20 NA NA 
NONMETALS 

Abrasives, nes Grinding and polish ‘heals and stones “= kiograma’ @ - 
Asbestos,crude--—-—-.-value-_ "$200 ae Bavite and witherite__~~~7_="" "> H ny Cement nna 6 % Guyana. Chalke CSSEEST ESD tata @ z . Glays, erude = 2>7777~1 TE " = Diamond: Gem, not set or strang 

Valu, thousands. ® - Fertilizer materials: Manufactured 
‘Ammonia nnn nnn ® NA Potassio ——~~~777TTTTIIIIID ® = 
Gypsum and plaster —_—______ a @ = Line sen ® @ NA NA Mice: 

Crude including splittings and waste ® Worked including agglomerated split ting cunts nooner ® ws 
Saltand brine <=> 2—— 2-2 2oTT ‘ait 22 NANA ium compounds, ae: Carbonate, SUEUR ye. orate Stone, sand and gravel 

pee aid fartly worked 2 NA NA de and partly worked —— 2 oo 
We see iy ee Gravel and crushed ek >> % WoONA NA 

See footnotes at end of table.
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Table 4.—Trinidad and Tobago: Exports of selected mineral commodities' —Continued 

(Metric tons unles otherwise specified) 
nests 

Commodity 1981 a cs 
Siac Other (principal) 

NONMETALS ~Continued 
Stone, sand and gravel —Continued 
oars and quart = value. 4.000 a susan ote Hn metaring NA 3BoONA NA 
‘Blemental: Colloidal, precipitated, ci ® -- sulfuric cid ~~~ ~77=7772 777 ® @ NA NA. 

‘Talc, steatite, soapstone, pyrophyllite — @ —— Other Grade ohne rena 8 NA 
MINERAL FUELS AND RELATED MATERIALS 

‘Asphalt and bitumen, natural _—_— NA 1468-252 United Kingdom 597 Gent Ailgades inching gists ~~ Be “NA ONAL 
‘Gride- thousand 42-gallon barrels. e 905 813 Tealy 92 
rn eked petcl M a ‘| 2galion barrels. "1,056 406 __ Panama 74; Barbados 62; Guyana 52 

ineral jelly and'wax ‘thousand talon barrels "2 m5 NANA, Kerosine and jet fel” don => NA L5H Bacbads 7; Antigo 22; Suriname 
Distillate fuel oil —__ do. NA 218 121.-_Honduras 281; Suriname 290 Unbricants = "~~~ dos NA BONA NR Nonlubricadng ois do. ~~~ NA ® NA NA ‘Residual fuel ol ~~ ~é0_— ~~ 2 ——«80BL_«138) Netherlands 1002;Suriname 46, Asphaltsss.-2222-d0022 28 7S United Kingdom 32 Bikinois miviurss” "Ge «10402461918 United Kingdom 424; Barbados 321 

"Revised. NA Not available. Table prepared by John G. Panulas Revised tose. 3Updisclosed quantity valued at $6. Undisclosed quantity valid a 840 ‘ 
Lees than 1/S unit ‘Excludes unreported quantity valued at $2,524 

‘Table 5.—Trinidad and Tobago: Imports of selected mineral commodities! 
(Metric tons unles otherwise specified) 

SB 1 
Comm o me yg atts, ae ‘i Tnteed Other (principal) 

METALS 
Aluginum: ‘Oreand concentrate 182 286 NANA, Onsdes and hydronsies =~ ===" ~~~ 2 1 NS United Kingdom 1 Mictalincluding alloys cifras 819.—= «GBB 4348 United Kingdom 220 chromium Oxides and hycronides ~~ NA 13 “*@) United Kingdom 4 Conga nthe eee eee Na 18 @) United Kingdom 12 Metal including alloy, ali forms ~~~ 617 Lgl 882_—_ United Kingdom 789 Iron and see: Hon fe ad oncentrate,exeading ost osnase aly rom Best ied pyrite weve : : Mainly from Brazil 

Berep Se ansawcnsan 56 8 o8 
Pig iron, cast iron, related mate- Sa ee 5 10. Allfrom United Kingdom. 
a NA 2615 2815 Ferrosiigon =~ o===- NA Dasd NANA Unapecified= === =— 2 NA 20/001 United Kingdom 316,000 Sek penny forms <—2—=2- gat “TGs 84 Ute Kingdom a8 nintanufactares: "Bars rods, angles, shapes, se- Tons SNRERSMAPES SES og 38ABK «388 United Kingdom 226,644 Belgium. Tanembourg 2110 

See footnotes at end of table.
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Table 5.—Trinidad and Tobago: Imports of selected mineral commodities: Continued 
(Metric tons unless otherwise specified) 

Sources, 1982 
Commodi 1981 1982 | Gee ty Gted Other (rineipad) 

METALS —Continued 
Iron and steel —Continved ‘Metal Continued Semimanufactures —Continued 

Universal, plates sheets 19,801 2 United Kingdom 14 Hoop andstfipe ven ois 347 73 United Kingdom 69; Japan 19. ails and accessories ————— @ 52° United Kingdom 4 
Wires nnn n22-2 ATS «10.051——68_—United Kingdom 5,981; Japan 283; ; ‘West Germany 78, 
‘Tubes, pipes, fittings PIPES ousand tons. ry 11g 686 apan 45 Lag, Cmstingsand forgings, rough 3 0) 569 ON 

TOtile secvectacuesamncenn ay $8 United Ktingdom 579: Spain 8. ea ishing ley a raw = 1607 United Kingdom 492. 
fagmesium: Metal including alloy, all forms one 2 2163 35 United Kingdom 640 ‘Manganese: Ore and concentrate ————— NA 00 NANA Nickel: Metal including alloys, all formas 1 13,826 Japan 140; United Kingdom 111, 

Platinumgroup metals Metals incloding loys, unwrougist and pardly wrought ™ my oun NA UST. United Kingdom 1.222 
Silver: Metal ineluding alloys, unwroughe ‘and partly wrought do. ©) 3088 Canada 81.788; United Kingdom 
‘Tin: Metal including alloys, all forms__ 504 3,170 10 United ‘Kingdom 3,005; Netherlands 

‘Titanium: Oxides 988 84 180 United Kingdom 407; West Germany 
‘Tungsten: Metal including alloys, all mre ventana klograms_— 8 1385 2A. 

M Oxides — 153 1131 United Kingdom 102, out lug alan rs ——~ bis Tt sh Canada United Kingdom 
‘Ores and concentrates._value__ $108,000 NA Oxides and hydroxides ———e == NA 208116 United Kingdom 24; West Germany 18; Netherlands 3 
‘Ashes and residues. NA oo 

NONMETALS 
Absives na: ‘tural: Corundum, emery, pumice, otineasts arte wa 6 M626 NA. nding and polishing wheels an meee tates ug NA Asbestos, crude === 222222 2222oE 2 8 8 NA Batieandwitherie=<--722TOILL apa maser 7,006 Bran, 850, West Ger 
Boron materials: Crude natural borates — = 3° NA NA Gores eennennnnnn nnn "BRRBB ARBOR 40598 Colarbia 3226; United Kingdom 
Chalk nee 18,324 a 14 United Kingdom 448. lays crude = OTTTTTTTTTIT nab 612 950 NA 

‘Gem, not st or strung... carats_— o 2892 108 Belgium-Luxernbourg 986; United ns ‘Kingdom 328. Industrial do ° 5000 6,000 
Diatomite and other infusorial earth ——— au ‘BT United Kingdom 538 eldspar,fluorspar, related materials —— 2,488 sh >United Kingdom 30. Fortier materials: ‘Grude,nes ae aan 350850 Manufactured ‘Nitrogenous ———— 5,095 SL $8 West Germany 25; United Kingdom 

Phosphatic..------ === 262 1080985 NA. Potaisiens—22U-7~~7-- 108 517 15a 78 NA. Unspecified and mixed ———— ~~ S401 ‘NA Grophite,natural—-="---—-value- $000 $92708 United Kingdom $507 ‘Gypsum and plaster -----—2= Sat? “T61E —NA Venemela 4.06; United Kingdom 68; 
Tees: scare 141,795 96488 307 United Kingdom 95,605; Jamaica 814; Barbadoets 

Magnsite —-—--onnnnnnne 1 8 NA NA 
" Grade ineluding splittings and waste 16 184 United Kingdom 99. Worked including ageomersiad split 2 Gnd cece cennee ee 5 NA Phosphates, crude ~~ ~——~~~===- NA 380850 

See footnotes at end of table.
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Table 5.—Trinidad and Tobago: Imports of selected mineral commodities Continued 
(Metric tons unless otherwise specified) 
iw 7 =~ Sr BE 

Commodity 1981 182 “ened — Gamgauaay Yu Other principal 

NONMETALS ~Continued 
Pigments mineral: op oxides and 

wydroxides, processed 8 131 -_ West Germany 81 
Previous and sem precious stones other 
‘han diamond: Natural” carats— NA Lg. West Gormany 14 
gaendtrnes: Sterecocaeennns $4811 18998 TL dann 72 United Kingdom 

ium compounds, nes. ‘Carbonate, manufactured ———____ 5194 4908 4689 United Kingdom 179. 
Sulfate, manufactured ~~~ ~~~ ~~ 038 3335 "5 Belgium-Luxembourg 3,010; Nether- lands 96; United Kingdom 4 
Stone, sand and gravel: 

em eide and partly worked ‘rude and partly wor ‘ value $67,000 842280 NANA. 
Workedrs cma cnanurns 1 1s Italy 10; Barbados 7; Canada 4 

Dolomite, chiefly refractoryerade value — $316 8707765 NANA. 
Gravel andcrushed rock "=> 1618118618684 _—_Tealy 806; Venezuela, 
Gieeciam ther en dimension |. «IL «8788 «NA. Barbados 85010; United Kingdom L 
gears and gare NA, 16 NA NA 

eupantoter than metals “——— 608 56) NANA 
Blementa: Colloidal, precipitated, 

miblimed 2 tose 5 82 NANA, 
Diosides=_--2 === === === NA & United xingdom 1 
Sulfuric acid. ~~ ~~~ 77 7~=—77-> Bat 485 "5 United Kingdom 406 

‘Tale, steatite, soapstone, pyrophylite —— 18 G1 528 United Kingdom 2 
Other Crude wenn 4410 213210 United Kingdom 3 

MINERAL FUELS AND RELATED ‘MATERIALS 
Asphalt and bitumen, natural ———-— NA 2 2 
Getbon: Carbon Black === ————= == ot oe 
Coal 

“Anthracite === NA aaig 1400 NA. 
Bituminous ~~ ~~2~ 22727722 NA 4] Mainly from United Kingdom. 
Briquets of anthracite and bituminous Galan nee aneeeett fe NA 12. United Kingdom 7 

Lignite including briquels —— ~~~ __ NA 1B3ONA NA. 
Beat lading brigtets ae ter ——~ 2 314 Mainly from United Kingdom, 

roleur: ‘Crade” thousand 42gallon barrels. 42887 —=«28498-— Saudi Arabi 12:719; Indonesia 9,750; "Beuador 1928. 
Refinery products: Liguetied petroleum gas Gigaiion barrels. "15857 5O,AT_— Antigua 15, 

Gasoline <---~-—---do---— 81,288 as 
Mineral jelly and wax ——do———— ‘S452 380 496 United Kingdom 1,251; West Ger- many 124; Netherlands 66. 
Lubricants do. NA 314 910 United Kingdom 2058; France 206 

Nonlubricaing oils- ~~ —do-——— NA 8604 —_United Kingdom 8 
Residual fuel odo. 167 NA Bituminous mixtures ——do-——— NA 43911 99438 United Kingdom 3,885 Petroleum coke ----—-do.——— NA Tg NANA 
ee oe 

"Revised. NA Not available. ‘Table prepared by John G. Panulas 
2Less than 1/2 unit. AU disclosed quantity valued at $54,000, 
Undisclosed quantity valued at $716,000. SUnuisclosed quantity valued at $254,000, 
“Undisclosed quantity valued at $864,000. *Undislosed quantity valued at $1,000.
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Mineral output and trade in the Central items imported directly from. eligible Carib- 

‘American countries were directly or indi- bean countries, provided at least 35% of the 

rectly affected by the sometimes violent product value originated in the region. The 

civil unrest and recessionary economic de- financial assistance components of the CBI 

velopments that have pervaded the region were to be supportive of the basin’s private 

for several years. Central American coun- sector as well as assist general economic 

tries found their foreign exchange export stabilization programs. 

earnings and traditional market areas The CBI provides qualified countries with 

shrinking while essential import costs were duty-free trade access to U.S. markets for a 

rising. Restricted spending measures were period of 12 years. Petroleum and petro- 
adopted by governments and private indus- leum products were among those items 
tries. Domestic investment funds for miner- excluded from duty-free treatment, but oth- 

al development and exploration projects er minerals and mineral-related products 

were among the first casualties of these were included. The trade provisions of the 

austere budgetary measures, especially CBI were to become effective January 1, 
since weak demand and depressed mineral 1984, but increased economic assistance 

prices diminished the probability of a favor- funds were made available in 1982 and 1983 

able cost-benefit ratio. The lack of physical through various existing aid programs. 
security and political stability also discour- One of the productive areas for possible 

aged private foreign investment. assistance through the CBI or other comple- 
The United States Congress enacted the mentary aid programs is the minerals sec- 

Caribbean Basin Economic Recovery Act of tor. Development in this sector would pro- 

1983 (19 U.S.C. 2702), more popularly vide raw materials for import substitution 

known as the Caribbean Basin Initiative as well as stimulate export and domestic 

(CBD. This legislation was designed to stim- markets by providing feedstock for estab- 

ulate economic recovery and promote eco- lished or new industries producing finished 

nomic development by increasing private or semifinished products. An additional 

investment and trade in the Caribbean benefit of mineral exploitation would be the 

Basin countries. The act provided for the creation of new or improved infrastructure 

elimination of U.S. duties on most trade in areas that are often remote and under- 

933,
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developed. required to design and successfully com- 
‘There has been a general acknowledg- plete resource-oriented long-term projects, 

ment that any programs devised to improve the U.S. Geological Survey prepared a re- 
the economic foundations of the countries port on Central America that summarized 
in Central America must necessarily in- information on known and potential earth 
clude the development of all available natu- resources. The report also lists concerned 
ral resources, including minerals, energy, local government agencies and the history 
and water. In recognition of this basic need, of some natural resource development pro- 
and in anticipation of the development grams in Central America. 
assistance funding and technical expertise 

BELIZE? 

Traditionally dominated by an agrarian —_In_ 1982, the Government established a 
economy, Belize’s history of mineral exploi- special petroleum office within the Ministry 
tation is limited to the quarrying of con- of Natural Resources in order to promote 
struction materials. Most of the country is petroleum exploration. The requirements 
composed of flat-lying, unaltered sedimen- for obtaining licenses and concession con- 
tary rocks. In the central part of Belize, the tracts have been tightened by the stipula- 
deeply dissected Maya Mountains reach tion that companies must furnish informa- 
heights of over 3,000 feet and represent an tion demonstrating their financial capabili- 
uplifted fault block. The mountains are ty to carry out the contracted exploration 
composed of variably metamorphosed Pa- program. This was expected to eliminate 
leozoic rocks intruded by igneous stocks and small companies that obtain concessions on 

volcanics. a more speculative basis rather than with 
‘Any possibility for base metal discoveries serious exploration intent. Exploration 

would probably lie within the Maya Moun- drilling was expected to increase in 1984, 
tains where gold, tin, copper, lead, zinc, and with most activity around the onshore 
barite occurrences have been recognized by coastal concessions. 
various prospectors. Minimal information is _ In 1981, oil shows were found in a well 
available on past exploration activities and drilled in the Orange Walk District by 
there has been no publicized recent com- Placid Oil Co. In 1983, Bogert Oil Co. of 
mercially funded reconnaissance in the re- Oklahoma City, Oklahoma, drilled one shal- 

gion. low wildcat in a 255,000-acre concession 
‘The possibility of finding petroleum re- north of Belmopan. A second drilling at- 

sources has brought foreign exploration tempt was reported to have been made into 
companies into Belize. The area proved a 1970 abandoned well. These wells were 
attractive because of stratigraphic exten- reported as testing some crude oil but not in 
sions into Belize of sedimentary formations commercial quantities. Bogert Oil, a 22% 
or geologic provinces that have been proven partner in the venture with Hughes Drill- 
to contain crude oil reserves in Guatemala ing Co., planned to continue exploration 
to the west and Mexico to the north. activity. 

Table 1.—Central American Countries: Production of mineral commodities! 
(Metric tons unless otherwise specified) 

Country and commodity 1979) 1980 1981 rosa __—«sa 

BELIZE 
Stone, sand and gravel: ‘Limestone aaa--eee------+-- 381260 | 396,900 aT9.640 356,80 *608,860 Marl 7 ZZ 2482{100 2061300 Gr7.d60 508,880 a 

Sand and gravel ‘risi00 —"e25}000 589.290 an0s0 —*559,570, 
COSTA RICA 

Cement nn SET8GB— 558.699 694,000 750.200 750,000 Glays: Ksolin ~=2272222 022202 22002200 ‘80 500 ‘450, ee 500 Diatomite 22222227 2 580 600 550 410 20 Golden 2 TTSTTTIII ITIL Ciy ounces "16,700 18,000,000 27,000,000, 
See footnotes at end of table
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‘Table 1.—Central American Countries: Production of mineral commodities! —Continued 
(Metcic tons unless otherwise specified) 

Country and commodity 199 1380 sai 1 

COSTA RICA —Continued 
Bld pe rca pees eo reuners cone 3000 7500-000 9.000 9,000 
Betroleam refinery products 

‘thousand 42-gallon barrels. — 6350 3,781 £3,750 3,700 72,298 Bumies-2euwcsite Sous 128) 1300181300 13001500, 
Selt,marme --....---------------~ 46,000 £40,000 £39,000, 110,200 110,000 Silver! ~~~ 1121 77 oy ounces 2000 800 1500 2000 2,000, 
Stone, sand and gravel 

‘Crushed rock and rough stone_ cubic meters__ 602,000, "600,000, *550,000 534,600 525,000 
Limestone and other calcareous materials. *53}000 55,000 $70,000 108,100 110,000 Sandandgravel--------cubie meters 260,000 280,000 *250,000 216700 280,000 

ELSALVADOR 
‘Aluminum metal including alloys, semimanu- [rae ae ae 2513 Lest TS aaa cement 27TTTTTTTTTTTIISTLIITTITwores © silage «sag? aT'96—as1'552 
Gold 7222s 22ts 22a Ttrey ounces Bran 2ag2 3B" 8800 30 
Gypnieyt LOU S OE TESEee Too soo 000 5000500 
Ton and sek Metal Biec,crade ==. ------- "14,000 14.000 10,000 7.28510 900 Semimanufaclures "22 _22z__tv--l2- TUB 3.958 250821 002 Limegone eens <22777TTTTTIIIILZ 9900008501000 810;000 ——g00.000 850,000 Betreleum refinery product ‘Thousand 42-gallon barrela.— 5200 4st? 42 4024.00 
sant __.--___ nein atin iw  ——atio00 =a 000 25000 25,000 20,000 Sliver, fine’ _7~~~2 77777221 Tinoy oanees. aise 1462021871005 STIS 21.985 

‘GUATEMALA 
‘Antimony, mine output, metal content 660 556 sun 500 oo Batlle noe nmeateeee en neeennenen 3800 4105200 2.000 0 Geiené LTT TLLTITTTIIIIIIIITIT «salons so8isns «sere 540,000 580,000 
Ga Bentonite. 2-------a------- 270026002500 500.900 Other TTTTTTTTTTTTTTIIIIITT atts 1661 16}000 aT Ta 
Copper, Cu content of concentrates ~~ ~~~ _— 1,768 ‘B42 726 700 "700 
Peldspar.- - - .----------.---~------ 10,601 21,530 10,044 *12,000 10,000 
Gas natal gross lion ebie Feat S00 Eo 518 1092 1220 
Gm, cde s 

‘or cement manufacture —.....------~ 18,323 19,810 18,588 £17,000 16,588 Other nnn enn Toss aes se 1000 = 22.000, 
tron and sie Tron ore, gross weight. -------—-—--—— 2895 5004025 ,000 860 Sted eres 222s22nnnan nae NA NA NA 2500028000 Somiinanufactures -—~~~~~~~-=2- =~ NA NA NA 7000 30,000 
Leas: 
‘Mine output, metal content —__—~------~ #100 *100 == ee ” Metal including secondary ~~ _____~_ ‘90 2 i i % 
TRB a mee nto eee mnnen ann. 40,575 35,580 24,655 24,500 24,500 Nic nine output, meal cnten® ~~~ 19840 ao SE : 
Petroleum: Grade" _____ thousand 42-allon barrels. an 1512 dd age ao Refinery prodiga Sonne sit S81 535 ims Ro Pumice and related materials: Bunce ees 3800018000 *15;000 12.000 12,000 
Velma ooo or ae 36,581 12,721 5451 4,000 4,000 Salt nn nesvozszzzasaeaa nn 8538 BTA 1000 14000 

Siver, mine output, metal conteni® tray ounces -«10/000-»=«10.000 «8000 008.00 Stone, sand and gravel: iiimesione= "thousand tons_— ais 220 220 0 1s Marbie-=~———72272—77— eubie meters 401358 1281300 Yo00 Siicasand ----2-22----Se enn 40890 lsas sae ©5000 18 400 Sondiandgravel "~~~ eabie meters. «788494 «ASS «—«-DHN.NAE©——250}000 525,000 ‘Tungsten, mine output, W contend of concentrate — Ea 0 ‘2 “0 cs Zine mine output, metal content = 500 2996 "1,000 = 
HONDURAS 

‘Antimony, mine output, metal content =. 46 23 “2 : ns 
Cadmium, mine output metal content_—— ~~ 204 229 116 0 261 Gement nnn neenseeena=T2ZZ~ (281,000 445.000 811,000 27,440 7485 435 Copper, Gu content fed ad in ocentatas — 1300 218 ‘54 ‘i ‘50 Gado enon aenc een stray ounoes Yen 2027 1519 yim 16 
Gypoum === aT eppipoo 2260020000 «000 22,000, 
Tron and steel: Metal, semimanufactures ~~ ———— $24,000 24,500 20,000 20,000 20,000 
‘Lead, mine output, metal content_——____...- "16,416, #13315, 12,592 15,120 19,290 

See footnotes atend of table
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Table 1.—Central American Countries: Production of mineral commoditiest —Continued 
(Metric tons unless otherwise specified) 

Country and commodity 1979 7880 1081 1982? __——=988 
HONDURAS —Continued 

Petroleum refinery produc ner piteand A2qallon barels.- 34859688001 63523980 Sart EE «8260082800 30000-90000 30.000, 
Sliver “~=22TII217 thousand fray ounces — 234 1766 1823 10a 584 ‘Stone:* 

Limestone... =~ 500,000 500,000 450,000 500,000 500,000 Marbles--=~777727777777T7T7TT" “aso © 48,000 “0,000 “anto09 =——40;000 Zine, mine output, metal content ——---—-—---_ "19845 "1602818190. BRO 
NICARAGUA 

Cement -—____-----____-_-_-_--- 86,158 153925 "100,000 100.000 100,000 
Gold, mine output, metal content= ioy ounces «6,086 58.904 62.000» kB BT42 
Gypeym and anhydrite,crude*™_-------- 36,000 40,000 30,000 20,290» 29,000, 
Le ee 36,000 40,000» 30,000» 30,000 30,000 Betroleuim refinery producia "Yifousand <2galion barvels.. $9644.87 025 kate B14 Salt,marine® TS > 8000204000000 18,000 18.000 Sand and gravel --~27277222 cable meter «80,000 NA NA 502812 500,000 

Silver, mineoutpat ~———-7"" “troy ounces 30,406 164,060 "150,000 ©7551 #69,547 
PANAMA 

Cement oc pcennnnnnnnnnn---= 510000585000 SBN000 BAHL 06,170 ‘and dlay product: “Grade one aoeggetssase «= gomt waza 
Products ~~ cabie meters ai4g7 40,608 52.010 6,808 218.255 

Petroleum refinery products *PEoucand salon barrels TTS USAE OSs ans Salt, marine. EE fost? 858982100 2430085491 Stone, sand and gravel 
Limestone? 478,922 536.250 © 998/722 4s0.952 449,145 Other ~~~ 72 “eheasand cable meters 40 "a1 82 94 4302 

Estimated. Preliminary. "Revised. NA Not available, Alncludes data available through Aug 17,1984 
"Reported figure. !Nicontent of sinter. 
sRevised to zero 
Data prior to 1981 refer to refined salt. Figures for 1981 and later years reflect crude salt production “Excludes approximately 8000 cubic meters per year, apparently dimension stone. 

COSTA RICA? 

The minerals sector continued to have domestic product (GDP). In real terms, this 
little impact on the Costa Rican economy. implied a growth rate of just under 1%. 
Gold is the principal mineral produced, This positive control of the economy was 
along with a small amount of silver..Vari- considered to be somewhat tenuous because 
ous industrial minerals and construction all sectors except agriculture and electricity 
materials are also mined or quarried. With- registered declines, although not as sharp 
in the next few years, copper may be added as those experienced in 1982. The Govern- 
to the exploited mineral category. Other ment initiated austere economic measures 
metallic mineral deposits have been re- and successfully complied with the terms of 
ported including lead, zinc, aluminum, an International Monetary Fund standby 
manganese, and iron- and titanium-bearing agreement. Payments on the external pub- 
sands. Estimations of the economic poten- lic debt were also rescheduled. The average 
tial of these known deposits, and others as rate of inflation on the consumer price 
yet undetected, must await extensive map- index dropped sharply from over 80% in 
Ping, geochemical, and geophysical pro- 1982 to under 11% in 1983, although the 
grams. These costly and time-consuming rate for some individual sectors was some- 
operations, preclude anything but specula- what higher. 
tion as to the future prospects for Costa The CBI was expected to spur economic 
Rica’s mineral industries. revitalization in Costa Rica because of the 

‘The Government reversed a 2-year trend Government's traditional positive attitude 
of negative economic indicators and ended toward foreign investment. 
1983 with an estimated $3 billion? gross Starmark Resources Inc, a Canadian
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company, was reported to be exploring sev- is near Esparaza in Puntarenas Province, 
eral areas for metal deposits. At the Pueblo increased to 450 tons of ore per day from 
Nuevo property, 70 kilometers southeast of about 350 tons per day. A planned expan- 
San José, a rich copper-silver-gold deposit _ sion to 2,000 or more tons of ore per day was 
was reported. Starmark estimated over 3.5 not assigned a specific target date, but may 
million tons of probable ore grading at least be accomplished in several phases. In 1983, 
18% copper. One sample was determined to a continuous rotary drum agglomerator was 
contain 32% copper, 18.3 troy ounces of commissioned. The new 500-ton-per-day sys- 
silver, and 0.76 troy ounce of gold per ton. tem was to replace the batch agglomer- 
An unidentified independent geologist re- ators installed earlier. The new equipment 
portedly estimated as much as 8 million was expected to increase production levels 
tons of ore averaging 26% copper, 18 troy and decrease associated costs. 
ounces of silver, and 0.09 troy ounce of gold Coal and lignite occurrences have been 
per ton, Starmark planned to continue reported at various locations in the north- 
studies for at least 1 year to define the ern half of Costa Rica. One of these, the 
deposit limits and verify metal grades. Volio deposit, had been under preliminary 
Second-stage development plans included investigation and appeared to contain sub- 
the installation of a 5- or 10-ton pilot plant bituminous beds up to 2 meters thick. A 
to process the ore. It was suggested that more detailed study of this deposit, located 
some of the ore is of such a high grade it near Uatsi in southeastern Limén Province, 
may only require gathering and handsort- was scheduled to be undertaken in the 
ing prior to shipment. Starmark has options future by the U.S. Geological Survey and 
or properties elsewhere in Costa Rica that Bechtel Corp. 
may contain gold placer deposits. ‘The 1982 oil exploration agreement with 

United Hearne Resources Ltd. and Cana-  Petréleos Mexicanos proceeded to the drill- 

dian Barranca Corp., joint owners of Minera _ ing stage during 1983. The first well in the 

Macacona S.A., contracted for the services _two-well program was spudded in the Tala- 
of the U.S. company Kappers, Cassiday and manca region. Mexico has lent Costa Rica 
Associates to operate the Santa Clara gold $28 million for this program, as provided in 
mine, which has reported reserves of 5 the framework of the San José agreement. 
million tons of 0.05 troy ounce of gold per The Government continued to study a new 
ton. Processing capacity of the mine, which _ petroleum law. 

Table 2.—Costa Rica: Exports of selected mineral commodities* 
(Metric tons unless otherwise specified) 

Commodi i aa ace ” Ynited Other (principal 

METALS 
‘Aluminum: Metal including alloys semimana- feetoue Gece ese reas 182 41 Gustrnta 14; Ninragua 127; West Ger 

‘Copper: Metal including alloys, semimanu- Sas fckares Me eee es 3 -+ Nicaragua 2; Guatemala 1 
aie ele angee cenpen ecors ec? 458 Panama 210, 14; Honduras 20. Univereals, plates, sheets <== 48 Tl Nicaragua296i;Panama 60 Nee soe Citta FE Panne 8, Slender 
Tubes pipes, fittings. sees 1126 _— Panama 84; Guatemala 142; Colombia 2 Camtinge and forgings rough=--222==— 1 Allie Panasoe Lead Metal including alloys: Unwrougit seen 2» -- De Bectiuntutachines:7=~~==~77=77~— 4 Allo Nicaragua. Zine: Metal Including alloys, aeiiman- factures E 5 5 <= Guatemala 4; Nicaragua ‘Other Base metals including alloys, ai form 3 2. AilteGiatemala 

NONMETALS 
Abrasives, nes: Natural: Corundum, emery, ume ei sssse resent 482 __ El Salvador 472; Veneruea 10 coment ME TTTIZITTTIIIIIIT TTT ne48 680 Netnerlande Antilles 15850; Gayman, islands 16749; Jamaica 15823. Diatomite and other infusrial earth 0 --Allto Venezuela Gypeum and plaster “ns 4 2 Alte Panama. 11 Lope terest aeeen een 288 an Sodiu compounds, 188 Carbonaie, ince 0 _ De 
See footnotes at end of table
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Table 2.—Costa Rica: Exports of selected mineral commodities —Continued 
(Metric tons unless otherwise specified) 

a itations, 1082 
Commodi at “a 9 Gated Other (rincipat) 

NONMETALS —Continued 
Stone, sand and gravel: ‘Bimension stone: 

‘Grade and partly worked 2% -- Alto Guatemala. Worked 8 5g Ase Panama, tz and quaviaite --~~2~ =~ == 5 5 auftesinnsas  20027TTTTTTT 16 == El$alvador 447; Panama 975; Guatemala 
MINERAL FUELS AND RELATED MATERIALS, 

Petroleum refinery products: 
‘Gasoline, motor -42gallon barrels. 498, ~~ Panama 391 Mineral jelly andwax=—— =~ -do ~~ i == Nicaragua $8; Guatemala 25; Honduras 8 
Kerosine and jet fuel —— ~~~ “do. => 234 = Panama 248; Honduras 46, Distillate fuel oil. -777==~ "de 285,169 85 Netherlands Antilles 162,64; Venezuela 
Lubricants... --------do.-—- 35 NA NAD Unspeeitied -—>~2 22222 7Tde.2=> a ~~ Alto Honduras. 
NA Not available. 
"Table prepared by John G. Panulas. Comparable 1981 data not available. 

Table 3.—Costa Rica: Imports of selected mineral commodities! 
(Metric tons unless otherwise specified) 

Sources, 1682 — 
Commodi 1982 a ae Other principal) 
METALS 

lupin: Meta inclaing alloys xz i Geiss Inwrought = sn in oo 18% 163 France 767; Venezuela 277; Brazil 202. = Metal including alloys 
"Bnwrought nen 2 2 Semimanufactures. ~~” 777772227222 1018 73 Peru 826; Japan 21; West Germany 10 Tron and ste: 
Tron ore and concentrate == 15 —— All from Guatemala, Metal 

Scrap = 550) 895 Panama 152; Canada 3. Pig ito, caat iron, related materials — int 1 West Germany 10; Brazil 51 Siel primary Forms 2u184 12627 Chile 4000; Japan 278 smirwanfactres: ‘Bars, rods, angles, shapes, sections agar 21 Republicof Korea 2,086; Japan 1854 
Universals, plates, sheets 28,220 1189 pa TERI Repabtc of Korea 3,669; ance 2 Hoop and strip... == 387 190 Japan 182; West Germany 20. Wiresn ne 27 7727TTT TT 2.886 5 Niearagua 179; Honduras 622; Japan 420 ‘Tubes, pipes, fitings -~>2 22> 3198 218 Belgiu Luxembourg hit2 Japan 30, 

Lead: Metal including alloys: S Unwrought nn 2 81 Peru25; Mexico 10. Semimanufoctures => =— 222222222 64 1 Peru 25: Sweden 21; Italy 15. Nickel: Metal including alloys 
Unppinight Ne Pasco as 2 All from Canada. Semimanufacturee.—-2 02022222222 5 5 Canada; Japan 2 Piatinumegroup etal: Metals naling alloys, unwrought and partly wrought Silver, Meta inching antaepeosaeas, $1864 $1,206 Spain 358, iver: Metal ineludin Unwrought ani 

parily wrought. snes w doe $42 $3. Panama $4. Tok Metal including alloy, unwrought 3 1 Japan I; United Kingdom 1. 
Unwrmuctt see ewseensas 1.805 58 Mexico 588; Canada 408; Peru 305 Semimantfactures. — ~~ = 132 7 Nalyi2d ‘Other: Base metals including alloys, all forms 5 5 

See footnotes at end of table.
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‘Table 3.—Costa Rica: Imports of selected mineral commodities: Continued 
(Metric tons unless otherwise specified) 

—_ = Bourees 1982 
Commodity w =] “ae eee Gites Other (principe 

NONMETALS 
Abrasives, nes ‘Natural: Corundum, emery, pumice, ete. — an 72 Mexico 168; Guatemala 116, Grinding and polishing wheels and stones a4 9 West Ggrmany 15; Bax 5; Concho 

Asbestos, erude— <n 3 anna 11g 5 Seale 1382: Republic of South Ain 6. ‘Boron materials: Oxides and acids ~~ ~~~ ~~ 38 7 Netherlands 6; Belgtum-Losembours 
Cement ee 1.870 24 Japan 765; Belglum-Luxembourg 316; Re public of Korea 201, Glaya crude secon ts oesmaees 8.348 1,545 Guatemala 716; Bl Salvador 672; United ‘Kingdom 854 

Diatomite and other infusorial earth 361 51 Mexico 168; Guatemala 116. Fertilizer materials: Crude, nes ~~ ~~~ 1976 1,956 West Germany 20. Graphite, natural === 4 2 Japan2. Gypsum and plaster ~~ ——~~—= === 7,628 82 Meson 3.6; Nicoraun 2142; Honduras 
Tig sear 2 6 Honduras 146; Guatemala 91 ‘Mica: Grade including splittings and waste 5 7 NA Nitrates,crude nnn ne 20 =. All rom West Germany. Phosphates, crude -———— ~~ 7777777 1,966 1,986 Precious and semiprecious stones other than ‘dimond. value, thousands. $6 -. Switzerland 85; Colombia $1 Saltand brine ————— eee 2218 Hi Nicaragua 1,004; Honduras 3, Sodium compounds, 3.85: Carbonate, manufactured —————— 4521 3619 West Germany 367; Netherlands 186 
Sulfate, manufactured ———— u West Germany 4: Netherlands 4; Belgium- Taxembourg 3 
Spiers sone Grade and partly worked 58 Italy 30; Guatemala 28 mension stone: Crude worl _- Italy 0; Guatemala Gravel and crushed rock ===> 6.350 5015 Gastemala 855. 

‘Quartz and quartzite ——— See ig ‘34 Mexico 644 
‘Sulfir Suifurieacid- ~~~ 3 5 West Germany 4 

Other: Crude = === ~~ =~ a2 22a esl 330 China 133; Guatemala 91 
MINERAL FUELS AND RELATED ‘MATERIALS 

Petroleum ‘Grade’ ~ thousand 42gallon barrels 588 246 Venezuela 215. 
Refinery product: ‘Gasoline, motor——__— do. 2817 =< Yoneruela 1,579; Mexico 1,242 ‘Mineral jelly and wax ~~ —do.--- 2 West Germany 3 Keresine and jet fuel cao. 2 27 2 1 Venezuela 21; Guatemala 3 Distillate fuel oil -- --——~—d0- ~~ 1,288 @)Veneela 113; Netherlands Antes 

Lubricants do 18 58 Trinidad and Tobago 28; Netherlands "Antilles 10; Nicaragua 7 
Residual fuel odo 38 18 Unspecified ~~ -do-——— 6 1 Nicaragua 5 

NA Not available. “Table prepared by John G. Panulas. Comparable 1981 data not available. 
"Less than 1/2 unit. 

EL SALVADOR‘ 

As the smallest and most densely popu- crude oil had to be imported for the 17,000- 
lated continental country in the Western  barrel-per-day refinery at the Pacific port of 
Hemisphere, and with a limited endowment —Acajutla operated by Exxon Corp. and Shell 
of mineral resources, El Salvador produced Oil Co. 
a small diversity of mineral commodities— Mine output declined as it has since 1979 
chiefly the precious metals gold and silver. owing to civil unrest and guerrilla attacks. 
Modest quantities of aluminum, cement, The lower mineral output reflected El 
gypsum, and salt were also produced. All Salvador’s fifth straight year of decline
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in the (GDP) and in trade with the nations expanded to a capacity of 300 tons per day 
of the Central American Common Market to give about 40,000 troy ounces of gold per 
(CACM). In real terms the GDP fell slightly, year with 5% to 10% silver content. Pro- 
or was stagnant at an estimated $4 billion* jected gold output would increase El Salva- 
at current prices, an improvement over the dor’s historic level considerably as well as 
5.4% drop in 1982. The value of mineral _ increase foreign exchange earnings, 
output was a small fraction of the GDP. _ Mineral Potential—The Government of 
Although El Salvador is considered the El Salvador has been involved in a $1.5 
most industrialized nation within the million geological program begun in 1981 to 
CACM, the industrial sector, including min- locate and evaluate economically exploit- 
ing, accounted for only 16% of total nation- able mineral deposits, under the direction of 
al income, compared with the 21% share for the Instituto Salvadorefio de Desarrollo In- 
commerce and the 40% share for agricul- dustrial and the Comision Nacional de 

ture. Petrdleo. According to Weyl,* iron- and 
Precious Metals.—El Salvador is the  titanium-bearing sands are known to exist 

third most important CACM silver producer along the Pacific coast. The Geological Sur- 
after Honduras and Nicaragua. Output of vey Circular 925 states that silver, lead, and 
silver in 1983 continued the downtrend zine deposits should be explored for along 
since 1978 when 185,000 troy ounces was the concealed contacts of limestones and 
produced and considerably below the peak younger intrusive igneous rocks. The circu- 
year of 1971 when 215,000 troy ounces was lar further suggests that the lake deposits 
produced. Similarly, gold output was well should be examined for the presence of 
below the peak year of 1975 when 8,700 troy amber, which is found in similar deposits in 
‘ounces was produced. Silver and gold oper- the Dominican Republic. 
ations take place in the eastern part of the — Energy Resources—Motivated by the 
country, the nearest area to Nicaragua, lack of oil discoveries, E] Salvador was the 
where guerrillas have been most active. The first country in Central America to con- 
notable drop in gold and silver output was struct and operate electric powerplants 
caused by interruptions in the operations of driven by geothermal energy. At the 
San Cristobal and San Sabastidn, the two Ahuachapan geothermal field, located in 
most important mines in the precious met- the southwestern part of the country south 
als sector. The San Cristobal gold and silver of Santa Ana, three powerplants generate 
mine in southern Morazan Department op- 95 megawatts and provide up to 44% of the 
erated intermittenty after shutdown in country’s electricity demand. Exploration 
October 1982. The owner, Javelin Interna- began at the Ahuachapén Field in the mid- 
tional Ltd., continued negotiating for ac- 1960's and by late 1981 the third powerplant 
ceptable sales arrangements with the Cen- had been installed. At Berlin, in the south- 
tral Reserve Bank. The San Sebastidn gold eastern part of the country in Usulutén 
mine, located in La Unién Department, was Department, another promising geothermal 
attacked in April by guerrillas or other field was undergoing exploration in 1983 by 
terrorists. Although damage sustained dur- the Comision Ejecutiva Hidroeléctrica del 
ing the attack apparently was not severe, Rio Lempa (CEL). The capacity of the field 
the primary owner, Commerce Group Corp. was estimated at 110 megawatts and was 
of Milwaukee, Wisconsin, stopped oper- expected to be the site of El Salvador’s 

ations. fourth geothermal unit. 
At yearend, mining operations at San Since El Salvador consists primarily of 

Sebastian were in a holding pattern. New volcanic rocks, it does not have geologic 
bank financing to complete the $13 million conditions favorable to the formation of 
rehabilitation and expansion program was deposits of hydrocarbons or coal. The area 
dependent upon pacification of the area. It of the country having the best oil prospects 
was expected that the improved climate of is that part of the narrow Pacific Shelf 
security would enable startup of gold pro- shared with Nicaragua. Five lignite deposits 
duction by yearend 1984. By the end of have been reported in intermontane basins 
March 1984, the company projected that containing young sediments that warrant 
investments would total $9.3 million in the systematic evaluation. During 1983, no ex- 
project. Under the new mine plan, the ploration for oil and gas was reported and 
traditional underground mine is to be op- no rights were held. 
erated as an open pit at 45,000 tons of ore Under the Hydrocarbons Law (Decree 626 
per month. The mill will be revamped and of March 17, 1981), CEL is also responsible
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for fossil fuel exploration, exploitation,  Investment.—In late 1983, the IDB ap- 
transportation, sales, and industrialization. proved a $7.5 million loan to the Govern- 
To date, CEL’s efforts have identified no oil ment to finance the second stage of a 
reserves although more exploratory drilling _preinvestment program. This program was 
on and offshore was planned. El Salvador designed to finance general and specific 
continued to import most of its crude oil prefeasibility and feasibility studies in a 
from Mexico and Venezuela under the San number of economic sectors, including in- 
José Accord for financing crude oil pur- dustry (mining), energy, and transportation 
chases. Imported oil in 1982 accounted for that will affect mineral development. Guer- 
36% of El Salvador’s total energy consump- rilla attacks against the Salvadoran econo- 
tion, and only 8% of electricity generated. my, especially its infrastructure, have 
Under the program to reduce dependency caused a sharp drop in public and private 
on imported oil, El Salvador by yearend investment of 15% and 50%, respectively, 
1983 practically completed construction of between 1978 and 1982. The violence and 
the $300 million dam and powerplant at uncertainty created by the guerrilla war 
San Lorenzo on the Rio Lempa near Puente have also reduced the flow of private for- 
Cuscatlén with a rated capacity of 180 eign investment in mining and other sec- 
megawatts. The first generating unit of 90 tors. 
megawatts was expected to be in service __ Bl Salvador's new constitution came into 
during the first quarter of 1984 and the force on December 20, 1988. It establishes a 
second unit by mid-1984. The project re- republican, pluralistic form of government; 
quired about 5 years for its completion. In strengthens the legislative and judicial 
July 1982, the Interamerican Development branches; improves safeguards for individu- 
Bank (IDB) extended an additional $66 mil- al rights; protects the legal basis of the land 
lion for completion of this hydroelectric reform; and provides for a presidential elec- 
project. The San Lorenzo dam was being tion in March 1984, and legislative and 
constructed by an Italo-Swiss consortium, municipal elections in 1985. 
COGEFAR de Guatemala S.A., in 1983. At In December 1983, El Salvador was desig- 
yearend, total installed hydroelectric capac- nated as a beneficiary under the CBI of the 
ity was 412 megawatts, increasing to 592 United States to become effective January 
megawatts by the end of 1984 1, 1984 

GUATEMALA‘ 

As the largest economy and the most year rolling mill to produce wire, flat bars, 
populous country in Central America, and profiles. 
Guatemala was the sole producer of crude Nonfuel Minerals—Except for mineral 
oil and natural gas and produced the great- fuels, output of most mineral commodities 
est diversity of metallic and industrial min- was generally lower in line with the contin- 
erals. In this region, Guatemala was the ued economic recession following the slow- 
largest producer of crude steel and semi- down that began in 1980. In real terms, the 
manufactures, exported primarily to El Sal- GDP fell by an estimated 2.5% to $9.2 bil- 
ee eee renee OT mmet impor, Hon* valued at current prices. Mamufactur- 
tant after that of Costa Rico. It had been the iNé was crippled by the loss of markets in 
leading antimony producer, which also had Central America, which was alko in races: a pny d where austerity and the need fo associated with it minor amounts of tung- 5.0m ane Walk BUSSEY a Sten Guatemala had been the region’s only  ecoRomic stabilization generally prevailed. 
nickel producer at Lake Izabal until oper- Reduced cement output resulted from the ations were suspended in late 1980 because Severe depression in the construction indus- 
of high fuel oil costs. The development of Y, Particularly as Government-financed 
barite resources initiated in 1978 responded Projects have been completed or curtailed. 
to the growing requirements of the petrole. Lower mineral output also reflected the 
um industry, In 1960, and about 6 years 16% drop in fixed investment. The guerrilla 
thereafter, Guatemala was a notable pro- insurgency caused damage to the economy, 
ducer of ‘silver when output peaked at although hard to isolate from other nega- 
663,000 troy ounces. In 1983, INDETA S.A., tive factors, and contributed to the sharp 
a producer of steel products located in decline in foreign private investment since 
Aldea San Ignacio, Guatemala Department, 1982. 
was planning to install a 50,000-ton-per- Mineral Fuels.—The notable exception to
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Guatemala’s depressed state was the contin-  Chapayal-Petén Basin—at a reduced level— 
ued growth in the country’s relatively new involved five areas: Areas AA and E were 
petroleum industry. The very rapid growth contracted to a consortium headed by 
of crude oil production in the early years Hispanica de Petréleos, 8.A.; area T involv- 
slowed in 1983 to only an 11% increase. ed a group headed by Blf Aquitaine Guate- 
Since crude oil output was first registered mala; and areas D and L, involved a group 
in 1976 at the level of 51,000 barrels per headed by Texaco Exploration Guatemala 
year, it has grown impressively at the Inc. There were no exploration activities in 
average rate of 87% per year to a level areas D and E. The Yalpemech well in area 
approaching 3 million barrels per year. The AA produced intermittently. Well RS-101 
average production rate in 1983 was almost and well Tierra Blanca in area T were 
7,000 barrels per day with a production undergoing production testing. Geological 
peak of 8,000 barrels per day in May. At and geophysical studies were underway by 
yearend, however, the production rate de- Texaco in area L. Exploration activity de- 
‘lined as the two producing consortia ceased clined notably during the year in anticipa- 
exploration and greatly reduced investment _ tion of the new petroleum law under prepa- 
to maintain existing wells. ration. Only four wells were drilled in 1983 

Associated natural gas production in- involving 10,000 meters compared with nine 
creased proportionately with crude oil out- wells drilled in 1981 involving 33,000 meters 
put. Most of the gas was flared except for of drilling. 
the amount used to operate processing In September, the Government promul- 
plants. Two oil pipelines were in operation, gated a new hydrocarbons law (Ley de 
one to transport crude oil from the north- Hidrocarburos) by Decree Law No. 109-83 to 
central oilfields to Puerto Barrios in the replace the Ley de Régimen Petrolero de la 
Caribbean Sea, and the other to carry im- Nacién of 1955. The associated regulations 
ported crude from the Port of San José to were published in December as Government, 
the refinery at Escuintla operated by the Edict 1034-83 and the model contract gov- 
‘Texas Petroleum Co. erning oil-production sharing was expected 

On a world scale, Guatemala is a very to be published in spring 1984. The new law 
minor oil producer. Nonetheless, crude oil was designed to make oil exploration and 
exports are becoming increasingly impor- production more attractive to foreign in- 
tant as an earner of foreign exchange. vestment. 
Although coffee, sugar, and cotton contin- Energy Resources.—The Direccion Gener- 
ued to heavily dominate the export sector, al de Hidrocarburos reported that as of 
oil exports in 1983 (mostly to the United September 30, 1983, proven reserves of 
States) were valued at $60 million and crude oil in the Chapayal-Petén Basin 
represented 5% of total exports compared amounted to 11.3 million barrels. Geological 
with the 2% share in 1980. During the year, Survey Circular 925 pointed out that the 
2.1 million barrels or 83% of total oil output changing character of producing formations 
was exported, an increasing share because southeast of the Mexican fields casts doubt 
of lower domestic demand caused by the on the possibility that oil deposits of major 
recession and because of the development of size will be found in Guatemala. Coal has 
nonfossil energy sources. Domestic con- been reported in 11 of Guatemala’s 22 
sumption of national crude oil was by a Departments, but little information on the 
cement company and an electric utility. character and extent of the coalbeds is 
Guatemala's imports of crude oil and prod- available. The general geology of Guatema- 
ucts during the year declined to 7.9 million la suggests that coal of three different 
barrels and were valued at $257 million, geologic ages with varying coal rank (bitu- 
compared with imports of 10.8 million bar-  minous, subbituminous, and lignite) may be 
rels costing $344 million in 1980, present. 

Crude oil output was from the Rubelsanto —_Guatemala’s mountainous terrain and 
and West Chinaja Oilfields located on the abundant rainfall provide good hydroelec- 
southern flank of the Chapayal-Petén Ba- tric potential now being harnessed. The 
sin, a geologic extension of the same basin country has 400 megawatts of installed 
that contains the prolific Reforma Oilfields capacity out of a hydroelectric potential of 
of southern Mexico. The main oil producer about 4,300 megawatts. Some reduction in 

was a consortium of three foreign oil compa- the consumption of fossil fuels was made 
nies headed by Elf Aquitaine Guatemala. _possible by the 90-megawatt Aguacapa proj- 
Exploration during the year in the ect started up in late 1981. The completed
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300-megawatt Chixoy project began testing companies in the region to retrain technical 

its generating equipment in June, but prob- personnel from other industries. 
Jems of damage to the diversion tunnel will ‘Trade.—In December, Guatemala was 
delay full production until late 1984. Con- designated as a beneficiary country under 
struction of the 440-megawatt Chulac proj- the CBI to be effective January 1, 1984. 
ect, estimated to cost over $1 billion, has Under the CBI, Guatemala would receive 
been postponed after completion of some trade benefits more generous than those 
preliminary works because of budgetary provided under the General System of Pref- 
and foreign exchange constraints. erences. The CBI provides more liberal 

‘At Zunil in western Guatemala, a small access to duty-free treatment, broader prod- 
high-temperature geothermal reservoir was _uct scope, the absence of “competitive need” 
confirmed by drilling. The Government was limits, and more lenient value-added re- 
planning to construct two geothermal quirements in the rules of origin. 
powerplants. Another geothermal field, In late November, Guatemala imposed 
‘Amititlén, south of Guatemala City, was new restrictions on trade with its Central 
also of interest. ‘American neighbors, including a require- 

‘The annual meeting of the Latin Ameri- ment that all exports to El Salvador had to 
can Energy Organization (OLADE) was held be registered and had to have official per- 
in Guatemala in November and was attend- mits. This measure climaxed 2 years of 
ed by 19 Latin American countries. There differences over trade and paymenis issues. 
were no major policy pronouncements. The Government of Guatemala was con- 
Guatemala’s Minister of Energy and Mines cerned over two issues, the large overdue 
became the new President of OLADE. A debt owed by El Salvador through CACM’s 
regional petroleum study center is to be clearinghouse mechanism and the growth 
setup in Guatemala’s national university of El Salvador’s parallel foreign exchange 
with the help of OLADE and national oil market. 

HONDURAS‘ 

Honduras is the most important producer inated by the FE] Mochito Mine operations 
of silver in Central America but at a level located in Santa Barbara Department west 
that is only 5% of the world-scale output of of Lake Yojoa and south of San Pedro Sula, 
Mexico and Peru. Honduras is also the an important industrial district. This mine 
leader in the region in the production of is the largest working mine in Central 
lead and zine recovered as coproducts with America in terms of total mining produc- 
silver in the same polymetallic ore. Other _ tion and diversity of mineral products. The 
than the silver, lead, and zine mined for the El Mochito Mine, discovered in 1938, has 
export markets, the country produced a been operated since 1948 by the Rosario 
small variety of industrial minerals for the | Resources Corp., a subsidiary of AMAX Inc. 
domestic market. There was no crude oil since 1980. This subsidiary had operated the 
output and a small refinery was in oper- very profitable Rosario silver mine in San 
ation to satisfy internal demand. Juancito near Tegucigalpa until it was ex- 

During the year, mineral output was hausted in 1954. After a downtrending peri- 
generally stagnant in accordance with the od, El Mochito's silver, lead, and zinc pro- 
recession of the national economy. Contrary duction in 1983 increased sharply as a 
to this trend, output of silver rebounded result of increased ore milling capacity and 
from the downtrend that began in 1976, but higher ore grades encountered. Although 
fell far short of the historic peak of 4.4 the amount of ore milled increased only 4%, 
million troy ounces achieved in 1968. Lead silver, lead and zinc output increased, re- 
output also increased substantially while spectively, 22%, 28%, and 55%. In fact, zine 
zinc output was at an alltime high. output reached the highest level in 35 years. 

‘After 4 years of unprecedented real Most of the ore was mined in the San Juan 
growth averaging over 7.5% per year in the ore body, where proven reserves have 
late 1970's, Honduras entered a sharp reces- expanded in recent years, while reserves at 
sionary period beginning in 1980. Figures the Main and Yojoa ore bodies have declin- 
for 1988 indicate a continued decline in ed. 
national income by 0.7% to an estimated __At yearend the ore-processing mill at El 

$3.0 billion® at current prices. Mochito was nearing completion to 2,800 
‘The mineral sector of Honduras was dom- tons per day and expected to be at full
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capacity in 1985. About 75% of the silver was transported by truck to the port of 
was recovered in the lead concentrate and Puerto Cortés and shipped to ASARCO 
the balance in the zinc concentrate. Prior to Incorporated’s smelter-refinery at El Paso, 
1978, silver had been produced as doré ‘Texas; while the zinc-silver concentrate was 
bullion. The concentrate produced after flo- shipped to AMAX’s smelter in Missouri and 
tation also contained minor amounts of gold _ to other contract buyers. 
and cadmium. ‘The lead-silver concentrate 

Table 4.—Honduras: El Mochito Mine, production and ore reserves 

PRODUCTION 
Oremined ...---_----___ thousand tons 828. STA. 363 Awa ‘Yead ===> “percent. 83.3 OAS Zine HOT UTTTSTTTITTITIe tata Content of concentrate: Silver ——"""""____ thousand troy ounces. 2819 2788 2186 172116672052 2,406 Gold << 2=== === TET troy ounces. 1900 Jose Uses ass Toe Ts Soa dead ESSE <imetrie tons-— 20,604 21804 16416 191315121502 15120 1890, Zine —— ~~ TAI LLL TILL go" > 25d 24389 101B4S 16026 16190 BAood Sr'980 [oe a 7 a 

RESERVES, MEASURED 
Ore _-..-____--------- thousand tons. 58707170 7.17770 68908710 5,900 
PEE cio eerie: ihe ek eae Lead =2=-227TTTT TNA Reece Ga Hing © COURS SRST STE TEES a 82 85 87 kB Gold ===72-=--< IT troy ounces per ton 0.002 0.008 0.002 0.002 0.002 © 0.002 0.002 

Source: Annual reports of Rosario Resources Corp. (1977-78) and Amax Inc. (1980-89). 

El Mochito was engaged in expanding its Congress approved Government Decree No. 
mining capacity to match the expanded mill 94 under which the Government controls 
capacity. Mine capacity was planned to the purchase and sale of petroleum and its 
increase to 520,000 tons per year in 1984 byproducts. To serve this purpose, a new 
and meet mill capacity of about 900,000 tons state company was created in May, the 
by 1987. The new trackless mining system Comisién Administradora de la Compra, 
was undergoing testing to be fully opera- Venta y Comercializacién del Petréleo. 
tional in 1984 together with the new tail- Mineral Potential.—The year 1983 mark- 
ings dam. ed the end of Honduras’ 5-year plan to ‘The $85 million Agalteca iron and steel develop the country’s mineral potential Project to produce 100,000 tons per year of more fully. During this period, further ex- steel continued in the engineering phase. ploration was accomplished to determine ‘The proposed plant will take advantage of athe size of the silver-copper-zine deposits in significant iron ore deposit in the Agalteca Olancho Department. The Government was region. The Corporacién Nacional de Inver- seeking aid from the IDB to finance techni- siones was planning a slaked lime plant. cal assistance for a national mineral re- 

‘The sharp rebound in production of petro- sources inventory. The Geological Survey leum products reflects the return to full- has provided a summary work plan for the time operation of the refinery located on project at the request of this bank. 
the Caribbean coast at Puerto Cortés. The Rosario Resources was negotiating with drop in output in 1981 and 1982 resulted the Direccién General de Minas e Hidrocar- from the shutdown during the period Sep- _buros for a concession to explore and devel- tember 1981-82. Honduras’ only refinery, op the Vueltas del Rio gold prospect near with a capacity of 14,000 barrels per day, is. the Chamelecén River in western Hon- operated by Refineria Texaco de Honduras duras, about 20 kilometers from the Guate- S.A. Most of the crude oil used in 1983 was mala border. An agreement was expected to. imported chiefly from Venezuela (90%) and _be signed in early 1984. Honduras received from Mexico (10%). The Government an- assistance from the United Nations and nounced that Petréleos de Yojoa S.A. has Japan in projects involving gold occur- begun drilling onshore in Comayagua De- _rences in Zopotal and Laguna Seca. 

partment. Energy Resources.—Oil and gas have 
In late April, the Honduran National been sought in Honduras onshore in the
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coastal plain, in small intermontane basins, lion, 22.5-megawatt Nispero hydroelectric 
and offshore in the Caribbean. To date no plant on the Palaja River in Santa Barbara 
discoveries have been made, but oil seeps Department, completed in 1982, was in 
have been reported, particularly around service in 1983 under the operation of the 
Yojoa. According to the referenced Geologi- Empresa Nacional de Energia Eléctrica, 
cal Survey report,* the most favorable area This gave Honduras an installed capacity of 
is offshore in the Caribbean where thick about 235 megawatts. The $684 million, 292- 
layers of carbonate and clastic rocks are megawatt El Cajén hydroelectric project on 
present on the Nicaragua Rise. Drilling to the Humuya River was under construction 
depths of 15,000 feet has not revealed the and about 50% completed by yearend. 
presence of source rocks or of temperatures When fully in service in 1986, EL Cajon will 
that would lead to hydrocarbon develop- supply nearly all of the country’s electricity 
ment. A sedimentary basin in Olancho was needs and reduce dependence on oil by 20%. 
thought to have some potential, but field- Trade and Investment—As a conse- 
work has revealed the basin to be small and quence of the sharp increase in output of 
unlikely as a repository for commercially silver, lead, and zinc and the improved 
extractable hydrocarbons. world economy, earnings from exports in 

Honduras was implementing the final the metals category rebounded from the 
stages of a $3 million International Bank depressed level of 1982. Preliminary data 
for Reconstruction and Development (World indicate that the relative importance of 
Bank) loan, approved in 1980, to provide metals in the export sector increased from 
technical assistance and training to pro- fifth to third place behind bananas and 
mote petroleum exploration. The project coffee. Nonetheless, in 1983 exports of met- 
was designed to support the Government’s als represented less than 7% of total ex- 
efforts to discover petroleum by encourag- ports. The United States took almost all 
ing foreign oil companies to explore the exports of minerals and 44% of Honduras 
most promising offshore areas of Honduras. total exports while supplying 26% of the 
Tt will also strengthen the Government's _ total imports. Crude oil was the most impor- 
capability to negotiate and supervise explo- tant import item. 
ration contracts and to improve its energy __In early 1983, the Government initiated 
planning. Sunmark Corp, of Houston, Tex- negotiation of a bilateral investment treaty 
as, was contracted to analyze all data ob- with the United States that was continuing 
tained from earlier exploratory efforts and at yearend. Government policy is to main- 

to develop a library of information on petro- tain an open door to foreign investment, 
Jeum exploration and the oil potential of although foreign investors have sometimes 
Honduras. had difficulties in both red tape and curren- 

Coal has been reported in 10 localities in cy conversion. In recent years, Honduras 
Honduras and lignite has been reported in 4 has attracted new foreign investment in 
localities. Limited available data indicate mining, metal working, and petroleum ex- 
that coalbeds more than L-meter thick are _ploration, among other sectors. The Govern- 
present in several localities, with one bed ment offers duty-free import of materials 
ranging from 2 to 5 meters reported. Most of and equipment to firms qualifying under 
the coalbeds have high ash content but low the Industrial Incentive Law. The Free 
to medium sulfur content. Zone at Puerto Cortés offers basic facilities 
Honduras was engaged in exploiting its to export-oriented manufacturers at local 

largely untapped hydroelectric potential wage rates. Honduras approved a new ex- 
estimated at 4,000 megawatts. The $58 mil- _port incentive law in November. 

NICARAGUA? 

Activity in the minerals sector remained destructive actions by counterrevolution- 
at about the same level as that of 1982. aries. Programs designed to relieve depend- 
Exploration assistance agreements were ne-_ ence on foreign energy sources were studied 
gotiated with several foreign governments, and in some instances electrical power proj- 
some improvements were initiated at exist- ects were initiated or completed. 
ing mines, and studies were undertaken or ‘The negative influences on Nicaragua's 
completed on the reactivation of old mines. economic growth and financial resources 
In the energy sector, Nicaragua struggled to could affect the scheduled completion date 
maintain normal supply patterns against for some planned mining, energy, and infra-
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structure projects, However, development the settlement of claims related to the 1979 
assistance agreements, loans, and lines of expropriation of Rosario’s La Rosita and 
credit were made available to Nicaragua by Siuna mining properties. Nicaragua agreed 
various foreign governments, including Eu- to pay Rosario $8.8 million for the gold and 
ropean, Latin American, and some member silver bullion inventory confiscated by the 
countries of the Council for Mutual Eco- Government. The sum included an original 
nomic Assistance. bullion value of $4.5 million plus interest 

The Government's midyear projection for and increased value. The agreement was 
‘a 8% real economic growth rate for 1983 similar to the one reached between the 
became questionable as the year progressed Government and Neptune Mining Co. in 
and productivity in many sectors apparent- 1982. In each instance provision for a second 
ly declined. Destructive acts by anti- settlement covering property values, taxes, 
Government armed forces increased no. and other matters, was submitted to inter- 
ticeably and were predicated to damage National arbitration under procedures set 
Nicaragua’s economic base and infrastrue- by the United Nations Commission on In- 
ture. Protective measures and repairs ab- ‘ternational Trade. , - 
sorbed work force and financial resources _, The Brazilian state-owned company Cia. 
that might otherwise have been used to 4¢ Pesquisa de Recursos Minerais (CPRM) 
promis hoaltlier esonoacy conducted a prefeasibility study on the El 

As part of an infrastructual development cee ee gaa 1 Zelaya aa TCPEM 

plan sponsored by the USS.R., Nicaraguan 5 sted studies on an alluvial gold deposit 
and Cuban technicians began cooperating 474 on the reactivation of the Quinzilala in the construction of a new international {74 
standard gauge trans-Nicaraguan railroad "41 tne &] Limon Mine in Leén Province. 
system. The system is to replace the exist- erly majority-owned by Noranda Mines ing railway that suffered extensive damage Tj" through’ Empres Minera de El Seton 
from a 1982 hurricane. When completed, tri¢n, a total of $5 million has been invested 
the project will link Puerto Corinto on the in improvements to pumping, ventilation 
northwestern Pacific coast to El Bluff on and transport facilities. In 1983, another $1 
the eastern Caribbean coast. Work on the jnijlion investment was planned to install first 22 kilometers of this ambitious rail few crushers, washers, and cyanide circuits 
system was undertaken in mid-1983. Tt joins _ t increase gold output above the 3,500 troy 
Puerto Corinto to Chinandega, located gunces per month Nicaragua claimed this northeast of the port city. The next section ‘nine produced. The mine is located neat 
was scheduled to extend 129 kilometers active volcanoes and very high-temperature 
southeast to Managua. The Corinto-Chin- water had invaded the mine after Norande 
andega-Managua route was expected to cost departed. This water has finally been 
about $200 million and require 3 to 4 years pumped out and the rich deeper veins 
for completion. Another $300 million was averaging 0.3 troy ounce per ton, were 
estimated for the future sections that will again minable. Proven ore reserves were 
run from Managua through Grenada, Boa- estimated at 250,000 tons with possible re 
co, Chontales, Zelaya Sur, El Rama, and serves as high as 1 million tons. 
finally to El Bluff where deepwater port Nicaragua brought its first geothermal 
facilities were also to be constructed. The powerplant on-line in August. The 35: 
time schedule for completion of the whole megawatt plant, located 50 kilometer: 
rail system was projected at 7 to 10 years. northwest of Managua at the foot of the 
Much of the construction cost was expected ~Momotombo volcano, was expected to sup: 
to be incurred in local currency with pay- ply 129% of Nicaragua's energy needs 
ments coming from central Government Named Patricio Argiiello Ryan, the $42 
funds. Rolling stock, locomotives, rails, and million plant was expected to save $14 
other equipment were to be financed million per year in imported oil costs. Italy 
through lines of credit from foreign sources. provided the major part of the project fi 
Given Nicaragua's strained financial re- nancing, with lesser contributions by 
sources, completion of the railroad system France, Mexico, the Netherlands, and Bel 
could take longer than anticipated, depend- gium. A similar geothermal plant war 
ing on the financing made available. planned for a nearby location. 

The Government signed an agreement Studies have shown that Nicaragua has ¢ 
with Rosario Mining of Nicaragua Inc. on very high potential for geothermal electri
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cal power. There are at least 38 volcanic capacity came from hydroelectric or geo- 
structures and the country is geologically thermal plants. At least eight new major 
active. The Government estimated that by hydroelectric or geothermal plants were 
the end of this century as much as 50% of _ planned for completion during the next 10- 
Nicaragua’s electricity needs could be sup- year period. The completion of these and 
plied by geothermal plants. At the end of related projects would require an invest- 
1983, installed national electrical network ment of about $930 million and add 372 
capacity was about 341 megawatts, with megawatts to total installed electrical ca- 
additional capacity from private industrial _ pacity. Financial assistance was expected to 
and mining sources amounting to 58 mega- come from various international organiza- 
watts. About 40% of the national network tions and foreign governments. 

Table 5.—Nicaragua: Exports of selected mineral commodities* 
(Metre tonsunles otherwise saciid) 

tnt 19 
Commodity weet 1882 RQ Gaia Other principal) 

METALS 
Iron and steel: Metal: Reropeee MOE gs 8.560 Colombia 382: Salvador 102 ‘Guatemeia Zi Stel, primary forms_—— NA 3. alfvoCosta Ries, Senilanuiacuree "Bars, angls shapes, sections ‘1,508 2 Universal plates, acts NA bot Hoopandeltp none coa~ * NA Wipentstnp------nroTT aa BS Cogta Rien 15; Guatemala 308; Bt Sadr 26 ub piper tng 204 s2 Casta fica 8 Honduras Siver: Metal ncading alley uawzougit ‘and poly wrought value, thousands... $002 NA 

NONMETALS 
Asbesios,crude == 1 Na Aprons and plier 2227777772 ARB. Costa Rien 
Lime ~~ —-- ~~ a a---- 82. ‘296 -- Alto Cuba. Selaadibring=272222222777--7> gots aah Gaeta Rien, 964; Guatemala 216 Sodium compounds. Gatbonaie voanumactured seen nrene NA 18 ___AMtoE Salvador. stanevsond and gravel -=_27—=7=7 NA ab) TL Allta Gata a 
MINERAL FUELS AND RELATED MATERIALS 
Petroleum refinery product: Gasoline motor ee galon barrel 1261 = Allto Conta Ric. Ketonine and et fuel == do w9gts kz 2 Canta Rien 3848; 1 Salvador 325 Datilate fuel "=~ ~~~—do-=—— NA Se <> Atta Cub. Pibricntss o 8 =227277Tdeo= gals 1.927 Gittomala 14.021; Cont Ria 1,968, Hosilua fii ~~~~~~~-do- govt “agp —_Netherlanas 410 Coba sts Unspectied <= 2227TTde = as BSUS > Comtn Ren 4914; Honduran 3.854 
NANotavailable "Table prepared by John G. Panulas 

Table 6.—Nicaragua: Imports of selected mineral commodities’ 

(Metre tons unles otherwise specified) 
eS 

Commodi wer 19a xi Yalted Other (principal) 

METALS 
‘Aluminum: Metal including alloys, ll ine tore eet ao 485 5 EL Salendon 1; Canta Rin 1 

Copper: Metal including alloy, al forme ae 11819 Morin 8'Spaln 15; Italy 6 Iromand tel: Metal ig iron, cast ron, related materials us 709 2 North Korea 610; Mexieo 9 Stéchpiimaryformon sone nne~ OLR 118 Cale Argentina hb, Prance 
Seman rd, ages, sh aera 221 Cuim28t8, Panama 23, ar, rode, anges shapes, sections ; ame oan Gul nama 21 Univereais plates sheets =~ 20588 «2849 1.189 France 15,516 Spain 1860; Cuba 

Hoop andetrip_ 16) 1004.13 Frae 06; United Kingdoms 237. 
See footnotes at end of able.
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Table 6.—Nicaragua: Imports of selected mineral commodities' —Continued 

(Metric tons unless otherwise specified) coe i eoes e 
Sources, 1982 

modi 1981 8 FO ‘Crenmoaity ea ‘Other (principal) St ONL a ce 
METALS —Continued 

Jno and steel: Metal —Continued ‘Semimanufactures Continued 
Rails and accesories. == - M4 1g Spain zt Wire ne eer oo 2ooa stad 21388 1390 France 18100; Beal ,000 ‘Tubes. pipes fittings “77777 Bato "2521 "30k Cub 86 ely 86, ance 145, Castings and forgings, rough ——— 2 19 "15 olombia 10 Lead: Metal including sloys Unwrought see 2 1 Mexico Semimanufactures ~~ ~~~=77~~ NA 7 & NA Nickel Metal including alloys, ll orms “ 1-2 Aittrom Portugal. 

‘ain ie a 20 8 United Kingdom 19; West Ge fetes ‘2:Nethetlands 2. PY Semimanufactures === 6 & Denmark 2; West Germany 2. Zine: Metal including alloys: inwrought ee 302 420 <All from Mexic, Somimanufactures ---~~~7~=~~ no 3B Casta Rica St; Mexico 30, Other Bare metals including alloys, ali ‘orm ne eae al 6 8 8 
‘NONMETALS 

Abegivn. 88: Natura Corundum, emery, pumioe, Menace tee sre 28111 Menico 66. Grinding and polishing wheels and Stone 14 183 Casta Rica 195; West Germany 6 Asbestos; rude = 22277727 2277272 138 Na Boron materiel: Oxides and acids ~~~ eal $ 3 France 3; Netherlands 1 Cement Ones ane ooo Bas _* ORGAN RSs Lisembourg 
Gia ele sneer acces a2 208 62 —_Goatemala 120; Mexico 14. Ditomite and other inisorial earth ——— 35 Ba 167 Menicoot Forget materials Manufactured an a 

Phongbatie<—=27227222-=7> HR NA Potassie <_-~~~7=7 7772227 anon Na Unspocited and mixed ——=~=-~== RT NA hseppat foe ee cose a 1 .-Allfrom West Germany. Grape, ial 2222222 a B52 Gant Wen Ginany im and plaster ~~~ ~7~777777 i == ftom United Kingdom Saltand brine" =~ ~ "7-72 32785 «1405714029 Bl Salvador 6, Costa Rca 1 Sodium compounds, nes ‘Carbonate, manwfactured au 89 11._Baat Germany 651; Denmark 86; ‘West Germany 4 Sulfate, manufactured NA 109 BantGermanyT. Stone, sand and gravel: Quart apd guarite. zr 6) «58 Mexico2, nd and gravel ~~~ === === NA 44 = Gustemaia 3, West Germany 13 Sulfur Salfure sed ===22272-7777 ot 109 18h West Germany 918 ‘Tal, steative, soapstone, pyrophylive ~~ Pa Tt Guatemata 98 China 88; aly 25 Other Crude Panes Peverill = Na % 1 Gaatemala 2 MINERAL FUELS AND RELATED ‘MATERIALS 
Coal: All grades including briquets - 198167 West Germany 26. Petroleum refinery products: ™y Tiguefied petroleum gas ‘tlousand drgallon barrels «187804247 © «BT Mexico 8,214; Venenuela 1.010, Gasoline, motors n= da 72 he TT Netherands Anis i Meno 5; 
Mineral jelly and wax _____do-___ 10 2 1 Japan Kerosine and jet fuel. ~~~~=d0-=77 110 69) APS Panama Tubricanis no doo a 4 4114 Netherland Antes 1; B Salvador 
Residual fuel oll do 19 289. Mexioo 149; Panama 92; Netherlands ‘Antilles i Unspecified do eat M40 105 Panama Si; Guatemala 1 ee ere Ee Mmm 2 Gutomele tn NA Not available ‘Table prepared by John G, Panulas. PEsclades rap. 

PANAMA? 

The 1982 decision of Rio Tinto Zinc Corp. opment of the Cerro Colorado copper min- 
Ltd. and state-owned Corporacién de Desar- ing project was reaffirmed in early 1983. 
rollo Minero Cerro Colorado to delay devel- The international copper market remained
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depressed throughout the year and the billion. The committee members are com- 
project was not reactivated. posed of delegates from Panama, the United 

Panama’s mineral production was limited States, and Japan. A consensus among the 
to construction-oriented materials and committee members regarding which of sev- 
there appeared to be no short-term pros- eral alternative actions would be most ac- 
pects for significant new mineral explora- ceptable was not reached in 1983, but a 
tion or development. decision may be made at a mid-1984 meet- 

In addition to the copper and molybde- jing. The United States-Panama treaties 
num deposits at Cerro Colorado and Peta- stipulated that an estimated $30 million in 
quilla, known mineral resources include studies for a new canal be completed by the 
aluminum, gold, titanium, platinum, man- end of 1999 when Panama assumes full 
ganese, and phosphates. Most of Panama is responsibility for the canal. 
covered by volcanics with some areas of "Another isthmus sea-level waterway was 
intrusive and ultramafic rocks. Areas of under preliminary study by a Colombian- 
thick sedimentary deposits may have hydro- Panamanian commission. This waterway 
carbon potential. Lignite and subbitumi- would involve the construction of a 135- 
nous coal occurrences have been reported, mile, shallow-draft passage designed to car- 
but systematic exploration or appraisal re- yy vessels up to 10,000 tons. The latest and 
mee to be undertaken. aie cheapest route under consideration involv- 

‘anama’s economy continued to be affect: eq an entry on the Caribbean coast at 
ed by declining investment, the recession” Colombia's Gulf of Uraba (Gulf of Darién), 
ary economies of its regional trading part- 4p the Atrato and Cacarica Rivers to the ners, and depressed prices for traditional Foe omen tn tier from wher 4b. 
exports, Generally unstable political situa. nternalions! [toner en to intersect 
tions in other Central American countries Pye (nae Mone eo ate 
were reflected in curtailed activity in most Panama's Paya and Tuira River systems, 
of Panama’s economic sectors. Real econom- ¢iting at the Gulf of San Miguel on the Saraitn eae cctimated at under 1%, Panamanian Pacific side of the isthmus. 
Inflation steadily decreased and was esti The estimated cost of the waterway was $2 sittad at 3% for 1988, although the meas. Pillion. Once a decision has been made 
urement included food items subjected to pong the various routes under consider- 
price control. A structured economic adjust- ation, detailed studies will require between Trent program was devised and it targeted 2 and 3 years and construction another 5 
growth goals for the various sectors. Finan- Years. In addition to providing access to Gial assistance for the planned economic Mall ships involved in Central and South 
program was to be provided by loans from American trade, the waterway would open 
the World Bank and other lending institu. the area to a variety of other economic 

tions. activities. Planned hydroelectric projects 
Panama's hydroelectric potential was and coincidental drainage of swampland 

estimated at 2,500 megawatts, but only a Would add greatly to development oppor- 
small percentage has been utilized or was tunities. 
under active development, Loans were ob- ————— 
tained to complete the 300-megawatt For- , ‘Cunningham, ©. G..R.W. Fary, Jr. M. Guffanti, D. tana bydrocletis power pros on the Wier CbiMiaten RiGtiley? tii 
Chririqui River, about 35 kilometers north- Water Resources and Hazards in Central America. US. 
west of David’ in southwestern Panama. Om SOA Hie phd scientist, Division of For 
Adverse geological conditions affected the «ig Data. ; 
construction progress and design modifica- ,,_Whefe necessary, values have been converted from e usta Rican eslones (f) to US. dollars at the rate of tions were required. The completion date i222=Usti00 
was rescheduled for October 1984. The For- ” ‘By Orlando Martino, physical scientist, Division of 
tuna project and the planned 264-megawatt EEO values have been converted from 
Changuinola I hydroelectric project should Salvadoran sblones i to US. dollars atthe oficial rate ot 
enable Panama to substantially reduce its ®%30=USE1 00 (The pralel rate was 9890-USSL (0) 
oil import requirements. Borntracger, 2408 1960,371 PR 

In 1983, a trinational committee contin- "Where necessary, values have been converted trom ued to discuse the problem of either enlarg. Qeaiemaan guetalo (@) to US della t the rate of 
ing the present Panama Canal or con- _*Where necessary, values have been converted from 
structing an entirely new parallel sea-level _Hpnduran.lempiras (Li to US. dollars at the rate of 
waterway at a cost estimated as high as $20 "Page 25 of work cited in footnote 1.
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Table 7.—Panama: Exports of mineral commodities 
(Metric tons unles otherwise specitiod) 
SS Comin a 8 Gied Other (principal 
‘Aluminum: Metal neoding alloy, all 

(a eeeeemtacen sae 256 158 91 Costa Rica 63; Colombia 8. Copper: Metal inching alloy al forme &ONR frend seal Metal = eae az niga 
Steel, primary forms. ~~~ ~7= En 12" AlltoCosta Rica. Sotintarateccce Bas, aia anes epee ee s 2) -__Nicaragua 180; Cota Rica 0, ead Meal including allay, ll forms — ain sit Aiftoiaador Felten finery protic ‘fousand Gigatlon barrels. NA 2597 298 Honduras 294; Nicaragua 14, (Other: ase metals including alloys, all Remy ae melee ncesingaliovsall et NA 
NA Not available 
“Table prepared by John G. Panulas. 

Table 8.—Panama: Imports of mineral commodities‘ 
(etre tons unless otherwise specified) 

TT oo Be 
Commodi wet 1982 RQ e Gaited Other (rinipa) 
METALS 

Aluminum: Metal inching alloy all Term Metatinciading evs agss 1680 Femnce $68; Cont Ren 3, copper: Neal inching aon, al forms a i Yh Giehnest heats ‘and ste! Met sp Mee nnn a 4 Costa Rica 1, Biptlon castiron velatadwnaleals 2198814808 BTC ND, Bra 8 fei pele led 3 my Ot Gruss Sicclprianyforms---------2 «(ARAN «2,586 Vetted Rngdom 8617; Franc 1.654 Sconce are Bars rode angie, shapes, Secione SSMS gare 588-2887 Bea. 9,900; Belgium Lasemboure "Pid Repub of Koren 07, Universal plates,sheets «29,579 -—=—«27,921 «2485 Japan 10,81; Republic of Korea "Ede France 20) Hoopandstrip.----------- 184 56046 Japan ie Brau. Bee gece es ¢ 2 Wire neers NTIS gad gis Bb Bratt 305; Republic of Korea 1.880 ‘Tibes pes fitings “—-—-- =a ON Gasungrund fortes cu =~ = je {Leads Metal nluding alse al ora — 8 zi) 1d Costa Rien 250; Denmark Biter Meta Melee ays unroagi find partly wrought ale, thousands. ro 5 tt NA Tine Metal inching alloy’ allfrme= : Sb Bilvia Por; West Germany 1 Zinc Metal inluding alla forms ~~ at eo) Peru Canada's Bther Base netate Scluatng alloys all oe 8 2B Austra 
NONMETALS 

Abrasives, ne: Grinding and polishing Sree eee 19 5 8 Norway? Abani tesco ccbecoe PH wh MRR Ganada Cements 4 BBD 3H Calombia 97: Casta Rica 2.450, 
Glays, crade_~ >"> >>I TTT T TT TT ‘799 ‘17 680) Salvador 154, Bialonte and other infsorial eas ~~ 9 32 Mesteobin Feloar Ausrcar ated maser 100 Sademata ro, Forts materale: Manctactared ‘Mirogenou nnn US gp9g0 nat 837 West Germany 7419; Costa Rica ia Phosphatic ------------ 82——«G068 5568 Cana Rica 3D4 Netherlands 199. Pome 22-222-7722222> BRST aD Wh rma s.t00 Unspecified and'mixed -~~~~~--- aban ASAOT Conta Rice 5589; West Germany ane. Gypsum and plasier--------------98_—=«8BD._—«1BB.—_ Dena Republi 9.361 i 1555 THO. 831 Conta Rice S88 Mics Goi icing plage and ra eae eae 2 eR ageing a sopprocions gna har handing hs attnds.. GENTS Kingdom $10 HongKong 
Saltandbrine.--------------- 88491 ABK—Gaombia 250; Heuador 2500. 
See fotnotes at endo table
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‘Table 8.—Panama: Imports of mineral commodities! Continued 
etre tons unless otherwise specified) 

TTS Br 198 
Commit 1981 i “tm "tae " aled Other (rincipad 

NONMETALS —Continued 
Sodium compounds, nes. Carbonate, manufactured... «2882_-—=« 3.00058 France 160; West Germany £0. Sulfate, manufactured “~~~ ~~—— NA 2x9 "200 Menico 2888 Stone, sand and gravel : ‘mension stone, crude 839 689 «2 ‘Italy 528; Guatemala 66, Timesione other than dimension =~ 3654 $163 = Maly from Conta Ria Sandotherthanmetarbearing ~~~ «61108369. —Spain ‘ale, steaite soapstone, pyrophytie —— 381 8146 Colombia 20, 
MINERAL FUELS AND RELATED MATERIALS 

Goal: All grades including briquets 180 101 100 Netherlands 1. eke snleemicokewse nnn oa 18 31 NA ONAL 
ENR" nowsand gallon bac. "0444 «TRATES «8 Vago 6 Meno 450 
alk i oe Ecuador 2,678. finery products: Gasoline, motor don. 1.240 304 @)_Netherlands Antilles 210; Trinidad 

Mineral jelly and wax - do. n 2 depen Heng Kone 1 Kerosiné and jet fuel .~~do. 7 1 7 5 Netherlands Antilles 3. Tabreanis 77 T¢e 77> 58 si 32 Netherlands Antilles 1 Hesideal fisl ol ~—d0-——— 3 ¢ 6 NA Unspecified -- ~~~ ~~ ~da.=— 4 5 3 Mexico. 
Revised. NA Not available. “Table prepared by John G. Panulas. 
"Less than 1/2 unit.
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BANGLADESH: 

Natural gas was the only economically than the State of Illinois. The average 

significant mineral produced. A significant population density of 660 persons per 

amount of the gas output was consumed in square kilometer was one of the highest 

the production of nitrogen fertilizer and rural densities in the world. 

electric power. Proved reserves of natural The Bangladesh Bank in its annual re- 

gas were abundant and at least sufficient to port for fiscal year (FY) 1982 ? stated that 

supply most of the country’s industrial and the performance of the economy showed 

domestic needs for many decades tocome. notable improvement during the year. 
Other mineral production was of little Gross domestic product (GDP) in real terms 

importance to the Bangladesh economy, increased by about 3.7%. The growth was 
although there were prospects for develop- largely attributable to the agricultural sec- 
ing some of the nonmetallic minerals. The tor, which had a much better year than in 
flat river-delta terrain comprising nearly FY 1981. The industrial sector, which ac- 
all of Bangladesh made the potential for counts for a relatively small proportion of 

discovering major, economically exploitable the economy, increased by 4.4% compared 
mineral deposits poor. The deep sediments, with an increase of 2.9% in FY 1981. Aver- 

however, have good potential for crude oil age per capita income increased by 1.3% 

or additional natural gas discoveries. compared with a decline of 1.6% in FY 

The current population crowding and 1981.° The average inflation rate was be- 

growth rate of about 2.6% per year were the tween 11% and 12%. 
most critical long-term problems facing the Bangladesh's industrial development 

country. Economic development was hin- starts from a very small base, most of which 

dered by the 95 million population (eighth has been in the public sector. The country 

in the world) being crowded into a land area has almost no natural resources other than 

of only 144,000 square kilometers or smaller agricultural products and natural gas, The 

953,
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nation lacked people with industrial man- crease over those of FY 1981. The value of 
agement experience, and skilled and semi- import licenses issued in FY 1982 was 
skilled labor was in short supply. Neverthe- $1,213 million. Foreign aid disbursement 
less, the immediate potential for growth in increased nearly 9% to $1,346 million. The 
the economy was highest in the industrial only important mineral export was urea 
sector, which represents only 8% of GDP. fertilizer. It was decided to export some of 
This potential was due mainly toa dramatic an expected small surplus in order to earn 
campaign to return many government- foreign exchange. India and Nepal were to 
owned industries to the private sector be- receive most of the urea. Burma, China, 
gun by the administration that came to Indonesia, and Nepal have received Bang- 
power in March 1982. In June 1982, the _ladesh fertilizer in the past. 
Government announced a new industrial __By far the most important and debilitat- 
policy, which began the process of removing ing mineral imports were crude oil and 
both real and psychological barriers to pri- refined petroleum products. These imports 
vate investments, accelerated divestment of used more than 80% of the export earnings 
public sector industry, and increased the in CY 1982. 
romotion of foreign’ investment. Most of 

the early divestments have been in the jute COMMODITY REVIEW 
and textile industries. In addition, the Gov- Natural gas reserves for Bangladesh have 

ernment has also promised to sell its shares been estimated over a considerable range 
in foreign-controlled joint ventures and  guring the last few years. The most conserv- 
49% of the shares of all public sector in- ative sources stated 7 trillion cubic feet, dustrial units in a revitalized stock market. which was probably an absolute minimum 
It has already offered to the highest bidder figure, Bangladesh press sources have pub- 
more than 90 industrial units and has plans _jished figures of 10 to 11 trillion cubic feet, 
to divest most of its industry, retaining only and petroleum industry journals have men- 
a few special sectors and very large uneco- tioned figures of 8.8, 11.6, 13.0, and 15.5 
nomic industries. . trillion cubic feet during 1983. Exploration 

One of the problems plaguing the econo- of promising structures in the country was 
my and hindering industrial growth has by no means complete and additional dis- 
been the electric power situation. There was coveries are almost certain as drilling con- 
an overall general shortage of electric pow- tinues. 
er, and the distribution system was old and" Bangladesh was seeking to attract foreign 
inefficient. Most of the power was generated oj] companies with the help of a $26 million 
in the east using very low-cost natural gas program funded mainly by the Internation- 
as fuel. This has left the western part of the al Development Association. The project 
country with only a few oil-fired thermal would comprise (1) a 2,400-line-kilometer 
plants, generating power at up to 18 times seismic survey; (2) a hydrocarbon-habitat 
the cost of the eastern plants. study to integrate seismic, geologic, and 

In an effort to even out the power supply geochemical data into a promotional pack- 
and equalize costs, the Government has age for the oil industry; and (3) technical 
been installing a major east-west intercon- assistance, training, and laboratory equip- 
nector power transmission line. The initial ment to strengthen Bangladesh Oil and Gas 
circuit opened in 1982 at 132 kilovolts and a_ Corp. (Petrobangla), the Government oil 
capacity of 200 megawatts. During 1983, the company, in the technical, financial, and 
system was being upgraded to a 230-kilovolt egal fields. Bids have been received from 21 
double circuit line. Substations at Tongi and companies on the seismic surveys and relat- 
Ishurdi were being expanded to enable the _ed studies 
interconnector to transfer up to 400 mega- Another seismic survey will be conducted 
watts of power. Additional plans called for along the Hinge Zone, a narrow stretch of 
the upgrading and expansion of the distri land running from northeast to southwest 
bution network in the larger cities. Bangladesh. This will be funded with aid 

Industrial production registered a growth _ from European countries.* 
of less than 1% compared with 2.9% in Bangladesh Shell Petroleum Co., the only 
calendar year (CY) 1982. Production of ce- foreign oil company active in Bangladesh, 
ment, triple superphosphate, urea fertilizer, planned to begin drilling its first wildcat in 
and natural gas increased. April 1984 in the southeast Chittagong Hill 

In the trade sector, total export earnings tracts near Burma. Its recent seismic sur- 
in FY 1982 were $679 million, a 29% in- vey there had identified at least two struc-
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tures for potential drilling. Bangladesh 100 streams and fishponds were negotiated. 
Shell is a subsidiary of the Royal Dutch/ Much of the terrain was rice paddies or 
Shell Group. outright swamp. All of the pipe received a 

The Government will reportedly open 11 114-millimeter concrete jacket for weight 
exploration blocks to foreign oil companies and protection. River crossings and areas 
under production-sharing contracts if the where soil conditions were particularly un- 
various surveys show promise of commer- stable required the pipe sections be weight- 
cial oil discoveries. Both onshore and off- ed down with 2-ton concrete saddle blocks. 
shore acreages covering almost the entire The construction schedule was maintain- 
country will be included ed during the year and laying of the 61- 

Exploration and development drilling centimeter main-line section was completed 
continued in 1983 by Petrobangla. The Kai- in September. A 37-kilometer ring main 
lashtilla Gasfield, just south of Sylhet, be- around Chittagong was scheduled for com- 
gan commercial production on June 27, pletion in December. This consisted of 51- 
making it the fifth active gasfield in the and 4l-centimeter segments and was to be 
country. Initial production was from one the basis of the main distribution system. 
well at a rate of 30 million cubic feet per _At least six industrial consumers were in 
day. Eight other gasfields have been identi- the process of converting to gas and many 
fied in the eastern area. At yearend, Petro- commercial and domestic customers will be 
bangla announced that its drilling at Si- connected as the distribution network ex- 
takund near Chittagong had identified its pands. Cost of the main line and ring main 
Léth commercial gasfield. It had been hoped construction was put at more than $45 
that drilling in this area would find crude million, but it was estimated that more 
oil rather than additional gas. than $100 million in imported petroleum 

Despite the relatively large gas reserves, costs will be saved each year by the lower 
very little gas is actually used considering priced natural gas.* 
the large population of the country. Its ratio On May 10, the International Develop- 
of gas consumption to proved reserves is one ment Association of the International Bank 
of the lowest of any country. Currently, only for Reconstruction and Development (World 
about 4% of the population enjoy the bene- Bank) approved a $28.5 million credit for a 
fits of natural gas and electricity. The refinery rehabilitation project and a nation- 
Government has been trying to develop the al energy efficiency study. The $36 miilion 
gas production and distribution system as project was expected to increase the capaci- 
fast as finances and customers are avail- ty utilization of Eastern Refineries Ltd’s 
able. As consumption increased during the Chittagong refinery by 15%. In addition, 
last decade, the consumption pattern has the newly created Energy Monitoring Unit 
changed as well. The electric power indus- in the Ministry of Energy and Mineral 
try used almost 36% of total consumption in Resources will prepare a national energy 
1972 and 34% in 1982. The fertilizer indus- conservation program with the assistance of 
try dropped from 56% to 42% in that consultants. Feasibility studies for potential 
period. Industrial use doubled to 14% by uses of natural gas will also be undertaken. 
1982. The biggest change came in the com- _ After years of delay, the Bangladesh 
mercial and domestic sectors, which in- Chemical Industries Corp. was reportedly 
creased their proportions seven times, from ready in 1983 to award an engineering and 
0.4% to 2.8% and from 1% to 7%, respec- procurement contract for a grassroots nitro- 

tively. gen fertilizer complex at Chittagong. Toyo 
‘A major increase in consumption will Engineering Corp. of Japan was favored 

occur on completion of the Bakhrabad to over seven other international contractors. 
Chittagong pipeline, under construction The $25 million contract will cover the 
during 1983. This 180-kilometer line has the _ license, engineering, procurement services, 
biggest diameter and is the longest in the and supervision of construction. The equip- 
country. The pipe diameter is 61 centime- ment will be purchased under a separate 
ters with a wall thickness of 8.5 millimeters contract. The plant will be designed to 
on the main line and 14.3 millimeters near produce 1,000 tons of ammonia per day and 
all valve stations and under all the major _ 1,700 tons of urea per day. The plant will be 
river crossings. Line construction began in one of the major consumers of natural gas 
October 1982 and progressed well during supplied by the Bakhrabad-Chittagong 
1983 as 4 major river crossings and about _ pipeline.”
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‘Table 1.—Other Areas of the Far East and South Asia: Production of 
mineral commodities’ 

(etric tons unless otherwise specified) 
‘Area and commodity 1979 1980 Ca 

BANGLADESH? 
Cement, hydraulic)... ---------- S243 «S85964-—BH.gG0 RE ZAT A360 Clays: Kaolin = 2772-==Lreedga lose Sims 9 
Gas natural marketed®* ~—ilion cubic feet «82855304 A9SIS «GTI. «688 Trop and steel Metal* ‘Blecl erudetingotonly)----.---------- 15671 Asrss?— tga toge2k aro Steel products ---=--------------_ 200415169827 © 18H 01S TROD 54.552 

Nitrogen! Neonlent afammonia=—-—~——----__ 19712 108361 _—tsaes 180.252 160/000 
Petroleum refinery products: ~ Gasoline "thousand 42gallon barrels 3 440 NA NA NA Getfuel 70D sone don 60. 38 Na NA Na Kerosine= > 7" 222222222222 oodeo == 2a 28 Na Na MA Distillate ficlo=———-=27—7-~~"de = 5 : N Residual fuel oll -=~~~~77~~7777de0 77 ago Ate NA NA NA Naphthas 2222772222227 =deo ==> ‘a "85 NA NA NA Unspecified =~ 72777227222 2des 22 2 $2 NA Na NA Refinery fuel and lowes” ~~ ~~~~77 “da 77 £306 2st NA NA NA 

Total. ----------do--- 8605 RR 9420, 8858 7.168 
Salt,marine’——___-_-=,--------~---- —«61407A_~—"469,000 278.000 "250/000 250,000 
Stone: Limestone indusiriai® -—""7"7~"77>prstsa5aa0 5004502 DL 

BRUNEF 
Gas, natural Gros... million eubie feet * £970,900 367,000 350,000 843,000 352,000, 

Marketed "OTT aos == _ ramos aosiora i203 B65 315,000 
Natural gas liquids: 

Condensate thousand 42gallon barrels." 4,408,780 4280 *4ITO. 830 Natural gasoline dow 20 165 "96 190 "0 
Liquefied petroleum gas "~~~ ~~~ ~do0 209 232 104 #100 no 
on Sar, AT 4590 4,460 4.950 Petroleum: Grude do 8410860006698. 600 

Refinery products: Gandine  fotcocceaaudarets 181 ng 408 e9t 00 Distillate fuel al -————~~~~~"do" => a0 488 26 Eat 220 
esl uno odo 1 7 1 7 7 
ieee eee auaaes a ‘368, 336, 289 218 ais 
Ce ee eee ‘o06 "954 968 1.288 1240 
(CHRISTMAS ISLAND? 

Phosphate rock, marketable: Grossweight ~~~ thousand tons... 1,67 13 14a 1828008 
Bison ee eda “81 02 199 ‘66 4534 

HONG KONG? 
Coment, hydraulic. dow ta qr ass aT 
Ginjoe Malin SSS SSSOES TEE OE 2sa1 Ta 8210 286 des 
Feldspar- =~ === === === "42 ats Ista 45,205 Feldspar sand ©-~~2—2>22222222222222 — 12.964 332 lI 5122 
Ion and steel: Stesl,crade® —--""""__"- 90,600 90}000 120,000 120}000 130,000 Gaetan es oe SOT Te SEITE 2 1 ee : ne 

KAMPUCHEA®* 
Salt___---_-----W-___--------- 26500 39.000 #24390 438,100,000 

NORTH KOREA®? 
Aluminum metal ingot, primary —---------. 10.000 10.000 10.000» 10000 ——_10,000 Bante oon STEED TTTWTI=T== andl 110000 110,000 1n)900 110-000 ‘Gadmiuns mata, smaller ~~~772772277727~ 150 140 130 ro “100 Cement, hydraulie” ~~ ——~ thousand tons_— $000 3.000 8000 3000.00 Goal: Anthracite =———7—777"PSNG™ = sBo00 6000 38.00 BDO 000 5S 3000 “3.000 8.000, 
Baars ‘Mae output, metalcontent 160016000 15,000 35.000 35.00 

‘Smelter, primary and secondary - 1000 1800018000 18.000 18.00 Refined primary andsecondary——-"~~- 38000 2200081000» .000 32,000 Blugrpars nse 400000000 om S000 40.000 Gold, mine output, metal content tray ounces 160.000 10,000 190100 180.000 180,000 Graphite 250005000 2.000 25;000 25,000 
See footnotes at end of table.
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‘Table 1.—Other Areas of the Far East and South Asia: Production of 
mineral commodities! —Continued 

(Metric tons unless otherwise specified) 
“Area and commodity 1979 1980 198 ia «oR 

NORTH KOREA® * Continued 
Iron and steel: Tron ore and concentrate, marketable: Gross weight thousand tons. 7.400 8,000 8,000 8,000 8,000 eab content 2DIIOTL aa 8000 3.200 200 3.200 3.200 

Big ron aaa = aamectade--- 2,900 8,000 3,000 8,000 3,000 rerroalloys, furnace type unspec * ve do. 0 120 120 120 120 ena, OMS EMIE ——— nanan nnn nO I 3,400 3.500 3,500 3,500 3,500 
“Mine output, metal content "120,000 "125,000 "110,000 795,000 95,000 
‘Metal primary and secondary=——— ~~~ 7o.000 65,000 "85,000 "60,000 60,000 

Magnesite: “Gude. thousand tons 1,895 1,850 1.900 3,900 1,900 Galemnia SEE REE ESSE eda "60 70 *300 00 500 Nitrogen: N content of ammonia -—~—~do.——— 450 450 450, 450, 450 Phephita re calaicccnadsass’- St — 550000 55000050000 000 
ite and pyrehotite (including euprous), eelghte eon eonn = thousand tons 620 620 620 620 620 Saltyall ypess== =~ 860,000 —570,000 570,000 70,000 570,000 Silver, mine output, metal content ‘housand troy ounces... "1,500 «71400 72,800 71,200 1.300 

Sulfur thousand tons_— 265, 265 385, 355, 385, 
‘Tale, soapstone, pyrophyllive —--""" "160,000 270,000 170,000 170,000 170,000 
Tungsten, mine dup metal onto ——————— ‘500 3100 "3.100 *8,100, 8.100 
“Mine output, metal content "185,000 130.000 "180,000 "320,000 120,000 

Metal, primary------------------ 120,000 "105,000 "105,000 90,000 90,000, 
LAOs* * 

Gypmmes2eatns Soest __ —#20,000 “40,500 “60,000 70,000 
Salt rock === 18000 20.00 20,000 “8949 10,000 Tin, mine output, metal content —————— 10 290 200 35, 200 

MONGOLIA? 
Cement, hydraulic... thousand tons 188 18 210 350 336 

Coat: “Anthracite and bituminous® do. 250 250 250 250 250 
Lignite and brown’ ~~ = -do-——— 3.864 4126 4.350 4380 5.180 

Golal sss aec steed, rrr 4.376 4,800 5.280 5.430 Copper, mine output, metal content. «21,700» «44/000- 7,800 90,000 104000 Fluorepar, all grades "~~~ thousand tong_— 567 04 595, 670, “700 
Gypsum’ gg 28 30 32 "32 2 Lime, hydrated and quicklime® ~~~ ~~ 50. -—— 46 50 50 60 CH 
Molybdenum, mine output, metal content® 22 47 661 "330 960 
Petroleum refinery products" ‘Kerosine thousand 42-gallon barrels B B 2 2B B Residual fueloll n= don 20 20 20 20 20 ieaes ee es SS 15,000 15,000 15,000 15,000 16,000 

NEPAL 
Coment, hydraulic —— = 21gs4 a4 0574 5.000 45.587 Clays for cement manufacture ——————-————— 000 ‘4000 2000 £2,000 2.000 
Goal: Lignite n-ne ER 3461 site $8000 8244 
Conger ore fre meght: was uwecoue eee SEe ss 6 6 6 a Gucontent === 22222 T TTT = 1 2 2 44 
Gem stones! Garnet bilograms— 4000 741,295 105,925 NA ‘23,000 Meurmaline cso SS SEPERATE TS Mee % NA 13 0 10 
Lime, agricultural ~~ ~~~ ---=---== 10.05 £10,000 £30,000 $30,000 10.000, Magnesite, crude_--~--------~--~=--—— =. "15,000 "20,000 *20,000 15,016, Baloo oo nurenius Sen MOR TERUEY 7 8 8 10 5 
Stone Limestone... ------------------- 62400 82,400 88,565 80,000 50,422 

Marble: OB asco inne 66 2a, 366 “100 4g 
Gut. _ ~~ 2 ~~~ square meters. — 863, 3,088 3561 $4,000 $3,208 Graggy -~_2 17 2IT 7 eubie meters. — 199 800 9631000 #8,580, 

Wale cocuee ee Coe eua ese ec ceo vEs 335 1,460 T8000 15,268, 
SINGAPORE? 

Cement, hydraulic______ thousand tons *1,350 1.952 3258 2,695 2,000 Tron and steel: Metal Steel, crude do ‘a7 ‘340 $350 $350) '350 

See footnotes at end of table.
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‘Table 1.—Other Areas of the Far East and South Asia: Production of 
mineral commodities! Continued 

(Metric tons unless othervise specified) 
‘Area and commodity 198 1580 Wea 1982 _—sa 

SINGAPORE? —Continued 
Petroleum refinery products: 
Gasoline. thousand 42-allon barrels. i708e 94s rz 1458298 Jetfuel 2-22 do SNELL SER BROMO 
Kerosine == ""72222T22TT7 MoT boaee tn i0 ae k TT Distillate fuel oil—————~"-""l—do---eet30¢ = 21800891992 SK 
Residual fuel oll —----~"—""-"""@o-- 8570581809 ag.zT ge 481.906 Lubricants ~~. 1..-- do. 4.816 4269 37740 Bse S852 
Other 2-272 TT TTT ao ass aaa 828 anges a1 66 
Refinery fuel and losses. ~~~ doo idl 1oaoa 6755 nga 48586 

Total 2-2 do... 2888 62424—«81025—«8050H1 06,020 Stone: Granite, broken —thousand cubie meters. — 2507 3185 414 pout a4 
Sulfur, byproduct of petroleum Z000 387 ite Bass 8,68 

SRILANKA 
Coment, hydraulic... thousand tons. — 592 sn ee, “650 $506 Clay Ball siguscussssassacccosusens 13291 ast 9.234 92 11,980 Kaolin ---_772222222 222222 2ole 510 eid 82 S206 7976 

Brick and tile clay -—-"""—"7-"7"7—77egolaoo——ga.518 © *80}000 “60,000 60,000 Clay forcement manufacture -——----—--- ges brs Ba.0R.==sasm1 ASL gat 
Feldsper, crude and ground —- ~~ 3.790 3955 *4 000 zo 12609 Gem stones, precious and semiprecious other ‘handiamond value, thousands «$31,019 842,819 201 NA siosia Graphite all grades —___~~_ SS) Onsine 9.402 7194 7518 880835508 
Iron and steel Metal: Semimanufactures------ *30,000 NA 2056 Mica, serap-— =n nnn 369 M5 182 ai ain 
Nitrogen: Neontent of ammonia -----——---- — —- 43,100 103,600 462,700 
Petroleum refinery products: ee eae) a ee ee Gasoline - thousand 42gallon barrels. — 182 sao NA 268 #306, Sebel SOLEUS Sees 248 *Z10 NA 908, “517 Kerosine.— =~ 2 22220222222 o ood 22 1489 $1,600, NA 1225 uT 

Distillate fuel oll. -- = don gai0 #35550 NA 473348703 Residual fuel oil ~~ ————~~~- ~~~ —den 5563 $4800 NA sus i235 
Other wecnel22spos22soasde= AOD TAO NA 100.352 

Refinery fuel and losses —— ~~ do. 7 520 NA 600, ‘00 
Total —— == pun udaemes 9939 3,200 NA 14g18 411,160 Phosphate rock. —— === === 22 9.068 5000 15.284 20/000 16.000 Rarearth metals Monazite concentrate, gross 

Weight ne 218 6 60 304 300 galt 2 ODTTIITIITIIIIIIIICIIIIII —wenads nat t04.888 16487 avo eee Send pla “°2TTOILIIOIIIIITIIIE 2370 é — ~ NA tone: 
Limestone____ thousand tons 1192 1281 1g12 1616 947 
Quartz, massive —— ~~~ ~~ ieee 676 741 300, 794 68 ‘Titanium concentrate, gros weight: Timenite. 2200 TT TTL. 85878956 wage AL TTB Rutile 777772777 TL TTT Tasers zg 801 Ta 093 Zivconium: Zircon concentrate, gross weight ———— 1510 3.031 8.268 sis 5721 

VIETNAM 
Cement, hydraulic__-..- thousand tons. 729 nt 545 “300 908 Chromium: Chromite’ —""""___-"_"" 14.000 15,000 15.000 16,000 16,00 
Glas: akin nn 1200 11230 1250 1000 1200 Goal: Anthracite ~~~ "~~" "77 thousand tons. 5300 53300 5300 5,700 $8,019 Gypsum’ 77 2TLLLL_a-------- 1400015000 15000 28,000 25,000 Iron and steel Metai® 

‘Steel, ingot, thousand tons. 0 120 no 120 100 Sooal led DInz asa SIS deo 108 @ 5 10 0 Nitrogen: N content ofammonia’ -_7__ => ° o ° eo ° Phosphate rock® (Gross weight —_.. thousands. tons 200 20 110 160 20 
PyOs content ~~~ do 65, 50 36 58 78 Bag ea ae aaa 525 337 03 650 +390 Tin: 
“Mine output, metal content ———- = - "200 sto 330 “300 550 Metal, smelter === ==> oan nana ° oy 5, 315 520 

Zine ‘Mine output, metal content ———— = 6,000 6,500 6,000 5000 7,000 
See footnotes at end of table.
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Table 1—Other Areas of the Far East and South Asia: Production of 
‘mineral commodities! Continued 

(Metre tons unless otherwise specified) 

VIETNAM® —Continued 
Zine* —Continued 

Metal, smelter, primary ——————------—— 54005500 5,000 5.000800 
‘timated. Preliminary. "Revised. NA Not available. "Table includes data available through Aug. 8, 1984 
In addition to the commodities listed, other crude construction materials such as sand and gravel and other varieties of stone presumably are proguced, but available information is inadequate to make reliable estimates of output levee. 
SData are for years ending June 30 of that stated. 
‘Reported figure. Gross production isnot reported; the quantity vented, lared, or reinjcted is believed tobe negligible. 
“Data are for the Nepalese Bacal year ending midJUly of that stated sagPaginy includes both gem and indutiakgrade gerne. 4.29 kilograms of gem quality and $7.00 kilograms of 
‘in addition tothe commodities listed, ion ore was mined inthe past and pg ion was produced at industrial facilities, ‘bat the status of these industries under prevailing conditions is not sufficiently clear fo allow formulation of reliable ‘Slinaies of opt lve Stal, date on outpot oer constuction tateriis ae Not avaible, and ho ae Svallable to make reliable estimates of ourpt level. 
‘’Nitrogen (N content of ammonia) production capacity ofthe country’s only known plant is 54,000 tons per year; itis 

not known at what output level the plant is operating TeRevised to zero 

BRUNEI* 

At yearend, the Independent Sultanate of able. The value of total exports and reex- 
Brunei, the 5,765-square-kilometer British- ports was $4,066 million, of which petrole- 
protected state on the northwest coast of um and natural gas accounted for 98.9%, 
the island of Borneo, was slated to techni- including crude oil, 55.6%; natural gas, 
cally become fully independent, ending a 96- 39.5%; and refined oil, 3.8%. Of the remain- 
year period of treaty-established British ing 1.1%, other mineral commodities 
protection. Unlike a great number of for- accounted for 0.3% and nonmineral com- 
mer territories, protectorates, and other modities for 0.8%. Total 1981 commodity 
elements of former colonial empires that imports were valued at $596 million, of 
have achieved independence since the end Which mineral commodity imports account- 
of World War II, Brunei will join the ranks ed for 18.3%, including iron and steel, 
of independent countries with an enviable 12.6%. Comparison of total 1981 exports 
financial and economic position, this based 48d reexports with total 1981 imports indi- 
on its single dominant industry, the produc- Cates a positive trade balance of $8,470 
tion and processing of petroleum and natu- Million. 
ral gas. This industry, the only significant 
mineral industry of the sultanate, has com- COMMODITY REVIEW: 
pletely overshadowed the area’s other ex- Natural Gas.—Export shipments of lique- 
port cash-earner, agriculture, in which rub- fied natural gas apparently edged upward 
ber, rice, and pepper are the dominant jin 1983. Although official Brunei export 
crops. With 1982 export earnings of nearly statistics were not available, import data 
$4 billion from oil and natural gas only, the from Japan, the only recipient of Brunei’s 
small area registered a per capita annual _}iquefied gas, indicated a 1.9% increase over 
income of over $22,000. in that year. It the 1982 level. Japanese receipts of gas from 
should be noted that 1982 was the second Brunei in recent years have been reported 
year in which petroleum industry output as follows (tonnage figures are actually 
had been restricted by Government decree _ reported, volume figures in parentheses are 
in order to prolong the economic life of the estimated): 1979—5,413,650 tons (285,841 
oilfields and gasfields. This policy of re- million cubic feet); 1980—5,549,543 tons 
stricting output continued through 1983. (293,016 million cubic feet); 1981—5,225,696 

‘The importance of Brunei’s exports of tons (275,917 million cubic feet); 1982— 
petroleum and natural gas to the Sultan- 5,153,554 tons (272,108 million cubic feet); 
ate’s trade balance is demonstrated by trade and 1983—5,250,899 tons (277,247 million 
value figures for 1981, the most recent year cubic feet). Gas exports in the liquefied form 
for which complete results are avail- accounted for about 88% of marketed gas
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production during 1979-82 inclusive, the duction in an effort to prolong the life of 
remaining 12% presumably being consum- known reserves. The output upturn went 
ed indigenously. counter to the worldwide trend, which was 

Petroleum.—Available information sug- one of a small decline. Brunei Shell Petrole- 
gests that there was a modest upturn in um Co. remained the only significant. pro- 
crude oil production in 1983, but that the ducer of crude oil as well as natural gas 
increase remained in line with the an- through the year. 
nounced Government plan to restrict pro- 

CHRISTMAS ISLAND* 

Tiny Christmas Island ranked 14th of 14 million tons of ore annually, was not 
among world phosphate rock producers in met. This program provided for output of 
1988, accounting for about 0.8% of total about 1 million tons of “A” grade rock 
world output on the gross weight basis and (about 35% P.0;) and 300,000 to 400,000 
0.9% of total world output in terms of P.Os tons of “B” grade rock (somewhat under 
eed Beotucts ee eee Gann 85% P20.) from total reserves of about 14 
Christmas Island remained the only onga- "million tons of each grade. 
nized mineral industry endeavor on this 
135-square-kilometer island, 360 kilometers Table 2.—Christmas Island: Exports of 
due south of Java Head, in the Indian phosphate rock, by destination 
Ocean. (Thousand metric tons) 

Indications that the island’s industry was_|§ ———________ 
facing increasing difficulty in competing in ______Destination___1981_—1982_ 1988 
world markets seem substantiated by the australia. 185 780686 
17.6% decline in output (gross weight basis) China -—-=---2---—- 3 OU 
on Christmas Island between 1982-83, a Korea, Republicof _-_ ~~ __ a if 3 
trend that was in sharp contrast with the Malaysia’ ""7-"---> 43185 
10.2% increase in total world phosphate ew daaand == <>-o—— a Ge Se 
rock output (also gross weight basis). Clear- Taiwan— 2722722277 5 
ly, the deposit development plan for the Total 18601867 1,068 
island’s phosphate deposits announced in § —————————————____— 
early 1983, which called for the production 

HONG KONG® 

Mining is insignificant to Hong Kong's _tics—dominated Hong Kong's economy. All 
economy with output of only small quanti- sectors are export oriented. Total merchan- 
ties of kaolin and feldspar from mines in the ise trade was $49.4 billion: Imports, $25.8 
New Territories. At the end of 1983, there billion; domestic exports, $15.3 billion; and 
were one mining lease and four mining reexports, $83 billion." The principal 
licenses for feldspar and kaolin. Small mineral-related imports were fuels, lubri- 
amounts of iron and steel manufactures are cants, and related materials valued at $1.7 
produced from imported scrap, pig iron, and billion, or about 7% of total imports. China 
related materials. During the year, China and Japan were the principal suppliers of 
Cement Co. brought on-stream its new imports, providing 24% and 23%, respee- 
preheater-precalcine _ dry-process plant, _ tively, of total receipts. The largest market 
which has a production capacity of 1.6 for domestic exports was the United States, 
million tons of clinker and 2.75 tons of accounting for 42% of total shipments, fol- 
cement per year. lowed by the United Kingdom and the 

Light industry—textiles and clothing, Federal Republic of Germany with 8% each, 
electronic watches and clocks, and plas- and China, 6%.
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Table 3.—Hong Kong: Exports and reexports of selected mineral commodities! 
(Metric tons unles otherwise specified) 

Destinations, 108 
Commodity 1981 820 << 

METALS 
Aluinum: ‘read concentrate 159881 Taha 5:00 Repu Korea 
Onides and hydrosides 22428115. _ Indonesia 8000; Vietnam 106 ‘Metal inciding alloys Scape 4816810854 Japan 15,451, Taiwan 8. Giheoagits 2222222 BtoT RSI Tava 15,868; Thatland sor; WMininsia 5 927 Semimanufactres =.=. 1084518081482 Tala Singapore 1.88 China 1035; Burma 15 Arsen: Oxides and acids 76 295. United Kingdom 140; Taiwan 105; Malaysia Chromium: Oxides and hydroxides — 108 19 Indonesia China 5; Vietnam 2 (Cabal Ondes and hydroxides -- ~~~ Ey 1x2 Rapibicor Kore rawan *Fiailana > 

Copper: Metal including alloys Moree asc e260 1932 __—Sapas 14.02%; Republi Korea Sh faiwan 1 234 Vovwrought <n 20 $31. North Korea 39; Pawan 60, Eoniuasubasiaree27TTIP227 wish 9B WT Sigapore hs Tata Su Tinka 248 
Gol ‘Waste and sweopings alue, thousands. $5,882 «$2,544 S4SL_—_ Switzerland $1,998 Metal including alloys, wrought . ® 

Sedpardywrougit troy ounce. T3561 80898915158 United Kinds a82471 Wet Gen ‘many 15888 
Ironand steel: Mets: Baap Mets 548602068518 Taiwan 179,996; Japan 46,819; indonesia 84.013 Pgiron,cast iron, related materials 7,947,121. Indonenta 6688 Fetroslloye Ferromanganese = 813. Indonesia 702: Nigeria 11. Ferroaicin 72a GRIST 12 Indonesia 827; Republic of Korea 150; gets 110. Unspecified ag 200. Alte Nigerin® Stee primary fornia ——="-—-7-- nto gt = Athen Stablinutagaree 7 =7TTTIE 1016012890 BE_ China 4h Macaw 28,86; Tndonesia 1.722 
Lead Grider 12 51. China 28 Malaysia 18 

tal icing allo: rope ness ase ago) Taiwan 2.140, [ie ner eee 380 Boe => Inne Taiwan 5: Singapore 
omneemganstatey 0 2 China 10; Malaysia 6 tages: Mal including aon ene eee eens 2 1661 dapan 38: North Korea 17 Mangunede: Oxides ----7~---> Ce ee 

Mercury -------- Thpound fiasks 3876 TT. North Rores 290; Australia 21; ea STapan tee 
Sakon and bydrotides = 180 1 Taan 3 Japan 92; Repub of rea 
Mota including alloys: Be oe ccm 435 st. dapan 446 Unwrougit/------------ 2888 BTS > Talwan 92; North Korea 60%: 

lic of Korea 351, Semimanafactures 219 50. Republic ot Kore i Thailand 3 
Platinum group metals: Waste and sweepings Vive thousands. $1,814 $1,889 Wy Germany $50; United King 

“Metals including alloys, unwrought ‘and partly rough 7 troy ounces. «3887 == 190 Talwan 5818; Republic of Korea 47 
“Ste and concentrate FegmiMtue thous soul? gaag SleoNt Germany jste and sweopings do $108) .528 $5086 United Kingdom $12800; France Bidtd West Germany #2510 Metal including alloys, unwrought ‘and partly wrought. Thowand troy ounces... 1826 122 Ua igo 05, ana 10, Brance 6b 

See footnotes at end of table
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Table 3.—Hong Kong: Exports and reexports of selected mineral commodities' 
—Continued 

(Metric tons unless otherwise specified) 
—— Destinations, 1982 —_ 

Commodi 1981 8 Ge ae 9 Gates Other rina 
METALS —Continued 

‘Tin; Metal ineluding alloys: Serapsi se cee cecoauEty 45 496427 Taiwan 27. Unwrought 22~2772222IIII22 118) LOE 45 Taiwan 25; North Kore 252; Japan 
Semimanufactures—— an 61) Taiwan 206; Singapore 178; Philippines 1 ‘Titanium: Oxides 2 2.554 1814 100 Indonesia 822; China 248; India 102, Tungren 
read concentrate 21m 474) __ West Germany 8,488; Sweden 1,106, Metal including alloys all forms ~~ 38 1 Mainly to United Kingdom. Bin 
Oxides 198 (34 Indgnesia $6; Vietnam 52; Burma EE Metal including alloys: 

inwrought. "~~ 22722272 "3188 § == Macau's80: Singapore 307; Indonesia veh 258; Philippines 254. Semimanufactures ” China 18 
NONMETALS 

Abrasives, ‘Natural: Corundum, emery, pumice, eis nu ene ea wm 21 Taiwan 9; Republicof Korea 76 Philippines 80. Artificial: Corundum — = 888 3,095 ___Republi¢ of Korea 2,055; Taiwan 882 Dust and powder of precious and semi ‘precious stones inelading diamond 
‘alle, thousands 378 $17 $2 Taiwan $8: Japan 36 ‘Asbestos, crude _—- nn 3izt Lidt “Indonesia 975; Singapore 160. Barite and and witherite --_7 277777 182 "759 > Taiwan S22 Indonesia 215, ‘Boron materials: Oxides and acids ~~~ 038 982 _ Taiwan 885; Republic of Korea 318; Philippines 2 Gprment ng taBOH TRH hin SIE aca 12,47, 

olin 9.988 9.998 Indonesia 780 Taiwan 3818, China 
Unspecified ________________ 67,970 71,586 __ ‘Taiwan 57,640; Republic of Korea Hissoont ‘580; Indonesia 273, 
Gem, not set orstrung— carats. 431.224 50,988 47,.956 —_Belgium-Luxembourg 94,438 Israel S82 Singapore 144s Industrial do... 12 986.-—=—«186,295 74,181 China 58,827 dapan 4807, Diatomite and other inisorial earth —— 35 44" India'38;China I Foldspar and fluorspar === = 14g 1,664 7 Taiwan 6,182; Indonesia 5512. Fertilizer materials: Manufactured 
Nitrogenous-— nn 6.500 4978 China 2,945; Vietnam 1100, Unspecified andmixed --—-"2"7> toa 988 TT China 3900 Graphite, natural ~~~ 22 218 188. Taiwan'128; Japan 50, Gypsum and plaster —~~~~-= 22> Li ais <> Indonesia 2030 iagnente ood S600 10.987 Tawa 10,15; Indonesia 551 Pigments, mineral: 
‘Naturalyerude == 400 512. Indonesia 445 Icon oxides and hydroxides, processed 1001 $8 == Indonesia 748; China 95. Precious and semiprecious stones other ‘than diamond Natoral'———. value, toutande... $141,429 $114,202 BUE577 Japan 880497 Singapore 180; india $6207 Synthetic -...---....do.-_ $2,580 «L819 $837 Switzerland $312, Republic of Korea 

. 3220: Singapore S150. Salt and brine. 381 2955 1_—_Philippines 2500; China 297; Papua ‘New Guinea 182 Sodium compounds, nes: 
‘Carbonate, manufactured "345 1585 China 1,315; Macau 150, 

Sulfate, manufactured ———— ~~~ > 168 19M *— Indonesia 1,180; Philippines $06; ‘Vietnam 300 Sulfur: Sulfuric acid 41 25 Vietnam 110;China 104 Tale, steatite, soapstone, pyrophyllite —~ 7663 11.852 > Indonesia 9,311; Taiwan 2.218. 
‘MINERAL FUELS AND RELATED MATERIALS 
Asphalt and bitumen, natural ——__ a 4. AlltoChina Carbon: Carbon black "~~~ 7 Til = Indonesia i Phittpines 111 

jurma $1. (Goal: All grades including briquets 4 2 China I, Gee ana semicoke ne heme ~ a> Si ald = ndonesta 3.500, 
See footnotes at end of table.
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‘Fable 3.—Hong Kong: Exports and reexports of selected mineral commodities! 
—Continued 

(Metric tons unless otherwise specified 
ST TT RENN 

Commas “ >a ———e ‘i ated Other (principal 

MINERAL FUELS AND RELATED MATERIALS Continued 
Pepto finery profits whl paaclaun Taner sand Deeallon barzels 33 49 Macau 42 

See ay and wax === 7800 & MH 2 Phllbpnes 27, singapore 15 ral lly and wa ~~~ de 7 =~ f 1 Pilppines 27, Singapore 15 iol Republic of South Africa 10. Kerosine and jot fuel. ————-do——— 23 11 = Singapore 8 Macau 20 Bigiiae feel = =~ =e as Hd =: Singapore isis Macau 157 Pabeesntns eo ooo 220 25 18H Tndonoia Pawan $6; China 17. Residual fue oii ~~~~~~~2dov—— 78 S10” _ Macau S88; China 
"Revised ‘fable prepared by Audrey D. Wilkes. Alem than V2 unt 3tbtludes quantity of tungsten articles valued at $780 656. 

‘Table 4—Hong Kong: Imports of selected mineral commodities! 
(Metre tons unless otherwise specified 

Soares, 182 
‘Commodit 1981 a Soa OO Gaer Other principe 

METALS 
Aluminum: Greanconcentrate_----------_ 02-102, China 10,54 

Siiderand'hydrniien "77777 2B BRMB 85 Ghia 06 Japan 216 West Ger many’ 
Meta including al BERD oe wee 580 612 94 Macau 194; China 144; Taiwan 79 Bem sagc cc iToT> gate dat Sipnda FATE Malayoin 1385, Now “Zealand 3,54 Semimanufactres 28285-22800 1161 Japan 97; Abitralin 86; China 
ies Gioia Se Steen comes ™ 187 —- — All'from China. 

‘Ore and concentrate. 5 5 All from Italy sides and hydroxides ===722777 st eh Meaty 189 chin 4 Unit ingiom Cobalt: Oxides and hydroxides ——— 2 2 Unie Kingdom 18; China 8 Gciuimbism and tantalum: Metal ‘cluding alleys all forma, tantalung eee 8 ws cong, ; des and hydroxides == 248 210. West Germany 112; United Kingdom te China Sulfate <n a2 18 15 United Kingdom 108; Chin 9 Metal cluding allows Saepumeatos goat Vietnam 1.838; China 240 Darna ES a RL 
Semimanufactures.--.---- §9492— «72484088 Japan 2, 874 Chinn 7.20; France 

Gold: " Wate and sweepings MEhue, thousands. 5688 ——«S4BAY_——FO Papua New Guinea 4,081 Singapore 
Meta including alloys, unwrought 
cand partly wrought . howdend troy ounces —«8258.-=« AS «=«B—_«United Kingdom 2827; Switerland 788; Philippines S12 

Iron and steel: Metal: Sap 49664112 Chi 04; Japan 4.88 Maca 
Pig iron, cast con, elated materials amzit 255 2—_China 1,68. 

See footnotes at end of table
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Table 4.—Hong Kong: Imports of selected mineral commodities! —Continued 
(Metric tons unless otherwise specified) 

Sources, 1082 — 
Commodi 1981 @ tee. ao y Yalta Other (principal) 

METALS —Continued 
Iron and steel: Metal —Continued 

Ferroalloys: 
‘Ferromanganese ————---—- sit 2918 China 1,815; Australia 400, Ferrosilicon =~ 72272227 04 E150 == China 1.585 Republic of South Atica 
Unspecified... ----- 2.180 41561 10 Republic of South Atria 

rustralia 4 Stel primary forms...------— 1270189108 T_—_ aia TB4, United Kingdom 
Semimanufactures? 569,282 «852,796 12852 Japan 257,798; China 71,871; Repub- tes ace THeof South Africa $1,310. 
"Othiee wise scussuseuesueese 25 18S Wet Germany 9; China ‘Australia Metal including alloys: 

Berup oo cesses an 205 ___Australia 106; China 50; Oceania 37. Unwrought-~~>772777772 1.460 2335 > North Korea 1.785; Canada 401 Semimanufactares ~~ ~2=== 208 Tor => Republica South Ain 5 Boigu. i hang fxembourg #2; Japan 32 Magnesium: Metal including alloys, Mnwrought enn or 78. Norway 58; China 20 Manganese: Oxides 2222222722222 1857 2058S) China a Sngnpore 15, Japan 
Mercury —______ TEpound Mass — 2,870 2088 8 China 1,910. Nickel 

Oxides and hydroxides 198 100 ___ Canada 50; Netherlands 20; China 19. Metal including alloys: 
‘Unwrought. 4.584 S122 Capada 2706, Republicof South ‘Africa 182; Finland 177 Semimanufactures 515 400 Canada 170; Japan 129; West ‘Germany 2 Platinum group metals: 

‘Waste and sweepings —____value. $27,045 $137,898 ___ All from United Kingdom. 
MEPAEROR Gye ras tars and tntsragsmagw, wet an wrought troy ounces. 05 ,912 United Kingdom 31,919; West Ger. oe a EEN, 

Waste and swee 
Pialue, thousands — sis S515 $2 Talyan $206; Japan $17; Philippines 

‘Metal including alloys, unwrought ‘and partly wrought 
Thousand troy ounces. 492 2-29 —_Australia 171; West Germany 121; n ‘United Kingdom 113, 

"Ore and conentrate seinen a 10. Allfrom China fetal cluding allo 
Scrap cone m1 ae De. Unwrought. ---72 22772222 788 Last 25 Malaysia 7; China 442; Singapore 

‘Semimanufactures ——__—____ 422 553, 18 China 416; Singapore 47. ‘Titanium: Oxides 77777 6206 5208 68 Japan 26; Abstain 1,264 China 
Tungsten: Ore and concentrate ————_ 43185 2254 Macair1,604; China 650. 
"Oxides —— m0 761-18 China 419; West Germany 123; Sd ldin lk France 105, etal including alloys: 

Serap nn nnn 19 3 Macau 38, Unwrought=——2=ITIIIITIT 85598983 HF Astralin 12,068; China 2750; BelgiumLoxemboung 2586 Semimanufactures =~ 492 852 «8 West Germany 144, Japan 84; ‘Belgium Loxemboung 6 
NONMBTALS 

Abrasives, nes 
pri natistensticaead 1,610 2841 SIT Japan 1,69; China 457; aly 222. eta ec ceeeeeee y a China 457; Artificial: Corundum ~~ ~~~~~"~~ 1283 52is “30 Glan 2815 Japon oh Dust and powder of precious and semi reciouh stones including dlamond ‘value, thousands. $828 $88 $2 Japon 851; United Kingdom $17; lglum-Latxembourg $14 Grinding and polishing wheels and 
Stott nnn nn 2,326 2840 61 China 1,291; Japan 614; Taiwan 166. Asbestos, crude =~ ~~>77222227 3207 Tag 35 China 1272 Barite and witherite-~~~~77 777777 315 U5 Ghia 4 nied Kingdom 48, [Boron materials: Oxides and acids ——~~ ist “48 110 China di USSR 160, Cements = thousand fond 3,888 3.855) Japan 1,880; Taiwan 829; China 599, 

See footnotes at end of table.
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‘Table 4.—Hong Kong: Imports of selected mineral commodities’ —Continued 
(Metric tons untess otherwise specified 

TT i 
Commodi 1961 ie ae 2 " Yara Other (principal) 

NONMETALS ~Continued 
Cys, erate fom 28600259896 19.59; apa 5.121; Maca 
nape =n ATOD GTA 882 Ching 487 Macau 14972; Japan 

Gayolite and chiolibe:si == 22 saau 60 Ww -- — Allfrom China. 

" ‘Gem, not set or strung ‘Mousand carats. «1.208142 nin 0; oral 28%; Belgium: ‘xemboure 252 
Industrial do 9 ver a_i Sap; Unites gdm 

Diatomite and other infusoril earth —— “51 121 G21 Singapore, Peldgparandhwosparscscss ==> 14Tt7 14480 =f China Fertilaer materiale Maniactured: Nicopencus  anwectured: _agn2—— tage 90 Sapan 429; West Germany 2657; ‘Republic of Korea 76 Unspecified and mixed 1021512705179 West Germany 10,57; Netherlands Sit: Malaya 582 
Gpeahtesnatarel e-cccccccccctt a8 Sago ge Pe we pissed lente? SoD SC oSoo oa a : japan 82.35; Australia 2,953 

Pe Cea *Phailand 12138, 
“Mingnesite "ene 147s 15898 = China 15,161; Japan 67 

ia Oxides and hydroxides — ~~~" ~~ i852 Too 22 Ghina 80; Japan 812 
" Grude including splittings and waste — 33 42 __ Republic of South Africa 31; India 9 
Worked including agglomerated spit hugs once eee 24 5091 apan 427; Belgium-Laxembour 

Piggenta mineral: ‘Wavuralserde << at 48 China ds 
Iron oxides and iydronids, proceed 2izh 180 TBE Saga 79 chin 6, West Germany 

Presou and sepresou atone ter : 
Natural "= value, thousands. $108.75 SU8638 $2,718 Singapore $1818; Pakistan $1482 

Synthetic do. $5715.—=«S4843—SSOT_— West Germany $1545; Japan $742; Eapubic of Koren $100" Saltand ring ----2n-------ees TUBB 19955 HO China 71.817 era 5,268; West, ‘Germany 2388 
Sodium compounds, nes 

‘Carbonate, manufactured. ——____— 22,397 23,359 ° ‘at Garmany 9,602; France 3,780; 

su flftes manutactred == 7613 14,985 -60—_China 10,070, Taiwan 998; Japan 128. 
Elemental: rude including native Sedbyprodact MNT! gzi8 1882 Chg 5 Japan 44; West Germany 
Sulfuric acid. BN] BBY Japan 4.724 China 8.490, ‘Talesteatte soapslonespyrophylle «9607 1BBOT_—2BT_— China 12.128: Norway 218 
‘MINERAL FUELS AND RELATED MATERIALS 

Asphalt and bitumen, natural 29 68 West Germany 0, Geen von black ATT B80 a8 Phina Span; Wet Germany " 
Coa: Al grades inching biguts housand tons. 151 146‘ of South fron 74 China Dt Australia 403 Coke and semicoke === 428168 China 8,500 Japa 1.820 Taiwan 750, Fetpleun senor pie iuefi petrolexm, ‘Housand ieallon barrels. —«1.355—==«1.520—@)_—_ Singapore 96; Japan 452. Gascting AM ESR Moen «HEBD )—_Singapre 118 China 4; Bahrain 

Nopbtha. do a3 $99 «2 Singapore S07 Mibera lly and wat ~~~ de-——~ 110 1 3 China 0. Keronneandjet uch —~~-ndo-n=— 14087860 Stngtore 405; china 2027 
Disiltefiloil------do---T8500—=«10086—«128—_ Ch BER Sigapore 26 

"Bahrain 950, er * Lobricants_.---2----do-- = 485 21549 —_‘Sigspore 138 China 9; Aastra 
Residual fuloll do... 29018 ABTS Singapore 24225, Chinn 17; 
Bitumen and other residues do. ni 225 Singapore 196; China i; Japan 9 

"Revised. 
‘Table prepared by Audrey D. Wilkes. 2Bxeludes unreported quantity valued at $205,364 in 1981 and $808,559 in 1962 Less than 1/2 unit
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KAMPUCHEA”? 

Only salt, phosphate rock, and a few gem mining operations was unknown. 
stones were known to have been produced The economy of the country continued to 
during 1983. Nonmetallic construction ma- be based almost entirely on agriculture 
terials were assumed to have been produced Rice, maize, and soybeans were the main- 
locally for consumption in the immediate stays. Rubber, timber, and tobacco compris- 
area of production. None of the mineral ed almost all of the remaining commercial 
production had any significant bearing on crops. Only the simplest of light industry, 
the Kampuchean economy, but the salt was such as tire recapping, beer, wine, and soft 
distributed nationally for human consump- drink factories, paper, and small textile 
tion and as a food preservative. plants, operated in the country. Even these 

‘Two small unsophisticated phosphate fer- modest economic operations represented a 
tilizer plants are known to exist but had considerable improvement since 1979 when 
been idle for several years. During 1983, no organized industry operated, and the 
however, the plant in Battambang Province population survived on subsistence agricul- 
was returned to operation. The plant uses ture and foreign aid provided food. 
local phosphate rock, which can be only Electricity has been restored to several 
crushed, roasted, and ground. Although Provinces, and the capital of Phnom Penh 
crude, the product probably serves as an has several hours of electricity per day on a 
effective source of phosphorus, particularly fairly reliable basis. It was planned that the 
on perennial crops. total national power capacity would reach 

‘A few thousand carats of gem stones were 35,000 kilowatts by the end of 1984. Current 
exported in 1981, but the area of gem capacity of about 10,000 kilowatts was one 
production that was near the Thai border of the lower per capita power ratings in the 
has been the site of military activity during world. 
the succeeding years, and the status of gem 

NORTH KOREA® 

‘The Pyongyang news agency reported steel in the Chongjin area was being in- 
that North Korea’s state revenue grew at a creased to 6 million tons per year; the iron 
10.5% average annual rate during the first ore mine at Musan was also under expan- 
5 years of the current 7-year economic plan sion. The Hamhung area is the nonferrous 
(1978-84). In 1983, state revenue grew by metal base. The mines at Choonam, Kam- 
7.5% to 24,883.6 million won (estimated to dok, and Sinpa produce 80% of the coun- 

be about $11.3 billion), compared to expendi- try’s lead and zinc and 70% of the copper. 
tures of 24,018.6 million won (estimated to Mine development was being extended to 

be about $16.0 billion). ‘Tanchon and Yanggang. Construction of a 
The Government targeted industrial de- third separation plant at Kamdok was com- 

velopment at Anju, Chongjin, Hamhung, pleted, expanding lead-zinc concentrate ca- 
Nampo, and Sunchon to strengthen the facity by 150,000 tons per year. The Nampo 
national economy. The Anju area was pro- area featured the construction of a major 
moted as a coal mine base. The coal mines river lock gate project as well as the expan- 
at Chilli, Samchonpo, and Yongnin were sion of the Kangsan steel complex to 3 
under construction for expansion. New coal million tons per year. And lastly, Sunchon 
mines were being constructed at Chang- was being developed for chemicals. 
dong, Soho, Sosa, and Yonpung. Output of
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Table 5.—North Korea: Apparent exports of mineral commodities" 
(Metric tons unless otherwise specified) 

METALS 
‘Aluminum: Meta including alloys, semi manufactures nee NA 1 Mainly to Singapore 
(Cadmium: Metal inchiding alloys ll forms ~~~ 3 20 Alito West Germany. Seppe Fit needing ain 
cores oo 8 2 atttoindonesia, 

Dar rene ere setnces.. T0476 273.966. West Germany 271,641; Japan 1,880. Irdeand stool Metal Behe nnn 140 18297 Japan 8.793 Indonesia 6, Pirton cai eon, folate materia ~~ TB 0 809A dapan, Ferronicon: tess ~ ooo 263 = a9) Alto U SSR. Siiprimasy Grins <—2—CTIIIIIITT aK RKB Talland 2.7 Singnpore Bn ighanfactares. ‘Hare, rode angles, shapes, sections — 3028 LLL Indonesia 97; Malaysia Universal plates sheets =~ =~ TO0 m0 Sagar A: Hig ong. 
Hoop and strip -_———-—-+---==--~ 1500 40 alltolndonedia ieee 2a 88 Singapore 36; Indonesia 30. ‘Tubes, pipes Hinge === 27772222 2st 122 Hungary 94; Singapore Castings and forgings, rough -~~~~~~~~ NA 1 Ailltelndonesia 

Gre and concentrate. === — === Na 107 Allto France. 
Metal naiadiag alloys: m MA Unerought ne 1228 «22815 Japan 10,719; West Germany 10,36. Benteetactires STS TSST ISITE 2 NA Moiybentin Oe consi -- > 2 NA Iver: Metal including alloys, unrought nnd party wrought" value, thousands $19,952 $2825 West Germany 826,59. span: re and eoseiie n> t NA 

"Ore and concentrate_—— =... -----~ 63,985 60.165 Japan 46,886; Yugoslavia 13,279 gts incadingallysanwraighi=——7—2~BBNRO BS Sapen e; Hone Heng LTE 
‘Ores and concentrates. --------— 10 3 Alltodapan Rakes and vestduss 272277222 108 g0n8 “Bo 

'NONMETALS 
Cement nena RBG YB Raypt 39800; USSR. 20926. Glave, wile -=-==s2=nan2o=27 7222220 NA sae AS Japan Diamond: Gers, nod sei or strung “alue, thousands. — 510 $4 France $2. Feria material: Manaactared tom tole ena 

Bioene 2777777227777722II=I2 «= “woes APU. Sc  palemeeereeeiaczed S000 8000 bo Graphite, nataral == -~7722222222222222 8085 THT tapan 5.970; Austria 1,061, 
ween 612824 128972 Japan 89,174; West Germany 27,90 Otlereecscco-222cettaaco tno ars AP USSR. . Mica: Worked including agglomerated spit te ae eee eee 3 2% AlltoIndonesia Precgus and semipreciou stones other than ‘diamond Natural" ‘value, thousands a $16 Alltottaly. Stone, sand and gravel ‘Dimension stoner Crude and party worked 1984 NA Ghavol ond crushed rock Tne rena 205 23) Alito Japan. Quartz and quartate ©<—-—-—-- 2272 vet ean ABS Sulfur Blementa: Crude inchading native an typroducten cnn nee 250 19 All toIndonesia ‘al eto, Sot, promi ——~——> 398035210 All odapan ther Gols nsicssseneuccuecesenamecos 30 eo, Sing and dross not metal-bearing ‘alt, thousands. NA se 
MINERAL FUELS AND RELATED MATERIALS 
GeeeRachrace A ==22--aaooTaaaaTt ass aoa ALS Span 
Petroleum refinery products: ms ‘Rerosineand jet fuel ~---A2-gallon barrels. NA 16000 Dy Dinlate fuel oil --> don NA 28897 allwoSingapore. Exbronis 27-77 ooToaaacacdeo 1280 NA 
Preliminary. Rye ‘fable prepared by Audrey D. Wilkes. Owing toa lack of oficial trade data published by North Korea, this able should not be tober as'a couplets presntatiny of tis countrys mineral trade: Thee data have been sompled from United ‘ations information and data published by the partner trade countries. 
Excludes imports by Sweden valued at $80,000.
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‘Table 6.—North Korea: Apparent imports of mineral commodities! 
(Metric tons unless otherwise specified) 

eo 198 Toma? Principal sources, 1082 

METALS 
Aluminum: ‘Oxides and bydroxides 20 NA Metal inlay aye RAR. Hing Bing RAGE Unereug conc sceswoce ast 2 , 0 : Semimanufaesures~~~~——727277~ ani ‘82 Japan 698; France 109 
Chromium re and concentrate... 14000 -—-16.000 All fromUSSR ‘Oxides and hydroxides -=~~7777 722227 180 ‘SL All from Japan. Cobalt: Oxides and hydroxides —~7~27777777 7 De 
Columbium and tantalusn: Metal including ‘alloy, all forms, tantalum. kilograms. — 516 BSD 

cong: ‘ ‘ re and concentrate. === === 6298 15,517 All from Philippines 
Metal including alloys Beep Seo atenmnneccuee 28 L197 All from dapan Gnwvouge = 22 STS ERSTE NA ‘849 All from Hong Kong. Semimanufactures =~ ~~ ==> ~~> o> 8 4 Japan 82 Switzerland 14 Germanium: Metal including alloys, al forms Iilogeams. NA 200 All from West Germany. Gold: Metal including alloys, unwrought and partly wrought es tray obmces.. NA 8576 Philippines 8.473. 

Irom and steel Metal Berapen ene Na 1,859 Japan 1.546, 
Eig iow cat rea related materials — —_____ 153 ‘NA erroalioys "Ferromanganese 3854918892 AL from Japan, Unapediieg 222 CESSSTTSOTSISST Zor) "Boss Japan 2692 See pig ona = =>TTITTIT TT 36 NA 

smimmanufactures 
Bars, rods, angles, shapes, sections —_.__ 17,260 11,379 Italy 7,968; Japan 3.276 iniversala plates, sheets =" -~~~-- "1838092282 Japan'7 165; Hong Kong 1302. 
Hoopandstrip =~ ---------- fi 120 pant alls and aceessoriea. "77777277777 3985 1,438 All from Japan Winger ee acct sane 559 310 apan 30s 

‘Tubes, pipes fings------~77 >= 10203 ABT_ Japan 680 
Lead ‘Ore and concentrate... ------~ 2028 4807 All from Japan Onis Sees en sacc seen Tane TS NA 2 De 

Metal including alloys Unwrought wo NA 397 Do, Somimanufactures === 7772-7 77777> Na 1 De, Magnesium: etal incuing los al forts —— 2 59° Japan io; Hong Kong 17 
MNOreand concentrate.....------------ 1500-28198. USSR. 28,000 
ye ER BER anak reury=-~-= ==. pound flasks i singapore 160; Japan. Molybderiur: Metal including alloys. all forme wen bens ween Kllograms 2350 6 Allfrom Japan, Nickel Neal ling at bet a cee ae PEON eC eaecipe ie 3 from Hong Ken, 7 1 3 Allftomdapan. 
latin group metals: Metals including alloys, piinnsooabt ad partly wrought roy ounces. NA we 
‘Ore and concentrate... value, thousands. $589 NA Metal inclading sons dbwrought and ae NA S111 Japan 366; West Germany $45. 
Oxides 2 == eee enna nnn 1 @) All from Japan, Metal including alloys Unwrought wor NA 27% Hong Kong 252 atanneseminanestea == OTIS Na 1 Mainly from Hong Kong. itanium: Oxides Ma 109 Japan 91 Metal inchading alloys, all forms =~ ~—~>7 ~~ 5 6 Albfrom Japan 
Tee and concentrate == NA 105 All from Singapore. 

Metal including alloys, all forms -..--____ a 1 All from Japan. 
Zine: ‘Gre and concentrate.-.-------------- "8051 3880 All rom Peru 

Metal including alloys Unwrought 564 NA 
Semimanufachures_2 2222222222222 NA 160 All from Japan, 

ON Ses and hydro 8 14 Singapore 1 ides and hydroxides <== ingopore Base metals including alloys, allforms ~~~ 2 113 Hong Kong 112, 
'NONMETALS 

Abrasives me {atural: Corundum, emery, pumice, te ‘alu, thousands. R NA Dust and powder of preious and sem precious stones excluding diamond do ——— 315 Na 
Grinding and polishing wheels and stones... 24 68 All from Japan. 

See footnotes at end of table.
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‘Table 6.—North Korea: Apparent imports of mineral commodities! —Continued 
(Metric tons unless otherwise specified) 

Commodity 1st cg Principal sources, 1952 

NONMETALS ~Continued 
Asbestos crude_.._-- value, thousands NA $2 A fom dapan 
Boron materials Oxides and acide <= vt 36 Allfrom ley. 
Ceti eee eeee 150 163 France 15 
Glape craic 5-20 Soe UREDOREET SS 3 NA Distomite and other infusorial earth ~~~ ~~~" 8 Na 
Perlilizer materats: Manufactured: eran 600 Na 
feecseec2=277-7TTTTITTTI a SR USSR SOO 
Unspecified and mixed -~~~~~~-7~7~> ° NA 

Graphite natural coos 0777 ST SDSS TE Na “1 Allfom pan 
Gypeum and plaster =~ ~——-1-~2—777 7777 gisd 17,6858 Thailand 185 
Mica: Grade including splittings and waste - % 1 Allrom Japan. 
Phosphorus clemental nnn nen === 20 a Del 
Prehoutand sempre oes oer than 

‘Natural _._.------— value, thousands _ NA 2 Do. 
Synthetic ~~~ 77722 dOn Na $19. All om Switzerland 

galtand brine -77222722227~=2=-no2 198 EL” Alltrom Japan. 
Sodiam compounds, nea ‘Carbonate, natiral and manufactured ——— 1 NA 

Solfeteynatural and manufactured. ~~~ ——— NA All from Japan. 
Stone, sand and gravel: Dimension stone, gaged sntceennsnnen eno NA 348 Mainly from Italy 
“Blemental: Crude including native and yproduch neat n ces ABIES NA Fi Maer eee a 2 Na 

sponta ooo MA 41 Alt fgm Japan 
i steatite, soapstone, purophyllite -——————— 7 

Other Crude seo rene TTT 3 3 De 
‘MINERAL FUELS AND RELATED MATERIALS 
Carbon: Carbon black - --————.-—------== Na @ Do 
Giivendscmccke <= --—----scssscszt BAN 6002. 
Petited percleum gas" «2gallon bare 2 1 Mainly from Teal 

Gaboling weeenn nee do 151 NA . . 
‘Mineral ely and wax ~~~ ~~77777do27>> 23 5010 West Germany 2,754; Japan 1.84 
KKerosine and jet fuel ~~ ~~~ 22 don ——— Bi 295k Hungary 2008 
Distlate uel oit- =~ ~~=—--— ~~ don SA 168082 Ail om Singapore 
Labeeenty oc soap SeTTT DES acon 2abs R381 Japan 3889; Singapore 2.283 
Bitumen and other residues -——~~— "de o NA Bituminous mistures ---~~~~~~~ do 1812 Na Dnopetitel se 2cacactea doce. 1315 1,82) All from Japan. 

"Preliminary. NA Not available. 
‘Table prepared by Audrey D. Wilkes. Owing toa lack of official trade data published by North Korea, this table should 

not be taken ass complete presentation of this country’s mineral trade. Unless otherwise specified, eve data have been 
Eompiled fom United Nations information and data published by the partner trade countries. 

Less than 1/2 unit. 2Bgcludes part of Japanese exports valued at $14,000. 
‘Excludes part of Japanese exports valued at $4,000 *Metallgesellechalt Aktlongesllechat, Metal Statistic, Frankfurt am Main, West Germany. 

LAOS 

Laos was an insignificant world producer adequate transportation facilities and a 
of mineral commodities during 1983, and paucity of either public or private invest- 
the mineral industry contributed modestly ment capital. 
to its overall economy. The export of elec- — The Government is considering exploiting 
tric power to Thailand was the country’s some of the more easily developed minerals. 
largest foreign exchange earner. Gypsum Laos and Czechoslovakia signed a contract, 
was being exported to Vietnam in increas- in January to study the feasibility of ex- 
ingly important amounts. The only metallic _ploiting a sapphire mine in Houai Sai Dis- 
mineral produced in commercial quantity trict in northern Laos. In November, Lao 
was tin in concentrates. and Vietnamese mining authorities met to 

Laos has several known but undeveloped discuss cooperation in mineral development 
mineral resources. In addition to the gyp- in Laos. Vietnam will help in carrying out 
sum and tin, iron ore, salt, gold, gem stones, feasibility studies of coal mining in south- 
potash, and coal occur in potentially com- ern Saravane Province, potash near Vien- 
mercial quantities. tiane (city), and silica in Thai village in 

‘The major factor preventing development _ Vientiane Province. The potash deposits are 
of the mineral industry is the lack of a continuation of the extensive bedded pot-
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ash deposits in Thailand. Development of duction is exported to Vietnam for use in its 
the potash would take a large capital invest- expanding cement industry. 
ment but could have fine export potential to _ The Friendship brick factory was commis- 
virtually any of the southern or eastern sioned in Vientiane in June, with officials 
Asian countries, none of which, except Chi- from both Laos and Vietnam attending the 
na, have domestic production. ceremony. Vietnam provided extensive fi- 

Overall the Lao economy has improved nancial and echnical aid during the plant's 
in recent years, The Government appears to construction. A plant of the same name was 
have adopted more realistic economic poli- reportedly producing at a capacity of 4 
on Growth of real gross national product million bricks per year in Vientiane at least 
(GNP), adjusted for the high inflation rate, a year ago. The present capacity was given 
has reportedly averaged about 6.5% during as 7 million bricks per year. The ceremony 
1979-82. Most of the gains came in the probably was for the completion of an ex- 
agricultural sector. tensive modernization and capacity in- 

It was reported that exports of goods to crease rather than for startup of an addi- 
and through Thailand in FY 1983 totaled tional brickworks in the same city. 
$3.6 million, while imports through and The country’s first mechanized rock quar- 
from Thailand totaled $72 million. Laos ry and crushing plant was completed in 

tbe Nats News Wyoresacsiesfantrepect ae eee crane eae pc open early x in 1983. Named the Pha Hom Roc] luc 
edly valued at $2 million per month. In tion Co., it is located 7 kilometers from 
addition, both the U.SS.R. and Vietnam ‘Thakhek in Khammouan Province. The 
carry on substantial amounts of trade with crushing and screening equipment was in- 

Laos. stalled with Soviet aid and can produce 200 

* conmootry sevew Se ciel ts te nisi 
‘Tin production had been an important size. 

source of foreign exchange before the mines _ The Lao Government has been studying 
were nationalized in 1977. Since then there te eee of paling a all cement 
have been problems with maintenance of Plant in the Vang Viang area for several 
the foreign-made equipment. The Soviets years. Both the U.S.S.R. and Vietnam have 
have been helping to restore production and oo . Potent wee of aid 
modernize the mine and concentration toward the plant. In January, the Lao and 
plant equipment at Phontiou. In the first eames puiniateite of Construction sign- 
quarter of 1983, only 26% of planned tin ¢d a protocol on the construction of the 
production was met because “the first quar- Plant. Capacity of the plant would probably 
ter plan... was spent improving the fac- == oe pees Hen yeer i 
tory.’* Lao officials plan an eventual pro- __Laos produced no petroleum or natural 
duction in the range of 800 tons of tin con- gas during 1983 and was totally dependent 
centrate at the Phontiou facility. on Enportee. ened ‘hrough maaand’ or 

The joint Lao-Vietnamese gypsum mine over rough terrain from Vietnam. To ease 
at Dong Hen in Savannakhet Province con- the transportation problems and cost 
tinued to operate satisfactorily during the involved in importing petroleum products 
year. The 18,000-ton first-quarter produc- through Thailand, Vietnam has agreed to 
tion quota was met, and production contin- aid in the construction of a permanent 
ued at approximately that rate through the pipeline from Vinh in Nghe Tinh to Vien- 
year. In March, a memorandum was signed tiane in Laos. The preliminary survey to 
between Laos and Vietnam regarding gyp- collect economic and technical data began 
sum mining. Since Vietnam was already a in June 1981. The detailed engineering 
partner in the construction and operation of survey got off to a slow start in April 1982. 
the mine, this new agreement could refer to During 1983, progress improved and the 
a previously reported Lao plan to increase entire survey was scheduled to be finished 
production to 200,000 tons per year. The late in 1984. Laying of the pipeline will be a 
deposit apparently is large enough to sus- major project for the Lao economy and 
tain the proposed output over a long period. industrial sector, Pipeline capacity wil be 

1e Lao press has stated that the reserves gin wih 170,000 tons per year. This wil 
at Dong Hen are large and that at a pro- stepped up to 220,000 tons per year and 

duction rate of 100,000 tons per year, it finally to $00,000 tons per year. Petroleum 
would take hundreds of years to mine all storage capacity will also be increased in 
the gypsum. Nearly all of the mine's pro- Laos when the pipeline is completed.
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Table 7.—Laos: Apparent exports of mineral commodities' 
(Metric tons unless otherwise specified) 

Destinations, 1082 
Commodit; 1981 19”! Olga SC y Ge Sechaba 

Copper: Metal inchuding alloys, scrap 6 188 Thailand 108 
Diamond: Gem, not seterstrung 

‘value, thousands... $449 $83 $83, 
Iron and steel, Metal: Seay = NA 1S Alto Thailand 

‘Ore and concentrate Mating ave thowcands — w NA 
‘and partly wrought troy ounces. ao Na ‘Tin: Ground concentiate 22” Onn NA 15 _Allto Malaysia. 

Preliminary. NA Not available. 
‘Table propared by Audrey D. Wilkes, Owing toa lack of oficial trade data published by Laos, this table should not he 

taken as b compete presentation of this countrys mineral trade, These data have ben compiled from United Nations 
{nfoemation and data published by the partner trade countries 

‘Table 8.—Laos: Apparent imports of mineral commodities" 

(Metric tons unles otherwise specified) 
Sources, 198 

Commodi a Me Ee OO y wie Other principe 

METALS 
‘Aluminum: Metal including alloys ll Cee a ahelieraten a 3. Japan 2; Singapore 1, 

m Metal including allo, semi- 
Tonufactares oat a~ nn =~ 1 108 <= United Kingdom 100. 

Iromand see! Meta: Dig ron, cat iron, related materials — ® Na Stool primary forms 1 NA 
Semiae rode angie, hs 153 1088 Japan 785; France 136 anges shapes, sections : _ Japan 785; France 136. 

Universal plates, sects 1g BZ npn 1 aan 4, 
Hoop and stipe NA Zt ~~ ‘Alffrom United Kingdom 
Wieg eee aao no oanoae 16 712 Thailand 603, dapan 101 
"Tabes, pipes, tings ©2227 =o 355 a!) Thailand 375, aly 45 
Castings and forgings, rough ~~ W @ ——  Allfrom Japan. 

Lead: Metal including alloys ‘Gnwrooght 4 4 De 
Semimasufactares~——~~~777—7 2 {52 altfrom Thailand 

tang a pin a * atten 
Semimanufactures”—~~~——-~ ~~ 368 $8012 Allfrom Thailand 

‘NONMETALS 
Abrasives nes. ‘Natural: Corundum, emery, pumice, 

Gtinding and polishing wheels and : ms siding and polishing wheels an onl concen et 19 2. Japan 1; Thailand 1. Gea ee ago) zeit ‘Thailand 12261 Gee ees aesencets 135 4022 Alltrom Thailand. Glave crude 27777 777772777TT2 30 2 ro ANS! Fertiliser materials Grig Re  aceceeneenraes 1 NA Manutactared 
Sitges 222222220700 248 25822 USBR.181; Thailand itrogenoua -~~~~2—727~ Z 181; Pailand 815. 
Phosphatie ~~~ Ser @ Na Poa co % All from Thailand perf and leg ==> = NA Gypoun ant plaster = klograms.- 230 NA Sila: Crate incloding splittings ara pial ccjreneaanogenetthar~ 3 NA 

Than diamond: Netoral alue, thousands NA $52. Thailand $41; West Germany 811 Sodium compounds, nis: ‘Carbonate, natural snd manufactured NA 1. Allfromttaly. Sulfate natural and manutactared iw 58922 Allfrom Thatiana Stone, sand and gravel ‘Dimension stone: Worked... a 108 De Gravel and crushed rock = 2-722 is NA {iiestone other than dimension =~ 2 2 De 
See footnotes at end of table
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‘Table 8.—Laos: Apparent imports of mineral commodities: —Continued 
(Metric tons unless otherwise specified) 

TT —_—— Sources, 1982 
Commodity 1981 2 Tele ottergrinapa 

NONMETALS —Continued 
Sulfur Elemental: Colloidal, precipitated, 

‘sublimed ones NA 8 ___Allfrom Thailand. Sulfuric acid ~~~ -=222222L “0 NA Other: Crude == 2 7~2 2222 NA oN Do. 
MINERAL FUELS AND RELATED MATERIALS, 

Carbon: Carbon black = = = 2 6 as Do. 
Pe aiedon barre NA 88,606 All from Singapore Mineral jelly and wax -do-- 1 i. Netherlands tf; Thailand 20 Kerosine and jet fuel do--— 484500 79.008 > Singapore'78,864 Distillate fuel oll ~~~ ~do--— WA gp ANS Singapore Lubricants." -~ ~~~ do. So 1192 ‘Singapore 1.064; Netherlands 68, Unspecified ~~~ ~~~ “do. 18 0 All rom Thailand 

'Preliminary. NA Not available. 
able prepared by Audrey D- Wilkes, Owing ta lack of fil trade data pubiahed by Lao thie table should nt be taken as a complete presentation of this country’s mineral trade. These data have been compiled from United Nations Information and data published by the partner trade countries, 
2Garepeo qui valad a $5000 ‘Becton pa of Japanese enpora valved a 36,00, 

MONGOLIA” 

Mongolia was the world’s largest produc- posits of lead, molybdenum, gold, tungsten, 
er of fluorspar, accounting for 16% of the fluorspar, and coal in Mongolia’s central 
world mine production in 1983, and remain- and eastern regions. A large mica deposit 
ed an important producer of copper and reportedly was discovered by a joint geologi- 
molybdenum in the centrally planned econ- cal expedition of Mongolia and the U.S.S.R. 
omy countries. Unlike the mineral indus- in the Mongolia Altay Mountains of the 
tries in the Western countries, the Mongo-  Podonchin, Ueng, and Bulgun River basins. 
lian mineral industry continued to expand According to the Central Statistics Bu- 
with technical and economic assistance reau of Mongolia, Mongolian national in- 
from the Soviet Union. The development of come grew 5.8% compared with 7.6% in 
the Dzuuntsagaandel and Bor-ondor fluor- 1982, and gross industrial production in- 
spar mines was completed by yearend. The creased by 81% compared with 10% in 
fourth-phase construction work of the cop- 1982. The continuing growth in Mongolian 
per and molybdenum complex at Erdenet industrial production was attributable to 
reportedly was completed and started to the increase in labor productivity resulting 
operate at full capacity in October. Other from the high level of capital investment in 
Soviet aid mineral projects still under con- the past 3 years of the seventh 5-year plan 
struction included a new cement and lime (1981-85). According to the Mongolian State 
complex at Hotol in northern Mongolia, a Planning Commission, $3.15 billion'* was 
large coal mine at Baga-Nuur near the invested in the national economy during 
Kherulen River, and a major expansion at 1981-83. Of the $1.3 billion capital invested 
the Aduuchuluun coal mine near Choybal- in 1983, about 72% was for industry and 

san. agriculture production. ‘The Mongolian 
As a result of continuing geological expe- GNP was estimated at $1.7 billion, and the 

ditions by the Council for Mutual Economic population was estimated at 1.8 million. 
Assistance (CEMA) countries in Mongolia, ‘The U.SS.R. remained the major trade 
several mineral deposits reportedly were partner of Mongolia. The share of the 
discovered during the year. These discov- U.S.S.R. in Mongolian foreign trade was 
eries included a new molybdenum deposit about 80%. Mongolia imported over 90% of 
in the Kherulen River basin, and rich de- its requirements in machinery and equip-
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ment, 100% of its oil products and semi- of a new ore-dressing plant at Bor-ondor 
manufactured steel products, and 50% of its reportedly were completed at yearend. To 
consumer goods from the U.S.S.R. Mongolia increase labor productivity, additional 
exported over 80% of its output of min- equipment for sorting fluorspar is planned 
ing and light industries’ products to the to be installed in 1984. For the first 6 
USSR. The major export commodities in- months of 1983, the output of fluorspar 
cluded copper and molybdenum concen- increased 5% from that of the same period 
trates, fluorspar, tungsten concentrate, car- in 1982. 
pets, sheepskin, cashmere and camel wool, ‘The new cement and lime complex was 
garments, and knitwear. In 1982, the trade still under construction at Hotol. A railway 
deficit with the U.SS.R. was estimated at and a high-voltage power transmission line 
$412 million compared with $367 million in were also under construction, Mongolia’s 

1981." cement production reportedly dropped 3.6% 
for the first 9 months of 1983 from that of 

COMMODITY: REVIEW the same period in 1982, while lime produc- 
Metals.—Production of copper and molyb- _ tion increased by 3.6%. A 

denum concentrates at the Erdenet Mine Mineral Fuels.—The output of coal in- 
continued to increase. The fourth-phase creased slightly. On development of the 
construction work on the ore concentration Baga-Nuur deposit, the first stage of 1- 
plant was completed in October. By the end Million tons per year capacity was complet- 

of 1983, the ore concentration plant, capable ed in 1982. An annual capacity of 2 million 
of processing 16 million tons of ore per year, tons was planned for 1984, and 6 million 
reportedly was operating at full capacity. tons was projected for 1988. The Baga-Nuur 
‘The complex of Erdenet consists of an open deposit consists of three coalbeds. The aver- 
pit mine, a concentration plant, a mechani- age depth of the deposit is 10 to 17 meters. 
al repair plant, a material and technical The central section of the deposit is the 
supply base, a high-capacity thermal richest with a depth of 28 to 98 meters. The 
powerplant, a 64-kilometer water line from calorific value of the Baga-Nuur coal is 
the Selenge River, a 407-kilometer high- between 28,100 and 29,000 kilojoules per 
voltage electric power line between Darhan kilogram with 33% moisture, 18% to 20% 
and Gusin Lake in the USSR. a highway ash, 0.5% sulfur, and 45% volatile sub- 
between Erdenet and Darhan, a railroad stance. To use the coal for power genera- 
between Erdenet and Salhit, and a town tion, a large coal-processing plant was being 
with a population of 50,000. The output of planned. The estimated coal reserves of the 
the Erdenet complex accounted for 84.2% of area reportedly are adequate for a mine life 
gross production value of the Mongolian of 60 to 70 years. The Aduunchuluun coal 
mining industry and 30% of the country’s mine near the city of Choybalsan reportedly 
export earnings." was undergoing major expansion to raise 
Nonmetals.—Mongolia displaced Mexico the output from 200,000 to 600,000 tons per 

as the world’s largest fluorspar producer. year by 1985. According to one estimate, 
Development of fluorspar mines at Dzuunt- Mongolia’s known coal reserves are about 
sagaandel and Bor-ondor, and construction 16.5 billion tons.** 

Table 9.—Mongolia: Apparent exports of mineral commodities! 
(Metric tons) 

Commodity sai Toe Principal destinations, 1982 
i re : 100 9.000 AlltoUSSR. 

Tronand tack Metal:Scrap2=_2—-----"""> ado 28,700” Other: Ashes and residues -~~~~~~~777777 32 ‘NA 
*Preliminary. NA Not available ‘Mable prepared by Audrey D. Wilkes. Owing to a lack of oficial trade data published by Mongolia, this table should not be tafen as 3 complote presentation of this county's mineral trade. Unless otherwise specified, these data have been ‘ompiled from United Nations information and data published by the partner trade countries ‘Rtatistical Yearbook of Members ofthe Council for Mutual Economie Assistance, Moscow, USSR
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‘Table 10.—Mongolia: Apparent imports of mineral commodities! 
(Metric tons unless otherwise specified) 

"Commodity ao Principal sourees, 1082 
METALS 

Copper: Metal including alloys, semi malar Neha thousands. — #8 NA Irom and steel: Metal 
‘Bg ron, cat iron related materials ———_ 2200 NA Semmimanutactures Wipe eee NA $6 All from Japan Tubes pipes, tings ————— 10,100 Na 

Tungsten Metal ilading alls allformg ineten: eal nclading value thousands 8 NA 
NONMETALS 

Coment <a ceennnnnae------ 711200065000 All fromUSSR. Fertilizer materiale: Manufactared Nitrogenous— 285900182 Phosphate COCUITIICOIIT «sagan 20 
Saltand brine ~~ 27~~7 7777277771 2958080 Sodium compounds, n #8" Garbonave, natural ‘and manufactured cnn 2900 NA Stone, sand and gravel: Dimension stone ‘Crude and partly worked. Fy NA Worked nw ens ==-- === it NA Sulfur Sulfuric acid ~ 5 290 1ST 

MINERAL FUELS AND RELATED ‘MATERIALS, 
Goa Anthracite and bitminous 234,400 Na 
etroleum refinery products “Tabrlcants thousand #2-gallon bartels. 2154 NA Unspecified coe a4si8 NA 

"Table prepared by Audrey D. Wilkes. Owing to lack of official trade data published by Mongolia, this table should aot be talon as eogte foesentaion of tig Soaps mineral trade Utes Sanerone earned. taeda ane oo ompited from United Nations information and data published by the partner trade countries, 
‘Statistical Yearbook of Members of the Counel fr Mutual Beonomic Assistance, Moscow, USS.R. 

NEPAL? 

Mining and quarrying were of little sig- line regarding the mineral sector: (1) to 
nificance to the economy, contributing less attract private and foreign capital and skill 
than one twenty-fifth of 1% of the GDP in to Nepalese mining development, (2) to 
1981, the latest available figure. Nepal was increase national capability in analyzing 
a predominantly agricultural country in and testing of minerals, (3) to make techni- 
1983 with 90% to 95% of the population cal and other services easily available to the 
dependent on subsistence farming for their private mining sector, and (4) to make 
livelihood. Only 1% of the population was existing mining legislation practical and 
employed in the industrial sector. modern. 

Mineral developments that are planned 
for the near term or are underway include COMMODITY REVIEW 
an os lead jpming & Lari in — Work continued at a slow pace on Nepal 

Timal, magnesite and tale mining at Kha- Metal Co. Ltd's lead mining project north ridhunga, limestone and cement production of Kathmandu. The Nepalese army was 
at Hetauda and Udayapur, and marble at helping with construction of an access road Godavari. Several other minerals are mined into the mine and concentrator sites. The 
by manual methods on a very small scale or _105-kilometer road was a major engineering 
are being examined for possible future de- undertaking for Nepal and will be the first. 
velopment. « motorable road into this part of the country. 

Mining development was difficult to fi- The alignment chosen was not the shortest 
nance in Nepal because so little cash flow to the deposit, but will follow a route 
was generated by the agrarian form of through formerly inaccessible mountain 
lifestyle. Almost any development must re- terrain where it will better serve the major 
ly on outside capital investment or grants population in the region. Heavy mining 
or loans of foreign aid. equipment cannot be delivered until the 

The Government's draft sixth 5-year plan road is completed. Currently, access into the 
(1980-85) put forth the following policy out- area takes 4 to 6 days by foot or pack
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animal. The road will open the area to cement plant will utilize limestone and clay 
potential development of agriculture, for- from Sindali and Beltar. The plant will be a 
estry, and tourism, joint venture by the two Governments. In- 

‘The deposit lies at an elevation of 4,419 dia has further agreed to finance the con- 
meters and will be entered through an adit _ struction of a road from Jainagar in India to 
into the side of the mountain. Planned Golebazar on the Mahendra Highway in 
‘output was to be 400 tons of ore per day. Nepal to facilitate movement of equipment 
The ore will be transported by aerial tram- and materials. 
way or slurry pipeline to the concentrator Geological exploration between the Ma- 
at Somdang, well down the mountainside. hakali and Seti Rivers in far western Nepal 
Planned annual output will be 18,700 tons has revealed stromatolitic phosphorites in 
‘of 60% zine concentrate and 2,600 tons of the Baitadi carbonate formation. They were 
60% lead concentrate. located in Bajhang and Baitadi Districts 

‘The Chinese-aided Lalitpur brick and tile and graded from 10% to 26% P.O; (phospho- 
factory completed a new 5-million-brick-per- rus pentoxide) in thicknesses from 1.0 meter 
year production line and overhauled the old to 4.7 meters. This was the first report of 
production equipment. New production ca- phosphorite in Nepal of potential commer- 
pacity totaled 19 million bricks and 1 mil- cial value. Previous reports of phosphorites 
lion tiles. The plant had been losing money were limited to grades of only about 5% 
for 4 years but was expected to have shown POs. 

a profit this year. The Government was considering a feasi- 
The country’s only operating cement bility study for a urea fertilizer plant. The 

plant was being renovated and expanded study would be made with help from the 
from 160 to 400 tons per day capacity. The Japanese. Currently Nepal imports all of its 
expansion at the Himal Cement Co. plant fertilizer needs at a considerable burden to 
was expected to be completed within 2 years _ the economy. 
at a cost of $5 million.* Progress on the development of the Kha- 

‘A milestone was reached during 1983  ridhunga magnesite mine and processing 
when the first of two 58-meter-high homog- plant was marked by the offering of an 
enizing silos was topped out on June 30 at international tender for the major compo- 
the Hetauda Cement Co. construction site. nents of the plant. A rather involved fi- 
‘The slip-formed, reinforced concrete cylin- _nancing system was worked out after sever- 
der was the tallest manmade structure in al false starts and later changes. The Inter- 
Nepal. It was also the first time slip forming _ national Finance Corp. will provide 25% of 
was used on any construction project in the financing, 25% will come from supplier 

Nepal credits from the Indian exportimport bank, 
Construction on the 750-ton-per-day dry- 20% from Nepalese banks, and 15% equity 

process, rotary kiln plant has been under- each will be held by Orissa Industries Pri- 
way since 1978 Published plans call for vate Ltd. of India and His Majesty's Govern- 
completion of the plant by yearend 1984, ment. Cost of the project was estimated at 
but 1985 would be a more likely date. over $25 million. 

Negotiations between Government offi- Manual mining from high-grade outcrops 
cials of India and Nepal on the proposed was producing a small amount of ore. Over- 
cement plant at Udayapur (also spelled burden removal at the Kharidhunga site 
Udaypur and Udaipur) were concluded was continuing. An aerial tramway was 
successfully in June 1983. The plant, which chosen as the best way of moving the ore 10 
will be Nepal's third and largest, will have a kilometers from the mine to the processing 
capacity of 1,200 tons per day. Work on the plantsite. 'The tramway will descend from 
project could begin in 1985 and would cost an elevation of 2,652 meters through rugged 
over $110 million, Demand for cement has terrain to Lamosangu at an elevation of 823 
risen about 10% per year. The proposed meters. 

SINGAPORE” 

Singapore, a free-market economy, does turing, 20%; and other, 18%. Products of 
not have barriers on imports or exports. the minerals sector included small amounts 
‘The GDP in 1983 was $152 billion,* of of iron and steel, which faced keen competi- 
which trade accounted for 24%; followed by tion in 1983 because of less expensive im- 
financial and business services, 22%; trans- ports; about 4,000 tons of tin metal, which 
port and communications, 21%; manufac- was produced from concentrates allegedly
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smuggled out of neighboring countries; and $15 million,” Singapore's oil refiners faced 
aggregates for cement. Domestic production increased competition by the completion of 
of cement supplies about 65% of Singapore's two new refineries in Indonesia and expan- 
demand for cement. sion of refinery capacity in Thailand. Pros- 

In terms of type of industrial production, pects for Singapore's industry, however, 
the value-added output of electronic prod- was brightened with a contract to process 
ucts was $817 million; followed by petrole- 20,000 barrels per day of Chinese crude oil 
um refining, $668 million; and machinery, for 1 year. In addition, Malaysia postponed 
$417 million. In comparison, the value- the construction of a 120,000-barrel-per-day 
added output of cement and concrete prod- refinery and was expected to conclude crude 
ucts was $118 million; other nonmetallic oil processing contracts with refineries in 
mineral products, $28 million; iron and Singapore. 
steel, $53 million; and nonferrous metals, 

‘Table 11.—Singapore: Exports and reexports of selected mineral commodities? 
(Metric tons unless otherwise specified) 

etna, 1882 
Commodity 1981 198 aR y Gale Other (rincipad 
METALS 

Aluminum: Grd ind hydrondes 2a 691 Malaysia 505; Pakistan 176 including allo 
ee ge 6196 7450 Japan 5,535; Malaysia 397 

factures snvn nen 144012055 NA Malaysia 600; Hong Kong 78 
Aatianay: ‘Metal including alloys, all se me 

Quem: Oxide aad hdrodes ———~ 8 WH ___ Malayoin 34; Pakistan 9. 
Hoste nn SH 1508 4m 07%, Japan 2,906; Repulicot area seo Ui@ngought and emimanuectures SATS 140059 Malaysin 12,859; nda 499 ron and steel: Metal 

Seapsce nee kom TTT. nig 574 Thailand 2050; Japan 
Pigiron, cast iron, related materials 7,863 «= .688.= = Malaysia 8498; Burma 978, 
Ferroalloys one n nn EHS 2118 => Indi Malayan 20; North 
Stoel, primary forms. 105203673 Malaysia 632, Semimanofacares.-=2-2°=2--aBS9T8 OL ind Malai ra prune; cae india 2, 
‘Ore and concentrate 500 100 West Germany 00 Oxidant ooo 2 @2 2 Sapan S80; Malaysia 76. Metal incliding alloys 

Be nn geeaagg ~~ 352 2812. India 45; Japan 119. inwrought and semiman- 
facta oploesnocdaase 86212019 105; Tatland 654 Pakistan 

‘Manganese: = ‘Greand concentrate, batterygrade-- _-«27,208-«—« 19,104 Republic of Korea 2,916; India 2.805; Philippines 3807- Oxides —_-- est 2065 Mall North Korea 26 
Mercury. T6pound flasks 398 1450) Mainly from North Korea [Nickel Metal including alloys: Bese ssc mescrs: 503 S325 Japan re ntl gh ned wine 1820 aa india Tab 
Waste and sweepings® 

MMos, thousnds. $2087 $169 Japan ES: Australia $121; United 
Metal including alloys, unwrought mtgen, ‘and partly wrought -de--__—-$3331-—=—«$1,608 «$165. Australia $479; Malaysia $373; a United Arab Emirates $180, 
‘Ore and concentrate 3818 4088 USS.R.2251; Spain 52 
‘Metal including alloys: a ane i Ser eae 40 1851 NA. inwrought and semiman- 

Fes STSSTUTSTS === 18244 187615889 Japan 6181 Netoriand 2905 
Titanium: Oxides 558 685. Malaysia 571; Burma 54; Japan 54 
See footnotes at end of table.
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Table 11.—Singapore: Exports and reexports of selected mineral commodities’ 
—Continued 

(Metric tonsunles otherwise specified) 
aati 

Commodi a Gaited Othe erneipa) 

METALS —Continued 
‘Tungsten: 
"Gre and concentrate... == == on 60. West Germany 181; India 143; epublica Korea 108. pgtalinclading alos al forme = ma 48 Frances aly 
NO 2 son 82 1.324 1,068 =. Japan 781; Australia 87; Burma 76 

Metal including alloy Be ccna all a6 Japan 890; Indi 5. Unwrstght and acniman: ‘mgegitonteemimary 005 ol Malaysia 8.618, Vietnam 145; Phillippines tos 
NONMETALS Asbestos.crudeene-------= 160840 Malaysia 876%; Burma 1 

Borie and withariia 22277772772 E088 Malatsie 081 Austratia L081 United Arab Emnirate 99. 
Boron material: "Grade natal borates ma 303 Allto Malaysia Siisdtndaaae ocETTTIIT 8 18 22 Bhlipines 6b Australia 36, 
coment ens 2088 ——--TTTTTTTTanaget—a3518 TL Malaya $16 Brone 18.129, ‘Acatalia 15807 Claysjcrude A805 STS. Malayan 18,485 Thailand 3.280, Philippines 2000. 
Diamond ‘Gam, not et or str ‘alue thousands. $7818 $18,582 $1,228 Hong Kong $362 Belgium. 

Industrial -_..-------do._-- $09 «$1807 8349 Australia $247 Sdudi Arabia $21; “pan 3201 
Feldepar,uorspar, related materials —— 656 «2915 Malupnin 2801, 
bie ram 124,107. 347,197 China 320,445; Mal: 23,564. Panepiatig SST E TORE ST OS 3,008 190 Philippines 787; Malaysia 327; "Theda fo Potatile oo eeenenneennee= BEM 190007 = China TA Haan 56,50, Bangladesh Unspecified and mixed -------- 78588 «TOSS. Malayein G08 Kampuchea 1,97 Graphite netural one =a aoo 12k sl Malaysia fadibe PTS SooTTT To Tvalae sa. NA Mepsig so cdsg is eee 338 TS __ Malaysia 91; Republic of Korea 90. Misn all forms 7=727----7=7222 Es 2p 2 Mala} Plies China 
Phowphnte cade ooo --—~= «ORY «MRTBL Map 0.178, 

‘ivdroxides, processed. on — eu eat _ Malaysia 584; Burma 20, Pratioutand semprecionssanes other Than diamond” "valve thousands SI0444——SI5605 082 Hong Kong $10.28, Thitnd #2201 
‘Sodium compounds, n.e.s.: Carbonate, ee miamulctred s-™*S CTU gia gat Maing 

‘Elemental: aude including native and Treaties ccaccg- 008 120 Thaland 45 Malay 208, callie precintated, ibiined a0 ta Bs 17 Malaga 08, Patines 94, Se 
Sulfurieacid.. ose Anka aly 296 Bran 

ole, steatit, soapatone,pyrophylite - 122 309 Malays 04 
MINERAL FUELS AND RELATED ‘MATERIALS 

Asphalt and bitumen, natural 7,608—=—«§3810 Malaysia 2206, Burma 021; akon aot Carbon: Carbon black «<< == ——— guar nl Malin GSR Grades ncleding briguats —~—~ oe EIRP <2 Bigatti 1; United 
Coke and semioke ye12 Sood = Malaysia S20; Sri Lanka 4. tisleune rude" thousand 42 gallon barrel. 2682006 Auralin 1.42; Malasia 574 Refinery products: igicied petroleum gos 

do___- 2,280 2,590 = Hates Rog Des, Thailand 46; 

Gasoline do 408218810 Malagla 8241 fran 1485; Australia Tse 
See fotnotes at end af table.
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Table 11,—Singapore: Exports and reexports of selected mineral commodities’ 
—Continued 

(Metric tons unless otherwise specified) 
nk Destinations, 1852 

Commodity 1981 we eye y Grier Other (principal 

MINERAL FUBLS AND RELATED MATERIALS ~Continued 
Petzoleum —Continued Refinery products Continued 

Naphtha ‘thousand 42-gallon barrels 24,406 NA ‘Mineral jelly andwax do. ~~ 85 485) Philipines 136; Smeden 126 
Kerosine and jet fuel do. geo sD Sagan EN Hong Kong dat Malaysia > Distitate fue oi! _——-do.--— 7.622 aot Malaga 12065 Taitana 6008 

Lubricants ——— do. 2866 2617 $0 Malayia 72; Mailand 16; India 
Residual fueloil...do..-- 60 810—=——6,058 3,49 Hag Kong 24,248 pan 12,56; Malaysia 9 

"Revised. NA Not available. *Table prepared by Audrey D. Wilkes. 
Lesa than 1/2 unit 
*May include platinum-group metals. 

‘Table 12,—Singapore: Imports of selected mineral commodities! 
(Metric tons unless otherwise specified) 

Sources, 1982 
Commo 1981 1982 “Wate op wae Other principal) 
METALS 

Aluminum: 
‘Oxides and hydroxides 6625 10,792 8B apan 7.419; China 3,094. ‘Metal including alloys, unwroughé ‘ fndsemimancfactores--"--.— 5625 SRR 2.805 Japan 5216, Australia 570; 

Antimony: Metal including alloys all mee pesca 3 en 
‘Ore and concentrate. ae 35 All from Japan. Oxides and hydroxides’ 2 =222222 2 BTR Sapa; Poland 2, West Germany 

Cobalt: 
Oxides and hydroxides ——— 8 7 = Belgium arombous 2; Canada 2 
Metal including alloys, unwrought — 6 é meee Columbium and tabtaluns:Ore and 

(Capper Metal Tacuding allay 7777 sty nA spper: Metal including al erage eee ers 4.551 5.090 67 Malaysia 4458; Brunet 173. UUnwroughtandsemimancfactures—— S038 BAAR 1.284 Japan i Asirala ae United ingdom 1404. Iron and ste: Eo ‘Tron ore and concentrate excluding parempedpynite TE angst 25.250 Malaysia 25.20 
Serap aaa ieaainsd 777 78,214 93,027 68,250 Australia 18,215; Malaysia 5,913. ‘fon, caat iron, relate 

Naterials snes 6040102665189 Australia 51,527; China 49,685; Japan 
Ferroalioys: ‘ 

‘Ferromanganese— 505 3611. Australia 3.214 Unspecified =~ a 9.070 Tats 8 Atgtralia 3542; New Caledonia 1474; 
ina 1.01 Steel, primary forms 48,698 200821 19,804 New Zealand 47,676; China 90,120, eke ‘Netherlands 29,971 

‘thousand tons. 1.954 210029 Japan 142%; Republi of Korea 
itm-Luxembourg 

See footnotes at end of table.
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‘Table 12.—Singapore: Imports of selected mineral commodities —Continued 
(Metric tons unless otherwise specified) 

Sources BE 
Commodity 1981 ‘2 Yaad ce eaAD 

METALS —Continued 
Lead: “Ore and concentrate ———_—-___- 5.010 128 __ Thailand 90; Morocco 8. Oxides ses = nanan 12 44617 Australia 294; West Germany 78; Japan 38 

Metal including alloys: ‘Scrap ns 167 325. Malaysia 242; Brunei 6. Unwrought. = 72272272227 3.900 S163 Atlin 205; China 218; Thatand 
‘Semimanufactures 665; 982 12 Australia 504; West Germany 110; ‘apan 80, 

‘Magnesium: Metal ineluding alloys, all Meets nnnnnnnn enn 12 St 48 Japan. 
ee Oreand concentrate... 80800-68209 NA, Oxides on 3.103 2502 2 Japan 1.124; Ireland 1.116; China 124, Mercury <== Tipo flasks — a5 Bi76 —26t China 1/102; Netherlands 754 

Gre and concentrate. ---——— 30 2 Metal including alloys, al forms ——— B 3 1 Philippines’ 
Nickel: Metal including alloys: Serapen cs een 135, 195 Malaysia 12: Phitipnines 1 ‘Unwrought and semimanufactures —— 1.638 108 19 New Caledonia 1828 Canada 7; Norway 
Platinum-group metals: Metals including 
Se ETE erihousends. $016 —=«S8BA_——«F128_—_ United Kingdom $18; Australia 80 walle, thousands. : aie Usrgom 884, : 

Sind pasty wun GSM ga.549 3.570 «$80. Australia 81,575; West G ry wong ee ¥ ustralia 81,375; West Germ payne ‘$100; United Kingdom $626. 
Tin: ‘Ore and concentrate 1.996 3041 ‘Thailand 2,036; Burma 86. ‘Ash and residue containing tin ———— oa NA Metal including alloys: Berap ee amen 1,508 627 8 Australia 550; Malaysia 52 ‘Unwrought and cemsimanw Yactures one 1898 Lskl 18 Hing Kong 818; Japan 296; Malaysia 
‘Titanium: Oxides... --.------- 4,099 4696 297 Japan 1,721; Australia 959; West ‘Germany 391 
‘Tungsten: “Oreand concentrate 1,925 Ou NA Burma 616 Tuskey 6; Austalia 56 ag hetlinetading lls alors ~~ co 66 China 83; Austria 15; Australia 10. 
Oxides 494 755 «China 46; France 128; Japan 46. Metal including alloys: Bera ee ee eee 530 292 Malaysia 233, Unvwrought and semimanu- fecuren inna nena 1318221780 1165 Canada 6920; Australia 3880; Pera 

Zirconium: Ore and concentrate 2,081 NA ° 
NONMETALS 

Abrasives, nes: Natural: Corundur, emery, pumice, ef 594 859 560 China 200; United Kingdom 51 ‘Asbestos, erude-- ~~ 2 77 ~—= 16324 20t — 380 Canada 2.512! Australia 200; China 
Barite and witherite-—— 29,698 19494 Thailand 10,621; India 5,750; “Malaysia 2,851 Boron materials: ‘Crude natisral borates 782 3238 Oxides and acids === 29 44) 145 China 175; Italy 108 Cements === ~~ thousand fons 1,954 2865 (Gagan 1 8; Republic of Kore 50; land 2 (CI eerie 5,008 3076 ___‘Thalland 1,176; United Kingdom 975; 
Chay eras 2467 69025 44788 Malayata S09: Went Germany 4,784 Unlted Kingdom 4152 Diamond: ‘Gem, not st or strung. value, thousands. $45,824 «$47,876 $2,594 Israel $15,800; Belgium-Luxembourg 

$11,594 India $10,041 Industrial do... $8.50 $8555 $002 —Belgm-Lunemboung $718; Hong ong $553; avael $526, Diatomite and other infusorial earth 555 106 817 dapan 110; China 105. Feldspar, fuorspar, related materials —— 5,550 ns8 Ching 2,17; India 1.917; Thailand 

See footnotes at end of table.
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Table 12.—Singapore: Imports of selected mineral commodities: —Continued 
(Metric tons unless otherwise specified) 

So 
Commodity 1981 « Yaited Other (principal) 

NONMETALS —Continued 
Fertilizer materials: Manufactured itopenous nn nonnnnns=---~ M685 AUNTS GIES. 25875 Qatar 40017 Bast, Germany 1 es 488782004 Malaysia N16 Polaisie “~~~ 77772222 2so2 gnats aanshh 5 Cana Od raat 25; 

pect andimined The 969110 Wk Cen 11 Finland 8.00, alayeia Graphite, natural === 54 58318 Chyna A Rep or Kore 20, ‘Japan ymand plaster ...---------SRS2— 17,806 85Austalla 1.288, Japan 91,288; na - : ea a ‘Thailand 13143, 
Magnesite ~~ 27727772778 "31 G08 35 China S16; Japan 100; Norway 72. Micayall forias == ~~722777722227 1315 aah 287 nda sol; China 20. Phosphates,crude -=2--=-2------ 22502 kritman land 18201; Torael 5958; > “onuhawa Japan 1549. ents, mineral: Iron oxides an “ivdroxides processed === S16. ——2DL_1S2__ Was Germany 842 China 68 Japan 
Prgelots id tesinrosinnn ents ober . an diamond: NetaraP °°" value, thousands. S25784 $25.05 $54 Keay SG 64 Hog Kong 8.05, 

Synthetic === -do_-- $228 ses Japan fT Ho ong 359; 
Saltandbrine ant 61708160 That 702%, Avstraia 12,79 Herael 3,786 Sodium compounds, nes Carbonate,manufaetured. 284891416 1_—Kenya 11,524; East Germany 981; 

‘United Kingdom 882. Sulfate, manufactured ans NA sulfur: 
ardent a iyprodue ey a a9 87 __ Poland 20; Republic of Korea 17 suns th edited aie’ a ah ag Geo lan 

‘Tale, steatite, soapstone, pyzophyllite —— 9,000, 7660145, Onan i Rep blic of Korea 1,204; forway MINERAL EUBLS AND RELATED (ATERIAL 
‘Asphalt and bitumen, natural ———— Let 4945-86 Thyland a0; pan 88; Republic 

Carbon: Carbon black =.= Tass 71062208 Lela i Japan 1.01; Went rman 31 Coal All grades including briquets ———_ 3198 2488 8d Japan Si; Canada Coke snaemivokensvnansn-n => Nar EL QFN 84 hina 84; tong Kong 
Petroleum: Grade” thousand s2gaton bare. 294.251 TS. Malai 2001 ra 28,712; rane 8: Refinery products: 

Ugh petrol eas a 
Gasoline -d007=> OF 225A Bahrain 1.707, Australia 87, ‘Republic of Korea 158 Naphtha —___ do. .a84 NA ‘Mineral jelly and wax do ~~~ a 18 11 China 148 Japan 6 ‘erosine and et fuel ~~do- == veld 9h Malaga 108 Rowaits; Bra 
Distilatefueloil do. 3285816516 China 1949; Bahrain 1,297; Australia “a. Lubricants -._-----da.--- 400 608 9k Aaa 250 Nethrtande Ann 

Residual fuelol—-—.do.--- 28,096 483805 4,988 ‘Kuwait 14360; Bahrain 9,126; Saudi “Arabia 4.068 
NA Not available 
‘Table prepared by Audrey D. Wilkes. 2Lese than iP
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SRI LANKA 

‘The mining industry has been at a rather venture with the old Ceylon Cement Corp. 
low level of activity following the national- to establish a new cement plant. It is 
ization of most of the mines beginning 15 believed that the Ceylon Cement plant at 
years ago. Most mining is now by two state- Kankesanturai will continue to operate 
‘owned companies—Ceylon Mineral Sands Limestone reserves near the plants are 
Corp. and the State Mining and Mineral sufficient for many decades of operation. 
Development Corp. (SMMDC). Private-sec- The development of infrastructure and 
tor mining is mainly gem stones. tourism has led to a greatly increased de- 
SMMDC has the responsibility of operat- mand for cement, and both companies’ out- 

ing most of the graphite mines, which were _ puts will be needed. 
nationalized in 1971. Traditionally, the is- Fertilizer Materials.—The start of con- 
land has provided very high-quality graph- struction on the 600,000-ton-per-year phos- 
ite to the world. SMMDC also operates phate fertilizer project awaited final ap- 
several mines producing mica, phosphate proval of the Sri Lankan Government. 
rock, and other nonmetallics.” Mining and When approval is granted, Agrico Chemical 
quarrying accounted for 3% of real GDP Co, of the United States, 49% partner with 
and showed a growth of 4.1% in 1982. SMMDC, will make a detailed geologic 
Overall real growth for 1983 was 4.9%. study to confirm and define the phosphate 

The Geological Survey Department reserves. The mine, railroad, and fertilizer 
has been improving its capabilities in explo- plant are estimated to cost over $400 mil- 
ration geology and applied research with lion, 
the assistance of the Asian Development Gem Stones.—Gem stone mining has been 
Bank and foreign consultants. Implemen- an important money earner for the country 
tation of the plans will take 5 years and cost since ancient times. The official value of 
$22 million.” The overall program will production and export of precious and semi- 
eventually include regional geochemical precious stones probably exceeded any oth- 
and geophysical surveys and airborne mag- er mineral commodity in most years. Actual 
netic, radiometric, and electromagnetic sur- values were considerably higher than offi- 
veys covering appropriate structures of the cial statistics because of illicit export trade. island. The immediate purpose of the aerial “Traditional primitive, one-person or 
survey was reported to pinpoint target ar- family-sized diggings still produced most of 
eas for detailed ground followup work on the stones in 1983. The gems occur in small, uranium and thorium (radiometric); iron Virtually random pockets and lens of pres. 
ore (magnetic); and pyrite, chalcopyrite, and ent and fossil riverbed gravels. A pocket is 
graphite (electromagnetic). worked by screening and panning for a few 

Sri Lanka produced and exported several weeks or months until the values no longer 
mineral concentrates derived from its pay and then abandoned. A recent attempt 
heavy mineral sands in 1983. High-grade 2 mechanization in areas to be flooded by 
graphite was produced and exported. Near- new reservoirs was not commercially suc- 
ly all gem stones except for diamond and ceseful and apparently has been terminat- emerald were produced in significant quan- oq. 
tities, Some were exported rough, but @ “Graphite —The plan to modernize the 
ore tty aide Jrontly to the value of ST@Phite industry with the aid of a Belgian 

the gem in ote greatly consultant was delayed because of high 
So Lanka relied entirely on imports for interest rates and low world demand. The 

§ Finance Ministry was expected to grant its mineral fuel needs. ‘3 approval when economic conditions im- 
prove. The project will aim at increasing 

COMMODITY REVIEW production to nearly 17,000 tons per year in 
Nonmetals.—Cement—Lanka Cement 5 years. 

Corp. Ltd. inaugurated its first kiln early in In line with the Government’s policy to 
the year at Kankesanturai. The second unit develop a more open economy, participation 
was scheduled to go into operation before in the graphite industry by private individ- 
yearend and bring its capacity to 600,000 uals was being encouraged. Although no 
tons per year. Lanka Cement was formed in mining was presently being undertaken by 
1980 as a public company. It formed a joint organized private industry, family and
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small mining groups were encouraged to to establish a wet magnetic separation 
reopen some of the old abandoned workings plant to produce 150,000 tons per year of 
with technical advice from SMMDC. On a__ ilmenite. The new facility would use lower 
large scale, a plant to process up to 1,200 grade but more extensive beach deposits. It 
tons per year of lump material into flake will increase the ilmenite available for the 
graphite was being set up by a family with a company's planned ilmenite beneficiation 
long history in the graphite industry. operation and provide additional amounts 

Domestic consumption of graphite was of nonmagnetic tailings for rutile, zircon, 
only about 200 tons per year. SMMDC was and monazite production. The company has 
therefore seeking to set up a graphite-based also been looking for a foreign collaborator 
industry in Sri Lanka with the aid of a to establish downstream rutile and tita- 
foreign collaborator. The partner would be _ nium industries. 
expected to supply up to 49% of the invest- Mineral Fuels—The country produced 
ment and contribute technical expertise, no domestic mineral fuels and continued to 
machinery, and marketing know-how out- welcome foreign collaboration in its petrole- 
side the country. SMMDC would provide um exploration program. The Indian and 
raw materials for the test work, power, Sri Lankan Governments signed an agree- 
water drainage, and infrastructure. Four ment to share geophysical and geologic data 
projects were being proposed—cinema car- in the Gulf of Mannar and Palk Straits. 
bon arcs and carbon electrodes; carbon During the year, the Seahawk consortium 
brushes for electric motors; colloidal graph- relinquished block 2. Most of the eastern 
ite lubricants, greases, and paints; and and southern shore concessions were open 
graphite crucibles for the export market. at yearend. In April, a seismic option con- 
Graphite crucibles for the domestic market tract was signed between R. J. Walker Oil 
were already produced in a 100-ton-per-year Group of the United States and the Govern- 
plant owned by Ceylon Ceramic Corp.*? ment covering blocks 5 and 8.8 

Mineral Sands.—Plans have been made 

Table 13,—Sri Lanka: Exports and reexports of selected mineral commodities! 
(Metric tons unless otherwise specified) 

tintin, 1982 
Commodi 1981 1982 Gael * alte ‘Other (principal) 

METALS 
Iron and steel: Tron ore and concentrate 

excluding roasted pyrite —— 9.205 9.230 Mainly to Netherlands eed: Metal including alloys al orm — 51 > India 8, ‘Titanium:Oreandconcentraie = S2816 14,144 5,000 Japan 9,44, 
NONMETALS 

Fertilizer materials Manufactured, 
nitrogenous. nnn @) 40855 Mainly to Burma. Graphite, natural = 4330 2903 680. Japan 577; United Kingdom 510; 

Mica: Crude inchuding splittings and Aaualn SS Waste we nnnt ener a 1398 1007 __ Japan 948; Belgium-Luxembourg 42 Precious and semiprecious stones other 
Natural... carats..—-281,888 231 61, ingore 3278 Japan 98.245 
Synthetic do 13,568 5.905 927 Japan 1s72 Saltand brine <-==227777-s W512 ats “Bangladesh 12,763; Tanzania 8,350; Kenya 2,000 

MINERAL FUELS AND RELATED ‘MATERIALS, 
Petroleum: 

Partly refined..._42gallon barrels. 1,191 1267 __ Alto Maldives. Refinery products: Ronbnker ol efied petroleum gas Haveled petroleum 53 1 Do. Gasoline dona 1.538 a 1 Do. Kerosine and jot fuel 
do a5TG 1918 __ Mainly to Maldives Distillate fuel oildo---- 162248 185,320 «7 Mainly to Yemen (Aden). Residual fuel ol —-doo--_ 189,122 TH L>Allto Singapore Dubrieants ~~ "doc = 8 <2 Singapore DE. Belgium Luxembourg 

Nonlubricating ols 
bunk do. 820,582 1,972,597 Singapore 872,281; Malaysia 500,316 

Mjet fue)... do 8136806657720 
See footnotes at end of table.
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Table 13.—Sri Lanka: Exports and reexports of selected mineral commodities’ 
—Continued 

(Matic tons unles otherwise pei) 
———_——_. iain 

Commodity wae Ge 

MINERAL FURLS AND RELATED NAYERIALS“Conunucl 
Petzleum ~Continued tint plus “Continued at sal 

Distillate fuel oi ‘lon bps. 28a sag Residual tele aes Bepaleloll--geo-: MO 
"ale prepared by Audrey D Wilkes 
Less than 1/2 unit. 

‘Table 14.—Sri Lanka: Imports of selected mineral commodities" 
(Metric tons. unes otherwise specified) 

—_"--.-—i 
Comet 8 y Gated Other prin 

METALS 
‘Aupigum: Metal incdng alleys al juminum: Metal including alloys 485015 46% United Kingdom 80, oor esneee 

Copper: Metal including alloys all forms 1863 2,081 India 43; Australia 412; Japan 307 ebeena ce: ta Pe eee enn 196 2 Norway 19: India Sener yiora T2277. Reaitcat Muth Arica 5,998 “Bintabe 2808 Semimanufactures.-.-----RRABL. «SLT 1218 Japan SSD, Republic of South At Tey cingayere StS! Lead: Metal including alloys al forms wer ost 9 Abstain a 
Meg ere Metal re and concentrate: Metallurgica gta Singapore 889; United Kingdom 27 peiberaeecsarersnoc tie Tay => Sinuebore Soe relond tenia 10. Mote o-"7- "pound fk 3 Mati Australi, Molybdenn Stal including alloy all eect a eee 2 y= Many rom Switzerland seta incu aloy lta ~~ rd MB 22 ged redom 38% Germany 
"Tungsten Metal including alloys ll Mia eel ene eas. a 1811 Swoden 77; Netherlands 4 
Sides a 510 __ China 24; United Kingdom 77; West 
Bh 5 A fee Uh King Mota ncludig alloy al forms => sh ash Mapen Buoy Australis, 

NONMETALS 
Aibeson onde nn ARR Canada AD Australia 98; 

Uruguay 250, Cement nee gT] Sapam SBOB Konya 7.00, Shape ooicccccaccoaet UNSERE DTRREERRSG SRT tMecom 0; "pan 8 Diagonal Sonchot sto sir ‘Value, thousands. ‘qo2 HOTS Balgum-tugebours 85985; United fa Industrial __—_----—-- value. "518601 «$49. =a in Uned Kingdom, 
acy 13,30 1778 Egypt 14457; Jordan 3,3 ge materials 880 TTB Rayne 14457; onda 3.00, 
Manufactured: e moet cu saccssauec, 89 + 187 United Kinurdom 62 Netherlands 0, Sanaa Ninoqenmns —---------- jase 2s an Ss Sal Arabia Broa’ 2coccccccccz: BSE BBSSS st PLS th Scene foo, Poagicn -—~--2-----2- 72805 TSB Canada 30.000; West Germany eos USSR Inns Unepecifed and mived.—«S8510.-=—=«16756—BL_—_—Sapun 1600. 

See footnotes at end of table,
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Table 14.—Sri Lanka: Imports of selected mineral commodities! —Continued 
(Metric tons unles otherwise specified) 

— TT reg 
modi 98 “Ga Gommoliy see Gite Other (rincipa 

NONMETALS —Continued 
rpsum and plaster ———= ==. 1608 2.630 Andi 1,976; West Germany 440. 1 thio hans nace 482 a ‘All rom Japan, Pigments, mineral 
Netoraterude "1 30. Mainly from fndia, 

Iron oxides and hydronides, processed 525 ast 7 Japan 500; West Germany 225. Pegi andamiprecious wanes other 
Natural. -—----_-_value $4321 $486,660 $9,510 Switaerland $294,817; Belgium- ‘Luxembourg $515,133 Synthetic. -- do. "$8,181 BITS «$6T2—_Auatralia S4.288. Sodium compounds, ne: Carbonate, ‘manufactured enn 300 sgn 5 Ded Kingdom a7 258, Stones sand and gravel —>2->22T=> > tee "305 «India 870; Malaysia {12 Sulfur 
Elemental, all forms. 463 58. Singapore $56, Thailand 55, Belg Lanerbours 8 

‘Sulfuric acid_________ 455, 353 ~ 5 West Germany 151; Singapore 122, ‘Tal, steatite, soapstone, pyrophyllite —— 11048183 China 10 Faia om 
MINERAL FUELS AND RELATED ‘MATERIALS 

Coal: All grades including briquets 31348767 Republic of South Aftica 31,172; 
cel inser 1.600 958 eee bi ke and semicoke 6 SB. Japan 288; Si 5; Republic of , ‘Sathainca tio Petroleum 

‘Grude” thousand 42¢allon barrels. 12,88. Saud Arabia 6,357; Tran 618 
= thousand ea Malaysia 1,815. % Refinery products 

‘Liguefied petroleum gas value $350,212 «42284 = ____ Mainly from Singapore. Gasoline © -A2gallon barrels @) "3508 <= Mainly from italy. 
Mineral jelly andwax --do---- "680815803. 63_—China 12896, Japan 1.338 
Kerosine and jetfuel-—-do "168.1706 IBE —<_— Kuwait 117,007, Singapore 69,087 
Distillate fuel oil . _ -—do____ "356,174 478,924 . Mainly from Singapore. 
Lubricants = 0222 —do. HAGE “T6H69 L788 Singapore 1, Netherlands 2685 fen Germany 2035, Bituminous mistures_.do. ais 12 Mainly fom United Kingdom. Petroleum coke = ~ndo- ~~ 88,638 @ Mainly from India 
Unspecified .------do-—-- 158.924 93821 )_—_‘Singupore 47,597; West Germany 084 

sei 
‘Table prepared by Audrey D, Wilkes. Less than 1/2 unit 
Revised to zero. 

VIETNAM®* 

A number of minerals were produced in ets was a very intensive effort to develop a 
relatively small quantities, the most impor- viable oil exploration program. They have 
tant were coal, cement, chromite, phosphate set up an exploration support base at Vung 
rock, and tin. ‘Tau on the coast southeast of Saigon. Viet- 

A small amount of anthracite, chromite, nam produces a small amount of natural 
and tin were exported, but phosphate rock, gas but no crude oil. The potential for 
formerly an important export, has not re- offshore discovery was considered quite 
covered its previous position since the good. U.S. companies announced oil strikes 
mines were destroyed in the 1979 border off the Mekong Delta just before the United 
hostilities with China. States withdrawal from Vietnam. The first 

Soviet aid played a critical role in the offshore oil well is believed to have been 
Vietnamese economy in 1983. This aid was _ spudded before yearend. : 
particularly apparent in the coal industry Comments in the Vietnamese press indi- 
where a number of projects were underway cated that management problems in the 
or planned to begin soon. The tin industry mineral sector were still not completely 
has also received technical and material resolved and were the basic cause of the 
assistance from the U.S.S.R. The potentially failure to meet the planned coal and other 
most important help furnished by the Sovi- mineral production.
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Electric power shortages were a continu- The new tin concentrator at Tinh Tuc was 

ing problem throughout the country and recently completed with Soviet aid and has 
compounded problems at several mines. a design capacity of 555,000 cubic meters of 
New electric power capacity is being added ore per year. 
as rapidly as engineering and financing can _ Nonmetals.—Cement.—Problems plagued 
‘be arranged. A major step in relieving the _ the cement industry during the year even 
immediate shortage was the inauguration though production. jumped to a record high. 

of the first generating unit at the Soviet- Some of the problems contributing to the 
aided Pha Lai thermal powerplant. The poor performance included electric power, 
110,000-kilowatt unit is the first of four transportation, communications, supplies, 
similar units. work force, and management. 

‘The Bim Son cement plant, built with 
‘COMMODITY REVIEW Soviet aid, began production from its first 

' ay 600,000-ton-per-year kiln in February 1982 
Metals—The Tinh Tuc tin mine reported- a 

ly overfulfilled its planned output for the Put produced only 182,500 tons in the first 6 
vor This wes accomplished by reorganiz. months of 1988. Electricity was lost 108 
Teer ne prodaction flowsheet and making times during the first 9 months for a total of 

the transportation of ore and overburden 992 hours. As a result, the kiln was out of 
more efficient. The problem of trucks wait- Peration for 81 days. : 
ing for ore at one working face and shovels, Worker training proved to be inadequate 
waiting to fill trucks at another had been fF Proper operation of the sophisticated 
causing a considerable loss of production, Plant. Worker attendance and operating 
‘The problem was apparently rectified in the Problems apparently | became _ serious 
third quarter of the year. Management also enough that “each Soviet specialist agreed 
rovised the wage system and awarded in. % Work alongside a number of Vietnamese 
Greased payments to the workers in accord. Workers and provide them with guidance in 
ance with the quality and volume of ore everything from arriving at work on time to 
extracted, transported, and sorted. The certain manual skills and the operation of 

quality of food available to the miners has ™machinery.”* Onsite classrooms were set 

been improved, thereby resolving a morale Up to teach both theory and practical appli- 
problem that also affected production. cation to the workers, the majority of whom 

‘At least one of the pits in the Tinh Tuc Were recruited from the countryside and 
mining area was having water-related prob had no mechanical or technical experience 
ems as the open pit operations went deep- By yearend, the Vietnamese workers were 
er. Mud was bogging down vehicles, and “able to operate practically all of the ma- 
makeshift pumps and mud-removing pipes chinery and equipment at the plant." 
were installed to dry the workings. It was _ Problems of management have been men- 
discovered that the waste mud had signifi tioned by Government officials and in the 
cant tin content, and screens were installed party press. The fact that a new plant was 
to recover “several hundreds of kilograms operating at only 44% of capacity after 2 

of tin ore.” years showed the inadequacy of planning 
‘At the Thap Luc ore bed, efforts were and management that pervade the cement 

made to move ore a short distance uphill to industry. 
drier ground so that a small-scale sorting The second kiln at Bim Son was put into 
system could be operated during rainy days. trial production in November and operated 

"At the Son Duong Mine, the scavenging of satisfactorily for 5 hours. The new kiln was 
ore spilled along the road and from overbur- expected to be officially inaugurated before 
den dumps yielded 50 tons of 70% tin yearend. It was interesting to note that the 
concentrate in 1983. Rerunning old tailings planned production for Bim Son was set at 
at Tinh Tuc through the new concentrator 500,000 tons or 42% of capacity for 1984. 
yielded an additional 92 tons of concentrate. This could indicate that raw materials, 

Despite press coverage of tin mining im- transportation, or electricity supply prob- 
provements and problems, it was difficult to lems had not been solved and that manage- 
make realistic assessment of tin production ment did not realistically expect improve- 
from Vietnam's several operating mines. ment during 1984. 
‘An improvement of 20% was reported for The Hoang Thach cement plant began 
1983 for pure tin ore, but it was not stated if trial operation with good results in 1983. 
this applied to the Tinh Tuc Mine or to This 1-million-ton-per-year plant, con- 
production as a whole. structed with Danish and Japanese aid, has
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received little press coverage. Smooth oper- site has peeled off hundreds of thousands of ation of the Hoang ‘Thach and Bim Son cubic meters of earth and rock.”** An addi- plants could easily double the 1983 produe- tional deeper lying ore body was being 
tion in 1984. investigated, 

The old Haiphong cement plant produced Mineral Fuels.—Coal. Despite emphasis 160,500 tons during the first 6 months of on increasing coal production and exports, 
1983 and was the only plant to meet its the tenor of Government press releases production goal. indicated that this, the third year of the 

The small vertical kiln, batch-type ce- 1981-85 plan, was not a complete success. ment plants, operated by city or Province Transportation problems continued to limit authorities, produced 132,000 tons of ce- efficient distribution of coal. Also, mainte- ment for local consumption. This locally nance of mine equipment and vehicles was produced material had adequate strength extremely poor by world standards and was for small building projects, created local recognized as a major problem by high employment, and lessened the burden on Government officials. Poor worker training, the overtaxed transportation sector. poor food, and low morale also contributed A Lmillion-ton-per-year production line to inefficiencies of the coal sector. 
has been under construction for several The Soviet Union has been helping the years at the old Ha-tien cement plant 245 coal industry expansion since the 1960s. It kilometers west of Saigon. The plant was has supplied project planning, equipment, being aided by France. construction materials, and on-site techni. With completion of the Hatien plant, cal instruction. Of the 12 major operating over 3 million tons of new capacity will be coal mines, 6 were built and expanded with available to the Vietnamese construction Soviet help. These six produced over 80% of industry. Movement of this material to the 1983 production. Several factories spe- market by the already inefficient transpor- cializing in repairing and manufacturing tation network is expected to be very diffi- spare parts for coal mining equipment were cult and could limit production unless an also aided by the Soviets. Despite the aid, 
efficient distribution system is implement- the output of coal has not risen in propor. ed, tion to the capacity of the new and expand- Fertilizer Materials.—The Lao Cai apatite ed mines. To combat the problems mention- mine continued to increase production, but ed above, the Soviets have agreed to greatly at a rate that is believed to have been increase the technical and financial assist- disappointing to planning and trade offi- ance so that all existing projects can oper- cials, Vietnam was formerly a major export- ate satisfactorily. The vehicle maintenance er of apatite, but Vietnamese production installations will be expanded for general 
capacity was virtually destroyed in 1979 repairs. 
during the border conflict with China. Since _In addition to bringing the mines to their then, the mine has been slow in regaining designed output, the two Governments have old production levels. Production was less agreed to develop additional mines and than 9% of the 1978 level in 1982 and only expand existing ones. The agreement covers 
climbed to 11% of the 1978 level in 1983. the following: 
For 1984, the plan is to produce enough ore 1. The expansion of the Na Duong coal to make 270,000 tons of superphosphate and mine from 200,000 to 600,000 tons per year. 100,000 tons of roasted phosphate. This project is expected to ensure an ade- The Van Dien phosphate fertilizer plant quate supply of high-quality coal to the Bim in Hanoi increased its output significantly Son and Haiphong cement plants. It is by remodeling the kiln and support equip- expected that mine production would be ment to take domestic anthracite coal rath- 400,000 tons per year by 1985. Expansion of er than expensive imported coke. The new the Na Duong Mine began in 1983. capacity of the kiln is 50,000 tons per year. 2. Expansion of the Mae Khe Miné from 
Sulfur.—Geologic exploration has been 500,000 to 2,100,000 tons per year and the completed and overburden removal began addition of the coal sorting plant. The at the Giap Lai Mine, Vietnam's first iron output will be dedicated to the new Pha Lai pyrite mine. The mine is located in Vinh thermal powerplant, the largest thermal 

Phu Province northwest of Hanoi. More powerplant in the country. 
than 300 workers and cadre are reportedly 3. Expansion of the He Nui Hong coal working around the clock. “Combining mine from 100,000 to 500,000 tons per year. manual work with mechanization, the work 4. Acceleration of the construction of the
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Cam Pha engineering plant and the Cam “The Banglades ical yea bine July of year tated 
athe Bangladesh Obser ser (Dhaka) in Bogs ; 

Pha truck Grerhaul tactory:-These plants: aye te 
will be designed to make spare parts and to ‘Page 12 of work cited in footnote 3 
handle major repairs on all types of vehicles road Gos earn THe Lana ee 
and mining equipment. Gham ndusiry New Caleta W125 No. Now 

5, Preparations for the construction of the — 195%.. 57 ‘ . 
Nui Beo coal mine. 1 seats Foripn Baka rem” mire) speci 

Petroleum and Natural Gas.—The Soviet” #By 8. Chin, physical scents, Division of Foreign Data 
Union has delivered more than $128 million long Kong Government 195) nna a Eo 
of oil and gas exploration-development Hong Kong dollars (HKS) to US. dollars at the rate of 
equipment to Vietnam since 1980. They  HAS631 USI) fo Meas at scientist, Division of 
have been trying to build a Vietnamese Foreign Data . . 
capability to explore the promising areas off 98 P Chi, physialstentist, Division of Foren 
the Mekong and Red River Deltas. They are _“4gy Gordon L. Kinney, physical scientist, Division of 
particularly optimistic about the Mekong  Feysign Data tropes 
Delta where U.S. oil companies reported 4/29" giy, Vor Browtouts, Far Fas Wi2hi/ 
favorable oil strikes in 1974. *SVientiane, HENG NGAN in Lao 115, June 1983, p.5 

Barlier onshore exploration yielded a °upg{3PHS Histo Sop: 25 1O8)SE ASIA Rep. 13 
small natural gasfield southeast of Hanoi. Where necessary, values’ have been converted from 
‘The output from the field is currently dedi- Mongolian tugriks (Tug) to US. dollars at the rate of 
cated to operating a gas-turbine-powered "Sar Eastorn Economic Review (Hong Kong). Asia 1984 
electric powerplant. ‘Yegrbook. P. 224. . 

"This year's aid by the Soviets was high- ph'Gcr sige pig Vumnbatar: Industral Giant of 
lighted by the July delivery of a 1,600-ton- " #!———; Pride in One's Calective. June 10,1988, ».2 
capacity floating crane to Vung Tau after a tee Bage uk ew ara Conn the 
13,000-kilometer tow from the Baltic Sea, MPR No’ Mar, 1963 pp. 4751 ‘ 
The crane will be used to assemble drilling ug Nee, Ne adiaoel Use af Heeacii's Coal Reson 
platforms at sea. iy Gordon L. Kinney, physical scientist, Division of 

‘The joint venture company Vietsovpetro,  FSSfrctha PL. The Past, Present Situation and Future 
which was formed in 1982 after the last of prospect of Minéral Resourocs Development in Nepal 
the foreign concessionaires withdrew, was Miner. Explor. Dev. Board Tech, Paper TP/24/81, Feb. 
believed to have started drilling by yearend —*ivnere neomary, valet have been converted frm ese to, US. dollars at the rate of 108s oft the Mekong Delta from a fixed at Oia ta 

3 By B. Chin, physical scientist, Division of Foreign 
It is estimated that Vietnam imported Dats. cannes 

between 1.8 and 2.0 million tons of refined gingvR? Bi Ra ot Sollars at the sate of 
oil products during the year. Even at the St) esti is, wba, Sis 
concessional rates granted by the Soviets, grunt Vhs Noa. ETOP 
this $400 million outlay was a severe bur- | fy Gordon L. Kinny, physical scents, Division of 
den on Vietnam's poor economy. Any crude Feygien Data 
rs f Indian Mining & Engineering Journal. V. 22, No. 6, 
oil strike that can be brought into produc- June all pik"s © SSNS" # ‘i 

i a ie ‘3°Where necessary, Sri Lankan rupees (SLr) have been. tion at less than what Vietnam is currently, "Where resewary, Sei Lankan supe 
paying for imported petroleum would be "fining Magazine. V. 150, No. 5, May 1984, p. 464 
expected to be developed. Not only would it industrial Minerals (London), No, 198, Oct. 1983, p65 
benefit Vietnam, it would ease the Soviet _sahettaleum News V1 No. a ee Di : Wy Gordon L. Kinney, physical scientist, Division of 
burden of transporting and financing the FagsimDaa™ 
i “EHlanot Nhan Dan in Vietnamese, Nov. 2, 1988, p.2. imports each year. mene ag P 
Se 27Work cited in footnote 

iy, Gurdon U. Kinney, physic! scientist, Divison of Hani pres lesen Visine, Mar. 21, 1986p 3 
orelgn
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‘Table 15.—Vietnam: Apparent exports of mineral commodities* 
(Metric tons unless otherwise specified) 

ee 
Commodity 1981 Tom Principal destinations, 1082 $$$ nee Princip dastinations 1908) 
METALS 

Aluminum: Metal including alloys all forms ___— NA 63 Hong Kong 45; Japan 18 Ghromtum: Ore and concentrate =o ===> 98 NA eee Copper: Metal serap ==> 2227 NA THB All to Hong Ko ‘Tin: Metal including alioys, unwrought — ~~ — ~~~ NA “HO France 50; Hong Kong 50. NONMETALS 
Diatomite and other infusorial earth ————— NA 16 Alto Singapore. Precious and semiprecious stones other than eee diamond: Natural--- = value, thousands. a NA Stone, sand and gravel! Bimension stone: ‘Crude and partly worked 5 NA Worked = Pen? NOPMY>IIo7>iicDTI02 NA 880 Mainly to Hungary. 
MINERAL FUELS AND RELATED MATERIALS 
Coal “Anthracite and bituminous —_____._____ 26576120707 Japan 101,257; France 11,609, Briquets of anthracite and bifaminous eae) -—— 4000 NA Fe ar 

PPreliminary. NA Not available. "Table prepared by Audrey D. Wilkes, Owing to a lack of official trade data published by Vietnam, this table should not be talen A complete presentation ofthis country’s mineral trade, These data have been compiled fom United Nations Information and data published by the partner trade countries 

Table 16.—Vietnam: Apparent imports of mineral commodities 
(Metrié tons unless otherwise specified) 

Commodity 188 198 Principal sourees, 1082 SS ee Bian nome 12 
METALS 

AMeaineearth metals. 1 NA Aluminum: ‘Oxides and hydroxides — 2 105 All from Hong Kong. ‘Metal including alloys, all forms ~~~ ~~ 7777 an 818 Hungary tf pan 142 Singapore 
(Chromium: Oxides and hydroxides ————— NA 2 Alltrom Hong Kong. Goball: ides and fyaroniden O° <2 o>o>o 2 6 France 4; Japan 2 Copper: Metal including alloys: Dnwrought on 6 102 Mainly from Peru Semimanufactures ~~~ 22722722222227 val *2 Singapore I; United Kingdom 1. Tron and stool: Metal: Pig iron, cast iron, related materials __ NA 5 All from Finland. Perroalloysoc 2 een conan setae NA 200 All from Japan, Steel primary forms —=>>>°L22TIIIIT NA 19 Sweden 72 

‘Bars rods, angles shapes, sections —_ S214 3.545 Singapore 1.459; Japan 1831, Universal, plates, sheets 8393 Sait Sapa 8, ‘Hungary 984; Singapore 
Hoop and strip vse 590 U8 Japan 95, Sweden 23 Rails and accessories ~~~ 2722222222 19 a4 AlPfrom elu Luxembourg. Wie eterna es 1221 1888 Japan 1,051, Hong Kong 254, Tubes, pipes, fittings => 722L22I>T 1580 “2 Japan 21; Hong Rong 101 Sweden 
(Castings and forgings, rough —— 6 NA Lead: Metal including alloys, unwrought ~~~ — NA 806 All from Ja Manganese: Oxides == 70 95 Japan Th; Hong Kong 20. Mereury=— =~ 7” ~~” "7 Tépound fash — NA 11 Alf from Hong Kone ‘Molybdenura: Metal including alloys all forms 

‘agra 116 49 All from Japan. icke Metal including alloys semimanufastures o NA Platinum group metals: Metals including alloys, tinea and arty wrousht. toy ounces. 1,360 NA Silver: Metal including alloys, unwrought and oul wrought valu, thowsnnds— <- 31 Do. Tin Metal eluding alloys, all forms <= NA 2 Mainly from France. ‘Mantra Oxides oo een 158 107 Sapan'75; Hong Kong 30, ‘Tungsten: Metal inchuding alloy, al forms 4 Tellograms.— aie 342 All from Japan. 
NO is n 822 Japan 258; Hong Kong 62 Metal inchiding aloys eee manent ‘Unwrought on 2 NA Semimanufactures~~_2 22772222 2 143 All from Singapore. Other: Oxides and hydroxides 7777777222 2 2 Alldrom Japan, 
Seo footnotes at end of table
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Table 16.—Vietnam: Apparent imports of mineral commoditiest —Continued 
(Metric tons unless otherwise specified) 

Commodity 198 Te Principal sources, 1082 

NONMETALS 
Abrasives, nes: "Natural: Corundum, emery, pumice, ete-—— NA 123 Franco 100 Artificial: Corundum = eno Na 12 Allfrom Hong Kong, Grinding and poling wheels and siones ——— 38 7 Japan't Sweden 2. Boron materials: Oxides and acids ~~~ NA 5 Singapore 3, Hong Kong 2. 
Bonen TS Dridewandaciis “SCTTIIITT amit angst Philippines $5206; USSR, 34,00, apan 23.28), Clays, rude. 491261 Ail rom Singapore. Diatomive and other infasorial earth” "~~~ 150 ‘00. All from Japan, Feldsper,fuorapar, related materials —~~~———— NA bo Bo 
Fertilizer materials Manufactured Aninoni Seco s oocecsewean 3510 % De Nirogenous 222222TTTTTTTTITITIID—aaBOL dT USSR. 445,424; Japan 45,000, 
Phosphatie —~~~22~--7722227222 7000 NA Posse <22—2-27227TTTTTTIIIII BT 480 all romUSSR. ‘Unepecified and mixed -——-~~~—~7====> 3028250 Japan 15,250; France 13,500. 

Maggesium compounds bite Fix ake sae necedndss NA 00 Allfrom Japan. 
ays Worked including agalomeratad slings — ‘ NA atom Hong K forked including agglomerated splittings — 1 Allfrom Hong Kong. Phosphates, crude nen enn nn— ane 20 NA Phosphorus, elomenfal ——— ~~ ~~ - ~~ =o NA All from Japan 
Pigments, mineral: Iron oxides and hydrox, 
preemie ial eee aan 3 1 Allfrom Hong Kong. 

Pfiamood: Synthete— oumand NA 83 All from di famond Synthede var hnusands.— Y from Japan. 
Bram anrwtend 2 7oe NA 000 AllfomUSSR 
‘Sodiuen compounds, 68 

‘Carbonate, natural and manufactured ———— NA 253. Franoe 20; Hong Kong. 
Sulfate natural and manufactured ——— ~~~ NA 500 Ailfrom Hong Rong. 
Stone, sand and gravel 
ome ge and partly worked 20 Na ly worked —______--- Worked oer oocacacsee NA St All from Italy. 
juartg and quartzite |—_~~~ ~~~ Ey NA 

Sond her than tetaearing ~~~ ~~ aT TH Alltrom Sweden 
sulfur ‘lemental Crude including native and ‘bypreduct nena — === 4000 NA Sulla =o ooo a NO Alfio Hong Kong. 
ale, steatite, soapstone, pyrophylive ~~ ~~~ jong Kong 25 Japan 15, 

Other: Slag snd dross, not metal bearing —~~—~ 255 NA 
MINERAL FUELS AND RELATED MATERIALS 
Carbon: Carbon black —————————--------- 185 828 Japan 45 Hong Kons. 

Goke and semicoke «=~ ~~~ 777272222222 2500 0 ‘siffrom Japan. 
Betrolour refinery products ‘Liquefied petroleum gas —42-gallon barrels. Na 12 Allfrom Finland, Geollngc gcse mee eccen ten a 580 Mainly from Sin 
Mineral jelly andl wax. -~~~ ~~~" "do. ——~ Bi BE Hong kone 28 Segue 2 
Kerosine and jet fuel ~~~ ~~~" ~"do- 136) -RTI4 Went Germany 6684; Thailand 2026. 

Distillate fueloll =’ ""~=—--22nde—- «—4M6L © | 2BI9. West Germany 2,387 Singapore 25, 
Pabrenste UOTTIT III I Tec => 7 san Iealy 102818 Japan 47,984 
Bitumen and othervesidues -=7""“go-72~ alga 10505 Japan 660; Singapore 4.546 Bituminous mixtures -- "~~" ~7~do~=— NA ‘zi Aibfrom Japan, Unspecified 77222240 6 SHS Japan 585. 

"Preliminary. NA Not available 
‘Table prepared by Audrey D. Wilkes, Owing toa lack of official trade data published by Vietnam, this table should not 

te taken complete renin of thin unity mineral trade, Mes dala have ben compld from United Nations 
Information and data published by the partner trade countries. ‘Excludes exports from Japan and Sweden valued ata total of $2,000. 
SLess than 1/2 unit
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AFGHANISTAN 

The Soviet-controlled Government in Af- Rawash area near Kabul.‘ The Government 

ghanistan continued to emphasize develop- _ was also considering mining chromite from 

ment of the country’s mineral resources, Herserak and Muhammed Agha Kulanger, 
primarily to supply raw materials and fuel _ near the border with Pakistan.‘ 

to industrial areas in the Soviet Central Afghanistan’s overall economy remained 

Asian republics. In addition to expanding stagnant in 1983, a result of continuing 

production of natural gas for export to the armed resistance to the Soviet-installed gov- 

USS.R., a $600 million? Soviet-Afghan co- ernment. The gross domestic product (GDP) 

operation project, 1 of 167 such projects was estimated at about $2.8 billion, only 

established since 1981, was devoted to ex- marginally higher than the 1982 level. The 

ploiting the Ainak copper deposit, south of value of exports was estimated at $720 

Kabul in Logar Province. Also being devel- million, up less than 2% over that of 1982, 

‘oped was the large Hajigak iron ore deposit while imports rose approximately 8% over 
in the Hindu Kush Mountains, 100 kilo- the same period. Natural gas was by far the 

meters northwest of Kabul. In addition to leading export, earning about $295 million, 

these minerals, Afghanistan already pro- up 4% over that of 1982. Approximately 

duced small quantities of barite, cement, 90% of Afghanistan’s natural gas produc- 

coal, gypsum, salt, and possibly some lapis tion was exported to the U.S.S.R. Gas ex- 
lazuli. Afghanistan was the world’s leading _ ports were used to pay the country’s debt to 

producer of lapis lazuli, a semiprecious gem _ the U.S.S.R., and also to pay for its supplies 

stone, prior to the Soviet invasion in 1978, of petroleum products and other goods, 
but production, although no longer report- which were imported almost exclusively 

ed, has probably been significantly re- from the Soviet Union. Some of Afghani- 

duced. It was also reported that Soviet stan’s petroleum products were supplied by 

mining engineers and technicians have the U.S.S.R. as grants in aid, as Afghani- 

commenced producing uranium from stan did not have any domestic petroleum 

Lashkangah in the mountainous Khawaja _ refining capacity. 

991
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Natural gas production rose only slightly mitment to minerals was for the Ainak 
in 1983, to about 280 million cubic feet per copper project, where a mine and mill were 
day. Gas was produced from two large under construction to produce 114,000 tons 
nonassociated gasfields in Shibarghan Prov- of copper concentrates annually. A smelter 
ince in northeastern Afghanistan, only 100 was also to be built at the minesite, with 
kilometers from the Soviet border. The assistance from the USSR. and Czecho- 
Khawaga Gogerdak Field has been produc- slovakia. The Ainak deposit contained 280 
ing gas since the mid-1960's, and reserves million tons of 0.7% to 1.5% copper ore. The 
were estimated at 1.45 trillion cubic feet— $600 million project was expected to start 
800 billion cubic feet of sweet gas from an production in 1985, 
upper horizon and 650 billion cubic feet of Also reportedly under development was 
high-sulfur sour gas from a lower horizon. the 1.7-billion-ton Hajigak iron ore deposit 
‘The Jargaduq Field was brought into pro- in the Hindu Kush Mountains northwest of 
duction in 1982, and output was to increase Kabul. The deposit contains mixed hematite 
over the next several years to over 200 and magnetite, averaging 62% iron. The 
million cubic feet per day. Processing facili Soviets reportedly commenced development 
ties for the high-sulfur gas were installed of the deposit in 1983* in order to supply 
at the field to make the gas suitable for steel mills in the Tashkent region of Soviet 
pipelining. A 100-kilometer, 81-centimeter Central Asia. Afghanistan had no domestic 
pipeline running from Gogerdak across the _ steel industry. 
Amu Darya River into the U.S.S.R. was Other minerals that were reportedly pro- 
being expanded to handle increased gas sup- duced, although no reliable data were avail- 
plies from Jargadug. Reserves at Jarqaduq able, were barite, from the Songilyan Mine 
were estimated at 1 trillion cubic feet. The 65 kilometers northwest of Harat; cement, 
Soviets, who received 232 million cubic feet from three plants, at Ghori, Jabel Saraj, 
per day of gas from Afghanistan, were and Harat, where annual capacities were 
planning to raise production to accommo- 120,000 tons, 36,000 tons, and 210,000 tons, 
date imports of 540 million cubic feet per respectively; lapis lazuli from Sare Sang in 
day by 1985. a remote area of the Hindu Kush Moun- 

Because most of Afghanistan’s gas was tains; asbestos; gypsum; rock salt; and tale. 
exported to the U.SS.R., domestic power- Two chromite deposits at Herserak and 
plants and industrial projects were forced to Muhammed Agha Kulanger in Logar Prov- 
use coal as an energy source. The largest _ ince in southern Afghanistan near the Paki- 
coal producer was the Darra-iSuf Mine, 160 stan border were being considered for devel- 
kilometers south of Mazari-Sharif, al- opment. 
though smaller quantities were produced __Finally, reports from Pakistan indicated 
from the Karkar and Ishpushta Mines in that the Soviets may have commenced pro- 
northern Afghanistan near Pul-i-Khumri. duction of uranium from the mountains of 
Although no coal production data were Khawaja Rawash near Kabul. The project 
available, development of the country’s coal was restricted to Soviet personnel in an 
resources was a high priority of the Govern- effort to maintain security. All the output 
ment, and expansion of output from the was, of course, exported to the Soviet 

Darra-i-Suf Mine was reportedly underway. Union. 
‘The Afghan Government's largest com- 

Table 1.—Other countries of the Near East: Production of mineral commodities! 
(Metric tons unless otherwise specified) 

Country and commodity 199 3980 198 19621 
ARGHANISTAN* 

Aabislie a ia aaes eeeencwrenaa 4,000 = NA NA Barite ~~ ~~ ae 3,000 3,000 1000 | *2.000 2,000 Cement, hydrautie— ~~~ SITIIIZ e000 #301000 "95,000 120,000 150,000 Goal btaminous——~"""T—OTTITTIL> tooo 50.000 "60,000 70,000 
“Grom -.___-___million cabie fet 10000 ta 97.500 0040010200 Marketed 0 --- odo. e000 © *s0l000 «79000822585 Gem stones: Lapis lazuli -—__. kilograms. — 000 oe NA NA Gypum nn ena = 2 3,00 5,000 

See footnotes at end of table
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Table 1.—Other countries of the Near East: Production of mineral commodities: 

—Continued 

(Metric tons unless otherwise specifi) 
py EE 

‘Countiy and commodity ia 1580 ier 

AFGHANISTAN? —Continued 
Natural gas iquids 

a ‘thousand 42-gallon barrels... 10 5 5 110 110 

‘Nitrogen: N content of ammonia®_____. ....~- 27,216 9,979 *9,070 8,000 8,000 
BE tele — en neem tea 720,000 5,000 6,000 10,000 10,000 

BAHRAIN 
Aluminum metakPrimary.smaier—-—------ and BH1se_——ALaNo sO. *7B00 

ae, natural: 
Gross__________.-. million cubic feet. — 143,449 128,442 122,000 130,507 9139,325 
Marketed 2272222222 tess ‘sts "Teno “ona "86,821 

‘Natural gas liquids ‘Butane. thousand 42-allon barrels. 485 05 an 200 sons 
Prone 22222 sneeneennenee-de oa NA 10001028 388 3906 

pp lapis sscssesesses eS aes NA 986 1170 1,139 91,209 

‘Crude __-_-..-------------do_---, 18,741 18,338. 16,902 16,067 915,164 

Retnery products: A ee 
Jet fuel. ___-----.--~----do...~ 11,808 13,797 13,456 8341 99,984 
fel areca Tad ns St aerate 51086 
Distillate fuel oil -__ . .------do.___ 28,574 20,586 25,270 19,515, 916,848 
Rendualfucloll -=-----_---dov--- «340 PONG DRG BG RAL 
Tabrieantas 2022202277 7da0Z2 20 ‘5 By as 240 
Others --T=Se Taegan tig zis 8T0881 
Refinery fusiandiosses=--v-- de> eas—Zt00 DTT 82 

Total don GR GROOT! TBR Soa 
Sulfur,byprosuet ofpetroleum —------do--- == BRAS «889 «SEDDON 

LEBANON? 
Cement, hydraulic... thousand tons. aig fase = Ba 180) 100 
Cope carne peewee anne peerer = 9,750 £10,000 9,500 *5,000 5,000, 

Bicelcrade thousand tons. we - = se -- 
Simimanulachares 72227— eed 2 oy is i80 ind 

ine? coe See ag TE 120 20 it * 2 
Petroleum refinery products® 

‘Gasoline thousand 42gallon barrels. "3,498 3,400 8,000 2.400 2,800 
Samet cca reeene rae ‘ges S00 00 “400 00 
Kermine.~=72~ ~~~ 77=~7~da == a5 150, 100 30 ey 
Disllatefuclollw.------2-----do=- == $609 «60024002000 .000 
Residual fuel oil _____-...-----do__ 95,237 5,000 4,300 3,800 8,500 

Liquefied petrolewm gas = ~~~ —do--—— “61 ‘300 300 200 M5 
Mppettidc ees tress o Sige oo 3312 200 200 150 135 
Refinery futl and lowes. ~~~ = don 2a 500 00 500 400 

Total nnd 88018] 8500 850 
Salt? 2222227227277 Wand tone "0 12 "5 10 3 

OMAN 
Cement, hydraulic === ------------- - = ss 3300 
leet Gress weight TESTE TEITTSSONTS a = = eC 
a Mi itput, metal content: 14,000 

Bugle etre ccus se TennESS an = = a $00 
fiieey! eee = z = z 3000 

Gas natural ‘Grom __________ milion eubie feet 120000 "117,000 174805 188,900 195,000 
Marketed ___-__-—...-------do...~ 17,657 21,189 45,000 75,000 986,700 Marble 772222222 housed tone = =e "30 30 te 

Natural ga iquids® Butase. "thousand 42-gallon barrele— 2 40 26 » 0 
opens ope esacocuea oe 4 3 35 3 é 

Natural gsoiine | _122222227 de 150 00 30 800 00 
Petroleum: Sede donors 1028 tigs0s ress ar g70 

Refinery products: 
Gasoline === ——-----------do. - _ — = 1,500 
Seehae o0 soa ester eee BE: ze 3B 2 itoo 

See footnotes at end of table
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Table 1.—Other countries of the Near East: Production of mineral commodities! 
—Continued 

(Metric tons unless otherwise specified) 
Country and commodity 198 1980 1887 Pe a a rem ORS UI 
OMAN —Continued 

Petroleum —Continued Refinery products Continued 
Distillate fuel oil thousand 42gallon barrels. — a ws = = 8,000 Residual fue oo ap z: ae =e = 200 Jquefied petroleum gas. ~-——— do. ~~~ = = = a Nepueha vt cosas sgt Be = = =e 500 Unspecified ~~ ~~~777777 22d: 222 a ae BE = 200 Refinery fuel and losses ~~~ —do. = = = = 400, 

ela es cece scmannadtas a = = z 9.600 Sand and gravel _~~~~77777 thousand tons NA ie $300 1882439 Stone, unspecified -- =~" 7_ "don NA 329 *3,000, 6220 Nee 
QaTaR? 

Coment, hydraulic do 2s 200 258 261 2248 (Gas, natural: 
Gross..." million cubic feet. 285,795 224,000 222.000 190,000 "202,186, Marketed _"777"7""7"__ "do aSkoai 79998594250 “98000 100/000, Iron and steel, semimanufactures 

‘thousand tons +379 "490 458, 415 sant Natural gas liquids 
See NSN chousand 42gallon barrels. fia 265 6.128 6516 10,840 ‘Nitrogen: N content ofammonis ““—“" "~~ gg.400 418,000 88,612 a84.018 BBD Petroleum: Grade. thousand 42gallon barrels.._184,772___172864 146,370 120.289 "102,000 

Refinery products: ae Gained sat 950 1a 1010 51,007 Seb ual SST DOSE TST age az 50 ‘80, 418 Sua Kerosine -—~——_-- 1 __ do a1 33 33 32 569 Distillate fuel oil -~ ~~ ~~~ 27“@o. 27 989 *1,000 1764 120 81.359 Other? ogg 5 % i 5 382 Refinery fuel and loses and parily finished the noeneeme ene anes 1500 __*1,500 1.500 1.086 NA 
HET ere ae 378 4.008 4.996 4001 #3049 ‘Stone: Limestone _ ~~~ ~_17 thousand tons — 8.000 2038 2300 2185 1500 Ball <nreepe nna cenese ee : ss 500 5at5 5000 SyRIA 

‘Asphalt, natural. thousand tons. 83 89 80 a 354 Cement; hydraulic — ~~ ~~~ “Ngo get 1.985 2,50 2850 2,850 Gos, natural Gross. million cubic feet 60,000 60,000 55,000 5,000 362,050 Mathaled “ST EGS 250° So aa 7500 “000 8,000 3.000 515890 Gypsum —— 0083 Ta.aHS = ea.900 850,000 Iron and steel: Steel, rude 
thousand tons. no 10 no 99 6 Nitrogen: content of ammonia —“""" "3,000 "89,000 30,000 4.900 8118.00 roleum: Crude —-—-.. thousand 42-gallon barrels.____68,709_——60656__—58.090_——_—55025 961,90 

Refinery products; Galindo 4745 5078 418 S255 5300 Kerosine and jet fuel. ~~~ do. -— 2900 3,650 4051 84400 43500 Distillate fuel oll .-----~--~ do. 5995 18880 © a0.g88 = 92.000 © s.000 Residual fuel oi! “"T7“—Tdo“-- 58510950 3a) arto T8000 Liquefied petroleum gas —— ~~ do. ve ‘52 123415500 1800 Asphalt. 2-000 e doa 1825 1497 zon e235 25300 Refinery fuel and losses - ~~ do. ==> 730 1241 ue “1a00 1.800 
Total -_.--.....---do.. 7740 «4,088 58,500 «64,905 ——66,700 Phosphate rock. "~~~" thousand tons 122 1319 1321 1485 1/339 Salts er eS nn 15 30 90 “02 357 Stoge, sand and gravel: Stone: Dimension, marble cubic meters. 71,862 «84860 -—«60.000-= 2,000» "71,000 suhag and gravel” tousind tons — 20 19 "20 25 35:780 sulfur, byproduct of petroleum and natural we * Sree 4 5 6 2 30 

PEOPLE'S DEMOCRATIC REPUBLIC OF YEMEN 
Petroleum refinery products" Gasoline ~~" thousand 42gallon barrels. 1,000 3,000 1,800 2,000 2.200 Set fae eee eee doe 1200 1200 2000 25300 2500 

See footnotes at end of table.
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‘Table 1.—Other countries of the Near East: Production of mineral commodities’ 
—Continued 

(Mette tona ues otherwise pei) 

PEOPLE'S DEMOCRATIC REPUBLICOF VEE eoitinee 
Petroleum refinery products" —Continved 

Kerotine—-_— thousand 42galon bares. 0 sama .80 Beating waiag ousend (Pealon bares 488}. Pisulmeefaglat-nnoonorno-a-A@—-- BRS Bom Bt a0 14008 epee foe ot ooo oea aa op oso Sistas hid sd inter S=ETOE TREE a a a ie) 
‘oat do Tato wt —~—«22200—~85000— a0 

aie 8°! 207727002207 than tone @ e % 3 3 
‘YEMEN ARAB REPUBLIC Cement nnn nena % 8 ® or a0 een eny Sea CSPa et NANA 20000 eh sane ae Sr te ‘2 3 ss id th 

“Estimated. Preliminary. “Revised. NA Not available. 
fable includes data available through Aug. 1, 1984. sla ctdes data avllabe throng M0, rityof othe erode consruction material (lay, stone, and sand and 

gal tay edu wnl sported ana and ave man baat Fae aa a Beatties Sept figure 

BAHRAIN 

Despite the almost secondary importance __ reserves in the Awali Field, Bahrain’s only 

of crude oil production to Bahrain’s econo- oilfield, were 200 million barrels, and were 

my, the Organization of Petroleum Export- not expected to last much beyond the year 

ing Countries’ (OPEC) decision to reduce 2000. 

crude oil prices by $5 per barrel in March The 100% state-owned Bahrain National 

created a slight revenue shortfall and wor- Oil Co. (Banoco) was responsible for all oil 

sened an already significant deficit in the production and exploration onshore and in 

balance of payments. Although the Govern- its territorial waters except for a 660,000- 

ment had managed to diversify the economy acre, 35-year exploration concession grant- 
into aluminum production, ship repair, gas ed in 1983 to the Kuwait Foreign Petroleum 
liquefaction, and financial services, oil still Exploration Co. This area was relinquished 
accounted for 68% of the Government's _ by the Superior Oil Co. of the United States 
revenue, but only 25% of the GDP of $5.5 after drilling three dry holes. Banoco was 
billion’ in 1983. Continued high levels of aid considering undertaking a major explora- 
from its primary benefactor, Saudi Arabia, tion effort in its own areas following com- 

as well as prudent management of the pletion of onshore and offshore seismic 

economy and the extension or stretching surveys by Western Geophysical Co. of the 
out of major development projects, allowed United States and Compagnie Générale de 
the economy to grow 5% in real terms, only Geophysique of France.* Bahrain has not 
slightly lower than the 9% and 6% real discovered any new commercial oil reserves 
growth experienced in 1981 and 1982, re- in the last 30 years. 
spectively. Natural gas, on the other hand, presented 

Bahrain’s crude oil production continued a more promising outlook in 1983. Total 
its steady decline from over 44,000 barrels natural gas output increased almost 7%, 
per day in 1982 to 41,545 barrels per day in _ with the quantity sold to industry or used in 
1983. This oil accounted for only 48% of producing natural gas liquids (NGL), rising 
Bahrain's oil revenues, with the remaining 5.5%. Natural gas reserves were 7.8 trillion 
57% derived from exports of crude oil from cubic feet, most of which was nonassociated 
the Abu Safaa Oilfield, owned and operated gas from the Permian Khuff Formation. 
by Saudi Arabia, but revenues from which Production of nonassociated gas reached 
were divided equally between Saudi Arabia about 275 million cubic feet per day, or 
and Bahrain. Oil revenue from these two roughly 72% of the country’s total gas 
fields was $981 million, down over 25% output, with the remainder being associated 
from ‘that of 1982, a result of both lower gas produced from the Awali Oilfield. All of 
production and a lower OPEC price. Proven the associated gas was fed to the Bahrain
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National Gas Co.'s Banagas) liquefied pe- leum and Mineral Resources, 30%. C. E. 
troleum gas (LPG) plant located at Jabal. Lummus of the United States completed a 
The plant was designed to process 110 $400,000 feasibility study, but new plans 
million cubic feet per day of previously were being considered to integrate HOCC 
flared gas to produce 80,000 tons of propane _ into the Sitra refinery with a potential cost 
per year, 79,000 tons of butane per year, savings of $200 to $300 million.” The hydro- 
125,000 tons of naphtha per year, and 86 cracking plant was to have a capacity of 
million cubic feet per day of lean residue 80,000 barrels per day and was to process 
gas, all of which was delivered to the heavy oil and surplus fuel oil from several 
aluminum plant. All the naphtha was sup- Persian Gulf countries. 
plied to Bahrain's only petroleum refinery. The Gulf Petrochemical Industry Co. 
‘Total gas consumption in Bahrain was run- (GPIC) was constructing another facility to 
ning above capacity, at about 127 million be integrated with the Sitra refinery. Snam- 
cubic feet per day, and additional supplies progetti S.p.A. of Italy was building the 
of nonassociated gas were delivered to the plant, which was to produce 1,000 tons per 
plant to raise output. A $3 million project day of ammonia and 1,000 tons per day of 
was underway to further raise gas process- methanol, utilizing a mixture of NGL and 
ing capacity to 146 million cubic feet per naphtha feedstock. Uhde GmbH of the 
day. The Banagas facility consumed rough- Federal Republic of Germany was supply- 
ly 81% of the country’s gas output, with ing the process technology for the $400 
another 30% reinjected, 28% consumed in million facility. Construction was expected 
electricity production, and 10% used by to be completed in 1984. GPIC was an 
Aluminum Bahrain (ALBA). Banagas was equally shared joint venture of the Govern- 
also responsible for delivering gas into the ments of Bahrain, Kuwait, and Saudi Arab- 
domestic distribution system, which provid- ia. Kuwait's Petrochemical Industrial Co. 
ed fuel to local industries.* was to handle marketing of ammonia for 

Bahrain’s other major energy processing the first 5 years, and the Saudi Arabian 
facility was the 250,000-barrel-per-day Sitra Basic Industries Corp. was expected to mar- 
refinery, where refined product output fell _ ket the methanol." 
again, to 176,186 barrels per day, down 33% In the nonfuel minerals sectors, alumi- 
from its peak output in 1981. Because Bah- num production was at full capacity of 
rain's domestic crude oil supplied only 23% 170,000 tons in 1983 from ALBA’s smelter. 

of the refinery's input, the rest was import- ALBA was owned 57% by the Bahrain 
ed at official OPEC prices from Saudi Arab- Government, 20% by Saudi Arabia, 17% by 
ia. This high-cost crude reduced the profit- Kaiser Aluminum Bahrain of the United 
ability of the refinery greatly, and forced States, and 5.1% by Breton Investments of 
closure of the Arabia-Bahrain pipeline be- the United Kingdom. The combined 78% 
tween Saudi Arabia and Bahrain, through share of the output owned by Saudi Arabia 
which the refinery’s oil was delivered, for and Bahrain was marketed by the Bahrain 
almost a month. With the realignment of Aluminum Co. (BALCO). BALCO returned 
prices in March, Bahrain’s products regain- to profitability in 1983, making $30 million 
ed competitiveness, and the refinery was after posting a $22 million loss in 1982, 
able to raise output. The refinery was own- Bahrain exported 215,000 tons of aluminum 
ed by Bapco BSC, a joint company composed _ by reducing its inventory stock from 100,000 
of the Government, 60%, and California to 50,000 tons. Bahrain's domestic alumi- 
Texas Petroleum Co. (Caltex), a joint ven- num industry was supplemented by the 
ture of Texaco Inc. and Standard Oil Co. of Bahrain Aluminum Extrusion Co. (Balex- 
California, 40%. To further boost through- co), owned 100% by the Government, which 
put, Bapco was processing oil for India as a produced aluminum cladding, doors, and 
third-party contractor for part of the year. window frames for the construction indus- 

Bahrain's initial plans to build the Heavy try. Nearly 80% of Balexco’s output was 
Oil Conversion Co. (HOCC) for $2 billion to exported. Also utilizing ALBA’s output was 
refine lower priced heavy oil at the Sitra Midal Cables, a private cable manufacturer, 
refinery were undergoing further study in 29% of which was owned by the Saudi Cable 
light of a more competitive products market Co. of Saudi Arabia. Midal Cables produced 
expected in the second half of the decade. aluminum rods from hot metal fed directly 
The HOCC was to be a joint venture of from the smelter. 
Banoco, 40%; Kuwait Petroleum Corp, The six Persian Gulf states of Bahrain, 
30%; and Saudi Arabia’s Ministry of Petro- Kuwait, Saudi Arabia, Iraq, Oman, and
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Qatar were combining on a joint project to of the plant began in 1983 on 1.2 million 
build the Gulf Aluminum Rolling Mill Co. square meters of land reclaimed from the 
The mill was to produce 40,000 tons per sea adjacont to the Arab Shipbuilding end 
year of aluminum sheets, coils, and foil Repair Yard. Kobe Steel had the main $207 
Stock. Kobe Steel Ltd. was constructing the million construction contract for the plant 
plant with Kaiser Engineers and Contrac- itself, but ancillary facilities included land 
tors of the United States acting as project reclamation, a deep-water jetty, berths ca- 
consultants. Shares in the $100 million mill pable of accommodating ships of 100,000 
were held 10% each by Oman and Qatar, deadweight tons, a 78megawatt power- 
with the remaining four countries holding plant, a 3,000-cubic-meter-per-day water de- 
20% each.” The last domestic consumer of salinization plant, and a_135,000-ton-per- 
‘ALBA’s output was the Bahrain Atomiser year hydrated lime plant. The iron ore was 
International aluminum powder plant, to be imported under long-term contracts, 
which was built in 1972. The plant was to be negotiated in 1984, and the plant was 
owned 51% by the Bahrain Government to produce up to 4 million tons of iron oxide 
‘and 49% by Breton Investments. It was pellets of 11 to 16 millimeters to meet the 
capable of producing 7,000 tons per year of requirements of both HYL and Midrex 
aluminum powder from molten aluminum. direct-reduction processes. The pellets were 
Most of the out Id by Bretor to b ied regionally to Iraq, Saudi lost of the output was sold by Breton. 0 be supplied regionally to Iraq, Saudi 

Bahrain was planning to enter another Arabia, Qatar, and possibly Iran. Produc- 
metal industry through construction of the tion was scheduled to begin in 1984, scaling 
Arab Iron and Steel Co.'s 4-million-ton-per- up to 4 million tons by 1986. 
year iron ore pelletizing plant. Construction 

LEBANON 

Lebanon's petroleum and mineral sector ance of payments and provided domestic 
encountered difficult times in 1988 stem- liquidity, all but dried up in 1983 as war- 
ming from continued factional fighting that weary civilians increasingly deposited their 
has disrupted the populace and the econo- currency overseas, further weakening the 
my since the civil war began in 1975. The economy."*, 
mineral sector consisted of a small steel Lebanon's two petroleum _ refineries, 
industry, three cement plants, gypsum and Which ran on imported crude oil, operated 

lime quarries, small-scale production of con- intermittently. The Mediterranean Refin- 
struction materials, and two petroleum re- ing Co.’s (Medreco) 17,000-barrel-per-day re- 

fineries. Very little information was avail finery in Zahrani near Sidon fared consid- 

sole en the nonfuel mineral industries, erably better than the Tripoli refinery. The 

although because of the location of the Médreco plant vee Sperod severe Suuaee 
cement plants and the gypsum quarry in Dut remained in Israeli-occupiey territory 

: in southern Lebanon. Medreco was owned 
northern Lebanon, little damage to these te si 
borer by Caltex and Mobil Oil Corp. of the United 

facilities is presumed to have occurred. The i 
froleum, refineries, onthe other’ hand,, “ate and wes reportedly operating belay 

Loca avnidered military targets,were shut capoctty. although without interference 
aon one te ee arodsowing to the ‘om the Israelis.» The Tripoli refinery, 
lon foe Sxveneee Descoge Tene © owned by the Government, was not nearly 
TLRS ousrall ai as fortunate. The facility had a capacity of 

Lebanon's overall economy, while not 35,000 barrels per day but was closed in 
collapsing entirely, was plunged into deep November when several units of the refin- 
recession, Industrial production was esti- gry, 33 storage tanks, and its pipeline net- 
mated to have fallen 80% during 1983, Work were destroyed, Cost of the damage 
owing to the closure of factories around — was estimated at over $100 million. This left 
at aa the lack of, gre in oer the country reliant on the smaller Zahrani 
parts of the country. The balance-of-pay- refinery and on imports for its supply of 
rrents deficit was $1.2 billion, the value of petroleum products, Total imports of crude 
eer pound se ects es oil and products were valued at $550 mil- 

jollar, customs receipts from the ports of lion. 
Beirut and Tripoli were greatly diminished, Further exacerbating the country's fuel 
and exports were also decreased. In addi- storage was the decision by the Trans- 
tion, remittances from Lebanese working Arabian Pipeline Co. (TAPLine) to shut 
abroad, which usually stabilized the bal- down its installations and offices and turn
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its facilities in the country over to the the country. 
Lebanese Government. Lebanon had receiv. _ Lebanon’s three cement plants; Société 
ed most of its crude oil through TAPLine, des Ciments Libanais, Cimenterie Nation- 
which runs from Saudi Arabia’s eastern ale S.A.L., and Société Libanais des Ciments 
province oilfields through Jordan and Blanc, all in Chekka, north of Beirut, had 
southern Syria to Sidon, Lebanon. Deliver- annual capacities of 18 million tons, 1 
ies through TAPLine were halted in 1982 million tons, and 160,000 tons, respectively. 
owing to damage to the pipeline. TAPLine Production was estimated to have fallen to 
facilities in Lebanon included a 4-tanker 1 million tons or less. A fourth cement 
terminal, 20 storage tanks, and 40 kilome- plant, Ciments de Sibline, was established 
ters of the pipeline itself. TAPLine was also in 1983 and was to have started production 
closing its facilities in Syria and Jordan. late in the year. However, with its head- 
‘The Lebanese Government was negotiating quarters in Beirut, it is unlikely that the 
with Medreco to manage and reopen TAP- facility was ever brought into production. 
Line facilities on behalf of Medreco, but no A similar fate was presumed for the 
agreement had been reached. country's steel industry, where three plants 

Lebanon's only other direct source of were responsible for the nation’s output. 
crude oil, the Iraq Petroleum Co. Ltd. pipe- Consolidated Steel Lebanon SAL. in 
line from Kirkuk, Iraq, through Baniyas, Bablos-Amchit, and Lebanon Steel Mill Co. 
Syria, to Tripoli was closed in 1988 by Syria in Tripoli, had capacities of 180,000 tons per 
because ofits allegiance with Tran in the year and 100,000 tons per year respectively. 
Persian Gulf war. This left Lebanon de- Société Nationale des Tubes also 
pendent on tanker deliveries of crude oil produced galvanized pipe. Steel production 
and products, and the result was intermit- was estimated at less than one-half capaci- PI 3 n 
tent shortages of fuel and electricity in ty. 

OMAN 

Oman’s petroleum and minerals sector by the Government, operated two mines, at 
continued to expand in 1983, led by an Lasail and Bayda, with a third deposii at 
increase in crude oil production of over 10% Aarja scheduled to be developed when re- 
and the beginning of commercial produc- serves at the first two become depleted tion of copper and chromite. Unlike its Reserves at the three deposits were 8 mil. 
Persian Gulf neighbors, Oman, which was ion, 1 million, and 3 million tons, respec- 
not a member of OPEC, was able to raise its tively, all grading between 1% and 2% 
oil production over 50,000 barrels per day copper. Output from the two mines at La- 

during the year to compensate for the price sail and Bayda was expected to reach 2,500 
irop from $34 per barrel to $29 per barrel tons per day and 1,000 tons per day, respec- 

brought about by OPEC's March 1983 agree- tively, when output reaches full capacity in 
a aera cee ee the Coca esuiaht drop in 1985. "The concentrator at the site was oil rev 1¢ Governi 3 on bees ramnents *" capable of producing 250 tons per day of 

billion’ Be eee plea in ee Tis! 24% copper concentrates. Output from the fateibts from petroleum exports were $4.04 concentrator was fed to OMCs 20,000-ton. 
billiotin 190 marginally from per-year smelter and electrolytic refinery, 

Revenues from oil represent over 96% of Which produced 99.97%-pure cathode cop- 
total eaiora vais, 80% of Government PS da OMC be, ae 
revenues, and over 55% of the GDP, esti- nee ition to copper, OMC began ae mated at $733 billion. Real growth in the chromite from two areas: one within OMC's 
GDP was estimated at 4%, fairly robust ©PPer concession and another north of this 
considering the oil price drop, but well rea, around Nakhal. Approximately 24,000 below the 21% growth experienced in tons of chromite had been stockpiled by the 
19817 end of 1983, with the first shipment of 5,000 

Although Oman’s economy remained tons being exported in December. OMC’s 
heavily oil based, the need to diversify led to chromite production capacity was 20,000 
the establishment of several nonfuel miner- tons per year of untreated chromite ore, 
al projects. The largest of these was the grading about 40% Cr,O3. Production was 
Sohar copper project, which began shipping halted in December until OMC could find a 
refined copper in October from a mine-mill- buyer under a long-term contract.* Oman 
smelter complex commissioned early in the reportedly possessed chromite reserves of 5 
year. The Oman Mining Co. (OMC), owned to 10 million tons, scattered in over 200
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podiform deposits in the northern Oman ing gas and water injection to maintain 
Mountains. pressure. In 1980, a group of fields in 

‘An intensive geological survey by the southern Dhofar Province consisting of Ra- 
Ministry of Petroleum and Minerals also hab, Birba, Marmul, Qaharir, Amal, and 
located commercially exploitable reserves Durra-I were bought into production. In 
of asbestos and coal in the Muswa region 1981-82, the Rima and Jalmud Fields were 
around Wasi Fisaw and a large gypsum also brought into production, raising output 
deposit north of Salalah. The gypsum depos- from the southern fields to over 100,000 
it contained an estimated 2 million tons of barrels per day. All the Dhofar Province 
recoverable material, and concessions in the fields were connected to the northern fields 
area were granted to Oman’s two cement by a 455-kilometer pipeline from Marmul to 
companies. The mineral survey was contin- Qarn-Alam, which linked up to the main 
tuing in an effort to locate additional copper pipeline to Shibkah and then to the export 
reserves and to'examine potential gold and terminal at Mina-al-Fahal. 
silver prospects. Finally, plans were under- PDO had other fields near Rima and 
way evaluating the possibility of estab- Jalmud that it was preparing to bring into 
lishing a 100,000-ton-per-year steelworks in production to reach its goal of 450,000 
Oman to be based on imported iron ore, but _ barrels per day by 1990. To reach this level 
no decision had been reached by yearend. in 1983, PDO also instituted a steam- 

In 1983, Oman brought two cement plants injection secondary recovery project for the 
into production, the largest being the Oman Marmul Field. PDO was also very active in 
Cement Co.'s 600,000-ton-per-year dry- exploration, and several new discoveries 
process facility located at Rusayl. Also com- allowed it to raise the country’s proven 
missioned in the fall was the 210,000-ton- crude oil reserves to 2.98 billion barrels. 
per-year Salalah Cement Works, located PDO discovered oil at Waffrah in northern 
between Salalah and Raysut Harbor. Both Oman, at Karim West in southern Oman, 
plants used imported raw materials but and gas at Russaya in northern Oman. 
were to begin using gypsum quarried from In addition to PDO's discoveries, oil 
the deposit at Salalah. strikes were reported by two foreign consor- 

Despite the resurgence of the nonfuel tia during the year. The first was by a joint 
mineral sector, industrial development in venture of Guif Oman Petroleum Ltd. and 
Oman still centered around the oil industry. Occidental Oman Corp., both of the United 
The main oil producer in the country was States, which reported a discovery from its 
Petroleum Development Oman (PDO), own- Safah 2X well on the Suneinah concession, 
ed 60% by the Government, 34% by Royal 40 kilometers north of the producing 
Dutch/Shell of the Netherlands, 4% by Lekhwair Field. Excess capacity in the pipe- 
Compagnie Francaise des Pétroles (CFP) of _ line linking Lekhwair to Mina-al-Fahal was 
France, and 2% by Participations and Ex- to be used to transport oil from the new 
plorations Corp. (Partex) of Portugal. PDO field to the export terminal. Another strike 
produced roughly 97% of the country’s out- was reported by the Japex Oil Co. and C. 
put from fields in northern, central, and Itoh and Co. consortium of Japan at its 
southern Oman, while the other 39%, about Mezoun I well on a concession near Wadi 
12,500 barrels per day, was produced by a Aswad. Other companies that were active in 
group composed of Société National Elf- exploration were Amoco Oman Petroleum 
‘Aquitane Oman (48%) of France, Sumitomo Co. of the United States; the Elf Group of 
Petroleum Development Co. Ltd. (32%) of France together with Sumitomo Petroleum 
Japan, and Wintershall AG (20%) of the Development Co. of Japan and Internation- 
Federal Republic of Germany. All of the Elf _al Energy Development Corp. of the Nether- 
Group's oil was produced from the Sahmah lands; British Petroleum Ltd. (BP) of the 
Field in the Butabul concession on Oman’s United Kingdom; the Japan Petroleum De- 
western border with Saudi Arabia. velopment Co., a joint venture of Nippon Oil 

PDO's concession ran about two-thirds of Co. Ltd. and Teikoku Oil Co. Ltd., both of 
the length of the country from northeast to Japan; and the Adolph Lundun Group of 
southwest and encompassed every produc- Sweden, which operated a concession off- 
ing field except Sahmah. PDO's oldest shore Oman. 
fields, in northern Oman, consisted of Fa- Most of Oman’s oil was marketed under 
hud, Natih, Lekhwair, Suotan, Qarn-Alam, annual contracts, the majority of which 
Yibal, and others. These fields produce were with equity partners in PDO and other 
roughly 250,000 barrels of oil per day, utiliz- Japanese customers. The breakdown of
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Oman's oil sales was approximately 160,000 in the pipeline to improve flow and raise the barrels per day to the shareholders in PDO, quality of the oil, or it was reinjected into divided according to equity; $2,000 barrels oil reservoirs to improve recovery, or flared. 
per day for Japanese customers, including About 25% of the country’s gas production 15,000 barrels per day to C. Itoh (10,000 was nonassociated gas from the Yibal Gas- 
ee a ba  S cour nas s field in northwest Oman, site of the coun- Co, of Japan), 15,000 barrels try’s LPG plant. Ge “A 
per day to Nippon Oil, and 12,000 barrels 2vicncted ot 2s alien eke ate bal were pon Oil estimated at 2.5 trillion cubic feet. Nonasso- per day to Kashima Oil Co. of Japan; 40,000 ciated gas from Yibal was used to produce 
barrels per day above its equity share to butane, which was sold to the Oman Nation. Royal Dutch/Shell; 40,000 barrels per day 31 Gas’ Co. for battling and 
to Transworld Petroleum Co.; 20,000 barrels je Co. BY Potting and domestic use; per day to Mobil and 50,000 barsels por day PY0PANE, Which was also sold domestically, 
for domestic refining. The remainder was "4 natural gasoline, which was used to ple dee atk, upgrade crude oil in the pipeline to Mina-al- ‘The Oman Refinery Co. Ltd.'s 60,000. Fahal. Gas from Yibal was also pumped 
barrel-per-day refinery completed its first through the 345-kilometer Yibal to Muscat full year of operation in 1983, and produc- Pipeline to provide all the power generating 
tion was planned for near capacity in 1984. Teduirements of the capital. A spur of this 
Construction of the facility was completed line delivered gas to OMC’s copper project 
in 1982 under a $112 million contract by at Sohar, providing all the power require- 
Mitsui Engineering and Shipbuilding Co. of ments of the copper industry. To handle the Japan. The refinery was designed to elimi- increase in gas production and consump- 
nate Oman's dependence on neighboring tion, the Yibal gas plant was being expand- 
Persian Gulf countries for petroleum prod- ed from 125 million cubic feet per day 

ucts. capacity to 320 million cubic feet per day 
Oman was just beginning to utilize its under a contract to a Netherlands Japanese 

natural gas. Most of the country’s associ- consortium. 
ated gas was either combined with crude oil 

Table 2.—Oman: Exports and reexports of selected mineral commodities’ 
(Metric tons unless otherwise specified 

tym gp a Bans 
commodity 1981 eto United Other principal Sei 

METALS 
Iron and steel: Metal, sernimanufactores Bars, rods, angles shapes sections 485 555 United Ara Bete 450; Saud 
Uprol ltey tt UPA tn guar 

‘Tubes pipes, ings =~ =~~~7777 2968168 Onited Arsbtaraten 166" Other: Base metals including alloys, all " ~ m= ates ‘ome neal 5888 L288 Pakistan $60; United Arb Emirates 
NONMETALS 

Abrasives, nes ature: Coandum, emery, pumice 
iaing ad pling ele and Se on aimmedaaee dea 30700. Allt United Arab Emirates. Giiene Se Sacce erln aiviai Be 
anlar epenoas ~— ==> = ie = OR 

Salt and brine ~=~2°777TTTZZ2 o = Be Stone, sand and gravel 
em ene and partly worked oat ee een oo Be Gravel and crushed rock ~~ =>277 325409 2nd Arab Bete 8,260; Bahrain 
[Limestone other than dimension —__ 8610 $102 All to United Arab Emira Sond other thon metatbearing ~~~ Tom 22 Dill Arb tates 1385 Qatar 

Other: Crude suse 169. United Arab Bmirates 768 
See footnote at end of table
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‘Table 2.—Oman: Exports and reexports of selected mineral commodities! —Continued 
(Metric tons unless otherwise specified) 

Destinations, 1982 
Commodity 1981 1982 “Gaal SC ame y Gaied Other (principal 

MINERAL FUELS AND RELATED MATERIALS 
Petter finery products: 

petrleu fatlon barrels 58 441. United Arab Bmirates 429. 
Distillate fuel oll do 386 Lubricants ° =~ 240 1382 238 Alto United Arab Emirates. 
‘Table prepared by Virginia A. Woodson. 

‘Table 3.—Oman: Imports of selected mineral commodities" 
(Metric tons unless otherwise specified) 

Sources, 1982 
Commodity 1981 EGO eee . Gated Other (principal) 

METALS 
‘Aluminum: Metal including alloys: 
‘Unwrought and semimanufactures,—— 1,559 1,574 -20—_—Belgium-Luxembourg 264; United 

ee enn "Arab Emirates 207; Thailand 200. 
mimanufachures. =e 918 288 14_—_Unlted Kingdom 114, Japan nia 

Iron and steel: Metal: 
‘ig iron, cast iron, related materials — 615 12. Mainly from United Areb Emirates. 
Steel primary forms —— B19 184 Japan 119; United Kingdom €4 
Semimanufactures- ~~~ ~==— ~~ 101,652 251952 243 Tagan 159715; United Arab Emirates 889; France 7.573 

Lead: Meta including alloys, unwrought 24051. aly 88; United Kingdom 6. 
Nickel Metal including alloys, ‘unwrought and semimanufactures ——— 1285) _India 88; United Kingdom 14 
sier Meta incuding alloys, unwroaght 

‘and part ‘ — ‘value, thousands_— $209 $40 ___ United Arab Emirates $85; United ‘Kingdom 83. 
NONMETALS 

Abrasives, n.e.2 Grinding and polishing ‘wheels and stones ne 200 m9 _Hly 175, Starland 10; West 
Cement... thousand tons. 834 1004. _Unite Ara raten 33 Kenya i Japan 161 
Diamond: Gem, not set or strung . ‘value, thousands. $86 $10 Spain $06, United Kingdom $14 Fertilizer materials: Manufactured. vasss a2 31 Ute Arab Emiato 6; Belgium. 
Gypsum and plaster = 10520 United Arab Emirates 203; United ‘Kingdom 81 
Lim asa —— 2507 2504 __ United Arab Emirates 2218; ‘Belgium Luxembourg 280 
Salt and brine. === === Toe 888818 Netherlands 5.516; Belgium Tuxembourg 1,260; China 1,065. 

‘Stone, sand and gravel: ‘Dimension stone = ———— == 2702 2890. Unita Arab Emirates 1,42; taly 
Gravel and crushed rock -------~ a Italy $4; India 1; United Arab irates 18 
Limestone other than dimension — 66 1,587 3 Belgium Luxembourg 900; Indi 690. 

Sand other than metal-bearing. = ——— 85) REL 460_Unled Arab Emirate Tada So 
Other: Crude _---------- n= 15618 16301 187 United Arab Emirates 5.070; United 

‘Kingdom 3,829; Thailand 8,127 
MINERAL FUELS AND RELATED ‘MATERIALS 

Coal: All grades including briquets — 89 157. Sri Lanka 92; India 9%; United Arab Emirates 2, 
Poached porocun gee "etnousand “2gallon barrels. 108-170. United Arab Emirates 169. 

Seo footnotes at end of table
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‘Table 3.—Oman: Imports of selected mineral commodities Continued 
(Metric tons unless otherwise specified) 

Soares 1882 

MINERAL FUELS AND RELATED ‘MATERIALS Continued 
Petroleum refinery products Continued 

Goscli sousand 42allon barrels. L194 1,963 Baran 1.398; France 29; Singapore 
erosine and jet fuel. do M15 4106) Bain 8; nied Arab Emirates 

Distillate fuel oi! do 1948 1,996 Bahrain 1,246, Kuwait 284; United “Arab Esnirates 15 Lubricants. do 1431846 —_‘Singapore 50; United Kingdom 26; 
Residual ful oi do 6) 60) Unltd Kingdom 98; United Arab Emirates? Bituminous mixtures —_——-do-—-- 608 185) Bahrain 1; Spain 21, 

‘Table prepared by Virginia A. Woodson Less than/2unit. 

QATAR 

Like most of its oil producing neighbors, Qatar's future as an energy supplier for 
Qatar's predominantly oil-based economy close to 100 years, was presenting some 
was adversely affected by the $5 per barrel immediate problems. Because of low oil 
cut in crude oil prices in March. Despite production, Qatar's gas output was also 
diversification of its industrial sector into below its domestic requirement for feed- 
production of fertilizer, petrochemicals, and stock to fuel its industries. Qatar needed to 
iron and steel, these industries still ac- tap the North Field immediately to satisfy 
counted for less than 10% of the GDP, its domestic demand. Economics of scale, 
estimated at $8.2 billion.* Prior to 1983, however, dictated that the country should 
petroleum accounted for 94% of export tap the field for domestic use only in con- 
earnings, 80% of Government revenues, junction with a larger export-oriented lique- 
and over 70% of the GDP, but this contribu- fied gas project, which was not a profitable 
tion has fallen dramatically owing to lower venture under existing market conditions. 
oil prices and reduced levels of production. ‘The need for the gas domestically eventual- 
Crude oil output fell from an alltime high of ly prevailed, and an agreement to develop 
570,000 barrels per day in 1973, and just the field on a large scale was initiated late 
over 500,000 barrels per day in 1980, to in the year 
171,000 barrels per day in March 1983. The _ Output of crude oil ranged from 171,000 
result was a 30% reduction in budgeted barrels per day in March, to over 400,000 
capital expenditures for fiscal year 1983-84, barrels per day late in the year. Average 
with no new development projects begin- production was just under 280,000 barrels 
ning during that period, and a $1 billion per day, considerably below its OPEC quota 
budget deficit. Petroleum revenues from of 300,000 barrels per day. Qatar's crude oil 
exports of crude oil and liquefied gas came from five oilfields: the onshore Duk- 
amounted to $2.99 billion, down 46% from han Field, which produced roughly 50% of 
that of 1981. Imports reached only $1.5 the country’s oil; the three offshore fields, 
billion, and together with aid payments to Idd al-Shargi, Bul Hanine, and Maydan- 
other Arab countries, resulted in a current Mahzam; and the offshore Bunduq Field, 
account surplus of only $410 million, down which resumed production in December 
from $2.4 billion in 1981, after being shutdown for 4 years for instal- 

Despite the gloomy revenue picture, Qa- lation of a $330 million water injection 
tar was among the most fortunate of the system. The Bundug Field was shared even- 
Arab Gulf States by virtue of its ownership ly by Qatar and Abu Dhabi, but its produc- 
of one of the largest undeveloped natural tion was included only in the United Arab 
gas deposits in the world, the North Field. Emirates production quota. Crude oil re- 
The presence of this field, while ensuring serves in the Dukhan Field were estimated
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at 24 billion barrels, just slightly larger million cubic feet per day was associated 
than the 22 billion barrel reserves in the gas from the offshore fields, and 313 million 
three offshore fields. cubic feet per day was nonassociated gas 

The Qatar General Petroleum Corp. from the Khuff Formation reservoir on- 
(QGPO), owned by the Government, con- shore beneath the oil producing Dukhan 
trolled the country’s oil industry from ex- Formation. Total gas demand in Qatar was 
ploration, production, refining, and market- estimated at 800 million cubic feet per day, 
ing, to fertilizer and petrochemical manu- which would accommodate full utilization 
facturing. The oilfields were operated under of the two export-oriented NGL plants 
contracts to service companies; the Dukhan (NGL I and NGL ID, the petrochemical and 
Service Co., a joint venture of Royal Dutch/ fertilizer plants, the steel mill, and the 
Shell, BP, CFP, Mobil, Exxon Corp. United power generating and water desalinization 
States), and Partex, operated the Dukhan plants. NGL 1, which utilized gas produced 
Field; and the Shell Service Co, a subsid- onshore, and NGL Il, which used offshore 
iary of Shell International Petroleum associated gas, operated well below capacity 
Maatschappij of the Netherlands, operated in 1983, producing a total of 305,474 tons of 
the offshore fields. The service companies propane, 215,932 tons of butane, and 183,626 
were paid about 22 cents per barrel of oil tons of condensate. This was an average of 
produced, and the reduced output resulted 30% more than in 1982, however, when the 
in sharply lower revenues for the compa- pipeline carrying gas to the plants from the 
nies in 1983. offshore fields was blocked by sediment. 

‘These service company operators also had Royal Dutch/Shell replaced the gas pipeline 
contracts with QGPC for buying over 50% in 1983, and agreed to replace a similar 
of the country's oil output, with Shell tak- crude oil line that encountered the same 
ing the largest share, about 30,000 barrels problem. NGL I and II were wholly owned 
per day. BP was committed to at least by the Qatari Government.” 
15,000 barrels per day. Qatar’s other major ~The major gas-related development in 
customers were Japanese companies, 1983, however, was the Government's deci- 
among them Idemitsu for 10,000 barrels persion to proceed with exploitation of the 
day, Mitsubishi Corp. for 15,000 barrels per North Field, where proven reserves of non- 
day, Mitsui and Maruzen Oil Co. for 5,000 associated gas were raised to 150 trillion 
barrels per day each; and finally Brazil’s cubic feet, with twice that amount listed as 
Petroleo Brasileiro S.A. (PETROBRAS) for _ possible resources. Late in 1983, QGPC sign- 
15,000 barrels per day. Approximately ed a preliminary agreement with BP and 
12,000 barrels per day was used in domestic CFP for a $6 billion venture to produce the 
refining, with the remainder sold on the gas, bring it onshore both for use domestic- 
spot market or used in lieu of currency to ally, and to produce almost 200,000 barrels 
pay debis for project development. per day of liquefied natural gas (LNG) for 

‘The National Oil Distribution Co., QG- export. The field, in full operation, was to 
PC's refining subsidiary, brought a new produce 2 billion cubic feet per day of gas, 
50,000-barrel-per-day oil refinery on-stream 1.2 billion cubic feet per day of which was 
in October. The new facility, built at a cost to go to the LNG plant, which was to be 
of $137 million by Technip of France, was to capable of producing 50,000 to 70,000 bar- 
be integrated with Qatar's existing 12,000- rels per day of condensate, 120,000 barrels 
barrel-per-day refinery at Umm Said. The _per day of NGL, and 40,000 tons per year of 
combined capacity of 62,000 barrels per day sulfur. The remaining 800 million cubic feet 
of refined products was more than enough of gas would be earmarked for domestic 
to satisfy domestic consumption of 20,000 consumption in the existing NGL plants 
barrels per day, while providing a substan- (NGL I and I), and other domestic indus- 
tial surplus for export. Throughout 1983, tries. BP and CFP were each to have 7.5% 

Qatar had imported 40% of its refined of the equity in the export-oriented LNG 
product requirements from Bahrain at a plant, with another 15% to be reserved for a 

cost of $100 million. company that would handle marketing of 
Qatar produced both associated and non- the output. The project, construction of 

associated gas in 1983, although neither ata which was expected to start in 1985, was to 
rate sufficient to satisfy domestic demand. _ be operational by 1992. It was to be financed 
Of the total gas production, 155 million 100% by Qatar.** 
cubic feet per day was associated gas pro- One of the major gas consuming indus- 
duced onshore from the Dukhan Field, 84 tries in Qatar was the Qatar Petrochemical
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Co. (QAPCO) plant at Umm Said. QAPCO, a allowing it to produce 477,000 tons of raw 
Joint venture of QGPC (84%) and Charbon- steel, over 100% of design capacity. QASCO 
nages de France-Chimie (CDF-Chimie) was owned 70% by the Qatari Government, 
(16%), produced ethylene, low-density poly- 20% by Kobe Steel, and 10% by Tokyo 
ethylene, and sulfur from ethane-rich gas Boeki, both of Japan. QASCO operated a 
feedstock provided by NGLI and II. QAPCO 900,000-ton-per-year Midrex  direct-reduc- 
awarded CDF-Chimie a $55 million contract tion iron plant, feeding two 70-ton electric 
to design, supply, and install an ethane arc furnaces, two 4-strand continuous billet 
recovery turboexpander plant at Umm Said casters, and a 20-strand bar mill with a 
to increase ethane feedstock from 600 to design capacity of 440,000 tons per year of 
1,100 tons per day. The new unit was semifinished steel. QASCO’s output was 
designed to insulate QAPCO from feedstock sold 44% to Saudi Arabia, unspecified 
shortages, which occurred when oil produc- amounts to Iraq and the United Arab Emir- 
tion dropped below 400,000 barrels per day, ates, and 13% was consumed domestically. 
as was the case throughout 1983. Ethylene Kobe Steel acted as plant manager under a 
production in 1983 was 164,000 tons, only contract due to expire in 1986, and Tokyo 
58% of capacity, owing to the feedstock Boeki was the sole marketing agent. Be- 
shortage. All ethylene production was used cause of the low international price for the 
to produce low-density polyethylene, all of steel, QASCO failed to make a profit in 
which was marketed by CDF-Chimie under 1983. 
a 10-year agreement. The Qatar National Cement Co. (@NCC) 

‘The Qatar Fertilizer Co. (QAFCO), owned operated the country’s only cement plant, a 
15% by QGPC and 25% by Norsk Hydro 900-ton-per-day facility at Umm Bab. QNCC 
AVS of Norway, was one of the few indus- was owned 43% by the Government and 
tries not affected by the gas shortage. While 57% by private Qatari shareholders. QNCC 
designed to run on associated gas from quarried its own gypsum, lime, and clay 
Dukhan, the plant was able to utilize almost. from a concession area near the plant. The 
50% Khuff gas in 1983 to make up for the three-kiln facility operated at 75% of capac- 
shortfall. The result was a record-high out- ity during the year. In addition to these 
put of 586,000 tons of ammonia and 685,000 minerals used in cement production, a re- 
tons of urea, 100% of design capacity. The cent geological survey in Qatar indicated 
main customers for ammonia and urea were the presence of manganese, marble, and 
India, China, and the Philippines. QAFCO salt, along with additional deposits of lime- 
made a $16 million profit in 1983. stone and gypsum. Preliminary investiga- 

The Qatar Steel Co. (QASCO) also receiv- tions into exploiting these minerals were 
d its full requirement of fuel gas in 1983, underway during the year. 

SYRIA 

Syria was adjusting to a lower level of portant because of their currency earning 
economic growth in 1983, resulting from potential. 
weakened commodity and mineral exports, Petroleum production increased over 10% 
a large trade imbalance, reduced aid pay- in 1983, although the approximately $60 ments from its Arab neighbors, and a costly million revenue increase that resulted was 
defense program. Production of most miner- more than offset by roughly $74 million in 
al products remained the same or declined higher production cost, from the country’s, 
from that of 1982, with the notable excep- aging oilfields. Petroleum continued to ac- 
tion of oil and gas, which increased for the count for about 45% of the country’s total 
first time in 8 years. Production of Syria's _ export revenues, estimated at $2.2 billion in 
most important nonfuel mineral commodi- 1983. Syria had six producing oilfields: 
ty, phosphate, was at its lowest level in 5 Suweidiyah, Karatchok, Rumeilan, Hamza, 
years. This enlarged the country’s trade Jubaisseh, and Al-Hayane, all of which 
deficit and reduced its receipts of much- were in northeastern Syria. Suweidiyah 
needed foreign exchange. Real GDP, in 1980 was by far the largest, producing roughly 
prices, was estimated at $16.75 billion, 90% of the country’s oil and containing 
only modestly above the 1982 level. The reserves in excess of 1 billion barrels. Sy- 
petroleum and mineral industry together ria’s proven recoverable crude oil reserves 
accounted for less than 8% of the gross were placed at 1.575 billion barrels, with an 
national product (GNP), but remained im- average API gravity of 23°. Jubaisseh, one
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of the newer oilfields, having started pro- million cubic feet per day of nonassociated 
duction in 1975, was the only producer of gas. This plant was to use gas from fields 
high gravity oil. Output from the field in near the Marathon discovery in northeast 
1983 was about 12,350 barrels per day of 40 Syria, once brought on-stream. The gas 
‘API oil, compared with an average API piant was to be linked by pipeline to the 
gravity of 22.5° for the other five fields.» ammohia-urea plant at Homs to provide 

‘The Syrian Petroleum Co. (SPC), owned feedstock for ammonia production. The 
by the Government, was the only producer plant was using naphtha feedstock. 
of crude oil, but foreign companies remain- Syria's two refineries, at Homs and Ban- 
ed active in exploration. Marathon Oil Co. iyas, supplied nearly all of the domestic 
of the United States discovered nonassoci- demand for petroleum products while pro- 
ated gas from its second well on a 15,500- viding some surplus fuel oil for export, 
square-kilometer concession 200 kilometers although neither operated at the rated ca- 
northeast of Damascus. This was the first pacity of 102,000 barrels per day and 
commercial hydrocarbon discovery to be 126,000 barrels per day, respectively. The 
made by a foreign concessionaire, and the Homs plant, after being modernized in 1979, 
first discovery in Syria since 1977. Still supplied most of the domestic needs, while 
exploring for oil and gas in 1983 were the output from Baniyas, brought on-stream in 
Syrian-American Oil Co., a subsidiary of 1981, provided fuel oil and some jet fuel and 
Coastal States Corp. of the United States, gasoline for export. Both refineries process- 
Pecten Syria Co., and a 50-50 joint venture ed a mix of domestic heavy crude and 
of Shell International and Shell Oil Co. of imported Iranian light crude, with a 1:1 
the United States and Challenger Desert ratio at Homs and a 1:4 ratio at Baniyas. 
Oil Co. (Chadoil) of Panama. Pecten Syria About 40% of Syria's domestically pro- 
was exploring a 22,000-square-kilometer duced oil is exported. Most of it is blended 
concession near Palmyra, while Chadoil with lighter Algerian or Libyan crude be- 
was in the third year of a 4-year exploration fore being refined in Western Europe and, 
and production'sharing agreement on a to a lesser extent, Eastern Europe. About 
27,358-square-kilometer concession in the 35% of Syria's refined products were ex- 
same area ported. On the other hand, Syria imported 

‘SPC dominated exploration activity, how- crude oil under a special contract with Iran 
ever, by drilling an estimated 230,000 feet in at the rate of 120,000 barrels per day on 
exploratory wells in the Lattakia, Deir el- concessionary terms, 20,000 barrels per day 
Zor, and Aleppo areas. SPC was planning to of which was supplied to the Syrian Army 
drill 45 wildcat wells and keep 2 seismic without charge. This gesture by Iran was in 
crews working in the Homs and Akkar response to Syria’s closing the Kirkuk- 
regions in 1984. Pecten Syria was also Baniyas pipeline from Iraq in 1982, thereby 
drilling in Deir el-Zor* denying Iraq, Iran’s adversary in the Per- 

With crude oil reserves dwindling and the sian Gulf war, an important export outlet 
heavy oil requiring increasingly expensive for its oil. The Kirkuk-to-Baniyas pipeline 
secondary recovery techniques, natural gas was transporting up to 400,000 barrels per 
was gaining importance as an energy re- day of Iraqi crude when it was closed in 
source. Gas reserves in the country were April 1982." 
estimated at 1.29 trillion cubic feet. Because Associated with Syria's petroleum refin- 
all current production was associated gas ing industry were two ammonia-urea fertil- 
that increased or decreased with crude oil izer plants at Homs that utilized naphtha 
output, gas production was up in 1983 to an feedstock. The plants, one with an annual 
average of 170 million cubic feet per day, capacity of 110,000 tons per year of nitrogen 
only 26% of which was collected and used fertilizer, and the other capable of produc- 
domestically. A gas gathering and treat- ing 365,000 tons each of ammonia and urea, 
ment system was in place in the Suweidiyah were operated by the state-owned General 
Field, which processes 28 million cubic feet Establishment of Chemical Industries. 
of associated gas per day to produce 125 tons _—Syria's largest nonfuel mineral product 
per day of LPG. The system includes 60 was phosphate rock. The phosphate indus- 
kilometers of pipeline, desulfurization try accounted for roughly 5.5% of all non- 
units, and a cracking plant to produce LPG, fuel export earnings and ranked behind 
solvents, and natural gasoline. A second gas only oil, cotton, and agricultural products in 
gathering plant was under construction at terms of value. Phosphate rock output fell 
Hasakah, designed to process up to 90 16% in 1983, owing mainly to weak world-
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wide demand. Production was from two two others being planned for Hasakah and areas, Al Shargiya and Khneifiss, both in Lattakia. The third production line at the 
the Palmyra district, 160 kilometers south- Adra plant, completed in 1982, commenced west of Homs. Production capacity from the production late in the year, and the fourth 
two areas was 1 million tons per year of line at the 2.3 million-ton-per-year Tartous 
589% to 62% bone phosphate of lime (BPL) plant was to start production in 1984, rais- 
content, and 500,000 tons of 52% to 63% ing total cement capacity to 4.5 million tons 
BPL ore, respectively. Total phosphate rock per year. The plants at Aleppo, Dummar, reserves in the country were estimated at and Hama were fully operational in 1983 65 million tons of recoverable ore contain- Syria's cement demand was between 3.5 
ing 59% to 61% BPL. Syrian phosphate was million and 4 million tons per year, and if exported as beneficiated ore from the Port all existing plants were to produce at rated of Tartous, which was capable of handling capacity, Syria would switch from being a 
up to 1.5 million tons of phosphate per year. net importer to a net exporter of cement by 
Exports went mainly to Eastern Europe, 1985. 
with Romania receiving the largest share, _Syria did not produce any raw metals in 
followed by Czechoslovakia and Bulgaria. 1982, and its only metal industry was the 
China also imported Syrian phosphate. General Co. for Iron and Steel Products’ 

Syria’s phosphate fertilizer complex at (Gecosteel) 120,000-ton-per-year electric are 
Homs completed its second full year of steel plant and bar mill at Hama. The plant 
operation in 1983. Approximately 450,000 produced steel billets, merchant bars, and 
tons of phosphate rock was delivered to the galvanized and welded pipe, all from im- 
plant, which was designed to produce ported direct reduced iron and steel scrap. 
150,000 tons of phosphoric acid and 450,000 Gecosteel, owned by the Government, was 
tons of triple superphosphate annually. The _ planning to increase the capacity of its rod 
plant operated at an estimated 50% of mill to 200,000 tons per year and at the 
capacity during the year. same time expand capacity of the welded 

Syria continued to invest heavily in build- pipe plant to 20,000 tons per year. Several 
ing new cement plants to satisfy domestic foreign companies were preparing studies 
requirements. There were five cement on expanding the plant, and a contract was plants operating in the country: at Adra, expected to be awarded in 1984. 
Aleppo, Dummar, Hama, and Tartous, with 

PEOPLE'S DEMOCRATIC REPUBLIC OF YEMEN 

Development of the mineral resources of _To stimulate future growth in the econo- the People’s Democratic Republic of Yemen my, the Government focused on developing (PDRY), especially petroleum production the petroleum industry by encouraging for- and refining, remained a top priority of the eign companies to explore for and develop Government in 1983. The mineral industry oil resources through joint venture or pro- consisted only of salt produced from sea- duction sharing formulas. The most promi- water and refining of imported oil at an old nent of these was with Azienda Generali Tefinery at the Port of Aden, which was Italiana Petroli S.p.A. (AGIP) of Italy, once one of the world’s largest oil bunkering which signed the first production sharing facilities. Petroleum still held the key to agreement with PDRY in 1977 for two future prosperity in Yemen, as testing con- offshore blocks at Ghayda and Sayhut, In tinued on the country’s first oil discovery 1979, AGIP also acquired the Mukalla and plans were being laid to modernize and _ block, covering onshore and offshore areas, expand the Aden refinery. In April 1982, after drilling six wells in the PDRY's economy made limited progress Sayhut and Mukalla block, AGIP struck oil in 1983, with the GNP reaching $1.15 bil- in its Sharmah 1-X wildcat in 140 meters of lion,* a 5% increase in real terms from that _ water in the Sayhut block, 11 kilometers off of 1982. Although the economy was predom- the Hadhramaut coast. The well tested at inantly based on agriculture, industrial 3,000 barrels per day of 43° API crude from projects received the bulk of investment in 2,200 meters depth. In April 1983, AGIP 1983, followed by rural electrification, agri- relinquished the Ghayda block along with culture, and mineral exploration. Industry, parts of Sayhut and Mukalla, and added mostly small-scale manufacturing and con- some onshore areas around Sayhut for a struction, contributed approximately 21% total of 5,000 square kilometers of conces- of the GNP in 1983. sion area. AGIP spent most of 1983 testing
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the underground structure and drilling ad- was 25.55 million barrels of crude oil, with 
ditional appraisal wells. No date was avail- 1983 throughput reaching 27.75 million bar- 
able for commencement of commercial pro- els. Oil was processed on behalf of third- 

duction. party customers in roughly the following 
Braspetro, the international subsidiary of breakdown: 3.65 million barrels per_year 

the Brazilian state oil company PETRO- purchased for local consumption, 3.65 mil- 
BRAS, was operator of an onshore conces- lion barrels per year for Kuwait, 2.95 mil- 
sion shared 20% with Spain's Hispanica lion barrels per year for the USS.R., and 
de Petréleos S.A. in the 42,000-square- 17.5 million barrels per year for Iran. The 
kilometer Haurin Ghayda block in eastern refinery generated income for PDRY of 
PDRY. Braspetro had completed seismic approximately $25 million per year, and 
lines totaling 1,170 kilometers and was to with its associated facilities, provided em- 
begin drilling no later than 1984 under a 4- ployment for 20,000 people.” 
year agreement signed in 1981. Kuwait's IPG was acting as management 

‘The privately owned Independent Petro- consultant for the refinery modernization 
leum Group (IPG) of Kuwait was active in project and had commissioned Bechtel Unit- 
both oil exploration and in rehabilitating ed Kingdom to do a detailed engineering 
the Aden refinery. IPG signed an explora- and procurement study. The modernization 
tion agreement in June for a 13,000-square- plan included installation of a 10,000-barrel- 
kilometer concession in the Balhalf region, per-day vacuum distillation unit to process 
both onshore and offshore between Aden fuel oil, adding a 100,000-ton-per-year as- 
and Mukalla. The agreement calls for seis phalt plant, raising LPG production capaci- 
mic work and well drilling within 8 years." ty from 230,000 to 700,000 barrels per year, 

‘The Soviet Union’s Technoexport, active and pressurization facilities for LPG to 
in other sectors of PDRY’s economy, was allow for short-haul shipping. The expan- 
also working under contract to PDRY's sion project was geared toward making the 
Petroleum and Minerals Board to conduct refinery’s output more suitable to the re- 
onshore seismic surveys and drill two wells gional market. Six firms were selected to 
in Hadhramaut and Shawbah Provinces** bid on the project, which was expected to 
"The International Bank for Reconstruction cost $30 million and be completed by late 
and Development (World Bank) had also 1985. No contractor had been selected at 
financed seismic work under a $9 million yearend. 
loan granted in 1980. Seismic crews had " Nonfuel mineral development remained 
completed 220,000 kilometers of line sur- of secondary importance to the PDRY Gov- 
veys by 1983. Data was to be made available ernment. The Public Salt Organization was 
to companies interested in joining the oil installing new automatic packaging lines at 
search in PDRY. its marine salt evaporation ponds at Khawr 

‘The Aden refinery remained the center- Maksoir. The plant produced between 
point of PDRY’s industrialization efforts. 50,000 and 75,000 tons per year. The Gov- 
The facility was built by BP in 1954, and ernment was still conducting feasibility 
remained under BP’s control until national- studies on constructing a cement plant at 
ized in 1977. The refinery was composed of Batays. A consultant was retained to per- 
two simple distillation units each with form engineering studies and site selection, 
85,000 barrels per day throughput capacity. and bidding was scheduled to begin some- 
Average throughput for the past 5 years time in 1984. 

YEMEN ARAB REPUBLIC 

‘The Yemen Arab Republic (YAR) remain- tion for petroleum resources. Small-scale 
ed one of the world’s 10 least-developed copper mining may also be underway, with 
nations, with an economy based heavily on Romanian assistance, although no produc- 
agriculture that was still recovering from a__ tion was reported. 
devastating earthquake that struck the The YAR derives most of its income from 
northern Dhamar Province in December remittances from its nearly 1 million na- 
1982, causing upwards of $1 billion in dam- _tionals working abroad. These remittances 
age to an economy with a GDP of $1.6 bil- were estimated at $1.1 billion in 1983, and 
lion (1975 prices). The country’s mineral combined with aid from Arab neighbors, 
industry consisted of the production of rock made up the bulk of the national income. 
salt, gypsum, and cement, and the explora- YAR was the most populous nation on the
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Arabian Peninsula, and combined imports It was to traverse elevations from sea level 
for consumption totaled $1.9 billion, while to 2,800 meters through rugged, mountain- 
exports, consisting of food and mineral ous terrain. Tank farms for product storage 
products, earned only $5 million. With lim- were to be built at Sanaa and Salif, and 
ited capital available within the country another distribution pipeline was to be built 
and agriculture continuing to receive most from Mocha to Taiz, covering 106 kilome- 
of the public investment, development of ters. Both lines were under construction by 
the country's mineral resources, which in- Omnium Technique des Transports, par 
clude copper, lead, zine, nickel, iron, cobalt, Pipelines of France under a $150 million 
and gypsum, was moving slowly at best contract awarded in 1981. Both lines were 

Like that of its southern neighbor the to be completed late in 1984. 
People’s Democratic Republic of Yemen, In the nonfuel sector, cement, gypsum, 
petroleum exploration continued to hold and salt were the only products that were 
promise for improving the standard of liv. known to have been produced, alchough 
ing. Shell Oil Co. of the United States significant discoveries of marble in Taiz, 
performed initial seismic work on the Tiha- Rada’a, and Hajjah may signal the begin: 
ma coastal plain in the early 1980's. Since ning of a new industry. Rock salt and 
then, the Yemen Hunt Oil Co., a subsidiary gypsum were mined at the Port of Salif by 
of Hunt Oil Co. of the United States, also the Yemen Salt Mining Corp. Most of the 
completed seismic surveys on its 4,865- salt was exported, while gypsum was con. 
square-kilometer concession in northeast- sumed domestically in the cement industry. 
ern YAR, and was evaluating its data. Most There were two operating cement plants in recently, BP signed a production sharing YAR, one located at Banjil near Hodeida, agreement with YAR’s National Oil Co. for which was expanded from 80,000 tons per exploration of a 22,000-squarekilometer year to 300,000 tons per year capacity with concession extending from Hodeida to the Soviet assistance in 1982. A second plant, at Saudi border on the Tihama plain. Seismic Amran, 50 kilometers north of Sanaa, was 
work was to be completed by June 1986, completed early in 1983 by Ishikawajima- 
after which time drilling would begin or the Harima Heavy Industries Co. Ltd. and 
concession was to be relinquished. YAR’s Nissho-lwai Corp., both of Japan. The petroleum law allowed for a 55% tax rate 500,000-ton-per-year plant cost $110 million, and 12.5% royalty on petroleum conces- and produced at almost 70% of capacity 
sions, making it relatively attractive should during the year. Marble deposits, discovered 
oil be discovered. during a geological survey financed by the In addition to petroleum exploration, the Industrial Bank of Yemen, were being eval. World Bank’s International Development uated by an Italian company. The company Agency was providing a $13 million credit was considering building quarries and proc. for a geothermal energy exploration project. essing plants at each site, at a cost of 
The project was to include drilling four test between $2 and $2.5 million each, 
wells to a depth of 2,000 meters, technical Except for the possible small-scale copper assistance, consultancy service, and staff mining, no metal deposits were worked in training. The drilling was to take place in 1983. Several deposits had been identified, the Dhaman Rada’a area, where significant including a silverlead-zine deposit near an geothermal potential was thought to exist. ancient silver mine at Jabali, 75 kilometers The project was to be completed in Septem- northwest of Sanaa. It had been discovered ber 1986. YAR was providing $2.35 million by the French Bureau de Recherches of the financing Géologiques et Miniéres (BRGM) in 1980 Until new energy sources are developed, Also identified was a deposit containing YAR will continue to rely on imported copper, nickel, cobalt, and iron, in 10 to 15 petroleum products. YAR imported approx- million tons of ore near Al-Hamoura, 295 imately 3 million barrels of gasoline and kilometers south of Sanaa. No plans existed fuel from Kuwait in 1983, with another to develop these deposits, but the BROM 800,000 barrels of unspecified fuel brought was continuing its geological assessment of in unofficially across the country’s northern the country, seeking to locate more com- border. To assist in importing and distribut- mercially attractive deposits in 1983 ing petroleum products around the country, 
a 278-kilometer products pipeline was being [Physalacentst Divion foreign Data. 
constructed to carry products from the Port 4 Where necusary, values hays been converted fom 
of Salif to Ma’bar and then to Sanaa, Amse=Usgitspner® (AP € US dollars at the cate of
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=e 27Financial Times (London). Survey “Oman.” Mar. 
3US. Bmbaosy, Peshawar, Pakistan, Report on Uranium gegen TMS" pitino Expert rom Aighanistan Ste ep Tengo 8, dan. SUS tay, Muscat Oman. Oman Ships First 
884 Consignment of Chromite: State Dep. Telegram 5877, Dec 
“Mining Journal (London). Nov. 11, 1983, pp. 341-342, 1983, 
seaee Sel ak ited in fostnete aes peewee. alii ace been caverta frees 

Fork cited in footnote 3. tari rivals: (QR) Yo US. dollars at the rate 
7Where necessary, values have been converted from  QRis0.275~USS1,00. 

Bahraini dinars (BD) t9 US dollars at the rate of | ‘’Middle Bast Bonomic Survey. V. 27, No.2 Feb, 1986, 
BDOT6— USS! 00 pal ve vias Hines London. Sarey “Bahan” May 8, ay Spey “Goan” Financial Tne Canon, 

1 p.7. a’ = 
Arab Petroleum Research Center (Paris). Arab Oil and, ‘A Middle Bast Beonomic Survey. V. 27, No 25, Apr. 1984, 

Gag Directory 1984. P74 ee a, Rall 
ogidale Bast Boonomic Survey. V. 27, No. 4,Now. 7. auwhere necessary, values have been converted from 

SP ian, fi follrs. st the ra nipage of work cited in fotnote 8. Syrian, pounds (By) to US. dollars at the rate of er ee menue Bain, URN Ge esaisemencnt 
Administration. Foreign Beonomie Trends and Their m-  s¢Oifand Gas Journal V. 61, No Jan, 2 1984, p 3 
Alatlons forthe United Stato, Bana. FEN 8456 Mar. =yflo Rant Bonomi Survey. V5, No. ty Au 8 P- ‘ 
Where necessary, values have been converted from 9HARAP  cosgary, values have been converted from 

Yehanee pounds (LL) to US. dollars at the rate of yoren! Ginae SYD) to US. dollars at the rate of Thess ussi.00 Spo ds usen00. 
+4Al-Qabas (Kuwait). Dramatic Drops in Production, ?°Khadduri, W. Oil Fey in South Yemen. Middle Exports Value of Pound Cited. Oct. 2,188, p20, Eat Economie Sure, v2, No.1, Feb. 6, 1984, pp: DEBI “EMidale Bast Beonomie Survey. V.27, No. 22, Mar. 12," "Oi! and Gas Journal. V.81, No 4, Oct. 10,1988, p. 126 1984p. AT Page 28 of work clted in footnote 39 
‘¢Where necessary, values have been converted from °2Where necessary values have been converted from Omani yaks (OHM) to US dollars at the rate of Yemenl risky (VAs) to US. dollars at the ot Obs 345" USS!.00. Ying 3855 US81.00, 

Table 4.—Yemen Arab Republic: Imports of selected mineral commodities* 
(Metre tons unless otherwise specified) 

BT 
Commodi 1980 ie a ——= y Gated Other rinipad 
METALS 

Aluminum: Metal including alleys Beep rere nee 2) <= Mainly rom France 
Semimanaactures Ce rental, thousands. $8,660 $4610 $7. Greece $1,288; China $81; Italy 8618 Metal including ‘Piniimanufeetures do. $282 $19 Chpa 2m Saud Arabia Seen 

Iron and steel: Metal: Sanpete ee seeecees eas 2160. Pig fon, cas iron, related materials — soo, 1289 = __ China 1015, USSR. Stes) primary forms. Teed 238 Sapam 238 Semimnanufactures ‘Bars, rods, angles, shapes, sections NA T9g0r = dapyp 38,907; hina 289; aly 
‘Universls, plates, sheets . NA 29400 2 Japan 13456; tly 9461; China 

Rails and accessories = wale, thousands $59 $127. dapan $101; India $4 Wire. NS Bonn = ss Bi) <2 Gah nmark 1; Nether: 
‘Tubes, pipes, tings -—_do. quis game si90 sal Arla $25 naa. aly 8. Castings and forgings, rough do. $3.50 S180, ____Ingig 1; dapan 416 Netherlands 

Lead: Oily eusuyecommmenenes == 0 = Netherlands; Republic of Koen 
Metal including alloys, semimans- Ph mendes ra $23 $6 Saudi Arabia $5. Nickel! Metal ineluding alloys, emimanufactures ee _do- sol §9 NA West Germany $4 Rarecarth metal including aay, ai fete seer <-SB Ls Netherlands 51 Zing: Metal including alioys ae 2 15 =. Allfrom Saudi Arabia. 

Value, thousands SLIST $2762 Japa $1,355; Saudi Arabia $250, 
See footnotes at end of table
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Table 4.—Yemen Arab Republic: Imports of selected mineral commodities! Continued 
(Metric tons unless otherwise specified) 

‘Sources, 1681 ae 
Commoait 1980 WOE UG OO a ty Gaied Other (prineipad seme 

NONMETALS 
Abrasives, nes: Grinding and polishing ‘wheels and stones value, thousands: — HIT $155____Denmar $5; China 852 West Ger. 
Cement nn NA 658497. Greece 515.294; USSR. 41,949, Ching 25.543. Diatomite and other infusorial earth 2 98 Saudi Arabia Fertilizer materia: Manufactured: ‘Nitrogenous nnn NA 23981 ____ Saud Arabia 22227; West Germany 

Phosphatic NA 185. Saudi Arabia 478; Djibouti 200 Potanng = 25a 7STSSTSSERAST Na ge > WestGermany 84 Unspecified -~"2I2TIIIIIIIII NA sit <> Sau Arabin i United Kingdom Tt Gypsum and plaster = 279-227 Saudi Arabia 200; tal 9 Elna see sare CoSececceeces NA 1285 1. Saudi Arabia 784; China 250, Saltandbrine=~~~~~~>7= 7227227 SS 2585 Yemon (Aden) 425; Saudi Arabia 42, ‘unspecified 1.784 Sodium compounds nes: Sulfate, ‘manufactured = = T4—1—China 400; West Germany 167. Stone sand and gravel 
imension stone: Grade and partly worked ———— NA 1104 Saudi Arabia 601; Italy 418; China 80 Worked" value, thousands suis Gravel and crushed rock = NA 108918 India 575; Netherlands 334. Sulfur: Sulfuric acid ~~~ 2a a = "H2 --_Neherlands 336) United Kingdom 
MINERAL FUELS AND RELATED MATERIALS. 

Petroleum refinery products: Liquefied petroleum eee re alae, thousands $2585 $4089 __ Saud Arabia $2888 Yemen Aden) 
Gasoline ‘thousand 42gallon barrels. NA 1205 Saudi Arabia 588; Yemen (Aden) 206, ‘unspecified S68 Kerosine and jet fuel do... NA 1074 ____Saudi"Arabla 366; Yemen (Aden) 186; unspecified 521 Distillate fuel oil value, thousands. 350001 NA Lubricants 0nd $15.58 $17,452 $114 Saudi Arabia $6,546; West Germany $1,873; Spain $1,478 Residual fuel oi ‘thousand 42-galion barrels. NA 14. Saudi Arabia 9; Yernen (Aden) 2 Bituminous mixtures = dae NA 811 _ Saudi Arabia 180;China 25; Spain 2. = ee eee 

NA Not available. 
Mable prepared by Virginia A. Woodson, Unreported quantity Valued at 815,000. 
3Bxcludes unreported quantity valued at $6,509,000 
“Less than 1/2 uni.
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ECUADOR 

During 1983, Ecuador's gross domestic uadorean production, primarily owing to 

product (GDP) decreased by a reported 3.3% the increase in production from wholly 

in real terms, the second consecutive de- CEPE-owned fields opened during the year. 

cline in the economy after more than a The CEPE-Texaco consortium operated 194 

decade of growth generated mainly by pe- wells throughout its concession in El 

troleum export revenues. The slowdown Oriente, with 75% of production coming 

was due, in part, to the effects of the world from the Sacha and Shushufindi Fields. 

recession, lower foreign demand for oil, The consortium comprised of CEPE and 

depressed world oil prices, and reduced City Investing Co., part of the Clyde Petrole- 

demand and prices for Ecuador’s traditional um Group, operated 11 wells in 3 fields in El 

agricultural exports. Inflation accelerated Oriente and produced less than 2% of the 

to an estimated 55% annual rate. The sucre country’s total. 
was devalued in March, for the second time In addition to the two CEPE-involved 

in less than a 12-month period, by 27% after consortia, CEPE operated its own fields 

remaining unchanged during the previous both in El Oriente along the Colombian 

decade. In addition, continuous adjustments border and on the Santa Elena Peninsula 

were made every weekday, effectively de- on the Pacific coast. Production from El 
valuing the sucre another 30% by yearend. Oriente, which began in October 1982, was 

‘Ecuador's production of crude petroleum not quite 10% of total production in 1983. 
increased almost 12% in 1983 compared Commercial production from the Santa Ele- 

with that of 1982. Average daily production na Peninsula Fields began in 1921, but has 

was 237,100 barrels per day (bbi/d), up from _ been declining for several years. Production 

211,300 bbl/d in 1982. in 1983, pumped from 422 nearly depleted 

‘The consortium of Corporacién Estatal stripper wells, represented little more than 

Petrolera Ecuatoriana (CEPE), the state oil 0.3% of total production. About 500 wells 

company holding a 62.5% interest, and have been shutdown during the life of these 

Texaco Inc. (37.5%) produced almost 89% of fields. 
the total from the northern part of El The volume of crude petroleum exports 

Oriente, the eastern jungle region; however, increased almost 20% from the revised 42.7 

this represented almost a 10% reduction of million barrels in 1982 to 51.2 million bar- 

the consortium’s percentage of total Ec- _rels in 1983. 

1011
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CEPE terminated its Gulf of Guayaquil The Ecuadorean minerals sector, with hydrocarbons exploration contract with the _ production declining significantly in recent Panamanian drilling company Permargo years, remained negligible in the country's Internacional S.A., a unit of Perforaciones economy in 1988, owing primarily to the Marinas del Golfo de México S.A., at year- lack of an acceptable mining law having end 1982. CEPE spent a reported $41 mil- sufficient incentives to attract foreign capi- lion? on the gulf drilling project, resulting tal. A draft law, patterned after the 1982 in three wells that contained no evidence of _ hydrocarbons law, however, was under con- commercial quantities of crude oil or natu- sideration by the Ecuadorean Congress at ral gas. yearend 1983. 
‘The fourth wildcat well, Balsaura-1, drill. ~ Representatives from Paranapanema ed in the southeastern Amazon region of S.A. Mineracao, Industria e Construcdo, the Conambo, Pastaza Province, near the Peru- large Brazilian mining and construction vian border, was completed in November. company, held discussions with the private ‘The well yielded 15° to 21° API crude at up Ecuadorean company, Equaba S.A., about a 

to a 1,500-bbi/d flow. The first three wells possible joint exploration venture in El Oro yielded only minimal amounts of heavy (10° Province, the “Province of gold” about 150 to 15" APD crude. kilometers south of Guayaquil. Parana- At yearend, three U.S. oil companies were panema would supply exploration and con- engaged in risk-contract negotiations with _centrator equipment for the project. the Government on terms for the rights to The first two 100-megawatt turbine gen- explore for petroleum and natural gas, un-_erators were placed on-stream in May at the der the provisions of the hydrocarbons re- Rio Paute hydroelectric plant, located 115 form law passed in 1982,* The companies— kilometers from the city of Cuenca, Azuay Exxon Corp,, in a joint venture with Enepet- Province. The remaining three turbines rol (Empresa Nacional de Petréleo S.A., the were expected to be in operation early in Spanish state oil company), Occidental Pe- 1984. The Paute project was expected to troleum Co., and Belco Petroleum—sub- double Ecuador's energy capacity, replacing mitted successful bids on 4 of 11 blocks in El _an estimated 75% of the electricity generat. Oriente and along the Pacific coast under ed by petroleum, or about 2 million barrels. Ecuador's first-ever risk offering, held June The Italian engineering firm, Impregilo, to October. was in charge of the civil works. 

Table 1.—Other Areas of South America: Production of mineral commodities! 
Ares andcommodity STi) —___Amaniomnedty tag 1980 ise gee? 9a 

ECUADOR? 
Cadmium, mine output, metal content 

kilograms 480 “480 “400 *300 350 Cement, hydraulic thousand metrie tone_— 1,089 1,389 1450 *1,400 1.350 lays: Kaolin—— ~~" metric tons **5000, ‘4000 3,000 4104 1,000 Copper, mine otal, metal content "ag. "566 923 325 143 198 
Gross.-_________.__ million eubie feet__ 13,387 15,000 16,000 13,816 14,762 Marketable —--~2222 "7" So" #1600 100 700 1158 1200 Gold, mine output, metal content —troy ounces ——-*2'951 is Sep aaT 3300 643, Gypsum (for cement) — =~ metrie tons. 6000 6,000 2000 "2000 2,000 Lead concentrates, metal content= don 200, "220 200 #235, 225 

Natural gas liquids: ‘Natural gasoline 
thousand 42gallon barrels. NA Na Na 45 NA Liquefied petroleum gas == doe 315 800 50 i 261 

Petrajgleltl -------2 =n nna nando NA NA NA 162 NA etroleumn: Crude nado 18168697 706 agg 
Refinery products: Gasoline ido aul 8,000 "802 8.282 6109 detfuel- —~—2222I2LDDII Tat 3107 4200 ya 1085 ‘907 Rerosing S2STSST oT agi 298 25500 2205 2531 2058 Distiliate fuel oil - -~~>72722Tdo- 22 5.095 5500 Sag 52a 5792 Residual fueloil ——LIT277T-Tdo > BT ad'soo dea oT 
See footnotes at end of table.
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Table 1.—Other Areas of South America: Production of mineral commodities! 
—Continued 

‘Area and commodity 1979 1980 1881 198" 1980" 

ECUADOR? Continued 
Petzoleum —Continued Refinery products —Continued 

Lubricants. thousand 42gallon barrels. 261 300 300 320 228 
“Tiquetied petroleum gas ——— do -—— 225 250 733 646 382 Unspecified nda aot ‘ao at a0 bt Refinery fuel and losses ~~~ do. Bo 3,000 346 3,048 Bas 

Total .-- an-cdou--- | 3200784750 SRB] 4009 82 Silica... 222222 Llimetiie tone *18000 © "1800041002819 "7.000 
Silver, mine output, metal content troy ounces. «$5,366 «=« 28936. S251 "10,000 322 Steel,crude, excluding casting —-- metric tons. "8000 "17,253 «(27,688 2T,768 22,000 
Stone, sand and gravel: ‘Limestone for cement manufacture) thousand metric tons 2000 "1188 zos. 1,200 1,500 Marble. --_ 0°" metrie tons — 2900 F400 2,000 2 6.200 
Sulfur® Native 02 do 73800 "8,700 20,000 4,500 5,000 

Byproduct: rom petroleum... -—----—do---— 5,000 5,000 5,000 5,000 5,000 From natural gas ~~~ ~~~~~~do.-—~ 5,000 5,000 5000 3,000 5,000 
Total do "18,800 «13,700 8090014500 15,000 ine, mine output, metal content -—~-— 0. ~~ 102 629 a2 ‘a1 123 
FRENCH GUIANA 

Gold, mine output, metal content—troy ounces — 5,000 4,000 4,000 4,000 4,000 
Stoné,sandand gravel ------metric tons. °387,000 507,800 *320,000 400,000 400,000 

GUYANA? 
Alumina: guia ae nie, dry equivalent, gross wet ssubvelenfhowsand metric tons. “23121844 1,681 1490 L791 
Alumina—----=---ee nnn Onn 200 20, 10 3 2a 

Diamond:* + TO ‘Gem ___--___-__ thousand carats. 6 4 4 4 4 Industrial 22222222222 0 Maan 2 10 6 é i 5 
otal do 16 10 10 un 9 Gold, mine output, metal content tray ounces «10,593 «11,008 19,262 13H satt 

PARAGUAY 
Cement, hydraulic. thousand metric tons. . 155; 7 16 110 100 
on lino wu -nometrc tons 40,000 80,000 70.900 85.000 50,000 Other —-7=77>7""thodsand metric tons ‘1810 2.200 2.400 2.100 2.000 Gypsum 222TIIIIT EEA metre tons 1100 32.000 10,000, 6,500 6.500 Une ooo ao 33,000___55,000__—57,000__—61,000_60,000 
Petroleum refinery products: 2 ae ‘Gasoline thousand 42-gallon barrels. 662 906 199 698 0 Settee OSES ae ‘4 int 182 cy 100, Kitorines «oo eons SEES gauss 132 120 M6 38 300 Distillate fuel of ~~~ > =~ ¢0-2 = 105 1381 1.981 698, 750 Residual fuel ol =~ ~— 77727222 2ge2 222 ‘384 31 Be mm 200 guid petroleum gag ~~ ~~~“ >> 58 32 3 35 36 Refinery fil and losses -— ~~ —do.——— 731 800 2735, 305, 500 

Bal ss cce coon 8,768 4.281 4194 2470 2.595 Pigments, mineral: Natural: Ocher_ metric tons_— "200, "200 200 120 150 
Sand including glass sand Sue ‘thousand metric tons. 2.300 2,600 2,650 2.300 2,400 

Dimension —---------do---— zt 258 248 108 no Grushed and broken: Tamestone for cement and lime). do. - 300 350 335, 20 280 Other nas vanenee eno cde oe 5.450 6400 9,600 2.500 2,600 ‘Tale, soapstone, pyrophyllite — ~~" metric tons. — 20 250 150 “80 160 
SURINAME 

‘Alugninunm: ‘Bauxite, gross weight thousand metric tons. 5.010 4.696 4.100 059 1.50 Alumina = aaxanacneneesr dae ae 1395 iaie —*1,200 Aa 1200 Metal, primary? __~~ ~~~ =do- ot 46 32 60 599 
Cement, hydraulic ~~~ 222 22722~2e0.2-= 62 8 n i B 

See feotnotes at end of table
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Table 1.—Other Areas of South America: Production of mineral commodities! 
—Continued 

se a es mee carn ‘Area and commodity 199 1980 1981 19m ssa oa Reema epmmetey ee ee 
SURINAME —Continued 

Clays Gommgn metric tons 118000 115000 130000 190.00 100,000 Kaolin’ ===> 2G 2300 2.500 2500 *2,500 2500 Gold, mine output, metal content troy ounces. ~ 00 350 i 599 00 Sand and gravel: ‘Sand, common —-— thousand metric tons. 150 155 150 “150 150 Gravel. 77"7 metric tons —«67,500-»==«75,000-—«°70,000 70,000 T0,000. Stone, crushed and broken 
‘thousand metric tons _ 50 2 82 0 50 URUGUAY 

‘Aluminum, secondary... metrie tons__ 8 35 30 a 04 Balla e cour eee aa 5 115 50 80 % ‘Cement, hydraulic ~~ thousand meirie tons — esr 685 600 551 S401 Clays, unspecified ——""_""" metric tons 540,000 322406 "300,000 278.821 800,000 (Coke, gashouse® —"TTLTTILIT ao “11885 © "1000 “TeL000 12,000 “Toto Gorundum® 2222222 2222277 22g 22 ‘er 187 220 45 100 Feldspar—222222DTTTTTTILITTge22 a0 2820 *2,500 £38 1.000 ilstespar 2275 ene T SEE SLNEE gate 7 81 30 £80 30 Gas, manufactured®___~~ million eabie feet 50 160 750 750 700 Gem stones, semipresioas ‘Agate nee ee. metrie tons. "200 285 180 rm 100 ‘Amethyst ~~ ~~~ 7777 ~" TMNT gg *s5 2 30 2 40 Tron and ste: 
Ferroalloys: Blectric furnace ferrosilicon 

do. 150 150 150 150 160 Stool, crude———---.----------do-> 1617175901518) RON gT Semimanufactures ————-~— "~~ “do -b4a5e «11192 aaa) TOT Lime-----------~ thousand metric tons. _ 31 2 50 4 10 
Petroleum refinery products: Gasoline’ "="? "Ghousand 42gallon barrels. 22136 1,958 1.788 1,901 1.400 Settee 220 een ae 312 Bn 10 231 180 Keresine <= 7-2 >>222222TTT Idol 222 2119 1082 861 Sod 450, Distillate fuel of —->~=7>>>> ogo 3413 S510 oud 3,600 2300 ‘Residual fuel oll -~~~7777772727do2222 iat 5780 BBet 4132 5250 ubrcante 000 02000020TITa-oo> zy 4% 46 50 30 ther Tiquefied petroleum gas. ___do-___ at a7 396 445 250 Unepeefed nn == >>>oogar oo Ea 349 it as 180 Refinery fuel and losses =~ ===> ado = © 43, 200 aor 2 

Total -------------- do. 1298018898 8,080 Sang and gravel 
Common. thousand metric tons 2.900 2961 ©, *2.000 2,082 2,000 Glass —""""_______ metric tons 4,700 -—««258388 200,000 €200}000 200,000, gygGtghel— === sand mete tone — *400 410 #350 506 870 

Dimension —— do “30 15 10 8 45 Crushed and broken: ‘Alum schist -"________ metric tons "100011675 *14,000 6.20 6.500 Dolomite ~~~ thousand metrie tons. 120 81 “100 M4 60 Limestone -~77_——-= "do 4,100 18851250 1.098 1,900 Marble = <2-~= 030022000“ 2aa oo $5 5 2 5 6 Marl ----—-LlIllTimetrie tone 10,000 21.862 11,000 «18011 000 (Qussty sono S OP EEET EE dace ° 7 "10 ‘or 100 ‘Other including ballast thousand metric tons. *1,500, 2028 1.400 aan 2,000 Sulfur, elemental, byproduct" metrie tons. _ 2.200 2200 "2/000 2.000 2,000 Tale, soapstone, pyrophylite -——~" do .800) 2206 1.700 145 3,200 ere ae 
$Bstimated. Preliminary. | "Revised. NA Notavailable. 
Includes data available through July 25, 1984. 2in dition tothe commodities listed, a variety of crude construction materials (common clays, sand and gravel, and stone) undoubtedly were also produced, but output was not reported, and available information was inadequate to make Feliable estimates of output levels, SData represent exports 
Gem and industrial diamond production was estimated based upon reported total production, SReported figure. 
‘Refinery fuel apparently included with products for sale, mainly residual fuel ol and liquefied petroleum gas. Less than 1/2 unit.
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FRENCH GUIANA 

‘The mineral industry of French Guiana, remain uneconomic for the foreseeable fu- 
an Overseas Department of Metropolitan ture, include: large deposits of bauxite in 
France, remained insignificant to the local the Kaw, Rouri, and Mahury Mountain 
economy during the year. The sector was areas near the capital city of Cayenne; 
limited to the production of small quantities _cinnabar; copper; widely dispersed, but rela- 
of construction materials for domestic con- tively low-grade iron ore; manganese; mo- 
sumption and a minor quantity of placer _lybdenum; nickel; and tantalite. 
gold. Other known resources, expected to 

GUYANA 

The Cooperative Republic of Guyana, _ GUYMINE laid off more than 1,400 of its, 
long regarded as potentially one of the 6,000 bauxite workers in midyear in an 
richest countries in the hemisphere, contin- effort to reduce the heavy losses suffered as 
ued to have severe economic difficulties in a result of the lower production levels. A 
1983. The continued decline in exports, Government-appointed committee subse- 
dominated by the three pillars of the econo- quently found employment for about 1,200 
my, bauxite, rice, and sugar, together with a of the workers in the public and private 
continued decline in imports caused by an sectors by yearend. 
inability to obtain adequate hard currency ‘The U.S-based Green Construction Co. 
for finance, further aggravated the severe reportedly signed a new contract with GUY- 
shortage of vital raw materials, machinery, MINE to continue management of the East 
and spare parts that has plagued the coun Montgomery Mine at Linden. Green, which 
try for the last decade. At yearend, a flour- has been operating at Linden since 1980, 
ishing parallel, or black market, contrasted concentrated on debushing, primary and 
sharply with the stagnation of the legal secondary stripping, extraction and trans- 
‘economy. portation of crude ore, and construction of 

The state-owned Guyana Mining Enter- an access during the year. 
prise Ltd. (GUYMINE) reportedly produced As a means of easing foreign exchange 
more than 1 million tons of bauxite during problems, the Government was planning to 
the year, well below the plus 4-million-ton establish its own company to mine gold in 
capacity, at its open pit operations at Kwa- the Essequibo region. Present mining is 
kwani (Berbice operations) and Linden. The done exclusively by small miners using 
Berbice operations commenced late in the hand methods and small diesel-powered 
year following the completion of overbur- dredges. Yugoslavia was aiding the Govern- 
den stripping. In addition to weak world ment with its gold mining development 
market conditions, lower production was plans. At yearend, the Government report- 
also due to a G-week-long strike in midyear edly was planning discussions with Brazil- 
over working conditions and food shortages. ian, Bulgarian, and Romanian officials on 

In an effort to halt the decline in bauxite possible joint ventures in the gold industry. 
production, the Guyana Bauxite Industry In an attempt to curtail the smuggling of 
Development Corp. (BIDCO) contracted gold, estimated to be as high as 90% of 
United States Engineers and Consultants production, and diamond, estimated to be 
Inc., a subsidiary of United States Steel one-half of production, the Government pro- 
Corp, and Kaiser Aluminum Technical mulgated compulsory registration of all 
Services Inc., a unit of Kaiser Aluminum & — miners in September. 
Chemical Corp., to study and recommend Norman Mines Ltd. of Canada reportedly 
corrective actions to revitalize the country’s sought public financing to continue a gold 
main hard currency earner. Their reports exploration drilling program at its Marudi 
were under review by BIDCO officials at Mountain property. The company planned 
yearend. Additionally, the Government was _ to conduct underground exploration drilling 
working with overseas companies on a blue- after driving an adit in Mazoa Hill. Rupun- 
print, including possible partnerships, to uni Gold Mining Co., also of Canada, esti- 
improve the quality of performance in the mated reserves at Marudi in the 1940's at 
management, technical, and marketing ar- 230,000 tons of ore assaying 0.34 troy ounce 
as of the industry per ton.
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PARAGUAY 

‘The Paraguayan economy, after leading revised upward slightly to $10.6 billion. An 
all of Latin America in the rate of real GDP _ estimated $1 billion has already been spent 
growth as recently as 1981, continued to for development of the remote site since the 
decline for the second consecutive year, early 1970's. 
producing an estimated 5% contraction. — The Yacyreta project will help replace 
‘The decline, as in 1982, was primarily thermal energy generation in Argentina, 
caused by world recession and lower prices thus providing that country with a less 
for Paraguay's principal exports, and a expensive source of power. The plant will 
dropoff in expenditures as the large Itaipi also provide Paraguay with substantial in- 
hydroelectric project phased down. In addi- come from the sale of power to Argentina, 
tion, two other developments in 1983 fur- as well as provide an additional source of 
ther weakened the economy. First, early in power for its future needs. 
the year the worst flooding in Paraguay this ‘The mineral industry of Paraguay contin- 
century severely damaged the cotton and ued to be limited to the production of a 
soybean crops and practically prevented number of nonmetallic mineral commodi- 
logging operations. Cotton, soybeans, and ties, including cement, common clays, gyp- 
lumber, and products derived from them, sum, limestone for cement manufacture, 
are the country’s principal exports. Second, sand and gravel, and stone, and the refining 
severe import restrictions in Argentina and of imported crude at Petréleos Paraguayos 
Brazil resulting from their continued finan- S.A.’ (PETROPAR) refinery at Villa Elisa. 
cial crises further limited Paraguayan ex- PETROPAR is the mixed public-private pe- 
ports. troleum company, which is the exclusive 

Inflation, according to preliminary esti- importer of petroleum in Paraguay. 
mates, increased to an annual rate of 17%, Because of Paraguay’s proximity to oil- 
more than treble that of 1982. and gas-producing regions in northwestern 

The trade deficit decreased, after eight Argentina and southeastern Bolivia and 
consecutive increases, declining almost 20% because significant mineral deposits have 
to an estimated $205 million, owing to a been discovered nearby in Brazil, many 
deliberate effort to curb imports. Imports experts have long believed that Paraguay 
fell 21% to $459 million while exports could contain substantial hydrocarbon and 
declined 23% to $254 million. mineral resources; however, much of the 

‘Actual construction of the main civil country has not been surveyed geologically 
works of the 2,700-megawatt Yacyreta hy- using modern techniques and relatively lit- 
droelectric plant, a binational venture with tle is known with certainty regarding the 
Argentina, located on the Rio Parana, was geology of the country. As a result, only 
not initiated during the year; however, the minor occurrences of natural gas, uranium, 
project was formally inaugurated in a sym- and other minerals have been found. 
bolic ceremony December 3 and construe- _ Exploration for hydrocarbons began in 
tion was scheduled to begin early in 1984. 1944 when the Union Oil Co. of California 

Entidad Binacional Yacyretd, the bina- obtained a concession in the Chaco, the 
tional entity that will operate the ~“acyreté western region of the country. Nonfossil 
plant through joint ownership, awarded the fuel exploration began in 1976 when the 
$1.4 billion civil works construction con- Anschutz Corp. obtained a concession to 
tract to a 32-company consortium of Argen- explore the eastern half of the country, 
tine, European, and Paraguayan construc- primarily for uranium. During this 40-year 
tion firms led by France's Société Dumez period of exploration activity, the Govern- 
and Italy's Impregilo. The International ment issued prospecting permits and 41 
Bank for Reconstruction and Development wells were drilled by various companies—39 
and the Inter-American Development Bank for hydrocarbons and 2 for other minerals 
each have offered $210 million in financing Except for two wells which had natural gas 
and the U.S. Export-Import Bank was to shows, but in impermeable rock and thus 
provide $550 million in credits for U.S- subsequently abandoned, all were either 
supplied machinery and equipment. dry or barren of mineralization. 

‘The estimated total cost to complete the At the beginning of the year there were 
entire Yacyreté project including naviga- reportedly three firms holding hydrocarbon 
tion improvements on the Rio Parand, was exploration concessions in Paraguay and
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two firms holding nonhydrocarbon conces- hydrocarbon-concession holder and one 
sions; however, by yearend one company firm had terminated its nonhydrocarbon 
had relinquished its concession to another _ concession. 

SURINAME 

‘The bauxite industry, including its deriv. vert up to 60% of BMS bauxite into alumi- 
atives alumina and aluminum, continued to na. In addition, BMS and SURALCO were 
be the mainstay of the Surinamese econo- negotiating a merger of their bauxite min- 
my, accounting for about 80% of foreign ing operations during the year. The Govern- 
exchange earnings and representing about ment would have to approve any agree- 
40% of Government revenues; however, the ments concluded between the companies 
worldwide recession, combined with a se- prior to their taking effect, however. 
vere drought affecting the production of  Suriname’s bauxite exports decreased 
electricity at the Afobaka hydroelectric more than 10%, to 447,857 tons in 1983 
plant near Brokopondo, adversely affected compared with 500,485 tons in 1982. Total 
production in this sector during the year, alumina shipments decreased almost 3%, to 
and especially in production of primary 1,028,905 tons compared with 1,055,905 tons 
aluminum. As a result, the decrease in in 1982. Exports of aluminum decreased 
Suriname’s foreign exchange earnings be- more than 50%, to 28,880 tons compared 
came acute and the Government imposed with 60,204 tons in 1982. The United States 
new control measures, including expanding remained the largest purchaser of Suri- 
the list of prohibited items and requiring namese bauxite and alumina; whereas, all 
deposits of up to 50% of the invoice value. aluminum shipments were made to Europe. 

‘The Surinamese bauxite industry was | SURALCO, the sole producer and calcin- 
comprised of Suriname Aluminum Co. er in Suriname, shut down its abrasive- 
(SURALCO), a wholly owned subsidiary of grade, calcined-bauxite kilns in November. 
the Aluminum Co. of America, and NV Earlier, at yearend 1982, SURALCO stop- 
Billiton Maatschappij (BMS), a subsidiary of ped producing calcined refractory-grade 
the Royal Dutch/Shell Group. SURALCO _ bauxite owing to adverse market conditions, 
operated an intergrated aluminum industry Although BMS continued to produce refrac- 

with bauxite mines at Lelydorp and Moengo tory bauxite during the year, it had no 
feeding the 1.4-million-ton-per-year alumi- calcining operations in Suriname. 
na refinery at Paranam. In addition, some _ On December 19, Suriname’s 7,000 baux- 
of the alumina produced was converted in ite miners and plant workers began a wild- 
the adjacent 60,000-ton-per-year aluminum cat strike over large income tax increases 
smelter. BMS, however, operated as a min- imposed by the Government, thus bringing 
ing company only, having the capability to Suriname’s aluminum industry to a com- 
produce 4 million tons of bauxite per year _ plete standstill at yearend. 
from its mines at Kankantrie and Para. In addition to bauxite and its derivatives, 
BMS signed a letter of intent, in August, minor quantities of gold and construction 

to buy a 45% interest in SURALCO’s refin- materials were produced in Suriname. A 
ery. When finalized, the agreement would minimal amount of petroleum was also 
replace the contracts between the two com- produced by the Government-owned State 
panies under which SURALCO would con- Oil Co. 

URUGUAY 

‘The 2year decline in the Uruguayan at yearend 1982. 
economy moderated slightly in 1983. The A continued reduction in imports, led by 
GDP decreased an estimated 7% -in real a 40% fall in crude oil, combined with 
terms cympared with the revised 10% de- recovering exports during the year contrib- 
cline in 1982. Positive economic growth in uted toa trade surplus, the first in 10 years, 
the 3% to 5% range was expected in 1984, estimated to be $200 million.* 
Inflation, after declining for 4 consecutive The mineral industry was of minor im- 
years, more than doubled during the year to portance to Uruguay's economy and contin- 
a 51% annual rate, owing in part to high ued to be concentrated in the nonmetallic 
domestic interest rates and the rapid rise in _ sector in 1983. 
prices in the wake of the floating of the peso. ‘The 14th and final generating turbine
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became operational in May at the 1,980- _ *Where necessary, values have been converted from 
megawatt Salto Grande hydroelectric plant, vag4oreer.sueres (SP) to US. dollars at the rate of 
a binational venture with Argentina on the _*Lyday, T. Q. The Mineral Industry of Other Areas of Rio Uruguay. Construction began in 1974, South Americn Bubtines Minerals Yearbook 1080 oo 
with financial assistance from the Inter- Pisin? necessary, values have been converted from th American Development Bank, and the Paraguayan guarsri () tw US. doling ot ia ene plant began producing energy in 1979 with O12=U8#100, ati i # Where necessary, values have Been converted from the the installation of the first turbine. ‘New Uruguayan peso (NUr8) to US. dollars at the rate of see NUrS¢h 38 =USEL 00 as of Dee. 3, 1968 *Physical acientist, Divison of Foreign Data.
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Mineral production in Fiji, a group of 322 and underground methods, with about 60% 

voleanic islands and atolls of Melanesia in of the ore mined attributed to the under- 

the southern Pacific Ocean, continued to be ground operations. 

dominated by gold. However, the Fijian Mineral exploration activity, after under- 

mineral sector remained a minor factor asa going a general decline in the recent past 

source of export earnings, Government rev- owing to the worldwide recession and the 

enues, and employment, generating only slump in metal prices and markets, began 
1% of the gross domestic product (GDP), to pick up during the year as several large 

estimated as $1.2 billion? mining firms made applications for new 

‘The largest and most important mining prospecting permits from the Mineral Re- 
operation was the Vatukoula gold mine on sources Department of the Ministry of En- 

the north side of Viti Levu, the main island. ergy and Mineral Resources. Newmont Pty. 

The Vatukoula Mine has been in produc- Ltd. of Australia requested acreage on the 

tion since 1932, producing about 3.8 million two largest islands, Viti Levu and Vanua 

troy ounces of gold and 1.3 million troy Levu, as well as on the smaller islands of 

ounces of silver to date. In April 1983, the Kandavu and Ono. Utah Pacific Inc. of the 

large Australian mining firm, Western Min- United States applied for a prospecting 

ing Corp. (WMC), assumed operation of the license on one of the small islands in the 

mine in a joint venture with Emperor Gold Yasawa Group west of Viti Levu. Placer 

Mining Co. Ltd., which operated the mine Development Ltd. of Canada and WMC also 

previously. The WMC takeover of the mine made applications for significant new pros- 

management was expected to bring in addi- _pecting acreage. 
tional capital and technological expertise in Although some mineralized areas have 

order to modernize operations, increasing been located in the past few years on Fiji, no 
both efficiency and output. During the year, additional commercially viable resources 

rate of recovery was only about 75% of the have yet been identified. The large porphy- 
gold contained in the ore and only 40% of ry copper occurrence at Waisoi and the 

the contained silver. Mining at the Va- smaller ones at nearby Wainabama and 

tukoula Mine was done using both opencut Waivaka in the Namosi area near the south 
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coast of Viti Levu continued to be investi- began in 1980 with the spudding by Chevron 
gated by Viti Copper Ltd., a joint venture USA Inc. of the Bligh Water No. 1 well. comprised of Conzinc Riotinto of Australia Although there were some distillate shows Ltd. (CRA), Anglo American Corp. of South and gas traces, all were dry and subsequent- 
Africa Ltd., and Preussag AG of the Federal ly plugged. At yearend 1983, only Pacific 
Republic of Germany. Energy and Minerals Lid. of Australia was Other mineral production in Fiji included still engaged in hydrocarbon exploration, 
coral and river sand, crushed stone and consisting of geophysical work and reinter- 
gravel, and limestone for cement manufac- pretation of older seismic data. Pacific En- 
ture, ergy had a controlling interest in all four 

Seven wildcat petroleum wells have been petroleum exploration licenses outstanding 
drilled in Fiji since exploration drilling at yearend. 

Table 1—Other South Pacific Islands: Production of mineral commodities! 
‘Area and commodity ase 982 sa rm rr STR ET 

FUL 
Cement, hydraulic __—_____metric tons... 96,100 84.967 91,625 88,089 95,000 Gold; mine output, metal content 

troy ounces. "31,765 "23990 80,505 46821 50000 Lime? ___________tetrie tons. ~ ya0s 228 4270 3811 2500 Silver, tine output, metal content 
‘roy ounces. "IAT 768 8057 19107 15,000 ‘Stone, sand and gravel ‘Coral sand forcement manufacture 
‘metric tons. "122567 «105496 3.14 28895 95.000 Riversand forcement manufscture-do-—— 7088 anaat | T0T 2m 28000 

River sand and gravel, nes cubic meters. — 367,700, £370,000 £375,000, £380,000 375,000, Quarried stone 0" "do aoor 2144000 “210,000 © 30,000 28000 ‘Tellurium metal —--~"2_ TC idlogeama = "22700 11880 a = es 
KIRIBATI- 

Phosphate rock all produced on Banabs Island) 
thousand metsic fons. 20 os oe ae Bs 

NAURU? 
Phosphate rock -._____--------do..__ 1,828 2,087 1,480 1,359 11,684 

‘NEW CALEDONIA 
Gement_______________ metric tons. $8,650 5927 «—S,54 58.181 60,000 Chroma: Chromite, gross weight do. -- «1281 2188 4270 49326 apo (Cobalt, mine output Content by analysis... do "3008. 3.200 2189 233 2100 ar ae a9 "358 369 m 310 
Ore: ‘Gross weight. thousand metric tons... "4.204 sn 3.984 3087 2,00 Metalcontent” ————" metric tons. "1909 8502———78.080 eno. ais Mottin produc 

Gross weight do. 12806 sh.281 109,679 108.608 70,000 Metal content inieel laa cobalt) 
on B0s7s 92,580 98928000 28,000 Nickel matte: Grossweight do. 1628279 20,648 9.100 a0 Metal content nigel plus cobalt) 
do 122825795880 *€7000 7300 Stone, sand and gravel: ‘Stone: Crude (unspecified) cubic meters. 104051 «1047089429 19600 19,000 Grushedn 222 for =tg85ao.oTs «88.000 21000 ——90)000 [oP pispirenaerancneaamnt oe ormt “spss. 75809 B00 ean0 Silica (or metallurgical we) -— ~~ “do. ~~ ips BS 24.650 1324013000 

PAPUA NEW GUINEA® 
x, mine output, metal content 

Crepe “P metric tons. 170,788 146,813 165,420 170,004 $201,876 Gold, mine output, metal content 
troy ounces. 680,498 451,707 © 540825 580.258 570,407 

Silver, mine output, metal content —_ do... — 1,428,480 1,180,000 1,362,804 1,887,399 41,524,360 
‘SOLOMON ISLANDS? 

Geld ceca eneie oe eee, Los 1088 11980 Lats 1.100 Siiver=—72227722222222200o cael 222 115 181 160 169 250 
See fotnotes at end of table.
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‘Table 1.—Other South Pacific Islands: Production of mineral commodities: —Continued 
ser mee a a 

‘Area and commodity iwi 1980) 198% ra 1989 

VANUATU 
Manganese: 
‘Ore metric tons 112,400, - 2s we 2: 
Concentrate 227 27TTTITN Nae to,se = =a = = 

ac! praneateneccccos eee seaeees ANE ee Se 
‘Estimated. "Preliminary. "Revised. Table includes data available through July 24, 1984, Produced from an unreported amount of domestically quarried limestone. 
Stn addition to the commodities listed, crude construction materials (common clays, sand and gravel, and stone) are 

produced, but output is not reported quantitatively, and avallable general information is inadequate to make reliable 
stimates of output levels ‘Raported figure. 

SCobait content of nickel ores computed assuming average cobalt content tobe 0.07% since 1975, 
eiUitmt actually recovered fore ae cabal excludes cobalt content of nickelambalé alloy and/or included in 

"WNickel-cobalt content of ore produced as reported by New Caledonia's Mines Service. Of the total, about 97.3239 is 
nickel; the balance is cobalt (based on average nickelcobalt ratio in metallurgical products for 1880-1972), 

‘Table 2.—Fiji: Exports of selected mineral commodities 
(Metric tons unless otherwise specified) 

re Destinations, 1982 
Commodity ai 0 aa co 

Sa Other (principal) 

METALS 
‘Aluminum: Metal including alloys, all forms 14 25 __ Mainly to Australia, 
Gopper Metalincivdingallo.allforma -- 118188 > 
‘Gold Metal including alloys, bullion troy ounces. 2814945899 =. Alt Australia 

Tron and steel: Metal including alloys, all, 
fort ne -2485 2458 «New Zealand 1,182; Tonga 1,000, 

ged Metal nchiing aloe all forms. —— BL 184 Alto Australia, 
‘Waste and sweepings value. = $98,095 Australia $36,485. 
Metal including alloys: Bullion- ~~ troy ounces. 8390 17,680 Allo Australia. 

Unwrought and partly wrought, ‘alue $5860 $1874 All to New Zealand. 
NONMETALS 

Abrasives nes i stand powder of precious and semi- ‘preciour stones exeluding diamond do---- $1,613 $768 ___Australia $509; Line Islands $142, 
Grinding and polishing wheels and 
Fea ee cm do.--- $292 $682-«= Australia $486; Line Islands $172 

Gdigt es eTee nS 83 T= Tonga 50; Tuvalu 25; Line Islands 16, 
Precious and semipredious stones other than 

‘Samond neces Sones ONyalue’- $5,989 $41,201 ___‘New Zealand $28,614; Australia $12,129. 
Saltand brine -2227—2~—=27- 10 540 > Tuvalu 250;Line Islands 190 

‘MINERAL FUELS AND RELATED 
‘MATERIALS 

Petroleum refinery products: ‘Gasoline thousand fi-gallon barrels. 140-185 Western Samoa 38; Vanuatu 29; Tonga 26. 
Nephi recessccedascs Od 2 I Mainlyto Tonga, 
Refecineandjetfuel 7-2 -dou-- "664.«=«642._—«S Tonga 34; Vanuatu 25; Cook Islands 21; 

‘bunkers 500, 
Distillate fusloi_-————-—-do--- "B23—«BBT_— Water Samoa 46 Tonga 42; Vanuat 24 

unkers I 
Lubricants ..-----------do.--- 1 NA 

Residual fudloil————=-----do 49 13 12 Western Samoa 1; bunkers 72, 
Unspecified 222--2-~-~da-- 2 @) TL Mainly‘to Tuvalu 

_ VER cco ee 
‘Revised. NA Not available 
Table prepared by Audrey D. Wilkes. 
2>Totals exclude unreported quantities valued at 821,490 in 1981 and $1,090,225 in 1982 
yess than 1/2 unit.
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Table 3.—Fiji: Imports of selected mineral commodities' 

(Metric tons unless otherwise specified) 
el Soares 12 Commodity wa 3982 __q_—_—_ Tate ‘shor fraceal Sites therein) 

METALS Aluminum Metal including alloys allforms 485.—=—=«§28-—=—«@)-~—_-New Zealand 251, Australi 5 Gopper Metal inlasing alleys anroughe Toate TONNE 98 1 New Zealand 47; Australia 24; United inedom I 
ng Beta! etaes aie 357 11298 90. —_United Kingdom $25: Singapore 40 rotinrough and arly wiowgh°doo=—~ 84H Risk SPT ta ron andi Tron ofe and concentrate including Teagan 3090. fFom New Zealand 

ee latedmaterals «629 Hong Kong 74 iron, cat iron, related materials Ho Ferroalloy one 5 42> Mainly from Austraia Steel primaryforma=""""""-- and gan AteStn 100" New Batand 45 
ae aaiea 

sections seen 4586488 1 New elena 1.894; Japan 1,208; Hong Uae psi = ane tant AE sens eve 
Hoppandstrip_--------. 48-245. —_Auaia 217, New Zealand 29 Rone and eccegarieg alu, thousands $81 «$970 ___New Zeland $20; Republic of Korea $04 Wire De) aR RAR ean gen 
‘Tubes pipes tings? 7889-21092 Autalia 6S; Taiwan St; Japan 41. ‘Lead: Metal including alioys: Seek. usta’ Uiwtodghd and senimanufiures al, theustnds$69——«$106—«@)_—_ Australia 2; New Zealand $95 Nickol Metal including atoysallfonma SR) Santa $4 New Digium cl Mea inde loys tardupat aed pera meee ‘apes es i troy ounces.) © —-- Allfrom New Zealand. iver: Meta including alloys 

Piehatsvsipemaa———- 8 rwrougit and pardy wrought Tacnosenmgeneemomende, B88 eaa 
semimanufactires "~~" do." $2,520 $1,940 Japan $1,926 splat: Ogos == =—=a7a Rae IN 
‘Blue ponder... value, thousands. $66.«=««35.—= $1 Australia $2, Mota? nating alloys Scropandunwrought 0. Tat Lutein 5, Scmmnanufaceres lve, thousands. $68 «$21 Auten 20, NoNMETALS Angas ne tai powder of precious and semi 
‘precious stones including diamond Ge S1ST $184) NewZealand $71; Australia $5, Grinding and plshing whets a Sonate go $U8——«$6L_—=—«8S._—_‘New Zealand $24, Australia $20 Bariteand withers <--7227 ">Re Penland $48, Ausra Cement nS “IITTTTTTTTTTT oaks woh => Ren Zaalnntts Chal LLL Tccrrt cAI unteain 42; United Rinedom Clays eres enna aT tana 2, Diamond: Indastga”""-"-"-——value guns sage” Autala: Now Ze Biatomiteandothernftsoriaiearth’™ ~~ MOG SY g_—illeom New Zealand Pertoet naterice Sasubatorel ‘Nirogenoas SE gsgis agra 188 tapan 45051 pine <oTToTI Toros AS RUBE Nth ea 
Potaie ABBY 852) NR Kore 2.0 Repco Koen 
Unopened and mised 10899. Wedt Sermany 19; New Zealand 256. Qype laste 8 22-=--77- HSB gh xe Samay Bee eeecgemmcnarerse Se Ra heel PraSous apd sciprecou one ole an lao Natura vaue Howards” $1952 Aan 6, Now Znand 69; 

Saltandbring =o. eee BAL 2888 Wee Germany 1966; Netherland 258, Now flan ie 
See fotnotes at end of table
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Table 3.—Fiji: Imports of selected mineral commodities —Continued 
(Metric tons unless otherwise specified) 

— ". TS Bree 
‘Commodity 19811982 “Yana oe ee 1982 "Vaid Other (principal) 

NONMETALS —Continued 
Stone, sand and gravel Dimension stone ‘Grade and partly worked __ a 5. Australia. Worked" value, thousands $81«=«$82,-« New Zealand $23. Gravelandcrushedreck = 8 $08) Australia 308 
susand other than metal bering 156-248 | Australia 190; New Zeatand 118 

Elemental: ‘Crude including native and Dyproduct se a8 185 Mainly from Belgium-Luxembourg 
Colloidal, precipitated, sublimed % 1 ‘All rom Australia, 

Sulfuricacid ~~ value, thousands $68 $85.—= (‘New Zealand $45. 
‘Tale steatite, soapstone, pyrophyllite 28 46 ‘Australia 25; New Zealand 20. 

MINERAL FUELS AND RELATED ‘MATERIALS 
‘Asphalt and bitumen, natural. -—------ 2097 580 New Zealand 452; Japan 101 
GERtAllgrades including briqusie~ ~~~ 18854 22724 «Australia 18,169; New Zealand 4.554 

Petroleum refinery products Liquefied petroleum gas ‘thousand “gallon barrels 35 38 __ Mainly from Australia. 
Gasoline. Mmeané “Peallon PET = 506 «8D Lustre 967, Singapore 199, 
Nophtie:-=pocscos22ciaaalll |, 30 8 ‘Australia 18: Singapore 10. 
Reewee eB RE aaeiwerte 
Papiuaeguelolnnnnnnnnowgeons RA uaradin ga PTO 
Revidualfuclail =~ _ ~~~ cdonn=> BT 226 All from Australia 

_ Redes ee seem NE 
Revised. Table prepared by Audrey D. Wilkes 
Less than 1/2 unit. Totals exclude unreported quantities valued at $1,449,579 in 1981 and $849,092 in 1982, 

NAURU AND KIRIBATI 

‘The Republic of Nauru, consisting of the market price of phosphate. The Govern- 
21-square-kilometer island of Nauru in Mi- ment-owned Nauru Phosphate Corp. pro- 
cronesia, is one of three great phosphate duced 1.68 million tons of phosphate rock 
rock-rich islands of the Pacific, the other from its opencut mine during the year, all 
two being Banaba, part of the Gilbert Is- of which was exported to Australia (68.4%), 
lands group, and Makatea, part of French New Zealand (26.9%), Japan (3.4%), and the 
Polynesia. The Republic of Kiribati, also in Republic of Korea (1.3%). The phosphate 
Micronesia, is comprised of the following rock, which is vertically interdigitated with 
three island groups: Gilbert Islands, Line evenly spaced pillars of dolomitized coral 
Islands, and Phoenix Islands. Kiribati con- limestone, was raised, or mined, by using 
sists of vastly scattered coral atolls, many of grab buckets, leaving the coral as a “forest” 
which are uninhabited, totaling about 755 of very hard rock pinnacles. Minor amounts 
square kilometers of land area and stretch- of coral mined with the phosphate were 
ing across approximately 5 million square removed by hand and used as road aggre- 
kilometers of the Pacific Ocean. gate. 

Nauru has based its economy on the No production of phosphate rock has been 
mining of its rich phosphate rock reserves, reported from Kiribati since 1979, the year 
estimated to be about 30 million tons, and of independence, when the reserves were 
its GDP varies accordingly with the world _ depleted 

NEW CALEDONIA 

‘Mineral production in the French Terri- the Isle of Pines, the Loyalty Islands, Huon 
tory of New Caledonia and Dependencies, Islands, and Chesterfield Islands in Melane- 
comprised of the island of New Caledonia, sia, consisted principally of chromite and
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nickel. Minor amounts of cobalt were also __Inco Metals Co., already renowned for its recovered as a component of nickel matte high-grade chromite concentrate, upgraded from smelting operations in France. its product to 54% CrsOs with 4% or less ‘The Doniambo smelter complex, owned silica as a result of improving the spiral by Société Métallurgique le Nickel, reduced separation plant at the Tiebaghi Mine. The its production rate 35% in July for the Tiebaghi Mine, which was opened in 1982, remainder of the year. Also reflecting the _ was operating at its full 84,000-ton-per-year world slump in the nickel industry, the capacity at yearend. Inco reported reserves Népoui nickel laterite mine closed in mid- of more than 500,000 tons at Tiebaghi. In Year, and production was cut back at the addition, Inco began reserve delineation Poro Mine. drilling at its four nearby chromite deposits, 

‘Table 4.—New Caledonia: Exports of selected mineral commodities! 
(Metric tons unless otherwise specified) 

Destinations, 1082 Commodity 1981 1982 Gaked z Unie Other (principal) Artes I 
METALS 

Chromium: Ore and concentrate —____ @ 18750, Mainly to Japan. Conger 
ite and speiss including cement COPE enn nen nee a 249 ___ West Germany 00; Australia 8; 

‘Metal including alloys, ll forms —— ° 1. Mainly‘fo Wallis and Futuna Islands. Tron and steel: Metal: Berean ne wsascuuue 3 2 €22 — ___AlltoNew Zealand. ig iron, cast iron, related materials — 30 o> Do. Ferronital “TOSSES 0086 104.882 9815 rane 58400 Japan 14,951 Sings 
Semimanufactures = 180 284 __ Wallis and Futuna Islands 227 ‘Australia 24 gad: Metal including alloys, all form 2 15 France id 

‘re and concentrate 
thousand tons. 1,385 1232 Mainly toJapan. Metal including alloys, unwrought -— 25.249 10800 >—Prance 9.806" Sapan 1,207 Silver: Waste and sweepings* ‘vale, thousands Ee 86 France $4; Vanuatu 82. Zine: Metal including alloys, all forms ~~ 2 7 2 Allto Wallis and Putuna Islands, NONMETALS 

Fertilizer materials: Crude,nes value, thousands__ - es Do, prlfanulactured nitrogenous > s 2 55 De. 
‘han diamond Natural value, thousands... 31 $5 Allto France Salt and brine. ann 2 5 <_ Wallis and Futuna Islands 4. Stone, sand end gravel: Dimension stone, worked value, thousands. 2 $1. Alto Vanuatu, MINERAL FUELS AND RELATED ‘MATERIALS 
Petroleum refinery products “iquefied petra gas ‘tegallon barrels. 209 441 Mainly to Wallis and Futuna Islands Lubricants." Maen? 530 is Walls and Futuna islands 287, Fj 

Bituminous mixtures do... 903 222 __ Vanuatu 1.879; Wallis and Futuna Islands 835. ee 
‘Table prepared by Audrey D. Wilkes 2There were no exports in 1981; however, 7,282 tons were exported in 1980, Less than 1/2 unit. 
‘May include other precious metals.
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‘Table 5.—New Caledonia: Imports of selected mineral commodities? 
fancies 

———— SESS a 2 ke eg w United Other (principal 
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Table 5.—New Caledonia: Imports of selected mineral commodities! Continued 
(Metric tons unless otherwise specified) 

Sources, 1982 —_ ‘Commodity 1981 12 Teed other indian 
——— ees orev 

MINERAL FUELS AND RELATED MATERIALS, 
ca “s rece eta == 8851640 78 Repuli of South 

roleum refinery products 
tao S50 71,828 < Australia 71,178; France 139 Gosoline do TAT.O8S 794758 NANA. Keresine and jet fae. do = S08id 28087 «NANA Lubreanis” = =~ =~ od. 17990 21840 36h Australia 12026; France 553, Residual fuel oil —--——"""do.-~_ 924174 1.885810 1026885 Australia J2Q 851 Bituminous mixtures ~~~ —do——— - 16507 "Singapore 16,40. 
NA Not available 
‘Table prepared by Audrey D. Wilkes. 
Less than 1/2 unit. 

PAPUA NEW GUINEA 

The mineral industry of Papua New edi project, a joint venture comprised of Guinea, located in the southwest Pacific Amoco Minerals Ltd. (30%), The Broken Ocean and comprised of the eastern half of Hill Pty. Co. Ltd. (30%), Kupferexploration- 
the island of New Guinea, the Bismark  gesellschaft mbH (20%), a Metallgesell- Archipelago, Bougainville and Buka Islands schaft AG subsidiary, and the Papua New in the Western Solomons, and the Tro- Guinean Government (20%), was planning briand, Woodlark, D’Entrecasteaux, and to begin mining the rich gold-silver cap over Louisiade Island groups to the east of the the main porphyry copper deposit in May New Guinea mainland, consisted of copper 1984 as the first stage of mining operations. and associated gold and silver. Of no impor- First year production of gold was expected tance to the economy of the country yet, but to be more than 700,000 troy ounces, while having large potential, were chromite, co- silver output was planned to be about balt, and nickel. Exploration for hydrocar- 160,000 troy ounces. Copper production, bons has been ongoing for a number of scheduled to begin in 1986 when the gold years, but thus far, quantities found have cap is mined out, was planned to be 80,000 not warranted commercial exploitation. tons initially, expanding to 120,000 tons by Bougainville Copper Ltd’s Panguna 1990. Production from the 410-million-ton 
Mine, a joint venture of CRA (53.6%), the Ok Tedi ore body was expected to yield $6 Papua New Guinean Government (20.2%), billion from ore sales over the 25- to 30-year 
and private interests (26.2%), remained mine life. 
essentially the country’s only active metal Nord Resources Corp. was seeking a joint mine. As a result of the addition of two venture partner to participate in the devel- grinding circuits during 1982, Bougainville opment of the Ramu River chromite-cobalt- 
Copper was able to set. a new world record of nickel deposit in Marum, near Madang on 48,216,546 tons of ore milled in a single the island of New Guinea. Although the flotation plant during the year. The increas- deposit, owned by Nord Resources and other 
ed tonnage also enabled record high produc- U.S. companies (69.5%) and MIM Holdings tion levels of copper, gold, and silver at the Ltd. (80.59%), was the largest known chro- 
Panguna Mine, estimated to have account-  mite-cobalt-nickel deposit outside the Soviet ed for 50% of foreign exchange earnings Union and southern Africa, the cost of and to have represented 20% of the GDP, development and low prices for these stra- 
estimated at $2.1 billions tegic metals dictated the postponement of 
Development of Ok Tedi Mining Ltd.’s developing the deposit in the near future. 

porphyry copper-gold-silver deposit, located Small quantities of alluvial gold, by pan- 
on Mount Fubilan in the Star Mountains 25 ning, and sand in the Bulolo Wau area were 
kilometers from the Irian Jaya border, pro- also produced during the year. 
ceeded on schedule during the year. The Ok
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‘Table 6.—Papua New Guinea: Exports of eopper in concentrates, by destination 
(Metric tons of copper content) 

OO. Destination 
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SOLOMON ISLANDS 

Mineral production of the Solomon Is- in the Nation’s economy, although re- 
lands, a 1,450-kilometer chain of ruggedly sources of bauxite, chromite, copper, lead, 
mountainous volcanic islands and low-lying manganese, nickel, phosphate, sulfur, and 
coral atolls in Melanesia, continued to be zinc are known. 
limited to the production of small quantities No significant developments concerning 
of construction materials— clays, crushed the mineral industry of the Solomons dur- 
stone, and sand and gravel— used for ing 1983 were reported, but it was assumed 
domestic consumption and minor amounts that the Government remained active in 
of placer gold and silver. In addition, ma- seeking foreign investment to develop its 
rine shells have been harvested for lime. mineral resources and to explore for hydro- 

‘The mineral sector has had a small role carbons. 

TONGA 

‘The mineral industry of the Kingdom of carbons, begun in 1970 after discovery of 
Tonga Archipelago, comprising about 150 natural crude oil seepages on the islands of 
islands covering an 800-kilometer north- Tongatapu and 'Eua in 1968, was assumed 
south expanse of Polynesia in the southern to have continued during the year. Samuel 
Pacific Ocean, consisted of the construction Gary Oil Producers Inc. of Englewood, Colo- 
materials coral reef limestone, crushed ado, reportedly began drilling the first of 
stone, and sand and gravel in minor quanti- three offshore wells in 1982 in its Tonga 
ties for domestic use. No other mineral Platform concession. 
resources are known. Exploration for hydro- 

VANUATU 

‘The mineral industry of the Republic of tons of ore, sufficient for about 3 years, 
Vanuatu, a chain of islands in Melanesia remained when production ceased in No- 
having a total area of about 12,000 square vember 1978. Other known resources, ex- 
kilometers spread over a distance of 900 pected to remain uneconomic in the fore- 
kilometers in the southwest Pacific Ocean, seeable future, include metallurgical-grade 
remained insignificant. The sector was lim- limestone on Espiritu Santo Island; manga- 
ited to the production of small quantities of nese deposits, in addition to that of the 
construction materials, including coral reef Forari Mine, on Efaté and Erromango Is- 
limestone, crushed stone, and sand and lands; mineral sands containing ilmenite 
gravel. Mineral commodities, even during and magnetite on Pentecost Island; and 
the active mining and concentrating of large deposits of pozzolan, a volcanic ash 
metallurgical-gradé manganese ore for ex- used in cement manufacturing, on some of 
port to Japan during the 1961-18 period, the islands, especially Ambrym and Efaté. 
have never had a very significant role in the. ———__— 
country’s economy. ’Physicalsientst, Division of Foreign Data 

‘The opencut manganese mine near the p,WPeS,nevessny, “glues, have been converted Som 
village of Forari, 55 kilometers northwest of Obits tues have been coer 
the Port of Vila, Efaté Island, remained __,, Where necssary. values have eon converted from 
closed throughout the year. About 120,000 RISEN pune kine 40 US dotiarsat he rate of
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